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Preface
Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software is an electronic design
automation tool that provides an interactive solution for modeling, analyzing, and optimizing analog and digital
communication systems. VSS software integrates radio frequency (RF) and digital signal processing (DSP) analysis to
provide an end-to-end communications systems design solution.
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About This Book
The VSS System Block Catalog provides complete reference information on all of the system blocks that are part of the
VSS database. This extensive database includes encoder/decoder, modulator/demodulator, filter, and many other models.

The system blocks in this catalog are organized alphabetically within categories such as "Coding/Mapping" and
"Modulation" (also organized alphabetically). This organization mirrors the hierarchy of the Elements Browser in the
Cadence AWR Design Environment® platform, which you use to select the system models you want to use in your
designs.

For each system model in this guide, the following attributes (if applicable) may be described:

DescriptionAttribute
The graphical representation of the system model as it is displayed in the system diagram
window.

Symbol

A short summary of the model that may include its purpose or advantage over other
models.

Summary

The physical parameters of the model on a drawing, if applicable.Topology
An electrical representation of the model if it is implemented as an equivalent circuit.Equivalent Circuit
The user-modifiable parameters of the components (for example, encoders and converters)
of this system model, including the data types: Integer,Real,Complex,Data Model,Name

Parameters, Parameter
Details, and Parameter
Restrictions and
Recommendations

Element, String, Enumeration, and Vector. Parameter details, restrictions on the range of
acceptable parameter values (either required or recommended), and recommendations
may be included if applicable.
The data input and output node numbers, types, and node names or purpose, in separate
tables. Node details and any long descriptions follow the tables if applicable. Nodes on

Data Input, Input Node
Details, Data Output, Output
Node Details the model symbols are color-coded as follows: Red for complex nodes; Yellow for real

data nodes; Green for digital nodes; and No color for nodes that can be a combination of
complex, real data, and/or digital.
Any specific error conditions that are trapped in the model code.Error Conditions
Notes on the implementation of this particular system model, if applicable.Implementation Details
Recommendations, conditions, and cautionary notes (if applicable) for using this model.Recommendations for Use
Notes on the origin of the techniques used in the implementation of this model, if
applicable.

References

This guide assumes that you have a working knowledge of high-frequency electronic design, layout, and analysis.
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Additional Documentation
The AWR Design Environment platform includes the following additional documentation:

• What's New in AWR Design Environment v15? presents the new features, user interface, elements, system blocks, and
measurements for this release.

• The AWR Design Environment Installation Guide describes how to install the AWR Design Environment platform
and configure it for locked or floating licensing options. It also provides licensing configuration troubleshooting tips.
This document is downloadable from the Cadence AWR Knowledge Base.

• The AWR Design Environment Getting Started Guide familiarizes you with the AWR Design Environment platform
through Microwave Office software, VSS software, Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software, and Monolithic
Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) examples.

Microwave Office example projects show how to design and analyze simple linear, nonlinear, and EM circuits, and
how to create layouts. Visual System Simulator examples show how to design systems and perform simulations using
predefined or customized transmitters and receivers. Analyst software examples show how to create and simulate 3D
EM structures from Microwave Office, and MMIC examples show MMIC features and designs.

You can perform simulations using a number of simulators, and then display the output in a wide variety of graphical
forms based on your analysis needs. You can also tune or optimize the designs, and your changes are automatically
and immediately reflected in the layout.

• The AWR Design Environment User Guide provides an overview of the AWR Design Environment platform including
chapters on the user interface; using schematics/system diagrams, data files, netlists, graphs, measurements, and output
files; using variables and equations in projects, and more. In addition, an appendix providing guidelines for starting a
new design is included.

• The AWR Design Environment Simulation and Analysis Guide discusses simulation basics such as swept parameter
analysis, tuning/optimizing/yield, and simulation filters; and provides simulation details for DC, linear, AC, harmonic
balance, transient, and EM simulation/extraction theory and methods.

• The AWR Design Environment Dialog Box Reference provides a comprehensive reference of many AWR Design
Environment platform dialog boxes with dialog box graphics, overviews, option details, and information on how to
navigate to each dialog box.

• The AWR Microwave Office Layout Guide contains information on creating and viewing layouts for schematics and
EM structures, including use of the Layout Manager, Layout Process File, artwork cell creation/editing/properties,
Design Rule Checking, and other topics.

• The AWR Microwave Office Element Catalog provides complete reference information on the electrical element
model database that you use to build schematics.

• The AWR Microwave Office Measurement Catalog provides complete reference information on the "measurements"
(computed data such as gain, noise, power, or voltage) that you can choose as output for your simulations.

• The AWR Visual System Simulator Measurement Catalog provides complete reference information on the measurements
you can choose as output for your simulations.

• The AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide contains information on simulation basics, RF modeling
capabilities, and noise modeling.

• The AWR API Scripting Guide explains the basic concepts of AWR Design Environment platform scripting and
provides coding examples. It also provides information on the most useful objects, properties, and methods for creating
scripts in the AWR Script Development Environment (AWR SDE). In addition, this guide contains the AWR Design
Environment platform Component API list.
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• The AWR Design Environment Quick Reference document lists keyboard shortcuts, mouse operations, and tips and
tricks to optimize your use of the AWR Design Environment platform. This document is available within the program
by choosing Help > Quick Reference.
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Typographical Conventions
This guide uses the following typographical conventions.

ConventionItem
Shown in a bold alternate font. Nested menu selections are
shown with a ">" to indicate that you select the first menu
item and then select the submenu item:

Anything that you select (or click on) in the AWR Design
Environment program, such as menus, nested submenus,
menu options, dialog box options, buttons, and tab names

Choose File > New Project.
Shown in a bold within quotation marks:Text that you enter using the keyboard

Enter "my_project" in Project Name.
Shown in a bold alternate font with initial capitals. Key
combinations using a "+" indicate that you press and hold
the first key while pressing the second key:

Keys or key combinations that you press

Press Alt+F1.
Shown in italics:File names and directory paths

See the DEFAULTS.LPF file.
Shown in a mono-spaced font:Contents of a file, fields within a file, command names,

command switches/arguments, or output from a command
at the command prompt Define this parameter in the $DEFAULT_VALUES field.
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Getting On-Line Help
VSS online Help provides information about VSS design concepts and the windows, menus, and dialog boxes that
compose the design environment.

To access context-sensitive Help for any system block:

• After creating a system diagram, choose Help > Contents and Index or press the F1 key and click the Contents tab in the
left pane of the Help window. Double-click the AWR Visual System Simulator System Block Catalog folder to open the
VSS System Block Catalog Help.

• Right-click a system block in the lower pane of the Elements Browser and choose Element Help.

• Right-click any system block in a system diagram and choose Help.

• Double-click a system block to open the Element Options dialog box, then click the Element Help button.
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Analog Devices Analog to Digital Converter: ADI_ADC

Symbol

A D

Summary

ADI_ADC provides Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software
simulation access to the ADIsimADC converter model from Analog Devices. ADIsimADC supports the modeling of
offset, gain, sample rate, bandwidth, jitter, latency, ac linearity and dc linearity. Analog Devices provides product model
files for many of the A/D converters. For more information on ADIsimADC, visit Analog Device's web site,
http://www.analog.com, and search for ADIsimADC.

ADI_ADC blocks are normally placed on a system diagram when one of the Analog Device A/D Converter blocks is
selected. These blocks can be found under the XML Libraries>* AWR web site>Parts by Vendor element category.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDID
""N/AProduct model file nameSPART

ScalarScale applied to input signal before conversionRSCALE
FrequencyADC sampling frequency (overwrites DECIMRT setting)ROUTSMPFRQ
ScalarDecimation rate (if empty, do not decimate, set to 1)IDECIMRT
ScalarOffset of first analog input to sample (empty uses signal

delay)
I*SMPSTRT

TimeJitter, rms secs (empty uses characterization jitter from
product model file)

R*JITTER

VoltageDC adjustment to analog signal (empty uses common mode
voltage from product model file)

R*DC_ADJ

Part infoN/AInformation to output to text windowE*TXTOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PART. The name of the product model file for the product being modeled. These files are provided by Analog Devices.

SCALE. The scale applied to the input signal before conversion. This allows you to fit the input signal into the dynamic
range of the ADC part. The latter displays in the information output window when TXTOUT is enabled.

OUTSMPFRQ. The sampling rate of the converter, defined in units of frequency. If this is specified, it is the data rate
of the output signal and the decimation ratio, DECIMRT, is not used.
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DECIMRT. The decimation rate applied to the input signal. If empty, decimation ratio is set to 1.

SMPSTRT. The offset of the first input sample to convert. The output signal delay will be set to the first output symbol
that contains this offset period. See the "Implementation Details" section of the Analog to Digital Converter block ADC
for more details.

If this is left empty the signal delay on the input signal, if any, will be used to determine the offset.

JITTER. The sample to sample variation in the sampling process. If this left empty, the characteristic jitter from the
product model file is used. ADI_ADC passes the value of JITTER directly to the simSample() function of ADIsimADC.

DC_ADJ. The value to add to each input sample. This is used to compensate for the common mode voltage of the
converter without having to adjust the input signal. If this is left empty, the it will be set to the common mode voltage
from the product model file.

For example, if the common mode voltage of the converter is 2.5V, but the input signal is a simple 1V sinusoid, you
would normally need to add 2.5V to the signal to properly convert it. Setting the DC_ADJ parameter to 2.5V will add
2.5V to the input signal internally.

TXTOUT. Enables or disables the display of the product model characteristics in the text output window.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog input signalReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital output signalDigital2
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5G Channel Model (N-Input, M-Output): 5G_CHANNEL

Symbol

5G_CHANNEL

1 2

Summary

5G_CHANNEL enables simulation of the MIMO fading channel based on the WINNER II channel model and the general
clustered delay line (CDL) model [1, 2]. This block includes CDL models for frequencies above 6 GHz defined in Section
7.7.1 of [2]. You can specify a custom set of CDL parameters to obtain a user-defined channel model. The
STDCHPROFILE parameter allows you to select a predefined channel model. This block uses a 0 dB gain omni-directional
antenna element pattern if DATA is left empty or you can specify a Radiation pattern (Data file name) similar to that in
the RF Antenna block ANTENNA and in the Phased Array block PHARRAY. The transmit array size is specified in the
TXNUMANTELEMS parameter, the array azimuth in the TXARRAYAZ parameter, and the array geometry in the
TXELEMPOSITX and TXELEMPOSITY parameters. The receiver array is similarly specified. This block may be
configured to operate in parallel mode or serial mode (also called MIMO mode in PHARRAY_F). In parallel mode, the
block’s input and output ports are exposed for each antenna on the diagram. Serial mode provides single input and single
output ports on the diagram where the input and output data for each antenna are assumed to be time multiplexed. MUX
and DEMUX can be used to achieve time multiplexing.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
ParallelOperating mode (parallel or serial)E*MODE
PropagatedCenter frequency setting (propagated or

set manually)
ECTRFRQSEL

0.9ScalarCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
50Km/hRelative velocityR*VELOCITY
100ScalarR*MAXDOPPLER
_BLKSZScalarBlock sizeI*BLKSZ
ContinuousBlock-to-block fading (continuous or

independent)
E*BLK2BLKFAD

NLOSPath fading type (LOS or NLOS)E*PATHFADTYPE
2ScalarI*NDOMPATHS
4ScalarI*NPATHS
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}ScalarI*PATHONOFF
{20,25,30,35,40,45,0,5,5,5}ScalarR*PATHDELAY
{-3,-5.2,-7,-4.6,-6.8,-8.6,-2.2,-6.6,-2.1,-5.8}dBPath powerR*PATHPWR
0dBLOS path powerR*LOSPWR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

{0,0,0,-104,-104,-104,45,77,43,72}DegPath angle-of-departure anglesR*PATHAOD
{0,0,0,95,95,95,41,-70,39,66}DegPath angle-of-arrival anglesR*PATHAOA
{5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5}DegPath azimuth spread of departure anglesR*PATHASD
{5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5}DegPath azimuth spread of arrival anglesR*PATHASA
1Number of antenna elements in

transmitter
ITXNUMANTELEMS

90DegTX antenna array azimuth with respect
to north

R*TXARRAYAZ

0MetersTX antenna element position in X axisR*TXELEMPOSITX
0MetersTX antenna element position in Y axisR*TXELEMPOSITY
1Number of antenna elements in receiverIRXNUMANTELEMS
-90DegRX antenna array azimuth with respect

to north
R*RXARRAYAZ

0MetersRX antenna element position in X axisR*RXELEMPOSITX
0MetersRX antenna element position in Y axisR*RXELEMPOSITY

dBConstant path lossRPATHLOSS
20dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient

A
R*PLCOEFA

46.4dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient BR*PLCOEFB
20dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient CR*PLCOEFC
0dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient

X
R*PLCOEFX

{1000,0}Relative distance from TX to RX
expressed as {dx, dy}

RRELRXPOSDXDY

mDistance unit for RELRXPOSDXDYEDISTUNIT
Radiation pattern data file nameDATA

AutoInterpolation method for radiation
pattern

E*INTERP

OnRandom phase (on or off)E*RNDPHASE
0Random number generator seed for

random phase
I*RNDPHASESEED

OnRandom ray coupling (on or off)E*RNDCPL
0Random number generator seed for

random ray shuffling
I*RNDCPLSEED

Allow any value for numeric, pin to
nearest

Treatment of numeric independent
variables

E*IVARTYP

3GPP (5G): CDL-A, 28GHz, Indoor
Office, Normal Delay

Standard channel profileESTDCHPROFILE
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines whether the multiple transmit and multiple receive signals are wired in parallel (separate for each
antenna) or in serial time-multiplexed format through single port.

• Parallel: Parallel mode exposes number of input and output ports according to TXNUMANTELEMS and
RXNUMANTELEMS.

• Serial: Serial mode exposes single input port and single output port where the input and output data are time multiplexed
from the first antenna to the N-th antenna (also called “MIMO mode” in PHARRAY block).

CTRFRQSEL. Select whether the center frequency is set manually or propagated. When set to "Propagated",
MAXDOPPLER parameter is used for Doppler frequency specification. When set to "Set Manually", VELOCITY
parameter is used for Doppler specification.

CTRFRQ. Value of center frequency when CTRFRQSEL is set to "Set Manually".

VELOCITY. Relative velocity of the receiver with respect to the transmitter in km/h. Enabled if CTRFRQSEL is set
to "Set Manually".

MAXDOPPLER. Maximum Doppler offset frequency in Hz. Enabled if CTRFRQSEL is set to "Propagated".

BLKSZ. Block size in samples.

BLK2BLKFAD. Sets how block to block channel realizations are simulated. When set to "Continuous", random phase
is set once at the beginning of the simulation and the channel evolves continuously block to block. When set to
"Independent", each block defined by BLKSZ uses a new random phase.

PATHFADTYPE. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Determines the channel type; Line of Sight ("LOS")
or Non-line of Sight ("NLOS"). When set to "LOS", an additional LOS path with single ray is used in addition to
NDOMPATHS and NPATHS. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

NDOMPATHS. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the number of dominant paths. Dominant path
is composed of three sub-paths consisting of 10, 6, and 4 rays where each sub-path has it’s own path delay and power
associated with it. For WINNER II models, this is typically 2. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

NPATHS. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the number of paths to be used for the custom channel.
NPATHS value excludes LOS and NDOMPATHS. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHONOFF. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". An integer or vector of integers where “0” disables
the path and “1” enables the path. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHDELAY. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the delay of each path. See the "Custom Channel
Details" section for details.

PATHPWR. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the path power of each path. See the "Custom Channel
Details" section for details.

LOSPWR.Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the LOS path power. See the "Custom Channel Details"
section for details.
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PATHAOD. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the angle of arrival (AoA) for each path. See the
"Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHAOA. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the angle of arrival (AoA) for each path. See the
"Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHASD. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the azimuth spread of departure (ASD) for the AoD.
See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHASA. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the azimuth spread of arrival (ASA) for the AoA.
See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

TXNUMANTELEMS. Sets the number of antenna elements at the transmit side.

TXARRAYAZ. Sets the transmit side array azimuth direction when TXNUMANTELEMS > 1. See the "Array Geometry
Details" section for details.

TXELEMPOSITX.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the X axis when TXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

TXELEMPOSITY.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the Y-axis when TXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

RXNUMANTELEMS. Sets the number of antenna elements at the receive side.

RXARRAYAZ. Sets the receive side array azimuth direction when RXNUMANTELEMS > 1. See the "Array Geometry
Details" section for details.

RXELEMPOSITX.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the X axis when RXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

RXELEMPOSITY.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the Y-axis when RXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

PATHLOSS. Specifies a constant path loss in dB (must be >= 0). If left empty, RELRXPOSDXDY together with general
path loss equation is used to calculate the path loss. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFA. Path loss equation coefficient A. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFB. Path loss equation coefficient B. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFC. Path loss equation coefficient C. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFX. Path loss equation coefficient X. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

RELRXPOSDXDY. Sets the relative distance, in units specified by DISTUNIT, of the receiver with respect to the
transmitter as a vector {dx, dy}.

DISTUNIT. Distance unit used for RELRXPOSDXDY.

DATA. Name of a Text Data File object under the Project Browser Data Files node that contains the radiation pattern.
See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

INTERP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for the 2D radiation pattern.
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• Spline: Thin plate spline interpolation is used. While this generally produces the desired results, there may be data
sets for which the interpolation fails.

• Linear: A simple linear interpolation is used.

RNDPHASE. Turns on or off the random phase associated with each path.

• On: Random phase is applied to all antenna pairs.

• Off: No random phase is applied.

RNDPHASESEED. Random phase generator seed.

RNDCPL. Turns on or off the random coupling of the transmit rays and receive rays.

• On: For a given path, random coupling of transmit rays and receive rays are performed.

• Off: For a given path, transmit rays and receive rays with same offset angles are paired.

RNDCPLSEED. Random coupling generator seed.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose
independent variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

STDCHPROFILE. Selection of available standard channel profiles.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex input signal for each antenna element.Complex1 - TXNUMELEMS

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex output signal for each antenna element.Complex(TXNUMELEMS + 1) –

(TXNUMELEMS + RXNUMELEMS)

Implementation Details

Array Geometry Details

Array geometry is specified with

• For TX side: TXNUMANTELEMS, TXARRAYAZ, TXELEMPOSITX, TXELEMPOSITY

• For RX side: RXNUMANTELEMS, RXARRAYAZ, RXELEMPOSITX, RXELEMPOSI

TXNUMANTELEMS and RXNUMANTELEMS are used to set the number of antenna elements at the TX side and RX
side. TXARRAYAZ and RXARRAYAZ are used (when number of antenna elements are > 1) to set the array azimuth
(broadside direction) with respect to the north. Broadside to the west is -90-degrees, north is 0-degrees, and east is
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90-degrees. If more than one antenna element is used, (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITX and (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITY are used
to specify the antenna element coordinates in meters. If (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITX and (TX/RX)ELEMPOSIT are empty,
linear half-wavelength (with respect to center frequency) spacing is used. The antenna element coordinates are prior to
the array azimuth rotation. Thus, TXELEMPOSITX = {0,0} and TXELEMPOSITY={0,0.1} specifies two element array
in a North-South location. The first element position is always used as the reference location.

N

N

Array
broadside

Array
broadside

Array
azimuth (+)

Array
azimuth (-)LOS

TX Array

RX Array

When the DATA parameter is empty, 0 dB gain omni-directional antenna element pattern is used. Otherwise, you can
specify the radiation pattern for TX and RX side in the data file. Three data files are needed:

1. Configuration file - points to the TX and RX radiation pattern data file.

2. TX radiation pattern data

3. RX radiation pattern data

Example configuration file in DATA parameter:

INCLUDE = "RADPAT:Patch_Antenna_Elem_TX"
INCLUDE = "RADPAT:Patch_Antenna_Elem_RX"

Data file “Patch_Antenna_Elem_TX” (similar for Patch_Antenna_Elem_RX)

PHI(,deg) THETA(,deg) GAIN(,dB) AR(,dB)
-180 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
180 0 0 0

In the ANTENNA block, see “Radiation Pattern Data Files” for the compatible data file format. In this block THETA
and AR values are not currently supported.

Custom Channel Details

In addition to predefined channels in STDCHPROFILES, custom channel profile can be created using

• PATHFADTYPE
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• NDOMPATHS

• NPATHS

• PATHONOFF

• PATHDELAY

• PATHPWR

• LOSPWR

• PATHAOD

• PATHAOA

• PATHASD

• PATHASA

Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channel or line-of-sight (LOS) channel can be created by selecting PATHFADTYPE. In this
implementation, “path” is equivalent to “cluster” and “subpath” is equivalent to “sub-cluster” in [1]. Fixed 20 rays with
per-degree ray offset angles in Table 4-1 of [1] are used. The PATHDELAY and PATHPWR needs to be specified for
each path and subpath (one dominant path has three subpaths consisting of 10, 6, and 4 rays as defined in Table 4-2 of
[1]). When PATHFADTYPE is LOS, the specification for the LOS path is expected just after the dominant paths and
before the other paths in PATHDELAY and PATHPWR (see the following example). PATHAOD, PATHAOA,
PATHASD, and PATHASA are specified for each path (one dominant path is considered one path, a subpath associated
with the dominant path has common AoD/AoA/ASD/ASA values). When PATHFADTYPE is LOS, the
AoD/AoA/ASD/ASA value for the LOS path is internally set to zero. The following tables and examples show how you
can specify the NLOS and LOS channel.

NLOS Channel Example Excerpt (WINNER II A2/B4 Indoor to outdoor/outdoor to indoor NLOS, first 4 paths)

This example has one dominant path with three subpaths and three standard paths. Note that PATHDELAY and PATHPWR
includes three delay and power values for each subpath.

PATHFADTYPE = NLOS
NDOMPATHS = 1
NPATHS = 3
PATHONOFF = 1 // Single value entry applies the value to all paths
PATHDELAY = {0, 5, 10, 0, 5, 10} // First three entries for the dominant path, remaining
three for the three paths.
PATHPWR = {-3.0, -5.2, -7.0, -8.7, -3.7, -11.9} // First three entries for the dominant
path, remaining three for the three paths
LOSPWR = N/A (ignored)
PATHAOD = {0, 102, -66, -119} // First entry for the dominant path, remaining three for
the three paths
PATHAOA = {0, 32, -21, 37} // First entry for the dominant path, remaining three for the
three paths
PATHASD = 8 // 8 degrees for all paths
PATHASA = {5, 5, 5, 5} // 5 degrees for all paths
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LOS Channel Example (WINNER II C2 Urban macro cell LOS from [1])

This example shows how a LOS channel with two dominant paths and paths (up to cluster #4) is specified. Note that
dominant paths are always listed first followed by a LOS path, and then remaining paths.

PATHFADTYPE = LOS
NDOMPATHS = 2
NPATHS = 2
PATHONOFF = {1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}
PATHDELAY = {0, 5, 10, 145, 150, 155, 0, 30, 85} // First six entries for the dominant
paths (cluster #2 and #5), followed by one entry for LOS path (cluster #1),
and remaining two for the two paths (cluster #3 and #4).
PATHPWR = {-16.2, -18.4, -20.2, -18.2, -20.4, -22.2, 0, -15.3, -16.7} // First six entries
for the dominant path, followed by one entry for LOS path, and remaining
two for the two paths
LOSPWR = -0.08
PATHAOD = {-24, 26, 0, 26, -27} // First two entry for dominant path, one entry for LOS
path, and remaining two for the two paths
PATHAOA = {-120, -129, 0, 129, -135} // First entry for dominant path, one entry for LOS
path, and remaining two for the two paths
PATHASD = 6 // PATHASD and PATHASA are equivalent way of specifying 5 degrees for all
paths
PATHASA = {12, 12, 0, 12, 12}

Path Loss Details

Path loss can be specified by one of two methods:

• A constant value (independent of distance and carrier frequency) using the PATHLOSS parameter

• A distance and frequency-dependent equation with specific coefficients.

1. Specifying a constant path loss
PATHLOSS = 3 // 3dB constant path loss

2. Specifying a distance and carrier frequency-dependent path loss
PATHLOSS = “” (must be left empty)
PLCOEFFA = 20
PLCOEFFB = 46.4
PLCOEFFC = 20
PLCOEFFX = 0
RELRXPOSDXDY = {1000, 0} // {dx,dy} where dx=1000 East(+)/West(-), dy=0
North(+)/South(-)
DISTUNIT = m
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The path loss equation, Equation 4.24 [1], is implemented.

PL = A · log10(d[m]) + B + C · log10( f c[GHz]5.0 ) + X

Where

• A = PLCOEFFA

• B = PLCOEFFB

• C = PLCOEFFC

• X = PLCOEFFX

• d = √(dx2 + dy2) (based on RELRXPOSDXDY)

• fc is either CTRFRQ parameter or propagated value of CTRFRQ in GHz

References

[1] IST-4-027756 WINNER II D1.1.2 V1.2 WINNER II Channel Models, available
https://cept.org/files/8339/winner2%20-%20final%20report.pdf

[2] 3GPP TR 38.900 v14.3.1 “Study on channel model for frequency spectrum above 6GHz (Release 14)”
http://www.3gpp.org/ftp//Specs/archive/38_series/38.900/38900-e31.zip
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Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel: AWGN

Symbol

Summary

AWGN implements an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. This model adds independent Gaussian noise
samples to its input signal.

Topology

This model is similar to the following subcircuit, with additional options for specifying the power level:

GAIN

1

2

3
ADD2

WHITENS

PORTDIN PORTDOUT

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesPower levelRPWR
Avg. Power,
Symbol

Power level typeEPWRTYP

0dBTransmission lossRLOSS
ScalarNormalization factorR*NORMF
ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED

AutoRandom number generator algorithmE*RNG

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

PWR. The output level of the added noise. Its interpretation depends on the PWRTYP setting. See "Recommended
Usage and Warnings" for a thorough explanation of how the different settings in AWGN relate to corresponding settings
in transmitter blocks, if such blocks precede the AWGN.

PWRTYP. Determines how PWR is interpreted. In the following N0 is the single-sided noise power spectral density,
fs is the sampling frequency of the input signal, and SMPSYM is the number of samples per symbol from the input signal
(data rate = fs / SMPSYM).

• Auto: The interpretation of PWR will be determined from the transmitter preceding the AWGN block in the simulation
chain, if such a transmitter (e.g., a QAM source) exists. If no transmitter is found, PWRTYP will be treated as "Avg.
Power over fs (dBW)". If a transmitter is found and the OLVLTYP parameter of that transmitter is set to either
normalized symbol energy or normalized bit energy, PWRTYP will be treated as "Normalized N0/2 (dBW/Hz)". If a
transmitter is found and the OLVLTYP parameter is set to "Avg. Power (dBW)" PWRTYP will be treated as "Avg.
Power, Symbol (dBW)". If a transmitter is found and the OLVLTYP parameter is set to "Avg. Power (dBm)" PWRTYP
will be treated as "Avg. Power, Symbol (dBm)".

• Avg. Power, Symbol (dBW), Avg. Power, Symbol (dBm): PWR is the average noise power in the symbol rate
bandwidth. The units are either dBW or dBm.

PWRWatts = N0 ⋅ f s / SMPSYM f or complex signals

PWRWatts =
N0
2 ⋅ f s / SMPSYM f or real signals

If NORMF is specified, SMPSYM is replaced by NORMF. Use this setting to measure Es/N0 when the transmitter
power is specified as average power.

• Avg. Power, Bit (dBW), Avg. Power, Bit (dBm): PWR is the average noise power in the bit rate bandwidth. The units
are either dBW or dBm.

PWRWatts = N0 ⋅ f s ⋅ k / SMPSYM f or complex signals

PWRWatts =
N0
2 ⋅ f s ⋅ k / SMPSYM f or real signals

where k is the number of bits per symbol. If NORMF is specified, SMPSYM/k is replaced by NORMF.

Use this setting to measure Eb/N0 when the transmitter power is specified as average power.

• Avg. Power over fs (dBW), Avg. Power over fs (dBm): PWR is the average noise power in the sampling frequency
bandwidth. The units are either dBW or dBm.

PWRWatts = N0 ⋅ f s f or complex signals

PWRWatts =
N0
2 ⋅ f s f or real signals

If NORMF is specified, fs is replaced by NORMF.
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• Double-sided PSD(dBW/Hz), Double-sided PSD (dBm/Hz): PWR is the double-sided power spectral density N0/2.
The units are either dBW/Hz or dBm/Hz.

If NORMF is specified, fs is replaced by NORMF when computing the average power.

• Single-sided PSD(dBW/Hz), Single-sided PSD(dBm/Hz): PWR is the single-sided power spectral density N0. The
units are either dBW/Hz or dBm/Hz.

If NORMF is specified, fs is replaced by NORMF when computing the average power.

• Normalized N0/2 (dBW/Hz), Normalized N0/2 (dBm/Hz): PWR is the double-sided PSD multiplied by the sampling
frequency. The units are either dBW/Hz or dBm/Hz.

PWRW /Hz =
N0
2 ⋅ f s

If NORMF is specified, fs is replaced by NORMF. Use this setting to either measure Eb/N0 when the transmitter
power is specified as normalized bit energy, or measure Es/N0 when the transmitter power is specified as normalized
symbol energy.

• SNR (dB): PWR is the signal to noise ratio in dB. The input signal must be generated by a block that specifies the
signal power level, such as a transmitter or a TONE source. The single sided noise PSD generated by the AWGN
block is then computed to be:

N0 =
Psig
SNR ⋅

SMPSYM
f s

f or complex signals

N0 =
2Psig
SNR ⋅ SMPSYM

f s
f or real signals

where SNR = 10PWR/10.The signal to noise ratio of the output signal is then PWR, in dB, within the signal bandwidth
DRATE = fs/SMPSYM .

• Eb/N0 (dB): PWR is the bit energy to noise PSD ratio in dB. The input signal must be generated by a block that
specifies the signal power level and bits per symbol, such as a transmitter. The single sided noise PSD generated by
the AWGN block is then computed to be:

N0 =
Psig
Eb /N0

⋅ SMPSYM
M ⋅ f s

where Eb/N0=10PWR/10 and M is the number of bits per symbol. The bit energy to noise PSD ratio of the output signal
is then PWR, in dB.

• Es/N0 (dB): PWR is the symbol energy to noise PSD ratio in dB. The input signal must be generated by a block that
specifies the signal power level, such as a transmitter. The single sided noise PSD generated by the AWGN block is
then computed to be:

N0 =
Psig
Es /N0

⋅ SMPSYM
f s

where Es/N0=10PWR/10. The symbol energy to noise PSD ratio of the output signal is then PWR, in dB.
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Note that when using the PSD option of the power spectrum measurement, the results for complex signals are always
single-sided PSD. For real signals the results are double-sided PSD if negative frequencies are displayed and are
single-sided PSD if they are not displayed.

LOSS. Optional transmission loss through the channel.

NORMF. If specified, this is the normalization scaling used to convert between the PWR parameter and N0. See the
PWRTYP parameter description for more details.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

RNG. Determines the generator algorithm to use.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modified SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This model adds real or complex noise to the input signal. The noise has a probability density function of:

p(η) = 1
πN0

exp (−η2

N0 )
For real signals the average total power is N0/2·fs. For complex signals the average total power is N0·fs due to the separate
real and imaginary components.

For details on the generation of the Gaussian noise, see the WHITENS model.

Recommended Usage and Warnings

Performing BER/SER Measurements

When performing BER or SER measurements, the AWGN block should be placed such that its output signal represents
the signal to noise ratio to be measured. For example, if measuring the signal to noise ratio at the input of a receiver, the
AWGN block should be placed just prior to the input of the receiver.
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The swept signal to noise ratio, in either SNR, Eb/N0 or Es/N0 can then be directly specified at the AWGN block. To do
this, set the PWR parameter to the swept signal to noise ratio and set the PWRTYP parameter to either "SNR (dB)",
"Eb/N0 (dB)" or "Es/N0 (dB)". The SWPVAR parameter of the BER or SER meter should then be set to the same value
as the PWR parameter. The x-axis of the BER/SER graph will then correspond to the desired signal to noise ratio at the
output of the AWGN block.

In the Absence of a Transmitter Block

In the absence of a transmitter block (e.g., a QAM source) preceding the AWGN block in the simulation, an explicit
setting of the PWRTYP parameter of the AWGN is needed. Setting to "Auto" will result in the warning: "Could not
determine PWRTYP from input, will use Normalized N0/2 (dBW/Hz)'." since there is no preceding transmitter to help
the AWGN block automatically configure its PWRTYP. A similar warning reading "Could not determine bits per symbol
on input signal, PWRTYP will be treated as Avg. Power, Symbols (dBW)'." is issued when the PWRTYP setting is "Avg.
Power, Bit (dBW)" in the absence of a transmitter, since there is nothing prior to the AWGN block to set the number of
bits per symbol. Similar behavior occurs for "Avg. Power, Bit (dBm)". All the other settings result in no warnings. For
example, to set the total noise power inside the sampling bandwidth, one would set PWRTYP to "Avg. Power over fs
(dBW)" or "Avg. Power over fs (dBm)", as explained in the section above.

In the Presence of a Transmitter Set to "AVG. Power (DBm)"

It is expected that most of the time, when a transmitter block (a QAM source) precedes the AWGN block in a simulated
chain, the OLVLTYP of that transmitter will be set to "Avg. Power (dBm)". In such a case, no warnings are ever issued
and the settings of the PWRTYP parameter of the AWGN block work as follows:

i) "Auto" or "Avg. Power, Symbol (dBm)": the BER reference curve is followed for a Es/N0 sweep.

ii) "Avg. Power, Bit (dBm)": the BER reference curve is followed for a Eb/N0 sweep.

iii) "Avg. Power over fs (dBm)": the user specifies the total noise power in the entire sampling bandwidth, hence the
SNR in the entire sampling bandwidth can be defined as:

SNR =
Psignal

Pnoise , total
=
Es / T symbol
N0 ⋅ f s

=
Es /N0

SMPSYM

which makes the SNR defined above be equal to (Es/N0)dB-10·log(SMPSYM). In this case (i.e., Transmitter set to "Avg.
Power (dBm)" and AWGN set to "Avg. Power over fs (dBm)") the SNR above represents the signal-to-noise power ratio
in the full bandwidth of the sampling, and it would be seen at a receiver prior to any filtering for noise rejection. After
such filtering, the noise bandwidth (and hence also the noise power) would clearly be reduced.

iv) "Double-sided PSD" or "Single-sided PSD": the user is directly setting the PSD (note: in dBW/Hz) so no BER
reference curve will be followed.

v) "Normalized N0/2": again, no BER reference curves are expected to be followed in this case; this option is mainly
intended to be used when the OLVLTYP of the preceding transmitter block is set to "Symbol Energy (dB)" or "Bit
Energy (dB)" to follow BER reference curves in those cases, as explained in the paragraphs below.

vi) "SNR (dB)": the BER reference curve is followed for an SNR sweep.

vii) "Eb/N0 (dB)": the BER reference curve is followed for an Eb/N0 sweep.

viii) "Es/N0 (dB)": the BER reference curve is followed for an Es/N0 sweep.
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In The Presence Of A Transmitter Set To "Symbol Energy (Db)"

In this case, with a transmitter block present and its OLVLTYP set to "Symbol Energy (dB)", it appears that the user is
trying to set up a Es/N0 sweep. For that, the PWRTYP setting of the AWGN block should be "Auto" or "Normalized
N0/2 (dBW/Hz)". Other settings will result in warnings. Specifically:

i) if the PWRTYP of AWGN is set to either "Auto" or "Normalized N0/2 (dBW/Hz)", no warning appears, and the BER
curve corresponds to that of a Es/N0 sweep.

ii) if the PWRTYP is set to "Avg. Power, Bit", "Avg. Power over fs", "Double-sided PSD", "Single-sided PSD", "SNR
(dB)" or "Eb/N0 (dB)", for either the dBW or dBm units, the following warning is issued (although the simulation
continues to run): "Transmitter appears to be configured for Es/N0. PWRTYP should be set to Auto' or Normalized N0/2'
for Es/N0."

iii) if the PWRTYP of AWGN is set to "Es/N0 (dB)", no warning appears, and the BER curve corresponds to that of a
Es/N0 sweep.

In the Presence of a Transmitter Set to "BIT ENERGY (db)"

Similarly in this case, with a transmitter block present and its OLVLTYP set to "Bit Energy (dB)", it appears that the
user is trying to set up a Eb/N0 sweep. For that, the PWRTYP setting of the AWGN block should be "Auto" or "Normalized
N0/2 (dBW/Hz)". Other settings will result in warnings. Specifically:

i) if the PWRTYP of AWGN is set to either "Auto" or "Normalized N0/2 (dBW/Hz)", no warning appears, and the BER
curve corresponds to that of a Eb/N0 sweep.

ii) if the PWRTYP is set to "Avg. Power, Symbol", "Avg. Power over fs", "Double-sided PSD", "Single-sided PSD",
"SNR (dB)" or "Es/N0 (dB)", for either the dBW or dBm units, the following warning is issued (although the simulation
continues to run): "Transmitter appears to be configured for Eb/N0. PWRTYP should be set to Auto' or Normalized N0/2'
for Eb/N0."

iii) if the PWRTYP of AWGN is set to "Eb/N0 (dB)", no warning appears, and the BER curve corresponds to that of a
Eb/N0 sweep.
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Birth-Death Channel: BIRTH_DEATH

Symbol

Summary

BIRTH_DEATH simulates birth-death channel conditions based on the Wideband Code-Division Multiple-Access
(WCDMA) specifications [1] . A channel model may be customized by modifying propagation parameters.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarChannel path loss (dB)RCHPATHLOSS

ScalarNumber of pathsINUMPATHS
ScalarRelative path attenuations (dB)RPATHATTEN
TimePossible path delay locationsRDLYLOCS
TimePath delay update intervalRPATHUPDTINT

_BLKSZScalarLength of input data blockI*BLK_LEN
Random number generator seed*RSEED

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CHPATHLOSS. Total channel path loss in dB. Negative entries result in gains.

NUMPATHS. Number of modeled channel paths. See "Implementation Details".

PATHATTEN. Relative path attenuations. See "Implementation Details".

DLYLOCS. Possible path delay locations. See "Implementation Details".

PATHUPDTINT. Path delay update interval. See "Implementation Details".

BLK_LEN. Length of input data block in samples.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.
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If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalComplex1
Control input (currently not used)Complex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signalComplex2
Control output (currently not used)Complex4

Implementation Details

The birth-death channel simulates non-fading dynamic propagation conditions for testing baseband performance and is
based on the WCDMA specifications [1]. The channel model contains NUMPATHS paths. The positions in which these
paths appear are selected randomly from the DLYLOCS set with equal probability. The positions are all different. The
magnitude of these paths is set according to values in the PATHATTEN parameter. After a time interval defined by
PATHUPDTINT, the last path vanishes and reappears immediately at a new location randomly selected from the available
delay locations, but excludes the locations of the other paths. This process is repeated continuously by selecting all paths,
one at a time.

The NUMPATHS, PATHATTEN, DLYLOCS and PATHUPDTINT entries may be left empty, in which case they are
set to their default values. The latter correspond to the WCDMA specifications and are:

ValueParameter
2NUMPATHS
{0, 0}PATHATTEN
{-5,-4,-3,-2,-1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} msDLYLOCS
191 msPATHUPDTINT

References

[1] 3GPP TS 25.141 V6.11.0 (2004-11), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Base Station (BS)
conformance testing (FDD) (Release 6)."
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Flat Rayleigh Fading Channel: FLATRAYLEIGH

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

FLATRAYLEIGH simulates a Rayleigh flat (i.e., non-selective in frequency) fading channel. The time correlation (from
the Doppler) and average power of the channel are user-controlled. Output 2 provides the output signal (i.e., the modified
input signal) and output 3 provides the correlated in-time fading waveform, often referred to as Channel State Information
(CSI).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

C1TextElement IDNID
0dBAverage Channel PowerRPWR
100HzDoppler FrequencyRFD

ScalarRandom Number Generator SeedI*RSEED
1000ScalarNumber of samples in a fading blockI*BLKSZ
ContinuousContinuous or Independent fading blocksE*CONT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PWR. The average power of the channel-fading waveform. In general, the output power of the output (i.e., modified
input) waveform is the input power adjusted by this channel power. The power of output 3 (the fading waveform itself)
is PWR.

FD. The Doppler frequency, affecting the time-correlation properties of the fading waveform (higher Doppler results in
less correlated fading waveform for the same sampling frequency).

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.
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If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of fading samples generated in one block of the fading waveform. Fading between blocks can
remain continuous or change independently at the beginning of each block (always remaining continuous for the duration
of the block), depending on the setting of the CONT parameter below.

CONT. Determines whether or not the fading waveform is continuous among blocks. If "Continuous" is selected,
continuity is maintained across blocks. If "Independent" is selected, the fading waveform begins independently for each
block, thereby simulating scenarios like time- or frequency-hopping per block of size BLKSZ samples.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Because the correlated fading waveform is produced by a fixed Doppler filter prototype with a discrete Doppler frequency
of 0.2, and all other user-specified Doppler rates are produced by interpolation, there are some parameter limitations.
Specifically, if the specified Doppler frequency FD is such, that along with the sampling frequency fs they result in a
ratio (discrete Doppler frequency) of less than 0.00001, the following performance warning is issued because the value
of the fading waveform would remain almost constant (very slow variation):

"Discrete Doppler (FD/Fs) < 1e-5, limited to 1e-5 for performance."

If, however, the discrete Doppler frequency is larger than 0.2, interpolation is no longer possible, so the following warning
is issued:

"Discrete Doppler (FD/Fs) > 0.2, simulated as if FD/Fs = 0.2. For such low correlation, you may want to use AWGN
for independent Rayleigh."

Here, the reasoning is that for a discrete Doppler larger than 0.2, the channel is very weakly correlated, almost independent
(i.i.d. complex Gaussian variables).

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modified SignalComplex2
CSIComplex3

Implementation Details

The Rayleigh flat fading channel essentially consists of a single time-varying complex Gaussian tap, so the output of the
channel is:

y[k] = a[k] · x[k]
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where x[k] is the k'th input sample, a[k] is the fading coefficient at time k, and y[k] is the output of the channel. The
fading coefficients are complex Gaussian random variables correlated in time, and their correlation coefficient is ideally
(according to the wide-sense-stationary uncorrelated scattering WSSUS channel model of [1] ) given by:

Yaa(m) = E {a[k]·a*[k - m]} = J0(2πfDTs · m

where J0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero order, fD is the Doppler frequency, and Ts is the
sampling interval (the inverse of the sampling frequency fs). Note that the channel fading waveform a[k] is also provided
as the second output of the block, and that it is usable later in the simulation chain as "genie-provided" channel state
information (CSI).

The above correlation of the fading channel waveform, which leads to the well-known U-shaped power spectral density,
is implemented by filtering white Gaussian noise via a fixed IIR filter with discrete Doppler frequency fDTs=0.2, and
subsequently accommodating any discrete Doppler frequency required in the Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) simulation
by a polyphase windowed-sinc interpolation. The specifics are analytically explained in [2] .

Finally, the CONT parameter provides the capability to keep the fading waveform continuous across blocks, or restart
it independently for every block of size BLKSZ samples. Clearly, if CONT is set to "Continuous", the BLKSZ has no
effect on the fading waveform, since continuity is maintained.

References

[1] P. A. Bello, "Characterization of Randomly Time-Variant Linear Channels", Transactions on Communications
Systems, CS(11), pp. 360-393, Dec. 1963.

[2] C. Komninakis, "A Fast and Accurate Rayleigh Fading Simulator", in the General Conference of IEEE Globecom
2003, San Francisco, CA, Dec. 1-5, 2003.
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Moving Paths Channel: MOVING_PATHS

Symbol

Summary

MOVING_PATHS simulates moving propagation channel conditions based on the Wideband Code-Division
Multiple-Access (WCDMA) specifications [1] . A channel model may be customized by modifying propagation
parameters.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarChannel path loss (dB)RCHPATHLOSS
0ScalarPath 0 relative attenuation (dB)RPATH0ATTEN
0ScalarPath 1 relative attenuation (dB)RPATH1ATTEN
5 μsTimeParameter ARA
1 μsTimeParameter BRB
4e-2ScalarParameter Δω (1/s)RDOMEGA
_BLKSZScalarLength of input data blockI*BLK_LEN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CHPATHLOSS. Total channel path loss in dB. Negative entries result in gains.

PATH0ATTEN. Relative attenuation of path 0. See "Implementation Details".

PATH1ATTEN. Relative attenuation of path 1. See "Implementation Details".

A. Parameter A in moving paths channel model. See "Implementation Details".

B. Parameter B in moving paths channel model. See "Implementation Details".

DOMEGA. Parameter Δω in moving paths channel model. See "Implementation Details".

BLK_LEN. Length of input data block in samples.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalComplex1
Control input (currently not used)Complex3

Data Outpu

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signalComplex2
Control output
(currently not used)

Complex4

Implementation Details

The moving paths channel simulates non-fading dynamic propagation conditions for testing baseband performance and
is based on the WCDMA specifications [1]. The channel model contains two paths, one static, Path 0, and one moving,
Path 1. The time difference between the two paths is calculated according to the following equation:

Δτ = B + A
2 (1 + sinΔω · t)

The default values for the channel parameters in this equation are:

ValueParameter
5 μsA
1 μsB
40 * 10-3 s-1Δω

References

[1] 3GPP TS 25.141 V6.11.0 (2004-11), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Base Station (BS)
conformance testing (FDD) (Release 6)."
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Multipath Fading Channel (1-Input, N-Output): MULTIPATH_FADING

Symbol

Fading

Summary

MULTIPATH_FADING simulates a highly customizable multipath fading channel for which you can set the channel
path loss, the relative velocity between the transmitter and receiver, and the maximum Doppler spread. The module
supports independent or continuous block-to-block operation. The channel can contain multiple paths that can be
individually configured in terms of their fading types, delays, relative gains and other applicable features. This module
can also simulate a receiver antenna array with user-defined geometry, allowing simulation of single-input-multiple-output
systems.

Setup

The multipath fading channel can be configured through the Setup tab in the Element Options dialog box.
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General Settings:

This area defines the center frequency and related parameters. It also defines other parameters common to all configurations
of the multipath fading channel.

Center frequency: Center frequency can be either set manually or extracted from propagated parameters. If Use propagated
value is selected but the center frequency parameter has not been set by any preceding blocks, an error is generated. If
Set manually is selected, the specified value of the center frequency is propagated downstream only if no other preceding
block has set it. The center frequency is defined in the same units as set on Project Options dialog box Global Units tab.

Relative velocity (km/h): The relative velocity between the transmitter and receiver. A positive value indicates that the
transmitter and receiver are moving towards each other, while a negative value indicates that they are moving away from
each other. This parameter can be set only if center frequency is set manually. In this case, it is used to calculate the
maximum Doppler spread.

Max Doppler (Hz): The maximum Doppler spread caused by the fading channel. It can be set only if the center frequency
is propagated. Otherwise, it is calculated based on the values of center frequency and relative velocity.
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Channel path loss (dB): The total path loss caused by the channel. If fading paths are specified, this parameter is interpreted
as the average path loss.

Block-to-block fading: Determines whether consecutive blocks are continuous or independent. If this parameter is set to
Independent, the fading paths are re-initialized independently for each block, while the initial phase of the non-fading
paths is initialized randomly.

Block size (samples): Determines when to re-initialize the fading process or initial phase during independent block-to-block
operation.

Channel Profile:

Parameters in this area are used to select the channel profile for simulation.

Standard: If selected, a standard channel profile from the provided list is used. Path Configuration and Antenna Configuration
are preconfigured to standard settings.

Custom: If selected, you can customize the path properties and antenna configuration. When switching from a custom
to a standard profile, the path and antenna configuration parameters are stored and revoked if custom is selected again.

Profile: This option is active only when a Standard channel profile is selected. A drop-down menu provides a list of
pre-defined standard channel profiles that you can use to configure the multipath fading channel. These profiles are
defined by using the files with a ".chn" extension in the Data\Channels directory of the Cadence® AWR Design
Environment platform installation directory. You can add additional profiles by editing the User_Channels.chn file, or
by adding additional files in the same directory. The required format is described at the beginning of each of the channel
files. Numerical characters preceding the file names can be used to determine the order of appearance of the profiles in
the Profile drop-down menu. A group label may also be defined for each channel to allow easier arrangement. A list of
the pre-defined profiles included in the release, as well as the format used in channel files is given in "Channel File
Format". The format used in channel files is shown in "Channel File Format" .

Edit profile: This button is active only when a standard channel profile is selected. When clicked, the channel profile
changes to Custom, but the path and antenna configuration parameters are set to the standard channel profile that was
selected. This allows you to edit a standard channel profile.

Path Configuration:

This area contains a number of parameters that configure the path profile of the channel.

Number of paths: Number of reflective paths contained in the channel profile. This number is currently limited to 12
paths.

On/Off: Determines whether the corresponding path is turned on or off. A path that is turned off has no effect on the
output.

Path type: The available path types are:

• Line-of-sight (LOS) - simulates a reflection of the input signal, subject to path loss and frequency shift due to Doppler.

• Rayleigh - simulates a Rayleigh fading reflection. The maximum Doppler spread of this path is determined by the Max
Doppler parameter.

• Ricean - simulates a Ricean fading reflection, whose scattering component is a Rayleigh fading process, and its specular
component is a LOS reflection. The power of each component is determined by the total power of the path and the
Ricean K factor.
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• Frequency shift - useful for applying large frequency shifts on an input signal, which are not limited by the maximum
Doppler spread.

See "Implementation Details" for more information on the capabilities and operational settings of the path types.

Relative attenuation (dB): Determines relative attenuation between different paths. Before use, the attenuation values are
normalized internally to unit gain.

Path delay: Determines the time delay of each path. Path delays are defined in the same units as set on the Project Options
dialog box Global Units tab.

Ricean K-factor (dB): Defined as the power ratio of the specular component over the scattering component. Enabled only
for Ricean path types.

Angle of incidence (degrees): Angle of incidence for each path. This parameter is disabled for Rayleigh paths when the
receiver antenna contains a single element or when an Isotropic scattering model is assumed. Its effect is described in
detail in "Implementation Details".

Frequency offset (Hz): This parameter is enabled only for the Frequency shift path type. It determines the frequency offset
in Hz that this path is applying on the input signal.

Antenna Configuration:

Parameters in this area are used to configure the antenna array at the receiver.

Number of elements: Number of elements in the receive antenna array. Currently, this number is limited to 8 elements.

Array azimuth (degrees): Defines the orientation of the antenna array. This option is available only if multiple antenna
elements are used at the receiver. See "Implementation Details" for more information.

Scattering: Determines the scattering model assumed at the receiver antenna array. This option is available only if multiple
antenna elements are used at the receiver. The available options are:

• Isotropic - The fading process experienced at elements spaced by multiples of half-wavelengths are uncorrelated.

• Specular - Fading processes experienced at different antenna elements are correlated. Relationship between these
processes is determined by the Angle of incidence of each path, Array azimuth and the geometry of the antenna array.

Element positions, X and Y (wavelengths): Determines the antenna array geometry. X and Y positions in a two-dimensional
plane should be defined for all array elements as multiples of the wavelength.

Parameter Definition Using Variables:

You can use variables to define the following parameter fields:

• Channel path loss

• Relative attenuation

• Path delay

• Ricean K-factor

• Angle of incidence

• Frequency offset

• Array azimuth
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• Element positions, X and Y

You should define the variables in MKS units regardless of the settings on the Project Options dialog box Global Units
tab. This affects Path delay and Frequency offset parameters. For example, the Global Units for time may be set to "ns"
in the Project Options dialog box, but if Path delay is defined using a variable named Delay, which is set to 2.0, Delay
is interpreted as 2 sec. However, an entry of 2.0 is interpreted as 2 ns. MKS units for time and frequency are sec and Hz,
respectively.

Even if you use variables for some of the Path delay entries and numerical values for the rest, both variables and numerical
values are evaluated in MKS units. The same is true for Frequency offset entries.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Set ManuallyCenter frequency settingECTRFRQSEL
900 MHzFrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
NoneScalarPath loss (dB)RPATHLOSS
0ScalarRelative velocity (km/h)R*VELOCITY
100ScalarMaximum Doppler shift (Hz)R*MAXDOPPLER
_BLKSZScalarBlock size (samples)I*BLKSZ
ContinuousBlock-to-block fadingE*BLK2BLKFAD
StandardChannel profile selectionE*PROFILE
GSM: Rural Area,
4 paths

Standard channel profile (enabled if Profile set to Standard)E*STDCHPROFILE

1ScalarNumber of pathsI*NPATHS
1ScalarPath On/OffI*PATHONOFF
0ScalarPath fading typeI*PATHFADTYPE
0ScalarPath relative attenuation (dB)R*PATHATTEN
0TimePath relative delayR*PATHDELAY
0ScalarPath Ricean K factor (dB)R*PATHRICEK
0ScalarPath angle of incidence (degrees)R*PATHANGINC
0ScalarPath frequency shift (Hz)R*PATHFRQSHFT
1ScalarNumber of antenna elements in receiverI*NUMANTELEMS
0ScalarAntenna array azimuth (degrees)R*ARRAYAZ
IsotropicScattering model at antenna arrayE*SCATTERING
0ScalarAntenna element position: X axisR*ELEMPOSITX
0ScalarAntenna element position: Y axisR*ELEMPOSITY
10ScalarNumber of scattering elements for each fading pathI*NUMSCTRS

ScalarRandom number generator seedI*RSEED

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

CTRFRQSEL. Select whether center frequency is set manually or propagated.

CTRFRQ. Value of center frequency if Set manually is selected.

PATHLOSS. Total channel path loss in dB.

VELOCITY. Relative velocity between transmitter and receiver in km/h. Enabled if Set manually is selected for
CTRFRQSEL.

MAXDOPPLER. Maximum Doppler offset in Hz. Enabled if Use propagated value is selected for CTRFRQSEL.

BLKSZ. Block size in samples.

BLK2BLKFAD. Relationship between channel processing from block to block. Can be set to either "Continuous" or
"Independent."

PROFILE. Select whether a Standard or Custom channel profile will be used.

STDCHPROFILE. This parameter should be set through the Element Options dialog box Setup tab.

NPATHS. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom. This parameter determines the number of paths in the channel
configuration.

PATHONOFF. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom. This parameter determines whether the paths are enabled (On)
or not (Off).

PATHFADTYPE. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom. This parameter determines the fading type for each path. The
available types are:

• Line-of-sight (LOS)

• Rayleigh

• Ricean

• Frequency shift.

PATHATTEN. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom. This parameter determines the relative attenuation of each path.

PATHDELAY. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom. This parameter determines the delay of each path.

PATHRICEK. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom and only for paths with PATHFADTYPE set to Ricean. This
parameter determines the Ricean K-factor in dB.

PATHANGINC. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom and for paths with PATHFADTYPE set to either LOS or Ricean.
This parameter determines the angle of incidence for each path.

PATHFRQSHFT. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom and for paths with PATHFADTYPE set to Frequency shift.
This parameter determines the frequency offset of the path in Hz.

NUMANTELEMS. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom. This parameter determines the number of antenna elements
at the receiver.
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ARRAYAZ. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom and NUMANTELEMS is greater than 1. This parameter determines
the array azimuth in degrees for the antenna array at the receiver.

SCATTERING.Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom and NUMANTELEMS is greater than 1. This parameter determines
the scattering model assumed at the receiver antenna array. This setting affects the output only if PATHFADTYPE is
set to Rayleigh or Ricean.

ELEMPOSITX.Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom and NUMANTELEMS is greater than 1. Determines the position
of each array element along the X axis of a two-dimensional plane.

ELEMPOSITY. Enabled if PROFILE is set to Custom and NUMANTELEMS is greater than 1. Determines the position
of each array element along the Y axis of a two-dimensional plane.

NUMSCTRS. Determines the number of scattering elements assumed for each scattering path.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signal.Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signal for each antenna element. The number of output nodes is defined
by NUMANTELEMS.

Complex2 -
NUMANTELEMS+1

Implementation Details

The multipath channel is implemented using the following signal model:

r(k) = ∑
i=1

N
pi(k)

where r(k) is the channel output, k the sample index, N the number of paths (NPATHS), and pi(k) the contribution of
the ith path determined as follows:

• LOS path type:
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pi(k) = Ais(k, di)e
j2πVC f ccosθi

k
f s

• Rayleigh path type:

pi(k) = Aia(k)s(k, di)

• Ricean path type:

pi(k) = Ai,ca(k)s(k, di) + Ai,ps(k, di)e
j2πVC f ccosθi

k
f s

• Frequency shift path type:

pi(k) = Ais(k, di)e
j2π f FScosθi

k
f s

In these definitions, Ai is the magnitude of the ith path, determined by the channel path loss and the relative attenuation
of the path. s(k,di) represents the input sample delayed by the value associated with the ith path.

For LOS and Ricean path types, the channel contains a Doppler term, which is modeled as

e
j2πVC f ccosθi

k
f s

and is related to the relative velocity, V(m/s), and the angle of incidence of the ith path, θi (degrees). C is the speed of
light in m/s, fc is the carrier frequency and fs is the sampling frequency.

For Rayleigh path types, the input signal is subjected to fading modeled by the time-varying coefficients a(k). These
coefficients are complex Gaussian random variables with time correlation function given by:

γaa(m) = E{a[k] · a*[k − m]} = J0(2πVC f ccosθi
m
f s)

where J0() is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind.

For Frequency shift path types, the delayed signal is subjected to a rotation represented by the term

e
j2π f FScosθi

k
f s

, where fFS is the frequency offset in Hz associated with the path.

Ricean paths contain two terms. The first, the scattering component, is a Rayleigh fading term. The second, the specular
component, is a LOS term. Their powers are set based on the path magnitude, Ai, and Ricean K-factor as follows:

Ai,c =
Ai
k + 1

and
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Ai,p = Ai
k

k + 1

If multiple elements are used in the antenna array, the output at each element is determined by the path configuration,
array azimuth, array scattering model and position of elements.

The scattering model affects the output only if a scattering component is present for the selected path types, i.e., Rayleigh
and Ricean types. Isotropic scattering is caused by a large number of reflecting elements placed randomly around the
receive antenna. This configuration results in fading processes that are uncorrelated between antenna elements spaced
by half-wavelengths. Specular fading is caused by a large number of reflective elements placed either around the transmit
antenna or in a large reflecting surface at a distance from the receiver. In this case, the received signal experiences fading,
but it is received from a distinct angle. Furthermore, the fading processes at the antenna elements are correlated and their
relationship is determined by the angle of incidence of the path, the array azimuth, and the geometry of the antenna.
Outputs with correlation coefficients between 0 and 1 can be generated as shown in the following figure.

output from

output from

element 1

element 2

uncorrelated
correlated

1 2– ρ

This method generates processes with a correlation coefficient ρ by using uncorrelated outputs from the multipath fading
channel module. Scaling and adding operations may be performed using standard modules.

Whenever the enabled paths contain specular components, the signal at each antenna element is calculated using the
following wavenumber definition:

w(x, y, φi) = xsinφi − ycosφi

where x,y are the coordinates of the antenna element measured in wavelengths and φi=θi-α with α being the array azimuth
and θi the angle of incidence of the path. All angles are measured in degrees.

Channel File Format

The format used in channel files is illustrated below.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

User Channel Profiles

PATHCONFIG format:

[ pOnOff pFadType pAtten(dB) pDelay(us) pRiceK(dB) pAngInc(deg) pFrqShft(Hz) ]

pOnOff format: 0-Off, 1-On

pFadType format: 0-LOS, 1-Rayleigh, 2-Ricean, 3-Frequency
Shift

SCTTRMOD: 0-Isotropic, 1-Specular
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ANTCONFIG format: [ elemPositX, elemPositY ]

-----------------------------------------------------------------

--- Test Configuration
1, 4 paths

NPATHS = 4

NELEMS = 2

ARRAYAZDEG = 0.0

SCTTRMOD = 0

GRPLABEL = "User"

CHNLABEL = "Test Configuration 1, 4
paths"

PATHCONFIG =

1 2 0.0 0.0 8.256 45.573 0.0

0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 500.0e3

ANTCONFIG =

0.0 0.0

0.5 0.0

-----------------------------------------------------------------

The relative path attenuations and Ricean K factors in the channel files are defined in dB. The angles of incidence are
defined in degrees and the frequency shifts in Hz.

The path delays in the channel files should be defined in microseconds. After the files are loaded into the Cadence Visual
System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program, the path delays are converted
to the time units used in the project, defined at Project Options/Global Units.

The element positions in antenna configuration are defined as multiples of wavelengths.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.005 V6.7.0 (2004-11), "Radio Access Network; Radio transmission and reception (Release 6)"
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Multipath Channel: MULTPATH

Symbol

Summary

MULTPATH allows the simulation of multiple transmission paths. The signal is assumed to be transmitted over multiple
independent channels, each having a different delay and complex gain. The paths are summed together before being
output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
{0, 20, 30}TimePath delaysRPDLY
{0.286*exp(-j*.75*_PI),
0.953, -0.095}

ScalarPath gainsCPTHGAIN

NonePath gains normalization typeENRMTYP
0AnglePath angles of IncidenceRPANG
100ScalarMobile velocity in km/hrRVEL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PDLY. The time delays of each path. The number of elements determines the number of paths.

PTHGAIN. The gains associated with each path. If this is specified with more than one element then the number of
elements must match the number of elements in PDLY. If this is specified with one element, the element will be repeated
for each path.

NRMTYP. This how the path gains in PGN are to be normalized:

• None: No normalization, the values are used as-is.

• Normalized Energy: The values are scaled so the sum of the squares of the values is equal to 1:

∑ ∣ PGNNorm∣2 = 1

PANG. The angles of arrival for each path, a path arriving from the direction of vehicle motion, or "head on" has an
angle of 0. If this is specified with more than one element then the number of elements must match the number of elements
in PDLY. If this is specified with one element, the element will be repeated for each path.
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VEL. This is the speed of the vehicle.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signal.Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modified signal.Complex2

Implementation Details

The multipath channel is modeled using the equivalent of the following:

x[k] = ∑
i=1

N
path(k, i)

where x[k] is the k'th sample, N is the number of paths (the number of elements in PDLY), and path(k,i) is the contribution
of the i'th path, determined by:

path(k, i) = Aix(k − di)e
j2πVC f ccosθi

k
f s

Ai is the gain of the i'th path, x(k-di) represents the delayed sample associated with the i'th path, and

e
j2πVC f ccosθi

k
f s

is the doppler shift. V is the vehicle velocity in m/sec, C is the speed of light in m/sec, and θi is the angle of incidence
of the i'th path. fc is the carrier frequency and fs is the sampling frequency.

Due to the discrete time interval of each sample, 1/fs, if more than one path falls within a delayed sample's time interval
then the output voltage attributed to the sample is adjusted to provide the same total power gain as if all paths fell on
individual sample time boundaries. This adjustment is:

y[l] = ∑ (path(k, i))2

where y[l] is the computed output voltage attributed to the delayed sample l and path(k,i) are the paths that fall within
the delayed sample's time boundary. The value of the delayed sample is constant for these paths.
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Phase Noise Channel: PHSNOISE_CH

Symbol

Summary

PHSNOISE_CH adds phase noise to a complex signal. The phase noise is specified through a phase noise mask consisting
of frequency and dBc/Hz values.

The PHS_NOISE measurement can be used to display the phase noise of a signal.

Equivalent Circuit

PHSNOISE_CH is equivalent to the following subcircuit:

1 2

3

C2MP
1

2

3

MP2C

1

2

3

ADD

PHASENS

PORTDIN PORTDOUT

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
N/AFrequency characteristics for phase noiseSPNMASK

10000ScalarPhase noise filter orderI*PNNFLT
ScalarPhase noise random number generator seedsI*PNRSEED

Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables in PNMASK
data files (VAR)

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

PNMASK. This may either be a vector of frequency offset-dBc/Hz pairs or the name of a data file object under the Data
File object of the Project Browser. This data file should be a Text Data File that contains frequency offset-dBc/Hz data.

If a vector is specified, it must contain an even number of values, with each pair of values representing a frequency offset
from the carrier in hertz and the phase noise level in dBc/Hz. The following example represents a phase noise mask
specifying a phase noise level of -30 dBc/Hz at 1000 Hz and -75 dBc/Hz at 10000 Hz:

PNMASK = {1000, -30, 10000, -75}

If a data file is used, it should contain two columns, with the first column representing frequency offsets and the second
column representing the phase noise level in dBc/Hz:

(,Hz) (,dBc)
1000 -30
10000 -75

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NOTE: The ability to generate time domain phase noise matching the phase noise mask is limited by the sampling
frequency and the total phase noise to be generated. As the average phase noise generated by the FIR filter bins approaches
or exceeds the inverse of the sampling frequency, the phase noise samples wrap around ±π and the phase noise samples
effectively alias. Section 3.4.2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide details the equations involved.

PNFLT. The order of the filter used to generate the phase noise. The filter order will be rounded up to the next even
number if necessary.

PNRSEED. The seed for the random number generator used to generate the white noise. If this is left empty, the seed
will be generated based on the block name and ID parameter.
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IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modified signalComplex2

Implementation Details

Refer to the Phase Noise Source block, PHASENS, for details on the generation of phase noise samples.
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Rummler LOS Channel: RUMMLER

Symbol

Summary

RUMMLER simulates a Rummler two-path Line Of Sight (LOS) channel. You can adjust the depth of the frequency
null and the delay between the paths.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2.6DBOverall channel loss (dBVpk))RLOSS
20DBNotch depth (dBVpk)RNOTCH
0.5ScalarDelay in symbolsR*DLY
0FrequencyNotch frequency offsetR*NFO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. The overall loss of the channel, including both paths.

NOTCH. The depth of the null in the frequency response due to the multipath cancellation.

DLY. The time delay between the two multipath components, normalized to the symbol interval.

NFO. The offset from the carrier frequency of the notch in the frequency spectrum.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modified SignalComplex2
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Implementation Details

The Rummler channel is implemented as:

y[k] = (x[k] − (x[k − tD] ⋅ exp (j2πN FOtD) ⋅ ANotch)) ⋅ AOverall

where y[k] is the k'th output sample, x[k] is the k'th input sample, τD is the delay in samples, ANotch is the gain attributable
to the notch depth, NFO is the notch frequency offset, and AOverall is the overall channel gain.

The delay in samples is calculated from:

τD=DLY·SMPSYM

where SMPSYM is the number of samples per symbol of the data stream.

ANotch is calculated from the notch depth NTCH as:

ANotch=1-10-(NTCH/20)

AOverall is calculated from the overall loss LOSS as:

AOverall=10-(LOSS/20)
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Spatial Channel Model (N-Input, M-Output): SPATIALCHANNELMODEL

Symbol

SCM

1 2

Summary

SPATIALCHANNELMODEL enables simulation of the MIMO fading channel based on the WINNER II channel model
and the general clustered delay line (CDL) model [1, 2]. This block includes all of the CDL models defined in Chapter
6 of [1]. You can specify a custom set of CDL parameters to obtain a user-defined channel model. The STDCHPROFILE
parameter allows you to select a predefined channel model. This block uses a 0 dB gain omni-directional antenna element
pattern if DATA is left empty, or you can specify a Radiation pattern (Data file name) similar to that in the RF Antenna
block ANTENNA and in the Phased Array block PHARRAY. The transmit array size is specified in the
TXNUMANTELEMS parameter, the array azimuth in the TXARRAYAZ parameter, and the array geometry in the
TXELEMPOSITX and TXELEMPOSITY parameters. The receiver array is similarly specified. This block may be
configured to operate in parallel mode or serial mode (also called MIMO mode in PHARRAY_F). In parallel mode, the
block’s input and output ports are exposed for each antenna on the diagram. Serial mode provides single input and single
output ports on the diagram where the input and output data for each antenna are assumed to be time multiplexed. MUX
and DEMUX can be used to achieve time multiplexing.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
ParallelOperating mode (parallel or serial)E*MODE
PropagatedCenter frequency setting (propagated or

set manually)
ECTRFRQSEL

0.9ScalarCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
50Km/hRelative velocityR*VELOCITY
100ScalarR*MAXDOPPLER
_BLKSZScalarBlock sizeI*BLKSZ
ContinuousBlock-to-block fading (continuous or

independent)
E*BLK2BLKFAD

NLOSPath fading type (LOS or NLOS)E*PATHFADTYPE
2ScalarI*NDOMPATHS
4ScalarI*NPATHS
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}ScalarI*PATHONOFF
{20,25,30,35,40,45,0,5,5,5}ScalarR*PATHDELAY
{-3,-5.2,-7,-4.6,-6.8,-8.6,-2.2,-6.6,-2.1,-5.8}dBPath powerR*PATHPWR
0dBLOS path powerR*LOSPWR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

{0,0,0,-104,-104,-104,45,77,43,72}DegPath angle-of-departure anglesR*PATHAOD
{0,0,0,95,95,95,41,-70,39,66}DegPath angle-of-arrival anglesR*PATHAOA
{5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5}DegPath azimuth spread of departure anglesR*PATHASD
{5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5}DegPath azimuth spread of arrival anglesR*PATHASA
1Number of antenna elements in

transmitter
ITXNUMANTELEMS

90DegTX antenna array azimuth with respect
to north

R*TXARRAYAZ

0MetersTX antenna element position in X axisR*TXELEMPOSITX
0MetersTX antenna element position in Y axisR*TXELEMPOSITY
1Number of antenna elements in receiverIRXNUMANTELEMS
-90DegRX antenna array azimuth with respect

to north
R*RXARRAYAZ

0MetersRX antenna element position in X axisR*RXELEMPOSITX
0MetersRX antenna element position in Y axisR*RXELEMPOSITY

dBConstant path lossRPATHLOSS
20dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient

A
R*PLCOEFA

46.4dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient BR*PLCOEFB
20dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient CR*PLCOEFC
0dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient

X
R*PLCOEFX

{1000,0}Relative distance from TX to RX
expressed as {dx, dy}

RRELRXPOSDXDY

mDistance unit for RELRXPOSDXDYEDISTUNIT
Radiation pattern data file nameDATA

AutoInterpolation method for radiation
pattern

E*INTERP

OnRandom phase (on or off)E*RNDPHASE
0Random number generator seed for

random phase
I*RNDPHASESEED

OnRandom ray coupling (on or off)E*RNDCPL
0Random number generator seed for

random ray shuffling
I*RNDCPLSEED

Allow any value for numeric, pin to
nearest

Treatment of numeric independent
variables

E*IVARTYP

WINNER II: A1 - Indoor small office,
LOS

Standard channel profileESTDCHPROFILE
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines whether the multiple transmit and multiple receive signals are wired in parallel (separate for each
antenna) or in serial time-multiplexed format through single port.

• Parallel: Parallel mode exposes number of input and output ports according to TXNUMANTELEMS and
RXNUMANTELEMS.

• Serial: Serial mode exposes single input port and single output port where the input and output data are time multiplexed
from the first antenna to the N-th antenna (also called “MIMO mode” in PHARRAY block).

CTRFRQSEL. Select whether the center frequency is set manually or propagated. When set to "Propagated",
MAXDOPPLER parameter is used for Doppler frequency specification. When set to "Set Manually", VELOCITY
parameter is used for Doppler specification.

CTRFRQ. Value of center frequency when CTRFRQSEL is set to "Set Manually".

VELOCITY. Relative velocity of the receiver with respect to the transmitter in km/h. Enabled if CTRFRQSEL is set
to "Set Manually".

MAXDOPPLER. Maximum Doppler offset frequency in Hz. Enabled if CTRFRQSEL is set to "Propagated".

BLKSZ. Block size in samples.

BLK2BLKFAD. Sets how block to block channel realizations are simulated. When set to "Continuous", random phase
is set once at the beginning of the simulation and the channel evolves continuously block to block. When set to
"Independent", each block defined by BLKSZ uses a new random phase.

PATHFADTYPE. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Determines the channel type; Line of Sight ("LOS")
or Non-line of Sight ("NLOS"). When set to "LOS", an additional LOS path with single ray is used in addition to
NDOMPATHS and NPATHS. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

NDOMPATHS. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the number of dominant paths. Dominant path
is composed of three sub-paths consisting of 10, 6, and 4 rays where each sub-path has it’s own path delay and power
associated with it. For WINNER II models, this is typically 2. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

NPATHS. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the number of paths to be used for the custom channel.
NPATHS value excludes LOS and NDOMPATHS. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHONOFF. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". An integer or vector of integers where “0” disables
the path and “1” enables the path. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHDELAY. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the delay of each path. See the "Custom Channel
Details" section for details.

PATHPWR. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the path power of each path. See the "Custom Channel
Details" section for details.

LOSPWR.Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the LOS path power. See the "Custom Channel Details"
section for details.
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PATHAOD. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the angle of arrival (AoA) for each path. See the
"Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHAOA. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the angle of arrival (AoA) for each path. See the
"Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHASD. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the azimuth spread of departure (ASD) for the AoD.
See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHASA. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the azimuth spread of arrival (ASA) for the AoA.
See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

TXNUMANTELEMS. Sets the number of antenna elements at the transmit side.

TXARRAYAZ. Sets the transmit side array azimuth direction when TXNUMANTELEMS > 1. See the "Array Geometry
Details" section for details.

TXELEMPOSITX.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the X axis when TXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

TXELEMPOSITY.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the Y-axis when TXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

RXNUMANTELEMS. Sets the number of antenna elements at the receive side.

RXARRAYAZ. Sets the receive side array azimuth direction when RXNUMANTELEMS > 1. See the "Array Geometry
Details" section for details.

RXELEMPOSITX.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the X axis when RXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

RXELEMPOSITY.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the Y-axis when RXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

PATHLOSS. Specifies a constant path loss in dB (must be >= 0). If left empty, RELRXPOSDXDY together with general
path loss equation is used to calculate the path loss. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFA. Path loss equation coefficient A. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFB. Path loss equation coefficient B. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFC. Path loss equation coefficient C. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFX. Path loss equation coefficient X. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

RELRXPOSDXDY. Sets the relative distance, in units specified by DISTUNIT, of the receiver with respect to the
transmitter as a vector {dx, dy}.

DISTUNIT. Distance unit used for RELRXPOSDXDY.

DATA. Name of a Text Data File object under the Project Browser Data Files node that contains the radiation pattern.
See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

INTERP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for the 2D radiation pattern.
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• Spline: Thin plate spline interpolation is used. While this generally produces the desired results, there may be data
sets for which the interpolation fails.

• Linear: A simple linear interpolation is used.

RNDPHASE. Turns on or off the random phase associated with each path.

• On: Random phase is applied to all antenna pairs.

• Off: No random phase is applied.

RNDPHASESEED. Random phase generator seed.

RNDCPL. Turns on or off the random coupling of the transmit rays and receive rays.

• On: For a given path, random coupling of transmit rays and receive rays are performed.

• Off: For a given path, transmit rays and receive rays with same offset angles are paired.

RNDCPLSEED. Random coupling generator seed.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose
independent variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

STDCHPROFILE. Selection of available standard channel profiles.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex input signal for each antenna element.Complex1 - TXNUMELEMS

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex output signal for each antenna element.Complex(TXNUMELEMS + 1) –

(TXNUMELEMS + RXNUMELEMS)

Implementation Details

Array Geometry Details

Array geometry is specified with

• For TX side: TXNUMANTELEMS, TXARRAYAZ, TXELEMPOSITX, TXELEMPOSITY

• For RX side: RXNUMANTELEMS, RXARRAYAZ, RXELEMPOSITX, RXELEMPOSI

TXNUMANTELEMS and RXNUMANTELEMS are used to set the number of antenna elements at the TX side and RX
side. TXARRAYAZ and RXARRAYAZ are used (when number of antenna elements are > 1) to set the array azimuth
(broadside direction) with respect to the north. Broadside to the west is -90-degrees, north is 0-degrees, and east is
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90-degrees. If more than one antenna element is used, (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITX and (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITY are used
to specify the antenna element coordinates in meters. If (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITX and (TX/RX)ELEMPOSIT are empty,
linear half-wavelength (with respect to center frequency) spacing is used. The antenna element coordinates are prior to
the array azimuth rotation. Thus, TXELEMPOSITX = {0,0} and TXELEMPOSITY={0,0.1} specifies a two element
array in a North-South location. The first element position is always used as the reference location.

N

N

Array
broadside

Array
broadside

Array
azimuth (+)

Array
azimuth (-)LOS

TX Array

RX Array

When the DATA parameter is empty, 0 dB gain omni-directional antenna element pattern is used. Otherwise, you can
specify the radiation pattern for the TX and RX side in the data file. Three data files are needed:

1. Configuration file - points to the TX and RX radiation pattern data file.

2. TX radiation pattern data

3. RX radiation pattern data

Example configuration file in DATA parameter:

INCLUDE = "RADPAT:Patch_Antenna_Elem_TX"
INCLUDE = "RADPAT:Patch_Antenna_Elem_RX"

Data file “Patch_Antenna_Elem_TX” (similar for Patch_Antenna_Elem_RX)

PHI(,deg) THETA(,deg) GAIN(,dB) AR(,dB)
-180 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
180 0 0 0

In the ANTENNA block, see “Radiation Pattern Data Files” for the compatible data file format. In this block THETA
and AR values are not currently supported.

Custom Channel Details

In addition to predefined channels in STDCHPROFILES, custom channel profile can be created using

• PATHFADTYPE
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• NDOMPATHS

• NPATHS

• PATHONOFF

• PATHDELAY

• PATHPWR

• LOSPWR

• PATHAOD

• PATHAOA

• PATHASD

• PATHASA

Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channel or line-of-sight (LOS) channel can be created by selecting PATHFADTYPE. In this
implementation, “path” is equivalent to “cluster” and “subpath” is equivalent to “sub-cluster” in [1]. Fixed 20 rays with
per-degree ray offset angles in Table 4-1 of [1] are used. The PATHDELAY and PATHPWR needs to be specified for
each path and subpath (one dominant path has three subpaths consisting of 10, 6, and 4 rays as defined in Table 4-2 of
[1]). When PATHFADTYPE is LOS, the specification for the LOS path is expected just after the dominant paths and
before the other paths in PATHDELAY and PATHPWR (see the following example). PATHAOD, PATHAOA,
PATHASD, and PATHASA are specified for each path (one dominant path is considered one path, a subpath associated
with the dominant path has common AoD/AoA/ASD/ASA values). When PATHFADTYPE is LOS, the
AoD/AoA/ASD/ASA value for the LOS path is internally set to zero. The following tables and examples show how you
can specify the NLOS and LOS channel.

NLOS Channel Example Excerpt (WINNER II A2/B4 Indoor to outdoor/outdoor to indoor NLOS, first 4 paths)

This example has one dominant path with three subpaths and three standard paths. Note that PATHDELAY and PATHPWR
includes three delay and power values for each subpath.

PATHFADTYPE = NLOS
NDOMPATHS = 1
NPATHS = 3
PATHONOFF = 1 // Single value entry applies the value to all paths
PATHDELAY = {0, 5, 10, 0, 5, 10} // First three entries for the dominant path, remaining
three for the three paths.
PATHPWR = {-3.0, -5.2, -7.0, -8.7, -3.7, -11.9} // First three entries for the dominant
path, remaining three for the three paths
LOSPWR = N/A (ignored)
PATHAOD = {0, 102, -66, -119} // First entry for the dominant path, remaining three for
the three paths
PATHAOA = {0, 32, -21, 37} // First entry for the dominant path, remaining three for the
three paths
PATHASD = 8 // 8 degrees for all paths
PATHASA = {5, 5, 5, 5} // 5 degrees for all paths
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LOS Channel Example (WINNER II C2 Urban macro cell LOS from [1])

This example shows how a LOS channel with two dominant paths and paths (up to cluster #4) is specified. Note that
dominant paths are always listed first followed by a LOS path, and then remaining paths.

PATHFADTYPE = LOS
NDOMPATHS = 2
NPATHS = 2
PATHONOFF = {1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}
PATHDELAY = {0, 5, 10, 145, 150, 155, 0, 30, 85} // First six entries for the dominant
paths (cluster #2 and #5), followed by one entry for LOS path (cluster #1),
and remaining two for the two paths (cluster #3 and #4).
PATHPWR = {-16.2, -18.4, -20.2, -18.2, -20.4, -22.2, 0, -15.3, -16.7} // First six entries
for the dominant path, followed by one entry for LOS path, and remaining
two for the two paths
LOSPWR = -0.08
PATHAOD = {-24, 26, 0, 26, -27} // First two entry for dominant path, one entry for LOS
path, and remaining two for the two paths
PATHAOA = {-120, -129, 0, 129, -135} // First entry for dominant path, one entry for LOS
path, and remaining two for the two paths
PATHASD = 6 // PATHASD and PATHASA are equivalent way of specifying 5 degrees for all
paths
PATHASA = {12, 12, 0, 12, 12}

Path Loss Details

Path loss can be specified by one of two methods:

• A constant value (independent of distance and carrier frequency) using the PATHLOSS parameter

• A distance and frequency-dependent equation with specific coefficients.

1. Specifying a constant path loss
PATHLOSS = 3 // 3dB constant path loss

2. Specifying a distance and carrier frequency-dependent path loss
PATHLOSS = “” (must be left empty)
PLCOEFFA = 20
PLCOEFFB = 46.4
PLCOEFFC = 20
PLCOEFFX = 0
RELRXPOSDXDY = {1000, 0} // {dx,dy} where dx=1000 East(+)/West(-), dy=0
North(+)/South(-)
DISTUNIT = m
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The path loss equation, Equation 4.24 [1], is implemented.

PL = A · log10(d[m]) + B + C · log10( f c[GHz]5.0 ) + X

Where

• A = PLCOEFFA

• B = PLCOEFFB

• C = PLCOEFFC

• X = PLCOEFFX

• d = √(dx2 + dy2) (based on RELRXPOSDXDY)

• fc is either CTRFRQ parameter or propagated value of CTRFRQ in GHz

References

[1] IST-4-027756 WINNER II D1.1.2 V1.2 WINNER II Channel Models, available
https://cept.org/files/8339/winner2%20-%20final%20report.pdf

[2] 3GPP TR 38.900 v14.3.1 “Study on channel model for frequency spectrum above 6GHz (Release 14)”
http://www.3gpp.org/ftp//Specs/archive/38_series/38.900/38900-e31.zip
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WINNER II Channel Model (N-Input, M-Output): WINNER_II

Symbol

WINNER_II

1 2

Summary

WINNER_II enables simulation of the MIMO fading channel based on the WINNER II channel model and the general
clustered delay line (CDL) model [1, 2]. This block includes all of the CDL models defined in Chapter 6 of [1]. You can
specify a custom set of CDL parameters to obtain a user-defined channel model. The STDCHPROFILE parameter allows
you to select a predefined channel model. This block uses a 0 dB gain omni-directional antenna element pattern if DATA
is left empty, or you can specify a Radiation pattern (Data file name) similar to that in the RF Antenna block ANTENNA
and in the Phased Array block PHARRAY. The transmit array size is specified in the TXNUMANTELEMS parameter,
the array azimuth in the TXARRAYAZ parameter, and the array geometry in the TXELEMPOSITX and TXELEMPOSITY
parameters. The receiver array is similarly specified. This block may be configured to operate in parallel mode or serial
mode (also called MIMO mode in PHARRAY_F). In parallel mode, the block’s input and output ports are exposed for
each antenna on the diagram. Serial mode provides single input and single output ports on the diagram where the input
and output data for each antenna are assumed to be time multiplexed. MUX and DEMUX can be used to achieve time
multiplexing.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
ParallelOperating mode (parallel or serial)E*MODE
PropagatedCenter frequency setting (propagated or

set manually)
ECTRFRQSEL

0.9ScalarCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
50Km/hRelative velocityR*VELOCITY
100ScalarR*MAXDOPPLER
_BLKSZScalarBlock sizeI*BLKSZ
ContinuousBlock-to-block fading (continuous or

independent)
E*BLK2BLKFAD

NLOSPath fading type (LOS or NLOS)E*PATHFADTYPE
2ScalarI*NDOMPATHS
4ScalarI*NPATHS
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}ScalarI*PATHONOFF
{20,25,30,35,40,45,0,5,5,5}ScalarR*PATHDELAY
{-3,-5.2,-7,-4.6,-6.8,-8.6,-2.2,-6.6,-2.1,-5.8}dBPath powerR*PATHPWR
0dBLOS path powerR*LOSPWR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

{0,0,0,-104,-104,-104,45,77,43,72}DegPath angle-of-departure anglesR*PATHAOD
{0,0,0,95,95,95,41,-70,39,66}DegPath angle-of-arrival anglesR*PATHAOA
{5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5}DegPath azimuth spread of departure anglesR*PATHASD
{5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5}DegPath azimuth spread of arrival anglesR*PATHASA
1Number of antenna elements in

transmitter
ITXNUMANTELEMS

90DegTX antenna array azimuth with respect
to north

R*TXARRAYAZ

0MetersTX antenna element position in X axisR*TXELEMPOSITX
0MetersTX antenna element position in Y axisR*TXELEMPOSITY
1Number of antenna elements in receiverIRXNUMANTELEMS
-90DegRX antenna array azimuth with respect

to north
R*RXARRAYAZ

0MetersRX antenna element position in X axisR*RXELEMPOSITX
0MetersRX antenna element position in Y axisR*RXELEMPOSITY

dBConstant path lossRPATHLOSS
20dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient

A
R*PLCOEFA

46.4dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient BR*PLCOEFB
20dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient CR*PLCOEFC
0dBGeneral path loss equation coefficient

X
R*PLCOEFX

{1000,0}Relative distance from TX to RX
expressed as {dx, dy}

RRELRXPOSDXDY

mDistance unit for RELRXPOSDXDYEDISTUNIT
Radiation pattern data file nameDATA

AutoInterpolation method for radiation
pattern

E*INTERP

OnRandom phase (on or off)E*RNDPHASE
0Random number generator seed for

random phase
I*RNDPHASESEED

OnRandom ray coupling (on or off)E*RNDCPL
0Random number generator seed for

random ray shuffling
I*RNDCPLSEED

Allow any value for numeric, pin to
nearest

Treatment of numeric independent
variables

E*IVARTYP

WINNER II: A1 - Indoor small office,
LOS

Standard channel profileESTDCHPROFILE
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines whether the multiple transmit and multiple receive signals are wired in parallel (separate for each
antenna) or in serial time-multiplexed format through single port.

• Parallel: Parallel mode exposes number of input and output ports according to TXNUMANTELEMS and
RXNUMANTELEMS.

• Serial: Serial mode exposes single input port and single output port where the input and output data are time multiplexed
from the first antenna to the N-th antenna (also called “MIMO mode” in PHARRAY block).

CTRFRQSEL. Select whether the center frequency is set manually or propagated. When set to "Propagated",
MAXDOPPLER parameter is used for Doppler frequency specification. When set to "Set Manually", VELOCITY
parameter is used for Doppler specification.

CTRFRQ. Value of center frequency when CTRFRQSEL is set to "Set Manually".

VELOCITY. Relative velocity of the receiver with respect to the transmitter in km/h. Enabled if CTRFRQSEL is set
to "Set Manually".

MAXDOPPLER. Maximum Doppler offset frequency in Hz. Enabled if CTRFRQSEL is set to "Propagated".

BLKSZ. Block size in samples.

BLK2BLKFAD. Sets how block to block channel realizations are simulated. When set to "Continuous", random phase
is set once at the beginning of the simulation and the channel evolves continuously block to block. When set to
"Independent", each block defined by BLKSZ uses a new random phase.

PATHFADTYPE. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Determines the channel type; Line of Sight ("LOS")
or Non-line of Sight ("NLOS"). When set to "LOS", an additional LOS path with single ray is used in addition to
NDOMPATHS and NPATHS. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

NDOMPATHS. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the number of dominant paths. Dominant path
is composed of three sub-paths consisting of 10, 6, and 4 rays where each sub-path has it’s own path delay and power
associated with it. For WINNER II models, this is typically 2. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

NPATHS. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the number of paths to be used for the custom channel.
NPATHS value excludes LOS and NDOMPATHS. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHONOFF. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". An integer or vector of integers where “0” disables
the path and “1” enables the path. See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHDELAY. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the delay of each path. See the "Custom Channel
Details" section for details.

PATHPWR. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the path power of each path. See the "Custom Channel
Details" section for details.

LOSPWR.Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the LOS path power. See the "Custom Channel Details"
section for details.
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PATHAOD. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the angle of arrival (AoA) for each path. See the
"Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHAOA. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the angle of arrival (AoA) for each path. See the
"Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHASD. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the azimuth spread of departure (ASD) for the AoD.
See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

PATHASA. Enabled if STDCHPROFILE is set to "Custom". Sets the azimuth spread of arrival (ASA) for the AoA.
See the "Custom Channel Details" section for details.

TXNUMANTELEMS. Sets the number of antenna elements at the transmit side.

TXARRAYAZ. Sets the transmit side array azimuth direction when TXNUMANTELEMS > 1. See the "Array Geometry
Details" section for details.

TXELEMPOSITX.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the X axis when TXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

TXELEMPOSITY.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the Y-axis when TXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

RXNUMANTELEMS. Sets the number of antenna elements at the receive side.

RXARRAYAZ. Sets the receive side array azimuth direction when RXNUMANTELEMS > 1. See the "Array Geometry
Details" section for details.

RXELEMPOSITX.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the X axis when RXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

RXELEMPOSITY.Determines the position of the array element, in meters, along the Y-axis when RXNUMANTELEMS
> 1. See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

PATHLOSS. Specifies a constant path loss in dB (must be >= 0). If left empty, RELRXPOSDXDY together with general
path loss equation is used to calculate the path loss. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFA. Path loss equation coefficient A. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFB. Path loss equation coefficient B. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFC. Path loss equation coefficient C. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

PLCOEFX. Path loss equation coefficient X. See the "Path Loss Details" section for details.

RELRXPOSDXDY. Sets the relative distance, in units specified by DISTUNIT, of the receiver with respect to the
transmitter as a vector {dx, dy}.

DISTUNIT. Distance unit used for RELRXPOSDXDY.

DATA. Name of a Text Data File object under the Project Browser Data Files node that contains the radiation pattern.
See the "Array Geometry Details" section for details.

INTERP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for the 2D radiation pattern.
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• Spline: Thin plate spline interpolation is used. While this generally produces the desired results, there may be data
sets for which the interpolation fails.

• Linear: A simple linear interpolation is used.

RNDPHASE. Turns on or off the random phase associated with each path.

• On: Random phase is applied to all antenna pairs.

• Off: No random phase is applied.

RNDPHASESEED. Random phase generator seed.

RNDCPL. Turns on or off the random coupling of the transmit rays and receive rays.

• On: For a given path, random coupling of transmit rays and receive rays are performed.

• Off: For a given path, transmit rays and receive rays with same offset angles are paired.

RNDCPLSEED. Random coupling generator seed.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose
independent variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

STDCHPROFILE. Selection of available standard channel profiles.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex input signal for each antenna element.Complex1 - TXNUMELEMS

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex output signal for each antenna element.Complex(TXNUMELEMS + 1) –

(TXNUMELEMS + RXNUMELEMS)

Implementation Details

Array Geometry Details

Array geometry is specified with

• For TX side: TXNUMANTELEMS, TXARRAYAZ, TXELEMPOSITX, TXELEMPOSITY

• For RX side: RXNUMANTELEMS, RXARRAYAZ, RXELEMPOSITX, RXELEMPOSI

TXNUMANTELEMS and RXNUMANTELEMS are used to set the number of antenna elements at the TX side and RX
side. TXARRAYAZ and RXARRAYAZ are used (when number of antenna elements are > 1) to set the array azimuth
(broadside direction) with respect to the north. Broadside to the west is -90-degrees, north is 0-degrees, and east is
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90-degrees. If more than one antenna element is used, (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITX and (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITY are used
to specify the antenna element coordinates in meters. If (TX/RX)ELEMPOSITX and (TX/RX)ELEMPOSIT are empty,
linear half-wavelength (with respect to center frequency) spacing is used. The antenna element coordinates are prior to
the array azimuth rotation. Thus, TXELEMPOSITX = {0,0} and TXELEMPOSITY={0,0.1} specifies two element array
in a North-South location. The first element position is always used as the reference location.

N

N

Array
broadside

Array
broadside

Array
azimuth (+)

Array
azimuth (-)LOS

TX Array

RX Array

When the DATA parameter is empty, 0 dB gain omni-directional antenna element pattern is used. Otherwise, you can
specify the radiation pattern for TX and RX side in the data file. Three data files are needed:

1. Configuration file - points to the TX and RX radiation pattern data file.

2. TX radiation pattern data

3. RX radiation pattern data

Example configuration file in DATA parameter:

INCLUDE = "RADPAT:Patch_Antenna_Elem_TX"
INCLUDE = "RADPAT:Patch_Antenna_Elem_RX"

Data file “Patch_Antenna_Elem_TX” (similar for Patch_Antenna_Elem_RX)

PHI(,deg) THETA(,deg) GAIN(,dB) AR(,dB)
-180 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
180 0 0 0

In the ANTENNA block, see “Radiation Pattern Data Files” for the compatible data file format. In this block THETA
and AR values are not currently supported.

Custom Channel Details

In addition to predefined channels in STDCHPROFILES, custom channel profile can be created using

• PATHFADTYPE
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• NDOMPATHS

• NPATHS

• PATHONOFF

• PATHDELAY

• PATHPWR

• LOSPWR

• PATHAOD

• PATHAOA

• PATHASD

• PATHASA

Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channel or line-of-sight (LOS) channel can be created by selecting PATHFADTYPE. In this
implementation, “path” is equivalent to “cluster” and “subpath” is equivalent to “sub-cluster” in [1]. Fixed 20 rays with
per-degree ray offset angles in Table 4-1 of [1] are used. The PATHDELAY and PATHPWR needs to be specified for
each path and subpath (one dominant path has three subpaths consisting of 10, 6, and 4 rays as defined in Table 4-2 of
[1]). When PATHFADTYPE is LOS, the specification for the LOS path is expected just after the dominant paths and
before the other paths in PATHDELAY and PATHPWR (see the following example). PATHAOD, PATHAOA,
PATHASD, and PATHASA are specified for each path (one dominant path is considered one path, a subpath associated
with the dominant path has common AoD/AoA/ASD/ASA values). When PATHFADTYPE is LOS, the
AoD/AoA/ASD/ASA value for the LOS path is internally set to zero. The following tables and examples show how you
can specify the NLOS and LOS channel.

NLOS Channel Example Excerpt (WINNER II A2/B4 Indoor to outdoor/outdoor to indoor NLOS, first 4 paths)

This example has one dominant path with three subpaths and three standard paths. Note that PATHDELAY and PATHPWR
includes three delay and power values for each subpath.

PATHFADTYPE = NLOS
NDOMPATHS = 1
NPATHS = 3
PATHONOFF = 1 // Single value entry applies the value to all paths
PATHDELAY = {0, 5, 10, 0, 5, 10} // First three entries for the dominant path, remaining
three for the three paths.
PATHPWR = {-3.0, -5.2, -7.0, -8.7, -3.7, -11.9} // First three entries for the dominant
path, remaining three for the three paths
LOSPWR = N/A (ignored)
PATHAOD = {0, 102, -66, -119} // First entry for the dominant path, remaining three for
the three paths
PATHAOA = {0, 32, -21, 37} // First entry for the dominant path, remaining three for the
three paths
PATHASD = 8 // 8 degrees for all paths
PATHASA = {5, 5, 5, 5} // 5 degrees for all paths
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LOS Channel Example (WINNER II C2 Urban macro cell LOS from [1])

This example shows how a LOS channel with two dominant paths and paths (up to cluster #4) is specified. Note that
dominant paths are always listed first followed by a LOS path, and then remaining paths.

PATHFADTYPE = LOS
NDOMPATHS = 2
NPATHS = 2
PATHONOFF = {1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}
PATHDELAY = {0, 5, 10, 145, 150, 155, 0, 30, 85} // First six entries for the dominant
paths (cluster #2 and #5), followed by one entry for LOS path (cluster #1),
and remaining two for the two paths (cluster #3 and #4).
PATHPWR = {-16.2, -18.4, -20.2, -18.2, -20.4, -22.2, 0, -15.3, -16.7} // First six entries
for the dominant path, followed by one entry for LOS path, and remaining
two for the two paths
LOSPWR = -0.08
PATHAOD = {-24, 26, 0, 26, -27} // First two entry for dominant path, one entry for LOS
path, and remaining two for the two paths
PATHAOA = {-120, -129, 0, 129, -135} // First entry for dominant path, one entry for LOS
path, and remaining two for the two paths
PATHASD = 6 // PATHASD and PATHASA are equivalent way of specifying 5 degrees for all
paths
PATHASA = {12, 12, 0, 12, 12}

Path Loss Details

Path loss can be specified by one of two methods:

• A constant value (independent of distance and carrier frequency) using the PATHLOSS parameter

• A distance and frequency-dependent equation with specific coefficients.

1. Specifying a constant path loss
PATHLOSS = 3 // 3dB constant path loss

2. Specifying a distance and carrier frequency-dependent path loss
PATHLOSS = “” (must be left empty)
PLCOEFFA = 20
PLCOEFFB = 46.4
PLCOEFFC = 20
PLCOEFFX = 0
RELRXPOSDXDY = {1000, 0} // {dx,dy} where dx=1000 East(+)/West(-), dy=0
North(+)/South(-)
DISTUNIT = m
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The path loss equation, Equation 4.24 [1], is implemented.

PL = A · log10(d[m]) + B + C · log10( f c[GHz]5.0 ) + X

Where

• A = PLCOEFFA

• B = PLCOEFFB

• C = PLCOEFFC

• X = PLCOEFFX

• d = √(dx2 + dy2) (based on RELRXPOSDXDY)

• fc is either CTRFRQ parameter or propagated value of CTRFRQ in GHz

References

[1] IST-4-027756 WINNER II D1.1.2 V1.2 WINNER II Channel Models, available
https://cept.org/files/8339/winner2%20-%20final%20report.pdf

[2] 3GPP TR 38.900 v14.3.1 “Study on channel model for frequency spectrum above 6GHz (Release 14)”
http://www.3gpp.org/ftp//Specs/archive/38_series/38.900/38900-e31.zip
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(Obsolete) Doppler: DPLRSHFT

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multipath Fading Channel (1-Input, N-Output) (MULTIPATH_FADING)
block. DPLRSHFT simulates a Doppler shift on an RF signal due to motion of a vehicle. The amount of Doppler shift
depends on vehicle speed and angle of incidence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1+j*0ScalarGainCGAIN
100ScalarMobile velocity in Km/hrRVEL
0AngleAngle of incidence in degreesRANG
1FrequencyCarrier frequencyRCRFR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. This is the nominal gain through the channel. Since the gain is complex, a phase shift may also be introduced.

VEL. This is the velocity of the vehicle.

ANG. The angle of incidence is 0 in the direction of vehicle motion.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputComplex2
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(Obsolete) Rayleigh Multipath Channel: RAYLEIGH

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multipath Fading Channel (1-Input, N-Output) (MULTIPATH_FADING)
block. RAYLEIGH simulates a Rayleigh multipath channel. The multipath gains, delays and vehicle speed are under
user control.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
{0.2,0.1,0.3}TimePath delaysRPDLY
{1+j*0,1+j*0,1+j*0}ScalarPath gainsRPTHGAIN
NonePath gains normalization typeENRMTYP
100ScalarMobile velocity in km/hrRVEL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PDLY. The time delays of each path. The number of elements determines the number of paths.

PTHGAIN. The gains associated with each path. If this is specified with more than one element then the number of
elements must match the number of elements in PDLY. If this is specified with one element, the element will be repeated
for each path.

NRMTYP. This how the path gains in PGN are to be normalized:

• None: No normalization, the values are used as-is.

• Normalized Energy: The values are scaled so the sum of the squares of the values is equal to 1:

∑ ∣ PGNNorm∣2 = 1

VEL. This is the speed of the vehicle.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modified SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The Rayleigh multipath channel is modeled using the equivalent of the following:

x[k] = ∑
i=1

N
path(k, i)

where x[k] is the k'th sample, N is the number of paths (the number of elements in PDLY), and path(k,i) is the contribution
of the i'th path, determined by:

path(k, i) = Aix(k − di)e
j2πVC f ccos2πi

N

where Ai is the gain of the i'th path, x(k-di) represents the delayed sample associated with the i'th path, and

e
j2πVC f ccos2πi

N

is the doppler shift. V is the vehicle velocity in m/sec and C is the speed of light in m/sec.

Due to the discrete time interval of each sample, 1/fs, if more than one path falls within a delayed sample's time interval
then the output voltage attributed to the sample is adjusted to provide the same total power gain as if all paths fell on
individual sample time boundaries. This adjustment is:

y[l] = ∑ (path(k, i))2

where y[l] is the computed output voltage attributed to the delayed sample l and path(k,i) are the paths that fall within
the delayed sample's time boundary. The value of the delayed sample is constant for these paths.
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Barker Code Generator: BARKER

Symbol

Barker

Summary

This block generates a Barker code of various lengths. Such codes are used in Radar systems. The block can generate
either Digital (0, 1) or Real (+1, -1) outputs, depending on the selected type of the output node.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2 (code 1)Barker code lengthEN
_DRATEScalarOutput rateRRATE
_BLKSZScalarOutput samples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. Defines the code length and the particular code.

RATE. The symbol or sample rate at the output of the model. If left empty, the output rate is either determined from a
downstream model that supports specifying a rate such as a transmitter block, or is set to the data rate setting from the
System Options dialog box if a data rate cannot be determined from downstream.

BLKSZ. Specifies the number of samples generated each time the model is visited during the simulation.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalDigital, Real1

Implementation Details

A Barker code [1] is a finite sequence of length Nwith an ideal autocorrelation property. The autocorrelation coefficients
are defined as follows:

ck = ∑
i=1

N−k
ai ai+k
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should all be small:

| ck | ≤ 1, 1 ≤ k < N

There are only nine known Barker code sequences, which are shown in the following table:

Table 1. Known Barker codes

CodesLength
+1 +1+1 -12

+1 +1 -13
+1 +1 +1 -1+1 +1 -1 +14

+1 +1 +1 -1 +15
+1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -17
+1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -111
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +113

The output of this block is initially set to a Digital data type. In this case, it consists of {0,1} entries instead of {+1, -1}.
If the output node type is changed to Real (by moving the mouse over the node and double-clicking it), the generated
output is real and consists of {+1, -1} values; in this case, the signal is configured with one sample/symbol.

References

[1] Barker, R. H. "Group Synchronizing of Binary Digital Sequences", Communication Theory, London: Butterworth.
1953. pp. 273–287.
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BCH Decoder: BCH_DEC

Symbol

Summary

BCH_DEC enables simulation of the general Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) decoding [1]. This block accepts
blocks of N coded bits and outputs a block of K information bits. The code is typically specified with (N, K, T) parameters
that can be automatically configured from the upstream BCH encoder block BCH_ENC.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Block lengthI*N
Number of information bitsI*K
T-error correcting codeI*T
Degree of primitive polynomial (N=2M-1)I*M
Galois field generator polynomialI*FLDPOLY

AutoBit ordering for output bit streamE*BITORD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The total number of bits in each input block. If left empty, this is determined from the upstream BCH_ENC block.

K. The number of information bits encoded in each block. If left empty, this is determined from the upstream BCH_ENC
block.

T. The maximum number of correctable errors. The parameter T is not arbitrary and it should be specified by a 3-tuple
(N, K, T) such as those listed in Appendix E [1]. If left empty, this is determined from the upstream BCH_ENC block.

M. The degree of primitive polynomial. If left empty, M is computed as N=2M-1.

FLDPOLY. The decimal representation of the generator polynomial. If left empty, this is determined from the upstream
BCH_ENC block.

BITORD. Selects the order of output bits.

• Auto: Using the propagated property from the BCH_ENC, the same order as the input to BCH_ENC is used.

• MSB first: The first bit out is the most significant bit (MSB) of the K-bit word.
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• LSB first: The first bit out is the least significant bit (LSB) of the K-bit word.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to decodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

The following are the default field generator polynomials used when FLDPOLY is left empty or set to 0.

Default Generator Polynomial2M-1M
732
1173
19154
37315
67636
1371277
2852558
5295119
1033102310
2053204711
4179409512
8219819113
174751638314
327713276715
696436553516

References

S. Wicker, “Error Control Systems for Digital Communication and Storage,” Prentice-Hall, 1995
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BCH Decoder for DVB-S2: BCH_DVB_DEC

Symbol

Summary

BCH_DVB_DEC enables simulation of the Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) decoder for DVB-S2 standard [1].
This block supports both normal and short frame types and all the block lengths defined in Tables 5a and 5b in [1] (see
also the "Implementation Details" section). This block should be used to decode the encoded signal generated by BCH
Encoder for DVB-S2 BCH_DVB_ENC. Both FRMTYP and N can be automatically configured from the upstream
encoder BCH_DVB_ENC.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoFrame type: Auto, Normal or ShortEFRMTYP
AutoCoded block sizeEN
AutoBit ordering for output bit streamE*BITORD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FRMTYP. The frame type to be used.

• Auto: Automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream BCH_DVB_ENC.

• Normal: Normal FECFRAME (nldpc = 64800 bits)

• Short: Short FECFRAME (nldpc = 16200 bits)

N. The BCH coded block length Nbch for the selected FRMTYP. The selection list automatically changes according to
the selected FRMTYP.

• Auto: Automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream BCH_DVB_ENC.

• For normal FRMTYP: 16200, 21600, 25920, 32400, 38880, 43200, 48600, 51840, 54000, 57600, and 58320.

• For short FRMTYP: 3240, 5400, 6480, 7200, 9720, 10800, 11880, 12600, 13320, and 14400.

BITORD. Selects the order of output bits.

• Auto: Using the propagated property from the BCH_DVB_ENC, the same order as the input to BCH_DVB_ENC is
used.
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• MSB first: The first bit out is the most significant bit (MSB) of the K-bit word.

• LSB first: The first bit out is the least significant bit (LSB) of the K-bit word.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to decodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block performs decoding of the incoming BCH encoded bits according to the DVB-S2 standard [1].

The uncoded input block length, BCH coded output block length, and t-error correction parameters available for normal
frame type are:

BCH t-error correctionBCH coded block NbchBCH Uncoded Block Kbch

121620016008
122160021408
122592025728
123240032208
123888038688
124320043040
124860048408
125184051648
105400053840
85760057472
85832058192

The same parameters available for short frame type are:

BCH t-error correctionBCH coded block NbchBCH Uncoded Block Kbch

1232403072
1254005232
1264806312
1272007032
1297209552
121080010632
121188011712
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BCH t-error correctionBCH coded block NbchBCH Uncoded Block Kbch

121260012432
121332013152
121440014232

References

[1] ETSI EN 302 307-1 V1.4.1 (2014-11) “Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Second generation framing structure,
channel coding and modulation systems for Broadcasting, Interactive Services, News Gathering and other broadband
satellite applications; Part 1: DVB-S2”

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/302300_302399/30230701/01.04.01_20/en_30230701v010401a.pdf
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BCH Encoder for DVB-S2: BCH_DVB_ENC

Symbol

Summary

BCH_DVB_ENC enables simulation of the Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) encoder defined in DVB-S2 standard
[1]. This block supports both normal and short frame types and all the block lengths defined in Table 5a and 5b in [1]
(see also the "Implementation Details" section). The DVB-S2 BCH decoder block BCH_DVB_DEC performs the
decoding operation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
NormalFrame type: Normal or ShortEFRMTYP
16200Coded block sizeEN
MSB firstBit ordering for input bit streamE*BITORD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FRMTYP. The frame type to be used.

• Normal: Normal FECFRAME (nldpc = 64800 bits)

• Short: Short FECFRAME (nldpc = 16200 bits)

N. The BCH coded block length Nbch for the selected FRMTYP. The selection list automatically changes according to
the selected FRMTYP.

• For normal FRMTYP: 16200, 21600, 25920, 32400, 38880, 43200, 48600, 51840, 54000, 57600, and 58320.

• For short FRMTYP: 3240, 5400, 6480, 7200, 9720, 10800, 11880, 12600, 13320, and 14400.

BITORD. Determines how the order of input bits are interpreted.

• MSB first: The first bit to arrive at the input node is interpreted as the most significant bit (MSB) of the K-bit word.

• LSB first: The first bit to arrive at the input node is interpreted as the least significant bit (LSB) of the K-bit word.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to encodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block performs BCH encoding of the incoming bits according to the DVB-S2 standard [1].

The uncoded input block length, BCH coded output block length, and t-error correction parameters available for normal
frame type are:

BCH t-error correctionBCH coded block NbchBCH Uncoded Block Kbch

121620016008
122160021408
122592025728
123240032208
123888038688
124320043040
124860048408
125184051648
105400053840
85760057472
85832058192

The same parameters available for short frame type are:

BCH t-error correctionBCH coded block NbchBCH Uncoded Block Kbch

1232403072
1254005232
1264806312
1272007032
1297209552
121080010632
121188011712
121260012432
121332013152
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BCH t-error correctionBCH coded block NbchBCH Uncoded Block Kbch

121440014232

References

[1] ETSI EN 302 307-1 V1.4.1 (2014-11) “Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Second generation framing structure,
channel coding and modulation systems for Broadcasting, Interactive Services, News Gathering and other broadband
satellite applications; Part 1: DVB-S2”

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/302300_302399/30230701/01.04.01_20/en_30230701v010401a.pdf
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BCH Encoder: BCH_ENC

Symbol

Summary

BCH_ENC enables simulation of the general Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) encoder [1]. It accepts blocks of
K information bits and adds (N-K) parity bits resulting in an output block of N bits with the ability to correct up to T
bits. The code is typically specified with (N, K, T) parameters such as those listed in Appendix E. [1]. The BCH decoder
block BCH_DEC performs the decoding operation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
7Block lengthIN
5Number of information bitsIK
2T-error correcting codeIT

Degree of primitive polynomial (N=2M-1)I*M
Galois field generator polynomialI*FLDPOLY

MSB firstBit ordering for input bit streamE*BITORD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The total number of bits in each output block.

K. The number of information bits encoded in each block.

T. The maximum number of correctable errors. The parameter T is not arbitrary and should be specified by a 3-tuple (N,
K, T) such as those listed in Appendix E [1].

M. The degree of primitive polynomial. If left empty, M is computed as N=2M-1.

FLDPOLY. The decimal representation of the generator polynomial.

BITORD. Selects how the order of input bits are interpreted.

• MSB first: The first bit to arrive at the input node is interpreted as the most significant bit (MSB) of the K-bit word.

• LSB first: The first bit to arrive at the input node is interpreted as the least significant bit (LSB) of the K-bit word.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to encodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

The following are the default field generator polynomials used when FLDPOLY is left empty or set to 0.

Default Generator Polynomial2M-1M
732
1173
19154
37315
67636
1371277
2852558
5295119
1033102310
2053204711
4179409512
8219819113
174751638314
327713276715
696436553516

References

S. Wicker, “Error Control Systems for Digital Communication and Storage,” Prentice-Hall, 1995
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Block De-Interleaver: BLK_DLVR

Symbol

Summary

BLK_DLVR de-scrambles symbols by block de-interleaving them. The scrambled input symbols can be generated with
a block interleaver.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of rowsI*NROWS
ScalarNumber of columnsI*NCOLS
ScalarGrouping factorI*GROUP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NROWS. Number of rows. If empty, this is determined from the NROWS parameter of the interleaver on the input signal.

NCOLS. Number of columns. If empty, this is determined from the NCOLS parameter of the interleaver on the input
signal.

GROUP. Grouping factor. If empty, this is determined from the GROUP parameter of the interleaver on the input signal.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

NROWS, NCOLS and GROUP must all be greater than or equal to 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Interleaved Input MatrixReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
De-Interleaved Output MatrixReal, Complex, Digital2
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the NROWS parameter to be greater or equal to 1.Number of rows (NROWS) must be greater or equal to 1.
Set the NCOLS parameter to be greater or equal to 1.Number of columns (NCOLS) must be greater or equal to

1.
Set the GROUP parameter to be greater or equal to 1.Grouping factor (GROUP) must be greater or equal to 1.

Implementation Details

Symbols are typically interleaved at the output of a channel encoder. They are de-interleaved at the input to the decoder.
In this manner, channels with memory may be rendered essentially memory-less to the decoder. This de-interleaver is a
classical block-type interleaver which fills a matrix a column at a time and empties it a row at a time.

This de-interleaver also allows you to specify a 'grouping factor' that allows symbols to be de-interleaved in groups. A
QPSK system would typically employ a grouping factor of 2, to de-interleave bit pairs, for example.

Example:

The output of a block interleaver, which is the input to the de-interleaver, is a data sequence consisting of the following
vector:

{1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12}

If NROWS = 3, NCOLS = 2, and GROUP = 2, the resulting input matrix would be (filled by column):

[ (1, 2) (3, 4)
(5, 6) (7, 8)

(9, 10) (11, 12)]
Note that each matrix element consists of pairs since the GROUP parameter is set to 2. Since the block de-interleaver is
emptied by row, the output sequence would be:

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}.
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Block Interleaver: BLK_ILVR

Symbol

Summary

BLK_ILVR scrambles symbols by block-interleaving them. The scrambled symbols can be de-scrambled with a block
de-interleaver.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDNID
4ScalarNumber of rowsINROWS
4ScalarNumber of columnsINCOLS
1ScalarGrouping factorIGROUP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

NROWS, NCOLS and GROUP must all be greater than or equal to 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input MatrixReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Interleaved Output MatrixReal, Complex, Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the NROWS parameter to be greater or equal to 1.Number of rows (NROWS) must be greater or equal to 1.
Set the NCOLS parameter to be greater or equal to 1.Number of columns (NCOLS) must be greater or equal to

1.
Set the GROUP parameter to be greater or equal to 1.Grouping factor (GROUP) must be greater or equal to 1.
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Implementation Details

Symbols are typically interleaved at the output of a channel encoder. They are de-interleaved at the input to the decoder.
In this manner, channels with memory may be rendered essentially memory-less to the decoder. This interleaver is a
classical block-type interleaver which fills a matrix a row at a time and empties it a column at a time.

This interleaver also allows you to specify a 'grouping factor' that allows symbols to be interleaved in groups. A QPSK
system would typically employ a grouping factor of 2, to interleave bit pairs, for example.

Example:

An input data sequence consists of the following vector:

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}

If NROWS = 3, NCOLS = 2, and GROUP = 2, the resulting input matrix would be (filled by row):

[ (1, 2) (3, 4)
(5, 6) (7, 8)

(9, 10) (11, 12)]
Note that each matrix element consists of pairs since the GROUP parameter is set to 2. Since the block interleaver is
emptied by column, the output sequence would be:

{1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12}.
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Convolutional Deinterleaver CNV_DLVR

Symbol

Summary

CNV_DLVR de-interleaves a signal generated with convolutional interleaving.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of branches/phasesI*B
ScalarDelay unitI*M
ScalarDelay compensationI*DLYCMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data to be De-InterleavedReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
De-interleaved DataReal, Complex, or Digital2

Implementation Details

The default values for the parameters B and M (which automatically propagated if a corresponding interleaver block
(CNV_ILVR) exists. If such a block does not precede the CNV_DLVR block in the simulation chain, you need to
explicitly set those parameters.

Each row of a convolutional interleaver and de-interleaver is a shift register memory with the number of units of delay
shown within the rectangles in the picture. The first encoder output enters the top interleaver row, is transmitted over
the channel immediately, and enters the de-interleaver memory of B(M-1) symbols. The second encoder output enters
the second row of the interleaver and is delayed M symbol times before transmission. Thus, adjacent encoder outputs
are transmitted M symbol times apart. Upon reception, the second encoder symbol is delayed by an additional (B-2)M
symbol times, for a total delay of (B-1)M. Note that all of the symbols have the same delay (B-1)M after passing through
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both the interleaver and the de-interleaver, so the decoder input symbols are in the same order as the encoder output
symbols with a constant latency.

M

2M

…

(B-1)M

channel

(B-1)M

(B-2)M

…
2M

M(B-2)M

to
decoder

from
encoder

CNV_ILVR CNV_DLVR

The total latency, however, is not only (B-1)M symbols; that is only on a per branch basis, but, each symbol on each
branch also has to wait for a total of B branches, so the above value must be multiplied by B. Therefore, the total latency
of the interleaver/de-interleaver pair is B(B-1)M.

An alternative way to realize this is to take into account the initial (zero) contents of the buffers both at the transmitter
(interleaver) and at the receiver (de-interleaver) side. If you assume that the buffers at both sides are initially filled with
zeros, the total number of zeros that must be disregarded upon reaching the decoder is 2(1+2+...+B-1)M = B(B-1)M.
This agrees with the result above, and it represents the delay propagated by Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS)
communications and radar systems design software in the case of a convolutional interleaver/de-interleaver tandem.
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Convolutional Interleaver: CNV_ILVR

Symbol

Summary

CNV_ILVR convolutionally interleaves the input signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDNID
12ScalarNumber of branches/phasesIB
17ScalarDelay unitIM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data to be InterleavedReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Interleaved DataReal, Complex, or Digital2

Implementation Details

Each row of a convolutional interleaver and de-interleaver is a shift register memory with the number of units of delay
shown within the rectangles in the picture. The first encoder output enters the top interleaver row, is transmitted over
the channel immediately, and enters the de-interleaver memory of B(M-1) symbols. The second encoder output enters
the second row of the interleaver and is delayed M symbol times before transmission. Thus, adjacent encoder outputs
are transmitted M symbol times apart. Upon reception, the second encoder symbol is delayed by an additional (B-2)M
symbol times, for a total delay of (B-1)M. Note that all of the symbols have the same delay (B-1)M after passing through
both the interleaver and the de-interleaver, so that the decoder input symbols are in the same order as the encoder output
symbols with a constant latency.
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M
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…

(B-1)M

channel

(B-1)M

(B-2)M

…
2M

M(B-2)M

to
decoder

from
encoder

CNV_ILVR CNV_DLVR

The total latency, however, is not only (B-1)M symbols; that is only on a per branch basis, but, each symbol on each
branch also has to wait for a total of B branches, so the above value has to be multiplied by B. Therefore, the total latency
of the interleaver/de-interleaver pair is B(B-1)M.

An alternative way to realize this is to take into account the initial (zero) contents of the buffers both at the transmitter
(interleaver) and at the receiver (de-interleaver) side. If you assume that the buffers at both sides are initially filled with
zeros, the total number of zeros that needs to be disregarded upon reaching the decoder is 2(1+2+...+B-1)M = B(B-1)M.
This agrees with the result above, and it represents the delay propagated by Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) in the
case of a convolutional interleaver/de-interleaver tandem.
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Convolutional Encoder: CONV_ENC

Symbol

Summary

CONV_ENC is a binary convolutional encoder with optional code puncturing. This module also supports recursive
convolutional codes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
1ScalarInformation bits per codewordIB
2ScalarCodeword lengthIN
7ScalarConstraint length (number of stages)IK

ScalarCode generator numeratorsICODE_NUM
ScalarCode generator common denominator (no feedback if empty)ICODE_DEN
ScalarPuncturing pattern for encoded dataIPUNC_DATA
ScalarPuncturing pattern during terminationI*PUNC_TAIL

Mask values
(0=puncture)

Interpretation of puncturing patternsE*PUNCTYP

By code vectorsOrdering of values in puncturing patternsE*PUNCORD
AutoCode termination modeETERMINATION
AutoPuncturing mode during terminationE*TAILPUNCMODE
_BLKSZScalarBlock size, in bits (used for termination)I*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Equivalent Circuit

Convolutional
Encoding

Binary
Signal Puncturing

(optional)

Encoded
Signal

Parameter Details

B. The number of information bits per code word.
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N. The number of bits per code word. If left empty, its value is calculated from CODE_NUM (CODE_NUM must be
specified).

K. Code constraint length. Determines the number of stages in the shift register. If left empty, it is set to fit the largest
bit pattern in CODE_NUM and CODE_DEN.

CODE_NUM. Vector of polynomials that define the numerators of code generators. Code generators are the transfer
functions between the input (uncoded) bits and the output (encoded) bits of each code word. The number of elements in
the vector should be equal to N. Each element of the vector represents a polynomial and corresponds to one of the encoded
bits of the output code word.

This field may be left empty, in which case B, N and K are used to automatically generate the code word vector based
on optimal codes from [1]. The values of B, N and K must fall within the following ranges:

1≤B≤7 2≤N≤8 3≤K≤9

with further limits on the allowed combinations of B, N and K.

See the "Implementation Details" section for more information.

CODE_DEN. Denominator of code generators. It is assumed that denominators are the same for all code generators.
CODE_DEN represents a polynomial that is used to determine the structure of the feedback loop of the code. If left
empty, no feedback loop is implemented. Furthermore, if binary representation of CODE_DEN consists of a single 1
followed by K*B 0's, the resulting code will not contain a feedback loop. If CODE_NUM is left empty, CODE_GEN is
ignored and a code structure without feedback is selected based on the values of B, N and K. See the "Implementation
Details" section for more information.

PUNC_DATA. Defines how the generated bits during encoding of input bits are punctured before sent to the output. If
left empty, no puncturing is performed. The interpretation of the values is determined by PUNCTYP.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for examples.

PUNC_TAIL. Defines how the generated bits during code termination are punctured before sent to output. The
interpretation of the values is determined by PUNCTYP.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for examples.

PUNCTYP. Determines how values of PUNC_DATA and PUNC_TAIL are used to define the puncturing pattern:

• Mask values (0=puncture): Each element in PUNC_DATA/PUNC_TAIL represents one bit from convolutional
encoding, with the first element corresponding to the first bit in the generated sequence. Elements set to 0 indicate
bits that will not be output.

• Indices of punctures, 1 based: Each element in PUNC_DATA/PUNC_TAIL is an index of a bit in the generated
sequence, with the first bit generated corresponding to index 1. The indices indicate the positions of bits to not output.

• Indices of punctures, 0 based: Each element in PUNC_DATA/PUNC_TAIL is an index of a bit in the generated
sequence, with the first bit generated corresponding to index 0. The indices indicate the positions of bits to not output.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for examples.

PUNCORD. Determines the final mapping between the positions indicated in PUNC and the actual bit positions to be
punctured:

• By code vectors: The positions are grouped into code vectors.
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• Sequential: There is a direct 1:1 mapping to the bit stream generated by the convolutional encoder.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for examples.

TERMINATION. Determines if and how the code is terminated after the input bit stream is encoded:

• Auto: If the code structure does not contain a feedback loop, no termination is performed. Otherwise, the code is
terminated to the zero state.

• Do not terminate: No termination is performed.

• Terminate to zero state: After the encoder processes BLKSZ input bits, the shift register is flushed with zero bits. The
output bits generated during this phase are appended to the output bits generated during the input bit stream encoding
phase. A puncturing operation defined by PUNC_TAIL and TAILPUNCMODE is also performed on these bits.

TAILPUNCMODE. Determines if and how the encoded termination bit stream is punctured:

• Auto: If PUNC_TAIL is specified, encoded termination bit stream is punctured based on PUNC_TAIL. Otherwise,
the puncturing data pattern used for the encoded data bit stream is also used during termination.

• No puncturing: No puncturing is performed on the encoded termination data stream.

• Same as data: Encoded termination bit stream is punctured in the same way as the encoded data bit stream.

• Set by PUNC_TAIL: Encoded termination bit stream is punctured using the pattern defined by PUNC_TAIL.

BLKSZ. Determines the length (in bits) of the input bit stream, after which, the code termination is performed. If no
termination is required, BLKSZ is not used.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

The following examples illustrate various parameter settings.

Example 1: Digital Video Broadcasting

The Digital Video Broadcasting standard [2] utilizes for its inner coding a single mother convolutional code with various
puncturing patterns to obtain different coding rates. The mother convolutional code is rate 1/2 with generator polynomials
of G1=171oct and G2=133oct. For a rate 3/4 encoding, the following puncturing pattern is specified:

X: 1 0 1

Y: 1 1 0

Transmitted Sequence: X1 Y1 Y2 X3

where X corresponds to the output from G1, and Y to the output from G2.

To configure the CONV_ENC block for the DVB 3/4 encoding, the following parameter values could be used, which
closely match the way the specification is presented:

B = 1

N = 2

K =

CODE_NUM = {oct("171"), oct("133")}

PUNC = {1,0,1, 1,1,0}
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PUNCTYP = Mask values (0=puncture)

PUNCORD = By code vectors

Alternatively, the puncturing parameters could be specified with the bit pattern matching the order of the encoder output:

PUNC = {1,1, 0,1, 1,0}

PUNCTYP = Mask values (0=puncture)

PUNCORD = Sequentially

The puncturing parameters could also be specified using bit position indices. For example, if ordered sequentially, the
punctured bit positions are 3 and 6 if the first bit position is index 1:

PUNC = {3,6}

PUNCTYP = Indices of punctures, 1
based

PUNCORD = Sequentially

Example 2: IS2000 Turbo Code

The IS2000 standard utilizes two identical constituent codes for its Turbo Encoder. Each of them is a recursive
convolutional code (RSC) of rate 1/3. The standard specifies different puncturing schemes that yield turbo codes of
various rates. The transfer function of both constituent codes is:

G(D) = [1 n0(D)
d(D)

n1(D)
d(D) ]

where: d(D)=1+D2+D3, n0(D)=1+D+D3 and n1(D)=1+D+D2+D3.

This example illustrates a turbo code of rate 1/2 and block length of 378. The encoded data bit stream out of the first
constituent code is punctured using the following pattern:

X: 1 1

Y: 1 0

Z: 0 0

Transmitted Sequence: X1 Y1 X2 X3 Y3 X4 ...

The data bit stream out of the second constituent code is punctured using the following pattern:

X: 0 0

Y: 0 1

Z: 0 0

Transmitted Sequence: Y2 Y4 ...

The termination bit streams are punctured using a different pattern, defined as follows:

X: 1
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Y: 1

Z: 0

Transmitted Sequence: X1 Y1 X2 Y3 X3 Y3 ...

Note that the third output of either constituent code is not used for this code rate. For more information on puncturing
refer to [3].

The generator polynomials are set as follows:

GD = oct("13")

GN0 = oct(15")

GN1 = oct("17")

The only parameter that is different for the two codes is PUNC_DATA:

For code 0:

PUNC_DATA = {1,1, 1,0, 0,0}

For code 1:

PUNC_DATA = {0,0, 0,1, 0,0}

The rest of the parameters of CONV_ENC module are configured as follows:

B = 1

N = 3

K =

CODE_NUM = {GD, GN0, GN1}

CODE_DEN = GD

PUNC_TAIL = {1,1,0}

PUNCTYP = Mask values (0=puncture)

PUNCORD = By code vectors

TERMINATION = Terminate to zero state

TAILPUNCMODE = Set by PUNC_TAIL

BLKSZ = 378

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to EncodeDigital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded BitsDigital2

Implementation Details

Binary representations of CODE_NUM and CODE_DEN define polynomials that are used to define the encoder
connectivity. For example, an entry 'oct("133")' in CODE_NUM (1338 or 91 decimal) represents the bit pattern 1011011.
If the encoder does not contain a feedback loop (e.g., CODE_DEN is left empty), the bit of the code word corresponding
to this entry of CODE_NUM is calculated as (modulo 2):

codeword=x[n+6]+x[n+4]+x[n+3]+x[n+1]+x[n]

The equation functions 'oct' and 'hex' can be used to simplify the specification of bit patterns.

The following illustrates the implementation of a rate 2/3 encoder with K=2 and code vectors of 17oct, 06oct and 15oct.

Binary
Signal

Shifted n bits
each time

Encoded Bits

CODEV[0]

CODEV[1]

CODEV[2]

Bits
sequentially
selected

Recursive Convolutional Codes

To configure CONV_ENC as a recursive convolutional encoder, a feedback loop is defined using CODE_DEN, while
the connectivity of encoder outputs is specified by CODE_NUM. A value of CODE_DEN with binary representation
{1,d1,...,dk}, where the left-most bit represents the Most Significant Bit (MSB) and the right-most the Least Significant
Bit (LSB), defines a polynomial that can be written as d(D)=1+d1D1+...+dKDK. The ith entry of CODE_NUM with binary
representation [g0

i,g1
i,...,gK

i] yields gi(D)=g0
iD0+ g1

iD1+...+ gK
iDK .

The structure of a generic recursive convolutional encoder is shown in the following figure. The switch connected to the
encoder input is initially set to its lower position. The input bit stream is fed into the encoder and it calculates N encoded
bit streams, which are then sequentially output for every codeword. If puncturing is specified, this is done on the output
sequence.

If the state of the encoder should be terminated to the zero state, the input switch is flipped to the upper position and the
encoder is operated for K steps (shift register flushed with zeros). The output may be punctured as defined by the
puncturing parameters.
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CODEV_NUM[0]

(bits selected sequentially )

Input bit stream

(shifted N bits at a time)

d1 d2 dK

g0
Kg0

2g0
1g0

0

CODEV_NUM[N-1]

gN-1
KgN-1

2gN-1
1gN-1

0

CODE_DEN

Encoded bit streams

Encoder output
0

Encoder output
N-1

Automatically Generated Codes

If CODE_NUM is left empty, the codes are selected from tables found in [1]. Note that for this block, K represents the
total number of shift register stages, while in [1] K represents the number of shift register stages per bit.

The following combinations of B, N and K are supported:

B/N of 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 with K=3 through 14, inclusive

B/N of 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8 with K=3 through 8, inclusive.

B/N of 2/3, 2/5, 2/7 with K=4,6,8

B/N of 3/4, 3/5, 3/7, 3/8, 4/5, 4/7 with K=6.

B/N of 4/5, 4/7 with K=8.

Any other combination of B, N and K requires CODE_NUM be specified.

References

[1] Proakis, J, Digital Communications, Fourth Edition, pp. 492-496

[2] EN 300 744 V1.1.2, Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), ETSI, pg. 13

[3] TIA-2000.2-D, Physical Layer for cdma2000 Spread Spectrum Systems, EIA, pg. 3-98
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CRC Decoder: CRC_DEC

Symbol

CRC Dec
1 2

3

Summary

CRC_DEC is a CRC decoder. It calculates a CRC based on the decoded (input) data and compares it to the decoded
CRC. If they do not match, an error is generated.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarLength of data block (without CRC)IDATA_BLK_LEN
ScalarCRC polynomialICRC_POLY

AutoInitial value of CRC shift-registerI*CRC_INIT
AutoInvert output CRC bitsE*INVERT_CRC
AutoReverse order of output CRC bitsE*REVERSE_CRC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DATA_BLK_LEN.Defines the length of the data block used in CRC calculation. The number of samples that CRC_DEC
reads each time is equal to DATA_BLK_LEN plus the CRC length. If set, this parameter should match the BLK_LEN
parameter of the corresponding CRC_ENC block use to calculate the CRC. If this parameter is left empty, it is set
automatically from properties propagated by a CRC_ENC block.

CRC_POLY. Defines the connectivity of the CRC circuit. If set, CRC_POLY should be positive. If left empty, it is set
automatically from properties propagated by a CRC_ENC block upstream.

CRC_INIT. Determines whether the initial value of the CRC shift-register is set to all zeros or all ones. If set to Auto,
it is set automatically from properties propagated by a CRC_ENC block upstream.

INVERT_CRC. If set to "On" the CRC bits are inverted before being sent out. If set to Auto, it is set automatically from
properties propagated by a CRC_ENC block upstream.

REVERSE_CRC. If set to "On" the CRC bits are sent out in reverse order. If set to Auto, it is set automatically from
properties propagated by a CRC_ENC block upstream.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded data and CRC bitsDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Extracted data (without CRC)Digital2
CRC errorDigital3
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CRC Encoder: CRC_ENC

Symbol

CRC

Summary

CRC_ENC calculates a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Code) for a binary input stream.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
_BLKSZScalarLength of input data blockIBLK_LEN
oct("633")ScalarCRC polynomialICRC_POLY
ScaledOutput data rate calculationIRATE_OUT_MODE
Data and CRCOutput Data & CRC or only CRCI*OUT_FORMAT
ZeroInitial value of CRC shift-registerI*CRC_INIT
OffInvert output CRC bitsE*INVERT_CRC
OffReverse order of output CRC bitsE*REVERSE_CRC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BLK_LEN. Length of input block fed into the CRC circuit. BLK_LEN should be positive. Its default value is _BLKSZ.

CRC_POLY. Defines the connectivity of the CRC circuit. CRC_POLY should be positive. See the Implementation
Details section for a detailed description of its format and use.

RATE_OUT_MODE. Defines how the output rate is calculated:

• Scaled:The output rate is scaled based on the input rate, input block length and the CRC length. If RATE_OUT_MODE
is set to "Data and CRC" the output rate is:

Out−rate = Inp−rate ⋅ (BLK−LEN + CRC−length)
BLK−LEN

If only the CRC is output, the output data rate is:

Out−rate = Inp−rate ⋅
CRC−length
BLK−LEN
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• Same as input: The output rate is set equal to the input rate.

OUT_FORMAT. Determines whether output contains input data followed by the calculated CRC or only the CRC.

CRC_INIT. Determines whether the initial value of the CRC shift-register is set to all zeros or all ones.

INVERT_CRC. If set to "On" the CRC bits are inverted before being sent out.

REVERSE_CRC. If set to "On" the CRC bits are sent out in reverse order.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input bits to CRC encoderDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input bits (optional) followed by corresponding CRC bitsDigital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set BLK_LEN to a positive integer valueBLK_LEN should be a positive integer
Set CRC_POLY to a positive integerCRC_POLY should be a positive integer
Change CRC_POLY, RATE_OUT_MODE, or
OUT_FORMAT

CRC_POLY=1, RATE_OUT_MODE="Scaled" and
OUT_FORMAT="CRC only" result in zero output rate

Implementation Details

The following diagram shows a CRC encoder circuit.

g1 g2 gN-1g0

0

. . .

. . .

gN-2

0

s0 s1 s2 sN-2 sN-1

Input

Output

Connectivity of the CRC circuit can be defined by its polynomial:

xN + gN−1x
N−1 + gN−2x

N−2 + ... + g2x
2 + g1x

1 + g0
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In this diagram, all three switches are set in the upper position while the input bits are shifted into the circuit. The number
of input bits is determined by the parameter BLK_LEN. After that, the switches are flipped to their lower position and
N-1 bits in the shift-register are sent to the output.

The parameter CRC_POLY defines the CRC polynomial. Non-zero entries in its binary representation correspond to the
polynomial coefficients. The coefficient of the highest order term corresponds to the MSB of CRC_POLY (always 1 if
CRC_POLY > 0), and the coefficient of the 0-order term corresponds to the LSB. Equation functions 'oct', 'hex' or 'bin'
can be used to simplify this specification.

If CRC_POLY is set to 1, the CRC encoder becomes a pass-through circuit. If OUT_FORMAT is set to "Data and CRC"
the output is the same as the input. If OUT_FORMAT is set to "CRC only" no output is generated.

If INVERT_CRC is set to "On" the CRC bits are inverted before being sent out.

If REVERSE_CRC is set to "On" the CRC bits are sent out in reverse order.

References

[1] Lin, S., Costello, D.J., Error Control Coding: Fundamentals and Applications, Prentice-Hall, 1983, pp. 95-98

[2] Clark, G.C., Cain, J.B., Error-Correction Coding for Digital Communications, Plenum Press, 1981, pp. 68-72
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Code De-puncturer: DEPUNC

Symbol

Summary

DEPUNC restores an input signal punctured by a Code Puncturer block (PUNC). Punctured positions are set to a specified
value.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarValue to substitute for punctured valuesCPUNCVAL

VectorPuncturing patternI*PUNC
AutoInterpretation of PUNCE*PUNCTYP

ScalarPuncture block lengthI*PUNCLN
ScalarNumber of interleaved rowsI*NROWS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PUNCVAL. The value to be output for the punctured positions in the input signal.

PUNC. The pattern defining how the input signal is punctured. The interpretation of the values is determined by PUNCTYP.
If left empty this is determined from the code puncturer generating the input signal.

PUNCTYP. Determines how the value of PUNC is used to define the puncturing pattern:

• Auto: The puncturing type is determined from the code puncturer generating the input signal.

• Mask values (0=puncture): Each element in PUNC represents one input sample, with the first element corresponding
to the first sample input. Elements set to 0 indicate samples that will not be output.

• Indices of punctures, 1 based: Each element in PUNC is an index of a sample in the input sequence, with the first
sample input corresponding to index 1. The indices indicate the positions of samples to not output.

• Indices of punctures, 0 based: Each element in PUNC is an index of a sample in the input sequence, with the first
sample input corresponding to index 0. The indices indicate the positions of samples to not output.

PUNCLN. The length of the puncture sequence. If left empty this is determined from the code puncturer generating the
input signal. See the PUNC block documentation for more details.
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NROWS. The number of rows used when the puncturing pattern is specified interleaved. If left empty this is determined
from the code puncturer generating the input signal. See the PUNC block documentation for more details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Values to De-punctureReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
De-punctured ValuesReal, Complex, Digital2
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Differential Decoder: DIFF_DEC

Symbol

Summary

DIFF_DEC decodes a differentially encoded bit stream.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Differentially Encoded Bits to Decode.Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded Bits.Digital2

Implementation Details

The output is the modulo 2 sum of the input with the previous input:

âk = d̂k⊕ d̂k−1

The first bit output is the same as the first bit input, or d^-1 = 0 .
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Differential Encoder: DIFF_ENC

Symbol

Summary

DIFF_ENC differentially encodes a bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to EncodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Differentially Encoded BitsDigital2

Implementation Details

The output is the modulo 2 sum of the input with the previous output:

dk = ak⊕ dk−1

The first bit output is the same as the first bit input, or d-1 = 0
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Direct Sequence Spreading Code Generator: DSSC

Symbol

Summary

DSSC generates a spreading code for a direct-sequence spread-spectrum communications system. It is similar to the
Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR_SRC) block except the output is mapped to +1/-1 real values rather than binary.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Polynomial
Coefficients

Specification typeESPTYP

{32,7,5,3,2,1,0}ScalarTap connectionITAPS
ScalarInitial shift register states arrayIIRST

NormalOutput typeEOUTTYP
_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE

Register specification typeREGTYP
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ
OffReset to initial state for each blockE*BLKRST

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SPTYP. Determines how the tap connections and initial register state parameters are interpreted. Also refer to the
Implementation Details in the block LFSR_SRC for further examples.

• Polynomial Coefficients: The values correspond to the non-zero powers of 2 of a polynomial, for example {5,2,0}
represents the polynomial X5+X2+X0.

• "Bit Vector: Last (right) entry = Right-most connection/register": The values are a bit pattern represented as a vector
of 1's and 0's. Each element corresponds to a register of the LFSR. The right-most (last) vector element corresponds
to the register that is output, namely the right-most register (or the feedback connection after it, in the case of TAPS).

• "Bit Vector: First (left) entry = Right-most connection/register": In this case, the left-most (first) element of the vector
of 1's and 0's corresponds to the register that is output, namely the right-most register (or the feedback connection after
it, in the case of TAPS).

TAPS. Determines the feedback taps of the LFSR.
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IRST. Determines the initial state of the registers. This may be left empty in which case the feedback connection pattern
is also used as the initial register state. It may also be set to any negative number, in which case the registers are all
initialized to 1.

OUTTYP. Selects whether or not the output bits are inverted.

RATE. The bit rate at the output of the model. If left empty, the bit rate will either be determined from a downstream
model that supports specifying a bit rate such as a transmitter block, or will be set to the data rate setting from the System
Options dialog if a data rate could not be determined from downstream.

BLKSZ. Specifies the number of samples generated each time the model is visited during the simulation.

BLKRST. Reset to initial state for each block. If set to "On" the shift register state is reset to its initial state at the
beginning of each block of BLKSZ samples.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Generated CodesReal1

Implementation Details

The implementation is identical to the LFSR_SRC block, with the exception that the output is +1 rather than binary 1
and -1 rather than binary 0. Refer to the LFSR_SRC block documentation for details of the LFSR implementation.
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LDPC Decoder for CCSDS: LDPC_CCSDS_DEC

Symbol
LDPC Dec.

CCSDS

1 2

Summary

LDPC_CCSDS_DEC enables simulation of the Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) decoder for CCSDS standard[1].
This block implements sum-product algorithm (SPA) with log likelihood ratio (LLR) messages. The RATE and INBLKSZ
parameters can be automatically configured from the upstream encoder. Additionally, you can configure the number of
SPA iterations to perform (ITR) and AWGN channel noise variance (NVAR).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoRateE*RATE
2Information block sizeE*INBLKSZ
10Maximum number of decoding iterationsINUMITER
1Channel Noise VarianceINVAR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RATE. Code rate selection are "Auto", "1/2", "2/3", "4/5", or "223/255". If set to "Auto", this parameter is automatically
configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream LDPC_CCSDS_ENC. Note that when "223/255" is
selected, INBLKSZ of "7136" is automatically used.

INBLKSZ. Selects the decoder output block size. INBLKSZ is equivalent to input Telemetry Transfer Frame size in
bits and it should match the INBLKSZ used at the encoder. Supported INBLKSZ are "Auto", "1024", "4096", "7136",
and "16384". If set to "Auto", this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the
upstream LDPC_CCSDS_ENC. Note that INBLKSZ "7136" is only supported with RATE "223/255".

NUMITER. Sets the number of iterations the SPA is carried out for each received block. Increasing this number generally
improves the BER characteristics at the expense of simulation time. Generally, 10 to 40 iterations are sufficient.

NVAR. Sets the expected noise variance for LLR calculation.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Soft metrics of binary bitsReal data1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block implements sum-product algorithm (SPA) with log likelihood ratio (LLR) messages using parity check matrix
derived according to CCSDS standard[1]. The data is assumed to be transmitted over an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel such that the input LLR is calculated as

L( x j|y j ) =
2y j
σ2

where yj is the input soft metric and σ2 is the noise variance of the AWGN channel. The relationships of row and column
indices of 1’s in the parity check matrix can be represented as a Tanner graph, as shown in the following figure. The
square nodes indicate the check-node and the circle nodes indicate the variable node.

The SPA iterates through passing the LLR messages Lj between the check-node update

Li→ j = 2tanh−1(∏ j'∈N(i )−{ j}tanh( 1
2L j'→i))

and the variable-node update

L j→i = L j + ∑i'∈N( j )−{ i}Li'→ j

to arrive at the decoded output.

References

[1] TM Synchronization and Channel Coding, Recommendation for Space Data System Standards, Blue Book, CCSDS
131.0-B-3. Washington, D.C.: CCSDS, September 2017.
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LDPC Encoder for CCSDS: LDPC_CCSDS_ENC

Symbol
LDPC Enc.

CCSDS

1 2

Summary

LDPC_CCSDS_ENC enables simulation of the Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) encoder for CCSDS 131.0-B-3
standard[1]. This block implements a systematic encoder for the range of code rates and sizes specified in the standard[1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoRateERATE
AutoInformation block lengthEINBLKSZ

Parameter Details

RATE. Code rate selection are "1/2", "2/3", "4/5", or "223/255". Note that when "223/255" is selected, INBLKSZ of
"7136" is automatically used.

INBLKSZ. Selects the input block size to be encoded. INBLKSZ is equivalent to input Telemetry Transfer Frame size
in bits. Supported INBLKSZ are "1024", "4096", "7136", and "16384". Note that INBLKSZ 7136 is only supported with
RATE "223/255".

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to encodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block performs the systematic encoding according to the selected RATE and INBLKSZ as specified in[1]. The
input and output block sizes are assumed to conform to the appropriate block size according to the selected code size.
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References

[1] TM Synchronization and Channel Coding, Recommendation for Space Data System Standards, Blue Book, CCSDS
131.0-B-3. Washington, D.C.: CCSDS, September 2017.
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LDPC Decoder for DVB-S2: LDPC_DVB_DEC

Symbol
LDPC Dec.

DVB-S2

Summary

LDPC_DVB_DEC enables simulation of the Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) decoder for Digital Video Broadcast
Second Generation (DVB-S2) [1]. This block implements sum-product algorithm (SPA) with log likelihood ratio (LLR)
messages. The type of FECFRAME (N, normal 64800 bits or short 16200 bits) and coding rate (RATE) can be
automatically configured from upstream encoder. Additionally, the number of BP algorithm iterations to perform (ITR)
and AWGN channel noise variance (NVAR) can be configured.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
64800Coded Block SizeEN
1/4Code Rate IdentifierERATE
10Maximum number of decoding iterationsINUMITER
1Channel noise varianceRNVAR

Parameter Details

N. Selects the encoded codeword size N.

• Auto: Automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream LDPC_DVB_ENC.

• 64800: Normal FEC frame size.

• 16200: Short FEC frame size.

RATE. Selects the coding rate of the encoder. Coding rate(*) is defined as K/N where K is the input block size in bits
and N is the encoded codeword size.

(*) For normal FECFRAME size of N=64800, coding rate is exactly K/N. For short FECFRAME size of N=16200, the
effective coding rate K/N differs from the “code identifier”. See the "Implementation Details" section.

• Auto: Automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream LDPC_DVB_ENC.

• 1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, or 9/10 (9/10 is only valid for N=64800)

NUMITR. Sets the number of iterations the BP algorithm is carried out for each received block. Increasing this number
generally improves the BER characteristics at the expense of simulation time. Generally, 10 to 40 iterations are sufficient.

NVAR. Sets the expected noise variance for LLR calculation.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Soft metrics of binary bitsReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block implements sum-product algorithm (SPA) with log likelihood ratio (LLR) messages using parity check matrix
defined for DVB-S2 [1-3]. The data is assumed to be transmitted over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel
such that the input LLR is calculated as

L( x j|y j ) =
2y j
σ2

where yj is the input soft metric and σ2 is the noise variance of the AWGN channel. The relationships of row and column
indices of 1’s in the parity check matrix in [1] can be represented as a Tanner graph as shown in the following figure.
The square nodes indicate the check-node and the circle nodes indicate the variable node.

The SPA iterates through passing the LLR messages Lj between the check-node update

Li→ j = 2tanh−1(∏ j'∈N(i )−{ j}tanh( 1
2L j'→i))

and the variable-node update

L j→i = L j + ∑i'∈N( j )−{ i}Li'→ j

to arrive at the decoded output.

References

[1] ETSI EN 302 307-1 V1.4.1 (2014-11) “Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Second generation framing structure,
channel coding and modulation systems for Broadcasting, Interactive Services, News Gathering and other broadband
satellite applications; Part 1: DVB-S2”
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http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/302300_302399/30230701/01.04.01_20/en_30230701v010401a.pdf

[2] W. E. Ryan and S. Lin, “Channel Codes, Classical and Modern,” Cambridge University Press, 2009.

[3] R. G. Gallager, “Low-Density Parity-Check Codes,” IRE Trans. on Information Theory, vol. IT-8, no. 1, pp 21-28,
January, 1962.
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LDPC Encoder for DVB-S2: LDPC_DVB_ENC

Symbol
LDPC Enc.

DVB-S2

Summary

LDPC_DVB_ENC enables simulation of the Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) encoder used in Digital Video Broadcast
Second Generation (DVB-S2) [1]. This block implements systematic encoder with encoded codeword of size N (either
normal FECFRAME size of 64800 bits or short FECFRAME size of 16200 bits) and input block size of K bits according
to the code rates specified in [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
64800Coded Block SizeEN
1/4Code Rate IdentifierERATE

Parameter Details

N. Selects the encoded codeword size N.

• 64800 bits: Normal FEC frame size.

• 16200 bits: Short FEC frame size.

RATE. Selects the coding rate of the encoder. Coding rate(*) is defined as K/N where K is the input block size in bits
and N is the encoded codeword size.

(*) For normal FECFRAME size of N=64800, coding rate is exactly K/N. For short FECFRAME size of N=16200, the
effective coding rate K/N differs from the “code identifier”. See the "Implementation Details" section.

• 1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, or 9/10 (9/10 is only valid for N=64800)

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to encodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded bitsDigital2
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Implementation Details

This block performs the systematic encoding according to the selected encoded codeword size N and code rate identifier
RATE as specified in Section 5.3.2, Annex B, and Annex C of [1]. For every uncoded block of K bits, coded block of
N bits is generated. The following tables show the code rate identifier (RATE) and uncoded block size (input block size)
for normal and short FECFRAMEs.

Normal FECFRAME N=64800

LDPC Uncoded Block Size (K)Code Rate
162001/4
216001/3
259202/5
324001/2
388003/5
432002/3
486003/4
518404/5
540005/6
576008/9
583209/10

Short FECFRAME N=16200

Effective Code RateLDPC Uncoded Block Size (K)Code Rate Identifier
1/532401/4
1/354001/3
2/564802/5
4/972001/2
3/597203/5
2/3108002/3
11/15118803/4
7/9126004/5
37/45133205/6
8/9144008/9
NANA9/10

References

[1] ETSI EN 302 307-1 V1.4.1 (2014-11) “Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Second generation framing structure,
channel coding and modulation systems for Broadcasting, Interactive Services, News Gathering and other broadband
satellite applications; Part 1: DVB-S2”

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/302300_302399/30230701/01.04.01_20/en_30230701v010401a.pdf
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LDPC Decoder for NR: LDPC_NR_DEC

Symbol
LDPC Dec.

NR

1 2

Summary

LDPC_NR_DEC enables simulation of the Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) decoder for 3GPP NR (5G) standard [1].
This block implements sum-product algorithm (SPA) with log likelihood ratio (LLR) messages. The BASEGRAPH and
LIFTSZ parameters can be automatically configured from the upstream encoder. Additionally, you can configure the
number of SPA iterations to perform (ITR) and AWGN channel noise variance (NVAR).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoBase graph (1 or 2)E*BASEGRAPH
2Lifting size (Z)E*LIFTSZ
10Maximum number of decoding iterationsINUMITER
1Channel Noise VarianceINVAR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BASEGRAPH. Base graph selection – "Auto", "1", or "2". If set to "Auto", this parameter is automatically configured
based on propagated parameters from the upstream LDPC_NR_ENC.

LIFTSZ. Selects the LDPC lifting size Z according to [1]. If set to "Auto", this parameter is automatically configured
based on propagated parameters from the upstream LDPC_NR_ENC. LIFTSZ selection is ordered according to the Set
Index. For example, “0-16” indicates Set Index 0 with lifting size Z = 16. See the "Implementation Details" section for
more information.

NUMITER. Sets the number of iterations the SPA is carried out for each received block. Increasing this number generally
improves the BER characteristics at the expense of simulation time. Generally, 10 to 40 iterations are sufficient.

NVAR. Sets the expected noise variance for LLR calculation.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Soft metrics of binary bitsReal data1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block implements sum-product algorithm (SPA) with log likelihood ratio (LLR) messages using parity check matrix
derived according to 3GPP NR (5G) standard [1],[2], [3]. The data is assumed to be transmitted over an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel such that the input LLR is calculated as

L( x j|y j ) =
2y j
σ2

where yj is the input soft metric and σ2 is the noise variance of the AWGN channel. The relationships of row and column
indices of 1’s in the parity check matrix can be represented as a Tanner graph as shown in the following figure. The
square nodes indicate the check-node and the circle nodes indicate the variable node.

The SPA iterates through passing the LLR messages Lj between the check-node update

Li→ j = 2tanh−1(∏ j'∈N(i )−{ j}tanh( 1
2L j'→i))

and the variable-node update

L j→i = L j + ∑i'∈N( j )−{ i}Li'→ j

to arrive at the decoded output.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[2] W. E. Ryan and S. Lin, “Channel Codes, Classical and Modern,” Cambridge University Press, 2009.

[3] R. G. Gallager, “Low-Density Parity-Check Codes,” IRE Trans. on Information Theory, vol. IT-8, no. 1, pp 21-28,
January, 1962.
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LDPC Encoder for NR: LDPC_NR_ENC

Symbol
LDPC Enc.

NR

1 2

Summary

LDPC_NR_ENC enables simulation of the Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) encoder for 3GPP NR (5G) standard [1].
This block implements a systematic encoder for the range of code sizes specified by the BASEGRAPH and LIFTSZ
parameters according to the 3GPP NR (5G) standard [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoBase graph (1 or 2)EBASEGRAPH
AutoLifting size (Z)ELIFTSZ

Parameter Details

BASEGRAPH. Base graph selection – "Auto", "1", or "2". If set to "Auto", NR_CDBLKSGMT must be connected
upstream for BASEGRAPH to be automatically configured.

LIFTSZ. Selects the LDPC lifting size Z according to [1]. If set to "Auto", NR_CDBLKSGMT must be connected
upstream where the LIFTSZ parameter is derived and propagated. LIFTSZ selection is ordered according to the Set
Index. For example, “0-16” indicates Set Index 0 with lifting size Z = 16. See the "Implementation Details" section for
more information.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to encodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block performs the systematic encoding according to the selected base graph and lifting size as specified in [1]. The
input and output block sizes are assumed to conform to the appropriate block size according to the selected code size.
Table 5.3.2-1 in [1], lists the available lifting sizes supported in NR LDPC.
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Set of lifting sizes (Z)Set Index
{2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256}0
{3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384}1
{5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320}2
{7, 14, 28, 56, 112, 224}3
{9, 18, 36, 72, 144, 288}4
{11, 22, 44, 88, 176, 352}5
{13, 26, 52, 104, 208}6
{15, 30, 60, 120, 240}7

The LIFTSZ parameter is an enumerated list that is listed as “Set Index – Lifting size”. For example, “0-16” indicates
Set Index 0 with lifting size Z = 16.

Due to the large number of code sizes needed for NR LDPC, the encoding matrices are generated when the simulation
is started. For larger code size with lifting index greater than 100, a warning displays in the Status Window and it may
take some time before the simulation starts.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”
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Linear Feedback Shift Register Source: LFSR_SRC

Symbol

Summary

LFSR_SRC generates a pseudo-random bit stream using a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Polynomial
Coefficients

Specification typeESPTYP

{32,7,5,3,2,1,0}ScalarFeedback taps specificationITAPS
ScalarInitial register statesIIRST

NormalOutput typeEOUTTYP
_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ
OffReset to initial state for each blockE*BLKRST

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SPTYP. Determines how the tap connections and initial register state parameters are interpreted. Also refer to the
Implementation Details below for further examples.

• Polynomial Coefficients: The values correspond to the non-zero powers of 2 of a polynomial, for example {5,2,0}
represents the polynomial X5+X2+X0.

• "Bit Vector: Last (right) entry = Right-most connection/register": The values are a bit pattern represented as a vector
of 1's and 0's. Each element corresponds to a register of the LFSR. The right-most (last) vector element corresponds
to the register that is output, namely the right-most register (or the feedback connection after it, in the case of TAPS).

• "Bit Vector: First (left) entry = Rightmost connection/register": In this case, the left-most (first) element of the vector
of 1's and 0's corresponds to the register that is output, namely the right-most register (or the feedback connection after
it, in the case of TAPS).

TAPS. Determines the feedback taps of the LFSR.
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IRST. Determines the initial state of the registers. This may be left empty in which case the feedback connection pattern
is also used as the initial register state. It may also be set to any negative number, in which case the registers are all
initialized to 1.

OUTTYP. Selects whether or not the output bits are inverted.

RATE. The bit rate at the output of the model. If left empty, the bit rate will either be determined from a downstream
model that supports specifying a bit rate such as a transmitter block, or will be set to the data rate setting from the System
Options dialog if a data rate could not be determined from downstream.

BLKSZ. Specifies the number of samples generated each time the model is visited during the simulation.

BLKRST. Reset to initial state for each block. If set to "On" the shift register state is reset to its initial state at the
beginning of each block of BLKSZ samples.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Generated BitsDigital1

Implementation Details

This model implements a linear feedback shift register of the following form:

N-1 N-2 1 0…

…

Modulo-2 sum (XOR)

Shift Right

X0X1X2XN-1
XN XN-2

Figure 1. General form of LFSR implementation.

The bit output is the right-most bit of the shift register in the diagram. The feedback taps correspond to the non-zero
powers of X. In Figure 2, the polynomial is X5+X2+X0.

If SPTYP is set to "Polynomial Coefficients", the TAPS and IRST parameters are vectors of the non-zero powers of X.
Notice that the highest power available in the polynomial, i.e. the largest integer in the vector TAPS, sets the length of
the register. For SPTYP = "Polynomial Coefficients", the highest integer in the vector IRST should be at most one less
than the highest integer in the vector TAPS, otherwise it is ignored. For example, the contents of the register in Figure
2 are described by IRST = {0,2}, and IRST = {0,2,5} would have the same effect.

If SPTYP is set to either "Bit Vector: Last (right) entry = Rightmost connection/register" or "Bit Vector: First (left) entry
= Rightmost connection/register", the TAPS and IRST parameters are vectors of the bit pattern representing the registers.
The number of elements in the vector is the number of registers. If one of these options is selected, the entries for TAPS
and IRST have to be vectors of equal length, unless IRST is left empty or is just a single negative integer.
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If "Bit Vector: Last (right) entry = Rightmost connection/register" is selected, then the right-most bit in the vector
corresponds to the register that is output first. For example, if both TAPS and IRST were set to {0,0,1,0,1} the following
LFSR with initial state would be used:

0 0 1 0 1
Bit Out

Figure 2. Specific LFSR, for polynomial X5+X2+X0 .

Notice that in this case, the first connection (the feedback) is not included in the TAPS vector, since it always has to be
there.

If "Bit Vector: First (left) entry = Rightmost connection/register" is selected, then the left-most bit in the vector corresponds
to the register that is output first. This is the same as reversing the bit pattern for "Bit Vector: Last (right) entry = Rightmost
connection/register". For example, to match the above example LFSR the TAPS and IRST parameters would be set to
{1,0,1,0,0}.

Implementation of Shifts

The block provides the user with the ability to produce a shifted version of a particular sequence, a common requirement
in modern communication standards, without resorting to algorithms (described in the literature) for determining the
initial state that produces the sequence with the wanted shift. For an example, let us consider the maximal length sequence
produced by the primitive polynomial 1+X5+X6, when the initial state of the shift register is described (left-to-right) by
{1,1,0,1,1,1}. This sequence can be implemented with LFSR_SRC, by setting the parameters to:

SPTYP = "Polynomial Coefficients"

TAPS = {0,5,6}

ISRT = {0,1,2,4,5}

Alternatively, of course, one could always set:

SPTYP = "Bit Vector: Last (right) entry = Rightmost connection/register"

TAPS = {1,0,0,0,0,1}

ISRT = {1,1,0,1,1,1}

Either way, we consider the sequence that will be produced the "prototype", and wish to shift it by 2 chips, so effectively
we wish to describe the operation depicted in the following diagram:
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0

1+X5+X6

1234567

012345

X2(1+X5+X6) = X2+X7+X8

“prototype sequence”

shifted
sequence

All that has to be done to produce the shifted (delayed) sequence is to modify the entries of parameters TAPS and ISRT
as follows:

If SPTYP = "Polynomial Coefficients", then:

TAPS = {2,7,8}

ISRT = {2,3,4,6,7},

i.e., all the previous entries have been increased by the wanted delay (2 in our case).

If SPTYP = "Bit Vector: Last (right) entry = Rightmost connection/register", then:

TAPS = {1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0}

ISRT = {1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0}

i.e., two zeros have been appended to TAPS and the initial two desired outputs (corresponding to the delay of 2) have
been appended to ISRT.

It is, of course, understood, that this approach can only accommodate relatively short delays. For cases (often encountered
in practice) where delays of several thousand chips are required, there are algorithms in the literature that determine
which initial state produces the wanted shift.
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Code Puncturer: PUNC

Symbol

Summary

PUNC implements a code puncturer. It removes a specified set of input samples from the input signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
{1,0,1}VectorPuncturing patternIPUNC
Mask values
(0=puncture)

Interpretation of PUNCEPUNCTYP

ScalarPuncture block lengthIPUNCLN
1ScalarNumber of interleaved rowsINROWS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PUNC. The pattern defining how the input signal is to be punctured. The interpretation of the values is determined by
PUNCTYP.

PUNCTYP. Determines how the value of PUNC is used to define the puncturing pattern:

• Mask values (0=puncture): Each element in PUNC represents one input sample, with the first element corresponding
to the first sample input. Elements set to 0 indicate samples that will not be output.

• Indices of punctures, 1 based: Each element in PUNC is an index of a sample in the input sequence, with the first
sample input corresponding to index 1. The indices indicate the positions of samples to not output.

• Indices of punctures, 0 based: Each element in PUNC is an index of a sample in the input sequence, with the first
sample input corresponding to index 0. The indices indicate the positions of samples to not output.

PUNCLN. The total number of samples in the input sequence. The puncturing pattern is repeated after this number of
samples have been input. If this is larger than the puncturing pattern explicitly defined by PUNC and PUNCTYP, the
extra samples are assumed to not be punctured. If left empty this is determined from PUNC and PUNCTYP, depending
on the value of PUNCTYP:

If PUNCTYP is "Mask values" then PUNCLN is set to the number of elements in the mask. Otherwise, PUNCLN is set
to the last element specified for puncturing.
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NROWS. This is used to specify the puncturing pattern interleaved by rows. If set to 1 then the puncturing pattern is
specified sequentially. If this is greater than one then the puncturing pattern is interleaved. For example, if the following
puncturing pattern (PUNCTYP = "Mask values") were specified:

{1,0,1,1 0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1}

and the input signal was the following (left-most is received first):

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12

then the output sequence for NROWS=1 would be:

1,3,4,6,8,9,10,12

while the output sequence for NROWS=3 would be:

1,3,5,6,7,10,11,12

This is conceptually the same as specifying the puncturing pattern as a 4x3 matrix:

[1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1

]
where the puncturing pattern PUNC is used to fill the matrix by row first, while the input sequence is mapped by column
first. The puncturing pattern applied to the input sequence is then:

{1,0,1, 0,1,1, 1,0,0, 1,1,1}

If the puncturing pattern is specified by indices, the index positions are taken in row first order. For example, for PUNCTYP
= "Indices of punctures, 1 based", PUNCLN = 12 and NROWS = 3, the indices would map to the following matrix:

[1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12

]
Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Values to PunctureReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Punctured ValuesReal, Complex, Digital2
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Repetition Encoder: REP_ENC

Symbol

Summary

REP_ENC takes a digital symbol and repeats it the specified number of times at the output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarNumber of times to repeat the input symbolINREP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

NREP. The number of times to repeat must be greater than or equal to 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Repeated Output SignalDigital2

Error Conditions.

CorrectionError
Set the NREP parameter to be greater than or equal to one.Number of times to repeat (NREP) must be greater than or

equal to one.

Implementation Details

The REP_ENC block takes a digital symbol and repeats it the specified number of times at the output.
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Reed-Solomon Decoder: RS_DEC

Symbol

Summary

RS_DEC decodes a Reed-Solomon encoded digital signal. The signal may be binary or M-ary. It is typically used to
decode the encoded signal generated by the Reed-Solomon encoder block RS_ENC.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBlock lengthI*N
ScalarNumber of information symbolsI*K
ScalarBits per symbol for binary signalsI*M
ScalarGalois field generator polynomialI*FLDPOLY
ScalarFirst root index of code generator polynomialI*GENSTART
ScalarScaling of code generator polynomial root indexI*H

AutoN/ABit ordering for binary signalsE*BITORD
ScalarDelay compensationI*DLYCMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The total number of symbols in each block. If this is less than 2M-1, where M is a non-negative whole number between
2 and 16, the code is a shortened code. This should be between 3 and 65535, inclusive. If left empty, this will be determined
from the RS_ENC block that performed the encoding.

K. The number of information symbols encoded in each block. The maximum number of correctable errors is (N-K)/2
rounded down. If left empty, this will be determined from the RS_ENC block that performed the encoding.

M. The number of bits per symbol of the signal, only used if the signal is binary. If this is left empty, this will be determined
from the RS_ENC block that performed the encoding.

FLDPOLY. The decimal representation of the generator polynomial defining the Galois field. If left empty, this will be
determined from the RS_ENC block that performed the encoding if one was used, or a default polynomial will be used.
Refer to the Implementation Details section of RS_ENC for the list of default polynomials.
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GENSTART. The logarithm (index) of the first root of the code generator polynomial. The generator polynomial is
defined using GENSTART and H:

g(x) = Π
j=0

N−K−1
(x − αH·(GENSTART+ j))

If left empty, this will be determined from the RS_ENC block that performed the encoding.

H. The scaling factor used in defining the roots of the code generator polynomial, see GENSTART. If left empty, this
will be determined from the RS_ENC block that performed the encoding.

BITORD. Determines the ordering of bits when the input signal is binary.

• Auto: The ordering will be determined from the ordering used by the RS_ENC block that encoded the signal.

• Decreasing: The first bit received is the high order bit of the symbol.

• Increasing: The first bit received is the low order bit of the symbol.

DLYCMP. Specifies a number of input samples to ignore for signal delay compensation. If this is left empty, the number
of input samples is determined from the signal delay of the input signal, if any.

When delay compensation is performed, additional delay may be introduced to keep the output block aligned. For
example, suppose N=204 and K=188. The output signal is delayed according to the following (assuming the signal is
digital symbols):

Output Delay Is:Input Delayed By
188 symbols (1 block)1 symbol
188 symbols (1 block)203 symbols
188 symbols (1 block, first 'good' symbol is start of second
block)

204 symbols

376 symbols (2 blocks)205 symbols

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data to DecodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded DataDigital2
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Reed-Solomon Encoder: RS_ENC

Symbol

Summary

RS_ENC is a Reed-Solomon encoder. It accepts blocks of K information symbols and adds N-K parity symbols, producing
output blocks of length N. It is capable of correcting (N-K)/2 symbols.

RS_ENC supports shortened codes, specifying the Galois field generator polynomial, and specifying the initial root and
scaling factor for the code generator polynomial. RS_ENC also supports binary signals, internally automatically converting
to symbols, encoding the symbols, then converting back to binary.

The Reed-Solomon Decoder block RS_DEC performs the decoding operation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
7ScalarBlock lengthIN
5ScalarNumber of information symbolsIK

ScalarBits per symbol for binary signalsI*M
ScalarGalois field generator polynomialI*FLDPOLY

1ScalarFirst root index of code generator polynomialI*GENSTART
1ScalarScaling of code generator polynomial root indexI*H
DecreasingN/ABit ordering for binary signalsE*BITORD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The total number of symbols in each block. If this is less than 2M-1, where M is a non-negative whole number between
2 and 16, the code is a shortened code. This should be between 3 and 65535, inclusive.

K. The number of information symbols encoded in each block. The maximum number of correctable errors is (N-K)/2
rounded down.

M. The number of bits per symbol, only used if the signal is binary. If this is left empty, it will be set based on N.

FLDPOLY. The decimal representation of the generator polynomial defining the Galois field. For example, the following
is a valid primitive polynomial for the Galois field GF(2256):
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x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 = 1000111012 = 28510

The decimal value for this polynomial is 285.

Set to 0 or empty to use a default polynomial. The Implementation Details section lists the different default polynomials.

GENSTART. The logarithm (index) of the first root of the code generator polynomial. The generator polynomial is
defined using GENSTART and H:

g(x) = Π
j=0

N−K−1
(x − αH·(GENSTART+ j))

For example, the CCSDS Telemetry Channel Coding recommendation [1] specifies the following code generator
polynomial:

g(x) = Π
j=112

143
(x − α11 j) = Π

j=0

3
1(x − α11·(112+ j))

The corresponding settings for GENSTART and H are then GENSTART=112 and H=11.

H. The scaling factor used in defining the roots of the code generator polynomial, see GENSTART.

BITORD. Determines the ordering of bits when the input signal is binary.

• Decreasing: The first bit received is the high order bit of the symbol.

• Increasing: The first bit received is the low order bit of the symbol.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data to DecodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded DataDigital2

Implementation Details

The following are the default field generator polynomials used when FLDPOLY is left empty or set to 0.

Default Generator
Polynomial

2M-1M

732
1173
19154
37315
67636
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Default Generator
Polynomial

2M-1M

1371277
2852558
5295119
1033102310
2053204711
4179409512
8219819113
174751638314
327713276715
696436553516

Recommendations for Use

The following table lists the settings for several communications standards:

CCSDS[3]ETSI DVB[2]ATSC DTV[1]Parameter
255204207N
223188187K
391285 (default)285 (default)FLDPOLY
11200GENSTART
1111H

Note that CCSDS also specifies a dual-basis symbol representation, which is not currently supported by the block.

References

[1] Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, "Telemetry Channel Coding", CCSDS 101.0-B-3 Blue Book, May
1992

[2] Advanced Television Systems Committee, "ATSC Standard: Digital Television Standard, Revision B with Amendments
1 and 2", A/53B

[3] European Telecommunications Standards Institute, "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Framing structure, channel
coding and modulation for digital terrestrial television", EN 300 744 V1.1.2 (1997-08)
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SISO Processor for Recursive Convolutional Codes: SISO_RCONV

Symbol

S I S O

RConv
1 2

3 4

Summary

SISO_RCONV is a Soft-In-Soft-Out soft metric decoder for recursive convolutional codes. As such, it also supports the
Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) codes, which are used in turbo codes specified in most communication
standards. SISO_RCONV may be configured by selecting one of the supported standards, or manually by defining the
code parameters. For a list of the supported standards, please see TURBO_ENC_STD.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoTurbo code standardESTANDARD
AutoTurbo interleaver block size definitionE*BLKSZTYPE
AutoStandard turbo interleaver block size (used if BLKSZTYPE

set to Standard)
E*BLKSZ_STD

Custom turbo interleaver block size (used if BLKSZTYPE
set to Custom)

I*BLKSZ_CST

Minimum lag in SISO decodingI*MINILAG
Maximum lag in SISO decodingI*MAXLAG

Log-MAPMAP algorithm implementationE*LOGMAP
1Parameter 0 used in log-MAP approximation (scale)R*LOGMAPPAR0
0Parameter 1 used in log-MAP approximation (threshold)R*LOGMAPPAR1

Information bits per codewordI*B
Codeword lengthI*N
Constraint length (number of stages)I*K
Code generator numeratorsI*CODE_NUM
Code generator common denominator (no feedback if empty)I*CODE_DEN

AutoCode terminationE*TERMINATION
Initial state in SISO decoding (if empty set all state metrics
to 0)

I*INITSTATE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Terminating state in SISO decoding (if empty set all state
metrics to 0)

I*FINALSTATE

DifferentialType of Bit Soft MetricsE*BITSMTYPE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

STANDARD.This option allows the user to configure the SISO decoder for an RSC code specified in one of the supported
standard specifications. See Implementation Details in TURBO_DEC_STD for a detailed description of available options.

BLKSZTYPE. Defines whether standard or user-defined turbo interleaver block sizes are used. If BLKSZTYPE is set
to Standard, the block size is defined by BLKSZ_STD; if it is set to Custom it is defined by BLKSZ_CST. If STANDARD
is set to UTRA (WCDMA), BLKSZTYPE should be set to Custom and BLKSZ_CST should be set between 40 and
5114 (standard WCDMA block sizes).

BLKSZ_STD. Standard size (in bits) of the turbo interleaver. This parameter is used only if BLKSZTYPE is set to
Custom. This selection should be made in agreement with the selected standard.

BLKSZ_CST.Custom size (in bits) of the turbo interleaver. This parameter is used only if BLKSZTYPE is set to Custom.
BLKSZ_CST can be set to any positive integer value.

MINILAG.Minimum lag in the Soft-Input-Soft-Output (SISO) decoder of each constituent code. If left empty, a 0 value
is used for the minimum lag. May take any value between 0 and BLKSZ.

MAXLAG. Maximum lag in the SISO decoder of each constituent code. If left empty, maximum lag is set to the SISO
length (BLKSZ+number of terminating sequence). May take any value between 1 and SISO length.

LOGMAP. Determines which MAP algorithm implementation is used. The soft metrics decoder implements a MAP
algorithm in the log-domain. The add-compare-select operation uses the Jacobi algorithm, also known as the max*

operator. Various implementations of the max* operator may be used depending on the desired complexity. The available
options are:

• Log-MAP: Exact calculation of the Jacobi logarithm [1]:

max*(x, y) = max (x, y) + c * ln(1 + e−|y−x|/c)

• Linear Log-MAP:

max*(x, y) = max (x, y) + {0, if | x − y | > T
c( | x − y | − T), if | x − y | ≤ T

Typical values of the scale and threshold used in E-UTRA turbo decoders are a=-0.24904 and T=2.5068 [2].

• Constant Log-MAP:

max*(x, y) = max (x, y) + {0, if | x − y | > T
c, if | x − y | ≤ T
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Typical values used in E-UTRA turbo decoders are c=0.5 and T=1.5 [3].

• Max Log-MAP:

max*(x, y) = max (x, y)

This is the simplest approximation, but offers the poorest BER performance.

LOGMAPPAR0. Parameter a in Linear Log-MAP implementation, or c in Constant Log-MAP. Not used for other
settings of LOGMAP.

LOGMAPPAR1. Parameter T in Linear Log-MAP and Constant Log-MAP implementations. Not used for other settings
of LOGMAP.

B. Number of information bits per codeword of the RSC code.

N. Codeword of the RSC code.

K. Constraint length of the RSC code.

CODE_NUM. Vector of polynomials that define the numerators of code generators. See CONV_ENC for more details
on their definition.

CODE_DEV. Common denominator of code generators. Defines the feedback in the RSC code. If left empty, the code
contains no feedback.

TERMINATION. Determines the type of termination used in the RSC code. The available options are:

• Auto: In this case, the SISO_RCONV block searches for a propagated TERMINATION property in the input signal,
which may be set by CONV_ENC or TURBO_ENC_STD blocks, and sets it accordingly. If such property is not
found, the termination is set to ON if the RSC code contains a feedback loop and to OFF if there is not feedback loop
in the RSC code.

• Do not terminate: No termination is used.

• Terminate to zero state: The code shift-register is terminated to the zero state.

INITSTATE. Initial state of RSC code shift-register.

FINALSTATE. Final state of RSC code shift-register.

BITSMTYPE. Determines the type of output bit soft metrics:

• Differential: For each bit, the output soft metric represents the difference between the soft metric of a binary 0 with
the soft metric of a binary 1.

• Explicit: For each bit, two soft metrics are sent to the output: the soft metric of a binary 0 and the soft metric of a
binary 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input Soft Metrics of Coded SymbolsReal1
Input Soft Metrics of Information BitsReal4
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output Soft Metrics of Information BitsReal2
Output Soft Metrics of Coded SymbolsReal3

Implementation Details

SISO_RCONV is a soft metric decoder that implements the MAP algorithm [4] in the log-domain [5]. It is based on the
Viterbi algorithm with two key modifications: First, the trellis is swept through twice, once in the forward and once in
the reverse direction. Second, the add-compare-select (ACS) operation of the Viterbi algorithm is replaced with the
Jacobi algorithm, also known as the max*() operator [1]. Since the max*() operator is executed twice for each node of
the trellis, once for the forward and once for the backward recursion, it adds significantly to the decoder complexity.
Therefore, various approximations may be used to manage the complexity of the decoder. Some of such approximations
are supported by the SISO_RCONV block and may be selected using the LOGMAP parameter.

References

[1] A. J. Viterbi, An intuitive justification and a simplified implementation of the MAP decoder for convolutional codes,
IEEE J. Select Areas Commun., Vol 16, pp. 260-264, Feb. 1998.

[2] J.-F. Cheng and T. Ottosson, Linearly approximated log-MAP algorithms for turbo coding, Proc. IEEE Veh. Tech.
Conf. (VTC) (Houston, TX), May 2000.

[3] B. Classon, K. Blankenship and V. Desai, Turbo decoding with the constant-log-MAP algorithm, in Proc., Second
Int. Symp. Turbo Codes and Related Appl. (Brest, France), pp. 467-470, Sept. 2000.

[4] L. R. Bahl, J. Cocke, F. Jelinek and J. Raviv, Optimal decoding of linear codes for minimizing symbol error rate,
IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, Vol. 20, pp. 284-287, Mar. 1974.

[5] P. Robertson, P. Hoeher and E. Villebrun, Optimal and sub-optimal maximum a posteriori algorithms suitable for
turbo decoding, European Trans. on Telecommun., Vol. 8, pp. 119-125, Mar./Apr. 1997.
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Block Deinterleaver with User-Defined Interleaving Pattern: TBL_DLVR

Symbol

-1

Summary

TBL_DLVR de-scrambles input symbols based on a user-defined interleaving pattern. Normally, these symbols are
scrambled using a table interleaver.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDNID
VectorPermutation TableSDLVRTBL

1ScalarGrouping factorIGROUP

Parameter Details

DLVRTBL. This table contains the de-interleaving pattern. It can be defined through a vector, data file or equation. It
should contain integers between 0 and N-1, where N is the length of DLVRTBL. If not, an error is generated.

GROUP. This parameter defines the grouping factor. The input symbols are de-interleaved in groups, the size of which
is determined by the GROUP parameter.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input DataReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Interleaved Output DataReal, Complex, Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use DLVRTBL entries between 0 and N-1Invalid DLVRTBL
Use only non-negative DLVRTBL entriesGROUP should be a positive integer
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Implementation Details

Symbols at the output of this block are de-interleaved based on the following relationship:

output(ILVRTBL(p)·GROUP+k)=input(p·GROUP+k)

where 0≤p<N,0≤k<GROUP. The input symbols are de-interleaved in blocks, whose length is determined by N, the length
of DLVRTBL, and grouping factor, GROUP.

DLVRTBL should contain integer values between 0 and N-1. If DLVRTBL contains negative values or values greater
than N-1, an error is generated.
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Block Interleaver with User-Defined Interleaving Pattern: TBL_ILVR

Symbol

Summary

TBL_ILVR scrambles input symbols based on a user-defined interleaving pattern. The scrambled symbols can be
de-scrambled using a table de-interleaver.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDNID
VectorPermutation TableSILVRTBL

1ScalarGrouping factorIGROUP

Parameter Details

ILVRTBL. This table contains the interleaving pattern and can be defined through a vector, data file or equation. For
normal operation, it should only contain non-negative integers between 0 and N-1, where N is the length of ILVRTBL.
If it contains entries greater or equal to N, the corresponding output symbols are set to 0. If it contains negative entries,
an error is generated.

GROUP. This parameter defines the grouping factor. The input symbols are interleaved in groups, the size of which is
determined by the parameter GROUP. GROUP should be a positive integer.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input DataReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Interleaved Output DataReal, Complex, Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use only non-negative ILVRTBL entriesInvalid ILVRTBL
Change GROUP to a positive integer valueGROUP should be a positive integer
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Implementation Details

Symbols at the output of this block are interleaved based on the following relationship:

output(p·GROUP+k)=input(ILVRTBL(p)·GROUP+k)

where 0≤p<N,0≤k<GROUP. The input symbols are interleaved in blocks, whose length is determined by N, the length
of ILVRTBL, and the grouping factor, GROUP. ILVRTBL should contain integer values between 0 and N-1.

If values greater or equal to N are found in ILVRTBL, the output symbols at the corresponding positions are set to 0.
This allows implementation of puncturing capabilities into the interleaver.

If ILVRTBL contains negative values, an error is generated.

Symbols interleaved using TBL_ILVR can be de-interleaved using the TBL_DLVR block. TBL_DLVR performs the
inverse procedure if the following two conditions are met:

1. The same ILVRTBL is used in both, TBL_ILVR and TBL_DLVR.

2. ILVRTBL contains all entries between 0 and N-1.
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Decoder for Parallel Concatenated Standard Turbo Codes: TURBO_DEC_STD

Symbol

Turbo Dec.

Standard

Summary

TURBO_DEC_STD implements a turbo encoder according to IS2000 (cdma2000) [1], IS856 (1xEVDO) [2], UTRA
(WCDMA) [3] and E-UTRA (LTE) [4] specifications. The codes specified by these standards are parallel concatenated
turbo codes with two identical constituent recursive systematic codes and a turbo interleaver. The structure of the consituent
codes and the turbo interleaver are defined in the specifications. TURBO_DEC_STD is an iterative soft metric turbo
decoder with various implementation options.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoTurbo code standardESTANDARD
AutoTurbo code rateE*CODERATE
AutoTurbo interleaver block size definitionE*BLKSZTYPE
AutoStandard turbo interleaver block size (used if BLKSZTYPE

set to Standard)
E*BLKSZ_STD

Custom turbo interleaver block size (used if BLKSZTYPE
set to Custom)

I*BLKSZ_CST

1Number of decoder iterationsINUMITER
Minimum lag in SISO decodingI*MINILAG
Maximum lag in SISO decodingI*MAXLAG
Input factor applied to input signal (no scaling if empty)R*INPSCALE

Log-MAPMAP algorithm implementationE*LOGMAP
1Parameter 0 used in log-MAP approximation (scale)R*LOGMAPPAR0
0Parameter 1 used in log-MAP approximation (threshold)R*LOGMAPPAR1

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

STANDARD. Selects the standard on which the turbo encoder is configured.

• IS2000 (cdma2000): Turbo encoder is configured according to IS2000 specifications [1]. Code rate and block size
should be selected in agreement with specifications.
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• IS856 (1xEVDO): Turbo encoder is configured according to IS856 specifications [2]. Code rate and block size should
be selected in agreement with specifications.

• UTRA (WCDMA): Turbo encoder is configured according to WCDMA specifications [3]. Code rate and block size
should be selected in agreement with specifications.

• E-UTRA (LTE): Turbo encoder is configured according to LTE specifications [4]. Code rate and block size should
be selected in agreement with specifications.

CODERATE. Code rate of the turbo code. Available rates are 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5. IS856 specifications define only turbo
code rates of 1/3 and 1/5. LTE specifications define only turbo code rate of 1/3.

BLKSZTYPE. Defines whether standard or user-defined turbo interleaver block sizes are used. If BLKSZTYPE is set
to Standard, the block size is defined by BLKSZ_STD; if it is set to Custom it is defined by BLKSZ_CST. If STANDARD
is set to UTRA (WCDMA), BLKSZTYPE should be set to Custom and BLKSZ_CST should be set between 40 and
5114 (standard WCDMA block sizes).

BLKSZ_STD. Standard size (in bits) of the turbo interleaver. This parameter is used only if BLKSZTYPE is set to
Custom. This selection should be made in agreement with the selected standard.

BLKSZ_CST.Custom size (in bits) of the turbo interleaver. This parameter is used only if BLKSZTYPE is set to Custom.
BLKSZ_CST can be set to any positive integer value.

NUMITER. Number of iterations used in the turbo decoder. It also determines the number of output nodes of the
TURBO_DEC_STD.

MINILAG.Minimum lag in the Soft-Input-Soft-Output (SISO) decoder of each constituent code. If left empty, a 0 value
is used for the minimum lag. May take any value between 0 and BLKSZ.

MAXLAG. Maximum lag in the SISO decoder of each constituent code. If left empty, maximum lag is set to the SISO
length (BLKSZ+number of terminating sequence). May take any value between 1 and SISO length.

INPSCALE. Scaling applied to soft decisions prior to being used in decoding. Typically this factor is inversely proportional
to the Es/N0 at the channel and depends on the code rate, modulation constellation size (bits/symbol), signal level and
noise level.

LOGMAP. Determines which MAP algorithm implementation is used. The soft metrics decoder implements a MAP
algorithm in the log-domain. The add-compare-select operation uses the Jacobi algorithm, also knows as the max*

operator. Various implementations of the max* operator may be used depending on the desired complexity. The available
options are:

• Log-MAP: Exact calculation of the Jacobi logarithm [5]:

max*(x, y) = max (x, y) + c * ln(1 + e−|y−x|/c)

Value of c is set according to the actual signal-to-noise ratio.

• Linear Log-MAP:

max*(x, y) = max (x, y) + {0, if | x − y | > T
c( | x − y | − T), if | x − y | ≤ T

Typical values of the scale and threshold used in UTRA and E-UTRA turbo decoders are c=-0.24904 and T=2.5068
[6].
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• Constant Log-MAP:

max*(x, y) = max (x, y) + {0, if | x − y | > T
c, if | x − y | ≤ T

Typical values used in UTRA and E-UTRA turbo decoders are c=0.5 and T=1.5 [7].

• Max Log-MAP:

max*(x, y) = max (x, y)

This is the simplest approximation, but offers the poorest BER performance.

LOGMAPPAR0. Parameter c in Log-MAP, Linear Log-MAP and Constant Log-MAP implementations. Not used for
other settings of LOGMAP.

LOGMAPPAR1. Parameter T in Linear Log-MAP and Constant Log-MAP implementations. Not used for other settings
of LOGMAP.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input soft metricsReal data1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded bits (Iteration #1)Digital2-NUMITER+1

Implementation Details

TURBO_DEC_STD is an iterative soft decision decoder for standard parallel concatenated turbo codes. A block diagram
of the turbo decoder structure is shown below:

SISO
Decod er

1

SISO
Decod er

2

I I-1

Soft Metr ic
Ext ra ctor

+

Iterative Decoder
ru n n in g NUMITER tim es

The Soft Metric Extractor block separates the metrics belonging to each of the constituent Recursive Systematic
Convolutional (RSC) codes. Soft-In-Soft-Out decoders are used for each of the RSC codes. The output of the SISO 1
block is interleaved and sent to the SISO 2 block. The output of the latter is de-interleaved and sent to the SISO 1 again.
This process is performed iteratively, where the number of iterations is defined by the NUMITER parameter.
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The input of TURBO_DEC_STD should consist of differential bit soft metrics, that is, the difference between the soft
metric of the bit being 0 and the soft metric of the bit being 1. The number of input soft metrics used for each block
depends on the turbo block length, the turbo code rate, and the length of the terminating sequence.

TURBO_DEC_STD contains dynamic nodes at the output. The number of output nodes is equal to the NUMITER
parameter and is updated every time this parameter is changed. Each node contains the decoded bits after each iteration.

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, Physical Layer for cdma2000 Spread Spectrum Systems, EIA, pp. 3-98.

[2] 3GPP2 C.S0024, V 4.0, cdma2000 High Rate Packet Data Air Interface Specification, pp. 9-77.

[3] 3GPP TS 125.212, V 7.7.0, Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network; Multiplexing and channel coding
(FDD), pg. 17-22

[4] 3GPP2 TS 36.212, V 8.4.0, Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding,
pp. 12-14.

[5] A. J. Viterbi, An intuitive justification and a simplified implementation of the MAP decoder for convolutional codes,
IEEE J. Select Areas Commun., Vol 16, pp. 260-264, Feb. 1998.

[6] J. F. Cheng and T. Ottosson, Linearly approximated log-MAP algorithms for turbo coding, Proc. IEEE Veh. Tech.
Conf. (VTC) (Houston, TX), May 2000.

[7] B. Classon, K. Blankenship and V. Desai, Turbo decoding with the constant-log-MAP algorithm, in Proc., Second
Int. Symp. Turbo Codes and Related Appl. (Brest, France), pp. 467-470, Sept. 2000.
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Parallel Concatenated Turbo Encoder (Standard): TURBO_ENC_STD

Symbol

std

turbo enc

Summary

TURBO_ENC_STD implements a turbo encoder according to IS2000 (cdma2000) [1], IS856 (1xEVDO) [2], UTRA
(WCDMA) [3] and E-UTRA (LTE) [4] specifications. The codes specified by these standards are parallel concatenated
turbo codes with two identical constituent recursive systematic codes and a turbo interleaver. The structure of the
constituent codes and the turbo interleaver are defined in the specifications.

Setup

You can configure the standard turbo encoder using the Setup tab in the Element Options dialog box.

Standard: Standard configuration of the turbo encoder.

• IS2000 (cdma2000). Turbo encoder is configured according to IS2000 specifications [1].
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• IS856 (1xEVDO). Turbo encoder is configured according to IS856 specifications [2].

• UTRA (WCDMA). Turbo encoder is configured according to UTRA (WCDMA) specifications [3].

• E-UTRA (LTE). Turbo encoder is configured according to E-UTRA (LTE) specifications [4].

Coderate: Overall coderate of the turbo code. This is updated dynamically based on the Standard selection.

Block size: Determines the size of the turbo interleaver (in bits). This group contains two options:

• Standard. The block size is defined using the standard lengths from the drop-down menu.

• Custom. A custom block size may be defined by the user.

When Standard field is set to UTRA (WCMDA), the block size type is automatically set to Custom and the block size
should be set manually to an integer value from 40 to 5114 (the standard WCDMA block sizes).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
IS2000 (cdma2000)Turbo code standardESTANDARD
1/2Turbo code rateE*CODERATE
StandardTurbo interleaver block size definitionE*BLKSZTYPE
210 (IS2000)Standard turbo interleaver block size (used if BLKSZTYPE

set to Standard)
E*BLKSZ_STD

ScalarCustom turbo interleaver block size (used if BLKSZTYPE
set to Custom)

I*BLKSZ_CST

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

STANDARD. Selects the standard on which the turbo encoder is configured.

• IS2000 (cdma2000): Turbo encoder is configured according to IS2000 specifications [1]. Code rate and block size
should be selected in agreement with specifications.

• IS856 (1xEVDO): Turbo encoder is configured according to IS856 specifications [2]. Code rate and block size should
be selected in agreement with specifications.

• UTRA (WCDMA): Turbo encoder is configured according to WCDMA specifications [3]. Code rate and block size
should be selected in agreement with specifications.

• E-UTRA (LTE): Turbo encoder is configured according to LTE specifications [4]. Code rate and block size should
be selected in agreement with specifications.

CODERATE. Code rate of the turbo code. Available rates are 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5. IS856 specifications define only
turbo code rates of 1/3 and 1/5. LTE specifications define only a turbo code rate of 1/3.

BLKSZTYPE. Defines whether standard or user-defined turbo interleaver block sizes are used. If BLKSZTYPE is set
to "Standard", the block size is defined by BLKSZ_STD; if it is set to "Custom" it is defined by BLKSZ_CST. If
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STANDARD is set to UTRA (WCDMA), BLKSZTYPE should be set to "Custom" and BLKSZ_CST should be set
between 40 and 5114 (the standard WCDMA block sizes).

BLKSZ_STD. Standard size (in bits) of the turbo interleaver. This parameter is used only if BLKSZTYPE is set to
"Custom". This selection should be made in agreement with the selected standard.

BLKSZ_CST. Custom size (in bits) of the turbo interleaver. This parameter is used only if BLKSZTYPE is set to
"Custom". BLKSZ_CST can be set to any positive integer value. If TURBO_ENC_STD is used as part of an LTE system,
the block size may be left empty, in which case it is extracted from the properties propagated by the LTE_CDBLKSGMT
placed upstream in the system diagram.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to EncodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded BitsDigital2

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, Physical Layer for cdma2000 Spread Spectrum Systems, EIA, pg. 3-98

[2] 3GPP2 C.S0024, V 4.0, cdma2000 High Rate Packet Data Air Interface Specification, pg. 9-77

[3] 3GPP TS 125.212, V 7.7.0, Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network; Multiplexing and channel coding
(FDD), pg. 17-22

[4] 3GPP2 TS 36.212, V 8.4.0, Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding,
pg. 12-14
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Viterbi Decoder: VIT_DEC

Symbol

Summary

VIT_DEC performs Viterbi decoding of convolutionally encoded data. The model accepts real-valued data from the
output of a demodulator for operation with input soft decisions, or digital data for operation with input hard decisions.
Optional de-puncturing prior to decoding is supported.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Scalarb of rate b/nI*B
ScalarCode vectorsI*CODEV
ScalarNumber of stagesI*K
ScalarPath memory lengthI*PMEM
ScalarPuncturing patternI*PUNC

AutoInterpretation of PUNCE*PUNCTYP
AutoOrdering of values in PUNCE*PUNCORD
Output Decoding
Delay

Decoder delay handlingE*DECDLY

ScalarInitial samples to skipISMPSKIP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

B. The number of information bits per code vector. If left empty this is determined from the convolutional encoder
generating the input signal.

CODEV. Defines the input bits used to generate each bit of the code words. The number of elements in the vector is the
'n' of rate b/n, or the number of bits in a code word. Each element of the vector specifies the bits of the input signal to
be used to generate one bit of the code word.

For example, the equation 'oct("133")' (1338 or 91 decimal) represents the bit pattern 1011011. The bit code word
corresponding to this value is then (modulo 2):

codeword=x[n+6]+x[n+4]+x[n+3]+x[n+1]+x[n]
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You can use the equation functions 'oct' and 'hex' to simplify the specification of bit patterns.

If left empty this is determined from the convolutional encoder generating the input signal.

K. The number of stages in the shift register. If left empty, the number of stages is set to fit the largest bit pattern in
CODEV.

PMEM. The path memory length for the Viterbi algorithm. If left empty this is set to 5 times the number of stages in
the shift register (K).

PUNC. If not empty, the pattern defining how the generated bits are punctured before output. The interpretation of the
values is determined by PUNCTYP. If left empty, this is determined from the convolutional encoder generating the input
signal. See the CNV_ENC block for more information on puncturing.

PUNCTYP. Determines how the value of PUNC is used to define the puncturing pattern:

• Auto: The setting is determined from the convolutional encoder generating the input signal.

• Mask values (0=puncture): Each element in PUNC represents one bit from convolutional encoding, with the first
element corresponding to the first bit in the generated sequence. Elements set to 0 indicate bits that will not be output.

• Indices of punctures, 1 based: Each element in PUNC is an index of a bit in the generated sequence, with the first bit
generated corresponding to index 1. The indices indicate the positions of bits to not output.

• Indices of punctures, 0 based: Each element in PUNC is an index of a bit in the generated sequence, with the first bit
generated corresponding to index 0. The indices indicate the positions of bits to not output.

PUNCORD. Determines the final mapping between the positions indicated in PUNC and the actual bit positions to be
punctured:

• Auto: The setting is determined from the convolutional encoder generating the input signal.

• By code vectors: The positions are grouped into code vectors.

• Sequential: There is a direct 1:1 mapping to the bit stream generated by the convolutional encoder.

DECDLY. Determines whether the delay introduced by the decoder, which is the path memory length PMEM, should
be included in the output.

• Output Decoding Delay: The delay is included in the output signal.

• Ignore Decoding Delay: The delay is not included in the output signal. This allows downstream block-oriented blocks
to operate properly aligned with the original signal. For example, if the decoder is followed by a block deinterleaver,
the block deinterleaver would normally need to be able to align on the original block. If the decoder delay were
included, the start of the block received by the interleaver would probably not coincide with the start of the original
interleaved block.

SMPSKIP. The number of samples that are discarded before starting Viterbi decoding.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to DecodeReal or Digital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded BitsDigital2
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Zadoff-Chu Sequence Generator: ZADOFF_CHU

Symbol

Zadoff-Chu

Summary

This block generates a Zadoff-Chu sequence, commonly used for synchronization in communication systems.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2 (code 1)Zadoff-Chu sequence lengthIN
2 (code 1)Zadoff-Chu U parameter (0 < U < N)IU
2 (code 1)Zadoff-Chu Q parameterIQ
_SMPFRQScalarOutput rateRRATE
_BLKSZScalarOutput samples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. Defines the length of the Zadoff-Chu sequence.

U. Defines the U parameter of the Zadoff-Chu sequence. U should be non-negative and less than N.

Q. Defines the Q parameter of the Zadoff-Chu sequence. Q can take on any integer value.

RATE. The sample rate at the output of the model. If left empty, the output rate is either determined from a downstream
model that supports specifying a rate such as a transmitter block, or it is set to the sampling rate setting from the System
Options dialog box if a data rate cannot be determined from downstream.

BLKSZ. Specifies the number of samples generated each time the model is visited during the simulation.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalComplex1
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Implementation Details

The Zadoff-Chu sequence[1] is a complex sequence with constant amplitude and perfect autocorrelation properties, i.e.,
a Zadoff-Chu sequence is perfectly orthogonal with cyclically-shifted versions of itself.

A Zadoff-Chu sequence of length N is defined as:

xu(n) = exp(− jπun(n+cf+2q)
N )

where:
0 ≤ n < N , 0 < u < N and gcd(N , u) = 1, q ∈ Z,
and

cf = {1 N odd
0 N even

Zadoff-Chu sequences are used in various control, reference and traffic channels in LTE systems.

The output of this block is a complex sequence, configured with one sample/symbol.

References

[1] Frank, R. L. (1953). "Polyphase codes with good nonperiodic correlation properties", IEEE Trans. Information Theory
9 (1), January 1963, pp. 43-45.
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(Obsolete) Convolutional Encoder: CNV_ENC

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Convolutional Encoder (CONV_ENC) block. CNV_ENC is a binary
convolutional encoder with optional code puncturing.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1Scalarb of rate b/nIB
2Scalarn of rate b/nIN

ScalarNumber of stagesIK
ScalarCode vectorICODEV
ScalarPuncturing patternIPUNC

By code vectorsInterpretation of PUNCEPUNCTYP
Mask values
(0=puncture)

Ordering of values in PUNCEPUNCORD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

B. The number of information bits per code word.

N. The number of code bits per code word. If left empty, CODEV must be specified.

K. The number of stages in the shift register. If left empty, the number of stages is set to fit the largest bit pattern in
CODEV.

CODEV. This defines the input bits used to generate each bit of the code words. The number of elements in the vector
is the 'n' of rate b/n, or the number of bits in a code word. Each element of the vector specifies the bits of the input signal
to be used to generate one bit of the code word.

For example, the equation 'oct("133")' (1338 or 91 decimal) represents the bit pattern 1011011. The bit code word
corresponding to this value is then (modulo 2):

codeword=x[n+6]+x[n+4]+x[n+3]+x[n+1]+x[n]
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The equation functions 'oct' and 'hex' can be used to simplify the specification of bit patterns.

This may be left empty, in which case B, N and K are used to automatically generate the code word vector based on
optimal codes from [1]. The values of B, N and K must fall within the following ranges:

1≤B≤7 2≤N≤8 3≤K≤9

with further limits on the allowed combinations of B, N and K.

PUNC. If not empty, the pattern defining how the generated bits are punctured before output. The interpretation of the
values is determined by PUNCTYP. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for examples.

PUNCTYP. Determines how the value of PUNC is used to define the puncturing pattern:

• Mask values (0=puncture): Each element in PUNC represents one bit from convolutional encoding, with the first
element corresponding to the first bit in the generated sequence. Elements set to 0 indicate bits that will not be output.

• Indices of punctures, 1 based: Each element in PUNC is an index of a bit in the generated sequence, with the first bit
generated corresponding to index 1. The indices indicate the positions of bits to not output.

• Indices of punctures, 0 based: Each element in PUNC is an index of a bit in the generated sequence, with the first bit
generated corresponding to index 0. The indices indicate the positions of bits to not output.

See the following "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for examples.

PUNCORD. Determines the final mapping between the positions indicated in PUNC and the actual bit positions to be
punctured:

• By code vectors: The positions are grouped into code vectors.

• Sequential: There is a direct 1:1 mapping to the bit stream generated by the convolutional encoder.

See the following "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for examples.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

The following example illustrates the various parameter settings.

The Digital Video Broadcasting Standard[2] utilizes for its inner coding a single mother convolutional code with various
puncturing patterns to obtain different coding rates. The mother convolutional code is rate 1/2 with generator polynomials
of G1=171oct and G2=133oct. For a rate 3/4 encoding, the following puncturing pattern is specified:

X: 1 0 1

Y: 1 1 0

Transmitted Sequence: X1 Y1 Y2 X3

where X corresponds to the output from G1 and Y corresponds to the output from G2.

To configure the CNV_ENC block for the DVB 3/4 encoding, you could use the following parameter values, which
closely match the way the specification is presented:

B = 1

N = 2
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K =

CODEV = {oct("171"), oct("133")}

PUNC = {1,0,1, 1,1,0}

PUNCTYP = Mask values (0=puncture)

PUNCORD = By code vectors

Alternatively, you could specify the puncturing parameters with the bit pattern matching the order of the encoder output:

PUNC = {1,1, 0,1, 1,0}

PUNCTYP = Mask values (0=puncture)

PUNCORD = Sequentially

You can also specify the puncturing parameters using bit position indices. For example, if ordered sequentially, the
punctured bit positions are 3 and 6 if the first bit position is index 1:

PUNC = {3,6}

PUNCTYP = Indices of punctures, 1
based

PUNCORD = Sequentially

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to EncodeDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded BitsDigital2

Implementation Details

The following illustrates the implementation of a rate 2/3 encoder with K=2 and code vectors of 17oct, 06oct and 15oct.
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Binary
Signal

Shifted n bits
each time

Encoded Bits

CODEV[0]

CODEV[1]

CODEV[2]

Bits
sequentially
selected

If CODEV is empty, the codes are selected from tables found in [1]. Note that for this block, K represents the total number
of shift register stages, while in [1] K represents the number of shift register stages per bit.

The following combinations of B, N and K are supported:

B/N of 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 with K=3 through 14, inclusive

B/N of 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8 with K=3 through 8, inclusive.

B/N of 2/3, 2/5, 2/7 with K=4,6,8

B/N of 3/4, 3/5, 3/7, 3/8, 4/5, 4/7 with K=6.

B/N of 4/5, 4/7 with K=8.

Any other combination of B, N and K requires CODEV be specified.

References

[1] Proakis, J, Digital Communications, Fourth Edition, pp. 492-496

[2] EN 300 744 V1.1.2 Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), ETSI, pg. 13
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EDGE Detector: EDGE_DET

Symbol

Summary

EDGE_DET generates a sequence of binary or 8-ary digital symbols from a GSM EDGE mapped and rotated signal as
defined in [1]. This mapped and rotated signal can be generated by the EDGE_MAP block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarSymbols per burstI*BRSTSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BRSTSYM. The number of symbols in a burst. If this is greater than 0, the symbol de-rotation state is reset to 0 each
time this many symbols are received. If left empty this is determined from the EDGE_MAP block generating the original
symbols, or is set to 148.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

The block first de-rotates the input signal by multiplying it by:

sDerot[i]=sInp·e-ji3π/8

It then determines the closest 8PSK constellation point to the de-rotated symbol. The 3 bit sequence or 8-ary digital
symbol corresponding to the 8PSK symbol is then output. Refer to the EDGE_MAP block for the mapping between
bits/8-ary digital symbols and the 8PSK symbols.
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References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.004 V4.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2);
Modulation (Release 4)", Sections 3.2 and 3.4.
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EDGE Mapper: EDGE_MAP

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

EDGE_MAP maps bits into symbols for I/Q modulation according to the GSM EDGE specification [1].

Input bits are assembled into groups of 3 bits then mapped to 8PSK symbols using a Gray coding. These symbols are
then rotated by 3π/8 each symbol.

The input may also be 8-ary digital symbols, in which case the values are mapped as if their binary equivalent with high
order bit first were received.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarSymbols per burstIBRSTSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BRSTSYM. The number of symbols in a burst. If this is greater than 0, the symbol rotation is reset to 0 each time this
many symbols are generated. If left empty this is set to 148. This is normally set to 148 for bursted transmission, 0 for
continuous transmission.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex2
Non-rotated SignalComplex3
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Implementation Details

Input bits are assembled into groups of 3 for conversion to 8PSK symbols. The Gray mapping to 8PSK symbols is
performed according to the following diagram (the left-most bit is the first bit received, the values in parenthesis are the
equivalent 8-ary symbol):

I

Q

1,1,1 (7)

0,1,1 (3)
0,1,0 (2)

0,0,0 (0)

0,0,1 (1)

1,0,1 (5)
1,0,0 (4)

1,1,0 (6)

A continuous rotation of 3π/8 is then applied to each symbol, this is equivalent to:

sRot[i]=sMap·eji3π/8

The output of node 2 corresponds to sRot, while the output of node 3 corresponds to sMap.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.004 V4.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2);
Modulation (Release 4)", Sections 3.2 and 3.4.
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EDGE Pulse Shaping Filter: EDGE_PSHP

Symbol

Summary

EDGE_PSHP implements several of the filters specified in the GSM EDGE specifications. The pulse shaping filter used
for GSM 8PSK modulation [1] is implemented, as well as the measurement filter used for determining the 8PSK EVM
measurement [2]. The block is similar in function to the PLSSHP block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
8-PSK ModulationN/AFilter pulse shape typeEPLSTYP

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsRPLSLN
NoneN/ANormalization typeENRMTYP
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PLSTYP. Selects the filter to be implemented:

• 8-PSK Modulation: Implements the pulse shaping described in [1].

• 8-PSK Measurement: Implements the measurement filter used for calculating the EVM measurements described in
[2].

PLSLN. The duration of the impulse response of the filter. The filter introduces a signal delay equal to PLSLN/2 symbols.
If left empty the duration is set to the duration appropriate for the filter type selected (5 for 8-PSK Modulation, 8 for
8-PSK Measurement).

NRMTYP. Determines the normalization applied to the pulse impulse response prior to filtering, if any:

• Unit Pulse Power: The impulse response is scaled by the following to provide unit power over the entire pulse:

Scale = 1
∑k=0
N−1 | b[k]|2

• Unit Pulse Gain: The impulse response is scaled by the following to provide unit gain over the entire pulse:
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Scale = 1
∑k=0
N−1 | b[k] |

• None: The impulse response is not modified.

IMPTYP. Determines the structure used to implement the filter:

• Auto: The implementation type is determined automatically based on whether the filter is part of a feedback loop
(time-domain convolution is used if it is) and whether time-domain convolutional or FFT multiplication is faster for
the given filter order.

• Convolution: The filter is implemented using time-domain convolution.

• FFT: The filter is implemented using the overlap-add DFT method.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex, Digital2

Implementation Details

The different filter shapes are generated as follows. In all cases h[i] represents the i'th sample of the impulse response,
the symbol period T is treated as 1, and SMPSYM is the number of samples per symbol. The impulse response of the
filter is PLSLN*SMPSYM samples long.

8-PSK Modulation:

b[i] = Π
j=0

3
S(t[i] + i)

t[i] = − PLSLN
2 + 2.5 + i · PLSLN

SMPSYM

S(t) = sin (π ⋅ q̂(t)) 0 ≤ t ≤ 4
S(t) = sin (π / 2 − π ⋅ q̂(t)) −4 ≤ t < 0
S(t) = 0 otherwise

q̂(t) = q(t − 0.5) − q( − 0.5)

q(t) =
1 + (a(t)Q(γ · a(t)) − b(t) ·Q(γ · b(t)) − exp(( − (γ · a(t))2) / 2)

γ 2π − exp(( − (γ · b(t))2) / 2))
2
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γ = 2π · 0.3 / ln2

a(t) = t − (3 + 1) / 2

b(t) = t − (3 − 1) / 2

where q(t) is the analytically derived integral:

q(t) = ∫−∞

t
g(τ)dτ

g(t) = 1
2T ⋅ (Q(γ(t − T2 )) − Q(γ(t + T2 )))

found in [3].

8-PSK Measurement:

b[i] = y(t[i]) ·w(t[i])

t[i] = −PLSLN
2 + i ⋅ PLSLNSMPSYM

y(t) = sinc( 2πt
LTs

)( cos(α2πt
LTs )

1 − ( 4αt
LTs)

2)
α = 0.25,L = 2,T s = 3 / 2

w(t) = 1 ∣ t ∣ ≤ 1.5
w(t) = 1 + cos(π( ∣ t ∣ − 1.5) / 2.25) 1.5 < ∣ t ∣ < 3.75
w(t) = 0 ∣ t ∣ ≥ 3.75

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.004 V4.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2);
Modulation (Release 4)", Section 3.5.

[2] 3GPP TS 45.005 V5.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Radio transmission and reception (Release 5)", Section
4.6.2.

[3] N. Al-Dhahir and G. Saulnier, "A High-Performance Reduced-Complexity GMSK Demodulator", 96CRD107,
September 1996, GE Research & Development Center
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EDGE Transmitter: EDGE_TX

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Summary

EDGE_TX generates a complex envelope representation of an 8PSK modulated GSM signal (EDGE). The binary input
signal is assembled in bursts of 444 bits, which are grouped into groups of 3 bits each and Gray mapped to 8PSK symbols.
These symbols are then rotated by 3π/8 each symbol and fed into an I/Q modulator with a linearized GMSK pulse as
defined in [1].

The output signal can be configured for either continuous or bursted operation.

Topology

When configured for continuous operation, the block is similar to the following:

1 2

3

EDGE_MAP
IMPLSGEN EDGE_PSHPGAIN

PORTDIN PORTDOUT

The EDGE_MAP block performs the bit grouping, Gray mapping, 8PSK mapping and symbol rotation. The GAIN block
determines the output level. The IMPLSGEN block converts the symbols into impulses, which are then passed through
the EDGE pulse shaping filter block EDGE_PSHP.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0dBOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Avg. Power (dBW)N/AOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Continuous
(non-bursted)

N/ATime slot to generateETSLOT

-70dBPower level between bursts (dB down from burst power)R*PWRFLR
1ScalarBurst rise time in symbolsR*RISESYM
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

N/ABurst rise profile typeE*RISETYP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

1ScalarBurst fall time in symbolsR*FALLSYM
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

N/ABurst fall profile typeE*FALLTYP

0AnglePhase offsetsR*PHSOFF
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. The average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average bit energy in dB.

• Average Power: OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

Bit energy and average power have the following relationship for 3 bits/symbol:

Eb,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/6)

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal, this is also the carrier frequency.

TSLOT. Determines how the input bits are spread over a time frame (8 time slots):

• 0-7: The bits are modulated only in the selected time slot. During all other time slots the modulator output is idle at
PWRFLR attenuation from the output signal level. The duration of each input bit must then be 1/444 of a time frame
duration, or:

3
5200 · 8

444 = 10.39501μs

• All: The bits are modulated into each time slot sequentially. The duration of each input bit must then be 1/444 of a
time slot duration, or:

3
5200 · 1

444 = 1.299376μs

• Continuous (non-bursted): The input bits are modulated continuously with no bursting performed. If this is set,
PWRFLR, RISESYM, RISETYP, FALLSYM and FALLTYP are ignored. The duration of each input bit must then
be 1/444 of a time slot duration, or approximately 1.2993764 μs.

PWRFLR. Attenuation of the output signal during the idle or guard portions of the burst. Leave empty to force the idle
output to 0. Not used for continuous bursts.

RISESYM. The number of symbols (fractional symbols are allowed) over which to ramp the signal from idle to the
active power level at the start of a burst. Not used for continuous bursts.

RISETYP. The profile used to ramp the signal from idle to the active power level at the start of a burst:
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• Raised Cosine Squared (Power): The power profile has a raised-cosine squared shape. The signal level is scaled
according to:

s(t) = Atten2 + (1 − Atten2) · r(t)2

where Atten is the signal level attenuation and r(t) is the raised cosine curve rising from 0 to 1 from over a duration
of TRise:

Atten = 10PWRLVL/20 PWRLVL specified

Atten = 0 PWRLVL empty

r(t) = 1
2 · (1 − cos( πt

TRise
))

• Linear Power: The power profile is linear from the idle power level to the active power level. The signal level is scaled
according to:

s(t) = Atten2 + (1 − Atten2) · t
TRise

• Raised Cosine: The voltage profile has a raised-cosine shape from the idle voltage level to the active voltage level.
The signal level is scaled according to:

s(t) = Atten + (1 − Atten) · r(t)

where r(t) is the same as for "Raised Cosine Squared (Power)".>

• Linear: The voltage profile is linear from the idle voltage level to the active voltage level.

s(t) = Atten + (1 − Atten) · t
TRise

• Step: The voltage profile rises immediately to the active voltage level. This is useful when generating a separate burst
power level control signal such as with the RAMP_PRFL block.

FALLSYM. The number of symbols (fractional symbols are allowed) over which to ramp the signal from the active
power level down to the idle power level at the end of a burst. Not used for continuous bursts.

FALLTYP. The profile used to ramp the signal from the active power level down to the idle power level at the end of
a burst. The options are similar to RISETYP, with the direction reversed.

PHSOFF. Optional vector of phase offsets for the bursts in each time slot. If the vector contains fewer than 8 elements,
the phase offsets for the missing time slots are set to match the last element in the vector.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1
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PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits per BurstReal3

Input Node Details

Node No. 3 This optional input can be used to specify that fewer than 444 bits per bursts be used. See the "Implementation
Details" section for more information.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2
Output Sample TypeReal4

Output Node Details

Node 4 Node 4 outputs values that indicate the signal component to which each generated sample in node 2 belongs.
The following values can be output:

• 0: Idle

• 1: Ramp up

• 2: Data

• 3: Ramp down

When testing for the data component, the value should be considered to represent data if it is >= 2 and < 3. Future
implementations may subcategorize the data samples using fractional values between 2 and 3.

Implementation Details

This transmitter generates ideal bursts from the input bits. Each burst consists of 148 symbols (3 bits = 1 symbol for
GSM EDGE modulation) followed by 8.25 guard symbols, for a total of 156.25 symbols. Each burst has a total duration
of 3/5200 seconds (577μs). The TSLOT parameter controls how the bursts are distributed within a time frame (8 time
slots or bursts). TSLOT is also used to enable continuous (non-bursted) output.

The input bits are first grouped into sets of 3 bits then Gray mapped to 8PSK symbols. These symbols are then rotated
by 3π/8 each symbol. These symbols are then used to generate impulses of SMPSYM samples which are scaled to obtain
the desired output level. These impulses are then passed through the EDGE pulse shaping filter, which is implemented
as an FIR filter of 5 symbols duration. Refer to the EDGE_MAP block or to [2] for more details on the mapping and
rotation. Refer to the EDGE_PSHP block or to [1] for more details on the EDGE pulse shaping.

If guard symbols are to be generated, one bits are mapped and modulated for each guard symbol. If a bursted signal is
being generated, the signal level is ramped between the guard symbols and the active symbols. The ramp profiles are
controlled by the PWRFLR, RISESYM, RISETYP, FALLSYM and FALLTYP parameters.

If a bursted signal is being generated, the first sample output corresponds to the first sample of the rise portion, if any.
If a continuous signal is being generated, the signal is delayed 6 bits due to the delay introduced by the pulse shaping
filter.

The number of bits output for each burst can be controlled dynamically through input node 3. If this node is connected,
it is read every 444 bits. The value read is the number of bits in the block of 444 bits to output. If the value is less than
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0 no bits are output, if it is greater than 444 bits only 444 bits are output. The symbols corresponding to the bit positions
not output are treated as guard symbols. If the signal is continuous (non-bursted), these guard symbols are output at the
active signal level and are not attenuated.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.004 V4.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2);
Modulation (Release 4)", Section 3.5.

[2] 3GPP TS 45.004 V4.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2);
Modulation (Release 4)", Sections 3.2 and 3.4.
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GSM Access Burst (AB): GSM_AB

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

GSM_AB generates a GSM access burst as defined in [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
NormalN/AExtended training sequence modeEMODE
148 bitsN/ATotal bits per burst (>88 are dummy bits)EOUTBITS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines the bit sequence used for the "sync. sequence bits" of the burst.

OUTBITS. Determines whether 88 or 148 bits are generated for each burst. AB bursts are short bursts with only 87
useful symbols (1/2 the first and last symbols are not part of the useful portion). This option lets you generate dummy
bits to match the number of useful symbols per burst to the other GMSK modulated bursts to simplify the assembly of
custom burst sequences.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encrypted BitsDigital1

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 36 bits are used in each burst.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Burst BitsDigital2
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PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits per BurstReal3

Output Node Details

Node No. 2 The number of bits generated per burst are determined by OUTBITS.

Node No. 3 The number of bits in each burst is output each time a burst is output at Node No. 2.

Recommendations for Use

When used to generate the input bits for a GSM_TX block, node 3 of this block should be connected to node 3 of the
GSM_TX block. The GSM_TX block expects 148 bits per burst. When node 3 of this block is connected to node 3 of
the GSM_TX block, the GSM_TX block can determine that the input only consists of 88 valid bits and end the burst
after the 88 bits are received (the remaining bits are then modulated at the idle power level).

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.002 V5.2.0, Section 5.2.7.
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GSM Dummy Burst (DB): GSM_DB

Symbol

Summary

GSM_DB generates the GSM dummy burst bit sequence defined in [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Dummy Burst BitsDigital1

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.002 V5.2.0, Section 5.2.6.
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GSM Frequency Correction Burst (FB): GSM_FB

Symbol

Summary

GSM_FB generates the GSM Frequency correction burst (FB) defined in [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
NormalFixed bits modeEMODE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines the bit sequence used for the fixed bits portion of the burst.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Frequency Correction Burst BItsDigital1

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.002 V5.2.0, Section 5.2.4.
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GSM Normal Burst (NB): GSM_NB

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

GSM_NB generates a GSM Normal burst as defined in [1]. The burst can either be GMSK or 8-PSK modulated.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
EDGEN/AModulation typeETYPE
0ScalarTraining sequence codeITSC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TYPE. Determines the type of modulation used. For EDGE, the burst contains 444 bits and utilizes 348 encrypted bits.
For GMSK the burst contains 148 bits and utilizes 116 encrypted bits.

TSC. Determines the bit sequence to be used for the training sequence bits of the burst. This should be a value between
0 and 7, inclusive. If node 3 is connected, this parameter is not used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encrypted BitsDigital1
Training Sequence CodeDigital3

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 For EDGE modulation, 348 encrypted bits are used in each burst. For GMSK modulation, 116 encrypted
bits are used in each burst.

Node No. 2 This allows dynamic selection of the training sequence code. One value is used for each burst. If this node
is connected the TSC parameter is not used.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Burst BitsDigital2

Output Node Details

Node No. 2 For EDGE modulation, 444 bits are generated each burst. For GMSK modulation, 148 bits are generated
each burst.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.002 V5.2.0, Section 5.2.3.
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GSM-EDGE Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence: GSM_PRBS

Symbol

Summary

GSM_PRBS generates several of the pseudo-random binary sequences utilized in the 3GPP GSM/EDGE specifications
[1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
8PSK Test (32767
bits, ITU-T O.151)

Sequence typeETYPE

ScalarInitial stateIISTATE
ScalarBit rateRRATE

Samples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TYPE. The type of sequence to be generated:

• 8PSK Test (32767 bits, ITU-T O.151): Sequence specified in [1], section 4.6.2, for use as the encrypted bits in 8-PSK
modulated normal bursts used to test 8-PSK modulation accuracy.

• GMSK Test (511 bits, CCITT O.153): Sequence specified in [1], section 4.6.1, for use as the encrypted bits in GMSK
modulated normal bursts used to test GMSK modulation accuracy.

ISTATE. The initial state of the shift register. If left empty, the initial state is set to all 1's. If specified, the value is
converted to bits, and the bits are shifted into the shift register starting with the low order bits. Only the number of bits
in the shift register are shifted in, extra high order bits are ignored.

RATE. The bit rate of the generated sequence. If this is left empty, the block will attempt to determine the correct bit
rate from downstream GSM/EDGE related blocks, particularly transmitters or modulators. If the block cannot determine
the bit rate that way, the data rate specified in the System Simulator Options dialog will be used.

BLKSZ. The number of bits generated each time the block is visited during the simulation. If left empty, this will be set
to match the number of encrypted bits in a normal burst of the appropriate modulation.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Pseudo-random bit sequenceDigital1

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.005 V5.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Radio transmission and reception (Release 5)"
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GSM Synchronization Burst (SB): GSM_SB

Symbol

Summary

GSM_SB generates a GSM Synchronization burst as defined in [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
NormalExtended training sequence modeEMODE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines the bit sequence used for the extended training sequence bits of the burst.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encrypted BitsDigital1

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 78 encrypted bits are used in each burst.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Burst BItsDigital2

Output Node Details

Node No. 2 148 bits are generated for each burst.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.002 V5.2.0, Section 5.2.5.
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GSM-EDGE Test Signal: GSM_TSIG

Symbol

1

2

Summary

GSM_TSIG generates a GSM/EDGE complex envelope RF test signal. The signal generated is similar to the signal
generated by the GSM_VSA analyzer block.

The time slots can be configured individually, with different bursts and bit sequences selected.

General Information

The Element Options dialog box General Information tab allows you to specify the general configuration of the test signal.
The configuration of the time slots can also be set to match several of the required measurements found in the GSM
specifications.

DescriptionField
Station Type: Select the station type.Band: Select the
appropriate GSM, DCS, or PCS band.ARFCN: Enter the

Frequency and Channel Settings

absolute radio frequency channel number. The supported
range of values displays next to the text box.Carrier
Frequency: By default the carrier frequency is automatically
calculated based on the Station Type, Band and ARFCN value.
You can override this by entering a desired carrier
frequency.Use ARFCN: Click this button to reset the Carrier
Frequency value to the automatically determined carrier
frequency. This button is grayed if the ARFCN value is not
supported.
Residual Power Level: Enter the amount to attenuate the
signal for the residual power level. The residual power level

Burst Shaping

is applied during guard symbols and idle time slots.Rise
Time in Symbols: Enter the number of symbols over which
the signal level is transitioned from the residual power level
to the active power level at the end of a burst.Rise Shape:
Select the profile for the ramping from the residual power
level to the active power level. See the RISETYP parameter
description for more information.Fall Time in Symbols: Enter
the number of symbols over which the signal level is
transitioned from the active power level to the residual
power level at the end of a burst.Fall Shape: Select the profile
for the ramping from the active power level to the residual
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DescriptionField
power level. See the FALLTYP parameter description for
more information.
GSM Standards Measurement: This setting is used to
pre-configure the time slots for specific measurements.

TDMA Frames and Slots

Selecting a type other than Custom modifies the time slot
parameters.Time Frames to Generate: Enter the number of
time frames to generate. Fractions of a time frame may be
entered. Leave empty or set to 0 to continually generate a
signal.
Station Type: Select the station type.Band: Select the
appropriate GSM, DCS, or PCS band.ARFCN: Enter the

Frequency and Channel Settings

absolute radio frequency channel number. The supported
range of values displays next to the text box.Carrier
Frequency: By default the carrier frequency is automatically
calculated based on the Station Type, Band and ARFCN
values. You can override this by entering a desired carrier
frequency.Use ARFCN: Click this button to reset the Carrier
Frequency value to the automatically determined carrier
frequency. This button is grayed if the ARFCN value is not
supported.
Power Class: Select the power class governing the maximum
output power for the test signal.Power Level: Enter an

Power Settings

optional power level to apply to all time slots. You can
assign individual power levels to the time slots within the
Time Slots tab. Entering or modifying the value in this text
box sets the power level for all time slots.The interpretation
of the power level is determined from the list following the
Power Level text box.Residual Power Level: Enter the amount
to attenuate the signal for the residual power level. The
residual power level is applied during guard symbols and
idle time slots.
GSM Standards Measurement: This option is used to
pre-configure the time slots for specific measurements.

TDMA Frames and Slots

Selecting a type other than Custom modifies the time slot
parameters.Time Frames to Generate: Enter the number of
time frames to generate. Fractions of a time frame may be
entered. Leave empty or set to 0 to continually generate a
signal.
Rise Time in Symbols: Enter the number of symbols over
which the signal level is transitioned from the residual power

Burst Shaping

level to the active power level at the end of a burst.Rise
Shape: Select the profile for the ramping from the residual
power level to the active power level. See the RISETYP
parameter description for more information.Fall Time in
Symbols: Enter the number of symbols over which the signal
level is transitioned from the active power level to the
residual power level at the end of a burst.Fall Shape: Select
the profile for the ramping from the active power level to
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DescriptionField
the residual power level. See the FALLTYP parameter
description for more information.

Time Slots Information

The Element Options dialog box Time Slots tab allows you to individually configure the time slots.

DescriptionField
Select the burst to be generated in the time slot.Time Slot #
Depending on the type of burst selected, one of the following
options displays: TSC: Select a value from 0 to 7 for the
training sequence code for the burst. All bursts generated
in this time slot use the same code.or Sync. Type: Select the
synchronization type of the access burst. All bursts generated
in this time slot use the same type.
Phase Offset: Enter the phase offset value. The modulated
signal for the time slot starting with the rise portion is rotated
by this amount.
PRG Seed: Enter the pseudo-random generator seed value.
This is the initial state of the shift register used to generate
the encrypted bit sequences for the bursts. If this is left
empty, the seed is set to the previous time slot's seed plus
1, or to -1 if this is time slot 0.
Depending on the units selected for the Power Level setting
in the General tab, one of the following options
displays:PCL: Enter the power control level.Power (dBm):
Enter the absolute carrier power level in dBm.Power (dBr):
Enter the power level in dB relative to the maximum power
level for the power class.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
PCS 1900Band TypeEBAND
512ScalarAbsolute RF channel numberIARFCN
Mobile StationStation typeESTN
200Number of frames to generateRNFRAME
0ScalarPower classI*PCLASS
0ScalarPower levelR*PWR
PCLN/APower level typeE*PWRTYP
-70dBPower level between bursts (dB down from burst power)R*PWRFLR
{1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}Burst TypesI*BURST
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}Burst codes (TSC for NB)I*BCODE
{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}AnglesPhase offsetsR*PHSOFF
1Pseudo-random data seedsI*RSEED

1ScalarBurst rise time in symbolsR*RISESYM
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

Burst rise profile typeE*RISETYP

1ScalarBurst fall time in symbolsR*FALLSYM
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

Burst fall profile typeE*FALLTYP

FrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
CustomN/AStandard measurement type (read-only)E*STDMEAS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ARFCN. Defines the specific channel to be used within the frequency band BAND. ARFCN, BAND and STN are used
to automatically determine the center frequency of the generated complex envelope according to the GSM/EDGE
specifications in [2]. (CTRFRQ may be used to override this value).

PCLASS. Determines the power class of the signal generator. This value is an index into a list of power class values,
not the actual class number. The actual power class numbers depend on the station type and band type.

PWR.Vector of power values to assign to each slot. The interpretation of the power values is determined by the PWRTYP
parameter. If there are fewer elements than 8 elements, the time slots corresponding to the missing elements are set to
the value of the last element.

PWRTYP. Determines how the values in PWR are to be interpreted:

• PCL: The values are power control levels, which range from 0 to 31, inclusive, for mobile stations and 0 to 15, inclusive
for base stations.

• Power (dBm): The values are absolute power levels in dBm.

• Power (dBr): The values are relative power levels, in dB, from the maximum power level determined by the power
class PCLASS.

PWRFLR. Attenuation of the output signal during the idle or guard portions of the burst. Leave empty to force the idle
output to 0. Not used for continuous bursts.

BURST. Vector of integer values used to identify the type of burst in each time slot. This may have up to 8 elements.
The first element identifies time slot 0. If this has fewer than 8 elements, the time slots corresponding to the missing
elements are set to idle. The following values are used for the types of bursts:

• 0: Idle time slot.
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• 1: Normal burst (NB), 8-PSK modulation.

• 2: Normal burst (NB), GMSK modulation.

• 3: Frequency correction burst (FB).

• 4: Synchronization burst (SB).

• 5: Access burst (AB).

• 6: Dummy burst.

BCODE. Vector of integer values used to specify additional information for several of the burst types. The elements of
the vector correspond to the time slots. The values are interpreted according to the burst type for the time slot:

• Normal Bursts: Training sequence code, determines the training sequence bits.

• Synchronization Bursts: Determines the extended training sequence bits used. '1' indicates CTS synchronization bursts,
'2' indicates COMPACT synchronization bursts. All other values indicate the regular synchronization burst.

• Frequency Correction Bursts: Determines the 'fixed bits' used:. '1' indicates COMPACT frequency correction bursts.
All other values indicate the regular frequency correction burst.

PHSOFF. Vector of phase offsets to apply to each time slot. The offsets are applied at the start of each and every burst.
Missing elements are treated as 0.

RSEED. Vector of seed values for the pseudo-random bit generator for each time slot. Time slots whose seed is not
specified adds 1 to the seed of the previous time slot, unless the seed would result in all 0, in which case the seed is set
to 1. If this is left empty, the seed of the first time slot is set to all '1' (equivalent to -1).

PWRFLR. Attenuation of the output signal during the idle or guard portions of the burst. Leave empty to force the idle
output to 0. Not used for continuous bursts.

RISESYM. The number of symbols (fractional symbols are allowed) over which to ramp the signal from idle to the
active power level at the start of a burst. Not used for continuous bursts.

RISETYP. The profile used to ramp the signal from idle to the active power level at the start of a burst:

• Raised Cosine Squared (Power): The power profile has a raised-cosine squared shape. The signal level is scaled
according to:

s(t) = Atten2 + (1 − Atten2) · r(t)2

where Atten is the signal level attenuation and r(t) is the raised cosine curve rising from 0 to 1 from over a duration
of TRise:

Atten = 10PWRLVL/20 PWRLVL specified

Atten = 0 PWRLVL empty

r(t) = 1
2 · (1 − cos( πt

TRise
))

• Linear Power: The power profile is a linear from the idle power level to the active power level.The signal level is
scaled according to:
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s(t) = Atten2 + (1 − Atten2) · t
TRise

• Raised Cosine: The voltage profile has a raised-cosine shape from the idle voltage level to the active voltage level.
The signal level is scaled according to:

s(t) = Atten + (1 - Atten). r(t)

where r(t) is the same as for "Raised Cosine Squared (Power)".

• Linear: The voltage profile is linear from the idle voltage level to the active voltage level.

s(t) = Atten + (1 − Atten) · t
TRise

• Step: The voltage profile rises immediately to the active voltage level. This is useful when generating a separate burst
power level control signal such as with the RAMP_PRFL block.

FALLSYM. The number of symbols (fractional symbols are allowed) over which to ramp the signal from the active
power level down to the idle power level at the end of a burst. Not used for continuous bursts.

FALLTYP. The profile used to ramp the signal from the active power level down to the idle power level at the end of
a burst. The options are similar to RISETYP, with the direction reversed.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal. This should normally be left empty, in which case the
center frequency is determined from the BAND, ARFCN, and STATION parameters according to the GSM/EDGE
specifications in [2]. If a value is specified for this parameter it overrides the center frequency defined by the GSM/EDGE
specifications.

SMPSYM. The number of samples generated per time slot symbol.

STDMEAS. This is an internal parameter. Changing it directly has no effect on the other settings.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Generated SignalComplex1
Output Sample TypeReal2

Output Node Details

Node 2. Node 2 outputs values that indicate the signal component to which each generated sample in node 1 belongs.
The following values can be output:

• 0: Idle

• 1: Ramp up

• 2: Data

• 3: Ramp down
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When testing for the data component, the value should be considered to represent data if it is >= 2 and < 3. Future
implementations may subcategorize the data samples using fractional values between 2 and 3.

Implementation Details

This block uses the same algorithm used by the GSM_PRBS block to generate the bit sequences for bursts that require
encrypted bits. For the GMSK modulated bursts, the equivalent GSM_PRBS block would have the TYPE parameter set
to "GMSK Test (511 bits, CCITT O.153)". For the 8PSK modulated bursts, the equivalent GSM_PRBS block would
have the TYPE parameter set to "8PSK Test (32767 bits, ITU-T O.151)".

The bit sequence that is modulated for each time slot is equivalent to the bit sequence generated by the GSM_NB,
GSM_AB, GSM_SB, GSM_FB or GSM_DB blocks, with the appropriately configured GSM_PRBS generating the input
to the block. The bit sequence is then modulated using the same algorithm used by the GSM_TX block for GMSK
modulation and by the EDGE_TX block for 8PSK modulation.

The following illustrates the equivalent circuit used to generate a test signal with time slot 0 set to "Normal GMSK",
time slot 1 set to "Frequency Correction", and the remaining time slots set to "Idle (None)".

1

GSM_PRBS
TYPE=GMSK Test (511 bits, CCITT O.153)

1 2

3

GSM_NB
TYPE=GMSK

1

GSM_FB

SRC_D
VAL=1

1

2

3

4

5

MUX4
FMT={1,1,6}*148

1

2

3

4

5

MUX4
FMT={ 1,1,6 }

3

GSM_TX
TSLOT=All

SRC_R
VAL=148

SRC_R
VAL=0

In the example, the GSM_PRBS and GSM_NB blocks generate the bit sequence to be modulated for time slot 0, the
GSM_FB block generates the bit sequence to be modulated for time slot 1, and the SRC_D block with VAL=1 generates
dummy bits for the remaining time slots. The MUX4 multiplexer block with FMT={1,1,6}*148 is used to assemble the
bit sequences into a continuous bit sequence to be fed into the GSM _TX transmitter block.

The lower two SRC_R blocks along with the lower MUX4 block are used to generate the bits per burst input to the
GSM_TX block. The SRC_R block with VAL=148 indicates that all 148 bits are to be output and is used for time slots
0 and 1. The SRC_R block with VAL=0 is used to indicate that none of the 148 bits input are to be output. This effectively
idles the transmitter for the remaining idle time slots.
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Note that this arrangement does not work if you want to include a time slot modulated with 8PSK, as you must either
select the GSM_TX or the EDGE_TX block beforehand. You could use multiple transmitters configured to output only
on single time slots, then add the output together. However, the results would differ slightly from the output of the
GSM_TSIG block because the idle power levels from each transmitter would be added.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.005 V5.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Radio transmission and reception (Release 5)"

[2] 3GPP TS 45.005 V5.2.0 (2001-11), Section 2.
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GSM Transmitter: GSM_TX

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Summary

GSM_TX generates a complex envelope representation of a GMSK modulated GSM signal [1]. The binary input signal
is assembled in bursts of 148 bits, which are then differentially encoded and then GMSK modulated with a BT of 0.3
and pulse length of 5.

The output signal can be configured for either continuous or bursted operation.

Topology

When configured for continuous operation, the block is similar to the following:

1

2

3

ADD2

DLY_SYM

NOT GMSK_TX
PORTDIN PORTDOUT

The ADD2 and DLY_SYM blocks perform the differential encoding. The NOT block is necessary because the GMSK_TX
block converts a one bit to +1 and a zero bit to -1 for modulation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0dBOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Avg. Power (dBW)N/AOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Continuous
(non-bursted)

N/ATime slot to generateETSLOT

-70dBPower level between bursts (dB down from burst power)R*PWRFLR
1ScalarBurst rise time in symbolsR*RISESYM
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

N/ABurst rise profile typeE*RISETYP

1ScalarBurst fall time in symbolsR*FALLSYM
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

N/ABurst fall profile typeE*FALLTYP

0AnglePhase offsetsR*PHSOFF
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. The average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average bit energy in dB.

• Average Power: OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

Bit energy and average power have the following relationship for 1 bit/symbol:

E b,dB = P Avg,dB+ 10Log10(SMPSYM/2)

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal, this is also the carrier frequency.

TSLOT. Determines how the input bits are spread over a time frame (8 time slots):

• 0-7: The bits are modulated only in the selected time slot. During all other time slots the modulator output is idle at
PWRFLR attenuation from the output signal level. The duration of each input bit must then be 1/148 of a time frame
duration, or:

(3/5200) · (8/148) = 38.18503μs

• All: The bits are modulated into each time slot sequentially. The duration of each input bit must then be 1/148 of a
time slot duration, or:

(3/5200) · (8/148) = 3.898129μs

• Continuous (non-bursted): The input bits are modulated continuously with no bursting performed. If this is set,
PWRFLR, RISESYM, RISETYP, FALLSYM and FALLTYP are ignored. The duration of each input bit must then
be 1/148 of a time slot duration, or approximately 3.898129 μs.

PWRFLR. Attenuation of the output signal during the idle or guard portions of the burst. Leave empty to force the idle
output to 0. Not used for continuous bursts.
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RISESYM. The number of symbols (fractional symbols are allowed) over which to ramp the signal from idle to the
active power level at the start of a burst. Not used for continuous bursts.

RISETYP. The profile used to ramp the signal from idle to the active power level at the start of a burst:

• Raised Cosine Squared (Power): The power profile has a raised-cosine squared shape. The signal level is scaled
according to:

s(t) = Atten2 + (1 − Atten2) · r(t)2

where Atten is the signal level attenuation and r(t) is the raised cosine curve rising from 0 to 1 from over a duration
of TRise:

Atten = 10 PWRLVL/20 PWRLVL specified

Atten = 0 PWRLVL empty

r(t) = 1
2 · (1 − cos( πt

TRise
))

• Linear Power: The power profile is a linear from the idle power level to the active power level.The signal level is
scaled according to:

s(t) = Atten2 + (1 − Atten2) · t
TRise

• Raised Cosine: The voltage profile has a raised-cosine shape from the idle voltage level to the active voltage level.
The signal level is scaled according to:

s(t) = Atten + (1-Atten) · r(t)

where r(t) is the same as for "Raised Cosine Squared (Power)".

• Linear: The voltage profile is linear from the idle voltage level to the active voltage level.

s(t) = Atten + (1 − Atten) · t
TRise

• Step: The voltage profile rises immediately to the active voltage level. This is useful when generating a separate burst
power level control signal such as with the RAMP_PRFL block.

FALLSYM. The number of symbols (fractional symbols are allowed) over which to ramp the signal from the active
power level down to the idle power level at the end of a burst. Not used for continuous bursts.

FALLTYP. The profile used to ramp the signal from the active power level down to the idle power level at the end of
a burst. The options are similar to RISETYP, with the direction reversed.

PHSOFF. Optional vector of phase offsets for the bursts in each time slot. If the vector contains fewer than 8 elements,
the phase offsets for the missing time slots are set to match the last element in the vector.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1
Bits per BurstReal3

Input Node Details

Node No. 3 This optional input can be used to specify that fewer than 148 bits per bursts be used. See the "Implementation
Details" section for more information.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2
Output Sample TypeReal4

Output Node Details

Node 4. Node 4 outputs values that indicate the signal component to which each generated sample in node 2 belongs.
The following values can be output:

• 0: Idle

• 1: Ramp up

• 2: Data

• 3: Ramp down

When testing for the data component, the value should be considered to represent data if it is >= 2 and < 3. Future
implementations may subcategorize the data samples using fractional values between 2 and 3.

Implementation Details

This transmitter generates ideal bursts from the input bits. Each burst consists of 148 symbols (1 bit = 1 symbol for GSM
GMSK modulation) followed by 8.25 guard symbols, for a total of 156.25 symbols. Each burst has a total duration of
3/5200 seconds (577μs). The TSLOT parameter controls how the bursts are distributed within a time frame (8 time slots
or bursts). TSLOT is also used to enable continuous (non-bursted) output.

The input bits are differentially encoded and then GMSK modulated. The initial state of the differential encoder is 1.
The GMSK modulation is similar to the GMSK_TX block using the inverse of the bit stream and a phase pulse length
of 5 symbols.

If guard symbols are to be generated, one bits are differentially encoded and modulated for each guard symbol. If a
bursted signal is being generated, the signal level is ramped between the guard symbols and the active symbols. The
ramp profiles are controlled by the PWRFLR, RISESYM, RISETYP, FALLSYM and FALLTYP parameters.

If a bursted signal is being generated, the first sample output corresponds to the first sample of the rise portion, if any.
If a continuous signal is being generated, the signal is delayed 2 bits due to the truncated phase pulse length of 5 symbols.
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The number of bits output for each burst can be controlled dynamically through input node 3. If this node is connected,
it is read every 148 bits. The value read is the number of bits in the block of 148 bits to output. If the value is less than
0 no bits are output, if it is greater than 148 bits only 148 bits are output. The symbols corresponding to the bit positions
not output are treated as guard symbols. If the signal is continuous (non-bursted), these guard symbols are output at the
active signal level and are not attenuated.

This feature is useful for modulating Access Bursts, which have 68.25 rather than 8.25 guard symbols. To generate an
access burst, use the GSM_AB block with the OUTBITS parameter set to 148 bits, and connect node 3 of GSM_AB to
node 3 of the transmitter.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.004 V4.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2);
Modulation (Release 4)", Section 2.
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GSM-EDGE Vector Signal Analyzer: GSM_VSA

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

GSM_VSA is used to perform RF specification tests for GSM/EDGE[1]. This block generates a complex envelope RF
test signal for input to a test circuit and measures the output.

This block is required to perform the GSM/EDGE modulation accuracy measurements using GSM_MOD and EDGE_EVM
measurements. It may also be used by the other GSM/EDGE measurements.

The signal generated by this block is similar to the signal generated by the GSM_TSIG block.

General Information

The Element Options dialog box General Information tab allows you to specify the general configuration of the test signal.
The configuration of the time slots can also be set to match several of the required measurements found in the GSM
specifications.

DescriptionField
Station Type: Select the station type.Band: Select the
appropriate GSM, DCS, or PCS band.ARFCN: Enter the

Frequency and Channel Settings

absolute radio frequency channel number. The supported
range of values displays next to the text box.Carrier
Frequency: By default the carrier frequency is automatically
calculated based on the Station Type, Band and ARFCN
values. You can override this by entering a desired carrier
frequency.Use ARFCN: Click this button to reset the Carrier
Frequency value to the automatically determined carrier
frequency. This button is grayed if the ARFCN value is not
supported.
Power Class: Select the power class governing the maximum
output power for the test signal.Power Level: Enter an

Power Settings

optional power level to apply to all time slots. You can
assign individual power levels to the time slots within the
Time Slots tab. Entering or modifying the value in this text
box sets the power level for all time slots.The interpretation
of the power level is determined from the list following the
Power Level text box.Residual Power Level: Enter the amount
to attenuate the signal for the residual power level. The
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DescriptionField
residual power level is applied during guard symbols and
idle time slots.
GSM Standards Measurement: This option is used to
pre-configure the time slots for specific measurements.

TDMA Frames and Slots

Selecting a type other than Custom modifies the time slot
parameters.Time Frames to Generate: Enter the number of
time frames to generate. Fractions of a time frame may be
entered. Leave empty or set to 0 to continually generate a
signal.
Rise Time in Symbols: Enter the number of symbols over
which the signal level is transitioned from the residual power

Burst Shaping

level to the active power level at the end of a burst.Rise
Shape: Select the profile for the ramping from the residual
power level to the active power level. See the RISETYP
parameter description for more information.Fall Time in
Symbols: Enter the number of symbols over which the signal
level is transitioned from the active power level to the
residual power level at the end of a burst.Fall Shape: Select
the profile for the ramping from the active power level to
the residual power level. See the FALLTYP parameter
description for more information.

Time Slots Information

The Element Options dialog box Time Slots tab allows you to individually configure the time slots.

DescriptionField
Select the burst to be generated in the time slot.Time Slot #
Depending on the type of burst selected, one of the following
options displays: TSC: Select a value from 0 to 7 for the
training sequence code for the burst. All bursts generated
in this time slot use the same code.or Sync. Type: Select the
synchronization type of the access burst. All bursts generated
in this time slot use the same type.
Phase Offset: Enter the phase offset value. The modulated
signal for the time slot starting with the rise portion is rotated
by this amount.
PRG Seed: Enter the pseudo-random generator seed value.
This is the initial state of the shift register used to generate
the encrypted bit sequences for the bursts. If this is left
empty, the seed is set to the previous time slot's seed plus
1, or to -1 if this is time slot 0.
Depending on the units selected for the Power Level setting
in the General tab, one of the following options
displays:PCL: Enter the power control level.Power (dBm):
Enter the absolute carrier power level in dBm.Power (dBr):
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DescriptionField
Enter the power level in dB relative to the maximum power
level for the power class.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
PCS 1900Band TypeEBAND
512ScalarAbsolute RF channel numberIARFCN
Mobile StationStation typeESTN
200Number of frames to generateRNFRAME
0ScalarPower classI*PCLASS
0ScalarPower levelR*PWR
PCLN/APower level typeE*PWRTYP
-70dBPower level between bursts (dB down from burst power)R*PWRFLR
{1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}Burst TypesI*BURST
{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}Burst codes (TSC for NB)I*BCODE
{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}AnglesPhase offsetsR*PHSOFF
1Pseudo-random data seedsI*RSEED
1ScalarBurst rise time in symbolsR*RISESYM
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

Burst rise profile typeE*RISETYP

1ScalarBurst fall time in symbolsR*FALLSYM
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

Burst fall profile typeE*FALLTYP

FrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
CustomN/AStandard measurement type (read-only)E*STDMEAS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ARFCN. Defines the specific channel to be used within the frequency band BAND. ARFCN, BAND and STN are used
to automatically determine the center frequency of the generated complex envelope according to the GSM/EDGE
specifications in [2]. (CTRFRQ may be used to override this value).

PCLASS. Determines the power class of the signal generator. This value is an index into a list of power class values,
not the actual class number. The actual power class numbers depend on the station type and band type.
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PWR.Vector of power values to assign to each slot. The interpretation of the power values is determined by the PWRTYP
parameter. If there are fewer elements than 8 elements, the time slots corresponding to the missing elements are set to
the value of the last element.

PWRTYP. Determines how the values in PWR are to be interpreted:

• PCL: The values are power control levels, which range from 0 to 31, inclusive, for mobile stations and 0 to 15, inclusive
for base stations.

• Power (dBm): The values are absolute power levels in dBm.

• Power (dBr): The values are relative power levels, in dB, from the maximum power level determined by the power
class PCLASS.

PWRFLR. Attenuation of the output signal during the idle or guard portions of the burst. Leave empty to force the idle
output to 0. Not used for continuous bursts.

BURST. Vector of integer values used to identify the type of burst in each time slot. This may have up to 8 elements.
The first element identifies time slot 0. If this has fewer than 8 elements, the time slots corresponding to the missing
elements are set to idle. The following values are used for the types of bursts:

• 0: Idle time slot.

• 1: Normal burst (NB), 8-PSK modulation.

• 2: Normal burst (NB), GMSK modulation.

• 3: Frequency correction burst (FB).

• 4: Synchronization burst (SB).

• 5: Access burst (AB).

• 6: Dummy burst.

BCODE. Vector of integer values used to specify additional information for several of the burst types. The elements of
the vector correspond to the time slots. The values are interpreted according to the burst type for the time slot:

• Normal Bursts: Training sequence code, determines the training sequence bits.

• Synchronization Bursts: Determines the extended training sequence bits used. '1' indicates CTS synchronization bursts,
'2' indicates COMPACT synchronization bursts. All other values indicate the regular synchronization burst.

• Frequency Correction Bursts: Determines the 'fixed bits' used:. '1' indicates COMPACT frequency correction bursts.
All other values indicate the regular frequency correction burst.

PHSOFF. Vector of phase offsets to apply to each time slot. The offsets are applied at the start of each and every burst.
Missing elements are treated as 0.

RSEED. Vector of seed values for the pseudo-random bit generator for each time slot. Time slots whose seed is not
specified adds 1 to the seed of the previous time slot, unless the seed would result in all 0, in which case the seed is set
to 1. If this is left empty, the seed of the first time slot is set to all '1' (equivalent to -1).

RISESYM. The number of symbols (fractional symbols are allowed) over which to ramp the signal from idle to the
active power level at the start of a burst. Not used for continuous bursts.

RISETYP. The profile used to ramp the signal from idle to the active power level at the start of a burst:
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• Raised Cosine Squared (Power): The power profile has a raised-cosine squared shape. The signal level is scaled
according to:

s(t) = Atten2 + (1 − Atten2) · r(t)2

where Atten is the signal level attenuation and r(t) is the raised cosine curve rising from 0 to 1 from over a duration
of TRise:

Atten = 10 PWRLVL/20 PWRLVL specified

Atten = 0 PWRLVL empty

r(t) = 1
2 · (1 − cos( πt

TRise
))

• Linear Power: The power profile is a linear from the idle power level to the active power level.The signal level is
scaled according to:

s(t) = Atten2 + (1 − Atten2) · t
TRise

• Raised Cosine: The voltage profile has a raised-cosine shape from the idle voltage level to the active voltage level.
The signal level is scaled according to:

s(t) = Atten + (1-Atten) · r(t)

where r(t) is the same as for "Raised Cosine Squared (Power)".

• Linear: The voltage profile is linear from the idle voltage level to the active voltage level.

s(t) = Atten + (1 − Atten) · t
TRise

• Step: The voltage profile rises immediately to the active voltage level. This is useful when generating a separate burst
power level control signal such as with the RAMP_PRFL block.

FALLSYM. The number of symbols (fractional symbols are allowed) over which to ramp the signal from the active
power level down to the idle power level at the end of a burst. Not used for continuous bursts.

FALLTYP. The profile used to ramp the signal from the active power level down to the idle power level at the end of
a burst. The options are similar to RISETYP, with the direction reversed.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal. This should normally be left empty, in which case the
center frequency is determined from the BAND, ARFCN, and STATION parameters according to the GSM/EDGE
specifications in [2]. If a value is specified for this parameter it overrides the center frequency defined by the GSM/EDGE
specifications.

SMPSYM. The number of samples generated per time slot symbol.

STDMEAS. This is an internal parameter. Changing it directly has no effect on the other settings.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Measured SignalComplex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Generated SignalComplex1
Output Sample TypeReal3

Output Node Details

Node 3. Node 3 outputs values that indicate the signal component to which each generated sample in node 1 belongs.
The following values can be output:

• 0: Idle

• 1: Ramp up

• 2: Data

• 3: Ramp down

When testing for the data component, the value should be considered to represent data if it is >= 2 and < 3. Future
implementations may subcategorize the data samples using fractional values between 2 and 3.

Implementation Details

The generated signal is similar to the signal generated by GSM_TSIG.

Recommendations for Use

The block is typically used to perform the RF transmitter measurements described in [1], section 4. The generated signal
from node 1 is normally used as the source signal for the circuit being tested. The output of the tested circuit is then
connected to node 2 of the block for measurement.

The measurements commonly used with the block are:

• EDGE Error Vector Magnitude (EDGE_EVM)

• GMSK Phase and Frequency Error (GSM_PHS, GSM_FRQ)

• Power vs. Time (GSM_PVT)

• Output RF Spectrum (GSM_ACP, GSM_SPEC)

References

[1] 3GPP TS 45.005 V5.2.0 (2001-11), "Radio Access Network; Radio transmission and reception (Release 5)"

[2] 3GPP TS 45.005 V5.2.0 (2001-11), Section 2.
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HSDPA Scrambling Code Generator: HSDPA_SCRM

Symbol

Scrmblr

Summary

HSDPA_SCRM generates scrambling codes as defined in specification 3GPP TS 25.213, V6.3.0.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
DownlinkScalarType of scrambling sequenceESCRMTYPE
0ScalarIndex of scrambling sequenceISCRMCODE
3.84 MHzFrequencyChip rate of scrambling sequenceIRATE
_BLKSZScalarNumber of chips generated per visitI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCRMTYPE. Type of scrambling sequence. Types defined in [1] are Downlink, Uplink Long and Uplink Short (Sections
5.3.2, 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3, respectively).

SCRMCODE. Defines the index of the scrambling sequence to be generated. This parameter is a non-negative integer
value, which should be set according to [1]. The largest allowed values are 262142 for the Downlink scrambling sequences
and 16777215 for the Uplink ones.

RATE. The chip rate of scrambling sequence The rate specified in the HSDPA specification is 3.84 Msps. The user can
set this parameter to any non-negative value.

BLKSZ. Number of chips generated per visit. If set to 0 or a negative value, this parameter defaults to the scrambling
code length of 38400 chips.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Scrambling SequenceComplex1

References

[1] 3GPP TS 25.213, V 6.3.0 (2005-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Spreading and modulation (FDD), Release 6", sections 4.3.2, 5.3.2.
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802.11a Convolutional Encoder: I80211A_CONV

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Summary

I80211A_CONV performs the convolutional encoding operation described in the IEEE 802.11a specification[1]. The
encoding process consists of convolutionally encoding the bit stream with rate 1/2 and code vectors of 1338 and 1718.
For rates 3/4 and 2/3 the coded bits are then punctured.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoN/ACoding rateER

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

R. The coding rate to use:

• Auto: The rate is determined from the input signal. An I80211A_DATA block must be part of the input signal.

• R=1/2: The basic code, used for data rates 6, 12 and 24 Mbits/sec.

• R=3/4: Used for data rates 9, 18, 36 and 54 Mbits/sec.

• R=2/3: Used for data rate 48 Mbits/sec.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to EncodeDigital1
Control SignalReal3

Input Node Details

Node No. 3 This is normally connected to the Control Signal output of the I80211A_DATA block. It is used to detect
the start of the frame to reset the encoder.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Encoded BitsDigital2
Control SignalReal4

Output Node Details

Node No. 4 This signal is an adjusted version of the input control signal. No signal is generated if the input control signal
is not connected. See the "Implementation Details" section for more information.

Implementation Details

When puncturing is necessary, input bits are processed in blocks. The rate 1/2 encoding doubles the number of bits. The
puncturing then deletes several bits to produce the desired number of output bits.

For rate 3/4, 9 bits are input at a time, producing 18 bits from the rate 1/2 encoder. The encoder output then has 6 bits
punctured, resulting in the final 12 bit output. The punctured bits are (1 is the first bit output, 18 is the last bit output):

4,5, 10,11, 16,17

For rate 2/3, 6 bits are input at a time, producing 12 bits from the rate 1/2 encoder. The encoder output then has 3 bits
punctured, resulting in the final 9 bit output. The punctured bits are:

4, 8, 12

When an input control signal is used, the control signal is processed in the blocks matching the input bits. If any of the
control values in the block contain a value of 0, the encoder is reset prior to any of the input bits being processed. The
output control signal matches output bit signal - output values are generated at the same rate as the output bits. When a
reset occurs, the first bit in the block is set to 0, followed by 1s for the remainder of the block.

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band", section 17.3.5.5.
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802.11a Data Field Bit Generator: I80211A_DATA

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

I80211A_DATA converts a bit stream into the bits required for the DATA field described in the IEEE 802.11a specification
[1]. The output can then be scrambled, encoded, interleaved and mapped.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
36 Mbits/sN/AData rateEDRATE
1024ScalarData bytes per frameITXLEN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TXLEN. The number of bits per frame. This must be a value greater than 0 and less than or equal to 4095.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data BitsDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
DATA Field BitsDigital2
Control SignalReal3

Output Node Details

Node No. 3 This signal is used to indicate the interpretation of the bits output on node 2. One control value is output for
each bit output. The values output are:

• 0. Indicates the first bit of the frame.
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• 1. Output for all the data bits and all but the first SERVICE field bit (the first SERVICE field bit is the first bit of the
frame).

• 2. Output for the six TAIL bits following the data bits. The scrambler block uses this to reset the tail bits to 0 after
scrambling.

• 3. Output for the PAD bits following the TAIL bits.

This node is normally connected to the Control Signal input nodes of I80211A_SCRM and I80211A_CONV.

Implementation Details

For each TXLEN*8 bits input, the block outputs 16 SERVICE field bits (all 0's), the TXLEN*8 bits input, 6 TAIL bits
(all 0's), followed by a variable number of PAD bits (all 0's). TXLEN*8 bits must be input before any bits are output.

The PAD bits are used to align the bits for a frame with an OFDM symbol boundary. The number of PAD bits depends
on both the DRATE and TXLEN parameters and is computed from:

NSYM = ceil((16 + TXLEN · 8 + 6)
NDBPS

)
N DATA = NSYM ·NDBPS

N PAD = N DATA − (16 + TXLEN · 8 + 6)

where NSYM is the number of OFDM symbols required to encode TXLEN data bytes, NDATA is the total number of bits
in the frame, NPAD is the number of PAD bits required, and NDBPS is the number of DATA field bits per OFDM symbol.

NDBPS is determined by the data rate and is:

NDBPSData Rate (Mbits/s)
246
369
4812
7218
9624
14436
19248
21654

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band", section 17.3.5.
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802.11a Frame Subcarrier Assembler: I80211A_FASM

Symbol

T

P

D

C

S1

2

3

4

5

Summary

I80211A_FASM assembles coded bits, training subcarriers and pilot sequence values into the frame subcarriers described
in the IEEE 802.11a specification [1].

The outputs of this block are typically fed into the inputs of the 802.11a OFDM Modulator block I80211A_MOD,
producing the fully modulated 802.11a signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoN/AData rateEDRATE

ScalarData bytes per frameITXLEN
0ScalarIdle subcarriers between framesIIDLE
80ScalarSubcarriers output per OFDM symbolISUBSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DRATE. If set to "Auto" the data rate is determined from the input signal. In this case the input signal path must contain
an I80211A_DATA block.

TXLEN. The number of data bytes per frame. This must either be empty or between 1 and 4095, inclusive. If this is
empty, the number of data bytes is determined from the input signal. In this case the input signal path must contain an
I80211A_DATA block.

IDLE. Used to insert idle periods between frames. This number of subcarriers set to 0 are output at the start of each
frame. The output of node 5 indicates when idle subcarriers are output.

SUBSYM. The number of subcarriers to output for each OFDM symbol. This must be greater than or equal to 53. When
set to greater than 53, the original 53 subcarriers are output first, followed by 0s to fill in the remaining subcarriers.
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Useful values for this parameter are 53, 64 and 80. The 802.11a specification defines 53 subcarriers for the OFDM
modulation, while describing one possible means of implementing the modulation by using a 64-point IDFT. When a
64-point IDFT is used the total number of time domain points generated when the guard interval is included is 80.

This parameter controls the time duration of the idle period by defining the duration of each subcarrier. When set to
80/symbol, each subcarrier corresponds to one time domain sample generated by the OFDM modulation when the
oversampling ratio is 1. The duration of a subcarrier is 4us/SUBSYM.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
DATA FieldComplex1
Training SubcarriersComplex2
Pilot SequenceReal3

Input Node Details

Node No. 2 This node is normally connected to the output of an I80211A_TRNG block with the TYPE parameter set to
"Full". If this is unconnected no training subcarriers are added to the output.

Node No. 3 This node is normally connected to the output of an I80211A_PILOT block. One value is consumed for each
frame generated. If this is unconnected the pilot subcarriers are set to 0.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Frame SubcarriersComplex4
Modulator Control (subcarrier type)Digital5

Output Node Details

Node No. 5 This node is normally connected to the Modulator Control input of the I80211A_MOD block. One value is
output for each subcarrier output at node 4. A 0 is output for data subcarriers, a 1 is output for training symbol subcarriers,
and a 2 is output for idle subcarriers.

Implementation Details

This block generates a frame of subcarriers when enough data is received to build the entire frame. The following steps
are performed for each frame:

1. If IDLE is greater than 0, IDLE subcarriers with value 0 are output on node 4. IDLE control values with value 2 are
also output on node 5.

2. If the Training Subcarriers input node is used, a total of 212 subcarriers are input (4 symbols of 53 subcarriers each).
Each training symbol is then output on node 4. If SUBSYM is greater than 53, SUBSYM-53 subcarriers with value
0 are then output. The value 1 is also output on node 5 for each subcarrier output, for a total of SUBSYM*4 outputs.

3. The SIGNAL field is generated from the data rate and data bytes set for the frame. It is then rate 1/2 convolutionally
encoded, interleaved, and BPSK mapped. The pilot subcarriers are inserted, resulting in a total of 53 subcarriers.
These subcarriers are output on node 4. If SUBSYM is greater than 53, SUBSYM-53 subcarriers with value 0 are
then output. The value 0 is also output on node 5 for each subcarrier output.
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4. Each OFDM symbol for the DATA field is then processed. For each OFDM symbol 48 data subcarriers are input
from node 1. The pilot subcarriers are then inserted, resulting in a total of 53 subcarriers. These subcarriers are output
on node 4. If SUBSYM is greater than 53, SUBSYM-53 subcarriers with value 0 are output. The value 0 is also output
on node 5 for each subcarrier output.

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band"
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802.11a Data Interleaver: I80211A_ILVR

Symbol

Summary

I80211A_ILVR performs the data interleaving operation described in the IEEE 802.11a specification [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoN/AData rateEDRATE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

When DRATE is set to "Auto" the block attempts to determine the data rate from the input signal. To do so the input
signal must contain an I80211A_DATA block in the input signal path.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to InterleaveDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Interleaved BitsDigital2

Implementation Details

The data interleaving process is a two permutation block interleaving. The first permutation is defined by the following:

i = (NCBPS/16) · (k mod 16) + (floor(k/16) i=0,1,....,NCBPS-1

where i is the index after the permutation of the k'th input bit in the block of NCBPS bits, and NCBPS is defined by the
data rate.

The second permutation is defined by the following:

j = s * floor(i/s) + (i + NBPSC- floor(16 * i/NCBPS)) mod s
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s=max(NBPSC/2,1)

where j is the index after the permutation of the i'th bit from the first permutation. The values for NCBPS and NBPSC for
the different data rates are:

NBPSCNCBPSData Rate (Mbits/s)
1486
1489
29612
29618
419224
419236
628848
628854

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band", section 17.3.5.6.
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802.11a Subcarrier Modulation Mapper: I80211A_MAP

Symbol

Summary

I80211A_MAP performs the subcarrier modulation mapping operation described in the IEEE 802.11a specification [1].
Input bits are mapped to subcarriers using BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAM, depending on the data rate.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoN/AData rateEDRATE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

When DRATE is set to "Auto" the block attempts to determine the data rate from the input signal. To do so the input
signal must contain an I80211A_DATA block in the input signal path.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to MapDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Mapped SubcarriersDigital2

Implementation Details

The following are the mappings performed:

BPSK, QPSK

BPSK is used by the 6 and 9 Mbits/s data rates and QPSK is used by the 12 and 18 Mbits/s data rates. The constellations
are:
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b=1b=0

-1 +1 I

Q

BPSK

1101

-1 +1 I

Q

QPSK

-1

+1

00 01

16-QAM

16-QAM is used by the 24 and 36 Mbits/s data rates. The constellation is:

00 10

-3 +3
I

Q

-3

+3

+1

-1

+1-1

01 10

00 11 01 11

00 01 01 01

00 00 01 00

11 10 10 10

11 11 10 11

11 01 10 01

11 00 10 00

64-QAM

64-QAM is used by the 48 and 54 Mbits/s data rates. The constellation is:
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000 111

-3 +3 I

Q

+3

+1

-1

+1-1

000 110

000 100

000 101

001 111

001 110

001 100

001 101

011 111

011 110

011 100

011 101

010 111

010 110

010 100

010 101

-3

+7

+5

-7 -5

-5

-7

+7+5

000 001

000 000

000 010

000 011

001 001

001 000

001 010

001 011

011 001

011 000

011 010

011 011

010 001

010 000

010 010

010 011

110 111

110 110

110 100

110 101

111 111

111 110

111 100

111 101

101 111

101 110

101 100

101 101

100 111

100 110

100 100

100 101

110 001

110 000

110 010

110 011

111 001

111 000

111 010

111 011

101 001

101 000

101 010

101 011

100 001

100 000

100 010

100 011

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band", section 17.3.5.7.
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802.11a OFDM Modulator: I80211A_MOD

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

I80211A_MOD generates 802.11a OFDM modulated symbols from subcarriers as specified in [1]. The modulator
supports inter-OFDM symbol overlap windowing.

The block utilizes an optional control input signal to determine what is output. The subcarrier and control inputs are
normally connected to the outputs of the 802.11a Frame Assembler block I80211A_FASM.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0dBOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Avg. Power (dBW)N/AOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
36ScalarChannel numberICH
0FrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
1ScalarSamples (pre-oversampling) to overlap OFDM symbolsR*OVERLAP
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling ratioI*OVRSMP

ScalarSubcarriers output per OFDM symbolI*SUBSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. The output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Subcarrier Energy (dB): OUTLVL is interpreted as average subcarrier energy in dB.

Average power and subcarrier energy have the following relationship:

PAvg,dB= Es,dB+ 10Log10(2/OVRSMP)

CH. The channel number used to determine the channel center frequency. The center frequency is determined by:
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fc= 5000 + 5. CH (MHz)

Valid channel numbers are 0 through 200. You can override this by specifying a value for CTRFRQ.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal. If this is left empty the center frequency is determined
by the channel number parameter CH.

OVERLAP. The number of time domain samples to overlap the OFDM symbols. This is before oversampling. This also
determines the length of the windowing of the time domain waveform. The following window function is used:

w[k] = {sin2(π2 · k + 1
NOverlap + 1) 0 ≤ k < NOverlap

1 NOverlap ≤ k < NOFDM

sin2(π2 ·
NTotal − k
NOverlap + 1) NOFDM ≤ k < NTotal

where NTotal = NOFDM + NOverlap.

OVRSMP. The oversampling rate. When set to 1, each OFDM symbol is generated using a 64-point IFFT cyclically
extended to 80-plus OVERLAP samples. When greater than 1 the number of points in the IFFT is extended to 64*OVRSMP
and the total number of samples in each symbol is (80+OVERLAP)*OVRSMP. The additional subcarriers added to the
IFFT are set to 0.

SUBSYM. The number of subcarriers per OFDM symbol. This is normally left empty, in which case it is determined
from the SUBSYM parameter of the I80211A_FASM block connected to node 1. Only the first 53 subcarriers of each
OFDM symbol are processed, any remaining subcarriers are discarded.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input subcarriersComplex1
Control Signal (subcarrier types)Real3

Input Node Details

Node No. 3 This is normally connected to the Control Signal output of an I80211A_FASM block. It may be left
unconnected. See the "Implementation Details" section for more information.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The modulator decides how to process the input subcarriers based on the control signal input. If the control signal input
is unconnected, the modulator treats all subcarriers as data. If the control signal input is used, it is used to classify the
incoming subcarriers as one of the following, based on the control signal value received:
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• 0: Data subcarriers

• 1: Training subcarriers

• 2: Idle subcarriers

There must be one control signal value for each subcarrier value.

For data subcarriers, the next SUBSYM subcarrier values are gathered, with the first 53 subcarriers modulated as one
OFDM symbol. The remaining SUBSYM-53 subcarriers are discarded. Overlap windowing is applied to both ends. The
next SUBSYM-1 control signal values are skipped.

For training subcarriers, the next 2*SUBSYM subcarrier values are gathered, with the first 53 subcarriers modulated as
one long OFDM symbol (equivalent to two data OFDM symbols). The remaining 2*SUBSYM-53 subcarriers are
discarded. Overlap windowing is applied to both ends but not in the middle. The next 2*SUBSYM-1 control signal
values are skipped.

For idle subcarriers, the next subcarrier value is skipped, and approximately OVRSMP idle samples are output from the
block. The actual number of idle samples output depends on how many idle subcarriers are sequentially received. For
example, if 10 idle subcarriers are received, a total of OVRSMP*10 idle samples are output. The idle sample values
actually output depend on whether overlap windowing is in effect. If it is, the overlap from the end of the last OFDM
symbol output is first output. After those samples have been output, 0 is output.

The OFDM modulation is performed using a 64-point inverse FFT. If the first coefficient is at index -32 and dc is at 0,
the subcarriers are mapped to indices -26 through -1, then indices 1 through 26. The remaining coefficients are set to 0.
After the IFFT is performed the last 16 outputs are inserted before the first 64 outputs as a cyclically extended guard
interval. A total of 80 samples are then generated for each OFDM symbol. If oversampling is being performed, the
number of points used for the IFFT is multiplied by OVRSMP, with the added coefficients set to 0. The total number of
output samples is then 80*OVRSMP, and the number of samples in the guard interval is 16*OVRSMP.

When OVERLAP is greater than zero, each OFDM symbol, with the exception of the training symbols, is cyclically
extended by OVERLAP*OVRSMP samples. Half the samples are added before the start of the symbol and the other
half are added after the end of the symbol. A raised cosine window is then applied to the first OVERLAP*OVRSMP
and last OVERLAP*OVRSMP samples of the extended samples to provide a smooth transition.

For the short and long training symbols, windowing is only performed at the start and end of each pair of symbols, not
between the two short and two long symbols.

The following illustrates the windowing process:
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References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band"
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802.11a Pilot Sequence: I80211A_PILOT

Symbol

Pilot

Summary

I80211A_PILOT generates the pilot subcarrier values defined in [1]. The sequence is the following 127 bit pattern
repeated:

1,1,1,1, -1,-1,-1,1, -1,-1,-1,-1, 1,1,-1,1, -1,-1,1,1, -1,1,1,-1, 1,1,1,1, 1,1,-1,1,

1,1,-1,1, 1,-1,-1,1, 1,1,-1,1, -1,-1,-1,1, -1,1,-1,-1, 1,-1,-1,1, 1,1,1,1, -1,-1,1,1,

1,-1,1,-1, 1,-1,1,1, -1,-1,-1,1, 1,-1,-1,-1, -1,1,-1,-1, 1,-1,1,1, 1,1,-1,1, -1,1,-1,1,

1,-1,-1,-1, -1,1,-1,1, 1,-1,1,-1, 1,1,1,-1, -1,1,-1,-1, -1,1,1,1, -1,-1,-1,-1, -1,-1,-1

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarReset periodI*RESET

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RESET. f this is specified, it is the number of pilot values in the sequence to output before the sequence is reset. If left
empty, it is determined from the output signal if it is connected to an I80211A_FASM block.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Pilot SequenceComplex1

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band", sections 17.3.5.8, 17.3.5.9.
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802.11a Data Scrambler: I80211A_SCRM

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

I80211A_SCRM performs the data scrambling operation described in the IEEE 802.11a specification [1]. The scrambler
XOR's the input bits with the bit sequence generated by the following shift register:

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Bits

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
bin("1111111")ScalarInitial scrambler stateISCRMBLR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCRMBLR. The initial state for the scrambler shift registers. The registers are shifted prior to XOR'ing with the data
bit. The low order bit of the value corresponds to shift register 1 in the above diagram. Use the bin() function to convert
a bit pattern to an integer value.

A value less than or equal to zero may be specified for the scrambler state. If zero is specified, the initial scrambler state
is set to all 1's. In either case, the scrambler state is set to a pseudo-random value at the start of each frame (the control
signal node must be connected). The seed for the pseudo-random generator is set to the value of SCRMBLR.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to ScrambleDigital1
Control SignalReal3
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Input Node Details

Node No. 3 This is normally connected to the Control Signal output of the I80211A_DATA block. It is used to detect
the start of the frame and the location of the TAIL bits. See I80211A_DATAfor details on the expected values.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Scrambled BitsDigital2

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band", section 17.3.5.4.
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802.11a Training Subcarriers: I80211A_TRNG

Symbol

Training

Summary

I80211A_TRNG generates the complex subcarriers for the 802.11a short and long training symbols as specified in [1].
The subcarriers can then be fed to the 802.11a OFDM Modulator block I80211A_MOD to generate the complex envelope
modulated signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
FullN/ATraining symbol typeETYPE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TYPE. Selects the type of training symbol to generate:

• Full: The full training symbol sequence consisting of two short subcarrier sets (2 x 53 subcarriers) followed by two
long subcarrier sets (2 x 53 subcarriers).

• Short Only: Only the short subcarrier set is generated (53 subcarriers).

• Long Only: Only the long subcarrier set is generated (53 subcarriers).

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Training Symbol SubcarriersComplex1

Implementation Details

The following subcarrier sequence is generated for the "Short" training symbol type:

13 / 6

*{0, 0, 1+j, 0,0,0, -1-j, 0,0,0, 1+j, 0,0,0, -1-j, 0,0,0, -1-j, 0,0,0, 1+j, 0,0,0, 0, 0,0,0, -1-j, 0,0,0, -1-j, 0,0,0, 1+j, 0,0,0, 1+j,
0,0,0, 1+j, 0,0,0, 1+j, 0,0}

The following subcarrier sequence is generated for the "Long" training symbol type:
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{1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1,
1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1}

The sequences are repeated.

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access (MAC) and Physical (PHY) specifications,
High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band".
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802.11a Test Signal Generator: I80211A_TSIG

Symbol

Summary

I80211A_TSIG generates an IEEE 802.11a [1] compatible test signal that may be configured with up to eight different
frame formats, with configurable idle intervals between each frame.

General

The Element Options dialog box General tab is used to configure the generated signal.

DescriptionField
ContinuousSignal: Click this button to generate a continuous,
non-framed signal. The Frame 1 settings are used for the

Frames

signal.Data Rate: Select the data rate for the frame. Selecting
'-' excludes the frame.Data Length: Enter the number of data
bytes for the frame. This is the LENGTH parameter of the
TXVECTOR parameter in the OFDM PHY.Initial Scrambler
State: Optionally enter the initial state for the frame's
scrambler. If set to 0 a pseudo-random seed is generated
based on the frame index and the block's ID parameter.PRNG
Sequence: Select the pseudo-random number generator
sequence to use for generating the data bit stream. The
options are based on ITU-T O.150[2].PRNG Seed:
Optionally enter the initial state of the data bit generator. If
set to 0 the state is generated based on the frame index and
the block's ID parameter.Idle Interval: Enter the idle interval
to precede the frame. This is the duration between the start
of this frame and the end of the previous frame.
Channel Number: Enter the desired channel numbers. Valid
channel numbers are 0 through 200.Carrier Frequency:

Frequency

Optionally enter a carrier frequency to override the channel
number-based carrier frequency.Use Ch. #: Click this button
to reset the carrier frequency based on the channel number.
Power Level: Enter the desired power level for the signal.
Select the interpretation of the value from the list box to the

Signal

right.Oversampling Ratio: Enter the amount to oversample
the OFDM signal.Windowing Overlap: Enter the number
of pre-oversampling samples by which to overlap the OFDM
symbols.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
36ScalarChannel numberICH
0dBOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Avg. Power (dBW)N/AOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
FramedN/AFraming typeE*FRMTYP
5VectorData ratesI*DRATE
1024VectorData bytes per frameI*TXLEN
0VectorInitial scrambler statesI*SCRMBLR
-1VectorRandom number generator sequence typesI*RNGSEQ
0VectorRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
0VectorPre-frame idle intervalsR*IDLEINTV

FrequencyOptional center frequencyR*CTRFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling ratioI*OVRSMP
1ScalarSamples (pre-oversampling) to overlap OFDM symbolsI*OVERLAP

ScalarSamples to generate per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CH. The channel number determining the channel center frequency. The center frequency is determined by:

fc=5000+5·CH

Valid channel numbers are 0 through 200. This may be overridden by specifying a value for CTRFRQ.

OUTLVL. The output level of the signal. The interpretation is determined by OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines how OUTLVL is interpreted:

• Avg. Power (dBW): OUTLVL is the average power of each frame. The output of the OFDM modulation as specified
in [1] is scaled by:

V = 10OUTLVL/10 · Z0 · 2 / 52

• Subcarrier Energy (dB): OUTLVL is the energy transmitted for a subcarrier with magnitude of 1. The output of the
OFDM modulation as specified in [1] is scaled by:

V = 10OUTLVL/10 · Z0 · 2 / 52 · 2 / OVRSMP
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FRMTYP. Enables/disables the generation of a framed signal.

When set to "Continuous" the signal is treated as a single infinitely long frame. The signal starts with the idle interval,
followed by the PLCP preamble and SIGNAL field. The DATA field follows, with the SERVICE field's TXLEN set to
0. A continuos bit stream then follows.

DRATE. Vector defining the data rates for each frame format. The number of elements in this vector determines the
total number of frame formats. Allowed values for the elements are:

• -1: Skip this frame format element.

• 0: 6 Mbits/sec

• 1: 9 Mbits/sec

• 2: 12 Mbits/sec

• 3: 18 Mbits/sec

• 4: 24 Mbits/sec

• 5: 36 Mbits/sec

• 6: 48 Mbits/sec

• 7: 54 Mbits/sec

TXLEN. Vector defining the number of data bytes for each frame format. Each element should be an integer between
1 and 4095, inclusive. If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE then the missing elements are set to the value
of the last element.

SCRMBLR. Vector defining the initial scrambler state for each frame format. The scrambler is reset to this value each
time a frame is generated. If the element value is 0 then the state is generated automatically using a pseudo-random
number generator and a seed based on the ID parameter and element index. If the element value is less than or equal to
zero a new scrambler state is used for each frame, with the initial scrambler state serving as the initial seed to a
pseudo-random number generator (different from the generator used for element value 0).

If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE then the missing elements are treated as 0.

RNGSEQ. Vector defining the pseudo-random number generator sequence used for generating the data bits for each
frame format. Allowed values for the elements are:

• -1: Auto: A configuration appropriate for the data rate is chosen.

• 0: PN9: 511 bit sequence using 9 stages and taps at the 5th and 9th stages.

• 1: PN11: 2047 bit sequence using 11 stages and taps at the 9th and 11th stages.

• 2: PN15: 32,767 bit sequence using 15 stages and taps at the 14th and 15th stages.

• 3: PN20: 1,048,575 bit sequence using 20 stages and taps at the 3rd and 20th stages.

• 4: PN23: 8,388,607 bit sequence using 23 stages and taps at the 18th and 23rd stages.

• 5: PN29: 536,870,911 bit sequence using 29 stages and taps at the 27th and 29th stages.

• 6: PN31: 2,147,483,647 bit sequence using 31 stages and taps at the 28th and 31st stages.

The above sequences are from ITU-T O.150[2]. When "Auto" is selected a sequence from table 1/O.150 in [2] is chosen
based on the data rate for the frame format. If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE then the missing elements
are treated as "Auto".
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RSEED. Vector defining the initial state of the pseudo-random number generator used to generate the data bits for each
frame format. If the element value is 0 then the state is generated automatically using a pseudo-random number generator
and a seed based on the ID parameter and element index. If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE then the
missing elements are treated as 0.

IDLEINTV. Vector defining the idle period for each frame format. Each frame for a frame format starts after a delay
of this interval from the end of the previously generated frame. If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE
then the missing elements are assigned the idle interval of the last element.

CTRFRQ.Optional center frequency for the output signal. If specified, this value overrides the channel center frequency
calculated from CH.

OVRSMP. The amount to oversample the OFDM signal. The oversampling is applied to the OFDM modulator.

OVERLAP. The amount of overlap between OFDM symbols, in pre-oversampled time domain samples. This overlap
defines the length of the windowing at the ends of each OFDM symbol. If OVERLAP*OVRSMP results in at least one
output sample, a raised-cosine time domain window of OVERLAP*OVRSMP samples is applied, with the window
centered on the edge of the OFDM symbol.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited. Large values reduce the user-interface
responsiveness of the system, while small values slow down the simulation.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
802.11a Test SignalComplex1

Implementation Details

The following is a brief summary of the 802.11a signal format. Refer to [1] for details.

In 802.11a, data is transmitted in frames. Each frame is composed of OFDM symbols, with the actual number determined
by the number of data bytes to be transmitted. A maximum of 4095 bytes may be transmitted per frame.

Each OFDM symbol contains 53 subcarriers, with the dc subcarrier set to 0. For data symbols, four of the subcarriers
are pilot subcarriers. Each OFDM symbol has a duration of 4.0 us, which includes a 0.8 us guard interval at the start of
the symbol.

Each frame consists of a PLCP preamble containing 12 OFDM symbols, a SIGNAL OFDM symbol, and a variable
number of data OFDM symbols:

PLCP Preamble SIGNAL
field

DATA field

Short Training Long Tr aining SIGNAL Data 1 Data 2 Data n…

The PLCP preamble is composed of two short OFDM training symbols, utilizing 12 out of 53 subcarriers (including the
zero at dc), followed by two long OFDM training symbols, utilizing all 53 subcarriers. Each pair of training symbols is
generated by performing an IFFT on the subcarriers, then cyclically repeating the output of the IFFT. The output is again
cyclically repeated to add the guard interval prefix.

The SIGNAL field is composed of 24 bits, containing the data rate (4 bits), the number of data bytes in the frame (12
bits), a parity bit, and a tail (6 bits). One bit is reserved. The field is convolutionally encoded at rate 1/2, block interleaved,
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and then mapped using BPSK, resulting in 48 subcarriers. Four pilot subcarriers are then inserted at positions -21,-7,7,21
and the dc position 0 is set to 0. These subcarriers are then OFDM modulated.

The DATA field is composed of the SERVICE field followed by the data bits, followed by PPDU tail bits, and finally
zero or more pad bits. The SERVICE field consists of 16 bits, with the first 7 bits set to 0 and used by the receiver to
synchronize the descrambler. The remaining bits are set to 0. The PPDU tail bits consists of six 0 bits used to return the
convolutional encoder to the "zero state". The pad bits are used to align the bits in the DATA field with an OFDM symbol
boundary and are set to 0.

The DATA field is first scrambled with a length-127 frame-synchronous scrambler. The scrambler can be implemented
by xor'ing each bit with the output of a 7-stage shift register with the input of the first stage set to the xor of the outputs
of the fourth and seventh stages. Each data bit is xor'd with the bit going into the first stage.

The scrambled bits are then convolutionally encoded at rate 1/2, 2/3 or 3/4, depending on the data rate. Rates 2/3 and
3/4 are punctured versions of rate 1/2. The rate 1/2 encoder uses the generator polynomials 1338 and 1718.

The convolutionally encoded bits are then block interleaved on OFDM symbol boundaries, with the number of bits per
OFDM symbol determined by the data rate. The interleaving is performed in two permutations.

The interleaved bits are then mapped using BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, or 64-QAM, again depending on the data rate. The
mapped symbols are then the data subcarriers for the OFDM symbol. Four pilot subcarriers are again inserted at positions
-21, -7, 7, and 21, and the dc position is set to 0. These subcarriers are then OFDM modulated.

The following illustrates the steps involved in encoding the DATA field:

Data
bits

Scrambler
R=1/2

Convolutional
Encoder

Puncturer
(R=2/3 and
3/4 only)

Block
Interleaver

BPSK, QPSK,
16-QAM or 64-QAM

Mapper

Coded data
subcarriers

The following table, adapted from [1], lists the convolutional encoder rate and modulation mapping used for each data
rate:

Data Bits per
OFDM Symbol

CodedBits per
OFDMSymbol

Modulation
Mapping

Convolutional Encoder RateData Rate
(Mbits/s)

2448BPSK1/26
3648BPSK3/49
4896QPSK1/212
7296QPSK3/418
9619216-QAM1/224
14419216-QAM3/436
19228864-QAM2/348
21628864-QAM3/454

OFDM Modulation

The OFDM modulation is performed using a 64-point inverse FFT. If the first coefficient is at index -32 and dc is at 0,
the subcarriers are mapped to indices -26 through -1 then indices 1 through 26. The remaining coefficients are set to 0.
After the IFFT is performed the last 16 outputs are inserted before the first 64 outputs, as a cyclically extended guard
interval. A total of 80 samples are then generated for each OFDM symbol. If oversampling is performed, the number of
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points used for the IFFT is multiplied by OVRSMP, with the added coefficients set to 0. The total number of output
samples is then 80*OVRSMP, and the number of samples in the guard interval is 16*OVRSMP.

When OVERLAP is greater than zero, each OFDM symbol, with the exception of the training symbols, is cyclically
extended by OVERLAP*OVRSMP samples. Half the samples are added before the start of the symbol and the other
half are added after the end of the symbol. A raised cosine window is then applied to the first OVERLAP*OVRSMP
and last OVERLAP*OVRSMP samples of the extended samples to provide a smooth transition.

For the short and long training symbols, windowing is only performed at the start and end of each pair of symbols, not
between the two short and two long symbols.

The following illustrates the windowing process:

OFDM
Symbol A

Cyclic
extension

Windowing

Overlap

Cyclic
extension

OFDM
Symbol A

OFDM
Symbol B

OFDM
Symbol B

No Overlap

OFDM
Symbol A

OFDM
Symbol B

Multiple Frame Formats

If multiple frame formats are specified, one frame of each format is generated sequentially. After a frame of the last
format is generated a new frame of the first format is generated, continuing the data bit sequence. Each frame format
maintains a separate data bit sequence. The following figure illustrates how the frames are generated, along with the idle
intervals, with the left side being the earliest in time.

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3

1aIdle 1 2aIdle 2 3aIdle 3

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3

1bIdle 1 2bIdle 2 3bIdle 3

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band"

[2] ITU-T Recommendation O.150, "SERIES O: SPECIFICATIONS OF MEASURING EQUIPMENT: General
requirements for instrumentation for performance measurements on digital transmission equipment"
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802.11a Transmitter: I80211A_TX

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

I80211A_TX generates a complex envelope representation of IEEE 802.11a OFDM modulated frames. It takes binary
or 256-ary (bytes) data, and performs the scrambling, convolutional encoding, interleaving, mapping and OFDM
modulation specified in [1]. It generates the training and SIGNAL OFDM symbols and appends the data payload's OFDM
symbols, forming the full frame.

Topology

I80211A_TX is similar in operation to the following subcircuit:

I80211A_INLV I80211A_MAP

T

P

D

C

S1

2

3

4

5

I80211A_FASM

1 2

3

I80211A_MOD

Pilot

I80211A_PILOT

Training

I80211A_TRNG

1 2

3

I80211A_DATA

1 2

3

I80211A_SCRM

1 2

3 4

I80211A_CONV
PORTDIN

PORTDOUT

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0dBOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Avg. Power (dBW)N/AOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
36 Mbits/sN/AData rateEDRATE
36ScalarChannel numberICH
0FrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
FramedN/AFraming typeE*FRMTYP
0TimeIdle intervalRIDLEINTV
1024ScalarData bytes per frameITXLEN
1ScalarSamples (pre-oversampling) to overlap OFDM symbolsR*OVERLAP

ScalarInitial scrambler stateI*SCRMBLR
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling ratioI*OVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. The output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Subcarrier Energy (dB): OUTLVL is interpreted as average subcarrier energy in dB.

Average power and subcarrier energy have the following relationship:

PAvg,dB=Es,dB+10·log10(2/OVRSMP)

DRATE. The 802.11a PPDU data rate. Note that the input signal generally has a data rate slower than this rate, since in
order to maintain sample time synchronization, the total duration of TXLEN input data bytes must match the total duration
of one full output frame.

CH. The channel number used to determine the channel center frequency. The center frequency is determined by:

fc=5000+5·CH(MHz)

Valid channel numbers are 0 through 200. You can override this by specifying a value for CTRFRQ.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal. If this is left empty the center frequency is determined
by the channel number parameter CH.

FRMTYP. Enables/disables the generation of a framed signal.

When set to "Continuous" the signal is treated as a single infinitely long frame. The signal starts with the idle interval,
followed by the PLCP preamble and SIGNAL field. The DATA field follows, with the SERVICE field's TXLEN set to
0. A continuos bit stream then follows.
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IDLEINTV. Optional idle time between frames. During the idle period the transmitter outputs 0 after any residual overlap
has been output. The first frame is output after IDLEINTV.

TXLEN. The number of data bytes to include in each frame. This is the same as the LENGTH parameter of TXVECTOR
in the specifications.

OVERLAP. The number of time domain samples to overlap the OFDM symbols. This is before oversampling. This also
determines the length of the windowing of the time domain waveform. The following window function is used:

w[k] = {sin2(π2 · k + 1
NOverlap + 1) 0 ≤ k < NOverlap

1 NOverlap ≤ k < NOFDM

sin2(π2 ·
NTotal − k
NOverlap + 1) NOFDM ≤ k < NTotal

where NTotal = NOFDM + NOverlap.

SCRMBLR. Controls the data scrambler sequence. If positive, it is used as the initial state of the data scrambler for each
frame. If less than or equal to zero, or if it is left empty, the initial state of the data scrambler is changed for each frame
using a random number generator. The absolute value of SCRMBLR is used as the seed for the random number generator
(a Minimal Standard LCG generator is used).

OVRSMP. The oversampling rate. When set to 1, each OFDM symbol is generated using a 64-point IFFT cyclically
extended to 80-plus OVERLAP samples. When greater than 1 the number of points in the IFFT is extended to 64*OVRSMP
and the total number of samples in each symbol is (80+OVERLAP)*OVRSMP. The additional subcarriers added to the
IFFT are set to 0.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data to TransmitDigital1

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 This signal may either be binary or 256-ary.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2
SubcarriersComplex3

Implementation Details

The transmitter performs the following sequence of operations on the input digital signal to generate the OFDM modulated
output signal.

1. If the input signal is 256-ary, it is converted to binary with bits processed from low order to high order.

2. NDATA input data bits are gathered.
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3. The idle interval is output if IDLEINTV is greater than 0.

4. The short and long training symbols are generated and output (see I80211A_TRNG).

5. The SIGNAL field OFDM symbol is generated and output (see I80211A_FASM). The pilot sequence is advanced.

6. The SERVICE field bits are generated before the NDATA input data bits. (see I80211A_DATA).

7. NPAD bits are added to the end of the bit stream so the coded bit stream ends on an OFDM symbol boundary (see
I80211A_DATA).

8. The bits are scrambled and the scrambler is reset afterwards (see I80211A_SCRM).

9. The scrambled bits are convolutionally encoded (see I80211A_CONV).

10. The coded bits are block interleaved (see I80211A_ILVR).

11. The interleaved bits are mapped into subcarriers using BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAM (see I80211A_MAP).

12. Pilot subcarriers are inserted, with the pilot sequence advanced after each block of 48 data subcarriers (53 total
subcarriers, see I80211A_FASM).

13. The subcarriers are OFDM modulated in groups of 53 subcarriers to generate the OFDM modulated output signal
(see I80211A_MOD).

NDATA and NPAD are determined by the DRATE and TXLEN parameters. See I80211A_DATA for more details.

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access (MAC) and Physical (PHY) specifications,
High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band".
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802.11a Vector Signal Analyzer: I80211A_VSA

Symbol

Summary

I80211A_VSA is used to perform RF specification tests for IEEE 802.11a [1]. The block generates an IEEE 802.11a [1]
compatible complex envelope test signal for input to a test circuit, and measures the output.

The signal generated is similar to that of the 802.11a Test Signal Generator block I80211A_TSIG.

General

The Element Options dialog box General tab is used to configure the generated signal.

DescriptionField
ContinuousSignal: Click this button to generate a continuous,
non-framed signal. The Frame 1 settings are used for the

Frames

signal.Number of Frames: Enter the minimum number of
frames to be generated.Data Rate: Select the data rate for the
frame. Selecting '-' excludes the frame.Data Length: Enter
the number of data bytes for the frame. This is the LENGTH
parameter of the TXVECTOR parameter in the OFDM
PHY.Initial Scrambler State: Optionally enter the initial state
for the frame's scrambler. If set to 0 a pseudo-random seed
is generated based on the frame index and the block's ID
parameter.
PRNGSequence: Select the pseudo-random number generator
sequence to use for generating the data bit stream. The

Frames (con't)

options are based on ITU-T O.150[2].PRNG Seed:
Optionally enter the initial state of the data bit generator. If
set to 0 the state is generated based on the frame index and
the block's ID parameter.Idle Interval: Enter the idle interval
to precede the frame. This is the duration between the start
of this frame and the end of the previous frame.
Channel Number: Enter the desired channel numbers. Valid
channel numbers are 0 through 200.Carrier Frequency:

Frequency

Optionally enter a carrier frequency to override the channel
number-based carrier frequency.Use Ch. #: Click this button
to reset the carrier frequency based on the channel number.
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DescriptionField
Power Level: Enter the desired power level for the signal.
Select the interpretation of the value from the list box to the

Signal

right.Oversampling Ratio: Enter the amount to oversample
the OFDM signal.Windowing Overlap: Enter the number
of pre-oversampling samples by which to overlap the OFDM
symbols.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
36ScalarChannel numberICH
0dBOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Avg. Power (dBW)N/AOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
20ScalarNumber of frames to generateRNFRAME
FramedN/AFraming typeE*FRMTYP
5VectorData ratesI*DRATE
1024VectorData bytes per frameI*TXLEN
0VectorInitial scrambler statesI*SCRMBLR
-1VectorRandom number generator sequence typesI*RNGSEQ
0VectorRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
0VectorPre-frame idle intervalsR*IDLEINTV

FrequencyOptional center frequencyR*CTRFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling ratioI*OVRSMP
1ScalarSamples (pre-oversampling) to overlap OFDM symbolsI*OVERLAP

ScalarSamples to generate per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CH. The channel number used to determine the channel center frequency. The center frequency is determined by:

fc = 500 + 5·CH (MHz)

Valid channel numbers are 0 through 200. You can override this by specifying a value for CTRFRQ.

OUTLVL. The output level of the signal. The interpretation is determined by OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines how OUTLVL is interpreted:

• Avg. Power (dBW): OUTLVL is the average power of each frame. The output of the OFDM modulation as specified
in [1] is scaled by:
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V = 10OUTLVL/10 · Z0 · 2 / 52

• Subcarrier Energy (dB): OUTLVL is the energy transmitted for a subcarrier with magnitude of 1. The output of the
OFDM modulation as specified in [1] is scaled by:

V = 10OUTLVL/10 · Z0 · 2 / 52 · 2 / OVRSMP

NFRAME. Specifies the minimum number of frames to generate. The actual number is slightly higher to allow
measurements to detect the full frame. Leave empty to not limit the number of frames generated.

FRMTYP. Enables/disables the generation of a framed signal.

When set to "Continuous" the signal is treated as a single infinitely long frame. The signal starts with the idle interval,
followed by the PLCP preamble and SIGNAL field. The DATA field follows, with the SERVICE field's TXLEN set to
0. A continuos bit stream then follows.

DRATE. Vector defining the data rates for each frame format. The number of elements in this vector determines the
total number of frame formats. Allowed values for the elements are:

• -1: Skip this frame format element.

• 0: 6 Mbits/sec

• 1: 9 Mbits/sec

• 2: 12 Mbits/sec

• 3: 18 Mbits/sec

• 4: 24 Mbits/sec

• 5: 36 Mbits/sec

• 6: 48 Mbits/sec

• 7: 54 Mbits/sec

TXLEN. Vector defining the number of data bytes for each frame format. Each element should be an integer between
1 and 4095, inclusive. If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE then the missing elements are set to the value
of the last element.

SCRMBLR. Vector defining the initial scrambler state for each frame format. The scrambler is reset to this value each
time a frame is generated. If the element value is 0 then the state is generated automatically using a pseudo-random
number generator and a seed based on the ID parameter and element index. If the element value is less than or equal to
zero a new scrambler state is used for each frame, with the initial scrambler state serving as the initial seed to a
pseudo-random number generator (different from the generator used for element value 0).

If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE then the missing elements are treated as 0.

RNGSEQ. Vector defining the pseudo-random number generator sequence used for generating the data bits for each
frame format. Allowed values for the elements are:

• -1: Auto: A configuration appropriate for the data rate is chosen.

• 0: PN9: 511 bit sequence using 9 stages and taps at the 5th and 9th stages.
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• 1: PN11: 2047 bit sequence using 11 stages and taps at the 9th and 11th stages.

• 2: PN15: 32,767 bit sequence using 15 stages and taps at the 14th and 15th stages.

• 3: PN20: 1,048,575 bit sequence using 20 stages and taps at the 3rd and 20th stages.

• 4: PN23: 8,388,607 bit sequence using 23 stages and taps at the 18th and 23rd stages.

• 5: PN29: 536,870,911 bit sequence using 29 stages and taps at the 27th and 29th stages.

• 6: PN31: 2,147,483,647 bit sequence using 31 stages and taps at the 28th and 31st stages.

The above sequences are from ITU-T O.150[2]. When "Auto" is selected a sequence from table 1/O.150 in [2] is chosen
based on the data rate for the frame format. If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE then the missing elements
are treated as "Auto".

RSEED. Vector defining the initial state of the pseudo-random number generator used to generate the data bits for each
frame format. If the element value is 0 then the state is generated automatically using a pseudo-random number generator
and a seed based on the ID parameter and element index. If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE then the
missing elements are treated as 0.

IDLEINTV. Vector defining the idle period for each frame format. Each frame for a frame format starts after a delay
of this interval from the end of the previously generated frame. If there are fewer elements than elements in DRATE
then the missing elements are assigned the idle interval of the last element.

CTRFRQ.Optional center frequency for the output signal. If specified, this value overrides the channel center frequency
calculated from CH.

OVRSMP. The amount to oversample the OFDM signal. The oversampling is applied to the OFDM modulator.

OVERLAP. The amount of overlap between OFDM symbols, in pre-oversampled time domain samples. This overlap
defines the length of the windowing at the ends of each OFDM symbol. If OVERLAP*OVRSMP results in at least one
output sample, a raised-cosine time domain window of OVERLAP*OVRSMP samples is applied, with the window
centered on the edge of the OFDM symbol.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited. Large values reduce the user-interface
responsiveness of the system, while small values slow down the simulation.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Measured SignalComplex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
802.11a Test SignalComplex1

Implementation Details

The test signal generated is similar to that of the 802.11a Test Signal Generator block I80211A_TSIG. See the
I80211A_TSIG documentation for details.
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References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11a-1999, "Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications, High-speed Physical Layer in the 5 GHz Band"
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IS2000 DeInterleaver: IS2000_DLVR

Symbol

-1
IS2000

Summary

IS2000_DLVR performs Reverse Link and Forward Link deinterleaving as defined in IS2000 (cdma2000) specifications
[1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoScalarInterleaver modeEMODE

ScalarInterleaver block sizeISIZE
ScalarGrouping factorI*GROUP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Defines interleaver mode. Available options are:

• Auto - Interleaving mode is determined from the corresponding setting used in the IS2000_ILVR block that interleaved
the input signal. If an IS2000_ILVR is not found, an error is generated.

• RL: RC1, RC2 - Reverse Link; interleaving for the Reverse Traffic Channel with Radio Configurations 1 and 2. Defined
in Section 2.1.3.1.8.1 of [1]. Currently, this mode is not implemented.

• RL: Bit-Reversal - Reverse Link; interleaving for the Reverse Traffic Channel with Radio Configurations 3,4,5 and 6.
Defined in Section 2.1.3.1.8.2 of [1].

• RL: Packet Data Channel - Reverse Link; interleaving for the Reverse Packet Data Channel. Defined in Section 2.1.3.1.8.3
of [1].

• FL: Bit-Reversal Order - Forward Link; Bit-Reversal Order Interleaver, defined in Section 3.1.3.1.8.1.1 of [1].

• FL: FB Bit-Reversal Order - Forward Link; Forward-Backwards Bit-Reversal Order Interleaver, defined in Section
3.1.3.1.8.1.2 of [1].

• FL: Packet Data Channel - Forward Link; Interleaving for the Forward Packet Data Channel, defined in Section
3.1.3.1.8.1.3 of [1]. Currently, this mode is not implemented.

SIZE. Interleaver block size should be defined according to sizes specified in [1] in appropriate sections mentioned in
the previous paragraph. If left empty, interleaver block size is determined from the corresponding setting used in the
IS2000_ILVR block that interleaved the input signal. If an IS2000_ILVR is not found, an error is generated.
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GROUP. Defines the grouping factor. The input symbols are interleaved in groups, the size of which is determined by
the GROUP parameter. GROUP should be a positive integer. If left empty, grouping factor is determined from the
corresponding setting used in the IS2000_ILVR block that interleaved the input signal. If an IS2000_ILVR is not found,
an error is generated.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Interleaved Input DataReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Deinterleaved Output DataReal, Complex, Digital1

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, "Physical Layer for cdma2000 Spread Spectrum Systems", March 2004.
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IS2000 Interleaver: IS2000_ILVR

Symbol
IS2000

Summary

IS2000_ILVR performs Reverse Link and Forward Link interleaving as defined in IS2000 (cdma2000) specifications
[1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
RL: Bit-ReversalScalarInterleaver modeEMODE
384ScalarInterleaver block sizeISIZE
1ScalarGrouping factorI*GROUP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Defines interleaver mode. Available options are:

• RL: RC1, RC2 - Reverse Link; interleaving for the Reverse Traffic Channel with Radio Configurations 1 and 2. Defined
in Section 2.1.3.1.8.1 of [1]. Currently, this mode is not implemented.

• RL: Bit-Reversal - Reverse Link; interleaving for the Reverse Traffic Channel with Radio Configurations 3,4,5 and 6.
Defined in Section 2.1.3.1.8.2 of [1].

• RL: Packet Data Channel - Reverse Link; interleaving for the Reverse Packet Data Channel. Defined in Section 2.1.3.1.8.3
of [1].

• FL: Bit-Reversal Order - Forward Link; Bit-Reversal Order Interleaver, defined in Section 3.1.3.1.8.1.1 of [1].

• FL: FB Bit-Reversal Order - Forward Link; Forward-Backwards Bit-Reversal Order Interleaver, defined in Section
3.1.3.1.8.1.2 of [1].

• FL: Packet Data Channel - Forward Link; Interleaving for the Forward Packet Data Channel, defined in Section
3.1.3.1.8.1.3 of [1]. Currently, this mode is not implemented.

SIZE. Interleaver block size should be defined according to sizes specified in [1] in appropriate sections mentioned in
the previous paragraph.

GROUP. Defines the grouping factor. The input symbols are interleaved in groups, the size of which is determined by
the GROUP parameter. GROUP should be a positive integer.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input DataReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Interleaved Output DataReal, Complex, Digital1

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, "Physical Layer for cdma2000 Spread Spectrum Systems", March 2004.
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LTE Code Block Combiner: LTE_CDBLKCMB

Symbol

E

1

2

3

4

Summary

LTE_CDBLKCMB enables simulation of code block combining of segmented code blocks from LTE_CDBLKSGMT
according to [1]. The purpose of this block is to combine the segmented code blocks by removing the filler bits and to
perform CRC check (if CRC is attached to constituent blocks) and output the combined data segment.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
ScalarOutput segment lengthI*BLK_LEN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BLK_LEN. Output block (segment) size. If left empty, the output block length is automatically configured according
to the BLK_LEN parameter from the upstream LTE_CDBLKSGMT block.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Code block bits to combineDigital1
Code block bits to combineDigital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Combined segment bitsDigital3
CRC error indicatorDigital4

Implementation Details

This block simulates the code block combining to reconstruct the data that was segmented in the LTE_CDBLKSGMT
block [1].
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• If the desired segment size is less than or equal to 6144 bits: The block is passed unmodified at the output (Node No.
3). No CRC check is performed.

• If the desired segment size is greater than 6144 bits: Code blocks from Node No. 1 and Node No. 2 are collected. If
filler bits were added in the LTE_CDBLKSGMT block, they are removed. CRC check is performed on each code
block and CRC error indicator (Node No. 4) is set to 1 if a CRC error is detected. After the CRC removal, the code
blocks are assembled in the correct order and output on Node No. 3.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.212 v14.5.1 (2018-01) Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network; Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 14), pp. 11-12.
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LTE Code Block Segmentation: LTE_CDBLKSGMT

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

LTE_CDBLKSGMT enables simulation of the code block segmentation function defined in 3GPP specification[1]. The
purpose of this block is to segment the incoming data block (transport block with CRC attachment) such that the number
of filler bits are minimized while matching to the Quadratic Permutation Polynomial (QPP) interleaver sizes available
in channel coding (Turbo for LTE). When the incoming data block is larger than the largest code block in channel coding,
multiple code blocks are generated at the output with appropriate CRC attachments. This block is designed to work with
CRC_ENC and TURBO_ENC_STD for automatic parameter setup.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
LTEOperating modeEMODE
1600ScalarInput segment lengthIBLK_LEN

Parameter Details

BLK_LEN. Input block (segment) size. If left empty, and a CRC_ENC is connected upstream, the input block length
is automatically configured according to the block length with CRC attachment out of CRC_ENC.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to segmentDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Segmented code block bitsDigital2
Segmented code block bitsDigital3

Implementation Details

This block simulates the code block segmentation function defined in 3GPP specification[1]. The purpose of this block
is to segment the incoming data block (transport block with CRC attachment) such that the number of filler bits are
minimized while matching to the Quadratic Permutation Polynomial (QPP) interleaver sizes available in channel coding
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(Turbo encoding for LTE). When the incoming data block is larger than the largest code block size in channel coding
(6144 bits), multiple code blocks are generated at the output with appropriate CRC attachments.

• If the input block size is less than or equal to 6144 bits: The block is passed unmodified at the output (Node No. 2).
Node No. 3 has no output.

• If the input block size is greater than 6144 bits: The input is segmented into block(s) with either the same size or with
two different sizes. If all blocks are the same size, all code blocks are output on Node 2. When code blocks are of two
different sizes, the blocks with shorter length are output on Node 2 and the remaining blocks are output on Node 3.
When the input block is partitioned into multiple output blocks, an additional 24-bit CRC is attached to each block.
The number of code blocks for each size are determined according to the specification such that the number of filler
bits is minimized.

The code block size used for each output node is automatically propagated such that the downstream TURBO_ENC_STD
blocks can configure themselves to the proper code block size.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.212 v14.5.1 (2018-01) Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network; Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 14), pp. 11-12.
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LTE Configuration: LTE_CONFIG

Symbol

LTE

Config

Summary

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
DownlinkTransmission modeEMODE
MCS-0Modulation and coding schemeMCS
6Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbolIN_RB
Table 7.1.7.1-1Modulation and TBS table*MTBST
QmModulation order table*MO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Transmission mode: Downlink or Uplink.

N_RB. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol. This parameter is defined in [1]; acceptable values are integers
between 6 and 110. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Unset1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Unset2
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Recommendations for Use

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 8.5.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 8)."
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LTE Map: LTE_MAP

Symbol

Summary

LTE_MAP performs mapping of its digital input to a QAM I/Q constellation as defined in the LTE specifications [1].
The modulation scheme may be defined through the configuration parameters or set automatically if an LTE_CONFIG
block is placed upstream.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ABTextElement IDNID
QPSKModulation type. If Auto this is determined from propagated

parameters.
MODTYP

Parameter Details

MODTYP. Defines the modulation type. If this parameter is set to "Auto", the modulation type is extracted by the
properties propagated from an LTE_CONFIG block placed upstream in the system diagram. If such block is not present,
an error is generated. The available modulations defined in the LTE specifications and supported by LTE_MAP are:

• QPSK

• 16QAM

• 64QAM

• 256QAM

• 1024QAM

• BPSK

Note that the particular I/Q constellations used for each of the above modulation schemes are defined in [1] and may be
different from those generated by a QAM_MAP block.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex or Complex

Envelope
2

Recommendations for Use

You can configure LTE_MAP manually through its MODTYP parameter or via an LTE_CONFIG block that precedes
it in a system diagram.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V14.4.0 (2017-09), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) (Release 14)." Chapter 7.1
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LTE Frame Assembler: LTE_FRMASM

Symbol

LTE

Asm.

Frame

D

C

P

S

R

1

2

3

4

5

6

Summary

LTE_FRMASM is a frame assembler for downlink and uplink LTE transmissions. It combines PDSCH, PDCCH, Primary
SCH and Secondary SCH channels with Reference Signal subcarriers, by first mapping them to the appropriate physical
resources and then to the OFDM symbols and slots within each frame. LTE_FRMASM supports operation with multiple
antenna ports. Frame assembling is performed based on the procedures defined in [1], Sections 5 and 6.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
"Downlink"Transmission modeEMODE
"Normal cyclic
prefix"

Cyclic prefix modeECP

"1"Number of antenna elementsENANT
"0"Antenna portEANTPORT
6Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbolIN_RB
0Cell IDIN_ID_CELL

Resource block pattern (0-based indexes, if empty or -1, all
resource blocks are used)

IRB_PATTERN_INDX

"1 OFDM symbol"Number of control channel OFDM symbols (1-3)E*CFI
"On"PSCH (OFDM symbol 6, slot 0 and 10, DL only)E*PSCH
"On"SSCH (OFDM symbol 5, slot 0 and 10, DL only)E*SSCH
"NCP"Reverse link cyclic prefix configuration for TDDE*TDD_REV_CP
"0"Special subframe configuration for TDDE*SPSF_CFG
"0"Uplink downlink configuration for TDDE*ULDL_CFG
"0"Additional SC-FDMA symbols in UpPTS in TDD mode

specified by upper layer parameter srs-UpPtsAdd
E*UPPTSADD
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Transmission direction and duplexing mode selection.

• Downlink FDD

• Uplink FDD

• Downlink TDD

• Uplink TDD

CP. Cyclic prefix mode selection for the transmission direction selected in MODE parameter.

• Normal cyclic prefix

• Extended cyclic prefix

NANT. Number of antenna elements: 1, 2 or 4.

ANTPORT. Antenna port. Should be non-negative, less than NANT. An LTE_FRMASM module should be used for
each antenna port in multiple antenna configurations.

N_RB. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol. This parameter is defined in [2]; acceptable values are integers
between 6 and 110.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

RB_PATTERN_INDX. Resource block pattern. Defines the resource blocks used during transmission. If left empty or
set to -1, all resource blocks are used. Otherwise, it should be a 0-based vector of indexes, containing non-negative entries
less than N_RB.

CFI. Control format indicator. Defines the number of OFDM symbols (1, 2, or 3) used at the beginning of the downlink
subframe for control signal. It occupies 72 subcarriers around DC. When MODE is in uplink direction, CFI is not used.

PSCH. Defines whether PSCH (Primary SCH) is transmitted. PSCH may be transmitted on OFDM symbols 6 of slots
0 and 10 of downlink frames. It occupies 72 subcarriers around DC. If PSCH is set to On, RB_PATTERN_INDX, if not
empty or set to -1, should contain the indexes of the six resource blocks around DC.

SSCH. Defines whether SSCH (Secondary SCH) is transmitted. SSCH may be transmitted on OFDM symbols 5 of slots
0 and 10 of downlink frames. It occupies 72 subcarriers around DC. If SSCH is set to On, RB_PATTERN_INDX, if not
empty or set to -1, should contain the indexes of the six resource blocks around DC.

TDD_REV_CP. Reverse link cyclic prefix configuration: NCP (normal cyclic prefix) or ECP (extended cyclic prefix).
This configuration is only used if MODE parameter is one of the TDD modes. Together with SPSF_CFG parameter,
ULDL_CFG parameter, and if applicable UPPTSADD parameter, TDD_REV_CP is used to determine the lengths of
DwPTS, GP, and UpPTS for special subframe according to Table 4.2-1 [1].

SPSF_CFG. Special subframe configuration: 0-10 when downlink uses normal cyclic prefix and 0-7 when downlink
uses extended cyclic prefix. This configuration is only used if MODE parameter is one of the TDD modes. SPSF_CFG
selects the appropriate row from Table 4.2-1 in [1] to configure the lengths of DwPTS, GP, and UpPTS.
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ULDL_CFG. Uplink-downlink configuration: 0-6. This configuration is only used if MODE parameter is one of the
TDD modes. ULDL_CFG selects the appropriate row from Table 4.2-2 in [1] to configure the uplink and downlink
subframe switching pattern.

UPPTSADD. UpPTS additional SC-FDMA symbol configuration: 0, 2 or 4. This configuration is only used if MODE
parameter is one of the TDD modes. This configuration corresponds to the higher layer parameter srs-UpPtsAdd as
defined in [1] and [3]. Following Section 4.2 [1], the "UE is not expected to be configured with 2 additional UpPTS
SC-FDMA symbols for special subframe configurations {3, 4, 7, 8} for normal cyclic prefix in downlink and special
subframe configurations {2, 3, 5, 6} for extended cyclic prefix in downlink and 4 additional UpPTS SC-FDMA symbols
for special subframe configurations {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8} for normal cyclic prefix in downlink and special subframe
configurations {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} for extended cyclic prefix in downlink."

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
PDSCH channel subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital1
PDCCH channel subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital2
Primary SCH channel subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital3
Secondary SCH channel subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital4
Reference Signal subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital5

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE frame subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital6

Recommendations for Use

In Uplink operation, PDCCH, PSCH and SSCH inputs are not used and may be left disconnected.

For configurations with multiple antenna ports, a separate LTE_FRMASM module should be used for each antenna port.
In this case, NANT parameter should be set to 2 or 4, and the ANTPORT parameter should be a non-negative integer
less than NANT.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 16.5.0 (2021-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release
16)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 16.9.0 (2021-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and
Reception (Release 8)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.331 V 16.4.0 (2021-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Radio Resource Control (RRC) Protocol
Specification (Release 16)."
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LTE Frame Disassembler: LTE_FRMDSM

Symbol

LTE

Dsm.

Frame

D

C

P

S

R

1 2

3

4

5

6

Summary

LTE_FRMDSM is a frame disassembler for downlink and uplink LTE transmissions. It extracts PDSCH, PDCCH,
Primary SCH, Secondary SCH and Reference Signal subcarriers from an LTE frame. LTE_FRMDSM supports operation
with multiple antenna ports. Frame structure is defined in [1], Sections 5 and 6.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
"Auto"Transmission modeEMODE
"Auto"Cyclic prefix modeECP
"Auto"Number of antenna elementsENANT
"Auto"Number of antenna elementsEANTPORT

Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbolIN_RB
Cell IDIN_ID_CELL
Resource block pattern (0-based indexes, if empty or -1,
propagated values are used)

IRB_PATTERN_INDX

"Auto"Number of control channel OFDM symbols (1-3)E*CFI
"Auto"PSCH (ODFM symbol 6, slot 0 and 10, DL only)E*PSCH
"Auto"SSCH (ODFM symbol 5, slot 0 and 10, DL only)E*SSCH
"Auto"Reverse link cyclic prefix configuration for TDDE*TDD_REV_CP
"Auto"Special subframe configuration for TDDE*SPSF_CFG
"Auto"Uplink downlink configuration for TDDE*ULDL_CFG
"Auto"Additional SC-FDMA symbols in UpPTS in TDD mode

specified by upper layer parameter srs-UpPtsAdd
E*UPPTSADD

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

MODE. Transmission direction and duplexing mode selection.

• Downlink FDD

• Uplink FDD

• Downlink TDD

• Uplink TDD

If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

CP. Cyclic prefix mode selection for the transmission direction selected in MODE parameter.

• Normal cyclic prefix

• Extended cyclic prefix

If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

NANT. Number of antenna elements: 1, 2 or 4. If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated
properties.

ANTPORT. Antenna port. Should be non-negative, less than NANT. An LTE_FRMASM module should be used for
each antenna port in multiple antenna configurations. If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated
properties.

N_RB. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol. This parameter is defined in [2]; acceptable values are integers
between 6 and 110. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

N_ID_CELL.Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted
from propagated properties.

RB_PATTERN_INDX. Resource block pattern. Defines the resource blocks used during transmission. If left empty or
set to -1, all resource blocks are used. Otherwise, it should be a 0-based vector of indexes, containing non-negative entries
less than N_RB. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

CFI. Control format indicator. Defines the number of OFDM symbols (1, 2, or 3) used at the beginning of the downlink
subframe for control signal. It occupies 72 subcarriers around DC. When MODE is in uplink direction, CFI is not used.
If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

PSCH. Defines whether PSCH (Primary SCH) is transmitted. PSCH may be transmitted on OFDM symbols 6 of slots
0 and 10 of downlink frames. It occupies 72 subcarriers around DC. If PSCH is set to On, RB_PATTERN_INDX, if not
empty or set to -1, should contain the indexes of the six resource blocks around DC.

SSCH. Defines whether SSCH (Secondary SCH) is transmitted. SSCH may be transmitted on OFDM symbols 5 of slots
0 and 10 of downlink frames. It occupies 72 subcarriers around DC. If SSCH is set to On, RB_PATTERN_INDX, if not
empty or set to -1, should contain the indexes of the six resource blocks around DC. If set to Auto, the value of this
parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

TDD_REV_CP. Reverse link cyclic prefix configuration: NCP (normal cyclic prefix) or ECP (extended cyclic prefix).
This configuration is only used if MODE parameter is one of the TDD modes. Together with SPSF_CFG parameter,
ULDL_CFG parameter, and if applicable UPPTSADD parameter, TDD_REV_CP is used to determine the lengths of
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DwPTS, GP, and UpPTS for special subframe according to Table 4.2-1 [1]. If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is
extracted from propagated properties.

SPSF_CFG. Special subframe configuration: 0-10 when downlink uses normal cyclic prefix and 0-7 when downlink
uses extended cyclic prefix. This configuration is only used if MODE parameter is one of the TDD modes. SPSF_CFG
selects the appropriate row from Table 4.2-1 in [1] to configure the lengths of DwPTS, GP, and UpPTS. If set to Auto,
the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

ULDL_CFG. Uplink-downlink configuration: 0-6. This configuration is only used if MODE parameter is one of the
TDD modes. ULDL_CFG selects the appropriate row from Table 4.2-2 in [1] to configure the uplink and downlink
subframe switching pattern. If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

UPPTSADD. UpPTS additional SC-FDMA symbol configuration: 0, 2 or 4. This configuration is only used if MODE
parameter is one of the TDD modes. This configuration corresponds to the higher layer parameter srs-UpPtsAdd as
defined in [1] and [3]. Following Section 4.2 [1], the "UE is not expected to be configured with 2 additional UpPTS
SC-FDMA symbols for special subframe configurations {3, 4, 7, 8} for normal cyclic prefix in downlink and special
subframe configurations {2, 3, 5, 6} for extended cyclic prefix in downlink and 4 additional UpPTS SC-FDMA symbols
for special subframe configurations {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8} for normal cyclic prefix in downlink and special subframe
configurations {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} for extended cyclic prefix in downlink." If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted
from propagated properties.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated subcarriers of LTE frameReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
PDSCH channel subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital2
PDCCH channel subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital3
Primary SCH channel subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital4
Secondary SCH channel subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital5
Reference Signal subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital6

Recommendations for Use

In Uplink operation, no PDCCH, PSCH and SSCH outputs are generated.

For configurations with multiple antenna ports, a separate LTE_FRMDSM module should be used for each antenna port.
In this case the NANT parameter should be set to 2 or 4, and the ANTPORT parameter should be a non-negative integer
less than NANT.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 16.5.0 (2021-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release
16)."
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[2] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 16.9.0 (2021-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and
Reception (Release 8)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.331 V 16.4.0 (2021-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Radio Resource Control (RRC) Protocol
Specification (Release 16)."
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LTE Rate De-matching: LTE_RTDMATCH

Symbol

Rate

De-Match

LTE
1 2

Summary

LTE_RTDMATCH performs rate de-matching for downlink and uplink LTE transmissions. Its functionality is the reverse
of the LTE_RTMATCH block, and is performed according to procedures defined in [1], Section 5.1.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBlock length (at output of decoder)IBLKSZ

Number of code blocksNCODEBLKS
AutoModulation typeEMODTYP
AutoRedundancy version numberRVIDX
AutoNumber of used transmission layersTXLRS

Parameter Details

BLKSZ. Block size. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

NCODEBLKS.Number of code blocks. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

MODTYP. Modulation type. If set to "Auto", the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

RVIDX.Redundancy version number. If set to "Auto", the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

TXLRS. Number of used transmission layers. If set to "Auto", the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated
properties.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalUnset2
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Recommendations for Use

For automatic configuration, LTE_RTDMATCH should be preceded by a LTE_RTDMATCH block that propagates the
parameter values.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 9)."
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LTE Rate De-matching 2: LTE_RTDMATCH2

Symbol

Rate

De-Match

LTE1 2

3

Summary

LTE_RTDMATCH2 performs rate de-matching for downlink and uplink LTE transmissions. Its functionality is the
reverse of the LTE_RTMATCH2 block, and is performed according to procedures defined in [1], Section 5.1.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBlock length (at output of encoder)IBLKSZ
ScalarNumber of code blocksNCODEBLKS

AutoModulation typeEMODTYP
Number of actual resource blocks usedNAPRB

AutoRedundancy version number*RVIDX
AutoNumber of used transmission layers*TXLRS
AutoNumber of maximum DL HARQ processes*NHARQ
AutoTransmission mode*TM
AutoUE category (sets number of soft bits)*UECAT
AutoUE sub-category (sets number of soft bits)*UECATSUB
AutoAltCQI_r12 parameter from RRC*ALTCQI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BLKSZ.Block sizes of each input node. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

NCODEBLKS. Number of code blocks for each input node. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from
propagated properties.

MODTYP. Modulation type. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

NAPRB.Number of available resource bits, per modulation bit, for transmission in one transmission time interval (TTI).
If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

RVIDX. Redundancy version number. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.
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TXLRS. Number of used transmission layers. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated
properties.

NHARQ. Number of maximum DL HARQ processes. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from
propagated properties.

TM. Transmission mode number. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

UECAT. UE category number. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

UECATSUB.UE sub-category number. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

ALTCQI. AltCQI_r12 parameter from RRC. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated
properties.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalUnset2
Output SignalUnset3

Recommendations for Use

For automatic configuration, LTE_RTDMATCH2 should be preceded by a LTE_RTMATCH2 block that propagates
the parameter values.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 9)."
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LTE Rate Matching: LTE_RTMATCH

Symbol

LTE

Rate

Match

1 2

Summary

LTE_RTMATCH performs rate matching for downlink and uplink LTE transmissions. It performs sub-block interleaving
on the bit streams out of the encoder; it combines them into a circular buffer, and performs bit selection and pruning.
This procedure is performed according to procedures defined in [1], Section 5.1.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBlock length (at output of decoder)IBLKSZ

1Number of code blocksNCODEBLKS
QPSKModulation typeEMODTYP
0Redundancy version numberRVIDX
1Number of used transmission layersTXLRS

Parameter Details

BLKSZ. Block size. This parameter should match the number of bits at the output of the encoder that precedes it. If
LTE_RTMATCH is preceded by a TURBO_ENC_STD block, this parameter may be left empty and its value is extracted
from the propagated properties of the input signal.

NCODEBLKS. Number of code blocks. This parameter should be set according to [1].

MODTYP. Modulation type. Available options are QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM.

RVIDX. Redundancy version number. Available options are 0, 1, 2 and 3. This parameter should be set according to
[1].

TXLRS. Number of used transmission layers. Available options are 0 and 1. This parameter should be set according to
[1].

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalUnset1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalUnset2

Recommendations for Use

LTE_RTMATCH should be preceded by a TURBO_ENC_STD block. In this case, BLKSZ parameter may be left empty
and it is internally set to the proper value. The other parameters may be set according to the values specified for reference
measurement channels, defined in [2], Annex A, or [3], Annex A.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 9)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.101 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); User Equipment (UE) radio transmission and reception
(Release 9)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) radio transmission and reception
(Release 9)."
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LTE Rate Matching 2: LTE_RTMATCH2

Symbol

LTE

Rate

Match

1

2

3

Summary

LTE_RTMATCH2 performs rate matching used together with CODEBLKSEGMT for downlink and uplink LTE
transmissions. LTE_RTMATCH2 has two inputs to accommodate two different code block sizes as a result of code block
segmentation. It performs sub-block interleaving on the bit streams out of the encoder; it combines them into a circular
buffer, and performs bit selection and pruning. This procedure is performed according to procedures defined in [1],
Section 5.1.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBlock length (at output of decoder)IBLKSZ

1ScalarNumber of code blocksINCODEBLKS
QPSKModulation typeEMODTYP
1250ScalarNumber of available resource bits for transmissionINAPRB
0Redundancy version numberE*RVIDX
1Number of used transmission layersE*TXLRS
4Number of maximum DL HARQ processesE*NHARQ
Mode 1Transmission mode numberE*TM
UE Category 1UE category numberE*UECAT
UE DL Category
17

UE sub-category numberE*UECATSUB

OffAltCQI_r12 parameter from RRCE*ALTCQI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BLKSZ. Block size of each input node. This parameter should be a pair of integers that match the code block size at the
output of the encoder that precedes it. If it is preceded by a TURBO_ENC_STD block, this parameter may be left empty
and its values are extracted from the propagated properties of the input signal.
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NCODEBLKS. Number of code blocks for each input node. This parameter should be a pair of integers that match the
number of code blocks resulting from code block segmentation. If CODEBLKSEGMT is used before TURBO_ENC_STD,
this parameter may be left empty and its values are extracted from the propagated properties of the input signal.

MODTYP. Modulation type. Available options are Auto, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. If LTE_CONFIG is used
upstream, this parameter may be set to Auto and its value is extracted from the propagated properties of the input signal.

NAPRB.Number of available resource bits, per modulation bit, for transmission in one transmission time interval (TTI).
For example, if PRB=6 (1.4MHz bandwidth) then NAPRB=6 x 12 x 12.5 = 900 (assuming 12.5/14 utilization due to
overhead). With QPSK, the actual output block size of LTE_RTMATCH is 900 x 2 = 1800 bits.

RVIDX. Redundancy version number. Available options are 0, 1, 2 and 3. This parameter should be set according to
[1].

TXLRS. Number of used transmission layers. Available options are 0 and 1. This parameter should be set according to
[1].

NHARQ. Number of maximum DL HARQ processes. Available options are 4, 6-12, 14, 15, and 16. This parameter
should be set according to [1,2].

TM. Transmission mode number. Available options are Mode 1 through 10. This parameter should be set according to
[1,3].

UECAT. UE category number. Available options are UE Category 1 through 12. This parameter should be set according
to [1,3].

UECATSUB. UE sub-category number. Available options are UE DL Category M1, M2, 0, 1bis, 4, 6, 7, 9-21, and UE
NB Category 1 and 2. This parameter should be set according to [1,3].

ALTCQI. AltCQI_r12 parameter from RRC. Available options are Off or On. This parameter should be set according
to [1,4].

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalUnset1
Input SignalUnset2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalUnset3

Recommendations for Use

LTE_RTMATCH2 should be preceded by TURBO_ENC_STD, CODEBLKSEGMT, and LTE_CONFIG blocks. In this
case, BLKSZ, MODTYP, and NCODEBLKS parameters may be left empty and it is internally set to the proper value.
The other parameters may be set according to the values specified for reference measurement channels, defined in [5],
Annex A, or [6], Annex A.
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References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 9)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.101 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); User Equipment (UE) radio transmission and reception
(Release 9)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) radio transmission and reception
(Release 9)."

[4] 3GPP TS 36.331 V 14.6.2 (2018-04), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Radio Resource Control (RRC); Protocol
specification (Release 14).”

[5] 3GPP TS 36.101 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); User Equipment (UE) radio transmission and reception
(Release 9)."

[6] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) radio transmission and reception
(Release 9)."
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NR Code Block Combiner: NR_CDBLKCMB

Symbol

NR

1 2

3

Summary

NR_CDBLKCMB enables simulation of code block combining of segmented code blocks from NR_CDBLKSGMT [1].
The purpose of this block is to combine the segmented code blocks by removing the filler bits and to perform a CRC
check (if CRC is attached to constituent blocks) and output the combined data segment.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarCode block lengthI*BLK_LEN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BLK_LEN. Output block (segment) size. If left empty, the output block length is automatically configured according
to the BLK_LEN parameter from the upstream NR_CDBLKSGMT block.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Code block bits to combineDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Combined segment bitsDigital2
CRC Error indicatorDigital3

Implementation Details

This block simulates the code block combining to reconstruct the data that was segmented in the NR_CDBLKSGMT
block [1].
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• If the input block size is less than or equal to 8448 bits for base graph 1 or 3840 bits for base graph 2: The block is
output from Node No.2 after stripping the filler bits, if any. No CRC check is performed.

• If the input block size is greater than 8448 bits for base graph 1 or 3840 bits for base graph 2: Appropriate number of
code blocks are collected from Node No. 1. If filler bits were added in the NR_CDBLKSGMT block, they are removed.
CRC check is performed on each code block and CRC error indicator (Node No. 3) is set to 1 if a CRC error is detected.
After the CRC removal, the code blocks are assembled in the correct order and output on Node No. 2.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”
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NR Code Block Segmentation: NR_CDBLKSGMT

Symbol

NR

1 2

Summary

NR_CDBLKSGMT enables simulation of the code block segmentation function defined in 3GPP NR (5G) specification
[1]. The purpose of this block is to segment the incoming data block (transport block with CRC attachment) such that
the number of filler bits are minimized while matching to the LDPC block size for the given base graph selection. When
the incoming data block is larger than the largest code block in channel coding, multiple code blocks are generated at
the output with appropriate CRC attachments. This block is designed to work with CRC_ENC and LDPC_NR_ENC for
automatic parameter setup.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1600ScalarCode block lengthIBLK_LEN
AutoBase graph (1 or 2)E*BASEGRAPH

Parameter Details

BLK_LEN. Input block (segment) size. If left empty, and a CRC_ENC is connected upstream, the input block length
is automatically configured according to the block length with CRC attachment out of CRC_ENC.

BASEGRAPH. Base graph selection – Auto, 1, or 2. If set to "Auto", NR_CONFIG must be connected upstream for
BASEGRAPH to be automatically configured.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bits to segmentDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Segmented code block bitsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block simulates the code block segmentation function defined in 3GPP NR (5G) specification [1]. The purpose of
this block is to segment the incoming data block (transport block with CRC attachment) such that the number of filler
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bits are minimized while matching to the LDPC block size for the given base graph selection. When the incoming data
block is larger than the largest code block size in LDPC encoder (8448 bits for base graph 1 or 3840 bits for base graph
2), multiple code blocks are generated at the output with appropriate CRC attachments.

• If the input block size is less than or equal to 8448 bits for base graph 1 or 3840 bits for base graph 2: The block is
resized with filler bits without CRC attachment and output at Node No. 2.

• If the input block size is greater than 8448 bits for base graph 1 or 3840 bits for base graph 2: The input block is
segmented into blocks of equal size with appropriate filler bits and CRC attachment.

The code block size and the lifting size used are automatically propagated such that the downstream LDPC_NR_ENC
block can configure itself to the proper code block size encoding scheme.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”
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NR Configuration: NR_CONFIG

Symbol

Config

NR1 2

Summary

NR_CONFIG is a propagated property configuration block that is designed to set up the key system parameters for NR
blocks according to 3GPP NR (5G) transmission [1, 2]. The input data is passed through unaltered. This block should
be placed after the data source and usually before CRC_ENC or NR_CDBLKSGMT for the NR (5G) transmission chain
to be configured.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
DownlinkTransmission modeEMODE
MCS-0Modulation and coding schemeEMCS
12ScalarNumber of resource elements within a slot (See TS 38.214

Sec 5.1.3.2 or 6.1.4.2)
IN_RE

6ScalarNumber of resource blocks per OFDM symbolIN_RB
TS 38.214, Table
5.1.3.1-1

Modulation and coding scheme tableE*MTBST

Base graph 1Base graph for LDPC (1 or 2)EBASEGRAPH

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Transmission mode. Used to select either downlink or uplink transmission mode.

MCS. Modulation and coding scheme. Used to select the desired modulation scheme according to the selected table in
the MTBST parameter.

N_RE.Number of resource elements within a slot. This is used together with the N_RB parameter to determine the block
size (in bits) that goes into CRC_ENC.

N_RB. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol. This is used together with the N_RE parameter to determine the
block size (in bits) that goes into CRC_ENC.

MTBST. MCS table selection [2] Section 5.1.3.1. MCS tables Table 5.1.3.1-1 and Table 5.1.3.1-2 are supported.

BASEGRAPH. Base graph selection – 1 or 2. The base graph determines the available code size in NR LDPC encoder.
See [1] Section 5.3.2 for more detail.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalUnset2

Implementation Details

This block is a “configuration only” block to simplify the configuration of NR related blocks. The data is passed through
unaltered. A typical block diagram is shown in the following figure.

The MODE, MCS, N_RE, N_RB, and MTBST parameters are used to compute the block size needed for CRC_ENC.
The MCS parameter is also used to configure NR_MAP. The BASEGRAPH parameter is used in NR_CDBLKSGMT,
LDPC_NR_ENC, and NR_RTMATCH to configure and perform necessary code block segmentation, encoding, and
rate match prior to modulation mapping.

With the NR transmitter configured as above, all the parameters for blocks following NR_CONFIG can be set to “Auto”
(where available) except for

• CRC_POLY and RATE_OUT_MODE in CRC_ENC

• NAPRB, RVIDX, and TXLRS in NR_RTMATCH

that needs to be specifically configured for the NR transmitter chain to work.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.214 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for data (Release 15).”
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NR Downlink Frame Assembler: NR_DL_FRMASM

Symbol

NR

DD

D2 DL

D1

D

P

S

C

B

Asm.

Frame

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Summary

NR_DL_FRMASM enables simulation of downlink transmit signal frame assembly according to 3GPP NR (5G)
specification[1]. The purpose of this block is to take appropriate numbers of PDSCH (physical downlink shared channel)
data, PDCCH (physical downlink control channel) data, DM-RS (demodulation reference symbols) for PDSCH, PSS
(primary synchronization signal), SSS (secondary synchronization signal), and PBCH (physical broadcast channel) data
according to the configuration set by the parameters. In the NR (5G) specification, the SSB (synchronization signal block
which is the collection of PSS, SSS, and PBCH) can have a different subcarrier spacing from
PDSCH/PDSCH-DMRS/PDCCH. Thus NR_DL_FRMASM has two outputs: one for PDSCH/PDSCH-DMRS/PDCCH
and another for SSB. Each output is designed to work with the OFDM_MOD block. SSB may be independently turned
on or off. NR_DL_FRMASM also supports special frame structures used for downlink test models defined in [2].
PDSCH1 and PDSCH2 input ports are only used for the test models.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
FR1: 410MHz -
7.125GHz

Frequency rangeEFR_SLCT

15 kHzSubcarrier spacingESCS
25ScalarNumber of resource blocks per OFDM symbolIN_RB
SSB OnSS and PBCH block On/OffESSB_ONOFF
0ScalarSS block subcarrier offset from 0-th subcarrier of the channelIK_SSB
Case A – 15 kHz,
<= 3GHz

Subcarrier spacing for SSBESSB_SCS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

1000ScalarPort numberI*PORT
AMapping TypeE*MAPPINGTYPE
1DM-RS Configuration TypeE*DMRS_CONFIGTYPE
1DM-RS Maximum LengthE*DMRS_MAXLEN
pos2DM-RS Type A PositionE*DMRS_TYPEA_POS
0ScalarDM-RS Additional PositionI*DMRS_ADD_POS
14ScalarScheduled PDSCH/PUSCH duration ldI*LD
11ScalarVariable DM-RS position l1(11 or 12) for PDSCHI*L1
Full bandwidthFull bandwidth or custom CORESETE*CORESET_TYPE
6ScalarNumber of RBs for custom CORESET (should be multiples

of 6)
I*N_RB_CORESET

1ScalarNumber of OFDM symbols used for CORESET (1, 2, or 3)I*N_SYM_CORESET
0EStarting subcarrier for custom CORESETI*k_CORESET
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}Slot format vectorI*SLTFMT
DefaultOperating modeEMODE

*indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FR_SLCT. Frequency range selection. Either FR1 or FR2 range as specified in Section 5.1 [4]. Used with SCS, SSB_SCS,
and MODE parameters to check that FR_SLCT together with SCS, SSB_SCS, and MODE are in the allowed range. See
each parameter for their allowed range.

• FR1: 410MHz - 7.125GHz

• FR2: 24.25GHz - 52.6GHz

SCS. Subcarrier spacing for non-SSB channels (for example, PDSCH/PDCCH). Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz,
for FR1 and 60kHz, 120kHz, or 240kHz for FR2.

N_RB. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol.

SSB_ONOFF. Turn SSB (PSS, SSS, and PBCH block) On or Off. When SSB is on, SSB appears on SSB Output Signal
node and the corresponding resource elements in non-SSB channel are punctured. When SSB is off, zero signal appears
on SSB Output Signal node.

K_SSB. SSB subcarrier offset from 0-th subcarrier of the channel. SSB occupies 20 RBs in frequency and 4 OFDM
symbols in time. Default SSB location in frequency is set to occupy the first 20RB. If there are enough N_RB allocated,
K_SSB can be used to offset the SSB location in frequency, up to the last allocated 20RB.

SSB_SCS. Subcarrier spacing for SSB. The selection is based on the available options in Section 4.1[3]. Each case is
checked with FR_SLCT to determine the required SSB pattern in time. When FR_SLCT is FR1, Case A, B, and C are
supported. When FR_SLCT is FR2, Case D and E are supported. See [3] for detailed frequency range definitions.

• Case A – 15 kHz, <= 3GHz
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• Case A – 15 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, <= 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, <= 2.4GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, > 2.4GHz

• Case D – 120 kHz

• Case E – 240 kHz

PORT. Port number. Used to determine the parameters for PDSCH or PUSCH DM-RS according to Section 7.4.1.1.2
[1]. Supported ranges are: 1000 to 1007 for PDSCH DM-RS configuration type 1, or 1000 to 1011 for PDSCH DM-RS
configuration type 2.

MAPPINGTYPE. PDSCH Mapping Type A or B, used to determine PDSCH DM-RS symbol locations according to
Section 7.4.1.1.2[1].

DMRS_CONFIGTYPE. PDSCH DM-RS Configuration Type 1 or 2, used to select Table 7.4.1.1.2-1 or Table 7.4.1.1.2-2
in [1] for PDSCH DM-RS parameters.

DMRS_MAXLEN. PDSCH DM-RS Maximum Length. Select 1 (single symbol) or 2 (double symbol) DM-RS length
and also used to select Table 7.4.1.1.2-3 or Table 7.4.1.1.2-4[1] to determine symbol locations for PDSCH DM-RS. This
parameter corresponds to higher-layer parameter maxLength according to Section 7.4.1.1.2 [1].

DMRS_TYPEA_POS. PDSCH DM-RS Type A Position that is either pos2 or pos3. Determines if DMRS_ADD_POS
= pos3 is supported or not.

DMRS_ADD_POS. PDSCH DM-RS Additional Position, 0, 1, 2, or 3. Represents the higher-layer parameter
dmrs-AdditionalPosition to select the appropriate column from Table 7.4.1.1.2-3 or 7.4.1.1.2-4[1].

LD. Scheduled PDSCH duration ld. When MAPPINGTYPE = A, ld is the duration between the first OFDM symbol of
the slot and the last OFDM symbol of the scheduled PDSCH resources in the slot. When MAPPINGTYPE = B, ld is the
number of OFDM symbols in the scheduled PDSCH resources.

L1. Variable DM-RS position l1 (11 or 12) in Table 7.4.1.1.2-3[1] for PDSCH DM-RS.

CORESET_TYPE. Full bandwidth or custom CORESET (Control-resource set). CORESET can span the entire N_RB
or it can be limited to N_RB_CORESET and N_SYM_CORSET symbols in the time domain.

N_RB_CORESET. Number of RBs for custom CORESET (should be multiples of 6) according to Section 7.3.2.2[1].
This parameter is only used if CORESET_TYPE = Custom.

N_SYM_CORESET. Number of OFDM symbols used for CORESET (1, 2, or 3).

k_CORESET. Starting subcarrier relative to subcarrier 0 for custom CORESET. This parameter is only used if
CORESET_TYPE = custom.

SLTFMT. Slot format vector. A vector of 14 0’s and 1’s to specify active symbol locations per slot to simulate TDD
signal.
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MODE. Operating mode. Configures NR_DL_FRMASM for normal downlink operation (Default) or special frame
format required by one of the test models as specified in Section 4.9.2 [2]. Note that there are 8 FR1 and 3 FR2 test
models that require you to select appropriate FR_SLCT and SCS parameters. SSB is not used for test model modes.

• Default

• FR1-TM1.1

• FR1-TM1.2

• FR1-TM2

• FR1-TM2a

• FR1-TM3.1

• FR1-TM3.1a

• FR1-TM3.2

• FR1-TM3.3

• FR2-TM1.1

• FR2-TM2

• FR2-TM3.1

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
PDSCH signalComplex1
PDSCH1 signalComplex2
PDSCH2 signalComplex3
DM-RS for PDSCHComplex4
PDCCH signalComplex5
PSS signalComplex6
SSS signalComplex7
PBCH signalComplex8

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signalComplex9
SSB Output signalComplex10

Recommendations for Use

The 3GPP NR (5G) specification allows for different subcarrier spacing for SSB (synchronization signal block) and the
remaining PDSCH/PDCCH/DM-RS signals for downlink transmission (conditioned on FR_SLCT). To simulate this
feature, NR_DL_FRMASM has two output nodes, one for PDSCH/PDCCH/DM-RS and one for SSB. Each output
should be connected to an OFDM_MOD block with appropriate SCS, N_RB, and OVRSMP parameters such that the
time-step out of two OFDM_MOD blocks match for combining. In this scenario, the NR_DL_FRMASM is designed so
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that the SSB and PDSCH/PDCCH/DM-RS outputs have mutually exclusive resource allocation based on the specified
subcarrier spacing (resource elements for SSB are punctured in PDSCH/PDCCH/DM-RS path).

For example, if SCS=15kHz, SSB_SCS=30kHz, N_RB=50, and OVRSMP=4, then the OFDM_MOD corresponding to
PDSCH/PDCCH/DM-RS should use SCS=15kHz, N_RB=50, OVRSMP=4*(SSB_SCS/SCS)=8. The OFDM_MOD for
SSB path should use SCS=30kHz, N_RB=N_RB/(SSB_SCS/SCS)=25, OVRSMP=4. Note that the resulting N_RB for
SSB path should be greater than or equal to 20 to support the SSB bandwidth.

If the SSB synchronization signal is not needed, SSB_ONOFF can be set to 1 to turn off the SSB output. In this case,
SSB output on Node 8 is all zeros.

The SLTFMT vector is a convenient time domain symbol puncturing feature that can be used to simulate specific TDD
slot pattern. Current SLTFMT implementation overrides all the SSB/PDSCH/DMRS/CORESET configurations and
punctures the specified symbols in a slot.

The MODE parameter can be used to construct special frame format used for the test models as defined in Section 4.9.2
[2]. When MODE is Default, only PDSCH input is used. PDSCH1 and PDSCH2 inputs should not be connected. When
one of the test models is used, all three PDSCH input should be connected to an independent source. Please see the test
model examples for specific configuration for each test model.

The following table summarizes how multiple user data (based on nRNTI value) are allocated to physical resource blocks
with various modulation schemes.

Number of UsersnRNTI ValuesTest Model
20 for PRBs located in PRB#3 and above (QPSK), 1 - no data, 2 for PRBs

located in PRB#0-2 (QPSK)
NR-FR1-TM1.1

30 for boosted PRBs (QPSK), 1 for de-boosted PRBs (QPSK), 2 for
PRBs located in PRB#0-2 (QPSK)

NR-FR1-TM1.2

10 – no data, 1 – no data, 2 for single PRB (64QAM)NR-FR1-TM2
10 – no data, 1 – no data, 2 for single PRB (256QAM)NR-FR1-TM2a
20 for PRBs located in PRB#3 and above (64QAM), 1 - no data, 2 for

PRBs located in PRB#0-2 (64QAM)
NR-FR1-TM3.1

20 for PRBs located in PRB#3 and above (256QAM), 1 - no data, 2 for
PRBs located in PRB#0-2 (256QAM)

NR-FR1-TM3.1a

30 for non-measured power balancing PRBs (QPSK), 1 for EVM
measured de-boosted PRBs (16QAM), 2 for PRBs located in PRB#0-2
(QPSK)

NR-FR1-TM3.2

30 for non-measured power balancing PRBs (16QAM), 1 for EVM
measured de-boosted PRBs (QPSK), 2 for PRBs located in PRB#0-2
(QPSK)

NR-FR1-TM3.3

20 for PRBs located in PRB#3 and above (QPSK), 1 - no data, 2 for PRBs
located in PRB#0-2 (QPSK)

NR-FR2-TM1.1

10 – no data, 1 – no data, 2 for single PRB (64QAM)NR-FR2-TM2
20 for PRBs located in PRB#3 and above (64QAM), 1 - no data, 2 for

PRBs located in PRB#0-2 (64QAM)
NR-FR2-TM3.1
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NR Downlink Frame Deassembler: NR_DL_FRMDASM

Symbol

NR

DeAsm.

DDFrame

P

C

D1

D2

B

S

D

DL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Summary

NR_DL_FRMDASM enables simulation of received signal frame disassembly according to 3GPP NR (5G) specification[1].
The purpose of this block is to take two inputs, one for PDSCH (physical downlink shared channel data, PDCCH (physical
downlink control channel or PUCCH for uplink) control data, and another for SSB (only if downlink SSB is used) that
may have different subcarrier spacing and allocation, and extract the appropriate number of PDSCH data, PDCCH data,
DM-RS for PDSCH, PSS, SSS, and PBCH data according to the configuration set by the parameters. This block is
designed to work with NR_DL_FRMASM. PDSCH1 and PDSCH2 output are only used when NR_DL_FRMDASM is
used in a test mode that utilizes those signals. When NR_DL_FRMASM is used upstream, all the parameters are
automatically configured.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoFrequency rangeEFR_SLCT
AutoSubcarrier spacingESCS

ScalarNumber of resource blocks per OFDM symbolIN_RB
AutoSS and PBCH block On/OffESSB_ONOFF

ScalarSS block subcarrier offset from 0-th subcarrier of the channelIK_SSB
AutoSubcarrier spacing for SSBESSB_SCS

ScalarPort numberI*PORT
AutoMapping TypeE*MAPPINGTYPE
AutoDM-RS Configuration TypeE*DMRS_CONFIGTYPE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoDM-RS Maximum LengthE*DMRS_MAXLEN
AutoDM-RS Type A PositionE*DMRS_TYPEA_POS

ScalarDM-RS Additional PositionI*DMRS_ADD_POS
ScalarScheduled PDSCH/PUSCH duration ldI*LD
ScalarVariable DM-RS position l1 (11 or 12) for PDSCHI*L1

AutoAuto, full bandwidth, or custom CORESETE*CORESET_TYPE
ScalarNumber of RBs for custom CORESET (should be multiples

of 6)
I*N_RB_CORESET

ScalarNumber of OFDM symbols used for CORESET (1, 2, or 3)I*N_SYM_CORESET
ScalarStarting subcarrier for custom CORESETI*k_CORESET

Slot format vectorI*SLTFMT
AutoOperating modeEMODE

*indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FR_SLCT. Frequency range selection. Either FR1 or FR2 range as specified in Section 5.1 [5]. If set to "Auto" this
parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

SCS. Subcarrier spacing for non-SSB channels (for example, PDSCH/PDCCH). If set to "Auto" this parameter is
automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

N_RB. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based
on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

SSB_ONOFF. Turn SSB (PSS, SSS, and PBCH block) On or Off. When SSB is on, SSB appears on SSB Output Signal
node and the corresponding resource elements in non-SSB channel are punctured. When SSB is off, zero signal appears
on SSB Output Signal node. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters
from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

K_SSB. SSB subcarrier offset from 0-th subcarrier of the channel. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured
based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

SSB_SCS. Subcarrier spacing for SSB. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated
parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

PORT. Port number. Used to determine the parameters for PDSCH or PUSCH DM-RS according to Section 7.4.1.1.2[1].
Supported ranges are: 1000 to 1007 for PDSCH DM-RS configuration type 1, or 1000 to 1011 for PDSCH DM-RS
configuration type 2. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the
upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

MAPPINGTYPE. PDSCH or PUSCH Mapping Type A or B, used to determine PDSCH DM-RS symbol locations
according to Section 7.4.1.1.2[1]. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated
parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.
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DMRS_CONFIGTYPE. PDSCH DM-RS Configuration Type 1 or 2, used to select Table 7.4.1.1.2-1 or Table 7.4.1.1.2-2
in [1] for PDSCH DM-RS parameters. If set to "Auto", this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated
parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

DMRS_MAXLEN. PDSCH DM-RS Maximum Length. Select 1 (single symbol) or 2 (double symbol) DM-RS length
and also used to select Table 7.4.1.1.2-3 or Table 7.4.1.1.2-4[1] to determine symbol locations for PDSCH DM-RS. This
parameter corresponds to higher-layer parameter maxLength according to Section 7.4.1.1.2 [1]. If set to "Auto" this
parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

DMRS_TYPEA_POS. PDSCH DM-RS Type A Position that is either pos2 or pos3. Determines if DMRS_ADD_POS
= pos3 is supported or not. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters
from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

DMRS_ADD_POS. PDSCH DM-RS Additional Position, 0, 1, 2, or 3. Represents the higher-layer parameter
dmrs-AdditionalPosition to select appropriate column from Table 7.4.1.1.2-3 or 7.4.1.1.2-4[1]. If left empty this parameter
is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

LD. Scheduled PDSCH duration ld. When MAPPINGTYPE = A, ld is the duration between the first OFDM symbol of
the slot and the last OFDM symbol of the scheduled PDSCH resources in the slot. When MAPPINGTYPE = B, ld is the
number of OFDM symbols in the scheduled PDSCH resources. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured
based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

L1. Variable DM-RS position l1 (11 or 12) in Table 7.4.1.1.2-3[1] for PDSCH DM-RS. If left empty this parameter is
automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

CORESET_TYPE. Full bandwidth or custom CORESET (Control-resource set). CORESET can span the entire N_RB
or it can be limited to N_RB_CORESET and N_SYM_CORSET symbols in the time domain. If set to "Auto" this
parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

N_RB_CORESET. Number of RBs for custom CORESET (should be multiples of 6) according to Section 7.3.2.2[1].
This parameter is only used if CORESET_TYPE = custom. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based
on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

N_SYM_CORESET. Number of OFDM symbols used for CORESET (1, 2, or 3). If left empty this parameter is
automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

k_CORESET. Starting subcarrier relative to subcarrier 0 for custom CORESET. This parameter is only used if
CORESET_TYPE = custom. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters
from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

SLTFMT. Slot format vector. A vector of 14 0’s and 1’s to specify active symbol locations per slot to simulate TDD
signal. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream
NR_DL_FRMASM.

MODE. Operating mode. Configures the NR_DL_FRMDASM for normal downlink operation or special frame format
required by one of the test models as specified in Section 4.9.2 [4]. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically
configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_DL_FRMASM.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalComplex1
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PurposeTypeNode No.
SSB input signalComplex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
PDSCH signalComplex3
PDSCH1 signalComplex4
PDSCH2 signalComplex5
DM-RS for PDSCHComplex6
PDCCH signalComplex7
PSS signalComplex8
SSS signalComplex9
PBCH signalComplex10

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.214 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for data (Release 15).

[4] 3GPP TS 38.141 v15.2.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Base Station (BS) conformance testing Part 1: Conducted conformance testing (Release 15).

[5] 3GPP TS 38.104 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Base Station (BS) radio transmission and reception (Release 15).”
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NR Mapper: NR_MAP

Symbol

Summary

NR_MAP performs mapping of its digital input to a QAM I/Q constellation as defined in the 3GPP NR (5G) specifications
[1]. The modulation scheme may be defined through the configuration parameters or set automatically if an NR_CONFIG
block is placed upstream.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Pi/2-BPSKModulation type. If "Auto", this is determined from

propagated parameters.
EMODTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODTYP. Defines the modulation type. If this parameter is set to "Auto", the modulation type is extracted by the
properties propagated from the NR_CONFIG block placed upstream in the system diagram. If such block is not present,
an error is generated. The available modulations defined in the NR specifications and supported by NR_MAP are:

• Pi/2-BPSK

• BPSK

• QPSK

• 16QAM

• 64QAM

• 256QAM

Note that the particular I/Q constellations used for each of these modulation schemes are defined in [1] and may be
different from those generated by a QAM_MAP block.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex or Complex

Envelope
2

Recommendations for Use

You can configure NR_MAP manually through its MODTYP parameter or via an NR_CONFIG block that precedes it
in a system diagram.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”
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NR Rate DeMatch: NR_RTDMATCH

Symbol

NR

Rate

De-Match

1 2

Summary

NR_RTDMATCH performs rate de-matching for 3GPP NR (5G) transmissions. Its functionality is the reverse of the
NR_RTMATCH block and is performed according to procedures defined in [1], Section 5.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBlock length (at output of decoder)IBLKSZ
ScalarNumber of code blocksINCODEBLKS

AutoModulation typeEMODTYP
ScalarNumber of available resource bits for transmission (for

example, 100RB * 12.5 = 1250, per modulation bit)
INAPRB

AutoRedundancy version numberERVIDX
AutoNumber of used transmission layersETXLRS
AutoBase graph (1 or 2)E*BASEGRAPH
AutoLifting size (Z)E*LIFTSZ

ScalarUnpadded data block lengthI*Kp

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BLKSZ. Block sizes of input node. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

NCODEBLKS. Number of code blocks for the input node. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from
propagated properties.

MODTYP. Modulation type. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

NAPRB.Number of available resource bits, per modulation bit, for transmission in one transmission time interval (TTI).
If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

RVIDX. Redundancy version number. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

TXLRS. Number of used transmission layers. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated
properties.
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BASEGRAPH. Base graph selection – "Auto", "1", or "2". If set to "Auto", the value of this parameter is extracted from
propagated properties.

LIFTSZ. Selects the LDPC lifting size Z according to [1]. If set to "Auto", the value of this parameter is extracted from
propagated properties. See the LDPC_NR_ENC "Implementation Details" section for more information.

Kp. Unpadded data block length. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalUnset2

Recommendations for Use

For automatic configuration, NR_RTDMATCH should be preceded by a NR_RTMATCH block that propagates the
parameter values.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”
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NR Rate Match: NR_RTMATCH

Symbol

Rate

Match

NR
1 2

Summary

NR_RTMATCH performs rate matching for 3GPP NR (5G) transmissions. It performs bit interleaving on the bitstreams
out of the encoder; it combines them into a circular buffer and performs bit selection and pruning. This procedure is
performed according to procedures defined in [1], Section 5.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBlock length (at output of encoder)IBLKSZ
ScalarNumber of code blocksINCODEBLKS

AutoModulation typeEMODTYP
1250ScalarNumber of available resource bits for transmission (e.g.

100RB * 12.5 = 1250, per modulation bit)
INAPRB

0Redundancy version numberERVIDX
1Number of used transmission layersETXLRS
AutoBase graph (1 or 2)E*BASEGRAPH
AutoLifting size (Z)E*LIFTSZ

ScalarUnpadded data block lengthI*Kp

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BLKSZ. Block size of the input node. This parameter should match the code block size at the output of the encoder that
precedes it. If NR_RTMATCH is preceded by a LDPC_NR_ENC block, this parameter may be left empty and its values
are extracted from the propagated properties of the input signal.

NCODEBLKS. Number of code blocks for the input node. If NR_CDBLKSGMT is used before LDPC_NR_ENC, this
parameter may be left empty and its values are extracted from the propagated properties of the input signal.

MODTYP. Modulation type. Available options are "Auto", "QPSK", "16QAM" and "64QAM". If NR_CONFIG is used
upstream, this parameter may be set to "Auto" and its value is extracted from the propagated properties of the input
signal.
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NAPRB.Number of available resource bits, per modulation bit, for transmission in one transmission time interval (TTI).
For example, if PRB=6 (1.4MHz bandwidth) then NAPRB=6 x 12 x 12.5 = 900 (assuming 12.5/14 utilization due to
overhead). With "QPSK", the actual output block size of NR_RTMATCH will be 900 x 2 = 1800 bits.

RVIDX.Redundancy version number. Available options are "0", "1", "2" and "3". This parameter should be set according
to [1].

TXLRS. Number of used transmission layers. Available options are "0" and "1". This parameter should be set according
to [1].

BASEGRAPH. Base graph selection – "Auto", "1", or "2". If set to "Auto", base graph is automatically configured
according to the base graph selected in upstream NR_CONFIG, NR_CDBLKSGMT, or LDPC_NR_ENC.

LIFTSZ. Selects the LDPC lifting size Z according to [1]. If set to "Auto", NR_CDBLKSGMT and/or LDPC_NR_ENC
must be connected upstream where the LIFTSZ parameter is set and propagated. LIFTSZ selection is ordered according
to the Set Index. For example, “0-16” indicates Set Index 0 with lifting size Z = 16. See the LDPC_NR_ENC
"Implementation Details" section for more information.

Kp.Unpadded data block length. If left empty, NR_CDBLKSGMT must be connected upstream where the Kp parameter
is set and propagated. Kp is the raw block size, K’ (K prime) computed in Section 5.2.2 in [1] which is used to find the
lifting size. This is needed to find and strip the NULL filler bits that were added in NR_CDBLKSGMT.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalUnset2

Recommendations for Use

NR_RTMATCH should be preceded by LDPC_NR_ENC, NR_CDBLKSGMT, and NR_CONFIG. In this case, BLKSZ,
NCODEBLKS, MODTYP, BASEGRAPH, LIFTSZ, and Kp parameters may be left auto/empty and it is internally set
to the proper value. The other parameters may be set according to the values specified for reference measurement channels
according to [2], [3], Annex A (undefined as of this release), or [4], Annex A.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.2.0 (2018-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 36.101-1 V 15.2.0 (2018-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; User Equipment (UE) radio transmission and reception; Part 1: Range 1 Standalone (Release 15)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.101-2 V 15.2.0 (2018-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; User Equipment (UE) radio transmission and reception; Part 2: Range 1 Standalone (Release 15)."

[4] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 15.2.0 (2018-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Base Station (BS) radio transmission and reception (Release 15)."
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NR Uplink Frame Assembler: NR_UL_FRMASM

Symbol

D

C

DD
UL

Frame

NR

Asm.

1

2

3

4

Summary

NR_UL_FRMASM enables simulation of uplink transmit signal frame assembly according to 3GPP NR (5G)
specification[1]. The purpose of this block is to take appropriate numbers of PUSCH (physical uplink shared channel)
data, PUCCH (physical uplink control channel) data, and DM-RS (demodulation reference symbols) for PUSCH according
to the configuration set by the parameters. The output is designed to work with the OFDM_MOD block. Transform
precoding (DFT) is built into NR_UL_FRMASM and enabled by the TP parameter. Thus the output can remain connected
to the OFDM_MOD block and still support both DFT-S-OFDM and OFDM modes of transmission.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
FR1: 410MHz -
7.125GHz

Frequency rangeEFR_SLCT

15 kHzSubcarrier spacingESCS
25ScalarNumber of resource blocks per OFDM symbolIN_RB
OnTransform Precoding On/OffETP
0ScalarPUSCH DM-RS Port number (0-11)I*PORT
AMapping TypeE*MAPPINGTYPE
1DM-RS Configuration TypeE*DMRS_CONFIGTYPE
1DM-RS Maximum LengthE*DMRS_MAXLEN
pos2DM-RS Type A PositionE*DMRS_TYPEA_POS
0ScalarDM-RS Additional PositionI*DMRS_ADD_POS
14ScalarScheduled PUSCH duration ldI*LD
Format 0PUCCH Format TypeE*PUCCH_FMT
0ScalarPUCCH startingPRB parameterI*PUCCH_STARTINGPRB
0ScalarPUCCH secondHopPRB parameterI*PUCCH_2NDHOPPRB
1ScalarPUCCH nrofSymbols parameterI*PUCCH_NSYM
0ScalarPUCCH startingSymbolIndex parameterI*PUCCH_STRTSYMIDX
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

1ScalarPUCCH nrofPRBs parameter (for format 2 or 3 only)I*PUCCH_NPRB
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}Slot format vectorI*SLTFMT

*indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FR_SLCT. Frequency range selection. Either FR1 or FR2 range as specified in Section 5.1 [3]. Used with SCS parameter
to check that FR_SLCT and SCS are in allowed range.

• FR1: 410MHz - 7.125GHz

• FR2: 24.25GHz - 52.6GHz

SCS. Subcarrier spacing. Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz, for FR_SLCT in FR1 and 120kHz, or 240kHz for
FR_SLCT in FR2.

N_RB. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol.

TP. Transform Precoding On/Off. Turn TP on for DFT-S-OFDM transmission mode. DFT spreading is performed within
this block. If TP is Off, transform precoding is not applied.

PORT. PUSCH DM-RS Port number (0-11). Determines the parameters for PUSCH DM-RS according to Section
6.4.1.1.3[1]. Supported ranges are: 0 to 7 for PUSCH DM-RS configuration type 1, and 0 to 11 for PUSCH DM-RS
configuration type 2.

MAPPINGTYPE. PUSCH Mapping Type A or B, used to determine PUSCH DM-RS symbol locations according to
Section 6.4.1.1.3[1].

DMRS_CONFIGTYPE. PUSCH DM-RS Configuration Type 1 or 2, used to select Table 6.4.1.1.3-1 or Table 6.4.1.1.3-2
in [1] for PUSCH DM-RS parameters.

DMRS_MAXLEN. PUSCH DM-RS Maximum Length. Select 1 (single symbol) or 2 (double symbol) DM-RS length
and also used to select Table 6.4.1.1.3-3 or Table 6.4.1.1.3-4[1] to determine symbol locations for PUSCH DM-RS. This
parameter corresponds to higher-layer parameter maxLength according to Section 6.4.1.1.3 [1].

DMRS_TYPEA_POS. PUSCH DM-RS Type A Position that is either pos2 or pos3. Determines if DMRS_ADD_POS
= pos3 is supported or not.

DMRS_ADD_POS. PUSCH DM-RS Additional Position, 0, 1, 2, or 3. Represents the higher-layer parameter
dmrs-AdditionalPosition to select the appropriate column from Table 6.4.1.1.3-3 or 6.4.1.1.3-4[1].

LD. Scheduled PUSCH duration ld. When MAPPINGTYPE = A, ld is the duration between the first OFDM symbol of
the slot and the last OFDM symbol of the scheduled PDSCH resources in the slot. When MAPPINGTYPE = B, ld is the
number of OFDM symbols in the scheduled PUSCH resources.

PUCCH_FMT. PUCCH Format Type. Choose from 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 to select the desired PUCCH resource occupancy
according to Section 6.3.2[1].
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PUCCH_STARTINGPRB. PUCCH startingPRB parameter. This parameter corresponds to higher layer parameter
"startingPRB" that specifies the starting PRB (physical resource block) number (for example, 0 to N_RB-1-PUCCH_NPRB)
to place the PUCCH in frequency domain according to Section 9.2.1[2] .

PUCCH_2NDHOPPRB. PUCCH secondHopPRB parameter. This parameter corresponds to higher layer parameter
"secondHopPRB" that specifies the PUCCH starting PRB after the frequency hopping.

PUCCH_NSYM. PUCCH nrofSymbols parameter. This parameter corresponds to higher layer parameter "nrofSymbols"
that specifies the time duration of PUCCH in terms of symbols. For PUCCH format 0 and 3, the range is 1 to 2. For
PUCCH format 1, 3, or 4, the range is 4 to 14.

PUCCH_STRTSYMIDX. PUCCH startingSymbolIndex parameter. This parameter corresponds to higher layer parameter
"startingSymbolIndex" that specifies the first symbol location for the PUCCH transmission.

PUCCH_NPRB. PUCCH nrofPRBs parameter (for format 2 or 3 only). This parameter corresponds to higher layer
parameter "nrofPRBs" that specifies the number of PRBs used for PUCCH transmission. This parameter is only applicable
to PUCCH format 2 or 3.

SLTFMT. Slot format vector. A vector of 14 0’s and 1’s to specify active symbol locations per slot to simulate TDD
signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
PUSCH signalComplex1
DM-RS for PUSCHComplex2
PUCCH signalComplex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signalComplex4

Recommendations for Use

The 3GPP NR (5G) specification includes transform precoding (for example, DFT-S-OFDM) and OFDM for uplink
transmission. To simulate transform precoded uplink, DFT spreading is built into the NR_UL_FRMASM (and consequently
the IDFT for NR_UL_FRMDASM) which can be turned on/off via the TP parameter. Thus the system diagram for
NR_UL_FRMASM can remain connected to OFDM_MOD and still simulate the two transmission modes by setting the
TP parameter.

The SLTFMT vector is a convenient time domain symbol puncturing feature that can be used to simulate specific TDD
slot pattern. Current SLTFMT implementation overrides all the PUSCH/DM-RS/PUCCH configurations and punctures
the specified symbols in a slot.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”
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[2] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.101-1 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; User Equipment (UE) radio transmission and reception; Part 1: Range 1 Standalone (Release 15).”
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NR Uplink Frame Deassembler: NR_UL_FRMDASM

Symbol

UL

DeAsm.

NR

DD

C

Frame

D1 2

3

4

Summary

NR_UL_FRMDASM enables simulation of received signal frame disassembly according to 3GPP NR (5G) specification[1].
The purpose of this block is to take a received signal and extract the appropriate number of PUSCH data, PUCCH data,
and DM-RS for PUSCH according to the configuration set by the parameters. This block is designed to work with
NR_UL_FRMASM. When NR_UL_FRMASM is used upstream, all the parameters are automatically configured.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoFrequency rangeEFR_SLCT
AutoSubcarrier spacingESCS

ScalarNumber of resource blocks per OFDM symbolIN_RB
AutoTransform Precoding On/OffETP

ScalarPUSCH DM-RS Port number (0-11)I*PORT
AutoMapping TypeE*MAPPINGTYPE
AutoDM-RS Configuration TypeE*DMRS_CONFIGTYPE
AutoDM-RS Maximum LengthE*DMRS_MAXLEN
AutoDM-RS Type A PositionE*DMRS_TYPEA_POS

ScalarDM-RS Additional PositionI*DMRS_ADD_POS
ScalarScheduled PUSCH duration ldI*LD

AutoPUCCH Format TypeE*PUCCH_FMT
ScalarPUCCH startingPRB parameterI*PUCCH_STARTINGPRB
ScalarPUCCH secondHopPRB parameterI*PUCCH_2NDHOPPRB
ScalarPUCCH nrofSymbols parameterI*PUCCH_NSYM
ScalarPUCCH startingSymbolIndex parameterI*PUCCH_STRTSYMIDX
ScalarPUCCH nrofPRBs parameter (for format 2 or 3 only)I*PUCCH_NPRB

Slot format vectorI*SLTFMT
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*indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FR_SLCT. Frequency range selection. Either FR1 or FR2 range as specified in Section 5.1 [3]. If set to "Auto" this
parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

SCS. Subcarrier spacing. Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz, for CTRFRQ in FR1 and 120kHz, or 240kHz for
CTRFRQ in FR2. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the
upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

N_RB. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based
on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

TP. Transform Precoding On/Off. Turn TP on for DFT-S-OFDM transmission mode. DFT spreading is performed within
the NR_UL_FRMASM block. If TP is Off, transform precoding is not applied. If set to "Auto" this parameter is
automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

PORT. PUSCH DM-RS Port number (0-11). Determines the parameters for PUSCH DM-RS according to Section
6.4.1.1.3[1]. Supported ranges are: 0 to 7 for PUSCH DM-RS configuration type 1, and 0 to 11 for PUSCH DM-RS
configuration type 2. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the
upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

MAPPINGTYPE. PUSCH Mapping Type A or B, used to determine PUSCH DM-RS symbol locations according to
Section 6.4.1.1.3[1]. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from
the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

DMRS_CONFIGTYPE. PUSCH DM-RS Configuration Type 1 or 2, used to select Table 6.4.1.1.3-1 or Table 6.4.1.1.3-2
in [1] for PUSCH DM-RS parameters. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated
parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

DMRS_MAXLEN. PUSCH DM-RS Maximum Length. Select 1 (single symbol) or 2 (double symbol) DM-RS length
and also used to select Table 6.4.1.1.3-3 or Table 6.4.1.1.3-4[1] to determine symbol locations for PUSCH DM-RS. This
parameter corresponds to higher-layer parameter maxLength according to Section 6.4.1.1.3 [1]. If set to "Auto" this
parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

DMRS_TYPEA_POS. PUSCH DM-RS Type A Position that is either pos2 or pos3. Determines if DMRS_ADD_POS
= pos3 is supported or not. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters
from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

DMRS_ADD_POS. PUSCH DM-RS Additional Position, 0, 1, 2, or 3. Represents the higher-layer parameter
dmrs-AdditionalPosition to select the appropriate column from Table 6.4.1.1.3-3 or 6.4.1.1.3-4[1]. If left empty this
parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

LD. Scheduled PUSCH duration ld. When MAPPINGTYPE = A, ld is the duration between the first OFDM symbol of
the slot and the last OFDM symbol of the scheduled PDSCH resources in the slot. When MAPPINGTYPE = B, ld is the
number of OFDM symbols in the scheduled PUSCH resources. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured
based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

PUCCH_FMT. PUCCH Format Type. Choose from 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 to select the desired PUCCH resource occupancy
according to Section 6.3.2[1]. If set to "Auto" this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters
from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.
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PUCCH_STARTINGPRB. PUCCH startingPRB parameter. This parameter corresponds to higher layer parameter
"startingPRB" that specifies the starting PRB (physical resource block) number (for example, 0 to N_RB-1-PUCCH_NPRB)
to place the PUCCH in frequency domain according to Section 9.2.1[2] . If left empty this parameter is automatically
configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

PUCCH_2NDHOPPRB. PUCCH secondHopPRB parameter. This parameter corresponds to higher layer parameter
"secondHopPRB" that specifies the PUCCH starting PRB after the frequency hopping. If left empty this parameter is
automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

PUCCH_NSYM. PUCCH nrofSymbols parameter. This parameter corresponds to higher layer parameter "nrofSymbols"
that specifies the time duration of PUCCH in terms of symbols. For PUCCH format 0 and 3, the range is 1 to 2. For
PUCCH format 1, 3, or 4, the range is 4 to 14. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated
parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

PUCCH_STRTSYMIDX. PUCCH startingSymbolIndex parameter. This parameter corresponds to higher layer parameter
"startingSymbolIndex" that specifies the first symbol location for the PUCCH transmission. If left empty this parameter
is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

PUCCH_NPRB. PUCCH nrofPRBs parameter (for format 2 or 3 only). This parameter corresponds to higher layer
parameter "nrofPRBs" that specifies the number of PRBs used for PUCCH transmission. This parameter is only applicable
to PUCCH format 2 or 3. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from
the upstream NR_UL_FRMASM.

SLTFMT. Slot format vector. A vector of 14 0’s and 1’s to specify active symbol locations per slot to simulate TDD
signal. If left empty this parameter is automatically configured based on propagated parameters from the upstream
NR_UL_FRMASM.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
PUSCH signalComplex2
DM-RS for PUSCHComplex3
PUCCH signalComplex4

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.101-1 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; User Equipment (UE) radio transmission and reception; Part 1: Range 1 Standalone (Release 15).”
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OVSF Code Generator: OVSF_CODE

Symbol

OVSF

Summary

OVSF_CODE generates Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor codes as defined in specification 3GPP TS 25.213, V
6.3.0, which are used as channelization codes in 3G CDMA standards.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
64ScalarOVSF length (N=2^n)IN
0ScalarCode indexII
3840000ScalarCode symbol rateIRATE
_BLKSZScalarCode symbols to generate per visitIBLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. Length of OVSF code. Should be a power of 2 between 4 and 512.

I. Code index should be a non-negative integer strictly less than N.

RATE. The code symbol rate. The rate specified in the HSDPA specifications is 3.84 Msps.

BLKSZ. Code symbols generated per visit. If 0 or negative, it is set equal to N.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OVSF CodeReal1

References

[1] 3GPP TS 25.213, V 6.3.0 (2005-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Spreading and modulation (FDD), Release 6", section 4.3.1.1.
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Birth-Death Channel (WCDMA Standards): WCDMA_BDCHAN

Symbol

WCDMA

Summary

WCDMA_BDCHAN simulates birth-death channel conditions defined in the Wideband Code-Division Multiple-Access
(WCDMA) specifications [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarChannel path loss (dB)RCHPATHLOSS
_BLKSZScalarLength of input data blockI*BLK_LEN

Random number generator seed*RSEED

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CHPATHLOSS. Total channel path loss in dB. Negative entries result in gains.

BLK_LEN. Length of input data block in samples.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalComplex1
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PurposeTypeNode No.
Control input (currently not used)Complex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signalComplex2
Control output (currently not used)Complex4

Implementation Details

The birth-death channel simulates non-fading dynamic propagation conditions for testing baseband performance defined
in the WCDMA specifications [1]. The channel model contains two paths. The positions in which these paths appear are
selected randomly from the set {-5,-4,-3,-2,-1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ms with equal probability. The positions are different. The
paths have the same magnitude and phase. After 191 ms, the second path vanishes and reappears immediately at a new
location selected from the available delay positions excluding that of the first path. After an additional 191 ms, the first
path vanishes and reappears at a new location selected from the available delay positions excluding that of the second
path. This process is repeated continuously.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 25.141 V6.11.0 (2004-11), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Base Station (BS)
conformance testing (FDD) (Release 6)."
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Moving Paths Channel (WCDMA Standards): WCDMA_MVCHAN

Symbol

WCDMA

Summary

WCDMA_MVCHAN simulates moving propagation channel conditions defined in the Wideband Code-Division
Multiple-Access (WCDMA) specifications [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarChannel path loss (dB)RCHPATHLOSS
_BLKSZScalarLength of input data blockI*BLK_LEN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CHPATHLOSS. Total channel path loss in dB. Negative entries result in gains.

BLK_LEN. Length of input data block in samples.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalComplex1
Control input (currently not used)Complex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signalComplex2
Control output (currently not used)Complex4
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Implementation Details

The moving paths channel simulates non-fading dynamic propagation conditions for testing baseband performance as
defined in the WCDMA specifications [1]. The channel model contains two paths, one static, Path 0, and one moving,
Path 1. The time difference between the two paths is calculated according to the following equation:

Δτ = B + A
2 (1 + sinΔω · t)

The values for the channel parameters in this equation are

ValueParameter
5usA
1 usB
40 * 10-3 s-1Δω

References

[1] 3GPP TS 25.141 V6.11.0 (2004-11), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Base Station (BS)
conformance testing (FDD) (Release 6)."
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WCDMA Scrambling Code Generator: WCDMA_SCRM

Symbol

Scrmblr

Summary

WCDMA_SCRM generates scrambling codes as defined in specification 3GPP TS 25.213, V6.3.0.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
DownlinkScalarType of scrambling sequenceESCRMTYPE
0ScalarIndex of scrambling sequenceISCRMCODE
3.84 MHzFrequencyChip rate of scrambling sequenceIRATE
_BLKSZScalarNumber of chips generated per visitIBLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCRMTYPE. Type of scrambling sequence. Types defined in [1] are Downlink, Uplink Long and Uplink Short (Sections
5.3.2, 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3, respectively).

SCRMCODE. Defines the index of the scrambling sequence to be generated. This parameter is a non-negative integer
value, which should be set according to [1]. The largest allowed values are 262142 for the Downlink scrambling sequences
and 16777215 for the Uplink ones.

RATE. The chip rate of scrambling sequence The rate specified in the WCDMA specification is 3.84 Msps. The user
can set this parameter to any non-negative value.

BLKSZ. Number of chips generated per visit. If set to 0 or a negative value, this parameter defaults to the scrambling
code length of 38400 chips.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Scrambling SequenceComplex1

References

3GPP TS 25.213, V 6.3.0 (2005-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Spreading and modulation (FDD), Release 6", sections 4.3.2, 5.3.2.
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WiMAX Mobile Frame Assembler: WiMAX_MBL_FASM

Symbol

D

P

WiMAX

Frame

Mobile

Asmblr

1

2

3

Summary

WiMAX_MBL_FASM is a mobile WiMAX frame assembler, which combines data and pilot subcarriers and places
them in the appropriate positions as defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.4. A standard preamble may be added to downlink
transmissions. Data subcarriers belonging to different bursts should be combined prior to being processed by the frame
assembler.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"Downlink PUSC"Link/channelization modeEMODE
"2048"FFT SizeEFFT_SIZE
"Off"Preamble in downlink transmissionsE*PREAMBLE
"0"IDCELL parameterE*IDCELL
0PermBase parameterI*PERMBASE
6Number of data symbols in transmissionI*NSYMTX
0Number of data symbols in opposite transmissionI*NSYMOPPTX

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Link/channelization mode, as defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.4. It defines link direction and channelization
mode. Available options are Downlink PUSC, Downlink FUSC, Uplink PUSC.

FFT_SIZE. FFT size. Available options are 2048, 1024, 512, 128.

PREAMBLE. Determines whether a preamble is generated at the beginning of each downlink transmission or not.
Preamble content is defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.6.1.1.

IDCELL. Determines the cell ID as defined in [2], Section 8.4.

PERMBASE. PermBase parameter as defined in [2], Section 8.4.
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NSYMTX. Number of OFDMA symbols generated during each transmission defined by the MODE parameter. This
consists of an uplink transmission if MODE is set to "Uplink PUSC," or a downlink transmission if the UD_mode
parameter is set to either "Downlink FUSC" or "Downlink PUSC."

NSYMOPPTX. Number of OFDMA symbols generated during each opposite transmission.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated data subcarriersComplex1
Modulated pilot subcarriersComplex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OFDMA symbol subcarriersComplex3

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."

[2] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2005, "Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks,; Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems, Amendment for Physical and Medium Access Control Layers for Combined Fixed
and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands."
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WiMAX Mobile Frame Dis-Assembler: WiMAX_MBL_FDSM

Symbol

D

P
Dsmblr

Frame

Mobile

WiMAX1 2

3

Summary

WiMAX_MBL_FDSM is a mobile WiMAX frame dis-assembler, which performs the opposite functionality of the frame
assembler, WiMAX_MBL_FASM. It extracts demodulated data and pilot subcarriers. Data subcarriers belonging to
different bursts can be then separated accordingly.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"Auto"Link/channelization modeEMODE
"Auto"FFT SizeEFFT_SIZE
"Auto"Preamble in downlink transmissionsE*PREAMBLE
"Auto"IDCELL parameterE*IDCELL

PermBase parameterI*PERMBASE
Number of data symbols in transmissionI*NSYMTX
Number of data symbols in opposite transmissionI*NSYMOPPTX

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Link/channelization mode, as defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.4. It defines link direction and channelization
mode. Available options are Auto, Downlink PUSC, Downlink FUSC, Uplink PUSC. If set to Auto, the value of this
parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

FFT_SIZE. Available options are Auto, 2048, 1024, 512, 128. If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted
from propagated properties.

PREAMBLE Determines whether a preamble is generated at the beginning of each downlink transmission or not.
Preamble content is defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.6.1.1. If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted from
propagated properties.

IDCELL. Determines the cell ID as defined in [2], Section 8.4. If set to Auto, the value of this parameter is extracted
from propagated properties.
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PERMBASE. PermBase parameter as defined in [2], Section 8.4. If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted
from propagated properties.

NSYMTX. Number of OFDMA symbols generated during each transmission defined by the MODE parameter. This
consists of an uplink transmission if MODE is set to "Uplink PUSC," or a downlink transmission if UD_mode parameter
is set to either "Downlink FUSC" or "Downlink PUSC." If left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from
propagated properties.

NSYMOPPTX. Number of OFDMA symbols generated during each opposite transmission. If left empty, the value of
this parameter is extracted from propagated properties.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated OFDMA symbol subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated data subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital2
Demodulated pilot subcarriersReal, Complex, Digital3

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."

[2] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2005, "Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks,; Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems, Amendment for Physical and Medium Access Control Layers for Combined Fixed
and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands."
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Analog to Digital Converter: ADC

Symbol

A D

Summary

ADC implements an ideal sample and hold analog to digital converter (ADC). The model utilizes an adjustable threshold
vector to convert input samples into digital symbols. Nonlinear distortions found in an analog to digital converter may
be simulated by varying this threshold vector.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of levelsIM
ScalarGain applied to thresholdsR*GAIN
ScalarOffset applied to thresholdsR*OFF
ScalarThreshold arrayV*THRSLD
ScalarDecimation rate (if empty, do not decimate, set to 1IDECIMRT

Offset of first analog input to sample (empty uses signal
delay)

I*SMPSTRT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of levels in the output digital signal.

GAIN. Optional scaling applied to the threshold vector. If left empty the gain will either be determined from the DAC
block generating the input signal if one is present, or will be set to 1.0.

OFF. Optional offset to apply to the threshold vector. If left empty the offset will either be determined from the DAC
block generating the input signal if one is present, or will be set to 0.0.

THRSLD. Vector containing the threshold levels used to map the input signal into digital symbols. If left empty, the
vector will either be determined from the DAC block generating the input signal if one is present or will be generated
internally. The internally generated threshold vector is set according to:

THRSLD[i]=i+0.5 i=0,1,...,M-1

for M>2 and {0.0} for M=2.
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If the vector is not empty, it must contain M-1 elements, and each element must be ordered such that either
THRSLD[i]<THRSLD[i+1] or THRSLD[i]>THRSLD[i+1].

DECIMRT. The decimation rate applied to the input signal. If empty, decimation rate is set to 1.

SMPSTRT. The offset of the first input sample to convert. The output signal delay will be set to the first output symbol
that contains this offset period. See the implementation details section for more information.

If this is left empty the signal delay on the input signal, if any, will be used to determine the offset.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog InputReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital OutputDigital2

Implementation Details

This model simulates an analog to digital converter. The input samples are decimated using the decimation rate specified
by parameter DECIMRT. If DECIMRT=1 or is left empty, no decimation is performed; if DECIMRT > 1, the block
converts every DECIMRT'th input sample into a digital symbol and discards the other samples. The first sample converted
is determined by parameter SMPSTRT. If SMPSTRT is defined and greater than 0, the first SMPSTRT+1 samples are
discarded; if SMPSTRT is left empty, the signal delay at the input node is used to determine the first input sample that
is converted and passed to the output. The following figures illustrate the conversion timing:

SMPSTRT specified:

SMPSTRT empty:
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In the first figure, SMPSTRT is explicitly set to 5 and DECIMRT is set to 8. The first input sample to be converted will
be the 6th sample input (the first sample input is has offset of 0), which will be output as the second sample. The signal
delay of the output signal will be set to one output sample. The first sample output will automatically be set to 0.

In the second figure, SMPSTRT is left empty, DECIMRT is set to 10, and the input signal has a signal delay of 1.14 ns.
The input signal also has a time step of 0.1 ns. Since SMPSTRT is left empty, the offset of the first input sample to
convert is determined from the signal delay of the input signal. First the signal delay is converted to a sample offset by
dividing the signal delay by the time step of the input signal. The result is rounded to the nearest whole number. In this
case it is 11 samples. The offset of the first sample to convert is then set to this sample offset modulo the sample rate to
obtain the offset from T=0. In this case it is 1 sample. This allows conversion of samples before the start of the signal
indicated by the signal delay.

The output signal delay, however, is set to the closest output sample at or after sample offset. In this case the input sample
offset is 11 samples, representing 1.1 ns. The output signal delay is then set to 2 ns. If the input signal delay were 1.0 ns
then the output signal delay would also be 1.0 ns since conversion can be performed with no offset.

Samples are converted to digital symbols by comparing the sample value against values in a threshold vector. The
threshold vector TV is determined by:

TV[i]=(THRSLD[i]+OFF)·GAIN i=0,1,...,M-1

The digital symbol output depends on whether TV is sorted in ascending order or descending order. If TV[i]<TV[i+1]
(ascending) then the digital symbol output is the zero based index of the first element in TV that is greater than or equal
to the input value. If TV[i]>TV[i+1] (descending) then the symbol output is the index of the first element in TV that is
less than or equal to the input value. In either case if no value satisfies the criteria then the symbol output is M-1.
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Analog to Digital Converter with Digital and Quantized Outputs: ADC2

Symbol

A D

Q

1 2

3

Summary

ADC2 implements an ideal sample and hold analog to digital converter (ADC). This model utilizes an adjustable threshold
vector to convert input samples into digital symbols. Nonlinear distortions found in an analog to digital converter may
be simulated by varying this threshold vector. ADC2 generates the digital as well as the quantized signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of levelsIM
ScalarGain applied to thresholdsR*GAIN
ScalarOffset applied to thresholdsR*OFF
ScalarThreshold arrayV*THRSLD
ScalarDecimation rate (if empty, do not decimate, set to 1IDECIMRT

Offset of first analog input to sample (empty uses signal
delay)

I*SMPSTRT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of levels in the output digital signal.

GAIN. Optional scaling applied to the threshold vector. If left empty the gain is either determined from the DAC block
generating the input signal if one is present, or is set to 1.0.

OFF. Optional offset to apply to the threshold vector. If left empty the offset is either determined from the DAC block
generating the input signal if one is present, or is set to 0.0.

THRSLD. Vector containing the threshold levels used to map the input signal into digital symbols. If left empty, the
vector is either determined from the DAC block generating the input signal if one is present or is generated internally.
The internally generated threshold vector is set according to:

THRSLD[i]=i+0.5 i=0,1,...,M-1

for M>2 and {0.0} for M=2.
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If the vector is not empty, it must contain M-1 elements, and each element must be ordered such that either
THRSLD[i]<THRSLD[i+1] or THRSLD[i]>THRSLD[i+1].

DECIMRT. The decimation rate applied to the input signal. If empty, decimation rate is set to 1.

SMPSTRT. The offset of the first input sample to convert. The output signal delay is set to the first output symbol that
contains this offset period. See the "Implementation Details" section for more information.

If this is left empty the signal delay on the input signal, if any, is used to determine the offset.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog InputReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital OutputDigital2
Quantized OutputReal3

Implementation Details

This model is similar to the ADC block but with the addition of the quantized signal at its second output. The block
architecture is shown as follows:

A D

ADC
ID=A4
M=
DECIMRT=

D A

DAC
ID=A5

PORTDIN
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

InputSignal DigitalSignal

QuantizedSignal

ADC2 is equivalent to an ADC block followed by a DAC block. Its first output is the digital signal at the output of the
ADC. The second output is the quantized signal at the output of the DAC block. The latter signal allows you to evaluate
system performance inclusive of the analog to digital conversion without having to implement integer math for the
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receiver processing. The DAC automatically reconstructs the quantized signal by applying the same scaling and
oversampling rate of the signal at the input of the ADC.
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Binary to Square Wave Converter: B2SQWV

Symbol

Summary

B2SQWV converts a binary input signal into a square wave waveform. You can specify output levels, pre-emphasis,
rise and fall times and profiles, random jitter and periodic jitter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0.0Scalar'Off' output levelR*OFF
1.0Scalar'On' output levelR*ON
0PercentPre-emphasis levelR*PREEMPH
0.0TimeRise timeR*TR

ScalarRise profile (vector of time/fraction pairs)R*RPRFL
0.0TimeFall timeR*TF

ScalarFall profile (vector of time/fraction pairs)R*FPRFL
LinearN/AInterpretation of RPRFL and FPRFL parametersE*PRFLTYP
0.0TimeRandom jitterR*RJ
1 sigma, GaussianN/AInterpretation of RJ parameterE*RJTYP

ScalarSeed for random jitter RNGI*RJSD
FrequencyFrequencies for periodic jitterR*PJFRQ
TimeAmplitudes for periodic jitterR*PJAMP
AnglePhase offsets for periodic jitterR*PJPHS

First bitN/AInitial StateE*ISTATE
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateI*OVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OFF, ON. The output values corresponding to the binary 0 and binary 1 inputs, respectively, in the steady state.

PREEMPH. The pre-emphasis to be applied to the first bit after a transition from either 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. The pre-emphasis
level is specified as a percentage of ON - OFF to be added to the corresponding final output level. For example, if OFF
= 0, ON = 1, and PREEMPH = 25, on a transition from 0 to 1 the output level of the first 1 bit output is 1.25. If the next
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bit input is then 1, the output then drops down to the normal output level of 1. Note that when transitioning from the
pre-emphasis output level to the 'normal' output level the transition time still applies. When going from an emphasized
'1' to the normal '1', the fall transition is used. When going from an emphasized '0' to the normal '0' the rise transition is
used.

TR, TF. The transition times for transitioning from binary 0 to binary 1 (TR), and from binary 1 to binary 0 (TF). The
following diagram illustrates OFF, ON, PREEMPH, TR and TF:

1

0

1

-1

0

Pre-emphasis

Fall Time

Fall Time

Rise Time Rise Time

1 ns

OFF=-1, ON=1, TR=0.25 ns, TF=0.5 ns, PREEMPH=25%

Binary Input Signal

Waveform Output Signal

Pre-emphasis

RPRFL, FPRFL.Optional profiles for the rise transition and fall transition. The profiles are specified as arrays containing
pairs of elements, with the first element of each pair representing time and the second element used to compute the output
value. The interpretation of the array is determined by PRFLTYP.

PRFLTYP. The profile used for the rise and fall transitions. The following options are available:

• Time fraction, value fraction: The time elements in the transition profiles RPRFL and FPRFL represent the fraction
of the transition time (TR or TF, respectively). The value elements represent the fraction of the output value transition.
If a transition profile is not specified then the transition is linear.

• Abs. time, value fraction: The time elements in the transition profiles RPRFL and FPRFL represent time, in seconds,
relative to the start of the transition. The value elements represent the fraction of the output value transition. If a
transition profile is not specified then the transition is linear. Note that if RPRFL is specified then TR is ignored, and
if FPRFL is specified then TF is ignored.

• Linear: The transition is performed linearly.

The following figure illustrates the transition profile arrays. The rise and fall transitions pass through the following sets
of points (times are relative to the start of the transition):
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1ns

Rise Transition Fall Transition

ON = 5

OFF = 0

Rise Transition Points
Time (ns) Output Level

0.15
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.60

0.5
2.0
5.5
6.5
6.5
5.5
5.0

Fall Transition Points
Time (ns) Output Level

0.20
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.55

4.5
3.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

If PRFLTYP is "Time fraction, value fraction" then the profile arrays are specified as:

RPRFL = { 0.25,0.1, 0.4167,0.4, 0.5,1.1, 0.5833,1.3, 0.6667,1.3, 0.75,1.1 }

FPRFL = { 0.3636,1.0, 0.5455,0.7778, 0.6364,0.2222, 0.7273,0.1111 }

TR would be set to 0.6 ns, and TF would be set to 0.55 ns. Note that you do not need to enter values for the final points
of the transitions. To see how the values are computed, take the first data point of RPRFL: t=0.15, Output=0.5. The time
fraction is t/TR, or 0.15/0.6 = 0.25. The value fraction may be computed from fraction = (level - OFF)/(ON-OFF). With
level = 0.5, OFF = 0, and ON = 5, the time fraction is (0.5 - 0.0)/(5.0 - 0.0) = 0.3636. Note that the value fraction is
always computed from the OFF direction towards the ON direction, so the rise transition starts with the value fraction
at 0.0 and ends at 1.0, while the fall transition starts with the value fraction at 1.0 and ends with it at 0.0.

If PRFLTYP is "Abs. time, value fraction" then the profile arrays are specified as:

RPRFL = { 0.15,0.1, 0.25,0.4, 0.30,1.1, 0.35,1.3, 0.40,1.3, 0.45,1.1, 0.6,5.0 }

FPRFL = { 0.20,1.0, 0.30,0.7778, 0.35,0.2222, 0.40,0.1111, 0.55,0.0 }

The time elements of the array are absolute time; the value elements are fractions, the same as for "Time fraction, value
fraction". The largest time value in the array defines the transition time, neither TR nor TF is used if you specify RPRFL
or FPRFL. The value fraction for this time value is ignored, as the value fraction is automatically set to 1.0 for rise
transitions and 0.0 for fall transitions.

Note that linear interpolation is used to obtain the actual output values.

RJ, RJTYP. RJ determines the amount of random jitter to apply and RJTYP determines how RJ is interpreted:

• 1 sigma, Gaussian: The random jitter is Gaussian distributed. RJ is the standard deviation, approximately 68.27% of
the time the jitter falls within this range.
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• 3 sigma, Gaussian: The random jitter is Gaussian distributed. RJ is 3 standard deviations, approximately 99.7 % of
the time the jitter falls within this range.

RJSD. The seed for the random number generator used to generate the random jitter time offsets.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This generally results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed. If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a
single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with
a different offset added to it at each new sweep. The seed sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

PJFRQ, PJAMP, PJPHS. The frequencies, amplitudes, and phase offsets of the periodic jitter. You can include multiple
sinusoidal components by specifying a vector for each of the parameters. The periodic jitter added is computed from the
following, where tPJ is the amount of jitter added to the start time of the transition:

tPJ = ∑PJAMP[i] · cos(2π · PJFRQ[i] · tBit + PJPHS[i])

Note that PJAMP has units of time.

ISTATE. Determines the initial state of the converter. The following options are available:

• First bit: The initial state is treated the same as the first bit received. If the first bit input is '0' then the output is OFF;
if it is '1' then the output is ON. The output does not have pre-emphasis applied.

• Transition to first bit: The initial state is treated as the opposite of the first bit received so there is a transition to the
first bit received. If the first bit input is '0', then the output consists of a transition from ON, without pre-emphasis, to
OFF, with pre-emphasis. If the first bit input is '1', then the output consists of a transition from OFF, without
pre-emphasis, to ON, with pre-emphasis.

• Off: The initial state is treated as a '0' bit with no pre-emphasis. If the first bit input is '0' then the output is OFF. If the
first bit input is '1' then the output transitions from OFF to ON with pre-emphasis.

• On: The initial state is treated as a '1' bit with no pre-emphasis. If the first bit input is '0' then the output transitions
from ON to OFF with pre-emphasis. If the first bit input is '1' then the output is ON.

OVRSMP. The oversampling rate of the output signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Binary Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Square Wave Output SignalReal2
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Binary to Digital Symbol Converter: B2SYM

Symbol

Summary

B2SYM converts bits to M-ary digital symbols.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoScalarBit orderingEBITORD

ScalarBits per symbolIBITSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BITORD. Determines the type of mapping used to convert bits to symbols.

• Auto: This option allows the model to read the value of this parameter from a "SYM2B" model that precedes this
model in the topology. If there is no such model, decreasing significance is used.

• Decreasing: Order of decreasing significance, the first bit received is the most significant bit.

• Increasing: Order of increasing significance, the first bit received is the least significant bit.

• Gray: Gray mapping. The first bit received is treated as the most significant bit.

BITSYM. Determines how many bits are grouped to form each symbol. It represents the logarithm (base2) of the
"alphabet size". If left empty it must be defined in a preceding block.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Binary InputDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Symbol OutputDigital2
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Soft Metrics Conversion from Bits to Symbols: B2SYM_SFT

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Summary

B2SYM_SFT converts soft metrics of binary bits to soft metrics of M-ary symbols.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBits per symbolIBITSYM

AutoBit orderingEBITORD
AutoInformation of bit soft metricsE*BITSMCALC
DifferentialType of bit soft metricsE*BITSMTYPE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BITSYM. Determines how many bits are grouped to form each symbol. It represents the logarithm (base2) of the
"alphabet size". If left empty it must be defined in a preceding block.

BITORD. Determines the type of mapping used to convert symbols to bits.

• Auto: This option allows the model to read the value of this parameter from a "B2SYM" model that precedes this
model in the topology. If there is no such model, decreasing significance is used.

• Decreasing: Order of decreasing significance, the first bit output is the most significant bit.

• Increasing: Order of increasing significance, the first bit output is the least significant bit.

• Gray: Gray mapping, the first bit output is the most significant bit.

BITSMCALC. Determines the method used for calculating soft metrics of output bits. If input node 4 is not connected,
this setting is not used. If input node 4 is connected, the soft metrics of output bits are calculated as follows:

• Auto: Defaults to extrinsic calculation.

• Intrinsic: Bit soft metrics at the secondary output contain intrinsic information. See the "Implementation Details"
section for a full description of soft metric calculation procedure.
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• Extrinsic: Bit soft metrics at the secondary output contain extrinsic information. See the "Implementation Details"
section for a full description of soft metric calculation procedure.

BITSMTYPE. Determines the type of output bit soft metrics:

• Differential: For each bit, the output soft metric represents the difference between the soft metric of a binary 0 with
the soft metric of a binary 1.

• Explicit: For each bit, two soft metrics are sent to the output: the soft metric of a binary 0 and the soft metric of a
binary 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input soft metrics of binary bitsDigital1
Input soft metrics of M-ary symbol (optional)Digital4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Calculated soft metrics of M-ary symbolsDigital2
Calculated soft metrics of binary bitsDigital3

Implementation Details

At each step, soft metrics of B binary bits are used to generate M symbol soft metrics, where 2B=M. The calculation is
based on the notion of a Finate State Machine (FSM) structure that defines the relationship between the M-ary symbols
(inputs to FSM) and the binary bits (outputs of FSM). The block inputs and outputs can be defined as follows:

• Node 1: Input bit soft metrics, SMBb
I(i).

• Node 2: Output symbol soft metrics, SMSO(m).

• Node 3: Output bit soft metrics, SMBb
O(i), 0≤i≤1, 0≤b≤B-1.

• Node 4: Input symbol soft metrics, SMSI(m), 0≤m≤M-1.

The output symbol soft metric for each value of the M-ary symbol constellation is calculated as the sum of input soft
metrics of the bits that correspond to each bit of the M-ary symbol. If secondary output nodes 3 and 4 are both connected,
the soft metrics of bit b (node 4), SMBb

O(i) is calculated as the minimum of soft metrics of symbols (node 3) whose b-th
bit is i. If BITSMTYPE is set to Differential, the output bit soft metrics are set to the difference between SMBb

O(0) and
SMBb

O(1); otherwise, both SMBb
O(0) and SMBb

O(1) are sent to the output.

For a detailed procedure of calculating soft metrics of bits to symbols and vice versa, see the "Implementation Details"
section of SYM2B_SFT.
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Complex to Magnitude/Phase: C2MP

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

C2MP outputs the magnitude and phase (in radians) components of its complex input signal as real signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Magnitude of inputReal2
Phase of input in radiansReal3
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Complex to Real/Imaginary: C2RI

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

C2RI outputs the real and imaginary components of a complex signal as real signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real componentReal2
Imaginary componentReal3
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Complex Envelope to Real Converter: CE2R

Symbol

CE

R

Summary

CE2R converts a complex envelope signal to the equivalent real signal using the relation:

(1)Out(t) = ½(Inp(t)·exp(j·(2πfct+θ))+Inp(t)*·exp(-j·(2πfct+θ)))

Automatic upsampling of the signal is supported.

This block may be used in RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, in which case it is transparent to the
simulation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AnglePhase offsetRPHSOFF

AutoN/AUpsampling behaviorE*UPSMP
500ScalarMaximum upsample rateI*MXUPSMP

ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of input sampling frequencyR*SIGBW

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PHSOFF. The carrier phase offset, θ in equation [1]. If this is empty, the carrier phase offset is determined from the
input signal.

UPSMP. Determines the type of upsampling to perform if the input signal's center frequency is non-zero:

• Auto: The output sampling frequency is set to a multiple of the input sampling frequency. This is the most accurate
when the input signal modulates digital symbols.

• Smallest bandwidth: The signal is resampled by a rational fraction to give the smallest output sampling frequency that
encompasses the input signal band.

• No upsampling: The input signal is not upsampled.

See the "Implementation Details" section for more information.

MXUPSMP. The maximum upsampling rate allowed. This is useful for preventing an extremely slow simulation due
to a very large upsampling rate.
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SIGBW. The percentage of the input sampling frequency of interest. This is used to reduce the upsampling required. If
this is left empty, the bandwidth is determined from the samples per symbol of the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex envelope signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real signalReal2

Implementation Details

When upsampling is enabled, the input signal is resampled with a rational resampler similar in operation to the
RESAMPLER block. The UPSMP and SIGBW parameters together determine the up and down sample rates.

SIGBW is used to determine the minimum sampling frequency fs,min required to represent the input signal as a real
signal without aliasing. The frequency is determined from:

f s,min = f c + 0.5 · f s.in · SIGBW
100

If UPSMP is set to "Auto", the upsample rate is set to the whole number N such that the following is true:

fs,in·N≥fs,min

The downsample rate is set to 1.

If UPSMP is set to "Smallest bandwidth", the upsample and downsample rates are determined by finding a rational
fraction U/D such that the following is true:

f s,in · UD ≥ f s,min

In both cases, if the calculated upsampling rate exceeds 100, for performance reasons it is limited to 100 and a warning
message is displayed.

When upsampling is performed, the input signal is upsampled before it is converted to the real signal.
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Complex Magnitude: CMAG

Symbol

Summary

CMAG outputs the magnitude of its complex input signal as a real signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Magnitude of InputReal2
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Complex Phase: CPHASE

Symbol

Summary

CPHASE outputs the phase, in radians, of its complex input signal as a real signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
-PI if x<0, 0 if
x>=0

Handling of imaginary component of 0E*IMAGZERO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IMAGZERO. Determines the output when the imaginary component is zero.

• -PI if x<0, 0 if x>=0: -π is output if the real component is negative, otherwise 0 is output. This option lets you detect
negative real components values.

• +PI if x<0, 0 if x>=0: π is output if the real component is negative, otherwise 0 is output.

• 0 always: Zero is output for the phase when the imaginary component is 0.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Phase of input in radiansReal2
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Digital to Real Converter: D2R

Symbol

D R

Summary

D2R converts a Digital input into a Real output. The Digital input can be {0,1,...,M-1}, where M is the digital alphabet
size. This differs from a digital to analog converter in that the output signal is not a sampled analog waveform.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VectorMapping arrayRMAP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MAP. Vector defining the value output for each possible input value. The index of each element (0 is the first element)
in the array corresponds to the input value for that element to be output. If left empty, the mapping will be {-1,1} for
binary input and {0,1,2,...,M-1} for non-binary input. If the mapping array is specified, it must contain at least M elements.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital InputDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input mapped by MAPReal2
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Digital to Analog Converter: DAC

Symbol

D A

Summary

DAC implements a simple digital to analog converter (DAC). The model currently does not interpolate the input digital
signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarGain applied to mapping vectorR*GAIN
0ScalarOffset applied to mapping vectorR*OFF

ScalarMapping vectorV*MAP
1ScalarOutput oversampling rateR*OVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. Gain to apply to the mapping vector. The gain stretches or compresses the output level spacing.

OFF. Offset applied to the mapping vector prior to scaling by GAIN.

MAP. The vector of output values corresponding to each digital symbol value. If left empty the mapping vector will be
set to {-1, 1} for M=2 and {0,1,...,M-1} for M>2. M is the number of levels in the digital input signal. If specified the
vector must contain M elements.

OVRSMP. The oversampling rate specifies the number of analog samples generated for each digital symbol input.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital InputDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog Real OutputReal2
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Implementation Details

Each digital symbol input is converted to an analog sample value using a mapping vector MV that is generated according
to:

MV[i]=(MAP[i]+OFF)·GAIN i=0,1,...,M-1

The value MV[i] corresponding to digital symbol i is output OVRSMP times for each digital symbol input.
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dB to Magnitude: DB2M

Symbol

dB mag

Summary

DB2M converts the real value expressing dB or dBm at its input to the corresponding value in of voltage or power. The
output magnitude represents rms voltage across a resistor whose value you can specify, or power. The exact relation
used for the conversion depends on the parameters (see the M2DB block for more information).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
dBN/AInput typeEINTYP
AutoN/AOutput typeEOUTTYP
_Z0ScalarImpedanceRZ0

Parameter Details

INTYP. Determines the type of the input; whether it represents dB or dBm:

• dB: The input real number represents a value in dB.

• dBm: The input real number represents a value in dBm

OUTTYP. Determines the type of the output; whether it represents Voltage or Power:

• Auto: The output type is automatically configured depending on preceding and following blocks.

• Voltage: The output real number represents Voltage, and the relationship that converts the input to output is:

Out(t) = Z0 · 10Inp(t)/10

if the input type INTYP is dB, and:

Out(t) = Z0 · 10[Inp(t)−30]/10

if the input type INTYP is dBm.

• Power: The output real number represents Power, and the relationship that converts the input to output is:
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Out(t) = 10Inp(t)/10

,

if the input type INTYP is dB, and:

Out(t) = 10[Inp(t)−30]/10

if the input type INTYP is dBm.

Z0. The value of the impedance in ohm, across which the power is measured when the type of the output is Voltage.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
dBReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Magnitude (Voltage or Power)Real2

Implementation Details

The output is always a positive real number, since it represents a magnitude (either voltage or power).
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Degrees to Radians: DEG2RAD

Symbol

180

Summary

DEG2RAD converts an input signal from degrees to radians by multiplying each input sample by π/180.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
No wrappingN/AWrap outputEWRAP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

WRAP. Determines whether the converted value is wrapped to ±π:

• No wrapping: The converted value is not modified.

• Wrap -PI<=rad<PI: The value is adjusted by multiples of 2π to satisfy -π≤value<π.

• Wrap -PI<rad<=PI: The value is adjusted by multiples of 2π to satisfy -π<value≤π.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input in DegreesReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output in RadiansReal2
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Magnitude/Phase to Complex: MP2C

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

MP2C generates a complex signal from two real signals representing the magnitude and phase (in radians) components.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
MagnitudeReal1
PhaseReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputComplex3
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Magnitude to dB: M2DB

Symbol

dBmag

Summary

M2DB converts the real positive number at its input representing magnitude to the corresponding value in dB or dBm.
The input magnitude is treated as rms voltage across a resistor whose value you can specify, or as power. The exact
relation used for the conversion depends on the parameters.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoN/AInput typeEINTYP
dBN/AOutput typeEOUTTYP
_Z0ScalarImpedanceRZ0
-300dBMinimum dB or dBm value to outputRMINDB

Parameter Details

INTYP. Determines the type of the input, which affects the conversion relationship to dB or dBm:

• Auto: The input type (Voltage or Power) is determined automatically, depending on the preceding blocks.

• Voltage: The input is treated as voltage, so the applied conversion relationship, for dB or dBm, is:

OutdB(t) = 10 · log10(Inp2(t)
Z0 ) OutdBm(t) = OutdB(t) + 30

• Power: The input is treated as power, so the applied conversion relationship, for dB or dBm, is (the impedance is not
used in this case):

OutdB(t) = 10 · log10(Inp(t)) OutdBm(t) = OutdB(t) + 30

OUTTYP. Determines the type of the output, i.e., whether the block converts its input values to dB or dBm:

• dB: The conversion is made to dB, with respect to 1 Watt, (for example, dBW.

• dBm: The conversion is made to dBm, i.e. dB with respect to 1 mW.

Z0. The value of the impedance in ohm, across which the power is measured when the type of the input is Voltage.
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MINDB. If this value is specified, input values whose output value would be less than this have this value output. This
lets you set a dB or dBm value that represents very small or negative input values. If this value is left empty, input values
less than or equal to zero will result in an error.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Magnitude (Voltage or Power)Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
dBReal2

Implementation Details

The input (either voltage or power) must be positive, otherwise the error message: "Magnitude <= 0.0" is issued.
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Parallel-to-Serial Converter (N-Input, 1-Output): P2S

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

P2S converts parallel data from its input ports into serial data at its output port. The number of input ports available is
set by the NIN parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0 (Auto)Primary input port (set to 0 for Auto)PRIMINP
2ScalarNumber of input portsININ

ResistanceCharacteristic impedanceC*Z0
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use.

NIN. Determines the number of input ports.

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the ports. If left empty the default characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Parallel InputReal/Complex/Digital1-N
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Serial OutputReal/Complex/DigitalN+1

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the MUX multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See MUX for
more information.
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Real to Complex Converter: R2C

Symbol

R

C

Summary

R2C converts a Real input signal into a Complex output signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0AnglePhase offsetRPHSOFF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real InputReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output with magnitude of Input and PHOFF phaseComplex2

Implementation Details

The output signal is:

y[k]=x[k](cos(PHSOFF)+jsin(PHSOFF))
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Real to Complex Envelope Converter: R2CE

Symbol

R

CE

Summary

R2CE converts a real signal into an equivalent complex envelope signal at a specified center frequency. The following
relation is used:

Out(t) = FLT(Inp(t)·2·cos(2π·fc·t+θ)-j·Inp(t)·2·sin(2π·fc·t+θ))

where FLT(x) represents a filter operation. Out(t) is the complex envelope signal with center frequency fc. The real signal
is effectively downconverted from the center frequency to baseband.

This block may be used in RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, in which case it is transparent to the
simulation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
FrequencyCenter frequency for complex envelopeRFC
AnglePhase offset of the carrierR*PHSOFF
ScalarNumber of taps for FIR filtersI*NFLT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FC. The center frequency for the complex envelope signal. The center frequency must be greater than or equal to zero
and less than 49.5% of the sampling frequency. The additional 0.5% is a margin for the transition band of the internal
FIR filter.

If the input signal was converted from complex envelope to real by CE2R, you can leave FC blank and the center frequency
of the original complex envelope signal is used.

PHSOFF. The phase offset for the complex envelope signal. If the input signal was converted from complex envelope
to real by CE2R, you can leave PHSOFF blank and the value of the PHSOFF parameter of the CE2R block is used.

NFLT. The number of taps for the internal FIR filter. If this is left empty, the number of taps is automatically determined.
See "Implementation Details" for more information on the FIR filter.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real SignalReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex Envelope SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

R2CE operates by separately multiplying the real signal by the carrier and by the carrier phase shifted -90-degrees. The
two signals are then combined into a complex signal, with the signal multiplied by the carrier assigned to the real
component and the signal multiplied by the phase shifted carrier assigned to the imaginary component. This complex
signal is then passed through an FIR bandpass filter with cutoff frequencies set to:

flower=0.01·fs/2-fc

fupper=0.99·fs/2-fc

The filter is used to reduce unwanted aliasing. The 0.01 and 0.99 factors are used to accommodate the transition bands
of the filter.

NOTE: If the center frequency is 0, no filtering is used. The output signal is simply the input signal with the phase offset
applied.

Recommendations for Use

Caution must be exercised when using R2CE and CE2R with a signal containing generated white noise samples. Converting
a signal from real to complex envelope will result in a signal with no noise above fs/2. This is because the noise cannot
be separated from the signal, and the filtering attenuates frequencies below 0 and above fs/2.
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Real to Digital Converter: R2D

Symbol

R D

Summary

R2D converts a Real input signal into a Digital output signal. This differs from an analog to digital converter in that the
input signal is not sample, it is converted sample for sample.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VectorThreshold arrayRTRSHLD
VectorMapping arrayI*MAP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TRSHLD. Determines the threshold levels used to quantize the input samples. The vector should be sorted from lowest
to highest. If left empty, the threshold is set to {0.0} (actually the smallest representable value above 0.0) for binary
output signals and {0.5, 1.5,..., M-1.5} for non-binary output signals.

MAP.Optional vector used to map the different threshold levels to specific digital symbols. If specified, this must contain
M elements.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real inputReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input thresholded by THRSLDDigital2

Implementation Details

The conversion of real input samples to digital output samples is performed in a two step process.

The first step quantizes the real values using the threshold levels in THRSHLD, where the quantized value is the index
of the first element in THRSHLD that is greater than the input real value.
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The second step maps the quantized value to the digital symbol value to be output. If the MAP parameter is empty the
mapping is 1:1, with the first element index corresponding to an output value of 0. If the MAP parameter is not empty,
then the value of the element in MAP with quantized value for its index is the output value.
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Radians to Degrees: RAD2DEG

Symbol

180

Summary

RAD2DEG converts an input signal from radians to degrees by multiplying each input sample by 180/π.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
No wrappingN/AWrap outputEWRAP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

WRAP. Determines whether the converted value is wrapped to ±180:

• No wrapping: The converted value is not modified.

• Wrap -180<=deg<180: The value is adjusted by multiples of 360 to satisfy -180≤value<180.

• Wrap -180<rad<=180: The value is adjusted by multiples of 360 to satisfy -180<value≤180.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input in RadiansReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output in DegreesReal2
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Real/Imaginary to Complex: RI2C

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

RI2C generates a complex signal from two real signals representing the real and imaginary components.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real ComponentReal1
Imaginary ComponentReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputComplex3
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Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input, N-Output): S2P

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

S2P converts serial data from its input port into parallel data at its output ports. The number of output ports available is
set by the NOUT parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT

ResistanceCharacteristic impedanceC*Z0
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NOUT. Determines the number of output ports.

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the ports. If left empty the default characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Serial InputReal/Complex/Digital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Parallel OutputReal/Complex/Digital2-3

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the DEMUX multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See DEMUX
for more information.
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Digital Symbol to Binary Converter: SYM2B

Symbol

Summary

SYM2B converts M-ary symbols to bits.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoScalarBit orderingEBITORD

ScalarBits per symbolI*BITSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BITORD. Determines the type of mapping used to convert symbols to bits.

• Auto: This option allows the model to read the value of this parameter from a "B2SYM" model that precedes this
model in the topology. If there is no such model, decreasing significance is used.

• Decreasing: Order of decreasing significance, the first bit output is the most significant bit.

• Increasing: Order of increasing significance, the first bit output is the least significant bit.

• Gray: Gray mapping, the first bit output is the most significant bit.

BITSYM. The number of bits per symbol. This is normally left empty, as the bits per symbol is a property of the digital
input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Symbol InputDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Binary OutputDigital2
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Soft Metrics Conversion from Symbols to Bits: SYM2B_SFT

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Summary

SYM2B_SFT converts soft metrics of an M-ary symbol to soft metrics of binary bits.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBits per symbolIBITSYM

AutoBit orderingEBITORD
AutoInformation of bit soft metricsE*BITSMCALC
DifferentialType of bit soft metricsE*BITSMTYPE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BITSYM. Determines how many bits are grouped to form each symbol. It represents the logarithm (base2) of the
"alphabet size". If left empty it must be defined in a preceding block.

BITORD. Determines the type of mapping used to convert symbols to bits.

• Auto: This option allows the model to read the value of this parameter from a "B2SYM" model that precedes this
model in the topology. If there is no such model, decreasing significance is used.

• Decreasing: Order of decreasing significance, the first bit output is the most significant bit.

• Increasing: Order of increasing significance, the first bit output is the least significant bit.

• Gray: Gray mapping, the first bit output is the most significant bit.

BITSMCALC. Determines the method used for calculating soft metrics of output bits. If input node 4 is not connected,
this setting is not used. If input node 4 is connected, the soft metrics of output bits are calculated as follows:

• Auto: Defaults to extrinsic calculation.

• Intrinsic: Bit soft metrics at the primary output contain intrinsic information. Please refer to Implementation Details
section for a full description of soft metric calculation procedure.
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• Extrinsic: Bit soft metrics at the primary output contain extrinsic information. Please refer to Implementation Details
section for a full description of soft metric calculation procedure.

BITSMTYPE. Determines the type of output bit soft metrics:

• Differential: For each bit, the output soft metric represents the difference between the soft metric of a binary 0 with
the soft metric of a binary 1.

• Explicit: For each bit, two soft metrics are sent to the output: the soft metric of a binary 0 and the soft metric of a
binary 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input soft metrics of M-ary symbolDigital1
Input soft metrics of binary bits (optional)Digital4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Calculated soft metrics of binary bitsDigital2
Calculated soft metrics of M-ary symbolsDigital3

Implementation Details

At each step, M symbol soft metrics are used to generate soft metrics of B binary bits, where 2B=M. The calculation is
based on the notion of a Finate State Machine (FSM) structure that defines the relationship between the M-ary symbols
(inputs to FSM) and the binary bits (outputs of FSM). The block inputs and outputs can be defined as follows:

• Node 1: Input symbol soft metrics, SMSI(m), 0≤m≤M-1.

• Node 2: Output bit soft metrics, SMBb
O(i), 0≤i≤1, 0≤b≤B-1.

• Node 3: Output symbol soft metrics, SMSO(m).

• Node 4: Input bit soft metrics, SMBb
I(i).

The output soft metrics for each of the B output bits are calculated individually using the procedure described below:

1. For each bit b,0≤b≤B-1, the symbol constellation is first divided into two groups, with the first containing all symbols
whose bit b is 0 and the second containing all symbols whose bit b is 1.

2. If input node 4 is not connected, for each group i,0≤i≤1, output bit soft metrics are calculated as the minimum value
of the input soft metrics of all symbols contained in each group.

SMBb
O(i) = min

0≤m≤M−1
mb=i

{SMSI(m)}, 0 ≤ i ≤ 1

where mb represents the value of the b-th bit of m. Minimization is perfomed using all symbols m whose b-th bit is
equal to i. Go to step 4.

3. If input node 4 is connected, output bit soft metrics are calculated using the input bit soft metrics of this node. The
soft metrics in node 4 should have the same type of BITSMTYPE formatting as the output node 2. When BITSMTYPE
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is set to Differential, they represent the difference between the soft metric of the bit being 0 and the soft metric of the
same bit being 1. In this case, they should be added to the sums below only if the underlying bit is 0. Similarly, when
BITSMTYPE is set to Explicit, the soft metric of binary 0 or the soft metric of binary 1 will be added to the appropriate
sum depending on whether the underlying bit is 0 or 1, respectively.

• For intrinsic calculation,

SMBb
O(i) = min

0≤m≤M−1
mb=i

{SMSI(m) + ∑
j=0

B−1
SMB j

I(m j)}, 0 ≤ i ≤ 1

Hence, in intrinsic calculation all bit soft metrics from the secondary input are used in the calculation of output bit
soft metrics.

• For extrinsic calculation,

SMBb
O(i) = min

0≤m≤M−1
mb=i

{SMSI(m) + ∑
j=0, j≠b

B−1
SMB j

I(m j)}, 0 ≤ i ≤ 1

Hence, in extrinsic calculation the bit soft metrics from the secondary input that correspond to the current bit are
not used (excluded from the sum). In other words, any apriori information on a given bit is discarded and only the
new (calculated) information is passed to the output.

4. When BITSMTYPE is set to Differential, the output soft metric corresponding to bit b is calculated as

SMBb
O = SMBb

O(0) − SMBb
O(1)

When BITSMTYPE is set to Explicit, both SMBb
O(0) and SMBb

O(1) are sent to the output.

If both output node 3 and input node 4 are connected, the output symbol soft metrics for each value m are calculated as
follows:

SMSO(m) = ∑
b=0

B−1
SMBb

I(mb), 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1
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(Obsolete) Parallel-to-Serial Converters (16-Input, 1-Output): P2S_16

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Parallel-to-Serial Converter (N-Input, 1-Output) (P2S) block. P2S_16
converts parallel data from up to sixteen input nodes into serial data at its output node.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Parallel InputReal/Complex/Digital1-16

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Serial OutputReal/Complex/Digital17

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the MUX16 multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See MUX16
for more information.
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(Obsolete) Parallel-to-Serial Converter (2-Input, 1-Output): P2S_2

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Parallel-to-Serial Converter (N-Input, 1-Output) (P2S) block. P2S_2
converts parallel data from up to two input nodes into serial data at its output node.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Parallel InputReal/Complex/Digital1-2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Serial OutputReal/Complex/Digital3

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the MUX2 multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See MUX2 for
more information.
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(Obsolete) Parallel-to-Serial Converter (4-Input, 1-Output): P2S_4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Parallel-to-Serial Converter (N-Input, 1-Output) (P2S) block. P2S_4
converts parallel data from up to four input nodes into serial data at its output node.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Parallel InputReal/Complex/Digital1-4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Serial OutputReal/Complex/Digital5

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the MUX4 multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See MUX4 for
more information.
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(Obsolete) Parallel-to-Serial Converter (8-Input, 1-Output): P2S_8

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Parallel-to-Serial Converter (N-Input, 1-Output) (P2S) block. P2S_8
converts parallel data from up to eight input nodes into serial data at its output node.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Parallel InputReal/Complex/Digital1-8

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Serial OutputReal/Complex/Digital9
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Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the MUX8 multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See MUX8 for
more information.
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(Obsolete) Serial-to-Parallel Converters (1-Input, 16-Output): S2P_16

Symbol
1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input, N-Output) (S2P) block. S2P_16
converts serial data from its input node into parallel data at up to 16 output nodes.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Serial InputReal/Complex/Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Parallel OutputReal/Complex/Digital2-17

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the DEMUX16 multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See
DEMUX16 for more information.
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(Obsolete) Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input, 2-Output): S2P_2

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input, N-Output) (S2P) block. S2P_2
converts serial data from its input node into parallel data at up to 2 output nodes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Serial InputReal/Complex/Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Parallel OutputReal/Complex/Digital2-3

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the DEMUX2 multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See DEMUX2
for more information.
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(Obsolete) Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input, 4-Output): S2P_4

Symbol
1 2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input, N-Output) (S2P) block. S2P_4
converts serial data from its input node into parallel data at up to 4 output nodes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Serial InputReal/Complex/Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Parallel OutputReal/Complex/Digital2-5

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the DEMUX4 multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See DEMUX4
for more information.
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(Obsolete) Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input, 8-Output): S2P_8

Symbol
1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input, N-Output) (S2P) block. S2P_8
converts serial data from its input node into parallel data at up to 8 output nodes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Serial InputReal/Complex/Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Parallel OutputReal/Complex/Digital2-9
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Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the DEMUX8 multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See DEMUX8
for more information.
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External Applications
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Run LabVIEW VI: LABVIEW

Symbol

Summary

The LABVIEW block allows you to execute a National Instruments® LabVIEW® 2011 or later Virtual Instrument (VI)
from VSS Time Domain simulations. You can pass data samples, parameter values, and propagated properties to the VI,
and retrieve data samples and propagated properties from the VI. You can place multiple LABVIEW blocks on a system
diagram, with multiple VIs executing at the same time. VIs executed by the LABVIEW block are essentially subVIs,
with the system diagram similar in function to an outer loop in a top-level VI.

Before attempting to use the LABVIEW block, you should be familiar with creating and using subVIs in LabVIEW.

NOTE: The LABVIEW block only supports VSS Time Domain simulations, it does not directly support RF Budget
Analysis nor RF Inspector simulations.

LabVIEW Configuration

The LABVIEW block utilizes either the LabVIEW Development Environment (LVDE) or the LabVIEW Run-Time
Engine (RTE) to execute VIs. The LVDE is highly recommended when first setting up a LABVIEW block for a VI. The
advantages of utilizing the LVDE include:

• The VI debugging features of the LVDE are available. You can set breakpoints and probes.

• If the VI utilizes many subVIs from <vi.lib>, <instr.lib>, or <user.lib>, the LVDE generally loads the VI faster than
the LabVIEW RTE since it does not need to search for the subVIs.

• You can run any VI that can be loaded within the LVDE. With the LabVIEW RTE, you must install a LabVIEW RTE
with a version that matches the VI version.

You must first properly configure the LVDE before a LABVIEW block can access it.

From within the LVDE, choose Tools > Options.

In the Options dialog box choose the VI Server category.

• In the Protocols section, select TCP/IP if it is not selected.

• Select an available port number. The default value is 3363.

NOTE: If you change this default value, you must modify the TCPPORT parameter value to match. To access this
parameter setting double-click the LABVIEW block to open the Element Options dialog box, click the Configuration
tab, and then click the Advanced button. This action requires a valid VI to be loaded. If a VI is not loaded, you can set
the TCPPORT secondary parameter directly on the Parameters tab.

• In the Accessible Server Resources section, select all of the resources.

• In the Machine Access section, make sure the computer's IP address or localhost (127.0.0.1) is listed in Machine
name/address and that Allow access is selected.
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• In the Exported VIs section, either add to the Exported VIs list the VI to be executed, or add '*' to allow all VIs to be
exported, and select Allow access.

Cadence® recommends that you launch the LVDE and load any VIs to be accessed by VSS software before configuring
the LABVIEW block or running the VSS simulation. This allows the LVDE to efficiently load the VIs.

NOTE: After making changes to the LVDE settings, you should restart both LabVIEW and the Cadence AWR Design
Environment® platform.

VI Configuration

To access a VI, it must be configured as a subVI, which requires constructing a connector pane for the VI. The LabVIEW
online Help describes how to configure a VI as a subVI.

Data may be passed from VSS software to the VI from data samples from input ports of the LABVIEW block, from
dynamically created parameters, or from propagated properties. This data is passed to selected inputs defined on the VI's
connector pane, which corresponds to controls on the VI's front panel.

Data may be passed from the VI to VSS software as data samples from the output ports of the LABVIEW block, or as
propagated properties. The data is obtained from selected outputs defined on the VI's connector pane, which correspond
to indicators on the VI's front panel.

Propagated properties are numeric or text values passed from an output port to one or more connected input ports at the
start of a simulation sweep. They are the mechanism used to configure signal properties such as time step, center frequency,
and oversampling rate. VSS software also uses them to auto-configure downstream blocks based upon settings of an
upstream block. For example, the General I/Q Modulation Receiver block (RCVR) by default determines settings such
as modulation type or estimated power level based upon propagated properties from the transmitter block. VIs can utilize
the propagated property mechanism in a similar fashion.

The following are the different supported VSS and LabVIEW data types:

NotesSupported VI Data TypesVSS Data
Item

1D arrays and waveforms of the listed VI data types are also
supported. The allowed range is determined by the bit width

I8, I16, I32, I64, U8, U16, U32, U64, E8,
E16, E32, Boolean

Digital
input/output
port or alphabet size properties, which you must specify for output

ports.
1D arrays and waveforms of the listed VI data types are also
supported. Note that I64 and U64 values may lose precision
when converted to real sample values.

DBL, SGL, I8, I16, I32, I64, U8, U16, U32,
U64, E8, E16, E32

Real
input/output
port

1D arrays and waveforms of CDB and CSG are also
supported.

CDB, CSGComplex
input/output
port

StringString
parameters

1D arrays of the listed VI data types are also supported. If
using an enumerated data type (E8, E16, or E32), the number
of items in the VI control should be fairly small.

I8, I16, I32, I64, U8, U16, U32, U64, E8,
E16, E32, Boolean

Integer
parameters

1D arrays of the listed VI data types are also supported.DBL, SGL, I8, I16, I32, I64, U8, U16, U32,
U64, E8, E16, E32

Real
parameters
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NotesSupported VI Data TypesVSS Data
Item

CDB and CSG arrays are also supported.CDB, CSGComplex
parameters

1D arrays of the listed numeric VI data types are also
supported. String arrays are NOT supported.

DBL, SGL, I8, I16, I32, I64, U8, U16, U32,
U64, E8, E16, E32, String, Boolean

Propagated
properties

NOTE: If you make changes to the connector pane of a VI in the LVDE and the changes do not display on the Configuration
tab of the LABVIEW block's Element Options dialog box, you may need to restart the AWR Design Environment
platform to see those changes.

Normal VI Operation

A typical VSS Time Domain simulation can be divided into several phases. At the start of the simulation is the Setup
phase, and at the end of the simulation is the Cleanup phase. Each of these phases is performed only once during a single
simulation.

Between the Setup and Cleanup phases are the Sweep phases. These phases are repeated for each simulation sweep. At
the start of each sweep is the Signal Configuration phase, which is followed by the Sweep Start phase. After the Sweep
Start phase is the Cycling phase, where samples are processed. At the end of each sweep is the Sweep End phase.

The Signal Configuration phase is where property propagation occurs. The LABVIEW block also processes parameter
values during this phase.

By default, a VI is loaded at the start of each sweep and unloaded at the end of each sweep, so the VI state is reset between
simulation sweeps. Between the start and end of each sweep the VI runs numerous times. Each 'run' is similar to clicking
the Run button in the LVDE. This includes one or more times during the Signal Configuration phase of the simulation,
and then repeatedly during the Cycling phase.

During the Signal Configuration phase, once all required propagated properties assigned to input connection points are
received, the values are written to the appropriate connection points. Input connection points attached to parameters also
have their values updated from the parameters. The VI is then executed. Any output connection points attached to
propagated properties then have their values read and propagated out the appropriate output ports. This sequence may
be repeated several times as part of the Signal Configuration phase.

After the Signal Configuration phase is complete, the input connection points whose values have been modified retain
the values last written to them unless the VI modifies them.

During the Cycling phase, the block waits until all input ports have the required number of samples. The number of
samples may be specified explicitly, or determined from an upstream LABVIEW block. After all the input ports are
ready, the samples are taken from the input ports and written to the attached input connection point. The VI is then run
in the background. During this time other VSS blocks that do not depend on the output of the LABVIEW block continue
to process samples.

After the VI completes its run, samples from the output connection points attached to the block's output ports are written
to output ports. This sequence repeats until the end of the sweep or simulation.

For input ports configured with their number of samples per pass automatically determined, the number of samples is
based on a connected upstream LABVIEW block's output port. The number is the same as the number of values in the
output connection point assigned to that output port after that block's VI is run during the Signal Configuration phase.
If there is no upstream LABVIEW block, or this value cannot be determined, then one sample is input per VI call.
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It is important to realize when configuring a VI that the VI may be run several times under different conditions, primarily
during the Signal Configuration phase when samples are not yet available, and during the Cycling phase, where normal
sample processing takes place. VIs that maintain state need to be aware of this. The following section describes the
mechanism available for more detailed control of the VI.

Advanced VI Operation

For advanced operation, you can configure the VI to be aware of the current VSS simulation phase. You can also configure
the VI to start a new simulation sweep or to end the simulation.

To inform the VI of the current VSS simulation phase, you must add a connection point to the VI that will receive the
simulation phase. In the Advanced dialog box you specify the values to assign to that connection point for each simulation
phase. There are eight possible states- four simulation phase values, two property propagation values, and two sample
processing values:

• Simulation start: The first value set, this is the first time the VI runs. This is only set at the start of the simulation.

• Simulation end: The last value set. This is the last time the VI runs. This is only set at the end of the simulation.

• Sweep start: Set at the start of each simulation sweep. This is set before parameters and propagated properties are
passed to the VI.

• Sweep end: Set at the end of each simulation sweep. If this value is set, the VI is NOT unloaded at the end of the
sweep. If it is left empty, the VI is unloaded at the end of the sweep.

• First property configuration pass: Set immediately after Sweep start and before parameters and propagated properties
are passed to the VI.

• Subsequent property configuration passes: Set at the start of each new propagated property pass, prior to the parameters
and propagated properties being passed to the VI.

• First sample processing pass: Set the first time the VI is called to process samples received from the input port. If the
block does not have any input ports connected, this is set the first time the VI is called to generate samples.

• Subsequent sample processing passes: Set, with the exception of the first time, each time the VI is called to process
samples received from the input port. If the block does not have input ports connected, this is set each time the VI is
called to generate samples.

For all but the sample processing passes, the VI is run each time the value changes, after the new value is written to the
connection point. For "Subsequent property configuration passes", the VI is run with the same value for the connection
point for each new property configuration pass.

If a value for a particular state is left empty, the VI is not run when that state is entered.

NOTE: Setting a value for "Sweep end" results in the VI NOT being reloaded at the start of the next sweep, so the state
of the VI at the start of the next sweep is the same as it was at the end of the previous sweep. You can use this feature
to gather data from several sweeps for further processing within LabVIEW.

NOTE: The "Sample processing - first pass" and "Sample processing - subsequent passes" states are useful when working
with VIs that maintain state and have a connection point that is used to reset that state. For example, the Butterworth
Filter and Chebyshev Filter VIs have an "init/cont" Boolean input. When this input is set to 'false' the VI resets its internal
state, when it is 'true' the VI retains the state from the previous call to the VI. This control lets the filter VI run on small
batches of samples, similar to how the LABVIEW block calls VIs. To use these filter VIs within the LABIEW block,
you need to set the 'init/cont' control as the "Simulation state connection point", and then set "Sample processing - first
pass" to 0 (which corresponds to 'false'), and "Sample processing - Subsequent passes" to 1 (which corresponds to 'true').
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To have the VI start a new simulation sweep or to end the simulation, add an output connection point. This connection
point is monitored during the simulation for a value indicating that a new sweep is to start, or for a value indicating that
the simulation is to terminate. Note that if a new simulation sweep is to start, you must monitor the current VSS simulation
phase as previously described. When the Sweep start state is entered, the value of the output connection point must be
changed to another value, otherwise, the VSS program starts another simulation.

Other Notes

To prevent unwanted flashing of the VI front panel when the VSS simulation runs, ensure that the VI does not have the
Close afterwards if originally closed customized window appearance setting selected in the VI Properties dialog box, under
the Window Appearance category, after clicking the Customize button.

LABVIEW Block Configuration

You can configure this model on the Configuration tab in the Element Options dialog box.
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VI File Name: Browse to locate the desired VI file name. Any problems loading the VI are displayed below VI File Name.
If you have problems with the VI, you can fix the problems in the LVDE and then click the Reload VI button to reload
it.

Advanced button: Displays the Advanced LabVIEW Settings dialog box with the following options:

• Error Cluster - If desired, select an error cluster connection point to monitor for errors. If any of the error cluster
connection points report an error, the VSS simulation is stopped with the appropriate error message displayed in the
AWR platform Status Window.

• Simulation State - If desired, select an input connection point to receive the VSS simulation state. Enter the desired
values to assign to the connection point at the different simulation states. Values may be left empty, in which case the
connection point's value is not modified when that state is entered. See Advanced VI Operation for details.
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• Simulation Control - If desired, select an output connection point to monitor for VSS simulation control. If the VI is to
support starting a new sweep, enter the value to use to trigger a new sweep. If the VI is to support ending a simulation,
enter the value to use to trigger the end of the simulation. See Advanced VI Operation for details.

Parameters - This section lists the parameters assigned to input connection points in the VI. The Add and Edit buttons
display the Add/Edit Parameter dialog boxes.

• Connection point: Select the input connection point to receive the parameter value. Only supported connection points
that have not already been assigned are listed.

• Parameter name: Enter the name for the parameter. Parameter names must be unique in the block. They may only
contain letters ('a'-'z', 'A'-'Z'), digits ('0'-'9'), and underscore ('_').

• Default value: Modify the default value of the parameter if desired.

• Parameter units: The parameter units only apply to real valued parameters. These are the units applied to the parameter
value when a constant value is entered for the parameter. As with other VSS block parameters, if an equation or a
variable is entered for the parameter value, the units are MKS.

• Connection point units: The connection point units only apply to real valued parameters. The connection point units
allow conversion between various types of decibels and scalar values. The conversion is performed after any applicable
Parameter units conversion.

Input Ports - This section lists the input ports assigned to input connection points in the VI. The Add and Edit buttons
display the Add/Edit Input Port dialog boxes.
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• Connection point: Select the input connection point to receive the samples from the input port. Only supported connection
points that have not already been assigned are listed.

• Port data type: If the selected connection point has an integer representation, you can set the input port data type to
either Digital or Real.

• Samples per VI call: Only available if the selected connection point is a 1D array or a waveform. This is used to specify
the number of samples to pass to the connection point prior to each VI run. Click the Change button to open the Input
Port Samples per VI Call dialog box.

There are several methods by which the number of samples per VI call is determined (note that the number of samples
is fixed at the start of each simulation sweep):

• Automatically determine: If selected, the input port should be downstream of another LABVIEW block. The input
port then uses the number of samples generated each time that block runs its VI. If the number of samples cannot
be determined in this manner, the input port's connection point is checked for the number of samples. If that is not
available, a warning message displays and the number of samples is set to 1.

• Use this numeric number: The value entered is the number of samples and must be a whole number greater than zero.

• Use the value of the existing parameter: The value of the selected parameter is used. The parameter must be an Integer
parameter.

• Use the value of the new parameter: A new parameter is added, and when the block is run, the value of the parameter
is used. The settings are similar to those in the Edit Parameter dialog box.

• Use the propagated property: The value of the propagated property with the specified name is used. If the propagated
property is not found, a warning message displays and the number of samples is determined in a manner similar to
Automatically determine.

• If port not connected: Lets you require that an input port always be connected to an output port.

• Propagated Properties: This section lists the propagated properties from the input port to be passed on to input connection
points. The Add and Edit buttons display the Input Port Propagated Property dialog box.
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Each propagated property has a unique name. You may choose a standard property, or specify a custom property name.
Custom property names should start with a letter or digit and should only contain letters, digits or an underscore ('_').
If the Property is optional check box is not selected, an error displays and the simulation stops if the input port does
not receive the specified property.

Destination connection point lists the available input connection points that may be assigned to receive the property
value. Property value conversion allows conversion between various decibel and scalar representations.

Output Ports - This section lists the output ports assigned to output connection points in the VI. The Add and Edit buttons
display the Add/Edit Output Port dialog boxes.

• Connection point: Select the output connection point whose samples are to be sent out the output port. Only supported
connection points that have not already been assigned are listed.

• Port data type: If the selected connection point has an integer representation, you can set the input port data type to
either Digital or Real.

• Propagated Properties: This section lists the propagated properties to be propagated from the output port. The Time
step, Center frequency, Oversampling rate, Bits per symbol, Alphabet size, Signal power and Block size settings are standard
properties. The Time step property is required for all port data types unless the connection point is a waveform, in
which case the time step is determined from the waveform. Center frequency is required for the complex data type,
Oversampling rate is required for complex or real data types, and you must specify either Bits per symbol or Alphabet
size for the digital data type.
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The Block size property also determines how many samples from the output connection point are output. This is
normally set to Using array size of connection point. It is most useful when debugging, as it lets you reduce the number
of samples passed out the output port, which may be useful if the connection point normally has a large number of
elements in the array.

The Custom Properties section lists custom propagated properties.

The Add and Edit buttons display the Output Port Propagated Property dialog box.

Each propagated property has a unique name. The property name is predefined for the standard properties. Custom
properties must have a name specified in Property name. Custom property names should start with a letter or digit and
should only contain letters, digits or an underscore ('_').

The value to propagate can originate from one of several sources:

• Input port: If the block has input ports, the property value may be taken from the same property received by one of
the input ports. This is useful for passing properties through the block unchanged, especially properties such as time
step and center frequency.

• Connection point: The property value may come from an output connection point.

• Existing parameter: If parameters are defined either for other properties or for passing values to connection points,
the value of one of those parameters may be selected as the property value's source.

• New parameter: A new parameter may be defined. The settings are similar to those in the Edit Parameter dialog box.

• Do not propagate: This is used primarily while debugging, and lets you disable the propagation of the property
without deleting the property entry.

• Use array size of port's connection point: This is only available when editing the Block size property. If you select
this, the number of elements in the output port's connection point at the start of a simulation sweep is used as the
number of samples to generate each time the VI runs.

Property value conversion allows conversion between various decibel and scalar representations. This is only available
if the property source is a connection point with floating point representation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VI file name, including path if neededFVINAME
Parameter configuration (DO NOT EDIT)S*CFGPAR
Input port configuration (DO NOT EDIT)S*CFGINP
Output port configuration (DO NOT EDIT)S*CFGOUT
Advanced settings configuration (DO NOT EDIT)S*CFGADV

0Configuration checksum (DO NOT EDIT)I*CFGCHKSM
LabVIEW Dev.
Env., Auto Load

LabVIEW mode in which to run the VIELVMODE

AutoDisplay VI front panel in LabVIEW RTEEFRONTPANEL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Host name for remote connection to LabVIEW Development
Environment

S*HOSTNAME

-1TCP/IP port for remote connection to LabVIEW Development
Environment

I*TCPPORT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VINAME. The filename of the LabVIEW VI to be executed by the block.

CFGPAR, CFGINP, CFGOUT, CFGADV. These parameters are for internal use and must not be modified.

LVMODE. Determines which LabVIEW product to run.

• LabVIEW Run-Time: The LabVIEW Run-Time Engine (RTE) is used. A run-time engine with a version matching
the VI version MUST be installed.

• LabVIEW Dev. Env.: The LabVIEW Development Environment (LVDE) is used. The LVDE must be running.

• LabVIEW Dev. Env., Auto Load: The LVDE is used. If the LVDE is not running, it is launched.

FRONTPANEL. Determines whether the VI's front panel is shown when using the LabVIEW RTE.

• Auto: The VI's front panel displays only if it is programmed to do so.

• Show Front Panel: The VI's front panel displays.

NOTE: If there are multiple LABVIEW blocks running the same VI, only one front panel window displays. The different
instances share that front panel.

HOSTNAME. The host name for the TCP/IP connection used to communicate with the LVDE. You should normally
leave this empty.

TCPPORT. The TCP/IP port used to communicate with the LVDE. This should match the Port setting of the VI Server
option of LabVIEW. Setting this to -1 uses the default port of 3363.

Error Conditions

The following are some of the more common error messages generated when working with the LABVIEW block:

CorrectionError
The LabVIEW is either not installed, or the installation has
been corrupted. Try reinstalling LabVIEW.

Could not find an installed LabVIEW runtime or
development environment.

The version of the VI could not be read from the VI. Check
if the VI can be loaded in the LVDE. If it cannot, the VI
needs to be re-created.

Could not determine version for 'VI name'.

The LVDE is either not installed, the installation has been
corrupted, or it has not been properly configured. If LVDE

Could either not start LabVIEW Development Environment
or could not obtain a connection to it.

has been installed, ensure it has been configured as described
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CorrectionError
in the LabVIEW Configuration section. If that fails, try
reinstalling LabVIEW.
The LabVIEW RTE with the same version number as the
VI has not been installed or could not be loaded. Using the

Could not connect to the LabVIEW 11.0 RTE (or other
version number).

LabVIEW RTE requires that it have the same version as the
VI. Install the appropriate version.
Open the Element Options dialog box for the LABVIEW
block, click the Configuration tab, and ensure all the settings

The connection pane of VI 'VI name' has changed since the
last time this block was configured.

are correct. Click the OK button to close the dialog box and
save any changes, and inform the LABVIEW block that it
is up-to-date.
The input port is configured to report an error if the port is
not connected. Either connect an output port to the input

Input port 1 must be connected to an output port (or other
port number).

port, or change the If port not connected setting in the Edit
Input Port dialog box for the port to Ignore port.
The output connection point selected to control the VSS
simulation has a numeric data type, but one of the control

Simulation control value 'value' could not be converted to
a numeric value.

values specified could not be converted to a numeric value.
Change the value to a numeric value using the Advanced
LabVIEW Settings dialog box.
The input port was configured to receive the propagated
property name, but did not receive it. Either ensure that an

Custom complex/real/string propagated property 'name' was
not received in input port 1.

upstream block sends that property, or mark the property
optional by selecting the Property is optional check box in
the Input Port Propagated Property dialog box for the
property.
The output port is configured to pass the propagated property
name from an input port, but the selected input port no

Input port index for the property 'name' of output port 2 is
invalid.

longer exists. Either use the Output Port Propagated Property
dialog box to select another input port or change the source,
or, if the property is a custom property, delete the property
in the Edit Output Port dialog box.
One of the VI's error cluster output connection points
reported an error. See the LabVIEW documentation or the
VI's documentation for further details on the error.

VI reported the following error via the error cluster:

The block's configuration information has been corrupted
and you need to reconfigure the block. Make sure you do

Could not configure the block.

not modify the CFGPAR, CFGINP, CFGOUT, or CFGADV
parameters, as these contain the configuration information.
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Run LabVIEW VI (Pre-Configured): LABVIEW_EXEC

Symbol

Summary

The LABVIEW_EXEC block allows you to execute a pre-configured National Instruments® LabVIEW® 2011 or later
Virtual Instrument (VI) from VSS Time Domain simulations. The block is configured to run a specific VI.

To run your own VI, use the Run LabVIEW VI block (LABVIEW).

NOTE: The LABVIEW_EXEC block only supports VSS Time Domain simulations, it does not directly support RF
Budget Analysis or RF Inspector simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VI file name, including path if neededFVINAME

LabVIEW Dev.
Env., Auto Load

LabVIEW mode in which to run the VIELVMODE

AutoDisplay VI front panel in LabVIEW RTEEFRONTPANEL
Host name for remote connection to LabVIEW Development
Environment

S*HOSTNAME

-1TCP/IP port for remote connection to LabVIEW Development
Environment

I*TCPPORT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VINAME. The file name of the LabVIEW VI for the block to execute.

LVMODE. Determines which LabVIEW product to run.

• LabVIEW Run-Time: The LabVIEW Run-Time Engine (RTE) is used. A run-time engine with a version matching
the VI version MUST be installed.

• LabVIEW Dev. Env.: The LabVIEW Development Environment (LVDE) is used. The LVDE must be running.

• LabVIEW Dev. Env., Auto Load: The LVDE is used. If the LVDE is not running, it is launched.

FRONTPANEL. Determines whether the VI's front panel is shown when using the LabVIEW RTE.
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• Auto: The VI's front panel displays only if it is programmed to do so.

• Show Front Panel: The VI's front panel displays.

NOTE: If there are multiple LABVIEW blocks running the same VI, only one front panel window displays. The different
instances share that front panel.

HOSTNAME. The host name for the TCP/IP connection used to communicate with the LVDE. You should normally
leave this empty.

TCPPORT. The TCP/IP port used to communicate with the LVDE. This should match the Port setting of the VI Server
option of LabVIEW. Setting this to -1 uses the default port of 3363.

Error Conditions

The following are some of the more common error messages generated when working with the LABVIEW block:

CorrectionError
The LabVIEW is either not installed, or the installation is
corrupted. Try reinstalling LabVIEW.

Could not find an installed LabVIEW runtime or
development environment.

The version of the VI could not be read from the VI. Verify
that the VI can be loaded in the LVDE. If it cannot, the VI
needs to be re-created.

Could not determine version for 'VI name'.

The LVDE is either not installed, the installation is
corrupted, or it has not been properly configured. If LVDE

Could either not start LabVIEW Development Environment
or could not obtain a connection to it.

is installed, ensure it has been configured as described in
the LabVIEW Configuration section. If that fails, try
reinstalling LabVIEW.
The LabVIEW RTE with the same version number as the
VI is not installed or could not be loaded. Using the

Could not connect to the LabVIEW 11.0 RTE (or other
version number).

LabVIEW RTE requires that it have the same version as the
VI. Install the appropriate version.
Open the Element Options dialog box for the LABVIEW
block, click the Configuration tab, and ensure all the settings

The connection pane of VI 'VI name' has changed since the
last time this block was configured.

are correct. Click the OK button to close the dialog box and
save any changes, and inform the LABVIEW block that it
is updated.
The input port is configured to report an error if the port is
not connected. Either connect an output port to the input

Input port 1 must be connected to an output port (or other
port number).

port, or change the If port not connected setting in the Edit
Input Port dialog box for the port to Ignore port.
The output connection point selected to control the VSS
simulation has a numeric data type, but one of the control

Simulation control value 'value' could not be converted to
a numeric value.

values specified could not be converted to a numeric value.
Change the value to a numeric value in the Advanced
LabVIEW Settings dialog box.
The input port was configured to receive the propagated
property name, but did not receive it. Either ensure that an

Custom complex/real/string propagated property 'name' was
not received in input port 1.

upstream block sends that property, or mark the property
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CorrectionError
optional by selecting the Property is optional check box in
the Input Port Propagated Property dialog box for the
property.
The output port is configured to pass the propagated property
name from an input port, but the selected input port no

Input port index for the property 'name' of output port 2 is
invalid.

longer exists. Either use the Output Port Propagated Property
dialog box to select another input port or change the source,
or if the property is a custom property, delete the property
in the Edit Output Port dialog box.
One of the VI's error cluster output connection points
reported an error. See the LabVIEW documentation or the
VI's documentation for further details on the error.

VI reported the following error via the error cluster:

The block's configuration information is corrupted and you
need to reconfigure the block. Make sure you do not modify

Could not configure the block.

the CFGPAR, CFGINP, CFGOUT, or CFGADV parameters,
as these contain the configuration information.
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Run MATLAB Commands: MATLAB

Symbol

Summary

MATLAB runs MATLAB® commands from within a simulation. A copy of MATLAB must be properly installed on
the computer. Data samples can be passed to MATLAB, processed, and then sent back to the simulation.

NOTE:The MATLAB application must be registered as a COM server before you can use this block. The Implementation
Details section contains more information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarNumber of input portsININP
1ScalarNumber of output portsINOUTP
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P1%CP1
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P2%CP2
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P3%CP3
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P4%CP4
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P5%CP5

MATLAB command to execute when the simulation startsS*STARTCMD
MATLAB command to execute when parameters are loadedS*LOADCMD
MATLAB command to execute each passS*RUNCMD
MATLAB command to execute when the simulation endsS*ENDCMD

1ScalarNumber of rows for each input node matrixI*INROWS
_BLKSZScalarNumber of columns for each input node matrixI*INCOLS
1ScalarSampling frequency scaleR*SFRQSCL
1ScalarSamples per symbol scaleR*SSYMSCL

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

Project DirectoryMATLAB current directoryE*CURDIR

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

NINP, NOUTP. The number of input and output ports. There must be at least one port; NINP and NOUTP cannot both
be 0.

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5. (Assignable parameters) These parameters can be used to pass parameter values to MATLAB through
either LOADCMD or RUNCMD. The strings %P1%, %P2%, %P3%, %P4$% and %P5% are used to indicate the use
of the P1, P2, P3 or P4 parameter value within the LOADCMD or RUNCMD text.

STARTCMD, LOADCMD. The MATLAB commands to execute each time a simulation is started or at the start of a
simulation sweep. STARTCMD is executed once at the start of each simulation. LOADCMD is executed at the start of
each simulation sweep. These commands can be any single line command accepted by the MATLAB command line.
You can enter multiple statements by separating them with a comma or semi-colon. In addition, the values of parameters
P1, P2, P3 and P4 can also be passed to the command line by using the text %P1%, %P2%, %P3%, %P4% or %P5%,
respectively, to indicate the parameter to be substituted. For example, the command:

y = %P1% * cos(2*pi*%P2%*t) * x, t = t+1

is equivalent to:

y = AWRVSS1_P1 * cos(2*pi*AWRVSS1_P2*t) * x, t = t+.1

where AWRVSS1_P1 is a MATLAB variable set to the value of parameter P1 and AWRVSS1_P2 is set to the value of
parameter P2. The exact form of the variable name differs between instances of the block in order to distinguish the
parameter values.

These parameters may be left empty.

RUNCMD. The MATLAB command to execute repeatedly during data sample processing. The format of the command
is similar to LOADCMD with the added ability to pass data samples from the input node to MATLAB as a matrix and
to retrieve samples from MATLAB for output through the output node. To pass samples to MATLAB, use the matrix
variable 'in'. To retrieve samples from MATLAB, assign to the matrix variable 'out'. For example, the command:

out = 5 * in

has the effect of multiplying each from the input node by 5 and then sending it out the output node. This parameter may
be left empty.

ENDCMD. The MATLAB command to execute when the simulation is ended. The format of the command is the same
as LOADCMD. This command is useful for performing post-processing within MATLAB. This parameter may be left
empty.

INROWS. The number of rows in the MATLAB variable 'in' used to pass input data samples to MATLAB. Samples
are copied sequentially into each row as they are received.

INCOLS. The number of columns in the MATLAB variable 'in' used to pass input data samples to MATLAB.

SFRQSCL. The multiple of the input signal's sampling frequency to set as the output signal's sampling frequency. This
is typically used when the MATLAB command results in a different number of samples being generated than consumed.
For example, suppose the RUNCMD results in two samples being generated for every one sample input. To maintain
signal timing, the sampling frequency of the output signal needs to be twice the sampling frequency of the input signal,
and SFRQSCL should be set to 2.0. If the block has more than one output port, scale factors for each output port may
be specified by using an array containing the scale factors for each individual output port.
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NOTE: The sampling frequency values specified in the SMPFRQ parameter takes precedence over the SFRQSCL
parameter. If a non-zero value is specified for a particular output port, that value is used for the sampling frequency rather
than scaling with the SFRQSCL value.

SSYMSCL. The multiple of the input signal's samples per symbol to set as the output signal's samples per symbol. This
is typically the inverse of SFRQSCL in order to maintain the same symbol period. If the block has more than one output
port, scale factors for each output port may be specified by using an array containing the scale factors for each individual
output port.

NOTE: The samples per symbol values specified in the SMPSYM parameter take precedence over the SSYMSCL
parameter. If a non-zero value is specified for a particular output port, that value is used for the samples per symbol
rather than scaling with the SSYMSCL value.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency assigned to the output signal(s). If left empty or set to 0, the sampling frequency is
determined by the SFRQSCL parameter if the block has input ports. If the block does not have input ports the sampling
frequency is set to either the sampling frequency defined in the System Simulator Options dialog box or, if a block
downstream requests a specific sampling frequency, to the requested sampling frequency. If there is more than one output
port, different sampling frequencies may be set for each output port by using an array of values corresponding to each
output port.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol assigned to the output signal(s). If left empty or set to 0, the number of
samples per symbol is determined by the SSYMSCL parameter if the block has input ports. If the block does not have
input ports, the number of samples per symbol is set to the value defined in the System Simulator Options dialog box
via the Simulator tab. If the block has more than one output port, different samples per symbol may be assigned to each
port by using an array of values corresponding to each output port.

CURDIR. Determines how the current directory within MATLAB is handled:

• Project Directory: The current directory within the MATLAB workspace is set to the directory containing the Cadence®
Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software project prior to the LOADCMD
being run.

• Leave Alone: The current directory is not modified.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
MATLAB variable 'in'Real/Complex/Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
MATLAB variable 'out'Real/Complex/Digital2

Implementation Details

This model requires that MATLAB is installed properly on the same computer. This model is tested with MATLAB
Release 12.
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Registering MATLAB as a COM Server

Before using this block, the MATLAB application must have been registered as a COM Automation Server. This is a
one-time task that must be performed after the MATLAB application is installed. Older releases of MATLAB such as
Release 12 simply required that MATLAB be run at least once. Newer releases of MATLAB require additional steps.
The following excerpt taken from the MATLAB support web site describes the necessary steps (from Solution ID
1-4SB312):1

Solution: This error occurs because MATLAB has not been registered as a Component Object Model (COM) server.
To perform this registration, you need to start MATLAB once with the -regserver startup option using the following
steps:

1. Close MATLAB, then right-click the MATLAB icon and choose Properties.

2. In the Properties dialog box, in Target, note the file path that Windows uses to execute MATLAB. At the end of this
path, add a space and then type: -regserver , then click OK to save the change.

3. Start MATLAB. The NOTEBOOK command should now function properly.

4. Because the registration is only performed once, you should now repeat steps 1 through 3 and remove the-regserver
flag from the MATLAB shortcut path.

MATLAB Application Instances

All instances of MATLAB models share a single instance of the MATLAB application, including instances in different
system diagrams. The implication of sharing a single instance of MATLAB is that care must be taken when updating
variables in the default workspace. For example, if you use the variable 't' to indicate time, and increment it in two
different model instances, the variable is updated each time either model instance runs its commands:

One instance has RUNCMD = y=cos(2*pi*t), t=t+dt

Another instance has RUNCMD = y=sin(2*pi*t), t=t+dt

The value of 't' is unlikely to be the expected value, as it would be incremented each time either command is executed.
The solution is to use unique variable names for each model instance.

Simulation Speed

There is a considerable amount of overhead each time RUNCMD executes. To improve simulation speed, try to process
a large amount of data within a single RUNCMD. You can do so by increasing the dimensions of the 'in' matrix variable
using either INROWS or INCOLS. This does require that the RUNCMD supports the large variable.

Assignable Parameters

The assignable parameters P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 let you pass equations from VSS software to MATLAB. To use an
assignable parameter, first set the value of the parameter to the desired value or equation, such as P1=Pwr.

In the RUNCMD or LOADCMD strings use %P1% to indicate where the value of parameter P1 should appear, for
example:

RUNCMD = "y = dmodce(x,Fd,Fs,'msk')*%P1%^2/50"

1"Why do I receive an error message when I attempt to run NOTEBOOK in MATLAB? - 1-4SB312", 2008, The MathWorks, Inc. 17 November 2008,
http://www.mathworks.com/support/solutions/data/1-4SB312.html?solution=1-4SB312
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When the block runs this command, first it assigns a MATLAB variable named AWRVSS1_P1 the value of parameter
P1 (The variable name is actually of the form AWRVSSn_P1, where 'n' is a unique number assigned to each block
instance in order to distinguish the parameters of the different block instances). It then converts the command string for
execution by MATLAB, replacing the %P1% with AWRVSS1_P1 and adding a final ';' at the end of the string to hide
the text output:

y = dmodce(x,Fd,Fs,'msk')*AWRVSS1_P1*&^2/50;

Note that the assignable parameters are assigned to their corresponding MATLAB variables just before the LOADCMD
executes, but then are not updated before RUNCMD executes. This means that LOADCMD and RUNCMD should not
result in the parameter variable being modified, or the modified value is used in all subsequent RUNCMD executions,
until LOADCMD is executed again.

MATLAB Filters

The MATLAB FIR and IIR filter functions filter() and filter2() generally do not function as expected with this block
because the functions operate on a single block of data samples each time they are called, and do not maintain any memory
between function calls. This results in a discontinuity in the filtered signal at the end of each block.
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TDMS File Independent Variable Source: TDMS_IVARSRC

Symbol

1

Summary

TDMS_IVARSRC is available for incorporating TDMS files into Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) Time Domain
simulations. TDMS_IVARSRC, which only works with analog waveforms, supports independent variables. Common
properties of channels within a channel group are identified as independent variables. These variables then appear as
parameters of the block and are used to select a channel at simulation time. An example independent variable is the signal
power level.

TDMS_IVARSRC is used to select among analog waveform channels within a single group, a channel based upon the
values of independent variables at each sweep of a simulation. The independent variables are selected properties shared
among analog waveform channels within a channel group such that each channel has a unique set of values for those
properties. The independent variables appear as parameters of this block on the system diagram. When TDMS_SNK is
used to generate TDMS files in a swept simulation, TDMS_SNK automatically records the current values of all the swept
variables in the simulation as properties of the recorded channels. You man then use the generated TDMS file with
TDMS_IVARSRC to recreate the recorded waveforms in another simulation, allowing the selection of particular sweep
results.

TDMS_IVARSRC Configuration

TDMS_IVARSRC is configured on the Element Options dialog box Configuration tab. The initial step is to select an
existing TDMS file by clicking the Browse button. The selected TDMS file opens and the channel groups are searched
for analog waveform channels with properties that may be used as independent variables. If none are found, you are
prompted to select a different file. In each channel group, the available analog waveform channels are examined for
properties that may be used as independent variables. Many of the standard properties such as 'wf_increment', 'wf_samples',
'dt', or 'NI_RF_Headroom' are ignored. A property is a potential independent variable if it is used by more than one
analog waveform channel, and if at least two of the analog waveform channels have different values for the property.
Another requirement for the channel group is that all of the available analog waveform channels must have the same
data type. They must all be real waveforms or all be complex or IQ waveforms. Channel groups that satisfy this criteria
are listed in the Channel group drop-down list. Selecting a channel group from this list displays the available independent
variable properties for that channel group in the Properties for independent variables list. If there is more than one available
independent variable property, properties must be selected from this list until channels are listed in the Channels with the
chosen independent variables list. This list contains the set of channels from which the TDMS_SNK block selects at
simulation time, based upon the values of the independent variables. Each channel displays along with the values required
for each independent variable in order for the channel to be selected. Channels are listed in the Channels with the chosen
independent variables list when the selected variables from the Properties for independent variables list are such that
among all the analog waveform channels within the channel group that contains all the selected independent variables,
one and only one channel has a specific set of values for the selected independent variables. For example, suppose there
are four potential independent variables within a channel group: PIn, Freq, P1dB, and IP3, and suppose there are the
following channels with the corresponding values for those properties:
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IP3P1dBFreqPinChannel
201110-20Ch0
201110-10Ch1
2011100Ch2

1111-20Ch3
1111-10Ch4
11110Ch5

251710-20Ch6
251710-10Ch7
2517100Ch8

If PIn alone is selected, no channels are listed, as multiple channels have the same values (for example, Ch0, Ch3, and
Ch6 have the value -20). If PIn and Freq are selected, again no channels are listed. Selecting PIn, Freq, and P1dB however,
lists all the channels. Selecting PIn, Freq, and IP3 lists channels Ch0, Ch1, Ch2, Ch6, Ch7, and Ch8. Channels Ch3, Ch4,
and Ch5 are not listed because they do not have the IP3 property.

After a valid set of independent variables is selected, controls for further configuring the port display in Output Port
Settings. These settings are similar to the Output Port Settings of the TDMS_SRC block, except that digital waveforms
are not supported.

After the configuration is complete the block is updated on the system diagram with the chosen independent variables
displaying as parameters. By default the parameters are configured as drop-down lists containing the available values
for the swept variable. This is the behavior when the secondary parameter IVARTYP is set to "Select from list". Setting
IVARTYP to "Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest" changes this behavior to use numeric values for the independent
variables that are numeric. When you select this option, values entered for the independent variables are used to select
the channel with independent variables closest to the entered values. Interpolation of the samples between channels is
not performed.

Parameters

ValueUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
TDMS file nameFFILEN
Port configuration (do not edit)S*CONFIG

0GhzCenter frequenciesR*CTRFRQ
_SMPFRQHzSampling frequenciesR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZSymbols per passI*BLKSZ
NoneDiagnostic information to output to text windowE*TXTOUT
Select from listTreatment of numeric independent variablesE*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Unset1

Implementation Details

When a simulation starts, the block opens the TDMS file and verifies the selected channel group and independent variables
in the file. At the start of each sweep the values assigned to the independent variable parameters of the TDMS_IVARSRC
block instance are read and used to select one of the analog waveform channels in the channel group. This channel is
then processed similar to how analog waveform channels are processed by TDMS_SRC, with the samples for output
being read into memory. The TDMS file remains open for the duration of the simulation and is closed at the end of the
simulation.
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TDMS File Sink: TDMS_SNK

Symbol

1

Summary

TDMS_SNK is used to create a TDMS file containing the samples from one or more input ports. Samples from real or
complex input ports are written to channels, while samples from digital input ports are written as a group of channels
within a channel group. The TDMS_SNK block is used to record samples from a Time Domain simulation in a TDMS
file. The block supports complex, real, and digital signals. It can also be configured to record multiple signals to one
TDMS file, and it supports recording of swept variable values which may be used by the TDMS_IVARSRC block to
select different channels at simulation time.

TDMS_SNK Configuration

TDMS_SNK is configured on the Element Options dialog box Configuration tab. The initial step is to specify the name
of the TDMS file to generate.

You can optionally specify Title, Author, and Description properties in the appropriate edit boxes. The list of configured
input ports displays on the Configuration tab. You can add, edit, delete, and order ports in the list. The order of ports in
the list determines their order on the block on the system diagram.

Click the Add or Edit buttons to display the Configure Input/Output Port dialog box to select the port data type and specify
the channel group and channel name for the channel in the TDMS file. The configuration settings consist of the following:

Selects the port data type. "Complex", "Real", and "Digital" data types are
supported.

Data type

The name of the channel group. This name should consist of only letters, digits,
a space, and '_'. If the data type is "Digital" and the simulation is swept, '/swpn'

TDMS group name

is added to the end of the name, where 'n' is the sweep index, with the first sweep
'/swp0'.
The name of the channel. This name should consist of only letters, digits, a space,
and '_'. If the data type is "Digital", this is the base name for the digital line and

TDMS channel name

index channels. If the data type is "Real" or "Complex" and the simulation is
swept, '/swpn' is added to the end of the name, where 'n' is the sweep index, with
the first sweep '/swp0'.
Specifies the index of the first sample to be recorded if only a subset of the
samples input are to be recorded. The first sample input has index 0.

Index of first sample to record

Specifies the total number of samples to be recorded if only a certain number
of samples is to be recorded. Setting this to -1 records samples from the first
sample to record until the end of the sweep/simulation.

Number of samples to record
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When selected, the samples within the propagated signal delay, if any, are skipped
before recording starts. Index of first sample to record is then relative to the first
sample after the propagated signal delay.

Skip signal delay

Applies to "Real" and "Complex" data types. When selected, the oversampling
rate, center frequency, signal power, and phase rotation propagated properties

Write VSS specific properties

are saved as properties in the channel. The oversampling rate is written to the
'NI_VSS_OversampleRate' property, the center frequency is written to the
'NI_VSS_CenterFreq' property, and the phase rotation is written to the
'NI_VSS_PhaseRotation' property. The signal power is converted to dB above
10 dBm and written to the 'NI_RF_Headroom' property.
When selected, all the propagated properties are written to the channel. The
channel property name is constructed from '_NI_VSS_Property_' followed by

Write all VSS properties

the name of the propagated property. These properties may then be read in by
the TDMS_SRC and TDMS_IVARSRC blocks if the output port of that block
has Use all VSS properties if available selected in the Configure Output Port dialog
box. Note that the channel property name is encoded as necessary with all its
characters as either letters, digits, or '_'.
Applies to "Digital" data types. When selected, the digital data is not compressed
using an index channel.

Do not compress digital data

Parameters

ValueUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
TDMS file nameFFILEN

Archive and replaceAction to perform if file existsE*EXISTS
Description file propertyS*DESC
Title file propertyS*TITLE
Author file propertyS*AUTHOR
Port configuration (do not edit)S*CONFIG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Unset1

Implementation Details

When a simulation starts, the TDMS file to be written is created. If a file exists with the same name, the EXISTS parameter
determines the action on that file. If EXISTS is "Replace", the existing file is replaced and is lost; if "Archive and
Replace", the existing file has .Old inserted before the file extension. If an existing file has that name, that file is replaced
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and is lost. If EXISTS is "Safe Archive and Replace", the existing file has .Old plus a number added before the file
extension so existing files are not replaced.

At the start of each sweep the appropriate channel group and channels are created. For "Digital" data types, a new channel
group is created for each sweep, and within that channel group the digital line channels are created. If the data is being
compressed a digital index channel is also created. For "Complex" and "Real" data types, a channel group is created if
this is the first sweep, and for each sweep a new channel is created.

If the simulation is swept, the channel group name or the channel name specified in Input Port Settings is adjusted to
maintain unique names. For "Digital" data types the channel group of each sweep has '/swp0' added to the channel group
name, with '0' being replaced with the appropriate sweep number (the first sweep is '0'). For "Complex" and "Real" data
types the channel of each sweep has '/swp0' added to the channel name, again with '0' being replaced with the appropriate
sweep number.

If the simulation is swept, at the start of each sweep the swept variables and their current properties are written to the
newly created channel group for "Digital" data types, and to the newly created channel for "Complex" and "Real" data
types. The properties written have names formed from 'NI_VSS_SweptVar_' followed by the name of the swept variable.
The value of the property is the current value of the swept variable. The propagated properties are also written if the
appropriate check box is checked in Input Port Settings.

As the simulation progresses and samples are input to the port they are written to the TDMS file if they are within the
specified range of samples to record. The TDMS file is closed at the end of the simulation.
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TDMS File Source: TDMS_SRC

Symbol

1

Summary

TDMS_SRC is available for incorporating TDMS files into VSS Time Domain simulations. It provides direct access to
channels for analog data and to channel groups for digital data. TDMS_SRC blocks may be configured with multiple
output ports, with each port representing a different channel or channel group. The TDMS_SRC block is used to select
individual analog waveform channels and digital waveform channel groups to act as signal sources in a system diagram.
You can select multiple channels and channel groups in a single file, with each channel/channel group being assigned
to a separate output port.

TDMS_SRC Configuration

TDMS_SRC is configured on the Element Options dialog box Configuration tab. The initial step is to select an existing
TDMS file by clicking the Browse button.

After selecting a file you can choose to have the block auto-configure the output ports or do so at a later time by clicking
the Auto-configure button. For auto-configuration, the TDMS file is scanned for supported analog waveform channels
and digital waveform groups. Each found channel/channel group is then configured as an output port and listed on the
Configuration tab.

You can add, edit, delete, and reorder ports in the list. The order of ports in the list determines their order on the block
on the system diagram.

Click the Add or Edit buttons to display the Configure Input/Output Port dialog box to select the analog waveform channel
or digital waveform channel group for the port. You can also configure settings for the port such as the time step, center
frequency (for complex signals), and the range of samples to be output. The TDMS File Items list displays all the channel
groups and channels in the file. Channel groups that represent a supported digital waveform and channels that represent
a supported analog waveform display in bold. The Selected TDMS Item Properties list to the right of the TDMS File Items
list displays the properties of the TDMS item selected in the list. After selecting a supported analog waveform channel
or digital waveform channel group, controls for further configuring the port display in Output Port Settings as follows:

Displays the data type to assign to the output port. "Digital" is assigned if a
digital waveform channel group is selected, "Complex" is assigned if an analog

Data type

waveform channel that either has a complex data type or has the
'NI_RF_WaveformType' property with a value of 'InterleavedIQCluster' present,
and "Real" is assigned for all other analog waveform channels.
The sampling frequency/time step for the output port can be set to the time step
of the TDMS waveform, a specific time step value, a specific sampling frequency

Sampling frequency/time step

value, or set as auto-determined. You can specify a variable name for a specific
time step or sampling frequency. When set to be auto-determined, the time step
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is the time step of the TDMS waveform unless time step/center frequency is
back-propagated to the port at simulation run time.
This setting is only available if Data type is "Complex" and sets the center
frequency of the output port. The center frequency may be a variable name.

Center frequency

This setting is only available if Data type is either "Complex" or "Real". The
oversampling rate, also called samples per symbol, may be a variable name. The

Oversampling rate

default value is _SMPSYM, which is the samples per symbol specified in the
System Simulator Options dialog box.
By default all samples in the selected channel/channel group are output, starting
with the first sample. This setting allows you to select a different sample for the

Index of first sample to output

first sample to be output. Samples positions are identified by index; the first
sample in the channel/channel group is 0. For compressed digital channel groups,
this index represents the uncompressed sample index.
Specifies the number of samples from the selected channel/channel group to
output. If set to -1, all the samples from the Index of first sample to output to
the last available sample are output.

Number of samples to output

Determines the action to perform once the last sample is output. The choices are
to repeat the sample sequence from the first sample output or to repeat only the
last sample output.

After all samples have been output

When selected, if the selected channel/channel group contains recorded VSS
properties, those properties are propagated out the output port. VSS properties

Use all VSS properties if available

are indicated in the Selected TDMS Item Properties list with a prefix of '[VSS]'.
VSS properties are typically used by VSS simulations for auto-configuration
purposes by downstream blocks.

Parameters

ValueUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
TDMS file nameFFILEN
Port configuration (do not edit)S*CONFIG

0GhzCenter frequenciesR*CTRFRQ
_SMPFRQHzSampling frequenciesR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Unset1
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Implementation Details

When a simulation starts, TDMS_SRC opens the selected TDMS file, processes the properties, and copies the samples
to output into memory before closing the TDMS file. The TDMS file is only opened at the start of the simulation and is
closed prior to samples being output by the block.
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(Obsolete) Run MATLAB Commands (4 Inputs and Outputs): MATLAB4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Summary

This block is obsolete and is replaced by the MATLAB block. The MATLAB block may be configured with different
numbers of input and output ports using the NINP and NOUTP parameters.

MATLAB4 runs MATLAB® commands from within a simulation. A copy of MATLAB must be properly installed on
the computer. Data samples can be passed to MATLAB, processed, and then sent back to the simulation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P1%CP1
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P2%CP2
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P3%CP3
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P4%CP4
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P5%CP5

MATLAB command to execute when the simulation startsS*STARTCMD
MATLAB command to execute when parameters are loadedS*LOADCMD
MATLAB command to execute each passS*RUNCMD
MATLAB command to execute when the simulation endsS*ENDCMD

{1,1,1,1}VectorNumber of rows for each input node matrixI*INROWS
{_BLKSZ,_BLKSZ,_BLKSZ,_BLKSZ}VectorNumber of columns for each input node matrixI*INCOLS
1ScalarSampling frequency scaleR*SFRQSCL
1ScalarSamples per symbol scaleR*SSYMSCL
Project DirectoryMATLAB current directoryE*CURDIR

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5. The assignable parameters. These parameters can be used to pass parameter values to MATLAB
through either LOADCMD or RUNCMD. The strings %P1%, %P2%, %P3%, %P4$% and %P5% is used to indicate
the use of the P1, P2, P3 or P4 parameter value within the LOADCMD or RUNCMD text.

STARTCMD, LOADCMD. The MATLAB commands to execute each time a simulation is started or at the start of a
simulation sweep. STARTCMD is executed once at the start of each simulation. LOADCMD is executed at the start of
each simulation sweep. These commands can be any single line command accepted by the MATLAB command line.
Multiple statements may be entered by separating them with a comma ',' or semi-colon ';'. In addition, the values of
parameters P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 can also be passed to the command line by using the text %P1%, %P2%, %P3%, %P4%
or %P5%, respectively, to indicate the parameter to be substituted. For example, the command:

y = %P1% * cos(2*pi*%P2%*t) * x, t = t+1

would be equivalent to:

y = AWRVSS1_P1 * cos(2*pi*AWRVSS1_P2*t) * x, t = t+.1

where AWRVSS1_P1 is a MATLAB variable set to the value of parameter P1 and AWRVSS1_P2 is set to the value of
parameter P2. The exact form of the variable name differs between instances of the block in order to distinguish the
parameter values.

These parameters may be left empty.

RUNCMD. The MATLAB command to execute repeatedly during data sample processing. The format of the command
is similar to LOADCMD with the added ability to pass data samples from the input nodes to MATLAB using matrices
and to retrieve samples from MATLAB for output through the output nodes. To pass samples to MATLAB, use the
matrix variables 'in1', 'in2', 'in3' or 'in4' corresponding to input nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4. To retrieve samples from MATLAB,
assign to the matrix variables 'out5', 'out6', 'out7' and 'out8' corresponding to output nodes 5, 6, 7 and 8. For example,
the command:

out5 = 3*in1; out6 = 2+in2

has the effect of multiplying each sample received at node 1 by 3 and outputting it through node 5 and adding 2 to each
sample received at node 2 and outputting it through node 6.

This parameter may be left empty.

ENDCMD. The MATLAB command to execute when the simulation is ended. The format of the command is the same
as LOADCMD. This command is useful for performing post-processing within MATLAB.

This parameter may be left empty.

INROWS. Vector whose elements specify the number of rows in the MATLAB variable used to pass data samples from
each input node to MATLAB. Samples are copied sequentially into each row as they are received.

INCOLS. Vector whose elements specify the number of columns in the MATLAB variable used to pass data samples
from each input node to MATLAB.

SFRQSCL. Vector whose elements are the scale factors to apply to input node 1's sampling frequency to obtain the
sampling frequency of each output node. This is typically used when the MATLAB command results in a different
number of samples being generated than consumed. For example, suppose the RUNCMD results in two samples being
generated at output node 6 for every one sample input at node 1, while the other output nodes have one sample generated
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for each sample input at node 1. In order to maintain signal timing, the sampling frequency of the output signal at node
6 needs to be twice the sampling frequency of the input signal, and SFRQSCL should be set to:

{1,2,1,1}

SSYMSCL. Vector whose elements are the scale factors to apply to input node 1's samples per symbol to obtain the
samples per symbol of each output node. These values are typically the inverse of the elements of SFRQSCL in order
to maintain the same symbol period.

CURDIR. Determines how the current directory within MATLAB is handled:

• Project Directory: The current directory within the MATLAB workspace is set to the directory containing the Cadence®
Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software project prior to the LOADCMD
being run.

• Leave Alone: The current directory is not modified.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
MATLAB variable 'in1'Real, Complex, or Digital1
MATLAB variable 'in2'Real, Complex, or Digital2
MATLAB variable 'in3'Real, Complex, or Digital3
MATLAB variable 'in4'Real, Complex, or Digital4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
MATLAB variable 'out5'Real, Complex, or Digital5
MATLAB variable 'out6'Real, Complex, or Digital6
MATLAB variable 'out7'Real, Complex, or Digital7
MATLAB variable 'out8'Real, Complex, or Digital8

Implementation Details

This model requires MATLAB be installed properly on the same computer. This model has been tested with MATLAB
Release 12.

All instances of MATLAB models share a single instance of the MATLAB application, including instances in different
system diagrams. The implication of sharing a single instance of MATLAB is that care must be taken when updating
variables in the default workspace. For example, if you were to use the variable 't' to indicate time, and incremented it
in two different model instances, the variable would be updated each time either model instance runs its commands:

One instance has RUNCMD = "out5=cos(2*pi*t), t=t+dt"

Another instance has RUNCMD = "out5=sin(2*pi*t), t=t+dt"

The value of 't' most likely would not be the expected value, as it would be incremented each time either command is
executed. The solution is to use unique variable names for each model instance.
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Simulation Speed

There is a considerable amount of overhead each time the RUNCMD is executed. To improve simulation speed, try to
process a large amount of data within a single RUNCMD. You can do so by increasing the dimensions of the 'in' matrix
variables using either INROWS or INCOLS. This does require that the RUNCMD supports the large variables.

Assignable Parameters

The assignable parameters P1, P2, P3 and P4 let you pass equations from VSS software to MATLAB. To use an assignable
parameter, first set the value of the parameter to the desired value or equation, such as P1=Pwr.

In the RUNCMD or LOADCMD strings use %P1% to indicate where the value of parameter P1 should appear, for
example:

RUNCMD = "out5 = dmodce(in1,Fd,Fs,'msk')*%P1%^2/50"

When the block runs the above command, first it assigns a MATLAB variable named AWRVSS1_P1 the value of
parameter P1 (The variable name is actually of the form AWRVSSn_P1, where 'n' is a unique number assigned to each
block instance in order to distinguish the parameters of the different block instances). It then converts the command
string for execution by MATLAB, replacing the %P1% with AWRVSS1_P1 and adding a final ';' at the end of the string
to hide the text output:

out5 = dmodce(in1,Fd,Fs,'msk')*AWRVSS1_P1*&^2/50;

Note that the assignable parameters are assigned to their corresponding MATLAB variables just before the LOADCMD
is executed, but then are not updated before the RUNCMD is executed. This means that LOADCMD and RUNCMD
should not result in the parameter variable being modified, or the modified value will be used in all subsequent RUNCMD
executions, until LOADCMD is once again executed.

MATLAB Filters

The MATLAB FIR and IIR filter functions filter() and filter2() will generally not work as expected with this block. This
is because the functions operate on a single block of data samples each time they are called and do not maintain any
memory between function calls. This results in a discontinuity in the filtered signal at the end of each block.
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(Obsolete) Run MATLAB Commands: MATLAB_SRC

Symbol

Summary

This block is obsolete and is replaced by the MATLAB block. The MATLAB block may be configured with only output
ports by setting the NINP parameter to 0 and the NOUTP parameter to the desired number of output ports.

MATLAB_SRC runs MATLAB® commands from within a simulation. A copy of MATLAB must be properly installed
on the computer. Data samples can be generated from MATLAB and passed into the simulation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P1%CP1
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P2%CP2
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P3%CP3
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P4%CP4
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P5%CP5

MATLAB command to execute when the simulation startsS*STARTCMD
MATLAB command to execute when parameters are loadedS*LOADCMD
MATLAB command to execute each passS*RUNCMD
MATLAB command to execute when the simulation endsS*ENDCMD

FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
Project DirectoryMATLAB current directoryE*CURDIR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5. The assignable parameters. These parameters can be used to pass parameter values to MATLAB
through either LOADCMD or RUNCMD. The strings %P1%, %P2%, %P3%, %P4$% and %P5% is used to indicate
the use of the P1, P2, P3 or P4 parameter value within the LOADCMD or RUNCMD text.

STARTCMD, LOADCMD. The MATLAB commands to execute each time a simulation is started or at the start of a
simulation sweep. STARTCMD is executed once at the start of each simulation. LOADCMD is executed at the start of
each simulation sweep. These commands can be any single line command accepted by the MATLAB command line.
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Multiple statements may be entered by separating them with a comma ',' or semi-colon ';'. In addition, the values of
parameters P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 can also be passed to the command line by using the text %P1%, %P2%, %P3%, %P4%
or %P5%, respectively, to indicate the parameter to be substituted. For example, the command:

y = %P1% * cos(2*pi*%P2%*t) * x, t = t+1

would be equivalent to:

y = AWRVSS1_P1 * cos(2*pi*AWRVSS1_P2*t) * x, t = t+.1

where AWRVSS1_P1 is a MATLAB variable set to the value of parameter P1 and AWRVSS1_P2 is set to the value of
parameter P2. The exact form of the variable name differs between instances of the block in order to distinguish the
parameter values.

These parameters may be left empty.

RUNCMD. The MATLAB command to execute repeatedly during data sample processing. The format of the command
is similar to LOADCMD with the added ability output data samples from MATLAB through the output node. To do so,
assign the values to the matrix variable 'out'. For example, the command:

out = 1:5

has the effect of generating the data sample sequence 1,2,3,4,5,1,2,3...

This parameter may be left empty.

ENDCMD. The MATLAB command to execute when the simulation is ended. The format of the command is the same
as LOADCMD. This command is useful for performing post-processing within MATLAB.

This parameter may be left empty.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency assigned to the output signal. If left empty or set to 0, the sampling frequency will
be set to either the sampling frequency defined in the system options dialog box or, if a block downstream requests a
specific sampling frequency, to the requested sampling frequency.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol assigned to the output signal.

CURDIR. Determines how the current directory within MATLAB is handled:

• Project Directory: The current directory within the MATLAB workspace is set to the directory containing the Cadence®
Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software project prior to the LOADCMD
being run.

Leave Alone: The current directory is not modified.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
MATLAB variable 'out'Real/Complex/Digital1

Implementation Details

This model requires MATLAB be installed properly on the same computer. This model has been tested with MATLAB
Release 12.
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All instances of MATLAB models share a single instance of the MATLAB application, including instances in different
system diagrams. The implication of sharing a single instance of MATLAB is that care must be taken when updating
variables in the default workspace. For example, if you were to use the variable 't' to indicate time, and incremented it
in two different model instances, the variable would be updated each time either model instance runs its commands:

One instance has RUNCMD = "y=cos(2*pi*t), t=t+dt"

Another instance has RUNCMD = "y=sin(2*pi*t), t=t+dt"

The value of 't' most likely would not be the expected value, as it would be incremented each time either command is
executed. The solution is to use unique variable names for each model instance.

Simulation Speed

There is a considerable amount of overhead each time the RUNCMD is executed. To improve simulation speed, try to
a large amount of data during each RUNCMD.

Assignable Parameters

The assignable parameters P1, P2, P3 and P4 let you pass equations from VSS software to MATLAB. To use an assignable
parameter, first set the value of the parameter to the desired value or equation, such as P1=Pwr.

In the RUNCMD, STARTCMD or LOADCMD strings use %P1% to indicate where the value of parameter P1 should
appear, for example:

RUNCMD = "out = %P1% * cos(2*pi*t); t=t+0.1"

When the block runs the above command, first it assigns a MATLAB variable named AWRVSS1_P1 the value of
parameter P1 (The variable name is actually of the form AWRVSSn_P1, where 'n' is a unique number assigned to each
block instance in order to distinguish the parameters of the different block instances). It then converts the command
string for execution by MATLAB, replacing the %P1% with AWRVSS1_P1 and adding a final ';' at the end of the string
to hide the text output:

out = AWRVSS1_P1 * cos(2*pi*t); t=t+0.1

Note that the assignable parameters are assigned to their corresponding MATLAB variables just before the LOADCMD
is executed, but then are not updated before the RUNCMD is executed. This means that LOADCMD and RUNCMD
should not result in the parameter variable being modified, or the modified value will be used in all subsequent RUNCMD
executions, until LOADCMD is once again executed.
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(Obsolete) Run MATLAB Commands (4 Outputs): MATLAB_SRC4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

This block is obsolete and is replaced by the MATLAB block. The MATLAB block may be configured with only output
ports by setting the NINP parameter to 0 and the NOUTP parameter to the desired number of output ports.

MATLAB_SRC4 runs MATLAB® commands from within a simulation. A copy of MATLAB must be properly installed
on the computer. Data samples can be generated from MATLAB and passed into the simulation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P1%CP1
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P2%CP2
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P3%CP3
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P4%CP4
0ScalarAssignable parameter %P5%CP5

MATLAB command to execute when the simulation startsS*STARTCMD
MATLAB command to execute when parameters are loadedS*LOADCMD
MATLAB command to execute each passS*RUNCMD
MATLAB command to execute when the simulation endsS*ENDCMD

FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ
{_SMPSYM,
_SMPSYM,

ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

_SMPSYM,
_SMPSYM}
Project DirectoryMATLAB current directoryE*CURDIR

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5. The assignable parameters. These parameters can be used to pass parameter values to MATLAB
through either LOADCMD or RUNCMD. The strings %P1%, %P2%, %P3%, %P4$% and %P5% is used to indicate
the use of the P1, P2, P3 or P4 parameter value within the LOADCMD or RUNCMD text.

STARTCMD, LOADCMD. The MATLAB commands to execute each time a simulation is started or at the start of a
simulation sweep. STARTCMD is executed once at the start of each simulation. LOADCMD is executed at the start of
each simulation sweep. These commands can be any single line command accepted by the MATLAB command line.
Multiple statements may be entered by separating them with a comma ',' or semi-colon ';'. In addition, the values of
parameters P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 can also be passed to the command line by using the text %P1%, %P2%, %P3%, %P4%
or %P5%, respectively, to indicate the parameter to be substituted. For example, the command:

y = %P1% * cos(2*pi*%P2%*t) * x, t = t+1

would be equivalent to:

y = AWRVSS1_P1 * cos(2*pi*AWRVSS1_P2*t) * x, t = t+.1

where AWRVSS1_P1 is a MATLAB variable set to the value of parameter P1 and AWRVSS1_P2 is set to the value of
parameter P2. The exact form of the variable name differs between instances of the block in order to distinguish the
parameter values.

These parameters may be left empty.

RUNCMD. The MATLAB command to execute repeatedly during data sample processing. The format of the command
is similar to LOADCMD with the added ability output data samples from MATLAB through the output nodes. To do
so, assign the values to the matrix variables 'out1', 'out2', 'out3' or 'out4', corresponding the output nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. For example, the command:

out1 = 1:5; out2 = 5:7

has the effect of generating the data sample sequence 1,2,3,4,5,1,2,3... at output node 1 and the data sample sequence
5,6,7,5,6,7,... at output node 2.

This parameter may be left empty.

ENDCMD. The MATLAB command to execute when the simulation is ended. The format of the command is the same
as LOADCMD. This command is useful for performing post-processing within MATLAB.

This parameter may be left empty.

SMPFRQ.Vector whose elements are the sampling frequencies to assign to the signals at each output node. If left empty
or an element is set to 0, the sampling frequency for the corresponding node will be set to either the sampling frequency
defined in the system options dialog, or if a block downstream requests a specific sampling frequency, to that sampling
frequency.

SMPSYM. Vector whose elements are the number of samples per symbol to assign to the signals at each output node.

CURDIR. Determines how the current directory within MATLAB is handled:

• Project Directory: The current directory within the MATLAB workspace is set to the directory containing the VSS
project prior to the LOADCMD being run.

• Leave Alone: The current directory is not modified.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
MATLAB variable 'out1'Real, Complex, or Digital1
MATLAB variable 'out2'Real, Complex, or Digital2
MATLAB variable 'out3'Real, Complex, or Digital3
MATLAB variable 'out4'Real, Complex, or Digital4

Implementation Details

This model requires MATLAB be installed properly on the same computer. This model has been tested with MATLAB
Release 12.

All instances of MATLAB models share a single instance of the MATLAB application, including instances in different
system diagrams. The implication of sharing a single instance of MATLAB is that care must be taken when updating
variables in the default workspace. For example, if you were to use the variable 't' to indicate time, and incremented it
in two different model instances, the variable would be updated each time either model instance runs its commands:

One instance has RUNCMD = "y=cos(2*pi*t), t=t+dt"

Another instance has RUNCMD = "y=sin(2*pi*t), t=t+dt"

The value of 't' most likely would not be the expected value, as it would be incremented each time either command is
executed. The solution is to use unique variable names for each model instance.

Simulation Speed

There is a considerable amount of overhead each time the RUNCMD is executed. To improve simulation speed, try to
a large amount of data during each RUNCMD.

Assignable Parameters

The assignable parameters P1, P2, P3 and P4 let you pass equations from VSS software to MATLAB. To use an assignable
parameter, first set the value of the parameter to the desired value or equation, such as P1=Pwr.

In the RUNCMD, STARTCMD or LOADCMD strings use %P1% to indicate where the value of parameter P1 should
appear, for example:

RUNCMD = "out1 = %P1% * cos(2*pi*t); t=t+0.1"

When the block runs the above command, first it assigns a MATLAB variable named AWRVSS1_P1 the value of
parameter P1 (The variable name is actually of the form AWRVSSn_P1, where 'n' is a unique number assigned to each
block instance in order to distinguish the parameters of the different block instances). It then converts the command
string for execution by MATLAB, replacing the %P1% with AWRVSS1_P1 and adding a final ';' at the end of the string
to hide the text output:

out1 = AWRVSS1_P1 * cos(2*pi*t); t=t+0.1

Note that the assignable parameters are assigned to their corresponding MATLAB variables just before the LOADCMD
is executed, but then are not updated before the RUNCMD is executed. This means that LOADCMD and RUNCMD
should not result in the parameter variable being modified, or the modified value will be used in all subsequent RUNCMD
executions, until LOADCMD is once again executed.
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Bandpass Butterworth Filter: BPFB

Symbol

Summary

BPFB implements a bandpass Butterworth filter, offering a maximally flat magnitude frequency response in the passband.
The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passbandRFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passbandRFP2
3.0103dBAttenuation at passband edgesRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog bandpass Butterworth filter.

FP1. The lower frequency edge of the passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge of the
lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP1.

FP2. The upper frequency edge of the passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge of the
lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP2.

AP. The attenuation at the passband edge frequencies for infinite Q (ideal filter). The total attenuation at the passband
edge frequencies is AP+LOSS.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.
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SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Bandpass Chebyshev (Type I) Filter: BPFC

Symbol

Summary

BPFC implements a bandpass Chebyshev Type I filter, offering maximum stopband selectivity among all 'equiripple in
the passband' all-pole filters. The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower edge of passbandRFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper edge of passbandRFP2
0.1dBMaximum passband rippleRAP
_Z0ResistanceExpected Source ResistanceR*RS
_Z0ResistanceExpected Load ResistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the bandpass Chebyshev filter.

FP1. The lower frequency edge of the passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge of the
lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP1.

FP2. The upper frequency edge of the passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge of the
lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP2.

AP. The maximum allowable peak-to-peak ripple in the filter's passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Chebyshev
filters the attenuation is monotonically increasing in the stopband.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.
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SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Bandpass Bessel Filter: BPFD

Symbol

Summary

BPFD implements a bandpass Bessel-Thomson filter, offering maximally flat group delay response in exchange for poor
frequency selectivity. The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower edge of passbandRFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper edge of passbandRFP2
3.0103dBAttenuation at passband edgesRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog bandpass Bessel-Thomson filter.

FP1. The lower frequency edge of the passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge of the
lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP1.

FP2. The upper frequency edge of the passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge of the
lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP2.

AP. The attenuation at the passband edge frequencies for infinite Q (ideal filter). The total attenuation at the passband
edge frequencies is AP+LOSS.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.
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SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Bandpass Elliptic Filter: BPFE

Symbol

Summary

BPFE implements a bandpass elliptic (Cauer) filter with both poles and zeros, whose magnitude frequency response has
ripple in both the passband and the stopband. This type of filter offers optimum frequency selectivity (sharpest attenuation
between passband and stopband) at the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness. The filter can be
used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower frequency edge of passbandRFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper frequency edge of passbandRFP2
0.1dBMaximum passband rippleRAP
20dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
0FrequencyUpper edge of lower stopbandR*FS1
0FrequencyLower edge of upper stopbandR*FS2
1ScalarWhere to put design margin: 0=AP, 1=AS, 2-8=Selectivity.R*DM
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog bandpass elliptic filter. If 0 is specified for N, the block will determine the order based on the
values of FP1, FP2, AP, AS and FS1, FS2, but since the order must be an integer, typically there will be some design
margin available, which will be assigned according to the value of DM.

FP1. The lower frequency edge of the passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge of the
lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP1.

FP2. The upper frequency edge of the passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge of the
lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP2.

AP. The maximum allowable (peak-to-peak) ripple in the filter's passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Elliptic filters
the frequency response has ripple both in the passband and in the stopband.

AS. The minimum allowable attenuation in the filter's stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Elliptic filters, which
have both poles and zeros, the attenuation is rippled both in the passband and in the stopband. The total minimum
allowable attenuation is AS+LOSS.

FS1. The upper frequency edge of the lower stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). If set to 0 (intentionally unspecified)
its value will be computed from AP, AS, FP1, FP2, and the order N.

FS2. The lower frequency edge of the upper stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). If set to 0 (intentionally unspecified)
its value will be computed from AP, AS, FP1, FP2, and the order N.

DM. Describes how available design margin will be allocated. A value of 0 will result in computing a new AP, smaller
than the one provided by the user. A value of 1 will result in computing a new AS, larger than the one specified by the
user. Similarly, the following table describes how the design margin is allocated after computing the order N, by obtaining
new values for the other selectivity parameters that exceed the original specifications provided by the user in all cases,
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except DM=3 and DM=6. In the table, the nine possible values of DM are listed, along with the parameter (or parameters)
affected (marked by x) and the specific action taken to recompute the affected parameter(s) in each case:

ActionFS2FS1FP2FP1ASAPDM
AP
decreased

x0

AS
increased

x1

FP1
decreased,

xx2

FP2
increased
FP1
decreased,

xx3

FS1
decreased
FP1
decreased,

xx4

FS2
decreased
FP2
increased,

xx5

FS1
increased
FP2
increased,

xx6

FS2
increased
FS1
increased,

xx7

FS2
decreased
FP1, FS2
decreased,

xxxx8

FP2, FS1
increased

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.
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NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.
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• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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FIR Bandpass Filter (Equal Ripple): BPFIR_ER

Symbol

Summary

BPFIR_ER is a Finite-duration Impulse Response (FIR) bandpass filter with equiripple frequency response. It employs
the Parks-McClellan optimization procedure to calculate a set of coefficients for a bandpass response. The filter can be
used to filter either real or complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
0.1 GHzFrequencyWidth of transition bandRFT
1dBPassband rippleRRP
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS

ScalarOptional filter orderIN
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FL. The lower frequency cutoff of the filter response.

FU. The upper frequency cutoff of the filter response.

FT. The width of each transition band between the passband and stopbands.

RP. The maximum allowable ripple in the filter's passband.

AS. The minimum allowable attenuation within the stopband.

N. The filter order. If left empty the filter order is calculated from [1]:

N =
D∞(δ1, δ2) − f (δ1, δ2)(Δ f )

2

Δ f + 1
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D∞(δ1, δ2) = (0.005309(log10δ1)(log10δ1) + 0.07114(log10δ1) − 0.4761)(log10δ2)
−(0.00266(log10δ2)(log10δ2) + 0.5941(log10δ2) + 0.4278)

f (δ1, δ2) = 11.012 + 0.51244(log10δ1 − log10δ2)

where δ1, δ2 are the ripple in the passband and stopbands, respectively.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. Determines the structure used to implement the filter:

• Auto: The implementation type is determined automatically based on whether the filter is part of a feedback loop
(time-domain convolution is used if it is) and whether time-domain convolutional or FFT multiplication is faster for
the given filter order.

• Convolution: The filter is implemented using time-domain convolution.

• FFT: The filter is implemented using the overlap-add DFT method. Refer to the FIR_IMP model's documentation for
details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex2

Recommendations for Use

The Parks-McClellan algorithm is not guaranteed to converge and may under certain conditions produce a filter that does
not satisfy the specified criteria. Filter designs should always be verified.

Static Signal Power

The static signal power property of the signal, which can be viewed using the PWR_PROP measurement under System
> Tools, is modified by the filter. This property provides a static estimate of the signal being transmitted, and is typically
used by receivers to perform gain compensation during demodulation. The filter adjusts the signal power property by
applying the power gain due to the filter within the absolute frequency band:

f c −
f s

2 · SMPSYM ≤ f < f c +
f s

2 · SMPSYM

where SMPSYM is the oversampling rate associated with the signal. For real signals the fc is equal to 0.

Note that if the signal's bandwidth is larger than fs/(2 SMPSYM) then the static signal power property will in general
not approximate the signal power after the filter.
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The signal delay and phase rotation static properties of the signal are also modified by the filter. Refer to the FIR Filter
(Impulse Response Specified) block, FIR_IMP, for details on adjustments made.

References

[1] Proakis, J., Manolakis, D., Digital Signal Processing Principles, Algorithms, and Applications, pg. 664
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Bandstop Butterworth Filter: BSFB

Symbol

Summary

BSFB implements a bandstop Butterworth filter, offering a maximally flat magnitude frequency response in the passband.
The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
0.5 GHzFrequencyUpper edge of lower passbandRFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyLower edge of upper passbandRFP2
3.0103dBAttenuation at passband edgeRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog bandstop Butterworth filter.

FP1. The upper frequency edge of the lower passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge
of the lower passband can be expected to be close to FP1, but not exactly identical to it.

FP2. The lower frequency edge of the upper passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge
of the upper passband can be expected to be close to FP2, but not exactly identical to it.

AP. The attenuation at the stopband edge frequencies for infinite Q (ideal filter). The total attenuation at the stopband
edge frequencies is AP+LOSS.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The model expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.
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SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. Stores block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Bandstop Chebyshev (Type I) Filter: BSFC

Symbol

Summary

BSFC implements a bandstop Chebyshev type I filter, offering maximum stopband selectivity among all 'equiripple in
the stopband' all-pole filters. The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
0.5 GHzFrequencyUpper edge of lower passbandRFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyLower edge of upper passbandRFP2
0.1dBMaximum passband rippleRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog bandstop Chebyshev filter.

FP1. The upper frequency edge of the lower passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge
of the lower passband can be expected to be close to FP1, but not exactly identical to it.

FP2.The lower frequency edge of the upper passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge
of the upper passband can be expected to be close to FP2, but not exactly identical to it.

AP. The maximum allowable peak-to-peak ripple in the filter's passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Chebyshev
filters the attenuation is monotonically increasing in the stopband.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.
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SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Bandstop Bessel Filter: BSFD

Symbol

Summary

BSFD implements a bandstop Bessel-Thomson filter, offering maximally flat group delay response in exchange for poor
frequency selectivity. The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
0.5 GHzFrequencyUpper edge of lower passbandRFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyLower edge of upper passbandRFP2
3.0103dBAttenuation at passband edgesRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog bandstop Bessel-Thomson filter.

FP1.The upper frequency edge of the lower passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge
of the lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP1.

FP2. The lower frequency edge of the upper passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge
of the lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP2.

AP. The attenuation at the passband edge frequencies for infinite Q (ideal filter). The total attenuation at the passband
edge frequencies is AP+LOSS.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.
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SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Bandstop Elliptic Filter: BSFE

Symbol

Summary

BSFE implements a bandstop elliptic (Cauer) filter with both poles and zeros, whose magnitude frequency response has
ripple in both the passband and the stopband. This type of filter offers optimum frequency selectivity (sharpest attenuation
between passband and stopband) at the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness. The filter can be
used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
0.5 GHzFrequencyUpper edge of lower passbandRFP1
1.5 GHzFrequencyLower edge of upper passbandRFP2
0.1dBMaximum passband rippleRAP
20dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
0FrequencyLower edge of stopbandR*FS1
0FrequencyUpper edge of stopbandR*FS2
1ScalarWhere to put design margin: 0=AP, 1=AS, 2-8=Selectivity.R*DM
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog bandstop elliptic filter. If 0 is specified for N, the model will determine the order based on
the values of FP1, FP2, AP, AS and FS1, FS2, but since the order must be an integer, typically there will be some design
margin available, which will be assigned according to the value of DM.

FP1. The upper frequency edge of the lower passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge
of the lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP1.

FP2. The lower frequency edge of the upper passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual edge
of the lower passband will typically be close to but not exactly FP2.

AP. The maximum allowable peak-to-peak ripple in the filter's passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Elliptic filters
the frequency response has ripple both in the passband and in the stopband.

AS. The minimum allowable attenuation in the filter's stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Elliptic filters, which
have both poles and zeros, the attenuation is rippled both in the passband and in the stopband. The total minimum
allowable attenuation is AS+LOSS.

FS1. The lower frequency edge of the stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). If set to 0 (intentionally unspecified) its value
will be computed from AP, AS, FP1, FP2, and the order N.

FS2. The upper frequency edge of the stopband Q (ideal filter). If set to 0 (intentionally unspecified) its value will be
computed from AP, AS, FP1, FP2, and the order N.

DM. Describes how available design margin will be allocated. A value of 0 will result in computing a new AP, smaller
than the one provided by the user. A value of 1 will result in computing a new AS, larger than the one specified by the
user. Similarly, the following table describes how the design margin is allocated after computing the order N, by obtaining
new values for the other selectivity parameters that exceed the original specifications provided by the user in all cases,
except DM=3 and DM=6. In the table, the nine possible values of DM are listed, along with the parameter (or parameters)
affected (marked by x) and the specific action taken to recompute the affected parameter(s) in each case:
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ActionFS2FS1FP2FP1ASAPDM
AP
decreased

x0

AS
increased

x1

FP1
increased,

xx2

FP2
decreased
FP1
decreased,

xx3

FS1
decreased
FP1
increased,

xx4

FS2
increased
FP2
decreased,

xx5

FS1
decreased
FP2
increased,

xx6

FS2
increased
FS1
decreased,

xx7

FS2
increased
FP1, FS2
increased,

xxxx8

FP2, FS1
decreased

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU.The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.
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• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.
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• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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FIR Bandstop Filter (Equal Ripple): BSFIR_ER

Symbol

Summary

BSFIR_ER is a Finite-duration Impulse Response (FIR) bandstop filter with equiripple frequency response. It employs
the Parks-McClellan optimization procedure to calculate a set of coefficients for a bandstop response. The filter can be
used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
0.1 GHzFrequencyWidth of transition bandRFT
1dBPassband rippleRRP
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS

ScalarOptional filter orderIN
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FL. The lower frequency cutoff of the filter response.

FU. The upper frequency cutoff of the filter response.

FT. The width of each transition band between the passband and stopbands.

RP. The maximum allowable ripple in the filter's passband.

AS. The minimum allowable attenuation within the stopband.

N. The filter order. If left empty the filter order is calculated from [1]:

N =
D∞(δ1, δ2) − f (δ1, δ2)(Δ f )

2

Δ f + 1
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D∞(δ1, δ2) = (0.005309(log10δ1)(log10δ1) + 0.07114(log10δ1) − 0.4761)(log10δ2)
−(0.00266(log10δ2)(log10δ2) + 0.5941(log10δ2) + 0.4278)

f (δ1, δ2) = 11.012 + 0.51244(log10δ1 − log10δ2)

where δ1,δ2 are the ripple in the passband and stopbands, respectively.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. Determines the structure used to implement the filter:

• Auto: The implementation type is determined automatically based on whether the filter is part of a feedback loop
(time-domain convolution is used if it is) and whether time-domain convolutional or FFT multiplication is faster for
the given filter order.

• Convolution: The filter is implemented using time-domain convolution.

• FFT: The filter is implemented using the overlap-add DFT method. Refer to the FIR_IMP model's documentation for
details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex2

Recommendations for Use

The Parks-McClellan algorithm is not guaranteed to converge and may under certain conditions produce a filter that does
not satisfy the specified criteria. Filter designs should always be verified.

Static Signal Power

The static signal power property of the signal, which can be viewed using the PWR_PROP measurement under System
> Tools, is modified by the filter. This property provides a static estimate of the signal being transmitted, and is typically
used by receivers to perform gain compensation during demodulation. The filter adjusts the signal power property by
applying the power gain due to the filter within the absolute frequency band:

f c −
f s

2 · SMPSYM ≤ f < f c +
f s

2 · SMPSYM

where SMPSYM is the oversampling rate associated with the signal. For real signals the fc is equal to 0.

Note that if the signal's bandwidth is larger than fs/(2 SMPSYM) then the static signal power property will in general
not approximate the signal power after the filter.
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The signal delay and phase rotation static properties of the signal are also modified by the filter. Refer to the FIR Filter
(Impulse Response Specified) block, FIR_IMP, for details on adjustments made.

References

[1] Proakis, J., Manolakis, D., Digital Signal Processing Principles, Algorithms, and Applications, pg. 664
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FIR Filter (Frequency Response Specified): FIR_FRQ

Symbol

Summary

FIR_FRQ implements a Finite-duration Impulse Response (FIR) filter with a frequency response approximating the
frequency response specified in a data file.

NOTES: This model can only read in text data files. If the use of Touchstone data files are desired, use the LIN_S model.
FIR_FRQ currently utilizes a frequency sampled FIR filter design. This results in an exact match between the frequency
responses of LIN_S and the specified frequency response at the frequency sample points. However, at frequencies between
the frequency sample points there can be a certain amount of ripple. This is most apparent in frequency regions with
high attenuation (the stopbands) or with filters that have steep transition bands. Care should be taken when working with
modulated signals or tone signals that do not fall exactly on the frequency sample points.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

FTextElement IDNID
TextFrequency responseSFR

50ScalarFilter orderIN
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
YesNormalize phase response for group delayENRMPHS

ScalarBandwidth fractional extentR*BWFE
LinearInterpolation typeE*INTTYP
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FR. This is the name of a data file object under the Data File object of the Project Browser. This data file should be a
text data file that contains the frequency response to be approximated. This data file should contain two or three columns,
with the first column representing the frequencies, the second column the magnitude responses for the frequencies in the
first column, and the third column, if present, the phase responses for the frequencies in the first column. See the
"Implementation Details" section for more information about the frequency response file.

N. This is the order of the FIR filter. The impulse response of the filter has a duration of N+1 samples.

FREL. Controls whether the frequency values in the data file are relative to the center frequency or whether they are
absolute frequencies.
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NRMPHS. Determines whether the frequency phase response of the filter is normalized. If enabled and phases have
been specified in FR the phase response is adjusted by the difference between the ideal slope of the phase response at
the center frequency and the actual:

i
2(π N

(N + 1) − ΔθN
2
)

where i is the distance from the mid-point N/2.

If enabled and phases have not been specified in FR the phase response is set according to:

θ[i] = − πN2 ⋅ (i − imid) 0 ≤ i ≤ N

where imid is N/2 if N is odd and (N+1)/2 if N is even.

BWFE.Optional parameter that allows scaling of the frequency range of FR into the filter's frequency range. If specified,
this must be a two element vector. When the frequency response of the filter is interpolated from FR, the upper frequency
of the filter response is set to the first element of BWFE times the maximum frequency value in FR, while the lower
frequency of the filter response is set to the second element of BWFE times the minimum frequency value in FR. This
adjustment only applies while the frequency response is being interpolated. The frequency response range of the filter
remains fc±fs/2. A BWFE value of {1,1} will scale the entire frequency response of FR to fit within the filter's frequency
response.

INTTYP. Controls how intermediate frequency response values are interpolated:

• Linear: A linear interpolation is performed using the frequency value.

• Log Frequency: A linear interpolation is performed using log base 10 of the frequency values:

HdB[ f k] = HdB[ f A] +
log( f k)10 − log( f A)10
log( f B)10 − log( f A)10

(HdB[ f B] − HdB[ f A])

where HdB[f] indicates the frequency response at frequency f expressed as dB magnitude and phase.

IMPTYP. Determines the structure used to implement the filter:

• Auto: The implementation type is determined automatically based on whether the filter is part of a feedback loop
(time-domain convolution is used if it is) and whether time-domain convolutional or FFT multiplication is faster for
the given filter order.

• Convolution: The filter is implemented using time-domain convolution.

• FFT: The filter is implemented using the overlap-add DFT method. Refer to the FIR_IMP model's documentation for
details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1
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Input Node Details

The data type of the input and output nodes must match. The filter will automatically detect the data type. The data type
must be either Real or Complex. Digital data is not supported.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
These errors indicate that the filter could not generate a
frequency response from the data file. Refer to the
Implementation Details section for the format expected.

Unable to connect to data fileInvalid frequency response
file, need at least one freq & magInvalid frequency response
file, need at least two columns: freq & magInvalid frequency
response file, first column must be real frequenciesInvalid
frequency response file, second column must be real
magnitudesInvalid frequency response file, optional third
column must be real phases

Implementation Details

An FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter implements the following basic algorithm [1]:

y(n) = ∑r=0
N x(n − r)br

where y(n) is the nth output sample, x(n) is the nth input sample, N is the filter order and br is a set of coefficients.

The coefficients br represent the filter's time domain impulse response.

The frequency response of an FIR filter is [2]:

H(e jωT) = ∑
r=0

N
bre

− jωrT

This model generates the filter frequency response from the data file specified in the FR parameter. This data file must
contain at least two columns of data, with an optional third column. The first column must contain the specified frequencies.
The second column must contain the magnitude responses for the corresponding frequencies in the first column. The
third column, if present, should contain the corresponding phase responses.

The "Text Data File Format" supports the specification of units in headings above the data columns. For example, you
can specify the frequency values in MHz, the magnitude values in dB, and the phase angles in degrees by adding the
following as the line above the first row of data:

(,MHz) (Mag,dB) (Phs,deg)

5 -10 20 !First row of data...
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Note that dB values are dBW, not dBVpk. Use 'dBVpk' to indicate dBVpk. The above example indicates that at 5 MHz,
the frequency response should have a magnitude of -10 dB (or 0.1) and a phase of 20-degrees.

The filter frequency response is generated by computing the required frequencies for the response and then interpolating
the magnitude and phase from the frequency response in the data file. The frequency response data is sorted prior to the
interpolation. If no phase column is given, a linear phase response is automatically generated. The FREL parameter
controls whether the frequency values in the data file are relative to the center frequency of the input signal or whether
they are absolute frequencies. The INTTYP parameter controls how the interpolation is performed.

The required frequencies for the response correspond to the frequencies of the FFT bins, and can be calculated as:

f i = f c +
(i − R(N))
N + 1 f s i = 0, 1, 2, 3, .., N

where fc is the center frequency, fs is the sampling frequency, N is the filter order and R(N) is N/2 for even N and (N+1)/2
for odd N.

If the filter's nodes are connected to real data, the filter automatically generates a frequency response that is symmetrical
about the center frequency. Only frequency values from the data file that are at or above the center frequency are used
(or at or above 0.0 if the FREL parameter is set to 'Yes').

Static Signal Power

The static signal power property of the signal, which can be viewed using the PWR_PROP measurement under
System>Tools, is modified by the filter. This property provides a static estimate of the signal being transmitted, and is
typically used by receivers to perform gain compensation during demodulation. The filter adjusts the signal power
property by applying the power gain due to the filter within the absolute frequency band:

−
f s

2 · SMPSYM ≤ f < f c +
f s

2 · SMPSYi

where SMPSYM is the oversampling rate associated with the signal. For real signals the fc is equal to 0.

Note that if the signal's bandwidth is larger than fs/(2 SMPSYM) then the static signal power property will in general
not approximate the signal power after the filter.

The signal delay and phase rotation static properties of the signal are also modified by the filter. Refer to the FIR Filter
(Impulse Response Specified) block, FIR_IMP, for details on adjustments made.

References

[1] Schlichtharle, D., Digital Filters Basics and Design, p. 86.

[2] Schlichtharle, D., Digital Filters Basics and Design, p. 87.
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Gaussian FIR Filter: FIR_GAUSS

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This block is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the block may be eliminated.

FIR_GAUSS implements an FIR filter with a Gaussian response. This model may be used to filter either Real or Complex
signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
50ScalarFilter order (#Taps = N+1)IN
30 MHzFrequency3dB bandwidthRBW
0FrequencyCenter frequency offset from signal center frequencyRFC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

FIR_GAUSS utilizes the same implementation as the FIR Filter (Impulse Response Specified) block. See FIR_IMP for
implementation details.
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FIR Filter (Impulse Response Specified): FIR_IMP

Symbol

Summary

FIR_IMP allows you to input a set of impulse response coefficients for a Finite-duration Impulse Response (FIR) filter.
This model may be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
{1}ScalarFilter coefficients (impulse response)CB
Not SymmetricCoefficient symmetry typeESYMMTYP
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

B. Vector of filter coefficients. The interpretation is determined by SYMMTYP.

SYMMTYP. Determines how B is to be interpreted. In the following, NB is the number of elements in B, N is the filter
order and b[i] is the i'th filter coefficient (i=0 is the first coefficient). Note that the filter order is one less than the number
of filter coefficients.

• Not Symmetric: The filter coefficients are used as-is.

• Even Symmetry: The filter coefficients are generated from B to be symmetric about the last element of B with an even
filter order:

b[i] = b[2(NB − 1) − i] = B[i]i = 0, 1, ..., NB − 1

The filter order is N=2(NB-1).

• Odd Symmetry: The filter coefficients are generated from B to be symmetric about the last element of B with an odd
filter order:

b[i] = b[2NB − 1 − i] = B[i] i = 0, 1, ..., NB − 1

The filter order is N = 2NB-1.

• Even Antisymmetry: The filter coefficients are generated from B to be anti-symmetric about the last element of B
with an even filter order:
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b[i] = − b[2(NB − 1) − i] = B[i] i = 0, 1, ..., NB − 2

The filter order is N=2(NB-1).

• Odd Antisymmetry: The filter coefficients are generated from B to be anti-symmetric about the last element of B with
an odd filter order:

b[i] = − b[2NB − 1 − i] = B[i] i = 0, 1, ..., NB − 1

The filter order is N=2NB-1.

IMPTYP. Determines the structure used to implement the filter:

• Auto: The implementation type is determined automatically based on whether the filter is part of a feedback loop
(time-domain convolution is used if it is) and whether time-domain convolutional or FFT multiplication is faster for
the given filter order.

• Convolution: The filter is implemented using time-domain convolution.

• FFT: The filter is implemented using the overlap-add DFT method.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

The FIR filter implements the following response:

y[k] = ∑
i=0

N
b[i] · x[k − 1]

where y[k] is the k'th output sample, x[k-i] is the (k-i)'th input sample, and b[i] is the i'th filter coefficient.

The filter can be implemented using either a direct time-domain convolution or by performing an equivalent frequency
domain multiplication. The implementation used is determined by the IMPTYP parameter.

For large N (typically > 20), the FFT implementation is significantly faster than the time-domain convolution
implementation. However, the FFT implementation normally cannot be used if the filter is part of a feedback loop. This
is because the filter requires at least N+1 samples before it can generate any samples. In order to use the FFT
implementation in a feedback loop, a delay of N+2 points must be introduced.

The FFT implementation is implemented using the overlap-add method [1] with a 100% overlap. For each N+1 samples
input, an FFT is performed to obtain the frequency response. The FFT is 2(N+1) points, with the N+1 zeros added to the
input samples. This response is then multiplied by the frequency response of the FIR filter, which is generated using an
FFT of 2(N+1) points from the filter's impulse response. An inverse FFT is then performed on the result of the
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multiplication to generate a time-domain waveform. The first N+1 samples of this waveform are then added to the last
N+1 samples from the previous pass (the first pass uses all 0's) before being output. The second N+1 samples are saved
for the next pass.

Static Signal Delay

The signal delay property of the signal, which can be viewed using the DLY_PROP measurement under System > Tools,
is modified by the filter. This property provides a static estimate of the signal delay introduced at different points within
a link. The signal delay is used by blocks and measurements downstream to maintain signal timing.

The signal delay is estimated from both the impulse response and frequency response of the filter. A few samples close
to the peak magnitude in the impulse response are used to identify a rough estimate of the signal delay. If the peak consists
of one sample that is much larger than any other sample, the signal delay is set to the time position of the peak. If that
is not the case, (for example a few samples of the impulse response close to the peak have similar magnitudes, or the
impulse response is rectangular), then the static signal delay is not computed this way.

If the above conditions for the impulse response peak are not met (i.e. no unique, clear maximum is identifiable), a signal
delay estimate is computed using the group delay of the filter's passband in the frequency domain. The following is the
basic algorithm:

1. Find the range of ten consecutive frequency points whose average magnitude response is the maximum over the
frequency response.

2. Expand the range to contain all adjacent frequency points whose magnitude fall within the range of magnitudes in
the original frequency range.

3. Calculate the group delay at each of these frequency points.

4. Calculate the average of the group delays from step 3. This is the estimated signal delay.

The algorithm is adjusted for N<=40, where the initial range of frequency points is limited to a maximum of 25% of the
filter length.

Steps 1 and 2 are used to estimate the passband of the filter. The average group delay within this pass band is then taken
to be the estimated signal delay of the filter.

This estimated signal delay is then compared to the time position of the impulse response peak. If it is within 1 sample
of that position, the estimated signal delay is used. It is also compared against the time position of the second highest
impulse response peak, to accommodate the case where the true peak is closer to the second highest peak due to sampling.

Static Phase Rotation

The static phase rotation property of the signal, which can be viewed using the PHS_PROP measurement under System
> Tools, is modified by the filter. This property provides a static estimate of the phase rotation applied to a transmitted
signal at different points within a link.

The phase rotation applied by the filter is estimated to be the phase of the frequency response at the mid-point of the
frequency response.

Static Signal Power

The static signal power property of the signal, which can be viewed using the PWR_PROP measurement under System
> Tools, is modified by the filter. This property provides a static estimate of the signal being transmitted, and is typically
used by receivers to perform gain compensation during demodulation. The filter adjusts the signal power property by
applying the power gain due to the filter within the absolute frequency band:
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−
f s

2 · SMPSYM ≤ f < f c +
f s

2 · SMPSYi

where SMPSYM is the oversampling rate associated with the signal. For real signals the fc is equal to 0.

Note that if the signal's bandwidth is larger than fs/(2 SMPSYM) then the static signal power property will in general
not approximate the signal power after the filter.

References

[1] Proakis, J., Manolakis, D., Digital Signal Processing Principles, Algorithms, and Applications, pp. 431-433
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Highpass Butterworth Filter: HPFB

Symbol

Summary

HPFB implements a highpass Butterworth filter, offering maximally flat magnitude frequency response in the passband.
The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyRFP
3.0103dBPassband corner attenuationR*AP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog highpass Butterworth filter.

FP. The passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual passband corner will
likely be close to but not exactly FP.

AP. The attenuation at the passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). The total attenuation at the passband
corner frequency is AP+LOSS.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
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configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Highpass Chebyshev (Type I) Filter: HPFC

Symbol

Summary

HPFC implements a highpass Chebyshev type I filter, offering maximum stopband selectivity among all 'equiripple in
the passband' all-pole filters. The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyRFP
0.1dBMaximum passband rippleRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog highpass Chebyshev filter.

FP. The passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual passband corner will
likely be close to but not exactly FP.

AP. The maximum allowable (peak-to-peak) ripple in the filter's passband. For Chebyshev filters the attenuation is
monotonically increasing in the stopband.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
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configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Highpass Bessel Filter: HPFD

Symbol

Summary

HPFD implements a highpass Bessel-Thomson filter, offering maximally flat group delay response in exchange for poor
frequency selectivity. The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyRFP
3.0103dBAttenuation at corner frequencyRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog highpass Bessel-Thomson filter.

FP. The passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual passband corner will
likely be close to but not exactly FP.

AP. The attenuation at the passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). The total attenuation at the passband
corner frequency is AP+LOSS.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
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configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Highpass Elliptic Filter: HPFE

Symbol

Summary

HPFE implements a highpass elliptic (Cauer) filter with both poles and zeros, whose magnitude frequency response has
ripple in both the passband and the stopband. This type of filter offers optimum frequency selectivity (sharpest attenuation
between passband and stopband) at the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness. The filter can be
used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyRFP
0.1dBMaximum passband rippleRAP
20dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
0FrequencyStopband edge frequencyR*FS
1ScalarWhere to put design margin: 0=AP, 1=AS, 2=FP, 3=FS.R*DM
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog highpass elliptic filter. If 0 is specified for N, the model will determine the order based on
the values of FP, AP, AS and FS, but since the order must be an integer, typically there will be some design margin
available, which will be assigned according to the value of DM.

FP. The passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual passband corner will
likely be close to but not exactly FP.

AP. The maximum allowable peak-to-peak ripple in the filter's passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Elliptic filters
the frequency response has ripple both in the passband and in the stopband.

AS. The minimum allowable attenuation in the filter's stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Elliptic filters, which
have both poles and zeros, the attenuation is rippled both in the passband and in the stopband. The total minimum
allowable attenuation is AS+LOSS.

FS. The frequency edge of the stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). If set to 0 and the previous 4 parameters (N, FP, AP,
AS) are specified, then the model will compute its value from the other parameters.

DM. Describes how available design margin will be allocated. A value of 0 will result in computing a new AP, smaller
than the one provided by the user. A value of 1 will result in computing a new AS, larger than the one specified by the
user. Similarly, setting DM=2 will recompute FP to be smaller than the specified value, and DM=3 will recompute FS
to be larger than the specified value.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.
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T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.
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• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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FIR Highpass Filter (Equal Ripple): HPFIR_ER

Symbol

Summary

HPFIR_ER is a Finite-duration Impulse Response (FIR) highpass filter with equiripple frequency response. It employs
the Parks-McClellan optimization procedure to calculate a set of coefficients for a highpass response. The filter can be
used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
1 GHzFrequencyCutoff frequencyRFC
0.1 GHzFrequencyWidth of transition bandRFT
1dBPassband rippleRRP
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS

ScalarOptional filter orderIN
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FC. The cutoff frequency of the filter response.

FT. The width of the transition band between passband and stopband.

RP. The maximum allowable ripple in the filter's passband.

AS. The minimum allowable attenuation within the stopband.

N. The filter order. If left empty the filter order is calculated from [1]:

N =
D∞(δ1, δ2) − f (δ1, δ2)(Δ f )

2

Δ f + 1

D∞(δ1, δ2) = (0.005309(log10δ1)(log10δ1) + 0.07114(log10δ1) − 0.4761)(log10δ2)
−(0.00266(log10δ2)(log10δ2) + 0.5941(log10δ2) + 0.4278)
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f (δ1, δ2) = 11.012 + 0.51244(log10δ1 − log10δ2)

where δ1,δ2 are the ripple in the passband and stopbands, respectively.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. Determines the structure used to implement the filter:

• Auto: The implementation type is determined automatically based on whether the filter is part of a feedback loop
(time-domain convolution is used if it is) and whether time-domain convolutional or FFT multiplication is faster for
the given filter order.

• Convolution: The filter is implemented using time-domain convolution.

• FFT: The filter is implemented using the overlap-add DFT method. Refer to the FIR_IMP model's documentation for
details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex2

Recommendations for Use

The Parks-McClellan algorithm is not guaranteed to converge and may under certain conditions produce a filter that does
not satisfy the specified criteria. Filter designs should always be verified.

Static Signal Power

The static signal power property of the signal, which can be viewed using the PWR_PROP measurement under System
> Tools, is modified by the filter. This property provides a static estimate of the signal being transmitted, and is typically
used by receivers to perform gain compensation during demodulation. The filter adjusts the signal power property by
applying the power gain due to the filter within the absolute frequency band:

f c −
f s

2 · SMPSYM ≤ f < f c +
f s

2 · SMPSYM

where SMPSYM is the oversampling rate associated with the signal. For real signals the fc is equal to 0.

Note that if the signal's bandwidth is larger than fs/(2 SMPSYM) then the static signal power property will in general
not approximate the signal power after the filter.

The signal delay and phase rotation static properties of the signal are also modified by the filter. Refer to the FIR Filter
(Impulse Response Specified) block, FIR_IMP, for details on adjustments made.
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IIR Filter (Polynomial Coefficients Specified): IIRFLT_AB

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This block is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the block may be eliminated.

IIRFLT_AB allows you to specify an arbitrary rational transfer function for a linear system. The system is implemented
as an Infinite-duration Impulse Response (IIR) filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
{1}ScalarFeedforward coefficients (numerator)CB
{1}ScalarFeedback coefficients (denominator)CA
1ScalarGainCGAIN

Parameter Details

B. Vector containing the feedforward coefficients.

A. Vector containing the feedback coefficients.

GAIN. Complex value that scales the filter gain.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

The IIR filter has the following Z-domain transfer function:
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Y (z)
X (z) = GAIN ·

∑i=0
N B[i] · z−i

∑i=0
M A[i] · z−i

The time-domain response can be written as:

y[k] = 1
A[0] · (GAIN · ∑

i=0

N
B[i] · x[k − i] − ∑

i=1

M
A[i] · y[k − i])

where y[k] are the output samples, x[k] the input samples, B[i] the feedforward filter coefficients and A[i] the feedback
filter coefficients. N and M are the orders of numerator and denominator polynomials, respectively.
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IIR Filter (Poles and Zeroes Specified): IIRFLT_PZ

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This block is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the block may be eliminated.

IIRFLT_PZ allows you to specify poles and zeroes for an arbitrary rational transfer function for a linear system. The
system is implemented as an Infinite-duration Impulse Response (IIR) filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real
or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
{1}ScalarPolesCPOLES
{1}ScalarZeroesCZEROES
1ScalarGainRGAIN

Parameter Details

POLES. Vector of the roots of the denominator polynomial.

ZEROES. Vector of the roots of the numerator polynomial.

GAIN. The overall gain of the filter.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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Lowpass Butterworth Filter: LPFB

Symbol

Summary

LPFB implements a lowpass Butterworth filter, offering maximally flat magnitude frequency response in the passband.
The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyRFP
3.0103dBAttenuation at corner frequencyR*AP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog lowpass Butterworth filter.

FP. The passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual passband corner will
likely be close to but not exactly FP.

AP. The attenuation at the passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). The total attenuation at the passband
corner frequency is AP+LOSS.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
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configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Lowpass Chebyshev (Type I) Filter: LPFC

Symbol

Summary

LPFC implements a lowpass Chebyshev type I filter, offering maximum stopband selectivity among all 'equiripple in
the passband' all-pole filters. The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyRFP
0.1dBMaximum passband rippleRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog lowpass Chebyshev filter.

FP. The passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual passband corner will
likely be close to but not exactly FP.

AP. The maximum allowable (peak-to-peak) ripple in the filter's passband. For Chebyshev filters the attenuation is
monotonically increasing in the stopband.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
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configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Lowpass Bessel Filter: LPFD

Symbol

Summary

LPFD implements a lowpass Bessel-Thomson filter, offering maximally flat group delay response in exchange for poor
frequency selectivity. The filter can be used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3ScalarNumber of filter reactancesIN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyRFP
3.0103dBAttenuation at corner frequencyRAP
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
TextSettings for the filter wizard page (DO NOT EDIT!)S*GUI

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog lowpass Bessel-Thomson filter.

FP. The passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual passband corner will
likely be close to but not exactly FP.

AP. The attenuation at the passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). The total attenuation at the passband
corner frequency is AP+LOSS.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.

QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
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configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Lowpass Elliptic Filter: LPFE

Symbol

Summary

LPFE implements a lowpass elliptic (Cauer) filter with both poles and zeros, whose magnitude frequency response has
ripple in both the passband and the stopband. This type of filter offers optimum frequency selectivity (sharpest attenuation
between passband and stopband) at the expense of increased complexity and poor group delay flatness. The filter can be
used to filter either real or complex signals.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Filter Design

The Element Options dialog box Filter Design tab is used to configure the filter.

The graph window displays the various response curves of the filter. In the Implementations to Display and Components
to Display sections, select the responses you want to display.

To view details of a specific point on the response curves, click on the graph then use the left and right arrow keys to
move the vertical red highlight bar to the desired point. You can also click directly on the highlight bar and drag it. Details
of the response curves at the highlighted frequency display at the top of the graph.

Right-click the graph to display a menu for controlling the zoom and axis scaling on the graph. An option for copying
the graph to the Clipboard is included.

DescriptionField
These are the analog filter settings.
Implementation type: Selects a specific implementation for the time domain digital filter.
This is normally set to Auto. See the IMPL parameter for details.

Analog Filter Design
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DescriptionField
These settings are used to override the default behavior for the IIR Only implementation.
They can be used to tune the IIR filter response.
Number of frequencies for IIR design: See the NFREQ parameter for details.
Maximum number of s-domain poles: See the MAXNPOLE parameter for details.
Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping: See the UPRATE parameter for details.
Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response: See the FRQALIGN parameter for details.

IIR Implementation

These settings are used to override the default behavior for the FIR Only, Windowed FIR,
and FIR+IIR filter implementations.
Number of frequencies for FIR design: Enter a whole number greater than 2. This is the
number of tapes for the filter. See the NFREQFIR parameter for details.

FIR Implementation

These settings control which implementations are displayed in the response window. They
also control the range of frequencies used in the filter implementations.
Design: Select this check box to display the analog filter design.
IIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "IIR Only"
implementation. Because designing the IIR filter takes time, the response graph is not

Implementations to Display

immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display the
response.
FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR Only"
implementation.
Windowed FIR Implementation: Select this check box to display the response for the
"Windowed FIR" implementation.
Windowed FIR + Allpass IIR: Select this check box to display the response for the "FIR+IIR
Filter" implementation. Because designing the allpass IIR filter takes time, the response
graph is not immediately updated when you select this option. Click on the graph to display
the response.
These settings determine which response components display in the response graph.
S11, S12, S21, S22: These boxes display the corresponding S-parameter response. At least
one of these must be selected in order to display any response.
Magnitude, dB: Select this check box to display the magnitude. If dB is selected the
magnitude displays in decibels (20 log10), otherwise it displays as a scalar value.
Phase, Unwrapped: Select this check box to display the phase response. If Unwrapped is
selected the phase displays without wrapping around +/- 180-degrees.
GroupDelay, Delay Compensated: Select this check box to display the group delay response
for S21. Group delay only displays for S21, and S21 must be selected. The group delay

Components to Display

is estimated directly from the phases at the points before and after the current point. If
Delay Compensated is selected, the group delay is adjusted to remove the constant delay
added by the filter implementations. Only the FIR+IIR Filter implementation supports
the adjustment.
Real, Imaginary: Select these check boxes to display the real and imaginary components
of the response.
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DescriptionField
Set the implementation display settings to what is expected when the simulation runs. The
actual values are not available to the block until the simulation is run.
Impl. display frequencies:: Select how you want to specify the frequency range to use for
the filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when
you click OK.
Center Using Band Edges: Click this button to center the frequency range displayed to the
mid-point of the passband or stopband for bandpass and bandstop filters, or to the cutoff
frequency for lowpass and highpass filters.
Center frequency: Enter the center frequency to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Sampling Frequency: Enter the bandwidth/sampling frequency to use for filter
implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click
OK.
Edge frequency 1/Edge frequency 2: Enter the frequencies defining the edges of the frequency
band to use for filter implementations selected for display. This setting is saved with the
block when you click OK.
Oversample rate: Enter the oversampling rate to use for the filter implementations selected
for display. This setting is saved with the block when you click OK.
Use block specific display settings: Select this item to save the current display settings with
the block. If this is not selected, the settings are used for all blocks.
Axis Limits: Click this button to open the Axis Limits dialog box, where you control the
ranges for the different axes.

Miscellaneous

Most of the display settings, such as which implementations display, and the axis limits, are stored when you click OK
or select one of the other tabs in the dialog box. These stored settings are used the next time you open the Element Options
dialog box for any block that uses Filter Design. The sampling and center frequencies and the oversampling rate used
for the implementation display are stored with the block itself when you click OK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0dBLoss added to responseRLOSS
3Number of filter reactancesIN
1 GHzFrequencyPassband corner frequencyRFP
0.1dBMaximum passband rippleRAP
20dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
0FrequencyStopband edge frequencyR*FS
1ScalarWhere to put design margin: 0=AP, 1=AS, 2=FP, 3=FS.R*DM
50ResistanceExpected source resistanceR*RS
50ResistanceExpected load resistanceR*RL
10000ScalarAverage Q-factor of reactive elementsR*QU
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Additional loss to be added to the filter response. A negative value applies gain. The loss is applied to the filter's
S12 and S21 parameters.

N. The order of the analog lowpass elliptic filter. If 0 is specified for N, the model will determine the order based on the
values of FP, AP, AS and FS, but since the order must be an integer, typically there will be some design margin available,
which will be assigned according to the value of DM.

FP. The passband corner frequency for infinite Q (ideal filter). For a non-ideal filter the actual passband corner will
likely be close to but not exactly FP.

AP. The maximum allowable peak-to-peak ripple in the filter's passband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Elliptic filters
the frequency response has ripple both in the passband and in the stopband.

AS. The minimum allowable attenuation in the filter's stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). For Elliptic filters, which
have both poles and zeros, the attenuation is rippled both in the passband and in the stopband. The total minimum
allowable attenuation is AS+LOSS.

FS. The frequency edge of the stopband for infinite Q (ideal filter). If set to 0 and the previous 4 parameters (N, FP, AP,
AS) are specified, then the model will compute its value from the other parameters.

FS. The frequency edge of the stopband. If set to 0 and the previous 4 parameters (N, FP, AP, AS) are specified, then
the model will compute its value from the other parameters.

DM. Describes how available design margin will be allocated. A value of 0 will result in computing a new AP, smaller
than the one provided by the user. A value of 1 will result in computing a new AS, larger than the one specified by the
user. Similarly, setting DM=2 will recompute FP to be larger than the specified value, and DM=3 will recompute FS to
be smaller than the specified value.

RS. The source impedance of the filter.

RL. The load impedance of the filter. The block expects that the source impedance will equal RS and that the load
impedance will equal RL, but RS need not equal RL for ideal transmission, as would normally be the case. Enabling
impedance mismatch modeling will accommodate any impedance mismatch at the input and output ports.
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QU. The average Q-factor of the reactive elements, if this filter were to be constructed by non-ideal lumped elements.
Setting this parameter to a very large value results in an almost ideal filter.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.
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• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.
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GUI. This is used to store block specific settings for the Filter Design page. This should not be modified directly.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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FIR Lowpass Filter (Equal Ripple): LPFIR_ER

Symbol

Summary

LPFIR_ER is a Finite-duration Impulse Response (FIR) lowpass filter with equiripple frequency response. It employs
the Parks-McClellan optimization procedure to calculate a set of coefficients for a lowpass response. The filter can be
used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
1 GHzFrequencyCutoff frequencyRFC
0.1 GHzFrequencyWidth of transition bandRFT
1dBPassband rippleRRP
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS

ScalarOptional filter orderIN
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation TypeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FC. The cutoff frequency of the filter response.

FT. The width of the transition band between passband and stopband.

RP. The maximum allowable ripple in the filter's passband.

AS. The minimum allowable attenuation within the stopband.

N. The filter order. If left empty the filter order is calculated from [1]:

N =
D∞(δ1, δ2) − f (δ1, δ2)(Δ f )

2

Δ f + 1

D∞(δ1, δ2) = (0.005309(log10δ1)(log10δ1) + 0.07114(log10δ1) − 0.4761)(log10δ2)
−(0.00266(log10δ2)(log10δ2) + 0.5941(log10δ2) + 0.4278)
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f (δ1, δ2) = 11.012 + 0.51244(log10δ1 − log10δ2)

where δ1,δ2 are the ripple in the passband and stopbands, respectively.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. Determines the structure used to implement the filter:

• Auto: The implementation type is determined automatically based on whether the filter is part of a feedback loop
(time-domain convolution is used if it is) and whether time-domain convolutional or FFT multiplication is faster for
the given filter order.

• Convolution: The filter is implemented using time-domain convolution.

• FFT: The filter is implemented using the overlap-add DFT method. Refer to the FIR_IMP model's documentation for
details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex2

Recommendations for Use

The Parks-McClellan algorithm is not guaranteed to converge and may under certain conditions produce a filter that does
not satisfy the specified criteria. Filter designs should always be verified.

Static Signal Power

The static signal power property of the signal, which can be viewed using the PWR_PROP measurement under System
> Tools, is modified by the filter. This property provides a static estimate of the signal being transmitted, and is typically
used by receivers to perform gain compensation during demodulation. The filter adjusts the signal power property by
applying the power gain due to the filter within the absolute frequency band:

f c −
f s

2 · SMPSYM ≤ f < f c +
f s

2 · SMPSYM

where SMPSYM is the oversampling rate associated with the signal. For real signals the fc is equal to 0.

Note that if the signal's bandwidth is larger than fs/(2 SMPSYM) then the static signal power property will in general
not approximate the signal power after the filter.

The signal delay and phase rotation static properties of the signal are also modified by the filter. Refer to the FIR Filter
(Impulse Response Specified) block, FIR_IMP, for details on adjustments made.

References

[1] Proakis, J., Manolakis, D., Digital Signal Processing Principles, Algorithms, and Applications, pg. 664
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Pulse Shaping Filter: PLSSHP

Symbol

Summary

PLSSHP implements several standard pulse shaping filters using an FIR filter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
Root Raised CosineFilter pulse shape typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsRPLSLN
Unit Pulse PowerNormalization typeENRMTYP

TimeSymbol periodR*T
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.
Its impulse response is:

b(t) = 4α
π T ·

cos((1 + α) · π · t / T) + sin((1 − α) · π · t / T)
4α · t / T

1 − (4α · t / T)2

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response. Its impulse response is:

b(t) =
sin(2πt / T)

2πt / T ·
cos(2παt / T)
1 − (4αt / T)2

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 ))0 ≤ BT ≤ 1
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Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the
standard deviation specified:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the pulse shape in symbols. To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide
the number of taps by the sampling frequency times the symbol period: PLSLN=Taps/(fsT) or equivalently, the number
of samples per symbol: PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

NRMTYP. Determines the normalization applied to the pulse impulse response prior to filtering, if any:

• Unit Pulse Power: The impulse response is scaled by the following to provide unit power over the entire pulse:

Scale = 1
∑k=0
N−1 ∣ b[k]∣2

• Unit Pulse Gain: The impulse response is scaled by the following to provide unit gain over the entire pulse:

Scale = 1
∑k=0
N−1 ∣ b[k] ∣
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• None: The impulse response is not modified.

T. The period of one symbol. Leave empty to use the symbol period of the input signal.

IMPTYP. Determines the structure used to implement the filter:

• Auto: The implementation type is determined automatically based on whether the filter is part of a feedback loop
(time-domain convolution is used if it is) and whether time-domain convolutional or FFT multiplication is faster for
the given filter order.

• Convolution: The filter is implemented using time-domain convolution.

• FFT: The filter is implemented using the overlap-add DFT method. Refer to the FIR_IMP block's documentation for
details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input waveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Pulse shaped waveformReal, Complex2
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(Obsolete) FIR Bandpass Filter Kaiser Windowing (N Specified): BPFIR_KN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0.5FrequencyLower Cutoff FrequencyRFL
1.5FrequencyUpper Cutoff FrequencyRFU
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
50Filter OrderIN
YesFrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeEIMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) FIR Bandpass Filter KaiserWindowing (Transition Band Specified):
BPFIR_KT

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
0.1GHzFrequencyWidth of transition bandsRFT
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) IIR Bandpass Butterworth Filter (Edges Specified): BPIIR_BE

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0.5GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
0.1GHzFrequencyWidth of lower transition bandRFT
1dBPassband rippleRRP
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS

FrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequenciesE*FREL
autoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) IIR Bandpass Butterworth Filter (Order Specified): BPIIR_BN

Symbol

Summary

BPIIR_BN implements an approximation to a traditional Butterworth S-domain design using an Infinite-duration Impulse
Response (IIR) digital bandpass filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
10ScalarFilter orderIN
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FL. The lower cutoff frequency of the filter response.

FU. The upper cutoff frequency of the filter response.

N. The order of the Butterworth approximation.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. An IIR filter can be implemented in several different forms, depending on how the polynomials are factored.
This parameter selects the implementation type:

• Auto: If the filter settings support a cascade implementation, the Cascade, Low Gain First implementation is used,
otherwise the Direct implementation is used.

• Direct: The feedback and feedforward multipliers are directly in line.

• Cascade, Low Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with low gain first.

• Cascade, High Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with high gain first.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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(Obsolete) IIR Bandpass Chebyshev I Filter (Order Specified): BPIIR_CN

Symbol

Summary

BPIIR_CN implements an approximation to a traditional Chebyshev S-domain design using an Infinite-duration Impulse
Response (IIR) digital bandpass filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
10ScalarFilter orderIN
1dBPassband rippleRRP
YesFrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FL. The lower cutoff frequency of the filter response.

FU. The upper cutoff frequency of the filter response.

N. The order of the Chebyshev approximation.

RP. The maximum allowable ripple in the passband.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. An IIR filter can be implemented in several different forms, depending on how the polynomials are factored.
This parameter selects the implementation type:

• Auto: If the filter settings support a cascade implementation, the Cascade, Low Gain First implementation is used,
otherwise the Direct implementation is used.

• Direct: The feedback and feedforward multipliers are directly in line.

• Cascade, Low Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with low gain first.

• Cascade, High Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with high gain first.
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(Obsolete) IIR Bandpass Chebyshev I Filter (Order
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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(Obsolete) FIR Bandstop Filter Kaiser Windowing (N Specified): BSFIR_KN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
10ScalarFilter orderIN
YesFrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) FIR Bandstop Filter KaiserWindowing
(N Specified): BSFIR_KN



(Obsolete) FIR Bandstop Filter KaiserWindowing (Transition Band Specified):
BSFIR_KT

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0.5GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
10ScalarWidth of transition bandsRFT
YesFrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

8–150 AWR Design Environment

(Obsolete) FIR Bandstop Filter KaiserWindowing
(Transition Band Specified): BSFIR_KT



(Obsolete) IIR Bandstop Butterworth Filter (Edges Specified): BSIIR_BE

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0.5GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5GhzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
0.1GHzFrequencyWidth of lower transition bandRFT
1dBPassband rippleRRP
20dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
YesFrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) IIR Bandstop Butterworth Filter (Order Specified): BSIIR_BN

Symbol

Summary

BSIIR_BN implements an approximation to a traditional Butterworth S-domain design using an Infinite-duration Impulse
Response (IIR) digital bandstop filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
10ScalarFilter orderIN
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FL. The lower cutoff frequency of the filter response.

FU. The upper cutoff frequency of the filter response.

N. The order of the Butterworth approximation.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. An IIR filter can be implemented in several different forms, depending on how the polynomials are factored.
This parameter selects the implementation type:

• Auto: If the filter settings support a cascade implementation, the Cascade, Low Gain First implementation is used,
otherwise the Direct implementation is used.

• Direct: The feedback and feedforward multipliers are directly in line.

• Cascade, Low Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with low gain first.

• Cascade, High Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with high gain first.
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(Obsolete) IIR Bandstop Butterworth Filter (Order
Specified): BSIIR_BN



Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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(Obsolete) IIR Bandstop Chebyshev I Filter (Order Specified): BSIIR_CN

Symbol

Summary

BSIIR_CN implements an approximation to a traditional Chebyshev S-domain design using an Infinite-duration Impulse
Response (IIR) digital bandstop filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0.5 GHzFrequencyLower cutoff frequencyRFL
1.5 GHzFrequencyUpper cutoff frequencyRFU
10ScalarFilter orderIN
1dBPassband rippleRRP
YesFrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FL. The lower cutoff frequency of the filter response.

FU. The upper cutoff frequency of the filter response.

N. The order of the Chebyshev approximation.

RP. The maximum allowable ripple in the passband.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. An IIR filter can be implemented in several different forms, depending on how the polynomials are factored.
This parameter selects the implementation type:

• Auto: If the filter settings support a cascade implementation, the Cascade, Low Gain First implementation is used,
otherwise the Direct implementation is used.

• Direct: The feedback and feedforward multipliers are directly in line.

• Cascade, Low Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with low gain first.

• Cascade, High Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with high gain first.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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(Obsolete) FIR Highpass Filter Kaiser Windowing (N Specified): HPFIR_KN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
Cutoff frequencyRFC
Minimum stopband attenuationRAS
Filter OrderIN
Frequencies relative to center frequency*FREL
Implementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) FIRHighpass Filter KaiserWindowing
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(Obsolete) FIR Highpass Filter KaiserWindowing (Transition Band Specified):
HPFIR_KT

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Cutoff frequencyRFC
Minimum stopband attenuationRAS
Width of transition bandRFT
Frequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
Implementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) FIR Highpass Filter (Maximally Flat): HPFIR_MF

Symbol

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2
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(Obsolete) IIR Highpass Butterworth Filter (Edges Specified): HPIIR_BE

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
0.9GhzFrequencyStopband Edge FrequencyRFS
1GHzFrequencyPassband Edge FrequencyRFP
1dBPassband RippleRRP
50dBMinimum stopband attenuationRAS
YesFrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2
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(Obsolete) IIRHighpass Butterworth Filter (Edges
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(Obsolete) IIR Highpass Butterworth Filter (Order Specified): HPIIR_BN

Symbol

Summary

HPIIR_BN implements an approximation to a traditional Butterworth S-domain design using an Infinite-duration Impulse
Response (IIR) digital highpass filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

F1TextElement IDNID
1 GHzFrequencyCutoff frequencyRFC
10ScalarFilter orderIN
YesFrequencyFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FC. The cutoff frequency of the filter response.

N. The order of the Butterworth approximation.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. An IIR filter can be implemented in several different forms, depending on how the polynomials are factored.
This parameter selects the implementation type:

• Auto: If the filter settings support a cascade implementation, the Cascade, Low Gain First implementation is used,
otherwise the Direct implementation is used.

• Direct: The feedback and feedforward multipliers are directly in line.

• Cascade, Low Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with low gain first.

• Cascade, High Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with high gain first.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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(Obsolete) IIR Highpass Chebyshev I Filter (Order Specified): HPIIR_CN

Symbol

Summary

HPIIR_CN implements an approximation to a traditional Chebyshev S-domain design using an Infinite-duration Impulse
Response (IIR) digital highpass filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
1 GHzFrequencyCutoff frequencyRFC
10ScalarFilter orderIN
1dBPassband rippleRRP
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FC. The cutoff frequency of the filter response.

N. The order of the Chebyshev approximation.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. An IIR filter can be implemented in several different forms, depending on how the polynomials are factored.
This parameter selects the implementation type:

• Auto: If the filter settings support a cascade implementation, the Cascade, Low Gain First implementation is used,
otherwise the Direct implementation is used.

• Direct: The feedback and feedforward multipliers are directly in line.

• Cascade, Low Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with low gain first.

• Cascade, High Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with high gain first.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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(Obsolete) FIR Lowpass Filter Kaiser Windowing (N Specified): LPFIR_KN

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
Cutoff FrequencyRFC
Minimum stopband attenuationRAS
Filter OrderIN
Frequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
Implementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2
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(Obsolete) FIR Lowpass Filter KaiserWindowing
(N Specified): LPFIR_KN



(Obsolete) FIR Lowpass Filter KaiserWindowing (Transition Band Specified):
LPFIR_KT

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
Cutoff FrequencyRFC
Minimum stopband attenuationRAS
Width of Transition BandRFT
Frequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
Implementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2
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(Obsolete) FIR Lowpass Filter KaiserWindowing
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(Obsolete) FIR Lowpass Filter (Maximally Flat): LPFIR_MF

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
Cutoff FrequencyRFC
Width of Transition BandRFT
Maximum passband attenuationRAP
Minimum stopband attenuationRAS
Frequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
Implementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2
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(Obsolete) IIR Lowpass Butterworth Filter (Edges Specified): LPIIR_BE

Symbol

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
Passband Edge FrequencyRFPq
Stopband Edge FrequencyRFS
Passband RippleRRP
Minimum stopband attenuationRAS
Frequencies relative to center frequencyE*FREL
Implementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2
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(Obsolete) IIR Lowpass Butterworth Filter (Order Specified): LPIIR_BN

Symbol

Summary

LPIIR_BN implements an approximation to a traditional Butterworth S-domain design using an Infinite-duration Impulse
Response (IIR) digital lowpass filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
1 GHzFrequencyCutoff frequencyRFC
10ScalarFilter orderIN
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FC. The cutoff frequency of the filter response.

N. The order of the Butterworth approximation.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. An IIR filter can be implemented in several different forms, depending on how the polynomials are factored.
This parameter selects the implementation type:

• Auto: If the filter settings support a cascade implementation, the Cascade, Low Gain First implementation is used,
otherwise the Direct implementation is used.

• Direct: The feedback and feedforward multipliers are directly in line.

• Cascade, Low Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with low gain first.

• Cascade, High Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with high gain first.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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(Obsolete) IIR Lowpass Chebyshev I Filter (Order Specified): LPIIR_CN

Symbol

Summary

LPIIR_CN implements an approximation to a traditional Chebyshev S-domain design using an Infinite-duration Impulse
Response (IIR) digital lowpass filter. The filter can be used to filter either Real or Complex signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
1 GHzFrequencyCutoff frequencyRFC
10ScalarFilter orderIN
1dBPassband rippleRRP
YesFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoImplementation typeE*IMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FC. The cutoff frequency of the filter response.

N. The order of the Chebyshev approximation.

FREL. Determines whether the cutoff frequency specifications are relative to the center frequency of the signal.

IMPTYP. An IIR filter can be implemented in several different forms, depending on how the polynomials are factored.
This parameter selects the implementation type:

• Auto: If the filter settings support a cascade implementation, the Cascade, Low Gain First implementation is used,
otherwise the Direct implementation is used.

• Direct: The feedback and feedforward multipliers are directly in line.

• Cascade, Low Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with low gain first.

• Cascade, High Gain First: Cascaded sections, sorted with high gain first.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2
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Fixed Point
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Fixed-Point Absolute Value: ABS_FP

Symbol

x

Summary

ABS_FP outputs the absolute value of the input. It may be applied to Fixed-Point, Real, or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputFixed-Point, Real or

Complex
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Absolute Value of InputFixed-Point, Real or

Complex
2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Absolute value of Digital data is not defined. Use this model
only for Fixed-Point, Real or Complex data.

Digital data not supported.

Implementation Details

This model may be used for either Real, Complex or Fixed-Point data. In the case of Complex data, the magnitude of
the complex input value is calculated and placed on the real part of the output, while the imaginary part of the output is
set to zero. For Fixed-Point data, the output carries the same fixed-point properties as the input.
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Fixed-Point Adder with Carry (N-Inputs, 1-Output): ADDC_FP

Symbol

C

1

2

3

4

Summary

ADDC_FP sums the values on its input ports. It supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex, and Digital data types. A carry
or overflow bit is generated for fixed-point signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoN/APrimary input portEPRIMINP
2ScalarNumber of input portsININ

ScalarPort numbers of input ports to allow (empty=all)I*SWITCH
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use. It also determines the binary format, overflow management and underflow management for the output when
OUTBINFMT, OVRFLOMGMT, or UNDRFLOMGMT are set to "Auto".

NIN. Determines the number of input ports.

SWITCH. Optional parameter for enabling/disabling inclusion of individual inputs. If this is empty all inputs are used.
Use a vector to selectively allow inputs. For example, the setting

{2,4}

ignores any inputs on ports 1, 3 and any ports higher than 4.
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OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit and decimal widths
of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to "Auto", the binary format of the output is set the same as that of the primary input port.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to "Auto", its value is propagated from the primary input port.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Truncate

• Round-off

• Auto

If set to "Auto", its value is propagated from the primary input port.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1-NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Sum of InputsFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
3
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PurposeTypePort No.
Carry or Overflow bitFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
4

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on the input ports must be the same, and it
must be the same type as the output port.

Data type mismatch, all ports must have same data type

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input ports must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
port.

Alphabet size mismatch

Reduce bit width or number of inputs.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than
MaxBW (64)

Implementation Details

This model may be used to add Fixed-Point data. It is also compatible with Real, Complex, or Digital data. However,
all inputs should be of the same type. For Real, Complex, or Digital data the performed operation is identical to ADD.
For Fixed-Point data the addition operation makes use of a fixed-point accumulator and is completed as follows:

1. All inputs are converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. If the latter is set to "Auto", the binary
format of the primary port is used.

2. If OUTDECW is defined, the decimal width of the fixed-point accumulator is set to "OUTDECW". Otherwise, it is
set equal to the largest decimal width of all the inputs.

3. If OUTBITW is defined, the bit width of the fixed-point accumulator is set to "OUTBITW". Otherwise, it is set equal
to the sum of the accumulator decimal width, the largest integer width of all the inputs (bit width - decimal width),
and ceil(log2(NIN)), where ceil() returns the smallest integer greater or equal to its argument.

4. If OVRFLOMGMT and/or UNDRFLOMGMT are not set to "Auto", the OvrFloMgmt and UndrFloMgmt properties
of the accumulator are set according to OVRFLOMGMT and UNDRFLOMGMT, respectively; otherwise they are
set equal to those of the primary port.

5. Before being added, input values are modified so their bit and decimal widths are equal to those of the accumulator,
using the OvrFloMgmt and UndrFloMgmt settings of the latter to handle any possible overflows or underflows.

6. All input values are added in the accumulator, using the OvrFloMgmt setting to handle any possible overflows. The
bit and decimal widths of the accumulator are not allowed to change during additions.

7. The fixed-point properties (for example, bit/decimal width, and binary format) of the carry output are set the same as
those of the sum output. The carry bit can only be generated if addition is performed using an Unsigned binary format.
In such case, the value of the carry output is set to 1 if the carry bit resulting from the addition is on, and 0 otherwise.
Notice that a carry bit is generated only if the bit width of the output is set to be the same or smaller than that of the
inputs. When addition is performed using other binary formats, the carry output is set to 1 if an overflow has occurred,
and 0 otherwise.
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Fixed-Point Adder (N-Inputs, 1-Output): ADD_FP

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

ADD_FP sums the values on its input ports. It supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex and Digital data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoN/APrimary input portEPRIMINP
2ScalarNumber of input portsININ

ScalarPort numbers of input ports to allow (empty=all)I*SWITCH
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use. It also determines the binary format, overflow management and underflow management for the output when
OUTBINFMT, OVRFLOMGMT, or UNDRFLOMGMT are set to "Auto".

NIN. Determines the number of input ports.

SWITCH. Optional parameter for enabling/disabling inclusion of individual inputs. If this is empty all inputs are used.
Use a vector to selectively allow inputs. For example, the setting

{2,4}

ignores any inputs on ports 1, 3 and any ports higher than 4.
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OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit and decimal widths
of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to "Auto", the binary format of the output is set the same as that of the primary input port.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to "Auto", its value is propagated from the primary input port.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to "Auto", its value is propagated from the primary input port.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1-NIN
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Sum of InputsFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on the input ports must be the same, and it
must be the same type as the output port.

Data type mismatch, all ports must have same data type

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input ports must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
port.

Alphabet size mismatch

Reduce bit width or number of inputs.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than
MaxBW (64)

Implementation Details

This model may be used to add Fixed-Point data. It is also compatible with Real, Complex, or Digital data. However,
all inputs should be of the same type. For Real, Complex, or Digital data the performed operation is identical to ADD.
For Fixed-Point data the addition operation makes use of a fixed-point accumulator and is completed as follows:

All inputs are converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. If the latter is set to "Auto", the binary format
of the primary port is used.

1. If OUTDECW is defined, the decimal width of the fixed-point accumulator is set to "OUTDECW". Otherwise, it is
set equal to the largest decimal width of all the inputs.

2. If OUTBITW is defined, the bit width of the fixed-point accumulator is set to "OUTBITW". Otherwise, it is set equal
to the sum of the accumulator decimal width, the largest integer width of all the inputs (bit width - decimal width),
and ceil(log2(NIN)), where ceil() returns the smallest integer greater or equal to its argument.

3. If OVRFLOMGMT and/or UNDRFLOMGMT are not set to "Auto", the OvrFloMgmt and UndrFloMgmt properties
of the accumulator are set according to OVRFLOMGMT and UNDRFLOMGMT, respectively; otherwise they are
set equal to those of the primary port.

4. Before being added, input values are modified so their bit and decimal widths are equal to those of the accumulator,
using the OvrFloMgmt and UndrFloMgmt settings of the latter to handle any possible overflows or underflows.

5. All input values are added in the accumulator, using the OvrFloMgmt setting to handle any possible overflows. The
bit and decimal widths of the accumulator are not allowed to change during additions.
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Fixed-Point Difference: DIFF_FP

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

DIFF_FP subtracts the second input from the first input. If the second input is not connected, the model subtracts a value
specified in the parameter list. It supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex and Digital data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarValue to subtract from node 1 (x) if no input at node 2 (y)FP/R/C/DY
4ScalarBit width of y value (if no input at node 2)IYBITW
0ScalarDecimal width of y value (if no input at node 2)IYDECW

ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Y. If the y node (node 2) is not connected, a constant value for the value to be subtracted from node 1 must be specified
in the parameter list. This is a floating-point value that is converted to fixed-point using the YBITW and YDECW
parameters.

YBITW. Bit width of the value specified for the Y parameter. If the Y value results in a fixed-point number that requires
more than YBITW bits, its value is saturated.

YDECW. Decimal width of the value specified for the Y parameter. The Y value is quantized by rounding-off, resulting
in a fixed-point number with a resolution of 2^(-YDECW).

OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit and decimal widths
of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.
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OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the output is set the same as that of node 1.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from node 1.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from node 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
xFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1

yFixed-Point, Real,
Complex, or Digital

2

Input Node Details

Node No. 2 Node 2 (y) may be left not connected. If so, the value to be subtracted from node 1 is taken from the constant
value, which must be specified via the Y parameter.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
x - y ((node1 - node2) or (node1 - Y))Fixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
3
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Specify a value for the Y parameter.Y must be specified if node 2 (y) input is not connected
Reduce bit width of inputs.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than

MaxBW (64)
Reduce value of Y parameter.Y parameter cannot contain more than MaxBW(64) bits
Reduce value of YDECW parameter.YDECW parameter cannot be larger than MaxBW(64)

Implementation Details

This model may be used to subtract Fixed-Point, Real, Complex or Digital data. However, all inputs should be of the
same type. For Real, Complex or Digital data the performed operation is identical to DIFF. For Fixed-Point inputs the
difference x-y (where y is either the signal in node 2 or the value of the Y parameter) makes use of a fixed-point
accumulator and is calculated as follows:

Both inputs are converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the binary format
of node 1 is used.

1. If OUTDECW is defined, the decimal width of the fixed-point accumulator is set to OUTDECW. Otherwise, it is set
equal to the largest decimal width of the inputs.

2. If OUTBITW is defined, the bit width of the fixed-point accumulator is set to OUTBITW. Otherwise, it is set equal
to the sum of the accumulator decimal width, the largest integer width of the inputs (bit width - decimal width), plus
1 (extra bit to allow for bit width growth during subtraction operation).

3. If OVRFLOMGMT and/or UNDRFLOMGMT are not set to Auto, the OvrFloMgmt and UndrFloMgmt properties
of the accumulator are set according to OVRFLOMGMT and UNDRFLOMGMT, respectively; otherwise they are
set equal to those of the primary node.

4. Before being subtracted, input values are modified such that their bit and decimal widths are equal to those of the
accumulator, using the OvrFloMgmt and UndrFloMgmt settings of the latter to handle any possible overflows or
underflows.

5. The difference is calculated by subtracting input values, using the OvrFloMgmt setting to handle any possible overflows.
The bit and decimal widths of the accumulator are not allowed to change during this operation.

This model treats node 1 as the primary data signal. If this model is used as part of a feedback loop, the primary data
signal should be connected to node 1 to ensure that any signal delays are properly handled.
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Fixed-Point Divide: DIV_FP

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

DIV_FP computes the ratio x/y of the data values on the input nodes. Node 1 represents x and node 2 represents y. It
supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex and Digital data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarValue to divide node 1 (x) by if no input at node 2 (y)FP/R/C/DY
4ScalarBit width of y value (if no input at node 2)IYBITW
0ScalarDecimal width of y value (if no input at node 2)IYDECW

ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Y. If the y node (node 2) is not connected, a constant value for the divisor must be specified in the parameter list. This
is a floating-point value that is converted to fixed-point using the YBITW and YDECW parameters and must not be set
to zero.

YBITW. Bit width of the value specified for the Y parameter. If the Y value results in a fixed-point number that requires
more than YBITW bits, its value is saturated.

YDECW. Decimal width of the value specified for the Y parameter. The Y value will be quantized by rounding-off,
resulting in a fixed-point number with a resolution of 2^(-YDECW).

OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit widths of the inputs.
See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.
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OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the output is set the same as that of node 1.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from node 1.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Options for the
UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from node 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
x (Dividend)Fixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1

y (Divisor)Fixed-Point, Real,
Complex, or Digital

2

Input Node Details

Node No. 2 Node 2 (y) may be left not connected. If so, the divisor is taken from the constant value, which must be
specified via the Y parameter.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
x/y (quotient of input values)Fixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
3
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
Specify a value for the Y parameterY must be specified if node 2 (y) input is not connected
Specify a non-zero parameter valueY must have non-zero value
A value of 0.0 or 0.0+j*0.0 has been received on node 2
and is invalid

Divide by zero, node 2 (y) input is 0

Reduce bit width of inputs.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than
MaxBW (64)

Reduce value of Y parameter.Y parameter cannot contain more than MaxBW(64) bits
Reduce value of YDECW parameter.YDECW parameter cannot be larger than MaxBW(64)

Implementation Details

This model may be used to divide either Fixed-Point, Real, Complex or Digital data. However, all inputs should be of
the same type. For Real, Complex or Digital data the performed operation is identical to DIV. For Fixed-Point data the
division x/y (where y is either signal in node 2 or value of Y parameter) is calculated as follows:

Both inputs are first converted to a Two's Complement binary format.

1. Input values are divided, resulting in a fixed-point value with bit width equal to the sum of bit widths of the inputs
and decimal width equal to the sum of the decimal width of inputs x and the difference between bit and decimal widths
of the input y.

2. If OUTDECW is defined, the result is modified such that its decimal width is set to OUTDECW. This is done by
either truncating or rounding-off, as defined by the value of UNDRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the
UNDRFLOMGMT property of the node 1 input is used.

3. If OUTBITW is defined, the result is modified such that its bit width is set to OUTBITW. This operation is performed
by either saturating or allowing a roll-over, as defined by the value of OVRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto,
the OVRFLOMGMT property of the node 1 input is used.

4. The result is converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. It the latter is set to Auto, the binary format
of the node 1 input is used.

This model treats node 1 as the primary data signal. If this model is used as part of a feedback loop, the primary data
signal should be connected to node 1 to ensure that any signal delays are properly handled.
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Fixed-Point Decimator: DECIM_FP

Symbol

Summary

DECIM_FP decimates an incoming digital data sequence by throwing away certain elements of the sequence. This model
treats data simply as a stream of numbers, without any knowledge of what those numbers represent. Thus, the model
incorporates no specification of sample rates, interpolation methods, etc. This model supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex
and Digital data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
8ScalarDecimation ratioIRATIO
0ScalarDecimation phaseIPHS
0ScalarDecimation delayIDLY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RATIO. Decimation ratio, or the ratio of input to output samples. In steady state operation, for every RATIO samples
received at the input, one sample is output.

PHS. Decimation phase, zero-based. Out of every RATIO number of samples received at the input, the sample at the
position indicated by PHS is used for the output. For example, if the RATIO is 4 and the PHS is 0, the first of the four
samples received at the input is used as the output sample.

DLY. Decimation delay. This corresponds to the initial delay of the output signal w.r.t. the input signal. Value of DLY
is measured as number of samples at the input sample rate. A negative value for DLY-PHY results in a signal advance.
When the output signal is delayed with respect to the input, it is initially padded with zeroes.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RATIO must be greater than or equal to 1.

1. PHS must be between 0 and RATIO-1, inclusive.

2. If this block is used in a feedback loop, PHY-DLY must be less than RATIO.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decimated Output SignalFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the RATIO parameter greater than or equal to one.Decimation ratio must be greater than or equal to one.
Set the PHS parameter to be between zero and RATIO-1,
inclusive.

Decimation phase out of bounds. It must be between 0 and
RATIO-1, inclusive.

If the block is used in a feedback loop, set PHS and DLY
such that PHS-DLY < RATIO.

Effective signal advance (PHS-DLY) should be less than
RATIO when used in a feedback loop

Implementation Details

In the steady state, this block outputs one sample for every RATIO data elements received at its input. The output is
produced each time an element with the correct phase is received at the input of the block.

The PHS parameter defines an advance of the output w.r.t. the input stream. This advance can be between 0 and RATIO-1.
The DLY parameter is defined in samples counted at the input rate and corresponds to the delay of the output w.r.t. the
input stream. The decimation process is performed as follows. If PHS-DLY is positive, the input stream is padded with
PHS-DLY zeroes at the beginning. If PHS-DLY is negative, the block discards the first PHS-DLY samples. After that,
the block outputs the first sample of every set of RATIO input samples.
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Fixed-Point Delay by N Samples: DELAY_FP

Symbol

Summary

DELAY_FP delays the input sample stream by a specified number of samples. This model is useful in feedback loops,
when an initial sample or group of samples must be emitted to prime a feedback loop. You specify the initial number of
samples to be emitted, and their value. This model supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex and Digital data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarSamples to delayIDLY
0ScalarInitial valueFP/R/C/DIVAL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input delayed by DLY samplesFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
This error occurs when the block is used in a feedback loop.
The error typically occurs when one or more blocks adjust

Signal properties did not stabilize in the forward/backward
direction of the feedback loop.

the outgoing signal properties based on the incoming signal
properties, but the incoming signal properties are dependent
on the outgoing properties due to the feedback loop. Blocks
that affect the signal sampling frequency or center frequency
may generate this error.
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Implementation Details

This model outputs DLY samples with value IVAL followed by each sample received.
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Fixed-Point Real to Real: FPR2R

Symbol

FP(R)

R

Summary

FPR2R converts a Fixed-Point Real input into a Real output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarDouble scale (Propagated if empty)RSCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCALE. Determines the double scale property of the fixed-point input. See the "Implementation Details" section for
detailed usage.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Fixed-point inputFixed-Point1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Converted valueReal2

Implementation Details

This model may be used for converting Fixed-Point data to Real.

The SCALE parameter determines the double scale property of the fixed-point input. It corresponds to the scale that was
applied to the real value before being converted to fixed-point. During normal operation, it should be the same as the
value used in the R2FPR block. If left empty, the double scale is set equal to the double scale property of the input.

The real output value is calculated based on the bit content and decimal width of the input value. Afterwards, it is scaled
by the inverse of the SCALE value.
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Fixed-Point Hold: HOLD_FP

Symbol

Summary

HOLD_FP either repeats an input sample a specified number of times, or outputs an input sample followed by a specified
value the specified number of times minus one. This model supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex and Digital data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarNumber of times to repeat the input sample.INREP

ScalarOptional hold value.FP/R/C/DHVAL
Adjust if sampledAdjust samples per symbolEADJTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NREP. Number of times to repeat the input sample. For example, if NREP is set to 10, the input sample is output ten
times.

HVAL. If empty, the input sample is simply output NREP times at the output. If a value is specified, the original input
sample is first output, followed by the value specified being output NREP - 1 times. When the input signal is a Fixed-Point
type, HVAL is converted to fixed-point using the fixed-point properties of the input node.

ADJTYP.Determines whether the number of samples per symbol associated with the signal is updated to maintain the
same symbol duration. If updated, the number of samples per symbol of the output signal is NREP times the samples
per symbol of the input signal.

• Adjust if sampled: The number of samples per symbol is only adjusted if the input signal is either real or complex and
has a samples per symbol other than 1.

• Adjust always: If the input signal is either real or complex, the number of samples per symbol is adjusted.

• Never adjust: No adjustment is made. This has the effect of introducing NREP-1 symbols into the signal.

NOTE: Setting this parameter to "Adjust Always" allows this block to be used as a weighted impulse generator. In this
case, the HVAL parameter should be explicitly set to 0 or a complex value of 0+j0 (the block emits zeroes between each
input value). In this mode of operation, this block can be used to drive a linear filter with a prescribed impulse response.
The combination of a HOLD_FP block and a low-pass filter can be used as an interpolator, a very common function in
digital signal processing.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

• NREP. The number of times to repeat must be greater than or equal to 1.

• HVAL. The hold value can be specified as a real or complex number. If specified as complex, the format is Re + j*Im.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Held Output SignalFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the NREP parameter to be greater than or equal to one.Number of times to repeat (NREP) must be greater than or

equal to one.

Implementation Details

This block repeats an input sample a specified number of times if the HVAL parameter is empty. If a value is specified
for HVAL, the input sample is output, followed by the hold value repeated the specified number of times (NREP) minus
one. When the input signal is of the Fixed-Point type, HVAL is converted to fixed-point using the fixed-point properties
of the input node. Specifically, its binary format, bit width and decimal width are set equal to those of the input node.
The overflow and/or underflow conditions are handled according to the OvrFloMgmt and UndrFloMgmt properties of
the input.
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Fixed-Point Minimum/Maximum (N-Input, 2-Output): MINMAX_FP

Symbol

Min

Max

Min/Max

1

2

3

4

5 6

Summary

MINMAX_FP outputs the minimum and maximum values of all connected input nodes. Two secondary output nodes
output the input node numbers that contain the minimum and maximum values. It supports fixed-point signals.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarNumber of inputsININ
0ScalarPrimary input nodeIPRIMINP
Compare Complex
Magnitudes

N/AComparison rule for complex inputsE*CMPLXCMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NIN. Determines the number of input nodes.

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use.

CMPLXCMP. Optional parameter used only when input data type is complex. It determines the rule used to find the
minimum and maximum values. Available options are:

• Compare Complex Magnitudes. Magnitudes of complex inputs are used for finding minimum and maximum output
values.

• Compare Real Parts. Only real parts of complex inputs are used for finding minimum and maximum output values.

• Compare Imaginary Parts. Only imaginary parts of complex inputs are used for finding minimum and maximum output
values.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1 - NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Minimum of all inputsFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
NIN + 1

Maximum of all inputsFixed-Point, Real,
Complex, or Digital

NIN + 2

Input node containing Min valueRealNIN + 3
Input node containing Max valueRealNIN + 4

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set NIN to a value greater or equal to 2.NIN must be >= 2.
Set PRIMINP to a value greater or equal to 0 an less or equal
to NIN.

PRIMINP must be greater or equal to 0 and less than or
equal to the input node count (NIN).

Make sure all input nodes are of the same type.Data type mismatch, all input nodes must have the same
data type

Connect output nodes to modules with input nodes of the
same type as the inputs of MINMAX

Data type mismatch, Min and Max output nodes must have
the same data type as input

Connect at least one of the inputs or disable the MINMAX
module.

At least one of the input nodes should be connected.

For Digital inputs, alphabet size should be set to a value
greater or equal to 2.

Alphabet size must be >= 2.

For Digital inputs, all input nodes should have the same
alphabet size.

Alphabet size mismatch.

For Digital inputs, alphabet size should be set to an integer
value greater or equal to 2.

Alphabet size must be an integer >= 2.

Warnings

Recommended ActionWarning
Change PRIMINP parameter or connect the primary input
node.

Primary node not connected, using AUTO instead.

Conversion of binary format may result in loss of data.
Convert all input signals to the same binary format prior to
their comparison.

Binary formats of input nodes are different. All inputs will
be converted to Two's Complement.
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Fixed-Point Modulus and Remainder: MOD_FP

Symbol

x

y

x/y

x%y

1

2

3

4

Summary

MOD_FP calculates the modulus and remainder for a real number. Node 1 represents the dividend, node 2 represents
the divisor (optional), node 3 represents the modulus, and node 4 represents the remainder. It supports Fixed-Point, Real
and Digital data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarValue to divide node 1 (x) by if no input at node 2 (y)FP/R/DY
4ScalarBit width of y value (if no input at node 2)IYBITW
0ScalarDecimal width of y value (if no input at node 2)IYDECW

ScalarModulus bit widthI*MODBITW
ScalarModulus decimal widthI*MODDECW

AutoN/AModulus binary formatE*MODBINFMT
AutoN/AModulus overflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*MODOVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AModulus underflow management: truncate or round-offE*MODUNDRFLOMGMT

ScalarRemainder bit widthI*REMBITW
ScalarRemainder decimal widthI*REMDECW

AutoN/ARemainder binary formatE*REMBINFMT
AutoN/ARemainder overflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*REMOVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/ARemainder underflow management: truncate or round-offE*REMUNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Y. If the y node (node 2) is not connected, a constant value for the divisor must be specified in the parameter list. This
is a floating-point value that is converted to fixed-point using YBITW and YDECW parameters, and must not be set to
zero.

YBITW. Bit width of the value specified for the Y parameter. If the Y value results in a fixed-point number that requires
more than YBITW bits, its value is saturated.
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YDECW. Decimal width of the value specified for the Y parameter. The Y value will be quantized by rounding-off,
resulting in a fixed-point number with resolution 2^(-YDECW).

MODBITW. Bit width of the modulus output. If left empty, the modulus bit width is calculated based on the bit and
decimal widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

MODDECW. Decimal width of the modulus output. If left empty, the modulus decimal width is calculated based on
the bit and decimal widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

MODBINFMT. Binary format of the modulus output. Options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the modulus output is set the same as that of node 1.

MODOVRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur in modulus
calculation. )ptions are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value will be propagated from node 1.

MODUNDRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur in modulus
calculation. Options are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value will be propagated from node 1.

REMBITW. Bit width of the reminder output. If left empty, the reminder bit width is calculated based on the bit and
decimal widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

REMDECW. Decimal width of the reminder output. If left empty, the reminder decimal width is calculated based on
the bit and decimal widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

REMBINFMT. Binary format of the reminder output. Available options are the same as the ones for MODBINFMT
parameter. If set to Auto, the binary format of the remainder output is set the same as that of node 1.

REMOVRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur in reminder
calculation. Available options are the same as the ones for MODOVRFLOMGMT parameter. If set to Auto, its value is
propagated from node 1.
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REMUNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur in reminder
calculation. Available options are the same as the ones for MODUNDRFLOMGMT parameter. If set to Auto, its value
is propagated from node 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
x (dividend)Fixed-Point, Real, or

Digital
1

y (optional divisor)Fixed-Point, Real, or
Digital

2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulus of x / yFixed-Point, Real, or

Digital
3

Remainder of x / yFixed-Point, Real, or
Digital

4

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Specify a value for the Y parameterY must be specified if node 2 (y) input is not connected
Use only non-zero valuesY parameter or node 2 input (y) must have non-zero value!
Reduce bit width of inputs.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than

MaxBW (64) for MOD calculation
Reduce bit width of inputs.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than

MaxBW (64) for REM calculation
Reduce value of Y parameter.Y parameter cannot contain more than MaxBW(64) bits
Reduce value of YDECW parameter.YDECW parameter cannot be larger than MaxBW(64)

Implementation Details

1. This model may be used to calculate the modulus and remainder for either Fixed-Point, Real or Digital numbers. For
Real or Digital data the performed operation is identical to MOD. For Fixed-Point data the modulus and remainder
of x/y (where y is either signal in node 2 or the value of the Y parameter) are calculated as follows:

Both inputs are first converted to a Two's Complement binary format.

2. Input values are divided, resulting in a fixed-point value with bit width equal to the sum of bit widths of the inputs
and decimal width equal to the sum of the decimal width of inputs x and the difference between bit and decimal widths
of the input y.

3. The modulus is calculated by extracting the integer part of the division result. The decimal width of the modulus is
0 and its bit width equal to the bit width of x minus decimal width of x plus decimal width of y.
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4. The remainder is calculated by extracting the decimal part of the division result. Its decimal width is equal to the
decimal width of x plus the bit width of y. Its bit width is equal to the decimal width of x plus twice the bit width of
y minus the decimal width of y.

5. If MODDECW (REMDECW) is defined, the modulus (remainder) value is modified such that its decimal width is
set to MODDECW (REMDECW). This is done by either truncating or rounding-off, as defined by the value of
MODUNDRFLOMGMT (REMUNDRFLOMGMT). If the latter is set to Auto, the UNDRFLOMGMT property of
the node 1 input is used.

6. If MODBITW (REMBITW) is defined, the modulus (remainder) value is modified such that its bit width is set to
MODBITW (REMBITW). This operation is performed by either saturating or allowing a roll-over, as defined by the
value of MODOVRFLOMGMT (REMOVRFLOMGMT). If the latter is set to Auto, the OVRFLOMGMT property
of the node 1 input is used.

7. The modulus (remainder) value is converted to the binary format specified by MODBINFMT (REMBINFMT). It the
latter is set to Auto, the binary format of the node 1 input is used.

Each time this model is invoked, it processes as many data samples as are accumulated at its input.
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Fixed-Point Multiplier (N-Inputs, 1-Output): MULT_FP

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

MULT_FP forms the product of the data on two or more input ports. It supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex, and Digital
data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
AutoN/APrimary input portEPRIMINP
AutoN/AComplex envelope modeECEMODE
2ScalarNumber of input portsININ

ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use.

CEMODE. Determines how complex envelope signals are handled (this is ignored if the input signals are not complex):

• Auto: If any of the input signals have a non-zero center frequency, the signals are treated as if this were set to "Real
domain", otherwise they are treated as if this were set to "Complex domain".

• Complex domain: The signals are multiplied as complex signals.

• Real domain: The signals are multiplied as if they were real signals.

See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.
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OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit widths of the inputs.
See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal widths
of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to "Auto", the binary format of the output is set the same as that of the primary input port.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to "Auto", its value is propagated from the primary input port.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to "Auto", its value is propagated from the primary input port.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1-NIN
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Product of InputsFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on all input ports must be the same and it must
be the same type as the output port.

Data type mismatch, all ports must have same data type.

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input ports must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
port.

Alphabet size mismatch

This only applies to complex envelope signals. The output
center frequency of the multiplier is the sum of the center

Input port n appears to be part of a feedback loop. Inputs in
feedback loops must have a center frequency of 0
(currently=x Hz). Use the FRQSHFT block to force it to 0. frequencies of the input signals. If an input signal forms a

feedback loop with the output signal, its center frequency
must be 0, otherwise the output center frequency cannot be
computed because it would depend on itself.
Reduce bit width or number of inputs.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than

MaxBW (64)

Implementation Details

This model may be used to multiply Fixed-Point data. It is also compatible with Real, Complex, or Digital data. However,
all inputs should be of the same type. For Real, Complex, or Digital data the performed operation is identical to MULT.
For Fixed-Point data the multiplication operation is completed using the following steps:

1. All inputs are first converted to a Two's Complement binary format.

2. Input values are multiplied, resulting in a fixed-point number with bit width equal to the sum of bit widths of the
inputs and decimal width equal to the sum of the decimal widths of the inputs.

3. If OUTDECW is defined, the result is modified so its decimal width is set to OUTDECW. This is done by either
truncating or rounding-off, as defined by the value of UNDRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to "Auto", the
UNDRFLOMGMT property of the primary input is used.

4. If OUTBITW is defined, the result is modified so its bit width is set to OUTBITW. This operation is performed by
either saturating or allowing a roll-over, as defined by the value of OVRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to "Auto", the
OVRFLOMGMT property of the primary input is used.

5. The result is converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. If the latter is set to "Auto", the binary format
of the primary input is used.
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Fixed-Point Remove Signal Delay Samples: REMOVE_DLY_FP

Symbol

DELAY

Summary

REMOVE_DLY_FP removes the samples representing the propagated static signal delay property of the signal or a
user-defined number of samples.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of samples to skipISMPSKIP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalAny1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalAny2

Implementation Details

If parameter SMPSKIP is defined, this block will discard the first SMPSKIP samples of the input signal. In this case,
the propagated signal delay at the output node is adjusted to take into account the discarded samples.

If parameter SMPSKIP is left empty, the number of discarded samples, N, is computed based on the propagated signal
delay at the input node as follows:

N = Round( SIGDLY
TSTEP )

where SIGDLY is the static signal delay property seen at the input node and TSTEP is the time step at the input node.
The signal delay at the output node is set to 0.
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NOTE: If parameter SMPSKIP is left empty and the input signal delay is not a multiple of the time step,
REMOVE_DLY_FP should be preceded by the signal delay compensator block DLYCMP . DLYCMP will remove the
fractional delay from the signal.
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Fixed-Point Reciprocal (1/x): RECIP_FP

Symbol

x

1_

Summary

RECIP_FP computes the reciprocal, 1/x, of the data values on the input nodes. It may be applied to Fixed-Point, Real
or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1textElement IDNID
1e-30ScalarSmallest allowable divisorFP/R/CDIVLIM

ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DIVLIM. Input values whose absolute value are below this value aree set to this value before division. Sign of non-zero
inputs is preserved. For Complex inputs, the length of the complex input vector is set to this value, with the phase of
non-zero values preserved. This parameter is not used for Fixed-Point inputs.

OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit width of the input.
See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
width of the input. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement
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• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the output is set the same as that of the input node.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
xFixed-Point, Real, or

Complex
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
1/x (The reciprocal of the input value)Fixed-Point, Real, or

Complex
2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Change to a positive valueInput Bound parameter must have positive value.
Use only Real/Complex dataDigital data not supported
Reduce bit width of input.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than

MaxBW (64)

Implementation Details

This model calculates the inverse of either Fixed-Point, Real or Digital data. For Real or Digital data the performed
operation is identical to RECIP. For Fixed-Point data the inversion 1/x is calculated as follows:
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1. Inverse of the input value is calculated, resulting in a fixed point number with bit width twice the bit width of the
input and decimal width equal to twice the input bit width minus the input decimal width minus 1.

2. If OUTDECW is defined, the result is modified such that its decimal width is set to OUTDECW. This is done by
either truncating or rounding-off, as defined by the value of UNDRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the
UNDRFLOMGMT property of the input is used.

3. If OUTBITW is defined, the result is modified such that its bit width is set to OUTBITW. This operation is performed
by either saturating or allowing a roll-over, as defined by the value of OVRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto,
the OVRFLOMGMT property of the input is used.

4. The result is converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the binary format
of the input is used.
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Re-format Fixed-Point Signal: REFMT

Symbol

1 2

Summary

REFMT re-formats a fixed-point signal by changing its fixed-point properties. It supports Fixed-Point, Real, Complex,
or Digital inputs, but data other than Fixed-Point are passed through unchanged.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarOutput bit widthIOUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthIOUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

ScalarOutput double scaleR*OUTSCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the bit width of the output is changed only to accommodate any
changes in decimal width. See the "Implementation Details" section for more information.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the decimal width of the output is set the same as that of the
input. See the "Implementation Details" section for more information.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the output is set the same as that of the input node.
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OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

OUTSCALE. Double scale property of the output. It determines the scale that is applied to the value before real to
fixed-point conversion. It is also used when converting the fixed-point value back to real. If left empty, the double scale
of the output is set equal to that of the input.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputFixed-Point, Real, or

Complex
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Re-formatted outputFixed-Point, Real, or

Complex
2

Implementation Details

This model may be used for modifying properties of Fixed-Point signals. Real, Complex or Digital data are passed
through unchanged.

If OUTDECW is defined, the input value is modified such that its decimal width is set to OUTDECW. This is done by
either truncating or rounding-off, as defined by the value of UNDRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the
UNDRFLOMGMT property of the input is used. Changes in decimal width would result in changes of the bit width.

1. If OUTBITW is defined, the input value is modified such that its bit width is set to OUTBITW. This operation is
performed by either saturating or allowing a roll-over, as defined by the value of OVRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set
to Auto, the OVRFLOMGMT property of the input is used.

2. The result is converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the binary format
of the input is used.
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3. If OUTDBLSCL is defined, the double scale property of the output is set to that value. If not, it is set equal to the
double scale property of the input.
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Real to Fixed-Point Real: R2FPR

Symbol

R

FP(R)

Summary

R2FPR converts a Real input to a Fixed-Point Real output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarDouble scale (Propagated if empty)RSCALE
8ScalarOutput bit widthIBITW
0ScalarOutput decimal widthIDECW
Two's ComplementN/AOutput binary formatE*BINFMT
SaturateN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
TruncateN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCALE. Determines the double scale property of the fixed-point input. See the "Implementation Details" section for
detailed usage.

BITW. Bit width of the output.

DECW. Decimal width of the output.

BINFMT. Binary format of the fixed-point output. See the "Implementation Details" section for available options.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines the OVRFLOMGMT property of the fixed-point output. See the "Implementation Details"
section for more information.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines the UNDRFLOMGMT property of the fixed-point output. See the "Implementation
Details" section for more information.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real input valueReal1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Converted fixed-point valueFixed-Point2

Implementation Details

This model may be used for converting Real data to Fixed-Point.

Fixed-point signals are supported by a set of modules, which are listed under the Fixed Point folder, and contain a set of
properties that are propagated or modified by these modules. Modules that have more than one fixed-point input propagate
the properties of the signal connected to its primary node, unless otherwise specified in the module's Element Help. There
are two types of fixed-point properties:

1. Configuration Properties: Configuration properties are the same for all values of a fixed-point signal. They are:

• Bit Width: the bit width of the fixed-point values

• Decimal Width: the decimal width of the fixed-point values

• Binary Format: the binary format of the fixed-point values. Available options are:

Two's Complement

Unsigned

Sign & Magnitude

One's Complement

Offset Binary

• Double Scale: the scale that is applied to the real value before being converted to fixed-point.

• OvrFloMgmt: overflow management determines how overflow is handled if it occurs. Available options are:

Saturate

Roll-over

• UndrFloMgmt: underflow management determines how underflow is handled if it occurs. Available options are:

Truncate

Round-off

2. State Properties: State properties may be different for each sample of a fixed-point signal. They are:

• Bit Content: the bit content, which is the binary representation of the fixed-point value in the appropriate binary
format.

• Overflow Flag: a flag that indicates that an overflow has occurred during the calculation of the fixed-point value
and that action was taken according to the OvrFloMgmt setting.

Conversion from Real to Fixed-Point Real is performed using the following steps:

a. The real input is scaled by the value of SCALE
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b. It is then multiplied by 2^DECW

c. The result is rounded to the nearest integer value by handling potential underflows according to the
UNDRFLOMGMT setting.

d. Bit content is reduced to BITW bits by handling potential overflows according to the OVRFLOMGMT setting.

This results in an integer that can represent a number with a resolution of up to DECW bits. The properties of the
output fixed-point signal are set according to the values of the module parameters.
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Fixed-Point Scale and Offset: SCALE_FP

Symbol

(x+a)*b+c

a b c

1

2 3 4

5

Summary

SCALE_FP adds an offset to the input signal, scales the sum, then adds another offset. It supports Fixed-Point, Real,
Complex and Digital data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarPre-scale offsetFP/R/C/DPRESCL
1ScalarScaleFP/R/C/DSCL
0ScalarPost-scale offsetFP/R/C/DPSTSCL
Adjust propagated
signal power
property by SCL

N/APropagated signal power property adjustment (real and
complex signals only)

E*SIGPWRADJ

4ScalarBit width of PRESCL value (if no input at node 2)I*PRESCLBITW
0ScalarDecimal width of PRESCL value (if no input at node 2)I*PRESCLDECW
4ScalarBit width of SCL value (if no input at node 2)I*SCLBITW
0ScalarDecimal width of SCL value (if no input at node 3)I*SCLDECW
4ScalarBit width of PSTSCL value (if no input at node 2)I*PSTSCLBITW
0ScalarDecimal width of PSTSCL value (if no input at node 4)I*PSTSCLDECW

ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

PRESCL. If the a node (node 2) is not connected, a constant value for the pre-scale offset must be specified in the
parameter list. This is a floating-point value that is converted to fixed-point using PRESCLBITW and PRESCLDECW
parameters.

SCL. If the b node (node 3) is not connected, a constant value for the scale must be specified in the parameter list. This
is a floating-point value that is converted to fixed-point using SCLBITW and SCLDECW parameters.

PSTSCL. If the c node (node 4) is not connected, a constant value for the post-scale offset must be specified in the
parameter list. This is a floating-point value that is converted to fixed-point using PSTSCLBITW and PSTSCLDECW
parameters.

SIGPWRADJ. Determines how the propagated signal power and phase rotation properties are adjusted by the block.
The propagated signal power and phase rotation properties only apply if the input signal is either real or complex:

• Do not adjust propagated signal power property: The propagated signal power and phase rotation properties are not
modified. This is the behavior in Cadence® AWR Design Environment® v10.0x software and earlier.

• Adjust propagated signal power property by SCL: The propagated signal power and phase rotation properties are
modified by SCL. The propagated signal power and phase rotation are first converted to a complex voltage value using
the characteristic system impedance _Z0. The complex voltage value is then multiplied by SCL and converted back
to power and phase rotation.

Note that if the optional Scale input port (node 3) is connected, and a propagated value for the scale can be determined,
that value is used instead of the SCL parameter.

PRESCLBITW.Bit width of the value specified for the PRESCL parameter. If the PRESCL value results in a fixed-point
number that requires more than PRESCLBITW bits, its value is saturated.

PRESCLDECW. Decimal width of the value specified for the PRESCL parameter. The PRESCL value is quantized by
rounding-off, resulting in a fixed-point number with a resolution of 2^(-PRESCLDECW).

SCLBITW. Bit width of the value specified for the SCL parameter. If the SCL value results in a fixed-point number
that requires more than SCLBITW bits, its value is saturated.

SCLDECW. Decimal width of the value specified for the SCL parameter. The SCL value is quantized by rounding-off,
resulting in a fixed-point number with a resolution of 2^(-SCLDECW).

PSTSCLBITW. Bit width of the value specified for the PSTSCL parameter. If the PSTSCL value results in a fixed-point
number that requires more than PSTSCLBITW bits, its value is saturated.

PSTSCLDECW. Decimal width of the value specified for the PSTSCL parameter. The PSTSCL value is quantized by
rounding-off, resulting in a fixed-point number with a resolution of 2^(-PSTSCLDECW).

OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit and decimal widths
of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
widths of the inputs. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto
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• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the output is set the same as that of node 1.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from node 1.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from node 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
xFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1

Optional Pre-Scale OffsetFixed-Point, Real,
Complex, or Digital

2

Optional ScaleFixed-Point, Real,
Complex, or Digital

3

Optional Post-Scale OffsetFixed-Point, Real,
Complex, or Digital

4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
(x+PRESCL) *SCL+PSTSCLFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
5

Implementation Details

The output signal is calculated as:
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y[k]=(x[k]+PRESCL)·SCL+PSTSCL

where the corresponding input signal is used if the node is connected, otherwise the parameter value is used.

For Fixed-Point data the output is calculated as follows:

1. Input, pre-scale, scale and post-scale values are converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. If the
latter is set to Auto, the binary format of the node 1 is used.

2. Output is calculated in three steps:

• Pre-scaling offset z = (x + PRESCL): This addition is performed by allowing bit growth to accommodate bit and
decimal widths of x and PRESCL. Input and PRESCL are first modified such that their decimal widths are equal
to the largest of the two, while increasing their bit widths accordingly. The resulting values are further modified
such that their bit widths become equal to the largest of the two plus 1, in order to allow any possible overflow.

• Scaling (w = z * SCL): The result has a decimal width equal to the sum of decimal widths and bit width equal to
the sum of bit widths.

• Post-scaling offset (y = w + PSTSCL): This addition operation makes use of a fixed-point accumulator. If OUTDECW
and/or OUTDECW are defined, the bit and/or decimal width of the accumulator are set accordingly, otherwise,
they are set similarly to pre-scaling in order to allow bit growth. Before being added, values w and PSTSCL are
modified such that their bit and decimal widths are equal to those of the accumulator, using the OvrFloMgmt and
UndrFloMgmt settings of the latter to handle any possible overflows or underflows. They are finally added in the
accumulator, using the OvrFloMgmt setting to handle any possible overflows. The bit and decimal widths of the
accumulator are not allowed to change during additions.
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Fixed Point Signum: SIGN_FP

Symbol

1 2

Summary

SIGN_FP computes the signum value of the data on the input port. It may be applied to Fixed-Point, Real, or Complex
data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

ScalarOutput double scaleR*OUTSCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit width of the input.
See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
width of the input. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the output will be set the same as that of the input node.
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OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

OUTSCALE. Double scale property of the output. It determines the scale that is applied to the value before real to
fixed-point conversion. It is also used when converting the fixed-point value back to real. If left empty, the output double
scale is set equal to the double scale property of the input.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputFixed-Point, Real, or

Complex
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
SignumFixed-Point, Real, or

Complex
2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Sign of Digital data is not defined. Use model for
Fixed-Point, Real, or Complex data only.

Digital data not supported

Implementation Details

This model may be used for either Fixed-Point, Real or Complex data. For Real or Digital data the performed operation
is identical to SIGN. For Fixed-Point data the signum is calculated as follows:

The signum is defined as +1.0 when the signal is positive, -1.0 when the signal is negative, and 0.0 when the signal is
zero. The result is calculated and placed in the same fixed-point format as the input.
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1. If OUTDECW is defined, the result is modified such that its decimal width is set to OUTDECW. This is done by
either truncating or rounding-off, as defined by the value of UNDRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the
UNDRFLOMGMT property of the input is used.

2. If OUTBITW is defined, the result is modified such that its bit width is set to OUTBITW. This operation is performed
by either saturating or allowing a roll-over, as defined by the value of OVRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto,
the OVRFLOMGMT property of the input is used.

3. The result is converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the binary format
of the input is used.

4. If OUTSCALE is defined, the double scale property of the output is set to that value. If not, it is set equal to the double
scale property of the input.
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Fixed-Point Square Root: SQRT_FP

Symbol

Summary

SQRT_FP calculates the square root of the input. It may be applied to Fixed-Point, Real, Complex or Digital data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit width of the input.
See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
width of the input. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the output is set the same as that of the input node.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:
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• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Square Root of InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Modify the input signal so that it does not contain negative
values.

Input to SQRT_FP should be non-negative.

Implementation Details

This model calculates the square root of either Fixed-Point, Real or Digital data. For Real, Complex or Digital data the
performed operation is identical to SQR. For Fixed-Point data the module first converts the input to floating point,
calculates its square root and then converts the result to fixed-point.

If OUTDECW is defined, the output is modified such that its decimal width is set to OUTDECW. This is done by either
truncating or rounding-off, as defined by the value of UNDRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the UNDRFLOMGMT
property of the input is used.

1. If OUTBITW is defined, the output is modified such that its bit width is set to OUTBITW. This operation is performed
by either saturating or allowing a roll-over, as defined by the value of OVRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto,
the OVRFLOMGMT property of the input is used.

2. If OUTBINFMT is defined, the output is converted to OUTBINFMT binary format.
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Fixed-Point Square: SQR_FP

Symbol

x
2

Summary

SQR_FP multiplies the input by itself. It may be applied to Fixed-Point, Real, Complex or Digital data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarOutput bit widthI*OUTBITW
ScalarOutput decimal widthI*OUTDECW

AutoN/AOutput binary formatE*OUTBINFMT
AutoN/AOverflow management: saturate or allow roll-overE*OVRFLOMGMT
AutoN/AUnderflow management: truncate or round-offE*UNDRFLOMGMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTBITW. Bit width of the output. If left empty, the output bit width is calculated based on the bit width of the input.
See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTDECW. Decimal width of the output. If left empty, the output decimal width is calculated based on the decimal
width of the input. See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

OUTBINFMT. Binary format of the output. Available options are:

• Auto

• Two's Complement

• Unsigned

• Sign & Magnitude

• One's Complement

• Offset Binary

If set to Auto, the binary format of the output is set the same as that of the input node.

OVRFLOMGMT.Determines whether to saturate or allow roll-over when overflow conditions occur. Available options
for the OVRFLOMGMT parameter are:
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• Auto

• Saturate

• Roll-over

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

UNDRFLOMGMT. Determines whether to truncate or round-off when underflow conditions occur. Available options
for the UNDRFLOMGMT parameter are:

• Auto

• Truncate

• Round-off

If set to Auto, its value is propagated from the input node.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SquaredFixed-Point, Real,

Complex, or Digital
2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Reduce bit width of input.Current input settings require an accumulator larger than

MaxBW (64)

Implementation Details

This model calculates the square of either Fixed-Point, Real or Digital data. For Real, Complex or Digital data the
performed operation is identical to SQR. For Fixed-Point data the module operates as follows:

Square of the input value is calculated, resulting in a fixed point number with bit width twice the bit width of the input
and decimal width equal to twice the input bit width minus the input decimal width minus 1.

1. If OUTDECW is defined, the result is modified such that its decimal width is set to OUTDECW. This is done by
either truncating or rounding-off, as defined by the value of UNDRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto, the
UNDRFLOMGMT property of the input is used.

2. If OUTBITW is defined, the result is modified such that its bit width is set to OUTBITW. This operation is performed
by either saturating or allowing a roll-over, as defined by the value of OVRFLOMGMT. If the latter is set to Auto,
the OVRFLOMGMT property of the input is used.
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3. The result is converted to the binary format specified by OUTBINFMT. It the latter is set to Auto, the binary format
of the input is used.
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Named Connector: NCONN

Symbol

Summary

NCONN is used to create system diagram connectivity by name instead of a wire. See “Element Connection by Name”
for details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
NC1TextNetwork ID*ID
CONNTextConnector NameName

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Interconnect: INTRCONN

Symbol

Summary

INTRCONN models linear interconnects between RF components. The interconnect can be parameterized several ways:

• As an attenuator with loss and mismatch parameters

• As an ideal microstrip with length, width, and substrate parameters

• As an ideal transmission line with electrical length and transmission line impedance parameters

• As a linear co-simulation using a Cadence® Microwave Office schematic, similar to the Linear Co-simulation block
LIN_S

• As a linear co-simulation with coupling to other INTRCONN blocks using an Microwave Office schematic.

A typical flow is to start the design using INTRCONN blocks configured as attenuators, then progress to either microstrip
or transmission line, and then to co-simulation with schematics representing laid-out traces.

Coupled interconnects are supported via co-simulation with an Microwave Office schematic, Touchstone data file, or
any other co-simulation that is supported by the Linear Co-simulation block LIN_S. To model coupling, first set the
TYPE parameter to "Coupling co-simulation". Once set, NET, INPORT, and OUTPORT parameters appear on the block.
NET should be set to the schematic or Touchstone data file containing the coupling information. INPORT and OUTPORT
should be set to the port numbers within the coupling schematic/file corresponding to the interconnect's ports.

INTRCONN blocks set to "Coupling co-simulation" whose NET parameter refers to the same schematic/file are coupled
together. In each group of coupled INTRCONN blocks, the INPORT and OUTPORT values must be unique; they cannot
be shared.

If you have one set of coupling data that you want to use for different groups of INTRCONN blocks, you need to create
a separate schematic for each different coupling group. Each of those schematics can then refer to the common coupling
data via a subnet. Note that this only applies to coupling. For the uncoupled "Linear co-simulation (LIN_S)" option,
INTRCONN blocks may refer to the same schematic.

INTRCONN blocks can be operated with a bus. When set to "Coupling co-simulation" and operating in a bus, the INPORT
and OUTPORT parameters have special interpretations. If both are specified as vectors, they are the port numbers
corresponding to the individual block instances. For example, the block with bit instance 1 is assigned INPORT[1] and
OUTPORT[1] while the block with bit instance 2 is assigned INPORT[2] and OUTPORT[2]. The vectors must contain
at least the same number of elements as the number of bits in the bus.

If INPORT and OUTPORT are not vectors, then the port indices are automatically generated based on the values of
INPORT and OUTPORT and the individual block instance bits. Several scenarios are supported. If the difference between
the specified values of INPORT and OUTPORT is 1, then the INPORT and OUTPORT values for each individual block
are assigned based on the initial values of INPORT and OUTPORT offset by 2 times 1 minus the bit instance. For
example, if INPORT = 1 and OUTPORT = 2 then the block with bit instance 1 is assigned INPORT = 1 + 2*(1 - 1) =
1, OUTPORT = 2 + 2*(1 - 1) = 2 while the block with bit instance 2 is assigned INPORT = 1 + 2*(2 - 1) = 3, OUTPORT
= 2 + 2*(2 - 1) = 4.
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If the difference between the specified values of INPORT and OUTPORT are not 1, then the INPORT and OUTPORT
values for each individual block are assigned based on the bit instance value offset from the specified port values. If
INPORT or OUTPORT is greater than 0, the port number is the specified value of INPORT or OUTPORT plus the bit
instance minus 1. If INPORT or OUTPORT is less than 0, the port number is the negative of the specified value of
INPORT or OUTPORT minus the bit instance plus 1. For example, if INPORT = 1 and OUTPORT = -8, then the block
with bit instance 1 is assigned INPORT = 1 + 1 - 1 = 1, OUTPORT = 8 - 1 + 1 = 8 while the block with bit instance 2 is
assigned INPORT = 1 + 2 - 1= 2, OUTPORT = 8 - 2 + 1 = 7.

For the non-coupling INTRCONN types operating with a bus, the block parameters are identical between block instances.
See Buses in the AWR Design Environment User Guide for information on using buses.

See the Implementation Details section for additional information on coupling support.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP and INPMM always apply
to port 1, while ZOUTP and OUTPMM always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
0Configuration typeETYPE
0.1dBLoss (Attenuator configuration only)RLOSS

LOSS temperature dependence (Attenuator configuration
only)

R*LOSS_TDEP

0.1AnglePhase shift (Attenuator configuration only)R*PHS
Phase shift temperature dependence (Attenuator configuration
only)

R*PHS_TDEP

40LengthConductor width (Microstrip configuration only)RW
40LengthConductor length (Microstrip configuration only)RL

TextSubstrate definition (Microstrip configuration only)S*MSUB
50ResistanceTransmission line impedance (Transmission line

configuration only)
RZ0

90AngleElectrical length (Transmission line configuration only)REL
10FrequencyFrequency used to specify EL (Transmission line

configuration only)
RF0
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Microwave Office schematic name or Touchstone/MDIF data
file (Linear co-sim and coupling configurations)

SNET

1ScalarId of the input PORT model in the Microwave Office circuit
(Linear co-sim and coupling configurations)

IINPORT

2ScalarId of the output PORT model in the Microwave Office circuit
(Linear co-sim and coupling configurations)

IOUTPORT

1Handling of frequencies outside circuit simulation project
frequencies (Linear co-sim and Coupling configurations only)

E*FRQLIMITS

1FrequencyMinimum co-simulation frequency, use to avoid DCR*MINCOSIMFRQ
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedance (Attenuator configuration

only)
C*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependence (Attenuator configuration
only)

C*ZINP_TDEP

_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedance (Attenuator
configuration only)

C*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependence (Attenuator configuration
only)

C*ZOUTP_TDEP

ScalarInput port mismatch (Attenuator configuration only)C*INPMM
S11 (complex)ScalarINPMM interpretation (Attenuator configuration only)E*INPMMTYP

ScalarINPMM temperature dependence (Attenuator configuration
only)

C*INPMM_TDEP

ScalarOutput port mismatch (Attenuator configuration only)C*OUTPMM
S22 (complex)ScalarOUTPMM interpretation (Attenuator configuration only)E*OUTPMMTYP

ScalarOUTPMM temperature dependence (Attenuator configuration
only)

C*OUTPMM_TDEP

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS
LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TYPE. Determines how the interconnect is parameterized:

• Attenuator

• Microstrip

• Transmission Line

• Linear co-simulation (LIN_S)

• Coupling co-simulation

LOSS. Attenuator configuration only. The attenuator loss. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS.

LOSS_TDEP. Attenuator configuration only. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHS. Attenuator configuration only. The attenuator phase shift.

PHS_TDEP. Attenuator configuration only. Specifies the rate of change of the PHS parameter over temperature. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZINP, ZOUTP. Attenuator configuration only. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Attenuator configuration only. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Attenuator configuration only. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature.
See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

INPMM. Attenuator configuration only. The input port mismatch setting as defined by INPMMTYP. Leaving this empty
is equivalent to S11 = 0.

INPMMTYP. Attenuator configuration only. Determines how INPMM is interpreted:

• S11 (complex): INPMM is S11, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: INPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: INPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

INPMMTYP_TDEP. Attenuator configuration only. Specifies the rate of change of the INPMM parameter over
temperature. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OUTPMM. Attenuator configuration only. The output port mismatch setting as defined by OUTPMMTYP. Leaving
this empty is equivalent to S22 = 0.
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OUTPMMTYP. Attenuator configuration only. Determines how OUTPMM is interpreted:

• S22 (complex): OUTPMM is S22, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: OUTPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: OUTPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

OUTPMMTYP_TDEP. Attenuator configuration only. Specifies the rate of change of the OUTPMM parameter over
temperature. See Section 2.6 for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

W. Microstrip configuration only. The microstrip width.

L.Microstrip configuration only. The microstrip length.

MSUB.Microstrip configuration only. The substrate definition, this must be an MSUB element defined in the Global
Definitions associated with the system diagram.

Z0. Transmission line configuration only. The transmission line impedance

EL, F0. Transmission line configuration only. These parameters determine the frequency dependence of the electrical
length of the line, described as βL=EL· freq/Fo · π/180 where freq is the evaluation frequency.

NET. Linear and coupling co-sim configurations only. The name of the Microwave Office circuit. The name is normally
enclosed in quotation marks. This may also be the name of a Touchstone data file or linear MDIF data file under the
Project Browser Data Files node.

INPORT, OUTPORT. Linear and coupling co-sim configurations only. The port indices (the value of the P parameter
of the PORT block; indices start from 1) of the PORT models in the Microwave Office circuit used for the input and the
output ports, respectively. Note that for the coupling co-sim configuration, if the block is configured for a bus, the port
indices for the individual block bit instances are determined as described in the Summary section.

FRQLIMITS. Linear co-sim and Coupling configurations only. Determines whether or not to use extrapolation when
a frequency is beyond the project frequency range of the Microwave Office circuit. Typically, if a frequency in the
Cadence Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program falls outside
the project frequency range of the Microwave Office circuit, the Y and Ci matrices are extrapolated by the Microwave
Office circuit simulator. Extrapolation, however, may result in unrealistic matrix values, which may ultimately lead to
floating point overflow errors. Use FRQLIMITS to disable extrapolation.

• Auto: The setting is determined by the Extrapolate Cosim Freqs setting on the System Simulator Options dialog box
RF Options tab.

• Extrapolate: Extrapolation is performed if a frequency is outside the project frequency range of the circuit. The
extrapolation is determined by the Microwave Office circuit simulator.

• Use data at min/max frequencies: If a frequency is outside the project frequency range of the circuit, the Y and Ci
matrices are set to the matrices at the closet project frequency.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

MINCOSIMFRQ. The minimum frequency to pass to the co-simulation. Any frequencies whose absolute value is less
than this value are treated as this value. This can be used to avoid co-simulating at DC, as simulating at DC may be an
issue with some schematics.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.
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T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, INPMM,
OUTPMM, REV, ZINP, and ZOUTP are entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:
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f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:
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fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

INTRCONN supports frequency-dependent GAIN, NF, INPMM, OUTPMM, REV, ZINP, and ZOUTP settings.

To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into desired parameters, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
REV = {38, 40, 34}
REVTYP = Reverse Isolation, dB
INPMM = 1.15
INPMMTYP = VSWR
OUTPMM = 1.15
OUTPMMTYP = VSWR

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalUnset1
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalUnset2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP and INPMM always apply
to port 1, while ZOUTP and OUTPMM always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.

When coupling is being modeled, all INTRCONN blocks in the same coupling group (those with the same NET parameter
value) are internally replaced with an N-port linear co-simulation block, where N is 2 times the number of INTRCONN
blocks in the coupling group. Due to this, there are the following restrictions on the INTRCONN blocks of the coupling
group:

• All INTRCONN blocks must have the same sampling frequency, but they may have different center frequencies.
Cadence strongly suggests (not requires), that they have the same oversampling rate.

• INTRCONN blocks in a coupling group that share the same path, such as coupling the input interconnect of an amplifier
with any interconnect downstream of the amplifier, results in a feedback loop. Feedback loop considerations should
be taken into account when running Time Domain simulations, particularly when frequency dependencies such as
filters are involved.

Coupling the RF, IF, and/or LO on the paths connected to a mixer has limitations that include:

• In RF Budget Analysis simulations, the coupling results are most likely not different from the uncoupled results. This
is due to the RF Budget Analysis simulations only taking into account the signal frequency, and the IF signal coupled
back into the RF signal is not at the RF signal frequency and is therefore not modeled.

• In Time Domain simulations, the feedback loop(s) introduced can be particularly troublesome. This is due to the need
to shift the center frequency between the RF, IF, and LO signals. The process of shifting center frequency requires a
resampling and filtering of the signal, which introduces a significant amount of sample delays on the different feedback
paths.
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Absolute Value: ABS

Symbol

x

Summary

ABS computes the absolute value of the data on the input port. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Absolute ValueReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This model may be used for either Real or Complex data. In the case of Complex data, the magnitude of the complex
input value is calculated and placed on the real part of the output, while the imaginary part of the output is set to zero.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Absolute value of Digital data is not defined. Use this model
for Real or Complex data only.

Digital data not supported
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Arc Cosine: ACOS

Symbol

acos

Summary

ACOS computes the arc cosine of the data on the input node. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Arcsine of inputReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This model may be used for either Real or Complex data. The input values must be in the range [-1.0, 1.0], inclusive.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
Input data must be within [-1.0,1.0] rangeInput data out of bound!
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Inverse Hyperbolic Cosine: ACOSH

Symbol

acosh

Summary

ACOSH computes the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the input signal:

acoshx = log(x + x2 − 1 ) x ≥ 1

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Inverse hyperbolic cosine of InputReal2
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Adder (N-Inputs, 1-Output): ADD

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

ADD sums the values on its input ports.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input portEPRIMINP
2SNumber of input portsININ

SPort numbers of input ports to allow (empty=all)I*SWITCH
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use.

NIN. Determines the number of input ports.

SWITCH. Optional parameter for enabling/disabling inclusion of individual inputs. If this is empty all inputs are used.
Use a vector to selectively allow inputs. For example, the setting

{2,4}

ignores any inputs on ports 1, 3 and any ports higher than 4.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Sum of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on the input ports must be the same, and it
must be the same type as the output port.

Data type mismatch, all ports must have same data type

Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input ports must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
port.

Alphabet size mismatch

Implementation Details

This model may be used to add either Real, Complex or Digital data. For Complex data, the addition is performed on
the real/imaginary components separately. For Digital data, a modulo-M addition is performed, where M is the alphabet
size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an exclusive-or operation.
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AND (N-Input, 1-Output): AND

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

AND performs a logical "AND" operation on its binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2SNumber of input nodesININ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
AND of InputsDigitalNIN + 1

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ANDed
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Calculates Phase Angle: ARG

Symbol

Summary

ARG computes the angle, in radians, of the complex data on the input node.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Phase of input, in radiansReal2
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Arc Sine: ASIN

Symbol

asin

Summary

ASIN computes the arc sine of the data on the input node. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Arcsine of inputReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This model may be used for either Real or Complex data. The input values must be in the range [-1.0, 1.0], inclusive.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
Input data must be within [-1.0,1.0] rangeInput data out of bound!
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Inverse Hyperbolic Sine: ASINH

Symbol

asinh

Summary

ASINH computes the inverse hyperbolic ssine of the input signal:

asinhx = log(x + x2 + 1 )

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Inverse hyperbolic sine of InputReal2
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Arc Tangent: ATAN

Symbol

atan

Summary

ATAN computes the arc tangent of the data on the input node. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Arctangent of inputReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This model may be used for either Real or Complex data. The principal value of the arc tangent is returned.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
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Inverse Hyperbolic Tangent: ATANH

Symbol

atanh

Summary

ATANH computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the input signal:

atanhx = 1
2log(1 + x

1 − x) − 1 < x < 1

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Inverse hyperbolic tangent of InputReal2
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Complex Conjugate: CONJ

Symbol

f*(x)

Summary

CONJ computes the complex conjugate of the complex input signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex ConjugateComplex2
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Cosine: COS

Symbol

cos

Summary

COS computes the cosine of the data on the input node. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TestElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
CosineReal, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
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Hyperbolic Cosine: COSH

Symbol

cosh

Summary

COSH computes the hyperbolic cosine of the input signal: coshx = ½·(ex+e-x)

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Hyperbolic cosine of InputReal, Complex2
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De-Multiplexer (1-Input, N-Output): DEMUX

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

DEMUX demultiplexes data from its input port across its output ports. The distribution across the output ports is controlled
by a parameter. The number of output ports available is set by the NOUT parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

2ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT
ResistanceCharacteristic impedanceC*Z0

NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples output to each output port from the input signal. The samples are taken
sequentially from the input signal. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the order of the samples to be
output is reversed.

If this parameter is left empty, the formatting array is determined either from a matching multiplexer block somewhere
along the input signal path, or it sequentially outputs one sample to each connected output port.

The demultiplexer automatically adjusts the time steps of each output signal so that for one set of input samples (the sum
of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter), the corresponding samples output at the output port spans
the same time span. In equation form the time steps are calculated as:

TOut,i = T In
∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

FMTi

As examples, assume the sequence 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 is received at the input port, with '1' being the first received, and
with a sample time step of 1 ns:

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

Port 2 (first output): 1,2, 6,7, with time step set to 5/2 = 2.5 ns.
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Port 3 (second output): 5,4,3, 10,9,8, with time step set to 5/3 = 1.667 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

Port 2: 1,3,5,7,9, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Port 3: 2,4,6,8,10, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

NOUT. Number of output ports that appear on the block.

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the ports. If left empty the default characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Multiplexed InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
OutputsReal, Complex, or Digital2 - N+1
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Derivative of the Input: DERIV

Symbol

du

dt

___

Summary

DERIV approximates the derivative of its input data stream by computing (x[k]-x[k-1])/Δt, where x[k]-x[k-1] is the
change in input values and Δt is VSS timestep = 1/Sampling Frequency.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
1Scaling factorRSCALE
_SMPSYM*_BLKSZBlock sizeBLKSZ

*indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCALE. Scales the amount of the continuous derivative of the input data stream. Set to 1/(Input Sampling Frequency)
to obtain simply x[k]-x[k-1] of the input.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex/Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
DerivativeComplex/Real2
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Difference: DIFF

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

DIFF subtracts the second input from the first input. If the second input is not connected, the model subtracts a value
specified in the parameter list.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
0ScalarValue to subtract from node 1 (x) If no input at node 2 (y)CY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Y. If the y node (node 2) is not connected, a constant value for the value to be subtracted from node 1 must be specified
in the parameter list.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
xReal, Complex, or Digital1
yReal, Complex, or Digital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
x - y ((Node 1 - Node 2) or (Node 1 - Y))Real, Complex, or Digital3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Specify a value for the Y parameterY must be specified if node 2 (y) input is not connected
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Implementation Details

This model may be used to subtract either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Complex data, the subtraction
is performed on the real/imaginary components separately. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M subtraction is
performed, where M is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an
exclusive-or operation.

This model treats node 1 as the primary data signal. If this model is used as part of a feedback loop, the primary data
signal should be connected to node 1 to ensure that any signal delays are properly handled.
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Divide: DIV

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

DIV computes the ratio x/y of the data values on the input nodes. Node 1 represents x and node 2 represents y. It may
be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
1ScalarValue to divide node 1 (x) by If no input at node 2 (y)CY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Y. If the y node (node 2) is unconnected, a constant value for the divisor must be specified in the parameter list. This
value must not be 0.0 or 0.0+j*0.0.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
x (Dividend)Real, Complex1
y (Divisor)Real, Complex2

Input Node Details

Node No. 2 (y) may be left unconnected. If so, the divisor is taken from the constant value, which must be specified via
the parameter Y.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
x/y (The quotient of the input values)Real, Complex3
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
Specify a value for the Y parameterY must be specified if node 2 (y) input is not connected
Specify a non-zero parameter valueY must have non-zero value
A value of 0.0 or 0.0+j*0.0 has been received on node 2
and is invalid

Divide by zero, node 2 (y) input is 0
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Exponential: EXP

Symbol

e
x

Summary

EXP computes the exponential function of the data on the input node. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
XReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
eX.Real, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
I/O nodes must be of the same typeInput/Output node type mismatch
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Complex Exponential: EXPJ

Symbol

e
xj1 2

Summary

EXPJ computes the complex exponential function of the real data on the input node. It also multiplies the resulting
complex exponential by a given amplitude (specified as a user parameter) and adds phase offset, also provided by a user
parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
1Amplitude of Complex ExponentialScalarAMP
0degreesPhase Offset of Complex ExponentialScalarPHSOFF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
XReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
eJX.Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real input data are supportedDigital data not supported.

Implementation Details

For a real input x, and specified user parameters AMP for amplitude and PHSOFF for the phase offset in degrees, the
block outputs:

AMP · exp( j · (x + PHSOFF)) = AMP · cos(x + PHSOFF) + j · AMP · sin(x + PHSOFF)
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Integrates Input Using Trapezoidal or Summation Method: INTGRL

Symbol

x dt

Summary

INTGRL uses the trapezoidal or the "summation*Ts" approximation to compute the time integral of the input signal

y(t) = ∫0

t
x(t)dt

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
TrapezoidalMethod of IntegrationEITYP*

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ITYP. The type of integration, can be "Trapezoidal" or "Summation*Ts".

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Integral of input signalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

The trapezoidal approximation of the integral

y(t) = ∫0

t
x(t)dt

leads to the following expression for the kth sample of the output:
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y(k) = y(k − 1) +
T s
2 [x(k − 1) + x(k)]

where Ts is the sampling period.

Similarly, the "Summation*Ts" method approximates the above integral as:

y(k) = y(k − 1) + T s · x(k)

In terms of approximating the integral in the continuous time domain with a discrete operation in Cadence® Visual
System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software, the trapezoidal rule amounts to
approximating the Laplace operator for integration (1/s) with its bilinear transform in the discrete-time z-domain:

1
s =

T s
2 · 1 + z−1

1 − z−1

while the method providing the running sum scaled by the sampling period corresponds to the following approximation
of the integral operator:

1
s =

T s
1 − z−1
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Natural Logarithm: LN

Symbol

ln

Summary

LN computes the natural logarithm function of the data on the input node.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Natural logarithm of inputReal, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Input only positive values to this modelArgument of LN function must be positive
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Logarithm: LOG

Symbol

log

Summary

LOG computes the logarithm function of the data on the input node. An arbitrary base for the logarithm may be specified.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
10ScalarBase of the logarithm (>0)RBASE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input DataReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Logarithm with BASE of inputReal2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Input only positive values to this modelArgument of LOG function must be positive!
Specify a value greater than zeroBASE parameter must be positive!
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Matrix Inverse: MATINV

Symbol

1 2

Summary

MATINV computes the inverse of a MATSZ-by-MATSZ square matrix.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
2N/AMatrix sizeIMATSZ
RowN/AInput orderE*INPORD

RowOutput orderE*OUTORD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MATSZ. Sets the size of the matrix to compute the inverse. It must be greater than 1.

INPORD. Sets the order in which the input data are used to fill the matrix to be inverted.

• Row: Matrix is filled row first, from the first row to last row.

• Column: Matrix is filled column first, from the first column to last column.

OUTORD. Sets the order in which the output data are presented at the output node.

• Row: Inverted matrix result is output row first, from the first row to last row.

• Column: Inverted matrix result is output column first, from the first column to last column.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Inverted matrix elementsReal, Complex, or Digital2
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Implementation Details

This model may be used to compute inverse of a matrix of size MATSZ-by-MATSZ that has either Real, Complex or
Digital data elements. Input and output data are assumed to be time multiplexed according to the ordering defined by
INPORD and OUTORD.

Example: Given an input data sequence presented at the input of MATINV from left to right, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9},
if MATSZ=3, INPORD=Row, and OUTORD=Row, then the matrix to be inverted is

[1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

]
The output is read in rows {1, 2, 3, 4 …, 9}.

With INPORD=Column, the matrix to be inverted become

[1 4 7
2 5 8
3 6 9

]
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Matrix Multiplication: MATMULT

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

MATMULT multiplies matrix (or vector) in input node 1 from the right by matrix (or vector) in input node 2 provided
that the number of columns in input node 1 equals the number of rows in input node 2.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
{2,2}N/AInput A (node 1) matrix/vector size {rows, cols}IINASZ
{2,2}N/AInput B (node 2) matrix/vector size {rows, cols}IINBSZ
0N/APrimary input node (set to 0 for Auto)IPRIMINP
RowN/AInput A (node 1) orderE*INAORD
RowN/AInput B (node 2) orderE*INBORD
RowN/AOutput orderE*OUTORD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

INASZ. Sets the matrix (or vector) size of input data on node 1. The size is specified by a pair as {number of row(s),
number of column(s)}.

INBSZ. Sets the matrix (or vector) size of input data on node 2. The size is specified by a pair as {number of row(s),
number of column(s)}.

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use.

INAORD. Sets the order in which the input data on node 1 are used to fill the matrix (or vector) to be multiplied.

• Row: Matrix (or vector) is filled row first, from the first row to last row.

• Column: Matrix (or vector) is filled column first, from the first column to last column.

INBORD. Sets the order in which the input data on node 2 are used to fill the matrix (or vector) to be multiplied.
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• Row: Matrix (or vector) is filled row first, from the first row to last row.

• Column: Matrix (or vector) is filled column first, from the first column to last column.

OUTORD. Sets the order in which the output data are presented at the output node.

• Row: Inverted matrix result is output row first, from the first row to last row.

• Column: Inverted matrix result is output column first, from the first column to last column.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input matrix (or vector) AReal, Complex, or Digital1
Input matrix (or vector) BReal, Complex, or Digital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output matrix (or vector)Real, Complex, or Digital3

Implementation Details

This model may be used to multiply a matrix (or vector) by matrix (or vector) whose entries are either Real, Complex
or Digital data. The number of columns in INASZ must match the number of rows in INBSZ. Input and output data are
assumed to be time multiplexed according to the ordering defined by INAORD, INBORD, and OUTORD.

Example: Given an input data sequence presented at input node 1 (A) and 2 (B) of MATMULT from left to right,

A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

B = {9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4}

If INASZ={2,3}, INBSZ={3,2}, INAORD=Row, INBORD=Row, and OUTORD=Row, then

A = [1 2 3
4 5 6] B = [9 8

7 6
5 4

]
The output is read in rows {38, 32, 101, 86}.

If for the same input INAORD=Column and INBORD=Column, then the input matrices are interpreted as

A = [1 3 5
2 4 6] B = [9 6

8 5
7 4

]
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Modulus and Remainder: MOD

Symbol

x

y

x/y

x%y

1

2

3

4

Summary

MOD calculates the modulus and remainder for a real number. Node 1 represents the dividend, node 2 represents the
divisor (optional), node 3 represents the modulus, and node 4 represents the remainder.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
1ScalarValue to divide node 1 (x) by If no input at node 2 (y)R/DY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Y. If the y node (node 2) is unconnected, a constant value for the divisor must be specified in the parameter list. This
value must not be zero.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
x (dividend)Digital, Real1
y (optional divisor)Digital, Real2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulus of x / yDigital, Real3
Remainder of x / yDigital, Real4

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Specify a value for the Y parameterY must be specified if node 2 (y) input is not connected
Use only non-zero valuesY parameter or node 2 input (y) must have non-zero value!
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Implementation Details

Calculates the modulus and remainder for a Real or Digital number. The input number (x) at node 1 may be positive or
negative. If the number is negative, the result is the same as if the number were first negated, the function performed,
and both the results negated. The input at node 2 (y) is optional; if not specified, a value for the Y parameter must be
specified. The y value must be non-zero. The modulus of the operation is given at node 3 and the remainder at node 4.

Each time this model is invoked, it processes as many data samples as are accumulated at its input.
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Multiplier (N-Input, 1-Output): MULT

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

MULT forms the product of the data on two or more input ports. Real, Complex, and Digital data types are supported.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input portEPRIMINP
AutoN/AComplex envelope modeECEMODE
2Number of input portsNIN
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use.

CEMODE. Determines how complex envelope signals are handled (this is ignored if the input signals are not complex):

• Auto: If any of the input signals have a non-zero center frequency, the signals are treated as if set to "Real domain",
otherwise they are treated as if set to "Complex domain".

• Complex domain: The signals are multiplied as complex signals.

• Real domain: The signals are multiplied as if they were real signals.

See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-N

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Product of InputsReal, Complex, or DigitalN+1

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on all input ports must be the same and it must
be the same type as the output port.

Data type mismatch, all ports must have same data type.

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input ports must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
port.

Alphabet size mismatch

This only applies to complex envelope signals. The output
center frequency of the multiplier is the sum of the center

Input port n appears to be part of a feedback loop. Inputs in
feedback loops must have a center frequency of 0
(currently=x Hz). Use the FRQSHFT block to force it to 0. frequencies of the input signals. If an input signal forms a

feedback loop with the output signal, its center frequency
must be 0, otherwise the output center frequency cannot be
computed because it would depend on itself.

Implementation Details

This model may be used to multiply either Real, Complex, or Digital data. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M
addition is performed, where M is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent
to an AND operation.

If the input signals are complex, the model can perform the multiplication in either the complex domain or the real
domain, depending upon the setting of CEMODE. In both cases the center frequency of the output signal is set to the
sum of the center frequencies of all the input signals.

In the complex domain a straight complex-complex multiplication is performed:

Inpi = xi + j · yi

Out = Π Inpi

(1)Inpi · Inpi+1 = xi · xi+1 − yi · yi+1 + j · (xi · yi+1 + xi+1 · yi)

In the real domain the input signals are mathematically converted to real signals using their center frequencies, multiplied
together, then converted back to a complex envelope signal at the output center frequency. The multiplication is as
follows:
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The real domain multiplication of two complex envelope signals, A·exp(j·ωA·t) at center frequency fcA and B·exp(j·ωB·t)
at center frequency fcB, can be expressed as:

(2)r(t) = Re{A · exp( j ·ωA)exp( j ·ωcA · t)} · Re{B · exp( j ·ωB)exp( j ·ωcB · t)}

where ωcA=2π·fcA,ωcB=2π·fcB, and Re{x} is the real component of x, or:

(3)Re{x} = (x + x*) / 2

Equation 2 can then be expanded to:

(4)

A · B
4 · (exp( j · (ωA + ωB + ωcA + ωcB))

+exp( j · (ωA − ωB + ωcA − ωcB))
+exp( j · ( − ωA + ωB − ωcA + ωcB))
+exp( j · ( − ωA − ωB − ωcA − ωcB))

Factoring out ωcA+ωcB you get (leaving out AB/2 for now):

(5)
A · B

4 · ((exp( j · (ωA + ωB)) + exp( j · (ωA − ωB − 2ωcB))) · exp( j · (ωcA + ωcB))
+(exp( − j · (ωA + ωB)) + exp( − j · (ωA − ωB − 2ωcB))) · exp( − j · (ωcA + ωcB))

Substituting:

(6)C · exp( j ·ωC) = A · B
2 · (exp( j · (ωA + ωB)) + exp( j · (ωA − ωB − 2ωcB)))

into equation 5 you have:

(7)r(t) = 1
2 · (C · exp( j ·ωc) · exp( j · (ωA + ωB)) + C · exp( − j ·ωc) · exp( − j · (ωA + ωB)))

C·exp(j·ωC·t) is then the complex envelope at center frequency fcA + fcB of the real domain multiplication.

Because the output center frequency is the sum of the center frequencies of the input signals, you can repeat equation 7
for each input signal, using the result C as A for the next input signal.

NOTE: The multiplier blocks do not perform any anti-aliasing functions on the signals. If the result of the multiplication
results in frequency products outside of the output signal's sampling frequency band, those products alias back into the
sampling frequency band.
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Multiplexer (N-Input, 1-Output): MUX

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

MUX multiplexes data from two or more input ports onto its output port. The selection from the input ports is controlled
by a parameter. The number of input ports available is set by the NIN parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

AutoN/APrimary input portEPRIMINP
2ScalarNumber of input portsININ

ResistanceCharacteristic impedanceC*Z0
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples from each input port used to build the output signal. The output signal is
constructed sequentially starting from the first input port. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the
order of the samples to be output is reversed.

If this parameter is left empty the formatting array is determined either from a matching demultiplexer block somewhere
along the input signal path, or it sequentially retrieves one sample from each connected input port and output it.

The multiplexer sets the time step of the output signal so the time span for one full set of output samples (the sum of the
absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter) is the same as the time span of the contribution of the first connected
input port. In equation form the time step is calculated as:

TOut = T In,i
FMTi

∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

where i corresponds to the first connected input port.

As examples, assume the following sequences are received at the first and second input ports (the left-most value is the
first received):
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Port 1: 1,2,3,4,5, with a time step of 2 ns.

Port 2: 6,7,8,9,10,11

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

1,2, 8,7,6, 3,4, 11,10,9, 5, and the time step is set to 2 ns * 2/5 = 0.8 ns

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

1,6,2,7,3,8,4,9,5,10,..., and the time step is set to 2 ns * 1/5 = 0.4 ns.

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is used.

NIN. Determines the number of input ports that appear in the block.

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the ports. If left empty the default characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
InputsReal, Complex, or Digital1-N

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Multiplexed DataReal, Complex, or DigitalN+1

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.
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Negates Real or Complex Data: NEG

Symbol

-x

Summary

NEG calculates the negative of the input. Binary digital inputs are complemented.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Negative of InputReal, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
I/O nodes must be of the same typeInput/Output node type mismatch
For Digital data, alphabet size must be 2.Only binary Digital data may be inverted
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NOP (No Operation): NOP

Symbol

1 2

Summary

NOP simply passes samples at its input port to its output port.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital, Real, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalDigital, Real, Complex2
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NOT: NOT

Symbol

Summary

NOT inverts a binary input signal. A binary 1 is output as 0, a binary 0 is output as 1. The input signal must be binary.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Inverted signalDigital2
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Complex Magnitude Squared: NORM

Symbol

c
2

Summary

NORM computes the square of the magnitude of the complex vector at its input node.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Square of Input MagnitudeReal2
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OR (N-Input, 1-Output): OR

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

OR performs a logical "OR" operation on its binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2Number of Input NodesNIN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OR of InputsDigitalNIN + 1

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ORed
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Raise to the Power: POW

Symbol

x
y

1

2

3

Summary

POW calculates the value of x raised to the y power. The x value is taken from the first input port. The y value is taken
from the second input port if it is connected. Otherwise the y value is taken from the parameter list.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
1ScalarPower to raise node 1 (x) To If no input at node 2 (y)CY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Y. If the y node (node 2) is unconnected, a constant value for y must be specified in the parameter list. This value must
not be zero.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
xReal, Complex1
yReal, Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
x Raised to yReal, Complex3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Specify a value for the Y parameterY must be specified if node 2 (y) input is not connected
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Reciprocal: RECIP

Symbol

x

1_

Summary

RECIP computes the reciprocal, 1/x, of the data values on the input nodes. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
1e-30ScalarSmallest allowable divisorR/CDIVLIM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DIVLIM. Input values whose absolute value are below this value will be set to this value before division. Sign of non-zero
inputs is preserved. For Complex inputs, the length of the complex input vector will be set to this value, with phase of
non-zero values preserved.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
xReal/Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
1/x (The reciprocal of the input value)Real/Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Change to a positive valueInput Bound parameter must have positive value.
Use only Real/Complex dataDigital data not supported
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Row Shuffler: ROWSHUF

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

NOTE: This block is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the block may be eliminated.

ROWSHUF reads a matrix by row, and rearranges the order of the rows of that matrix. You must specify the number of
rows (n) and the number of columns (m) of the input matrix. The output matrix is a k*m matrix with rows taken from
the space of the input matrix. Input-to-output row mapping is specified either by the ROWORD parameter, or if node 2
is connected, by the data received at node 2.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
4ScalarNumber of rows in input blockINROWS
4ScalarNumber of columns in both input and output blocksINCOLS
4ScalarNumber of rows in output block (only used if node 2 is

connected)
INROWSOUT

VectorRow ordering array (only used if node 2 is not connected)IROWORD
1ScalarGroup factorIGROUP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NROWSOUT. The number of rows in the output block. This parameter is only used if node 2 is connected. If node 2
is NOT connected, the number of rows in the output block is determined by the number of elements specified in the
ROWORD vector.

ROWORD. This parameter is only used if node 2 is not connected. This is a vector parameter that specifies which rows
of the input matrix to use to form the output matrix. For example, if ROWORD is specified as {1,3,2,4}, the output
matrix will be the input matrix with rows 2 and 3 swapped. Note that not all of the input rows need to be used. For
example, if ROWORD is specified as {1,2,3,3}, the output matrix will be the same as the input matrix, except that row
4 of the output matrix will be row 3 of the input matrix. The number of elements in ROWORD also determines the
number of rows in the output matrix.
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GROUP. Grouping factor. The number of elements to group together. Each group is treated as a single entity.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NROWS, NCOLS, and GROUP must be greater or equal to 1.

2. If node 2 is connected, NROWSOUT must be greater or equal to 1.

3. The values in the ROWORD vector must be in the range [1,NROWS].

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input MatrixReal/Complex/Digital1
Row Reordering SequenceDigital2

Input Node Details

Node No. 2 Row re-ordering sequence. If connected, data received at this node is used to form the output matrix row
order. The values received at this node must be in the range [1,NROWS].

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Row-Shuffled Output MatrixReal/Complex/Digital3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the NROWS parameter greater or equal to 1.Number of input rows (NROWS) must be greater or equal

to 1
Set the NCOLS parameter greater or equal to 1.Number of columns (NCOLS) must be greater or equal to

1
Set the GROUP parameter greater or equal to 1.Grouping factor (GROUP) must be greater or equal to 1
If node 2 is not connected, set the values in the ROWORD
vector to be between 1 and NROWS, inclusive.If node 2 is

All row order values must be less than or equal to the
number of input rows

connected, the data values received at node 2 must be
between 1 and NROWS, inclusive.
If node 2 is not connected, set the values in the ROWORD
vector to be between 1 and NROWS, inclusive.If node 2 is

All row order values must be greater or equal to 1

connected, the data values received at node 2 must be
between 1 and NROWS, inclusive.
If node 2 is connected, set the NROWSOUT parameter
greater or equal to 1.

Number of output rows (NROWSOUT) must be greater or
equal to 1 when node 2 is connected
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Round to Specified Number of Decimal Places: ROUND

Symbol

(x.y)1 2

Summary

ROUND rounds real or complex data to a specified number of decimal places. The number of decimal places is defined
by the PRECISION parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
10ScalarNumber of decimal placesIPRECISION

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input DataReal or Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Rounded DataReal or Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Specify a non-negative valuePRECISION must be >= 0
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Scale and Offset: SCALE

Symbol

(x+a)*b+c

a b c

1

2 3 4

5

Summary

SCALE adds an offset to the input signal, scales the sum, then adds another offset.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
0ScalarPre-scale offsetR/C/DPRESCL
1ScalarScaleR/C/DSCL
0ScalarPost-scale offsetR/C/DPSTSCL
Adjust propagated
signal power
property by SCL

N/APropagated signal power property adjustment (real and
complex signals only)

E*SIGPWRADJ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRESCL, SCL, PSTSCL. The values used to generate the output samples from the input samples in the equation
y[k]=(x[k]+PRESCL)·SCL+PSTSCL when the corresponding input port (node 2 for PRESCL, node 3 for SCL, node 4
for PSTSCL) is not connected.

SIGPWRADJ. Determines how the propagated signal power and phase rotation properties are adjusted by the block.
The propagated signal power and phase rotation properties only apply if the input signal is either real or complex:

• Do not adjust propagated signal power property: The propagated signal power and phase rotation properties are not
modified. This is the behavior in Cadence® AWR Design Environment® v10.0x software and earlier.

• Adjust propagated signal power property by SCL: The propagated signal power and phase rotation properties are
modified by SCL. The propagated signal power and phase rotation are first converted to a complex voltage value using
the characteristic system impedance _Z0. The complex voltage value is then multiplied by SCL, and then converted
back to power and phase rotation.

Note that if the optional Scale input port (node 3) is connected, and a propagated value for the scale can be determined,
that value is used instead of the SCL parameter.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
xReal, Complex, or Digital1
Optional Pre-Scale OffsetReal, Complex, or Digital2
Optional ScaleReal, Complex, or Digital3
Optional Post-Scale OffsetReal, Complex, or Digital4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
(x+PRESCL) *SCL+PSTSCLReal, Complex, or Digital5

Implementation Details

The output signal is y[k]=(x[k]+PRESCL)·SCL+PSTSCL, where the corresponding input signal is used if the node is
connected otherwise the parameter value is used.
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Signum: SIGN

Symbol

1 2

Summary

SIGN computes the signum value of the data on the input port. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
SignumReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This model may be used for either Real or Complex data. In the case of Complex data, the signum of the real and the
imaginary parts of the input are separately computed and provided on the real and imaginary parts of the output respectively.

For Real inputs, the signum is defined as +1.0 when the signal is positive, -1.0 when the signal is negative, and 0.0 when
the signal is zero. The same applies to Complex inputs, with the understanding that the signum function then applies to
real and imaginary parts separately.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Sign of Digital data is not defined. Use this model for Real
or Complex data only.

Digital data not supported
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Sine: SIN

Symbol

sin

Summary

SIN computes the sine of the data on the input node. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
SineReal, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
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Hyperbolic Sine: SINH

Symbol

sinh

Summary

SINH computes the hyperbolic sine of the input signal sinhx=½·(ex-e-x)

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Hyperbolic sine of InputReal, Complex2
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Square: SQR

Symbol

x
2

Summary

SQR multiplies the input by itself.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SquaredReal, Complex2
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Square Root: SQRT

Symbol

Summary

SQRT takes the square root of the input.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Square root of inputReal, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Real data must be greater or equal to zeroAttempt to take square root of negative Real value
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Tangent: TAN

Symbol

tan

Summary

TAN computes the tangent of the data on the input node. It may be applied to Real or Complex data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Tangent of inputReal, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real or Complex input data are supportedDigital data not supported.
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Hyperbolic Tangent: TANH

Symbol

tanh

Summary

TANH computes the hyperbolic tangent of the input signal:

tanhx = ex − e−x

ex + e−x

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Hyperbolic tangent of InputReal, Complex2
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XOR (N-Input, 1-Output): XOR

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

XOR performs a logical "XOR" operation on its binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2Number of Input NodesNIN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
XOR of InputsDigitalNIN + 1

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be XORed
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(Obsolete) Adder (2-Input, 1-Output): ADD2

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Adder (N-Inputs, 1-Output) (ADD) block. ADD2 sums the values on
its input nodes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Sum of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on the input nodes must be the same and it
must be the same type as the output node.

Data type mismatch, all nodes must have same data type
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CorrectionError
For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input nodes must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
node.

Alphabet size mismatch

Implementation Details

This model may be used to add either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Complex data, the addition is performed
on the real/imaginary components separately. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M addition is performed, where M
is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an exclusive-or operation.
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(Obsolete) Adder (4-Input, 1-Output): ADD4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Adder (N-Inputs, 1-Output) (ADD) block. ADD4 sums the inputs on
its input nodes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Sum of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital5
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on the input nodes must be the same and it
must be the same type as the output node.

Data type mismatch, all nodes must have same data type

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input nodes must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
node.

Alphabet size mismatch

Implementation Details

This model may be used to add either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Complex data, the addition is performed
on the real/imaginary components separately. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M addition is performed, where M
is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an exclusive-or operation.
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(Obsolete) Adder (8-Input, 1-Output): ADD8

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Adder (N-Inputs, 1-Output) (ADD) block. ADD8 sums the inputs on
its input nodes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-8
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Sum of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital9

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on the input nodes must be the same and it
must be the same type as the output node.

Data type mismatch, all nodes must have same data type

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input nodes must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
node.

Alphabet size mismatch

Implementation Details

This model may be used to add either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Complex data, the addition is performed
on the real/imaginary components separately. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M addition is performed, where M
is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an exclusive-or operation.
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(Obsolete) Adder (16-Input, 1-Output): ADD16

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Adder (N-Inputs, 1-Output) (ADD) block. ADD16 sums the data on
its input nodes.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-16

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Sum of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital17

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on all input nodes must be the same and it
must be the same type as the output node.

Data type mismatch, all nodes must have same data type.

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input nodes must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
node.

Alphabet size mismatch

Implementation Details

This model may be used to add either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Complex data, the addition is performed
on the real/imaginary components separately. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M addition is performed, where M
is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an exclusive-or operation.
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(Obsolete) 2-Input AND: AND2

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the AND (N-Input, 1-Output) (AND) block. AND2 performs a logical
"AND" operation on up to two binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
AND of InputsDigital3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ANDed
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(Obsolete) 4-Input AND: AND4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the AND (N-Input, 1-Output) (AND) block. AND4 performs a logical
"AND" operation on up to four binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
AND of InputsDigital5

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ANDed
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(Obsolete) 8-Input AND: AND8

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the AND (N-Input, 1-Output) (AND) block. AND8 performs a logical
"AND" operation on up to eight binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-8

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
AND of InputsDigital9
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ANDed
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(Obsolete) 16-Input AND: AND16

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the AND (N-Input, 1-Output) (AND) block. AND16 performs a logical
"AND" operation on up to sixteen binary Digital inputs.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-16

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
AND of InputsDigital17

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ANDed
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(Obsolete) De-Multiplexer (1-Input, 2-Output): DEMUX2

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the De-Multiplexer (1-Input, N-Output) (DEMUX) block. DEMUX2
demultiplexes data from its input node across its output nodes. The distribution across the output nodes is controlled by
a parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples output to each output node from the input signal. The samples are taken
sequentially from the input signal. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the order of the samples to be
output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array will be determined either from a matching multiplexer
block somewhere along the input signal path, or will sequentially output one sample to each connected output node.

The demultiplexer automatically adjusts the time steps of each output signal such that for one set of input samples (in
other words, the sum of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter), the corresponding samples output at
the output node spans the same time span. In equation form the time steps are calculated as:

TOut,i = T In
∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

FMTi

As examples, assume the sequence 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 is received at the input node, with '1' being the first received, and
having a sample time step of 1 ns:

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

Node 2 (first output): 1,2, 6,7, with time step set to 5/2 = 2.5 ns.

Node 3 (second output): 5,4,3, 10,9,8, with time step set to 5/3 = 1.667 ns.
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If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

Node 2: 1,3,5,7,9, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Node 3: 2,4,6,8,10, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Multiplexed InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputsReal, Complex, or Digital2-3
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(Obsolete) De-Multiplexer (1-Input, 4-Output): DEMUX4

Symbol
1 2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the De-Multiplexer (1-Input, N-Output) (DEMUX) block. DEMUX4
demultiplexes data from its input node across its output nodes. The distribution across the output nodes is controlled by
a parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples output to each output node from the input signal. The samples are taken
sequentially from the input signal. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the order of the samples to be
output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array will be determined either from a matching multiplexer
block somewhere along the input signal path, or will sequentially output one sample to each connected output node.

The demultiplexer automatically adjusts the time steps of each output signal such that for one set of input samples (in
other words, the sum of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter), the corresponding samples output at
the output node spans the same time span. In equation form the time steps are calculated as:

TOut,i = T In
∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

FMTi

As examples, assume the sequence 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 is received at the input node, with '1' being the first received, and
having a sample time step of 1 ns:

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:
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Node 2 (first output): 1,2, 6,7, with time step set to 5/2 = 2.5 ns.

Node 3 (second output): 5,4,3, 10,9,8, with time step set to 5/3 = 1.667 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

Node 2: 1,3,5,7,9, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Node 3: 2,4,6,8,10, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Multiplexed InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputReal, Complex, or Digital2-5
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(Obsolete) De-Multiplexer (1-Input, 8-Output): DEMUX8

Symbol
1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the De-Multiplexer (1-Input, N-Output) (DEMUX) block. DEMUX8
demultiplexes data from the input node across its output nodes. The distribution across the various output nodes is
controlled by a parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples output to each output node from the input signal. The samples are taken
sequentially from the input signal. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the order of the samples to be
output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array will be determined either from a matching multiplexer
block somewhere along the input signal path, or will sequentially output one sample to each connected output node.

The demultiplexer automatically adjusts the time steps of each output signal such that for one set of input samples (in
other words, the sum of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter), the corresponding samples output at
the output node spans the same time span. In equation form the time steps are calculated as:
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TOut,i = T In
∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

FMTi

As examples, assume the sequence 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 is received at the input node, with '1' being the first received, and
having a sample time step of 1 ns:

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

Node 2 (first output): 1,2, 6,7, with time step set to 5/2 = 2.5 ns.

Node 3 (second output): 5,4,3, 10,9,8, with time step set to 5/3 = 1.667 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

Node 2: 1,3,5,7,9, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Node 3: 2,4,6,8,10, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Multiplexed InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputsReal, Complex, or Digital2-9
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(Obsolete) De-Multiplexer (1-Input, 16-Output): DEMUX16

Symbol
1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the De-Multiplexer (1-Input, N-Output) (DEMUX) block. DEMUX16
demultiplexes data from its input node across its output nodes. The distribution across the output nodes is controlled by
a parameter.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples output to each output node from the input signal. The samples are taken
sequentially from the input signal. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the order of the samples to be
output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array will be determined either from a matching multiplexer
block somewhere along the input signal path, or will sequentially output one sample to each connected output node.

The demultiplexer automatically adjusts the time steps of each output signal such that for one set of input samples (in
other words, the sum of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter), the corresponding samples output at
the output node spans the same time span. In equation form the time steps are calculated as:

TOut,i = T In
∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

FMTi

As examples, assume the sequence 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 is received at the input node, with '1' being the first received, and
having a sample time step of 1 ns:

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

Node 2 (first output): 1,2, 6,7, with time step set to 5/2 = 2.5 ns.

Node 3 (second output): 5,4,3, 10,9,8, with time step set to 5/3 = 1.667 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

Node 2: 1,3,5,7,9, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Node 3: 2,4,6,8,10, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Multiplexed InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputsReal, Complex, or Digital2-17
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(Obsolete) Multiplier (2-Input, 1-Output): MULT2

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multiplier (N-Input, 1-Output) (MULT) block. MULT2 forms the
product of the data on up to two input nodes. Real, Complex and Digital data types are supported.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP
AutoN/AComplex envelope modeECEMODE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

CEMODE. Determines how complex envelope signals are handled (this is ignored if the input signals are not complex):

• Auto: If any of the input signals have a non-zero center frequency, the signals are treated as if this were set to "Real
domain", otherwise they are treated as if this were set to "Complex domain".

• Complex domain: The signals are multiplied as complex signals.

• Real domain: The signals are multiplied as if they were real signals.

See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the actual computations.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-2
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Product of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on all input nodes must be the same and it
must be the same type as the output node.

Data type mismatch, all nodes must have same data type.

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input nodes must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
node.

Alphabet size mismatch

This only applies to complex envelope signals. The output
center frequency of the multiplier is the sum of the center

Input node n appears to be part of a feedback loop. Inputs
in feedback loops must have a center frequency of 0

frequencies of the input signals. If an input signal forms a(currently=x Hz). Use the FRQSHFT block to force it to
zero. feedback loop with the output signal, its center frequency

must be 0, otherwise the output center frequency cannot be
computed because it would depend on itself.

Implementation Details

This model may be used to multiply either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M addition
is performed, where M is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an
AND operation.

If the input signals are complex, the model can perform the multiplication in either the complex domain or the real
domain, depending upon the setting of CEMODE. In both cases the center frequency of the output signal is set to the
sum of the center frequencies of all the input signals.

In the complex domain a straight complex-complex multiplication is performed:

Inpi = xi + j · yi

Out = Π Inpi

(8)Inpi · Inpi+1 = xi · xi+1 − yi · yi+1 + j · (xi · yi+1 + xi+1 · yi)

In the real domain the input signals are mathematically converted to real signals using their center frequencies, multiplied
together, then converted back to a complex envelope signal at the output center frequency. The multiplication is done
as follows:

The real domain multiplication of two complex envelope signals, A·exp(j·ωA·t) at center frequency fcA and B·exp(j·ωBωt)
at center frequency fcB, can be expressed as:

(9)r(t) = Re{A · exp( j ·ωA)exp( j ·ωcA · t)} · Re{B · exp( j ·ωB)exp( j ·ωcB · t)}

where ωcA=2π·fcA,ωcB=2π·fcB, and Re{x} is the real component of x, or:
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(10)Re{x} = (x + x*) / 2

Equation 2 can then be expanded to:

(11)

A ⋅ B
4 ⋅ ( exp ( j ⋅ (ωA + ωB + ωcA + ωcB))

+ exp ( j ⋅ (ωA − ωB + ωcA − ωcB))
+ exp ( j ⋅ ( − ωA + ωB − ωcA + ωcB))
+ exp ( j ⋅ ( − ωA − ωB − ωcA − ωcB))

Factoring out ωcA+ωcB we obtain (leaving out AB/2 for now):

(12)
A ⋅ B

4 ⋅ (( exp ( j ⋅ (ωA + ωB)) + exp ( j ⋅ (ωA − ωB − 2ωcB))) ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ (ωcA + ωcB))
+( exp ( − j ⋅ (ωA + ωB)) + exp ( − j ⋅ (ωA − ωB − 2ωcB))) ⋅ exp ( − j ⋅ (ωcA + ωcB))

Substituting:

(13)C · exp( j ·ωC) = A · B
2 · (exp( j · (ωA + ωB)) + exp( j · (ωA − ωB − 2ωcB)))

into equation 5 we have:

(14)r(t) = 1
2 · (C · exp( j ·ωc) · exp( j · (ωA + ωB)) + C · exp( − j ·ωc) · exp( − j · (ωA + ωB)))

C·exp(j·ωC·t) is then the complex envelope at center frequency fcA + fcB of the real domain multiplication.

Because the output center frequency is the sum of the center frequencies of the input signals, we can repeat equation 7
for each input signal, using the result C as A for the next input signal.

NOTE: The multiplier blocks do not perform any anti-aliasing functions on the signals. If the result of the multiplication
results in frequency products outside of the output signal's sampling frequency band, those products will alias back into
the sampling frequency band.
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(Obsolete) Multiplier (4-Input, 1-Output): MULT4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multiplier (N-Input, 1-Output) (MULT) block. MULT4 forms the
product of the data on up to four input nodes. Real, Complex and Digital data types are supported.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP
AutoN/AComplex envelope modeECEMODE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

CEMODE. Determines how complex envelope signals are handled (this is ignored if the input signals are not complex):

• Auto: If any of the input signals have a non-zero center frequency, the signals are treated as if this were set to "Real
domain", otherwise they are treated as if this were set to "Complex domain".

• Complex domain: The signals are multiplied as complex signals.

• Real domain: The signals are multiplied as if they were real signals.

See the "Implementation Details" section of the MULT2 model for details on the actual computations.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-4
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Product of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital5

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on all input nodes must be the same and it
must be the same type as the output node.

Data type mismatch, all nodes must have same data type.

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input nodes must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
node.

Alphabet size mismatch

This only applies to complex envelope signals. The output
center frequency of the multiplier is the sum of the center

Input node n appears to be part of a feedback loop. Inputs
in feedback loops must have a center frequency of 0

frequencies of the input signals. If an input signal forms a(currently=x Hz). Use the FRQSHFT block to force it to
zero. feedback loop with the output signal, its center frequency

must be 0, otherwise the output center frequency cannot be
computed because it would depend on itself.

Implementation Details

This model may be used to multiply either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M addition
is performed, where M is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an
AND operation.

See the MULT2 model documentation for details on the handling of complex signals.
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(Obsolete) Multiplier (8-Input, 1-Output): MULT8

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multiplier (N-Input, 1-Output) (MULT) block. MULT8 forms the
product of the data on up to eight input nodes. Real, Complex and Digital data types are supported.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP
AutoN/AComplex envelope modeECEMODE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

CEMODE. Determines how complex envelope signals are handled (this is ignored if the input signals are not complex):

• Auto: If any of the input signals have a non-zero center frequency, the signals are treated as if this were set to "Real
domain", otherwise they are treated as if this were set to "Complex domain".

• Complex domain: The signals are multiplied as complex signals.
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• Real domain: The signals are multiplied as if they were real signals.

See the "Implementation Details" section of the MULT2 model for details on the actual computations.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-8

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Product of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital9

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on all input nodes must be the same and it
must be the same type as the output node.

Data type mismatch, all nodes must have same data type.

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input nodes must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
node.

Alphabet size mismatch

This only applies to complex envelope signals. The output
center frequency of the multiplier is the sum of the center

Input node n appears to be part of a feedback loop. Inputs
in feedback loops must have a center frequency of 0

frequencies of the input signals. If an input signal forms a(currently=x Hz). Use the FRQSHFT block to force it to
zero. feedback loop with the output signal, its center frequency

must be 0, otherwise the output center frequency cannot be
computed because it would depend on itself.

Implementation Details

This model may be used to multiply either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M addition
is performed, where M is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an
AND operation.

See the MULT2 model's documentation for details on the handling of complex signals.
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(Obsolete) Multiplier (16-Input, 1-Output): MULT16

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multiplier (N-Input, 1-Output) (MULT) block. MULT16 forms the
product of the data on up to sixteen input nodes. Real, Complex and Digital data types are supported.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP
AutoN/AComplex envelope modeECEMODE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

CEMODE. Determines how complex envelope signals are handled (this is ignored if the input signals are not complex):

• Auto: If any of the input signals have a non-zero center frequency, the signals are treated as if this were set to "Real
domain", otherwise they are treated as if this were set to "Complex domain".

• Complex domain: The signals are multiplied as complex signals.

• Real domain: The signals are multiplied as if they were real signals.

See the "Implementation Details" section of the MULT2 model for details on the actual computations.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1-16

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Product of InputsReal, Complex, or Digital17

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
The data type on all input nodes must be the same and it
must be the same type as the output node.

Data type mismatch, all nodes must have same data type.

For Digital data, the alphabet sizes of the input nodes must
match and must agree with the alphabet size of the output
node.

Alphabet size mismatch

This only applies to complex envelope signals. The output
center frequency of the multiplier is the sum of the center

Input node n appears to be part of a feedback loop. Inputs
in feedback loops must have a center frequency of 0

frequencies of the input signals. If an input signal forms a(currently=x Hz). Use the FRQSHFT block to force it to
zero. feedback loop with the output signal, its center frequency
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CorrectionError
must be 0, otherwise the output center frequency cannot be
computed because it would depend on itself.

Implementation Details

This model may be used to multiply either Real, Complex or Digital data. In the case of Digital data, a modulo-M addition
is performed, where M is the alphabet size of the Digital data. For binary Digital data (M=2), this is equivalent to an
AND operation.

See the MULT2 model's documentation for details on the handling of complex signals.
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(Obsolete) Multiplexer (16-Input, 1-Output): MUX16

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multiplexer (N-Input, 1-Output) (MUX) block. MUX16 multiplexes
data from up to 16 input nodes onto its output node. The selection from the input nodes is controlled by a parameter.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples from each input node used to build the output signal. The output signal is
constructed sequentially starting from the first input node. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the
order of the samples to be output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array will be determined either from a matching
demultiplexer block somewhere along the input signal path, or will sequentially retrieve one sample from each connected
input node and output it.

The multiplexer sets the time step of the output signal such that the time span for one full set of output samples (in other
words, the sum of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter) is the same as the time span of the contribution
of the first connected input node. In equation form the time step is calculated as:

TOut = T In,i
FMTi

∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

where i corresponds to the first connected input node.

As examples, assume the following sequences are received in at the first and second input nodes (the left-most value is
the first received):

Node 1: 1,2,3,4,5, with a time step of 2 ns.

Node 2: 6,7,8,9,10,11

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

1,2, 8,7,6, 3,4, 11,10,9, 5, and the time step is set to 2 ns * 2/5 = 0.8 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

1,6,2,7,3,8,4,9,5,10,..., and the time step is set to 2 ns * 1/5 = 0.4 ns.

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsReal, Complex, or Digital1-16

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Multiplexed DataReal, Complex, or Digital17
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(Obsolete) Multiplexer (2-Input, 1-Output): MUX2

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multiplexer (N-Input, 1-Output) (MUX) block. MUX2 multiplexes
data from up to two input nodes onto its output node. The selection from the input nodes is controlled by a parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples from each input node used to build the output signal. The output signal is
constructed sequentially starting from the first input node. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the
order of the samples to be output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array will be determined either from a matching
demultiplexer block somewhere along the input signal path, or will sequentially retrieve one sample from each connected
input node and output it.

The multiplexer sets the time step of the output signal such that the time span for one full set of output samples (in other
words, the sum of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter) is the same as the time span of the contribution
of the first connected input node. In equation form the time step is calculated as:

TOut = T In,i
FMTi

∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

where i corresponds to the first connected input node.

As examples, assume the following sequences are received in at the first and second input nodes (the left-most value is
the first received):

Node 1: 1,2,3,4,5, with a time step of 2 ns.

Node 2: 6,7,8,9,10,11
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If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

1,2, 8,7,6, 3,4, 11,10,9, 5, and the time step is set to 2 ns * 2/5 = 0.8 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

1,6,2,7,3,8,4,9,5,10,..., and the time step is set to 2 ns * 1/5 = 0.4 ns.

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsReal, Complex, or Digital1-2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Multiplexed DataReal, Complex, or Digital3
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(Obsolete) Multiplexer (4-Input, 1-Output): MUX4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multiplexer (N-Input, 1-Output) (MUX) block. MUX4 multiplexes
data from up to four input nodes onto its output node. The selection from the input nodes is controlled by a parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples from each input node used to build the output signal. The output signal is
constructed sequentially starting from the first input node. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the
order of the samples to be output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array will be determined either from a matching
demultiplexer block somewhere along the input signal path, or will sequentially retrieve one sample from each connected
input node and output it.

The multiplexer sets the time step of the output signal such that the time span for one full set of output samples (in other
words, the sum of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter) is the same as the time span of the contribution
of the first connected input node. In equation form the time step is calculated as:

TOut = T In,i
FMTi

∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

where i corresponds to the first connected input node.

As examples, assume the following sequences are received in at the first and second input nodes (the left-most value is
the first received):
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Node 1: 1,2,3,4,5, with a time step of 2 ns.

Node 2: 6,7,8,9,10,11

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

1,2, 8,7,6, 3,4, 11,10,9, 5, and the time step is set to 2 ns * 2/5 = 0.8 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

1,6,2,7,3,8,4,9,5,10,..., and the time step is set to 2 ns * 1/5 = 0.4 ns.

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsReal, Complex, or Digital1-4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Multiplexed DataReal, Complex, or Digital5
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(Obsolete) Multiplexer (8-Input, 1-Output): MUX8

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Multiplexer (N-Input, 1-Output) (MUX) block. MUX8 multiplexes
data from up to eight input nodes onto its output node. The selection from the input nodes is controlled by a parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

AutoN/APrimary input nodeEPRIMINP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples from each input node used to build the output signal. The output signal is
constructed sequentially starting from the first input node. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the
order of the samples to be output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array will be determined either from a matching
demultiplexer block somewhere along the input signal path, or will sequentially retrieve one sample from each connected
input node and output it.
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The multiplexer sets the time step of the output signal such that the time span for one full set of output samples (in other
words, the sum of the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter) is the same as the time span of the contribution
of the first connected input node. In equation form the time step is calculated as:

TOut = T In,i
FMTi

∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

where i corresponds to the first connected input node.

As examples, assume the following sequences are received in at the first and second input nodes (the left-most value is
the first received):

Node 1: 1,2,3,4,5, with a time step of 2 ns.

Node 2: 6,7,8,9,10,11

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

1,2, 8,7,6, 3,4, 11,10,9, 5, and the time step is set to 2 ns * 2/5 = 0.8 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

1,6,2,7,3,8,4,9,5,10,..., and the time step is set to 2 ns * 1/5 = 0.4 ns.

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsReal, Complex, or Digital1-8

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Multiplexed DataReal, Complex, or Digital9
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(Obsolete) 16-Input OR: OR16

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the OR (N-Input, 1-Output) (OR) block. OR16 performs a logical "OR"
operation on up to sixteen binary Digital inputs.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-16

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OR of InputsDigital17

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ORed
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(Obsolete) 2-Input OR: OR2

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the OR (N-Input, 1-Output) (OR) block. OR2 performs a logical "OR"
operation on up to two binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OR of InputsDigital3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ORed
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(Obsolete) 4-Input OR: OR4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the OR (N-Input, 1-Output) (OR) block. OR4 performs a logical "OR"
operation on up to four binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OR of InputsDigital5

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ORed
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(Obsolete) 8-Input OR: OR8

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the OR (N-Input, 1-Output) (OR) block. OR8 performs a logical "OR"
operation on up to eight binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-8

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OR of InputsDigital9
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be ORed
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(Obsolete) 16-Input XOR: XOR16

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the XOR (N-Input, 1-Output) (XOR) block. XOR16 performs a logical
"XOR" operation on up to sixteen binary Digital inputs.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-16

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
XOR of InputsDigital17

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be XORed
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(Obsolete) 2-Input XOR: XOR2

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the XOR (N-Input, 1-Output) (XOR) block. XOR2 performs a logical
"XOR" operation on up to two binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
XOR of InputsDigital3

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this model.Only binary digital data may be XORed
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(Obsolete) 4-Input XOR: XOR4

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the XOR (N-Input, 1-Output) (XOR) block. XOR4 performs a logical
"XOR" operation on up to four binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
XOR of InputsDigital5

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be XORed
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(Obsolete) 8-Input XOR: XOR8

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the XOR (N-Input, 1-Output) (XOR) block. XOR8 performs a logical
"XOR" operation on up to eight binary Digital inputs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsDigital1-8

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
XOR of InputsDigital9
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Do not use Complex or Real data with this modelOnly binary digital data may be XORed
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BER (Bit Error Rate) Meter, Internal Reference Source: BER

Symbol

BER

Summary

BER computes the bit error rate (BER) from a digital signal. This block is used with the BER measurement to plot BER.
It can also directly output the error rates to the text output window.

BER automatically determines the reference signal when the signal is generated by the digital transmitters such as
QAM_SRC, QAM_TX or QPSK_TX. When that is not the case, BER attempts to determine the reference signal from
the sources generating the input signal. There may be times when the block cannot determine the reference signal, in
these cases you should use the BER_EXT block in place of the BER block.

BER is capable of sweeping the simulation, producing swept BER output. An optional variable to be swept along with
the values for each sweep can be specified using the VARNAME and VALUES parameters. BER starts a new sweep
when MNERR errors have been detected or MXTRIAL*TBLKSZ symbols have been processed.

BER can be used with the Swept Variable Control block SWPVAR and the Vector Signal Analyzer block VSA to perform
multi-dimensional sweeps. SWPVAR's documentation describes multi-dimensional sweeps in detail.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

BER1TextElement IDNID
TextName of variable to sweepSVARNAME
ScalarVector of values for VARNAMEVVALUES
ScalarSwept variableR*SWPVAR

AutoScalarSwept parameter typeE*SWPTYP
ScalarName for optional output fileSOUTFL

Trial blocks, countsN/AFormat for optional output fileE*OFLFMT
Archive and replaceN/AAction to perform if the output file already existsE*EXISTS
10ScalarMinimum errors per passI*MNERR
5000ScalarTrial block sizeI*TBLKSZ
100ScalarMaximum trial blocks per sweepI*MXTRL
0ScalarInitial samples to IgnoreI*IGNR

ScalarInitial samples to delayI*DLY
Stop simulationN/ANot enough errors detected actionE*NERRACT
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Complete current
block

N/AAction when minimum errors detectedE*DETACT

ScalarNumber of errors required before error rate is outputI*RPTERR
No outputN/AOutput to text windowE*TXTOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VARNAME. The name of the optional variable to be swept. This should be in double quotation marks, such as "A".
There must be a corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as
"A=0". In order to affect the simulation results, the variable must be used as a parameter in one or more blocks, either
directly or through other equations.

VALUES. The vector of real values to assign to the variable specified in VARNAME for each sweep. The vector is
enclosed in brackets, as in: {0,1,2}. The stepped() built-in function can be used to create a set of equally spaced values.

SWPVAR. This parameter is for Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) v6.53 software backward compatibility. The
VARNAME and VALUES parameters are the preferred methods of specifying the swept variable. SWPVAR is the
variable being swept, typically signal to noise ratio. This is the value plotted on the x-axis by the BER measurements.
If left empty, the block attempts to determine this from the input signal. The signal should pass through either a transmitter
block with a swept power parameter or a white Gaussian noise block with a swept noise power parameter.

SWPTYP. This is used by the BER/SER reference curve measurements to determine if BER is being plotted against bit
energy or symbol energy. If set to Auto, the BER meter attempts to determine the type from the OLVLTYP parameter
of the transmitter/modulated signal block in the link.

OUTFL. If not empty, this is the name of a text data file to generate containing the meter's data. The data file may then
be used with the BER_FL block to overlay different BER curves in a graph.

OFLFMT. Determines the format of the text data file to generate:

• Trial blocks, counts: A four column file is generated, with data being written after each trial block. The first column
is the sweep value, the second column is the trial number, the third column is the error count and the fourth column
is the sample count.

• Sweeps, counts: A three column file is generated, with data being written after each sweep. The first column is the
sweep value, the second column is the error count and the third column is the sample count.

• Sweeps, error rate: A two column file is generated, with data being written after each sweep. The first column is the
sweep value, the second column is the error rate.

EXISTS. Determines the action performed if the output data file exists:

• Replace: The existing file is replaced, its contents are lost.

• Archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a file
with that name it is replaced.

• Safe archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a
file with that name digits are added after the '.Old' until a unique file name is obtained.
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MNERR. The minimum number of errors counted before a BER computation is generated and the swept variable is
advanced. At least TBLKSZ samples must be received before this test is performed.

TBLKSZ. The number of samples in a trial block. This typically determines the resolution of the statistic.

MXTRL. The maximum number of trial blocks to process in a sweep. The total number of samples processed per sweep
is TBLKSZ*MXTRL.

IGNR. The number of initial samples to ignore. The block also skips this number of samples in the internal reference
signal. The result is that a number of samples equal to IGNR both from the input to this block (presumably decisions)
and from the reference signals are skipped before any comparisons are made and do not partake in the error count. Use
to accommodate settling time.

DLY. The number of samples by which the input signal (presumably the decisions) is delayed after ignoring the above
IGNR samples. A number of samples equal to DLY are skipped from the input sequence, but the internal reference signal
is not advanced. If left empty, the delay is set to the propagated static signal delay of the entire link connecting the source
providing the internal reference to the BER block.

NERRACT. The action to perform if fewer than MNERR errors are detected in TBLKSZ*MXTRL samples.

• Stop simulation: A warning message displays and the simulation stops.

• Next sweep: A warning message displays and the next sweep starts.

• Stop simulation, no warning: The simulation stops, no warning message displays.

• Next sweep, no warning: The next sweep starts, no warning message displays.

DETACT. The action to perform after MXTRL errors are detected.

• Complete current block: The simulation is swept once the remaining samples in the current trial block are processed.
Errors continue to be counted while the block is being processed.

• Start next sweep: The simulation is swept once after TBLKSZ samples have been processed.

• Do not sweep: The simulation is not swept. This can be used to perform several BER/SER measurements in a single
system diagram. Several BER/SER meter blocks may be placed in a single system diagram.All but one, however, will
need to have DETACT set to "Do not sweep" to avoid conflicts in determining when sweeps are to occur.

RPTERR. If this is specified and is less than MNERR, it is the minimum number of errors to be counted before an error
rate is generated. If this is left empty then the error rate will be generated when at least MNERR errors have been counted.

Use this parameter to enable the error rate to be updated in the BER measurement as errors are being counted. Note that
these displayed results may not be statistically significant.

TXTOUT. Determines information to be displayed in the text output window.

• No output: No output is generated.

• Sweep statistics: The swept variable value, error rate, number of errors, and total samples processed are output at the
end of each sweep.

• Trial statistics: The swept variable value, error rate, number of errors, and total samples processed are output at the
end of each trial block.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital Data to be Error CountedDigital, Real1

Implementation Details

This block operates by comparing input samples with a reference signal. The reference signal is based on the source
block generating the signal. If the input signal combines several signals together, the reference signal is normally based
on the primary data path. Blocks that combine multiple inputs such as the Adder block, ADD, or the Combiner block,
COMB, have a PRIMINP parameter that can be used to select the input to use for the primary data path.

The algorithm used by the block can be described as:

Ignore the first DLY samples.

1. Ignore the next IGNR samples, also ignore the first IGNR samples in the reference signal.

2. Compare the input sample with the current reference sample. If they are different, increase the error count.

3. If fewer than TBLKSZ total samples have been processed, repeat step 3.

4. If at least MNERR errors have been detected and DETACT is "Start next sweep", start a new sweep.

5. If fewer than TBLKSZ samples have been processed in the current loop, go back to step 3.

6. TBLKSZ samples have been processed. If MNERR errors have been detected, start a new sweep.

7. If MXTRL blocks have been processed, not enough errors have been detected. If NERRACT is to stop the simulation,
the simulation stops. If it is to start the next sweep, the next sweep starts.

8. Reset the counter for samples processed in the current block and go back to step 3.

Each new sweep starts at step 1.

Recommendations for Use

Use the BER and BER_EXT blocks along with the BER measurement to perform bit error rate measurements.

Use the SER and SER_EXT blocks along with the BER measurement to perform symbol error rate measurements.

To perform an SNR, Es/N0 or Eb/N0 sweep, use the VARNAME and VALUES parameters to specify the SNR, Es/N0
or Eb/N0 values to be swept. Assign the equation specified in VARNAME to the PWR parameter of the AWGN block,
and set the AWGN block's PWRTYP parameter to "SNR", "Es/N0" or "Eb/N0".

Because the BER and SER measurements are statistical measurements, use care when interpreting their results, particularly
when dealing with small numbers of samples.

MNERR, TBLKSZ, MXTRL and DETACT all affect simulation speed and measurement resolution. In general, smaller
values for MNERR, TBLKSZ and MXTRL as well as setting DETACT to "Start next sweep" result in faster simulations.
MNERR and DETACT have a greater effect on simulation speed when TBLKSZ is large.

Reducing TBLKSZ is particularly effective for advancing quickly through sweeps that have a high error rate. TBLKSZ
determines the minimum number of samples that must be processed before the sweep is advanced. When the error rate
is fairly high, the minimum number of errors is reached within the first trial block. With a smaller TBLKSZ, fewer
samples need to be processed before the sweep is advanced.
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Note that when reducing TBLKSZ, MNERR may need to be adjusted. This is because in many cases errors are clustered
rather than evenly distributed in time. When this is the case, MNERR should be set larger than the first cluster of errors
to avoid using too small a data set for computing the error rate. The following illustrates the situation:

100 samples 100 samples

Errors

In this example, 10 errors occur within the first 100 samples and another 4 errors occur within the second 100 samples,
for an error rate of 14/200 = 0.07. If TBLKSZ is set to 200, then all 14 errors are counted and the error rate is reported
as 0.07. However, if TBLKSZ is reduced to 100, the results will depend on MNERR. If MNERR is set to less than 11,
then after the first block MNERR errors will have been detected and the error rate will be computed based only on the
first block and will be reported as 10/100 or 0.1. However, if MNERR is set greater than 10 and less than 15, then the
second block of 100 samples will also be included, with the error rate being reported as 14/200 or 0.07. Setting MNERR
larger than 14 will result in more blocks being included.

When DETACT is set to "Complete current block", TBLKSZ also determines the effective resolution of the BER/SER
measurement, since the error rate is computed over a multiple of TBLKSZ samples. The smallest error rate value that
can be detected is 1/(TBLKSZ*MXTRL).
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BER (Bit Error Rate) Meter, External Reference Source: BER_EXT

Symbol

BER

Summary

BER_EXT computes the bit error rate (BER) by comparing two input signals. This block is used with the BER measurement
to plot BER. It can also directly output the error rates to the text output window.

BER_EXT is capable of sweeping the simulation, producing swept BER output. An optional variable to be swept along
with the values for each sweep can be specified using the VARNAME and VALUES parameters. BER_EXT starts a
new sweep when MNERR errors have been detected or MXTRIAL*TBLKSZ symbols have been processed.

BER_EXT can be used with the Swept Variable Control block SWPVAR and the Vector Signal Analyzer block VSA
to perform multi-dimensional sweeps. SWPVAR's documentation describes multi-dimensional sweeps in detail.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

BER1TextElement IDNID
TextName of variable to sweepSVARNAME
ScalarVector of values for VARNAMEVVALUES
ScalarSwept variableR*SWPVAR

AutoScalarSwept parameter typeE*SWPTYP
ScalarName for optional output fileSOUTFL

Trial blocks, countsN/AFormat for optional output fileE*OFLFMT
Archive and replaceN/AAction to perform if the output file already existsE*EXISTS
10ScalarMinimum errors per passI*MNERR
5000ScalarTrial block sizeI*TBLKSZ
100ScalarMaximum trial blocks per sweepI*MXTRL

ScalarInitial samples to ignoreI*IGNR
Stop simulationN/ANot enough errors detected actionE*NERRACT
Complete current
block

N/AAction when minimum errors detectedE*DETACT

ScalarNumber of errors required before error rate is outputI*RPTERR
No outputN/AOutput to text windowE*TXTOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

VARNAME. The name of the optional variable to be swept. This should be in double quotation marks, such as "A".
There must be a corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as
"A=0". In order to affect the simulation results, the variable must be used as a parameter in one or more blocks, either
directly or through other equations.

VALUES. The vector of real values to assign to the variable specified in VARNAME for each sweep. The vector is
enclosed in brackets, as in: {0,1,2}. The stepped() built-in function can be used to create a set of equally spaced values.

SWPVAR. This parameter is for Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) v6.53 software backward compatibility. The
VARNAME and VALUES parameters are the preferred methods of specifying the swept variable. SWPVAR is the
variable being swept, typically signal to noise ratio. This is the value plotted on the x-axis by the BER measurements.
If left empty, the block attempts to determine this from the input signal. The signal should pass through either a transmitter
block with a swept power parameter or a white Gaussian noise block with a swept noise power parameter.

SWPTYP. Determines the interpretation of the swept variable. The BER/SER reference curve measurements use this
to determine if BER is being plotted against bit energy or symbol energy. If set to Auto, the BER meter attempts to
determine the type from the OLVLTYP parameter of the transmitter/modulated signal block in the link.

OUTFL. If not empty, this is the name of a text data file to generate containing the meter's data. The data file may then
be used with the BER_FL block to overlay different BER curves in a graph.

Determines the format of the text data file to generate:

Trial blocks, counts: A four column file is generated, with data being written after each trial block. The first column is
the sweep value, the second column is the trial number, the third column is the error count and the fourth column is the
sample count.

• Sweeps, counts: A three column file is generated, with data written after each sweep. The first column is the sweep
value, the second column is the error count and the third column is the sample count.

• Sweeps, error rate: A two column file is generated, with data written after each sweep. The first column is the sweep
value, the second column is the error rate.

EXISTS. Determines the action performed if the output data file exists:

• Replace: The existing file is replaced, its contents are lost.

• Archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a file
with that name it is replaced.

• Safe archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a
file with that name, digits are added after the '.Old' to obtain a unique file name.

MNERR. The minimum number of errors counted before a BER computation is generated and the swept variable is
advanced. At least TBLKSZ samples must be received before this test is performed.

TBLKSZ. The number of samples in a trial block. This typically determines the resolution of the statistic.

MXTRL. The maximum number of trial blocks to process in a sweep. The total number of samples processed per sweep
is TBLKSZ*MXTRL.

IGNR. The number of initial samples to ignore. Used to accommodate settling time. If left empty, any static signal delay
present in the individual input signals is skipped.
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NERRACT. The action to perform if fewer than MNERR errors are detected in TBLKSZ*MXTRL samples.

• Stop simulation: A warning message displays and the simulation stops.

• Next sweep: A warning message displays and the next sweep starts.

• Stop simulation, no warning: The simulation stops, no warning message displays.

• Next sweep, no warning: The next sweep starts, no warning message displays.

DETACT. The action to perform once MXTRL errors are detected.

• Complete current block: The simulation is swept after the remaining samples in the current trial block are processed.
Errors continue to be counted while the block is processed.

• Start next sweep: The simulation is swept once after at least TBLKSZ samples are processed.

• Do not sweep: The simulation is not swept. You can use this to perform several BER/SER/FER measurements in a
single system diagram. Several BER/SER/FER meter blocks may be placed in a single system diagram. All but one,
however, need to have DETACT set to "Do not sweep" to avoid conflicts in determining when sweeps are to occur.

RPTERR. When specified and less than MNERR, it is the minimum number of errors to count before an error rate is
generated. If this is left empty, the error rate is generated when at least MNERR errors are counted.

Use this parameter to enable the error rate to be updated in the BER measurement as errors are counted. Note that the
displayed results may not be statistically significant.

TXTOUT. Determines what is output to the text window during simulations.

• No output. No error statistics are output.

• Sweep statistics. Error statistics are output at the end of each sweep.

• Trial statistics. Error statistics are output after each trial.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input ADigital, Real1
Input BDigital, Real2

Implementation Details

BER_EXT compares the values of each bit from its two input nodes on a sample-per-sample basis. If the type of the
input nodes is Real, they are treated as binary values (1 if greater than 0, 0 otherwise). If the inputs are M-ary symbols
rather than binary, the symbols are converted directly to binary and then the number of bits in error are counted.

BER_EXT uses the same general algorithm as the BER Meter block (BER). See the BER documentation for details.

Recommendations for Use

Use the BER and BER_EXT blocks along with the BER measurement to perform bit error rate measurements.

Use the SER and SER_EXT blocks along with the BER measurement to perform symbol error rate measurements.
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To perform an SNR, Es/N0 or Eb/N0 sweep, use the VARNAME and VALUES parameters to specify the SNR, Es/N0
or Eb/N0 values to be swept. Assign the equation specified in VARNAME to the PWR parameter of the AWGN block,
and set the AWGN block's PWRTYP parameter to "SNR", "Es/N0" or "Eb/N0".

Because the BER and SER measurements are statistical measurements, use care when interpreting their results, particularly
when dealing with small numbers of samples. See BER for more details on the effects of the TBLKSZ, MNERR and
MXTRL settings on the results.
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BER from Data File: BER_FL

Symbol

BER
File

Summary

BER_FL serves as a source for the BER measurements, providing the BER information from a text data file. The text
data file may be generated by the BER, SER, BER_EXT or SER_EXT blocks.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

BER1TextElement IDNID
ScalarBER Data FileSFILE

AutoScalarSwept parameter typeESWPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILE. The text data file in the Data File item of the project window containing the data for the BER measurement. This
file can be generated by the BER, SER, BER_EXT or SER_EXT blocks.

SWPTYP.Determines the interpretation of the swept variable. This is used by the BER/SER reference curve measurements
to determine if BER is being plotted against bit energy or symbol energy. If set to Auto, this will be determined from
the SWPTYP tag in the data file. If there is no SWPTYP tag this will be treated as Es/N0.

Implementation Details

The text data file must contain either two columns or three columns of data. If there are two columns of data then the
first column is treated as the swept value (the x-axis value in the BER measurements) and the second column is treated
as the error rae (the y-axis).

If there are three columns of data the first column is the swept value, the second column is the error count, and the third
column is the sample count. The error rate is calculated from the error count divided by the sample count.

If sequential rows contain the same swept value the rows are considered to be the statistics at the end of individual trial
blocks. This is similar to the "End of trial blocks" output frequency selection of the BER2 measurement. The last row
of the sequence contains the final statistics for the swept value.

BER_FL supports several special tags in the text data file:

SWPTYP. This tag is used if the SWPTYP parameter is set to "Auto". The following values are supported (the quotation
marks are required):
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• "Es/N0": Similar to setting SWPTYP= "Es/N0".

• "Eb/N0": Similar to setting SWPTYP= "Eb/N0".

M_ARY. This tag is used to specify the alphabet size for digital symbols. If this equals 2 then the statistics are assumed
to be bit error rate, otherwise they are assumed to be symbol error rate.

The following is what the text data file for the theoretical 16-QAM SER curve might look like, as generated by the
QAM_BERREF measurement:

! QAM-16 Reference SER

SWPTYP="Es/N0"

M_ARY=16

1 0.71041

3 0.6348

5 0.53739

7 0.41867

9 0.28705

11 0.16172

13 0.067458

15 0.017782

17 0.0023167

19 0.00010088

Recommendations for Use

BER_FL is typically used to display BER/SER curves from previous simulations when analyzing BER performance.
The curves can be generated by the BER, SER, BER_EXT and SER_EXT blocks. To do so, assign a file name to the
OUTFL parameter.
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FER (Frame Error Rate) Meter, External Reference Source: FER_EXT

Symbol

FER

Summary

FER_EXT computes the frame error rate (FER) by comparing two input signals. This block is used with the BER
measurement to plot FER. It can also directly output the error rates to the text output window.

FER_EXT is capable of sweeping the simulation, producing swept FER output. An optional variable to be swept along
with the values for each sweep can be specified using the VARNAME and VALUES parameters. FER_EXT starts a
new sweep when MNERR errors have been detected or MXTRIAL*TBLKSZ symbols have been processed.

FER_EXT can be used with the Swept Variable Control block SWPVAR and the Vector Signal Analyzer block VSA to
perform multi-dimensional sweeps. SWPVAR's documentation describes multi-dimensional sweeps in detail.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

BER1TextElement IDNID
ScalarSamples per frameIFRMLN
TextName of variable to sweepSVARNAME
ScalarVector of values for VARNAMEVVALUES
ScalarSwept variableR*SWPVAR

AutoScalarSwept parameter typeE*SWPTYP
ScalarName for optional output fileSOUTFL

Trial blocks, countsN/AFormat for optional output fileE*OFLFMT
Archive and replaceN/AAction to perform if the output file already existsE*EXISTS
10ScalarMinimum errors per passI*MNERR
1ScalarTrial block sizeI*TBLKSZ
100ScalarMaximum trial blocks per sweepI*MXTRL

ScalarInitial samples to ignoreI*IGNR
Stop simulationN/ANot enough errors detected actionE*NERRACT
Complete current
block

N/AAction when minimum errors detectedE*DETACT

ScalarNumber of errors required before error rate is outputI*RPTERR
No outputN/AOutput to text windowE*TXTOUT
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FRMLN. Determines the length of the frame. If any bit/symbol errors are detected within the frame, a frame error is
recorded.

VARNAME.The name of the optional variable to be swept. This should be in double quotation marks, such as "A".
There must be a corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as
"A=0". In order to affect the simulation results, the variable must be used as a parameter in one or more blocks, either
directly or through other equations.

VALUES. The vector of real values to assign to the variable specified in VARNAME for each sweep. The vector is
enclosed in brackets, as in: {0,1,2}. The stepped() built-in function can be used to create a set of equally spaced values.

SWPVAR. This parameter is for Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) v6.53 software backward compatibility. The
VARNAME and VALUES parameters are the preferred methods of specifying the swept variable. SWPVAR is the
variable being swept, typically signal to noise ratio. This is the value plotted on the x-axis by the BER measurements.
If left empty, the block attempts to determine this from the input signal. The signal should pass through either a transmitter
block with a swept power parameter or a white Gaussian noise block with a swept noise power parameter.

SWPTYP. Determines the interpretation of the swept variable. The BER/SER reference curve measurements use this
to determine if FER is being plotted against bit energy or symbol energy. If set to Auto, the FER meter attempts to
determine the type from the OLVLTYP parameter of the transmitter/modulated signal block in the link.

OUTFL. If not empty, this is the name of a text data file to generate containing the meter's data. The data file can be
used with the BER_FL block to overlay different FER curves in a graph.

OFLFMT. Determines the format of the text data file to generate:

• Trial blocks, counts: A four column file is generated, with data written after each trial block. The first column is the
sweep value, the second column is the trial number, the third column is the error count and the fourth column is the
sample count.

• Sweeps, counts: A three column file is generated, with data written after each sweep. The first column is the sweep
value, the second column is the error count and the third column is the sample count.

• Sweeps, error rate: A two column file is generated, with data written after each sweep. The first column is the sweep
value, the second column is the error rate.

EXISTS. Determines the action performed if the output data file exists:

• Replace: The existing file is replaced, its contents are lost.

• Archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a file
with that name it is replaced.

• Safe archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a
file with that name, digits are added after the '.Old' until a unique file name is obtained.

MNERR. The minimum number of errors counted before a FER computation is generated and the swept variable is
advanced. At least TBLKSZ samples must be received before this test is performed.

TBLKSZ. The number of samples in a trial block. This typically determines the resolution of the statistic. For most
applications, this parameter should be set to 1.
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MXTRL. The maximum number of trial blocks to process in a sweep. The total number of samples processed per sweep
is TBLKSZ*MXTRL.

IGNR. The number of initial samples to ignore. Used to accommodate settling time. If left empty, any static signal delay
present in the individual input signals is skipped.

NERRACT. The action to perform if fewer than MNERR errors are detected in TBLKSZ*MXTRL samples.

• Stop simulation: A warning message displays and the simulation stops.

• Next sweep: A warning message displays and the next sweep starts.

• Stop simulation, no warning: The simulation stops, no warning message displays.

• Next sweep, no warning: The next sweep starts, no warning message displays.

DETACT. The action to perform once MXTRL errors are detected.

• Complete current block: The simulation is swept after the remaining samples in the current trial block are processed.
Errors continue to be counted while the block is being processed.

• Start next sweep: The simulation is swept once after at least TBLKSZ samples have been processed.

• Do not sweep: The simulation is not swept. You can use this to perform several BER/SER/FER measurements in a
single system diagram. Several BER/SER/FER meter blocks may be placed in a single system diagram. All but one,
however, needs to have DETACT set to "Do not sweep" to avoid conflicts in determining when sweeps are to occur.

RPTERR. If this is specified and is less than MNERR, it is the minimum number of errors to count before an error rate
is generated. If this is left empty, the error rate is generated when at least MNERR errors have been counted.

Use this parameter to enable the error rate to be updated in the BER measurement as errors are being counted. Note that
these displayed results may not be statistically significant.

TXTOUT. Determines what is output to a text window during simulations:

• No output. No error statistics are output.

• Sweep statistics. Error statistics are output at end of each sweep.

• Trial statistics. Error statistics are output after each trial.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input ADigital, Real1
Input BDigital, Real2

FER_EXT compares the values of each bit from its two input nodes over frames of length FRMLN samples. If any bit
errors are detected within the frame, a frame error is generated. If the type of the input nodes is Real, they are treated as
binary values (1 if greater than 0, 0 otherwise). If the inputs are M-ary symbols rather than binary, the symbols are
converted directly to binary and then the number of bits in error are counted.

FER_EXT uses the same general algorithm as the BER Meter block (BER). See the BER documentation for details.
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Recommendations for Use

You can use the FER_EXT block with the BER measurements to perform frame error rate measurements.

To perform an SNR, Es/N0 or Eb/N0 sweep, use the VARNAME and VALUES parameters to specify the SNR, Es/N0
or Eb/N0 values to be swept. Assign the equation specified in VARNAME to the PWR parameter of the AWGN block,
and set the AWGN block's PWRTYP parameter to "SNR", "Es/N0" or "Eb/N0".

Because the FER measurements are statistical measurements, use care when interpreting their results, particularly when
dealing with small numbers of samples. See BER for more details on the effects of the TBLKSZ, MNERR and MXTRL
settings on the results.
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Measurement Probe (RF Inspector/RF Budget Analysis Only): M_PROBE

Symbol

Summary

M_PROBE is used with RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis measurements to measure voltages and currents at any
RF node. All the measurements related to an M_PROBE are updated automatically after it is dragged and dropped to a
different node. The simulation does not need to be repeated.

Dragging and dropping of the M_PROBE can be made more dynamic by right-clicking the M_PROBE and choosing
Dynamic Probe and then clicking on any node and also in the lower level system diagrams. To move the probe to lower
level system diagrams, simply double-click the subcircuit while in dynamic mode. Press Esc to exit from dynamic mode.

M_PROBE is ignored by the Time Domain VSS simulator.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

MP1TextMeasurement probe nameNID
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SER (Symbol Error Rate) Meter, Internal Reference Source: SER

Symbol

SER

Summary

SER computes the symbol error rate (SER) from a digital signal. This block is used with the BER measurement to plot
SER. It can also directly output the error rates to the text output window.

SER automatically determines the reference signal when the signal is generated by the digital transmitters such as
QAM_SRC, QAM_TX or QPSK_TX. When that is not the case, SER attempts to determine the reference signal from
the sources generating the input signal. There may be times when the block cannot determine the reference signal, in
these cases you should use the SER_EXT block in place of the SER block.

SER is capable of sweeping the simulation, producing swept SER output. An optional variable to be swept along with
the values for each sweep can be specified using the VARNAME and VALUES parameters. SER starts a new sweep
when MNERR errors have been detected or MXTRIAL*TBLKSZ symbols have been processed.

SER can be used with the Swept Variable Control block SWPVAR and the Vector Signal Analyzer block VSA to perform
multi-dimensional sweeps. SWPVAR's documentation describes multi-dimensional sweeps in detail.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

SER1TextElement IDNID
TextName of variable to sweepSVARNAME
ScalarVector of values for VARNAMEVVALUES
ScalarSwept variableR*SWPVAR

AutoScalarSwept parameter typeE*SWPTYP
ScalarName for optional output fileSOUTFL

Trial blocks, countsN/AFormat for optional output fileE*OFLFMT
Archive and replaceN/AAction to perform if the output file already existsE*EXISTS
10ScalarMinimum errors per passI*MNERR
5000ScalarTrial block sizeI*TBLKSZ
100ScalarMaximum trial blocks per sweepI*MXTRL
0ScalarInitial samples to ignoreI*IGNR

ScalarInitial samples to delayI*DLY
Stop simulationN/ANot enough errors detected actionE*NERRACT
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Complete current
block

N/AAction when minimum errors detectedE*DETACT

ScalarNumber of errors required before error rate is outputI*RPTERR
No outputN/AOutput to text windowE*TXTOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VARNAME. The name of the optional variable to be swept. This should be in double quotation marks, such as "A".
There must be a corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as
"A=0". In order to affect the simulation results, the variable must be used as a parameter in one or more blocks, either
directly or through other equations.

VALUES. he vector of real values to assign to the variable specified in VARNAME for each sweep. The vector is
enclosed in brackets, as in: {0,1,2}. The stepped() built-in function can be used to create a set of equally spaced values.

SWPVAR. This parameter is for Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) v6.53 software backward compatibility. The
VARNAME and VALUES parameters are the preferred methods of specifying the swept variable. SWPVAR is the
variable being swept, typically signal to noise ratio. This is the value plotted on the x-axis by the BER measurements.
If left empty, the block attempts to determine this from the input signal. The signal should pass through either a transmitter
block with a swept power parameter or a white Gaussian noise block with a swept noise power parameter.

SWPTYP.Determines the interpretation of the swept variable. This is used by the BER/SER reference curve measurements
to determine if SER is being plotted against bit energy or symbol energy. If set to Auto, the SER meter attempts to
determine the type from the OLVLTYP parameter of the transmitter/modulated signal block in the link.

OUTFL. If not empty, this is the name of a text data file to generate containing the meter's data. The data file may then
be used with the BER_FL block to overlay different SER curves in a graph.

OFLFMT. Determines the format of the text data file to generate:

• Trial blocks, counts: A four column file is generated, with data being written after each trial block. The first column
is the sweep value, the second column is the trial number, the third column is the error count and the fourth column
is the sample count.

• Sweeps, counts: A three column file is generated, with data being written after each sweep. The first column is the
sweep value, the second column is the error count and the third column is the sample count.

• Sweeps, error rate: A two column file is generated, with data being written after each sweep. The first column is the
sweep value, the second column is the error rate.

EXISTS. Determines the action performed if the output data file exists:

• Replace: The existing file is replaced, its contents are lost.

• Archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a file
with that name it is replaced.

• Safe archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a
file with that name digits are added after the '.Old' until a unique file name is obtained.
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MNERR. The minimum number of errors counted before an SER computation is generated and the swept variable is
advanced. At least TBLKSZ samples must be received before this test is performed.

TBLKSZ. The number of samples in a trial block. This typically determines the resolution of the statistic.

MXTRL. The maximum number of trial blocks to process in a sweep. The total number of samples processed per sweep
is TBLKSZ*MXTRL.

IGNR. The number of initial samples to ignore. The block also skips this number of samples in the internal reference
signal. The result is that a number of samples equal to IGNR both from the input to this block (presumably decisions)
and from the reference signals are skipped before any comparisons are made and do not partake in the error count. Use
to accommodate settling time.

DLY. The number of samples by which the input signal (presumably the decisions) is delayed after ignoring the above
IGNR samples. A number of samples equal to DLY are skipped from the input sequence, but the internal reference signal
is not advanced. If left empty, the delay is set to the propagated static signal delay of the entire link connecting the source
providing the internal reference to the SER block.

NERRACT. The action to perform if fewer than MNERR errors are detected in TBLKSZ*MXTRL samples.

• Stop simulation: A warning message displays and the simulation stops.

• Next sweep: A warning message displays and the next sweep starts.

• Stop simulation, no warning: The simulation stops, no warning message displays.

• Next sweep, no warning: The next sweep starts, no warning message displays.

DETACT. The action to perform after MXTRL errors are detected.

• Complete current block: The simulation is swept after the remaining samples in the current trial block are processed.
Errors continue to be counted while the block is being processed.

• Start next sweep: The simulation is swept after at least TBLKSZ samples have been processed.

• Do not sweep: The simulation is not swept. This can be used to perform several BER/SER measurements in a single
system diagram. Several BER/SER meter blocks may be placed in a single system diagram. All but one, however,
need to have DETACT set to "Do not sweep" to avoid conflicts in determining when sweeps are to occur.

RPTERR. If this is specified and is less than MNERR, it is the minimum number of errors to be counted before an error
rate is generated. If this is left empty then the error rate will be generated when at least MNERR errors have been counted.

Use this parameter to enable the error rate to be updated in the BER measurement as errors are being counted. Note that
these displayed results may not be statistically significant.

TXTOUT. Determines what is output to the text window during simulations.

• No output. No error statistics are output.

• Sweep statistics. Error statistics are output at the end of each sweep.

• Trial statistics. Error statistics are output after each trial.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital Data to be Error Counted.Digital, Real1
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Implementation Details

SER is similar to the BER Meter block (BER) in implementation except that instead of comparing bits, it compares
digital symbols. See the BER documentation for implementation details.

Recommendations for Use

Use the BER and BER_EXT blocks along with the BER measurement to perform bit error rate measurements.

Use the SER and SER_EXT blocks along with the BER measurement to perform symbol error rate measurements.

To perform an SNR, Es/N0 or Eb/N0 sweep, use the VARNAME and VALUES parameters to specify the SNR, Es/N0
or Eb/N0 values to be swept. Assign the equation specified in VARNAME to the PWR parameter of the AWGN block,
and set the AWGN block's PWRTYP parameter to "SNR", "Es/N0" or "Eb/N0".

Because the BER and SER measurements are statistical measurements, use care when interpreting their results, particularly
when dealing with small numbers of samples. See BER for more details on the effects of the TBLKSZ, MNERR and
MXTRL settings on the results.
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SER Meter, External Reference Source: SER_EXT

Symbol

SER

Summary

SER_EXT computes the symbol error rate (SER) by comparing two input signals. This block is used with the BER
measurement to plot SER. It can also directly output the error rates to the text output window.

SER_EXT is capable of sweeping the simulation, producing swept SER output. An optional variable to be swept along
with the values for each sweep can be specified using the VARNAME and VALUES parameters. SER_EXT starts a
new sweep when MNERR errors have been detected or MXTRIAL*TBLKSZ symbols have been processed.

SER_EXT can be used with the Swept Variable Control block SWPVAR and the Vector Signal Analyzer block VSA to
perform multi-dimensional sweeps. SWPVAR's documentation describes multi-dimensional sweeps in detail.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

SER1TextElement IDNID
TextName of variable to sweepSVARNAME
ScalarVector of values for VARNAMEVVALUES
ScalarSwept variableR*SWPVAR

AutoScalarSwept parameter typeE*SWPTYP
ScalarName for optional output fileSOUTFL

Trial blocks, countsN/AFormat for optional output fileE*OFLFMT
Archive and replaceN/AAction to perform if the output file already existsE*EXISTS
10ScalarMinimum errors per passI*MNERR
5000ScalarTrial block sizeI*TBLKSZ
100ScalarMaximum trial blocks per sweepI*MXTRL

ScalarInitial samples to ignoreI*IGNR
Stop simulationN/ANot enough errors detected actionE*NERRACT
Complete current
block

N/AAction when minimum errors detectedE*DETACT

ScalarNumber of errors required before error rate is outputI*RPTERR
No outputN/AOutput to text windowE*TXTOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

VARNAME. The name of the optional variable to be swept. This should be in double quotation marks, such as "A".
There must be a corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as
"A=0". In order to affect the simulation results, the variable must be used as a parameter in one or more blocks, either
directly or through other equations.

VALUES. The vector of real values to assign to the variable specified in VARNAME for each sweep. The vector is
enclosed in brackets, as in: {0,1,2}. The stepped() built-in function can be used to create a set of equally spaced values.

SWPVAR. This parameter is for Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) v6.53 software backward compatibility. The
VARNAME and VALUES parameters are the preferred methods of specifying the swept variable. SWPVAR is the
variable being swept, typically signal to noise ratio. This is the value plotted on the x-axis by the BER measurements.
If left empty, the block attempts to determine this from the input signal. The signal should pass through either a transmitter
block with a swept power parameter or a white Gaussian noise block with a swept noise power parameter.

SWPTYP. Determines the interpretation of the swept variable. The BER/SER reference curve measurements use this
to determine if SER is being plotted against bit energy or symbol energy. If set to Auto, the SER meter attempts to
determine the type from the OLVLTYP parameter of the transmitter/modulated signal block in the link.

OUTFL. If not empty, this is the name of a text data file to generate containing the meter's data. The data file may then
be used with the BER_FL block to overlay different SER curves in a graph.

OFLFMT. Determines the format of the text data file to generate:

• Trial blocks, counts: A four column file is generated, with data being written after each trial block. The first column
is the sweep value, the second column is the trial number, the third column is the error count and the fourth column
is the sample count.

• Sweeps, counts: A three column file is generated, with data being written after each sweep. The first column is the
sweep value, the second column is the error count and the third column is the sample count.

• Sweeps, error rate: A two column file is generated, with data being written after each sweep. The first column is the
sweep value, the second column is the error rate.

EXISTS. Determines the action performed if the output data file exists:

• Replace: The existing file is replaced, its contents are lost.

• Archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a file
with that name it is replaced.

• Safe archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a
file with that name digits are added after the '.Old' until a unique file name is obtained.

MNERR. The minimum number of errors counted before a SER computation is generated and the swept variable is
advanced. At least TBLKSZ samples must be received before this test is performed.

TBLKSZ. The number of samples in a trial block. This typically determines the resolution of the statistic.

MXTRL. The maximum number of trial blocks to process in a sweep. The total number of samples processed per sweep
is TBLKSZ*MXTRL.

IGNR. The number of initial samples to ignore. Used to accommodate settling time. If left empty, any static signal delay
present in the individual input signals is skipped.
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NERRACT. The action to perform if fewer than MNERR errors are detected in TBLKSZ*MXTRL samples.

• Stop simulation: A warning message displays and the simulation stops.

• Next sweep: A warning message displays and the next sweep starts.

• Stop simulation, no warning: The simulation stops, no warning message displays.

• Next sweep, no warning: The next sweep starts, no warning message displays.

DETACT. The action to perform once MXTRL errors are detected.

• Complete current block: The simulation is swept after the remaining samples in the current trial block are processed.
Errors continue to be counted while the block is being processed.

• Start next sweep: The simulation is swept after at least TBLKSZ samples have been processed.

• Do not sweep: The simulation is not swept. This can be used to perform several BER/SER measurements in a single
system diagram. Several BER/SER meter blocks may be placed in a single system diagram. All but one, however,
will need to have DETACT set to "Do not sweep" to avoid conflicts in determining when sweeps are to occur.

RPTERR. If this is specified and is less than MNERR, it is the minimum number of errors to be counted before an error
rate is generated. If this is left empty then the error rate will be generated when at least MNERR errors have been counted.

Use this parameter to enable the error rate to be updated in the BER measurement as errors are being counted. Note that
these displayed results may not be statistically significant.

TXTOUT. Determines what is output to the text window during simulations.

• No output. No error statistics are output.

• Sweep statistics. Error statistics are output at the end of each sweep.

• Trial statistics. Error statistics are output after each trial.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input ADigital, Real1
Input BDigital, Real2

Implementation Details

SER_EXT compares the values of each symbol from its two input nodes on a sample-per-sample basis. If the type of
the input nodes is Real, they are treated as binary values (1 if greater than 0, 0 otherwise).

SER_EXT uses the same general algorithm as the BER Meter block (BER). See the BER documentation for details.

Recommendations for Use

Use the BER and BER_EXT blocks along with the BER measurement to perform bit error rate measurements.

Use the SER and SER_EXT blocks along with the BER measurement to perform symbol error rate measurements.
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To perform an SNR, Es/N0 or Eb/N0 sweep, use the VARNAME and VALUES parameters to specify the SNR, Es/N0
or Eb/N0 values to be swept. Assign the equation specified in VARNAME to the PWR parameter of the AWGN block,
and set the AWGN block's PWRTYP parameter to "SNR", "Es/N0" or "Eb/N0".

Because the BER and SER measurements are statistical measurements, use care when interpreting their results, particularly
when dealing with small numbers of samples. See BER for more details on the effects of the TBLKSZ, MNERR and
MXTRL settings on the results.
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Test Point: TP

Symbol

Summary

TP is used to take measurements from outputs of system diagram blocks.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TP1TextElement IDNID
ResistanceLoad impedance (set empty for probe)C*ZL
FrequencyResolution bandwidthR*RBW
FrequencyVideo bandwidthR*VBW

Number of FFT binsI*NFFT
Number of FFT averagesI*NAVG

AutoWindowing typeE*WNDTYP
0.0ScalarWindowing parameterR*WNDPAR
AutoWhen to windowE*WNDWHN
0.5ScalarFraction of window to slideR*SLDFRC

ScalarSamples per symbol leave empty to use data stream sample
rate

R*SMPSYM

AutoFrequency axis scalingE*FRQAX
ScalarY axis minimumR*YMIN
FrequencyFrequency ranges to maskV*MASK

Pass-SymmetricMask typeE*MSKTYP
ScalarMaximum buffer size in samplesI*BUFSZ

AutoBuffer overflow type if auto the setting from the system
diagram options will be used

E*OVFLTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ZL. The load impedance, which can be any complex number in ohms. If left empty, the Test Point functions as a
non-invasive probe. See the Recommendations for Use section for more notes on using ZL.
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RBW.The default resolution bandwidth for spectrum based measurements. The spectrum-based measurements approximate
the number of points for the FFTs from NFFT = SMPFRQ / RBW. Either this or NFFT can control the spectrum frequency
resolution.

VBW. The default video bandwidth for spectrum-based measurements. The video bandwidth in a spectrum analyzer is
the bandwidth of the video filter, which is a lowpass filter normally used to smooth the spectrum display. Smaller video
bandwidths result in a smoother displays. The spectrum-based measurements approximate the effect of the lowpass filter
by performing FFT averaging. The number of averages is set from NAVG = RBW / VBW. Either this or NAVG can
control spectrum smoothing.

NFFT. The default number of FFT bins to use for spectrum-based measurements. Either this or RBW can control the
spectrum frequency resolution.

NAVG.The default number of averages to use for spectrum-based measurements. If set to 0, measurements use cumulative
averaging. Either this or VBW can control spectrum smoothing.

WNDTYP. The default type of windowing to perform for the FFT computations used by frequency domain based
measurements. When windowing is applied is determined by the WNDWHN parameter.

WNDPAR. The default windowing parameter used for the window type selected by WNDTYP.

WNDWHN. Determines when windowing is applied to FFT computations. When set to Auto, data windowing is only
performed when averaging is being performed.

SLDFRC. The default percentage of the time domain data window by which averaged FFTs are overlapped. A value of
1 indicates no overlapping, a value of 0.75 indicates 25% overlap, and a value of 0.5 indicates 50% overlap.

SMPSYM. Use to override the number of samples per symbol of the input signal. The samples per symbol is used by
various measurements to determine the number of samples in a data symbol.

FRQAX.Determines whether the frequency axis of the spectrum measurements is displayed in units of absolute frequency
or in units of FFT bins. If Auto is selected the frequency axis is displayed in units of absolute frequency.

YMIN. If a value is specified, this value is used as the 'floor' value for the y-axis of the spectrum measurements. All
y-axis values that are below this minimum will appear as this minimum value. If the 'DB' option is selected in the
measurement dialog then this value is in dB. Leave empty to display the y-axis values as-is.

MASK. Specifies a range of frequencies to be masked in the spectrum measurements. The ranges are specified as pairs
of frequencies, one a start frequency and the other an end frequency. These values should be enclosed in '{' '}'. For
example, to specify a mask range from 1GHz to 1.1GHz, you would enter '{1, 1.1}' (assuming the project units are set
to GHz). The interpretation of the mask is determined by the MSKTYP parameter. Leave empty to not mask any
frequencies.

MSKTYP. Determines how the MASK frequency ranges are to be applied. The following choices are available:

• Pass-Symmetric: Each pair of frequencies in the MASK parameter represent frequency ranges that will NOT be masked
out. The frequency ranges are mirrored about the center frequency of the signal.

• Pass-Absolute: Each pair of frequencies in the MASK parameter represent frequency ranges that will NOT be masked
out.

• Stop-Symmetric: Each pair of frequencies in the MASK parameter represent frequency ranges that will be masked
out. The frequency ranges are mirrored about the center frequency of the signal.

• Stop-Absolute: Each pair of frequencies in the MASK parameter represent frequency ranges that will be masked out.
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BUFSZ. Overrides the maximum number of samples that are stored by the test point. If left empty, the maximum is
determined from the System Options dialog.

OVFLTYP. Determines what happens after BUFSZ samples have been received at the test point. If set to "Discard
Oldest", the first samples received are discarded, while the last samples received are kept. If set to "Discard Newest",
the first BUFSZ samples are kept, any new samples received are discarded.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. Many of the parameters only apply to specific measurements and are ignored by other measurements.

2. The FRQAX, YMIN, MASK, and MSKTYP parameters only apply to the spectrum measurements PSD, PSDN,
PWR_SPEC, V_SPEC, and V_SPECN.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Monitored DataReal, Complex, or Digital1

Recommendations for Use

When using ZL, blocks connected to the input node will only see ZL if impedance mismatch modeling has been enabled
through the System Options dialog box. Measurements, however, always use ZL if it is specified when computing power.
See Chapter 2 for details on impedance mismatch modeling.

The parameters such as RBW, VBW, NFFT and NAVG are typically used to establish system diagram-wide settings for
these parameters. For example, to set a default RBW of 10 kHz, you could create an equation such as: RBW_Hz=10e3

You can then assign it to the RBW parameter for all TP, VNA, and VSA blocks. Any spectrum-based measurement that
refers to one of these blocks uses the RBW setting by default.
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Vector Network Analyzer: VNA

Symbol

SRC MEAS

Summary

VNA performs power sweep and frequency sweeps, similar to a Vector Network Analyzer. VNA generates one or more
tones at each swept power level and/or frequency point. Most VSS measurements can utilize the VNA block as a test
point. Most of the measurements in the System > NW Analyzers category can directly use the power level of the generated
signal for the x-axis values of the measurement.

VNA can be used with the Swept Variable Control block (SWPVAR) to perform multi-dimensional sweeps. See SWPVAR
for more information.

This block replaces the Vector Network Analyzer (Large Signal) block VNA_LS and the Vector Network Analyzer
(Small Signal) block VNA_SS.

When used to generate a frequency response, it will most likely operate slower than the VNA_SS block. However, it
offers two significant improvements over VNA_SS: It supports nonlinear blocks, and it directly supports impedance
mismatch modeling.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

MN/AElement IDNID
0 dBmPower

in dB
Power sweep level startRPSTART

Power
in dB

Optional power sweep level stopRPSTOP

dBOptional power sweep level stepRPSTEP
TextOptional name of power variable to sweepSPVARNAME

10 GHzFrequencyFrequency sweep startRFSTART
FrequencyOptional frequency sweep stopRFSTOP
FrequencyOptional frequency sweep stepRFSTEP
FrequencyOptional frequency offsets for multiple tonesRFOFFSET

Power per toneN/AInterpretation of power levelEPWRTYP
TextOptional name of frequency variable to sweepSFVARNAME
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

1 GHzFrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
0AngleOptional phase offsetsR*PHS
_Z0ResistanceSource impedanceR*ZS
_Z0ResistanceLoad impedanceR*ZL
_TAMBTemperatureOutput noise temperatureR*T
Freq analysis onlyN/AThermal noise modelingE*NOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
TimeDuration of each sweepR*SWPDUR
ScalarSamples per sweepI*SWPCNT
FrequencyResolution bandwidthR*RBW
FrequencyVideo bandwidthR*VBW
ScalarNumber of FFT binsI*NFFT
ScalarNumber of averagesI*NAVG

AutoN/AFFT windowing typeE*WNDTYP
ScalarFFT windowing parameterR*WNDPAR

AutoWhen to windowE*WNDWHN
0.5ScalarFraction of window to slideR*SLDFRC

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ *
_SMPSYM

ScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PSTART. The initial power level to be swept or the power level if power is not swept.

PSTOP. The maximum (minimum if PSTEP is negative) power level to be swept. If this is left empty the power level
is not swept and always remains PSTART.

PSTEP. The power level increment between power sweeps. If this is left empty the power level is not swept and always
remains PSTART.

PVARNAME. The optional name of a variable to be assigned the power value of the current power sweep. The value
is in units of dBW. If a variable is to be assigned, it should be in double quotation marks, such as "A". There must be a
corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as "A=0".

FSTART. The initial frequency to be swept or the base frequency if frequency is not swept.

FSTOP. The maximum (minimum if FSTEP is negative) frequency to be swept. If this is left empty the frequency is
not swept and always remains FSTART.
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FSTEP. The frequency increment between frequency sweeps. If this is left empty the frequency is not swept and always
remains FSTART.

FOFFSET. If not empty, an array of frequency offsets used to define multiple tones to be generated. The array values
are offsets from the current swept frequency. A tone is always generated at the swept frequency, so 0 does not need to
be included. The PWRTYP parameter determines how the current power level is applied to the tones.

PWRTYP. Determines how the power level is interpreted when more than one tone is generated:

• Power per tone: Each tone is set to the current power level.

• Total power: The current power level is divided evenly between each tone.

FVARNAME. The optional name of a variable to be assigned the frequency of the current frequency sweep. The value
is in units of Hertz. If a variable is to be assigned, it should be in double quotation marks, such as "A". There must be a
corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as "A=0".

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the output signal. If TONES is empty, a single tone at this frequency is generated.

PHS. The phase offsets for each tone. If there are fewer values for the phases than there are tone frequencies in TONES,
the last phase value is repeated.

ZS. The source impedance of the tone generator.

ZL. The load impedance seen by the DUT looking into the measurement node. If this is left empty, the measurement
node is treated as a voltage probe.

T. The temperature of noise generated by the block if noise is enabled for the simulation type by NOISE. The noise
generated is white noise.

NOISE. Determines how thermal noise is modeled:

• Freq analysis only: Noise is modeled for frequency analysis simulations such as RF Budget Analysis, but not Time
Domain simulations.

• Generate samples: Noise is modeled for both frequency analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

SWPDUR.The minimum duration of each sweep. Either SWPDUR or SWPCNT can specify the duration of each sweep.
If both SWPDUR and SWPCNT are left empty, the duration is determined automatically. It is set to at minimum, the
larger of 10 times the period of the tone closest to the center frequency or to NFFT * NAVG.
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SWPCNT. The minimum number of samples to gather per sweep. Either SWPCNT or SWPDUR can specify the duration
of each sweep.

RBW.The default resolution bandwidth for spectrum-based measurements. The spectrum-based measurements approximate
the number of points for the FFTs from NFFT = SMPFRQ / RBW. Either this or NFFT can control the spectrum frequency
resolution.

VBW. The default video bandwidth for spectrum-based measurements. The video bandwidth in a spectrum analyzer is
the bandwidth of the video filter, which is a lowpass filter normally used to smooth the spectrum display. Smaller video
bandwidths result in smoother displays. The spectrum-based measurements approximate the effect of the lowpass filter
by performing FFT averaging. The number of averages is set from NAVG = RBW / VBW. Either this or NAVG can
control spectrum smoothing.

NFFT. The default number of FFT bins to use for spectrum-based measurements. Either this or RBW can control the
spectrum frequency resolution.

NAVG.The default number of averages to use for spectrum-based measurements. If set to 0, measurements use cumulative
averaging. Either this or VBW can control spectrum smoothing.

WNDTYP. The default type of windowing to perform for the FFT computations used by frequency domain based
measurements. When windowing is applied is determined by the WNDWHN parameter.

WNDPAR. The default windowing parameter used for the window type selected by WNDTYP.

WNDWHN. Determines when windowing is applied to FFT computations. When set to Auto, data windowing is only
performed when averaging is performed.

SLDFRC. The default percentage of the time domain data window by which averaged FFTs are overlapped. A value of
1 indicates no overlapping, a value of 0.75 indicates 25% overlap, and a value of 0.5 indicates 50% overlap.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the source signal. If this is left empty, the sampling frequency is determined from
either a model that receives data generated by this model and can specify a sampling frequency, or is set to the following
if no such model is found:

SMPFRQ=SMPSYM·max(|fi-CTRFRQ|)

where fi are the frequencies of the tones. If only a single tone is generated at CTRFRQ, the sampling frequency is set to
the sampling frequency specified in the System Simulator Options dialog box.

SMPSYM.The number of samples representing a symbol.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Measured SignalComplex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Source SignalComplex1
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Implementation Details

This block generates a single or multiple tone signal with stepped power and/or frequency sweeps. The signal is generated
until a minimum number of samples are received at the input node. The absolute minimum number of samples required
is determined by the RBW/NFFT, VBW/NAVG and SMPFRQ parameters. These determine the minimum number of
samples required by measurements that perform spectrum-based computations.

You can increase this minimum by specifying SWPDUR or SWPCNT. If you specify either, the value is adjusted by
any signal delay present in the measured signal.

Recommendations for Use

VNA can be used to quickly generate AM-AM and AM-PM curves. For Time Domain simulations use the AMtoAM_PS
and AMtoPM_PS measurements. You can also use the PWR_MTR measurement instead of AMtoAM_PS. For RF
Budget Analysis simulations, use the P_node measurement, setting its Pwr Sweep to "Use for x-axis".

VNA can also be used to generate frequency response curves. For Time Domain simulations use the S21_PS or V_GAIN.
For RF Budget Analysis simulations, use the desired cascaded gain measurement (C_GA, C_GP, C_GT, etc.), setting
the Freq Sweep sweep setting of the measurement to "Use for x-axis".

NOTE: When using the VNA block to sweep frequency in RF Budget Analysis simulations, it is best to leave the offset
frequencies on the RF Frequencies tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box a single offset of 0 and let the VNA
block determine the frequencies.

You can also use the block to measure intermodulation levels versus input power. To generate a two-tone signal, set the
TONES parameter to a vector containing the frequencies of the two tones. For example, to set one tone at 1 GHz and a
second tone at 1.1 GHz, set TONES={1e9,1.1e9}.

Blocks connected to the nodes only see the impedances ZS, and if specified, ZL, if impedance mismatch modeling is
enabled through the System Simulator Options dialog box. VNA, however, always uses ZS to compute the tone voltages.
Measurements also always use ZS and ZL (if specified) to compute power. See Chapter 2 for details on impedance
mismatch modeling.

Parameters such as RBW, VBW, NFFT and NAVG are typically used to establish system diagram-wide settings for
these parameters. For example, to set a default RBW of 10 kHz, you can create an equation such as: RBW_Hz=10e3

You can then assign it to the RBW parameter for all TP, VNA and VSA blocks. Any spectrum-based measurement that
refers to one of these blocks uses the RBW setting by default.
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Vector Signal Analyzer (Complex Envelope): VSA

Symbol

SRC MEAS

Summary

VSA gathers a reference signal and a measured signal for use by many of the multiple input measurements such as
AMtoAM_PS or EVM_PS.

VSA can also act as a sweep controller, similar to the Swept Variable Controller block SWPVAR. To do so, specify the
variable to be swept in the VARNAME parameter and the values for the sweep in the VALUES parameter. If the block
is to control when a new sweep begins, set either the SWPDUR or SWPCNT parameter.

VSA can be used with the Swept Variable Control block (SWPVAR) and the Vector Network Analyzer block (VNA)
to perform multi-dimensional sweeps. The SWPVAR documentation describes multi-dimensional sweeps in detail.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

MN/AElement IDNID
TextName of variable to sweep (optional)SVARNAME
ScalarVector of values for sweep (in base units, optional)VVALUES
TimeDuration of each sweepR*SWPDUR
ScalarSamples per sweepI*SWPCNT
FrequencyResolution bandwidthR*RBW
FrequencyVideo bandwidthR*VBW
ScalarNumber of FFT binsI*NFFT

-1ScalarNumber of averagesI*NAVG
0.5ScalarFraction of window to slideR*SLDFRC
AutoWhen to windowE*WNDWHN
AutoN/AFFT windowing typeE*WNDTYP

ScalarFFT windowing parameterR*WNDPAR
ResistanceLoad impedance seen at reference signal input (set empty for

probe)
C*ZLREF

ResistanceLoad impedance seen at measured signal input (set empty
for probe)

C*ZLMEAS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarSwept variable (for V5.53 compatibility)R*SWPVAR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VARNAME. The name of an optional variable to be swept. This should be in double quotation marks, such as "A".
There must be a corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as
"A=0". In order to affect the simulation results, the variable must be used as a parameter in one or more blocks, either
directly or through other equations.

VALUES. The optional vector of real values for each sweep. The vector is enclosed in brackets, as in: {0,1,2}. The
stepped() built-in function can be used to create a set of equally spaced values.

SWPDUR. The minimum duration of each sweep. Either this or SWPCNT can specify the duration of each sweep.

SWPCNT. The minimum number of samples to gather for each sweep. Either this or SWPDUR can specify the duration
of each sweep.

RBW.The default resolution bandwidth for spectrum-based measurements. The spectrum based measurements approximate
the number of points for the FFTs from NFFT = SMPFRQ / RBW. Either this or NFFT can control the spectrum frequency
resolution.

VBW. The default video bandwidth for spectrum-based measurements. The video bandwidth in a spectrum analyzer is
the bandwidth of the video filter, which is a lowpass filter normally used to smooth the spectrum display. Smaller video
bandwidths result in a smoother displays. The spectrum-based measurements approximate the effect of the lowpass filter
by performing FFT averaging. The number of averages is set from NAVG = RBW / VBW. Either this or NAVG can
control spectrum smoothing.

NFFT. The default number of FFT bins to use for spectrum-based measurements. Either this or RBW can control the
spectrum frequency resolution.

NAVG.The default number of averages to use for spectrum-based measurements. If set to 0, measurements use cumulative
averaging. Either this or VBW can control spectrum smoothing.

WNDTYP. The default type of windowing to perform for the FFT computations used by frequency domain based
measurements. When windowing is applied is determined by the WNDWHN parameter.

WNDPAR. The default windowing parameter used for the window type selected by WNDTYP.

SLDFRC. The default percentage of the time domain data window by which averaged FFTs are overlapped. A value of
1 indicates no overlapping, a value of 0.75 indicates 25% overlap, and a value of 0.5 indicates 50% overlap.

WNDWHN. Determines when windowing is applied to FFT computations. When set to Auto, data windowing is only
performed when averaging is being performed.

ZLREF. The impedance seen looking into the reference signal input node. Leave empty to treat the node as a voltage
probe.

ZLMEAS. The impedance seen looking into the measured signal input node. Leave empty to treat the node as a voltage
probe.
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SWPVAR. This is for backward compatibility with version 5.53. If both SWPDUR and SWPCNT are empty and this
is assigned a swept variable, the VSA block will automatically sweep the simulation. This is provides some backward
compatibility with version 5.53, in which this block performed simulation sweeps when an AVGCH_INPDB measurement
was specified with a sweep count. In 6.0, all sweeping is controlled within the system diagram blocks, not within the
measurements.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Reference SignalComplex1
Measured SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

If a sweep duration is specified through either SWPDUR or SPWCNT, the duration represents a basic minimum number
of samples to receive before requesting a sweep of the simulation. If there is a signal delay present in the measured signal,
the equivalent number of samples is added to this minimum. There is also an absolute minimum number of samples
determined by the RBW/NFFT, VBW/NAVG and SMPFRQ parameters. These determine the minimum number of
samples required by measurements with default settings that perform spectrum-based computations.

Recommendations for Use

The Vector Network Analyzer block (VNA) performs a similar function except it generates the tone signal internally.

When using ZLREF and/or ZLMEAS, blocks connected to the input nodes will only see ZLREF or ZLMEAS if impedance
mismatch modeling has been enabled through the System Options dialog box. Measurements, however, always use
ZLREF or ZLMEAS, if specified, when computing power. See Chapter 2 details on impedance mismatch modeling.

The parameters such as RBW, VBW, NFFT and NAVG are typically used to establish system diagram-wide settings for
these parameters. For example, to set a default RBW of 10 kHz, you could create an equation such as: RBW_Hz=10e3

You can then assign it to the RBW parameter for all TP, VNA, and VSA blocks. Any spectrum-based measurement that
refers to one of these blocks uses that RBW setting by default.
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(Obsolete) Generic Simulation Sweeper: SWEEP

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Swept Variable Control (SWPVAR) block. SWEEP is used to sweep
a simulation based on a control signal. This block can be configured to trigger a sweep based on one of the following:

• the number of samples received by the block

• the input signal exceeding threshold values

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

BER1TextElement IDNID
Sample CountSweep trigger typeETYPE
1e6ScalarControl valueCVAL
-1e6ScalarSecond control valueCVAL2

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SWPTYP. Determines what triggers a new sweep:

• Sample Count: A new sweep is triggered when VAL samples have been received.

• Threshold: A new sweep is triggered when a sample is input with a value greater than the larger of VAL or VAL2, or
smaller than the lesser of VAL or VAL2. Either VAL or VAL2 may be left empty (but not both). If VAL is left empty,
then only a lower threshold is performed against VAL2 (a new sweep is triggered if the input sample is <VAL2). If
VAL2 is left empty, then only an upper threshold is performed against VAL. If the input signal is complex, special
handling is performed as described in the Implementation Details section.

• Threshold, Magnitude Only: Similar to "Threshold" except the magnitude of the sample input is compared against the
magnitude of the threshold values.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Monitored signalDigital, Real, Complex1
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Implementation Details

If the input signal is complex and TYPE is set to "Threshold", the threshold tests are performed on the real and imaginary
components separately if imaginary components are specified for VAL and VAL2. For example, if VAL = 1 - 2*j and
VAL2 = -10 + 5*j, a new sweep would be triggered if the input sample's real component was > 1 or <-10 and the sample's
imaginary component was >5 or <-2. The value 2+5*j would trigger a new sweep, while the value 2+3*j would not
trigger a new sweep.

If the imaginary component of both VAL and VAL2 is 0, the magnitude of the input signal is checked against VAL and
VAL2.
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(Obsolete) Vector Network Analyzer (Large Signal, Power Sweep): VNA_LS

Symbol

SRC MEAS

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) block. VNA_LS performs a power
sweep similar to a network analyzer operating in a stepped power sweep mode. The meter generates a signal consisting
of one or more tones for each swept power level.

VNA_LS can be used with the Swept Variable Control block SWPVAR to perform multi-dimensional sweeps. See
SWPVAR for a detailed description of multi-dimensional sweeps in detail.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

MN/AElement IDNID
0 dBmPower

in dB
Power sweep level startRPSTART

10 dBmPower
in dB

Power sweep level stopRPSTOP

1dBPower sweep level stepRPSTEP
TextOptional name of variable to sweep (assigned power in dBW)SVARNAME

1 GHzFrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
FrequencyOptional tone frequencies to generateRTONES

0AngleOptional phase offsetsR*PHS
Power per toneN/AInterpretation of power levelEPWRTYP
_Z0ResistanceSource impedanceR*ZS
_Z0ResistanceLoad impedanceR*ZL
_TAMBTemperatureOutput noise temperatureR*T
Freq analysis onlyN/AThermal noise modelingE*NOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
TimeDuration of each sweepR*SWPDUR
ScalarSamples per sweepI*SWPCNT
FrequencyResolution bandwidthR*RBW
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

FrequencyVideo bandwidthR*VBW
ScalarNumber of FFT binsI*NFFT
ScalarNumber of averagesI*NAVG

AutoN/AFFT windowing typeE*WNDTYP
ScalarFFT windowing parameterR*WNDPAR

AutoWhen to windowE*WNDWHN
0.5ScalarFraction of window to slideR*SLDFRC

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ *
_SMPSYM

ScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PSTART. The initial power level to be swept.

PSTOP. The maximum (minimum if PSTEP is negative) power level to be swept.

PSTEP. The power level increment between sweeps.

VARNAME. The optional name of a variable to be assigned the power value of the current sweep. The value is in units
of dBW. If a variable is to be assigned, it should be in double quotation marks, such as "A". There must be a corresponding
equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as "A=0".

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the output signal. If TONES is empty, a single tone at this frequency is generated.

TONES. Used to specify multiple tones, this is a vector of the frequencies of the tones to generate. All tones have the
same power level. This may also be used to generate a single tone offset from the center frequency.

PHS. The phase offsets for each tone. If there are fewer values for the phases than there are tone frequencies in TONES,
the last phase value is repeated.

PWRTYP. Determines how the power level is interpreted:

• Power per tone: Each tone is set to the current power level.

• Total power: The current power level is divided evenly between each tone.

ZS. The source impedance of the tone generator.

ZL. The load impedance seen by the DUT looking into the measurement node. If this is left empty, the measurement
node is treated as a voltage probe.

T. The noise temperature of noise generated by the block if noise is enabled for the simulation type by NOISE. The noise
generated is white noise.
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NOISE. Determines how thermal noise is to be modeled:

• Freq analysis only: Noise is modeled for frequency analysis simulations such as RF Budget Analysis, but not Time
Domain simulations.

• Generate samples: Noise is modeled for both frequency analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

SWPDUR. The minimum duration of each sweep. Either this or SWPCNT can specify the duration of each sweep. If
both this and SWPCNT are left empty, the duration will be determined automatically. It will be set to at a minimum the
larger of 10 times the period of the tone closest to the center frequency or to NFFT * NAVG.

SWPCNT. The minimum number of samples to gather per sweep. Either this or SWPDUR can specify the duration of
each sweep.

RBW.The default resolution bandwidth for spectrum based measurements. The spectrum-based measurements approximate
the number of points for the FFTs from NFFT = SMPFRQ / RBW. Either this or NFFT can control the spectrum frequency
resolution.

VBW. The default video bandwidth for spectrum-based measurements. The video bandwidth in a spectrum analyzer is
the bandwidth of the video filter, which is a lowpass filter normally used to smooth the spectrum display. Smaller video
bandwidths result in smoother displays. The spectrum-based measurements approximate the effect of the lowpass filter
by performing FFT averaging. The number of averages is set from NAVG = RBW / VBW. Either this or NAVG can
control spectrum smoothing.

NFFT. The default number of FFT bins to use for spectrum-based measurements. Either this or RBW can control the
spectrum frequency resolution.

NAVG.The default number of averages to use for spectrum-based measurements. If set to 0, measurements use cumulative
averaging. Either this or VBW can control spectrum smoothing.

WNDTYP. The default type of windowing to perform for the FFT computations used by frequency domain based
measurements. When windowing is applied is determined by the WNDWHN parameter.

WNDPAR. The default windowing parameter used for the window type selected by WNDTYP.

WNDWHN. Determines when windowing is applied to FFT computations. When set to Auto, data windowing is only
performed when averaging is being performed.

SLDFRC. The default percentage of the time domain data window by which averaged FFTs are overlapped. A value of
1 indicates no overlapping, a value of 0.75 indicates 25% overlap, and a value of 0.5 indicates 50% overlap.
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SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the source signal. If this is left empty, the sampling frequency is determined from
either a model that receives data generated by this model and can specify a sampling frequency, or is set to the following
if no such model is found:

SMPFRQ=SMPSYM·max(|fi-CTRFRQ|)

where fi are the frequencies of the tones. If only a single tone is generated at CTRFRQ the sampling frequency is set to
the sampling frequency specified in the System Simulator Options dialog box.

SMPSYM.The number of samples representing a symbol.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Measured SignalComplex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Source SignalComplex1

Implementation Details

This block generates a single or multiple tone signal with a stepped power sweep. The signal is generated until a minimum
number of samples are received at the input node. The absolute minimum number of samples required is determined by
the RBW/NFFT, VBW/NAVG and SMPFRQ parameters. These determine the minimum number of samples required
by measurements that perform spectrum-based computations.

This minimum can be increased by specifying SWPDUR or SWPCNT. If either is specified, the value is adjusted by any
signal delay present in the measured signal.

Recommendations for Use

This block can be used to quickly generate AM-AM and AM-PM curves. Use the AMtoAM_PS and AMtoPM_PS
measurements.

The block can also be used to measure intermodulation levels versus input power. To generate a two-tone signal, set the
TONES parameter to a vector containing the frequencies of the two tones. For example, to set one tone at 1 GHz and a
second tone at 1.1 GHz, set TONES={1e9,1.1e9}.

Blocks connected to the nodes will only see the impedances ZS and, if specified, ZL if impedance mismatch modeling
is enabled through the System Options dialog box. VNA_LS, however, always uses ZS to compute the tone voltages.
Measurements also always use ZS and ZL (if specified) to compute power. Refer to Chapter 2 for more details on
impedance mismatch modeling.

Parameters such as RBW, VBW, NFFT and NAVG are typically used to establish system diagram-wide settings for
these parameters. For example, to set a default RBW of 10 kHz, you could create an equation such as: RBW_Hz=10e3

You can then assign it to the RBW parameter for all TP, VNA_LS and VSA blocks. Any spectrum-based measurement
that refers to one of these blocks uses the RBW setting by default.
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(Obsolete) Vector Network Analyzer (Small Signal): VNA_SS

Symbol

SRC MEAS

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) block. VNA_SS characterizes the
transfer function of a linear model and acts as a network analyzer operating in frequency sweep mode. Results obtained
by this model can be used by the S21_SS, GD_SS and TD_SS measurements.

The block stimulates the network by generating a repeating impulse. The signal may either be at baseband (center
frequency = 0) or a complex envelope signal.

NOTES: VNA_SS should only be used to characterize linear filters. This is because it uses a periodic impulse response
to determine the impulse response of the circuit. The amplitude of the impulse response is the number of samples in the
period. If it is passed through a nonlinear block, it will most likely be compressed.
When working with FIR filter based blocks such as LIN_S, LIN_F and FIR_FRQ, the default settings of this block result
in idealized measurement displays. They are idealized in that the measurements display the response of the filter at the
frequency points corresponding directly to the discrete Fourier transform of the impulse response of the filter. However,
at frequencies between the frequency sample points there can be a certain amount of ripple. This is most apparent in
frequency regions with high attenuation (the stopbands) or with filters that have steep transition bands.

To view this ripple, the RES parameter should be set to a multiple of the number of taps in the filter, and the RESTYP
parameter should be set to "Number of Samples". The NDSPLY parameter should also be set larger than the value for
the RES parameter.

The following diagram illustrates the difference between the ideal response and the response oversampled by 10. Both
curves were generated with a VNA_SS measuring the response of a Bandstop Chebyshev (type 1) block BSFC with
NFREQ set to 100. The RES parameter for the VNA_SS block generating the smooth curve was left empty, while the
RES parameter for the other VNA_SS block was set to 100*10.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

MN/AElement IDNID
0FrequencyStart frequencyRFSTART
1 GHzFrequencyStop frequencyRFSTOP

ScalarResolutionR*RES
Frequency
Resolution

Interpretation of resolutionE*RESTYP

FrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ

LinearFrequency sweep typeE*SWPTYP
2048ScalarMaximum points to displayI*NDSPLY
Absolute
Frequencies

Frequency axis typeE*FRQAX

_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FSTART. The lower frequency of the frequency range.

FSTOP. The upper frequency of the frequency range.

RES. This determines the resolution of the generated signal. The resolution determines the period of between repeated
impulses and is also used by several measurements to determine their resolution. Its interpretation is determined by
RESTYP. If left empty the resolution is automatically determined.

RESTYP. Determines how RES is interpreted:

• Frequency Resolution: RES specifies the frequency resolution in Hertz.
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• Number of Samples: RES specifies the number of samples in the generated impulse response. This also corresponds
to the number of FFT points used by the S21_SS and GD_SS measurements (only half of the points are displayed by
these measurements if the signal is baseband).

Note that NDSPLY will restrict the resolution used by the S21_SS and GD_SS measurements if it is less than or equal
to the RES value when RESTYP is "Number of Samples".

CTRFRQ. If specified, this is the center frequency of the generated complex envelope signal. If left empty the center
frequency is set to (FSTART+FSTOP)/2.

To generate a baseband signal, CTRFRQ must be set to 0.

SMPFRQ. If specified, this is the sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty the sampling frequency is
set to twice the larger of the center frequency minus FSTART or FSTOP minus the center frequency if the signal is not
baseband. If the signal is baseband, the sampling frequency is set to 2 FSTOP.

SWPTYP. Determines the type of frequency display for the measurements:

• Linear: Frequency values are plotted linearly.

• Log: Frequency values are plotted logarithmically.

NDSPLY. Limits the number of frequency points displayed by the measurements. This is useful for limiting the time
spent redrawing frequency points when the impulse response contains an extremely large number of samples.

FRQAX. Determines how the units of the frequency axis are displayed by the measurements:

• Absolute Frequencies: The frequency values are displayed.

• Relative to Center: The frequency values are displayed relative to the center frequency.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2

Implementation Details

This model generates a repeating impulse signal at its SRC node to stimulate the connected network. It then passes the
response from the network received at the MEAS node to any attached measurements.

The generated signal is the complex envelope representation of a modulated signal if the center frequency is greater than
zero. The center frequency can be specified directly through the CTRFRQ parameter. If CTRFRQ is left empty, the
center frequency is set to (FSTART+FSTOP)/2. To generate a baseband signal CTRFRQ must be set to 0.
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The sampling frequency of the generated signal can be specified directly through the SMPFRQ parameter. If SMPFRQ
is left empty, the sampling frequency is calculated from FSTART and FSTOP. In this case the sampling frequency is set
to twice the value of FSTOP (2 FSTOP) if CTRFRQ is 0, and set to twice the larger of the center frequency minus
FSTART or FSTOP minus the center frequency:

SMPFRQ = {2 · FSTOP f c = 0
2 · max ( f c − FSTART, FSTOP − f c) f c ≠ 0

The period, in samples, of the generated impulses is determined through the RES parameter. If a value is specified for
RES, then the number of samples depends on RES and RESTYP. If RESTYP is "Frequency Resolution" then the number
of samples is approximately:

N = ceil( f s / RES)

If RESTYP is "Number of Samples" then the number of samples is RES.

If RES is left empty, an attempt is made to match the number of samples to the length of the impulse response of the
connected network. If this is unsuccessful the number of samples is set to 1024.
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Huge Binary File Capture: BFILE_SNK

Symbol

Summary

BFILE_SNK captures a portion of, or the entire input signal to a binary data file. BFILE_SNK supports capturing very
large numbers of data samples, which can then be used as a data source in other projects using the companion BFILE_SRC
block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
TextName of file to createSFILEN

0ScalarCapture start timeR*START
ScalarCapture durationR*DUR

SecondsN/AInterpretation of START and DURE*TIMETYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILEN. The name of the binary data file to be created, enclosed in double quotes ("filename"). If a file exists with the
same name it is replaced. If an absolute path is not specified, the name is relative to the location of the project file. If no
extension is given, the ".VBF" extension is used.

START. The point at which to begin data capture. The units are determined by the TIMETYP setting. The first sample
captured is the first sample at or after this time.

DUR. Determines the maximum number of data samples to capture. The units are determined by the TIMETYP setting.
If this is left empty, samples are continually captured until the simulation is stopped.

TIMETYP. Determines how START and DUR are interpreted.

• Seconds: START and DUR represent simulation time seconds. Data capture starts with the first sample at or after
START seconds. If DUR is not empty, capture stops with the first sample at or after START+DUR seconds.

• Samples: START and DUR represent samples. Data capture starts with sample START, where 0 is the first sample.
If DUR is not empty, then START+DUR samples are captured.
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• Symbols: START and DUR represent symbols. Data capture starts with symbol START, where 0 is the first symbol.
No accommodation is made for signal delay.

Note that the total number of samples actually captured also depends on whether sweeping is performed and whether a
simulation stop time is specified in the System Options dialog box. If the START and DUR settings go beyond the end
of a sweep or the simulation stop time, only the number of samples captured to that point are saved.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Signal to CaptureDigital/Real/Complex1

Recommendations for Use

BFILE_SNK is typically used when performing multiple simulations that utilize the same input signal, particularly when
the input signal takes a long time to generate. In this scenario, a project is constructed that generates the input signal.
The input signal is captured using BFILE_SNK. The captured signal can then be used in other projects using the
BFILE_SRC block. More than one file can be captured at a time.

If BFILE_SNK is used in a system diagram that is swept, data points are captured separately for each sweep. BFILE_SRC
will then generate the same data samples for each individual sweep provided the system diagram containing the
BFILE_SRC also contains a block that sweeps the simulation.
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Huge Binary File Source: BFILE_SRC

Symbol

Summary

BFILE_SRC generates a signal from the contents of a Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications
and radar systems design software binary data file. VSS binary data files are typically created using the BFILE_SNK
block. BFILE_SRC supports extremely large data files, on the order of 108 samples.

BFILE_SRC is typically used in conjunction with BFILE_SNK when working with multiple simulations that utilize the
same input signal, particularly when the input signal takes a long time to generate. The input signal is generated once
and captured to a VSS binary data file using the BFILE_SNK block. The input signal can then be recreated in other
projects using the BFILE_SRC block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
TextName of file to createSFILEN
FrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILEN. The name of the binary data file to be created, enclosed in double quotes ("filename"). If an absolute path is not
specified, the name is relative to the location of the project file. If no extension is given, the ".VBF" extension is used.

CTRFRQ. Optional center frequency for complex envelope signals. If this is empty, the center frequency recorded in
the file is used.

SMPFRQ. Optional sampling frequency. If this is empty, the sampling frequency recorded in the file is used.

SMPSYM. Optional number of samples per symbol. If this is empty, the samples per symbol recorded in the file is used.

BLKSZ. The number of samples to generate each time the block is visited.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputDigital/Real/Complex1

Recommendations for Use

BFILE_SRC is typically used to play back a signal recorded with the BFILE_SNK block. If BFILE_SRC is called upon
to generate more samples than were recorded in the data file, BFILE_SRC repeats the samples starting from the first
recorded sample.

The VSS binary data file records information on a per sweep basis. This means all the signal properties and data samples
for each sweep are recorded separately and are available to the BFILE_SRC block. If BFILE_SRC is used in a system
diagram that is swept (such as one with a BER block, or a VNA or VSA block with sweep enabled), it utilizes data from
the individual sweeps as the simulation sweeps. If the simulation sweeps beyond the number of sweeps recorded in the
data file, BFILE_SRC repeats the last sweep for each new sweep.
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Bus to Multiplexed Signal: BUS2MUX

Symbol

BUS1 2

Summary

BUS2MUX converts a bus signal from its input port into a multiplexed signal at its output port. It is similar in operation
to the MUX block, except the signals to be multiplexed are from a bus. See Buses in theUser Guide for more information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT

AutoN/APrimary input portEPRIMINP
ResistanceCharacteristic impedanceC*Z0

NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples from each input port used to build the output signal. The output signal is
constructed sequentially starting from the first input port. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the
order of the samples to be output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array is determined either from a matching demultiplexer
block somewhere along the input signal path, or it sequentially retrieves one sample from each connected input port and
outputs it.

The multiplexer sets the time step of the output signal so the time span for one full set of output samples (the sum of the
absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter) is the same as the time span of the contribution of the first connected
input port. In equation form the time step is calculated as:

TOut = T In,i
FMTi

∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

where i corresponds to the first connected input port.

As examples, assume the following sequences are received at the first and second input ports (the left-most value is the
first received):

Port 1: 1,2,3,4,5, with a time step of 2 ns.
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Port 2: 6,7,8,9,10,11

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

1,2, 8,7,6, 3,4, 11,10,9, 5, and the time step is set to 2 ns * 2/5 = 0.8 ns

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

1,6,2,7,3,8,4,9,5,10,..., and the time step is set to 2 ns * 1/5 = 0.4 ns.

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is used.

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the ports. If left empty the default characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input Bus SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Multiplexed DataReal, Complex, or Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.
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Bus to Serial Converter: BUS2SER

Symbol

BUS1 2

Summary

BUS2SER converts parallel data from its bus input port into serial data at its output port. It is similar to the P2S block
except the parallel signals are from a bus. See Buses in the User Guide for more information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0 (Auto)Primary input port (set to 0 for Auto)PRIMINP

ResistanceCharacteristic impedanceC*Z0
NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use.

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the ports. If left empty the default characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Parallel Input BusReal/Complex/Digital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Serial OutputReal/Complex/Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the MUX multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See MUX for
more information.
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File Capture: FILE_SNK

Symbol

Summary

FILE_SNK captures a portion of, or the entire input signal to a data file.

Setup

The Element Options dialog box Setup tab is used to configure the file capture.

DescriptionField
Write data file to project tree: Select this option to save the data file as a Text Data File item
under the Data Files node in the Project Browser.
Write data file to disk: Select this option to save the data file to a separate file. When
capturing large amounts of data the data file should be written to disk to reduce the amount
of memory used.
File name: Enter the name of the file for the capture. If the file name is relative (it does
not contain a drive letter nor starts with '\' or '/'), it is relative to the directory containing
the project file.
Browse: Click this button to open a dialog box for selecting the file.
File: Select the desired file format. The "Text Data File" formats can be read back into
Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) software. The "Microwave Office Signal File" can be

Destination

used by the PORTMOD_F or PORTSIG_F sources in Cadence ® Microwave Office®
software.
Action if file exists: Determines what is done if a file with the same name exists. Selecting
Safe archive and replace is the safest option - it renames the existing file with a unique
name.
Start: (Optional) Enter the time for capture to begin. The interpretation depends on the
selected units to the right of the edit box.
Time units: Selects the interpretation of the values in Start and Duration.
Duration: (Optional) Enter the duration of the capture. If this is left empty the capture
continues until the simulation ends.
Start after signal delay: Select this check box to ignore the propagated signal delay. The
start time is relative to the end of the signal delay.
Stop sim after data capture: Select this check box to stop the simulation after the data
capture is complete. This allows unattended operation when capturing large amounts of
data or running slow simulations.

Data Capture

Select which pieces of information are included in the data file. Some options may not be
available in different file formats.

Information to Include
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DescriptionField
Each row represents a column of data, with the top row corresponding to the left-most
column. Some options may not be available in certain file formats.
Type: Select the information to be captured in the column. None results in no column being
generated.
Name: (Optional) Enter the column name.
Units: Select the units for the values in the column. The values are output relative to the
selected units.
Format: Select the format for displaying the values.
Digits: For Scientific and Engineering formats this is the number of significant digits in the
mantissa. For Fixed format this is the number of decimal places.
Write columns header as comment: In certain situations having column headers present
may interfere with the parsing of the data file. Check this box to have the columns header
written as a comment.

Columns

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
"Data.txt"N/AName of file to createSFILEN
Archive and replaceN/AAction to perform if file existsE*EXISTS
Text Data FileN/AFile formatE*FORMAT
0ScalarCapture start timeR*START

ScalarCapture durationR*DUR
TimeScalarInterpretation of START and DURE*TIMETYP
IgnoreN/AHandling of signal delayE*SIGDLY
{4,5}VectorColumn typesI*COLTYP

N/AColumn namesS*COLNAME
VectorColumn unitsI*COLUNITS
VectorColumn formattingI*COLFMT
VectorColumn digitsI*COLDIG

NoN/AWrite column headers as a commentE*COLHDRCMNT
Sampling
frequency

N/ASampling frequency tagE*SMPFRQT

Center frequencyN/ACenter frequency tagE*CTRFRQT
Samples per
symbol

N/ASamples per symbol tagE*SMPSYMT

Z0N/AImpedance tagE*Z0T
NoneN/AStart time tagE*TIMET
NoN/AStop simulation after data capture?E*STOPSIM
Write file to project
tree

N/AFile write optionE*WRTOPT
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

NoneN/AWindowing to apply for Microwave Office Signal filesE*WNDTYP
1.0ScalarParameter for window function applied to Microwave Office

Signal files
R*WNDPAR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILEN. The name of the file to capture to. If no path is specified, the file is created in the project folder.

EXISTS. Determines the action performed if the file exists:

• Replace: The existing file is replaced; its contents are lost.

• Archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with .Old appended before the extension. If there is an existing file
with that name it is replaced.

• Safe archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with .Old appended before the extension. If there is an existing
file with that name digits are added after .Old until a unique file name is obtained.

START. Specifies the first sample to be captured. TIMETYP determines the interpretation of this value.

DUR. Specifies how many samples to capture. TIMETYP determines the interpretation of this value. If this is left empty,
capture continues until the end of the simulation.

TIMETYP. Determines the interpretation of START and DUR:

• Time: The values are units of simulation time in seconds as determined by node 1.

• Samples: The values are units of samples.

• Symbols: The values are units of symbols as determined by node 1.

SIGDLY. Determines how signal delay from the signal is handled:

• Ignore: START is relative to the first sample received.

• Skip signal delay: START is relative to the first sample after the signal delay.

COLTYP. Vector of values defining the data to generate for each column. The first element of the vector corresponds
to the left-most column. The following values are allowed:

• 0: None: No column is generated.

• 1: Time: Simulation time is captured. The time is always relative to the first sample received. If signal delay is ignored,
the first data value has a time value at or after the signal delay time.

• 2: Samples, base 0: The sample number is captured, with the first sample received assigned value 0. The sample
number is always relative to the first sample received.

• 3: Samples, base 1: The sample number is captured, with the first sample received assigned value 1. The sample
number is always relative to the first sample received.

• 4: I (real): The inphase or real component of the signal is captured.
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• 5: Q (imaginary): The quadrature or imaginary component of the signal is captured. If the signal is real the data value
is always 0.

• 6. Magnitude: The magnitude of the input signal is captured.

• 7. Phase: The phase of the input signal is captured. If the signal is real, then the imaginary component is treated as 0.

• 8: Power, dB: The signal is converted to power expressed in either dBm or dB.

• 9: Power, W: The signal is converted to power expressed in Watts.

• 10: Magnitude, dB: The magnitude of the input signal is captured in dB (20 log10).

COLNAME. Optional string of column names. Each name is separated by a comma. To include a comma in the name,
precede the comma with '\', as in '\,'. To include a '\', precede it with another '\', as in '\\'. If there are more names than
elements in COLTYP the extra names are ignored. If there are fewer names, the remaining columns are not assigned a
name.

COLUNITS. Vector of values defining the units in which the data is to display. The following are the allowed values:

• 0: f, femto, 10-15

• 1: p, pico, 10-12

• 2: n, nano, 10-9

• 3: u, micro, 10-6

• 4: m, milli, 10-3

• 5: c, centi, 10-2

• 6: no scaling

• 7: k, kilo, 103

• 8: M, mega, 106

• 9: G, giga, 109

• 10: T, tera, 1012

• 18: Radians

• 19: Degrees

• 20: dBm

• 21: dBW

Each different COLTYP supports only a subset of the above values. For example, "Power, dB" only supports "dBm"
and "dbW", while "Phase" only supports "Degrees" and "Radians".

If this is left empty or there are fewer elements in the vector than there are in COLTYP, the units are set to dBm for
"Power, dB" and no scaling for all others.

COLFMT. Vector of values determining the format used to display data values as text. The following formats are
supported:

0: General: The format is determined automatically.

1: Scientific: Data values are displayed in the form [-]m.mmmE[-]e, where the number of digits m in the mantissa is
determined by the corresponding COLDIG entry.
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2: Engineering: Data values are displayed in the form [-]mmm.mmmE[+/-]eee, where the exponent is always a multiple
of 3. The number of digits m in the mantissa is determined by the corresponding COLDIG entry.

3: Fixed: Data values are displayed in the form [-]nnn.mmmm, where the number of digits m after the decimal place is
determined by the corresponding COLDIG entry.

If this is left empty or there are fewer elements in the vector than there are in COLTYP, the formatting is set to "General".

COLDIG.Vector of values used by the different COLFMT types to determine the number of significant digits or decimal
places. The values 0 through 15 are supported, with 0 indicating "Auto", and the remaining values the corresponding
number of significant digits or decimal places. For "Auto" the number of significant digits or decimal places is determined
automatically to capture the full resolution of the value.

COLHDRCMNT. Select "Yes" to have the column headers written as a comment.

SMPFRQT. Determines the format of the sampling frequency or time step tag:

• None: No sampling frequency or time step tag is output.

• Sampling frequency: The sampling frequency is output as the SMPFRQ tag in units of Hz.

• Time step: The inverse of the sampling frequency is output as the TSTEP tag in units of seconds.

CTRFRQT. Determines the format of the center frequency tag:

• None: No center frequency tag is output.

• Center frequency: The center frequency is output as the CTRFRQ tag in units of Hz.

• Measurement frequency: The center frequency is output as the MEASFRQ tag in units of Hz.

SMPSYMT. Determines the format of the samples per symbol tag:

• None: No samples per symbol tag is output.

• Samples per symbol: The samples per symbol is output as the SMPSYM tag.

Z0T. Determines the format of the impedance tag:

• None: No impedance tag is output.

• Z0: The impedance is output as the Z0 tag in units of ohms.

TIMET. Determines the format of the start time tag:

• None: No start time tag is output.

• Start time: The capture start time is output as the T0 tag in units of seconds.

STOPSIM. Determines if the simulation is requested to be stopped after the desired samples are captured.

WRTOPT. Determines where the data is saved:

• Write file to project tree: The data is written as a Text Data File item in the Data Files node of the Project Browser.

• Write file to disk: The data is written to a separate disk file.

NOTE: When capturing large amounts of data, you should save the data to disk rather than included it in the Project
Browser. Including the data in the Project Browser forces the data to remain in memory when the project is loaded.
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WNDTYP. Determines the type of windowing to apply to the time domain signal prior to conversion to the frequency
domain. This only applies to Microwave Office Signal files.

• None: No windowing is applied, the same as Rectangular.

• Taylor: (Equivalent to Raised Cosine if OVRWNDP is 0)

w[i] =
(1 + α) + (1 − α) · cos(2π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))

2

• Raised Cosine, where the raised cosine parameter β is defined as β = 1 - OVRWNDP:

w[i] = {1, | i − N2 | ≤ (1 − β )N2 2

1 2[1 + cos( π β N2[ | i − N2 | − (1 − β )N2 2])], (1 − β )N2 2 < | i − N2 | ≤ (1 + β )N2 2

0, otherwise

• Kaiser-Bessel:

w[i] =
I0(α 1 − (2(i − N2) /N)2)

I0(α)

• Summed Cosine:

w[i] = (1 − 2α) · cos(π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))
+ 2αcos(3π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))

• Blackman:

w[i] = 0.42 + 0.5 · cos(2π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))
+ 0.08 · cos(4π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))

• Triangle (Bartlett):

w[i] = 1 − | (2i − (N − 1))
N + 1 |

• Hamming:

w[i] = 0.54 + 0.46 · cos(π · (2i − (N − 1)) / (N − 1))

• Hanning:

w[i] = 0.5 ⋅ (1 + cos (π ⋅ (2i − (N − 1)) / (N + 1)))

• Blackman-Harris:
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w[i] = 0.355768 − 0.487396 · cos(2π · i / (N − 1))
+ 0.144232 · cos(4π · i / (N − 1))
− 0.012604 · cos(6π · i / (N − 1))

where i=0 is the first sample of to be windowed, N=2*OVERLAP*OVERSMP+1, N2=N/2 if N is even and N2=(N-1)/2
if OVERLAP is odd, and α =OVRWNDP. I0(x) is the modified Bessel function I0(x).

WNDPAR. The alpha parameter used by specific window types.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Signal to CaptureDigital, Real, Complex1
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File Capture (4 inputs): FILE_SNK4

Symbol
1

2

3 4

Summary

FILE_SNK4 captures up to 4 input signals to a data file. All input nodes must have the same time step between samples.

Setup

The Element Options dialog box Setup tab is used to configure the file capture.

DescriptionField
Write data file to project tree: Select this option to save the data file as a Text Data File item
under the Data File item of the project tree.
Write data file to disk: Select this option to save the data file to a separate file. When
capturing large amounts of data the data file should be written to disk to reduce the amount
of memory used.
File name: Enter the name of the file for the capture. If the file name is relative (it does
not contain a drive letter nor starts with '\' or '/'), it is relative to the directory containing
the project file.
Browse: Click this button to open a dialog box for selecting the file.
File format: Select the desired file format. The "Text Data File" formats can be read back
into Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems
design software.
Action if file exists: Determines what is done if a file with the same name exists. Selecting
Safe archive and replace is the safest option - it renames the existing file with a unique
name.

Destination

Start: (Optional) Enter the time for capture to begin. The interpretation depends on the
selected units to the right of the edit box.
Time units: Selects the interpretation of the values in Start and Duration.
Duration: (Optional) Enter the duration of the capture. If this is left empty the capture
continues until the simulation ends.
Start after signal delay: Select this check box to ignore the propagated signal delay. The
start time is relative to the end of the signal delay.
Stop sim after data capture: Select this check box to stop the simulation after the data
capture has completed. This allows unattended operation when capturing large amounts
of data or running slow simulations.

Data Capture
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DescriptionField
Use these options to select which pieces of information are included in the data file. Some
options may not be available in different file formats.

Information to Include

Each row represents a column of data, with the top row corresponding to the left-most
column. Some options may not be available in certain file formats.
Type: Select the information to be captured in the column. None results in no column being
generated.
Name: (Optional) Enter the column name.
Units: Select the units for the values in the column. The values are output relative to the
selected units.
Format: Select the format for displaying the values.
Digits: For Scientific and Engineering formats this is the number of significant digits in the
mantissa. For Fixed format this is the number of decimal places.
Write columns header as comment: In certain situations having column headers present
may interfere with the parsing of the data file. Check this box to have the columns header
written as a comment.

Columns

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
"Data.txt"N/AName of file to createSFILEN
Archive and replaceN/AAction to perform if file existsE*EXISTS
Text Data FileN/AFile formatE*FORMAT
0ScalarCapture start timeR*START

ScalarCapture durationR*DUR
TimeScalarInterpretation of START and DURE*TIMETYP
IgnoreN/AHandling of signal delayE*SIGDLY
{1,4,5,4,5}VectorColumn typesI*COLTYP

N/AColumn namesS*COLNAME
{1,1,1,2,2}VectorColumn nodesI*COLNODE

VectorColumn unitsI*COLUNITS
VectorColumn formattingI*COLFMT
VectorColumn digitsI*COLDIG

NoN/AWrite column headers as a commentE*COLHDRCMNT
Sampling
frequency

N/ASampling frequency tagE*SMPFRQT

Center frequencyN/ACenter frequency tagE*CTRFRQT
Samples per
symbol

N/ASamples per symbol tagE*SMPSYMT

Z0N/AImpedance tagE*Z0T
Start timeN/AStart time tagE*TIMET
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

NoN/AStop simulation after data capture?E*STOPSIM
Write file to project
tree

N/AFile write optionE*WRTOPT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILEN. The name of the file to capture to. If no path is specified, the file is created in the project folder.

EXISTS. Determines the action performed if the file exists:

• Replace: The existing file is replaced; its contents are lost.

• Archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a file
with that name it is replaced.

• Safe archive and replace: The existing file is renamed with '.Old' appended before the extension. If there is already a
file with that name digits are added after the '.Old' until a unique file name is obtained.

START. Specifies the first sample to be captured. TIMETYP determines the interpretation of this value.

DUR. Specifies how many samples are to be captured. TIMETYP determines the interpretation of this value. If this is
left empty capture continues until the end of the simulation.

TIMETYP. Determines the interpretation of START and DUR:

• Time: The values are units of simulation time in seconds as determined by node 1.

• Samples: The values are units of samples.

• Symbols: The values are units of symbols as determined by node 1.

SIGDLY. Determines how signal delay from the signal is handled:

• Ignore: START is relative to the first sample received.

• Skip signal delay: START is relative to the first sample after the signal delay.

COLTYP.Vector of values defining the data to be generated for each column. The first element of the vector corresponds
to the left-most column. The following values are allowed:

• 0: None: No column is generated.

• 1: Time: Simulation time is captured. The time is always relative to the first sample received. If signal delay is being
ignored the first data value has a time value at or after the signal delay time.

• 2: Samples, base 0: The sample number is captured, with the first sample received assigned value 0. The sample
number is always relative to the first sample received.

• 3: Samples, base 1: The sample number is captured, with the first sample received assigned value 1. The sample
number is always relative to the first sample received.

• 4: I (real): The inphase or real component of the signal is captured.
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• 5: Q (imaginary): The quadrature or imaginary component of the signal is captured. If the signal is real the data value
is always 0.

• 6. Magnitude: The magnitude of the input signal is captured.

• 7. Phase: The phase of the input signal is captured. If the signal is real then the imaginary component is treated as 0.

• 8: Power, dB: The signal is converted to power expressed in either dBm or dB.

• 9: Power, W: The signal is converted to power expressed in Watts.

• 10: Magnitude, dB: The magnitude of the input signal is captured in dB (20 log10).

COLNODE. Vector of values identifying which node the data values are obtained from. Each element is the node
number, with the first node 1. If this is empty or there are fewer elements than there are elements in COLTYP, the node
is set to node 1.

COLNAME.Optional string of column names. Each name is separated by a comma (,). To include a comma in the name
precede the comma with '\', as in '\,'. To include a '\' precede it with another '\', as in '\\'. If there are more names than
elements in COLTYP the extra names are ignored. If there are fewer names, the remaining columns are not assigned a
name.

COLUNITS. Vector of values defining the units in which the data is to display. The following are the allowed values:

• 0: f, femto, 10-15

• 1: p, pico, 10-12

• 2: n, nano, 10-9

• 3: u, micro, 10-6

• 4: m, milli, 10-3

• 5: c, centi, 10-2

• 6: no scaling

• 7: k, kilo, 103

• 8: M, mega, 106

• 9: G, giga, 109

• 10: T, tera, 1012

• 18: Radians

• 19: Degrees

• 20: dBm

• 21: dBW

Each different COLTYP supports only a subset of the above values. For example, "Power, dB" only supports "dBm"
and "dbW", while "Phase" only supports "Degrees" and "Radians".

If this is left empty or there are fewer elements in the vector than there are in COLTYP, the units are set to dBm for
"Power, dB" and no scaling for all others.

COLFMT. Vector of values determining the format used to display data values as text. The following formats are
supported:
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0: General: The format is determined automatically.

1: Scientific: Data values are displayed in the form [-]m.mmmE[-]e, where the number of digits m in the mantissa is
determined by the corresponding COLDIG entry.

2: Engineering: Data values are displayed in the form [-]mmm.mmmE[+/-]eee, where the exponent is always a multiple
of 3. The number of digits m in the mantissa is determined by the corresponding COLDIG entry.

3: Fixed: Data values are displayed in the form [-]nnn.mmmm, where the number of digits m after the decimal place is
determined by the corresponding COLDIG entry.

If this is left empty or there are fewer elements in the vector than there are in COLTYP, the formatting is set to "General".

COLDIG.Vector of values used by the different COLFMT types to determine the number of significant digits or decimal
places. The values 0 through 15 are supported, with the 0 used to indicate "Auto", and the remaining values the
corresponding number of significant digits or decimal places. For "Auto" the number of significant digits or decimal
places is determined automatically to capture the full resolution of the value.

COLHDRCMNT. Select "Yes" to have the column headers written as a comment.

SMPFRQT. Determines the format of the sampling frequency or time step tag:

• None: No sampling frequency or time step tag is output.

• Sampling frequency: The sampling frequency is output as the SMPFRQ tag in units of Hz.

• Time step: The inverse of the sampling frequency is output as the TSTEP tag in units of seconds.

CTRFRQT. Determines the format of the center frequency tag:

• None: No center frequency tag is output.

• Center frequency: The center frequency is output as the CTRFRQ tag in units of Hz.

• Measurement frequency: The center frequency is output as the MEASFRQ tag in units of Hz.

SMPSYMT. Determines the format of the samples per symbol tag:

• None: No samples per symbol tag is output.

• Samples per symbol: The samples per symbol is output as the SMPSYM tag.

Z0T. Determines the format of the impedance tag:

• None: No impedance tag is output.

• Z0: The impedance is output as the Z0 tag in units of ohms.

TIMET. Determines the format of the start time tag:

• None: No start time tag is output.

• Start time: The capture start time is output as the T0 tag in units of seconds.

STOPSIM. Determines if the simulation is requested to be stopped after the desired samples have been captured.

WRTOPT. Determines where the data is to be saved:
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• Write file to project tree: The data is written as a Text Data File item in the Data File folder of the Project tree.

• Write file to disk: The data is written to a separate disk file.

NOTE: When capturing large amounts of data, the data should be saved to disk rather than be included in the project
tree. Including the data in the project tree forces the data to always be in memory when the project is loaded.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Signal to CaptureDigital, Real, Complex1
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Multiplexed Signal to Bus: MUX2BUS

Symbol

BUS1 2

Summary

MUX2BUS demultiplexes data from its input port onto a bus at its output port. It is similar in operation to the DEMUX
block except that the demultiplexed signals are output to a bus instead of separate output ports. See Buses in the User
Guide for more information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
VectorFormatting arrayIFMT
ResistanceCharacteristic impedanceC*Z0

NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FMT. Vector defining the number of samples output to each output port from the input signal. The samples are taken
sequentially from the input signal. Elements of the vector may be negative, in which case the order of the samples to be
output is reversed.

This parameter may be left empty, in which case the formatting array is determined either from a matching multiplexer
block somewhere along the input signal path, or it sequentially outputs one sample to each connected output port.

The demultiplexer automatically adjusts the time steps of each output signal so for one set of input samples (the sum of
the absolute value of all elements in the FMT parameter), the corresponding samples output at the output port spans the
same time span. In equation form the time steps are calculated as:

TOut,i = T In
∑ ∣ FMT j ∣

FMTi

As examples, assume the sequence 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 is received at the input port, with '1' being the first received, and
having a sample time step of 1 ns:

If FMT={2,-3} then the output is:

Port 2 (first output): 1,2, 6,7, with time step set to 5/2 = 2.5 ns.
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Port 3 (second output): 5,4,3, 10,9,8, with time step set to 5/3 = 1.667 ns.

If FMT is empty and the input signal path does not contain a corresponding multiplexer, the formatting is equivalent to
FMT={1,1} and the output is:

Port 2: 1,3,5,7,9, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Port 3: 2,4,6,8,10, with time step set to 2/1 = 2 ns.

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the ports. If left empty the default characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Multiplexed InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output BusReal, Complex, or Digital2
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Propagated Property Modifier: PPROPMOD

Symbol

Modify
Propagated
Property

1 2

Summary

PPROPMOD is a helper block used to modify propagated properties such as the propagated signal power or signal delay
properties. It should be used with caution, as misuse can lead to meaningless simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
Signal Power
(Watts)

N/AStandard property to modifyESTDPROP

TextName of custom property to modify, overrides STDPROPS*CSTMPROP
RealN/ACustom property data typeE*CSTMDTYP
1ScalarAmount to multiply existing value byCSCALE
0ScalarAmount to offset existing value byCOFFSET

ScalarIf not empty, value to assign to the property if the property
does not exist

CDEFVAL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

STDPROP. The standard property to modify, this is overridden by CSTMPROP.

• Signal Power (Watts): The estimated signal power used to establish the operating point for nonlinear RF blocks and
to perform automatic gain compensation in demodulators and receivers.

• Signal Delay (seconds): The estimated signal delay, typically used to compensate for signal delay in demodulators
and receivers, and in measurements that compare the signal to a reference signal, such as EVM.

• Phase Rotation (radians): The estimated phase rotation imparted upon the signal, typically used to compensate for
phase rotation in demodulators and receivers, and in measurements that compare the signal to a reference signal, such
as EVM.

• Phase Reversed (binary): This property is used to indicate the signal has been phase reversed. Phase reversal typically
occurs when taking the lower sideband of a mixer's output. Phase reversal is indicated by a non-zero value. The phase
reversal property is typically used by demodulators, receivers, and in measurements that compare the signal to a
reference signal, such as EVM.
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• Generated Noise PSD (Watts/Hz): The estimated noise PSD, this is typically used to compute noise related metrics
such as SNR, Es/N0, and Eb/N0. This property is normally only used in Time Domain simulations.

CSTMPROP. Used to modify custom properties. You should normally only use properties generated by blocks you
have created with the Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) Model Development Kit.

CSTMDTYP. The data type for the custom property. Real and complex valued properties are supported.

SCALE, OFFSET. The scaling and offset applied to the property value seen at the input port. The property value
propagated at the output port is:

Out = Inp · SCALE + OFFSET

DEFVAL. Optional value to use if the property is not present at the input port. If this is left empty and the property is
not present at the input port, the value of OFFSET is propagated at the output port.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputDigital, Real, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputDigital, Real, Complex2
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Serial to Bus Converter: SER2BUS

Symbol

BUS1 2

Summary

SER2BUS converts serial data from its input port into parallel data at its output bus port. It is similar to S2P except that
the parallel signals are output using a bus. See Buses in the User Guide for more information.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ResistanceCharacteristic impedanceC*Z0

NarrowN/APort spacing typeE*PORTSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the ports. If left empty the default characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

PORTSP. Determines the spacing of the dynamically set ports when there are more than two ports.

• Narrow: The ports are spaced 200 grid units apart.

• Medium: The ports are spaced 300 grid units apart. This is the typical spacing when blocks have 2 input or 2 output
ports.

• Wide: The ports are spaced 400 grid units apart.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Serial InputReal/Complex/Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output BusReal/Complex/Digital2
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Implementation Details

This block works exactly like the DEMUX multiplexer block with the format array (FMT) set to all 'ones'. See DEMUX
for more information.
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Single Signal to Bus: SIG2BUS

Symbol

BUS1 2

Summary

SIG2BUS copies each sample from its input port to all the signals of its bus output. See Buses in the User Guide for
more information on working with buses.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Signal to DistributeReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Bus SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2
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(Obsolete) SIGFILE: SIGFILE

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the File Capture (FILE_SNK) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

DTextElement IDNID
ScalarFile nameSFILE

10ScalarUse (M+1)th pattern to compute spectrumIM

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Conventional Analog Amplitude Demodulator: AM_DMOD

Symbol

Summary

AM_DMOD performs ideal analog AM demodulation of its complex input. The magnitude of the complex input samples
is computed.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarDetector gainRGAIN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. Detector gain applied to the magnitude of the complex input.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex Baseband AM SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog Demodulated SignalReal2

Implementation Details

This block computes the magnitude of the complex input samples and scales it by the specified gain: out[k] = |inp[k]|·
GAIN

Recommendations for Use

This is an analog model that can be used in analog systems or in analog portions of digital systems to process data
symbols.
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AM Demodulator Envelope Detector: AM_DMOD_ED

Symbol

Summary

AM_DMOD_ED performs demodulation of AM modulated inputs using an envelope detector. It consists of an envelope
detector block, which calculates the magnitude of the input, and a running average circuit that estimates the level of the
AM carrier and subtracts it out. Therefore, this block works properly if the modulating AM signal has zero mean.

Equivalent Circuit

Modulated
Signal

Demodulated
SignalEnvelope

Detector
Add

Running
Average

Negate

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarDetector gainRGAIN
_SMPSYM*10ScalarNumber of samples in averageINAVG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. Detector gain applied to the magnitude of the complex input.

NAVG. Number of samples in average. Determines the number of samples used in the running average block for
estimating the level of the AM carrier.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received AM Modulated SignalComplex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated AM SignalReal2

Implementation Details

AM_DMOD_ED demodulates an AM modulated signal using an envelope detector. The envelope detector block
(AM_DMOD) computes the magnitude of the complex input samples and scales it by the specified gain. The mean of
this signal is calculated by the running average block (RUN_AVG) and is subtracted from the output of the envelope
detector.
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Conventional Analog Amplitude Modulator: AM_MOD

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

AM_MOD performs amplitude modulation (AM) of the carrier input (complex baseband representation) at node 2 by
its real input at node 1 and writes the resulting complex baseband AM signal to the output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarAM modulation indexRMODIDX

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODIDX. Amplitude modulation index in normalized units. If the modulation index is 1.0 and the modulating signal
is -1.0, the signal is shut off.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog Modulating SignalReal1
Carrier SignalComplex2

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 This is the real signal that modulates the carrier signal at node 2.

Node No. 2 This is the carrier signal to be modulated. The signal is assumed to be the complex baseband representation
of the carrier.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex Baseband AM SignalComplex3
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Implementation Details

The instantaneous amplitude of the carrier input is scaled by an amount equal to the modulating signal times the modulation
index according to the following:

sout(t) = [1 + m * smod(t)] * c(t)

Recommendations for Use

This is an analog model that can be used in analog systems or in analog portions of digital systems to process data
symbols.
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QAM Detector: APSK_DET

Symbol

Summary

APSK_DET generates a sequence of digital or binary symbols from an Amplitude and Phase-shift Keying (APSK)
demodulated I/Q signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
"Auto"Modulation schemeE*MODTYPE

ScalarNumber of constellation points in custom modulation (M-ary)I*M
ScalarNumber of constellation rings in custom modulationI*NRNG
VectorNumber of constellation points per ring in custom modulationI*NPTSRNG
VectorConstellation radius ratio in custom modulation (if defined

should contain NRINGS-1 entries)
R*CRR

VectorPhase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in
custom modulation

R*PHOFF

VectorMapping to signal constellation in custom modulationI*CNSMAP
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE

AutoOutput typeE*OUTTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODTYPE. The modulation type. If set to "Auto" the value will be set to match the modulation type set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If set to "Custom" the APSK modulation scheme will be defined using the parameters that
follow. Modulation type can also be set to one of the standard schemes defined in DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2] standards,
in which case the modulation scheme parameters are set according to the corresponding specification document. The
pre-configured APSK modulations are:

• DVB-S2 16APSK, code rate 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• DVB-S2 32APSK, code rate 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• CCSDS 16APSK, ACM 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

• CCSDS 32APSK, ACM 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
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• CCSDS 64APSK, ACM 23, 24, 25, 26, 27

M. The number of constellation points in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating
the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

NRNG. The number of constellation rings in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as
described in APSK_MAP.

NPTSRNG.The number of constellation points per ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE
is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. This parameter should be defined if NRNG is defined; otherwise, it can
be left empty and it will be determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating the input signal.
If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as described in APSK_MAP.

The number of entries in NPTSRNG should be equal to NRNG and the sum of its elements should equal M.

CRR. The constellation radius ratio in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating
the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as described
in APSK_MAP.

PHOFF. The phase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only
if MODTYPE is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding
value set in the transmitter generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally
using the same algorithm as described in APSK_MAP.

CNSMAP. Mapping to signal constellation custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as
described in APSK_MAP.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty the constellation is normalized to have unit power by the following scale
factor:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2

OUTTYP. Determines the type of output signal.

• Auto: The signal will be set to match the input signal to the transmitter.

• Binary: A binary signal will be generated.

• M-Ary: An M-ary digital signal will be generated, with the parameter M as the alphabet size.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

The block determines the closest constellation point to each input symbol to determine the detected output symbol. Refer
to APSK_MAP for details on the constellation points.

If the output signal is binary, the bits are output most-significant bit first.

References

[1] ETSI EN 302 307-1 V1.4.1 (2014-11), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Second generation framing structure,
channel coding and modulation systems for Broadcasting, Interactive Services, News Gathering and other broadband
satellite applications; Part 1: DVB-S2

[2] CCSDS 131.2-B-1 (March 2012), Flexible advanced coding and modulation scheme for high rate telemetry applications
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APSK Mapper: APSK_MAP

Symbol

Summary

APSK_MAP maps digital bits or symbols into Amplitude and Phase-shift Keying (APSK) modulation I/Q constellation
points. The output may then be fed into a modulator for generating an analog waveform.

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols, where M is the size of the APSK constellation.
If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into sets of log2 M bits before being mapped to one of M points in the output
constellation.

APSK_MAP can generate I/Q constellations according to the DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2] standards.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
"Custom"Modulation schemeEMODTYPE
16ScalarNumber of constellation points in custom modulation (M-ary)I*M
2ScalarNumber of constellation rings in custom modulationI*NRNG
{4,12}VectorNumber of constellation points per ring in custom modulationI*NPTSRNG
3.15VectorConstellation radius ratio in custom modulation (if defined

should contain NRINGS-1 entries)
R*CRR

VectorPhase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in
custom modulation

R*PHOFF

VectorMapping to signal constellation in custom modulationI*CNSMAP
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODTYPE.The modulation type. If set to "Custom" the APSK modulation scheme will be defined using the parameters
that follow. Modulation type can also be set to one of the standard schemes defined in DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2]
standards, in which case the modulation scheme parameters are set according to the corresponding specification document.
The pre-configured APSK modulations are:

• DVB-S2 16APSK, code rate 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• DVB-S2 32APSK, code rate 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10
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• CCSDS 16APSK, ACM 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

• CCSDS 32APSK, ACM 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

• CCSDS 64APSK, ACM 23, 24, 25, 26, 27

M. The number of constellation points in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary (alphabet size) of the digital signal at the
block input. If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of the input signal. This
value is constrained to be a power of 2.

NRNG. The number of constellation rings in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the value of the M parameter as follows:

• If M=16 set NRNG to 2

• If M=32 set NRNG to 3

• If M=64 set NRNG to 4

• Otherwise set NRNG to 1

NPTSRNG.The number of constellation points per ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE
is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. This parameter should be defined if NRNG is defined, otherwise it can
be left empty and set based on the value of M parameter as follows:

• If M=16 set NPTSRNG to {4,12}

• If M=32 set NPTSRNG to {4,12,16}

• If M=64 set NPTSRNG to {4,12,16,32}

• Otherwise set NPTSRNG to M

The number of entries in NPTSRNG should be equal to NRNG and the sum of its elements should equal M.

CRR. The constellation radius ratio in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. It determines the ratio of radii of constellation rings over the radius of the first ring. If defined,
it should contain NRNG-1 entries; when a single ring is defined, the parameter is not used. If left empty this is determined
from the value of the M parameter and set to a the following default values:

• If M=16 set CRR to {3.15}

• If M=32 set CRR to {2.84,5.27}

• If M=64 set CRR to {2.73,4.52,6.31}

• Otherwise set CRR to {1.0}

PHOFF. The phase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only
if MODTYPE is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. It defines the phase offset of the first constellation point in
each ring from the X axis If left empty this is set to π/NPTSRNG.

CNSMAP. Mapping to signal constellation custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. By default, this parameter is left empty and is set according to the mapping defined
in the DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2] standards. User has the option to use custom mapping using a 0-based vector. To do
this, the IQ constellation points are calculated by starting from the inner-most ring and then counter-clockwise, starting
from the X-axis. The signal constellation is created by mapping these IQ points using the CNSMAP vector.
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SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty the constellation is normalized to have unit power by the following scale
factor:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The block maps binary bits or M-ary digital symbols onto the I/Q constellation points of an APSK modulation. If the
input signal is binary, log2M input bits are grouped to form one M-ary digital symbol, with the first bit received treated
as the most significant bit.

The signal constellations for the standard settings are calculated based on the definitions in the DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS
[2] standards.

Custom

The APSK constellation when MODTYPE is set to CUSTOM is generated based on parameters M, NRNG, NPTSRNG,
CRR and/or PHOFF. In this case, M is required and the rest of the parameters are optional. However, if NRNG is defined,
NPTSRNG should also be defined. When the configuration parameters are left empty, their default values are set to the
values shown in Section 1.4: Parameter Details

16APSK Modulation

The standard 16APSK constellations are generated based on the DVB-S2 [1] standard, Section 5.4.3, and on the CCSDS
[2] standard, Section 5.2.3.1. Parameters NRNG and NPTSRNG are set to 2 and {4,12}, respectively. Parameter PHOFF
is set to { π/4, π/12}.

For DVB-S2, CRR is set according to Table 1.

Table 1. CRR for DVB-S2 16APSK

CRRCode rate
3.152/3
2.853/4
2.754/5
2.705/6
2.608/9
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CRRCode rate
2.579/10

For CCSDS, CRR is set according to Table 2.

Table 2. CRR for CCSDS 16APSK

CRRCode rateACM format
3.150.592513
2.850.659214
2.750.725915
2.700.799916
2.600.874017

The 16APSK constellation is shown in the following figure:
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32APSK Modulation

The standard 32APSK constellations are generated based on the DVB-S2 [1] standard, Section 5.4.4, and on the CCSDS
[2] standard, Section 5.2.3.2. Parameters NRNG and NPTSRNG are set to 3 and {4,12,16}, respectively. Parameter
PHOFF is set to { π/4, π/12, π/8}.

For DVB-S2, CRR = {CRR1, CRR2} and is set according to Table 3.

Table 3. CRR for DVB-S2 32APSK

CRR2CRR1Code rate
5.272.843/4
4.872.724/5
4.642.645/6
4.332.548/9
4.302.539/10

For CCSDS, CRR is set according to Table 4.

Table 4. CRR for CCSDS 32APSK

CRR2CRR1Code rateACM format
5.272.840.640018
5.272.840.699219
5.272.840.764420
4.872.720.823721
4.332.540.88822

The 32APSK constellation is shown in the figure below:
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64APSK Modulation

The standard 64APSK constellations is defined only for CCSDS and generated based the CCSDS [2] standard, Section
5.2.3.3. Parameters NRNG and NPTSRNG are set to 4 and {4,12,20,28}, respectively. Parameter PHOFF is set to { π/4,
π/12, π/20, π/28} and parameter CRR is set to {2.73, 4.52, 6.31}.

The 64APSK constellation is shown in the figure below:
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APSK Receiver: APSK_RX

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

APSK_RX implements an APSK (Amplitude and Phase-shift Keying) receiver with demodulation and detection functions.
It operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted
bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
"Auto"Modulation schemeE*MODTYPE

ScalarNumber of constellation points in custom modulation (M-ary)I*M
ScalarNumber of constellation rings in custom modulationI*NRNG
VectorNumber of constellation points per ring in custom modulationI*NPTSRNG
VectorConstellation radius ratio in custom modulation (if defined

should contain NRINGS-1 entries)
R*CRR

VectorPhase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in
custom modulation

R*PHOFF

VectorMapping to signal constellation in custom modulationI*CNSMAP
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE

AutoOutput typeE*OUTTYP
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AutoAGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
ScalarSignal constellationC*SIGCNS

_Z0ScalarLoad impedance seen at input node 1C*ZL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODTYPE. The modulation type. If set to "Auto" the value will be set to match the modulation type set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If set to "Custom" the APSK modulation scheme will be defined using the parameters that
follow. Modulation type can also be set to one of the standard schemes defined in DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2] standards,
in which case the modulation scheme parameters are set according to the corresponding specification document. The
pre-configured APSK modulations are:

• DVB-S2 16APSK, code rate 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• DVB-S2 32APSK, code rate 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• CCSDS 16APSK, ACM 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

• CCSDS 32APSK, ACM 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

• CCSDS 64APSK, ACM 23, 24, 25, 26, 27

M. The number of constellation points in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating
the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

NRNG. The number of constellation rings in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as
described in APSK_MAP.

NPTSRNG.The number of constellation points per ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE
is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. This parameter should be defined if NRNG is defined; otherwise, it can
be left empty and it will be determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating the input signal.
If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as described in APSK_MAP.

The number of entries in NPTSRNG should be equal to NRNG and the sum of its elements should equal M.

CRR. The constellation radius ratio in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating
the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as described
in APSK_MAP.
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PHOFF. The phase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only
if MODTYPE is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding
value set in the transmitter generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally
using the same algorithm as described in APSK_MAP.

CNSMAP. Mapping to signal constellation custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as
described in APSK_MAP.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty the constellation is normalized to have unit power by the following scale
factor:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2

OUTTYP. Determines the type of output signal.

• Auto: The signal will be set to match the input signal to the transmitter.

• Binary: A binary signal will be generated.

• M-Ary: An M-ary digital signal will be generated, with the parameter M as the alphabet size.

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape associated with the impulse response of the receive filter. Set this to Auto
to have the pulse shape automatically determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the BPSK_TX
block's documentation for details about the different pulse shapes.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the BPSK_TX block's documentation for
more details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN = Taps/SMPSYM. If left empty, the value is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.
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DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

ZL. Load impedance seen at input node 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Raw demodulated signalComplex3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q demodulator to demodulate the signal and an APSK detector to convert the demodulated signal
to a digital signal.

The following is a typical layout of an I/Q demodulator based receiver:
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The I/Q demodulator performs the transformation from the analog domain to the discrete-time domain by correlating
the received sampled-data I/Q channels against stored pulses and sampling the result at the end of the symbol interval.
Arbitrary pulse shaping such as Nyquist pulses can be applied.

The AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters are used to normalize the sampled correlation values of the demodulator prior
to detection and output on node 3. The normalization is performed according to:

Raw = 1
2EsZ0 Corr

where Corr is the correlated output being normalized, Raw is the normalized value, Es is the symbol energy in Joules,
and Z0 is the system impedance, which is set in the System Options dialog.

The value for the symbol energy is determined from the AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters:

• Symbol Energy (dB): Used as-is.

• Bit Energy (dB): Es,dB=Eb,dB

• Avg. Power (dBW): Es,dB=AvgPwrdB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

The detector operates on the demodulated normalized complex received signal points output by the demodulator by
comparing them to constellation points in I/Q space read from the constellation array and declaring the nearest as the
transmitted signal. The APSK detector performs the mapping from the complex domain to the digital domain. This is
performed by inverting the mapping made at the APSK transmitter, which is a natural binary mapping of the indices in
the constellation array with LSB first out of the detector port. See the APSK transmitter for details on the constellation
array format.
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APSK Soft Metrics Calculator: APSK_SFTM

Symbol

Summary

The input to this block is a demodulated I/Q signal. For each input sample, QAM_SFTM calculates soft metrics
corresponding to every point of the underlying Amplitude and Phase-shift Keying (APSK) I/Q constellation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
"Auto"Modulation schemeE*MODTYPE

ScalarNumber of constellation points in custom modulation (M-ary)I*M
ScalarNumber of constellation rings in custom modulationI*NRNG
VectorNumber of constellation points per ring in custom modulationI*NPTSRNG
VectorConstellation radius ratio in custom modulation (if defined

should contain NRINGS-1 entries)
R*CRR

VectorPhase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in
custom modulation

R*PHOFF

VectorMapping to signal constellation in custom modulationI*CNSMAP
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODTYPE. The modulation type. If set to "Auto" the value will be set to match the modulation type set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If set to "Custom" the APSK modulation scheme will be defined using the parameters that
follow. Modulation type can also be set to one of the standard schemes defined in DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2] standards,
in which case the modulation scheme parameters are set according to the corresponding specification document. The
pre-configured APSK modulations are:

• DVB-S2 16APSK, code rate 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• DVB-S2 32APSK, code rate 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• CCSDS 16APSK, ACM 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

• CCSDS 32APSK, ACM 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

• CCSDS 64APSK, ACM 23, 24, 25, 26, 27
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M. The number of constellation points in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating
the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

NRNG. The number of constellation rings in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as
described in APSK_MAP.

NPTSRNG.The number of constellation points per ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE
is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. This parameter should be defined if NRNG is defined; otherwise, it can
be left empty and it will be determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating the input signal.
If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as described in APSK_MAP.

The number of entries in NPTSRNG should be equal to NRNG and the sum of its elements should equal M.

CRR. The constellation radius ratio in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter generating
the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as described
in APSK_MAP.

PHOFF. The phase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only
if MODTYPE is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding
value set in the transmitter generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally
using the same algorithm as described in APSK_MAP.

CNSMAP. Mapping to signal constellation custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the corresponding value set in the transmitter
generating the input signal. If no generating transmitter is detected, it will be set internally using the same algorithm as
described in APSK_MAP.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty this will be determined from the PAM_MAP block generating the input
signal. If no block is detected, the constellation is normalized for unit power by setting the scale factor to:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Soft MetricsReal2
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Implementation Details

For each input sample, the block calculates M soft metrics. Each metric is calculated as the squared distance between
the input sample and each of the points in the APSK constellation. Refer to APSK_MAP for details on the APSK
constellations.
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APSK Modulated Signal: APSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

APSK_SRC produces an APSK signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Topology

APSK_SRC is similar to the following subcircuit:

RND_D APSK_TX
PORTDOUT

PORTDOUT

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
"Custom"Modulation schemeEMODTYPE
16ScalarNumber of constellation points in custom modulation (M-ary)I*M
2ScalarNumber of constellation rings in custom modulationI*NRNG
{4,12}VectorNumber of constellation points per ring in custom modulationI*NPTSRNG
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

3.15VectorConstellation radius ratio in custom modulation (if defined
should contain NRINGS-1 entries)

R*CRR

VectorPhase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in
custom modulation

R*PHOFF

VectorMapping to signal constellation in custom modulationI*CNSMAP
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE

0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
M-aryDigital source typeE*DTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODTYPE.The modulation type. If set to "Custom" the APSK modulation scheme will be defined using the parameters
that follow. Modulation type can also be set to one of the standard schemes defined in DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2]
standards, in which case the modulation scheme parameters are set according to the corresponding specification document.
The pre-configured APSK modulations are:

• DVB-S2 16APSK, code rate 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• DVB-S2 32APSK, code rate 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• CCSDS 16APSK, ACM 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

• CCSDS 32APSK, ACM 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

• CCSDS 64APSK, ACM 23, 24, 25, 26, 27

M. The number of constellation points in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary (alphabet size) of the digital signal at the
block input. If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of the input signal. This
value is constrained to be a power of 2.

NRNG. The number of constellation rings in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the value of the M parameter as follows:
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• If M=16 set NRNG to 2

• If M=32 set NRNG to 3

• If M=64 set NRNG to 4

• Otherwise set NRNG to 1

NPTSRNG.The number of constellation points per ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE
is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. This parameter should be defined if NRNG is defined, otherwise it can
be left empty and set based on the value of M parameter as follows:

• If M=16 set NPTSRNG to {4,12}

• If M=32 set NPTSRNG to {4,12,16}

• If M=64 set NPTSRNG to {4,12,16,32}

• Otherwise set NPTSRNG to M

The number of entries in NPTSRNG should be equal to NRNG and the sum of its elements should equal M.

CRR. The constellation radius ratio in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. It determines the ratio of radii of constellation rings over the radius of the first ring. If defined,
it should contain NRNG-1 entries; when a single ring is defined, the parameter is not used. If left empty this is determined
from the value of the M parameter and set to a the following default values:

• If M=16 set CRR to {3.15}

• If M=32 set CRR to {2.84,5.27}

• If M=64 set CRR to {2.73,4.52,6.31}

• Otherwise set CRR to {1.0}

PHOFF. The phase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only
if MODTYPE is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. It defines the phase offset of the first constellation point in
each ring from the X axis If left empty this is set to π/NPTSRNG.

CNSMAP. Mapping to signal constellation custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. By default, this parameter is left empty and is set according to the mapping defined
in the DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2] standards. User has the option to use custom mapping using a 0-based vector. To do
this, the IQ constellation points are calculated by starting from the inner-most ring and then counter-clockwise, starting
from the X-axis. The signal constellation is created by mapping these IQ points using the CNSMAP vector.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty the constellation is normalized to have unit power by the following scale
factor:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.
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• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10·log10(log2M)

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. The equivalent bit rate is log2M times RATE.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.
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• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

DTYP. Determines the type of random data generated from the internal pseudo-random source.

• M-Ary: Random M-ary (for example 8-ary) data is generated directly and output from the digital data output port.

• Binary: Random binary data (bits) are generated and output from the digital data output port.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving an APSK transmitter (APSK_TX). The output
of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual models for full details.
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The supported APSK constellations are described in detail in the documentation of the APSK_MAP block.

References

[1] ETSI EN 302 307-1 V1.4.1 (2014-11), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Second generation framing structure,
channel coding and modulation systems for Broadcasting, Interactive Services, News Gathering and other broadband
satellite applications; Part 1: DVB-S2

[2] CCSDS 131.2-B-1 (March 2012), Flexible advanced coding and modulation scheme for high rate telemetry applications
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APSK Transmitter: APSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

APSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Amplitude and Phase-shift Keying (APSK) modulated signal
from a digital signal.

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols. If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into
sets of log2 M bits and then mapped to one of M points in the output constellation, where M is the size of the APSK IQ
constellation. This block generates a sampled-data signal by exciting a linear filter on each of the I/Q rails with the
appropriate amplitude level.

Topology

APSK_TX is similar to the following subcircuit:

APSK_MAP

1 2

3

IQ_MOD
PORTDIN PORTDOUT

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
"Custom"Modulation schemeEMODTYPE
16ScalarNumber of constellation points in custom modulation (M-ary)I*M
2ScalarNumber of constellation rings in custom modulationI*NRNG
{4,12}VectorNumber of constellation points per ring in custom modulationI*NPTSRNG
3.15VectorConstellation radius ratio in custom modulation (if defined

should contain NRINGS-1 entries)
R*CRR

VectorPhase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in
custom modulation

R*PHOFF

VectorMapping to signal constellation in custom modulationI*CNSMAP
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODTYPE.The modulation type. If set to "Custom" the APSK modulation scheme will be defined using the parameters
that follow. Modulation type can also be set to one of the standard schemes defined in DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2]
standards, in which case the modulation scheme parameters are set according to the corresponding specification document.
The pre-configured APSK modulations are:

• DVB-S2 16APSK, code rate 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• DVB-S2 32APSK, code rate 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10

• CCSDS 16APSK, ACM 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

• CCSDS 32APSK, ACM 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

• CCSDS 64APSK, ACM 23, 24, 25, 26, 27

M. The number of constellation points in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary (alphabet size) of the digital signal at the
block input. If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of the input signal. This
value is constrained to be a power of 2.

NRNG. The number of constellation rings in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. If left empty this is determined from the value of the M parameter as follows:

• If M=16 set NRNG to 2

• If M=32 set NRNG to 3

• If M=64 set NRNG to 4

• Otherwise set NRNG to 1

NPTSRNG.The number of constellation points per ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE
is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. This parameter should be defined if NRNG is defined, otherwise it can
be left empty and set based on the value of M parameter as follows:

• If M=16 set NPTSRNG to {4,12}
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• If M=32 set NPTSRNG to {4,12,16}

• If M=64 set NPTSRNG to {4,12,16,32}

• Otherwise set NPTSRNG to M

The number of entries in NPTSRNG should be equal to NRNG and the sum of its elements should equal M.

CRR. The constellation radius ratio in custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to "Custom"
and it is ignored otherwise. It determines the ratio of radii of constellation rings over the radius of the first ring. If defined,
it should contain NRNG-1 entries; when a single ring is defined, the parameter is not used. If left empty this is determined
from the value of the M parameter and set to a the following default values:

• If M=16 set CRR to {3.15}

• If M=32 set CRR to {2.84,5.27}

• If M=64 set CRR to {2.73,4.52,6.31}

• Otherwise set CRR to {1.0}

PHOFF. The phase offset from X axis of the first point in each ring in custom modulation. This parameter is used only
if MODTYPE is set to "Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. It defines the phase offset of the first constellation point in
each ring from the X axis If left empty this is set to π/NPTSRNG.

CNSMAP. Mapping to signal constellation custom modulation. This parameter is used only if MODTYPE is set to
"Custom" and it is ignored otherwise. By default, this parameter is left empty and is set according to the mapping defined
in the DVB-S2 [1] and CCSDS [2] standards. User has the option to use custom mapping using a 0-based vector. To do
this, the IQ constellation points are calculated by starting from the inner-most ring and then counter-clockwise, starting
from the X-axis. The signal constellation is created by mapping these IQ points using the CNSMAP vector.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty the constellation is normalized to have unit power by the following scale
factor:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10·log10(log2M)

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)
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SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is data rate of source/M.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.
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To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block uses an APSK mapper and an I/Q modulator to generate the complex envelope signal. The following illustrates
the basic I/Q modulation process:

Mapping
& scaling

Pulse
shaping

Pulse
shaping

Input
signal

Impulse train

Impulse train

I

Q

The digital input signal (binary or M-ary) is converted to complex values using the APSK Mapper block. Refer to the
documentation of the APSK_MAP block for more details.

This signal is then scaled by:
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A = 2EbZ0SMod

where Es is the symbol energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.

The scaled signal is converted to an impulse train, with the signal being followed by SMPSYM-1 samples with value 0.
This train then excites the pulse shaping filters, producing the complex envelope output. The PLSSHP block can be used
to mimic the pulse shaping.

References

[1] ETSI EN 302 307-1 V1.4.1 (2014-11), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Second generation framing structure,
channel coding and modulation systems for Broadcasting, Interactive Services, News Gathering and other broadband
satellite applications; Part 1: DVB-S2

[2] CCSDS 131.2-B-1 (March 2012), Flexible advanced coding and modulation scheme for high rate telemetry applications
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BPSK Detector: BPSK_DET

Symbol

Summary

BPSK_DET generates a sequence of bits from a Binary Phase Shift Keyed (BPSK) demodulated I/Q signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

The block performs a simple binary threshold: A binary 1 is output if the real component of the input is greater than 0,
a binary 0 is output if the real component is less than or equal to 0.
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BPSK Mapper: BPSK_MAP

Symbol

Summary

BPSK_MAP generates a Binary Phase Shift Keyed (BPSK) sequence of I/Q coefficients from a binary input signal. The
coefficients may then be fed into a modulator for generating an analog waveform.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

A value of 1 is output for a binary 1 input, a value of -1 is output for a binary 0 input. The output imaginary component
is always 0.
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BPSK Receiver: BPSK_RX

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

BPSK_RX implements a BPSK receiver with demodulation and detection functions. It operates on a noisy Complex
Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AutoAGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.
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ALVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape associated with the impulse response of the receive filter. Set this to Auto
to have the pulse shape automatically determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the BPSK_TX
block's documentation for details about the different pulse shapes.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the BPSK_TX block's documentation for
more details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty, the value is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected symbolsDigital2
Demodulated signalComplex3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q demodulator to demodulate the signal and a BPSK detector to convert the demodulated signal to
a digital signal.

The following is a typical layout of an I/Q demodulator based receiver:

Detector

Correlator

Correlator

Detected
Signal

AGC
Scaling

AGC
Scaling

Demodulated
I Channel

Demodulated
Q Channel

Modulated
I Channel

Modulated
Q Channel

The I/Q demodulator performs the transformation from the analog domain to the discrete-time domain by correlating
the received sampled-data I/Q channels against stored pulses and sampling the result at the end of the symbol interval.
Arbitrary pulse shaping such as Nyquist pulses can be applied.

The AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters are used to normalize the sampled correlation values of the demodulator prior
to detection and output on node 3. The normalization is performed according to:

Raw = 1
2EsZ0 Corr

where Corr is the correlated output being normalized, Raw is the normalized value, Es is the symbol energy in Joules,
and Z0 is the system impedance, which is set in the System Simulator Options dialog.

The value for the symbol energy is determined from the AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters:

• Bit Energy (dB): Es,dB=Eb,dB

• Avg. Power (dBW): Es,dB=AvgPwrdB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)
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The BPSK detector operates on the demodulated complex received signal points output by the demodulator. A binary 0
is output if the I component of the output of the demodulator is <= 0.0, otherwise a binary 1 is output.
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BPSK Modulated Signal: BPSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

BPSK_SRC produces a BPSK signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

ScalarOutput level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.
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Normalized bit energy and average power have the following relationship for 1 bit/symbol:

Eb,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. This is equivalent to the bit rate.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.
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PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a BPSK transmitter (BPSK_TX). The output
of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual blocks for full details.
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BPSK Transmitter: BPSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

BPSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Binary Phase Shift Keyed (BPSK) signal from a binary signal.

The block accepts binary inputs (bits), which are mapped to one of two antipodal phases. This block generates a
sampled-data signal by exciting a linear filter on each of the I/Q rails with the appropriate amplitude level.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

*indicates secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. The average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized bit energy and average power have the following relationship for 1 bit/symbol:

Eb,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)
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SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set, the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.
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PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q modulator to generate the complex envelope signal. The following illustrates the basic I/Q
modulation process:

Mapping /
Scaling

Pulse
shaping

Pulse
shaping

I

Q

Input
Signal

Impulse train

Impulse train

For this block, the binary input signal is mapped into an anti-podal complex signal. The I value is set to 1 for binary 1
and -1 for binary 0 and the Q value is set to 0. This mapping function is similar to that performed by the BPSK_MAP
block.

This signal is then scaled by:
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A = 2EbZ0SMod

where Eb is the bit energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.

This results in a constellation of the form:

I

Q

A A

The signal is then converted to a impulse train, with the signal being followed by SMPSYM-1 samples with value 0.
This train then excites the pulse shaping filters, producing the complex envelope output. The PLSSHP block can be used
to mimic this pulse shaping.
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Continuous Phase Modulator: CPHS_MOD

Symbol

1 2

3 4 5

Summary

NOTE: This block is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the block may be eliminated.

CPHS_MOD generates a continuous phase modulated (CPM) complex envelope signal from an anti-podal real signal.
The complex envelope signal of CPM is of the form:

s~(t) = Acos(2π · b ∑
k=−∞

∞
akq(t − kT))

where

q(t) = ∫−∞

t
g(τ)dτ

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-any)IM
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
0.5ScalarModulation indexRMODIDX
RectangularPulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse length 'L' in symbolsRL
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsRPLSLN

0AngleInitial phaseRIPHS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarInitial symbol stateRISYM
At Symbol 0Startup typeESTRTTYP
On/OffControl signal typeECSIGTYP
Phase OffsetPhase control signal typeEPSIGTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M.The number of input signal levels. The input signals should be anti-podal of the form: ai=2i-(M+1) i
= 1,2,...,M

OUTLVL. Determines the output signal level if the Control Signal input node is unconnected. The interpretation of the
value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB. The signal amplitude is:

A = (2Es · 2Z0) / SMPSYM Es = 10OUTLVL/10

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB. The
signal amplitude is:

A = 2 · log2M · Eb2Z0 / SMPSYM Eb = 10OUTLVL/10

• Average Power (dBW), Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW or dBm. The signal
amplitude is:

A = P · 2Z0 P = 10OUTLVL/10

Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog.

SYMRATE.The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set, the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter (typically RATE), empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency tag, ωτ,that is associated with the generated CE signal.

MODIDX. The modulation index b.

PLSTYP. Determines the frequency shape pulse g(t)
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• Rectangular:

g(t) = { 1
2LT − LT

2 ≤ t ≤ LT
2

0 otherwise

• Raised Cosine:

g(t) = { 1
2LT (1 − cos( 2π

LT (t − LT
2 ))) − LT

2 ≤ t ≤ LT
2

0 otherwise

• GMSK:

g(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBb t − T

2
ln2 ) − Q(2πBb t + T

2
ln2 )) α = BbT

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Spectrally Raised Cosine:

g(t) = 1
LT

sin(2πt
LT )

2πt
LT

cos(α2πt
LT )

1 − (4kt
LT )2

ALPHA. The α parameter used by several of the frequency shape pulses.

L. The L parameter used by several of the frequency shape pulses. If left empty, a default value is used depending on
whether PLSLN is empty, or on the frequency shape pulse type. If PLSLN is not empty then L is assigned the same value
as PLSLN, otherwise it is assigned a value according to the pulse type:

• Rectangular: L=1.

• Raised Cosine: L=3.

• GMSK: L=5 (The frequency shape function does not actually use the value L, but the value may be used to assign the
value to PLSLN when PLSLN is empty).

• Spectrally Raised Cosine: L=3.

Note that GMSK does not use the L parameter.

PLSLN. The duration of the pulse, in symbols, associated with each symbol. The total pulse duration in samples is equal
to PLSLN * SMPSYM. If left empty, a default pulse duration is used depending on the frequency shape pulse type and
L parameter:

• Rectangular: PLSLN=L.

• Raised Cosine: PLSLN=L.

• GMSK: PLSLN=L.
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• Spectrally Raised Cosine: PLSLN=2L.

This is normally left empty, as the pulse duration in most cases should have one of the above relationships to the L
parameter.

IPHS. The initial phase of the signal.

ISYM. The vector of data values used to initialize the excess phase. If left empty, the initial values are assumed to be 0.
The vector is interpreted as:

{a-n,...,a-2,a-1}

where a0 would be the first symbol input at node 1. Only the last PLSLN values are used.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

CSIGTYP. Determines how the control input signal (node 4) is interpreted:

• On/Off: The control signal turns on and off the output of the modulator. When off, the output is 0. A data sample value
of 0 indicates "Off", any other value indicates "On".

• Signal Level: The control signal is treated as the signal level, overriding the AMPL parameter.

PSIGTYP. Determines how the phase control signal (node 3) is interpreted:

• Phase Offset: The signal is a phase offset, in radians, applied to the modulated signal.

• Phase Reset: The signal resets the modulator's state if a non-zero value is received. When reset the modulator's
accumulated phase is set to 0 and the initial symbols ISYM are applied.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Anti-podal input signalReal data1
Phase control signalReal data3
Control signalReal data4

Input Node Details

Node No. 3 If the Phase Control Signal node is connected, its interpretation is determined by the PSIGTYP parameter.
The phase control signal must have the same sampling frequency as the input signal.

Node No. 4 If the Control Signal node is connected, its input controls the output of the modulator, based on the setting
of CSIGTYP. The control signal must have the same sampling frequency as the input signal.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex2
Excess phaseReal5

Output Node Details

Node No. 5 This is the excess phase of the modulated signal without the optional phase reference from node 3 added.

Implementation Details

A continuous phase modulated signal is defined by:[1]

(1)s(t) = Acos(2π f ct +Φ(t, a)) − ∞ ≤ t ≤ ∞

which in the complex envelope at fc is:

(2)s~(t) = A(cos(Φ(t, a)) + jsin(Φ(t, a)))

Φ(t,a) is the excess phase, and contains the M-ary transmitted symbols a={ak}:

(3)Φ(t, a) = 2πb ∑
k=−∞

∞
akq(t − kT)

(4)q(t) = ∫−∞

t
g(τ)dτ

q(t) is the phase function, which is the integral of the frequency shape pulse g(t),and b is the modulation index.

CPHS_MOD modifies equation 2 slightly by adding the phase reference input, if present, and the IPHS parameter:

(5)s~(t) = AMPL(cos(Φ(t, a) + IPHS + PHSREF(t)) + jsin(Φ(t, a) + IPHS + PHSREF(t)))

The term Φ(t,a)+IPHS is the value output at the excess phase node.

If the ISYM parameter is not empty, the excess phase is computed starting from the equivalent of a-PLSLN, where a0
represents the first symbol received at input node 1. If ISYM contains fewer than PLSLN elements, extra 0's are added
to the front of the vector. For example, if PLSLN=5 and ISYM={-1,-1,+1}, then the initial data sequence for the excess
phase is: a-5=0, a-4=0, a-3=-1, a-2=-1, a-1=+1. The output sample, however, still corresponds to t=0.

Recommendations for Use

The Continuous Phase Correlating Receiver block (CPCORR_RX) can be used to demodulate a CPM signal. The
Discriminator Receiver block (DSCRM_RX) may be used to demodulate a binary CPM signal.

References

[1] Xiong, Fuqin, Digital Modulation Techniques, pg. 260
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Envelope Detector Receiver for Digital AM: DIG_AM_RX

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

DIG_AM_RX detects a digital AM modulated input. It consists of an envelope detector demodulator, an Integrate &
Dump block and an ADC. The envelope detector demodulator uses a running average to estimate the AM carrier level;
therefore, it works properly if the modulating digital signal has a zero mean.

Equivalent Circuit

Modulated
Signal

Detected
Digital
Symbols

Envelope
Detector

Running
Average

Negate

ADCIntegrate
& Dump

Add

Decision
Values

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarDetector gainRGAIN
_SMPSYM*10ScalarNumber of samples in averageINAVG
_SMPSYMScalarIntegration length in samplesININTG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. Detector gain applied to the magnitude of the complex input.

NAVG. Number of samples in average. Determines the number of samples used in the running average block for
estimating the level of the AM carrier.

NINTG. Integration length in samples. Determines the number of samples used in the Integrate & Dump block.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received Digital AM Modulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected Digital SymbolsDigital2
Decision ValuesReal3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

The envelope detector block (AM_DMOD) computes the magnitude of the complex input samples and scales it by the
specified gain. The mean of this signal is calculated by the running average block (RUN_AVG) and is subtracted from
the output of the envelope detector. An Integrate & Dump block (INTG_DMP) is used to accumulate the energy of
samples pertaining to the same data symbol, and then the output is converted to digital through an Analog-to-Digital
converter (ADC).

Signal samples at the input of the ADC, which are used for making decisions on the digital symbols, are also output to
node 3.
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Digital AM Transmitter: DIG_AM_TX

Symbol

Summary

DIG_AM_TX produces a digital AM modulated signal from a binary signal. The block accepts a digital signal, which
is passed through a Digital-to-Analog converter and then used as the input to an AM modulator.

Equivalent Circuit
Binary
Input

DAC

Sine

AM_MOD

Modulated
Signal

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarAmplitude modulation indexRMODIDX
0.0ScalarCarrier frequencyRFRQ
1.0ScalarGain applied to mapping vectorR*GAIN
0.0ScalarOffset applied to mapping vectorR*OFF

ScalarMapping vectorV*MAP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODIDX. Amplitude modulation index in normalized units. If the modulation index is 1.0 and the modulating signal
is -1.0, the signal is shut off.

FRQ. The carrier frequency.

GAIN. Gain to apply to the mapping vector. The gain stretches or compresses the output level spacing.
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OFF. Offset applied to the mapping vector prior to scaling by GAIN.

MAP. The vector of output values corresponding to each digital symbol value. If left empty the mapping vector is set to
{-1, 1} for M=2 and {0,1,...,M-1} for M>2. M is the number of levels in the digital input signal. If specified, the vector
must contain M elements.

SMPSYM. The number of analog samples generated per digital symbol input.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

A digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is used to first convert a digital input to an analog signal. Its output is used as the
input of an AM modulator (AM_MOD).
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Discriminator Receiver: DSCRM_RX

Symbol

R D

F l

1 2

3

4

Summary

DSCRM_RX implements a discriminator receiver with an optional pre-detection filter. It is useful for detecting GMSK
and other binary FSK modulations.

Equivalent Circuit

Pre-detection
filter

(optional)

Modulated
Signal

Phase
discriminator

Integrate and
dump

Detector Detected
Symbols

Decision
Statistics

Pre-detection
Filter Output

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
GaussianPre-detection filter typeEFLTTYP
0.63ScalarPre-detection filter BTRFLTBT
2ScalarPre-detection filter length in symbolsR*FLTLN

ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-ary)I*M
ScalarModulation indexR*MODIDX
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

ScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

FLTTYP. Determines the type of pre-detection filter to use:

• None: No pre-detection filtering is used.

• Gaussian: A Gaussian filter with the following impulse response is used:

b(t) = FLTBT ⋅ 2π
ln 2 ⋅ exp ( − 2π2FLTBT2t2

ln 2 )
• Raised Cosine: A spectrally raised cosine filter with the following impulse response is used:

b(t) =
sin(2πt / T)

2πt / T ·
cos(FLTBT · 2π · t / T)
1 − (4 · FLTBT · t / T)2

FLTBT. The filter bandwidth or roll-off parameter used for the pre-detection filter.

FLTLN. The length of the pre-detection filter in symbols. The total number of taps is FLTLN·SMPSYM.

M. The number of signal levels. The detector generates an M-ary signal with this many levels. If empty this is determined
from the transmitter/modulator generating the input signal.

MODIDX.The modulation index of the input signal. If empty this is determined from the transmitter/modulator generating
the input signal.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

SMPSYM. The number of input samples representing each symbol. If empty this is determined from the
transmitter/modulator generating the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected symbolsDigital2
Decision statisticsReal3
Pre-detection filter outputComplex4

Output Node Details

Node No. 3 This is the signal at the output of the integrate and dump filter, prior to symbol detection. It consists of one
sample per symbol.

Node No. 4This is the output of the pre-detection filter. It has the same timing as the input modulated signal.

Implementation Details

The phase discriminator and integrate and dump filter are implemented by summing over SMPSYM samples the change
in phase angle between each successive input sample. The absolute change in phase angle is limited
2π·MODIDX·M/SMPSYM. This sum, which is reset every SMPSYM samples, is the output of node 3 and is fed into
the symbol detector.

The symbol detector converts the output of the discriminator and integrator into the digital symbols output at node 1. If
M is 2 (binary) then the detector outputs a binary 1 if the integrator output is >0 and outputs a binary 0 if it is ≤0. For all
other M, the digital symbol is calculated from:

sym = x/MODIDX+(M-1)/2

where x is the output of the discriminator/integrator and sym is rounded to the nearest integer and limited to be 0≤sym≤M.

Automatic signal delay compensation is provided. If there is any signal delay added to the signal between the transmitter
and this block, an additional signal delay is added as necessary to make the signal delay fall on a symbol period.
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FBMC Demodulation Block: FBMC_DMOD

Symbol

Summary

FBMC_DMOD simulates the Filter Bank Multicarrier (FBMC) demodulator. It operates on a noisy Complex Envelope
(CE) sampled-data waveform to demodulate a multicarrier FBMC signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
VariesOutput level (energy or power)R*OUTLVL

AutoOutput level typeE*OLVLTYP
ScalarNumber of carriersI*NC
FrequencySubcarrier spacingR*CS
ScalarMessage lengthI*MSGLEN
ScalarNumber of null symbolI*NULLSYMS

Subcarrier assignment vectorI*SCMAP
ScalarFirst channel offset from center frequencyI*FCO

AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP
ScalarPulse shaping roll-off factorR*ALPHA

Data file containing custom filter coefficientsS*FC
FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP. If empty,
the value is determined from the FBMC modulator generating the input signal.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Auto: The value is determined from the FBMC modulator generating the signal.

• No Scaling: FBMC signal is not scaled and OUTLVL is not used.

• Average total power (dBW), Average total power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as the average total power in dBW
or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:
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OUTLVLWatts
(# of active subcarriers ) x MSGLEN − NULLSYMS

MSGLEN )

where the (# of active subcarriers) is the number of active subcarriers per symbol specified in SCMAP.

• Average subcarrier power (dBW), Average subcarrier power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as the average subcarrier
power in dBW or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts

NC. The total number of subcarriers to use in a FBMC signal, including both active and non-active subcarriers where
the active subcarriers are defined by the subcarrier assignment (SCMAP) parameter. If empty, the value is determined
from the FBMC modulator generating the input signal.

CS. The frequency spacing between subcarriers. If empty, the value is determined from the FBMC modulator generating
the input signal.

MSGLEN. The length of FBMC message across time. If empty, the value is determined from the FBMC modulator
generating the input signal.

NULLSYMS.The length of initial null symbol(s). If empty, the value is determined from the FBMC modulator generating
the input signal.

SCMAP. The active subcarrier assignment. If empty, the value is determined from the GFDM modulator generating the
input signal. When SCMAP is -1, all of the subcarriers are activated. When one or more subcarrier groups are activated,
SCMAP should be specified by a pair of numbers in { } such that the lower end of the active subcarrier and the higher
end of the active subcarrier are specified. For a single subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {15,15} activates only subcarrier
15. For multiple subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {0, 9, 20, 39} activates 10 subcarriers 0 through 9 and 20 subcarriers
20 through 39, for a total of 30 active subcarriers.

FCO. The number of subcarriers to offset the first subcarrier from the center frequency. If empty, the value is determined
from the FBMC modulator generating the input signal. The first subcarrier is assigned the channel frequency corresponding
to the center frequency plus the offset times the subcarrier spacing.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of circular pulse shaping used in the FBMC signal. The following pulse shapes are
supported:

• Auto: Determined from the FBMC modulator generating the input signal

• Root Raised Cosine

• PHYDYAS K=4

• PHYDYAS K=6

• PHYDYAS K=8

• Custom: Uses the pulse coefficients specified in FC. The pulse coefficients are internally normalized for unit power

ALPHA. Controls the excess bandwidth or roll-off factor alpha when PLSTYP=Root Raised Cosine. If empty, the Root
Raised Cosine filter is used, with the value determined from the FBMC modulator generating the input signal.

FC. The custom filter coefficients specified as a vector or the name of the data file object under the Project Browser
Data Files node. This is used only if PLSTYP = "Custom". When you use this option, the ALPHA parameter is not used.
The pulse coefficients are internally normalized for unit power.
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CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope output signal. If empty, the value is determined from the
FBMC modulator generating the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The FBMC symbol is demodulated by matched filtering followed by FFT and undoing the Offset-QAM processing.
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FBMC Modulation Block: FBMC_MOD

Symbol

Summary

FBMC_MOD simulates the Filter Bank Multicarrier (FBMC) modulator 1. It transforms a sequence of complex symbols
into a multicarrier FBMC complex-envelope (CE) waveform.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
No ScalingOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
256ScalarNumber of subcarriersINC

FrequencySubcarrier spacingRCS
8ScalarMessage lengthI*MSGLEN
1ScalarNumber of null symbolI*NULLSYMS

Subcarrier assignment vectorI*SCMAP
0ScalarFirst channel offset from center frequencyI*FCO
PHYDYAS K=8Pulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP
0.2ScalarPulse shaping roll-off factorR*ALPHA

Data file containing custom filter coefficientsS*FC
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling factorI*OVRSMP
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

1A. RezazadehReyhani, A. Farhang and B. Farhang-Boroujeny, "Circularly Pulse-Shaped Waveforms for 5G: Options and Comparisons," 2015 IEEE Global
Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), San Diego, CA, 2015, pp. 1-7.
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• No Scaling: FBMC signal is not scaled, OUTLVL is not used.

• Average total power (dBW), Average total power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as the average total power in dBW
or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts
(# of active subcarriers ) x MSGLEN − NULLSYMS

MSGLEN )

where the (# of active subcarriers) is the number of active subcarriers per symbol specified in SCMAP.

• Average subcarrier power (dBW), Average subcarrier power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average subcarrier
power in dBW or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts

NC. The total number of subcarriers to use in a FBMC signal, including both active and non-active subcarriers where
the active subcarriers are defined by the subcarrier assignment (SCMAP) parameter.

CS. The frequency spacing between subcarriers. If left blank the subcarrier spacing is set to the data rate of the input
signal divided by the number of subcarriers (NC). If a value is specified, the data source generating the input signal is
automatically set to generate data at a rate such that the data rate at the input to the mapper is the subcarrier spacing
multiplied by the number of subcarriers: RATE = CS x NC

MSGLEN. The length of FBMC message across time. The FBMC block size is NC x MSGLEN. When PLSTYP
parameter is set to "Root Raised Cosine", the specified MSGLEN parameter is used. When PLSTYP parameter is set to
PHYDYAS K=4, K=6, or K=8, the MSGLEN is set to 4, 6, or 8, respectively.

NULLSYMS. The length of initial null symbol(s). When NULLSYMS > 0:

• The first NULLSYMS symbols out of MSGLEN symbols are nulled.

• The block size remains NC x MSGLEN, but the number of active subcarriers (or number of complex symbols) that
occupy the FBMC block is (# of active subcarriers) x (MSGLEN-NULLSYMS).

SCMAP. The active subcarrier assignment for subcarriers 0 through NC-1. When SCMAP is left empty or set to -1, all
of the subcarriers are occupied. When one or more subcarrier groups are activated, SCMAP should be specified by a
pair of numbers in { } such that the lower end of the active subcarrier and the higher end of the active subcarrier are
specified. For a single subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {15,15} activates only subcarrier 15. For multiple subcarrier
assignment, SCMAP = {0, 9, 20, 39} activates 10 subcarriers 0 through 9 and 20 subcarriers 20 through 39, for a total
of 30 active subcarriers.

FCO. The number of subcarriers to offset the first subcarrier from the center frequency. The first subcarrier is assigned
the channel frequency corresponding to the center frequency plus the offset times the subcarrier spacing.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of circular pulse shaping used in the FBMC signal. The following pulse shapes are
supported:

• Root Raised Cosine

• PHYDYAS K=4

• PHYDYAS K=6

• PHYDYAS K=8
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• Custom: Uses the pulse coefficients specified in FC. The pulse coefficients are internally normalized for unit power

ALPHA. Controls the excess bandwidth or roll-off factor when PLSTYP=Root Raised Cosine.

FC. The custom filter coefficients specified as a vector or the name of the data file object under the Project Browser Data
Files node. This is used only if PLSTYP = "Custom". When you use this option, the ALPHA parameter is not used. The
pulse coefficients are internally normalized for unit power.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope output signal.

OVRSMP. The number of samples used to represent the analog complex-envelope waveform during each output symbol
interval. The OVRSMP value is applied to the input signal symbols, so the actual number of samples generated per
FBMC block output is greater, and is determined by:

N=NC x MSGLEN x OVRSMP

where N is the number of samples per output FBMC block.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Pulse shape: The filter coefficients used in FBMC_MOD display.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex input signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex2

Implementation Details

The FBMC symbol is generated according to:

x[n] = ∑m=0
M−1∑

k=0
K−1dk[m]g̃TX[n − mN ]e

j2π
K (m−KM−1

2 )
e
jπ2 (k+m)

where x[n] is the generated FBMC signal, m is the message index with MSGLEN=M, k is the subcarrier index with
NC=K, dk [m] is the input complex symbol at message index m and subcarrier k, g ̃Tx [n] is the pulse shaping filter defined
by PLSTYP. The last exponential term represents the Offset QAM processing that toggles the phase based on the symbol
location.

In contrast to OFDM, FBMC signal is generated according to the time-frequency data block as shown in the following
figure.
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m=0 m=M-1

k=0

k=K-1

NULLSYMS=1

Active subcarriers
(defined by SCMAP)

Active subcarriers
(defined by SCMAP)

In this case the NULLSYMS = 1, resulting in null transmission at time m=0. The input complex symbols are loaded into
the specified active carriers from the lowest frequency index k to the highest frequency index, from the lowest message
index m.

Two types of pulse shaping filters are available:

• Root Raised Cosine with adjustable roll-off factor ALPHA

• PHYDYAS project filters 2 of length 4, 6, and 8

If a custom pulse shape is desired, you can select PLSTYP="Custom" with the real pulse coefficients specified in the
data file FC. Note that the pulse coefficients specified in FC should be NC x MSGLEN x OVRSMP with the pulse peak
occurring at the center sample.

2PHYDYAS project website, www.ict-phydyas.org/
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FM Discriminator: FM_DSCRM

Symbol

Summary

FM_DSCRM performs ideal FM discrimination of its complex input. The derivative of the phase of the input samples
is computed. This is an analog model that can be used in analog systems or in analog portions of digital systems to process
data symbols.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
V/HzDetector gainRGAIN
AngleInitial phase stateRIPHS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. Detector gain. This is a measure of the ratio of the output amplitude to the phase change in radians over one
sampling interval. If the block is used in conjunction with FM_MOD, then a good choice may be to set gain equal to the
inverse of the frequency sensitivity KF of FM_MOD.

If this is left empty, it will be set to the inverse of the KF parameter of the upstream FM_MOD. If there is no upstream
FM_MOD block it will be set to 1.

IPHS. The initial phase state of the discriminator. This only affects the first sample output. If this is left empty, it will
be set to the static phase rotation associated with the input signal. The static phase rotation is an estimate of the phase
rotation imparted upon a signal based by various blocks. The estimates are generated by the individual blocks prior to
the generation of simulation data.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex baseband FM signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog demodulated signalReal2
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Implementation Details

This model is an analog model for a frequency discriminator, that can be used in analog systems or in analog portions
of digital systems to process data symbols. At its output it produces a waveform v(t), which is proportional to the derivative
of the phase at its input, as follows, assuming φ(t) is the phase of the input waveform:

v(t) = 1
2π ⋅ GAIN ⋅ dϕ(t)

dt

The phase derivative is estimated using the phase difference from the previous input:

dφ(t)
dt = θ[k] − θ[k − 1]

dϕ(0)
dt ≅ Θ[0] − IPHS

One of the possible uses of the FM_DSCRM block may be to demodulate FM modulated signals coming out of FM_MOD.
In that case, the GAIN parameter of FM_DSCRM should be set equal to the inverse of the Frequency Sensitivity (KF)
of the FM modulator FM_MOD for a close reproduction of the modulating input to FM_MOD to appear at the output
of FM_DSCRM.
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Frequency Modulator: FM_MOD

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

FM_MOD frequency-modulates the carrier signal (complex baseband representation) at node 2 by the real input at node
1 and writes the resulting complex baseband FM signal to its output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarFrequency Sensitivity (Hz/V)RKF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

KF. Frequency Sensitivity in Hz/Volt. This specifies the frequency offset from the carrier frequency (input 2) in Hz,
when the modulating signal (input 1) is a constant of 1.0. A sinusoidal modulating input produces the discrete FM
spectrum at the output, as shown in [1].

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog Modulating SignalReal1
Carrier SignalComplex2

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 This is the real signal that modulates the signal at node 2.

Node No. 2 This is the carrier signal to be modulated. The signal is assumed to be the complex baseband representation
of the carrier.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex baseband FM signalComplex3
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Implementation Details

This model frequency modulates the carrier signal (complex baseband representation) at node 2 by the real input at node
1 and writes the resulting complex baseband FM signal to the output. The instantaneous frequency of input 2 is shifted
by an amount equal to the modulating signal times the frequency sensitivity. Specifically, if the modulating (real) input
signal at node 1 is v(t), and at input 2 we have the complex baseband representation of a sinusoid with amplitude A2,
center frequency fc,2 and offset frequency fOFF,2, then the output y(t) of FM_MOD is the signal:

y(t) = A2 · exp[ j · (2π · f OFF,2 · t + 2π · KF · ∫0

t
v(τ)dτ)]

centered at the center frequency fc,2 of input 2.

The above output equation makes it clear that with a constant modulating input of v(t)=1, the output of FM_MOD is
offset from the center frequency of input 2 by (fOFF,2+KF) Hz.

This is an analog model that can be used in analog systems or in analog portions of digital systems to process data
symbols. For digital FSK modulation the blocks under FSK are more suitable, although FM_MOD can also be used for
this purpose with careful choices of modulating input and frequency sensitivity KF.

As with all sampled systems, the user must be careful to avoid aliasing, which can occur for a high enough KF and
modulating signal and low enough sampling frequency. For example, in a project with a low sampling frequency of 10
MHz, and a constant modulating input of 200 mVolts, v(t)=0.2, setting the frequency sensitivity parameter of FM_MOD
to KF=100 MHz/Volt will cause the simulator to advance the phase by 4π rad every sampling interval. This means that
no frequency modulation at all will be seen at the output of FM_MOD, which is evidently wrong and is due to aliasing.
Increasing the sampling frequency in these cases solves the problem. With the same example as above, if the sampling
frequency is increased to 100 MHz, then only 0.4π rad of phase change occur every sampling interval, and this will show
the correct frequency-modulated output signal coming out of FM_MOD.

References

[1] S. Haykin, "Communication Systems 3/e", John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1994.
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FSK Detector: FSK_DET

Symbol

Summary

FSK_DET generates a digital signal from the output of an FSK demodulator.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-any)I*M
ScalarSignal levelsR*SIGLVLS

AutoNormalized signal levelsE*NRM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of signal levels. If left empty this will be determined from the input signal.

SIGLVLS. The mapping of signal levels to digital symbols. If left empty this will be determined from the FSK mapper
generating the input signal. If this is specified, it must contain the same number of elements as signal levels.

NRM. Determines whether SIGLVLS is normalized. See FSK_MAP for a description of the normalization. If set to
"Auto" normalization will be determined from the FSK mapper generating the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

This block determines the digital symbol values by finding the closest (by Euclidean distance) signal level in SIGLVLS
to the input signal value.
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FSK Mapper: FSK_MAP

Symbol

Summary

FSK_MAP converts a digital signal into an anti-podal real signal of the form: y = 2i-(M-1)

where i is the digital symbol, M is the number of signal levels (M-Ary) and y is the anti-podal real signal value. The
block may also be configured to map the digital signal into a specified set of signal levels.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-any)IM

ScalarSignal levelsR*SIGLVLS
NoNormalize signal levelsE*NRM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of input signal levels. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary of the input signal (the signal must
not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of the input signal.

SIGLVLS. The optional vector of signal levels to map the digital symbol values to. If this is specified, this must contain
the same number of elements as input signal levels. Each digital symbol value is then mapped to the corresponding
element, with a digital value of 0 corresponding to the first element.

NRM. Determines whether the signal levels should be normalized. If "Yes" the signal levels are scaled by:

Scale = M
∑i=0
M−1 | SIGLVLS[i] |

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalReal2
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FSK Modulated Signal: FSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

FSK_SRC generates an FSK signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

NOTE: Tone spacing is related to the symbol rate by the following: Δf=MODIDX·RATE

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
FSK modulationEMOD

0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
0.5ScalarModulation indexRMODIDX
RectangularFrequency shape pulse typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse length 'L' in symbolsRL
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN

0AngleInitial phaseR*IPHS
ScalarInitial symbol stateR*ISYM

At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM

Digital source typeE*DTYP
ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED

Symbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

MOD. Determines the modulation type.

OUTLVL. Determines the output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB. The signal amplitude is:

A = (2Es · 2Z0) / SMPSYM Es = 10OUTLVL/10

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB. The
signal amplitude is:

A = 2 · log2M · Eb2Z0 / SMPSYM Eb = 10OUTLVL/10

• Average Power (dBW), Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW or dBm. The signal
amplitude is:

A = P · 2Z0 P = 10OUTLVL/10

Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog.

RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. The equivalent bit rate is log2M times RATE.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

MODIDX. The modulation index b.

PLSTYP. Determines the frequency shape pulse g(t):

• Rectangular:

g(t) = { 1
2LT − LT

2 ≤ t ≤ LT
2

0 otherwise

• Raised Cosine:

g(t) = { 1
2LT (1 − cos( 2π

LT (t − LT
2 ))) − LT

2 ≤ t ≤ LT
2

0 otherwise

• GMSK:

g(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBb t − T

2
ln2 ) − Q(2πBb t + T

2
ln2 )) α = BbT
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Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Spectrally Raised Cosine:

g(t) = 1
LT

sin(2πt
LT )

2πt
LT

cos(α2πt
LT )

1 − (4kt
LT )2

ALPHA. The α parameter used by several of the frequency shape pulses.

L. The L parameter used by several of the frequency shape pulses. If left empty a default value will be used depending
on whether PLSLN is empty and on the frequency shape pulse type. If PLSLN is not empty then L is assigned the same
value as PLSLN, otherwise it is assigned a value according to the pulse type:

• Rectangular: L=1.

• Raised Cosine: L=3.

• GMSK: L=5 (The frequency shape function does not actually use the value L, but the value may be used to assign the
value to PLSLN when PLSLN is empty).

• Spectrally Raised Cosine: L=3.

Note that GMSK does not use the L parameter.

PLSLN. The duration of the pulse, in symbols, associated with each symbol. The total pulse duration in samples is equal
to PLSLN * SMPSYM. If left empty a default pulse duration will be used depending on the frequency shape pulse type
and L parameter:

• Rectangular: PLSLN=L.

• Raised Cosine: PLSLN=L.

• GMSK: PLSLN=L.

• Spectrally Raised Cosine: PLSLN=2L.

This is normally left empty, as the pulse duration in most cases should have one of the above relationships to the L
parameter.

IPHS. The initial phase of the signal.

ISYM. The vector of data values used to initialize the excess phase. If left empty, the initial values are assumed to be 0.
The vector is interpreted as:

{ a-n,.........., a-2, a-1}

where a0 would be the first symbol input at node 1. Only the last PLSLN values are used.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.
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• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

DTYP. Determines the type of random data generated from the internal pseudo-random source.

• M-Ary: Random M-ary (for example 8-ary) data is generated directly and output from the digital data output port.

• Binary: Random binary data (bits) are generated and output from the digital data output port.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Digital SignalDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a FSK transmitter (FSK_TX). The output of
the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual blocks for full details.
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FSK Transmitter: FSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

FSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) continuous phase Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK) signal from a
digital signal. The signal is generated using a continuous phase modulator (CPHS_MOD).

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols. If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into
sets of log2 M bits and then mapped to one of M points in the output constellation. This block generates a sampled-data
signal by exciting a linear filter on each of the I/Q rails with the appropriate amplitude level.

NOTE: Tone spacing is related to the symbol rate by the following: Δf=MODIDX·SYMRATE

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-any)IM
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
0.5ScalarModulation indexRMODIDX
RectangularFrequency shape pulse typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse length 'L' in symbolsRL
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsRPLSLN

0AngleInitial phaseR*IPHS
ScalarInitial symbol stateR*ISYM

At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

M. The number of input signal levels. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary of the input signal (the signal must
not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of the input signal.

OUTLVL. Determines the output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB. The signal amplitude is:

A = (2Es · 2Z0) / SMPSYM Es = 10OUTLVL/10

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB. The
signal amplitude is:

A = 2 · log2M · Eb2Z0 / SMPSYM Eb = 10OUTLVL/10

• Average Power (dBW), Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW or dBm. The signal
amplitude is:

A = P · 2Z0 P = 10OUTLVL/10

Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog.

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

MODIDX. The modulation index b.

PLSTYP. Determines the frequency shape pulse g(t):

• Rectangular:

g(t) = { 1
2LT − LT

2 ≤ t ≤ LT
2

0 otherwise

• Raised Cosine:

g(t) = { 1
2LT (1 − cos( 2π

LT (t − LT
2 ))) − LT

2 ≤ t ≤ LT
2

0 otherwise

• GMSK:
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g(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBb t − T

2
ln2 ) − Q(2πBb t + T

2
ln2 )) α = BbT

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Spectrally Raised Cosine:

g(t) = 1
LT

sin(2πt
LT )

2πt
LT

cos(α2πt
LT )

1 − (4kt
LT )2

ALPHA. The α parameter used by several of the frequency shape pulses.

L. The L parameter used by several of the frequency shape pulses. If left empty a default value will be used depending
on whether PLSLN is empty and on the frequency shape pulse type. If PLSLN is not empty then L is assigned the same
value as PLSLN, otherwise it is assigned a value according to the pulse type:

• Rectangular: L=1.

• Raised Cosine: L=3.

• GMSK: L=5 (The frequency shape function does not actually use the value L, but the value may be used to assign the
value to PLSLN when PLSLN is empty).

• Spectrally Raised Cosine: L=3.

Note that GMSK does not use the L parameter.

PLSLN. The duration of the pulse, in symbols, associated with each symbol. The total pulse duration in samples is equal
to PLSLN * SMPSYM. If left empty a default pulse duration will be used depending on the frequency shape pulse type
and L parameter:

• Rectangular: PLSLN=L.

• Raised Cosine: PLSLN=L.

• GMSK: PLSLN=L.

• Spectrally Raised Cosine: PLSLN=2L.

This is normally left empty, as the pulse duration in most cases should have one of the above relationships to the L
parameter.

IPHS. The initial phase of the signal.

ISYM. The vector of data values used to initialize the excess phase. If left empty, the initial values are assumed to be 0.
The vector is interpreted as:

{a-n,...,a-2,a-1}

where a0 would be the first symbol input at node 1. Only the last PLSLN values are used.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:
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• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The block is implemented using an FSK Mapper block, FSK_MAP, and a Continuous Phase Modulator block,
CPHS_MOD. The FSK_MAP block converts the digital input signal into an anti-podal real signal for modulation by the
CPHS_MOD block. See the CPHS_MOD block documentation for more information on continuous phase modulation.
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GFDM Demodulation Block: GFDM_DMOD

Symbol

Summary

GFDM_DMOD simulates the Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing (GFDM) demodulator with built-in intercarrier
interference canceller. It operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to demodulate a multicarrier
GFDM signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
VariesOutput level (energy or power)R*OUTLVL

AutoOutput level typeE*OLVLTYP
ScalarNumber of subcarriersI*NC
FrequencySubcarrier spacingR*CS
ScalarMessage lengthI*MSGLEN
ScalarNumber of null symbolI*NULLSYMS

Subcarrier assignment vectorI*SCMAP
ScalarFirst channel offset from center frequencyI*FCO

AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP
ScalarPulse shaping roll-off factorR*ALPHA

Data file containing custom filter coefficientsS*FC
FrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ

8ScalarInterference Canceller IterationsIICITER

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP. If empty,
the value is determined from the GFDM modulator generating the input signal.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Auto: The value is determined from the GFDM modulator generating the signal.

• No Scaling: GFDM signal is not scaled, OUTLVL is not used.
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• Average total power (dBW), Average total power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as the average total power in dBW
or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts
(# of active subcarriers ) x MSGLEN − NULLSYMS

MSGLEN )

• Average subcarrier power (dBW), Average subcarrier power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as the average subcarrier
power in dBW or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts

NC. The total number of subcarriers to use in a GFDM signal, including both active and non-active subcarriers where
the active subcarriers are defined by the subcarrier assignment (SCMAP) parameter. If empty, the value is determined
from the GFDM modulator generating the input signal.

CS. The frequency spacing between subcarriers. If empty, the value is determined from the GFDM modulator generating
the input signal.

MSGLEN. The length of GFDM message across time. If empty, the value is determined from the GFDM modulator
generating the input signal. The GFDM block size is NC x MSGLEN.

NULLSYMS.The length of initial null symbol(s). If empty, the value is determined from the GFDM modulator generating
the input signal. When NULLSYMS > 0:

• The first NULLSYMS symbols out of MSGLEN symbols are nulled.

• The block size remains NC x MSGLEN, but the number of active subcarriers (or number of complex symbols) that
occupy the GFDM block is (# of active subcarriers) x (MSGLEN-NULLSYMS).

SCMAP. The active subcarrier assignment. If empty, the value is determined from the GFDM modulator generating the
input signal. When SCMAP is -1, all of the subcarriers are activated. When one or more subcarrier groups are activated,
SCMAP should be specified by a pair of numbers in { } such that the lower end of the active subcarrier and the higher
end of the active subcarrier are specified. For a single subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {15,15} activates only subcarrier
15. For multiple subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {0, 9, 20, 39} activates 10 subcarriers 0 through 9 and 20 subcarriers
20 through 39, for a total of 30 active subcarriers.

FCO. The number of channels to offset the first channel from the center frequency. If empty, the value is determined
from the GFDM modulator generating the input signal. The first channel is assigned the channel frequency corresponding
to the center frequency plus the offset times the subcarrier spacing.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of circular pulse shaping used in the GFDM signal. The following pulse shapes are
supported:

• Auto: Determined from the GFDM modulator generating the input signal

• Raised Cosine

• Root Raised Cosine

• Custom: Uses the pulse coefficients specified in FC. The pulse coefficients are internally normalized for unit power

ALPHA. Controls the excess bandwidth or roll-off factor alpha of the Raised Cosine or Root Raised Cosine pulse. If
empty, the value is determined from the GFDM modulator generating the input signal.
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FC. The custom real filter coefficients specified as a vector or the name of the data file object under the Project Browser
Data Files node. This is used only if PLSTYP = "Custom". When you use this option, the ALPHA parameter is not used.
The pulse coefficients are internally normalized for unit power.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope output signal. If empty, the value is determined from the
GFDM modulator generating the input signal.

ICITER. Number of iterations to perform intercarrier interference canceller.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The GFDM symbol is demodulated in two steps. First, the received signal is demodulated with FFT followed by an
appropriate matched filtering to obtain the estimated received signal dk[m] where k and m are subcarrier index and
message index, respectively. Second, if ICITER is non-zero, intercarrier interference cancellation is performed.

This demodulator implements an iterative intercarrier interference canceller where the estimated interference is generated
based on detected symbols from adjacent subcarriers and shaped according to the pulse shaping filter. If the ICITER
parameter is set to greater than 0, interference cancellation and demodulation are repeated ICITER-times to improve the
demodulator performance. A typical range of ICITER count used is 1 to 8. Increasing the ICITER count further may
degrade the performance and simulation speed.
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GFDM Modulation Block: GFDM_MOD

Symbol

Summary

GFDM_MOD simulates the Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing (GFDM) modulator. It transforms a sequence
of complex symbols into a multicarrier GFDM complex-envelope (CE) waveform.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ATextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
No ScalingOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
256ScalarNumber of subcarriersINC

FrequencySubcarrier spacingRCS
8ScalarMessage lengthIMSGLEN
1ScalarNumber of null symbolI*NULLSYMS

Subcarrier assignment vectorI*SCMAP
0ScalarFirst channel offset from center frequencyI*FCO
Raised cosinePulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP
0.2ScalarPulse shaping roll-off factorR*ALPHA

Data file containing custom filter coefficientsS*FC
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling factorI*OVRSMP
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• No Scaling: GFDM signal is not scaled, OUTLVL is not used.
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• Average total power (dBW), Average total power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as the average total power in dBW
or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts
(# of active subcarriers ) x MSGLEN − NULLSYMS

MSGLEN )

• Average subcarrier power (dBW), Average subcarrier power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average subcarrier
power in dBW or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts

NC. The total number of subcarriers to use in a GFDM signal, including both active and non-active subcarriers where
the active subcarriers are defined by the subcarrier assignment (SCMAP) parameter.

CS. The frequency spacing between subcarriers. If left blank the subcarrier spacing is set to the data rate of the input
signal divided by the number of subcarriers (NC). If a value is specified, the data source generating the input signal is
automatically set to generate data at a rate such that the data rate at the input to the mapper is the subcarrier spacing
multiplied by the number of subcarriers: RATE = CS x NC

MSGLEN. The length of GFDM message across time. The GFDM block size is NC x MSGLEN.

NULLSYMS. The length of initial null symbol(s). When NULLSYMS > 0:

• The first NULLSYMS symbols out of MSGLEN symbols are nulled.

• The block size remains NC x MSGLEN, but the number of active subcarriers (or number of complex symbols) that
occupy the GFDM block is (# of active subcarriers) x (MSGLEN-NULLSYMS).

SCMAP. The active subcarrier assignment for subcarriers 0 through NC-1. When SCMAP is left empty or set to -1, all
of the subcarriers are occupied. When one or more subcarrier groups are activated, SCMAP should be specified by a
pair of numbers in { } such that the lower end of the active subcarrier and the higher end of the active subcarrier are
specified. For a single subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {15,15} activates only subcarrier 15. For multiple subcarrier
assignment, SCMAP = {0, 9, 20, 39} activates 10 subcarriers 0 through 9 and 20 subcarriers 20 through 39, for a total
of 30 active subcarriers.

FCO. The number of channels to offset the first channel from the center frequency. The first channel is assigned the
channel frequency corresponding to the center frequency plus the offset times the subcarrier spacing.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of circular pulse shaping used in the GFDM signal. The following pulse shapes are
supported:

• Raised Cosine

• Root Raised Cosine

• Custom: Uses the pulse coefficients specified in FC. The pulse coefficients are internally normalized for unit power

ALPHA. Controls the excess bandwidth or roll-off factor alpha of the Raised Cosine or Root Raised Cosine pulse.

FC. The custom real filter coefficients specified as a vector or the name of the data file object under the Project Browser
Data Files node. This is used only if PLSTYP = "Custom". When you use this option, the ALPHA parameter is not used.
The pulse coefficients are internally normalized for unit power.
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CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope output signal.

OVRSMP. The number of samples used to represent the analog complex-envelope waveform during each output symbol
interval. The OVRSMP value is applied to the input signal symbols, so the actual number of samples generated per
GFDM symbols output is greater, and is determined by:

N=NC x MSGLEN x OVRSMP

where N is the number of samples per output GFDM block.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Pulse shape: The filter coefficients used in GFDM_MOD display.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex input signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex2

Implementation Details

The GFDM symbol is generated according to:

x[n] = ∑m=0
M−1∑

k=0
K−1dk[m]g̃Tx[n − mN ]e

j2πknN

where x[n] is the generated GFDM signal, m is the message index with MSGLEN=M, k is the subcarrier index with
NC=K, dk [m] is the input complex symbol at message index m and subcarrier k, g ̃Tx [n] is the pulse shaping filter defined
by PLSTYP.

In contrast to OFDM, GFDM signal is generated according to the time-frequency data block as shown in the following
figure.
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m=0 m=M-1

k=0

k=K-1

NULLSYMS=1

Active subcarriers
(defined by SCMAP)

Active subcarriers
(defined by SCMAP)

In this case the NULLSYMS = 1, resulting in null transmission at time m=0. The input complex symbols are loaded into
the specified active carriers from the lowest frequency index k to the highest frequency index, from the lowest message
index m.

The most common type of pulse shaping filters, Raised Cosine and Root Raised Cosine, are available with adjustable
roll-off factor ALPHA. If a custom pulse shape is desired, you can select PLSTYP="Custom" with the real pulse
coefficients specified in the data file FC. Note that the pulse coefficients specified in FC should have length 2 x MSGLEN
with the pulse peak occurring at (MSGLEN+1)-th sample.
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GMSK Receiver: GMSK_RX

Symbol

R D
1 2

3

Summary

NOTE: This block is considered PRE_RELEASE and should be used with caution as it has not been fully tested and/or
documented. Its behavior may be significantly changed in future releases, or the block may be eliminated.

GMSK_RX is a GMSK (Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying) receiver with demodulation and detection functions. It
operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted
bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
DiscriminatorReceiver typeERXTYP
0.63ScalarPre-detection filter BTR*FLTBT
2ScalarPre-detection filter length in symbolsR*FLTLN

AngleInitial phaseR*IPHS
ScalarInitial symbol stateR*ISYM
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

* indicates secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RXTYP. Determines the type of receiver to use. Discriminator: A discriminator receiver with a pre-detection Gaussian
filter is used.

FLTBT. The filter bandwidth. If RXTYP is "Discriminator" then this is the bandwidth of the Gaussian pre-detection
filter.

FLTLN. The length of the filter in symbols. If RXTYP is "Discriminator" then this is the length of the pre-detection
filter.
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IPHS. The initial phase of the signal. If empty this is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. This
is not used by the discriminator receiver.

ISYM. The vector of data values used to initialize the excess phase. The vector is interpreted as: {a-n,...,a-2,a-1}

where a0 would be the first symbol input at node 1. Only the last PLSLN values are used. If empty this is determined
from the transmitter generating the input signal. This is not used by the discriminator receiver.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Decision ValuesReal3

Implementation Details

If RXTYP is set to "Discriminator", the Discriminator Receiver block, DSCRM_RX, is used to implement the receiver.
The pre-detection filter type is set to Gaussian, the number of signal levels is set to 2 and the modulation index is set to
0.5.

See the documentation for the individual receivers for more information on their behavior.
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GMSK Modulated Signal: GMSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

GMSK_SRC produces a GMSK signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
0.28ScalarGaussian filter bandwidthRBT

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsRPLSLN
0AngleInitial phaseR*IPHS

ScalarInitial symbol stateR*ISYM
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.
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Normalized bit energy and average power have the following relationship for 1 bit/symbol: Eb,dB=PAvg,dB+10·
log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

BT. The Gaussian filter bandwidth BbT. The frequency shape pulse is given by [1]:

g(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBb t − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBb t + T / 2
ln2 ))

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
PLSLN. The duration of the gaussian pulse. If left empty, it will be set to 5.

IPHS.The initial phase of the signal.

ISYM. The vector of data values used to initialize the excess phase. If left empty, the initial values are assumed to be 0.
The vector is interpreted as: {a-n,...,a-2,a-1}

where a0 would be the first symbol input at node 1. Only the last PLSLN values are used.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a GMSK transmitter (GMSK_TX). The
output of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual models for full details.
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GMSK Transmitter: GMSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

GMSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulated signal
from a binary signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
0.28ScalarGaussian filter bandwidthRBT

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsRPLSLN
0AngleInitial phaseR*IPHS

ScalarInitial symbol stateR*ISYM
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized bit energy and average power have the following relationship for 1 bit/symbol: Eb,dB=PAvg,dB+10·
log10(SMPSYM/2)
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SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

BT. The Gaussian filter bandwidth BbT. The frequency shape pulse is given by [1]:

g(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBb t − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBb t + T / 2
ln2 ))

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
PLSLN. The duration of the gaussian pulse. If left empty, it will be set to 5.

IPHS. The initial phase of the signal.

ISYM. The vector of data values used to initialize the excess phase. If left empty, the initial values are assumed to be 0.
The vector is interpreted as: {a-n,...,a-2,a-1}

where a0 would be the first symbol input at node 1. Only the last PLSLN values are used.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Input Node Details

The input signal must be a binary signal, otherwise an error is reported.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2
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Implementation Details

The GMSK transmitter is implemented using the Continuous Phase Modulator block CPHS_MOD with the pulse type
set to "GMSK" and modulation index set to 0.5. Refer to the CPHS_MOD documentation for more information on the
various parameters.

References

[1] Xiong, Fuqin, Digital Modulation Techniques, pg. 263
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I/Q Correlating Demodulator: IQ_DMOD

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Summary

IQ_DMOD implements a general purpose coherent correlating demodulator for an I/Q modulated complex envelope
signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AutoAGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
VectorCustom pulse shapeR*CPLSSHP
ScalarPulse future skirt in symbolsR*FSKT
ScalarQ channel delay in symbolsR*QDLY
AngleQ channel phase offsetR*QPHS
ScalarSinusoid weighting scaleR*SINWGT
AngleInitial phaseR*IPHS
ScalarSymbol period (Ts) scaleR*TSSCL
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesI*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the modulator generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the modulator generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape correlated against in the correlator. When set to Auto, the pulse shape is
automatically determined from the modulator generating the input signal. See the IQ_MOD documentation for details
on the different pulse shape types.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the IQ_MOD block's documentation for more
details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the modulator generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse in number of symbols. If the length of the modulating pulse exceeds
one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount unless FSKT is specified.
The total pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of pulse shaping filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter
value:PLSLN=NumTaps/SMPSYM

If left empty, the value is determined from the modulator generating the input signal.

CPLSSHP. This parameter is used only if Custom is selected for PLSTYP. If it is used, the ALPHA parameter is ignored
and PLSLN is calculated internally. CPLSSHP can either be a vector of real values or the name of a text data file item
under the Data File item of the project tree. If a data file name is specified, the name must be enclosed in double quotes,
as in "FileName". The data file must also contain only one column. To use a data file that contains more than one column,
use the DataFileCol() equation function to obtain a vector of the desired column, and set CPLSSHP to that vector.

The pulse shape data is used as-is, no interpolation is performed. Therefore the pulse shape data must contain at least
SMPSYM * TSSCL values. Additionally, if FSKT is specified then SYMSYM * TSSCL * (1 + FSKT) values are
required.

FSKT. If specified, this controls the position of the pulse shape relative to the received symbol. For example, with a
Root Raised Cosine pulse shape 5 symbols long, the peak of the pulse normally appears 2.5 symbol periods after the
symbol is received. (This is the equivalent of a future skirt of 2 symbols - 2 symbols before, 1 symbol at the peak, 2
symbols after). If FSKT is set to 3, the peak will appear 1 symbol period earlier (closer to the start of the pulse).

If left empty, this will be determined from the modulator generating the input signal.

QDLY. If specified, this is the delay between the I and Q channels. If positive the Q channel lags the I channel by this
many symbols. If negative the I channel lags the Q channel by this many symbols. If left empty this will be determined
from the modulator generating the input signal.
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QPHS. If specified, this is the phase rotation of the Q channel. The output of the Q channel correlator is multiplied by
sin(-QPHS). If left empty this will be determined from the modulator generating the input signal.

SINWGT. If specified, this is the sinusoid weighting that was applied by the modulator. The signal prior to correlation
is multiplied by √2·sin(SINWGT·k/SMPSYM). If left empty this will be determined from the modulator generating the
input signal.

IPHS. If specified, this is the initial phase rotation applied by the modulator to the input signal. The demodulator de-rotates
the correlated signal by this amount. If left empty this will be determined from the modulator generating the input signal.

TSSCL. If specified, this is the scale factor used to map between input symbols and detected symbols. Refer to the
IQ_MOD block for details. If left empty, this will be determined from the modulator generating the input signal.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP.Determines how the delay introduced by the demodulator is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the modulator's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the modulator's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The demodulator will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the
minimum delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The demodulator will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it
is aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The demodulator will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
AGC LevelReal3

Input Node Details

Node Number 3 If connected, this node overrides the AGCLVL parameter. It is interpreted according to the ALVLTYP
parameter.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex2
Correlator Running SumsComplex4

Output Node Details

Node Number 4 This node generates pulse length samples per symbol output at node 2. The samples are the running
sum of the input samples multiplied by the pulse shape used for the correlation.

Implementation Details

The demodulator performs according to the following:

Prior to symbol demodulation, if delay compensation is being performed an appropriate number of 0's are inserted before
the first received sample. If there is a delay between the channels (QDLY), an appropriate number of 0's are inserted into
the appropriate channel to re-align the symbols.

A symbol is demodulated when there are pulse length samples available. The following occurs when demodulating the
symbol:

1. If there is a sinusoid weighting, each sample is multiplied by:

√2·sin(SINWGT·k/SMPSYM)

2. The running sum of the correlator is set to 0.

3. Each sample is multiplied by the corresponding pulse shape sample and then added to the running sum. If node 4 is
connected, the running sum after each sample is output to node 4. The running sum after the last sample is the correlator
output.

4. The signal is divided by the AGC level converted to voltage.

5. If there is either an initial phase offset (IPHS) or Q channel phase offset (QPHS), the signal is multiplied by:

cos(-IPHS)+jsin(-(IPHS+QPHS))

6. The signal is then output at node 2 as the demodulated symbol.

7. The input signal is advanced by SMPSYM samples.

If PLSTYP is set to "Auto" and the transmitter used the Raised Cosine pulse shape, step 3 above is modified. Instead of
multiplying each sample by the corresponding pulse shape sample, the pulse is sampled at the mid-point. The running
sum output is set to the sampled value. Setting PLSTYP to "Raised Cosine" will override this and perform the pulse
shape sample by sample multiplication.
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I/Q Modulator: IQ_MOD

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

IQ_MOD implements a general purpose I/Q modulator of the form:

Pulse
shaping

Pulse
shaping

Input
Signal

I

Q

cos 2π fc t

-sin 2π fc t

Modulated
Signal

The output of the block is the complex envelope representation of the modulated signal at center frequency fc.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsRPLSLN
VectorCustom pulse shapeR*CPLSSHP
ScalarPulse future skirt in symbolsR*FSKT

0ScalarQ channel delay in symbolsR*QDLY
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0AngleQ channel phase offsetR*QPHS
0ScalarSinusoid weighting scaleR*SINWGT
0AngleInitial phaseR*IPHS

VectorInitial symbol stateC*ISYM
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
On/OffControl signal typeE*CSIGTYP
1ScalarSymbol period (Ts) scaleR*TSSCL
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM

ScalarScale applied to input signal before modulationR*INPSIGSCL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
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• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
• Custom: The impulse response is defined by the CPLSSHP parameter.

ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

• Custom: The parameter is not used.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount unless FSKT
is specified. The total pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of pulse shaping filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter
value: PLSLN = NumTaps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

CPLSSHP. This parameter is used only if Custom is selected for PLSTYP. If it is used, the ALPHA parameter is ignored
and PLSLN is calculated internally. CPLSSHP can either be a vector of real values or the name of a text data file item
under the Data File item of the project tree. If a data file name is specified, the name must be enclosed in double quotes,
as in "FileName". The data file must also contain only one column. To use a data file that contains more than one column,
use the DataFileCol() equation function to obtain a vector of the desired column, and set CPLSSHP to that vector.

The pulse shape data is used as-is, no interpolation is performed. Therefore the pulse shape data must contain at least
SMPSYM * TSSCL values. Additionally, if FSKT is specified then SYMSYM * TSSCL * (1 + FSKT) values are
required.
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FSKT. If specified, this controls the position of the pulse shape relative to the input symbol. For example, with a Root
Raised Cosine pulse shape 5 symbols long, the peak of the pulse normally appears 2.5 symbol periods after the symbol
is received. (This is the equivalent of a future skirt of 2 symbols - 2 symbols before, 1 symbol at the peak, 2 symbols
after). If FSKT is set to 3, the peak will appear 1 symbol period earlier (closer to the start of the pulse).

If a custom pulse shape is specified through CPLSSHP, the position of the pulse relative to the symbol is not changed.
However, a signal delay is propagated downstream.

QDLY. This imparts a delay of this many symbol periods between the I and Q channels. If QDLY is positive, the Q
channel lags behind the I channel. If QDLY is negative, the I channel lags behind the Q channel.

QPHS. The Q channel is multiplied by sin(QPHS) prior to pulse shaping.

SINWGT. If this is non-zero, the pulse shape filter output is adjusted by:

I[k] = IPulse[k] · 2 · sin(SINWGT · k / SMPSYM)

Q[k] = QPulse[k] · 2 · − cos(SINWGT · k / SMPSYM)

IPHS. The symbols to be modulated are rotated this amount prior to the pulse shaping.

ISYM. If specified, these are the symbol values used to determine the initial state of the modulator. The left-most value
is the most recent, and corresponds to t=-Ts.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

CSIGTYP. Determines the interpretation of the control signal input node:

• On/Off: If the control signal input is zero, the output of the modulator is set to 0 for one symbol period.

• Signal Level: The control signal input is used to scale the entire pulse of the symbol being modulated. The OUTLVL
parameter is ignored.

• Power Level: The control signal is treated as a power value in dB, interpreted according to the OLVLTYP setting.
This value is then used to scale the entire pulse of the symbol being modulated. The OUTLVL parameter is ignored.

TSSCL. Scale factor used to map input symbols to output symbols. For example, a value of 2 treats one input symbol
as two output symbols. An MSK transmitter would use a value of 2, since the each input symbol is composed of 2 bits
(1 bit for each channel), while the output is 1 bit/symbol.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

INPSIGSCL. IQ_MOD assumes that the input signal is normalized to unit power. INPSIGSCL parameter is provided
to allow proper operation in cases when this condition is not met. If INPSIGSCL is left empty, IQ_MOD normalizes
internally the input signal before using it. In order to do this, the actual power level of the input signal is evaluated using
either the propagated constellation property or the propagated signal power property (if both are defined, the constellation
property takes precedence). If INPSIGSCL is defined, no such normalization is performed and the input signal is scaled
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by INPSIGSCL before being used by the modulator. For example, assuming the input signal is already normalized,
setting INPSIGSCL to sqrt(2) will increase the output power level by 3 dB. Setting INPSIGSCL to 1.0 allows the user
to disable the normalization of the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Signal to ModulateComplex1
Control SignalReal3

Input Node Details

Node No. 3 The interpretation of this input is determined by the CSIGTYP parameter.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The modulator implementation is illustrated in the following figure:

Pulse
shaping
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shaping

Input
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cos 2π fc t

-sin 2π fc t
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MPSK Detector: MPSK_DET

Symbol

Summary

MPSK_DET generates a sequence of digital or binary symbols from an M-Ary Phase Shift Keyed (MPSK) demodulated
I/Q signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Number of phasesI*M

AutoBit codingE*CDNG
AutoPi / M modeE*PI_M
AutoConstellation skewE*SKEW
AutoOutput typeE*OUTTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of points on the MPSK constellation circle. If left empty the value will be set to match the M parameter
of the transmitter generating the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

CDNG. Determines the mapping from input bits to constellation points.

• Gray: This produces a "Gray" mapping, in which symbol errors between neighboring points result in only a single bit
error.

• Binary: This is a natural binary mapping, where indices increases counterclockwise around the circle.

• Auto: The mapping is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PI_M. Controls whether alternate symbols are de-skewed by PI/M radians.

• Normal: No skewing.

• Skew: Alternate symbols are de-skewed. If this option is chosen, the PI_M flag should normally be set in the transmitter
or modulated signal source, also.

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter.

SKEW. Determines whether there is a constellation point on the real axis.
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• No Pts On Real Axis: Constellation points straddle the real axis at angles of +- 2PI/M.

• Pts On Real Axis: There is a constellation point on the real axis.

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter.

OUTTYP. Determines the type of output signal.

• Auto: The signal will be set to match the input signal to the transmitter.

• Binary: A binary signal will be generated.

• M-Ary: An M-ary digital signal will be generated, with the parameter M as the alphabet size.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

The block determines the closest constellation point to each input symbol to determine the detected output symbol. Refer
to MPSK_MAP for details on the constellation points.

If the output signal is binary, the bits are output most-significant bit first.
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MPSK Mapper: MPSK_MAP

Symbol

Summary

MPSK_MAP generates an M-ary Phase Shift Keyed (MPSK) sequence of I/Q coefficients from an input signal. The
coefficients may then be fed into a modulator for generating an analog waveform.

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols. If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into
sets of log2 M bits before being mapped to one of M points in the output constellation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of phases (M-ary)IM

GrayBit codingECDNG
NormalPi / M modeE*PI_M
No Pts On RealConstellation skewE*SKEW

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of constellation points on the circle. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary of the input signal
(the signal must not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of
the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

CDNG. Determines the mapping from input bits to constellation points.

• Gray: This produces a "Gray" mapping, in which symbol errors between neighboring points result in only a single bit
error.

• Binary: This is a natural binary mapping, where indices increases counterclockwise around the circle.

PI_M. Determines whether alternate symbols are skewed by PI/M radians.

• Normal: No skewing, constellation points are distributed evenly on the unit circle.

• Skew: Alternate symbols are skewed. If this option is chosen, the PI_M flag should normally be set in the receiver,
also.

SKEW. Determines whether there is a constellation point on the real axis.
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• No Pts On Real Axis: Constellation points straddle the real axis at angles of +- 2PI/M.

• Pts On Real Axis: There is a constellation point on the real axis.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The block generates a set of I/Q coefficients on the unit circle. The spacing between the constellation points depends on
the PI_M setting. The position of the first point depends on the SKEW setting.

When PI_M is set to Normal the constellation points are generated with the following angles:

θi = 2πi
M + θskew i = 0, 1, ..., M − 1

where θskew is π/M if SKEW is No Pts On Real and 0 if SKEW is Pts On Real.

When PI_M is set to Skew every other constellation point starting with the first point is offset by π/M.
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MPSK Receiver: MPSK_RX

Symbol

R D
1 2

3

Summary

MPSK_RX implements an MPSK (Multiple Phase-Shift Keyed) receiver with demodulation and detection functions. It
operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted
bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of phases (M-ary)I*M
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoBit codingE*CDNG
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN

AutoPI / M modeE*PI_M
AutoConstellation skewE*SKEW

ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP
20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation

interpolation
I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

M. The number of points on the MPSK constellation circle. If left empty the value will be set to match the M parameter
of the transmitter generating the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

CDNG. This parameter controls the type of mapping from input bits to symbols.

• Gray: This produces a "Gray" mapping, in which symbol errors between neighboring points result in only a single bit
error.

• Binary: This is a natural binary mapping, where indices increase counterclockwise around the circle.

• Auto: The mapping is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape associated with the impulse response of the receive filter. Set this to Auto
to have the pulse shape automatically determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the MPSK_TX
block's documentation for details about the different pulse shapes.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the MPSK_TX block's documentation for
more details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty, the value is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PI_M. Controls whether alternate symbols are de-skewed by PI/M radians.

• Normal: No skewing.

• Skew: Alternate symbols are de-skewed. If this option is chosen, the PI_M flag should normally be set in the transmitter
or modulated signal source, also.

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter.
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SKEW. Determines whether there is a constellation point on the real axis.

• No Pts On Real Axis: Constellation points straddle the real axis at angles of +- 2PI/M.

• Pts On Real Axis: There is a constellation point on the real axis.

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Raw demodulated signalComplex3
I Channel Correlated Running SumReal4
Q Channel Correlated Running SumReal5
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Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q demodulator to demodulate the signal and an MPSK detector to convert the demodulated signal
to a digital signal.

The following is a typical layout of an I/Q demodulator based receiver:

Detector

Correlator

Correlator

Detected
Signal

AGC
Scaling

AGC
Scaling

Demodulated
I Channel

Demodulated
Q Channel

Modulated
I Channel

Modulated
Q Channel

The I/Q demodulator performs the transformation from the analog domain to the discrete-time domain by correlating
the received sampled-data I/Q channels against stored pulses and sampling the result at the end of the symbol interval.
Arbitrary pulse shaping such as Nyquist pulses can be applied.

The AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters are used to normalize the sampled correlation values of the demodulator prior
to detection and output on node 3. The normalization is performed according to:

Raw = 1
2EsZ0 Corr

where Corr is the correlated output being normalized, Raw is the normalized value, Es is the symbol energy in Joules,
and Z0 is the system impedance, which is set in the System Options dialog.

The value for the symbol energy is determined from the AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters:

• Symbol Energy (dB): Used as-is.

• Bit Energy (dB): Es,dB=Eb,dB

• Avg. Power (dBW): Es,dB = AvgPwrdB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

The MPSK detector performs the mapping from the complex domain to the digital domain. This is performed by inverting
the mapping made at the MPSK transmitter. The detector operates on the demodulated normalized complex received
signal points output by the demodulator, comparing them to the MPSK constellation points on the circle and declaring
the nearest constellation point as the transmitted symbol.
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MPSK Modulated Signal: MPSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

MPSK_SRC produces an MPSK signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
16ScalarNumber of phasesIMOD
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

ScalarOutput level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
GrayBit codingECDNG
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
NormalPI / M modeE*PI_M
No Pts On RealConstellation skewE*SKEW
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM
M-AryDigital source typeE*DTYP

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI* BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

M. The number of constellation points on the circle. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary of the input signal
(the signal must not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of
the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10·log10(log2M)

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. The equivalent bit rate is log2M times RATE.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

CDNG. Determines the mapping from input bits to constellation points.

• Gray: This produces a "Gray" mapping, in which symbol errors between neighboring points result in only a single bit
error.

• Binary: This is a natural binary mapping, where indices increases counterclockwise around the circle.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
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• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

PI_M. Determines whether alternate symbols are skewed by PI/M radians.

• Normal: No skewing, constellation points are distributed evenly on the unit circle.

• Skew: Alternate symbols are skewed. If this option is chosen, the PI_M flag should normally be set in the receiver,
also.

SKEW. Determines whether there is a constellation point on the real axis.

• No Pts On Real Axis: Constellation points straddle the real axis at angles of +- 2PI/M.

• Pts On Real Axis: There is a constellation point on the real axis.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.
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DTYP. Determines the type of random data generated from the internal pseudo-random source.

• M-Ary: Random M-ary (for example 8-ary) data is generated directly and output from the digital data output port.

• Binary: Random binary data (bits) are generated and output from the digital data output port.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a MPSK transmitter (MPSK_TX). The output
of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual blocks for full details.
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MPSK Transmitter: MPSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

MPSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Multiple Phase Shift Keyed (MPSK) signal from a digital
signal.

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols. If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into
sets of log2 M bits and then mapped to one of M points in the output constellation. This block generates a sampled-data
signal by exciting a linear filter on each of the I/Q rails with the appropriate amplitude level.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
16ScalarNumber of phases (M-ary)IM
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ

GrayBit codingECDNG
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
NormalPi / M ModeE*PI_M
No Pts On RealConstellation skewE*SKEW
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of constellation points on the circle. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary of the input signal
(the signal must not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of
the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.
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OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10·log10(log2M)

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

CDNG. Determines the mapping from input bits to constellation points.

• Gray: This produces a "Gray" mapping, in which symbol errors between neighboring points result in only a single bit
error.

• Binary: This is a natural binary mapping, where indices increases counterclockwise around the circle.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.
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• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

PI_M. Determines whether alternate symbols are skewed by PI/M radians.

• Normal: No skewing, constellation points are distributed evenly on the unit circle.

• Skew: Alternate symbols are skewed. If this option is chosen, the PI_M flag should normally be set in the receiver,
also.

SKEW. Determines whether there is a constellation point on the real axis.

• No Pts On Real Axis: Constellation points straddle the real axis at angles of +- 2PI/M.

• Pts On Real Axis: There is a constellation point on the real axis.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block uses a PSK mapper and an I/Q modulator to generate the complex envelope signal. The following illustrates
the basic I/Q modulation process:

Mapping /
Scaling

Pulse
shaping

Pulse
shaping

I

Q

Input
Signal

Impulse train

Impulse train

If the input signal is binary, it is first converted into M-Ary if M is not 2.

A phase value is then calculated based on the M-Ary digital symbol and the CDNG, PI_M and SKEW parameters. Refer
to the MPSK_MAP block documentation for more details on the mapping. This phase value is then used to generate an
complex value using:

I=cosθ Q=sinθ

This signal is then scaled by:

A = 2EsZ0SMod

where Es is the symbol energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.

This results in a constellation of the form (M = 8):

I

Q
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The signal is then converted to a impulse train, with the signal being followed by SMPSYM-1 samples with value 0.
This train then excites the pulse shaping filters, producing the complex envelope output. The PLSSHP block can be used
to mimic this pulse shaping.
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MSK Receiver: MSK_RX

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

MSK_RX implements a coherent MSK (Minimum Shift Keyed) receiver with demodulation and detection functions. It
operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted
bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.
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• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Raw demodulated signalComplex3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5
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MSK Modulated Signal: MSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

MSK_SRC produces an MSK signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0dBOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized bit energy and average power have the following relationship for 1 bit/symbol:

Eb,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)
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RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. This is equivalent to the bit rate.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving an MSK transmitter (MSK_TX). The output
of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual blocks for full details.
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MSK Transmitter: MSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

MSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Minimum Shift Keyed (MSK) signal from a binary signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0dBOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized bit energy and average power have the following relationship for 1 bit/symbol:

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.
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STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block generates an MSK complex envelope signal of the form:

I(t) = akAcos( πt2T )
Q(t) = ak+1Asin( πt2T )

where ak is the k'th anti-podal signal (binary 1 = +1, binary 0 = -1), T is the binary signal period, and A is the voltage
scaling factor determined from OUTLVL and OLVLTYP. A is computed from:

A = 2EbZ0SMod

where Eb is the bit energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.
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OFDM Demodulator: OFDM_DMOD

Symbol

Summary

OFDM_DMOD simulates an OFDM demodulator. It operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform
to demodulate a multicarrier signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesOutput level (energy or power)R*OUTLVL

AutoOutput level typeE*OLVLTYP
ScalarNumber of carriersI*NC

Subcarrier assignment indicating the range of active
subcarriers

ISCMAP

FrequencyCarrier spacingR*CS
ScalarGuard Interval (fraction of FFT width)R*GI

AutoGuard interval typeE*GITYP
ScalarFirst Channel offset from center frequencyI*FCO
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesI*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarOversampling rateI*OVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP. If empty
the value is determined from the OFDM modulator generating the input signal.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Auto: The value is determined from the OFDM modulator generating the signal.

• No Scaling: OFDM signal is not scaled, OUTLVL is not used.
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• Carrier Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized carrier energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB. The input carrier symbols are scaled by:

2 · OUTLVL · Z0
NC · OVERSMP · (1 + GI)

• Average Total Power (dBW), Average Total Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average total power in dBW
or dBm. The input carrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts · Z0
NC

• Average Carrier Power (dBW), Average Carrier Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average carrier power in
dBW or dBm. The input carrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts · Z0

• Scale by N: The OFDM signal is scaled by N, resulting in the standard DFT. OUTLVL is not used.

Z0 is the default system impedance specified in the system options dialog.

NC.The total number of subcarriers (FFT size) to use in one OFDM symbol, including both active and non-active
subcarriers where the active subcarriers are defined by the subcarrier assignment (SCMAP) parameter. If empty, the
value is determined from the upstream OFDM_MOD or SC_MAP block generating the signal.

SCMAP. The active subcarrier assignment. If empty, the value is determined from the upstream OFDM_MOD or
SC_MAP generating the signal. When SCMAP is -1, all of the subcarriers are activated. When one or more subcarrier
groups are activated, SCMAP should be specified by a pair of numbers in { } such that the lower end of the active
subcarrier and the higher end of the active subcarrier are specified. For a single subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {15,15}
activates only subcarrier 15. For multiple subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {0, 9, 20, 39} activates 10 subcarriers 0
through 9 and 20 subcarriers 20 through 39, for a total of 30 active subcarriers.

CS. The frequency spacing between carriers. If empty the value is determined from the OFDM modulator generating
the input signal. If a value is specified, the data source generating the input signal is automatically set to generate data
at a rate such that the data rate at the input to the mapper is the carrier spacing multiplied by the number of carriers
adjusted for the guard interval:

RATE = CS · NC
1 + GI

GI. The fraction of the useful data portion to use as a guard interval. If empty the value is determined from the OFDM
modulator generating the input signal.

GIT. Determines where on the symbol the guard interval is added:

• Auto: The value is determined from the OFDM modulator generating the input signal.

• Before: The guard interval precedes the useful data portion.

• After: The guard interval follows the useful data portion.
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• Both Ends: Half the guard interval precedes the useful data portion, half the guard interval follows the useful data
portion.

FCO. The number of channels to offset the first channel from the center frequency. The first channel is assigned the
channel frequency corresponding to the center frequency plus the offset times the carrier spacing. If empty the value is
determined from the OFDM modulator generating the input signal.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is presumed to have a delay of this many
samples. If this is left empty, the delay will be determined from the input signal. The input signal will then automatically
be delay compensated to align the received signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

OVRSMP. The number of samples representing each carrier in the modulated signal. If empty the value is determined
from the OFDM modulator generating the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The OFDM symbol are demodulated using a modified discrete Fourier transform:

A[q] = 1
N∑

n=0

N−1

x[n]e− j2πnq/N

where A[q] are the detected symbols, x[n] is the time-domain modulated signal (excluding any guard interval), and N is
the number of carriers multiplied by the OVRSMP parameter. (This differs from a discrete Fourier transform in that it
is divided by N unless OLVLTYP is set to "Scale by N".)

If OLVLTYP is other than "No Scaling", the detected symbols are multiplied by the scaling, as determined by OUTLVL
and OLVLTYP, prior to output.

If a guard interval is specified either through the GI and GIT parameters or from the OFDM modulator when GI is empty,
the input samples corresponding to the guard interval are skipped.
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OFDM Modulator: OFDM_MOD

Symbol

Summary

OFDM_MOD simulates an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulator. It transforms a sequence
of complex symbols into a multicarrier OFDM complex-envelope (CE) waveform.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
No ScalingOutput level typeEOLVLTYP
256ScalarNumber of subcarriersNNC

Subcarrier assignment indicating the range of active
subcarriers

ISCMAP

FrequencySubcarrier spacingRCS
1/8ScalarGuard interval (fraction of FFT width)RGI
BeforeGuard interval typeE*GITYP
0ScalarFirst channel offset from center frequencyI*FCO
0ScalarSamples (pre-oversampling) to overlap OFDM symbolsR*OVERLAP
Raised CosineTime domain windowing typeE*OVRWND
0ScalarTime domain windowing parameterR*OVRWNDP

FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling factorI*OVRSYM
SubcarriersSymbol interpretationE*SYMTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• No Scaling: OFDM signal is not scaled, OUTLVL is not used.
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• Subcarrier Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized subcarrier energy (energy times sampling frequency)
in dB. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

2 · OUTLVL · Z0
NC · OVERSMP · (1 + GI)

• Average Total Power (dBW), Average Total Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average total power in dBW
or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts · Z0
NC

• Average Subcarrier Power (dBW), Average Subcarrier Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average subcarrier
power in dBW or dBm. The input subcarrier symbols are scaled by:

OUTLVLWatts · Z0

• Scale by N: The OFDM signal is scaled by 1/N, resulting in the standard inverse DFT. OUTLVL is not used.

Z0 is the default system impedance specified in the system options dialog.

NC. The total number of subcarriers (FFT size) to use in one OFDM symbol, including both active and non-active
subcarriers where the active subcarriers are defined by the subcarrier assignment (SCMAP) parameter.

SCMAP. The active subcarrier assignment for subcarriers 0 through NC-1. When SCMAP is left empty or set to -1, all
of the subcarriers are occupied. When one or more subcarrier groups are activated, SCMAP should be specified by a
pair of numbers in { } such that the lower end of the active subcarrier and the higher end of the active subcarrier are
specified. For a single subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {15,15} activates only subcarrier 15. For multiple subcarrier
assignment, SCMAP = {0, 9, 20, 39} activates 10 subcarriers 0 through 9 and 20 subcarriers 20 through 39, for a total
of 30 active subcarriers.

CS. The frequency spacing between subcarriers. If left blank the subcarrier spacing is set to the data rate of the input
signal divided by the number of subcarriers (NC). If a value is specified, the data source generating the input signal is
automatically set to generate data at a rate such that the data rate at the input to the mapper is the subcarrier spacing
multiplied by the number of subcarriers adjusted for the guard interval:

RATE = CS · NC
1 + GI

GI. The fraction of the useful data portion to use as a guard interval. GI may be specified by a single guard fraction or
a vector of guard fractions. For example, {16/256, 8/256, 8/256, 8/256} will have a guard fraction pattern that repeats
every 4 OFDM symbols.

GIT. Determines where on the symbol the guard interval is added:

• Before: The guard interval precedes the useful data portion.

• After: The guard interval follows the useful data portion.

• Both Ends: Half the guard interval precedes the useful data portion, half the guard interval follows the useful data
portion.
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FCO. The number of channels to offset the first channel from the center frequency. The first channel is assigned the
channel frequency corresponding to the center frequency plus the offset times the subcarrier spacing.

OVERLAP. The number of samples to overlap the OFDM symbols (before oversampling). For example, OVERLAP
of 1.25 with OVRSMP = 4 results in a 5 sample overlap. As a result, OVERLAP determines the length of the windowing
used for the time domain waveform. When the OVERLAP is specified, a suffix of OVERLAP cyclically extended
samples is appended to the end of the OFDM symbol. If left empty, the smallest GI value is used as the OVERLAP. The
following illustrates how the overlap affects the OFDM symbol and the following OFDM symbol:

TOFDM i

OVERLAP

OVERLAP

TOFDM i+1

Sum of
overlaps

OVRWND. Determines the type of time domain windowing to apply to the OFDM symbol. The windowing is only
applied if OVERLAP is greater than 0. The following window types are supported:

• None: No windowing is applied, the same as Rectangular.

• Taylor: (Equivalent to Raised Cosine if OVRWNDP is 0)

w[i] =
(1 + α) + (1 − α) · cos(2π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))

2

• Raised Cosine, where the raised cosine parameter β is defined as β = 1 - OVRWNDP:

w[i] = {1, | i − N2 | ≤ (1 − β )N2 2

1 2[1 + cos( π β N2[ | i − N2 | − (1 − β )N2 2])], (1 − β )N2 2 < | i − N2 | ≤ (1 + β )N2 2

0, otherwise

• Kaiser-Bessel:

w[i] =
I0(α 1 − (2(i − N2) /N)2)

I0(α)

• Summed Cosine:

w[i] = (1 − 2α) · cos(π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))
+ 2αcos(3π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))

• Blackman:
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w[i] = 0.42 + 0.5 · cos(2π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))
+ 0.08 · cos(4π · (i − N2) / (N + 1))

• Triangle (Bartlett):

w[i] = 1 − | (2i − (N − 1))
N + 1 |

• Hamming:

w[i] = 0.54 + 0.46 · cos(π · (2i − (N − 1)) / (N − 1))

• Hanning:

w[i] = 0.5 ⋅ (1 + cos (π ⋅ (2i − (N − 1)) / (N + 1)))

• Blackman-Harris:

w[i] = 0.355768 − 0.487396 · cos(2π · i / (N − 1))
+ 0.144232 · cos(4π · i / (N − 1))
− 0.012604 · cos(6π · i / (N − 1))

where i=0 is the first sample of to be windowed, N=2*OVERLAP*OVERSMP+1, N2=N/2 if N is even and N2=(N-1)/2
if OVERLAP is odd, and α =OVRWNDP. I0(x) is the modified Bessel function I0(x).

OVRWNDP. The alpha parameter used by specific window types.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope output signal.

OVRSMP. The number of samples used to represent the analog complex-envelope waveform during each output symbol
interval. The OVRSMP value is applied to the input signal symbols, so the actual number of samples generated per
OFDM symbols output is greater, and is determined by:

N=NC·OVRSMP·(1+GI)

where N is the number of samples per OFDM output symbol.

SYMTYP. Determines how the OFDM block conceptually defines a symbol for downstream blocks.

• Subcarriers: A symbol is defined as one subcarrier. For downstream blocks a symbol will consist of OVRSMP samples.

• OFDM Symbols: A symbol is defined as one entire OFDM symbol. This was the behavior in versions of Cadence®
Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software prior to v6.0. For downstream
blocks a symbol will consist of NC·OVRSMP·(1+GI) samples.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The OFDM symbol is generated using a modified inverse discrete Fourier transform with the input symbols as the
frequency coefficients:

x[n] = ∑
q=0

N−1

A[q]e j2πnq/N

where A[q] are the input symbols, x[i] is the generated base waveform (useful part), and N is the number of subcarriers
multiplied by the OVRSMP parameter. (This differs from an inverse discrete Fourier transform in that it is not divided
by N unless OLVLTYP is set to "Scale by N".)

If OLVLTYP is other than "No Scaling", the input symbols are multiplied by the scaling, as determined by OUTLVL
and OLVLTYP, prior to the transformation.

An optional guard interval may be specified using the GI and GIT parameters. The guard interval is a copy of the opposite
end of the base waveform - for example, if the guard interval is being added after the useful part then the guard interval
will consist of the first N samples from the useful part copied after the end of the useful part. The number of samples in
the guard interval is determined from:

NGuard = NC · OVRSMP · GI

where NGuard is the number of samples in the guard interval, and the other values are the corresponding parameters.

For the case of GIT set to "Both Ends", the guard interval is simply split in two, with the part preceding the useful part
a copy of the tail end of the useful part and the part following the useful part a copy of the front end of the useful part.

If OVERLAP is greater than 0, the OFDM symbols are overlapped by OVERLAP*OVRSMP samples. OVERLAP must
be less than NC*(1+GI)/2. The time domain OFDM symbol is internally cyclically extended by OVERLAP samples.
The time domain window specified by OVRWND and OVRWNDP is then applied to the extended symbol using the
following:

y[i] = { w[i] · xext[i] 0 ≤ i < NOverlap

xext[i] NOverlap ≤ i < NOFDM

w[NExt − i − 1] · xext[i] NOFDM ≤ i < NExt
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where NOverlap = OVERLAP*OVRSMP is the number of samples in the overlap, NOFDM = NC*(1+GI)*OVRSMP is
the number of samples in the OFDM symbol, and NExt = NOFDM + NOverlap is the total number of samples in the extended
symbol. w[i] is the windowing function determined by the OVRWND and OVRWNDP parameters.
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Offset QPSK Receiver: OQPSK_RX

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

OQPSK_RX implements an OQPSK (Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed) receiver with demodulation and detection
functions. It operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original
transmitted bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape associated with the impulse response of the receive filter. Set this to Auto
to have the pulse shape automatically determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the BPSK_TX
block's documentation for details about the different pulse shapes.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the BPSK_TX block's documentation for
more details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN = Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty, the value is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.
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• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Raw demodulated signalComplex3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q demodulator to demodulate the signal and a QPSK detector to convert the demodulated signal to
a digital signal.

The following is a typical layout of an I/Q demodulator based receiver:

Detector

Correlator

Correlator

Detected
Signal

AGC
Scaling

AGC
Scaling

Demodulated
I Channel

Demodulated
Q Channel

Modulated
I Channel

Modulated
Q Channel

The I/Q demodulator performs the transformation from the analog domain to the discrete-time domain by correlating
the received sampled-data I/Q channels against stored pulses and sampling the result at the end of the symbol interval.
Arbitrary pulse shaping such as Nyquist pulses can be applied.

The AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters are used to normalize the sampled correlation values of the demodulator prior
to detection and output on node 3. The normalization is performed according to:
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Raw = 1
2EsZ0 Corr

where Corr is the correlated output being normalized, Raw is the normalized value, Es is the symbol energy in Joules,
and Z0 is the system impedance, which is set in the System Options dialog.

The value for the symbol energy is determined from the AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters:

• Symbol Energy (dB): Used as-is.

• Bit Energy (dB): Es,dB=Eb,dB

• Avg. Power (dBW): Es,dB=AvgPwrdB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

For OQPSK, a delay of Ts/2 is introduced in the I channel prior to correlation to compensate for the Ts/2 delay introduced
during modulation.

A QPSK detector is then used to convert the demodulated I/Q signal into the received digital signal.

NOTE: The symbol duration for offset QPSK is sometimes treated as Ts/2 because the channel delay may cause a change
every Ts/2, which results in 1 bit/symbol[1]. In this implementation, however, the symbol duration is treated as Ts/2,
resulting in 2 bits/symbol. This simplifies comparison with other QPSK based modulations.

References

[1] Xiong, F., Digital Modulation Techniques, pg. 167
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Offset QPSK Modulated Signal: OQPSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

OQPSK_SRC produces an Offset QPSK signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.
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• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships, assuming 2 bits/symbol (see
note about bits per symbol in Implementation Details):

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10· log102

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

RATE.The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. This implementation assumes 2 bits/symbol.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.
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• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. Leave empty to automatically generate a
seed value. Refer to the Digital Random Source Block, RND_D, for details.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a Offset QPSK transmitter (QPSK_TX). The
output of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual blocks for full details.

NOTE: The symbol duration for offset QPSK is sometimes treated as Ts/2 because the delay may cause a change every
s/2, which results in 1 bit/symbol [1]. In this implementation, however, the symbol duration is treated as s/2, resulting in
2 bits/symbol. This simplifies comparison with other QPSK based modulations.

References

[1] Xiong, F., Digital Modulation Techniques, pg. 167
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Offset QPSK Transmitter: OQPSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

OQPSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed (OQPSK) signal from
a binary signal.

The block accepts binary inputs (bits), which are grouped into pairs and then mapped to one of four points in the output
constellation. This block generates a sampled-data signal by exciting a linear filter on each of the I/Q rails with the
appropriate amplitude level.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.
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• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships, assuming 2 bits/symbol (see
note about bits per symbol in Implementation Details):

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10· log102

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE.The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.
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• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN = Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q modulator with a 1/2 symbol delay on the Q channel to generate the complex envelope signal:

Mapping /
Scaling

Pulse
shaping

Pulse
shaping

I

Q

Input
Signal

Impulse
train

Impulse
train

Delay
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The input signal is mapped to complex values in pairs. The first bit is mapped as an anti-podal value {+1, -1} to the I
value, the second bit is mapped to the Q value.

This signal is then scaled by:

A = 2EbZ0SMod

where Es is the symbol energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.

The signal is then converted to a impulse train, with the signal being followed by SMPSYM-1 samples with value 0.
This train then excites the pulse shaping filters, producing the complex envelope output. The PLSSHP block can be used
to mimic this pulse shaping.

The Q channel is then delayed by Ts/2 to produce the offset.

NOTE: The symbol duration for offset QPSK is sometimes treated as Ts/2 because the delay may cause a change every
Ts/2, which results in 1 bit/symbol [1]. In this implementation, however, the symbol duration is treated as Ts/2, resulting
in 2 bits/symbol. This simplifies comparison with other QPSK based modulations.

References

[1] Xiong, F., Digital Modulation Techniques, pg. 167
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PAM Detector: PAM_DET

Symbol

Summary

PAM_DET generates a sequence of digital or binary symbols from a Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) demodulated
I/Q signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-any)I*M
VectorSignal constellationC*SIGNS
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE
N/AOutput typeE*OUTTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of points in the I/Q constellation. If left empty the value will be set to match the M parameter of the
transmitter generating the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M complex elements. If
empty the constellation will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty this will be determined from the PAM_MAP block generating the input
signal. If no block is detected, the constellation is normalized for unit power by setting the scale factor to:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M−1xi
2

OUTTYP. Determines the type of output signal.

• Auto: The signal will be set to match the input signal to the transmitter.

• Binary: A binary signal will be generated.

• M-Ary: An M-ary digital signal will be generated, with the parameter M as the alphabet size.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

The block determines the closest constellation point to each input symbol to determine the detected output symbol. Refer
to PAM_MAP for details on the constellation points.

If the output signal is binary, the bits are output most-significant bit first.
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PAM Mapper: PAM_MAP

Symbol

Summary

PAM_MAP generates a Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) set of I/Q coefficients from an input signal. The coefficients
may then be fed into a modulator for generating an analog waveform.

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols. If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into
sets of log2 M bits before being mapped to one of M points in the output constellation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
16ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-ary)IM

VectorSignal constellationCSIGNS
ScalarScale factorRSCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of constellation points. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary of the input signal (the signal
must not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of the input
signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M elements.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty the constellation is normalized to have unit power by the following scale
factor:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M−1xi
2

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The block maps M-ary digital symbols onto the I/Q constellation points. If the input signal is binary, log2M input bits
are grouped to form one M-ary digital symbol, with the first bit received treated as the most significant bit.

If SIGCNS is left empty, a signal constellation will be generated on the real axis centered on 0 with equally spaced points
according to the following:

xi=2i-(M-1) i=0,1,...,M-1

Ii=xi·SCALE

where Ii is the constellation point corresponding to the digital symbol value i.
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PAM Receiver: PAM_RX

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

PAM_RX implements a PAM (Pulse Amplitude Modulation) receiver with demodulation and detection functions. It
operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted
bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Number of signal levels (M-ary)I*M

VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL
AutoAGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
ScalarSignal constellationC*SIGCNS

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

M. The number of levels in the one-dimensional PAM constellation. It is constrained to be a power of 2.

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape associated with the impulse response of the receive filter. Set this to Auto
to have the pulse shape automatically determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the BPSK_TX
block's documentation for details about the different pulse shapes.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the BPSK_TX block's documentation for
more details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty, the value is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".
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• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M elements. If empty
the constellation will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Raw demodulated signalComplex3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q demodulator to demodulate the signal and a PAM detector to convert the demodulated signal to
a digital signal.

The following is a typical layout of an I/Q demodulator based receiver:

Detector

Correlator

Correlator

Detected
Signal

AGC
Scaling

AGC
Scaling

Demodulated
I Channel

Demodulated
Q Channel

Modulated
I Channel

Modulated
Q Channel

The I/Q demodulator performs the transformation from the analog domain to the discrete-time domain by correlating
the received sampled-data I/Q channels against stored pulses and sampling the result at the end of the symbol interval.
Arbitrary pulse shaping such as Nyquist pulses can be applied.
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The AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters are used to normalize the sampled correlation values of the demodulator prior
to detection and output on node 3. The normalization is performed according to:

Raw = 1
2EsZ0 Corr

where Corr is the correlated output being normalized, Raw is the normalized value, Es is the symbol energy in Joules,
and Z0 is the system impedance, which is set in the System Options dialog.

The value for the symbol energy is determined from the AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters:

• Symbol Energy (dB): Used as-is.

• Bit Energy (dB): Es,dB=Eb,dB

• Avg. Power (dBW): Es,dB=AvgPwrdB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

The detector uses the demodulated I values to find the closest PAM constellation point to determine the digital symbol
received.
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PAM Modulated Signal: PAM_SRC

Symbol

Summary

PAM_SRC produces a PAM signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Binary-PAMPAM modulationEMOD
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM
M-aryDigital source typeE*DTYP

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of constellation points in the one-dimensional PAM constellation. If left empty this is determined from
the M-ary of the input signal (the signal must not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then
this must match the M-ary of the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.
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OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10· log102

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. The equivalent bit rate is log2M times RATE.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.
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• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

DTYP. Determines the type of random data generated from the internal pseudo-random source.

• M-Ary: Random M-ary (for example 8-ary) data is generated directly and output from the digital data output port.

• Binary: Random binary data (bits) are generated and output from the digital data output port.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2
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Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a PAM transmitter (PAM_TX). The output
of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual blocks for full details.
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PAM Transmitter: PAM_TX

Symbol

Summary

PAM_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) signal from a digital signal.

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols. If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into
sets of log2 M bits and then mapped to one of M points in the output constellation. This block generates a sampled-data
signal by exciting a linear filter on each of the I/Q rails with the appropriate amplitude level.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
8ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-ary)IM
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

ScalarSignal constellationC*SIGCNS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of constellation points in the one-dimensional PAM constellation. If left empty this is determined from
the M-ary of the input signal (the signal must not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then
this must match the M-ary of the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:
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• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10· log102

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.
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• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN = Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M elements.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block uses a PAM mapper and an I/Q modulator to generate the complex envelope signal. The following illustrates
the basic I/Q modulation process:
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If the input signal is binary, it is first converted into M-Ary if M is not 2.

The digital signal is then converted to complex values using the PAM Mapper block. By default the Q values are set to
0 and the I values set according to:

xi = 2i − (M − 1) i = 0, 1, ..., M − 1

I = M
∑i=0
M−1xi

xi

This signal is then scaled by:

A = 2EsZ0SMod

where Es is the symbol energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.

The signal is then converted to a impulse train, with the signal being followed by SMPSYM-1 samples with value 0.
This train then excites the pulse shaping filters, producing the complex envelope output. The PLSSHP block can be used
to mimic this pulse shaping.
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PM Demodulator: PM_DMOD

Symbol

Summary

PM_DMOD performs ideal analog PM demodulation of its complex input. The phase of the complex input samples is
computed. This is an analog model that can be used in analog systems or in analog portions of digital systems to process
data symbols.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarDetector gainRGAIN
AngleInitial phase stateRIPHS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. Detector gain. A gain of 1.0 and a detected phase of 0.5 cycles, or 180-degrees, results in a value of 1.0 at the
output.

If this is left empty, it will be set to the inverse of the KF parameter of the upstream FM_MOD. If there is no upstream
FM_MOD block it will be set to 1.

IPHS. The initial phase state of the demodulator.

If this is left empty, it will be set to the negative of the static phase rotation associated with the input signal. The static
phase rotation is an estimate of the phase rotation imparted upon a signal based by various blocks. The estimates are
generated by the individual blocks prior to the generation of simulation data. Setting IPHS empty has the effect of
automatically compensating for any phase rotation that occurs between the PM_MOD block generating the modulated
signal and the PM_DMOD block.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex baseband PM signalComplex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog demodulated signalReal2

Implementation Details

The output signal is generated from the following:

out[k] =
( ∠ inp[k] − φ[k])

2π · GAIN

φ[k] is an adjustment value used to unwrap the signal's phase. It is initially set to IPHS and incremented by 2π whenever
inp[k] - inp[k-1] is less than -π and decremented by 2π whenever inp[k] - inp[k-1] is greater than π.
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Phase Modulator: PM_MOD

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

PM_MOD phase-modulates the carrier input (complex baseband representation) at node 2 by the real input at node 1
and writes the resulting complex baseband PM signal to output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarPhase sensitivity (cycles/Volt)RKP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

KP. Phase sensitivity, in cycles/Volt. This specifies the phase shift in cycles imposed on the second input of the block
by a modulating input of 1.0. Thus if the specified phase sensitivity is KP = 0.5, and the modulating signal is a constant
of 1.0, then the instantaneous phase of input 2 is shifted by one half cycle, or 180-degrees.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Analog Modulating SignalReal1
Carrier SignalComplex2

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 This is the real signal that modulates the signal at node 2.

Node No. 2 This is the carrier signal to be modulated. The signal is assumed to be the complex baseband representation
of the carrier.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex baseband PM signalComplex3
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Implementation Details

This model phase modulates the carrier signal (complex baseband representation) input at node 2 by the real input at
node 1 and writes the resulting complex baseband PM signal to the output. The instantaneous phase of input 2 is shifted
by an amount equal to the modulating signal times the phase sensitivity. Specifically, if the modulating (real) input signal
at node 1 is v(t), and the carrier signal at node 2 has amplitude A2, center frequency fc,2 and phase Φ2(t), then the output
y(t) of PM_MOD is the signal: y(t)=A2·exp(j·(Φ2(t)+2π·KP·v(t))) centered at the center frequency fc,2 of input 2.

This is an analog model that can be used in analog systems or in analog portions of digital systems to process data
symbols.
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Pi/4 QPSK Detector: PQPSK_DET

Symbol

Summary

PQPSK_DET generates a sequence of bits from a π/4-Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed (π/4-QPSK) demodulated I/Q signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarInitial I/Q stateC*IST

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IST. The initial state for the differential decoder. The value is automatically normalized to fall on the unit circle. If left
empty this will be determined from the mapper generating the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

The block generates a pair of output bits from each input symbol using differential decoding. The following decoding
rules are used:

xk = ÎkÎk−1 + Q̂kQ̂k−1

yk = Q̂kÎk−1 − ÎkQ̂k−1

âi = 1 i f xk > 0, âi = 0 otherwise
âi+1 = 1 i f yk > 0, âi+1 = 0 otherwise
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where

âi

is the first bit estimate output. The initial values for

Îk−1, Q̂k−1

are set from IST.

Two output bits are generated for every input symbol, or 2 bits/symbol.
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Pi/4 QPSK Mapper: PQPSK_MAP

Symbol

Summary

PQPSK_MAP generates a π/4-Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed (π/4-QPSK) set of I/Q coefficients from a binary input
signal. The coefficients may then be fed into a modulator for generating an analog waveform.

The block accepts binary inputs (bits), which are grouped into pairs and then differentially encoded in such a way that
all phase changes are restricted to odd-number multiples of π/4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1+0*jScalarInitial I/Q stateC*IST

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IST. The initial state for the differential encoder. The value is automatically normalized to fall on the unit circle.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The block groups the input bits into pairs and then generates an I/Q constellation point on the unit circle according to
the following:

uk = 1
2 (uk−1ai − vk−1ai+1)

vk = 1
2 (uk−1ai+1 + vk−1ai)
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i = 0, 2, ...

where uk,vk are the I and Q components of the constellation point for symbol k and ai and ai+1 correspond to input bits
where ai is -1 if the i-th input bit is less than or equal to 0 or ai is 1 if the i-th input bit is greater than 0. The IST parameter
determines the initial state of uk,vk and is always normalized to fall on the unit circle.

One output symbol is generated for every two input bits, or 2 bits/symbol.
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Pi/4 QPSK Receiver: PQPSK_RX

Symbol

R D
1 2

3

Summary

PQPSK_RX is a PI/4 QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed) receiver with demodulation and detection functions. It
operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted
bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AutoAGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:
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• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape associated with the impulse response of the receive filter. Set this to Auto
to have the pulse shape automatically determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the BPSK_TX
block's documentation for details about the different pulse shapes.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the BPSK_TX block's documentation for
more details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty, the value is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

DLYCMP.Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.
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SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Raw demodulated signalComplex3
I Channel Correlated Running SumReal, Complex, Digital4
Q Channel Correlated Running SumReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q demodulator to demodulate the signal and a Pi/4 QPSK detector to convert the demodulated signal
to a digital signal.

The following is a typical layout of an I/Q demodulator based receiver:

Detector

Correlator

Correlator

Detected
Signal

AGC
Scaling

AGC
Scaling

Demodulated
I Channel

Demodulated
Q Channel

Modulated
I Channel

Modulated
Q Channel

The I/Q demodulator performs the transformation from the analog domain to the discrete-time domain by correlating
the received sampled-data I/Q channels against stored pulses and sampling the result at the end of the symbol interval.
Arbitrary pulse shaping such as Nyquist pulses can be applied.

The AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters are used to normalize the sampled correlation values of the demodulator prior
to detection and output on node 3. The normalization is performed according to:

Raw = 1
2EsZ0 Corr

where Corr is the correlated output being normalized, Raw is the normalized value, Es is the symbol energy in Joules,
and Z0 is the system impedance, which is set in the System Options dialog.

The value for the symbol energy is determined from the AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters:
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• Symbol Energy (dB): Used as-is.

• Bit Energy (dB): Es,dB=Eb,dB

• Avg. Power (dBW): Es,dB=AvgPwrdB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

A PQPSK_DET detector block is used to convert the demodulated signal into digital symbols. Refer to the PQPSK_DET
block's documentation for more details.
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Pi/4 QPSK Modulated Signal: PQPSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

PQPSK_SRC produces a π/4 QPSK signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.
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• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships for π/4 -QPSK's 2 bits/symbol:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10· log102

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. The equivalent bit rate is twice RATE.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.
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PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a π/4 -QPSK transmitter (PQPSK_TX). The
output of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual models for full details.
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Pi/4 QPSK Transmitter: PQPSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

PQPSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) π/4-Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed (QPSK) signal from a
binary signal.

The block accepts binary inputs (bits), which are grouped into pairs and then differentially encoded in such a way that
all phase changes are restricted to odd-number multiples of π/4. This block generates a sampled-data signal by exciting
a linear filter on each of the I/Q rails with the appropriate amplitude level.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.
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• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships for π/4-QPSK's 2 bits/symbol:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10· log102

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.
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• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block uses a π/4 QPSK mapper and an I/Q modulator to generate the complex envelope signal. The following
illustrates the basic I/Q modulation process:

Mapping /
Scaling

Pulse
shaping

Pulse
shaping

I

Q

Input
Signal

Impulse train

Impulse train

The input signal is first mapped into complex values using the PQPSK_MAP block. Refer to the block's documentation
for more details on the mapping.
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This signal is then scaled by:

A = 2EsZ0SMod

where Es is the symbol energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.

The signal is then converted to a impulse train, with the signal being followed by SMPSYM-1 samples with value 0.
This train then excites the pulse shaping filters, producing the complex envelope output. The PLSSHP block can be used
to mimic this pulse shaping.
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Pulse-Width Demodulator: PW_DMOD

Symbol

Summary

PW_DMOD is a pulse-width demodulator, best used when preceded at some point in the simulation chain by a
corresponding PW_MOD block (Pulse-Width Modulator). It outputs real numbers according to the time-width of the
pulses at its input.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VOutput level for minimum pulse widthR*MIN
VOutput level for maximum pulse widthR*MAX
ScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

The parameters of this demodulator block are all secondary, and they are left blank by default, indicating that they inherit
their values via Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software
parameter propagation from a corresponding PW_MOD block, which presumably preceded PW_DMOD in a simulation
chain. The block outputs one real sample per symbol.

MIN. Determines the output value if the input pulse is of minimum width (i.e., 1 sample).

MAX. Determines the output value if the input pulse is of maximum width (i.e., SMPSYM samples).

SMPSYM. The number of samples composing an entire pulse at the input of the block; corresponding to how pulses
are constructed by a PW_MOD block.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Pulse Modulated SignalReal1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SignalReal2

Implementation Details

For better understanding of the functionality of the PW_DMOD block, see the corresponding modulator block PW_MOD.
In the example shown there, if the output of PW_MOD is connected to the input of PW_DMOD, the initial input values
{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7} are retrieved at the output of PW_DMOD. This is true even when leaving the parameters of PW_DMOD
blank, i.e., whether or not MIN=0, MAX=7, SMPSYM=8 are specified, because those values are propagated from
modulator to demodulator in the VSS simulation chain.
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Pulse-Width Modulator: PW_MOD

Symbol

Summary

PW_MOD is a pulse-width modulator. Pulses of a specified amplitude are produced at the output; their time duration
depends on the input and the parameters of the block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
_DRATEFrequencyPulse rate at outputRPLSRATE
0VInput level for minimum pulse widthRMIN
1VInput level for maximum pulse widthRMAX
1VOutput pulse voltageRAMPL
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PLSRATE. Determines the pulse rate at the output. The inverse is the time duration of an entire output pulse, including
the time when the output is zero after the time duration of high amplitude AMPL has expired. PLSRATE is back-propagated
and also sets the symbol rate of the input to PW_MOD if it is left blank.

MIN. Determines the input value for which the output pulse has its minimum duration of 1 sample. If the input takes
values less than MIN, then the modulated output behaves as if the input value was MIN (clipping).

MAX. Determines the input value for which the output pulse has its maximum duration of SMPSYM samples. If the
input takes values larger than MAX, then the modulated output behaves as if the input value was MAX (clipping).

AMPL. Determines the high value of the output pulse. Output pulses toggle between 0 and AMPL.

SMPSYM. Determines the number of samples in each output pulse, including both the samples that take the high value
AMPL and those that remain 0.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

If MIN > MAX, the values are swapped to their natural ordering, such that MIN < MAX. The operation continues as
described in "Implementation Details" after the swapping.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Pulse Modulated SignalReal2

Implementation Details

The best illustration of block operation is provided with an example. If the input to PW_MOD cycles between the values
{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, and the parameters of the block are PLSRATE=1 GHz, MIN=0, MAX=7, AMPL=2, SMPSYM=8,
then the block outputs pulses of total duration 1 nsec each, or the following series of samples, at a sampling frequency
of 8 Gsamples/sec:

{2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 2,2,0,0,0,0,0,0, 2,2,2,0,0,0,0,0, 2,2,2,2,0,0,0,0, 2,2,2,2,2,0,0,0, 2,2,2,2,2,2,0,0, 2,2,2,2,2,2,2,0,
2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2}

Note that the minimum pulse width is 1 sample (for input value 0 or less) and the maximum pulse width is SMPSYM
samples (for input value 7 or more).
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QAM Detector: QAM_DET

Symbol

Summary

QAM_DET generates a sequence of digital or binary symbols from a Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
demodulated I/Q signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-ary)I*M
VectorSignal constellationC*SIGCNS
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE

AutoOutput typeE*OUTTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of points in the I/Q constellation. If left empty the value will be set to match the M parameter of the
transmitter generating the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M complex elements. If
empty the constellation will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty this will be determined from the PAM_MAP block generating the input
signal. If no block is detected, the constellation is normalized for unit power by setting the scale factor to:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2

OUTTYP. Determines the type of output signal.

• Auto: The signal will be set to match the input signal to the transmitter.

• Binary: A binary signal will be generated.

• M-Ary: An M-ary digital signal will be generated, with the parameter M as the alphabet size.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

The block determines the closest constellation point to each input symbol to determine the detected output symbol. See
QAM_MAP for details on the constellation points.

If the output signal is binary, the bits are output most-significant bit first.
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QAM Mapper: QAM_MAP

Symbol

Summary

QAM_MAP generates a Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) set of I/Q coefficients from an input signal. The
coefficients may then be fed into a modulator for generating an analog waveform.

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols. If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into
sets of log2 M bits before being mapped to one of M points in the output constellation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
16ScalarNumber of constellation points (M-ary)IM

VectorSignal constellationCSIGCNS
ScalarScale factorRSCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of constellation points on the circle. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary of the input signal
(the signal must not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary of
the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M elements. Signal
constellations can be automatically generated for M=16, 32, 64, 128 and 256. Additional constellation data files are
available in the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software
Data\Constel folder, and may be specified using the vfile function as in:

SIGCNS = vfile("$Data\Constel\16QAM802_11a.CON")

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty the constellation is normalized to have unit power by the following scale
factor:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

The block maps M-ary digital symbols onto the I/Q constellation points. If the input signal is binary, log2M input bits
are grouped to form one M-ary digital symbol, with the first bit received treated as the most significant bit.

The signal constellations used for the automatically generated constellations are loaded from data files found in the VSS
Data\Constel folder. The following are the automatically generated constellations:

M = 2

A BPSK constellation is generated, with a 1 bit corresponding to +1 and a 0 bit corresponding to -1.

M = 4

A QPSK constellation is generated. The constellation has the following layout (left-most bit is the first bit received):

+1

-1

-1 +1

01

00

11

10

I

Q

M = 16

A Gray coded square 16-QAM constellation is generated using the data file Data\Constel\16QAMGray.CON. It has the
following layout (the left-most bit is the first bit received):
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+3

+1

-1

-3

-3 -1 +1 +3

0100

1100

1000

0000

0110

1110

1010

0010

0111

1111

1011

0011

0101

1101

1001

0001

Q

I

M = 32

A square 32-QAM constellation with corners missing is generated using the data file Data\Constel\32QAM.CON. It has
the following layout (the left-most bit is the first bit received):

+5

+3

+1

-1

-3

-5

-5 -3 -1 +1 +3 +5

00100

01010

00001

01101

00000

10100

11010

10001

11101

00111

10000

01100

00110

01001

00011

10111

01000

11100

10110

11001

10011

01111

11000

00010

01110

00101

01011

11111

10010

11110

10101

11011

I

Q

M = 64

A Gray coded square 64-QAM constellation is generated using the data file Data\Constel\64QAMGray.CON. It has the
following layout (the left-most bit is the first bit received):
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001000

101000

111000

011000

010000

110000

100000

000000

+7

+5

+3

+1

-1

-3

-5

-7

-7 -5 -3 -1 +1 +3 +5 +7

001100

101100

111100

011100

010100

110100

100100

000100

001110

101110

111110

011110

010110

110110

100110

000110

001010

101010

111010

011010

010010

110010

100010

000010

001011

101011

111011

011011

010011

110011

100011

000011

001111

101111

111111

011111

010111

110111

100111

000111

001101

101101

111101

011101

010101

110101

100101

000101

001001

101001

111001

011001

010001

110001

100001

000001

I

Q

M = 128

A square 128-QAM constellation with four points from each corner left out is generated using the data file
Data\Constel\128QAM.CON. The symbols are ordered left to right, top to bottom:
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I

Q
0 1

127126

...

...

...8

M = 256

A square Gray coded 256-QAM constellation is generated using the data file Data\Constel\256QAMGray.CON. The
left-bottom most point (most negative) is assigned 0.

M = 1024

A square Gray coded 1024-QAM constellation is generated using the data file Data\Constel\1024QAMGray.CON. The
left-bottom most point (most negative) is assigned 0.
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QAM Receiver: QAM_RX

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

QAM_RX implements a QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) receiver with demodulation and detection functions.
It operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted
bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of phases (M-ary)I*M
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AutoAGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
ScalarSignal constellationC*SIGCNS

_Z0ScalarLoad impedance seen at input node 1C*ZL

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

M. The number of points in the I/Q constellation. If left empty the value will be set to match the M parameter of the
transmitter generating the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape associated with the impulse response of the receive filter. Set this to Auto
to have the pulse shape automatically determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the BPSK_TX
block's documentation for details about the different pulse shapes.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the BPSK_TX block's documentation for
more details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN = Taps/SMPSYM. If left empty, the value is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.
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• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M complex elements. If
empty the constellation will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

ZL. Load impedance seen at input node 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Raw demodulated signalComplex3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q demodulator to demodulate the signal and a QAM detector to convert the demodulated signal to
a digital signal.

The following is a typical layout of an I/Q demodulator based receiver:

Detected
signal

AGC
scaling

Pulse
matching

Modulated
I channel

Detector

Modulated
Q channel

Pulse
matching

AGC
scaling

Demodulated
I channel

Demodulated
Q channel
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The I/Q demodulator performs the transformation from the analog domain to the discrete-time domain by correlating
the received sampled-data I/Q channels against stored pulses and sampling the result at the end of the symbol interval.
Arbitrary pulse shaping such as Nyquist pulses can be applied.

The AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters are used to normalize the sampled correlation values of the demodulator prior
to detection and output on node 3. The normalization is performed according to:

Raw = 1
2EsZ0 Corr

where Corr is the correlated output being normalized, Raw is the normalized value, Es is the symbol energy in Joules,
and Z0 is the system impedance, which is set in the System Options dialog.

The value for the symbol energy is determined from the AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters:

• Symbol Energy (dB): Used as-is.

• Bit Energy (dB): Es,dB=Eb,dB

• Avg. Power (dBW): Es,dB=AvgPwrdB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

The detector operates on the demodulated normalized complex received signal points output by the demodulator by
comparing them to constellation points in I/Q space read from the constellation array and declaring the nearest as the
transmitted signal. The QAM detector performs the mapping from the complex domain to the digital domain. This is
performed by inverting the mapping made at the QAM transmitter, which is a natural binary mapping of the indices in
the constellation array with LSB first out of the detector port. See the QAM transmitter for details on the constellation
array format.
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QAM Soft Metrics Calculator: QAM_SFTM

Symbol

Summary

The input to this block is a demodulated I/Q signal. For each input sample, QAM_SFTM calculates soft metrics
corresponding to every point of the underlying Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) I/Q constellation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of signal levels (M-ary)I*M
VectorSignal constellationC*SIGCNS
ScalarScale factorR*SCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The number of points in the I/Q constellation. If left empty the value will be set to match the M parameter of the
transmitter generating the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M complex elements. If
empty the constellation will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If left empty this will be determined from the PAM_MAP block generating the input
signal. If no block is detected, the constellation is normalized for unit power by setting the scale factor to:

SCALE = M
∑i=0

M ∣ xi∣2

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SignalComplex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Soft MetricsReal2

Implementation Details

For each input sample, the block calculates M soft metrics. Each metric is calculated as the squared distance between
the input sample and each of the points in the QAM constellation. See QAM_MAP for details on the QAM constellations.
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QAM Modulated Signal: QAM_SRC

Symbol

Summary

QAM_SRC produces a QAM signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Topology

QAM_SRC is similar to the following subcircuit:

RND_D QAM_TX
PORTDOUT

PORTDOUT

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
16-QAMQAM modulationEMOD
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

M-aryDigital source typeE*DTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MOD. Determines the modulation type. The Implementation Details section below illustrates the constellations for
several of the options.

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10·log10(log2M)

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10· log10(SMPSYM/2)

RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. The equivalent bit rate is log2M times RATE.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:
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b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

DTYP. Determines the type of random data generated from the internal pseudo-random source.

• M-Ary: Random M-ary (for example 8-ary) data is generated directly and output from the digital data output port.

• Binary: Random binary data (bits) are generated and output from the digital data output port.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.
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RSEED. The seed for the digital signal's pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital Random Source Block
RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a QAM transmitter (QAM_TX). The output
of the digital source is available at node 2. See RND_D and QAM_TX for full details.

The following illustrates the QAM constellations used for several of the MOD options. The bit patterns use the convention
that the first bit generated is the left-most bit.

MOD = 16-QAM (Gray):

+3

+1

-1

-3

-3 -1 +1 +3

0100

1100

1000

0000

0110

1110

1010

0010

0111

1111

1011

0011

0101

1101

1001

0001

Q

I
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MOD = 16-QAM (Natural):

+3

+1

-1

-3

-3 -1 +1 +3

0000

0010

0001

0011

1000

1010

1001

1011

0100

0110

0101

0111

1100

1110

1101

1111

Q

I

MOD = 32-QAM Square:

+5

+3

+1

-1

-3

-5

-5 -3 -1 +1 +3 +5

00100

01010

00001

01101

00000

10100

11010

10001

11101

00111

10000

01100

00110

01001

00011

10111

01000

11100

10110

11001

10011

01111

11000

00010

01110

00101

01011

11111

10010

11110

10101

11011

I

Q

MOD = 32-QAM 802.16 Proposed:

This constellation is based on the 32-QAM mapping proposed by Nokia for 802.16 PHY [1].
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+5

+3

+1

-1

-3

-5

-5 -3 -1 +1 +3 +5

11010

10101

11110

10001

10000

01011

00100

01111

01000

11011
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01110
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00101
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10100
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11111

11001
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00110
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10011
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11000

I

Q

MOD = 64-QAM (Gray):

001000

101000

111000

011000

010000

110000

100000

000000
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001100

101100

111100

011100

010100

110100

100100

000100

001110

101110

111110

011110

010110

110110

100110

000110

001010

101010

111010

011010

010010

110010

100010

000010

001011

101011

111011

011011

010011

110011

100011

000011

001111

101111

111111

011111

010111

110111

100111

000111
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101101

111101

011101

010101

110101

100101

000101
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101001
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011001
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110001

100001

000001

I

Q
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QAM Transmitter: QAM_TX

Symbol

Summary

QAM_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Quadrature Amplitude Modulated (QAM) signal from a digital
signal.

The block accepts both binary inputs (bits) and M-ary digital symbols. If the input is binary, the bits are grouped into
sets of log2 M bits and then mapped to one of M points in the output constellation. This block generates a sampled-data
signal by exciting a linear filter on each of the I/Q rails with the appropriate amplitude level.

Topology

QAM_TX is similar to the following subcircuit:

QAM_MAP

1 2

3

IQ_MOD
PORTDIN PORTDOUT

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
16ScalarNumber of constellations points (M-ary)IM
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol rate at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarSignal constellationV*SIGCNS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M.The number of constellation points in the constellation. If left empty this is determined from the M-ary of the input
signal (the signal must not be binary). If it is not empty and the input signal is not binary, then this must match the M-ary
of the input signal. This value is constrained to be a power of 2.

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships:

Es,dB=Eb,dB+10·log10(log2M)

Es,dB=PAvg,dB+10·log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is drate of source/M.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:
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b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN=Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN-1)SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

SIGCNS. Optional signal constellation to be used. If specified this must be a vector containing M elements. Signal
constellations can be automatically generated for M=16, 32, 64, 128 and 256. Additional constellation data files are
available in the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software
Data\Constel folder, and may be specified using the vfile function as in:

SIGCNS = vfile("$Data\Constel\16QAM802_11a.CON")
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block uses a QAM mapper and an I/Q modulator to generate the complex envelope signal. The following illustrates
the basic I/Q modulation process:

Mapping
& scaling

Pulse
shaping

Pulse
shaping

Input
signal

Impulse train

Impulse train

I

Q

If the input signal is binary, it is first converted into M-Ary if M is not 2.

The digital signal is then converted to complex values using the QAM Mapper block. See QAM_MAP for details.

This signal is then scaled by:

A = 2EbZ0SMod

where Es is the symbol energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.

The scaled signal is converted to an impulse train, with the signal being followed by SMPSYM-1 samples with value 0.
This train then excites the pulse shaping filters, producing the complex envelope output. The PLSSHP block can be used
to mimic the pulse shaping.
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QPSK Detector: QPSK_DET

Symbol

Summary

QPSK_DET generates a sequence of bits from a Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed (QPSK) demodulated I/Q signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated SIgnalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected SymbolsDigital2

Implementation Details

The block generates a pair of output bits for each input symbol using the following threshold rules:

âi = 1 i f Îk > 0, âi = 0 otherwise

âi+1 = 1 i f Q̂k > 0, âi+1 = 0 otherwise

where a^i is the first bit estimate output.

Two output bits are generated for every input symbol, or 2 bits/symbol.
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QPSK Mapper: QPSK_MAP

Symbol

Summary

QPSK_MAP generates a Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed (QPSK) sequence of I/Q coefficients from a binary input signal.
The coefficients may then be fed into a modulator for generating an analog waveform.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarScale factorRSCALE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SCALE. Optional scale factor. If specified, the constellation points are positioned at +/- SCALE. If left empty the
constellation points are positioned at +/- 1/√2.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulator Control SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

Pairs of input bits are mapped to I/Q constellation points according to the following:

Ik= SCALE, if ai=1, Ik= - SCALE otherwise

Qk= SCALE, if ai+1=1, Qk= - SCALE otherwise

where ai is the first bit input of the pair of bits.

The following is the QPSK constellation (the left-most bit is the first bit received):
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QPSK Receiver: QPSK_RX

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

QPSK_RX implements a QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed) receiver with demodulation and detection functions.It
operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE) sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted
bit stream.

Most of the parameters are inherited by default from the transmit side using the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
AutoPulse shaping typeE*PLSTYP

ScalarPulse shape coefficientR*ALPHA
ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP
ScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

AGCLVL. This is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends on
ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This determines the interpretation of AGCLVL:

• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape associated with the impulse response of the receive filter. Set this to Auto
to have the pulse shape automatically determined from the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the BPSK_TX
block's documentation for details about the different pulse shapes.

ALPHA. Used to control the shape of the impulse response filter. Refer to the BPSK_TX block's documentation for
more details.

If left empty the value will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN = Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty, the value is determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.
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• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the analog complex-envelope waveform being
demodulated. If left empty the value will be determined from the input signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital symbolsDigital2
Raw demodulated signalComplex3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

This block uses an I/Q demodulator to demodulate the signal and a QPSK detector to convert the demodulated signal to
a digital signal.

The following is a typical layout of an I/Q demodulator based receiver:

Detector

Correlator

Correlator

Detected
Signal

AGC
Scaling

AGC
Scaling

Demodulated
I Channel

Demodulated
Q Channel

Modulated
I Channel

Modulated
Q Channel

The I/Q demodulator performs the transformation from the analog domain to the discrete-time domain by correlating
the received sampled-data I/Q channels against stored pulses and sampling the result at the end of the symbol interval.
Arbitrary pulse shaping such as Nyquist pulses can be applied.

The AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters are used to normalize the sampled correlation values of the demodulator prior
to detection and output on node 3. The normalization is performed according to:
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Raw = 1
2EsZ0 Corr

where Corr is the correlated output being normalized, Raw is the normalized value, Es is the symbol energy in Joules,
and Z0 is the system impedance, which is set in the System Options dialog.

The value for the symbol energy is determined from the AGCLVL and ALVLTYP parameters:

• Symbol Energy (dB): Used as-is.

• Bit Energy (dB): Es,dB= Eb,dB
• Avg. Power (dBW): Es,dB= AvgPwrdB+ 10Log10(SMPSYM/2)

The detector performs a simple threshold on the I and Q values to obtain the bit pairs:

a^i= 1 if I
^
k>0, a

^
i = 0 otherwise

a^i +1= 1 if Q
^
k>0, a

^
i+1 = 0 otherwise

where a^iis the first bit estimate output.

Two output bits are generated for every demodulated symbol.
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QPSK Modulated Signal: QPSK_SRC

Symbol

Summary

QPSK_SRC produces a QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed) signal with a pseudo-random bit sequence.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEScalarSymbol rateRRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.
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• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships for QPSK's 2 bits/symbol:

Es,dB= Eb,dB + 10Log102

Es,dB= PAvg,dB+ 10Log10(SMPSYM/2)

RATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. This equivalent bit rate is twice RATE.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.
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• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN = Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN -1)/SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated by the internal digital source each time it is run.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Digital signal being modulatedDigital2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using a random digital source (RND_D) driving a QPSK transmitter (QPSK_TX). The output
of the digital source is available at node 2. See the documentation for these individual models for full details.
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QPSK Transmitter: QPSK_TX

Symbol

Summary

QPSK_TX produces a baseband Complex-Envelope (CE) Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed (QPSK) signal from a binary
signal.

The block accepts binary inputs (bits), which are grouped into pairs and then mapped to one of four points in the output
constellation. The mapping is Gray coded. This block generates a sampled-data signal by exciting a linear filter on each
of the I/Q rails with the appropriate amplitude level.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0VariesOutput level (energy or power)ROUTLVL
Average Power
(dBm)

Output level typeEOLVLTYP

_DRATEFrequencySymbol at outputRSYMRATE
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Root Raised CosinePulse shaping typeEPLSTYP
0.35ScalarPulse shape coefficientRALPHA

ScalarPulse duration in symbolsR*PLSLN
At Symbol 0Startup typeE*STRTTYP
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTLVL. Determines the average output signal level. The interpretation of the value depends on OLVLTYP.

OLVLTYP. Determines the interpretation of OUTLVL:

• Symbol Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized symbol energy (energy times sampling frequency) in
dB.

• Bit Energy: OUTLVL is interpreted as average normalized bit energy (energy times sampling frequency) in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.
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• Average Power (dBm): OUTLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

Normalized symbol and bit energy and average power have the following relationships for QPSK's 2 bits/symbol:

Es,dB= Eb,dB + 10 Log102

Es,dB= PAvg,dB+ 10Log10(SMPSYM/2)

SYMRATE. The output rate of the modulated signal in symbols per second. If this parameter is set the source of the
input signal must have its corresponding data rate parameter, typically RATE, empty. The data rate of the source is
automatically adjusted to generate the desired output rate. If the SYMRATE parameter is left empty then the symbol
output rate is the data rate of the binary input signal.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

PLSTYP. Determines the type of pulse shape of the linear filter.

• Root Raised Cosine: The filter has a frequency response that is the square root of a raised cosine frequency response.

• Raised Cosine: The filter has a raised cosine frequency response.

• GMSK: The impulse response is the pulse response for Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying:

b(t) = 1
2T (Q(2πBt − T / 2

ln2 ) − Q(2πBt + T / 2
ln2 )) 0 ≤ BT ≤ 1

Q(t) = ∫t
∞

1
2π exp( − τ

2

2 )dτ
• Half Sine: The impulse response is the positive half of a sine wave function.

• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate:

b(t) = 1
2πα exp( −t2

2α2)
• Rectangular: The impulse response is a constant 1.

• Gaussian (BT): The impulse response is a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian variate, with the 3dB cutoff
bandwidth specified:

b(t) = BT · 2π
ln2 · exp( − 2π2BT2t2

ln2 )
ALPHA. This is used by several of the pulse shape types to control the shape of the pulse.

• Root Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• Raised Cosine: The excess bandwidth or roll-off factor α.

• GMSK: The B parameter of the GMSK pulse shape equations. Larger values lessen the rate of decay of the tails of
the pulse.

• Half Sine: The parameter is not used.
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• Gaussian (Std. Dev.): The standard deviation of the Gaussian variate.

• Rectangular: The parameter is not used.

• Gaussian (BT): The 3dB cutoff bandwidth.

PLSLN. The total length of the modulating pulse associated with each individual symbol. If the length of the modulating
pulse exceeds one symbol, it is assumed to overlap preceding and succeeding symbols by an equal amount. The total
pulse duration in samples is equal to PLSLN * SMPSYM.

To convert from the number of FIR filter taps to PLSLN, divide the number of taps by the SMPSYM parameter value:
PLSLN = Taps/SMPSYM

If left empty a default length of 30 symbols will be used for all pulse shapes except GMSK and Rectangular. The GMSK
pulse shape defaults to 5 while the Rectangular pulse shape defaults to a pulse length of 1.

STRTTYP. Determines the time reference of the first sample output:

• At Symbol 0: The first sample output corresponds to the start of the symbol period at the center of the pulse. For
example, if the pulse duration is 5 symbols, then the first sample output corresponds to t=2T, where T is the symbol
period. The samples from t=0 to the sample before t=2T are discarded.

• At Time 0: The first sample output corresponds to t=0. This introduces a signal delay of (PLSLN-1)/2 symbols, or
(PLSLN -1)/SMPSYM/2 samples, which serves to align the first symbol with the symbol period centered on the pulse.

SMPSYM. The number of samples used to represent each symbol in the generated analog complex-envelope waveform.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

This block uses a PAM mapper and an I/Q modulator to generate the complex envelope signal. The following illustrates
the basic I/Q modulation process:

Mapping /
Scaling

Pulse
shaping

Pulse
shaping

I

Q

Input
Signal

Impulse train

Impulse train

The input signal is mapped to complex values in pairs. The first bit is mapped as an anti-podal value {+1, -1} to the I
value, the second bit is mapped to the Q value.
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This signal is then scaled by:

A = 2EbZ0SMod

where Es is the symbol energy, Z0 is the default system impedance specified through the system simulator options dialog,
and SMod is the modulated signal scaling factor, which is 1 if CTRFRQ is 0 and 2 otherwise.

The signal is then converted to a impulse train, with the signal being followed by SMPSYM-1 samples with value 0.
This train then excites the pulse shaping filters, producing the complex envelope output. The PLSSHP block can be used
to mimic this pulse shaping.
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General I/Q Modulation Receiver: RCVR

Symbol

R D

IQ

1 2

3

45

Summary

RCVR is a coherent receiver with demodulation and detection functions. It operates on a noisy Complex Envelope (CE)
sampled-data waveform to produce estimates of the original transmitted bit stream.

The block senses the modulation type and specific modulation parameters through the Cadence® Visual System
Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software property propagation system. This allows the
user to simply place a generic receiver in the design for use with any of the following modulation schemes:

BPSK, MPSK, MSK, OQPSK, PAM, Pi/4 QPSK, QAM and QPSK.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesAutomatic gain control levelR*AGCLVL

AutoAGC level typeE*ALVLTYP
ScalarSignal delay compensation in samplesR*DLYCMP

20ScalarNumber of samples for auto signal delay compensation
interpolation

I*DLYISPN

Based on
Transmitter
STRTTYP

Detection delay typeE*DDLYTYP

AngleSignal phase compensationR*PHSCMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

AGCLVL. This value is used to normalize the raw demodulated signal output. The interpretation of the value depends
on ALVLTYP. If left empty the value will be set to match the OUTLVL parameter of the transmitter generating the input
signal.

ALVLTYP. This parameter corresponds to the type of power scaling used at the source or transmitter and determines
the interpretation of AGCLVL:
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• Auto: The setting will be determined from the transmitter generating the input signal.

• Symbol Energy: AGCLVL is treated as average symbol energy in dB.

• Bit Energy: AGCLVL is treated as average bit energy in dB.

• Average Power (dBW): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBW.

• Average Power (dBm): AGCLVL is interpreted as average power in dBm.

DLYCMP. Optional signal delay compensation. If specified, the input signal is delayed by this many samples prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, the input signal will automatically be delay compensated to align the received
signal on a symbol boundary.

DLYISPN. The number of samples for the interpolation used to compensate for fractional sample signal delays. Fractional
sample signal delays are often introduced by the circuit filters such as BPFB or LIN_S. If DLYISPN is set to a value
greater than 1 interpolation will be used to compensate for the fractional signal delay. The mechanism used is similar to
that found in the Signal Delay Compensator block, DLYCMP. Set this parameter to 1 to disable the compensation.

DDLYTYP. Determines how the delay introduced by the receiver is to be handled. This delay is the result of needing
to receive a portion of the pulse before the symbol can be detected.

• Based on Transmitter STRTTYP: If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Symbol 0", this will behave the same
as "Ignore Demodulation Delay". If the transmitter's STRTTYP parameter is "At Time 0", this will behave the same
as "Minimum Detection Time".

• Minimum Detection Time: The receiver will add a signal delay of 1+PLSLN/2 symbol periods, which is the minimum
delay required to before a symbol can be detected.

• Keep Symbol Boundaries: The receiver will add a signal delay similar to "Minimum Detection Time" except it is
aligned on a symbol period boundary.

• Ignore Demodulation Delay: The receiver will not add any detection delay to the signal delay.

PHSCMP. Optional signal phase compensation. If specified, the input signal will be rotated by this amount prior to
being demodulated. If this is left empty, an estimated phase compensation will be applied based on the upstream blocks.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received Modulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected Digital SymbolsDigital2
Raw Demodulated SignalComplex3
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital4
ReservedReal, Complex, Digital5

Implementation Details

This block determines the type of receiver to use based on the transmitter generating the input signal. Refer to the
individual receivers for details on the demodulation and detection for the different modulation schemes.
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Subcarrier Demapper: SC_DMAP

Symbol

Summary

SC_DMAP extracts the data subcarriers from an OFDM symbol. It takes NC complex input symbols and extracts symbols
from the subcarriers specified by the SCMAP parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of subcarriersI*NC

Subcarrier assignment indicating the range of active
subcarriers

I*SCMAP

Parameter Details

NC. The total number of subcarriers used in the upstream multicarrier modulation/demodulation block, including both
active and non-active subcarriers where the active subcarriers are defined by the subcarrier assignment (SCMAP)
parameter. If empty, the value is determined from the upstream SC_MAP block generating the signal.

SCMAP. The active subcarrier assignment. If empty, the value is determined from the upstream SC_MAP generating
the signal. When SCMAP is -1, all of the subcarriers are activated. When one or more subcarrier groups are activated,
SCMAP should be specified by a pair of numbers in { } such that the lower end of the active subcarrier and the higher
end of the active subcarrier are specified. For a single subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {15,15} activates only subcarrier
15. For multiple subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {0, 9, 20, 39} activates 10 subcarriers 0 through 9 and 20 subcarriers
20 through 39, for a total of 30 active subcarriers.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Full Length Complex SymbolsComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demapped SymbolsComplex2
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Implementation Details

SC_DMAP takes NC complex input symbols and extracts symbols from the subcarriers specified by the SCMAP
parameter. For example, if NC = 2048 and SCMAP={6,11}, the output is 6 symbols taken from subcarriers 6 through
11 (counting from 0).
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Subcarrier Mapper: SC_MAP

Symbol

Summary

SC_MAP performs subcarrier mapping as needed by an OFDM modulator. If K is the total number of active subcarriers
specified by the SCMAP parameter, SC_MAP takes K complex symbol as input, loads the complex symbols onto the
subcarriers specified by the SCMAP parameter (in the range of 0 to NC-1), and outputs NC complex symbols. The
non-active subcarriers are set to 0.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
256ScalarNumber of subcarriersINC

Subcarrier assignment indicating the range of active
subcarriers

ISCMAP

Parameter Details

NC. The total number of subcarriers to be used in downstream multicarrier modulation block, including both active and
non-active subcarriers where the active subcarriers are defined by the subcarrier assignment (SCMAP) parameter.

SCMAP. The active subcarrier assignment for subcarriers 0 through NC-1. When SCMAP is left empty or set to -1, all
of the subcarriers are occupied. When one or more subcarrier groups are activated, SCMAP should be specified by a
pair of numbers in { } such that the lower end of the active subcarrier and the higher end of the active subcarrier are
specified. For a single subcarrier assignment, SCMAP = {15,15} activates only subcarrier 15. For multiple subcarrier
assignment, SCMAP = {0, 9, 20, 39} activates 10 subcarriers 0 through 9 and 20 subcarriers 20 through 39, for a total
of 30 active subcarriers.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex Input Symbols to be MappedComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Subcarrier Mapped SymbolsComplex2
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Implementation Details

As an example, if NC = 2048 and SCMAP={6,11}, SC_MAP takes 6 complex symbols as input and outputs 2048 complex
symbols where subcarriers 0-5 and 12-2047 are set to zero.
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Amplifier Model (Time-Delay Neural Network-based): AMP_TDNN

Symbol

Summary

AMP_TDNN is a Time-Delay Neural Network-based (TDNN) amplifier model that can handle short-term and long-term
memory effects.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ProjectScalarModel file nameSFILE
ProjectDirectory to search for fileEDIR

Parameter Details

FILE. This model file defines all AMP_TDNN model parameters. The file is generated by running the Amplifier Model
Generator wizard.

DIR. The location in which the model file is saved and used by AMP_TDNN for system simulations. By default, this is
the directory in which the project used to create the model file is saved. The model file needs to remain in this directory
to run simulations using an AMP_TDNN model along with the model file. If you move the project to a different directory
after creating the model file, and you do not move the model file, an error is issued when running simulations using the
model file.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

AMP_TDNN is a TDNN-based nonlinear behavioral amplifier model that can handle short-term and long-term memory
effects. AMP_TDNN uses a model file that includes all the parameters of a trained TDNN. The model file is created by
running the Amplifier Model Generator wizard. Once you have an AMP_TDNN model along with the model file, you
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cannot change the behavior or properties of the model at the system level; you must use the wizard to generate a new
model.
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2nd Order Active Loop Filter: 2ND_ACT

Symbol

R1

R2R1

R2

C2

C2
R3

C3

1

2
3

Summary

An active second order loop filter for PLL use. The inputs are intended to be the currents out of the Charge-Pump (the
UP and DOWN currents) and the output is the control voltage of the VCO that follows.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

LPTextElement IDNID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance C1RC2
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance C2RC3
1 ohmResistanceResistance R1RR1
1 ohmResistanceResistance R2RR2
1 ohmResistanceResistance R3RR3
10 HzScalarIntegrator pole frequency (Hz)R*P

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

C2. Value of Capacitor C2.

C3. Value of Capacitor C3.

R1. Value of Resistors R1.

R2. Value of Resistors R2.

R3. Value of Resistor R3.
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P. Frequency of the integrator pole. Ideally, the input impedance transfer function of this second order active loop filter
has an the user to artificially modify this ideal integrator pole, setting its frequency to a non-zero value, in order to enforce
faster drop-off of the impulse response of the loop filter.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input1 (current)Real or Complex1
Input2 (current)Real or Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputReal or Complex1

Implementation Details

The 2ND_ACT model simulates the 2nd-order active loop filter depicted in its symbol. Its inputs are intended to be the
currents out of the Charge-Pump (the UP and DOWN currents in a charge-pump) and its output is the control voltage of
the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) that follows (e.g., VCO_B model).

So, the 2ND_ACT block implements the following transfer function:

H(s) =
R2 + 1

sC2
R1

·
1

sC3

R3 + 1
sC3

=
1 + s · R2C2

s · R1C2 · [s · R3C3 + 1]

Since the above transfer function for the loop filter is in the s-domain, the one actually used inside the 2ND_ACT model
is the bilinear transform of the above (for discretization), with one small modification: the ideal integrator pole at zero
frequency (clear in the right hand side of the equation above) is changed to a pole Hence, instead of the integrator term
"s" (left-most in the denominator of the right-hand-side fraction above), we actually have the term "s-j2πP", where P is
some (usually very small) frequency provided as a secondary parameter, in order to allow the impulse response of the
filter to decline faster.
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2nd Order Passive Loop Filter: 2ND_PASS

Symbol

C1

R2

C2

Summary

A passive second order loop filter for PLL use. The input is intended to be the current out of the Charge-Pump (e.g.,
PFDCP model) and the output is the control voltage of the VCO that follows.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

LPTextElement IDNID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance C1RC1
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance C2RC2
1 ohmResistanceResistance R2RR2
10 HzScalarIntegrator pole frequency (Hz)R*P

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

C1. Value of Capacitor C1.

C2. Value of Capacitor C2.

R2. Value of Resistor R2.

P. Frequency of the integrator pole. Ideally, the input impedance transfer function of this second order passive loop filter
has an the user to artificially modify this ideal integrator pole, setting its frequency to a non-zero value, in order to enforce
faster drop-off of the impulse response of the loop filter.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input (Current)Real or Complex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputReal or Complex2

Implementation Details

The 2ND_PASS model simulates the 2nd-order passive loop filter depicted in its symbol. Its input is intended to be the
current out of the Charge-Pump (e.g., PFDCP model) and its output is the control voltage of the voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) that follows (e.g., VCO_B model).

So, the 2ND_PASS block implements the following transfer function, which is the input impedance of the circuit, since
its input is current and its output is voltage:

Z(s) =
1

sC1
· (R2 + 1

sC2)
1

sC1
+ R2 + 1

sC2

=
1 + s · R2C2

s · [(C1 + C2) + s · R2C1C2]

Since the above transfer function for the loop filter is in the s-domain, the one actually used inside the 2ND_PASS model
is the bilinear transform of the above (for discretization), with one small modification: the ideal integrator pole at zero
frequency (clear in the right hand side of the equation above) is changed to a pole Hence, instead of the term "s" outside
the square bracket in the denominator of the right-hand-side fraction above, we actually have the term "s-j2πP", where
P is some (usually very small) frequency provided as a secondary parameter, in order to allow the impulse response of
the filter to decline faster.
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3rd Order Passive Loop Filter: 3RD_PASS

Symbol

C1

R2

C2

C3

R3
1 2

Summary

A passive third order loop filter for PLL use. The input is intended to be the current out of the Charge-Pump (e.g., PFDCP
model) and the output is the control voltage of the VCO that follows.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

LPTextElement IDNID
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance C1C1
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance C2C2
1 pFCapacitanceCapacitance C3C3
1 ohmResistanceResistance R2R2
1 ohmResistanceResistance R3R3
10 HzScalarIntegrator pole frequency (Hz)*P

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

C1. Value of Capacitor C1.

C2. Value of Capacitor C2.

C3. Value of Capacitor C3 (set this and R3 to 0 for equivalence with 2ND_PASS).

R2. Value of Resistor R2.

R3. Value of Resistor R3 (set this and C3 to 0 for equivalence with 2ND_PASS).
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P. Frequency of the integrator pole. Ideally, the input impedance transfer function of this third order passive loop filter
has an the user to artificially modify this ideal integrator pole, setting its frequency to a non-zero value, in order to enforce
faster drop-off of the impulse response of the loop filter.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input (Current)Real or Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputReal or Complex1

Implementation Details

The 3RD_PASS model simulates the 3rd-order passive loop filter depicted in its symbol. Its input is intended to be the
current out of the Charge-Pump (e.g., PFDCP model) and its output is the control voltage of the voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) that follows (e.g., VCO_B model).

So, the 3RD_PASS block implements the following transfer function, which is the input impedance of the circuit, since
its input is current and its output is voltage:

Z(s) =
s · R2C2 + 1

s · {s2 ·C1R2C2R3C3 + s · [R3C3(C1 + C2) + R2C2(C1 + C3)] + (C1 + C2 + C3)}
Since the above transfer function for the loop filter is in the s-domain, the one actually used inside the 3RD_PASS model
is the bilinear transform of the above (for discretization), with one small modification: the ideal integrator pole at zero
frequency (clear in the equation above) is changed to a pole at a nonzero frequency, integrator term "s" outside the curly
bracket in the denominator above, we actually have the term "s-j2πP", where P is some (usually very small) frequency
provided as a secondary parameter, in order to allow the impulse response of the filter to decline faster.
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Phase Divider (PLL): DIVIDER

Symbol

N
1

2

3

Summary

DIVIDER models a phase divider which operates on the level-crossings of the input signal, and is intended for use inside
a phase-locked loop (PLL). The block can operate with both real and complex-envelope input, providing respectively,
a real or complex-envelope signal with divided phase at its output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

C1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarDivision Ratio, also used for propagationRN
1 VVoltagePeak Voltage at divider output, in REAL operationRVP
0ScalarThreshold of level-crossing, for REAL operationR*THRESH
_SMPSYM*_BLKSZScalarBlock SizeI*BLKSZ

*indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The division ratio of the DIVIDER. This number is always overridden by the ratio present at input-2, when input-2
of the block is connected. If input-2 is connected, the N parameter is irrelevant, but the input division ratio must be an
integer at any given time in real mode (it can obviously vary, to create fractional-N PLLs.) If the DIVIDER block operates
in complex-envelope mode, then the N parameter has no effect on the output other than the division of the input center
frequency tag, if input-2 is connected. See the "Implementation Details" section for more information.

VP. The peak output voltage of the square waveform at the output of the divider in real mode (i.e., when the input is a
real signal). VP has no effect when DIVIDER has a complex-envelope input, in which case the output complex-envelope
waveform has amplitude of 1.0.

THRESH. Sets the threshold of voltage that the block considers when trying to detect a level-crossing. By default it is
set to zero, indicating zero-crossings. THRESH is also only relevant when the DIVIDER operates in real mode.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Divided SignalReal, Complex3

Implementation Details

The generation of the output (divided) signal is based on the type of the input signal, either real or complex-envelope
(CE).

1. If the input is a CE signal with a center frequency of fc,in, then the center frequency of the output signal is fc, out=fc,in/N,
where N is the division ratio parameter, regardless of whether Input-2 is connected or not. With a CE signal, the N
parameter as well as Input-2 (if connected) are allowed to take non-integer values, and Input-2, if connected, overrides
the value of the N parameter in everything other than the output center frequency tag. Specifically, if the input is a CE
signal with center frequency fc,in and with a phase change of Δφin within the sampling interval, then the output signal
will also be CE, with amplitude 1.0, a center frequency equal to fc,out=fc,in/N and will experience a difference in the
output phase given by:

Δφout=Δφin/N, if Input-2 is unconnected, or

Δϕout =
Δϕin
N Inp

+ 2π f c,inTS ⋅ ( 1
N Inp

− 1
N )

, if Input-2 is connected and takes a value of NInp during this sampling interval. In the above, N is the parameter division
ratio, and TS is the sampling interval.

Setting the output phase difference in the manner explained above guarantees that if the control input is unconnected,
the DIVIDER divides the phase by the value of the parameter N, while the effect of the division of the center frequency
remains transparent when the control input (input-2) is connected.

Note that both the input and output phase differences Δφin and Δφout are always kept in the range [-π,π] via a modulo
operation.

2. When the input signal is real, then the center frequency manipulations above are neither needed nor relevant, so a
different approach is followed, designed to maintain the level-crossings of the signal appropriately for the phase detector
that is presumably going to follow the DIVIDER block in the PLL design. Specifically:

- if the parameter division ratio N (or Input-2, if connected) is 1, then the input real signal appears at the output of the
DIVIDER unchanged.

- if the parameter N (or Input-2) takes the value of 2 or higher, then the upward level-crossings of the real input waveform
are counted, and:

- the first upward level-crossing causes the output voltage to latch to +VP.
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- the second upward level-crossing causes the output voltage to go to -VP.

- the Nth upward level-crossing resets the counter of crossings to zero.

In this fashion, the output real signal divides the phase of the input real signal by N, returning a square output waveform.
Note that if the division ratio is N > 2, the duty cycle of the output waveform is not 50%, similar to a real divider based
on flip-flops. This indicates that if you want to implement a division ratio of even integers with 50% duty cycle, it is
better to cascade two DIVIDER blocks, the last one dividing by 2.

Note also that an upward level-crossing is considered to occur within a sampling interval if the input waveform is lower
than THRESH at the beginning and is higher than THRESH at the end of the sampling interval. This indicates that the
time of the upward level-crossing TULC has to be 0≤TULC≤TS, where TS is the sampling interval, inherited from the input
waveform.

To maintain the accuracy of zero-crossings in the output waveform, since the output of the DIVIDER presumably feeds
the input of some phase detector, we set the first sample after an upward level-crossing to values higher or lower than
±VP, such that the linearly interpolated output waveform between samples would maintain the zero-crossings at the
position where the upward level-crossings happen in the input waveform.

For example, if the time of an upward level-crossing that should cause the output to toggle from -VP to +VP happens to
be TULC=0.1 · TS , then the new output sample (the first one after the upward level-crossing) takes the value of +9VP,
instead of plainly +VP, so that the interpolated zero-crossing of the output (previous sample at -VP, next sample at +9VP)
remains at 0.1· TS, as that of the input. Output samples after the first one remain at +VP until the output must toggle
again. Obviously, an internal limit is set, such that extremely high output values are avoided when TULC is very close to
zero.

This technique may seem somewhat awkward, and it has the disadvantage that if a spectrum plot of the divided (output)
waveform is plotted, the results will probably be misleading, because of this manipulation of output values to maintain
the level-crossings. However, this technique results in preserving the zero-crossings very accurately, which is not easy
to do in a fixed-time-step simulator, such that very high accuracy can be achieved in a transient simulation of a PLL with
an appropriate (crossing-based) phase detector.
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Phase Detector of Type XOR: PDXOR

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

PDXOR models a phase detector which consists of a simple Exclusive-OR (XOR) gate. The output waveform is a real
signal and represents the voltage coming out of the XOR gate and going into the loop filter that follows. The input
waveforms can be either real or complex envelope signals. The block detects the upward zero-crossings of the input
voltages, as a real XOR-based phase-detector would.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

C1TextElement IDNID
1 VVoltageOutput Voltage at the ON stateRAON
-1 VVoltageOutput Voltage at the OFF stateRAOFF
_SMPSYM*_BLKSZScalarBlock SizeI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

AON. The voltage produced by the XOR gate at its output when in the ON state (the voltage corresponding to digital 1
of the XOR).

AOFF. The voltage produced by the XOR gate at its output when in the OFF state (the voltage corresponding to digital
0 of the XOR).

NOTE: If AON and AOFF are not opposite, then the DC coming out of the XOR phase detector is non-zero, which
could affect the ensuing loop filter and VCO in a PLL design.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Ref SignalReal, Complex1
VCO SignalReal, Complex2
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal3

Implementation Details

Similar to the PFDCP model, this implementation of PDXOR first detects the zero-crossings of the signals at both the
R and the V inputs (i.e., the reference input and the input coming from the VCO, possibly after division.) Based on the
detection of zero-crossings, now in both directions (upward and downward), the output is determined: if both input
signals are above the zero threshold (have crossed the threshold upward but not downward yet), then the XOR gate
outputs AOFF, the voltage corresponding to its OFF state. The same happens if both inputs are below the zero threshold,
(have crossed the threshold downward but not upward yet). If the input signals are at the opposite sides of the zero
threshold, the XOR phase detector PDXOR outputs AON, its voltage at the ON state.

Much like PFDCP, the detection of zero-crossings is based for both inputs upon knowledge of the beginning and final
values of the two waveforms (real or complex-envelope) at the beginning and end of each sampling interval of duration
Ts. If the R and V input waveforms are real, then an upward zero-crossing within the sampling interval Ts is detected if
the respective signal takes a negative value at the beginning and a positive value at the end of the sampling interval. The
opposite results in a downward zero-crossing. The corresponding times of the zero-crossings are recorded as
TRUP,TRDN,0≤TRUP,TRDN≤TS for the R-input, and, similarly, as TVUP,TVDN,0≤TVUP,TVDN≤TS for the V-input, performing
linear interpolation between the beginning and the end values of each waveform that crossed the zero level in either
direction.

If one of the signals (or both) are in complex-envelope form, then a different method is followed to detect zero-crossings:
it is examined whether the phase of the input complex-envelope signal has changed by π from its previous zero-crossing.
If this occurs, then a new zero-crossing is recorded (in the opposite direction from the previous one), and as above, the
time of its occurrence is set to TRUP,TRDN,0≤TRUP,TRDN≤TS or TVUP,TVDN,0≤TVUP,TVDN≤TS respectively. Note that
the phase shift of the input signals due to their center frequency is considered when computing the phase shifts within a
sampling interval.

Regardless of whether the input signals are real or complex-envelope, their zero-crossings are detected accurately, despite
the fact that Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) is a fixed time-step simulator. Also note that there can be no more than
one zero-crossing per input per sampling interval per direction (up or down). This is immediately clear for real signals,
and is enforced for complex-envelope signals by assuring that the center frequencies of both R and V inputs satisfy the
constraint:

f c,R, f c,V < 1
2TS

This ensures that we cannot have a phase change of larger than π within one sampling interval, and therefore no multiple
zero-crossings for any of the two input waveforms. If the above condition is violated, the block issues a warning, and
you should then increase the sampling frequency until the constraint is satisfied.

In any sampling interval, there are thirteen possible occurrences at the two inputs, each of which may result in a change
in the output voltage of the PDXOR, depending also on whether its previous state was ON or OFF. Those possible input
events are: no crossings in either direction, upward crossing on either R or V only, downward on R or V only, upward
on both in any order, downward on both in any order, downward on one and upward on the other in any order, or upward
on one and downward on the other in any order.
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Since it is rather tedious to list all the possible combinations of previous states (ON, OFF) and input events that the model
PDXOR can handle, along with their corresponding output, we follow a principle similar to that outlined in the description
of PFDCP: to output a voltage value at any given sampling time such that the integral of voltage out of the PDXOR
during this sampling interval is equal to the voltage that a continuous-time (not sampled) PDXOR would produce during
the same sampling interval. For instance, if for a period t1 of the sampling interval Ts the voltage at the PDXOR output
is V1, and for the rest of the sampling interval the voltage is V2, then, as far as the integral of voltage is concerned, a
faithful one-sample representation of the voltage during that sampling interval is

V = V 1 ⋅
t1
TS

+ V 2 ⋅
TS − t1
TS

Setting the voltage to this value at that sampling instant will maintain the behavioral performance of the PDXOR, since
the output voltage is going to be integrated (or averaged) in the ensuing loop filter, according to the principles of [1].

In this thread, observe the situation when we have one downward zero crossing on V only at the time TVDN:

- if the previous state was ON, then it should be toggled to OFF and the output voltage should be set to:

V = AON ·
TVDN
TS

+ AOFF ·
TS − TVDN

TS

- if the previous state was OFF, then it should be toggled to ON and the output voltage should be set to:

V = AOFF ·
TVDN
TS

+ AON ·
TS − TVDN

TS

In a similar fashion we construct the next state of the PDXOR model, and we compute the output voltage for each
sampling interval based on the principles outlined in [1] and above. Some cases cannot occur under the constraints
explained previously. For instance, if we detect upward zero crossings on both inputs, then the previous state must have
been OFF (because it couldn't be on, meaning inputs with opposite signs, and still have both inputs cross zero upward).
Based on the principles outlined here, it is straightforward, albeit tedious, to examine each particular case.

References

[1] Michael H. Perrott, "Fast and accurate behavioral simulation of fractional-N frequency synthesizers and other PLL/DLL
circuits", Proceedings of the 39th Annual ACM IEEE Design Automation Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA,
2002, pp. 498 - 503.
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Phase-Frequency Detector and Charge-Pump: PFDCP

Symbol

R

V

PFD

1

2
3

Summary

PFDCP models the well-known Phase-Frequency-Detector (PFD) circuit, composed of two flip-flops and a feedback
reset through an AND-gate, as it is combined with a Charge-Pump. The output waveform is a real signal and represents
the signed current coming out of the Charge-Pump. The input waveforms R and V can be either real or complex envelope
signals. The block detects the upward zero-crossings of the input voltages, as a real PFD would, and also models some
of the non-idealities of the Charge-Pump.

Equivalent Circuit

PFDCP implements the following circuit:

D

CLK

CLR

Q

!Q

D

CLK

CLR

Q

!Q

R

V

Iout

Iup

Idn

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

C1TextElement IDNID
0.1mACurrentUP currentRIUP
0.1mACurrentDOWN currentRIDN
1e-5mACurrentLeakage currentRILEAK
0TimeDelay of Feedback NAND Gate in FF-based PFDRDELAY
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_SMPSYM*_BLKSZScalarBlock SizeI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

IUP. The current of the upper current source of the charge-pump following the PFD, as shown in the previous figure.
This current is pumped into the (following) loop filter for as long as the upper switch, controlled by the reference flip-flop
is closed.

IDN. The current of the lower current source of the charge-pump following the PFD, as shown in the previous figure.
This current is pumped out of the (following) loop filter for as long as the lower switch, controlled by the bottom flip-flop
is closed.

NOTE:By setting IUP and IDN to different values, you can model current imbalance, a common impairment in integrated
charge-pumps.

ILEAK. The leakage current flowing into (or out of, if the value is negative) the loop filter following the charge-pump
when both of the flip-flops are in the OFF state. ILEAK helps model yet another non-ideality of the charge-pump often
encountered in practice and leading to spurs in a PLL.

DELAY. Models the delay of the AND gate in the feedback path to reset the flip-flops, which is often non-zero in
practice. If DELAY is non-zero, both flip-flops are permitted to stay in the ON state for a non-zero time interval, thus
causing current of IUP-IDN to flow into the charge-pump.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Ref SignalReal, Complex1
VCO SignalReal, Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal3

Implementation Details

The implementation of the combination of the PFD and the charge-pump in Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) software
first detects the upward zero-crossings of the signals at both the R and the V inputs (the reference input and the input
coming from the VCO, possibly after division.) This detection of upward zero-crossings (UZC) is based for both inputs
upon knowledge of the beginning and final values of the two waveforms (real or complex-envelope) at the beginning
and end of each sampling interval of duration Ts. If the R and V input waveforms are real, then an UZC within the
sampling interval Ts is detected if the respective signal takes a negative value at the beginning and a positive value at
the end of the sampling interval. If that is the case, the time of the UZC is recorded as TR,0≤TR≤TS for the R-input, and
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as TV,0≤TV≤TS for the V-input, performing linear interpolation between the beginning and the end values of each
waveform that crossed the zero level.

If one of the signals (or both) are in complex-envelope form, then a different method is followed to detect UZCs: it is
examined whether the phase of the input complex-envelope signal has changed by 2π from the previous UZC. If such
an event occurs, then a new UZC is detected, and as above, its time of occurrence is set to TR,0≤TR≤TS or TV,0≤TV≤TS
respectively. Note that the phase shift of the input signals due to their center frequency is taken into account when
computing the phase shifts within a sampling interval.

Regardless of whether the input signals are real or complex-envelope, their UZC are detected accurately, despite the fact
that VSS is a fixed time-step simulator. Also note that there can be no more than one UZC per input per sampling interval.
This is immediately clear for real signals, and is enforced for complex-envelope signals by assuring that the center
frequencies of both R and V inputs satisfy the constraint:

f c,R, f c,V < 1
TS

This ensures that we cannot have a phase change of larger than 2π within one sampling interval, and therefore no multiple
UZCs for any of the two input waveforms. If the above condition is violated, the block issues a warning, and you should
increase the sampling frequency until the constraint is satisfied

In any sampling interval, the state machine composed of the two flip-flops and the AND gate can be in any of four states,
and the event (based on the UZCs of the inputs) can be one of five possibilities: no UZCs, UZC on R only, UZC on V
only, UZC on R first and V later, or UZC on V first and R later.

Based on all the possible combinations of current state and input event (i.e., at the beginning of the sampling interval),
the next state of the machine and the output current are obtained at the end of the sampling interval. One more state
variable that has to be stored when moving to the next sampling interval is the remaining value of the feedback (reset)
delay (d), which is the portion of the total feedback delay (DELAY parameter) that has not been exhausted in the current
sampling interval and must be carried over to the next.

Since it is rather tedious to list all of the possible combinations of states and input events that the PFDCP model can
handle, along with their corresponding output, we examine one particular case here to hopefully clarify how the output
current is computed. The goal is, since VSS is a fixed time-step simulator, to output a value of current at any given
sampling time such that the total charge out of the charge-pump during this sampling interval is equal to the total charge
a continuous-time (not sampled) charge-pump would produce during the same sampling interval. For instance, if for a
period t1 of the sampling interval TS the current flowing out of the charge-pump is I1, and for the rest of the sampling
interval the current is I2, then, as far as the charge is concerned, a faithful one-sample representation of the current during
that sampling interval is

I = I1 ·
t1
TS

+ I2 ·
TS − t1
TS

Setting the current to this value at that sampling instant maintains the behavioral performance of the charge pump, as
detailed in [1].

In the same manner, observe the situation when we have UZCs on both R and V at times TR, TV with signal R crossing
first, 0≤TR<TV≤TS:

if the previous state is State = (OFF, OFF), then the situation is depicted below for two cases:
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R

V

UP

DN

DELAY

R

V

UP

DN

DELAY

or

DELAY < Ts - Tv DELAY > Ts - Tv

In the first case, if TV+DELAY≤TS, the next state is (OFF, OFF) and we don't carry over any remaining delay (so d =
0), and the output current is:

I = IUP ·
TV − TR
TS

+ (IUP − IDN) · DELAY
TS

+ ILEAK ·
TS − (TV − TR + DELAY)

TS

In the second case, if TV+DELAY>TS, the next state is (ON, ON) and we must carry over the remaining delay (so
d=TV+DELAY-TS), and the output current now becomes:

I = IUP ·
TV − TR
TS

+ (IUP − IDN) ·
TS − TV
TS

+ ILEAK ·
TR
TS

In a similar manner we construct the next state of the model (consisting of the state of the flip-flop machine, as well as
the amount of delay d that must be carried over to the next sampling interval), and we compute the output current of the
model for each sampling interval, based on the principles outlined in [1] and above.

References

[1] Michael H. Perrott, "Fast and accurate behavioral simulation of fractional-N frequency synthesizers and other PLL/DLL
circuits", Proceedings of the 39th Annual ACM IEEE Design Automation Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA,
2002, pp. 498 - 503.
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Behavioral Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO): VCO_B

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

VCO_B models a Behavioral Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO). It can provide both complex envelope and real output
waveforms and its behavior is either linear (with a constant frequency-voltage transfer coefficient Kvco) or taken from
a tuning table (frequency-voltage pairs), depending on a user parameter. VCO_B simulates phase-noise, and it also
functions as a free-running oscillator without control input.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

VCOTextElement IDNID
1 GHzFrequencyFree-running frequencyRFRQ
10 dBmPowerOutput PowerRPWR
0 VVoltageNominal control voltageRVO
1 (Hz/V)ScalarFrequency-voltage transfer coefficientRKV

ScalarFrequency array in tuning tableRF
ScalarVoltage array in tuning tableRV

LinearTuning characteristicEFVTYP
FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FRQ. The free-running frequency of the VCO. If the output is Complex-Envelope (CE) and if the Tuning characteristic
(FVTYP) is Linear, then FRQ is also the center frequency of the CE output signal.

PWR. The power of the sinusoidal output waveform.

VO. The nominal control voltage of the VCO. This is the input control voltage that produces a sinusoid of frequency
FRQ at the output if the Tuning characteristic (FVTYP) is Linear.

KV. The frequency-voltage transfer coefficient, which is active if he Tuning characteristic (FVTYP) is Linear. Otherwise,
in the tuning table provided in the vectors F, V overrides KV.
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F. A vector representing the frequency array of a (potentially nonlinear) frequency-voltage tuning table. It needs to have
the same number of elements as V.

V. A vector representing the voltage array of the frequency-voltage tuning table. It needs to have the same number of
elements as F. Together, pairs in vectors F and B constitute the tuning table of a nonlinear VCO.

FVTYP. Sets the type of frequency-voltage characteristic. If the Tuning characteristic (FVTYP) is Linear (default), then
the VCO_B is linear, with a constant Kvco = KV Hz/Volt. If FVTYP is From Tuning Table, then the tuning table (F,V)
provided via vectors F and V is used. In this case, the quiescent output frequency (and output center frequency if CE) is
not FRQ; it becomes the mid-element of the vector F of the tuning table. Similarly, the nominal control voltage is not
VO; it becomes the mid-element of the vector V. The mid-element of a vector of length N is the (N/2)-th element of the
vector if N is even, and the ((N+1)/2)-th element if N is odd.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency. If left empty, the sampling frequency is determined from the propagated sampling
frequency at the control input, if that is left unconnected from the phase-noise input. If both inputs are left unconnected,
an attempt is made to use the back-propagated sampling frequency at the output port (perhaps set by other blocks
downstream). If none of these scenarios works, the sampling frequency is set to the default sampling frequency of the
system diagram, denoted _SMPFRQ.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Control voltageReal1
Phase noiseReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
VCO output (CE or Real)Real, Complex3

Implementation Details

The operation of VCO_B is similar to the operation of the FM modulator model FM_MOD regarding the selection of
the FVTYP parameter as Linear. However, VCO_B is more general, and it can accommodate phase noise and a nonlinear
frequency characteristic. Denoting the control voltage (input 1) by v(t), the phase noise (input 2) by φ(t), and the output
waveform by y(t), the following occurs:

• if the output type is complex envelope (CE), and FVTYP is From Tuning Table, the output center frequency is
fc,out=F0=F{V0} and the output waveform is the complex exponential:

y(t) = A · exp[ j · (2π · ∫0

t
[F{v(τ)} − F0]dτ + φ(t))]

where V0 is the midpoint of the vector V of the tuning table, and F0=F{V0} is the midpoint of the vector F of the
tuning table, as previously explained in the FVTYP parameter details. In this case the parameters FRQ, V0, and KV
from the parameter list of the model VCO_B are ignored.

• if the output type is complex envelope (CE), and FVTYP is Linear, the output center frequency is fc,out=FRQ and the
output waveform is:
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y(t) = A · exp[ j · (2π · KV · ∫0

t
[v(τ) − V0]dτ + φ(t))]

where now FRQ, KV, and V0 are provided in the parameter list of the model.

For both of these complex envelope (CE) cases, you can verify that the output center frequency fc,out is appropriate
for correct CE output y(t). For example, if v(t) remains constant and equal to the nominal voltage, the output is a
complex envelope tone at the quiescent frequency (plus phase noise, if it exists).

• if the output type is real, and FVTYP is From Tuning Table, the output is the real sinusoidal waveform given by:

y(t) = A · cos(2π · ∫0

t
F{v(τ)}dτ + φ(t))

where only the provided tuning table F=F{V}, user-specified via the vectors F and V, matters.

• if the output type is real, and FVTYP is Linear, the output waveform becomes:

y(t) = A · cos(2π · FRQ · t + 2π · KV · ∫0

t
[v(τ) − V0]dτ + φ(t))

where FRQ, KV, and V0 are provided in the parameter list of the model.

In all of the previous, the amplitude A of the output waveform is dependent on the PWR parameter, and is given by:

A = 2 · Z0 · 10(PWR)/10

where PWR is the output average power in dBW and Z0 is the default system impedance.

Note that the instantaneous value of the phase noise must be provided to the VCO_B model externally (input port 2).
This is typically accomplished using a PHASENS block that can refer to a file containing known or measured phase
noise power spectral density mask values. VCO_B then incorporates the phase noise into the output waveform as
shown previously.
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(Obsolete) Charge Pump Phase/Frequency Detector: CHPMP

Symbol

R

V

1

2
3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Phase-Frequency Detector and Charge-Pump (PFDCP) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

CP1TextElement IDNID
Charge pump currentId

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Reference InputReal1
VCO InputReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output IdReal3
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(Obsolete) Frequency Divide by N: DIVN

Symbol

N

1

2

3

4

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Phase Divider (PLL) (DIVIDER) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

D1TextElement IDNID
Value of N (optional)RN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input PhaseReal1
Input NReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Phase OutputReal3
Square OutputReal4
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(Obsolete) Frequency divider, linear approximation: DIVN_L

Symbol

N
1 2

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Phase Divider (PLL) (DIVIDER) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

DTextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarDivide RatioRN

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) Phase/Frequency Detector: PFD

Symbol

R

V

U

D

1

2

3

4

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Phase-Frequency Detector and Charge-Pump (PFDCP) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

PFD1TextElement IDNID
High OutputRHI
Low OutputRLO

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Reference InputReal1
VCO InputReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output UReal3
Output DReal4
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(Obsolete) Phase Noise Waveform: PN

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Phase Noise Source (PHASENS) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

DTextElement IDNID
ScalarNoise offset frequencies (Hz)ROFREQ
ScalarSSB phase noise at OFreq (dB)RPHNOISE

_SMPFRQFrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
1ScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) Voltage Controlled Oscillator: VCO

Symbol

1

2

3

4

5

6

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Behavioral Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) (VCO_B) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

VCO1TextElement IDNID
Free-running frequencyRFRQ
PowerRPWR
Nominal control coefficientRV0
Frequency-voltage transfer coefficientRKV
Frequency array in tuning tableRF
Voltage array in tuning tableRV
Tuning characteristicEFVTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Control voltageReak1
Divide ratioReal2
Phase noiseReal3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
VCO output (complex envelope)Complex4
Wrapped, divided phase waveformReal5
Noiseless, undivided, unwrapped phaseReal6
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(Obsolete) Linear VCO model: VCO_L

Symbol

Kv

s
1 2

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Behavioral Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) (VCO_B) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

DTextElement IDNID
1e6ScalarVCO gain (Hz/V)RKV
10ScalarPole location (Hz)RP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Termination Port: PORT

Symbol

Summary

In a top-level system diagram, PORT is a termination block providing a load resistance of Z. In top-level system diagrams
PORT may also serve as a source for measurement data, and may be referred to in measurements in lieu of a Test Point
TP.

When used in a subcircuit, PORT is used to identify a port of the subcircuit. In the subcircuit case PORT supports
bi-directional operation, in that it may be treated as either an input or an output, depending upon the ports of other blocks
connected to it. In a subcircuit only the P, PIN_ID, and DESC parameters are used.

Note that the termination resistance of Z is only seen by connected blocks when impedance mismatch modeling has been
enabled. If impedance mismatch modeling has not been enabled all ports of all blocks always see the default system
impedance.

Note that PORT is intended primarily for use with RF links. For data/signal processing subcircuits you should use the
PORTDOUT block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

P1NonePort NumberIP
_Z0ImpedanceTermination impedanceCZ

TextName identifier for portS+PIN_ID
TextPort descriptionS+DESC

* indicates a secondary parameter

"+" indicates a parameter that only displays on the system diagram if it has a value

Parameter Details

P. The port number. The port numbers of all Port blocks (any of the blocks found within the Ports category) within a
subcircuit system diagram must be sequential starting from 1.

Z. The load impedance presented by the block when it is in a top-level system diagram.

PIN_ID. If not empty, a label that displays next to the port pin in the subcircuit symbol when the subcircuit is placed on
a system diagram.

DESC. If not empty, a description that displays in a tooltip window when you position the cursor over the port data type
symbol in the subcircuit symbol when the subcircuit is placed on a system diagram.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signalReal, Complex1
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Dynamic Source Port: PORT_SRC

Symbol

Summary

In a top-level system diagram PORT_SRC acts as a configurable RF signal source. In top-level system diagrams
PORT_SRC may also serve as a source for measurement data, and may be referred to from measurements that refer to
a Test Point TP.

In a subcircuit PORT_SRC is used to identify a port of the subcircuit. In the subcircuit case PORT_SRC supports
bi-directional operation, in that it may be treated as either an input or an output, depending upon the ports of other blocks
connected to it. In a subcircuit only the P, PIN_ID, and DESC parameters are used.

Note that PORT_SRC is intended primarily for use with RF links. For data/signal processing subcircuits you should use
the PORTDIN block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

P1NonePort NumberIP
_Z0ImpedanceSource impedanceCZS
SinusoidN/ASignal typeESignal
Use doc freqN/ASpecify typeESpecType
Use doc freq spanN/ASpecify bandwidthESpecBW
NoneN/APower sweep typeESweep

TextName identifier for portS+PIN_ID
TextPort descriptionS+DESC

* indicates a secondary parameter

"+" indicates a parameter that only displays on the system diagram if it has a value

Parameter Details

P. The port number. The port numbers of all Port blocks (any of the blocks found within the Ports category) within a
subcircuit system diagram must be sequential starting from 1.

Signal. Specifies the signal type. Currently the only type supported is "Sinusoid".

SpecType. Specifies whether to use the document frequencies or to specify a frequency or time period:

• Use doc freqs: If selected, sweeps the frequencies found on the RF Frequencies tab of either the Options dialog box for
the system diagram or the System Simulator Options dialog box.

• Specify freq: The sinusoid has the frequency specified through the dynamic Freq parameter.
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• Specify period: The sinusoid has the period specified through the dynamic Period parameter.

SpecBW. Specifies whether to use the sampling frequency span in the document settings or to specify a sampling
frequency span or minimum time resolution:

• Use doc freq span: Uses the sampling frequency span found on the Basic tab of either the Options dialog box for the
system diagram or the System Simulator Options dialog box.

• Specify freq span: The sampling frequency span is specified through the dynamic Span parameter.

• Min time res: The sampling frequency span is specified via a minimum time resolution, which is entered through the
dynamic TimeRes parameter. The sampling frequency span is the inverse of the minimum time resolution.

Sweep. Specifies whether power is swept:

• None: The power is not swept, it is specified via the Pwr parameter.

• Vector: The power is swept using the vector of values in the Pwr parameter.

• Linear: The power is swept linearly in dB using the dynamic PStart, PStop, and PStep parameters.

• Linear (# pts): The power is swept linearly in dB using the dynamic PStart, PStop, and NumPts parameters.

PIN_ID. If not empty, a label that displays next to the port pin in the subcircuit symbol when the subcircuit is placed on
a system diagram.

DESC. If not empty, a description that displays in a tooltip window when you position the cursor over the port data type
symbol in the subcircuit symbol when the subcircuit is placed on a system diagram.

Dynamic Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionName
{0} dBmPowerAvailable powerPwr
{0} DegAngleRelative angle of excitationAng
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency for tone NFreq
1 nsTimePeriodPeriod
1 nsTimeMinimum time resolutionMinRes
0 dBmPowerSwept power magnitude startPStart
0 dBmPowerSwept power magnitude stopPStop
0 dBPowerSwept power magnitude stepPStep
2Number of swept voltage pointsNumPts

Dynamic parameters are parameters whose existence depend on the settings of the static parameters. The following is a
list all of possible parameters that may display for the PORT_SRC depending on the settings of the static parameters
Signal, SpecType, SpecBW and Sweep.

Dynamic Parameter Details

Pwr. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "None" or "Vector". If Sweep is "None", the value corresponds
to the power of the sinusoid. If Sweep is "Vector", each value represents a value in the power sweep.
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Ang. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid". Represents the relative angle of excitation. If Sweep is "None", the value
corresponds to the angle of the sinusoid. If Sweep is "Vector", each value represents the angles of each value in the power
sweep.

Freq. Displays when SpecType is "Specify freq". Allows you to specify a single source frequency directly on the port
instead of having to use the document or project frequencies.

Period. Displays when SpecType is "Specify period". Allows you to specify the time period of the source signal directly
on the port instead of having to use the document or project frequencies.

MinRes.Displays when SpecBW is "Min time res". Allows you to specify the time resolution directly on the port instead
of having to use the document or project Number of harmonics setting.

PStart, PStop. Displays when Signal=Sinusoid and Sweep=Linear or Linear (# pts). Allows you to specify the start
and stop power values in a power sweep.

PStep.Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear". Allows you to specify the power step value of a power
sweep.

NumPts. Displays when Signal is "Sinusoid" and Sweep is "Linear (# pts)". Allows you to specify the number of points
in a power sweep.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Source signalComplex1
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Port for Data Input: PORTDIN

Symbol

Summary

PORTDIN supplies an input connection point to a sub-circuit's internal model(s) to the outside world. It is used whenever
data must be passed to an internal model inside a subcircuit from the next higher level in the circuit topology.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

P1NonePort NumberIP
TextName identifier for portS+PIN_ID
TextPort descriptionS+DESC

* indicates a secondary parameter

"+" indicates a parameter that only displays on the system diagram if it has a value

Parameter Details

P. The port number. The port numbers of all PORTDIN and PORTDOUT blocks within a subcircuit system diagram
must be sequential starting from 1.

PIN_ID. If not empty, a label that displays next to the port pin in the subcircuit symbol when the subcircuit is placed on
a system diagram.

DESC. If not empty, a description that displays in a tooltip window when you position the cursor over the port data type
symbol in the subcircuit symbol when the subcircuit is placed on a system diagram.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Provides a source of data from a sub-circuits input node.Real, Complex, or Digital1
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Named Port for Data Input: PORTDIN_NAME

Symbol

Summary

PORTDIN_NAME is used to create system diagram connectivity by name instead of by wire. See “Element Connection
by Name” for details. PORTDIN_NAME supplies an input connection point to a subcircuit's internal model(s) to the
outside. This block is used whenever data must be passed to an internal model inside a subcircuit from the next higher
level in the circuit topology.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

1Port NumberI*P
PCONN1TextNameName
1Port name order valueI*PNO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

P. The port number. The port numbers of all PORTDIN_NAME and PORTDOUT_NAME blocks within a subcircuit
system diagram must be sequential starting from 1.
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Port for Data Output: PORTDOUT

Symbol

Summary

PORTDOUT supplies an output connection point from a sub-circuit's internal model(s) to the outside world. It is used
whenever data must be taken from an internal model inside a sub-circuit and passed to the next higher level in the circuit
topology.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

P1NonePort NumberIP
TextName identifier for portS+PIN_ID
TextPort descriptionS+DESC

* indicates a secondary parameter

"+" indicates a parameter that only displays on the system diagram if it has a value

Parameter Details

P. The port number. The port numbers of all PORTDIN and PORTDOUT blocks within a subcircuit system diagram
must be sequential starting from 1.

PIN_ID. If not empty, a label that displays next to the port pin in the subcircuit symbol when the subcircuit is placed on
a system diagram.

DESC. If not empty, a description that displays in a tooltip window when you position the cursor over the port data type
symbol in the subcircuit symbol when the subcircuit is placed on a system diagram.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Accepts data to be passed out of the subcircuitReal, Complex, or Digital1
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Named Port for Data Output: PORTDOUT_NAME

Symbol

Summary

PORTDOUT_NAME is used to create system diagram connectivity by name instead of by wire. See “Element Connection
by Name” for details. PORTDOUT_NAME supplies an output connection point from a subcircuit's internal model(s) to
the outside. This block is used whenever data must be taken from an internal model inside a subcircuit and passed to the
next higher level in the circuit topology.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

1Port numberI*P
PCONN1TextNameName
1Port name order valueI*PNO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

P. The port number. The port numbers of all PORTDIN_NAME and PORTDOUT_NAME blocks within a subcircuit
system diagram must be sequential starting from 1.
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Behavioral Amplifier: AMP_B

Symbol

Summary

AMP_B implements a behavioral model of a nonlinear amplifier. This model utilizes a fifth-order polynomial to model
the nonlinearity. Quadratic shaping of the input signal after P1dB is used to model saturation effects. Narrowband behavior
is supported through an AM-AM/AM-PM approximation of the fifth order polynomial model.

AMP_B supports impedance mismatch modeling and frequency-dependent modeling.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
10dBMid-band transducer gainRGAIN
Transducer Power
Gain

N/AGAIN InterpretationE*GAINTYP

10 dBmPower
in dB

1-dB compression pointRP1DB

Output P1dBN/AP1DB interpretationE*P1DBTYP
Power
in dB

3rd-order intercept pointRIP3

Output IP3N/AIP3 interpretationE*IP3TYP
Power
in dB

2nd-order intercept pointRIP2

Output IP2N/AIP2 interpretationE*IP2TYP
Power
in dB

Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure GAIN,
IP2 and IP3

RMEASREF

Input FundamentalN/AMEASREF interpretationE*MEASREFTYP
Power
in dB

Output power saturation pointROPSAT

FundamentalN/AOPSAT InterpretationE*OPSATTYP
3dBNoise figureRNF

nV/sqrt(Hz)Input referred noise voltageR*VNOISE
pA/sqrt(Hz)Input referred noise currentR*INOISE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
dBReverse isolation (frequency analysis only)R*RISOL
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMP

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP

0ScalarInput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*S11MAG
0AngleInput reflection coefficient phase angleR*S11ANG
0ScalarOutput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*S22MAG
0AngleOutput reflection coefficient phase angleR*S22ANG

ScalarReverse transmittance coefficient (frequency analysis only)R*S12
AutoN/AHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
Reflect nonlinear
output

N/AHandling of S12 parametersE*S12HNDLG

NoN/APhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
AutoN/AAnti-aliasing supportE*AALIAS
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
Polynomial,
complex envelope

N/AImplementation modelE*MODEL

as real, DC term
always
AutoN/ASignal type for frequency dependency modelE*SIGMODEL
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

GAIN. The linear gain. Its interpretation is determined by GAINTYP.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

GAINTYP. Determines how GAIN is interpreted:

• Transducer Power Gain: GAIN is the transducer power gain in dB if the input and output ports are reflectionless. The
ratio of the reflected voltage at the output, VOut

-, to the incident voltage at the input, VInp
+, is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 ·

ZOUTPDeliv
ZINPDeliv

· ZINP*
Real(ZINP)

where ZOUTPDeliv and ZINPDeliv represent the impedance seen by the power delivered to ZOUTP and ZINP, or:

ZDeliv = | Z |
cos( arg (Z))

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

• Unloaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the unloaded voltage gain in dB if the input port is reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 0.5· 10GAIN/20

• Loaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the loaded voltage gain in dB if the input and output are reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 10GAIN/20

• S21 Gain: GAIN is the S21 parameter for the amplifier. VOut
-/VInp

+ is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 · ZOUTP

ZINP

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

P1DB. The 1 dB compression point. This may either be OP1dB or IP1dB depending on the setting of P1DBTYP. The
amplifier treats this as the power level at which the power of the fundamental frequency of a single-tone signal is attenuated
1 dB from the power level for ideal linear gain. If this is left empty, IP1DB is set to approximately IIP3 - 9.636 dB.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

P1DBTYP. Determines how P1DB is interpreted:

• Output P1dB: P1DB is the output power at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB: P1DB is the input power at the 1 dB compression point.

The output power level at P1dB (OP1DB) is related to the input power level (IP1DB) by:

OP1DBdB = IP1DBdB+GAINdB-1dB
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IP3. The third-order intermodulation intercept. This may be OIP3 or IIP3 depending on the setting of IP3TYP. If this is
left empty, IIP3 is set to approximately IP1DB + 9.636 dB if P1DB is specified, otherwise it is set to IIP2 - 10 dB.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

IP3TYP. Determines how IP3 is interpreted:

• Output IP3: IP3 is the output power at IP3.

• Input IP3: IP3 is the input power at IP3.

The output power level at IP3 (OIP3) is related to the input power level (IIP3) by:

OIP3dB = IIP3dB+GAINdB

IP2. The second-order intermodulation or harmonic intercept point, depending on the setting of IP2TYP. If this is left
empty, IIP2 is set to IIP3 + 10 dB.

IP2TYP. Determines how IP2 is interpreted:

• Output IP2 (Intermod): IP2 is the output power at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod): IP2 is the input power at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic): IP2 is the output power at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic): IP2 is the input power at the harmonic IP2.

The output power level at IP2 (OIP2) is related to the input power level (IIP2) by:

OIP2dB = IIP2dB+GAINdB

The second-order harmonic intercept power level (IP2H) is related to the second-order intermodulation intercept power
level by:

IP2HdB = IP2dB+10log102

MEASREF. Optional power or voltage level of one tone of the two-tone signal used when IP2 and IP3 are measured.
Specifying the level adjusts the polynomial coefficients appropriately so that a two-tone signal with the equivalent level
passing through the amplifier has the specified IP2, IP3, P1dB, and, in most cases, gain values. If a level is not specified,
GAIN is linear gain, and IP2 and IP3 are ideal IP2 and IP3.

Note that if output IP3 is specified and MEASREF represents the output fundamental, GAIN will be the linear gain, and
the P1dB relation:

OP1dB = IP1dB + GAIN - 1

holds. However, if either IP3 is input IP3 or MEASREF represents the input fundamental, GAIN is the gain required to
achieve the specified IP3. This gain is typically different from the linear gain used in the P1dB equation, and the previous
P1dB equation is not true for the GAIN parameter.

NOTE:By default, projects saved in VSS 10.0 use a somewhat different algorithm to compute the polynomial coefficients.
For these projects, P1dB represented the 1 dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is typically
different from the common P1dB measurement, which measures the 1 dB compression point of the fundamental of a
one-tone signal. VSS 10.0's algorithm also expected the power level to be below P1dB.
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Note that you can choose the VSS 10.0 algorithm by selecting either "Input Fundamental, V10" or "Output Fundamental,
V10" in MEASREFTYP.

MEASREFTYP. Determines how MEASREF is interpreted:

• Input Fundamental, V10: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the
1dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is the algorithm used in VSS 10.0.

• Output Fundamental, V10: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents
the 1dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is the algorithm used in VSS 10.0.

• Input Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the 1dB
compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the
1dB compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

OPSAT. The approximate output power saturation level. The achievable output saturation power is limited by the
polynomial. Saturation is set at the smaller of either the requested output saturation level or the peak output power before
the power drops due to the higher order terms overpowering the linear term. If left empty, the output saturation level is
set to the peak output power before the power drops.

Note that the saturation behavior when OPSAT is specified is different from VSS versions prior to version 16.

OPSATTYP. Determines how OPSAT is interpreted:

• Fundamental: OPSAT is the output power of the fundamental. The output power of the fundamental is approximated
as 0.87 dB less than the total output power.

• Total Power: OPSAT is the ideal total power at the output. The achieved output power will depend on the sampling
frequency, with a large sampling frequency resulting in a total output power closer to OPSAT.

NF. The single-sided noise figure, or the ratio of the input-signal-to-noise-ratio to the output-signal-to-noise ratio in dB.
If either VNOISE or INOISE is specified, NF is ignored.

VNOISE. The rms voltage spectral density of an input referred series noise voltage source. The units are:

nV / Hz

NOTE: By default the input referred noise sources are converted to an equivalent output referred noise voltage source.
This is done to maintain output noise generation when the block is in high compression. Input referred noise sources can
be used by setting the values of VNOISE, INOISE or NF to negative values, in which case the absolute value of the
parameter will be used for the corresponding input referred source. VSS versions 8.0.x and earlier always used input
referred noise sources.

INOISE. The rms current spectral density of an input referred parallel noise current source. The units are:

pA / Hz

VNOISE and INOISE are assumed to be correlated.

NOISE. Determines when noise represented by NF is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.
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• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined by the RFNoiseModeling setting on the RFOptions tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11MAG, S11ANG. The VSWR, return loss or S11 input reflection coefficient at the input
port. Only one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, and S11MAG/S11ANG may be specified - the other parameters must be
left empty. If all four are left empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. Note that setting any of these parameters
overrides the corresponding settings in the data file. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is
enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22MAG, S22ANG. The VSWR, return loss or S22 input reflection coefficient at the
output port. Only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, and S22MAG/S22ANG may be specified - the other parameters
must be left empty. If all four are left empty the VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if
impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

RISOL, S12. The reverse isolation or the S12 reverse transmittance coefficient. In order to specify reverse isolation S12
must be empty. The actual loss is the absolute value of RISOL. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch
modeling is enabled.

S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances at
the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S Parameters: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.

• Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated in such a way that the behavior is similar to
MWO's NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.
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With this behavior, impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If GAINTYP is set to "Transducer Power Gain", the amplifier's S11 and S22 are handled the same as if "Use
MWO NL_AMP Behavior" is selected, otherwise they are handled as if "S Parameters" is selected.

S12HNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S12 is treated:

• Reflect nonlinear output: Nonlinear output from the amplifier may be reflected at the output port back through the
amplifier to the input port via S12. Other signals at the output port are also passed through the amplifier to the input
port via S12.

• Do not reflect nonlinear output (pre-V12): Nonlinear output from the amplifier at the output port is not reflected back
through the amplifier. Other signals at the output port are passed through the amplifier to the input port via S12. This
is the pre-VSS version 12 behavior.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for GAIN, IP2, IP3,
P1DB, RLOSS, VSWR, S11, S22, RISOL and S12 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

FLTRCMP. Determines how delay introduced by any frequency dependency filters is compensated for.

• Auto: This is currently the same as 'Compensate filter phase delay'.

• Compensate filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filters is removed from the signal when the block is not in a
feedback loop.

• Ignore filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filter is included in the signal.

FLTRIMPL. Determines the type of implementation used by the frequency dependency filters.

• Use System Options setting: The option selected in the System Simulator Options dialog box under the RF Options
tab is used. The options are the same as the ones below.

• IIR modulated with phase, FIR otherwise: If the input signal is from a modulated signal source and the frequency
dependency has non-constant phase, an IIR filter implementation will be used, otherwise an FIR filter implementation
will be used.

• FIR: An FIR filter implementation will be used.

• IIR: An IIR filter implementation will be used.

IIR filters tend to provide a frequency response closer to the desired frequency response compared to FIR filters when
portions of a signal fall between the FIR filter bin frequencies. This occurs when the signal is not a CW signal, or the
CW signal frequency does not fall on an FIR bin frequency. However, the downside of the IIR filters is that a reasonable
approximation of the desired frequency response is not always possible.

The spectrum of the signal should be observed before and after the filter if the filter has frequency dependency, and if
the output spectrum does not appear correct, try setting FLTRIMPL to FIR to force an FIR filter implementation.
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RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty. If so, the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol used to
generate the input signal.

AALIAS.Determines the mechanism used to reduce aliasing. When upsampling is performed the upsample rate is limited
to MXUPSMP.

• Auto: If the signal's frequency band is deemed sufficiently narrow relative to the center frequency, a narrowband
approximation is employed. The narrowband approximation is also employed if the block is within a feedback loop
and resampling would be required. If the narrowband approximation is not being used, the behavior is the same as
Broadband.

• Upsample only: The signal is upsampled as for Broadband, but is not downsampled prior to output. This is useful
when several RF blocks need to operate at a higher sampling frequency.

• No resampling: The signal is not resampled. Aliasing may occur if the sampling frequency is not large enough to
contain all terms from the nonlinearity.

• Broadband: If necessary, the signal is upsampled by an integral amount to expand the sampling frequency to include
the maximum frequency generated by the nonlinearity based on the signal bandwidth and center frequency. The signal
is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency prior to output.

• Narrowband: An AM/AM-AM/PM model is used in place of the polynomial. The AM/AM-AM/PM characteristics
are based on the equivalent polynomial model.

MXUPSMP. The maximum upsample rate allowed for the anti-aliasing resampler. If the simulation runs extremely slow
try reducing this value at the potential expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing.

MODEL. Determines the implementation model used for Time Domain simulations. The model should normally be set
to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always", as this setting most closely reflects the behavior of a typical
RF amplifier.

• Polynomial, stay in complex envelope: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the complex domain, resulting in all positive frequencies if the input signal contains only
positive frequencies. A complex output signal in general differs from the equivalent real signal passed through the
amplifier.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the real domain. A complex output signal in general closely matches the equivalent real
signal passed through the amplifier. If the signal has a non-zero center frequency, the DC term is not generated.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always: Similar to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real" except
the DC term is always generated.
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SIGMODEL. Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process
of the filters used for frequency-dependent modeling.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window. Diagnostic information
includes the amplifier coefficients and saturation information.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

AMP_B supports frequency-dependent GAIN, IP2, IP3, P1DB, RLOSS, VSWR, S11, S22, RISOL and S12 settings. To
specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into desired parameters, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
RISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR_INP = 1.15
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Amplified SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This block implements the amplifier using a fifth-order polynomial to model the nonlinearity, with pre-shaping of the
input signal for modeling the transition from P1dB to saturation.

Nonlinearity

The nonlinearity is approximated using a fifth-order polynomial of the form:

(1)VOut = a1 ·V In + a2 ·V In
2 + a3 ·V In

3 + a5 ·V In
5
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This polynomial generates the second- and third-order intermodulation components due to the V2 and V3 terms. The V5

term is used to separate the P1dB from IP3.

The coefficient a1 is the linear gain, and is set from the GAIN parameter:

(2)a1 = 10(GAIN/20)

The a2 and a3 coefficients are determined from the second- and third-order two-tone input intercept points, IIP2 and
IIP3.

If the two-tone input signal is:

(3)V In = Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t)

VOut becomes:

(4)

VOut = a1 · (Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t))
+ a2 · (Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t))

2

+ a3 · (Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t))
3

+ a5 · (Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t))
5

Expanding all terms and using trigonometric identities to expand all cosine powers, the following table of term contributions
to each cosine term can be constructed:

(A cos ω1+ B cos ω2)
5(A cos ω1+ B cos

ω2)
3

(A cos ω1+ B cos
ω2)

2
A cos ω1+ B cos
ω2

cos

ABDC
(10A5+30AB4+60A3B2)/16(3A3+6AB2)/4Aω1

(10B5+30A4B+60A2B3)/16(3B3+6A2B)/4Bω2

A2/22ω1

B2/22ω2

(5A5+20A3B2)/16A3/43ω1

(5B5+20A2B3)/16B3/43ω2

A5/165ω1

B5/165ω2

ABω1+ω2

ABω1-ω2

(20A4B+30A2B3)/163A2B/42ω1+ω2

(20AB4+30A3B2)/163AB2/4ω1+2ω2

(20A4B+30A2B3)/163A2B/42ω1-ω2

(20AB4+30A3B2)/163AB2/4ω1-2ω2

(10A3B2)/163ω1+2ω2

(10A2B3)/162ω1+3ω2
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(A cos ω1+ B cos ω2)
5(A cos ω1+ B cos

ω2)
3

(A cos ω1+ B cos
ω2)

2
A cos ω1+ B cos
ω2

cos

(10A3B2)/163ω1-2ω2

(10A2B3)/162ω1-3ω2

(5A4B)/164ω1+ω2

(5AB4)/16ω1+4ω2

(5A4B)/164ω1-ω2

(5AB4)/16ω1-4ω2

The coefficient a2 is determined from IP2 by equating the power at VIn = vIIP2 of the ideal linear gain of the fundamental
frequency with the power of one of the second-order intermodulation products (vIIP2 is the input voltage corresponding
to the IP2 point). Assuming A=B=vIIP2, at f1 - f2 the amplitude is vIIP22, resulting in:

(5)∣ a3 · vIIP22 ∣ = ∣ a1 · vIIP2 ∣

(6)a2 = ±
a1

vIIP2

The block assumes that the second-order term contributes to compression of the linear term, therefore it uses a2 = -
a1/vIIP2.

The coefficient a3 is similarly determined, using IP3 instead of IP2 and one of the third-order intermodulation products.
The contribution of the fifth-order term is neglected. Assuming A=B=vIIP3, at 2f1 - f2 the amplitude is 3vIIP3/4, resulting
in:

(7)∣ a3 · 3
4vIIP33 ∣ = ∣ a1 · vIIP3 ∣

(8)a3 = ±
4 · a1

3 · vIIP32

The block also assumes the third-order term contributes to compression of the linear term, therefore it uses a3 = -4 a1/(3
vIIP32).

The coefficient a5 is determined from P1DB with a single-tone source. If the single- tone input signal is:

(9)V In = Acos(ωt)

VOut becomes:

(10)VOut = a1 · Acos(ωt) + a2 · A2cos(ωt) + a3 · A3cos(ωt)3 + a5 · A5cos(ωt)5

Expanding the terms we obtain the following table of coefficients:

A5 cos ω5A3 cos ω3A2 cos ω2A cos ωcos
A/2DC

10A5/163A3/4Aω
A/22ω

5A5/16A3/43ω
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A5 cos ω5A3 cos ω3A2 cos ω2A cos ωcos
A5/165ω

At the fundamental frequency only the first-, third- and fifth-order terms contribute to the signal. Equating the power at
1 dB below the linear term with the power from contributions of the first-, third- and fifth-order terms to the fundamental
frequency at vIP1dB:

(11)∣ a1 · vIP1dB · 10−1/20 ∣ = ∣ a1 · vIP1dB + a3 · 3
4 · vIP1dB3 + a5 · 10

16 · vIP1dB5 ∣

(12)a5 =
8 · (a1 · (10−1/20 − 1) − a3 · 3

4 · vIP1dB2)
5 · vIP1dB4

If P1DB is left empty, P1dB can be determined solely by the compression due to the third-order term, and a5 is set to 0.
Alternatively, if IP3 is left empty, IP3 can be determined from P1DB. Setting a5 to 0 and replacing a3 with -4 a1/(3
vIIP32):

(13)∣ a1 · vIP1dB · 10−1/20 ∣ = ∣ a1 · vIP1dB −
a1 · vIP1dB3

vIIP32 ∣

then solving for vIP1dB:

(14)vIP1dB = vIIP3 · 1 − 10−1/20

In decibels, IP1dB can be set to approximately IIP3 - 9.636 dB.

Complex Envelope Nonlinearity

When the input and output signals are complex, the block treats the signals as complex envelope signals and the evaluation
of the polynomial is performed in the complex envelope.

There are two ways of evaluating the polynomial. The first is to perform the polynomial directly on the complex signal.
This method is used if MODEL is set to "Polynomial, stay in complex envelope".

The second method is to perform the polynomial on the real signal represented by the complex envelope signal. This
method is used if MODEL is set to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real". This method generates a complex envelope
signal that closely matches the equivalent real signal passing through the amplifier.

Polynomial, stay in complex envelope

Given the complex envelope signal A(t) at the center frequency fc, the complex signal can be expressed as:

(15)CIn = A(t) · exp(2π · f c · t)

Substituting CIn for VIn in equation 1 we obtain the following:

(16)COut = (a1 + a2 ·CIn + a3 ·CIn
2 + a5 ·CIn

4 ) · A(t) · exp(2π · f c · t)

where (a1 + a2CIn + a3CIn
2 + a5CIn4) A(t) is the complex envelope signal output by the model.
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Polynomial, complex envelope as real; Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always

The input signal can be expressed in the complex envelope as:

(17)V In = Re{A(t) · exp( j ·ωc · t)}

where ωc=2πfc and fc is the center frequency of the input signal, A(t) is complex and is the complex envelope, and Re{x}
indicates the real component of x. This is equivalent to:

(18)V In =
A(t) · exp( j ·ωc · t) + A*(t) · exp( − j ·ωc · t)

2

where A*(t) is the complex conjugate of A(t). A(t) can also be represented as A exp (j ωA t), where A is the magnitude
of A(t) and ωA represents the phase component.

A complex envelope representation of Equation 1 can be obtained by expanding each term in Equation 1 with Equation 18.
Each term has the form:

(19)V In
n = ((A · exp( j(ωA + ωc)t) + A* · exp( − j(ωA + ωc)t)) / 2)n

where n is the order, and can be rewritten in the form:

(20)V In
n = 0.5 · (Bn(t) · A · exp( j(ωA + ωc)t) + Bn

*(t) · A · exp( − j(ωA + ωc)t))

For VIn
2:

(21)B2(t) = A · (exp( j(ωA + ωc)t) + exp( − j(ωA + ωc)t))

The negative exponential generates the DC terms (DC and +/-|f2-f1|). If MODEL is set to "Polynomial, complex envelope
as real", the negative exponential is left out if the signal is a complex envelope representation (the center frequency is
non-zero).

For VIn
3:

(22)B3(t) = (A2 )2
(exp( j · 2(ωA + ωc)) + 3)

For VIn
5:

(23)B5(t) = (A2 )4
(exp( j · 4(ωA + ωc)) + 5 · exp( j · 2(ωA + ωc)) + 10)

The complex envelope representation of equation 1 can then be written as:

(24)VOut,CE = (a1 + a2 · B2(t) + a3 · B3(t) + a5 · B5(t)) · A · exp( j ·ωa · t)

where

(25)VOut = Re{VOut,CE · exp( j ·ωc · t)}
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DC Term and complex envelope

When the input signal is a complex envelope with a non-zero center frequency and the signal is modeled in the real
domain, the DC term may differ between the complex envelope representation and the equivalent real signal. This is
because the nonlinearity model generates both positive and negative frequencies from the DC term due to the complex
conjugate in B2(t), whereas all the other terms generate only positive frequencies. This problem does not occur if the
center frequency is 0.

The generation of the DC term can be disabled for this case by setting MODEL to "Polynomial, complex envelope as
real".

Compression/Saturation

When the input signal is beyond the 1dB compression point, the block scales the amplitude of VIn prior to evaluation in
the nonlinearity polynomial. The scaling is performed to smoothly (in the first-order sense) transition from vIP1dB to
the input amplitude vSSat that produces the output saturation voltage vOSat in the nonlinearity polynomial. The net
effect of the scaling on a real sinusoidal signal at full saturation is the signal input to the polynomial is a square wave
with amplitude vSSat.

When determining vSSat, the first maximum greater than zero of Equation 1 is found. VIn at this maximum is vSSatMax,
while VOut is vOSatMax. These values are the upper bounds for vSSat and vOSat. While the polynomial can generate
VOut greater than vOSat, there must first be a zero crossing of the fundamental when the values of the 3rd and 5th terms
exceed the 1st term. Since this is not desirable behavior, the amplifier model does not allow vSSat to exceed vSSatMax.

If no output saturation level is specified (OPSAT is empty), the output saturation level is set to vOSatMax and vSSat is
vSSatMax.

If OPSAT is specified and the equivalent vOSat is ≤ vOSatMax, vSSat is found by solving for the root of:

(26)a1 · vSSat + a2 · vSSat2 + a3 · vSSat3 + a5 · vSSat5 = vOSat

that is between 0 and vSSatMax.

If OPSAT is specified but the equivalent vOSat is > vOSatMax and the polynomial is 5th order, an attempt is made to
convert the polynomial to 3rd order by setting a5 to 0. It may then be possible that the polynomial yields a vOSat ≤
vOSatMax. The polynomial is converted to 3rd order if the OP1dB of the 3rd order polynomial is within 0.1 dB of the
specified OP1dB. If this is true, vSSatMax and vOSatMax are recomputed using the 3rd order polynomial. If the resulting
vOSat ≤ vOSatMax then the 3rd order polynomial is used for the amplifier.

If OPSAT is not specified, saturation is applied by shaping the input signal with a quadratic equation. If OPSAT is
specified a different algorithm is used to apply the saturation. This differs from VSS versions earlier that version 16. For
the earlier versions the same saturation algorithm was used for both cases, which was the shaping of the input signal
using a quadratic equation.

If OPSAT is not specified, the shaping of the input signal is performed using a quadratic equation VScale(VIn) satisfying
the following:

(27)VScale(vIP1dB) = vIP1dB

(28)
dVScale
dVIn

(vIP1dB) = 1

(29)VScale(vISat) = vSSat
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(30)
dVScale
dVIn

(vISat) = 0

where vISat is an unknown and can be determined from the above. vISat is the maximum input amplitude scaled by the
above quadratic. Input amplitudes greater than vISat are clipped to vSSat.

For complex envelope signals in Time Domain simulations the scaling is applied in such a way that the equivalent real
signal of the complex envelope signal is clipped similar to the clipping the equivalent real signal would undergo. The
net effect for a single tone input at saturation is the equivalent real signal approximates a square wave, which is normally
not a square wave in the complex envelope.

NOTE: The shaping process is essentially a clipping of the input signal. This is a nonlinear operation that generates
nonlinear products prior to the signal passing through the amplifier's polynomial. RF Inspector simulations do not model
the nonlinear products from the clipping operation, as tracking those products would make RF Inspector simulations
impractical when more than one nonlinear block is involved. Instead, RF Inspector applies a saturation scaling to the
voltage levels of the individual input components. The effect is a decrease in the gains for both the fundamental and
nonlinear products as the signal saturates.

The signal levels therefore tend to differ significantly once saturation effects are applied to the signal. The RFI signal
levels tend to be below the time domain levels. Note that saturation effects are only applied after the input signal reaches
the P1dB point.

NOTE: RF Budget Analysis power measurements display fundamental power, not total power. This is because RF
Budget Analysis simulations only track one- and two-tone fundamentals, and IM 2 and IM 3 products. Other nonlinear
products are not tracked between blocks. The fundamental power is about 0.87 dB less than total power for a one-tone
square wave.

If OPSAT is specified, for Time Domain and Budget Analysis simulations the saturation is applied by both clipping the
input signal and reducing the higher order coefficients as power approaches saturation. This results in the fundamental
saturating very close to OPSAT.

For RF Inspector simulations spectral regrowth due to saturation is limited for both performance and practical reasons.
This limits the ability of RF Inspector simulations to match OPSAT, particularly when the input signal has multiple
frequencies. For a single tone input, RF Inspector adjusts the coefficients as the signal saturates to try to match the
spectrum when the input signal is clipped. For a two tone input, coefficients are also adjusted, but the ability to match a
clipped two tone input signal is much more limited. Input signals with more than two frequencies are treated as two tone
inputs.

Saturation Model Upgrade

An upgrade to the above saturation model is available. By default the upgrade is used when any of the polynomial
coefficients has a non-zero imaginary component. You can control when this upgrade is used via the Nonlinear Saturation
Model setting on the RFOptionstab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The options include not using the upgrade
in any cases, using the upgrade when the polynomial coefficients have a non-zero imaginary component, and always
using the upgrade. The last option, always using the upgrade, should be used with caution, as the upgrade has primarily
been tested only when the coefficients have a non-zero imaginary component.

The upgrade uses different equations to determine vISat and vSSat in order to better accommodate the effects of phase
in the polynomial coefficients. The new equations account for the third and fifth order phase effects on lower order
components such as the fundamental.
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The upgrade also applies the saturation differently to the individual input voltage values. Rather than applying the
saturation separately to the equivalent real and imaginary expanded complex envelope components, it simply saturates
the magnitude of the complex input sample.

The net effect of the upgrade is that the saturation of the fundamental versus input power is smoother and is more
predictable. If a saturation point is specified, it is more readily achieved for the fundamental.

However, the upgrade may result in significantly different saturation effects from previous Cadence® Visual System
Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software versions. It is therefore by default only enabled
when the polynomial coefficients contain non-zero imaginary components. Future versions of VSS software may utilize
the upgrade for all cases by default.

Noise

Noise is modeled as thermal noise at the input to the amplifier. The noise figure is the noise factor expressed in decibels,
where the noise factor F is:

(31)F =
(k ·T0 · B + Na) ·Ga

k ·T0 · B ·Ga

where k is Boltzmann's constant or approximately 1.38e-23 J/K, T0 is the reference source temperature of 290 K, B is
the noise bandwidth, Gav is the available power gain and Na is the noise added by the device relative to the input.

Solving Equation 31 for Na and replacing B with fs , the sampling frequency, the noise power can be expressed as:

(32)PNoise = (F − 1) · k ·T0 · f s

A white Gaussian noise source is used to generate a noise voltage with the above average power, which is added to the
input signal prior to application of the nonlinearity and compression/saturation effects.

Anti-Aliasing

The nonlinearity widens the signal spectrum, up to five times if both IP3 and P1dB are specified. If the sampling frequency
is not large enough to contain the entire widened spectrum, frequencies outside of the signal bandwidth appear as aliases
within the signal bandwidth. For real signals, the frequency range is fmin = 0 to fmax = fs/2. For complex envelope signals,
the frequency range is from fmin = fc - fs/2 to fmax = fc + fs/2.

To avoid aliasing, the block supports internal resampling of the signal prior to passing through the compression/saturation
and nonlinearity, followed by optional downsampling of the signal back to the original sampling frequency prior to
output. This mechanism is controlled by the AALIAS parameter.

A narrowband approximation is also supported where the effects of the compression/saturation and polynomial nonlinearity
are approximated in the signal frequency band using an AM-AM/AM-PM model. This approximation trades the need
to resample with a slight deviation from the ideal polynomial model. The narrowband approximation is described in the
following section.

When the anti-aliasing mechanism is enabled, the block determines the maximum frequency generated by the nonlinearity
based on the input signal's bandwidth at the center frequency. This bandwidth can be adjusted through the SIGBW
parameter, which is the percentage of the overall bandwidth occupied by the signal. In general, the smaller the signal
bandwidth the smaller the upsampling required, which results in faster simulations. If the SIGBW parameter is used, the
maximum signal frequency is set to:

(33)f sig,max = f c + f s / 2 · BW / 100
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If SIGBW is not used, the maximum signal frequency is set to:

(34)f sig,max = f c + f s / (2 · SMPSYM)

where SMPSYM is the samples per symbol of the input signal.

The maximum frequency fnl,max generated by the nonlinearity is then 3 fsig,max if the nonlinearity is third-order or 5
fsig,max if the nonlinearity is fifth-order. The upsampling rate Nup is then determined from the following two relations:

(35)f c + Nup · f s / 2 ≥ f nl,max

(36)f c − Nup · f s / 2 ≤ 0

where Nup is the smallest positive whole number that satisfies both equations.

The upsampling performed by the block is equivalent to adding Nup-1 zeroes between each input sample to expand the
frequency range, then passing the result through an FIR lowpass filter centered on fc with a cutoff frequency of fs/2. The
lowpass filter removes the repeated images of the original spectrum that appear as the result of adding the zeroes. This
signal is then sent through the compression/saturation and nonlinearity algorithms.

If the signal is to be downsampled back to the original sampling frequency, the equivalent of the reverse of the above is
performed. The signal is first passed through an FIR lowpass filter centered on fc with a cutoff frequency of fs/2 to remove
the frequencies outside the original sampling frequency range. This signal is then decimated at rate Nup, where every
Nup sample from the filter is output by the block.

Narrowband Approximation

The amplifier supports a narrowband approximation based on an AM-AM/AM-PM model in place of the polynomial
model. The narrowband approximation generates a single tone AM-AM/AM-PM response within the signal frequency
band that matches the AM-AM/AM-PM response of the equivalent polynomial within the signal frequency band. The
goal is to only generate the frequency content that falls within the frequency band. The AM-AM/AM-PM model used
is similar to that used by the AMP_F and NL_S blocks.

When AALIAS is set to "Auto", the narrowband approximation is used in two cases. In the first case it is used if the
block is within a feedback loop and resampling would normally be employed to avoid aliasing. This is to avoid the signal
delay introduced by the resampling filters.

In the second case it is used if the ratio of the center frequency to the sampling frequency is large enough that the frequency
band does not intersect the frequency regions around the DC and 2nd harmonics generated by the nonlinearity. The
following graphic illustrates this condition:

DC
Band

fc 2fc

fs

-fa+2fb2fa -fb

-2fa+3fb3fa-2fb

Signal

2nd Harmonic
Band

fa-fb
fb-fa

fa+fb
2fa, 2fb
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The signal can be assumed to be narrowband for anti-aliasing purposes if the signal band, which includes the 2fa-fb,
-fa+2fb, 3fa-2fb and -2fa+3fb intermodulation products around the center frequency, does not cross into either the DC
band nor the 2nd harmonic band. (fa and fb are arbitrary frequencies within the main signal).

The narrowband approximation can be forced On by setting AALIAS to "Narrowband". It can be forced Off by setting
AALIAS to any setting other than "Auto" and "Narrowband".

NOTE:The anti-aliasing mechanism introduces a small error into the signal when resampling is performed. The output
of the block when resampling is performed differs slightly from the output of the block when an input signal with a
sufficiently large bandwidth is used. This is a result of the non-ideal lowpass filters used to upsample and downsample
the signal.

Baseband Operation

When the signal is a complex signal with a center frequency of 0, the amplifier is capable of treating the signal as separate
I and Q channels. In this mode the amplifier behaves as two amplifiers, with one operating on the I channel and the other
on the Q channel. The following illustrates this behavior:

1 2

3

C2RI
AMP_B

AMP_B

1

2

3

RI2CPORTDIN PORTDOUT

This mode only takes effect when the signal is complex and the center frequency is 0. The signal must also have been
generated by a modulator, transmitter, an RI2C block, or a mixer that has down-converted to baseband (see the MIXER_B
BBOP parameter for details). If the input signal is generated by a TONE block it is treated as a complex envelope signal
with center frequency of 0.

Impedance Mismatch Support

The amplifier supports impedance mismatch modeling if impedance mismatch modeling has been enabled in the Options
dialog box for the system diagram. There are several parts to the impedance mismatch support.

When impedance mismatch is enabled, the amplifier is linearized about the operating point and presented to the upstream
and downstream blocks in 2-port Y matrix form. The Y matrix is obtained from a 2-port S matrix of the form:

(37)[S11 S12
S21 S22]

using the port characteristic impedances ZINP and ZOUTP. S11 and S22 are determined from the RLOSS, VSWR, S11
or S22 settings. S21 is the operating point gain, which is based on the input signal's signal power property. S12 is the
reverse isolation specified with RISOL or S12.

The operating point gain is approximated by passing a set of samples through the nonlinearity. For complex signals the
samples are evenly spaced on a circle with magnitude
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V = Pin ⋅ 2 ⋅ Z0

in the real-imaginary plane. For real signals the samples are from a sinusoid with the same amplitude. PIn is the signal
power property of the input signal. If the input signal does not have a signal power property, PIn is set to -10 dBm.

The phase of S21 is then the average phase change applied to the samples. The magnitude of S21 is:

(38)∣ S21 ∣ =
1

N ·m · Z0 · ∑i=1
N ∣ VOut,i∣2

PIn

where m is 1 for real signals and 2 for complex signals.

Once the impedances seen throughout the network are known, corrections are computed for the input and output signals.
The corrections are needed because the input and output signals are in total voltage while the nonlinearity requires incident
voltage. The input correction is:

(39)CorrInp = 1
∣ 1 + Γ Inp,In ∣

while the output correction is:

(40)CorrOut =
1 + ΓOut,Out

1 − S22 · ΓOut,Out
· ∠ (1 + S22)

The ∠1+S22 is included to match the behavior of the Cadence Microwave Office® software behavioral amplifier
NL_AMP.

For Time Domain simulations, filters must be used to apply these corrections because the corrections are typically
frequency-dependent setting. The present implementation uses an upsampled IIR filter designed in the S-domain, similar
to the IIR filter design algorithm used by the linear circuit filters such as LIN_F. There are limitations to the accuracy
of the filters. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details.

Note that impedance mismatch modeling in feedback loops is not supported in time domain simulations.

Frequency Dependent Nonlinear Support

Frequency dependent gain, IP2, IP3 and P1dB are supported through a proprietary linear filter based polynomial model.
The type of filter implementation is selected via the FLTRIMPL parameter. By default, if the signal is modulated and
the frequency dependency varies in phase, an IIR filter implementation is chosen, as IIR filters in general provide a better
overall approximation of the desired frequency response. If the signal is CW, an FIR filter implementation is chosen.
FIR filters provide an exact response if the signal frequencies fall exactly on the FIR filter frequencies, but tend to provide
a poor response if the frequency is in the middle of the FIR frequency bin.

One limitation of IIR filter implementations is that a satisfactory response might not be obtainable for a desired frequency
response. When working with modulated signals and frequency dependent amplifiers, you should double check the signal
spectrum after the amplifier to ensure that the response is reasonable.

RF Inspector/RF Budget Analysis

The amplifier fully supports both RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis simulations. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details.
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Behavioral Amplifier, 2nd Generation: AMP_B2

Symbol

Summary

AMP_B2 implements a behavioral model of a nonlinear amplifier. It is similar to AMP_B and AMP_BV, but includes
the following enhancements:

• Temperature-dependent support for many parameters

• Support for both power- and voltage-based units for many parameters

• Dialog box based parameter configuration to simplify the specification of parameter values

AMP_B2 utilizes a fifth-order polynomial to model the nonlinearity. Quadratic shaping of the input signal after P1dB
is used to model saturation effects. Narrowband behavior is supported through an AM-AM/AM-PM approximation of
the fifth-order polynomial model.

AMP_B2 supports impedance mismatch modeling and frequency-dependent modeling.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
10Mid-band transducer gainRGAIN
Transducer Power
Gain, dB

N/AGAIN InterpretationE*GAINTYP

GAIN temperature dependenceC*GAIN_TDEP
101-dB compression pointRP1DB
Output P1dB, dBmN/AP1DB interpretationE*P1DBTYP

P1DB temperature dependenceR*P1DB_TDEP
3rd-order intercept pointRIP3

Output IP3, dBmN/AIP3 interpretationE*IP3TYP
IP3 temperature dependenceR*IP3_TDEP
2nd-order intercept pointRIP2

Output IP2, dBmN/AIP2 interpretationE*IP2TYP
IP2 temperature dependenceR*IP2_TDEP
Power or voltage of one tone of two-tone signal used to
measure GAIN, IP2 and IP3

RMEASREF
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Input Fundamental,
dBm

N/AMEASREF interpretationE*MEASREFTYP

MEASREF temperature dependenceR*MEASREF_TDEP
Output saturationROSAT

FundamentalOSAT InterpretationE*OSATTYP
OSAT temperature dependenceR*OSAT_TDEP

16.85 CTemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
3Noise levelRNF
Noise figureN/ANF interpretationENFTYP

NF temperature dependenceRNF_TDEP
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Input port mismatchC*INPMM

S11 (complex)N/AINPMM interpretationE*INPMMTYP
INPMM temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
Output port mismatchC*OUTPMM

S22 (complex)N/AOUTPMM interpretationE*OUTPMMTYP
OUTPMM temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
Reverse characteristics (RFI/RFB only)C*REV

S11 (complex)N/AREV interpretationE*REVTYP
REV temperature dependenceC*REV_TDEP

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS
LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP

FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES
AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMP

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP

AutoN/AHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Reflect nonlinear
output

N/AHandling of S12 parametersE*S12HNDLG

NoN/APhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
AutoN/AAnti-aliasing supportE*AALIAS
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
Polynomial,
complex envelope

N/AImplementation modelE*MODEL

as real, DC term
always
AutoN/ASignal type for frequency dependency modelE*SIGMODEL
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. The linear gain. Its interpretation is determined by GAINTYP.

See "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

GAINTYP. Determines how GAIN is interpreted:

• Transducer Power Gain: GAIN is the transducer power gain in dB if the input and output ports are reflectionless. The
ratio of the reflected voltage at the output, VOut

-, to the incident voltage at the input, VInp
+, is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 ·

ZOUTPDeliv
ZINPDeliv

· ZINP*
Real(ZINP)

where ZOUTPDeliv and ZINPDeliv represent the impedance seen by the power delivered to ZOUTP and ZINP, or:

ZDeliv = | Z |
cos( arg (Z))

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

• Unloaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the unloaded voltage gain in dB if the input port is reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 0.5· 10GAIN/20

• Loaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the loaded voltage gain in dB if the input and output are reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 10GAIN/20

• S21 Gain: GAIN is the S21 parameter for the amplifier. VOut
-/VInp

+ is computed as:
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VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 · ZOUTP

ZINP

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

GAIN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the GAIN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

P1DB. The 1 dB compression point. This may either be OP1dB or IP1dB depending on the setting of P1DBTYP. The
amplifier treats this as the power level at which the power of the fundamental frequency of a single-tone signal is attenuated
1 dB from the power level for ideal linear gain. If this is left empty, IP1DB is set to approximately IIP3 - 9.636 dB.

See "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

P1DBTYP. Determines how P1DB is interpreted:

• Output P1dB, dBm: P1DB is the output power in dBm at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB, dBm: P1DB is the input power in dBm at the 1 dB compression point.

• Output P1dB, dBW: P1DB is the output power in dB Watts at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB, dBW: P1DB is the input power in dB Watts at the 1 dB compression point.

• Output P1dB, dBV: P1DB is the output voltage in dB Volts at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB, dBV: P1DB is the input voltage in dB Volts at the 1 dB compression point.

The output power level at P1dB (OP1DB) is related to the input power level (IP1DB) by:

OP1DBdB = IP1DBdB+GAINdB-1dB

P1DB_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the P1DB parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP3. The third-order intermodulation intercept. This may be OIP3 or IIP3 depending on the setting of IP3TYP. If this is
left empty, IIP3 is set to approximately IP1DB + 9.636 dB if P1DB is specified, otherwise it is set to IIP2 - 10 dB.

See "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

IP3TYP. Determines how IP3 is interpreted:

• Output IP3, dBm: IP3 is the output power in dBm at IP3.

• Input IP3, dBm: IP3 is the input power in dBm at IP3.

• Output IP3, dBW: IP3 is the output power in dB Watts at IP3.

• Input IP3, dBW: IP3 is the input power in dB Watts at IP3.

• Output IP3, dBV: IP3 is the output voltage in dB Volts at IP3.

• Input IP3, dBV: IP3 is the input voltage in dB Volts at IP3.

The output power level at IP3 (OIP3) is related to the input power level (IIP3) by:

OIP3dB = IIP3dB+GAINdB
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IP3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP3 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP2. The second-order intermodulation or harmonic intercept point, depending on the setting of IP2TYP. If this is left
empty, IIP2 is set to IIP3 + 10 dB.

IP2TYP. Determines how IP2 is interpreted:

• Output IP2 (Intermod), dBm: IP2 is the output power in dBm at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod), dBm: IP2 is the input power in dBm at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic), dBm: IP2 is the output power in dBm at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic), dBm: IP2 is the input power in dBm at the harmonic IP2.

• No IP2 Generated: The amplifier does not generate any second-order products.

• Output IP2 (Intermod), dBW: IP2 is the output power in dB Watts at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod), dBW: IP2 is the input power in dB Watts at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic), dBW: IP2 is the output power in dB Watts at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic), dBW: IP2 is the input power in dB Watts at the harmonic IP2.

• Output IP2 (Intermod), dBV: IP2 is the output voltage in dB Volts at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod), dBV: IP2 is the input voltage in dB Volts at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic), dBV: IP2 is the output voltage in dB Volts at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic), dBV: IP2 is the input voltage in dB Volts at the harmonic IP2.

The output power level at IP2 (OIP2) is related to the input power level (IIP2) by:

OIP2dB = IIP2dB+GAINdB

The second-order harmonic intercept power level (IP2H) is related to the second-order intermodulation intercept power
level by:

IP2HdB = IP2dB+10log102

IP2_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP2 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

MEASREF. Optional power or voltage level of one tone of the two-tone signal used when IP2 and IP3 are measured.
Specifying the level adjusts the polynomial coefficients appropriately so that a two-tone signal with the equivalent level
passing through the amplifier has the specified IP2, IP3, P1dB, and, in most cases, gain values. If a level is not specified,
GAIN is linear gain, and IP2 and IP3 are ideal IP2 and IP3.

If output IP3 is specified and MEASREF represents the output fundamental, GAIN is the linear gain, and the P1dB
relation:

OP1dB = IP1dB + GAIN - 1

holds. However, if either IP3 is input IP3 or MEASREF represents the input fundamental, GAIN is the gain required to
achieve the specified IP3. This gain is typically different from the linear gain used in the P1dB equation, and the previous
P1dB equation is not true for the GAIN parameter.
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When adjusting the coefficients, P1dB is taken as the 1 dB compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

See "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

MEASREFTYP. Determines how MEASREF is interpreted:

• Input Fundamental, dBm: MEASREF is the power in dBm at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental, dBm: MEASREF is the power in dBm at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Input Fundamental, dBW: MEASREF is the power in dB Watts at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental, dBW: MEASREF is the power in dB Watts at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Input Fundamental, dBV: MEASREF is the voltage in dB Volts at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental, dBV: MEASREF is the voltage in dB Volts at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal.

MEASREF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MEASREF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OSAT. The approximate output power saturation level. The achievable output saturation power is limited by the
polynomial. Saturation is set at the smaller of either the requested output saturation level or the peak output power before
the power drops due to the higher-order terms overpowering the linear term. If left empty, the output saturation level is
set to the peak output power before the power drops. Refer to AMP_B's Saturation section for more details.

Note that the saturation behavior when OSAT is specified is different from VSS versions prior to version 16.

OSATTYP. Determines how OSAT is interpreted:

• Fundamental, dBm: OSAT is the output power of the fundamental in dBm. The output power of the fundamental is
approximated as 0.87 dB less than the total output power.

• Total Power, dBm: OSAT is the ideal total power at the output, in dBm. The achieved output power depends on the
sampling frequency, with a large sampling frequency resulting in a total output power closer to OSAT.

• Fundamental, dBW: OSAT is the output power of the fundamental in dB Watts. The output power of the fundamental
is approximated as 0.87 dB less than the total output power.

• Total Power, dBW: OSAT is the ideal total power at the output, in dB Watts. The achieved output power depends on
the sampling frequency, with a large sampling frequency resulting in a total output power closer to OSAT.

• Fundamental, dBV: OSAT is the output voltage of the fundamental in dB Volts. The output power of the fundamental
is approximated as 0.87 dB less than the total output power.

• Total Power, dBV: OSAT is the ideal total voltage at the output, in dB Volts. The achieved output power depends on
the sampling frequency, with a large sampling frequency resulting in a total output power closer to OSAT.

OSAT_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the OSAT parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the amplifier, used to evaluate the temperature-dependent settings.

NF. The noise level as defined by the NFTYP parameter. The NOISE parameter determines in which simulations noise
is modeled.

NFTYP. Determines how NF is interpreted:
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• Noise Figure: NF is the noise figure, which is the ratio of the SNR at the input to the SNR at the output, expressed in
dB.

• Noise Factor: NF is the noise factor, which is the ratio of the SNR at the input to the SNR at the output.

• Input ref. noise voltage, nV/sqrt(Hz): NF is the rms voltage spectral density of an input referred series noise voltage
source.

• Input ref. noise current, pA/sqrt(Hz): NF is the rms current spectral density of an input referred parallel noise current
source.

NOTE: By default, the input referred noise sources are converted to an equivalent output referred noise voltage source
to maintain output noise generation when the block is in high compression. You can use input referred noise sources by
setting the value NF to negative values, in which case the absolute value of the parameter is used for the corresponding
input referred source. VSS software versions 8.0.x and earlier always use input referred noise sources.

NF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the NF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NOISE. Determines when thermal noise is to be modeled:

• RF Budget Only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined by the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling setting.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on noise modeling in VSS software.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

INPMM. The input port mismatch setting as defined by INPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S11 = 0.
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INPMMTYP. Determines how INPMM is interpreted:

• S11 (complex): INPMM is S11, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: INPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: INPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

INPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OUTPMM. The output port mismatch setting as defined by OUTPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S22 =
0.

OUTPMMTYP. Determines how OUTPMM is interpreted:

• S22 (complex): OUTPMM is S22, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: OUTPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: OUTPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the OUTPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details
on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

REV. The reverse flow characteristics as determined by REVTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S12 = 0.

REVTYP. Determines how REV is interpreted:

• S12 (complex): REV is S12, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Reverse Isolation, dB: The absolute value of REV is the reverse isolation in dB.

NOTE: S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances
at the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

REV_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the REV parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings have been entered. See
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

FLTRCMP. Determines how delay introduced by any frequency dependency filters is compensated for.

• Auto: This is currently the same as 'Compensate filter phase delay'.
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• Compensate filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filters is removed from the signal when the block is not in a
feedback loop.

• Ignore filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filter is included in the signal.

FLTRIMPL. Determines the type of implementation used by the frequency dependency filters.

• Use System Options setting: The option selected in the System Simulator Options dialog box under the RF Options
tab is used. The options are the same as the ones below.

• IIR modulated with phase, FIR otherwise: If the input signal is from a modulated signal source and the frequency
dependency has non-constant phase, an IIR filter implementation will be used, otherwise an FIR filter implementation
will be used.

• FIR: An FIR filter implementation will be used.

• IIR: An IIR filter implementation will be used.

IIR filters tend to provide a frequency response closer to the desired frequency response compared to FIR filters when
portions of a signal fall between the FIR filter bin frequencies. This occurs when the signal is not a CW signal, or the
CW signal frequency does not fall on an FIR bin frequency. However, the downside of the IIR filters is that a reasonable
approximation of the desired frequency response is not always possible.

The spectrum of the signal should be observed before and after the filter if the filter has frequency dependency, and if
the output spectrum does not appear correct, try setting FLTRIMPL to FIR to force an FIR filter implementation.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S Parameters: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.

• Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated in such a way that the behavior is similar to
MWO's NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.

With this behavior, impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If GAINTYP is set to "Transducer Power Gain", the amplifier's S11 and S22 are handled the same as if "Use
MWO NL_AMP Behavior" is selected, otherwise they are handled as if "S Parameters" is selected.

S12HNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S12 is treated:

• Reflect nonlinear output: Nonlinear output from the amplifier may be reflected at the output port back through the
amplifier to the input port via S12. Other signals at the output port are also passed through the amplifier to the input
port via S12.
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• Do not reflect nonlinear output (pre-V12): Nonlinear output from the amplifier at the output port is not reflected back
through the amplifier. Other signals at the output port are passed through the amplifier to the input port via S12. This
is the pre-VSS version 12 behavior.

OUT180. If set to "Yes", the output phase is rotated 180-degrees.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty. If so, the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol used to
generate the input signal.

AALIAS.Determines the mechanism used to reduce aliasing. When upsampling is performed the upsample rate is limited
to MXUPSMP.

• Auto: If the signal's frequency band is deemed sufficiently narrow relative to the center frequency, a narrowband
approximation is employed. The narrowband approximation is also employed if the block is within a feedback loop
and resampling would be required. If the narrowband approximation is not being used, the behavior is the same as
Broadband.

• Upsample only: The signal is upsampled as for Broadband, but is not downsampled prior to output. This is useful
when several RF blocks need to operate at a higher sampling frequency.

• No resampling: The signal is not resampled. Aliasing may occur if the sampling frequency is not large enough to
contain all terms from the nonlinearity.

• Broadband: If necessary, the signal is upsampled by an integral amount to expand the sampling frequency to include
the maximum frequency generated by the nonlinearity based on the signal bandwidth and center frequency. The signal
is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency prior to output.

• Narrowband: An AM/AM-AM/PM model is used in place of the polynomial. The AM/AM-AM/PM characteristics
are based on the equivalent polynomial model.

MXUPSMP. The maximum upsample rate allowed for the anti-aliasing resampler. If the simulation runs extremely slow
try reducing this value at the potential expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing.

MODEL. Determines the implementation model used for Time Domain simulations. The model should normally be set
to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always", as this setting most closely reflects the behavior of a typical
RF amplifier.

• Polynomial, stay in complex envelope: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the complex domain, resulting in all positive frequencies if the input signal contains only
positive frequencies. A complex output signal in general differs from the equivalent real signal passed through the
amplifier.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the real domain. A complex output signal in general closely matches the equivalent real
signal passed through the amplifier. If the signal has a non-zero center frequency, the DC term is not generated.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always: Similar to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real" except
the DC term is always generated.

SIGMODEL. Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process
of the filters used for frequency-dependent modeling.
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DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window. Diagnostic information
includes the amplifier coefficients and saturation information.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

AMP_B supports frequency-dependent GAIN, IP2, IP3, P1DB, INPMM, OUTPMM and REV settings.

To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into desired parameters, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
REV = {38, 40, 34}
REVTYP = Reverse Isolation, dB
INPMM = 1.15
INPMMTYP = VSWR
OUTPMM = 1.15
OUTPMMTYP = VSWR

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Amplified SignalUnset2

Implementation Details

This block implements the amplifier using a fifth-order polynomial to model the nonlinearity, with pre-shaping of the
input signal for modeling the transition from P1dB to saturation.

Nonlinearity

The nonlinearity is approximated using a fifth-order polynomial of the form:
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(41)VOut = a1 ·V In + a2 ·V In
2 + a3 ·V In

3 + a5 ·V In
5

This polynomial generates the second- and third-order intermodulation components due to the V2 and V3 terms. The V5

term is used to separate the P1dB from IP3.

The coefficient a1 is the linear gain, and is set from the GAIN parameter:

(42)a1 = 10(GAIN/20)

The a2 and a3 coefficients are determined from the second- and third-order two-tone input intercept points, IIP2 and
IIP3.

If the two-tone input signal is:

(43)V In = Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t)

VOut becomes:

(44)

VOut = a1 · (Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t))
+ a2 · (Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t))

2

+ a3 · (Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t))
3

+ a5 · (Acos(ω1t) + Bcos(ω2t))
5

Expanding all terms and using trigonometric identities to expand all cosine powers, the following table of term contributions
to each cosine term can be constructed:

(A cos ω1+ B cos ω2)
5(A cos ω1+ B cos

ω2)
3

(A cos ω1+ B cos
ω2)

2
A cos ω1+ B cos
ω2

cos

ABDC
(10A5+30AB4+60A3B2)/16(3A3+6AB2)/4Aω1

(10B5+30A4B+60A2B3)/16(3B3+6A2B)/4Bω2

A2/22ω1

B2/22ω2

(5A5+20A3B2)/16A3/43ω1

(5B5+20A2B3)/16B3/43ω2

A5/165ω1

B5/165ω2

ABω1+ω2

ABω1-ω2

(20A4B+30A2B3)/163A2B/42ω1+ω2

(20AB4+30A3B2)/163AB2/4ω1+2ω2

(20A4B+30A2B3)/163A2B/42ω1-ω2

(20AB4+30A3B2)/163AB2/4ω1-2ω2
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(A cos ω1+ B cos ω2)
5(A cos ω1+ B cos

ω2)
3

(A cos ω1+ B cos
ω2)

2
A cos ω1+ B cos
ω2

cos

(10A3B2)/163ω1+2ω2

(10A2B3)/162ω1+3ω2

(10A3B2)/163ω1-2ω2

(10A2B3)/162ω1-3ω2

(5A4B)/164ω1+ω2

(5AB4)/16ω1+4ω2

(5A4B)/164ω1-ω2

(5AB4)/16ω1-4ω2

The coefficient a2 is determined from IP2 by equating the power at VIn = vIIP2 of the ideal linear gain of the fundamental
frequency with the power of one of the second-order intermodulation products (vIIP2 is the input voltage corresponding
to the IP2 point). Assuming A=B=vIIP2, at f1 - f2 the amplitude is vIIP22, resulting in:

(45)∣ a3 · vIIP22 ∣ = ∣ a1 · vIIP2 ∣

(46)a2 = ±
a1

vIIP2

The block assumes that the second-order term contributes to compression of the linear term, therefore it uses a2 = -
a1/vIIP2.

The coefficient a3 is similarly determined, using IP3 instead of IP2 and one of the third-order intermodulation products.
The contribution of the fifth-order term is neglected. Assuming A=B=vIIP3, at 2f1 - f2 the amplitude is 3vIIP3/4, resulting
in:

(47)∣ a3 · 3
4vIIP33 ∣ = ∣ a1 · vIIP3 ∣

(48)a3 = ±
4 · a1

3 · vIIP32

The block also assumes the third-order term contributes to compression of the linear term, therefore it uses a3 = -4 a1/(3
vIIP32).

The coefficient a5 is determined from P1DB with a single-tone source. If the single-tone input signal is:

(49)V In = Acos(ωt)

VOut becomes:

(50)VOut = a1 · Acos(ωt) + a2 · A2cos(ωt) + a3 · A3cos(ωt)3 + a5 · A5cos(ωt)5

Expanding the terms you obtain the following table of coefficients:

A5 cos ω5A3 cos ω3A2 cos ω2A cos ωcos
A/2DC

10A5/163A3/4Aω
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A5 cos ω5A3 cos ω3A2 cos ω2A cos ωcos
A/22ω

5A5/16A3/43ω
A5/165ω

At the fundamental frequency only the first-, third- and fifth-order terms contribute to the signal. Equating the power at
1 dB below the linear term with the power from contributions of the first-, third- and fifth-order terms to the fundamental
frequency at vIP1dB:

(51)∣ a1 · vIP1dB · 10−1/20 ∣ = ∣ a1 · vIP1dB + a3 · 3
4 · vIP1dB3 + a5 · 10

16 · vIP1dB5 ∣

(52)a5 =
8 · (a1 · (10−1/20 − 1) − a3 · 3

4 · vIP1dB2)
5 · vIP1dB4

If P1DB is left empty, P1dB can be determined solely by the compression due to the third-order term, and a5 is set to 0.
Alternatively, if IP3 is left empty, IP3 can be determined from P1DB. Setting a5 to 0 and replacing a3 with -4 a1/(3
vIIP32):

(53)∣ a1 · vIP1dB · 10−1/20 ∣ = ∣ a1 · vIP1dB −
a1 · vIP1dB3

vIIP32 ∣

then solving for vIP1dB:

(54)vIP1dB = vIIP3 · 1 − 10−1/20

In decibels, IP1dB can be set to approximately IIP3 - 9.636 dB.

Complex Envelope Nonlinearity

When the input and output signals are complex, the block treats the signals as complex envelope signals and the evaluation
of the polynomial is performed in the complex envelope.

There are two ways of evaluating the polynomial. The first is to perform the polynomial directly on the complex signal.
This method is used if MODEL is set to "Polynomial, stay in complex envelope".

The second method is to perform the polynomial on the real signal represented by the complex envelope signal. This
method is used if MODEL is set to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real". This method generates a complex envelope
signal that closely matches the equivalent real signal passing through the amplifier.

Polynomial, stay in complex envelope

Given the complex envelope signal A(t) at the center frequency fc, the complex signal can be expressed as:

(55)CIn = A(t) · exp(2π · f c · t)

Substituting CIn for VIn in equation 1 you obtain the following:

(56)COut = (a1 + a2 ·CIn + a3 ·CIn
2 + a5 ·CIn

4 ) · A(t) · exp(2π · f c · t)

where (a1 + a2CIn + a3CIn
2 + a5CIn4) A(t) is the complex envelope signal output by the model.
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Polynomial, complex envelope as real; Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always

The input signal can be expressed in the complex envelope as:

(57)V In = Re{A(t) · exp( j ·ωc · t)}

where ωc=2πfc and fc is the center frequency of the input signal, A(t) is complex and is the complex envelope, and Re{x}
indicates the real component of x. This is equivalent to:

(58)V In =
A(t) · exp( j ·ωc · t) + A*(t) · exp( − j ·ωc · t)

2

where A*(t) is the complex conjugate of A(t). A(t) can also be represented as A exp (j ωA t), where A is the magnitude
of A(t) and ωA represents the phase component.

A complex envelope representation of Equation 41 can be obtained by expanding each term in Equation 41 with
Equation 58. Each term has the form:

(59)V In
n = ((A · exp( j(ωA + ωc)t) + A* · exp( − j(ωA + ωc)t)) / 2)n

where n is the order, and can be rewritten in the form:

(60)V In
n = 0.5 · (Bn(t) · A · exp( j(ωA + ωc)t) + Bn

*(t) · A · exp( − j(ωA + ωc)t))

For VIn
2:

(61)B2(t) = A · (exp( j(ωA + ωc)t) + exp( − j(ωA + ωc)t))

The negative exponential generates the DC terms (DC and +/-|f2-f1|). If MODEL is set to "Polynomial, complex envelope
as real", the negative exponential is left out if the signal is a complex envelope representation (the center frequency is
non-zero).

For VIn
3:

(62)B3(t) = (A2 )2
(exp( j · 2(ωA + ωc)) + 3)

For VIn
5:

(63)B5(t) = (A2 )4
(exp( j · 4(ωA + ωc)) + 5 · exp( j · 2(ωA + ωc)) + 10)

The complex envelope representation of equation 1 can then be written as:

(64)VOut,CE = (a1 + a2 · B2(t) + a3 · B3(t) + a5 · B5(t)) · A · exp( j ·ωa · t)

where

(65)VOut = Re{VOut,CE · exp( j ·ωc · t)}
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DC Term and Complex Envelope

When the input signal is a complex envelope with a non-zero center frequency and the signal is modeled in the real
domain, the DC term may differ between the complex envelope representation and the equivalent real signal. This is
because the nonlinearity model generates both positive and negative frequencies from the DC term due to the complex
conjugate in B2(t), whereas all the other terms generate only positive frequencies. This problem does not occur if the
center frequency is 0.

The generation of the DC term can be disabled for this case by setting MODEL to "Polynomial, complex envelope as
real".

Compression/Saturation

When the input signal is beyond the 1dB compression point, the block scales the amplitude of VIn prior to evaluation in
the nonlinearity polynomial. The scaling is performed to smoothly (in the first-order sense) transition from vIP1dB to
the input amplitude vSSat that produces the output saturation voltage vOSat in the nonlinearity polynomial. The net
effect of the scaling on a real sinusoidal signal at full saturation is the signal input to the polynomial is a square wave
with amplitude vSSat.

When determining vSSat, the first maximum greater than zero of Equation 41 is found. VIn at this maximum is vSSatMax,
while VOut is vOSatMax. These values are the upper bounds for vSSat and vOSat. While the polynomial can generate
VOut greater than vOSat, there must first be a zero crossing of the fundamental when the values of the 3rd and 5th terms
exceed the 1st term. Since this is not desirable behavior, the amplifier model does not allow vSSat to exceed vSSatMax.

If no output saturation level is specified (OSAT is empty), the output saturation level is set to vOSatMax and vSSat is
vSSatMax.

If OSAT is specified and the equivalent vOSat is ≤ vOSatMax, vSSat is found by solving for the root of:

(66)a1 · vSSat + a2 · vSSat2 + a3 · vSSat3 + a5 · vSSat5 = vOSat

that is between 0 and vSSatMax.

If OSAT is specified but the equivalent vOSat is > vOSatMax and the polynomial is fifth-order, an attempt is made to
convert the polynomial to third-order by setting a5 to 0. It may then be possible that the polynomial yields a vOSat ≤
vOSatMax. The polynomial is converted to third-order if the OP1dB of the third-order polynomial is within 0.1 dB of the
specified OP1dB. If this is true, vSSatMax and vOSatMax are recomputed using the third-order polynomial. If the resulting
vOSat ≤ vOSatMax then the third-order polynomial is used for the amplifier.

If OSAT is not specified, saturation is applied by shaping the input signal with a quadratic equation. If OSAT is specified
a different algorithm is used to apply the saturation. This differs from VSS versions earlier that version 16. For the earlier
versions the same saturation algorithm was used for both cases, which was the shaping of the input signal using a quadratic
equation.

If OSAT is not specified, the shaping of the input signal is performed using a quadratic equation VScale(VIn) satisfying
the following:

(67)VScale(vIP1dB) = vIP1dB

(68)
dVScale
dVIn

(vIP1dB) = 1

(69)VScale(vISat) = vSSat
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(70)
dVScale
dVIn

(vISat) = 0

where vISat is an unknown and can be determined from the above. vISat is the maximum input amplitude scaled by the
above quadratic. Input amplitudes greater than vISat are clipped to vSSat.

For complex envelope signals in Time Domain simulations the scaling is applied in such a way that the equivalent real
signal of the complex envelope signal is clipped similar to the clipping the equivalent real signal would undergo. The
net effect for a single tone input at saturation is the equivalent real signal approximates a square wave, which is normally
not a square wave in the complex envelope.

NOTE: The shaping process is essentially a clipping of the input signal. This is a nonlinear operation that generates
nonlinear products prior to the signal passing through the amplifier's polynomial. RF Inspector simulations do not model
the nonlinear products from the clipping operation, as tracking those products would make RF Inspector simulations
impractical when more than one nonlinear block is involved. Instead, RF Inspector applies a saturation scaling to the
voltage levels of the individual input components. The effect is a decrease in the gains for both the fundamental and
nonlinear products as the signal saturates.

The signal levels therefore tend to differ significantly once saturation effects are applied to the signal. The RFI signal
levels tend to be below the time domain levels. Note that saturation effects are only applied after the input signal reaches
the P1dB point.

NOTE: RF Budget Analysis power measurements display fundamental power, not total power. This is because RF
Budget Analysis simulations only track one- and two-tone fundamentals, and IM 2 and IM 3 products. Other nonlinear
products are not tracked between blocks. The fundamental power is about 0.87 dB less than total power for a one-tone
square wave.

If OSAT is specified, for Time Domain and Budget Analysis simulations the saturation is applied by both clipping the
input signal and reducing the higher order coefficients as power approaches saturation. This results in the fundamental
saturating very close to OSAT.

For RF Inspector simulations spectral regrowth due to saturation is limited for both performance and practical reasons.
This limits the ability of RF Inspector simulations to match OSAT, particularly when the input signal has multiple
frequencies. For a single tone input, RF Inspector adjusts the coefficients as the signal saturates to try to match the
spectrum when the input signal is clipped. For a two tone input, coefficients are also adjusted, but the ability to match a
clipped two tone input signal is much more limited. Input signals with more than two frequencies are treated as two tone
inputs.

Noise

Noise is modeled as thermal noise at the input to the amplifier. The noise figure is the noise factor expressed in decibels,
where the noise factor F is:

(71)F =
(k ·T0 · B + Na) ·Ga

k ·T0 · B ·Ga

where k is Boltzmann's constant or approximately 1.38e-23 J/K, T0 is the reference source temperature of 290 K, B is
the noise bandwidth, Gav is the available power gain and Na is the noise added by the device relative to the input.

Solving Equation 71 for Na and replacing B with fs, the sampling frequency, the noise power can be expressed as:

(72)PNoise = (F − 1) · k ·T0 · f s
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A white Gaussian noise source is used to generate a noise voltage with this average power, which is added to the input
signal prior to application of the nonlinearity and compression/saturation effects.

Anti-Aliasing

The nonlinearity widens the signal spectrum, up to five times if both IP3 and P1dB are specified. If the sampling frequency
is not large enough to contain the entire widened spectrum, frequencies outside of the signal bandwidth appear as aliases
within the signal bandwidth. For real signals, the frequency range is fmin = 0 to fmax = fs/2. For complex envelope signals,
the frequency range is from fmin = fc - fs/2 to fmax = fc + fs/2.

To avoid aliasing, the block supports internal resampling of the signal prior to passing through the compression/saturation
and nonlinearity, followed by optional downsampling of the signal back to the original sampling frequency prior to
output. This mechanism is controlled by the AALIAS parameter.

A narrowband approximation is also supported where the effects of the compression/saturation and polynomial nonlinearity
are approximated in the signal frequency band using an AM-AM/AM-PM model. This approximation trades the need
to resample with a slight deviation from the ideal polynomial model. The narrowband approximation is described in the
following section.

When the anti-aliasing mechanism is enabled, the block determines the maximum frequency generated by the nonlinearity
based on the input signal's bandwidth at the center frequency. This bandwidth can be adjusted through the SIGBW
parameter, which is the percentage of the overall bandwidth occupied by the signal. In general, the smaller the signal
bandwidth the smaller the upsampling required, which results in faster simulations. If the SIGBW parameter is used, the
maximum signal frequency is set to:

(73)f sig,max = f c + f s / 2 · BW / 100

If SIGBW is not used, the maximum signal frequency is set to:

(74)f sig,max = f c + f s / (2 · SMPSYM)

where SMPSYM is the samples per symbol of the input signal.

The maximum frequency fnl,max generated by the nonlinearity is then 3 fsig,max if the nonlinearity is third-order or 5
fsig,max if the nonlinearity is fifth-order. The upsampling rate Nup is then determined from the following two relations:

(75)f c + Nup · f s / 2 ≥ f nl,max

(76)f c − Nup · f s / 2 ≤ 0

where Nup is the smallest positive whole number that satisfies both equations.

The upsampling performed by the block is equivalent to adding Nup-1 zeroes between each input sample to expand the
frequency range, then passing the result through an FIR lowpass filter centered on fc with a cutoff frequency of fs/2. The
lowpass filter removes the repeated images of the original spectrum that appear as the result of adding the zeroes. This
signal is then sent through the compression/saturation and nonlinearity algorithms.

If the signal is to be downsampled back to the original sampling frequency, the equivalent of the reverse of the above is
performed. The signal is first passed through a FIR lowpass filter centered on fc with a cutoff frequency of fs/2 to remove
the frequencies outside the original sampling frequency range. This signal is then decimated at rate Nup, where every
Nup sample from the filter is output by the block.
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Narrowband Approximation

The amplifier supports a narrowband approximation based on an AM-AM/AM-PM model in place of the polynomial
model. The narrowband approximation generates a single tone AM-AM/AM-PM response within the signal frequency
band that matches the AM-AM/AM-PM response of the equivalent polynomial within the signal frequency band. The
goal is to only generate the frequency content that falls within the frequency band. The AM-AM/AM-PM model used
is similar to that used by the AMP_F and NL_S blocks.

When AALIAS is set to "Auto", the narrowband approximation is used in two cases. In the first case it is used if the
block is within a feedback loop and resampling would normally be employed to avoid aliasing. This is to avoid the signal
delay introduced by the resampling filters.

In the second case it is used if the ratio of the center frequency to the sampling frequency is large enough that the frequency
band does not intersect the frequency regions around the DC and 2nd harmonics generated by the nonlinearity. The
following figure illustrates this condition:

DC
Band

fc 2fc

fs

-fa+2fb2fa -fb

-2fa+3fb3fa-2fb

Signal

2nd Harmonic
Band

fa-fb
fb-fa

fa+fb
2fa, 2fb

The signal can be assumed to be narrowband for anti-aliasing purposes if the signal band, which includes the 2fa-fb,
-fa+2fb, 3fa-2fb and -2fa+3fb intermodulation products around the center frequency, does not cross into either the DC
band nor the 2nd harmonic band. (fa and fb are arbitrary frequencies within the main signal).

The narrowband approximation can be forced On by setting AALIAS to "Narrowband". It can be forced Off by setting
AALIAS to any setting other than "Auto" and "Narrowband".

NOTE: The anti-aliasing mechanism introduces a small error into the signal when resampling is performed. The output
of the block when resampling is performed differs slightly from the output of the block when an input signal with a
sufficiently large bandwidth is used. This is a result of the non-ideal lowpass filters used to upsample and downsample
the signal.

Baseband Operation

When the signal is a complex signal with a center frequency of 0, the amplifier is capable of treating the signal as separate
I and Q channels. In this mode the amplifier behaves as two amplifiers, with one operating on the I channel and the other
on the Q channel. The following illustrates this behavior:
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This mode only takes effect when the signal is complex and the center frequency is 0. The signal must also have been
generated by a modulator, transmitter, an RI2C block, or a mixer that has down-converted to baseband (see the MIXER_B
BBOP parameter for details). If the input signal is generated by a TONE block it is treated as a complex envelope signal
with center frequency of 0.

Impedance Mismatch Support

The amplifier supports impedance mismatch modeling if impedance mismatch modeling has been enabled in the Options
dialog box for the system diagram. There are several parts to the impedance mismatch support.

When impedance mismatch is enabled, the amplifier is linearized about the operating point and presented to the upstream
and downstream blocks in 2-port Y matrix form. The Y matrix is obtained from a 2-port S matrix of the form:

(77)[S11 S12
S21 S22]

using the port characteristic impedances ZINP and ZOUTP. S11 and S22 are determined from the RLOSS, VSWR, S11
or S22 settings. S21 is the operating point gain, which is based on the input signal's signal power property. S12 is the
reverse isolation specified with RISOL or S12.

The operating point gain is approximated by passing a set of samples through the nonlinearity. For complex signals the
samples are evenly spaced on a circle with magnitude

V = Pin ⋅ 2 ⋅ Z0

in the real-imaginary plane. For real signals the samples are from a sinusoid with the same amplitude. PIn is the signal
power property of the input signal. If the input signal does not have a signal power property, PIn is set to -10 dBm.

The phase of S21 is then the average phase change applied to the samples. The magnitude of S21 is:

(78)∣ S21 ∣ =
1

N ·m · Z0 · ∑i=1
N ∣ VOut,i∣2

PIn

where m is 1 for real signals and 2 for complex signals.

Once the impedances seen throughout the network are known, corrections are computed for the input and output signals.
The corrections are needed because the input and output signals are in total voltage while the nonlinearity requires incident
voltage. The input correction is:
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(79)CorrInp = 1
∣ 1 + Γ Inp,In ∣

while the output correction is:

(80)CorrOut =
1 + ΓOut,Out

1 − S22 · ΓOut,Out
· ∠ (1 + S22)

The ∠1+S22 is included to match the behavior of the Cadence® Microwave Office® software behavioral amplifier
NL_AMP.

For Time Domain simulations, filters must be used to apply these corrections because the corrections are typically
frequency-dependent setting. The present implementation uses an upsampled IIR filter designed in the S-domain, similar
to the IIR filter design algorithm used by the linear circuit filters such as LIN_F. There are limitations to the accuracy
of the filters. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details.

Note that impedance mismatch modeling in feedback loops is not supported in time domain simulations.

Frequency-Dependent Nonlinear Support

Frequency dependent gain, IP2, IP3 and P1dB are supported through a proprietary linear filter based polynomial model.
The type of filter implementation is selected via the FLTRIMPL parameter. By default, if the signal is modulated and
the frequency dependency varies in phase, an IIR filter implementation is chosen, as IIR filters in general provide a better
overall approximation of the desired frequency response. If the signal is CW, an FIR filter implementation is chosen.
FIR filters provide an exact response if the signal frequencies fall exactly on the FIR filter frequencies, but tend to provide
a poor response if the frequency is in the middle of the FIR frequency bin.

One limitation of IIR filter implementations is that a satisfactory response might not be obtainable for a desired frequency
response. When working with modulated signals and frequency dependent amplifiers, you should double check the signal
spectrum after the amplifier to ensure that the response is reasonable.

RF Inspector/RF Budget Analysis

The amplifier fully supports both RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis simulations. See Chapter 2 for details.
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Behavioral Amplifier (Voltage-Based): AMP_BV

Symbol

Summary

AMP_BV implements a behavioral model of a nonlinear amplifier. It is similar to AMP_B except many parameters are
specified in voltage rather than power.

AMP_BV supports impedance mismatch modeling and frequency-dependent modeling.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
10dBGainRGAIN
Unloaded Voltage
Gain

N/AGAIN interpretationEGAINTYP

10 dBmdB1-dB compression point (dBVpk)RP1DB
Output P1dBN/AP1DB interpretationE*P1DBTYP

dB3rd-order intercept point (dBVpk)RIP3
Output IP3N/AIP3 interpretationE*IP3TYP

dB2nd-order intercept point (dBVpk)RIP2
Output IP2N/AIP2 interpretationE*IP2TYP

dBdBVpk of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure GAIN,
IP2 and IP3

RMEASREF

Input FundamentalN/AMEASREF interpretationE*MEASREFTYP
dBOutput power saturation point (dBVpk)ROPSAT

FundamentalN/AOPSAT InterpretationE*OPSATTYP
ScalarInput referred noise voltage (nV/sqrt(Hz))RVNOISE
ScalarInput referred noise current (pA/sqrt(Hz))RINOISE

3dBNoise figureRNF
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
dBReverse isolation (frequency analysis only)R*RISOL
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMP

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP

0ScalarInput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*S11MAG
0AngleInput reflection coefficient phase angleR*S11ANG
0ScalarOutput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*S22MAG
0AngleOutput reflection coefficient phase angleR*S22ANG

ScalarReverse transmittance coefficient (frequency analysis only)R*S12
AutoN/AHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
Reflect nonlinear
output

N/AHandling of S12 parametersE*S12HNDLG

NoN/APhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
AutoN/AAnti-aliasing supportE*AALIAS
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
Polynomial,
complex envelope

N/AImplementation modelE*MODEL

as real, DC term
always
AutoN/ASignal type for frequency dependency modelE*SIGMODEL
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. The linear gain. Its interpretation is determined by GAINTYP.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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GAINTYP. Determines how GAIN is interpreted:

• Transducer Power Gain: GAIN is the transducer power gain in dB if the input and output ports are reflectionless. The
ratio of the reflected voltage at the output, VOut

-, to the incident voltage at the input, VInp
+, is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 ·

ZOUTPDeliv
ZINPDeliv

· ZINP*
Real(ZINP)

where ZOUTPDeliv and ZINPDeliv represent the impedance seen by the power delivered to ZOUTP and ZINP, or:

ZDeliv = | Z |
cos( arg (Z))

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

• Unloaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the unloaded voltage gain in dB if the input port is reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 0.5· 10GAIN/20

• Loaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the loaded voltage gain in dB if the input and output are reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 10GAIN/20

• S21 Gain: GAIN is the S21 parameter for the amplifier. VOut
-/VInp

+ is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 · ZOUTP

ZINP

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

P1DB.The 1 dB compression point. This may either be OP1dB or IP1dB depending on the setting of P1DBTYP. The
amplifier uses this to compute the power level at which the power of the fundamental frequency of a single-tone signal
is attenuated 1 dB from the power level for ideal linear gain. If this is left empty, IP1DB is set to approximately IIP3 -
9.636 dB.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

P1DBTYP. Determines how P1DB is interpreted:

• Output P1dB: P1DB is the output voltage at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB: P1DB is the input voltage at the 1 dB compression point.

The output voltage level at P1dB (OP1DB) is related to the input voltage level (IP1DB) by:

OP1DBdBV = IP1DBdBV + GAINdB − 1dB + 10 · log10(ZOUTP
ZINP )

IP3. The third-order intermodulation intercept. This may be OIP3 or IIP3 depending on the setting of IP3TYP. If this is
left empty, IIP3 is set to approximately IP1DB + 9.636 dB if P1DB is specified, otherwise it is set to IIP2 - 10 dB.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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IP3TYP. Determines how IP3 is interpreted:

• Output IP3: IP3 is the output voltage at IP3.

• Input IP3: IP3 is the input voltage at IP3.

The output voltage level at IP3 (OIP3) is related to the input voltage level (IIP3) by:

OIP3dBV = IIP3dBV + GAINdB + 10 · log10(ZOUTP
ZINP )

Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software defines OIP3 using
the output power of one fundamental when the input is two tones with identical power. The relationship is:

OIP3 = POut,Fund +
POut,Fund − PIM3

2

where POut,Fund is the output power of a single fundamental tone and PIM3 is the power of one of the adjacent IM3 products
(2,-1 or -1,2).

To convert OIP3 defined using the total output power to the VSS definition, use the following relation:

OIP3VSS = OIP3PTot − 4.515

IP2. The second-order intermodulation or harmonic intercept point, depending on the setting of IP2TYP. If this is left
empty, IIP2 is set to IIP3 + 10 dB.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

IP2TYP. Determines how IP2 is interpreted:

• Output IP2 (Intermod): IP2 is the output voltage at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod): IP2 is the input voltage at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic): IP2 is the output voltage at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic): IP2 is the input voltage at the harmonic IP2.

The output voltage level at IP2 (OIP2) is related to the input voltage level (IIP2) by:

OIP2dBV = IIP2dBV + GAINdB + 10 · log10(ZOUTP
ZINP )

The second-order harmonic intercept voltage level (IP2H) is related to the second- order intermodulation intercept voltage
level by:

IP2HdBVpk=IP2dBVpk+10log102

MEASREF. Optional power or voltage level of one tone of the two-tone signal used when IP2 and IP3 are measured.
Specifying the level adjusts the polynomial coefficients appropriately so that a two-tone signal with the equivalent level
passing through the amplifier has the specified IP2, IP3, P1dB, and, in most cases, gain values. If a level is not specified,
GAIN is linear gain, and IP2 and IP3 are ideal IP2 and IP3.
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Note that if output IP3 is specified and MEASREF represents the output fundamental, GAIN will be the linear gain, and
the P1dB relation:

OP1dB = IP1dB + GAIN - 1

holds. However, if either IP3 is input IP3 or MEASREF represents the input fundamental, GAIN is the gain required to
achieve the specified IP3. This gain is typically different from the linear gain used in the P1dB equation, and the previous
P1dB equation is not true for the GAIN parameter.

NOTE:By default, projects saved in VSS 10.0 use a somewhat different algorithm to compute the polynomial coefficients.
For these projects, P1dB represented the 1 dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is typically
different from the common P1dB measurement, which measures the 1 dB compression point of the fundamental of a
one-tone signal. VSS 10.0's algorithm also expected the power level to be below P1dB.

Note that you can choose the VSS 10.0 algorithm by selecting either "Input Fundamental, V10" or "Output Fundamental,
V10" in MEASREFTYP.

MEASREFTYP. Determines how MEASREF is interpreted:

• Input Fundamental, V10: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the
1dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is the algorithm used in VSS 10.0.

• Output Fundamental, V10: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents
the 1dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is the algorithm used in VSS 10.0.

• Input Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the 1dB
compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the
1dB compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

OPSAT. The approximate output power saturation level. The achievable output saturation power is limited by the
polynomial. Saturation is set at the smaller of either the requested output saturation level or the peak output power before
the power drops due to the higher order terms overpowering the linear term. If left empty, the output saturation level is
set to the peak output power before the power drops.

OPSATTYP. Determines how OPSAT is interpreted:

• Fundamental: OPSAT is the output power of the fundamental. The output power of the fundamental is approximated
as 0.87 dB less than the total output power.

• Total Power: OPSAT is the ideal total power at the output. The achieved output power will depend on the sampling
frequency, with a large sampling frequency resulting in a total output power closer to OPSAT.

NF. The single-sided noise figure, or the ratio of the input-signal-to-noise-ratio to the output-signal-to-noise ratio in dB.
If either VNOISE or INOISE is specified, NF is ignored.

VNOISE. The rms voltage spectral density of an input referred series noise voltage source. The units are:

nV / Hz

NOTE: By default the input referred noise sources are converted to an equivalent output referred noise voltage source.
This is done to maintain output noise generation when the block is in high compression. Input referred noise sources can
be used by setting the values of VNOISE, INOISE or NF to negative values, in which case the absolute value of the
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parameter will be used for the corresponding input referred source. VSS versions 8.0.x and earlier always used input
referred noise sources.

INOISE. The rms current spectral density of an input referred parallel noise current source. The units are:

pA / Hz

VNOISE and INOISE are assumed to be correlated.

NOISE. Determines when noise represented by NF is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined by the RFNoiseModeling setting on the RFOptions tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports. If impedance mismatch modeling has NOT
been enabled, the impedance seen by other blocks looking into the amp's ports will be the system characteristic impedance,
_Z0.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11MAG, S11ANG. The VSWR, return loss or S11 input reflection coefficient at the input
port. Only one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, and S11MAG/S11ANG may be specified - the other parameters must be
left empty. If all four are left empty and no settings are specified in the data file, the VSWR of the input port is set to 1.
Note that setting any of these parameters will override the corresponding settings in the data file. These settings are only
used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22MAG, S22ANG. The VSWR, return loss or S22 input reflection coefficient at the
output port. Only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, and S22MAG/S22ANG may be specified - the other parameters
must be left empty. If all four are left empty and no settings are specified in the data file, the VSWR of the output port
is set to 1. Note that setting any of these parameters will override the corresponding settings in the data file. These settings
are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.
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See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

RISOL, S12. The reverse isolation or the S12 reverse transmittance coefficient. In order to specify reverse isolation S12
must be empty. The actual loss is the absolute value of RISOL. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch
modeling is enabled.

S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances at
the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S Parameters: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.

• Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated in such a way that the behavior is similar to
MWO's NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.

With this behavior, impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If GAINTYP is set to "Transducer Power Gain", the amplifier's S11 and S22 are handled the same as if "Use
MWO NL_AMP Behavior" is selected, otherwise they are handled as if "S Parameters" is selected.

S12HNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S12 is treated:

• Reflect nonlinear output: Nonlinear output from the amplifier may be reflected at the output port back through the
amplifier to the input port via S12. Other signals at the output port are also passed through the amplifier to the input
port via S12.

• Do not reflect nonlinear output (pre-V12): Nonlinear output from the amplifier at the output port is not reflected back
through the amplifier. Other signals at the output port are passed through the amplifier to the input port via S12. This
is the pre-VSS version 12 behavior.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for GAIN, IP2, IP3,
P1DB, RLOSS, VSWR, S11, S22, RISOL and S12 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restriction and
Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

FLTRCMP. Determines how delay introduced by any frequency dependency filters is compensated for.

• Auto: This is currently the same as 'Compensate filter phase delay'.

• Compensate filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filters is removed from the signal when the block is not in a
feedback loop.

• Ignore filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filter is included in the signal.

FLTRIMPL. Determines the type of implementation used by the frequency dependency filters.
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• Use System Options setting: The option selected in the System Simulator Options dialog box under the RF Options
tab is used. The options are the same as the ones below.

• IIR modulated with phase, FIR otherwise: If the input signal is from a modulated signal source and the frequency
dependency has non-constant phase, an IIR filter implementation will be used, otherwise an FIR filter implementation
will be used.

• FIR: An FIR filter implementation will be used.

• IIR: An IIR filter implementation will be used.

IIR filters tend to provide a frequency response closer to the desired frequency response compared to FIR filters when
portions of a signal fall between the FIR filter bin frequencies. This occurs when the signal is not a CW signal, or the
CW signal frequency does not fall on an FIR bin frequency. However, the downside of the IIR filters is that a reasonable
approximation of the desired frequency response is not always possible.

The spectrum of the signal should be observed before and after the filter if the filter has frequency dependency, and if
the output spectrum does not appear correct, try setting FLTRIMPL to FIR to force an FIR filter implementation.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty. If so, the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol used to
generate the input signal.

AALIAS.Determines the mechanism used to reduce aliasing. When upsampling is performed the upsample rate is limited
to MXUPSMP.

• Auto: If the signal's frequency band is deemed sufficiently narrow relative to the center frequency, a narrowband
approximation is employed. The narrowband approximation is also employed if the block is within a feedback loop
and resampling would be required. If the narrowband approximation is not being used, the behavior is the same as
Broadband.

• Upsample only: The signal is upsampled as for Broadband, but is not downsampled prior to output. This is useful
when several RF blocks need to operate at a higher sampling frequency.

• No resampling: The signal is not resampled. Aliasing may occur if the sampling frequency is not large enough to
contain all terms from the nonlinearity.

• Broadband: If necessary, the signal is upsampled by an integral amount to expand the sampling frequency to include
the maximum frequency generated by the nonlinearity based on the signal bandwidth and center frequency. The signal
is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency prior to output.

• Narrowband: An AM/AM-AM/PM model is used in place of the polynomial. The AM/AM-AM/PM characteristics
are based on the equivalent polynomial model.
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MXUPSMP. The maximum upsample rate allowed for the anti-aliasing resampler. If the simulation runs extremely slow
try reducing this value at the potential expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing.

MODEL. Determines the implementation model used for Time Domain simulations. The model should normally be set
to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always", as this setting most closely reflects the behavior of a typical
RF amplifier.

• Polynomial, stay in complex envelope: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the complex domain, resulting in all positive frequencies if the input signal contains only
positive frequencies. A complex output signal in general differs from the equivalent real signal passed through the
amplifier.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the real domain. A complex output signal in general closely matches the equivalent real
signal passed through the amplifier. If the signal has a non-zero center frequency, the DC term is not generated.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always: Similar to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real" except
the DC term is always generated.

SIGMODEL. Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process
of the filters used for frequency-dependent modeling.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window. Diagnostic information
includes the amplifier coefficients and saturation information.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

AMP_BV supports frequency-dependent GAIN, P1DB, IP2, IP3, RLOSS, VSWR, S11, S22, RISOL and S12 settings.
To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into the desired parameters, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz

RISOL = {38, 40, 34}

VSWR_INP = 1.15

VSWR_OUT = 1.15
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Amplified SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

AMP_BV utilizes the same underlying model as AMP_B. See AMP_B for implementation details.
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Equation-based Nonlinear Amplifier: AMP_EQN

Symbol

Summary

AMP_EQN implements a nonlinear amplifier using Rapp, Saleh, Ghorbani or 5th order polynomial equations to model
the AM-AM/AM-PM conversion.

AMP_EQN supports impedance mismatch modeling.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
RappN/AEquation typeEEQTYP
10dBMid-band transducer gainRGAIN
Transducer Power
Gain

N/AGAIN interpretationEGAINTYP

1.0VoltageOutput voltage saturation (Rapp, polynomial)R*OVSAT
2.0ScalarSmoothness (Rapp)R*SMOOTH
0dBOutput scale (Saleh, Ghorbani)R*OUTSCL
{2.1587,4.033}ScalarAlpha {Mag,Phase} (Saleh)V*ALPHA
{1.1517,9.1040}ScalarBeta {Mag,Phase} (Saleh)V*BETA
{8.1081,1.5413,6.5202,-0.0718}ScalarX parameters (4 for Ghorbani)V*X
{4.6645,2.0965,10.88,-0.003}ScalarY parameters (4 for Ghorbani)V*Y

ScalarA1 coefficient (polynomial)R*A1
-0.92942159615614ScalarA2 coefficient (polynomial)R*A2
-3.6422039058832ScalarA3 coefficient (polynomial)R*A3
0ScalarA4 coefficient (polynomial)R*A4
0ScalarA5 coefficient (polynomial)R*A5
QuadraticN/ASaturation shaping (polynomial)E*SATTYP

ScalarParameter for saturation shaping (polynomial)R*SATPAR
ScalarInput voltage at start of saturation scaling (polynomial)R*VSATSTART
ScalarInput voltage at end of saturation scaling (polynomial)R*VISAT

3dBNoise figureRNF
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarInput referred noise voltage (nV/sqrt(Hz))R*VNOISE
ScalarInput referred noise current (pA/sqrt(Hz))R*INOISE

AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP
0+j*0ScalarInput reflection coefficientR*S11
0+j*0ScalarOutput reflection coefficientR*S22
0+j*0ScalarReverse isolation (Frequency analysis only)R*S12
AutoN/AHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
Reflect nonlinear
output

N/AHandling of S12 parametersE*S12HNDLG

NoN/APhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequency

(polynomial)
R*SIGBW

AutoN/AAnti-aliasing support (polynomial)E*AALIAS
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasing (polynomial)I*MXUPSMP
Polynomial,
complex envelope

N/AImplementation model (polynomial)E*MODEL

as real, DC term
always

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

EQTYP. Determines the equation used for the AM-AM/AM-PM conversion model. The Rapp, Saleh and Ghorbani
equations are adapted from [1].

• Rapp: Developed for solid-state power amplifiers. AMP_EQN uses the following equation to compute output voltage
magnitude:

∣ VOut ∣ =
∣ V In · S21 ∣

(1 + ( ∣ V In · S21 ∣
OVSAT )2·SMOOTH)1/(2·SMOOTH)

Phase is not modified.

• Saleh: Developed for TWT amplifiers. AMP_EQN uses the following equation to compute output voltage magnitude:

∣ VOut ∣ =
ALPHA[1] · ∣ V In · ISCL ∣

1 + BETA[1] · ∣ V In · ISCL∣2
· OSCL
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where OSCL is 10OUTSCL/20and ISCL is S21/OSCL. The phase change is computed from:

Δθ =
ALPHA[2] · ∣ V In · S21 / OSCL∣2

1 + BETA[2] · (V In · S21 / OSCL)2

• Ghorbani: Supposedly more suitable for solid-state power amplifiers than Saleh. AMP_EQN uses the following
equation to compute output voltage magnitude:

∣ VOut ∣ = [ X [1] · ∣ V In · ISCL∣X [2]

1 + X [3] · ∣ V In · ISCL∣X [2] + X [4] · ∣ V In · ISCL ∣ ] · OSCL

where 10OUTSCL/20and ISCL is S21/OSCL. The phase change is computed from:

Δθ =
Y [1] · ∣ V In · ISCL∣Y [2]

1 + Y [3] · ∣ V In · ISCL∣Y [2] + Y [4] · ∣ V In · ISCL ∣

• Polynomial: A 5th order polynomial similar to that found in the Behavioral Amplifier AMP_B. This allows full control
of the polynomial coefficients as well as more control over saturation effects. The basic equation is:

VOut = A1 ·V In + A2 ·V In
2 + A3 ·V In

3 + A4 ·V In
4 + A5 ·V In

5

The SATTYP, SATPAR, VSATSTART and VISAT parameters provide control over saturation effects. They are
discussed in the "Implementation Details" section.

GAIN. The linear gain. Its interpretation is determined by GAINTYP.

GAINTYP. Determines how GAIN is interpreted:

• Transducer Power Gain: GAIN is the transducer power gain in dB if the input and output ports are reflectionless. The
ratio of the reflected voltage at the output, VOut

-, to the incident voltage at the input, VInp
+, is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 ·

ZOUTPDeliv
ZINPDeliv

· ZINP*
Real(ZINP)

where ZOUTPDeliv and ZINPDeliv represent the impedance seen by the power delivered to ZOUTP and ZINP, or:

ZDeliv = | Z |
cos( arg (Z))

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

• Unloaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the unloaded voltage gain in dB if the input port is reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 0.5· 10GAIN/20

• Loaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the loaded voltage gain in dB if the input and output are reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:
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VOut
-/VInp

+ = 10GAIN/20

• S21 Gain: GAIN is the S21 parameter for the amplifier. VOut
-/VInp

+ is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 · ZOUTP

ZINP

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

NF. The single-sided noise figure, or the ratio of the input-signal-to-noise-ratio to the output-signal-to-noise ratio in dB.
If either VNOISE or INOISE is specified, NF is ignored.

VNOISE. The rms voltage spectral density of an input referred series noise voltage source. The units are:

nV / Hz

NOTE: By default the input referred noise sources are converted to an equivalent output referred noise voltage source.
This is done to maintain output noise generation when the block is in high compression. Input referred noise sources can
be used by setting the values of VNOISE, INOISE or NF to negative values, in which case the absolute value of the
parameter will be used for the corresponding input referred source. VSS versions 8.0.x and earlier always used input
referred noise sources.

INOISE. The rms current spectral density of an input referred parallel noise current source. The units are:

pA / Hz

VNOISE and INOISE are assumed to be correlated.

NOISE. Determines when noise represented by NF is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined by the RFNoiseModeling setting on the RFOptions tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.
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If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports. If impedance mismatch modeling has NOT
been enabled, the impedance seen by other blocks looking into the amp's ports will be the system characteristic impedance,
_Z0.

S11, S22, S12. The input reflection and reverse transmittance coefficients. These are only used if impedance mismatch
modeling has been enabled.

SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S Parameters: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.

• Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated in such a way that the behavior is similar to
MWO's NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.

With this behavior, impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If GAINTYP is set to "Transducer Power Gain", the amplifier's S11 and S22 are handled the same as if "Use
MWO NL_AMP Behavior" is selected, otherwise they are handled as if "S Parameters" is selected.

S12HNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S12 is treated:

• Reflect nonlinear output: Nonlinear output from the amplifier may be reflected at the output port back through the
amplifier to the input port via S12. Other signals at the output port are also passed through the amplifier to the input
port via S12.

• Do not reflect nonlinear output (pre-V12): Nonlinear output from the amplifier at the output port is not reflected back
through the amplifier. Other signals at the output port are passed through the amplifier to the input port via S12. This
is the pre-VSS version 12 behavior.

SIGBW, AALIAS, MXUPSMP, MODEL. These settings are only used for the polynomial equation type, and are
identical to the settings found in the Behavioral Amplifier AMP_B.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Amplified SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

AMP_EQN applies the selected equations to the magnitude and phase of a complex envelope signal. If impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled, corrections are applied before and after the equations to account for impedance mismatches.
The corrections are similar to those performed by AMP_B. Noise is also modeled similar to AMP_B.
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Polynomial Saturation Effects

The polynomial equation type supports two different types of saturation effects. The type is determined by the SATTYP
parameter.

• Quadratic: The magnitude of the input voltage is shaped using a quadratic shaping function when the voltage is greater
than VSATSTART, where:

V'In=VIn for VIn≤VSATSTART

V'In= a + b·VIn+c·VIn
2 for VSATSTART<VIn<VIn,Sat

V'In=VIn,Sat for VIn>VIn,Sat

where:

VIn,Sat=2·VISAT-VSATSTART

c = 1
2 · ( VSATSTART − V In,Sat)
b = − 2 · c ·V In,Sat

a = VSATSTART·(1-b-c·VIn,Sat)

The shaping function is a quadratic function with a slope of 1 at VSATSTART and a slope of 0 at VIn,Sat.

• Logarithmic: The magnitude of the input voltage is shaped using a logarithmic shaping function of the form:

V'In=VIn-SATPAR·log10(1+10
b)

b =
V In − VISAT

SATPAR

The logarithmic scaling function is adapted from [2].

References

[1] J. Liebetreu, D. Falconer, T. Kolze, Y. Leiba, IEEE 802.16.1pp-00/15, "Proposed System Impairment Models", March
8, 2000

[2] T. Turlington, Behavioral Modeling of Nonlinear RF and Microwave Devices
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Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based): AMP_F

Symbol

Summary

AMP_F models 2-port RF nonlinear amplifiers using nonlinear characterization data from a Text Data File. Both input
power/voltage-dependent data tables and frequency-dependent data tables are supported.

Note that AMP_F is identical to the (obsolete) Nonlinear Behavioral Model (File-Based) block NL_F.

The output file measurement RFA_TDF, Write VSS RF Link Characteristics to Text Data File, may be used to generate
a compatible Text Data File from a system diagram.

The Nonlinear Behavioral Model (Simulation-Based) block NL_S is similar to AMP_F except it obtains the nonlinear
characterization data directly from a Cadence® Microwave Office® software nonlinear circuit.

AMP_F utilizes one of several nonlinear models to implement the nonlinearity, with the specific model chosen based
on the characterization data provided. The models include:

• AM-AM/AM-PM Interpolation

• Small Signal Polynomial

• Large Signal Polynomial (Preliminary)

The AM-AM/AM-PM model is the simplest of the models and requires only input power/voltage levels and output
power/voltage of a fundamental, with optional phase information. Gain may be specified in place of output levels. The
disadvantage of the AM-AM/AM-PM model is its limited frequency-dependent support and its limitation to narrowband
modeling.

The Small Signal and Large Signal Polynomial models are based on the 5th order polynomial models. Because they
utilize polynomials, the models support both frequency-dependent and broadband modeling. The disadvantage is that
they require more characterization data in order to design a useful polynomial model.

The difference between the Small Signal and Large Signal Polynomial models is how the coefficients of the polynomial
model are determined. The Small Signal model utilizes higher-order harmonic and/or intermodulation data to determine
the coefficients at a specific input power level. This tends to provide the best approximation when the input signal is
near constant envelope.

The Large Signal model attempts to fit the polynomial over a range of input power levels. It utilizes whatever data is
available: if only fundamental information is available, the polynomial is designed to best-fit the fundamental. If
higher-order harmonic and/or intermodulation data is available, the polynomial is fit using that data. The downside of
the Large Signal model is that the coefficient fitting is an iterative solution, which means the selected coefficients may
produce unexpected results.

The following table summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the different implementation models:
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DisadvantagesAdvantagesModel.
Slow; higher order characteristics requiredBroadband; frequency-dependent; best for CW

and other constant envelope signals
Small Signal
Polynomial

Slow; iterative design algorithm may yield poor
match

Broadband; frequency-dependent; supports
fundamental-only data

Large Signal
Polynomial

Narrowband only; might not represent close-in
IM products well (2,-1), (3,-2); limited

Fast; minimal data set requiredAM-AM/AM-PM

frequency-dependent support (see
AMPMFRQDEP parameter)

Independent Variables

The use of independent variables (via the VAR statement in data files or swept variables in co-simulations) allows the
specification of different data sets. When independent variables are specified, additional parameters corresponding to
the independent variables are added to the block's parameter list. For independent variables with numeric values, the
IVARTYP parameter controls how the values entered for the parameters are interpreted. The default setting is to choose
the data set whose corresponding independent variable is closed to the entered value. IVARTYP may also be set so the
parameter presents a drop-down list of allowed values, or it may be set to interpolate.

When set for interpolation, the IVARINTRP parameter determines the interpolation method used, while the IVAREXTRP
parameter determines how values beyond the available independent variables are handled.

NOTE: When interpolation is used, all the data sets must have similar formats. For example, they should all be either
frequency- or power-based, or they should all be either behavioral based (Gain, IP3, P1dB, etc.) or harmonic/IM product
based. The actual interpolation of the values in the data sets are performed in the 'space' of the format of the data given.
For example, if gains are specified, then gains are interpolated; if harmonics are specified, then harmonics are interpolated.

Where there is more than one independent variable, the independent variables are prioritized in the order in which they
are first encountered (the order in which the parameters representing the independent variable values are listed).

The interpolation of the data set is best described via an example.

Suppose there are two independent variables, A and B, with A being listed first in the parameter list. Suppose there are
data sets for:

• A=-10, B=100; A=-10, B=200; A=-10,B=300;

• A=0, B=100; A=0, B=200; A=0, B=300;

• A=10, B=200; A=10, B=300; A=10, B=400;

Note that there is no A=10, B=100; and no A=-10, B=400; nor A=0, B=400.

Now suppose A=-5, B=250 are entered for the values of the independent variables. The determination of the actual data
set used would proceed as follows (presuming linear interpolation is used):

• For A=-5, data sets for A=-10 and A=0 are needed.

• For A=-10, a data set for A=-10, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=-10, B=200 and A=-10, B=300.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=0, B=200 and A=0, B=300.

• Finally, the data set for A=-5, B=250 is interpolated from the interpolated data sets A=-10, B=250 and A=0, B=250.
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To illustrate extrapolation, suppose IVAREXTRP is set to "Pin", and A=5, B=350 are entered for the values of the
independent variables. The determination of the actual data set used would then proceed as follows:

• For A=5, data sets for A=0 and A=10 are needed.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=350 is needed. As B=350 is beyond the maximum B value for A=0 (which is B=300),
the data set for A=0, B=350 is set to the data set for A=0, B=300.

• For A=10, a data set for A=10, B=350 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=10, B=300 and A=10, B=400.

• Finally, the data set for A=5, B=350 is interpolated from the data sets that were obtained for A=0, B=350 and A=10,
B=350.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may occasionally yield surprising results, particularly when there are two or more
independent variables or when there are large variations between the values defining the interpolation.

Extrapolating values may also yield unexpected results. You should perform a sweep on intermediate values for the
independent variables to verify that the interpolation is generating reasonable values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AData file nameSDATA
NoN/AOutput source DC powerEDCPOUT
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
Power
in dB

Output power saturationR*OPSAT

FundamentalN/AOPSAT interpretationE*OPSATTYP
AutoN/AHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
AutoN/AHandling of S12 parametersE*S12HNDLG
NoN/APhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
1ScalarNumber of data points to smooth overI*NSMOOTH
0dBPower level biasR*BIAS
AutoN/AModel implementationE*IMPLTYP

ScalarOperating point for small signal polynomial modelR*SSOPPOINT
dBmN/AUnits for SSOPPOINT, LSLOWER and LSUPPERE*OPPTTYP

ScalarMaximum harmonic to generateI*MAXHARM
ScalarLower range for large signal polynomial model data fittingR*LSLOWER
ScalarUpper range for large signal polynomial model data fittingR*LSUPPER
ScalarMinimum number of data points for large signal polynomial

model data fitting
I*LSDATAPTS

Mag & PhaseN/AAM/PM modeled componentsE*MDLTF
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

SplineN/AAM/PM interpolation methodE*MDLINT
3dB+Max. Output
Power

N/AAM clipping behaviorE*AMCLIP

All available
frequencies

N/AFrequency dependency behaviorE*FRQDEP

Linear gain + Op.
Point filters

N/AAM-AM/AM-PM Frequency dependency behaviorE*AMPMFRQDEP

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMPL

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP

100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
Polynomial,
complex envelope

N/AImplementation modelE*MODEL

as real, DC term
always
AutoN/ASignal type for frequency dependency modelE*SIGMODEL
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
NoneN/ADiagnostic information to output to text windowE*TXTOUT
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

LinearInterpolation type for independent variables*IVARINTRP
PinExtrapolation behavior for independent variables*IVAREXTRP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DATA. The name of a data file object under the Project Browser Data Files node containing the nonlinear characterization
data. Data files follow the Text Data File format and normally consist of one or more heading lines followed by rows of
the characterization data. Each row consists of at least two columns, with one column defining the input voltage or power
level for that row.

The heading lines are used to specify various settings and are used to define the individual columns. The following is an
example of a portion of a data file that specifies input power, output fundamental power, and IM3 for a two-tone signal:

FREQ=1G
FREQB=1.1G
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PIn(,dBm) POut(Mag,dBm) POut(Phs,deg) IM_2_1(Mag,dBm) IM_1_2(Mag,dBm)
-50 -40 180 -150 -152
-40 -30 179 -120 -124

The first two lines specify the frequencies of the two tones. In this example the first tone is at 1 GHz and the second tone
is at 1.1 GHz. The frequency tags may be omitted if the data set represents a single tone.

The third line defines the columns of the characterization data. The first column is the input power, with units of dBm.
The second and third columns identify the output fundamental, with the second column specifying the power level in
dBm and the third column specifying the phase in degrees. The fourth and fifth columns specify the (2,-1) and (-1,2)
IM3 products, both in dBm.

Each column must have an entry of the following form:

Tag([type], units)

"Tag" defines the data being characterized, such as input power (PIn) or IM3 product (IM_2_1). The list of supported
tags is below.

"[type]" is used for complex values and indicates whether the column is the real, imaginary, magnitude or phase component
("Re", "Im", "Mag", "Phs") of the complex value. The two components of a complex value must be in adjacent columns.
"[type]" should be left empty for real values (see the PIn column in the previous example).

NOTE: Complex values may be entered for all the tags; however, values for power are not treated as complex power
values. Rather, the magnitude represents the power level, while the phase represents the phase of the voltage.

"units" is used to identify the units of the column's values. The following are some of the more common units:

dBm, dBW, dBVpk, dB, V, deg, rad

Either an input power/voltage column or a frequency column is required. If an input power or voltage column is specified,
the table is input power/voltage-dependent. If a frequency column is specified the table is frequency-dependent. The
previous sample table is an input power/voltage-dependent table.

The following example illustrates a frequency-dependent table specifying the behavioral parameters as power gain in
dB, output P1dB in dBm, output IP3 in dBm, noise figure and S11:

FRQ(,GHz) G(,dB) OP1dB(,dBm) OIP3(,dBm) NF(,dB) S11(Mag) S11(Phs,deg)
0 10 20 32 2 0.7 21
0.5 16 38 39 2.8 0.75 23
1.0 19 43 49 4.0 0.78 25

Note that you cannot include both input power/voltage-dependent tables and frequency-dependent tables in the same
data file.

The following column tags are supported:

DescriptionTag
Input power of one-tone signal; input power of each tone of two-tone signal.PIn
Input power of first (PInA) or second (PInB) tone of two-tone signal.PInA, PInB
Input voltage of one-tone signal; input voltage of each of two-tone signal.VIn
Input voltage of first (VInA) or second (VInB) tone of two-tone signal.VInA, VInB
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DescriptionTag
Output power of fundamental of one-tone signal; output power of each fundamental of two-tone
signal.

POut

Output power of first (POutA) or second (POutB) fundamental of two-tone signal.POutA, POutB
Output voltage of fundamental of one-tone signal; output voltage of each fundamental of two-tone
signal.

VOut

Output voltage of first (VOutA) or second (VOutB) fundamental of two-tone signal.VOutA, VOutB
Frequency for the row.FRQ, FREQ,

FREQS, FRQS
Loaded voltage gain or transducer power gain for one-tone signal, depending on whether input
voltage or power is specified. If dBV is specified for units, then loaded voltage gain. If power gain

GAIN, G

is specified the gain is transducer power gain, and if voltage gain is specified it is loaded voltage
gain.
Transducer power gain for one-tone signal.PGAIN, GP
Loaded voltage gain for one-tone signal.VGAIN, GV, Avl
Unloaded voltage gain for one-tone signal.UVGAIN, Avu
S21 forward transmission coefficient for one-tone signal.S21
Second harmonic output level for one-tone signal.H2
Second harmonic output level of first (H2A) or second (H2B) tone for two-tone signal.H2A, H2B
Second order intermodulation product output level for (1,-1) product for two-tone signal. This may
be specified along with either H2A or H2B.

IM_1_1

Third harmonic output level for one-tone signal.H3
Third order intermodulation product output level for (-1,2) product (IM_1_2) or (2,-1) product
(IM_2_1) for two-tone signal.

IM_1_2, IM_2_1

Fourth harmonic output level for one-tone signal.H4
Fourth order intermodulation product output level for (-1,3) product (IM_1_3) or (3,-1) product
(IM_3_1) for two-tone signal.

IM_1_3, IM_3_1

Fifth harmonic output level for one-tone signal.H5
Fifth order intermodulation product output level for (-2,3) product (IM_2_3) or (3,-2) product
(IM_3_2) for two-tone signal.

IM_2_3, IM_3_2

Input referred noise current and noise voltage. Values are per sqrt(Hz): use pA for pA/sqrt(Hz) or
nV for nV/sqrt(Hz).

In, Vn

Noise factor or figure (use dB units for noise figure)NF
Minimum noise figure (NFMIN), optimum source reflection coefficient (GOPT, SOPT), optimum
source admittance (YOPT), and equivalent noise resistance (RN, RNN). If RNN is used, the column

NFMIN, GOPT,
SOPT, RN, RNN

values are normalized resistance. The equivalent noise resistance is obtained by multiplying the value
by the input port characteristic impedance (ZINP).
Input referred noise voltage in V/sqrt(Hz) or nV/sqrt(Hz)Vn
Input referred noise current in A/sqrt(Hz) or pA/sqrt(Hz)In
Input (S11) and output (S22) reflection coefficientsS11, S22
Reverse isolation coefficientsS12
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DescriptionTag
Input voltage standing wave ratioIVSWR
Output voltage standing wave ratioOVSWR
Y parameter coefficients. These are converted to the equivalent S-parameters.Y11, Y12, Y21,

Y22
Z parameter coefficients. These are converted to the equivalent S-parameters.Z11, Z12, Z21,

Z22
Input 1-dB compression point in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.IP1dB
Output 1-dB compression point in Watts, dBW or dBm or dBVpk.OP1dB
Input IP3 in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.IIP3
Output IP3 in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.OIP3
Input IP2 (Intermod) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.IIP2
Output IP2 (Intermod) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.OIP2
Input IP2 (Harmonic) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.IIP2H
Output IP2 (Harmonic) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.OIP2H
Input level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain, IP2, IP3 and P1dB, in Watts,
dBW, dBm or dBVpk.

IMEASREF

Output level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain, IP2, IP3 and P1dB, in
Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.

OMEASREF

Characteristic impedance of the input port (ZINP), output port (ZOUTP), or both input and output
ports (Z).

ZINP, ZOUTP, Z

DC source output power, output through the DC source power output port if DCPOUT is set to
"Yes".

DCSPwr

NOTES: IP1dB, OP1dB, IIP3, OIP3, IIP2, OIP2, IIP2H, and OIP2H are only supported for single tone data. A gain
column should also be used rather than POut or VOut. Using these settings is similar to configuring AMP_B2 with
similar settings along with its MEASREF parameter set to the PIn or VIn value.

Two tone data requires additional nonlinear columns such as harmonics, IM products, or behavioral coefficients such as
OP1dB.

S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances at
the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

For input power/voltage-dependent tables, characteristics for different frequencies may be entered by including a new
FREQ tag (and FREQB tag for two-tones). The data for the new frequency/frequencies then follows. The columns must
be the same and the number of frequencies must remain the same (you cannot specify both one-tone and two-tone data).

Frequency-dependent tables support additional tags that may be specified before the header row of each data set:

DescriptionTag
Input level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain, IP2, IP3 and
P1dB, in dBm (IMEASREF) or Volts (IVMEASREF).

IMEASREF, IVMEASREF
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DescriptionTag
Similar to IMEASREF and IVMEASREF except algorithm used in VSS 10.0 is employed.IMEASREFV10,

IVMEASREFV10
Output level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain, IP2, IP3 and
P1dB, in dBm (IMEASREF) or Volts (IVMEASREF).

OMEASREF, OVMEASREF

Similar to OMEASREF and OVMEASREF except the algorithm used in VSS 10.0 is
employed.

OMEASREFV10,
OVMEASREFV10

Default input port characteristic impedance in Ohms.ZINP
Default output port characteristic impedance in Ohms.ZOUTP

These settings are defaults and are used if a corresponding column is not specified.

NOTE: For more information on IMEASREF and OMEASREF, see the MEASREF parameter of the Behavioral Amplifier
AMP_B2 model.

S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances at
the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

The samples output are power in Watts, and can be used for the DC Power input of the Power Added Efficiency, Time
Domain measurement PAE_TD.

NOTE: The DC output port is a RF port, the voltage output is the DC source power in Watts. To view the DC source
power in an RF Budget Analysis simulation the Node Voltage measurement V_node should be used. For RF Inspector
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simulations the RFI Voltage Spectrum measurement RFI_V_SPEC should be used. For Time Domain simulations, the
Waveform measurement WVFM should be used.

Because the DC output port is an RF port, if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled the port should be properly
terminated such as with a LOAD block.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. An appropriate noise parameter must be specified in the data file in order
for noise to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 for more on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

OPSAT. The approximate output power saturation level. The achievable output saturation power is limited by the
polynomial. Saturation is set at the smaller of either the requested output saturation level or the peak output power before
the power drops due to the higher-order terms overpowering the linear term. If left empty, the output saturation level is
set to the peak output power beforel the power drops.

Note that the saturation behavior when OPSAT is specified is different from VSS versions prior to version 16.

OPSATTYP. Determines how OPSAT is interpreted:

• Fundamental: OPSAT is the output power of the fundamental. The output power of the fundamental is approximated
as 0.87 dB less than the total output power.

• Total Power: OPSAT is the ideal total power at the output. The achieved output power depends on the sampling
frequency, with a large sampling frequency resulting in a total output power closer to OPSAT.

SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S Parameters: The S-parameters are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.
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• Use Microwave Office NL_AMP Behavior: The S-parameters are treated such that the behavior is similar to the
Microwave Office NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.

With this behavior impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If transducer power gain is specifed in the data file, the S11 and S22 parameters are handled the same as if you
choose Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior, otherwise they are handled as if S Parameters is selected.

S12HNDLG.Determines the backward compatibility of the handling of S12 with VSS versions prior to version 12. This
should normally be set to "Reflect nonlinear output".

OUT180. Determines if the phase at the output of the amplifier should be shifted by 180-degrees.

NSMOOTH. The number of data points over which to average each data point. This is useful for smoothing out
measurement noise. The averaging is applied to all the output levels for both magnitude and phase. Magnitude is first
converted to dB before averaging.

BIAS. Optional amount to shift the nonlinear characteristics. The BIAS value is added in dB to both the input and output
power levels, including harmonics and IM products. A positive BIAS value has the effect of shifting the AM-AM curve
up and to the right, effectively increasing the compression point while maintaining the gain.

IMPLTYP. Determines the model used to implement the nonlinearity:

• Auto: The model is selected based on the characterization data provided, the frequency dependency of the data, whether
or not the signal is narrowband, and whether or not the signal is fairly constant envelope.

• Small Signal Polynomial: A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to match the
characterization data at a specific operating point. The operating point is determined by SSOPPOINT. This model
requires at least one column of higher order data, such as IM3 or 2nd order harmonic data. This model offers broadband
frequency-dependent support. It works best with input signals whose power is relatively constant around the operating
point.

• AM-AM/AM-PM: An AM-AM/AM-PM interpolation table is used, where the AM-AM and AM-PM represent the
conversion of the fundamental. This model works best for narrowband frequency-independent modeling.

NOTE: AM-AM/AM-PM requires that the signal be complex as the phase information is required. Selecting
AM-AM/AM-PM when using a real signal generates an error.

• Large Signal Polynomial (Prelim.): A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to best fit the
polynomial's output to the characterization data. The input power range over which the fitting is performed can be
controlled with the LSLOWER and LSUPPER parameters. The number of points used for the fitting can be set with
the LSDATAPTS parameter. This model offers broadband frequency-dependent support. However, because of the
iterative nature of fitting algorithm, the final polynomial model might not fit the characterization data very well.

SSOPPOINT. Optional override of the operating point used for the small signal polynomial model. The units are
determined by OPPTTYP. If left empty the operating point is set to the propagated signal power level at the input port.

OPPTTYP. Determines the units of SSOPPOINT, LSLOWER and LSUPPER.

MAXHARM. The maximum harmonic to generate for the polynomial models. The polynomial models are 5th order.

LSLOWER, LSUPPER.Optional lower and upper bounds of the input levels over which to fit the large signal polynomial
model's coefficients to the characterization data. If left empty the bounds will be determined automatically.
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LSDATAPTS. Optional number of points at which to fit the large signal polynomial model's coefficients to the
characterization data. If left empty the number of points is determined automatically.

• S21: The data file is a text data file with three columns. The first column contains the input power or voltage levels.
The second and third columns define complex values that represent the S21 response for the input power level. The
following is an example data file:

InPwr(,dBm) Gain(Mag,dB) Phase(Phs,deg)
-10 0 10
0 0 10
10 -3 30
20 -5 45

In this example, the first column is the input power in dBm, the second column is the S21 gain in dB and the third
column is the phase distortion in degrees.

• AM-PM: The data file is a text data file with three columns. The first column contains the input power or voltage
levels. The second and third columns define complex values that represent output power or voltage and phase distortion
for the input power or voltage level. The following is an example data file:

InPwr(,dBm) AM(Mag,dBm) PM(Phs,deg)
-10 -10 10
0 0 10
10 7 30
20 15 45

In this example, the first column is the input power in dBm, the second column is the output power in dBm and the
third column is the phase distortion in degrees. This example has characteristics equivalent to the S21 example.

NOTE: The type and units of the column headings in the first line are used to define the units and the complex value
component represented by the second and third columns. However, the tags are ignored (InPwr, Phase, AM and PM are
not valid tags).

MDLTF. Selects the characteristics to be modeled for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• Mag & Phase: Both amplitude and phase distortion are applied.

• Mag only: Only amplitude distortion is applied, the signal phase is unchanged.

• Phase only: Only phase distortion is applied, the magnitude is unchanged.

MDLINT. Selects the interpolation to use between the input power levels characteristics for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation results in smooth power (in dB) and phase distortion curves between input
power levels from the data file.

NOTE: The curve may contain wide amplitude variations between data points if the input power levels are unevenly
spaced.

• Linear: Linear interpolation results in linear power (in dB) and phase distortion curves between the input power levels
from the data file. The curves typically have discontinuous slopes at the specified input power levels.

The following diagram illustrates the differences between the different MDLINT options. The AM-AM/AM-PM curve
used was (with DFTYP="S21"):

InPwr(,dBm) (Mag,dB) (Phs,deg)
-10 5 10
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-5 8 10
0 0 20
5 6 30
10 3 40

The data points are spaced at 1 dB intervals along the x-axis. The curve with triangle markers illustrates "Cubic Spline".
The curve with box markers illustrates "Linear".
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DB(AMtoAM_PS[VSA.Linear,-1,-1,-1,0,1]) (dBm)
Interp

AMCLIP.Determines the amplitude distortion when the instantaneous input power level exceeds the maximum specified
input power level for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• 3dB+Max. Output Power: The output power level is clipped to 3dB above the output power level at the maximum
specified input power level IF the power curve has a positive slope at the maximum specified input power level. If
the slope is 0 or negative, the output power level is set to the output power level at the maximum specified input power
level, the same as the "Max. Output Power" option.

• Max. Output Power: The output power is clipped to the output power level at the maximum specified input power
level. A warning message displays when the output power level is first clipped.

• Linear Extrapolation: The output power level is linearly extrapolated using the slope of the power curve at the maximum
specified input power level.

The phase distortion is linearly extrapolated from the phase distortion at the maximum specified input power level.

The following diagram illustrates the different AMCLIP options. The AM-AM/AM-PM curve used was (with
DFTYP="AM-PM"):

InPwr(,dBm) AM(Mag,dBm) PM(Phs,deg)
-10 -5 10
-5 0 10
0 5 20
5 10 30
10 13 45

with cubic spline interpolation. The maximum input power level is 10 dBm with an output power level of 13 dBm.
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The top curve (with diamond markers) illustrates "Linear Extrapolation". The curve is a straight line, continuing the
slope from the last point.

The middle curve (with triangle markers) illustrates "3dB + Max. Output Power". The curve smoothly continues from
last point until it reaches 16 dBm (13+3dBm).

The bottom curve (with X markers) illustrates "Max. Output Power". The power level is simply clipped to 13 dBm.
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DB(AMtoAM_PS[VSA.Extrap,-1,-1,-1,0,1]) (dBm)
AMCLIP

FRQDEP. Determines how frequency-dependent data is handled:

• Frequency independent: A frequency-independent nonlinearity is modeled. The data set whose frequency is closest
to the center frequency is used.

• All available frequencies: Frequency dependency is modeled using all the data sets whose frequencies fall within the
sampling frequency band.

• Data set closest to center frequency: The data set whose frequency is closest to the center frequency is used. If the
data set is a frequency-dependent two-tone data set, the frequency dependency is modeled. This option is useful when
you have two-tone data sets at several frequencies. Restricting the model to only one data set prevents the other data
sets from inadvertently influencing the model.

• Auto: If the data set contains frequency dependent IM product information, then 'All available frequencies' will be
chosen for non-Time Domain simulations, or if more that one frequency data set falls within the sampling frequency
band. Otherwise, the behavior is similar to 'Data set closest to center frequency'.

AMPMFRQDEP. Determines the frequency dependent model used for AM-AM/AM-PM implementations. Note that
frequency dependency will only be used for the AM-AM/AM-PM implementation if FRQDEP is explicitly set to "All
available frequencies" and IMPLTYP is explicitly set to "AM-AM/AM-PM". IMPLTYP needs to be explicitly set to
"AM-AM/AM-PM", otherwise one of the polynomial models will be used when there is frequency dependent data.

For both frequency dependent models a single AM-AM/AM-PM model is implemented using the AM-AM/AM-PM
characteristics that are closest to the center frequency.

• Linear gain filter: This model implements a gain/phase compensation filter prior to the AM-AM/AM-PM model. This
model presumes that the nonlinearity is reasonably linear at the lowest power levels of the AM-AM/AM-PM
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characteristics. The response of this filter is constructed by taking the gain at the lowest AM-AM/AM-PM data point
for each filter frequency and dividing that by the gain at the lowest data point for the AM-AM/AM-PM model.

• Linear gain + Op. Point filters: This model implements the same gain/phase compensation filter as the Linear gain
filter option, but then adds a second filter after the AM-AM/AM-PM model to adjust the frequency response after the
application of the nonlinearity. This filter is obtained by computing the theoretical CW response at each filter frequency
for a CW input of either SSOPPOINT if SSOPPOINT is specified, or the propagated signal power at the input port if
SSOPPOINT is empty. This response consists of the input with the linear gain/phase compensation applied and then
passed through the AM-AM/AM-PM model. The response of this operating point filter is then the adjustment needed
to bring that theoretical output to the desired output level from the AM-AM/AM-PM characteristics at the filter
frequency.

FRQINTRP. Determines how values for frequencies between the frequencies in the data set are interpolated.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

FLTRCMP. Determines how delay introduced by any frequency dependency filters is compensated for.

• Auto: This is currently the same as 'Compensate filter phase delay'.

• Compensate filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filters is removed from the signal when the block is not in a
feedback loop.

• Ignore filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filter is included in the signal.

FLTRIMPL. Determines the type of implementation used by the frequency dependency filters.

• Use System Options setting: The option selected in the System Simulator Options dialog box under the RF Options
tab is used. The options are the same as the ones below.

• IIR modulated with phase, FIR otherwise: If the input signal is from a modulated signal source and the frequency
dependency has non-constant phase, an IIR filter implementation will be used, otherwise an FIR filter implementation
will be used.

• FIR: An FIR filter implementation will be used.

• IIR: An IIR filter implementation will be used.

IIR filters tend to provide a frequency response closer to the desired frequency response compared to FIR filters when
portions of a signal fall between the FIR filter bin frequencies. This occurs when the signal is not a CW signal, or the
CW signal frequency does not fall on an FIR bin frequency. However, the downside of the IIR filters is that a reasonable
approximation of the desired frequency response is not always possible.

The spectrum of the signal should be observed before and after the filter if the filter has frequency dependency, and if
the output spectrum does not appear correct, try setting FLTRIMPL to FIR to force an FIR filter implementation.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
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generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty. If so, the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol used to
generate the input signal.

MXUPSMP. The maximum upsample rate allowed for the anti-aliasing resampler. If the simulation runs extremely slow
try reducing this value at the potential expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing.

DIAGDSP. Enables the display of diagnostic information such as the coefficients and saturation settings used for the
polynomial models. The information displays in the Text Output window.

TXTOUT. Enables the display of S21 or AM-AM/AM-PM tables in the Text Output window when DIAGDSP is set to
"Full".

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

• Allow any value for numeric, interpolate: The parameters allow any numeric value, the data set used is interpolated.

IVARINTRP. Determines the interpolation method used when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP
is set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Linear: Linear interpolation is used.

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation is used.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may produce unexpected results, particularly when there are large variations in the
data between closely spaced points.

IVAREXTRP. Determines the extrapolation behavior when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP is
set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Pin: Values beyond the independent variable value range are pinned to the limits.

• Extrapolate: Values beyond the independent variable value range are extrapolated beyond the limits.

NOTE:Extrapolation should be used with care, particularly when IVARINTRP is set to "Cubic Spline", as the extrapolated
values may not be intuitive.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalComplex, Real1
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalComplex, Real2
DC Source Power in Watts (only present if DCPOUT is "Yes")Real3

Implementation Details

Many of the simulation characteristics of the block are determined by the implementation model used.

The Polynomial Models

The Small Signal Polynomial and Large Signal Polynomial models utilize a 5th order polynomial implementation. The
polynomial model is similar to the one used by the Behavioral Amplifier model AMP_B2. This model supports saturation,
frequency-dependent behavior, broadband operation and impedance mismatch modeling. It is well supported in both RF
Inspector and RF Budget Analysis simulations, as the 5th order polynomial is directly supported by those simulations.

The difference between the Small Signal Polynomial and Large Signal Polynomial models is how the polynomial
coefficients are determined.

Small Signal Polynomial Model

The Small Signal Polynomial model utilizes an operating point to select the nonlinear characteristics for the polynomial
to model. Because a single operating point is selected, the polynomial's coefficients can be computed directly from the
nonlinear characteristics. The various output levels are interpolated in dB from the operating point level.

For example, suppose the data file contains:

FREQ=1G
FREQB=1.1G
PIn(,dBm) POut(,dBm) PhsOut(Phs,deg) IM_2_1(,dBm) IM_1_2(,dBm) H2A(,dBm)

H2B(,dBm)
-50 -40 180 -150 -152 -102 -103
-40 -30 179 -120 -124 -82 -83
-30 -21 170 -89 -96 -62 -63

If the operating point is -35 dBm, the following characteristics are used for configuring the polynomial:

POut = -25.5 dBm, 174.5-degrees phase shift
IM_2_1 = -104.5 dBm at 0.9 GHz
IM_1_2 = -110.0 dBm at 1.1 GHz
H2A = -72 dBm at 2 GHz
H2B = -73 dBm at 2.2 GHz

The five coefficients for the polynomial can be directly computed from the output characteristics for a specified one or
two-tone signal (in this example only the first three coefficients are computed since that is the only information available).
In order to accomplish this, the data file must contain at least one higher-order output term, such as a column of IM3 or
2nd order harmonic data.

Because the coefficients are computed directly from the output characteristics, the output signal generated by the
polynomial model closely matches the intended output characteristics when the input signal has the same power and
frequencies as the signal used for the design.
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The operating point can be explicitly set using the SSOPPOINT secondary parameter. By default, the operating point is
the propagated signal power property at the input port of the block.

Large Signal Polynomial Model

The Large Signal Polynomial model utilizes a very different approach from the Small Signal Polynomial model. Rather
than using a single operating point for the design process, it attempts to best fit the polynomial to a range of input levels.
The lower and upper bounds of this range can be controlled using the LSLOWER and LSUPPER secondary parameters,
while the number of input levels can be set using the LSDATAPTS secondary parameter. The input levels between the
bounds are evenly spaced in decibels.

The Large Signal model uses an iterative algorithm to minimize the total error between the various interpolated output
characteristics from the data file and the outputs of the polynomial at the different input levels. However, because of the
nature of polynomials, the polynomial designed by this algorithm may generate output that only loosely matches the
original characteristics.

AM-AM/AM-PM Model

The AM-AM/AM-PM model is a fairly straight-forward model, resulting in very quick Time Domain simulations
compared to the polynomial models. It utilizes a lookup table of AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics from the data file
to generate interpolators for the log-magnitude and the phase transfer functions. Each sample input is converted to
log-magnitude and phase, which are then passed into the two interpolators to obtain the magnitude and phase for the
corresponding output sample.

Each row of the table consists of an input power or voltage level expressed in dB, the associated output power or voltage
level, also expressed in dB, and phase distortion expressed in radians. The table is sorted by input power/voltage level.
The phase distortion values are adjusted so there is never more than +/- 180-degrees change between adjacent input
power levels (rows).

NOTE: The AM-AM/AM-PM model requires the signal to be complex because it needs the phase information of the
signal to properly apply the phase shift.

If DFTYP is set to "S21" the AM-AM characteristic is obtained by applying the gain to the corresponding input power
or voltage level:

POut,dB = PInp,dB + 10 · log10( ∣ S21 ∣ )

The phase distortion remains the same.

The AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics are instantaneously applied to the input signal to produce the output signal.
For each input sample the instantaneous power or voltage is computed in dB. Power is used in the interpolation if the
data set was specified in power. Voltage is used if the data set was specified in voltage. This value is then used to
interpolate from the table the corresponding output power or voltage level in dB and the phase distortion.

The following illustrates the case of linear interpolation with the instantaneous input power in dB falling between PInp,dB[2]
and PInp,dB[3]:

PInstOut,dB = POut,dB[2] +
PInstInp,dB − PInp,dB[2]
POut,dB[3] − POut,dB[2]

ΔθInstOut = ΔθOut[2] +
PInstInp,dB − PInp,dB[2]
ΔθOut[3] − ΔθOut[2]
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If the instantaneous input power level falls below the smallest specified input power level PInp,dB[0], the signal is assumed
to be in the amplifier's linear region and constant gain and phase distortion are applied. The constant gain is POut,dB[0] -
PInp,dB[0] and the constant phase distortion is ΔθOut.

If the instantaneous input power level falls above the largest specified input power level PInp,dB[n], which is point n, the
distortion depends on the setting of AMCLIP. In all cases the phase distortion is simply linearly extrapolated using the
slope of the phase distortion curve at PInp,dB[n].

If AMCLIP is set to "Max. Output Power Level" the output power level is clipped to the output power level at n, POut,dB[n].

If AMCLIP is set to "3dB + Max. Output Power Level" the output power level depends on the slope of the AM-AM
power curve at n. If the slope is zero or negative, it is set directly to the output power level at n, just like "Max. Output
Power Level". If the slope is positive, the power curve follows a smooth transition from n to a point where the output
power level is 3 dB above POut,dB[n]. The transition is made using an equation of the form:

PInsOut,dB = A + B · (PInstInp,dB + C)2

A = POut,dB[n] + 3

B =
−(P′

Out,dB
2 [n])
12

C = −
P′Out,dB[n]

6 − PInp,dB[n]

P'Out,dB[n] is the slope of the power curve at n.

When PInstInp,dB + C is greater than 0 the output power level PInstOut,dB is set to A.

If AMCLIP is set to "Linear Extrapolation", linear extrapolation is used to calculate the output power level. The slope
of the power curve at n is used for the extrapolation. If MDLINT is "Linear" this is the slope between the last two data
points.

If amplitude distortion is enabled, the magnitude of the output sample is set to the voltage corresponding to the calculated
output power level. If amplitude distortion is not enabled, the magnitude of the output sample is set to the magnitude of
the input sample.

If phase distortion is enabled, the phase of the output sample is set to the phase of the input signal plus the calculated
phase distortion. If phase distortion is not enabled the phase of the output sample is set to the phase of the input sample.

Impedance Mismatch Modeling and the AM-AM/AM-PM Model

When impedance mismatch modeling is enabled in the AM-AM/AM-PM model, the block's ports appear as terminations.
If ZINP and/or ZOUTP were specified in the data file, the values corresponding to the input power level of the propagated
signal power property are used. If ZINP or ZOUTP is not specified, the default system characteristic impedance _Z0 is
used. If there is an impedance mismatch present on the input port, the following correction is applied to convert the signal
from total voltage to incident voltage:

CorrInp = 1
∣ 1 + Γ In ∣

If there is an impedance mismatch present on the output port, the following correction is applied to convert from reflected
voltage to total voltage:
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CorrOut = 1 + ΓL

The corrections are typically frequency-dependent. In Time Domain simulations these corrections are implemented
through the use of IIR or FIR filters. See Chapter 2 for more information on impedance mismatch modeling in the Cadence
Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software.

RF Budget Analysis, RF Inspector and the AM-AM/AM-PM Model

Both RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector model nonlinearities using 5th order polynomial coefficients, which works
well with the Small Signal and Large Signal Polynomial models. However, for the AM-AM/AM-PM model these
coefficients must be estimated by passing a two-tone signal through the AM-AM/AM-PM model. Each tone has its power
set to one half the total incident signal power at the input port. The output fundamentals, IM3 products and IM5 products
are then used to compute the a1, a3 and a5 polynomial coefficients. Because the AM-AM/AM-PM model only generates
narrowband products, there are no even-ordered polynomial terms.

The P1dB value used for RF Budget Analysis is obtained directly from the AM-AM curve.

DC Source Power Output Modeling

The optional DC source power output port is enabled by setting DCPOUT to "Yes". The value output is power in Watts.
For the polynomial-based implementation models, a constant DC source power value is computed based on the estimated
operating point of the amplifier. The operating point estimate is based on the propagated signal power. The computed
power value is linearly interpolated from the DC source power values in the data sets.

For the AM-AM/AM-PM model, a running average is computed from individual DC source power values which are
based on the log magnitude of each input sample. These values are linearly interpolated from AM-AM/AM-PM entries.
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RF Antenna Properties: ANTENNA

Symbol

Summary

ANTENNA models a RF antenna. This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two
configurations. When port 1 is connected to an output port of another block ANTENNA is treated as a receive antenna,
and port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration, when port 2 is connected to an output port of another block
ANTENNA is treated as a transmit antenna, and port 1 is an output port.

The block supports antenna gain, internal loss, polarization loss, mismatch loss, and radiation patterns for both receive
and transmit configurations.

When acting as a receive antenna the block also supports path loss. The power of the input signal is interpreted as EIRP
at the output of a transmit antenna, such as another antenna block acting as a transmit antenna.

The block can be configured to have multiple radiative ports. This is done by setting the THETA or PHI (or U or V if
configured to use U/V coordinates) parameters to explicit arrays. This means that the array must be specified directly
for the parameter's value, rather than via an equation or a variable. The individual elements of the array, however, may
contain equations and variables. The number of radiative ports will be the larger of the number of elements in the array(s)
assigned to THETA or PHI (or U or V).

Multiple radiative ports simply represent different points in space where the signal is measured in the case of a transmit
antenna, or where the signal originates in the case of a receive antenna.

Antenna Settings

You can configure antenna element properties on the Element Options dialog box Antenna Settings tab.
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Path Angles or Path U/V Coordinates

This section is used to define the direction of the signal. For TX operations this is the direction represented by the output
port signal. For RX operations this is the direction from which the input port signal is received.

If the SCOORDTYP parameter is set to Theta/Phi the direction is defined using Theta and Phi path angles. If the parameter
is set to U/V the direction is defined using U / V path coordinates.

Path Loss

This section allows you to specify path loss when the antenna is configured as a receive antenna:

• Use default of no path loss - this is equivalent to specifying a path loss of 0 dB.
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• Path/Free-space loss - the path loss is specified explicitly in dB.

• Distance - a distance with the appropriate units is used to compute the path loss.

NOTE: When both Path/Free-space loss and Distance are left empty there is no path loss. In earlier versions the behavior
was to treat the path loss as if the distance were set to 1 meter.

Antenna Gain

This section is used to specify the antenna gain. All options except Radiation pattern support temperature-dependent
settings. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

• Antenna gain - the antenna gain is specified in either dB isotropic or dB dipole. A gain specified in dBi is 2.15 dB less
than the gain specified in dBd.

• Directivity/Efficiency - the antenna gain is determined from the directivity and efficiency. Both values are required if
this option is chosen.

• Effective area - the antenna gain is determined from the effective area.

• Radiation pattern - the antenna gain is determined from a radiation pattern specified in a Text Data File. Note that the
name of the Text Data File is typically enclosed in quotation marks. The format for the radiation pattern data file is
described in the "Radiation Pattern Data File" section.

Polarization

This section defines the polarization of the antenna.

Polarization angle is the antenna polarization tilt angle. If this is left empty and the antenna is configured as a receive
antenna, the polarization tilt angle of the transmit antenna will be used.

Polarization axial ratio is the ratio between the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse of the antenna. A value
of 0 dB indicates circular polarization. If left empty, linear polarization is used.

Axial ratios are normally ≥ 0 dB. If an axial ratio less than 0 dB is specified the major and minor axes of the ellipse are
swapped, with 90 degrees added to the specified polarization angle to account for the swap.

Polarization sense (receive) and Polarization sense (transmit) determine the polarization sense of the antenna when configured
as a receive antenna and a transmit antenna, respectively. The polarization sense from the point of view of looking away
from the antenna. Left-hand polarization rotates counter-clockwise, and right-hand polarization rotates clockwise.

Temperature/Noise

This section defines the temperatures used when modeling noise.

Physical antenna temperature is the temperature of the antenna's circuitry, and is used to compute noise due to resistive
losses.

Sky temperature is the temperature of the background the antenna is pointing towards, and is used only when the antenna
is configured as a receive antenna. It essentially defines the thermal noise in the path. In many scenarios if the sky
temperature is specified and the signal is not being generated by a transmitter, the signal source should be configured to
be noiseless.

Generate noise allows you to enable/disable the generation of noise by the antenna.
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Reference temperature for temperature dependencies is used to specify the reference temperatures for temperature-dependent
settings. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Circuit Settings

This section defines various circuit settings. These settings support temperature dependent settings. See Section 2.6 in
the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Internal circuit loss is used to specify additional internal resistive loss. This loss contributes to the thermal noise generated
by the antenna.

Circuit port characteristic impedance is the characteristic impedance of the circuit portion of the antenna. The actual
impedance seen looking into the circuit port will depend upon the Circuit port mismatch setting, if any.

Free-space characteristic impedance is the reference characteristic impedance of the free-space used when applying the
antenna gain settings.

Circuit port mismatch is used to specify the impedance mismatch characteristics at the circuit port, which may be specified
as VSWR, return loss, or S11 parameters.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
dBPath or free-space loss (used only when configured as a

receive antenna)
R*PATHLOSS

dBPATHLOSS temperature dependenceR*PATHLOSS_TDEP
Distance from transmitter (PATHLOSS must be empty, used
only when configured as a receive antenna)

R*DIST

kmDistance unitsE*DISTUNIT
0dBAntenna gainRANTGAIN

dBANTGAIN temperature dependenceR*ANTGAIN_TDEP
dBiAntenna gain typeE*GAINTYPE

dBDirectivity (EFFIC also required)R*DIREC
dBDIREC temperature dependenceR*DIREC_TDEP

Efficiency, percent (DIREC also required)R*EFFIC
EFFIC temperature dependenceR*EFFIC_TDEP
Effective area, meters^2R*EAREA
EAREA temperature dependenceR*EAREA_TDEP

AnglePolarization angleR*POLAR
dBPolarization axial ratioR*AXRATIO
From
transmitter

Polarization sense for receive modeE*PSENSE_RX
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Left
hand

Polarization sense for transmit modeE*PSENSE_TX

Radiation pattern data file nameSRADPAT
Theta/PhiSpherical coordinate type for signal incidenceE*SCOORDTYP
0AngleDirection angle from z-axis (for radiation pattern)RTHETA
0AngleDirection angle from x-axis (for radiation pattern)RPHI
0U coordinate of signal incidence (for radiation pattern)R*U
0V coordinate of signal incidence (for radiation pattern)R*V
0LengthOptional antenna x location for direction angle phase

adjustment
R*X_LOC

0LengthOptional antenna y location for direction angle phase
adjustment

R*Y_LOC

Design frequency
for direction angle
phase shifts

FrequencyOptional antenna y location for direction angle phase
adjustment

R*DSGNFRQ

SplineInterpolation type for radiation patternsE*RPINTRP
0dBInternal resistive lossR*INTLOSS

dBINTLOSS temperature dependenceR*INTLOSS_TDEP
Circuit port mismatchC*CKTMM
CKTMM interpretationE*CKTMMTYP
Circuit port mismatch temperature dependenceC*CKTMM_TDEP

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85 degCTemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature for noise due to resistive lossR*T_PHY
16.85 degCTemperatureAntenna temperature at output of antennaR*T_ANT
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
377ResistanceFree space impedanceC*ZRAD

ResistanceZRAD temperature dependenceC*ZRAD_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceCircuit port characteristic impedanceC*ZCKT

ResistanceZCKT temperature dependenceC*ZCKT_TDEP
Number of frequencies for the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*NFREQ

Number of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoImplementation type for the impedance mismatch correction

filter
E*IMPL

AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Maximum number of poles in the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*MAXNPOLE

Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

I*UPRATE

Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PATHLOSS. The optional path loss in dB between the transmit antenna and the receive antenna. If both PATHLOSS
and DIST are empty, a path loss of 0 dB is presumed. This is only used when the antenna is configured as a receive
antenna.

NOTE: The behavior when both the PATHLOSS and DIST are empty is to have no path loss. In earlier versions the
behavior was to treat the path loss as if the distance were set to 1 meter.

PATHLOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PATHLOSS parameter over temperature. This is only used
when the antenna is configured as a receive antenna. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DIST, DISTUNIT. The optional distance, in units determined by DISTUNIT, between the transmit antenna and the
receive antenna. PATHLOSS must be empty. This is only used when the antenna is configured as a receive antenna.

ANTGAIN, GAINTYP. The antenna gain in either dBi or dBd as determined by GAINTYP.

ANTGAIN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ANTGAIN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DIREC. The antenna directivity. EFFIC must also be specified. ANTGAIN, EAREA and RADPAT must all be empty.

DIREC_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DIREC parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

EFFIC. The antenna efficiency. DIREC must also be specified. ANTGAIN, EAREA and RADPAT must all be empty.

EFFIC_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the EFFIC parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

EAREA. The antenna effective area. ANTGAIN and RADPAT must both be empty.

EAREA_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the EAREA parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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POLAR. The antenna polarization tilt angle. If this is left empty and the input signal is generated from a transmit antenna,
the polarization tilt angle of the transmit antenna is used.

AXRATIO. The ratio between the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse of the antenna. A value of 0 dB
indicates circular polarization. If left empty, linear polarization is used.

Axial ratios are normally ≥ 0 dB. If an axial ratio less than 0 dB is specified the major and minor axes of the ellipse are
swapped, with 90 degrees added to the specified polarization angle to account for the swap.

PSENSE. The polarization sense from the point of view of looking away from the antenna. Left-hand polarization rotates
counter-clockwise, and right-hand polarization rotates clockwise.

RADPAT. The optional name of a Text Data File object under the Data Files node of the Project Browser containing the
radiation pattern. The format for the radiation pattern data file is described in the "Radiation Pattern Data File" section.

SCOORDTYP. Determines how the signal direction is specfied:

• Theta/Phi: Theta and Phi angles are used to specify the signal direction. The THETA and PHI parameters are visible,
U and V are not.

• U/V: U/V coordinates are used to specify the signal direction. The U and V parameters are visible, THETA and PHI
are not.

THETA, PHI. The antenna orientation angles from vertical (THETA) and horizontal (PHI). These are only visible if
SCOORDTYP is set to Theta/Phi. If either parameter is an explicit array (as opposed to an array specified in a variable
or equation, though the elements of the array may be variables) the number of elements in the array will be used to set
the number of radiative side ports. For example setting THETA = { T0, T1, T2 } and PHI = P0 will configure the block
to have 3 ports on the radiative side.

NOTE: The THETA, PHI, U, and V parameters cannot be tuned directly. You can, however, assign a variable to the
parameter and tune the variable.

U, V. The U/V coordinates defining the signal direction. These are only visible if SCOORDTYP is set to U/V. If either
parameter is an explicit array (as opposed to an array specified in a variable or equation, though the elements of the array
may be variables) the number of elements in the array will be used to set the number of radiative side ports. For example
setting U = { U0, U1, U2 } and V = V0 will configure the block to have 3 ports on the radiative side.

U/V coordinates are internally converted to theta/phi angles via the following relationships:

THETA = arcsin ( U2 + V 2)

PHI = arctan (UV )
X_LOC,Y_LOC.Optional x,y coordinates used to adjust the phase shift due to the antenna orientation angles THETA/PHI
or U/V coordinates. These only have an effect if the signal angle is not along the z-axis (THETA is not zero).

DSGNFRQ. Optional frequency to use in Time Domain simulations for computing the phase shift due to the incidence
angle and x/y location of the antenna. Specifying a frequency causes this phase shift to be frequency-independent, similar
to the behavior of the phased array blocks PHARRAY_ANT and PHARRAY_F. Entering a value of -1 causes the center
frequency to be used, or if the center frequency is 0 the signal frequency.

RPINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for the 2D radiation pattern.
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• Spline: Thin plate spline interpolation is used. While this generally produces the desired results, there may be data sets
for which the interpolation fails.

• Linear: A simple linear interpolation is used. For best results the data set should be fairly rectangular, in that each
unique theta value should have several phi values.

INTLOSS. The internal resistive loss of the antenna.

INTLOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INTLOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

CKTMM. The circuit port mismatch setting as defined by CKTMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S11 = 0.

CKTMMTYP. Determines how CKTMM is interpreted:

• S11 (complex): CKTMM is S11, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: CKTMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: INPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

CKTMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the CKTMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings have been entered. See
the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the antenna, used to compute noise due to resistive losses.

T_ANT. The optional noise temperature at the output of the antenna. The input signal should be noiseless if this is used.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled:

• RF Budget Only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.
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• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the System Simulator Options dialog box RF
Options tab.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZRAD. The free space impedance.

ZRAD_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZRAD parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZCKT. The characteristic impedance of the antenna circuit port.

ZCKT_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZCKT parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.
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• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the
radiation pattern data file whose values are all numeric.
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• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into the different antenna parameters as desired, with the elements of
the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Antenna Gain: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 dB @ 3 GHz

• Output VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
ANTGAIN = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR = 1.15

Port Details

PurposeTypeNode No.
Free Space Signal (EIRP)Real, Complex1
Circuit Side SignalReal, Complex2

NODE NUMBER 1. The power of the signal is treated as EIRP.

This block supports bi-directional ports. It can be connected in one of two configurations. In the first configuration port
1 is connected to an output port. In this configuration port 1 is treated as an input port and port 2 as an output port, and
the antenna operates as a receive antenna. In the second configuration port 2 is connected to an output port. In this
configuration port 1 is treated as an output port and port 2 as an input port, and the antenna operates as a transmit antenna.

Implementation Details

The output of this block depends upon how it is connected to other blocks. If port 1 is connected to an output port the
block operates as a receive antenna, and the output at port 2 is the received signal. If port 2 is connected to an output
port the block operates as a transmit antenna, and the output at port 1 is the transmitted EIRP signal.

Receive Antenna Output

When acting as a receive antenna this block generates its output based upon the following:
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ANTENNA
GAIN

PATH
LOSS

POLARIZATION
LOSS

INTERNAL
LOSS

MISMATCH
LOSS

EIRP
(Block Input)

Rx Signal
(Block Output)

Physical Antenna

RX_ANTENNA Block

The power of the input signal is EIRP (Effective Isotropically Radiated Power) at the output of the transmit antenna.

PATH LOSS normally consists of free space loss. If the PATHLOSS parameter is specified, the parameter value, which
is in dB, is applied to the signal. If instead DIST and DISTTYP are used, the loss applied is free space loss, computed
from:

LFSLdB = − 20log( c
4π · f · d )

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum in meters per second, f is the frequency at which the path loss is computed,
and d is the distance in meters from the DIST and DISTTYP parameters.

For RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, the free space loss is computed at each frequency simulated. For
Time Domain simulations, the free space loss is only computed at each frequency specified in the FREQS parameter (if
FREQS is empty the center frequency is used). The loss is then applied to the computed S21 and S12 for the antenna.
This is generally necessary in order to achieve a practical frequency-dependent filter implementation for the block.

POLARIZATION LOSS is the polarization loss factor expressed in dB. The polarization loss factor PLF is computed
from [1]:

PLF =
(1 + ARw

2) · (1 + ARr
2) + 4 · ARw · ARr + (1 − ARw

2) · (1 − ARr
2) · cos(2 · (τw − τr))

2 · (1 + ARw
2) · (1 + ARr

2)

ARr = 10|AXRATIO/20|

where ARw is the axial ratio of the wave, ARr is the axial ratio of the receive antenna, τw is the tilt angle of the wave,
and τr is the tilt angle of the receive antenna. ARr is the scalar equivalent of the absolute value of the AXRATIO
parameter. τr is the value of the POLAR parameter.

Note that if AXRATIO is less than 0 dB it is treated as if the major and minor axes of the ellipse have been swapped and
π/2 is added to τr to account for the swap. If AXRATIO is empty then ARr is set to 1, indicating linear polarization.

If the input signal is generated from an ANTENNA block acting as a transmit antenna, ARw and τw are determined from
the ANTENNA's POLAR and AXRATIO parameters. If the signal is not generated from a transmit antenna ANTENNA
block, ARw and τw are both set to 0, which represents a linearly polarized wave with tilt angle of 0.

ANTENNA GAIN can be specified directly using the ANTGAIN parameter, computed from antenna directivity and
efficiency using the DIREC and EFFIC parameters, or computed from antenna effective area using the EAREA parameter.

Antenna gain is related to antenna directivity and efficiency by:
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GAnt = DIREC x EFFIC

Antenna gain is computed from antenna effective area using:

GAnt = 4π · Ae · ( fc )2

where Ae is the effective area in meters squared as specified by the EAREA parameter, c is the speed of light in a vacuum
in meters per second, and f is the frequency at which the antenna gain is computed.

INTERNAL LOSS represents internal resistive losses such as cable losses. It is specified by the INTLOSS parameter.
If T_PHY is specified and noise is modeled, the appropriate thermal noise is added to the output signal.

MISMATCH LOSS represents losses due to impedance mismatch between the output of the antenna and the following
blocks. Impedance mismatch modeling must be enabled for mismatch loss to be modeled. The VSWR, RLOSS or S11
parameters along with the ZCKT parameter determine the impedance of the output port of the antenna.

NOTE: The power gain measured between the input and the output ports such as through the Cascaded Power Gain
measurement (C_GP) is related to the antenna gain GAnt by the following:

GP,Meas = POutput − EIRPInput = PATH _LOSS − POLARIZATION _LOSS + EFF_GAIN − INTERNAL_LOSS − MISMATCH _LOSS

EFF_GAIN = GAnt + 10 · log10( λ2

(4π · DIST)2)
Transmit Antenna Output

When acting as a transmit antenna this block generates its output based upon the following:

ANTENNA
GAIN

INTERNAL
LOSS

MISMATCH
LOSS

EIRP
(Block Output)

Tx Signal
(Block Input)

TX_ANTENNA Block

The power of the output signal is EIRP (Effective Isotropically Radiated Power) at the output of the transmit antenna.

MISMATCH LOSS represents losses due to impedance mismatch between the output of the antenna and the following
blocks. Impedance mismatch modeling must be enabled for mismatch loss to be modeled. The VSWR, RLOSS, or S11
parameters along with the ZCKT parameter determine the impedance of the output port of the antenna.

INTERNAL LOSS represents internal resistive losses such as cable losses. It is specified by the INTLOSS parameter.
If T_PHY is specified and noise is being modeled, the appropriate thermal noise is added to the output signal.

ANTENNA GAIN can be specified directly using the ANTGAIN parameter, computed from antenna directivity and
efficiency using the DIREC and EFFIC parameters, computed from antenna effective area using the EAREA parameter,
or computed from a radiation pattern and antenna orientation using the RADPAT, THETA and PHI parameters.

Antenna gain is related to antenna directivity and efficiency by:

GAnt = DIREC x EFFIC
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Antenna gain is computed from antenna effective area using:

GAnt = 4π · Ae · ( fc )2

where Ae is the effective area in meters squared as specified by the EAREA parameter, c is the speed of light in a vacuum
in meters per second, and f is the frequency at which the antenna gain is computed.

Radiation Pattern Data Files

You can enter a radiation pattern using a Text Data File object and specifying that data file in the RADPAT parameter.
The THETA and PHI parameters define the antenna orientation used to compute the antenna gain and polarization from
the radiation pattern.

You can specify radiation patterns as either E-field values or as gain in dBi and optional polarization values. The data
file consists of a header row followed by rows of data corresponding to different values of theta and phi.

The header row specifies the individual columns. There must be one column labeled THETA and one column labeled
PHI. The remaining columns determine whether the radiation pattern is specified as E-fields or as gain values.

E-field Data Files

When specifying E-field values, there must be four more columns, two labeled E_THETA for the complex values of
the E-field in the theta direction, and two labeled E_PHI for the complex values of the E-field in the phi direction. You
must also include a PIN field before the header row. This field defines the input power level corresponding to the E-field
values.

The following are a few lines from an E-field radiation pattern data file:

FREQ=1e9 ! Frequency at which this set of e-fields was measured.
PIN=1.0084E-005 ! Input power level used when measuring the e-field values.

THETA_SYM_0=1 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about theta=0.
THETA_SYM_90=1 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about theta=90.
PHI_SYM_0=0 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about phi=0.
PHI_SYM_90=0 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about phi=90

THETA(,deg) PHI(,deg) E_Theta(Mag) E_Theta(Phs,Deg) E_Phi(Mag)
E_Phi(Phs,Deg)

0 0 2.07E-001 -141.59 1.39E-001 -65.3
10 0 2.22E-003 -149.59 1.94E-003 -40.81

20 0 9.34E-004 121.94 8.83E-004 131.8

Gain Data Files

When specifying gain/polarization values, one column must specify the gain value. You can label this column DBI, G,
or GAIN. You can specify additional columns for polarization information. To specify polarization tilt angles include a
column labeled POLAR, TILT, TILTANGLE, or TILT_ANGLE. To specify the axial ratio include a column labeled
AR, AXIALRATIO, or AXIAL_RATIO. To specify polarization sense include a column labeled SENSE. Valid values
for the polarization sense areL,LCP, orLEFT for left hand polarization,R,RCP, orRIGHT for right hand polarization,
and LIN or LINEAR for linear polarization.
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The following is an example of a gain/polarization radiation pattern data file:

FREQ=1e9
THETA(,deg) PHI(,deg) Gain(,dB) AR(,dB) Tilt(,deg) Sense(Text)
0 0 20.12 1.5956598053 15.12 LEFT
10 0 -18.42 1.4361625736 -33.43 LEFT
20 0 -25.63 11.6009280742 43.38 LEFT
30 0 -12.84 1.6103059581 0.09 LEFT
40 0 -13.97 1.3250298132 -4.82 LEFT
50 0 -15.28 2.3912003826 -66.02 LEFT
60 0 -17.31 2.4283632831 -24.99 RIGHT
70 0 -15.75 3.6443148688 80.67 LEFT
80 0 -9.98 3.8167938931 82.28 LEFT
90 0 -10.72 1000 -90 LINEAR

Note that the SENSE column heading is marked as a text column: Sense(Text). This is required for the polarization
sense column.

Optional Fields

You can add several optional fields before the header row:

DescriptionField
Frequency associated with the radiation pattern. If no frequency is specified, the center frequency
is used. You can enter radiation patterns for different frequencies by specifying a FREQ field

FREQ, FRQ

containing the frequency, followed by a header row and then the radiation pattern data for that
frequency.
If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to theta. For example, an entry at 30-degrees theta also appears at -30-degrees theta.

THETA_SYM_0

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 90-degrees
with respect to theta. For example, an entry at 80-degrees theta also appears at 110-degrees theta.

THETA_SYM_90

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to phi. For example, an entry at 20-degrees phi also appears at -20-degrees phi.

PHI_SYM_0

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to phi. For example, an entry at 10-degrees phi also appears at 170-degrees phi.

PHI_SYM_90

The example for the preceding E-field data file format illustrates the format of these fields.

NOTE: When using the symmetric data flags, the data points are stored as entered. When interpolating the values for a
given theta and phi, the angle values are adjusted so they fall within the symmetry range. For SYM_0 alone, the angle
is converted to fall between 0 and 180-degrees (for example, 190 is mapped to 170, -80 is mapped to 80). For SYM_90
alone, the angle is converted to fall between -90 and 90-degrees (for example, 100 is mapped to 80, -100 is mapped to
-80). For both SYM_0 and SYM_90, the angle is converted to fall between 0 and 90-degrees (for example, 100 is mapped
to 80, -10 is mapped to 10). This converted angle is then used to obtain the interpolated value. The radiation pattern
therefore should contain data points within those angle limits (0 and 180, -90 and 90, or 0 and 90-degrees).

Independent Variables

Multiple sets of radiation pattern data may be entered and associated with different values of an independent variable.
For example, if the radiation pattern varied with temperature, you could specify a temperature-independent variable and
enter radiation pattern data for several distinct temperatures.
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Independent variables are specified before the header row, and have the form VAR name = value. For example, to specify
an independent variable named 'TEMP' with a value of 290, you would add:

VAR TEMP = 290

before the header row of the data to associate with that value. You may also use text for the independent variable values.
For example, if you are testing two configurations, "A" and "A One", you could add:

VAR CONFIG = A

for one radiation pattern and

VAR CONFIG = "A One"

for the other radiation pattern.

If you specify an independent variable, every set of radiation pattern data should include that independent variable. You
can also specify multiple independent variables as shown in the following simple example:

VAR TEMP = 290
VAR CONFIG = A
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 10
0 10 8
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 30
VAR CONFIG = A
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 5
0 10 3
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 290
VAR CONFIG = "A One"
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 15
0 10 18
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 30
VAR CONFIG = "A One"
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 15
0 10 13
! More data...
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When you add an independent variable, a new parameter is added to the end of the block's parameter list. This parameter
has the same name as the independent variable. Note that an independent variable's name may only contain the characters
'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. It cannot have the same name as an existing parameter.

If the independent variable's values are all numeric, you can use the IVARTYP parameter to select whether to treat the
corresponding parameters as a list of values specified, or to allow a numeric value. If the IVARTYP parameter is set to
"Select from list", a drop-down list containing the values that appear in the data file is used.

If the IVARTYP parameter is set to "Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest" then the parameter's value will be a
numeric value, and the data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the parameter is used. Using the previous
example data file, you are able to enter, for example, 200 for the value of the TEMP parameter, and the data set for TEMP
= 290 would be used.

Recommendations for Use

The Gain to System Temperature Ratio measurement (G_T) works with the ANTENNA block operating as a receive
antenna to compute the ratio of antenna gain to system noise temperature.

References

[1] Seybold, John S, Introduction to RF Propagation, pg. 60.
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Variable RF Analog Phase Shifter: APHSHFT_VAR

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

APHSHFT_VAR models a voltage variable RF analog phase shifter. A phase shift versus control voltage profile is
specified. The phase shift applied by the block is then determined from the profile using either its CTLVAL parameter
or an input control. Loss values may also be specified with the phase values.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
{0,15}VoltageControl voltage range (vector of 2 or more elements)RVCVALS
0AnglePhase values corresponding to VCVALSRPHSVALS
0dBInsertion loss values corresponding to VCVALSRLOSSVALS

dBLOSSVALS temperature dependenceR*LOSSVALS_TDEP
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for phase and lossEPHSINTRP
0ScalarControl value for RFB/RFIICTLVAL
Control signalControl for RF Budget Analysis and RF InspectorERFACTL
0dBBase insertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port reflection coefficientC*S11
ScalarOutput port reflection coefficientC*S22
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VCVALS. The vector of voltage values for the phase profile. The voltages should be sorted either in increasing or
decreasing values. If the control voltage exceeds either the minimum or maximum value in VCVALS the control voltage
is pinned to the corresponding limit.

PHSVALS. The vector of phase values for the phase profile.

PHSVALS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PHSVALS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSSVALS. Optional vector of insertion loss values corresponding to the phase values of the phase profile.
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LOSSVALS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSSVALS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in
the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHSINTRP. Determines how phase and loss values are interpolated. Interpolation is performed using Volts for the
control voltage, radians for the phase and dB for the loss.

CTLVAL. The control value for selecting the phase and insertion loss levels for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations. For Time Domain simulations, this is the control value if there is no input control signal. This is also the
initial control value.

RFACTL. Determines what sets the active state for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations:

• Control Signal: If the control signal is a real signal, it is used to determine the switch state, otherwise the CTLVAL
parameter is used.

• CTLVAL Parameter: The CTLVAL parameter determines the active state.

LOSS. The base insertion loss. The overall insertion loss of the block consists of this loss combined with the controlled
loss determined from the control signal and insertion loss from the phase profile.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the input port. You can specify only
one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of
the input port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the output port. You can specify
only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the
VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT are entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations"
section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
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upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd
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IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5
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In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

APHSHFT_VAR supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings,
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next,
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, S11, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, and S22 as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex3

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
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always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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RF Bus Splitter/Combiner: BUS_SPLITTER

Symbol

BUS1 2

Summary

BUS_SPLITTER is an RF splitter block that utilizes a bus for the split signal. It may also be operated as a combiner by
reversing the signal direction. This block is similar to the RF Splitter block SPLITTER with the only difference being
that the port on the split side must be connected to a bus. See Buses in the User Guide for information on using buses.

NOTE: If you are trying to replicate an input signal onto a bus as-is, the preferred block is SIG2BUS and not
BUS_SPLITTER. BUS_SPLITTER is an RF block, which includes additional overhead for supporting the RF capabilities.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports, and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration, port 1 is an input port while the remaining ports are output ports. In the reverse configuration, port 1 is
an output port while the remaining ports are input ports. Note that the port-specific parameters such as VSWR_INP or
RLOSS_OUT always apply to the ports when in the forward configuration (VSWR_INP always applies to port 1, while
VSWR_OUT always applies to the remaining ports).

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
dBLoss (leave empty to use SIGTYP)RLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

PowerN/ADivide voltage or powerESIGTYP
30dBIsolation (loss between outputs)R*ISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceR*INPMM_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceCharacteristic impedance of input portC*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceCharacteristic impedance of output portsC*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. If not empty, the loss applied to the signal for each output port. If empty, SIGTYP is used to determine the loss.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

SIGTYP. Determines whether the signal is voltage or power split when LOSS is empty:

• Voltage: The gain is set to 1/√n.

• Power: The gain is set to 1/n.

ISOL. The isolation between output ports.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on using temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP. The VSWR and return loss at the input port. You can specify only one of VSWR_INP or
RLOSS_INP - the other parameter must be left empty. If both are empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. These
settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.
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See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT. The VSWR and return loss at the output port. You can specify only one of VSWR_OUT
or RLOSS_OUT - the other parameters must be left empty. If both are empty the VSWR of the output port is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT is specified, and is per degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.
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If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.
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• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

BUS_SPLITTER supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings,
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next,
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_OUT and VSWR_OUT as desired, with the elements of the vectors
corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.
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For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Input VSWR: 1.1 @ 1 GHz, 1.15 @ 2 GHz, 1.25 @ 3 Gz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies at the output ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.15, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output Waveform BusComplex2

Node Details

Port 2 must be connected to a bus. See Buses in the User Guide for information on using buses.

This block supports bi-directional ports, and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration, port 1 is an input port and port 2 is the output port. In the reverse configuration, port 1 is an output port
while port 2 is an input port. Note that the port specific parameters such as VSWR_INP or RLOSS_OUT always apply
to the ports when in the forward configuration (VSWR_INP always applies to port 1, while VSWR_OUT always applies
to port 2).

Implementation Details

BUS_SPLITTER is a circuit filter block with a frequency-independent S-parameter matrix of the form:

S = [ 0 G ... G
G 0 ... 0
... ... ... ...
G 0 ... 0

]
G is either 1/n or 1/√n multiplied by 0.9999999999. The scaling is used to avoid a purely lossless reciprocal network,
which can cause problems when converting to the Y matrix form used for impedance mismatch modeling.
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Circulator: CIRCULATOR

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

CIRCULATOR models an RF circulator supporting frequency-dependent isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR settings.
This block is implemented using the following 3-port S-parameter matrix:

[ Γ1 10−∣ISOL∣/20 10−∣LOSS13∣/20

10−∣LOSS∣/20 Γ2 10−∣ISOL23∣/20

10−∣ISOL31∣/20 10−∣LOSS32∣/20 Γ3
]

where

Γn =
VSWRn − 1
VSWRn + 1

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL31|/10≤1

10-|LOSS32|/10+10-|ISOL|/10≤1

10-|LOSS13|/10+10-|ISOL23|/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports. Each port may be connected as either an input port or an output port.

NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S12 and S32 on any reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to the output port),
a signal at one input port does not appear at the opposite input port. For example, the signal at port 1 does not appear at
port 3 modified by S31. RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations do account for reverse direction signal flow.

NOTE: When using the block in Time Domain simulations and the block has two inputs and one output, you may run
into a situation where an unwanted feedback loop occurs. An example of this is when using a pair of circulators to provide
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two separate paths in opposite directions, such as a transmit path in one direction and a receive path in the opposite
direction. If such a feedback loop does occur, you can either keep the feedback loop and add an appropriate delay block
to the feedback loop path, or you can use the ISOLTYP parameter to prevent the feedback loop by not passing samples
from the isolated input port to the output port. To do so, set ISOLTYP to No TD path if 2 Inputs 1 Output.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
dBInsertion loss, port 2 to 3R*LOSS_32
dBLOSS_32 temperature dependenceR*LOSS_32_TDEP
dBInsertion loss, port 3 to 1R*LOSS_13
dBLOSS_13 temperature dependenceR*LOSS_13_TDEP

AlwaysN/AHandling of ISOL when 2 inputs one output (use to avoid
feedback loops)

EISOLTYP

30dBIsolationRISOL
dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
dBIsolation, port 3 to 2 (leave empty to use ISOL)R*ISOL_23
dBISOL_23 temperature dependenceR*ISOL_23_TDEP
dBIsolation, port 1 to 3 (leave empty to use ISOL)R*ISOL_31
dBISOL_31 temperature dependenceR*ISOL_31_TDEP

1.0ScalarVSWRRVSWR
ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 2R*VSWR2
ScalarVSWR2 temperature dependenceR*VSWR2_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 3R*VSWR3
ScalarVSWR3 temperature dependenceR*VSWR3_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z2
ImpedanceZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z3
ImpedanceZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP

2,1,3N/AInput port priorities (for determining primary input port)E*PORTPRI
Allow different
center frequencies

N/AInput port center frequenciesE*FCMATCH

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. The insertion loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS_32, LOSS_13. The optional insertion losses from port 2 to port 3 and port 3 to port 1, respectively. Leave these
empty to use the insertion loss in LOSS.

NOTE: The insertion losses may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described in the "Summary" section.

LOSS_32_TDEP and LOSS_13_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS_32 and LOSS_13 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

ISOLTYP. Determines how ISOL is handled in certain situations:

• Always: ISOL always applies.

• No TD path if 2 Inputs 1 Output: In a Time Domain simulation, if the circulator only has one output port, the input
port that is isolated from the output port is treated as completely isolated from the output port and no samples are
passed. For other simulations ISOL is applied. Note that the isolation values are still used when computing impedances,
it is only the actual passing of samples that is disabled.

The No TD path if 2 Inputs 1 Output setting is useful in preventing a feedback loop that might otherwise occur if the ports
were not completely isolated.

ISOL. The isolation in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of ISOL. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL_23, ISOL_31. The optional isolations from port 3 to port 2 and port 1 to port 3, respectively. Leave these empty
to use the isolation in ISOL.

ISOL_23_TDEP and ISOL_31_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL_23 and ISOL_31 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

VSWR. The VSWR at port 1 when all the ports are matched to Z1, Z2 and Z3. This is also the VSWR at port 2 if VSWR2
is empty and port 3 if VSWR3 is empty. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR2, VSWR3. The optional VSWRs at port 2 and port 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the VSWR in
VSWR.

VSWR2_TDEP and VSWR3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR2 and VSWR3 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.
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• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of port 1. This is also the characteristic impedance of ports 2 and 3 if Z2 and Z3 are
empty.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Z2, Z3. The optional characteristic impedances of ports 2 and 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the impedance
in Z.

Z2_TDEP and Z3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z2 and Z3 parameters over temperature, respectively. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PORTPRI. Assigns priority values to each port. The input port with the lowest priority value is the primary input port.
For example, choosing "1, 2, 3" assigns port 1 a priority of 1, port 2 a priority of 2, and port 3 a priority of 3. If ports 2
and 3 are input ports, port 2 is the primary input port.

On the other hand, choosing "2, 3, 1" assigns a priority of 2 to port 1, a priority of 3 to port 2, and a priority of 1 to port
3. In this case if ports 2 and 3 are input ports, port 3 is the primary input port.

FCMATCH. Determines if the center frequencies at the input ports must match. Choosing Require center frequencies
match allows the center frequency from one input port to be passed back along the path leading up to the other input port
if that path does not have a center frequency explicitly set.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even
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f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:
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fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL and VSWR (and LOSS_32, LOSS_13, etc.) as desired,
with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
ISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR = 1.15

Port Details

PurposeTypePort No.
Signal AReal, Complex1
Signal BReal, Complex1
Signal CReal, Complex3

This block supports bi-directional ports. Each port may be connected as either an input port or an output port.
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Physical Spec: Grounded Shield: COAX

Symbol

Summary

COAX models a lossy RF coaxial transmission line.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
100 umLengthLengthRL

LengthL temperature dependenceR*L_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedanceR*Z
ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceR*Z_TDEP
LengthInner diameterR*DI
LengthDI temperature dependenceR*DI_TDEP
LengthOuter diameterR*DO
LengthDO temperature dependenceR*DO_TDEP

2.3ScalarDielectric constantR*K
ScalarK temperature dependenceR*K_TDEP

0.0833dBLoss in dB/meterR*A
ScalarA temperature dependenceR*A_TDEP

100 MHzFrequencyFrequency loss is specified atR*F
FrequencyF temperature dependenceR*F_TDEP

16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

L. The cable length.

L_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the L parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Z. The characteristic impedance of the cable. Leave this empty to specify inner and outer diameter. If both this and DI
and DO are left empty the default system characteristic impedance _Z0 is used.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DI. The inner diameter. To specify diameters both DI and DO should be specified and Z left empty.

DI_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DI parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DO. The inner diameter. To specify diameters both DI and DO should be specified and Z left empty.

DO_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DO parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

K. The dielectric constant.

K_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the K parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

A. The loss in dB/meter.

A_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the A parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

F. The frequency at which the attenuation A applies. Set to 0 to make the attenuation frequency independent.

F_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the F parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.
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• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
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and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.

If DI and DO are specified, the characteristic impedance Z0 is computed from:

Z0 = 138
K · log DO

DI

If F is not zero, the attenuation α is frequency-dependent and is:

α = A · L
8.686 ·

frequency
F
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RF Combiner Properties: COMBINER

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

COMBINER models a linear RF combiner supporting frequency-dependent isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR settings.
The block also supports inputs with different center frequencies.

This block replaces the obsolete Combiner (N Inputs to 1 Output) block COMB.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTES: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of isolation on any reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.
Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to the output port), a signal
at one input port does not appear at the opposite input port. For example, the signal at port 1 does not appear at port 2
modified by the crosstalk. RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations do account for reverse direction signal
flow.
If the input signals have different center frequencies, the center frequencies of the inputs are adjusted so they all match
the output center frequency. This process is similar to that performed by the Change Center Frequency block CHANGE_FC
and shares limitations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
dBLoss (leave empty to use SIGTYP)RLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

PowerN/ACombine voltage or powerESIGTYP
2ScalarNumber of input portsININ

FrequencyOptional output center frequencyRCTRFRQ
ScalarPort number of primary inputIPRIMINP

30dBIsolationRISOL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return loss (VSWR_INP must be empty)R*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return loss (VSWR_OUT must be empty)R*RLOSS_OUT

Input port mismatch temperature dependenceR*INPMM_TDEP
Output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OUTPMM_TDEP

100dBCrosstalk between output portsR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of input portsC*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of output portC*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for impedance mismatch correction

filter
I*NFREQ

ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of poles in impedance mismatch correction
filter

I*MAXNPOLE

ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. The attenuator loss. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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SIGTYP. If LOSS is empty, this determines the amount of loss to apply to the signals:

• Voltage: No loss is applied.

• Power: The loss applied is:

LOSSdB = 20·log10( N Inp
N Inp )

NInp is the number of input ports that are connected to an output port. Input ports that are not connected to an output port
are not included.

NIN. The number of input ports.

CTRFRQ. Optional center frequency for the output signal. If empty, the center frequency of the primary input signal is
used.

PRIMINP. Optional input port number of the primary input signal. The primary input signal's characteristics such as
center frequency and propagated signal power are transferred to the output signal. If left empty, the primary input signal
is chosen automatically, with priority given to modulated signals.

ISOL. The reverse isolation of the block. Reverse isolation only applies to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent
settings.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP. The VSWR and return loss at each input port. You can specify only one of VSWR_INP or
RLOSS_INP - the other parameter must be left empty. If both are empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. These
settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT. The VSWR and return loss at the output port. You can specify only one of VSWR_OUT
or RLOSS_OUT - the other parameters must be left empty. If both are empty the VSWR of the output port is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between input ports. Crosstalk only applies to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations.
See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency dependent settings.
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FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.
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NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.
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FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Frequency-dependent loss, isolation, VSWR and return loss settings are supported. To specify frequency-dependent
settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative.
Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL, RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_OUT and VSWR_OUT as desired, with the
elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
RISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR_INP = 1.15
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Input SignalReal, Complex2
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Input Port Details

The number of input ports is determined by the NIN parameter.

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, ComplexNIN+1

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Directional Coupler, 3-port Internal Termination: DCOUPLER_3

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

DCOUPLER_3 models an RF 3-port directional coupler, which has an internally terminated isolated port. It supports
frequency-dependent insertion or transmission loss, coupling, and VSWR settings. The block is implemented using the
following 3-port S-parameter matrix:

[ Γ In α j · 10−∣C∣/20

α ΓOut 10−∣D+C∣/20

j · 10−∣C∣/20 10−∣D+C∣/20 ΓCoup
]

where α is the transmission loss, C is the coupling factor in dB, and Γn is the reflection coefficient of port n.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the transmission loss is adjusted as necessary to maintain the
following:

α+10-|C|/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports for ports 1 and 2. The block may be connected in one of two configurations. In
the normal forward configuration port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port
1 is an output port while port 2 is an input port. Port 3 is always an output port.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
0dBInsertion/Transmission LossRLOSS
InsertionN/AInterpretation of LOSSELOSSTYP

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

10dBCoupling FactorRC
dBC temperature dependenceR*C_TDEP
dBDirectivityR*D
dBD temperature dependenceR*D_TDEP

1.0ScalarVoltage Standing Wave RatioRVSWR
ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at the output port (leave empty to use VSWR)R*VSWR2
ScalarVSWR2 temperature dependenceR*VSWR2_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at the coupled port (leave empty to use VSWR)R*VSWR3
ScalarVSWR3 temperature dependenceR*VSWR3_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedancePort characteristic impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ImpedanceOutput port characteristic impedance (leave empty to use Z)C*Z2
ImpedanceZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
ImpedanceCoupled port characteristic impedance (leave empty to use

Z)
C*Z3

ImpedanceZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

LOSS. The insertion or transmission loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS. The type of loss is
determined by the LOSSTYP parameter. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.
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LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSSTYP. How LOSS is interpreted:

• Insertion: LOSS is the insertion loss in dB and accounts for the power transferred to the coupled line. The overall or
main-line insertion loss is then:

α = S21 = S12 = 10(−∣LOSS∣/20) · 1 − (10−∣C∣/20)2

• Transmission: LOSS is the overall or main-line insertion loss in dB, and does not account for the power transferred
to the coupled line. The overall insertion loss is then:

α = S21 = S12 = 10(−∣LOSS∣/20)

NOTE: The insertion/transmission loss may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described in the "Summary"
section.

C. The coupling factor in dB. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

C_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the C parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

D. The directivity in dB. If left empty there will be no directivity (S13 and S31 will be 0). See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

D_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the D parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR. The VSWR at port 1 when all the ports are matched to the corresponding characteristic impedances. This is also
the VSWR at port 2 if VSWR2 is empty and port 3 if VSWR3 is empty. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR2, VSWR3. The optional VSWRs at port 2 and port 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the VSWR in
VSWR.

VSWR2_TDEP and VSWR3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR2 and VSWR3 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.
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FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of the input port. This also the characteristic impedance of the output and coupled ports
if Z2 and Z3 are empty.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Z2, Z3. The optional characteristic impedances of the output and coupled ports, respectively. Leave these empty to use
the impedance in Z.

Z2_TDEP and Z3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z2 and Z3 parameters over temperature, respectively. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.
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UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, C and VSWR as desired, with the elements of the vectors
corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Coupling Factor: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
C = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR = 1.15
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
Coupled SignalReal, Complex3

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports for ports 1 and 2. The block may be connected in one of two configurations. In
the normal forward configuration port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port
1 is an output port while port 2 is an input port. Port 3 is always an output port.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Directional Coupler, 4-port External Termination: DCOUPLER_4

Symbol

1 2

3 4

Summary

DCOUPLER_4 models an RF 4-port directional coupler, which has an externally terminated isolated port. It supports
frequency-dependent insertion or transmission loss, coupling, directivity and VSWR settings. This block is implemented
using the following 4-port S-parameter matrix:

[ Γ In α j · 10−∣C∣/20 10−∣D+C∣/20

α ΓOut 10−∣D+C∣/20 j · 10−∣C∣/20

j · 10−∣C∣/20 10−∣D+C∣/20 ΓCoup α

10−∣D+C∣/20 j · 10−∣C∣/20 α Γ Isol

]
where α is the transmission loss, C is the coupling factor in dB, D is the directivity in dB, and Γn is the reflection coefficient
of port n.

NOTE: Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software version 11.0
and earlier had S23 and S32 set to 0, this is changed to represent a reciprocal directional coupler.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the transmission loss is adjusted as necessary to maintain the
following:

α+10-|C|/10≤1

α+10-|D|/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports for ports 1 and 2. The block may be connected in one of two configurations. In
the normal forward configuration port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port
1 is an output port while port 2 is an input port. Ports 3 and 4 are always output ports.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
0dBInsertion/Transmission LossRLOSS
InsertionN/AInterpretation of LOSSELOSSTYP

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
10dBCoupling FactorRC

dBC temperature dependenceR*C_TDEP
20dBDirectivityRD

dBD temperature dependenceR*D_TDEP
1.0ScalarVoltage Standing Wave RatioRVSWR

ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at the output port (leave empty to use VSWR)R*VSWR2
ScalarVSWR2 temperature dependenceR*VSWR2_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at the coupled port (leave empty to use VSWR)R*VSWR3
ScalarVSWR3 temperature dependenceR*VSWR3_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at the isolated port (leave empty to use VSWR)R*VSWR4
ScalarVSWR4 temperature dependenceR*VSWR4_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedancePort characteristic impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ImpedanceOutput port characteristic impedance (leave empty to use Z)C*Z2
ImpedanceZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
ImpedanceCoupled port characteristic impedance (leave empty to use

Z)
C*Z3

ImpedanceZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
ImpedanceIsolated port characteristic impedance (leave empty to use

Z)
C*Z4

ImpedanceZ4 temperature dependenceC*Z4_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

LOSS. The insertion or transmission loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS. The type of loss is
determined by the LOSSTYP parameter. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSSTYP. How LOSS is to be interpreted:

• Insertion: LOSS is the insertion loss in dB and accounts for the power transferred to the coupled line. The overall or
main-line insertion loss is then:

α = S21 = S12 = 10(−∣LOSS∣/20) · 1 − (10−∣C∣/20)2

• Transmission: LOSS is the overall or main-line insertion loss in dB, and does not account for the power transferred
to the coupled line. The overall insertion loss is then:

α = S21 = S12 = 10(−∣LOSS∣/20)

NOTE: The insertion/transmission loss may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described in the "Summary"
section.

C. The coupling factor in dB. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

C_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the C parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

D. The directivity in dB. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

D_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the D parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR. The VSWR at port 1 when all the ports are matched to the corresponding characteristic impedances. This is also
the VSWR at port 2 if VSWR2 is empty, port 3 if VSWR3 is empty, and port 4 if VSWR4 is empty. See the "Parameter
Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR2, VSWR3, VSWR4. The optional VSWRs at port 2, port 3, and port 4, respectively. Leave these empty to use
the VSWR in VSWR.

VSWR2_TDEP, VSWR3_TDEP, and VSWR4_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR2, VSWR3, and
VSWR4 parameters over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.
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Z. The characteristic impedance of the input port. This also the characteristic impedance of the output, coupled and
isolated ports if Z2, Z3 and Z4 are empty.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Z2, Z3, Z4. The optional characteristic impedances of the output, coupled, and isolated ports, respectively. Leave these
empty to use the impedance in Z.

Z2_TDEP, Z3_TDEP, and Z4_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z2, Z3, and Z4 parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.
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• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Then enter vectors into LOSS, C, D and VSWR as desired, with the elements of the vectors
corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:
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• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Coupling Factor: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
C = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
Coupled SignalReal, Complex3
Isolated SignalReal, Complex4

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports for ports 1 and 2. The block may be connected in one of two configurations. In
the normal forward configuration port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port
1 is an output port while port 2 is an input port. Ports 3 and 4 are always output ports.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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180-Degree Hybrid (2-Input, 2-Output) Properties: DHYB_22

Symbol

0

0 0

180

1

2

3

4

Summary

DHYB_22 implements an ideal 2-input/2-output 180-degree coupler. It supports insertion loss and VSWR settings. When
VSWR = 1, DHYB_22 has the following S-parameter matrix:

[ 0 0 s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20

0 0 s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 −s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20

s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 0 0
s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 −s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 0 0

]
where s is the scaling factor of 0.7071068, which is approximately 1/sqrt(2).

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 and 2 are input ports while ports 3 and 4 are output ports. In the reverse configuration ports 1 and
2 are output ports while ports 3 and 4 are input ports.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
0dBInsertion LossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
1ScalarVSWRRVSWR

ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise ModelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for impedance mismatch correction

filter
I*NFREQ

ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of poles in impedance mismatch correction
filter

I*MAXNPOLE

ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. The insertion loss applied to both inputs. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR. The VSWR of each port. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.
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• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of all the ports.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even
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f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:
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In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS and/or VSWR as desired, with the elements of the vectors
corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input/Output

PurposeTypePort No.
0 deg. Input/Output SignalComplex1
0 deg. Input/Output SignalComplex2
0 deg. Output/Input SignalComplex3
180 deg. Output/Input SignalComplex4
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 and 2 are input ports while ports 3 and 4 are output ports. In the reverse configuration ports 1 and
2 are output ports while ports 3 and 4 are input ports.

PORT NUMBER 3. This is the 0-degree output signal relative to port 1.

PORT NUMBER 4. This is the 180-degree output signal relative to port 2.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

DHYB_22 is a linear RF block with a frequency-independent S-parameter matrix of the form:

S = [ Γ1 0 s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20

0 Γ2 s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 −s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20

s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 Γ3 0

s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 −s · 10−∣LOSS∣/20 0 Γ4

]
where s is the scaling factor of 0.7071068, which is approximately 1/sqrt(2), and Γ is computed from VSWR:

Γ = VSWR − 1
VSWR + 1
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Diplexer: DIPLEXER

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

DIPLEXER models an ideal RF diplexer. Ports 1 and 2 are connected to filters; the outputs of the filters are joined at
port 3. The filter specification consists of the edge frequencies of the passband, the frequency width of the transitions at
the passband edges, the loss in the passband, and the loss in the stopbands. The loss in the transition between the passband
and the stopband is linearly interpolated between the passband and stopband losses, in dB.

The following figure illustrates the various parameters for configuring the diplexer:

STOPA_1
STOPB_1

LOSS_1

FA_1 FB_1

TRB_1TRA_1

STOPA_2
STOPB_2

LOSS_2

FA_2 FB_2

TRB_2TRA_2

PORT 1

PORT 2

PORT 3

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports. Each port may be connected as either an input port or an output port. In general,
however, ports 1 and 2 should be connected so they are either both input ports or both output ports.
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NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S13 and S23 on any reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
0FrequencyPort 1 cutoff frequency ARFA_1

FrequencyFA_1 temperature dependenceR*FA_1_TDEP
10 GHzFrequencyPort 1 cutoff frequency BRFB_1

FrequencyFB_1 temperature dependenceR*FB_1_TDEP
0FrequencyPort 1 transition frequency AR*TRA_1

FrequencyTRA_1 temperature dependenceR*TRA_1_TDEP
FrequencyPort 1 transition frequency BR*TRB_1

sFrequencyTRB_1 temperature dependenceR*TRB_1_TDEP
0dBPort 1 insertion lossRLOSS_1

dBLOSS_1 temperature dependenceR*LOSS_1_TDEP
30dBPort 1 stopband attenuation AR*STOPA_1

dBSTOPA_1 temperature dependenceR*STOPA_1_TDEP
dBPort 1 stopband attenuation BR*STOPB_1
dBSTOPB_1 temperature dependenceR*STOPB_1_TDEP

0FrequencyPort 2 cutoff frequency ARFA_2
FrequencyFA_2 temperature dependenceR*FA_2_TDEP

10 GHzFrequencyPort 2 cutoff frequency BRFB_2
FrequencyFB_2 temperature dependenceR*FB_2_TDEP

0FrequencyPort 2 transition frequency AR*TRA_2
FrequencyTRA_2 temperature dependenceR*TRA_2_TDEP
FrequencyPort 2 transition frequency BR*TRB_2
FrequencyTRB_2 temperature dependenceR*TRB_2_TDEP

0dBPort 2 insertion lossRLOSS_2
dBLOSS_2 temperature dependenceR*LOSS_2_TDEP

30dBPort 2 stopband attenuation AR*STOPA_2
dBSTOPA_2 temperature dependenceR*STOPA_2_TDEP
dBPort 2 stopband attenuation BR*STOPB_2
dBSTOPB_2 temperature dependenceR*STOPB_2_TDEP

16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
Common port mismatchC*MM
MM interpretationE*MMTYP
Common port mismatch temperature dependenceC*MM_TDEP
Port 1 mismatchC*MM_1
MM_1 interpretationE*MMTYP_1
Port 1 mismatch temperature dependenceC*MM_1_TDEP
Port 2 mismatchC*MM_2
MM_2 interpretationE*MMTYP_2
Port 2 mismatch temperature dependenceC*MM_2_TDEP

_Z0ImpedanceCommon port characteristic impedanceCZ
ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP

_Z0ImpedancePort 1 characteristic impedanceC*Z_1
ImpedanceZ_1 temperature dependenceC*Z_1_TDEP

_Z0ImpedancePort 2 characteristic impedanceC*Z_2
ImpedanceZ_2 temperature dependenceC*Z_2_TDEP

Allow different
center frequencies

N/AInput port center frequenciesE*FCMATCH

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FA_1, FB_1, FA_2, F_B2.The cutoff frequencies for the passbands of ports 1 and 2. The absolute values of the frequencies
are used.

FA_1_TDEP, FB_1_TDEP, FA_2_TDEP, FB_2_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the FA_1, FB_1, FA_2, and
FB_2 parameters over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use
temperature-dependent parameters.

TRA_1, TRB_1, TRA_2, TRB_2.The widths of the transition zones between the passbands and the start of the specified
stopband losses. If TRB_1 is empty the value of TRA_1 is used for the port 1 B transition zone. If TRA_2 is empty the
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value of TRA_1 is used for the port 2 A transition zone. If TRB_2 is empty the value of TRA_2, if specified is used,
otherwise the value of TRA_1 is used for the port 2 B transition zone.

TRA_1_TDEP, TRB_1_TDEP, TRA_2_TDEP, TRB_2_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the TRA_1, TRB_1,
TRA_2, and TRB_2 parameters over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Note that if temperature dependence is desired for a particular transition zone, the corresponding TRA_1, TRB_1, TRA_2,
or TRB_2 parameter should also be specified and not left empty.

LOSS_1, LOSS_2. The insertion loss in dB for between ports 1 and 3 and between ports 2 and 3. The actual loss is the
absolute value of the value entered. If LOSS_2 is empty the value of LOSS_1 is used.

LOSS_1_TDEP, LOSS_2_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS_1 and LOSS_2 parameters over temperature.
See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Note that if LOSS_2_TDEP is used LOSS_2 should also be specified and not left empty.

NOTE: The insertion losses may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described in the "Summary" section.

STOPA_1, STOPB_1, STOPA_2, STOPB_2. The stopband attenuations in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value
of the value entered. If STOPB_1 is empty the value of STOPA_1 is used for the port 1 B stopband attenuation. If
STOPA_2 is empty the value of STOPA_1 is used for the port 2 A stopband attenuation. If STOPB_2 is empty the value
of STOPA_2 is used if it is specified, otherwise the value of STOPA_1 is used for the port 2 B stopband attenuation.

STOPA_1_TDEP, STOPB_1_TDEP, STOPA_2_TDEP, STOPB_2_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the
STOPA_1, STOPB_1, STOPA_2, STOPB_2 parameters over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Note that if temperature dependence is desired for a particular transition zone, the corresponding STOPA_1, STOPB_1,
STOPA_2, or STOPB_2 parameter should also be specified and not left empty.

MM, MM_1, MM_2. The port mismatch settings as defined by MMTYP, MMTYP_1, and MMTYP_2. MM is the
mismatch setting for the common port, port 3. Leaving this empty is equivalent to Snn = 0. If either MM_1 or MM_2 is
empty then the value for MM/MMTYP is used for that port.

MMTYP, MMTYP_1, MMTYP_2. Determines how MM, MM_1, and MM_2 are interpreted:

• S11 (complex): MM/MM_1/MM_2 is Snn, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and
polar(mag, ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex
value.

• Return Loss, dB: MM/MM_1/MM_2 is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: MM/MM_1/MM_2 is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

MM_TDEP, MM_1_TDEP, MM_2_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MM, MM_1, and MM_2 parameters
over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the VSSModeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Note that if temperature dependence is desired for a particular port, the corresponding MM, MM_1, or MM_2 parameter
should be specified and not left empty.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.
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T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z, Z_1, Z_2. The characteristic impedance of the ports. Z is the characteristic impedance of the common port, port 3. If
Z_1 is left empty the value of Z is used for port 1. If Z_2 is left empty the value of Z is used for port 2.

Z_TDEP, Z_1_TDEP, Z_2_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z, Z_1, or Z_2 parameter over temperature. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Note that if temperature dependence is desired for a particular port, the corresponding Z, Z_1, or Z_2 parameter should
be specified and not left empty.

FCMATCH. Determines if the center frequencies at the input ports must match. Choosing Require center frequencies
match allows the center frequency from one input port to be passed back along the path leading up to the other input port
if that path does not have a center frequency explicitly set.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even
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f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:
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FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Port Details

PurposeTypePort No.
Signal AReal, Complex1
Signal BReal, Complex2
Combined signalReal, Complex3

This block supports bi-directional ports. Each port may be connected as either an input port or an output port.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Digital RF Phase Shifter: DPHSHFT

Symbol

Summary

DPHSHFT models a digital phase shifter. This block utilizes a discrete number of fixed phase shifts selectable from its
CTLVAL parameter as illustrated in the topology diagram.

You can use the Variable Digital RF Phase Shifter block DPHSHFT_VAR if the phase shift is to be determined by an
input control signal rather than the CTLVAL parameter.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Topology

Bit 0 Bit ... Bit N-1

Control
Value/Signal

Input
Signal

Output
Signal

LOSS

PI PI
N

PHSOFF

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
4ScalarNumber of bitsINBITS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0ScalarControl valueICTLVAL
0AnglePhase offset (phase for control value 0)RPHSOFF

AnglePHSOFF temperature dependenceR*PHSOFF_TDEP
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port reflection coefficientC*S11
ScalarOutput port reflection coefficientC*S22
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NBITS. The number of control bits for selecting the phase shift.
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CTLVAL. The control value for selecting the phase shift.

PHSOFF. The phase shift corresponding to a control value of 0.

PHSOFF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PHSOFF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS. The insertion loss.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the input port. You can specify only
one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of
the input port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the output port. You can specify
only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the
VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.
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NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.
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• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

DPHSHFT supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings,
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next,
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, S11, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, and S22 as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.

The following examples show calculation of phase shift with different values for the NBITS and CTLVAL parameters:

Example 1
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NBITS = 2
CTLVAL = 1 (Allowed values are 0, 1, 2, 3)
N=2(NBITS) N:4
Phase_Shift = (360/N)*CTLVAL Phase_shift: 90

Example 2

NBITS = 3
CTLVAL = 2 (Allowed values are 0 - 7)
N=2(NBITS) N:8
Phase_Shift = (360/N)*CTLVAL Phase_shift: 90
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Variable Digital RF Phase Shifter: DPHSHFT_VAR

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

DPHSHFT_VAR models a variable digital phase shifter. This block implements a discrete number of fixed phase shifts
selectable from either its CTLVAL parameter or an input digital control signal.

The Digital RF Phase Shifter block DPHSHFT may be used if the phase shift is fixed for the simulation sweep.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Topology

Bit 0 Bit ... Bit N-1

Control
Value/Signal

Input
Signal

Output
Signal

LOSS

PI PI
N

PHSOFF

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

4ScalarNumber of bitsINBITS
0ScalarControl valueICTLVAL
0AnglePhase offset (phase for control value 0)RPHSOFF

AnglePHSOFF temperature dependenceR*PHSOFF_TDEP
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port reflection coefficientC*S11
ScalarOutput port reflection coefficientC*S22
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NBITS. The number of control bits for selecting the phase shift.
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CTLVAL. The control value for selecting the phase shift for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. For
Time Domain simulations, this is the control value if there is no input control signal. This is also the initial control value.

PHSOFF. The phase shift corresponding to a control value of 0.

PHSOFF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PHSOFF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS. The insertion loss.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the input port. You can specify only
one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of
the input port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the output port. You can specify
only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the
VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT are entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations"
section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.
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NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.
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• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

DPHSHFT_VAR supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings,
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, S11, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, and S22 as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalDigital3

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using linear RF blocks which are circuit filter blocks, and is subject to the same modeling
restrictions. See the AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation details and usage considerations.
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Variable Digital Step Attenuator: DSATTEN_VAR

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

DSATTEN_VAR models a variable digital step attenuator. This block supports a discrete number of fixed attenuators
selectable from either its CTLVAL parameter or an input digital control signal.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Topology

Bit 0 Bit ... Bit N-1

Control
Signal

Input
Signal

Output
SignalLOSS

LOSS
STEP

LOSS
STEP

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
4ScalarNumber of bitsINBITS
0ScalarControl valueICTLVAL
0dBInsertion loss for control value 0RLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
0.5dBLoss step (LSB attenuation)RLOSSSTEP

ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port reflection coefficientC*S11
ScalarOutput port reflection coefficientC*S22
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NBITS. The number of control bits for selecting the attenuation level.

CTLVAL. The control value for selecting the attenuation level for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations.
For Time Domain simulations, this is the control value if there is no input control signal. This is also the initial control
value.

LOSS. The attenuation level corresponding to a control value of 0.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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LOSSSTEP. The attenuation level of each control bit.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the input port. You can specify only
one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of
the input port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the output port. You can specify
only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the
VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT are entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations"
section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.
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ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.
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Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

DSATTEN_VAR supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings,
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next,
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, S11, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, and S22 as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:
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FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalDigital3

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using linear RF blocks which are circuit filter blocks, and is subject to the same modeling
restrictions. See the AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation details and usage considerations.
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Behavioral Frequency Multiplier: FMULT_B

Symbol
Fo nFo

Summary

FMULT_B implements a behavioral model of a frequency multiplier supporting up to x32 multiplication.

For up to x5 multiplication, spurs are specified through the HREJx1 through HREJx5 parameters. For x6 and greater
multiplication, the harmonic rejection or spur suppression is specified through the SPURS parameter. The SPURS
parameter may also be used for x2 through x5, as the SPURS parameter overrides the HREJx1 through HREJx5 parameters.
The rejection values are entered as an array of dBc values, with one value for each harmonic, starting with the fundamental.
For example, rejection values of 30 dB at x1, 40 dB at x2, 50 dB at x3,60 dB at x4, and 70 dB at x5 would be entered
as:

SPURS = { 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 }

Setting a value to 300 or higher indicates that spur should not be generated. If the following were entered:

SPURS = { 30, 40, 50, 300, 70 }

no spur would be generated at x4.

The block can be configured to operate as a saturated frequency multiplier or, for x2 to x5 multiplication as a polynomial
based amplifier model similar to the behavioral amplifier block AMP_B2.

The saturated mode is the recommended mode of operation, as it produces similar results between the Time Domain,
RF Budget Analysis, and RF Inspector simulations when used with a single tone input. The spurs generated are also
more predictable for a single tone input.

The saturated mode is enabled by specifying values for both the PIN and PINCLIP parameters. PIN specifies the power
level at which the gain conversion and spur values were measured. PINCLIP specifies the start of the hard clipping
relative to PIN. If PINCLIP is less than or equal to 0, the start of the hard clipping is lower than PIN, and power levels
at or above PIN + PINCLIP will be clipped to the specified spur values. If PINCLIP is greater than 0, PIN is below the
hard clipping level, and the spurs will increase with power level until PIN + PINCLIP is reached.

Note that this behavior of PIN and PINCLIP is different from VSS versions prior to version 16. The block contains a
COMPATMODE parameter which can be used to revert to the previous behavior. By default the COMPATMODE
parameter is set to "Auto", which causes it to use the FMULT_Bx COMPATMODE Auto Handling option in the RF
Options tab of the System Options dialog. The default for that option is to use the new behavior.

For the saturated mode, all multiplication levels are performed with a narrowband model. For any given harmonic this
model only generates spectral content at that harmonic, and not at lower order harmonics. For example, if N=9 with a
two-tone input signal at 1 and 1.1 GHz, the output would consist of tones at 9, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, and
9.9 GHz. There would be no direct spectral output at any other frequencies. This model utilizes spur synthesis to generate
its output, similar to the method described in the Behavioral Mixer block MIXER_B2.

If either PIN or PINCLIP is left empty, the multiplier behaves as follows:
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For x2 through x5 multiplication with spurs no higher than fifth-order, FMULT_B2 uses a polynomial amplifier model
similar to that used by the behavioral amplifier block AMP_B. It computes the coefficients for a fifth-order polynomial
that results in the desired output harmonic levels for a specific input power level.

For Time Domain simulations, x6 to x32 multiplication is supported in a narrowband model, similar to the model used
for saturated mode.

For RF Inspector simulations, x6 to x32 multiplication is supported in a 'reduced IM product' model. In this model, only
a limited set of the possible tone interactions for IM products is generated. In particular, for x6 and x7, only IM products
consisting of four or fewer tones are generated. For x8 through x15, only IM products consisting of three or fewer tones
are generated. For x16 through x32, only IM products consisting of two tones are generated.

For example, if N=8 with an input signal of 1, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 GHz, only IM products from the combinations of any
three of those tones are generated, such as 6x1, 1x1.1, 1x1.2, or 6x1.1, 1x1.2, 1x1.3 (the 6,1,1 IM product). However,
IM products from combinations of all four of those tones are not generated. 5x1, 1x1.1, 1x1.2, 1x1.3 would not be
generated (the 5,1,1,1 IM product).

Limiting the number of IM product combinations is necessary to reduce the computational load when RF Inspector tracks
the sources of each output frequency component, as the number of possible combinations increases rapidly as the order
of harmonic and the number of frequency components at the input increase. For example, for N=8, if there are two tones
at the input there are 16 possible combinations of those two tones. If there are three tones at the input, the number of
combinations increases to 129. For four tones, there are 678 possible combinations. There are even more actual IM
products generated, as each higher-order product generates components at sub-harmonics. For example, a seventh-order
product also generates fifth-, third- and first-order components.

Because the polynomial is the primary means of generating the multiplied signal, the conversion gain typically varies
with the input power level by a factor of the multiplication factor. For example, in a 4x multiplier, if the input power
decreases by 1 dB, the gain conversion decreases by 4 dB. This is unlike many frequency multiplier devices, where the
output power level may be fairly flat over a range of input power levels. (In this case the conversion gain decreases by
1 dB for each 1 dB increase in input power level).

Another change from VSS versions prior to version 16 is the set of IM products generated in RF Inspector simulations
when N is x6 or higher. When N is x6 or higher, harmonic contributions are only generated around the harmonic,
contributions to lower order harmonics are not generated. For example, in a normal polynomial odd order harmonics
contribute to all the lower order odd order harmonics, while even order harmonics contribute to all the lower even order
harmonics and DC. The 5th order term contributes to the 5th, 3rd, and 1st order harmonics. With the narrowband change
the 5th order term only contributes to the 5th order harmonic.

The result is that for a single tone input below saturation the output spurs are easily predictable. Each spur has a slope
in dB/dB Input Power that is the order of the spur. A full polynomial based model, on the other hand, would have slopes
that vary widely, particularly for the lower order spurs.

Setting COMPATMODE to 'V15' will disable this new behavior.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
2xFrequency multiplication factorEN
-10dBConversion gainRGCONV
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBmReference input power level (leave empty to use signal
power)

RPIN

dBdB above or below the input reference power level at which
to clip the input signal

R*PINCLIP

AutoCompatibility modeE*COMPATMODE
35dBHarmonic rejection for fundamental (dBc)R*HREJx1
50dB2nd harmonic rejection (dBc)R*HREJx2
50dB3rd harmonic rejection (dBc)R*HREJx3
60dB4th harmonic rejection (dBc)R*HREJx4

dB5th harmonic rejection (dBc)R*HERJx5
Relative to inputInterpretation of HARMREJE*HREJTYP

dBSpurs in dBc, overrides HREJx1, HREJx2, etc.R*SPURS
Phase noise added on top of 20*log10(N) (freq-dBc pairs or
data file)

S*PNADD

10000Phase noise filter orderI*PNNFLT
Phase noise random number generator seedsI*PNRSEED
Noise figureR*NF

AutoNoise modelingE*NOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
SNR degradation (RFB only)R*SNRDGRD

_Z0ohmInput node characteristic impedanceC*ZINP
_Z0ohmOutput node characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP

Input node VSWRR*VSWR_INP
Output node VSWRR*VSWR_OUT

dBInput node return loss (VSWR_INP and S11 must be empty)R*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput node return loss (VSWR_OUT and S22 must be

empty)
R*RLOSS_OUT

dBReverse isolation (Frequency analysis only)R*RISOL
GHzOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

LinearInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
GHzFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMP

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Input reflection coefficient (VSWR_INP and RISOL_INP
must be empty)

C*S11

Output reflection coefficient (VSWR_OUT and RISOL_INP
must be empty)

C*S22

Reverse transmittance coefficient (Frequency analysis only,
RISOL must be empty)

C*S12

AutoN/AHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
Reflect nonlinear
output

N/AHandling of S12 parametersE*S12HNDLG

NoPhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
Polynomial,
complex envelope

Implementation modelE*MODEL

as real, DC term
always
NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables in PNADD data
files (VAR)

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The multiplication factor of the multiplier. The center frequency of the output port is set to this times the center
frequency at the input port.

GCONV. The conversion gain at the selected multiplication factor if the input's power level is PIN. This overrides the
HREJx parameter corresponding to N.

PIN. The input power level at which the multiplier generates the specified conversion gain and harmonic rejection levels.
If the input power level does not match PIN, the conversion gain typically differs by N times the difference in power
levels. If this is left empty, it is set to the propagated signal power property.

PINCLIP. The amount to add to the design input power level (PIN if specified, the propagated signal power level at the
input port otherwise) to set the hard clipping point of the input signal. If negative the design input power level is effectively
reduced by this amount.

If left empty, for x2 through x5 multiplication factors with spurs less than or equal to 5 the signal is clipped using a
method similar to AMP_B, where it is smoothly saturated above the effective P1dB point. For all other cases the signal
is clipped to 3 dB above the design input power level.

COMPATMODE. The version compatibility mode to use:

• Auto: The mode is determined by the FMULT_Bx COMPATMODE Auto Handling option in the RF Options tab of
the System Options dialog

• Current: The saturation clipping mode and RF Inspector narrowband behaviors described earlier are used.

• V15: The PIN/PINCLIP and RF Inspector narrowband behaviors are similar to VSS version 15.
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HREJx1, HREJx2, HREJx3, HREJx4, HREJx5. The harmonic rejection at the corresponding harmonic. HREJTYP
determines whether the rejection is relative to the input power level or the output power level. Note that the HREJ
parameter corresponding to the multiplication factor N is ignored, as GCONV determines the power level of that harmonic.
If an HREJ parameter is left empty, no frequency content for that harmonic is generated. (Note that frequency content
from higher order harmonics may still be generated.)

NOTE: The harmonic rejection settings are ignored for N > 5. They are also ignored if SPURS is specified.

HREJTYP. Determines how the values of HREJx1, HREJx2, HREJx3, HREJx4, HREJx5, and SPURS are interpreted:

• Relative to input: The rejection level is relative to the input power level PIN.

• Relative to output: The rejection level is relative to the output power level PIN + GCONV.

SPURS. The harmonic rejection/spur suppression levels in dBc for the harmonics up to 32. HREJTYP determines whether
the values are relative to the input power level or the output power level. Enter the values as an array of suppression
values for each harmonic, with the first element representing the fundamental, the second element the 2nd harmonic,
and so forth. Entering a value of 300 or greater will result in the harmonic not being generated at the design input power
level.

If SPURS is used, the HREJx parameters are ignored.

PNADD. Optional phase noise mask for phase noise to be added on top of the 20 log10(N) phase noise. This may either
be a vector of frequency offset-dBc/Hz pairs or the name of a data file object under the Data File object of the Project
Browser. This data file should be a Text Data File that contains frequency offset-dBc/Hz data.

If a vector is specified, it must contain an even number of values, with each pair of values representing a frequency offset
from the carrier in hertz and the phase noise level in dBc/Hz. The following example represents a phase noise mask
specifying a phase noise level of -30 dBc/Hz at 1000 Hz and -75 dBc/Hz at 10000 Hz:

PNMASK = {1000, -30, 10000, -75}

If a data file is used, it should contain two columns, with the first column representing frequency offsets and the second
column representing the phase noise level in dBc/Hz:

(,Hz) (,dBc)
1000 -30
10000 -75

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290
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There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NOTE: The ability to generate time domain phase noise matching the phase noise mask is limited by the sampling
frequency and the total phase noise to be generated. As the average phase noise generated by the FIR filter bins approaches
or exceeds the inverse of the sampling frequency, the phase noise samples wrap around ±π and the phase noise samples
effectively alias. Section 3.4.2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide details the equations involved.

PNNFLT. The filter order of the FIR filter used to shape the phase noise spectrum. If an odd value is specified, one is
added to make the filter order even.

PNRSEED. Seeds for the random number generator used to generate phase noise samples. Up to four values may be
entered. If this is left empty, the seed is generated based on the block name and ID parameter.

NF. The single-sided noise figure, or the ratio of the input-signal-to-noise-ratio to the output-signal-to-noise ratio in dB.
If both NF and SNRDGRD are left blank, the block is treated as a passive device if GCONV is negative (a loss), and the
noise figure is -GCONV or 20 log10(N), whichever is greater. 20 log10(N) is the noise degradation in an ideal multiplier.

Note that time domain simulations automatically have a noise figure of at least 20 log10(N) due to the way noise samples
combine when raised to the power N. NF values greater than 20 log10(N) are supported. This only applies to time domain
simulations.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the System Simulator Options dialog box RF
Options tab.

See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the thermal noise modeling capabilities of FMULT_B.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 for more on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.
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If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

SNRDGRD. (RF Budget Analysis noise simulations only) Specifies the amount to increase the noise gain above GCONV.
This has the effect of degrading the SNR by SNRDGRD dB. NF is normally left empty when SNRDGRD is used.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output nodes. If impedance mismatch modeling has
NOT been enabled, the impedance seen by other blocks looking into the amp's nodes will be the system characteristic
impedance, _Z0.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR, return loss or S11 input reflection coefficient at the input node. Only one
of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, and S11 may be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all four are left
empty and no settings are specified in the data file, the VSWR of the input node is set to 1. These settings are only used
if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR, return loss or S22 input reflection coefficient at the output node. Only
one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, and S22 may be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all four are
left empty and no settings are specified in the data file, the VSWR of the output node is set to 1. These settings are only
used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

RISOL, S12. The reverse isolation or the S12 reverse transmittance coefficient. In order to specify reverse isolation S12
must be empty. The actual loss is the absolute value of RISOL. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch
modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S Parameters: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.

• Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated in such a way that the behavior is similar to
MWO's NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.

With this behavior, impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If GAINTYP is set to "Transducer Power Gain", the amplifier's S11 and S22 are handled the same as if "Use
MWO NL_AMP Behavior" is selected, otherwise they are handled as if "S Parameters" is selected.

S12HNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S12 is treated:

• Reflect nonlinear output: Nonlinear output from the amplifier may be reflected at the output port back through the
amplifier to the input port via S12. Other signals at the output port are also passed through the amplifier to the input
port via S12.

• Do not reflect nonlinear output (pre-V12): Nonlinear output from the amplifier at the output port is not reflected back
through the amplifier. Other signals at the output port are passed through the amplifier to the input port via S12. This
is the pre-VSS version 12 behavior.
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FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restriction and Recommendation" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES. The frequency resolution used for generating the internal filters used to implement frequency-dependent
behavior.

FLTRCMP. Determines how delay introduced by any frequency dependency filters is compensated for.

• Auto: This is currently the same as 'Compensate filter phase delay'.

• Compensate filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filters is removed from the signal when the block is not in a
feedback loop.

• Ignore filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filter is included in the signal.

FLTRIMPL. Determines the type of implementation used by the frequency dependency filters.

• Use System Options setting: The option selected in the System Simulator Options dialog box under the RF Options
tab is used. The options are the same as the ones below.

• IIR modulated with phase, FIR otherwise: If the input signal is from a modulated signal source and the frequency
dependency has non-constant phase, an IIR filter implementation will be used, otherwise an FIR filter implementation
will be used.

• FIR: An FIR filter implementation will be used.

• IIR: An IIR filter implementation will be used.

IIR filters tend to provide a frequency response closer to the desired frequency response compared to FIR filters when
portions of a signal fall between the FIR filter bin frequencies. This occurs when the signal is not a CW signal, or the
CW signal frequency does not fall on an FIR bin frequency. However, the downside of the IIR filters is that a reasonable
approximation of the desired frequency response is not always possible.

The spectrum of the signal should be observed before and after the filter if the filter has frequency dependency, and if
the output spectrum does not appear correct, try setting FLTRIMPL to FIR to force an FIR filter implementation.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

MODEL. Determines the implementation model used. The model should normally be set to "Polynomial, complex
envelope as real, DC term always", as this setting most closely reflects the behavior of a typical RF amplifier.

• Polynomial, stay in complex envelope: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the complex domain, resulting in all positive frequencies if the input signal contains only
positive frequencies. A complex output signal in general differs from the equivalent real signal passed through the
amplifier.
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• Polynomial, complex envelope as real: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the real domain. A complex output signal in general closely matches the equivalent real
signal passed through the amplifier. If the signal has a non-zero center frequency, the DC term is not generated.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always: Similar to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real" except
the DC term is always generated.

DIAGDSP. If set to "Yes", displays amplifier configuration information such as the coefficient values in the Output
Text window.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

FMULT_B supports frequency-dependent NF, RLOSS, VSWR, S11, S22, RISOL and S12 settings. To specify
frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values
must be non-negative. Next, enter vectors into NF, RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, RISOL
and S12 as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz

RISOL = {38, 40, 34}

VSWR_INP = 1.15

VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Signal to be multipliedComplex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Frequency multiplied signalComplex2

Implementation Details

Thermal Noise Modeling

NOTE: The thermal noise modeling is different from Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications
and radar systems design software version 10.0x. Support for an explicit noise figure parameter NF is added, while the
NOISEDBC parameter is removed.

The thermal noise generated by FMULT_B differs depending on whether the simulation is an RF Budget Analysis (RFB)
or a Time Domain (TD) simulation. RFB thermal noise tends to be more straightforward. TD thermal noise suffers from
an automatic gain of 20 log10(N) dB due to the noise samples being raised to the power N. There are also sampling
frequency band limitations.

Both simulations support the noise figure parameter NF. The effect of a given NF value is to reduce the signal-to-noise
ratio at the input port by NF dB at the output port. If the NF parameter is left empty and the conversion gain (GCONV)
is negative (a loss), the block is treated as a passive model, and the NF is the negative of GCONV.

For RF Budget Analysis simulations, only the thermal noise at the input frequency being raised by N to the output
frequency is considered. Noise from other frequencies at the input port that may fall on the output frequency due to the
other harmonics is ignored.

For Time Domain simulations, there are several items to be aware of, all of which are related to the fact that thermal
noise samples are added directly to the individual samples in TD simulations.

First, the minimum noise figure generated by the multiplier is 20 log10(N), even when noise generation in the amplifier
is disabled. This is due to raising the noise samples to the power N. In fact, each harmonic H contributes an additional
20 log10(H) with the appropriate harmonic rejection applied.

When specifying NF, FMULT_B adjusts the noise to add to take into account the 20 log10(N) gain from the fundamental
being raised to N. However, it does not account for the other harmonics.

A second issue arises when the sampling frequency band does not cover both the input and output frequencies. In this
case, the sampling frequency band must be upsampled internally before being passed through the polynomial nonlinearity.
When the sampling frequency band is expanded, the noise present in the original signal remains only in the original
sampling frequency band. The added frequency range is essentially noiseless, so there is effectively no linear noise
contribution at the multiplied frequency. The frequency shifted noise, which is dependent upon the input signal's power
level, is still present.

A third issue arises when the sampling frequency band crosses DC. In this case the noise that falls in the negative
frequencies is folded over into the positive frequency band. This results in areas where the noise is typically 3 dB too
high.
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Behavioral Frequency Multiplier, 2nd Generation: FMULT_B2

Symbol
Fo nFo

Summary

FMULT_B2 implements a behavioral model of a frequency multiplier supporting up to x32 multiplication.

The harmonic rejection or spur suppression is specified through the SPURS parameter. The rejection values are entered
as an array of dBc values, with one value for each harmonic, starting with the fundamental. For example, rejection values
of 30 dB at x1, 40 dB at x2, 50 dB at x3,60 dB at x4, and 70 dB at x5 would be entered as:

SPURS = { 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 }

Setting a value to 300 or higher indicates that spur should not be generated. If the following is entered:

SPURS = { 30, 40, 50, 300, 70 }

no spur is generated at x4.

The block can be configured to operate as a saturated frequency multiplier or, for x2 to x5 multiplication as a polynomial
based amplifier model similar to the behavioral amplifier block AMP_B2.

The saturated mode is the recommended mode of operation, as it produces similar results between the Time Domain,
RF Budget Analysis, and RF Inspector simulations when used with a single tone input. The spurs generated are also
more predictable for a single tone input.

The saturated mode is enabled by specifying values for both the MEASREF and PINCLIP parameters. MEASREF
specifies the power level at which the gain conversion and spur values were measured. PINCLIP specifies the start of
the hard clipping relative to MEASREF. If PINCLIP is less than or equal to 0, the start of the hard clipping is lower than
MEASREF, and power levels at or above MEASREF + PINCLIP will be clipped to the specified spur values. If PINCLIP
is greater than 0, MEASREF is below the hard clipping level, and the spurs will increase with power level until MEASREF
+ PINCLIP is reached.

Note that this behavior of MEASREF and PINCLIP is different from VSS versions prior to version 16. The block contains
a COMPATMODE parameter which can be used to revert to the previous behavior. By default the COMPATMODE
parameter is set to "Auto", which causes it to use the FMULT_Bx COMPATMODE Auto Handling option in the RF
Options tab of the System Options dialog. The default for that option is to use the new behavior.

For the saturated mode, all multiplication levels are performed with a narrowband model. For any given harmonic this
model only generates spectral content at that harmonic, and not at lower order harmonics. For example, if N=9 with a
two-tone input signal at 1 and 1.1 GHz, the output would consist of tones at 9, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, and
9.9 GHz. There would be no direct spectral output at any other frequencies. This model utilizes spur synthesis to generate
its output, similar to the method described in the Behavioral Mixer block MIXER_B2.

If either MEASREF or PINCLIP is left empty, the multiplier behaves as follows:
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For x2 through x5 multiplication with spurs no higher than fifth-order, FMULT_B2 uses a polynomial amplifier model
similar to that used by the behavioral amplifier block AMP_B. It computes the coefficients for a fifth-order polynomial
that results in the desired output harmonic levels for a specific input power level.

For Time Domain simulations, x6 to x32 multiplication is supported in a narrowband model, similar to the model used
for saturated mode.

For RF Inspector simulations, x6 to x32 multiplication is supported in a 'reduced IM product' model. In this model, only
a limited set of the possible tone interactions for IM products is generated. In particular, for x6 and x7, only IM products
consisting of four or fewer tones are generated. For x8 through x15, only IM products consisting of three or fewer tones
are generated. For x16 through x32, only IM products consisting of two tones are generated.

For example, if N=8 with an input signal of 1, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 GHz, only IM products from the combinations of any
three of those tones are generated, such as 6x1, 1x1.1, 1x1.2, or 6x1.1, 1x1.2, 1x1.3 (the 6,1,1 IM product). However,
IM products from combinations of all four of those tones are not generated. 5x1, 1x1.1, 1x1.2, 1x1.3 would not be
generated (the 5,1,1,1 IM product).

Limiting the number of IM product combinations is necessary to reduce the computational load when RF Inspector tracks
the sources of each output frequency component, as the number of possible combinations increases rapidly as the order
of harmonic and the number of frequency components at the input increase. For example, for N=8, if there are two tones
at the input there are 16 possible combinations of those two tones. If there are three tones at the input, the number of
combinations increases to 129. For four tones, there are 678 possible combinations. There are even more actual IM
products generated, as each higher-order product generates components at sub-harmonics. For example, a seventh-order
product also generates fifth-, third- and first-order components.

Because the polynomial is the primary means of generating the multiplied signal, the conversion gain typically varies
with the input power level by a factor of the multiplication factor. For example, in a 4x multiplier, if the input power
decreases by 1 dB, the gain conversion decreases by 4 dB. This is unlike many frequency multiplier devices, where the
output power level may be fairly flat over a range of input power levels. (In this case the conversion gain decreases by
1 dB for each 1 dB increase in input power level).

Another change from VSS versions prior to version 16 is the set of IM products generated in RF Inspector simulations
when N is x6 or higher. When N is x6 or higher, harmonic contributions are only generated around the harmonic,
contributions to lower order harmonics are not generated. For example, in a normal polynomial odd order harmonics
contribute to all the lower order odd order harmonics, while even order harmonics contribute to all the lower even order
harmonics and DC. The 5th order term contributes to the 5th, 3rd, and 1st order harmonics. With the narrowband change
the 5th order term only contributes to the 5th order harmonic.

The result is that for a single tone input below saturation the output spurs are easily predictable. Each spur has a slope
in dB/dB Input Power that is the order of the spur. A full polynomial based model, on the other hand, would have slopes
that vary widely, particularly for the lower order spurs.

Setting COMPATMODE to 'V15' will disable this new behavior.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
x2Frequency multiplication factorEN
-10dBConversion gainRGCONV
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBGCONV temperature dependenceC*GCONV_TDEP
Reference power levelR*MEASREF

Input Fundamental,
dBm

MEASREF interpretationE*MEASREFTYP

dBMEASREF temperature dependenceR*MEASREF_TDEP
dBdB above or below the input reference power level at which

to clip the input signal
R*PINCLIP

dBPINCLIP temperature dependenceR*PINCLIP_TDEP
AutoCompatibility modeE*COMPATMODE

dBSpurs in dBcR*SPURS
dBSPURS temperature dependenceR*SPURS_TDEP

Relative to inputInterpretation of HARMREJE*HREJTYP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

Phase noise added on top of 20*log10(N) (freq-dBc pairs or
data file)

S*PNADD

10000Phase noise filter orderI*PNNFLT
Phase noise random number generator seedsI*PNRSEED

dBNoise figureRNF
dBNoise level temperature dependenceRNF_TDEP

AutoNoise modeling (Passive or noiseless)E*NOISE
AutoPort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
SNR degradation (RFB only)R*SNRDGRD
SNRDGRD temperature dependenceR*SNRDGRD_TDEP

_Z0ohmInput port characteristic impedanceC*ZINP
ZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP

_Z0ohmOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP
ZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Input port mismatchC*INPMM

S11 (complex)ScalarINPMM interpretationE*INPMMTYP
ScalarINPMM temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP

Output port mismatchC*OUTPMM
S22 (complex)OUTPMM interpretationE*OUTPMMTYP

ScalarOUTPMM temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
Reverse characteristics (RFI/RFB only)C*REV

S12 (complex)REV interpretationE*REVTYP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

REV temperature dependenceC*REV_TDEP
GHzOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

LinearInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
GHzFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMPL

FrequencyRFI output frequency range (two value vector is absolute
range, single value is bandwidth around output center freq.)

RRFIFRQ

dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP
dBDCSUPP temperature dependenceR*DCSUPP_TDEP

AutoHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
Reflect nonlinear
output

N/AHandling of S12 parametersE*S12HNDLG

NoPhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
Polynomial,
complex envelope

Implementation modelE*MODEL

as real, DC term
always
NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables in PNADD data
files (VAR)

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The multiplication factor of the multiplier. The center frequency of the output port is set to this multiplied by the
center frequency at the input port.

GCONV. The conversion gain at the selected multiplication factor if the input's power level is MEASREF. This overrides
the HREJx parameter corresponding to N.

GCONV_TDEP. The rate of change of the GCONV parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

MEASREF.The optional power level at which the multiplier's settings apply. Its interpretation is determined by the
MEASREFTYP parameter. If specified, MEASREF relative to the input port is the design power level. If left empty, the
propagated signal power at the input port is used as the design power level.

MEASREFTYP. Determines how MEASREF is interpreted:

• Input Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal.
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MEASREF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MEASREF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PINCLIP. The amount to add to the design input power level (MEASREF if specified, the propagated signal power
level at the input port otherwise) to set the hard clipping point of the input signal. If negative, the design input power
level is effectively reduced by this amount.

If left empty, for x2 through x5 multiplication factors with spurs less than or equal to 5 the signal is clipped using a
method similar to AMP_B, where it is smoothly saturated above the effective P1dB point. For all other cases the signal
is clipped to 3 dB above the design input power level.

PINCLIP_TDEP. The rate of change of the PINCLIP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

COMPATMODE. The version compatibility mode to use:

• Auto: The mode is determined by the FMULT_Bx COMPATMODE Auto Handling option in the RF Options tab of
the System Options dialog

• Current: The saturation clipping mode and RF Inspector narrowband behaviors described earlier are used.

• V15: The PIN/PINCLIP and RF Inspector narrowband behaviors are similar to VSS version 15.

SPURS. The harmonic rejection/spur suppression levels in dBc for the harmonics up to 32. HREJTYP determines whether
the values are relative to the input power level or the output power level. Enter the values as an array of suppression
values for each harmonic, with the first element representing the fundamental, the second element the 2nd harmonic,
and so forth. Entering a value of 300 or greater results in the harmonic not being generated at the design input power
level. The SPURS parameter does NOT support the specification of frequency-dependent levels.

SPURS_TDEP Specifies the rate of change of the SPURS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

HREJTYP. Determines how the values of SPURS are interpreted:

• Relative to input: The rejection level is relative to the input power level MEASREF.

• Relative to output: The rejection level is relative to the output power level MEASREF + GCONV.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the antenna, used to compute noise due to resistive losses.

PNADD. Optional phase noise mask for phase noise to be added on top of the 20 log10(N) phase noise. This may either
be a vector of frequency offset-dBc/Hz pairs or the name of a data file object under the Data File object of the Project
Browser. This data file should be a Text Data File that contains frequency offset-dBc/Hz data.

If a vector is specified, it must contain an even number of values, with each pair of values representing a frequency offset
from the carrier in hertz and the phase noise level in dBc/Hz. The following example represents a phase noise mask
specifying a phase noise level of -30 dBc/Hz at 1000 Hz and -75 dBc/Hz at 10000 Hz:

PNMASK = {1000, -30, 10000, -75}

If a data file is used, it should contain two columns, with the first column representing frequency offsets and the second
column representing the phase noise level in dBc/Hz:
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(,Hz) (,dBc)
1000 -30
10000 -75

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NOTE: The ability to generate time domain phase noise matching the phase noise mask is limited by the sampling
frequency and the total phase noise to be generated. As the average phase noise generated by the FIR filter bins approaches
or exceeds the inverse of the sampling frequency, the phase noise samples wrap around ±π and the phase noise samples
effectively alias. Section 3.4.2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide details the equations involved.

PNNFLT. The filter order of the FIR filter used to shape the phase noise spectrum. If an odd value is specified, one is
added to make the filter order even.

PNRSEED. Seeds for the random number generator used to generate phase noise samples. Up to four values may be
entered. If this is left empty, the seed is generated based on the block name and ID parameter.

NF. The single-sided noise figure, or the ratio of the input-signal-to-noise-ratio to the output-signal-to-noise ratio in dB.
If left blank, the block is treated as a passive device if GCONV is negative (a loss), and the noise figure is -GCONV.

Note that time domain simulations automatically have a noise figure of at least 20 log10(N) due to the way noise samples
combine when raised to the power N. NF values greater than 20 log10(N) are supported. This only applies to time domain
simulations.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

NF_TDEP. The rate of change of the NF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide
for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled:
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• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined on the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab by the RF Noise Modeling
setting.

See the "Implementation Details" section for details on the thermal noise modeling capabilities of FMULT_B.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 for more on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). Generally this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it at each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

SNRDGRD. (RF Budget Analysis noise simulations only) Specifies the amount to increase the noise gain above GCONV.
This has the effect of degrading the SNR by SNRDGRD dB. NF is normally left empty when SNRDGRD is used.

SNRDGRD_TDEP. The rate of change of the SNRDGRD parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output nodes. If impedance mismatch modeling has
NOT been enabled, the impedance seen by other blocks looking into the amp's nodes is the system characteristic impedance,
_Z0.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

INPMM. Input port mismatch. INPMMTYP determines how it is interpreted. If left empty, a VSWR of 1 is used.
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INPMMTYP. Determines how the input port mismatch parameter INPMM is interpreted:

• S11 (Complex): INPMM is a complex value representing the S11 of the port.

• Return Loss, dB: INPMM is the return loss of the port, specified in dB.

• VSWR: INPMM is the VSWR of the port.

INPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OUTPMM. Output port mismatch. OUTMMTYP determines how it is interpreted. If left empty, a VSWR of 1 is used.

OUTPMMTYP. Determines how the output port mismatch parameter OUTPMM is interpreted:

• S22 (Complex): OUTPMM is a complex value representing the S22 of the port.

• Return Loss, dB: OUTPMM is the return loss of the port, specified in dB.

• VSWR: OUTPMM is the VSWR of the port.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the OUTPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

REV. The reverse flow characteristic such as S12 or Reverse Isolation. REVTYP determines how it is interpreted. If
left empty, an S12 of 0 is used.

NOTE: S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances
at the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

REVTYP. Determines how the reverse flow characteristic parameter REV is interpreted:

• S12 (Complex): REV is a complex value representing the S12 of the block.

• Reverse Isolation, dB: REV is the reverse isolation of the block, specified in dB.

REV_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the REV parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings have been entered. See
the "Parameter Restriction and Recommendation" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES. The frequency resolution used for generating the internal filters used to implement frequency-dependent
behavior.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
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generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S Parameters: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.

• Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior: The amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated in such a way that the behavior is similar to
MWO's NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.

With this behavior, impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If GAINTYP is set to "Transducer Power Gain", the amplifier's S11 and S22 are handled the same as if "Use
MWO NL_AMP Behavior" is selected, otherwise they are handled as if "S Parameters" is selected.

S12HNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S12 is treated:

• Reflect nonlinear output: Nonlinear output from the amplifier may be reflected at the output port back through the
amplifier to the input port via S12. Other signals at the output port are also passed through the amplifier to the input
port via S12.

• Do not reflect nonlinear output (pre-V12): Nonlinear output from the amplifier at the output port is not reflected back
through the amplifier. Other signals at the output port are passed through the amplifier to the input port via S12. This
is the pre-VSS version 12 behavior.

OUT180. If set to "Yes", the phase of the output signal is rotated 180-degrees.

MODEL. Determines the implementation model used. The model should normally be set to "Polynomial, complex
envelope as real, DC term always", as this setting most closely reflects the behavior of a typical RF amplifier.

• Polynomial, stay in complex envelope: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the complex domain, resulting in all positive frequencies if the input signal contains only
positive frequencies. A complex output signal in general differs from the equivalent real signal passed through the
amplifier.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the real domain. A complex output signal in general closely matches the equivalent real
signal passed through the amplifier. If the signal has a non-zero center frequency, the DC term is not generated.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always: Similar to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real" except
the DC term is always generated.

DIAGDSP. If set to "Yes", displays amplifier configuration information such as the coefficient values in the Output
Text window.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

FMULT_B2 supports frequency-dependent INPMM, OUTPMM, REV, ZINP, and ZOUTP settings.
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To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into desired parameters, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
REV = {38, 40, 34}
REVTYP = Reverse Isolation, dB
INPMM = 1.15
INPMMTYP = VSWR
OUTPMM = 1.15
OUTPMMTYP = VSWR

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Amplified SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

Thermal Noise Modeling

The thermal noise generated by FMULT_B2 differs depending on whether the simulation is an RF Budget Analysis
(RFB) or a Time Domain (TD) simulation. RFB thermal noise tends to be more straightforward. TD thermal noise suffers
from an automatic gain of 20 log10(N) dB due to the noise samples being raised to the power N. There are also sampling
frequency band limitations.

Both simulations support the noise figure parameter NF. The effect of a given NF value is to reduce the signal-to-noise
ratio at the input port by NF dB at the output port. If the NF parameter is left empty and the conversion gain (GCONV)
is negative (a loss), the block is treated as a passive model, and the NF is the negative of GCONV.

For RF Budget Analysis simulations, only the thermal noise at the input frequency being raised by N to the output
frequency is considered. Noise from other frequencies at the input port that may fall on the output frequency due to the
other harmonics is ignored.
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For Time Domain simulations, there are several items to be aware of, all of which are related to the fact that thermal
noise samples are added directly to the individual samples in TD simulations.

First, the minimum noise figure generated by the multiplier is 20 log10(N), even when noise generation in the amplifier
is disabled. This is due to raising the noise samples to the power N. In fact, each harmonic H contributes an additional
20 log10(H) with the appropriate harmonic rejection applied.

When specifying NF, FMULT_B2 adjusts the noise to add, to take into account the 20 log10(N) gain from the fundamental
being raised to N. However, it does not account for the other harmonics.

A second issue arises when the sampling frequency band does not cover both the input and output frequencies. In this
case, the sampling frequency band must be upsampled internally before being passed through the polynomial nonlinearity.
When the sampling frequency band is expanded, the noise present in the original signal remains only in the original
sampling frequency band. The added frequency range is essentially noiseless, so there is effectively no linear noise
contribution at the multiplied frequency. The frequency shifted noise, which is dependent upon the input signal's power
level, is still present.

A third issue arises when the sampling frequency band crosses DC. In this case the noise that falls in the negative
frequencies is folded over into the positive frequency band. This results in areas where the noise is typically 3 dB too
high.
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IQ Imbalance: IMBAL_IQ

Symbol

1 2

Summary

IMBAL_IQ models the effects of the amplitude and phase imbalance of a Local Oscillator (LO), as well as the DC offset,
on the RF or IF signal at the output of a mixer. The values of these impairments are defined via parameters.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
0ScalarDC OffsetCDCOFFSET
0dBAmplitude ImbalanceRAMPIMBAL
0AnglePhase ImbalanceRPHIMBAL

Parameter Details

DCOFFSET. The amount of DC offset in Volts in the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of the input. The DC
offset in the I and Q components is defined by the real and imaginary parts of this variable, respectively. For example,
the default value of 20e-3 is 20 mVolts of input DC offset on the I component and no DC offset on the Q component. A
value of complex(10e3,-10e3) results in a DC offset of 10 mVolts on the I component and -10 mVolts on the Q component
of the input. Propagated signal power at the input node and DC offset will be used to calculate the propagated signal
power at the output of IMBAL_IQ.

AMPIMBAL. The amount of amplitude imbalance of the LO in dB.

PHIMBAL. The amount of phase imbalance of the LO.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalComplex1
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Implementation Details

IMBAL_IQ models the effects of the phase and amplitude imbalance of an LO on the RF or IF signal. In addition, it
models the DC offset that may be present at the mixer output.

The I and Q components of an ideal LO can be modeled as two sinusoidal waveforms at a perfect 90° offset, or:

(81)
LOI(t) = A · cos(ωt)
LOQ(t) = A · sin(ωt)

In real devices the two LO phases may not have the perfect 90° separation, and its leakage may cause a DC offset in the
signal at the output of the mixer. Therefore, in-phase and quadrature LO signals are:

(82)
LOI(t) = A · IAI · cos(ωt +

φ
2 )

LOQ(t) = A · IAQ · sin(ωt −
φ
2 )

where coefficients IAI and IAQ are used to apply the amplitude imbalance and φ is the phase imbalance between the two
quadrature LO phases.

When modeling the effects of mixing an arbitrary complex baseband input signal that has DC offset with such an
imbalanced LO, according to the following quadrature up-conversion mixing structure:

xI(t)

xQ(t) -

LOI(t) LOQ(t)

y(t)

If the LO is balanced, then its quadrature components are given by (1), and the output signal is simply:

y(t) = A · {xI(t) · cos(ωt) − xQ(t) · sin(ωt)}

However, when the LO is imbalanced and its quadrature components are given by (2), then the output signal becomes:

y(t) = A · {xI(t) · IAI · cos(ωt +
φ
2 ) − xQ(t) · IAQ · sin(ωt −

φ
2 )}

It is easy to show that this is equal to:

y(t) = A · { cos (ωt) · [xI(t) · IAI · cos (φ2 ) + xQ(t) · IAQ · sin (φ2 )]
− sin (ωt) · [xI(t) · IAI · sin (φ2 ) + xQ(t) · IAQ · cos (φ2 )]}

In the previous expression you can see that the effect of LO amplitude and phase imbalance may be replicated by distorting
the modulating signal while keeping the LO signal ideal. The pre-distorted input (modulating) signal is denoted by
x'(t)=x'1(t)+j·x'Q(t), and its in-phase (real) and quadrature (imaginary) components are given by:
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x′I(t) = xI(t) · IAI · cos(φ2 ) + xQ(t) · IAQ · sin(φ2 )
x′Q(t) = xI(t) · IAI · sin(φ2 ) − xQ(t) · IAQ · cos(φ2 )

The IMBAL_IQ block performs this operation. The amplitude scaling coefficients are calculated from the amplitude
distortion level, IA, which is defined in dB, and is related to the in-phase and quadrature scaling factors as follows:

IA = IAQ IAI

The scaling coefficients are also calculated so that constant signal power is maintained, that is, the following condition
should be satisfied:

[xI(t) · IAI]2 + [xQ(t) · IAQ]2 = xI
2(t) + xQ

2 (t)

Using the last two equations, you can verify that the scaling coefficients are:

IAI = 2
1 + IA

2 , IAQ = 2
1 + IA

-2

After the amplitude and phase imbalance are applied to the input signal, the DC offset is added.

Recommendations for Use

The IMBAL_IQ block is designed to be used either for modeling the effects of an RF downcoversion/upconversion link,
or with a clean LO (without any imbalance).
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Isolator: ISOLATOR

Symbol

Summary

ISOLATOR models an RF isolator, supporting frequency-dependent isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR or return loss
settings. This block is implemented using the following 2-port S-parameter matrix:

[ ΓIn 10−|ISOL|/20

10−|LOSS|/20 ΓOut
]

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S12 on the reflection of the output
signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolationRISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return loss (VSWR_INP must be empty)R*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return loss (VSWR_OUT must be empty)R*RLOSS_OUT
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceR*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedanceInput port characteristic impedanceCZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ImpedanceOutput port characteristic impedanceCZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

LOSS. The insertion loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of ISOL. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP. The VSWR or the return loss at the input port. In order to specify return loss VSWR_INP
must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT.The VSWR or the return loss at the output port. In order to specify return loss VSWR_OUT
must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the output port is set to 1. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT is specified, and is per degK.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.
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Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and
RLOSS_OUT as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You would enter the following parameter values:
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FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
ISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR_INP = 1.15
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Linear Amplifier: LINAMP

Symbol

Summary

LINAMP models a linear RF amplifier, supporting frequency-dependent and temperature-dependent gain, insertion loss,
and VSWR or return loss settings. It computes a 2-port S-parameter matrix from the GAIN, INPMM, OUTPMM, and
REV parameters.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP and INPMM always apply
to port 1, while ZOUTP and OUTPMM always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S12 on the reflection of the output
signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
0GainCGAIN
Transducer Power
Gain

GAIN InterpretationE*GAINTYP

GAIN temperature dependenceC*GAIN_TDEP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
3dBNoise levelRNF
Noise figuredBNF interpretationR*NFTYP

dBNF temperature dependenceR*NF_TDEP
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP
ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP

_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP
ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarInput port mismatchC*INPMM

S11 (complex)ScalarINPMM interpretationE*INPMMTYP
ScalarINPMM temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatchC*OUTPMM

S22 (complex)ScalarOUTPMM interpretationE*OUTPMMTYP
ScalarOUTPMM temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
ScalarReverse characteristics (RFI/RFB only)C*REV

S11 (complex)ScalarREV interpretationE*REVTYP
ScalarREV temperature dependenceC*REV_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. The linear gain. Its interpretation is determined by GAINTYP.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

GAINTYP. Determines how GAIN is interpreted:

• Transducer Power Gain: GAIN is the transducer power gain in dB if the input and output ports are reflectionless. The
ratio of the reflected voltage at the output, VOut

-, to the incident voltage at the input, VInp
+, is computed as:
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VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 ·

ZOUTPDeliv
ZINPDeliv

· ZINP*
Real(ZINP)

where ZOUTPDeliv and ZINPDeliv represent the impedance seen by the power delivered to ZOUTP and ZINP, or:

ZDeliv = | Z |
cos( arg (Z))

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

• Unloaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the unloaded voltage gain in dB if the input port is reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 0.5· 10GAIN/20

• Loaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the loaded voltage gain in dB if the input and output are reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 10GAIN/20

• S21 Gain: GAIN is the S21 parameter for the amplifier. VOut
-/VInp

+ is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 · ZOUTP

ZINP

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

GAIN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the GAIN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device, used to evaluate the temperature-dependent settings.

NF. The noise level as defined by the NFTYP parameter. The NOISE parameter determines in which simulations noise
is modeled.

NFTYP. Determines how NF is interpreted:

• Noise Figure: NF is the noise figure, which is the ratio of the SNR at the input to the SNR at the output, expressed in
dB.

• Noise Factor: NF is the noise factor, which is the ratio of the SNR at the input to the SNR at the output.

• Input ref. noise voltage, nV/sqrt(Hz): NF is the rms voltage spectral density of an input referred series noise voltage
source.

• Input ref. noise current, pA/sqrt(Hz): NF is the rms current spectral density of an input referred parallel noise current
source.

NF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the NF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NOISE. Determines when thermal noise is to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.
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• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined by the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). Generally, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

INPMM. The input port mismatch setting as defined by INPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S11 = 0.

INPMMTYP. Determines how INPMM is interpreted:

• S11 (complex): INPMM is S11, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: INPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: INPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

INPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OUTPMM. The output port mismatch setting as defined by OUTPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S22 =
0.

OUTPMMTYP. Determines how OUTPMM is interpreted:

• S22 (complex): OUTPMM is S22, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: OUTPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: OUTPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the OUTPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details
on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

REV. The reverse flow characteristics as determined by REVTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S12 = 0.

REVTYP. Determines how REV is interpreted:
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• S12 (complex): REV is S12, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Reverse Isolation, dB: The absolute value of REV is the reverse isolation in dB.

NOTE: S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances
at the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

REV_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the REV parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for GAIN, NF, INPMM,
OUTPMM, REV, ZINP, and ZOUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section
for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
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FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.
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• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

LINAMP supports frequency-dependent GAIN, NF, INPMM, OUTPMM, REV, ZINP, and ZOUTP settings.

To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into desired parameters, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
REV = {38, 40, 34}
REVTYP = Reverse Isolation, dB
INPMM = 1.15
INPMMTYP = VSWR
OUTPMM = 1.15
OUTPMMTYP = VSWR

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Amplified SignalUnset2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP and INPMM always apply
to port 1, while ZOUTP and OUTPMM always apply to port 2.
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Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Linear Behavioral Model (File-Based): LIN_F

Symbol

Summary

LIN_F models a linear 2-port circuit using frequency-dependent S-parameter characteristics in a data file. It supports
impedance mismatch modeling and noise generation. LIN_F implements the circuit using either IIR, FIR or a combination
of both filters.

LIN_F reads text data files. If you want to use Touchstone data files, use the Linear Behavioral Model block LIN_S

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration, port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. This block may also be connected in the
reverse configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
TextFile name that represents S21 dataSDATA

S ParametersN/AData file formatEFORMAT
NoN/AFrequencies relative to center frequencyEFREL
AutoN/AInterpolation typeE*INTRP
Pin magnitude onlyN/APin beyond frequency rangeE*PIN
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceRZINP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceRZOUTP

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
4ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DATA. This is the name of a data file object under the Data File object of the Project Browser. This data file should be
a Text Data File that contains the frequency response to be approximated. The format is determined by the FORMAT
parameter, and can be S, Y or Z parameters.

The response can be either only the 21 parameters or all four parameters. The first column contains the frequency values.
The remaining columns contain the individual S/Y/Z parameter values. Each value is complex and uses one or two
columns per value, depending on the column heading. The following examples illustrate the format:

Freq(,GHz) Gain(Mag,dB) Phase(Phs,deg)
0 0 0
1 -2 20
3 -10 30

In the above example the first column's values are in GHz, and the second and third columns represent the S21 response.

(,GHz) S11(Re) S11(Im) S21(Re) S21(Im) S12(Re) S12(Im) S22(Re) S22(Im)
0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 0.3 0.1 0.9 -0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.4 0.1
3 -0.1 0.1 0.5 0.6 -0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1

In the above example the first column's values are in GHz. All four S-parameters are specified. If more than one
S-parameter is specified, they are processed in the order S11, S21, S12, S22. If only one S-parameter is specified then
it is always treated as S21. Note that in the above, the column labels such as S11 in "S11(Re)" are ignored when the
columns are processed.

In the above example, the S-parameters are 1 GHz are then:

S11 = 0.3 + 0.1*j
S21 = 0.9 - 0.1*j
S12 = 0.1
S22 = -0.4 + 0.1*j

Refer to “Text Data File Format ” for more information on the column heading options.
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Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

FORMAT. Determines the format of the data file.

FREL. Determines whether the frequencies in the data file are relative to the center frequency or whether they are
absolute frequencies.

INTRP. Determines how the frequency response is interpolated for frequencies between the frequencies in the data file.
The following types are available:

• Auto

• Linear dB Mag-Phs

• Linear Mag-Phs

• Linear Re-Im

• Cubic Spline dB Mag-Phs

• Cubic Spline Mag-Phs

• Cubic Spline Re-Im

If "Auto" is selected, "Linear dB Mag-Phs" is used if the first S-parameter column is in dB Mag, Phase format. Otherwise,
"Linear Re-Im" is used.

The "Linear dB Mag-Phs" and "Cubic Spline dB Mag-Phs" options interpolate the magnitude and phase separately, with
magnitude interpolation performed in dB.

The "Linear Mag-Phs" and "Cubic Spline Mag-Phs" options interpolate the magnitude and phase separately, while the
"Linear Re-Im" and "Cubic Spline Re-Im" interpolate the real and imaginary components separately.
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For the phase interpolation options, if an S-parameter does not include a phase column, and INTRP is not set to "Auto",
a linear phase is used. If INTRP is set to "Auto" the phase is set to 0 for all the specified frequencies.

PIN. Determines how frequencies beyond the frequencies in the data are handled.

• Not pinned: The frequency response is extrapolated.

• Pin magnitude only: The magnitude of the frequency response is pinned; the phase is extrapolated. This only applies
to the magnitude-phase based interpolation types. For the real-imaginary based interpolation types the frequency
response is extrapolated.

• Pin all: The frequency response is pinned to the response at the frequency limit.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd
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IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5
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In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration, port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port.

Implementation Details

LIN_F approximates the frequency response of the data file using either an IIR filter with upsampling, a frequency-sampled
FIR filter, a windowed FIR filter, or a combination windowed FIR filter and allpass IIR filter. The AWR VSS Modeling
Guide Chapter 2 contains detailed information on the filter implementations.
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Linear Behavioral Model, 2nd Generation (File-Based): LIN_F2

Symbol

Summary

LIN_F2 models an n-port linear circuit using characteristics from a Text Data file. LIN_F2 supersedes the Linear
Behavioral Model block LIN_F. The primary differences are that LIN_F2 supports n-port circuits while LIN_F only
supports 2-port circuits, and that LIN_F2 supports many column formats while LIN_F is limited to S-, Y-, and
Z-parameters. LIN_F2 also behaves more closely to the standard RF linear circuit blocks such as the RF Attenuator block
RFATTN or the Linear Amplifier block LINAMP.

LIN_F2 supports independent variables in the data file, including interpolation between numeric independent variables.
The interpolation is similar to that used by the Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based) block AMP_F.
See the Independent Variables section of AMP_F for details.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration, the 'inputs' identified by the INPORT parameter are connected as input ports, while the 'outputs' identified
by the OUTPORT parameter are connected as output ports. The 'inputs' are the first N ports, where N is the number of
PORT ids in INPORT, while the 'outputs' are the remaining ports.

In the reverse configuration the 'inputs' are connected as output ports, while the 'outputs' are connected as input ports.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

The use of independent variables (via the VAR statement in data files or swept variables in co-simulations) allows the
specification of different data sets. When independent variables are specified, additional parameters corresponding to
the independent variables are added to the block's parameter list. For independent variables with numeric values, the
IVARTYP parameter controls how the values entered for the parameters are interpreted. The default setting is to choose
the data set whose corresponding independent variable is closed to the entered value. IVARTYP may also be set so the
parameter presents a drop-down list of allowed values, or it may be set to interpolate.

When set for interpolation, the IVARINTRP parameter determines the interpolation method used, while the IVAREXTRP
parameter determines how values beyond the available independent variables are handled.

NOTE: When interpolation is used, all the data sets must have similar formats. For example, they should all be either
frequency- or power-based, or they should all be either behavioral based (Gain, IP3, P1dB, etc.) or harmonic/IM product
based. The actual interpolation of the values in the data sets are performed in the 'space' of the format of the data given.
For example, if gains are specified, then gains are interpolated; if harmonics are specified, then harmonics are interpolated.

Where there is more than one independent variable, the independent variables are prioritized in the order in which they
are first encountered (the order in which the parameters representing the independent variable values are listed).
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The interpolation of the data set is best described via an example.

Suppose there are two independent variables, A and B, with A being listed first in the parameter list. Suppose there are
data sets for:

• A=-10, B=100; A=-10, B=200; A=-10,B=300;

• A=0, B=100; A=0, B=200; A=0, B=300;

• A=10, B=200; A=10, B=300; A=10, B=400;

Note that there is no A=10, B=100; and no A=-10, B=400; nor A=0, B=400.

Now suppose A=-5, B=250 are entered for the values of the independent variables. The determination of the actual data
set used would proceed as follows (presuming linear interpolation is used):

• For A=-5, data sets for A=-10 and A=0 are needed.

• For A=-10, a data set for A=-10, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=-10, B=200 and A=-10, B=300.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=0, B=200 and A=0, B=300.

• Finally, the data set for A=-5, B=250 is interpolated from the interpolated data sets A=-10, B=250 and A=0, B=250.

To illustrate extrapolation, suppose IVAREXTRP is set to "Pin", and A=5, B=350 are entered for the values of the
independent variables. The determination of the actual data set used would then proceed as follows:

• For A=5, data sets for A=0 and A=10 are needed.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=350 is needed. As B=350 is beyond the maximum B value for A=0 (which is B=300),
the data set for A=0, B=350 is set to the data set for A=0, B=300.

• For A=10, a data set for A=10, B=350 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=10, B=300 and A=10, B=400.

• Finally, the data set for A=5, B=350 is interpolated from the data sets that were obtained for A=0, B=350 and A=10,
B=350.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may occasionally yield surprising results, particularly when there are two or more
independent variables or when there are large variations between the values defining the interpolation.

Extrapolating values may also yield unexpected results. You should perform a sweep on intermediate values for the
independent variables to verify that the interpolation is generating reasonable values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
TextName of the Text Data FileSDATA

1ScalarId of the input PORT model in the Cadence® Microwave
Office® software circuit

I*INPORT

2ScalarId of the output PORT model in the Microwave Office circuitI*OUTPORT
ScalarPort number of primary inputI*PRIMINP

AutoN/AInterpolation typeE*INTRP
Pin magnitude onlyN/APin beyond frequency rangeE*PIN
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
4ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

LinearInterpolation type for independent variables*IVARINTRP
PinExtrapolation behavior for independent variables*IVAREXTRP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DATA. The name of a data file object under the Project Browser Data Files node. This should be a Text Data file that
contains the behavioral parameters such as gain or VSWR at each frequency point.

The data file must contain at least two columns, one for the frequencies, and another for the gain. You can also enter
additional columns for other settings. The interpretation of each column is determined by the column header line, where
each column has a header of the form:

Tag(,units)

where '(,units)' may be optional. For example, noise figure, which is in dB, would have a column header:

NF(,dB)

whereas noise factor, which is scalar, would have a column header:

NF

The following table lists the supported column headers:

DescriptionUnitsTags
Frequency for the row.-, frequency unitsFRQ, FREQ, FREQS,

FRQS, F
Loaded voltage gain, scalar or dB (complex value).-, dBVG, GN, GAIN
Transducer power gain in dB (complex value).dBG, GN, GAIN
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DescriptionUnitsTags
Transducer power gain, scalar or dB (complex value).-, dBGP, GT, PGAIN, PGN
Loaded voltage gain, scalar or dB (complex value).-, dB, dBVGV, VG, VGN,

VGAIN, AVL
Unloaded voltage gain, scalar or dB (complex value).-, dB, dBVGVU, UVG, UVGN,

UVGAIN, AVU
Loss from an input port to an output port, in dB. The absolute value is
used to represent the loss in dB.

dBLOSS*

Isolation between an output port and an input port (complex value).-, dBISOL
Voltage standing wave ratio of a port.-VSWR
Return loss of a port, in dB. The absolute value is used to represent the
loss in dB.

dBRLOSS*

Cross talk between two input ports or two output ports.-, dBXTALK
S-parameter value, where m and n are port numbers (complex value).
If S-parameters are specified, any S-parameters that are not specified
are treated as 0.

-Smn, S_mn, S_m_n

Y-parameter value, where m and n are port numbers (complex value).
If any Y-parameters are specified, the Y-parameters must be specified
for all the port combinations.

-Ymn, Y_mn, Y_m_n

Z-parameter value, where m and n are port numbers (complex value).
If Z-parameters are specified, the Z-parameters must be specified for
all the port combinations.

-Zmn, Z_mn, Z_m_n

Noise factor (no units) or noise figure (dB units)-, dBNF
Input referred noise voltage in V/sqrt(Hz). If nV/sqrt(Hz) is desired the
units should be specified as nV.

-, nVVn

Input referred noise current in A/sqrt(Hz). If pA/sqrt(Hz) is desired the
units should be specified as pA.

-, pAIn

Minimum noise figure (dB units) or minimum noise factor (no units).
If NFMin is specified, both Rn/Rnn and GOpt must also be specified.

-, dBNFMin

Absolute noise resistance. If Rn is specified, both NFMin and GOpt
must also be specified.

-Rn

Normalized noise resistance. The noise resistance is normalized against
the port's characteristic impedance. If Rnn is specified, both NFMin and
GOpt must also be specified.

-Rnn

Source gamma to achieve NFMin (complex value). If GOpt is specified,
both NFMin and Rn/Rnn must also be specified.

-GOpt

* The values of these columns are always dB regardless of whether or not dB units is specified in the column heading.

For columns that pertain to a single port, such as VSWR or RLOSS, a port number may be added to the column name
to indicate the column is to be applied only to that port. If the column name does not appear with a port number, that
column serves as a default column, and is used for all ports that do not have explicitly assigned values. For example, in
the following:
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FRQ(,GHz) VSWR VSWR1 VSWR_2
1 1.1 1.2 1.3

the VSWR value 1.2 is used for port 1, the VSWR value 1.3 is used for port 2 (note the port number may be separated
from the original column name with an underscore), and the VSWR value 1.1 is used for any other ports.

For columns that pertain to two ports, such as GAIN or XTALK, two port numbers may be added to the column name,
where the first port number represents the output port and the second port number represents the input port. Note that
input and output ports in this sense refer to how the column is interpreted and not necessarily whether the port is used
as an actual input or output port. If there are more than nine ports, the port numbers should be separated by an underscore
to avoid any ambiguity.

As with the columns that pertain to a single port, column names that do not appear with port numbers serve as default
columns.

NOTES: If noise generation is enabled and no noise columns are entered, noise is generated if the configuration is
determined to represent a passive lossy circuit. If the configuration is not considered a passive lossy circuit then no noise
is generated.

The noise parameters are only applied for output ports. If a noise column is specified for a port (by appending the port
number to the column name) that is being used as an input port, that noise column has no effect. For Vn and In, a port
specified with the column name indicates the output port, while the values refer to the input referred noise voltage or
current.

The standard parameters such as GAIN, LOSS, RLOSS, and VSWR are treated as different means of specifying
S-parameters. As such, these parameters cannot be used with Y- or Z-parameters.

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

The following table lists other settings you can specify before the header row of each data set:
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DescriptionTag
The default port characteristic impedance, used if no other characteristic impedance is
specified for a port.

Z0

The default characteristic impedance for the ports specified in INPORT.ZINP
The default characteristic impedance for the ports specified in OUTPORT.ZOUTP
The characteristic impedance for port 'm'.Zm, Z_m

INPORT, OUTPORT. The port indices of the port data in the data file to be used for the inputs and the outputs,
respectively. To configure the block to be an n-port block, specify the port indices in array form. For example, if data
file represents a hybrid coupler with port numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 corresponding to IN1, OUT1, IN2, and OUT2, respectively
then the LIN_F2 block should be set with

INPORT={1,3}

OUTPORT={2,4}

The LIN_F2 block then changes to have 4 ports; ports 1, 2, 3, and 4 now correspond to IN1, IN2, OUT1, and OUT2,
respectively.

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

INTRP. Determines how the frequency response is interpolated for frequencies between the frequencies in the data file.
The following types are available:

• Auto

• Linear dB Mag-Phs

• Linear Mag-Phs

• Linear Re-Im

• Cubic Spline dB Mag-Phs

• Cubic Spline Mag-Phs

• Cubic Spline Re-Im

If "Auto" is selected, "Linear dB Mag-Phs" is used if any of the port parameter columns is specified as dB magnitude
and phase, otherwise "Linear Mag-Phs" is used if any of the port parameter columns is specified as magnitude and phase,
otherwise "Linear Re-Im" is used.

The "Linear dB Mag-Phs" and "Cubic Spline dB Mag-Phs" options interpolate the magnitude and phase separately, with
magnitude interpolation performed in dB.

The "Linear Mag-Phs" and "Cubic Spline Mag-Phs" options interpolate the magnitude and phase separately, while the
"Linear Re-Im" and "Cubic Spline Re-Im" interpolate the real and imaginary components separately.

PIN. Determines how frequencies beyond the frequencies in the data are handled.

• Not pinned: The frequency response is extrapolated.
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• Pin magnitude only: The magnitude of the frequency response is pinned; the phase is extrapolated. This only applies
to the magnitude-phase based interpolation types. For the real-imaginary based interpolation types the frequency
response is extrapolated.

• Pin all: The frequency response is pinned to the response at the frequency limit.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
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(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.
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• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

• Allow any value for numeric, interpolate: The parameters allow any numeric value, the data set used is interpolated.

IVARINTRP. Determines the interpolation method used when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP
is set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Linear: Linear interpolation is used.

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation is used.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may produce unexpected results, particularly when there are large variations in the
data between closely spaced points.

IVAREXTRP. Determines the extrapolation behavior when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP is
set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Pin: Values beyond the independent variable value range are pinned to the limits.

• Extrapolate: Values beyond the independent variable value range are extrapolated beyond the limits.

NOTE:Extrapolation should be used with care, particularly when IVARINTRP is set to "Cubic Spline", as the extrapolated
values may not be intuitive.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Filtered WaveformReal, Complex2

Node Details

The number of input ports and output ports are determined by the number of elements in the INPORT and OUTPORT
parameters, respectively.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration, the 'inputs' identified by the INPORT parameter are connected as input ports, while the 'outputs' identified
by the OUTPORT parameter are connected as output ports. The 'inputs' are the first N ports, where N is the number of
PORT ids in INPORT, while the 'outputs' are the remaining ports.

In the reverse configuration the 'inputs' are connected as output ports, while the 'outputs' are connected as input ports.
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Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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MDIF File Based Linear Behavioral Model: LIN_MDIF

Symbol

Summary

LIN_MDIF models 2-port RF linear systems using small signal linear characterization data from an MDIF disk-based
file. It is designed primarily to work with P2D files, although it should be capable of reading most MDIF files that contain
ACDATA blocks. Only ACDATA blocks are utilized; other blocks such as IMTDATA blocks are ignored.

Multi-dimensional P2D files containing VAR statements are supported. The variables from the data file appear dynamically
as parameters at the end of the block's parameter list.

This block supports bi-directional ports. In the normal forward configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts
as an output port. This block may also be connected in the reverse configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and
port 2 acting as an input port.

The Linear Behavioral Model (Simulation-Based) block (LIN_S) and the Linear Behavioral Model (File-Based) block
(LIN_F) are similar to LIN_MDIF except they obtain their nonlinear characterization data directly from a Cadence®
Microwave Office® software nonlinear circuit (LIN_S) and a Text Data file (LIN_F).

The use of independent variables (via the VAR statement in data files or swept variables in co-simulations) allows the
specification of different data sets. When independent variables are specified, additional parameters corresponding to
the independent variables are added to the block's parameter list. For independent variables with numeric values, the
IVARTYP parameter controls how the values entered for the parameters are interpreted. The default setting is to choose
the data set whose corresponding independent variable is closed to the entered value. IVARTYP may also be set so the
parameter presents a drop-down list of allowed values, or it may be set to interpolate.

When set for interpolation, the IVARINTRP parameter determines the interpolation method used, while the IVAREXTRP
parameter determines how values beyond the available independent variables are handled.

NOTE: When interpolation is used, all the data sets must have similar formats. For example, they should all be either
frequency- or power-based, or they should all be either behavioral based (Gain, IP3, P1dB, etc.) or harmonic/IM product
based. The actual interpolation of the values in the data sets are performed in the 'space' of the format of the data given.
For example, if gains are specified, then gains are interpolated; if harmonics are specified, then harmonics are interpolated.

Where there is more than one independent variable, the independent variables are prioritized in the order in which they
are first encountered (the order in which the parameters representing the independent variable values are listed).

The interpolation of the data set is best described via an example.

Suppose there are two independent variables, A and B, with A being listed first in the parameter list. Suppose there are
data sets for:

• A=-10, B=100; A=-10, B=200; A=-10,B=300;

• A=0, B=100; A=0, B=200; A=0, B=300;
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• A=10, B=200; A=10, B=300; A=10, B=400;

Note that there is no A=10, B=100; and no A=-10, B=400; nor A=0, B=400.

Now suppose A=-5, B=250 are entered for the values of the independent variables. The determination of the actual data
set used would proceed as follows (presuming linear interpolation is used):

• For A=-5, data sets for A=-10 and A=0 are needed.

• For A=-10, a data set for A=-10, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=-10, B=200 and A=-10, B=300.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=0, B=200 and A=0, B=300.

• Finally, the data set for A=-5, B=250 is interpolated from the interpolated data sets A=-10, B=250 and A=0, B=250.

To illustrate extrapolation, suppose IVAREXTRP is set to "Pin", and A=5, B=350 are entered for the values of the
independent variables. The determination of the actual data set used would then proceed as follows:

• For A=5, data sets for A=0 and A=10 are needed.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=350 is needed. As B=350 is beyond the maximum B value for A=0 (which is B=300),
the data set for A=0, B=350 is set to the data set for A=0, B=300.

• For A=10, a data set for A=10, B=350 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=10, B=300 and A=10, B=400.

• Finally, the data set for A=5, B=350 is interpolated from the data sets that were obtained for A=0, B=350 and A=10,
B=350.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may occasionally yield surprising results, particularly when there are two or more
independent variables or when there are large variations between the values defining the interpolation.

Extrapolating values may also yield unexpected results. You should perform a sweep on intermediate values for the
independent variables to verify that the interpolation is generating reasonable values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
TextMDIF filenameSFILEN

AutoVector
Text
(pull-down)

Data file formatE*DFTYP

ReportHandling of file parsing warningsE*FWARN
AutoN/AInterpolation typeE*INTRP
Pin magnitude onlyN/APin beyond frequency rangeE*PIN
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random generator seedI*TNRSEED
ScalarNumber of frequencies for approximation (and # taps when

IMPL=FIR)
I*NFREQ

ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of poles in approximation (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

4ScalarUpsample rate for bi-linear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

LinearInterpolation type for independent variables*IVARINTRP
PinExtrapolation behavior for independent variables*IVAREXTRP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILEN. The file name of the MDIF file. If a path is not specified the file should be placed in the same folder as the
project file.

DFTYP. Determines the format of the MDIF file. This option should normally be set to "Auto".

FWARN. Determines whether or not warnings from parsing the MDIF file are displayed.

INTRP. Determines how the frequency response is interpolated for frequencies between the frequencies in the data file.
The following types are available:

• Auto

• Linear dB Mag-Phs

• Linear Mag-Phs

• Linear Re-Im

• Cubic Spline dB Mag-Phs

• Cubic Spline Mag-Phs

• Cubic Spline Re-Im

If "Auto" is selected, one of the linear interpolations is chosen based upon the ACDATA format. If the format is DB
then "Linear dB Mag-Phs" is used, if the format is MA then "Linear Mag-Phs" is used, otherwise "Linear Re-Im" is used.

The "Linear dB Mag-Phs" and "Cubic Spline dB Mag-Phs" options interpolate the magnitude and phase separately, with
magnitude interpolation performed in dB.

The "Linear Mag-Phs" and "Cubic Spline Mag-Phs" options interpolate the magnitude and phase separately, while the
"Linear Re-Im" and "Cubic Spline Re-Im" interpolate the real and imaginary components separately.

For the phase interpolation options, if an S-parameter does not include a phase column a linear phase is used.

PIN. Determines how frequencies beyond the frequencies in the data are handled.
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• Not pinned: The frequency response is extrapolated.

• Pin magnitude only: The magnitude of the frequency response is pinned; the phase is extrapolated. This only applies
to the magnitude-phase based interpolation types. For the real-imaginary based interpolation types the frequency
response is extrapolated.

• Pin all: The frequency response is pinned to the response at the frequency limit.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. The MDIF file must contain an NDATA section in order for noise to be
modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the System Simulator Options dialog box RF
Optionstab.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details. If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name
and the ID parameter (if the block is within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general
results in different instances of the block generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed. If this is set to -1,
the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that generated from the
block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed sequence is deterministic
between simulation runs.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.
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• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.
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IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

• Allow any value for numeric, interpolate: The parameters allow any numeric value, the data set used is interpolated.

IVARINTRP. Determines the interpolation method used when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP
is set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Linear: Linear interpolation is used.

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation is used.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may produce unexpected results, particularly when there are large variations in the
data between closely spaced points.

IVAREXTRP. Determines the extrapolation behavior when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP is
set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Pin: Values beyond the independent variable value range are pinned to the limits.

• Extrapolate: Values beyond the independent variable value range are extrapolated beyond the limits.

NOTE:Extrapolation should be used with care, particularly when IVARINTRP is set to "Cubic Spline", as the extrapolated
values may not be intuitive.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports. In the normal forward configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts
as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and
port 2 acting as an input port.

Implementation Details

LIN_MDIF approximates the frequency response of the data file using either an IIR filter with upsampling, a
frequency-sampled FIR filter, a windowed FIR filter, or a combination windowed FIR filter and allpass IIR filter. See
Chapter 2 in the VSS Modeling Guide for more information.
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Linear Behavioral Model, Variable Port Count (Simulation-Based): LIN_S

Symbol

Summary

LIN_S imports linear characteristics of an n-port Cadence® Microwave Office® software circuit into the Visual System
Simulator™ (VSS) program. The Microwave Office circuit can be either a circuit schematic or an S-parameter data file
such as a Touchstone file or a linear MDIF file. LIN_S supports impedance mismatch modeling.

This block supports parameterized Microwave Office subcircuits and swept variables in the Microwave Office circuit.
See Section 1.7 of the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information.

NOTE: While swept variables are supported in the schematics, VSS simulations normally run faster if the schematic is
not swept. Instead of swept variables, use external parameters in the schematic (each time VSS needs simulation results
from the schematic, the schematic must simulate over each sweep). This tends to affect Time Domain simulations more
than RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis simulations, as Time Domain simulations require simulation results at many
frequencies over the sampling frequency band.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration, the 'inputs' identified by the INPORT parameter are connected as input ports, while the 'outputs' identified
by the OUTPORT parameter are connected as output ports. The 'inputs' are the first N ports, where N is the number of
PORT ids in INPORT, while the 'outputs' are the remaining ports.

In the reverse configuration the 'inputs' are connected as output ports, while the 'outputs' are connected as input ports.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

LIN_S currently utilizes either an IIR filter with upsampling, an FIR filter, or a combination windowed FIR filter and
an allpass IIR filter to approximate the Microwave Office circuit. The IIR filter with upsampling design relies on a
pole-residue approximation of the Microwave Office circuit's frequency response. The FIR filter design utilizes a frequency
sampling design based on the Microwave Office circuit's frequency response. The combination FIR and IIR filter
approximates the magnitude response with the FIR filter and the group delay response with the allpass IIR filter. All
three types have significant limitations, though in many cases the IIR filter design provides the best approximation. By
default the block will select the implementation that provides the smallest frequency response error.

Ensure that the filter designs provide an adequate approximation of the Microwave Office circuit's frequency response.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
N/AMicrowave Office subcircuit nameSNET

1ScalarId of the input PORT model in the Microwave Office program
circuit

I*INPORT

2ScalarId of the output PORT model in the Microwave Office
program circuit

I*OUTPORT

NormalN/ASpecial operating modeE*SPCLMODE
ScalarPort number of primary inputI*PRIMINP

_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/AHandling of frequencies outside circuit simulation project

frequencies
E*FRQLIMITS

FrequencyMinimum co-simulation frequency, use to avoid DCR*MINCOSIMFRQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
4ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of parameters for schematic swept variables*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NET. The name of the Microwave Office circuit. The name is normally enclosed in quotation marks. This may also be
the name of a Touchstone data file or linear MDIF data file under Data Files in the Project Browser.

INPORT, OUTPORT. The port indices (the value of the P parameter of the PORT block, indices start from 1) of the
PORT models in the Microwave Office circuit to be used for the inputs and the outputs, respectively. To configure the
block to be an n-port block, specify the port indices in array form. For example, if you design a hybrid coupler in the
Microwave Office program with port numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 corresponding to IN1, OUT1, IN2, and OUT2, respectively
then the LIN_S block should be set with

INPORT={1,3}

OUTPORT={2,4}
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Then the LIN_S block will change to have 4 ports; ports 1, 2, 3, and 4 now correspond to IN1, IN2, OUT1, and OUT2,
respectively.

SPCLMODE. Selects a special operating mode. Under most circumstances the Normal mode should be selected.

• Normal: The normal operating mode. In this mode all input ports must have compatible center frequencies, and the
output ports propagate the properties from the primary input port.

• Coupling (Input-Output Pairs): In this mode each inport port is paired with a single output port for purposes of
center frequency assignment and property propagation. It requires the same number of input and output ports be
specifed in INPORT and OUTPORT. In this mode the ports are not bi-directional.

This mode is useful when modeling coupling between interconnects. Each input-output port pair in the schematic
would represent a separate interconnect carrying its own signal.

PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

FRQLIMITS. Determines whether or not to use extrapolation when a frequency is beyond the project frequency range
of the Microwave Office circuit. Typically, if a frequency in the Cadence Visual System Simulator™ (VSS)
communications and radar systems design software program falls outside the project frequency range of the Microwave
Office circuit, the Y and Ci matrices are extrapolated by the Microwave Office circuit simulator. Extrapolation, however,
may result in unrealistic matrix values, which may ultimately lead to floating point overflow errors. Use FRQLIMITS
to disable extrapolation.

• Auto: The setting is determined by the Extrapolate Cosim Freqs setting on the System Simulator Options dialog box
RF Options tab.
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• Extrapolate: Extrapolation is performed if a frequency is outside the circuit's project frequency range. The extrapolation
is determined by the Microwave Office circuit simulator.

• Use data at min/max frequencies: If a frequency is outside the circuit's project frequency range the Y and Ci matrices
are set to the matrices at the closet project frequency.

MINCOSIMFRQ. The minimum frequency to pass to the co-simulation, any frequencies whose absolute value is less
than this value will be treated as this value. This can be used to avoid co-simulating at DC, as simulating at DC may be
an issue with some schematics.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the swept variables of the Microwave
Office schematic.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set with the swept
variable closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the swept variables.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalComplex, Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalComplex, Real2
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Node Details

The number of input ports and output ports are determined by the number of elements in the INPORT and OUTPORT
parameters, respectively.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration, the 'inputs' identified by the INPORT parameter are connected as input ports, while the 'outputs' identified
by the OUTPORT parameter are connected as output ports. The 'inputs' are the first N ports, where N is the number of
PORT ids in INPORT, while the 'outputs' are the remaining ports.

In the reverse configuration the 'inputs' are connected as output ports, while the 'outputs' are connected as input ports.

Implementation Details

LIN_S approximates the frequency response of an Microwave Office linear circuit using either an IIR filter with
upsampling, an frequency sampled FIR filter, a windowed FIR filter, or a combination windowed FIR filter and allpass
IIR filter. Chapter 2 of the VSS Modeling Guide contains detailed information on the filter implementations.

n-port Circuits

If LIN_S is configured for multiple input or output ports, it utilizes a separate filter for each path from each input to each
output. The following illustrates the configuration for a two input, three output block with noise:

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 4

Node 5

F 1,3

F 1,4

F 1,5

F 2,3

F 2,4

F 2,5

TN 1,3

TN 1,4

TN 1,5

Note that the added noise TN is computed relative to port 1 for each output.

The frequency response of each filter is then determined by reducing the n x n Y matrix into a 2 x 2 S matrix and setting
the response to the S21 term. If impedance mismatch modeling is enabled, this response is corrected to reflect the
impedance mismatch on the inputs and outputs.

To obtain the S21 term, each Y(m,m) corresponding to the ports not under consideration is stamped with the admittance
seen looking out port m. If impedance mismatch modeling is not enabled this admittance is the inverse of the system
characteristic impedance _Z0.

The stamped Y matrix is then inverted to obtain a Z matrix. The terms Z(in,in), Z(in,out), Z(out,in), Z(out,out) are then
formed into a 2 x 2 Z matrix, which is then converted into the desired 2 x 2 S matrix.
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Grounded Resistor: LOAD

Symbol

Summary

LOAD blocks are used to define the termination impedance of an RF circuit when the output of the final RF block is not
connected to another block. When an RF block's output is connected to a non-RF block, the impedance seen by the RF
block is the characteristic impedance defined in the System Simulator Options dialog box.

NOTE: In Time Domain and RF Budget Analysis simulations, the LOAD block only affects the simulation when
impedance mismatch effects have been enabled in the System Simulator Options dialog box.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
_Z0ohmLoad impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Z. The complex impedance seen looking into the input node of the block. Complex values are typically specified in
real/imaginary form such as "50+j*75".

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent impedances have been entered.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent impedances, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All
frequency values must be non-negative. Then enter a vector for Z, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the
frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in Z than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in Z is repeated.

The frequency-dependent impedances are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in
FREQS. For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For
frequencies greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

As an example, to configure the following frequency-dependent impedances:

10 ohms @ 1 GHz, 12+j*5 ohms @ 2 GHz, 14-j*7 Ohms $@ 3 GHz

You would enter the following parameter values:

Z = {10, 12+j*5, 14-j*7} ohms
FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
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Logarithmic Amplifier: LOGAMP

Symbol

Summary

LOGAMP generates an output voltage based on the following equation:

VOut = n1 + (n2 · log10( | V In
n3 | )) | V In

n3 | ≥ 10−307

Vout = n1 + (n2 · − 307) | V In
n3 | < 10−307

The term 10-307 is based on the smallest floating point value representable on an Intel® Pentium® 4 processor, which is
approximately 2.225e-308.

LOGAMP does not directly support impedance mismatch modeling. The block's nodes appear as terminations with the
system characteristic impedance (_Z0). If an impedance mismatch is detected on the output node, a warning message
will appear. To properly model the mismatch, an RF_START or RF_START_NS block must be inserted immediately
following the block in order to convert the output voltage from reflected voltage to total voltage.

NOTES: LOGAMP does not support RF Inspector simulations.
Intel® and Pentium ® are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
1ScalarCoefficient n1RN1
1ScalarCoefficient n2RN2
1ScalarCoefficient n3RN3

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformReal2
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Lossless Tuner: LTUNER

Symbol

Summary

LTUNER models a lossless tuner that lets you modify the impedance loading of a block. LTUNER lets you specify either
gamma or VSWR looking into its port 1. Port 2 of LTUNER should be connected to a block whose load matches the Z0
parameter of the LTUNER block.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. Therefore in the reverse configuration the loading will still be
on port 1.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S12 on the reflection of the output
signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
0.5ScalarMagnitude, interpretation depends on MAGTYPRMAG
GammaN/AInterpretation of MAGEMAGTYP

ScalarMAG temperature dependenceR*MAG_TDEP
0AngleAngle of gamma looking into port 1RANG

AngleANG temperature dependenceR*ANG_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
_Z0ResistancePort characteristic impedanceRZ0

ResistanceZ0 temperature dependenceR*Z0_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

MAG. The magnitude of the mismatch. Its interpretation depends upon MAGTYP. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

MAGTYP. Interpretation of MAG:

• Gamma: MAG is the reflection coefficient looking into port 1.

• VSWR: MAG is the voltage standing wave ratio looking into port 1. VSWR values are automatically converted to
the Gamma equivalent.

MAG_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MAG parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ANG. The angle of the reflection coefficient. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details
on entering frequency-dependent settings.

ANG_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ANG parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

Z0. The characteristic impedance of the input and output ports.

Z0_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z0 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.
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UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into MAG and ANG as desired, with the elements of the vectors
corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Implementation Details

When the impedance seen looking out of the block's port 2 matches Z0, the impedance seen looking into port 1 will be:

ZIn,1 = Z0 ·
1 + polar(MAGGamma, ANG)
1 − polar(MAGGamma, Ang)

where MAGGamma is the value of the MAG parameter when MAGTYP is Gamma.
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Linear Variable Gain Amplifier: LVGA

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

LVGA models a linear variable gain RF amplifier, supporting frequency-dependent and temperature-dependent gain,
insertion loss, and VSWR or return loss settings.

This block first computes a 2-port S-parameter matrix from the GAIN, INPMM, OUTPMM, and REV parameters. Then
as the simulation is run, it obtains control values either from the control input port or the CTLVAL/RFACTL parameters
and uses the control values to interpolate gain adjustments from VCVALS/GAINVALS. These gain adjustments are
effectively applied directly to the output value from the S-parameter matrix.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP and INPMM always apply
to port 1, while ZOUTP and OUTPMM always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S12 on the reflection of the output
signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
{0,15}VoltageControl voltage range (vector of 2 or more elements)RVCVALS
0dBGain values corresponding to VCVALSRGAINVALS
dBInterpretation of GAINVALS valuesE*GAINVALSTYP
Linear - AutoInterpolation type for controlled lossE*GAININTRP
0VoltageDefault control valueR*CTLVAL
Control signalControl for RF Budget Analysis and RF InspectorE*RFACTL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0dBBase amplifier gainR*GAIN
dBGAIN temperature dependenceR*GAIN_TDEP

16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
3Noise levelRNF
Noise figureNF interpretationE*NFTYP

NF temperature dependenceR*NF_TDEP
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceC*ZINP

ZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP

ZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Input port mismatchC*INPMM

S11 (complex)ScalarINPMM interpretationE*INPMMTYP
ScalarINPMM temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatchC*OUTPMM

S22 (complex)ScalarOUTPMM interpretationE*OUTPMMTYP
ScalarOUTPMM temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
ScalarReverse characteristics (RFI/RFB only)C*REV

S12 (complex)ScalarREV interpretationE*REVTYP
ScalarREV temperature dependenceC*REV_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for the impedance mismatch

correction filter
I*NFREQ

ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoImplementation type for the impedance mismatch correction

filter
E*IMPL

AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of poles in the impedance mismatch

correction filter
I*MAXNPOLE

ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VCVALS. The vector of voltage values for the gain adjustment profile. The voltages should be sorted either in increasing
or decreasing values. If the control voltage exceeds either the minimum or maximum value in VCVALS, the control
voltage is pinned to the corresponding limit.

GAINVALS. The gain adjustment values associated with each element in the VCVALS vector. If there are fewer elements
in GAINVALS than in VCVALS, the last value is repeated. Gain adjustments are computed by interpolating the gain
adjustment value from VCVALS/GAINVALS and are then applied to the base gain GAIN.

GAINVALSTYP. Determines how the GAINVALS values are interpreted.

• dB: GAINVALS values are interpreted as dB scale.

• Scalar Voltage Gain: GAINVALS values are interpreted as scalar voltage gain. Thus, dB gain equivalent is
20*log10(GAINVALS). Crossing plus/minus or zero values are not supported.

• Scalar Power Gain: GAINVALS values are interpreted as scalar power gain. Thus, dB gain equivalent is
10*log10(GAINVALS). Crossing plus/minus or zero values are not supported.

GAININTRP. Determines the type of interpolation used when computing the gain adjustment:

• Linear: Linear interpolation is performed.

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation is performed.

CTLVAL. The control value for selecting the gain adjustment for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations.
For Time Domain simulations, this is the control value if there is no control signal input. This is also the initial control
value. See RFACTL as follows.

RFACTL. Determines what sets the control level for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations:

• Control Signal: If the control signal is a real signal, it is used to determine the switch state, otherwise the CTLVAL
parameter is used.

• CTLVAL Parameter: The CTLVAL parameter determines the active state.

GAIN. The base amplifier gain. Its interpretation is determined by GAINTYP. Gain adjustment values interpolated from
the control value and VCVALS/GAINVALS are added to this in dB.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

GAINTYP. Determines how GAIN is interpreted:

• Transducer Power Gain: GAIN is the transducer power gain in dB if the input and output ports are reflectionless. The
ratio of the reflected voltage at the output, VOut

-, to the incident voltage at the input, VInp
+, is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 ·

ZOUTPDeliv
ZINPDeliv

· ZINP*
Real(ZINP)

where ZOUTPDeliv and ZINPDeliv represent the impedance seen by the power delivered to ZOUTP and ZINP, or:
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ZDeliv = | Z |
cos( arg (Z))

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

• Unloaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the unloaded voltage gain in dB if the input port is reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 0.5· 10GAIN/20

• Loaded Voltage Gain: GAIN is the loaded voltage gain in dB if the input and output are reflectionless. VOut
-/VInp

+ is
computed as:

VOut
-/VInp

+ = 10GAIN/20

• S21 Gain: GAIN is the S21 parameter for the amplifier. VOut
-/VInp

+ is computed as:

VOut
−

V Inp
+ = 10G/20 · ZOUTP

ZINP

Note that if both ZINP and ZOUTP are real S21 and Transducer Power Gain are the same.

GAIN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the GAIN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device, used to evaluate the temperature-dependent settings.

NF. The noise level as defined by the NFTYP parameter. The NOISE parameter determines in which simulations noise
is modeled.

NFTYP. Determines how NF is interpreted:

• Noise Figure: NF is the noise figure, which is the ratio of the SNR at the input to the SNR at the output, expressed in
dB.

• Noise Factor: NF is the noise factor, which is the ratio of the SNR at the input to the SNR at the output.

• Input ref. noise voltage, nV/sqrt(Hz): NF is the rms voltage spectral density of an input referred series noise voltage
source.

• Input ref. noise current, pA/sqrt(Hz): NF is the rms current spectral density of an input referred parallel noise current
source.

NF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the NF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NOISE. Determines when thermal noise is to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined by the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). Generally, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

INPMM. The input port mismatch setting as defined by INPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S11 = 0.

INPMMTYP. Determines how INPMM is interpreted:

• S11 (complex): INPMM is S11, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: INPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: INPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

INPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OUTPMM. The output port mismatch setting as defined by OUTPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S22 =
0.

OUTPMMTYP. Determines how OUTPMM is interpreted:

• S22 (complex): OUTPMM is S22, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: OUTPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: OUTPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the OUTPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details
on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

REV. The reverse flow characteristics as determined by REVTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S12 = 0.

REVTYP. Determines how REV is interpreted:

• S12 (complex): REV is S12, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Reverse Isolation, dB: The absolute value of REV is the reverse isolation in dB.
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NOTE: S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances
at the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

REV_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the REV parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for GAIN, IP2, IP3,
P1DB, RLOSS, VSWR, S11, S22, RISOL and S12 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.
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• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

LVGA supports frequency-dependent GAIN, NF, INPMM, OUTPMM, REV, ZINP, and ZOUTP settings.

To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into desired parameters, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
REV = {38, 40, 34}
REVTYP = Reverse Isolation, dB
INPMM = 1.15
INPMMTYP = VSWR
OUTPMM = 1.15
OUTPMMTYP = VSWR

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalUnset1
Control SignalReal3

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalUnset2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP and INPMM always apply
to port 1, while ZOUTP and OUTPMM always apply to port 2.
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Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Behavioral Mixer: MIXER_B

Symbol
IN OUT

LO

Summary

MIXER_B implements a behavioral model of a nonlinear double-balanced mixer. The intermodulation suppressions are
automatically calculated using the equations found in [1]. The harmonic suppressions are specified explicitly.

NOTE:According to [1] the suppressions most closely match hardware measurements when the maximum LO harmonic
(n) is less than 8 and the maximum input harmonic (m) is less than 4.

NOTE: When direct upconverting from baseband (the input signal is a modulated complex signal with center frequency
of 0) the interpretation of the conversion gain parameter GCONV depends upon the DUPGCONVTYP parameter, which
by default is set to use the Direct Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box. These settings let you control whether GCONV specifies the conversion gain of the individual physical
mixers or the overall gain of the combined mixers. The difference is that the overall gain of the combined mixers is 6
dB higher than the conversion gain of the individual physical mixers.

The implementation is similar to the File-based Behavioral Mixer block MIXER_F, except that the spur suppressions
are automatically generated.

NOTE: For performance reasons the maximum LO and input harmonics are restricted to (LOHMAX+1)*(INHMAX+1)
≤ 121. RF Inspector simulations also ignore LO and input harmonics larger than the 11th order, with a further restriction
that for orders larger than the 5th order, IM products are only generated between pairs of input tones. For example, if
there are three tones at the input, the intermodulation effects between tones 1 and 2, between tones 2 and 3, and between
tones 1 and 3 are modeled. However, the intermodulation between all three tones is not modeled. This restriction is in
place for performance reasons.

Equivalent Circuit

LO
Signal

Input
Signal

Output
Signal

Nonlinear Amplifier
(P1dB, IP3)

Bandpass
Filter

Spur
Generator

Noise

Down
Sampler

Up
Sampler
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This equivalent circuit applies only to Time Domain simulations. The up and down samplers are used internally to reduce
the effects of aliasing due to the expansion of the bandwidth when the nonlinearities are applied. The nonlinear amplifier
is similar to the Behavioral Amplifier block AMP_B and is used to model the gain compression, P1dB, IP3 and IP2
effects. The bandpass filter is set to the signal bandwidth. The spur generator applies the multiplications necessary to
generate the mixer images.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
SUMN/AConversion modeEMODE
1ScalarLO multiplier to use for identifying the output signal

frequency: fOut = fLO * LOMULT +/- fIn
ILOMULT

Apply P1dB, IPx at
LOMULT
(RFB/RFI)

N/AInterpretation of P1dB, IP3, IP2 when LOMULT is not 1E*LOMULTMODE

FrequencyOutput center frequency (use for baseband input)RFCOUT
FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeRRFIFRQ

-10 dBdBConversion gainRGCONV
Use setting from
System Options

N/AInterpretation of GCONV when direct upconverting from
baseband

E*DUPGCONVTYP

10 dBmPower
in dB

1-dB compression pointRP1DB

Input P1dBN/AP1DB interpretationE*P1DBTYP
30 dBmPower

in dB
3rd-order intercept pointRIP3

Input IP3N/AIP3 interpretationE*IP3TYP
Power
in dB

2nd-order intercept pointR*IP2

No IP2 GeneratedN/AIP2 interpretationE*IP2TYP
Power
in dB

Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure GAIN,
IP2 and IP3

R*MEASREF

Input FundamentalN/AMEASREF interpretationE*MEASREFTYP
-25dBLO to output isolation (make negative for loss)RLO2OUT

dBLO to output harmonics (>1) isolation (make negative for
loss)

R*LO2OUTH

-20dBInput to output isolation (negative for loss)RIN2OUT
dBInput to output harmonics (>1) isolation (make negative for

loss)
R*IN2OUTH

-25dBLO to input isolation, RF Inspector only (make negative for
loss)

RLO2IN
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

-25dBOutput to input (reverse) isolation, RF Inspector only (make
negative for loss)

ROUT2IN

dBReverse mixing conversion gain, RF Inspector only (make
negative for loss)

R*RGCONV

Power
in dB

Reference LO port powerRPLO

Reference LO
power

N/AUse of PLOEPLOUSE

Power
in dB

Reference input port powerRPIN

IN2OUTH OnlyN/AUse of PINEPINUSE
6dBNoise figure (SSB)RNF
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput node characteristic impedanceR*ZINP
_Z0ResistanceOutput node characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP
_Z0ResistanceLO node characteristic impedanceR*ZLOP
0ScalarInput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*SINPMAG
0AngleInput reflection coefficient phase angleR*SINPANG
0ScalarOutput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*SOUTMAG
0AngleOutput reflection coefficient phase angleR*SOUTANG
0dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent output port

settings
V*FREQS_OUT

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent LO port
settings

V*FREQS_LO

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

I&Q ChannelsN/ABaseband operationE*BBOP
5ScalarMaximum LO harmonic to generate if IMPROD is emptyI*LOHMAX
5ScalarMaximum input harmonic to generate if IMPROD is emptyI*INHMAX

ScalarHarmonics and intermodulation products to generateR*IMPROD
100PercentSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
100PercentSpur threshold bandwidth as percentage of sampling

frequency
R*SPURBW

AutoN/AAnti-aliasing handlingE*AALIAS
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
NoneN/AOutput to text windowE*TXTOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines the conversion mode of the mixer. By default, the output signal's center frequency is determined
by this setting (it may be explicitly specified through FCOUT).

• SUM: fOut = fLO*LOMULT + fIn.

• DIFF: If fIn> 0 then fOut = |fLO*LOMULT - fIn| otherwise fOut = 0.

fIn fLO fLO + fIn|f LO - fIn|

Output center frequency for
MODE="DIFF"

Output center frequency for
MODE="SUM"

LOMULT. The LO multiplication factor, use for sub-harmonic mixers. LOMULT in combination with MODE defines
the spur that is to be treated as the output signal. The output signal's frequency is then fLO*LOMULT + fIn if MODE =
SUM or |fLO*LOMULT - fIn| if MODE = DIFF.

LOMULT must be >= 1.

LOMULTMODE. Only used for RFB/RFI simulations, and only when LOMULT is > 1. Used to enable pre-VSS v13
behavior.

• Apply P1dB, IPx at LO=1 (RFB/RFI): The P1dB, IP2, and IP3 settings are applied at the output frequencies using the
un-multiplied LO frequency. This is the pre-VSS v13 behavior.

• Apply P1dB, IPx at LOMULT (RFB/RFI): The P1dB, IP2, and IP3 settings are applied at the output frequencies using
the multiplied LO frequency. This is the same behavior as the Time Domain simulation behavior.

FCOUT. If not empty, this is the center frequency of the output signal. This is not used if the output signal is a real
signal.

FCOUT is useful when you have a specific frequency band to examine at the output of the mixer, but wish to adjust the
input or LO frequencies. Specifying FCOUT fixes the output frequency band to FCOUT-fs≤f<FCOUT+fs/2.

FCOUT is typically specified when upconverting from baseband and a center frequency other than the LO center frequency
is desired.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
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about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

GCONV. The conversion gain of the mixer.

DUPGCONVTYP.Determines how GCONV is interpreted when operating the mixer as an upconverter from baseband.
This setting only applies when the input signal is a complex signal with center frequency of 0 and the BBOP parameter
is set to either "I & Q Channels" or "Auto".

• Use setting from System Options: If this is selected then the interpretation of GCONV is determined by the Direct
Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box.

• Gain is for each physical mixer: GCONV is the conversion gain of each individual mixer. The typical net effect is that
the measured gain between the input signal and the output signal is 6 dB higher than GCONV. This is the behavior in
VSS versions prior to version 12.

• Gain is overall upconverter gain: GCONV is the conversion gain of the overall mixer module.

P1DB. The 1 dB compression point. This may either be IP1dB or OP1dB depending on the setting of P1DBTYP. If this
is left empty, IP1DB is set to approximately IIP3 - 9.636 dB if IP3 is specified, or PLO - 5 if PLO is specified.

P1DBTYP. Determines how P1DB is interpreted:

• Output P1dB: P1DB is the output power at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB: P1DB is the input power at the 1 dB compression point.

The output power level at P1dB (OP1DB) is related to the input power level (IP1DB) by:

OP1DBdB=IP1DBdB+GCONVdB-1dB

IP3. The third-order intermodulation intercept. This may be OIP3 or IIP3 depending on the setting of IP3TYP. If this is
left empty, IIP3 is set to approximately IP1DB + 9.636 dB if P1DB is specified.

IP3TYP. Determines how IP3 is interpreted:

• Output IP3: IP3 is the output power at IP3.

• Input IP3: IP3 is the input power at IP3.

The output power level at IP3 (OIP3) is related to the input power level (IIP3) by:

OIP3dB=IIP3dB+GCONVdB

NOTE: The Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program
defines OIP3 using the output power of one fundamental when the input is two tones with identical power. The relationship
is:

OIP3 = POut,Fund +
POut,Fund − PIM3

2

where POut,Fund is the output power of a single fundamental tone and PIM3 is the power of one of the adjacent IM3 products
(2,-1 or -1,2).

To convert OIP3 defined using the total output power to the VSS definition, use the following relation:
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OIP3VSS=OIP3PTot-4.515

IP2. The second-order intermodulation or harmonic intercept point, depending on the setting of IP2TYP. If this is left
empty, IIP2 is set to IIP3 + 10 dB.

IP2TYP. Determines how IP2 is interpreted:

• Output IP2 (Intermod): IP2 is the output power at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod): IP2 is the input power at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic): IP2 is the output power at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic): IP2 is the input power at the harmonic IP2.

The output power level at IP2 (OIP2) is related to the input power level (IIP2) by:

OIP2dB=IIP2dB+GAINdB

The second-order harmonic intercept power level (IP2H) is related to the second-order intermodulation intercept power
level by:

IP2HdB+IP2dB+10log102

MEASREF. Optional power or voltage level of one tone of the two-tone signal used when IP2 and IP3 are measured.
Specifying the level adjusts the polynomial coefficients appropriately so that a two-tone signal with the equivalent level
passing through the amplifier has the specified IP2, IP3, P1dB, and, in most cases, gain values. If a level is not specified,
GAIN is linear gain, and IP2 and IP3 are ideal IP2 and IP3.

Note that if output IP3 is specified and MEASREF represents the output fundamental, GAIN will be the linear gain, and
the P1dB relation:

OP1dB = IP1dB + GAIN - 1

holds. However, if either IP3 is input IP3 or MEASREF represents the input fundamental, GAIN is the gain required to
achieve the specified IP3. This gain is typically different from the linear gain used in the P1dB equation, and the previous
P1dB equation is not true for the GAIN parameter.

NOTE:By default, projects saved in VSS 10.0 use a somewhat different algorithm to compute the polynomial coefficients.
For these projects, P1dB represented the 1 dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is typically
different from the common P1dB measurement, which measures the 1 dB compression point of the fundamental of a
one-tone signal. VSS 10.0's algorithm also expected the power level to be below P1dB.

Note that you can choose the VSS 10.0 algorithm by selecting either "Input Fundamental, V10" or "Output Fundamental,
V10" in MEASREFTYP.

MEASREFTYP. Determines how MEASREF is interpreted:

• Input Fundamental, V10: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the
1dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is the algorithm used in VSS 10.0.

• Output Fundamental, V10: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents
the 1dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is the algorithm used in VSS 10.0.

• Input Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the 1dB
compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.
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• Output Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the
1dB compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

LO2OUT. The feedthrough gain of the LO signal. The LO signal with this gain applied appears on the output signal. If
left empty no direct LO feedthrough occurs.

LO2OUTH. The feedthrough gains for the second- and higher-order harmonics of the LO signal. This is typically a
vector, with the first element determining the gain applied to the LO signal's second harmonic, the second element
determining the gain applied to the LO signal's third harmonic, and so forth. The actual interpretation of the values
depends on whether PLO is specified. If PLO is specified, then the values represent the gain for an LO signal with power
PLO. If PLO is not specified, then the values represent a scaling factor applied directly to the harmonic. See the
"Implementation Details" section for more information. If left empty, no higher-order feedthrough harmonics are generated.

IN2OUT. The feedthrough gain of the input signal. The input signal with this gain applied appears on the output signal.
If left empty, no direct input signal feedthrough occurs.

IN2OUTH. The feedthrough gains for the second- and higher-order harmonics of the input signal. This is typically a
vector, with the first element determining the gain applied to the input signal's second harmonic, the second element
determining the gain applied to the input signal's third harmonic and so forth. The actual interpretation of the values
depends on whether PIN is specified. If PIN is specified then the values represent the gain for an input signal with power
PIN. If PIN is not specified, then the values represent a scaling factor applied directly to the harmonic. See the
"Implementation Details" section for more information. If left empty, no higher-order feedthrough harmonics are generated.

LO2IN. The feedthrough of the LO to the input. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident upon
the LO port with this gain applied appears on the input signal. If left empty, no LO to input feedthrough occurs.

OUT2IN. The feedthrough of the output to the input. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident
upon the output port with this gain applied appears on the input signal. If left empty, no output to input feedthrough
occurs.

RGCONV. The reverse mixing conversion gain. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident upon
the output port is mixed with the LO using this conversion gain and appears at the input port. If left empty, GCONV is
used. Set this to a very small value such as -1000 to not generate reverse mixing.

PLO. Optional LO power level used to determine the actual suppression of the higher-order harmonics of the LO signal
feedthrough from LO2OUTH. This can also specify that the LO signal is a normalized signal, with this being the reference
LO power.

PLOUSE. Determines whether PLO is used for the actual LO signal's power.

• Reference LO power: PLO is only used to resolve LO2OUTH. The power level of the LO signal is determined by the
LO signal.

• (Rarely used) LO power, LO input is normalized input: As indicated this setting is rarely used. The LO signal is
assumed to be a normalized signal, when it is the equivalent of 1V the LO power applied to the mixer will be PLO.

PIN. Optional input power level used to determine the actual suppression of the higher-order harmonics of the input
signal.

PINUSE. Determines how PIN is interpreted:

• IN2OUTH Only: PIN is only used to determine the actual suppression levels of the input feedthrough harmonics. This
setting provides backward compatibility with VSS versions prior to 7.51.
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• Spurs & IN2OUTH: PIN is used to determine the actual suppression levels of both higher-order input spurs and input
feedthrough harmonics. With this setting the spur suppression levels are computed relative to PIN. If PIN is changed
with a corresponding opposite change in GCONV, the spur levels do not change, provided the signal is not undergoing
compression.

NF. The single sideband noise figure, or the ratio of the input-signal-to-noise ratio to the output-signal-to-noise ratio.
Noise is modeled as thermal noise at the output. Double sideband noise figure is typically 3 dB less than the single
sideband noise figure. NF must be greater than or equal to 10*log10(2) dB.

NOISE. Determines when noise represented by NF is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF budget analysis simulations, but not time domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF budget analysis and time domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the *RF Noise Modeling setting on the *RF Options tab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP, ZLOP. The characteristic impedances of the ports of the mixer.

SINPMAG. The magnitude of the S-parameter reflection coefficient of the input port. This is only used when impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

SINPANG. The angle of the S-parameter reflection coefficient of the input port. This is only used when impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

SOUTMAG.The magnitude of the S-parameter reflection coefficient of the output port. This is only used when impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

SOUTANG. The angle of the S-parameter reflection coefficient of the output port. This is only used when impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the mixer in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Mixers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings are entered.

FREQS_OUT. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent output port settings are
entered. These frequencies only apply to the output port specific settings such as the reflection coefficients or impedances
and not to settings such as gain.
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If left empty, the frequencies from FREQS are used for the output port settings.

FREQS_LO.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent LO port settings are entered.
These frequencies only apply to the LO port specific settings such as the impedances and LO feedthroughs and not to
settings such as gain.

If left empty, the frequencies from FREQS are used for the LO port settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

BBOP. Determines the behavior of the mixer when a complex signal is converted to or from baseband (the center
frequency is 0):

• I & Q Channels: The baseband signal is treated as separate I and Q channels. When upconverting, the behavior is
similar to mixing each channel separately, with the real component of the LO used as the LO input for the I channel
mixer and the negative of the imaginary component of the LO used as the LO input for the Q channel mixer. When
downconverting, the input signal is first converted to a real signal, which is then mixed separately for the I and Q
channels. The real component of the LO is used as the LO input for the I channel mixer and the negative of the
imaginary component of the LO is used as the LO input for the Q channel mixer.

• Complex Envelope: The baseband signal is treated as a complex envelope signal that has a center frequency of 0.

"I & Q Channels" is useful when upconverting the output of a transmitter or I/Q modulator or when downconverting to
generate a signal for input to receiver or an I/Q demodulator. The mixer then behaves similar to the following subcircuits:

1 2

3

C2RI

PHASE

SHFT=90 Deg

1

2

3

ADD2IN OUT

LO

MIXER_F

IN OUT

LO

MIXER_F

PORTDIN

PORTDIN

PORTDOUT
Input Signal

LO Signal

Output Signal
I Channel

Q Channel

Up Converter
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IN OUT

LO

MIXER_F

PHASE

SHFT=90 Deg

IN OUT

LO

MIXER_F

CE
R

CE2R

1

2

3

RI2CPORTDIN

PORTDIN

PORTDOUT

Down Converter

Q Channel

I Channel
Output Signal

LO Signal

Input Signal

The disadvantage of using "I & Q Channels" is that the spur suppressions tend to deviate from the spur table due to the
effects of higher-order products on lower-order terms. This is due to the mixing of the signals as real signals where the
phase information needed to generate accurate spur suppressions is not available.

NOTE: When direct upconverting from baseband (the input signal is a modulated complex signal with center frequency
of 0) the interpretation of the conversion gain parameter GCONV depends upon the DUPGCONVTYP parameter, which
by default is set to use the Direct Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box. These settings let you control whether GCONV specifies the conversion gain of the individual physical
mixers or the overall gain of the combined mixers. The difference is that the overall gain of the combined mixers is 6
dB higher than the conversion gain of the individual physical mixers.

LOHMAX. The maximum LO intermodulation harmonic (n) to generate if IMPROD is empty. Note that for performance
reasons, (LOHMAX+1)*(INHMAX+1) must be less than or equal to 121.

INHMAX. The maximum input signal intermodulation harmonic (m) to generate if IMPROD is empty.

NOTE: The model used to generate spurs works best when LOHMAX is less than 8 and INHMAX is less than 4.

IMPROD. Optional vector for selecting specific intermodulation and harmonic products to generate. The vector must
contain pairs of values, with the first value representing the LO term and the second value representing the input term.
If this is specified, only the products specified are generated, with both positive and negative terms generated.

As an example, if only the following two intermodulation or harmonic products are desired:

a) the input signal's second harmonic (n=0, m=2), and

b) the intermodulation product of the first order LO and second order input signal (n=1, m=2),

then you should set IMPROD to the following:

{0,2, 1,2}

If this is empty, intermodulation and harmonic products are generated for m =0,1,...INHMAX and n =0,1,...,LOHMAX,
with the harmonics limited by IN2OUT, IN2OUTH, LO2OUT and LO2OUTH.
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SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing. This is also used to
determine the bandwidth of the filter following the nonlinear amplifier.

This may be left empty, in which case the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol
used to generate the input signal.

SPURBW. Used to determine the frequency range for spurs to be generated. This is a percentage of the sampling
frequency. Spurs are not generated if no part of the frequency band of the spur falls within the frequency band defined
by:

fmin=fout-(fs·SPURBW/100)/2

fmax=fout+(fs·SPURBW/100)/2

AALIAS. Determines whether anti-aliasing upsampling and downsampling is allowed.

• Auto: Anti-aliasing resampling is determined from the signal characteristics.

• No resampling: No resampling is performed.

• Broadband: Full resampling is performed if necessary.

• Narrowband: Resampling for spur synthesis is performed if necessary. The amplifier operates in narrowband mode
(AM/PM approximation with no resampling).

MXUPSMP. The maximum internal upsampling rate allowed for the anti-aliasing upsampler. If the simulation runs
extremely slow, try reducing this value at the expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing. Setting this to 1 has the
effect of disabling the up and down samplers.

IMPL. This is for future use and should be set to "Auto".

TXTOUT. Enables viewing of the spur table used for the simulation. The table is displayed in the VSS text output
window.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Local Oscillator SignalComplex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

For Time Domain simulations, the mixer is implemented in three parts. The first part is a nonlinear amplifier similar to
the AMP_B block, followed by a bandpass/lowpass filter. The amplifier is used to generate the conversion gain (loss)
and the third-order intermodulation products. The amplifier also generates second-order intermodulation products when
appropriate, if indicated by the IP2 and IP2TYP parameters. See the AMP_B block for details on the nonlinear amplifier
model.
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The filter is used to filter out the higher-order harmonics from the amplified signal. It is implemented as a lowpass filter
centered on the input signal's center frequency with a cutoff frequency of 1/2 the signal bandwidth (the passband is the
signal bandwidth wide). The filter is only used if internal resampling is being performed.

The second part generates harmonics of the amplified input and LO signals and intermodulation products between the
amplified input signal and the LO signal.

The third part adds thermal noise to the output of the spur generator if NOISE is set to "On". The noise is generated by
a white Gaussian noise source with the average power over the output bandwidth fs determined by:

(83)NN=(FSSB-1)·k·T0·GCONV·fs

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T0 is the standard temperature of 290K.

When generating noise samples, MIXER_B generates frequency-dependent noise if impedance mismatch modeling is
enabled. In this case, the noise voltage spectral density is shaped so the total noise output models the noise that would
be seen by the load. When impedance mismatch modeling is disabled, white noise is generated with power spectral
density of NN.

In the following discussions, the signals are represented in complex envelope form:

Input signal:

(84)VIn=Re{S·exp(j·θs)·exp(j·ωc,In·t)}

LO signal:

(85)VLO=Re{L·exp(j·θLO)·exp(j·ωc,In·t)}

Output signal:

(86)VOut=Re{R·exp(j·θR)·exp(j·ωc,Out·t)}

where S·exp(j·θs), L·exp(j·θLO) and R·exp(j·θR) are the complex envelopes.

For complex signals, the center frequency of the output signal is determined either from FCOUT or from the center
frequencies of the input and LO signals and the MODE setting. If FCOUT is not specified, then the output center frequency
is determined from:

Upper sideband/up conversion: fc,Out = fc,In + fc,LO

Lower sideband/down conversion: If fIn > 0 then fOut = |fLO - fIn| otherwise fOut = 0.

When referring to both input and LO products, m is used to denote the input order and n is used to denote the LO order.

Feedthrough Harmonics

The harmonics generated for m = 0 or n = 0 represent the feedthrough of the LO (n = 0) and input (m = 0) signals. The
levels of these harmonics are determined by IN2OUT, LO2OUT, IN2OUTH and LO2OUTH. IN2OUT and LO2OUT
correspond to the direct feedthrough, while IN2OUTH and LO2OUTH correspond to the second- and higher-order
harmonics.

For direct feedthrough, the values of IN2OUT and LO2OUT specify the gain of the input signal or LO signal at the
output signal. For the input signal, this gain is prior to any compression by the internal amplifier.
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For the higher-order harmonics, the interpretation of the values in IN2OUTH and LO2OUTH depends on whether PIN
and PLO are specified. This is because the gain of the harmonic relative to the signal is dependent upon the signal level.
If PIN/PLO is specified, then the values of IN2OUTH/LO2OUTH are the gains corresponding to a signal level of PIN
or PLO. If PIN/PLO is not specified, then the values of IN2OUTH/LO2OUTH represent the gain factor GH described
as follows:

Each harmonic is generated by raising the corresponding signal to the harmonic order and scaling by a constant gain
factor GH:

(87)(A·exp(j·(ωA+ωc)·t))
n·GH=An·exp(j·(nωA+(n-1)ωc)·t)·GH·exp(j·ωc·t)

where An·exp(j·(nωA+(n-1)ωc)·t)·GH is the complex envelope of the harmonic, A corresponds to the amplified input
signal or the LO signal, and n is the harmonic order.

If PIN/PLO is specified, GH is determined by equating the power of the amplified input signal or LO signal using the
previous equation. Expressing the power in decibels and converting to voltage:

(88)PIN+dB(Z0)+IN2OUT[m] = m(PIN+dBGCONV+dB(Z0))+dBGH

(89)PLO+dB(Z0)+LO2OUT[n] = n(PLO+dB(Z0))+dBGH

Intermodulation Products

The intermodulation product suppressions are determined from [1]. These equations model a double-balanced mixer.
The overall suppression for a given product is a function of the input order and the difference between the input and LO
power, or:

(90)dBSupp = dBBase + (m-1)·(dBIn-dBLO)

where negative values indicate attenuation. The equations in [1] determine dBBase and can be reduced to the following:

For m and n odd:

(91)Base = | Boo
2BIF ∣ m ! ∣ ·

Γ(( ∣ n ∣ + ∣ m ∣ − 1) / 2)
Γ(( ∣ n ∣ − ∣ m ∣ + 3) / 2) |

For m odd and n even:

(92)Base = | V f · Boe

BIF ∣ m ! ∣ ·
Γ(( ∣ n ∣ + ∣ m ∣ ) / 2)

Γ(( ∣ n ∣ − ∣ m ∣ + 2) / 2) |
For m even and n odd:

(93)Base = | V f · Beo

BIF ∣ m ! ∣ ·
Γ(( ∣ n ∣ + ∣ m ∣ ) / 2)

Γ(( ∣ n ∣ − ∣ m ∣ + 2) / 2) |
For m and n even:

(94)Base = | Bee
2BIF ∣ m ! ∣ ·

Γ(( ∣ n ∣ + ∣ m ∣ − 1) / 2)
Γ(( ∣ n ∣ − ∣ m ∣ + 3) / 2) |

and:
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(95)dBBase = 20log10Base

(96)Boo = 1 +δ4+α(δ3+δ2)-|m|(δ4-δ2+α(δ3+δ2)-β(δ3+δ4))

(97)Boe = |m|(-δ4-δ2+α(δ3+δ2)+β(δ4-δ3))

(98)Beo = |m|(δ4+δ2+α(δ3-δ2)-β(δ3+δ4))

(99)Bee = -1+δ4-α(δ3-δ2)-|m|(δ4-δ2-α(δ3-δ2)+β(δ3-δ4))

(100)BIF = 1+δ4+α(δ3+δ2)-(δ4-δ2+α(δ3+δ2)-β(δ3+δ4))

The following table lists the values of dBBase for orders 1 through 5 of m and n for α=0.7,β=0.7,δ2=0.85,δ3=0.95,δ4=1.05
and Vf=0.1, which are the default values in [1]:

dBBaseInput (m)LO (n)
011
-4121
-2831
-5941
-5751
-3512
-3922
-4432
-5842
-6352
-1013
-3223
-1833
-4543
-4353
-3514
-3924
-3034
-4444
-4654
-1415
-2725
-1435
-2845
-2655

If PINUSE is set to "Spurs & IN2OUTH" and both PIN and PLO are specified, dBBase is further adjusted to accommodate
PIN:
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(101)dBBase = dBBase- (m -1)·(PIN - PLO)

The magnitude of each of the intermodulation products is generated from the amplified input signal by substituting
dBAmp = dBIn + GCONV into equation (8):

(102)dBSupp = (m -1)·(dBAmp - GCONV-dBLO)+dBBase

or:

(103)dBSupp = (m -1)·(dBAmp - dBLO)+dBGIM

where dBGIM = dBBase + (1-m) GCONV.

Since power of the intermodulation product is dBAmp + dBSupp, equation (21) can be rearranged to yield:

(104)dBAmp +dBSupp = m ·dBAmp+ (1-m)·dBLO+dBGIM

In complex envelope representation, assuming single-tone input and LO signals, the phase can be generated by raising
each exponential term to the appropriate order:

(105)exp(j·(θR+ωc,R·t))= exp(j· (ωIn+ ωc,In)t)m·exp(j·(ωLO+ωc,LO)t)n

Using equation (22) for the magnitude and equation (23) for the phase, the complex envelope of the intermodulation
product can be calculated as:

(106)RIM=|VIn|m·|VLO|1-m·GIM

(107)θR+ωc,R·t = (m·ωIn+n·ωLO+m·ωc,In+n·ωc,LO)·t

Generalizing equation (25) for the three possible ωc,R:

Up conversion, ωc,Out=ωc,In+ωc,LO:

(108)θR=m·ωIn+n·ωLO+(m-1)·ωc,In+(n-1)·ωc,LO

Down conversion, fc,In <= fc,LO: ωc,Out=ωc,LO-ωc,In:

(109)θR=m·ωIn+n·ω LO+(m-1)·ωc,In+(n+1)·ωc,LO

Down conversion, fc,In > fc,LO:ωc,Out=ωc,In-ωc,LO:

(110)θR=m·ωIn+n·ω LO+(m+1)·ωc,In+(n-1)·ωc,LO

LO Power Variations

The previous spur synthesis model assumes that the LO signal's power level matches the specified LO power level in
PLO. The spur synthesis model does not accommodate variations in LO power level very well. This can easily be deduced
from the fact that the 1,1 product does not depend on the LO power level.

In order to provide some modeling of the effects of variation in LO power level, the mixer adjusts the gain conversion
when the static signal power level of the LO signal deviates from PLO. This assumes that PLO is specified. If it is not,
then no adjustments are made.

The model assumes that the mixer operates with the LO near saturation. The effect of increases in the LO signal's power
on the conversion gain is minimal. Reducing the LO signal's power reduces the conversion gain, increasing in effect as
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the LO moves away from saturation. The effect becomes linear when the LO signal's power drops below approximately
PLO - 2.3 dB.

Note that this model is not a very robust model. It does follow the general behavior of the Cadence Microwave Office®
software behavioral mixer model MIXER with regard to LO power level.

Generated Spurs

Which spurs actually appear on the output signal depends on several factors. IMPROD, IN2OUT, IN2OUTH, LO2OUT
and LO2OUTH determine the spurs that might be generated, while the signal bandwidth and SPURBW determine which
of those spurs are actually output.

IN2OUT, IN2OUTH, LO2OUT and LO2OUTH define the spurs corresponding to the available harmonics. IMPROD
is used to select individual spurs to possibly generate. If IMPROD is left empty, the set of possible spurs consists of the
harmonic spurs and intermodulation products for m =0,1,...INHMAX and n =0,1,...,LOHMAX, with the harmonics
limited by IN2OUT, IN2OUTH, LO2OUT and LO2OUTH.

Spurs are selected from the set of possible spurs by computing an estimated frequency range for the spur based on the
signal bandwidth. If the frequency range for the spur intersects the output signal's frequency band scaled by SPURBW,
the spur is generated.

The signal bandwidth is based on the sampling frequency of the input signal. SIGBW can reduce the signal bandwidth.
It specifies the percentage of the sampling frequency to use for the signal bandwidth. If SIGBW is left empty, the signal
bandwidth is set to the sampling frequency divided by the samples per symbol of the input signal. This typically results
in the signal bandwidth being set to the data rate of the input signal.

For a given spur, the estimated frequency range is:

(111)f min = m · ( f c,In −
f s
2 · BW

100 ) + n · f c,LO

(112)f max = m · ( f c,In +
f s
2 · BW

100 ) + n · f c,LO

Note that this assumes the LO signal's actual frequency is very close to fc,LO, or fLO is small compared to fs.

Reducing the signal bandwidth may improve simulation speed by reducing both the number of spurs generated and the
amount of resampling required for anti-aliasing.

Anti-Aliasing

To reduce aliasing, the mixer employs automatic upsampling of the input and LO signals and a corresponding
downsampling for the output signal. The upsampling is performed prior to the amplification of the input signal and the
downsampling is performed after the spur generation. The output signal's sampling frequency is the same as the sampling
frequency of the input and LO signals.

Resampling is only performed if necessary. This is determined by the nonlinear amplifier and the set of possible spurs.
The nonlinearity of the amplifier expands the signal spectrum three to five times, depending on whether IP3 is specified
independently of P1dB. If IP3 is independent of P1dB a fifth-order polynomial is required for the nonlinearity and the
spectrum expands 5 times. If IP3 is dependent on P1dB (either IP3 or P1DB is left empty) a third-order polynomial is
required for the nonlinearity and the spectrum expands 3 times.
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The amplifier requires resampling if the frequency range of the input signal does not fall entirely within the range 0 to
the maximum frequency of interest expanded by the polynomial order.

The maximum frequency of interest is based on the center frequency of the input signal plus 1/2 the signal bandwidth,
or:

(113)fSig,Max=fc,In+(fs,In·SIGBW/100)/2

The amount of resampling is determined by the increase required of the sampling frequency to fully cover the range 0
to fSig,Max.

Resampling may also be required to generate possible spurs. This occurs when only a portion of the signal bandwidth
at a spur falls within the input signal frequency range. The signal bandwidth of each spur is determined by the signal
bandwidth and the orders of the spur.

Note that resampling significantly reduces the simulation speed of the mixer. In addition to the increased number of
samples that must be processed, the input and LO signals must be filtered after upsampling, the amplifier output signal
must be filtered prior to spur generation, and the output signal must be filtered prior to downsampling. The filters also
introduce slight errors in the signal.

Real Signals

The mixer is capable of operating on real signals, either explicitly when the real input and output signals are real, or
implicitly when separate I and Q channel mixing is in effect. I and Q channel mixing is in effect when BBOP is set to
"I & Q Channels", the input and output signals are complex, and the center frequency of either the input or output signal
is 0.

When the mixer operates on real signals rather than complex envelope signals, the spur suppressions tend to be less
accurate, especially for the lower-order products. This is because higher-order products contribute to the lower-order
products. For example, the third-order harmonic of a sine wave generates components at both the original frequency and
the third-order frequency:

(114)(Acosθ)3 = (A3(cos(3θ) + 3cos(θ))) / 4

When the signal being mixed is a complex envelope signal, the above harmonic can be evaluated as:

(115)(Aexpθ)3 = A3exp3θ

For a real signal, however, the phase is not directly available and this equation must be used to generate the harmonic.
This results in the extra contribution to the first-order term, which is not directly controlled by the mixer model.

The net effect is that when higher-order terms are generated by the mixer, the higher-order terms tend to be close to the
expected power levels, but the lower-order terms tend to differ from the expected power levels.

The mixer does attempt to adjust the suppression scale factors GIM and GH to produce the correct suppressions when the
input power is PIN and the LO power is PLO.

Impedance Mismatch Modeling

When impedance mismatch modeling is enabled, the mixer's ports appear as terminations. The ZINP, ZOUTP, ZLOP,
SINPMAG, SINPANG, SOUTMAG and SOUTANG parameters determine the impedances seen by connected nodes.
The impedance looking into the input port is:
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ZIn = ZINP · 1 + SINP
1 − SINP

and the impedance looking into the output port is:

ZIn = ZOUTP · 1 + SOUT
1 − SOUT

where SINP and SOUT are the complex values polar(SINPMAG, SINPANG) and polar(SOUTMAG, SOUTANG),
respectively. The impedance seen looking into the LO port is ZLOP.

If there is an impedance mismatch present on the input port, the following correction is applied to convert the signal
from total voltage to incident voltage:

CorrInp = 1
∣ 1 + Γ In ∣

If there is an impedance mismatch present on the output port, the following correction is applied to convert from reflected
voltage to total voltage:

CorrOut =
1 + ΓL

1 − SOUT · ΓL

The corrections are typically frequency-dependent. In Time Domain simulations these corrections are implemented
through the use of IIR or FIR filters.

If noise samples are being generated, the noise is also corrected to reflect the noise delivered to the load.

See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on impedance mismatch modeling in the VSS
program.

Noise Generation

Noise at the output of the mixer can be thought of as being composed of several components:

• The noise at the RF/IF frequencies being mixed. The conversion gain at the appropriate frequency is applied.

• The noise at the image frequencies being mixed. The conversion gain at the appropriate frequency is applied.

• The noise added by the mixer, this is determined by the mixer noise figure.

• The noise from the input at the same frequencies as the output passing through the mixer due to input to output
feedthrough.

• The noise from the LO at the same frequencies as the output passing through the mixer due to the LO to output
feedthrough.

The noise added by the mixer, which is computed from the mixer noise figure, is determined taking into account the
above noise contributions. The calculation presumes that the noise at the input and LO ports is 290 K. The noise added
by the mixer is the expected output noise level for the mixer noise figure based upon an input noise level of 290 K less
all the contributions other than that to be added by the mixer.

NOTE: When working with complex envelope signals in Time Domain simulations, the noise at the output of the mixer
may be lower than expected. This would occur when the image frequencies fall outside the input signal's sampling
frequency band, or when the input or LO feedthrough frequencies fall outside of their corresponding frequency bands.
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When the frequencies fall outside the corresponding sampling frequency bands there is no noise contribution due to that
particular component at the corresponding output frequency.

RF Budget Analysis

When used with the RF Budget Analysis simulator, the mixer includes the image noise when computing its noise behavior.
It also includes noise due to LO and input signal feedthrough. The following equation illustrates this behavior for noise
temperature at output frequency 1 GHz and LO frequency of 10 GHz:

(116)TOut,1GHz = T In,11GHz ·G1,1 + T In,9GHz ·G1,−1 + T In,1GHz ·G0,1 + TLO,1GHz ·G1,0 + TN

G1,1 and G1,-1 are the conversion gains, G0,1 is the input-to-output feedthrough, and G1,0 is the LO-to-output feedthrough.
Tx,f is the noise temperature at port x at frequency f. TN is the equivalent output noise temperature of the mixer and is
computed from the single-sided noise factor and conversion gain as:

(117)TN = (F − 2) · GCONV · 290K

Note that this computation excludes the effects of feedthrough.

If there is no noise present on the image frequencies at the input port, noise with a temperature of the ambient system
temperature (_TAMB) is assumed.

See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on frequency analysis simulations in the VSS
program.

RF Inspector

The mixer behaves somewhat differently when used with the RF Inspector (RFI) simulator. It synthesizes the same spur
table but generates spurs differently. This may lead to slight discrepancies between the results of a Time Domain simulation
and RFI simulation.

For RFI simulations, a fifth-order polynomial is used to generate both the input portion of the spurs and the nonlinear
settings such as IP3 and P1dB. The coefficients for the fifth-order polynomial are generated in such a way that IP2, IP3
and P1dB, if specified, take precedence over specified spur levels.

The use of a fifth-order polynomial also affects the spurs generated when IMPROD is set. All the frequency content
generated by the specified input order are generated, not just the ones that fall at the desired spur. For example, if IMPROD
is set to {1,3} or LO=1, Input=3, the frequency content at {1,1} due to input being raised to the third order, is generated
along with the content at {1,3}. For Time Domain simulations only the content at {1,3} is generated.

Reverse mixing is also modeled in RFI simulations. Any signal incident upon the output port is mixed with the LO using
the same spurs as the forward direction, but with a conversion gain specified by RGCONV. The mixed signal then appears
at the input port.

Simulation Speed Issues

By default, MIXER_B performs internal resampling of the input signal when necessary to avoid aliasing due to the
nonlinearity (IP3 and P1dB). It also performs resampling when only portions of spurs intersect the output signals frequency
band. When the resampling rate is large, the simulation runs significantly slower due to the extra processing required.
The extra processing is due to the increase in the number of samples processed and the need to filter the expanded signal
three times with a lowpass filter (once when signal is first upsampled, once after the nonlinearity is modeled, and once
prior to the signal being downsampled). The mixer attempts to reduce the amount of resampling required. First, if the
input signals sampling frequency is much smaller than its center frequency, the signal is treated as a narrowband signal
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and a narrowband approximation is used for the nonlinearity. This narrowband approximation, based on an
AM/AM-AM/PM model, does not require resampling to avoid aliasing. If the narrowband condition does not hold, the
mixer attempts to minimize the resampling required by the nonlinearity by attempting to choose a resampling rate that
results in the higher-order harmonic bands being aliased just outside the input signals frequency band. Finally, the mixer
forces the narrowband approximation if it is part of a feedback loop, to avoid the signal delays introduced by the resampling
filters.

There are several ways to improve the simulation speed at the expense of deviation from the mixer model with optimal
resampling. The resampling rate can be limited through the MXUPSMP parameter. The AALIAS parameter can also be
used to control what is performed for anti-aliasing. All anti-aliasing can be turned off, which typically results in the
fastest operation, though there may be aliasing due to the nonlinearity. The narrowband approximation can also be forced
on, in which case the nonlinearity may not be modeled accurately. The SIGBW parameter can be used to shrink the
bandwidth of the input signal used to compute the resampling rate (the bandwidth itself is not changed). The SPURBW
parameter can be used to shrink the bandwidth of interest in the output signal, potentially resulting in fewer spurs being
generated. Note that these parameters are all secondary parameters. You must click the Show Secondary button in the
Element Options dialog box to view the parameters.

References

[1] Henderson, B., "Predicting Intermodulation Suppression in Double-Balanced Mixers", Watkins-Johnson Company
Tech-notes.
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Behavioral Mixer, 2nd Generation: MIXER_B2

Symbol
IN OUT

LO

Summary

MIXER_B2 implements a behavioral model of a nonlinear double-balanced mixer. It is similar to MIXER_B, but includes
the following enhancements:

• Temperature-dependent support for many parameters

• Support for both power- and voltage-based units for many parameters

• Dialog box based parameter configuration to simplify the specification of parameter values

MIXER_B2 automatically calculates the intermodulation suppressions using the equations found in [1]. The harmonic
suppressions are specified explicitly.

NOTE:According to [1] the suppressions most closely match hardware measurements when the maximum LO harmonic
(n) is less than 8 and the maximum input harmonic (m) is less than 4.

NOTE: When direct upconverting from baseband (the input signal is a modulated complex signal with center frequency
of 0) the interpretation of the conversion gain parameter GCONV depends upon the DUPGCONVTYP parameter, which
by default is set to use the Direct Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box. These settings let you control whether GCONV specifies the conversion gain of the individual physical
mixers or the overall gain of the combined mixers. The difference is that the overall gain of the combined mixers is 6
dB higher than the conversion gain of the individual physical mixers.

The implementation is similar to the File-based Behavioral Mixer block MIXER_F, with the exception that the spur
suppressions are automatically generated.

NOTE: For performance reasons the maximum LO and input harmonics are restricted to (LOHMAX+1)*(INHMAX+1)
≤ 121. RF Inspector simulations also ignore LO and input harmonics larger than the 11th order, with a further restriction
that for orders larger than the 5th order, IM products are only generated between pairs of input tones. For example, if
there are three tones at the input, the intermodulation effects between tones 1 and 2, between tones 2 and 3, and between
tones 1 and 3 are modeled. However, the intermodulation between all three tones is not modeled. This restriction is in
place for performance reasons.
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Equivalent Circuit

LO
Signal

Input
Signal

Output
Signal

Nonlinear Amplifier
(P1dB, IP3)

Bandpass
Filter

Spur
Generator

Noise

Down
Sampler

Up
Sampler

This equivalent circuit applies only to Time Domain simulations. The up and down samplers are used internally to reduce
the effects of aliasing due to the expansion of the bandwidth when the nonlinearities are applied. The nonlinear amplifier
is similar to the Behavioral Amplifier block AMP_B and is used to model the gain compression, P1dB, IP3 and IP2
effects. The bandpass filter is set to the signal bandwidth. The spur generator applies the multiplications necessary to
generate the mixer images.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
SUMN/AConversion modeEMODE
1LO multiplier to use for identifying the output signal

frequency: fOut = fLO * LOMULT +/- fIn
ILOMULT

Apply P1dB, IPx at
LOMULT
(RFB/RFI)

N/AInterpretation of P1dB, IP3, IP2 when LOMULT is not 1E*LOMULTMODE

FrequencyOptional output center frequencyR*FCOUT
FrequencyRFI output frequency range (two value vector is absolute

range, single value is bandwidth around output center freq.)
R*RFIFRQ

-10dBConversion gain, dB (make negative loss)RGCONV
dBGCONV temperature dependenceR*GCONV_TDEP

Use setting from
System Options

N/AInterpretation of GCONV when direct upconverting from
baseband

E*DUPGCONVTYP

-201-dB compression pointR*P1DB
Input P1dB, dBmN/AP1DB interpretationE*P1DBTYP

P1DB temperature dependenceR*P1DB_TDEP
03rd-order intercept pointR*IP3
Input IP3, dBmN/AIP3 interpretationE*IP3TYP

IP3 temperature dependenceR*IP3_TDEP
2nd-order intercept pointR*IP2
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

No IP2 GeneratedN/AIP2 interpretationE*IP2TYP
IP2 temperature dependenceR*IP2_TDEP
Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure
GCONV, IP2 and IP3

R*MEASREF

Input Fundamental,
dBm

MEASREF interpretationE*MEASREFTYP

MEASREF temperature dependenceR*MEASREF_TDEP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
-25dBLO to output isolation (make negative for loss)R*LO2OUT

dBLO2OUT temperature dependenceR*LO2OUT_TDEP
-20dBInput to output isolation (make negative for loss)R*IN2OUT

dBIN2OUT temperature dependenceR*IN2OUT_TDEP
-25dBLO to input isolation, RF Inspector only (make negative for

loss)
R*LO2IN

dBLO2IN temperature dependenceR*LO2IN_TDEP
-25dBOutput to input (reverse) isolation, RF Inspector only (make

negative for loss, empty to use GCONV)
R*OUT2IN

dBOUT2IN temperature dependenceR*OUT2IN_TDEP
dBReverse mixing conversion gain, RF Inspector only (make

negative for loss, empty to use GCONV)
R*RGCONV

dBRGCONV temperature dependenceR*RGCONV_TDEP
Reference LO port powerR*PLO

Reference LO
power, dBm

N/AInterpretation of PLOE*PLOTYP

PLO temperature dependenceR*PLO_TDEP
Reference input port powerR*PIN

IN2OUTH Only,
dBm

N/AInterpretation of PINE*PINTYP

PIN temperature dependenceR*PIN_TDEP
10dBNoise levelRNF
Single-sided Noise
Figure

N/AInterpretation of NF parameterE*NFTYP

NF temperature dependenceR*NF_TDEP
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceC*ZINP

ZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP
ZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP

_Z0ResistanceLO port characteristic impedanceC*ZLOP
ZLOP temperature dependenceC*ZLOP_TDEP
Input port mismatchC*INPMM

S11 (complex)N/AINPMM interpretationE*INPMMTYP
INPMM temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
Output port mismatchC*OUTPMM

S22 (complex)N/AOUTPMM interpretationE*OUTPMMTYP
OUTPMM temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP

0dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP
DCSUPP temperature dependenceR*DCSUPP_TDEP

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent output port

settings
V*FREQS_OUT

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent LO port
settings

V*FREQS_LO

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

AutoN/ABaseband operationE*BBOP
3ScalarMaximum LO harmonic to generate if IMPROD is emptyI*LOHMAX
3ScalarMaximum input harmonic to generate if IMPROD is emptyI*INHMAX

ScalarHarmonics and intermodulation products to generate (vector
of LO,Inp pairs)

I*IMPROD

100PercentSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
100PercentSpur threshold bandwidth as percentage of sampling

frequency
R*SPURBW

AutoN/AAnti-aliasing handlingE*AALIAS
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
NoneN/AOutput to text windowE*TXTOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines the conversion mode of the mixer. By default the output signal's center frequency is determined by
this setting (it may be explicitly specified through FCOUT).

• SUM: fOut = fLO*LOMULT + fIn.
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• DIFF: If fIn> 0 then fOut = |fLO*LOMULT - fIn| otherwise fOut = 0.

fIn fLO fLO + fIn|f LO - fIn|

Output center frequency for
MODE="DIFF"

Output center frequency for
MODE="SUM"

LOMULT. The LO multiplication factor, use for sub-harmonic mixers. LOMULT in combination with MODE defines
the spur that is to be treated as the output signal. The output signal's frequency is then fLO*LOMULT + fIn if MODE =
SUM or |fLO*LOMULT - fIn| if MODE = DIFF.

LOMULT must be >= 1.

LOMULTMODE. Only used for RFB/RFI simulations, and only when LOMULT is > 1. Used to enable pre-VSS v13
behavior.

• Apply P1dB, IPx at LO=1 (RFB/RFI): The P1dB, IP2, and IP3 settings are applied at the output frequencies using the
un-multiplied LO frequency. This is the pre-VSS v13 behavior.

• Apply P1dB, IPx at LOMULT (RFB/RFI): The P1dB, IP2, and IP3 settings are applied at the output frequencies using
the multiplied LO frequency. This is the same behavior as the Time Domain simulation behavior.

• Apply P1dB, IPx at LO=1 (RFB/RFI): The P1dB, IP2, and IP3 settings are applied at the output frequencies using the
un-multiplied LO frequency. This is the pre-VSS v13 behavior.

• Apply P1dB, IPx at LOMULT (RFB/RFI): The P1dB, IP2, and IP3 settings are applied at the output frequencies using
the multiplied LO frequency. This is the same behavior as the Time Domain simulation behavior.

FCOUT. If not empty, this is the center frequency of the output signal. This is not used if the output signal is a real
signal.

FCOUT is useful when you have a specific frequency band to examine at the output of the mixer, but wish to adjust the
input or LO frequencies. Specifying FCOUT fixes the output frequency band to FCOUT-fs≤f<FCOUT+fs/2.

FCOUT is typically specified when upconverting from baseband and a center frequency other than the LO center frequency
is desired.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

GCONV. The conversion gain of the mixer.

GCONV_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the GCONV parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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DUPGCONVTYP.Determines how GCONV is interpreted when operating the mixer as an upconverter from baseband.
This setting only applies when the input signal is a complex signal with center frequency of 0 and the BBOP parameter
is set to either "I & Q Channels" or "Auto".

• Use setting from System Options: If this is selected then the interpretation of GCONV is determined by the Direct
Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box.

• Gain is for each physical mixer: GCONV is the conversion gain of each individual mixer. The typical net effect is that
the measured gain between the input signal and the output signal is 6 dB higher than GCONV. This is the behavior in
VSS versions prior to version 12.

• Gain is overall upconverter gain: GCONV is the conversion gain of the overall mixer module.

P1DB. The 1 dB compression point. This may either be IP1dB or OP1dB depending on the setting of P1DBTYP. If this
is left empty, IP1DB is set to approximately IIP3 - 9.636 dB if IP3 is specified, or PLO - 5 if PLO is specified.

P1DBTYP. Determines how P1DB is interpreted:

• Output P1dB, dBm: P1DB is the output power in dBm at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB, dBm: P1DB is the input power in dBm at the 1 dB compression point.

• Output P1dB, dBW: P1DB is the output power in dB Watts at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB, dBW: P1DB is the input power in dB Watts at the 1 dB compression point.

• Output P1dB, dBV: P1DB is the output voltage in dB Volts at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB, dBV: P1DB is the input voltage in dB Volts at the 1 dB compression point.

The output power level at P1dB (OP1DB) is related to the input power level (IP1DB) by:

OP1DBdB=IP1DBdB+GCONVdB-1dB

P1DB_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the P1DB parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP3. The third-order intermodulation intercept. This may be OIP3 or IIP3 depending on the setting of IP3TYP. If this is
left empty, IIP3 is set to approximately IP1DB + 9.636 dB if P1DB is specified.

IP3TYP. Determines how IP3 is interpreted:

• Output IP3, dBm: IP3 is the output power in dBm at IP3.

• Input IP3, dBm: IP3 is the input power in dBm at IP3.

• Output IP3, dBW: IP3 is the output power in dB Watts at IP3.

• Input IP3, dBW: IP3 is the input power in dB Watts at IP3.

• Output IP3, dBV: IP3 is the output voltage in dB Volts at IP3.

• Input IP3, dBV: IP3 is the input voltage in dB Volts at IP3.

The output power level at IP3 (OIP3) is related to the input power level (IIP3) by:

OIP3dB=IIP3dB+GCONVdB
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NOTE: The Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program
defines OIP3 using the output power of one fundamental when the input is two tones with identical power. The relationship
is:

OIP3 = POut,Fund +
POut,Fund − PIM3

2

where POut,Fund is the output power of a single fundamental tone and PIM3 is the power of one of the adjacent IM3 products
(2,-1 or -1,2).

To convert OIP3 defined using the total output power to the VSS definition, use the following relation:

OIP3VSS=OIP3PTot-4.515

IP3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP3 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP2. The second-order intermodulation or harmonic intercept point, depending on the setting of IP2TYP. If this is left
empty, IIP2 is set to IIP3 + 10 dB.

IP2TYP. Determines how IP2 is interpreted:

• Output IP2 (Intermod), dBm: IP2 is the output power in dBm at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod), dBm: IP2 is the input power in dBm at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic), dBm: IP2 is the output power in dBm at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic), dBm: IP2 is the input power in dBm at the harmonic IP2.

• No IP2 Generated: The amplifier does not generate any second-order products.

• Output IP2 (Intermod), dBW: IP2 is the output power in dB Watts at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod), dBW: IP2 is the input power in dB Watts at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic), dBW: IP2 is the output power in dB Watts at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic), dBW: IP2 is the input power in dB Watts at the harmonic IP2.

• Output IP2 (Intermod), dBV: IP2 is the output voltage in dB Volts at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod), dBV: IP2 is the input voltage in dB Volts at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic), dBV: IP2 is the output voltage in dB Volts at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic), dBV: IP2 is the input voltage in dB Volts at the harmonic IP2.

The output power level at IP2 (OIP2) is related to the input power level (IIP2) by:

OIP2dB=IIP2dB+GAINdB

The second-order harmonic intercept power level (IP2H) is related to the second-order intermodulation intercept power
level by:

IP2HdB+IP2dB+10log102

IP2_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP2 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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MEASREF. Optional power or voltage level of one tone of the two-tone signal used when IP2 and IP3 are measured.
Specifying the level adjusts the polynomial coefficients appropriately so that a two-tone signal with the equivalent level
passing through the amplifier has the specified IP2, IP3, P1dB, and, in most cases, gain values. If a level is not specified,
GAIN is linear gain, and IP2 and IP3 are ideal IP2 and IP3.

Note that if output IP3 is specified and MEASREF represents the output fundamental, GAIN will be the linear gain, and
the P1dB relation:

OP1dB = IP1dB + GAIN - 1

holds. However, if either IP3 is input IP3 or MEASREF represents the input fundamental, GAIN is the gain required to
achieve the specified IP3. This gain is typically different from the linear gain used in the P1dB equation, and the previous
P1dB equation is not true for the GAIN parameter.

When adjusting the coefficients, P1dB is taken to be the 1 dB compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

See "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendation" for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

MEASREFTYP. Determines how MEASREF is interpreted:

• Input Fundamental, dBm: MEASREF is the power in dBm at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental, dBm: MEASREF is the power in dBm at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Input Fundamental, dBW: MEASREF is the power in dB Watts at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental, dBW: MEASREF is the power in dB Watts at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Input Fundamental, dBV: MEASREF is the voltage in dB Volts at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental, dBV: MEASREF is the voltage in dB Volts at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal.

MEASREF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MEASREF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the mixer, used to evaluate the temperature-dependent settings.

LO2OUT. The feedthrough gain of the LO signal. The LO signal with this gain applied appears on the output signal. If
left empty no direct LO feedthrough occurs. If an array of values is entered, the elements of the array correspond to the
feedthrough gain of the harmonics. The first element of the array corresponds to the direct feedthrough, the second
element of the array maps to the feedthrough of the 2nd harmonic of the LO signal, and so forth. The interpretation of
the values depends on whether or not PLO is specified. See the Feedthrough Harmonics section for details.

LO2OUT_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LO2OUT parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IN2OUT. The feedthrough gain of the input signal. The input signal with this gain applied appears on the output signal.
If left empty no direct input signal feedthrough occurs. If an array of values is entered, the elements of the array correspond
to the feedthrough gain of the harmonics. The first element of the array corresponds to the direct feedthrough, the second
element of the array maps to the feedthrough of the 2nd harmonic of the input signal, and so forth. The interpretation of
the values depends on whether or not PIN is specified. See the Feedthrough Harmonics section for details.

IN2OUT_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IN2OUT parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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LO2IN. The feedthrough of the LO to the input. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident upon
the LO port with this gain applied appears on the input signal. If left empty no LO to input feedthrough occurs.

LO2IN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LO2IN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OUT2IN. The feedthrough of the output to the input. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident
upon the output port with this gain applied appears on the input signal. If left empty no output to input feedthrough
occurs.

OUT2IN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the OUT2IN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

RGCONV. The reverse mixing conversion gain. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident upon
the output port is mixed with the LO using this conversion gain and appears at the input port. If left empty GCONV is
used. Set this to a very small value such as -1000 to not generate reverse mixing.

RGCONV_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the RGCONV parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PLO. Optional LO level used to determine the actual suppression of the higher-order harmonics of the LO signal
feedthrough from LO2OUTH. This can also specify that the LO signal is a normalized signal, with this being the reference
LO level. The interpretation is determined by PLOTYP.

PLOTYP. Determines how PLO is interpreted:

• Reference LO power, dBm: PLO is in dBm and is only used to resolve LO2OUTH. The power level of the LO signal
is determined by the LO signal.

• (Rarely used) LO power, LO input is normalized input, dBm: As indicated this setting is rarely used. The LO signal
is assumed to be a normalized signal, when it is the equivalent of 1V the LO power applied to the mixer will be PLO
in dBm.

• Reference LO power, dBW: PLO is in dB Watts and is only used to resolve LO2OUTH. The power level of the LO
signal is determined by the LO signal.

• (Rarely used) LO power, LO input is normalized input, dBW: As indicated this setting is rarely used. The LO signal
is assumed to be a normalized signal, when it is the equivalent of 1V the LO power applied to the mixer will be PLO
in dB Watts.

PLO_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PLO parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PIN. Input level used to determine the actual suppression of the higher-order harmonics of the input signal. Its
interpretation is determined by PINTYP.

PINTYP. Determines how PIN is interpreted:

• IN2OUTH Only, dBm: PIN is in dBm and is only used to determine the actual suppression levels of the input feedthrough
harmonics. This setting provides backward compatibility with VSS software versions prior to 7.51.

• Spurs & IN2OUTH, dBm: PIN is in dBm and is used to determine the actual suppression levels of both higher-order
input spurs and input feedthrough harmonics. With this setting the spur suppression levels are computed relative to
PIN. If PIN is changed with a corresponding opposite change in GCONV, the spur levels do not change, provided the
signal is not undergoing compression.
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• IN2OUTH Only, dBW: PIN is in dB Watts and is only used to determine the actual suppression levels of the input
feedthrough harmonics. This setting provides backward compatibility with VSS software versions prior to 7.51.

• Spurs & IN2OUTH, dBW: PIN is in dB Watts and is used to determine the actual suppression levels of both higher-order
input spurs and input feedthrough harmonics. With this setting the spur suppression levels are computed relative to
PIN. If PIN is changed with a corresponding opposite change in GCONV, the spur levels do not change provided the
signal is not undergoing compression.

PIN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PIN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NF. The noise level of the mixer, its interpretation is determined by NFTYP. Noise is modeled as thermal noise at the
output.

NFTYP. Determines how NF is interpreted:

• Single-sided Noise Figure: NF is the single sideband noise figure, or the ratio of the input SNR to the output SNR.
NF must be greater than or equal to 10*log10(2).

• Double-sided Noise Figure: NF is the double sideband noise figure, which is 10*log10(2) dB less than the signal
sideband noise figure.

NF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the NF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NOISE. Determines when noise represented by NF is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF budget analysis simulations, but not time domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF budget analysis and time domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the *RF Noise Modeling setting on the *RF Options tab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP, ZLOP. The characteristic impedances of the ports of the mixer.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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ZLOP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZLOP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

INPMM. The input port mismatch setting as defined by INPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S11 = 0.

INPMMTYP. Determines how INPMM is interpreted:

• S11 (complex): INPMM is S11, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: INPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: INPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

INPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OUTPMM. The output port mismatch setting as defined by OUTPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S22 =
0.

OUTPMMTYP. Determines how OUTPMM is interpreted:

• S22 (complex): OUTPMM is S22, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: OUTPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: OUTPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the OUTPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the mixer in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Mixers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for GCONV, RGCONV,
P1DB, IP3, IP2, MEASREF, IN2OUT, INPMM, and ZINP are entered.

FREQS_OUT. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent output port settings are
entered. These frequencies only apply to the output port specific settings OUT2IN, OUTPMM, and ZOUTP.

If left empty, the frequencies from FREQS are used for the output port settings.

FREQS_LO.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent LO port settings are entered.
These frequencies only apply to the LO port specific settings LO2IN, LO2OUT, and ZLOP.

If left empty, the frequencies from FREQS are used for the LO port settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.
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BBOP. Determines the behavior of the mixer when a complex signal is being converted to or from baseband (the center
frequency is 0):

• I & Q Channels: The baseband signal is treated as separate I and Q channels. When upconverting, the behavior is
similar to mixing each channel separately, with the real component of the LO used as the LO input for the I channel
mixer and the negative of the imaginary component of the LO used as the LO input for the Q channel mixer. When
downconverting, the input signal is first converted to a real signal, which is then mixed separately for the I and Q
channels. The real component of the LO is used as the LO input for the I channel mixer and the negative of the
imaginary component of the LO is used as the LO input for the Q channel mixer.

• Complex Envelope: The baseband signal is treated as a complex envelope signal that happens to have a center frequency
of 0.

"I & Q Channels" is useful when upconverting the output of a transmitter or I/Q modulator or when downconverting to
generate a signal for input to receiver or an I/Q demodulator. The mixer then behaves similar to the following subcircuits:
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The downside of using "I & Q Channels" is the spur suppressions tend to deviate from the spur table due to the effects
of higher-order products on lower-order terms. This is due to the mixing of the signals as real signals where the phase
information needed to generate accurate spur suppressions is not available.
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NOTE: When direct upconverting from baseband (the input signal is a modulated complex signal with center frequency
of 0) the interpretation of the conversion gain parameter GCONV depends upon the DUPGCONVTYP parameter, which
by default is set to use the Direct Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box. These settings let you control whether GCONV specifies the conversion gain of the individual physical
mixers or the overall gain of the combined mixers. The difference is that the overall gain of the combined mixers is 6
dB higher than the conversion gain of the individual physical mixers.

LOHMAX. The maximum LO intermodulation harmonic (n) to generate if IMPROD is empty. Note that for performance
reasons, (LOHMAX+1)*(INHMAX+1) must be less than or equal to 121.

INHMAX. The maximum input signal intermodulation harmonic (m) to generate if IMPROD is empty.

NOTE: The model used to generate spurs works best when LOHMAX is less than 8 and INHMAX is less than 4.

IMPROD. Optional vector for selecting specific intermodulation and harmonic products to generate. The vector must
contain pairs of values, with the first value representing the LO term and the second value representing the input term.
If this is specified, only the products specified are generated, with both positive and negative terms generated.

As an example, if only the following two intermodulation or harmonic products are desired:

a) the input signal's second harmonic (n=0, m=2), and

b) the intermodulation product of the first-order LO and second-order input signal (n=1, m=2),

then the user should set IMPROD to the following:

{0,2, 1,2}

If this is empty, intermodulation and harmonic products are generated for m =0,1,...INHMAX and n =0,1,...,LOHMAX,
with the harmonics limited by IN2OUT, IN2OUTH, LO2OUT and LO2OUTH.

SIGBW.Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing. This is also used to
determine the bandwidth of the filter following the nonlinear amplifier.

This may be left empty, in which case the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol
used to generate the input signal.

SPURBW. Used to determine the frequency range for spurs to be generated. This is a percentage of the sampling
frequency. Spurs are not generated if no part of the frequency band of the spur falls within the frequency band defined
by:

fmin=fout-(fs·SPURBW/100)/2

fmax=fout+(fs·SPURBW/100)/2

AALIAS. Determines whether anti-aliasing upsampling and downsampling is allowed.

• Auto: Anti-aliasing resampling is determined from the signal characteristics.

• No resampling: No resampling is performed.

• Broadband: Full resampling is performed if necessary.

• Narrowband: Resampling for spur synthesis is performed if necessary. The amplifier operates in narrowband mode
(AM/PM approximation with no resampling).
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MXUPSMP. The maximum internal upsampling rate allowed for the anti-aliasing upsampler. If the simulation runs
extremely slow try reducing this value at the expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing. Setting this to 1 has the
effect of disabling the up and down samplers.

IMPL. This is for future use and should be set to "Auto".

TXTOUT. Enables viewing of the spur table used for the simulation. The table is displayed in the VSS text output
window.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalUnset1
Local Oscillator SignalComplex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalUnset2

Implementation Details

For Time Domain simulations this mixer is implemented in three parts. The first part is a nonlinear amplifier similar to
the AMP_B block, followed by a bandpass/lowpass filter. The amplifier is used to generate the conversion gain (loss)
and the third-order intermodulation products. The amplifier also generates second-order intermodulation products when
appropriate if indicated by the IP2 and IP2TYP parameters. See the AMP_B block for details on the nonlinear amplifier
model.

The filter is used to filter out the higher-order harmonics from the amplified signal. It is implemented as a lowpass filter
centered on the input signal's center frequency with a cutoff frequency of 1/2 the signal bandwidth (the passband is the
signal bandwidth wide). The filter is only used if internal resampling is performed.

The second part generates harmonics of the amplified input and LO signals and intermodulation products between the
amplified input signal and the LO signal.

The third part adds thermal noise to the output of the spur generator if NOISE is set to "On". The noise is generated by
a white Gaussian noise source with the average power over the output bandwidth fs determined by:

(118)NN=(FSSB-1)·k·T0·GCONV·fs

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T0 is the standard temperature of 290K.

When generating noise samples, MIXER_B2 generates frequency-dependent noise if impedance mismatch modeling is
enabled. In this case the noise voltage spectral density is shaped so the total noise output models the noise the load sees.
When impedance mismatch modeling is disabled, white noise is generated with power spectral density of NN.

In the following discussions, the signals are represented in complex envelope form:

Input signal:

(119)VIn=Re{S·exp(j·θs)·exp(j·ωc,In·t)}
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LO signal:

(120)VLO=Re{L·exp(j·θLO)·exp(j·ωc,In·t)}

Output signal:

(121)VOut=Re{R·exp(j·θR)·exp(j·ωc,Out·t)}

where S·exp(j·θs), L·exp(j·θLO) and R·exp(j·θR) are the complex envelopes.

For complex signals, the center frequency of the output signal is determined either from FCOUT or from the center
frequencies of the input and LO signals and the MODE setting. If FCOUT is not specified then the output center frequency
is determined from:

Upper sideband/up conversion: fc,Out = fc,In + fc,LO

Lower sideband/down conversion: If fIn > 0 then fOut = |fLO - fIn| otherwise fOut = 0.

When referring to both input and LO products, m is used to denote the input order and n is used to denote the LO order.

Feedthrough Harmonics

The harmonics generated for m = 0 or n = 0 represent the feedthrough of the LO (n = 0) and input (m = 0) signals. The
levels of these harmonics are determined by IN2OUT and LO2OUT. If an array of values is specified, the elements of
the array correspond to the different harmonics. For example, the first element is the direct feedthrough, while the second
element represents then second-order harmonic.

For direct feedthrough, the values of IN2OUT and LO2OUT specify the gain of the input signal or LO signal at the
output signal. For the input signal, this gain is prior to any compression by the internal amplifier.

For the higher-order harmonics, the interpretation of the values in IN2OUT and LO2OUT corresponding to the harmonics
depends on whether PIN and PLO are specified. This is because the gain of the harmonic relative to the signal is dependent
upon the signal level. If PIN/PLO is specified, then the values of IN2OUT/LO2OUT are the gains corresponding to any
signal level of PIN or PLO. If PIN/PLO is not specified, then the values of IN2OUT/LO2OUT represent the gain factor
GH described as follows:

Each harmonic is generated by raising the corresponding signal to the harmonic order and scaling by a constant gain
factor GH:

(122)(A·exp(j·(ωA+ωc)·t))
n·GH=An·exp(j·(nωA+(n-1)ωc)·t)·GH·exp(j·ωc·t)

where An·exp(j·(nωA+(n-1)ωc)·t)·GH is the complex envelope of the harmonic, A corresponds to the amplified input
signal or the LO signal, and n is the harmonic order.

If PIN/PLO is specified, GH is determined by equating the power of the amplified input signal or LO signal using the
previous equation. Expressing the power in decibels and converting to voltage:

(123)PIN+dB(Z0)+IN2OUT[m] = m(PIN+dBGCONV+dB(Z0))+dBGH

(124)PLO+dB(Z0)+LO2OUT[n] = n(PLO+dB(Z0))+dBGH
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Intermodulation Products

The intermodulation product suppressions are determined from [1]. These equations model a double-balanced mixer.
The overall suppression for a given product is a function of the input order and the difference between the input and LO
power, or:

(125)dBSupp = dBBase + (m-1)·(dBIn-dBLO)

where negative values indicate attenuation. The equations in [1] determine dBBase and can be reduced to the following:

For m and n odd:

(126)Base = | Boo
2BIF ∣ m ! ∣ ·

Γ(( ∣ n ∣ + ∣ m ∣ − 1) / 2)
Γ(( ∣ n ∣ − ∣ m ∣ + 3) / 2) |

For m odd and n even:

(127)Base = | V f · Boe

BIF ∣ m ! ∣ ·
Γ(( ∣ n ∣ + ∣ m ∣ ) / 2)

Γ(( ∣ n ∣ − ∣ m ∣ + 2) / 2) |
For m even and n odd:

(128)Base = | V f · Beo

BIF ∣ m ! ∣ ·
Γ(( ∣ n ∣ + ∣ m ∣ ) / 2)

Γ(( ∣ n ∣ − ∣ m ∣ + 2) / 2) |
For m and n even:

(129)Base = | Bee
2BIF ∣ m ! ∣ ·

Γ(( ∣ n ∣ + ∣ m ∣ − 1) / 2)
Γ(( ∣ n ∣ − ∣ m ∣ + 3) / 2) |

and:

(130)dBBase = 20log10Base

(131)Boo = 1 +δ4+α(δ3+δ2)-|m|(δ4-δ2+α(δ3+δ2)-β(δ3+δ4))

(132)Boe = |m|(-δ4-δ2+α(δ3+δ2)+β(δ4-δ3))

(133)Beo = |m|(δ4+δ2+α(δ3-δ2)-β(δ3+δ4))

(134)Bee = -1+δ4-α(δ3-δ2)-|m|(δ4-δ2-α(δ3-δ2)+β(δ3-δ4))

(135)BIF = 1+δ4+α(δ3+δ2)-(δ4-δ2+α(δ3+δ2)-β(δ3+δ4))

The following table lists the values of dBBase for orders 1 through 5 of m and n for α=0.7,β=0.7,δ2=0.85,δ3=0.95,δ4=1.05
and Vf=0.1, which are the default values in [1]:

dBBaseInput (m)LO (n)
011
-4121
-2831
-5941
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dBBaseInput (m)LO (n)
-5751
-3512
-3922
-4432
-5842
-6352
-1013
-3223
-1833
-4543
-4353
-3514
-3924
-3034
-4444
-4654
-1415
-2725
-1435
-2845
-2655

If PINTYP is set to "Spurs & IN2OUTH" and both PIN and PLO are specified, dBBase is further adjusted to accommodate
PIN:

(136)dBBase = dBBase- (m -1)·(PIN - PLO)

The magnitude of each of the intermodulation products is generated from the amplified input signal by substituting
dBAmp = dBIn + GCONV into equation (8):

(137)dBSupp = (m -1)·(dBAmp - GCONV-dBLO)+dBBase

or:

(138)dBSupp = (m -1)·(dBAmp - dBLO)+dBGIM

where dBGIM = dBBase + (1-m) GCONV.

Since power of the intermodulation product is dBAmp + dBSupp, equation (21) can be rearranged to yield:

(139)dBAmp +dBSupp = m ·dBAmp+ (1-m)·dBLO+dBGIM

In complex envelope representation, assuming single-tone input and LO signals, the phase can be generated by raising
each exponential term to the appropriate order:
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(140)exp(j·(θR+ωc,R·t))= exp(j· (ωIn+ ωc,In)t)m·exp(j·(ωLO+ωc,LO)t)n

Using equation (22) for the magnitude and equation (23) for the phase, the complex envelope of the intermodulation
product can be calculated as:

(141)RIM=|VIn|m·|VLO|1-m·GIM

(142)θR+ωc,R·t = (m·ωIn+n·ωLO+m·ωc,In+n·ωc,LO)·t

Generalizing equation (25) for the three possible ωc,R:

Up conversion, ωc,Out=ωc,In+ωc,LO:

(143)θR=m·ωIn+n·ωLO+(m-1)·ωc,In+(n-1)·ωc,LO

Down conversion, fc,In <= fc,LO: ωc,Out=ωc,LO-ωc,In:

(144)θR=m·ωIn+n·ω LO+(m-1)·ωc,In+(n+1)·ωc,LO

Down conversion, fc,In > fc,LO:ωc,Out=ωc,In-ωc,LO:

(145)θR=m·ωIn+n·ω LO+(m+1)·ωc,In+(n-1)·ωc,LO

LO Power Variations

The previous spur synthesis model assumes that the LO signal's power level matches the specified LO power level in
PLO. The spur synthesis model does not accommodate variations in LO power level very well. This can easily be deduced
from the fact that the 1,1 product does not depend on the LO power level.

In order to provide some modeling of the effects of variation in LO power level, the mixer adjusts the gain conversion
when the static signal power level of the LO signal deviates from PLO. This assumes that PLO is specified. If it is not
then no adjustments are made.

The model assumes that the mixer operates with the LO near saturation. The effect of increases in the LO signal's power
on the conversion gain is minimal. Reducing the LO signal's power reduces the conversion gain, increasing in effect as
the LO moves away from saturation. The effect becomes linear when the LO signal's power drops below approximately
PLO - 2.3 dB.

Note that this model is not a very robust model. It does follow the general behavior of the Cadence Microwave Office®
software behavioral mixer model MIXER with regard to LO power level.

Generated Spurs

Which spurs actually appear on the output signal depends on several factors. IMPROD, IN2OUT and LO2OUT determine
the spurs that might be generated, while the signal bandwidth and SPURBW determine which of those spurs are actually
output.

IN2OUT and LO2OUT define the spurs corresponding to the available harmonics. IMPROD is used to select individual
spurs to possibly generate. If IMPROD is left empty, the set of possible spurs consists of the harmonic spurs and
intermodulation products for m =0,1,...INHMAX and n =0,1,...,LOHMAX, with the harmonics limited by IN2OUT and
LO2OUT.

Spurs are selected from the set of possible spurs by computing an estimated frequency range for the spur based on the
signal bandwidth. If the frequency range for the spur intersects the output signal's frequency band scaled by SPURBW,
the spur is generated.
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The signal bandwidth is based on the sampling frequency of the input signal. SIGBW can reduce the signal bandwidth.
It specifies the percentage of the sampling frequency to use for the signal bandwidth. If SIGBW is left empty, the signal
bandwidth is set to the sampling frequency divided by the samples per symbol of the input signal. This typically results
in the signal bandwidth being set to the data rate of the input signal.

For a given spur, the estimated frequency range is:

(146)f min = m · ( f c,In −
f s
2 · BW

100 ) + n · f c,LO

(147)f max = m · ( f c,In +
f s
2 · BW

100 ) + n · f c,LO

Note that this assumes the LO signal's actual frequency is very close to fc,LO, or fLO is small compared to fs.

Reducing the signal bandwidth may improve simulation speed by reducing both the number of spurs generated and the
amount of resampling required for anti-aliasing.

Anti-Aliasing

To reduce aliasing, the mixer employs automatic upsampling of the input and LO signals and a corresponding
downsampling for the output signal. The upsampling is performed prior to the amplification of the input signal, the
downsampling is performed after the spur generation. The output signal's sampling frequency is the same as the sampling
frequency of the input and LO signals.

Resampling is only performed if necessary. This is determined by the nonlinear amplifier and the set of possible spurs.
The nonlinearity of the amplifier expands the signal spectrum three to five times, depending on whether IP3 is specified
independently of P1dB. If IP3 is independent of P1dB a fifth-order polynomial is required for the nonlinearity and the
spectrum expands 5 times. If IP3 is dependent on P1dB (either IP3 or P1DB is left empty) a third-order polynomial is
required for the nonlinearity and the spectrum expands 3 times.

The amplifier requires resampling if the frequency range of the input signal does not fall entirely within the range 0 to
the maximum frequency of interest expanded by the polynomial order.

The maximum frequency of interest is based on the center frequency of the input signal plus 1/2 the signal bandwidth,
or:

(148)fSig,Max=fc,In+(fs,In·SIGBW/100)/2

The amount of resampling is determined by the increase required of the sampling frequency to fully cover the range 0
to fSig,Max.

Resampling may also be required to generate possible spurs. This occurs when only a portion of the signal bandwidth
at a spur falls within the input signal frequency range. The signal bandwidth of each spur is determined by the signal
bandwidth and the orders of the spur.

Note that resampling significantly reduces the simulation speed of the mixer. In addition to the increased number of
samples that must be processed, the input and LO signals must be filtered after upsampling, the amplifier output signal
must be filtered prior to spur generation, and the output signal must be filtered prior to downsampling. The filters also
introduce slight errors in the signal.
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Real Signals

The mixer is capable of operating on real signals, either explicitly when the real input and output signals are real, or
implicitly when separate I and Q channel mixing is in effect. I and Q channel mixing is in effect when BBOP is set to
"I & Q Channels", the input and output signals are complex, and the center frequency of either the input or output signal
is 0.

When the mixer operates on real signals rather than complex envelope signals the spur suppressions tend to be less
accurate, especially for the lower-order products. This is because higher-order products contribute to the lower-order
products. For example, the third-order harmonic of a sine wave generates components at both the original frequency and
the third-order frequency:

(149)(Acosθ)3 = (A3(cos(3θ) + 3cos(θ))) / 4

When the signal being mixed is a complex envelope signal, the previous harmonic can be evaluated as:

(150)(Aexpθ)3 = A3exp3θ

For a real signal, however, the phase is not directly available and equation (31) must be used to generate the harmonic.
This results in the extra contribution to the first-order term, which is not directly controlled by the mixer model.

The net effect is that when higher-order terms are generated by the mixer, the higher-order terms tend to be close to the
expected power levels, but the lower-order terms tend to differ from the expected power levels.

The mixer does attempt to adjust the suppression scale factors GIM and GH to produce the correct suppressions when the
input power is PIN and the LO power is PLO.

Impedance Mismatch Modeling

When impedance mismatch modeling is enabled, the mixer's ports appear as terminations. The ZINP, ZOUTP, ZLOP,
INPMM, and OUTPMM determine the impedances seen by connected nodes. The impedance looking into the input port
is:

ZIn = ZINP · 1 + SINP
1 − SINP

and the impedance looking into the output port is:

ZIn = ZOUTP · 1 + SOUT
1 − SOUT

where SINP and SOUT are the S11 and S22 equivalent complex values of INPMM and OUTPMM, respectively. The
impedance seen looking into the LO port is ZLOP.

If there is an impedance mismatch present on the input port, the following correction is applied to convert the signal
from total voltage to incident voltage:

CorrInp = 1
∣ 1 + Γ In ∣

If there is an impedance mismatch present on the output port, the following correction is applied to convert from reflected
voltage to total voltage:
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CorrOut =
1 + ΓL

1 − SOUT · ΓL

The corrections are typically frequency-dependent. In Time Domain simulations these corrections are implemented
through the use of IIR or FIR filters.

If noise samples are being generated, the noise is also corrected to reflect the noise delivered to the load.

See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on impedance mismatch modeling in the VSS
program.

Noise Generation

Noise at the output of the mixer can be thought of as being composed of several components:

• The noise at the RF/IF frequencies being mixed. The conversion gain at the appropriate frequency is applied.

• The noise at the image frequencies being mixed. The conversion gain at the appropriate frequency is applied.

• The noise added by the mixer, this is determined by the mixer noise figure.

• The noise from the input at the same frequencies as the output passing through the mixer due to input to output
feedthrough.

• The noise from the LO at the same frequencies as the output passing through the mixer due to the LO to output
feedthrough.

The noise added by the mixer, which is computed from the mixer noise figure, is determined taking into account the
above noise contributions. The calculation presumes that the noise at the input and LO ports is 290 K. The noise added
by the mixer is the expected output noise level for the mixer noise figure based upon an input noise level of 290 K less
all the contributions other than that to be added by the mixer.

NOTE: When working with complex envelope signals in Time Domain simulations, the noise at the output of the mixer
may be lower than expected. This would occur when the image frequencies fall outside the input signal's sampling
frequency band, or when the input or LO feedthrough frequencies fall outside of their corresponding frequency bands.
When the frequencies fall outside the corresponding sampling frequency bands there is no noise contribution due to that
particular component at the corresponding output frequency.

RF Budget Analysis

When used with the RF Budget Analysis simulator, the mixer includes the image noise when computing its noise behavior.
It also includes noise due to LO and input signal feedthrough. The following equation illustrates this behavior for noise
temperature at output frequency 1 GHz and an LO frequency of 10 GHz:

(151)TOut,1GHz = T In,11GHz ·G1,1 + T In,9GHz ·G1,−1 + T In,1GHz ·G0,1 + TLO,1GHz ·G1,0 + TN

G1,1 and G1,-1 are the conversion gains, G0,1 is the input to output feedthrough, and G1,0 is the LO to output feedthrough.
Tx,f is the noise temperature at port x at frequency f. TN is the equivalent output noise temperature of the mixer and is
computed from the single-sided noise factor and conversion gain as:

(152)TN = (F − 2) · GCONV · 290K

Note that this computation excludes the effects of feedthrough.
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If there is no noise present on the image frequencies at the input port, noise with a temperature of the ambient system
temperature (_TAMB) is assumed.

See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on frequency analysis simulations in the VSS
program.

RF Inspector

The mixer behaves somewhat differently when used with the RF Inspector (RFI) simulator. It synthesizes the same spur
table but generates spurs differently. This may lead to slight discrepancies between the results of a Time Domain simulation
and RFI simulation.

For RFI simulations, a fifth-order polynomial is used to generate both the input portion of the spurs and the nonlinear
settings such as IP3 and P1dB. The coefficients for the fifth-order polynomial are generated in such a way that IP2, IP3
and P1dB, if specified, take precedence over specified spur levels.

The use of a fifth-order polynomial also affects the spurs generated when IMPROD is set. All the frequency content
generated by the specified input order are generated, not just the ones that fall at the desired spur. For example, if IMPROD
were set to {1,3} or LO=1, Input=3, the frequency content at {1,1} due to input being raised to the third-order is generated
along with the content at {1,3}. For Time Domain simulations only the content at {1,3} is generated.

Reverse mixing is also modeled in RFI simulations. Any signal incident upon the output port is mixed with the LO using
the same spurs as the forward direction, but with a conversion gain specified by RGCONV. The mixed signal then appears
at the input port.

References

[1] Henderson, B., "Predicting Intermodulation Suppression in Double-Balanced Mixers", Watkins-Johnson Company
Tech-notes
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File-based Behavioral Mixer: MIXER_F

Symbol
IN OUT

LO

Summary

MIXER_F implements a behavioral model of a nonlinear mixer. The intermodulation and harmonic suppressions (the
spurs) are explicitly specified through a Text Data File.

NOTE: When direct upconverting from baseband (the input signal is a modulated complex signal with center frequency
of 0) the interpretation of the conversion gain parameter GCONV depends upon the DUPGCONVTYP parameter, which
by default is set to use the Direct Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box. These settings let you control whether GCONV specifies the conversion gain of the individual physical
mixers or the overall gain of the combined mixers. The difference is that the overall gain of the combined mixers is 6
dB higher than the conversion gain of the individual physical mixers.

The implementation is similar to the Behavioral Mixer block MIXER_B, with the exception that all the spur suppressions
are specified explicitly.

NOTE: For performance reasons the maximum LO and input harmonics are restricted to (LOHMAX+1)*(INHMAX+1)
≤ 121. RF Inspector simulations also ignore LO and input harmonics larger than the 11th order, with a further restriction
that for orders larger than the 5th order, IM products are only generated between pairs of input tones. For example, if
there are three tones at the input, the intermodulation effects between tones 1 and 2, between tones 2 and 3, and between
tones 1 and 3 are modeled. However, the intermodulation between all three tones is not modeled. This restriction is in
place for performance reasons.

Equivalent Circuit

LO
Signal

Input
Signal

Output
Signal

Nonlinear Amplifier
(P1dB, IP3)

Bandpass
Filter

Spur
Generator

Noise

Down
Sampler

Up
Sampler

This equivalent circuit applies only to Time Domain simulations. The up and down samplers are used internally to reduce
the effects of aliasing due to the expansion of the bandwidth when the nonlinearities are applied. The nonlinear amplifier
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is similar to AMP_B and is used to model the gain compression, P1dB, IP3 and IP2 effects. The bandpass filter is set to
the signal bandwidth. The spur generator applies the multiplications necessary to generate the mixer images.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
N/AData file of spur suppression characteristicsRSPURS

Rows Inp(m),
columns LO(n)

N/AFormat of spur suppression table SPURSESPURFMT

dBc LON/AInterpretation of LO harmonics in spur tableELOHTYP
SUMN/AConversion modeEMODE
1ScalarLO multiplier to use for identifying the output signal

frequency: fOut = fLO * LOMULT +/- fIn
ILOMULT

FrequencyOutput center frequency (use for baseband input)RFCOUT
FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeRRFIFRQ

-9 dBdBConversion gainRGCONV
Use setting from
System Options

N/AInterpretation of GCONV when direct upconverting from
baseband

E*DUPGCONVTYP

16 dBmPower
in dB

1-dB compression pointRP1DB

Input P1dBN/AP1DB interpretationE*P1DBTYP
30 dBmPower

in dB
3nd order intercept pointRIP3

Input IP3N/AIP3 interpretationE*IP3TYP
Power
in dB

2nd-order intercept pointR*IP2

No IP2 GeneratedN/AIP2 interpretationE*IP2TYP
Power
in dB

Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure GAIN,
IP2 and IP3

R*MEASREF

Input FundamentalN/AMEASREF interpretationE*MEASREFTYP
-25dBLO to input isolation, RF Inspector only (make negative for

loss)
R*LO2IN

-25dBOutput to input (reverse) isolation, RF Inspector only (make
negative for loss, empty to use GCONV)

R*OUT2IN

dBReverse mixing conversion gain, RF Inspector only (make
negative for loss)

R*RGCONV

Power
in dB

Reference LO port powerRPLO

LO port powerN/AUse of PLOEPLOUSE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Power
in dB

Reference input port powerRPIN

0dBNoise figureRNF
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput node characteristic impedanceR*ZINP
_Z0ResistanceOutput node characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP
_Z0ResistanceLO node characteristic impedanceR*ZLOP
0ScalarInput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*SINPMAG
0AngleInput reflection coefficient phase angleR*SINPANG
0ScalarOutput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*SOUTMAG
0AngleOutput reflection coefficient phase angleR*SOUTANG
0dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent output port

settings
V*FREQS_OUT

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent LO port
settings

V*FREQS_LO

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

I&Q ChannelsN/ABaseband operationE*BBOP
AutoN/AInterpretation of suppressions in SPURSE*SUPPTYP
100Power

in dB
Limit on spur suppressionsR*SUPPLIM

ScalarHarmonics and intermodulation products to generateR*IMPROD
FrequencySignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW

100PercentSpur threshold bandwidth as percentage of sampling
frequency

R*SPURBW

AutoN/AAnti-aliasing handlingE*AALIAS
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
NoneN/AOutput to text windowE*TXTOUT
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

SPURS. The name of a data file object under the Data Files node of the Project Browser. This should be a Text Data File
that contains the spur suppressions for the mixer. The exact format is determined by the SPURFMT parameter.

SPURFMT. Determines the format of the text data file in SPURS.

• Inp rows x LO columns: The format typically used by mixer manufacturers in spur tables. Each row represents the
input harmonics, each column represents the LO harmonics, with the top row and left column representing the first
harmonic. See note below about SUPPLIM.

• LO Power(dBm); Inp rows x LO columns: Permits the specification of tables for different LO power levels. The first
column is the LO power level associated with the row. The remaining columns specify the LO harmonics, with the
first harmonic corresponding to the second column. The rows represent the input harmonics associated with the LO
power value in the first column, and the first row of a given LO power value representing the first harmonic. Note that
all the tables must contain the same number of columns.

• LO rows x Inp columns: Similar to "Inp rows x LO columns" except the rows represent the LO harmonics and the
columns represent the input harmonics.

• LO Power(dBm); LO rows x Inp columns: Similar to "LO Power(dBm); Inp rows x LO columns" except the rows
represent the LO harmonics and the columns represent the input harmonics.

• LO(n), Inp(m), suppression: Each row represents a single intermodulation product, with the first column the LO
harmonic number of the product, the second column the input harmonic number, and the third column the suppression
value.

• LO Power(dBm), LO(n), Inp(m), suppression: Each row represents a single intermodulation product associated with
an LO power level, with the first column the LO power level, the second column the LO harmonic number, the third
column the input harmonic number, and the fourth column the suppression value.

The "Implementation Details" section contains an example for each format.

The suppression value are dB relative to the IF (the 1,1 IM product) output power. They can be interpreted as either
attenuation or gain depending on the SUPPTYP parameter. By default this is automatically determined.

Spurs are not generated for spurs with suppression values whose absolute values exceed SUPPLIM. This is useful for
the "Rows Inp(m), columns LO(n)" formats, since manufacturers typically specify values such as ">80" (or some other
value) for certain higher order spurs. For these spurs, simply enter a value greater than SUPPLIM.

MIXER_F supports non-symmetrical spurs, where the suppression at m,n differs from the suppression at m,-n. In order
to specify non-symmetrical spurs SPURFMT must be set to one of the formats that specify the individual m and n values,
such as "LO(n), Inp(m), suppression" or "LO Power(dBm),LO(n),Inp(m),suppression".

LOHTYP. Determines how the suppression values for the LO harmonics (m=0) in SPURS are to be determined:

• dBc IF: The suppression values are dBc relative to the output level at IF (input power + GCONV).

• dBc LO: The suppression values are dBc relative to the LO power level.

MODE. Determines the conversion mode of the mixer. By default the output signal's center frequency is determined by
this setting (it may be explicitly specified through FCOUT).

• SUM: fOut = fLO*LOMULT + fIn.

• DIFF: If fIn > 0 then fOut = |fLO*LOMULT - fIn| otherwise fOut = 0.
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fIn fLO fLO + fIn|f LO - fIn|

Output center frequency for
MODE="DIFF"

Output center frequency for
MODE="SUM"

LOMULT. The LO multiplication factor, use for sub-harmonic mixers. LOMULT in combination with MODE defines
the spur that is to be treated as the output signal. The output signal's frequency is then fLO*LOMULT + fIn if MODE =
SUM or |fLO*LOMULT - fIn| if MODE = DIFF.

LOMULT must be >= 1.

FCOUT. If not empty, this is the center frequency of the output signal. This is not used if the output signal is a real
signal.

FCOUT is useful when you have a specific frequency band to examine at the output of the mixer, but wish to adjust the
input or LO frequencies. Specifying FCOUT will fix the output frequency band to FCOUT-fs/2≤f<FCOUT+fs/2.

FCOUT is typically specified when upconverting from baseband and a center frequency other than the LO center frequency
is desired.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

GCONV. The conversion gain of the mixer. This gain is added to the spur level for the output spur, if any, to obtain the
final signal gain. Spur suppression values are then relative to the corresponding output signal level.

DUPGCONVTYP.Determines how GCONV is interpreted when operating the mixer as an upconverter from baseband.
This setting only applies when the input signal is a complex signal with center frequency of 0 and the BBOP parameter
is set to either "I & Q Channels" or "Auto".

• Use setting from System Options: If this is selected then the interpretation of GCONV is determined by the Direct
Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box.

• Gain is for each physical mixer: GCONV is the conversion gain of each individual mixer. The typical net effect is that
the measured gain between the input signal and the output signal is 6 dB higher than GCONV. This is the behavior in
VSS versions prior to version 12.

• Gain is overall upconverter gain: GCONV is the conversion gain of the overall mixer module.

P1DB. The 1 dB compression point. This may either be IP1dB or OP1dB depending on the setting of P1DBTYP. If this
is left empty, IP1DB is set to approximately IIP3 - 9.636 dB if IP3 is specified, or PLO - 5 if PLO is specified.

P1DBTYP. Determines how P1DB is interpreted:

• Output P1dB: P1DB is the output power at the 1 dB compression point.

• Input P1dB: P1DB is the input power at the 1 dB compression point.
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The output power level at P1dB (OP1DB) is related to the input power level (IP1DB) by:

OP1DBdB=IP1DBdB+GCONVdB-1dB

IP3. The third-order intermodulation intercept. This may be OIP3 or IIP3 depending on the setting of IP3TYP. If this is
left empty, IIP3 is set to approximately IP1DB + 9.636 dB if P1DB is specified.

IP3TYP. Determines how IP3 is interpreted:

• Output IP3: IP3 is the output power at IP3.

• Input IP3: IP3 is the input power at IP3.

The output power level at IP3 (OIP3) is related to the input power level (IIP3) by:

OIP3dB=IIP3dB+GCONVdB

NOTE: The Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program
defines OIP3 using the output power of one fundamental when the input is two tones with identical power. The relationship
is:

OIP3 = POut,Fund +
POut,Fund − PIM3

2

where POut,Fund is the output power of a single fundamental tone and PIM3 is the power of one of the adjacent IM3 products
(2,-1 or -1,2).

To convert OIP3 defined using the total output power to the VSS definition, use the following relation:

OIP3VSS=OIP3PTot-4.515

IP2. The second-order intermodulation or harmonic intercept point, depending on the setting of IP2TYP. If this is left
empty, IIP2 is set to IIP3 + 10 dB.

IP2TYP. Determines how IP2 is interpreted:

• Output IP2 (Intermod): IP2 is the output power at the IP2.

• Input IP2 (Intermod): IP2 is the input power at IP2.

• Output IP2 (Harmonic): IP2 is the output power at the harmonic IP2.

• Input IP2 (Harmonic): IP2 is the input power at the harmonic IP2.

The output power level at IP2 (OIP2) is related to the input power level (IIP2) by:

OIP2dB=IIP2dB+GAINdB

The second-order harmonic intercept power level (IP2H) is related to the second- order intermodulation intercept power
level by:

IP2HdB=IP2dB+10log102

MEASREF. Optional power or voltage level of one tone of the two-tone signal used when IP2 and IP3 are measured.
Specifying the level adjusts the polynomial coefficients appropriately so that a two-tone signal with the equivalent level
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passing through the amplifier has the specified IP2, IP3, P1dB, and, in most cases, gain values. If a level is not specified,
GAIN is linear gain, and IP2 and IP3 are ideal IP2 and IP3.

Note that if output IP3 is specified and MEASREF represents the output fundamental, GAIN will be the linear gain, and
the P1dB relation:

OP1dB = IP1dB + GAIN - 1

holds. However, if either IP3 is input IP3 or MEASREF represents the input fundamental, GAIN is the gain required to
achieve the specified IP3. This gain is typically different from the linear gain used in the P1dB equation, and the previous
P1dB equation is not true for the GAIN parameter.

NOTE:By default, projects saved in VSS 10.0 use a somewhat different algorithm to compute the polynomial coefficients.
For these projects, P1dB represented the 1 dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is typically
different from the common P1dB measurement, which measures the 1 dB compression point of the fundamental of a
one-tone signal. VSS 10.0's algorithm also expected the power level to be below P1dB.

Note that you can choose the VSS 10.0 algorithm by selecting either "Input Fundamental, V10" or "Output Fundamental,
V10" in MEASREFTYP.

MEASREFTYP. Determines how MEASREF is interpreted:

• Input Fundamental, V10: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the
1dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is the algorithm used in VSS 10.0.

• Output Fundamental, V10: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents
the 1dB compression point of one tone of a two-tone signal. This is the algorithm used in VSS 10.0.

• Input Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the input of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the 1dB
compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

• Output Fundamental: MEASREF is the power at the output of one tone of the two-tone signal. P1dB represents the
1dB compression point of the fundamental of a one-tone signal.

LO2IN. The feedthrough of the LO to the input. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident upon
the LO port with this gain applied appears on the input signal. If left empty no LO to input feedthrough occurs.

OUT2IN. The feedthrough of the output to the input. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident
upon the output port with this gain applied appears on the input signal. If left empty no output to input feedthrough
occurs.

RGCONV. The reverse mixing conversion gain. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident upon
the output port is mixed with the LO using this conversion gain and appears at the input port. If left empty GCONV is
used. Set this to a very small value such as -1000 to not generate reverse mixing.

PLO. Reference LO power level used for the spur suppressions. This is normally the LO power level used by the
manufacturer in generating the spur table. This is optional if the spur table contains LO power values. This may also be
used to specify the LO signal is a normalized signal, with this being the reference LO power.

PLOUSE. Determines whether PLO is used for the actual LO signal's power.

• Spur reference only: PLO is only used to resolve the higher order spur suppressions. The power level of the LO signal
is determined by the LO signal.

• LO port power: The LO signal is a normalized signal, and PLO is the power level. PLO is also used in resolving the
higher order spur suppressions.
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PIN. Reference input power level used for the spur suppressions. This is normally the RF power level used by the
manufacturer in generating the spur table.

NF. The single-sideband noise figure, or the ratio of the input-signal-to-noise ratio to the output-signal-to-noise ratio.
Noise is modeled as thermal noise at the output. The double-sideband noise figure is typically 3 dB less than the single
sideband noise figure. NF must be greater than or equal to 10*log10(2) dB.

NOISE. Determines when noise represented by NF is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF budget analysis simulations, but not time domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF budget analysis and time domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the *RF Noise Modeling setting on the *RF Options tab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP, ZLOP. The characteristic impedances of the nodes of the mixer.

SINPMAG. The magnitude of the S parameter reflection coefficient of the input port. This is only used when impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

SINPANG. The angle of the S parameter reflection coefficient of the input port. This is only used when impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

SOUTMAG.The magnitude of the S parameter reflection coefficient of the output port. This is only used when impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

SOUTANG. The angle of the S parameter reflection coefficient of the output port. This is only used when impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the mixer in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Mixers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings are entered.

FREQS_OUT. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent output port settings are
entered. These frequencies only apply to the output port specific settings such as the reflection coefficients or impedances
and not to settings such as gain.

If left empty, the frequencies from FREQS are used for the output port settings.
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FREQS_LO.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent LO port settings are entered.
These frequencies only apply to the LO port specific settings such as the impedances and LO feedthroughs and not to
settings such as gain.

If left empty, the frequencies from FREQS are used for the LO port settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

BBOP. Determines the behavior of the mixer when a complex signal is being converted to or from baseband (the center
frequency is 0):

• I & Q Channels: The baseband signal is treated as separate I and Q channels. When upconverting, the behavior is
similar to mixing each channel separately, with the real component of the LO used as the LO input for the I channel
mixer and the negative of the imaginary component of the LO used as the LO input for the Q channel mixer. When
downconverting, the input signal is first converted to a real signal, which is then mixed separately for the I and Q
channels. The real component of the LO is used as the LO input for the I channel mixer and the negative of the
imaginary component of the LO is used as the LO input for the Q channel mixer.

• Complex Envelope: The baseband signal is treated as a complex envelope signal that happens to have a center frequency
of 0.

I & Q Channels is useful when upconverting the output of a transmitter or I/Q modulator or when downconverting to
generate a signal for input to receiver or an I/Q demodulator. The mixer then behaves similar to the following subcircuits:
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The downside of using "I & Q Channels" is the spur suppressions tend to deviate from the spur table due to the effects
of higher order products on lower order terms. This is due to the mixing of the signals as real signals where the phase
information needed to generate accurate spur suppressions is not available.

The downside of using "Complex Envelope" is that it introduces coupling between the I and Q channels due to the
complex multiplication. This coupling may results in spurs being generated where they would normally cancel out if
two separate I and Q channel mixers were used.

NOTE: When direct upconverting from baseband (the input signal is a modulated complex signal with center frequency
of 0) the interpretation of the conversion gain parameter GCONV depends upon the DUPGCONVTYP parameter, which
by default is set to use the Direct Upconversion Gain Type setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options
dialog box. These settings let you control whether GCONV specifies the conversion gain of the individual physical
mixers or the overall gain of the combined mixers. The difference is that the overall gain of the combined mixers is 6
dB higher than the conversion gain of the individual physical mixers.

SUPPTYP. Determines how the suppression values in SPURS are interpreted:

• Auto: If the majority of suppression values are negative, the values are treated as gains, otherwise they are treated as
suppressions.

• Attenuation (negative is gain): The method typically used by mixer manufacturers in spur tables. Positive values
indicate attenuation, negative values indicate gain.

• Gains (negative is suppression): Positive values indicate gain, negative values indicate attenuation.

SUPPLIM. Limit used to prevent generation of spurs. Spurs in SPURS whose suppression values have absolute values
that are greater than this are not generated.

IMPROD. Optional vector for selecting specific intermodulation and harmonic products to generate. The vector must
contain pairs of values, with the first value representing the LO term and the second value representing the input term.
If this is specified, only the products specified are generated, with both positive and negative terms generated.

As an example, if only the following two intermodulation or harmonic products are desired:

a) the input signal's second harmonic (n=0, m=2), and
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b) the intermodulation product of the first order LO and second order input signal (n=1, m=2),

then the user should set IMPROD to the following:

{0,2, 1,2}

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty, in which case the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol
used to generate the input signal.

SPURBW. Used to determine the frequency range for spurs to be generated. This is a percentage of the sampling
frequency. Spurs are not generated if no part of the frequency band of the spur falls within the frequency band defined
by:

fmin=fout-(fs·SPURBW/100)/2

fmax=fout+(fs·SPURBW/100)/2

AALIAS. Determines whether anti-aliasing upsampling and downsampling is allowed.

• Auto: Anti-aliasing resampling will be determined from the signal characteristics.

• No resampling: No resampling will be performed.

• Broadband: Full resampling will be performed if necessary.

• Narrowband: Resampling for spur synthesis will be performed if necessary. The amplifier will operate in narrowband
mode (AM/PM approximation with no resampling).

MXUPSMP. The maximum internal upsampling rate allowed for the anti-aliasing upsampler. If the simulation runs
extremely slow try reducing this value at the expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing. Setting this to 1 has the
effect of disabling the up and down samplers.

IMPL. This is for future use and should be set to "Auto".

TXTOUT. Enables viewing of the spur table used for the simulation. The table is displayed in the VSS text output
window.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Local Oscillator SignalComplex3
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal Complex2

Implementation Details

For details on the behavioral model implementation, see MIXER_B. Note that the suppressions for the LO harmonics
in MIXER_F are relative to the IF output power level, whereas in MIXER_B the suppressions are relative to the LO
input power level.

Spur Data Examples

The following are examples of text data files for the different formats of SPURFMT. Note that the suppression values
in the examples are made up and are not intended to be used in a simulation.

Inp rows x LO columns

!0 1 2 3 4 5
0 24 29 26 39 34
16 0 19 23 37 47
62 60 64 60 65 73
100 77 100 79 100 100

The first row is a comment and is used to number the columns. From the table the suppression of the intermodulation
product ±2·fLO±fIn is 19 dB (third column, third row), while the suppression of the second LO harmonic is 29 dB (third
column, second row). No spurs are generated for 3·fIn,±2·fLO±3·fIn, ±4·fLO±3·fIn and ±5·fLO±3·fIn because their values
are > SUPPLIM, which is set to 100 by default.

Note that the first column/first row value, 0, is ignored since it does not correspond to any harmonic or intermodulation
product.

LO Power(dBm); Inp rows x LO columns

!Power 0 1 2 3 4 5
10 0 24 29 26 39 34
10 16 0 19 23 37 47
10 62 60 64 60 65 73
10 100 77 100 79 100 100
!
17 0 13 24 29 33 37
17 16 0 21 26 57 43
17 67 63 69 100 67 72
17 100 75 100 73 100 100

The first and sixth rows are comments. The second through fifth rows are used if the LO power is less than (10+17)/2
dBm. The seventh through tenth rows are used if the LO power is greater than or equal to (10+17)/2 dBm. Additional
power groups may be added.

Note that all rows must have the same number of columns.
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See the Power Levels section below for more information about the handling of specified LO power levels.

LO rows x Inp columns

!0 1 2 3 4 5
0 24 29 26 39 34
16 0 19 23 37 47
62 60 64 60 65 73
100 77 100 79 100 100

The data in this example is identical to the "Inp rows x LO columns" example. However, the suppression values are
different. From the table the suppression of the intermodulation product ±2·fLO±fIn is 60 dB (second column, third row),
while the suppression of the second LO harmonic is 62 dB (first column, third row).

LO Power(dBm); LO rows x Inp columns

!Power 0 1 2 3 4 5
10 0 24 29 26 39 34
10 16 0 19 23 37 47
10 62 60 64 60 65 73
10 100 77 100 79 100 100
!
17 0 13 24 29 33 37
17 16 0 21 26 57 43
17 67 63 69 100 67 72
17 100 75 100 73 100 100

The data in this example is identical to the "LO Power(dBm); Inp rows x LO columns" example. However, the suppression
values are different. The suppression of the intermodulation product ±2·fLO±fIn is 60 dB for LO power of less than
(10+17)/2 dBm, and is 63 dB for LO power greater than or equal to (10+17)/2 dBm.

Note that all rows must have the same number of columns.

See the "Power Levels" section below for more information about the handling of specified LO power levels.

LO(n), Inp(m), suppression

0 1 20
1 0 30
1 2 24
2 1 32

This table specifies the following suppression values: fIn=20 dBc, fLO=30 dBc, ±fLO±2·fIn=24 dBc, and ±2·fLO±fIn=32
dBc.

LO Power(dBm), LO(n), Inp(m), suppression

! LO = 7 dBm
7 1 2 24
7 2 1 32
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! LO = 17 dBm
17 1 2 33
17 2 1 39
! LO = 27 dBm
27 1 2 43
27 2 1 59

This table specifies the following suppression values:

LO power less than (7+17)/2 dBm: ±fLO±2·fIn=24 dBc and ±2·fLO±fIn=32 dBc.

LO power between (7+17)/2 and (17+27)/2 dBm: ±fLO±2·fIn=33 dBc and ±2·fLO±fIn=39 dBc.

LO power at or above (17+27)/2 dBm: ±fLO±2·fIn=43 dBc and ±2·fLO±fIn=59 dBc.

See the "Power Levels" section below for more information about the handling of specified LO power levels.

Optional Independent Variables

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

Power Levels

To properly generate the higher order spur suppressions, the input and LO power levels used when generating the spur
table must be specified. This is done through the PLO and PIN parameters. Manufacturer data sheets normally include
the RF and LO power levels used in generating the spur tables.

For the formats that include the LO power level the PLO parameter should normally be left empty unless the LO port is
a normalized signal. If a value is specified in PLO for these formats, only the spurs that apply to this power level are
generated. The instantaneous power level of the LO port is ignored when generating the signal. When the PLO parameter
is left empty, the instantaneous power level of the LO port is used to look up the spurs to be generated at that point.
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In other words, if the spur table contains multiple LO power levels and PLO is left empty, the spurs generated will depend
on the instantaneous power of the LO power signal. The threshold used to determine which spurs to use is the mid-point
between two adjacent power levels in dBm. For example, if a set of spurs are specified for 7 dBm and another set for 17
dBm, the set for 7 dBm are used when the instantaneous power of the LO signal is below (7+17)/2 dBm or 12 dBm. The
set for 17 dBm is not used if the power is greater than or equal to 12 dBm.

If PLO is specified and the LO signal's static signal power level does not match PLO, the mixer will adjust the conversion
gain in an attempt to model the effect of slight variations in LO power level on the spurs. See LO Power Variations under
the "Implementation Details" section of MIXER_B for more information.

Deviations from Spur Values

When a single tone input signal with power PIN and a single tone LO signal with power PLO are used, the mixer will
typically generate spurs with suppressions closely following those specified in the spur table. However, there are certain
situations where the suppressions for certain spurs differ from the specified values. The following are the most common
causes for deviations:

Real Signals: When the input signal is real, higher order terms will affect lower order terms. This is because the mixer
must raise the input signal directly to the power, while for complex signals the signal can be treated as a separate magnitude
and phase. When single tone is raised to a power, it generates terms at lower frequencies. For example, raising cos ω t
to the 3rd power generates both cos 3ω t and cos ω t terms (cos3 ω t = (cos 3ω t + 3cos ω t)/4). The mixer attempts to
compensate for this effect, but can only do so at PIN and PLO.

Amplifier Harmonics: As the input signal's power level approaches P1dB or IP3, 3rd and 5th order harmonics of the
input signal become stronger. These are due to the nonlinear amplifier used to model the gain conversion, P1dB and IP3
effects. If these harmonics happen to fall within the signal bandwidth they will be regenerated at the spurs. These
regenerated harmonics will contribute to the 3rd and 5th order input products. For example, if a strong 3rd harmonic is
being generated, the product m=1,n=1 will generate the equivalent of 3fIn+/- fLO as well as fIn+/- fLO. This will affect
the product m=3, n=1.

This effect can be reduced by reducing the signal bandwidth through the SIGBW parameter. SIGBW determines the
bandwidth of the filter following the nonlinear amplifier. If SIGBW is 100%, the mixer will attempt to compensate for
the harmonic levels when the input and LO power levels are PIN and PLO, respectively.

Noise Generation

MIXER_F behaves similar to MIXER_B with regard to noise generation. See Noise Generation under the "Implementation
Details" section of MIXER_B for details.

Impedance Mismatch Modeling

MIXER_F models impedance mismatches similar to MIXER_B when impedance mismatch modeling is enabled. See
Impedance Mismatch Modeling under the "Implementation Details" section of MIXER_B for details.

See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guidefor more information on impedance mismatch modeling in the VSS
program.

RF Budget Analysis

MIXER_F behaves similar to MIXER_B when used in a RF Budget Analysis simulation. See RF Budget Analysis under
the "Implementation Details" section of MIXER_B for details.
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See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guidefor more information on RF Budget Analysis simulations in the VSS
program.

RF Inspector

MIXER_F behaves similar to MIXER_B when used in a RF Inspector simulation. See RF Inspector under the
"Implementation Details" section of MIXER_B for details.

Refer to Chapter 2 for more information on RF Inspector simulations in the VSS program.

Simulation Speed Issues

By default, MIXER_F performs internal resampling of the input signal when necessary to avoid aliasing due to the
nonlinearity (IP3 and P1dB). It also performs resampling when only portions of spurs intersect the output signals frequency
band. When the resampling rate is large, the simulation runs significantly slower due to the extra processing required.
The extra processing is due to the increase in the number of samples processed and the need to filter the expanded signal
three times with a lowpass filter (once when signal is first upsampled, once after the nonlinearity is modeled, and once
prior to the signal being downsampled). The mixer attempts to reduce the amount of resampling required. First, if the
input signals sampling frequency is much smaller than its center frequency, the signal is treated as a narrowband signal
and a narrowband approximation is used for the nonlinearity. This narrowband approximation, based on an
AM/AM-AM/PM model, does not require resampling to avoid aliasing. If the narrowband condition does not hold, the
mixer attempts to minimize the resampling required by the nonlinearity by attempting to choose a resampling rate that
results in the higher-order harmonic bands being aliased just outside the input signals frequency band. Finally, the mixer
forces the narrowband approximation if it is part of a feedback loop, to avoid the signal delays introduced by the resampling
filters.

There are several ways to improve the simulation speed at the expense of deviation from the mixer model with optimal
resampling. The resampling rate can be limited through the MXUPSMP parameter. The AALIAS parameter can also be
used to control what is performed for anti-aliasing. All anti-aliasing can be turned off, which typically results in the
fastest operation, though there may be aliasing due to the nonlinearity. The narrowband approximation can also be forced
on, in which case the nonlinearity may not be modeled accurately. The SIGBW parameter can be used to shrink the
bandwidth of the input signal used to compute the resampling rate (the bandwidth itself is not changed). The SPURBW
parameter can be used to shrink the bandwidth of interest in the output signal, potentially resulting in fewer spurs being
generated. Note that these parameters are all secondary parameters. You must click the Show Secondary button in the
Element Options dialog box to view the parameters.

Recommendations for Use

This block is normally used to model a specific mixer when the spur table is available from the manufacturer.

The MIXER_B block should be used when a spur table is not available. The MIXER_B block automatically generates
intermodulation suppression values corresponding to a double balanced mixer. Suppression values for the input and LO
harmonics must still be specified.
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Simulation-based Behavioral Mixer: MIXER_S

Symbol
IN OUT

LO

Summary

MIXER_S imports the mixer characteristics of a 3-port Cadence® Microwave Office® software nonlinear mixer circuit
into the Cadence Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program. The
intermodulation and harmonic suppressions (the spurs), input 1 dB compression point and output IP3 from the Microwave
Office circuit are used to configure a behavioral mixer model. The implementation is similar to the Behavioral Mixer
block (MIXER_B), and the File-based Behavioral Mixer block (MIXER_F).

NOTE: For performance reasons the maximum LO and input harmonics are restricted to (LOHMAX+1)*(INHMAX+1)
≤ 121. RF Inspector simulations also ignore LO and input harmonics larger than the 11th order, with a further restriction
that for orders larger than the 5th order, IM products are only generated between pairs of input tones. For example, if
there are three tones at the input, the intermodulation effects between tones 1 and 2, between tones 2 and 3, and between
tones 1 and 3 are modeled. However, the intermodulation between all three tones is not modeled. This restriction is in
place for performance reasons.

This block supports parameterized Microwave Office subcircuits and swept variables in the Microwave Office circuit.
See Section 1.7 of the VSS Modeling Guide for details.

Equivalent Circuit

LO
Signal

Input
Signal

Output
Signal

Nonlinear Amplifier
(P1dB, IP3)

Bandpass
Filter

Spur
Generator

Noise

Down
Sampler

Up
Sampler

This equivalent circuit applies only to Time Domain simulations. The up and down samplers are used internally to reduce
the effects of aliasing due to the expansion of the bandwidth when the nonlinearities are applied. The nonlinear amplifier
is similar to AMP_B and is used to model the gain compression, P1dB, IP3 and IP2 effects. The bandpass filter is set to
the signal bandwidth. The spur generator applies the multiplications necessary to generate the mixer images.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
MN/AMicrowave Office subcircuit nameSNET
Harmonic BalanceN/ANonlinear simulatorESIMTYP
1ScalarId of the input RF signal PORT model in the Microwave

Office circuit
I*RFPORT

2ScalarId of the LO PORT model in the Microwave Office circuitI*LOPORT
3ScalarId of the IF PORT model in the Microwave Office circuitI*IFPORT
SUMN/AConversion modeEMODE

TextPower sweep name (if empty, the Port 1 power sweep name
is used)

S*PSWP

TextFrequency sweep name (if empty, document frequency sweep
is used)

S*FSWP

1ScalarFrequency sweep indexIFRQIDX
1ScalarLO multiplier to use for identifying the output signal

frequency: fOut = fLO * LOMULT +/- fIn
ILOMULT

FrequencyOutput center frequency (use for baseband input)RFCOUT
FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeRRFIFRQ
dBConversion gain (if empty, it will be calculated from the

Microwave Office circuit)
R*GCONV

Power
in dB

Input 1-dB compression point (if empty, it will be calculated
from the Microwave Office circuit)

R*P1DB

Power
in dB

Output 3rd order intercept pointR*IP3

Power
in dB

Reference LO port powerRPLO

Power
in dB

Reference input port powerRPIN

0dBSSB noise figureR*NF
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
Match DC from
nonlinear
simulation

N/ARFI DC suppression handlingE*DCSUPPTYP

0dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP
I&Q ChannelsN/ABaseband operationE*BBOP
100Power

in dB
Limit on spur suppressionsR*SUPPLIM
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

5ScalarMaximum LO harmonic to generate if IMPROD is emptyI*LOHMAX
5ScalarMaximum input harmonic to generate if IMPROD is emptyI*INHMAX

ScalarHarmonics and intermodulation products to generateR*IMPROD
FrequencySignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW

100PercentSpur threshold bandwidth as percentage of sampling
frequency

R*SPURBW

AutoN/AAnti-aliasing handlingE*AALIAS
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
YesOutput spur table to text window?E*TXTOUT
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of parameters for schematic swept variables*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NET. The name of the Microwave Office circuit. The name must be enclosed in quotation marks.

SIMTYP. The type of circuit simulator to use. When set to "Harmonic Balance", you can also specify an unlisted
simulator by appending to the name of the circuit schematic in NET a period followed by the simulator's tag . For example,
if the schematic is "Mixer" and you want to use the AC harmonic balance simulator, you enter "Mixer.AC" for the
parameter value.

RFPORT, LOPORT, IFPORT. The port indices (the value of the PORT block P parameter; indices start from 1) of
the RF (input), LO, and IF (output) PORT models in the Microwave Office circuit.

MODE. Determines the conversion mode of the mixer. By default the output signal's center frequency is determined by
this setting (it may be explicitly specified through FCOUT).

• SUM: fOut = fLO*LOMULT + fIn.

• DIFF: If fIn > 0 then fOut = |fLO*LOMULT - fIn| otherwise fOut = 0.

fIn fLO fLO + fIn|f LO - fIn|

Output center frequency for
MODE="DIFF"

Output center frequency for
MODE="SUM"

LOMULT. The LO multiplication factor, use for sub-harmonic mixers.LOMULT in combination with MODE defines
the spur that is to be treated as the output signal. The output signal's frequency is then fLO*LOMULT + fIn if MODE =
SUM or |fLO*LOMULT - fIn| if MODE = DIFF.

LOMULT must be >= 1.
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FCOUT. If not empty, this is the center frequency of the output signal. This is not used if the output signal is a real
signal.

FCOUT is useful when you have a specific frequency band to examine at the output of the mixer, but wish to adjust the
input or LO frequencies. Specifying FCOUT will fix the output frequency band to FCOUT-fs/2≤f<FCOUT+fs/2.

FCOUT is typically specified when upconverting from baseband and a center frequency other than the LO center frequency
is desired.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

GCONV. The conversion gain of the mixer. If left empty, the value is obtained from the Microwave Office simulation.

P1DB. The input 1 dB compression point. If left empty, the value is obtained from the Microwave Office simulation.

IP3. The output third-order intermodulation intercept. If left empty, the value is obtained from the Microwave Office
simulation.

PLO. Reference LO power level used for the spur suppressions. PLO is only used to resolve the higher order spur
suppressions. The power level of the LO signal is determined by the LO signal.

PIN.Reference input power level used for the spur suppressions. This is normally the RF power level used in the nonlinear
simulation.

NF. The single sideband noise figure, or the ratio of the input signal to noise ratio to the output signal to noise ratio.
Noise is modeled as thermal noise at the output. Double sideband noise figure is typically 3 dB less than the single
sideband noise figure. NF must be greater than or equal to 10*log10(2) dB.

If left empty, the noise figure will be obtained from the Microwave Office simulation if a nonlinear noise simulation has
been configured. In VSS v7.0 software, the noise figure is treated as frequency-independent. The noise figure is obtained
from the Microwave Office noise index whose absolute frequency is closest to the mixer's output center frequency.

NOISE. Determines when noise represented by NF is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF budget analysis simulations, but not time domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF budget analysis and time domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the *RF Noise Modeling setting on the *RF Options tab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.
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If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

DCSUPPTYP. Determines how DC suppression in RF Inspector simulations is to be handled:

• Match DC from nonlinear simulation: The DC suppression will automatically be computed, and will be set so the DC
output matches the circuit simulation's DC when the input power levels and port loads match those of hte circuit
simulation.

• Use DCSUPP: The value of the DCSUPP parameter will be used.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the mixer in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Mixers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

BBOP. Determines the behavior of the mixer when a complex signal is being converted to or from baseband (the center
frequency is 0):

• I & Q Channels: The baseband signal is treated as separate I and Q channels. When upconverting, the behavior is
similar to mixing each channel separately, with the real component of the LO used as the LO input for the I channel
mixer and the negative of the imaginary component of the LO used as the LO input for the Q channel mixer. When
downconverting, the input signal is first converted to a real signal, which is then mixed separately for the I and Q
channels. The real component of the LO is used as the LO input for the I channel mixer and the negative of the
imaginary component of the LO is used as the LO input for the Q channel mixer.

• Complex Envelope: The baseband signal is treated as a complex envelope signal that happens to have a center frequency
of 0.

I & Q Channels is useful when upconverting the output of a transmitter or I/Q modulator or when downconverting to
generate a signal for input to receiver or an I/Q demodulator. The mixer then behaves similar to the following subcircuits:

1 2

3

C2RI

PHASE

SHFT=90 Deg

1

2

3
ADD2IN OUT

LO

MIXER_F

IN OUT

LO

MIXER_F

PORTDIN

PORTDIN

PORTDOUT
Input Signal

LO Signal

Output Signal
I Channel

Q Channel

Up Converter
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IN OUT

LO

MIXER_F

PHASE

SHFT= 90 Deg

IN OUT

LO

MIXER_F

CE

R

CE2R

1

2

3

RI2CPORTDIN

PORTDIN

PORTDOUT

Down Converter

Q Channel

I Channel
Output Signal

LO Signal

Input Signal

The downside of using "I & Q Channels" is the spur suppressions tend to deviate from the spur table due to the effects
of higher order products on lower order terms. This is due to the mixing of the signals as real signals where the phase
information needed to generate accurate spur suppressions is not available.

The downside of using "Complex Envelope" is that it introduces coupling between the I and Q channels due to the
complex multiplication. This coupling may results in spurs being generated where they would normally cancel out if
two separate I and Q channel mixers were used.

SUPPLIM. Limit used to prevent generation of spurs. Spurs whose suppression values have absolute values that are
greater than this are not generated.

LOHMAX. The maximum LO intermodulation harmonic (n) to generate if IMPROD is empty. Note that for performance
reasons, (LOHMAX+1)*(INHMAX+1) must be less than or equal to 121.

INHMAX. The maximum input signal intermodulation harmonic (m) to generate if IMPROD is empty.

IMPROD. Optional vector for selecting specific intermodulation and harmonic products to generate. The vector must
contain pairs of values, with the first value representing the LO term and the second value representing the input term.
If this is specified, only the products specified are generated, with both positive and negative terms generated.

As an example, if only the following two intermodulation or harmonic products are desired:

a) the input signal's second harmonic (n=0, m=2), and

b) the intermodulation product of the first order LO and second order input signal (n=1, m=2),

then the user should set IMPROD to the following:

{0,2, 1,2}

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty, in which case the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol
used to generate the input signal.
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SPURBW. Used to determine the frequency range for spurs to be generated. This is a percentage of the sampling
frequency. Spurs are not generated if no part of the frequency band of the spur falls within the frequency band defined
by:

fmin=fout-(fs·SPURBW/100)/2

fmax=fout+(fs·SPURBW/100)/2

AALIAS. Anti-aliasing handling.

• Auto: If the majority of suppression values are negative, the values are treated as gains, otherwise they are treated as
suppressions.

• No resampling.

• Broadband.

• Narrowband.

MXUPSMP. The maximum internal upsampling rate allowed for the anti-aliasing upsampler. If the simulation runs
extremely slow try reducing this value at the expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing. Setting this to 1 has the
effect of disabling the up and down samplers.

IMPL. This is for future use and should be set to "Auto".

TXTOUT. If set to Yes, the spur table will be output to a text window. The values in the table are dBc relative to the
IF.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the swept variables of the Microwave
Office schematic.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set with the swept
variable closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the swept variables.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Local Oscillator SignalComplex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal Complex2

Implementation Details

MIXER_S is implemented similar to MIXER_B and MIXER_F. For details on the implementation, see MIXER_B. The
one significant difference is the impedance mismatch modeling behavior.
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MIXER_S currently requires the port impedances of the Microwave Office circuit to match the system characteristic
impedance (_Z0). When impedance mismatch modeling is enabled, the block's nodes appear as terminations with the
characteristic impedance.

The following illustrates how the Microwave Office circuit appears to the rest of the system diagram:

MWO Circuit

MIXER_S Block _Z0_Z0_Z0 _Z0

_Z0

_Z0

Nonlinear Circuit Setup Tips

• For simplicity, it is recommended that only two swept parameters be present in the simulation: document (or project)
frequencies and a power sweep. The power sweep is typically accomplished by using a one-tone, swept power port
at the input (PORT_PS1). Note that a power sweep is required and must contain at least three values.

The one-based frequency index of the swept frequency is chosen by setting the FRQIDX parameter.

If other swept parameters are found, only the first value of each sweep will be used for the simulation.

• If the mixer's conversion gain varies significantly with input power, care must be taken in selecting the power sweep
range. If the lower end of the power sweep is too far below the input signal power in the VSS program, the VSS mixer
may over-compress the signal. This is because VSS uses the conversion gain curve to estimate the P1dB point of its
nonlinear amplifier, with the lower end of the power sweep determining the linear gain. The P1dB point will therefore
be the point where the conversion gain drops by 1 dB.

• Only two tones may be present in the nonlinear simulation. Tone 1 should be used to feed the RF port (typically using
the PORT_PS1 port) and Tone 2 should be used to feed the LO port (typically using the PORTF port).

• The IF port should be a regular termination port (PORT).

An example mixer circuit is shown in the following figure.
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SDIODE
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ID=X2
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PORTF
P=2
Z=50 Ohm
Freq=2 GHz
Pwr=10 dBm

PORT
P=3
Z=50 Ohm

PORT_PS1
P=1
Z=50 Ohm
PStart=-20 dBm
PStop=10 dBm
PStep=2 dB

RF INPUT
LO INPUT

IF OUTPUT

Deviations from Spur Values

When a single tone input signal with power PIN and a single tone LO signal with power PLO are used, the mixer will
typically generate spurs with suppressions closely following those calculated in the nonlinear simulation. However, there
are certain situations where the suppressions for certain spurs differ from the specified values. The following are the
most common causes for deviations:

Real Signals: When the input signal is real, higher order terms will affect lower order terms. This is because the mixer
must raise the input signal directly to the power, while for complex signals the signal can be treated as a separate magnitude
and phase. When single tone is raised to a power, it generates terms at lower frequencies. For example, raising cos ω t
to the 3rd power generates both cos 3ω t and cos ω t terms (cos3 ω t = (cos 3ω t + 3cos ω t)/4). The mixer attempts to
compensate for this effect, but can only do so at PIN and PLO.

Amplifier Harmonics: As the input signal's power level approaches P1dB or IP3, 3rd and 5th order harmonics of the
input signal become stronger. These are due to the nonlinear amplifier used to model the gain conversion, P1dB and IP3
effects. If these harmonics happen to fall within the signal bandwidth they will be regenerated at the spurs. These
regenerated harmonics will contribute to the 3rd and 5th order input products. For example, if a strong 3rd harmonic is
being generated, the product m=1,n=1 will generate the equivalent of 3fIn+/- fLO as well as fIn+/- fLO. This will affect
the product m=3, n=1.

This effect can be reduced by reducing the signal bandwidth through the SIGBW parameter. SIGBW determines the
bandwidth of the filter following the nonlinear amplifier. If SIGBW is 100%, the mixer will attempt to compensate for
the harmonic levels when the input and LO power levels are PIN and PLO, respectively.

Recommendations for Use

This block is used to model a mixer in a Microwave Office circuit. This allows a nonlinear circuit simulation of a mixer
to be used in a system diagram.
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Nonlinear Amplifier (Circuit Model): NL_AMP2

Symbol

Summary

NOTE: This model is PRE-RELEASE. Please use the Behavioral Amplifier AMP_B

NL_AMP2 is a VSS model designed to approximate the Cadence® Microwave Office® software NL_AMP2 model.
Because of the differences in the simulators, however, the capabilities of the two models are not identical. Some aspects
of this model may be different from expectations, so you should review the following sections before using the model.

Correct monitoring of power spectral density requires that the global parameter _SMPSYM be a power of two.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A#TextElement IDNID
10dBTransducer gainRGAIN
10 dBmdBOutput 1 dB compression pointRP1DB
30 dBmdBOutput third-order intercept pointRIP3
40 dBmdBOutput second harmonic intercept pointRIP2H
3.0dBNoise figureRNF
0IntegerNoise on/offINOISE
0.0ScalarS21 magnitude (Use GAIN when S21=0)RS21MAG
0.0AngleS21 angle; used only with complex signalsRS21ANG
0.0TimeTime delayRTDLY
100.0Scalar(not used)RSIGBW
0.0Scalar(not used)RAALIAS

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2

Implementation Details

IP3 and Compression

It is important to recognize that IP3 and the 1-dB compression point are not independent. If compression is caused by
the small-signal nonlinearities of the device (expressed in the equation below), the 1 dB compression point must be
approximately 10 dB below IP3. However, if compression is caused by clipping of the large-signal drain or collector
waveforms, saturation can occur at a lower level, and need not be related to IP3. This is why amplifiers that are highly
linear, in terms of IP3, often do not obey the "10 dB" rule.

The Nonlinear Model

Nonlinearities are modeled by a polynomial and a clipping function. This provides the correct saturation and
intermodulation characteristics, regardless of the relative values of IP3 and P1DB. The controlled current source f(v) is
modeled by a polynomial:

f(v)=a1v+a2v2+a3v3

This polynomial models intermodulation distortion through third order. The values of the coefficients are derived from
the specified intercept points.

A one-dB compression point is more problematical to model. One cause of compression in an amplifier is clipping of
the waveforms when dc bias power is inadequate to provide output. This kind of saturation can occur, in theory, even if
the amplifier is perfectly linear for small signals; that is, when a2=a3=0 in the polynomial. Compression can also be
caused by the inherent small-signal nonlinearities in f(v). In this case, a cubic polynomial is not adequate to model
compression, and unless other means are used, the model's behavior is incorrect above the 1-dB compression point.

To avoid these difficulties, the amplifier model calculates the 1 dB compression point according to both criteria and uses
the one that represents the lower of the two compression levels. If the amplifier's compression is caused by clipping, a
clipping function is used with the value set appropriately. However, if compression is caused by the nonlinearities in
f(v), these are allowed to provide compression. The clipping level is then set somewhat higher, to provide the correct
behavior in hard saturation.

The transition between these two conditions is approximately 10 dB below the third-order intercept point, IP3. Therefore,
if P1DB<IP3-10, the amplifier saturates on clipping, while, for higher values, the nonlinearities of f(v) dominate.

The clipping function is symmetrical, so it affects only third-order intermodulation. The second-order IM level saturates
gracefully, but does not exhibit the sudden increase in level that can be observed in the third-order.

CAUTIONARY NOTE. The accuracy of this model is confined to 1 dB comparison gain point.

Reference

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Corporation. The full set of details of the implementation
are proprietary.
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MDIF File Based Nonlinear Behavioral Model: NL_MDIF

Symbol

Summary

NL_MDIF models 2-port RF nonlinear amplifiers using large signal nonlinear characterization data from an MDIF
disk-based file. It is designed primarily to work with P2D and generalized MDIF files, although it should be capable of
reading most MDIF files that contain ACDATA blocks. Only ACDATA and NDATA blocks are utilized; other blocks
such as IMTDATA blocks are ignored.

Generalized MDIF file support requires the specification of a configuration string in the GMDIFCFG secondary parameter.
See the "Parameter Details" section for more information.

Multi-dimensional MDIF files containing VAR statements are supported. The variables from the data file appear
dynamically as parameters at the end of the block's parameter list.

The Nonlinear Behavioral Model (Simulation-Based) block (NL_S) and the Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier
(File-Based) block (AMP_F) are similar to NL_MDIF except they obtain their nonlinear characterization data directly
from an Cadence® Microwave Office® software nonlinear circuit (NL_S) and a Text Data file (AMP_F).

The block utilizes one of several nonlinear models to implement the nonlinearity, with the specific model chosen based
on the characterization data provided. The models include:

• AM-AM/AM-PM Interpolation

• Small Signal Polynomial

• Large Signal Polynomial (Preliminary)

The AM-AM/AM-PM model is the simplest of the models and requires only input power/voltage levels and output
power/voltage of a fundamental, with optional phase information. You can specify Gain in place of output levels. The
disadvantage of the AM-AM/AM-PM model is its limited frequency-dependent support and its limitation to narrowband
modeling.

The Small Signal and Large Signal Polynomial models are based on the 5th order polynomial model found in the
Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based) block AMP_F. Because they utilize polynomials, the models
support both frequency-dependent and broadband modeling. The disadvantage is that they require more characterization
data in order to design a useful polynomial model.

The difference between the Small Signal and Large Signal Polynomial models is how the coefficients of the polynomial
model are determined. The Small Signal model utilizes higher order harmonic and/or intermodulation data to determine
the coefficients at a specific input power level. This tends to provide the best approximation when the input signal is
near constant envelope.

The Large Signal model attempts to fit the polynomial over a range of input power levels. It utilizes whatever data is
available: if only fundamental information is available, the polynomial is designed to best-fit the fundamental. If higher
order harmonic and/or intermodulation data is available, the polynomial is fit using that data. The downside of the Large
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Signal model is that the coefficient fitting is an iterative solution, which means the selected coefficients may produce
unexpected results.

The following table summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the different implementation models:

DisadvantagesAdvantagesModel.
Slow; higher order characteristics requiredBroadband; frequency-dependent; best for CW

and other constant envelope signals
Small Signal
Polynomial

Slow; iterative design algorithm may yield poor
match

Broadband; frequency-dependent; supports
fundamental-only data

Large Signal
Polynomial

Narrowband only; might not represent close-in
IM products well (2,-1), (3,-2); limited
frequency-dependent support

Fast; minimal data set requiredAM-AM/AM-PM

NOTE: Because MDIF files do not include harmonic or IM products, the polynomial models typically do not work well.
This is because the polynomial models rely upon the harmonic and IM products to compute the higher order polynomial
coefficients. The AM-AM/AM-PM model generally produces the most satisfactory results. One significant drawback of
the AM-AM/AM-PM model is that it is a narrowband model and does not support frequency dependency.

The use of independent variables (via the VAR statement in data files or swept variables in co-simulations) allows the
specification of different data sets. When independent variables are specified, additional parameters corresponding to
the independent variables are added to the block's parameter list. For independent variables with numeric values, the
IVARTYP parameter controls how the values entered for the parameters are interpreted. The default setting is to choose
the data set whose corresponding independent variable is closed to the entered value. IVARTYP may also be set so the
parameter presents a drop-down list of allowed values, or it may be set to interpolate.

When set for interpolation, the IVARINTRP parameter determines the interpolation method used, while the IVAREXTRP
parameter determines how values beyond the available independent variables are handled.

NOTE: When interpolation is used, all the data sets must have similar formats. For example, they should all be either
frequency- or power-based, or they should all be either behavioral based (Gain, IP3, P1dB, etc.) or harmonic/IM product
based. The actual interpolation of the values in the data sets are performed in the 'space' of the format of the data given.
For example, if gains are specified, then gains are interpolated; if harmonics are specified, then harmonics are interpolated.

Where there is more than one independent variable, the independent variables are prioritized in the order in which they
are first encountered (the order in which the parameters representing the independent variable values are listed).

The interpolation of the data set is best described via an example.

Suppose there are two independent variables, A and B, with A being listed first in the parameter list. Suppose there are
data sets for:

• A=-10, B=100; A=-10, B=200; A=-10,B=300;

• A=0, B=100; A=0, B=200; A=0, B=300;

• A=10, B=200; A=10, B=300; A=10, B=400;

Note that there is no A=10, B=100; and no A=-10, B=400; nor A=0, B=400.

Now suppose A=-5, B=250 are entered for the values of the independent variables. The determination of the actual data
set used would proceed as follows (presuming linear interpolation is used):
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• For A=-5, data sets for A=-10 and A=0 are needed.

• For A=-10, a data set for A=-10, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=-10, B=200 and A=-10, B=300.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=0, B=200 and A=0, B=300.

• Finally, the data set for A=-5, B=250 is interpolated from the interpolated data sets A=-10, B=250 and A=0, B=250.

To illustrate extrapolation, suppose IVAREXTRP is set to "Pin", and A=5, B=350 are entered for the values of the
independent variables. The determination of the actual data set used would then proceed as follows:

• For A=5, data sets for A=0 and A=10 are needed.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=350 is needed. As B=350 is beyond the maximum B value for A=0 (which is B=300),
the data set for A=0, B=350 is set to the data set for A=0, B=300.

• For A=10, a data set for A=10, B=350 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=10, B=300 and A=10, B=400.

• Finally, the data set for A=5, B=350 is interpolated from the data sets that were obtained for A=0, B=350 and A=10,
B=350.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may occasionally yield surprising results, particularly when there are two or more
independent variables or when there are large variations between the values defining the interpolation.

Extrapolating values may also yield unexpected results. You should perform a sweep on intermediate values for the
independent variables to verify that the interpolation is generating reasonable values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
MDIF file nameFILEN

N/AGeneralized MDIF configuration stringS*GMDIFCFG
NoN/AOutput source DC powerEDCPOUT
ReportHandling of file parsing warningsE*FWARN
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedI*TRNSEED
1ScalarNumber of data points to smooth overI*NSMOOTH
0dBPower level biasR*BIAS
AutoN/AModel implementationE*IMPLTYP

ScalarOperating point for small signal polynomial modelR*SSOPPOINT
dBmN/AUnits for SSOPPOINT, LSLOWER and LSUPPERE*OPPTTYP

ScalarMaximum harmonic to generateI*MAXHARM
ScalarLower range for large signal polynomial model data fittingR*LSLOWER
ScalarUpper range for large signal polynomial model data fittingR*LSUPPER
ScalarMinimum number of data points for large signal polynomial

model data fitting
I*LSDATAPTS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Mag & PhaseN/AAM/PM modeled componentsE*MDLTF
Cubic splineN/AAM/PM interpolation methodE*MDLINT
3dB+Max. Output
Power

N/AAM clipping behaviorE*AMCLIP

Data set closest to
simulation
frequency

N/AFrequency dependency behaviorE*FRQDEP

Linear gain + Op.
Point filters

N/AAM-AM/AM-PM Frequency dependency behaviorE*AMPMFRQDEP

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMP

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeRRFIFRQ
dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP

100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
AutoN/ASignal type for frequency dependency modelE*SIGMODEL
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
NoneN/ADiagnostic information to output to text windowE*TXTOUT
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

LinearInterpolation type for independent variables*IVARINTRP
PinExtrapolation behavior for independent variables*IVAREXTRP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FILEN. The file name of the MDIF file. If a path is not specified the file should be placed in the same folder as the
project file.

GMDIFCFG. String for defining how blocks and columns of a generalized MDIF file are interpreted. Leave empty for
P2D files.

The configuration string must start with the number "1" followed by a colon ":", such as: "1:". This is followed by the
name of a BEGIN/END block in the MDIF file, followed by another colon. This in turn is followed by the name of a
column within the MDIF block, followed by a semicolon ";", and then a header string. You can specify additional columns
by adding a semicolon, followed by the column name, semicolon, and header string. You can specify additional blocks
by adding a colon after the last column header string and then adding the block and column specifications.
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The column header string is similar to the column headers in the text data files used by AMP_F. NL_MDIF can be thought
of as translating the MDIF file's blocks and columns into a text data file, which is then processed similar to the way
AMP_F processes text data files. See (AMP_F) for information on the supported column headers.

NOTE: Complex valued columns in the MDIF file are automatically mapped to a pair of columns in the internal
representation. You should only enter one column, and the column header should simply be the destination column name.
For example, if the MDIF file contains a column 'S21(complex)', you enter the following for the column/column heading
pair:

S21;S21

You can specify several flags in each column. The flags begin with a percent "%" symbol. If the column name contains
a "%", you must enter two "%" symbols. The following flags are supported:

• %o - The column is optional.

• %n - The column represents NFMIN/GOPT/RN style noise parameters. The available column headings are 'F', 'NFMIN',
'GOPT', 'RN', and 'Z'. This data is treated separately from the other column data. Only one named block in the MDIF
file may contain columns with the '%n' flag. The noise data for a given set of independent variables is interpolated for
each frequency point in the equivalent text data file.

Note that if the noise data is part of a regular data block you should not use the '%n' flag. Simply treat those columns
as you would other column data.

• %f - The column name is the name of an independent variable that represents the frequency. The entry does not contain
a column header. If the column name is followed by a semicolon, the information following the semicolon pertains
to the next column to be processed, it is not a column header. The values of the independent variable with this name
are then assigned to the FREQ entry of the equivalent text data file.

If several different MDIF blocks are used, the blocks that are not marked as noise data must contain the same number
of rows and must also contain the same set of independent variables. This is required to preserve data integrity.

The following segment of a generalized MDIF demonstrates the configuration string rules:

VAR temp = 290
VAR freq = 1G
BEGIN data
% Pin(real) Pout(real) s11(complex) s22(complex) dc(real)
-10 -5 0.1 0.02 -0.15 0.05 5
-5 -1 0.15 0.03 -0.20 0.04 10
END

VAR temp = 290
VAR freq = 2G
BEGIN data
% Pin(real) Pout(real) s11(complex) s22(complex) dc(real)
-10 -6 0.2 0.04 -0.30 0.15 5
-5 -2 0.3 0.05 -0.40 0.08 10
END

VAR temp = 290
BEGIN noise
% F(real) nfmin(real) n11(complex) rn(real) z(real)
1G 3 0.34 -0.2 3.0 50
2G 4 0.4 -0.3 4.0 50
END
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The following configuration string could be specified:

1:data:%ffreq;Pin;PIn(,dBm);Pout;POut(,dBm);%oS11;S11;%oS12;S12;%oS22;S22:noise:%nf;F;%nnfmin;NFMIN;%nn11;gOpt;%nrn;rnn;%nz;z

This string can be interpreted as follows:

• 1: - This is the required version number.

• data: - The column information following applies to the MDIF block named 'data'.

• %ffreq; - Treat the independent variable 'freq' as the frequency for the data blocks.

• Pin;PIn(,dBm); - The 'Pin' column is the 'PIn' column in the text data file representation, with units of dBm.

• Pout;POut(,dBm); - The 'Pout' column is the 'POut' column in the text data file representation, with units of dBm.

• %oS11;S11; - The 'S11' column, if found, is the 'S11' column in the text data file representation.

• %oS12;S12; - The 'S12' column, if found, is the 'S12' column in the text data file representation.

• %oS22;S22: - The 'S22' column, if found, is the 'S22' column in the text data file representation. The colon at the end
indicates that it is followed by a new block definition.

• noise: - The column information following applies to the MDIF block named 'noise'.

• %nf;F; - The 'F' column is the frequency for the NFMIN/GOPT/RN noise data.

• %nnfmin;NFMIN; - The 'nfmin' column is the 'NFMIN' data for the NFMIN/GOPT/RN noise data.

• %n11;gOpt; - The 'n11' column is the 'GOPT' data for the NFMIN/GOPT/RN noise data.

• %nrn;rnn; - The 'rn' column is the 'RNN' data for the NFMIN/GOPT/RN noise data. The RNN data is the normalized
noise resistance. If the resistance value was not normalized then the string would be '%nrn;rn'.

• %nz;z; - The 'z' column is the 'Z' data for the NFMIN/GOPT/RN noise data.

The following would be the equivalent text data file representation after the mapping:

VAR temp = 290
FREQ = 1G
NFMIN = 3
GOPT = 0.34 - j*0.2
RN = 150 ! rn=3.0 * Z=50 => 3.0*50 = 150
PIn(,dBm) POut(,dBm) S11(Re,) S11(Im,) S22(Re,) S22(Im,)
-10 -5 0.1 0.02 -0.15 0.05
-5 -1 0.15 0.03 -0.20 0.04

VAR temp = 290
FREQ = 2G
NFMIN = 4
GOPT = 0.4 - j*0.3
RN = 200 ! rn=4.0 * Z=50 => 4.0*50 = 200
PIn(,dBm) POut(,dBm) S11(Re,) S11(Im,) S22(Re,) S22(Im,)
-10 -6 0.2 0.04 -0.30 0.15
-5 -2 0.3 0.05 -0.40 0.08

DCPOUT. Enables/disables the output of the DC source power from the DCPOut column of the data file. If set to "Yes",
a secondary real-signaled output port is added to the block.

The samples output are power in Watts, and can be used for the DC Power input of the Power Added Efficiency, Time
Domain measurement PAE_TD.
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NOTE: The DC output port is a RF port, the voltage output is the DC source power in Watts. To view the DC source
power in an RF Budget Analysis simulation the Node Voltage measurement V_node should be used. For RF Inspector
simulations the RFI Voltage Spectrum measurement RFI_V_SPEC should be used. For Time Domain simulations, the
Waveform measurement WVFM should be used.

Because the DC output port is an RF port, if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled the port should be properly
terminated such as with a LOAD block.

FWARN. Determines whether or not warnings from parsing the MDIF file are displayed.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. The MDIF file must contain an NDATA section in order for noise to be
modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 for more on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NSMOOTH. The number of data points over which to average each data point. This is useful for smoothing out
measurement noise. The averaging is applied to all the output levels for both magnitude and phase. Magnitude is first
converted to dB before averaging.

BIAS. Optional amount to shift the nonlinear characteristics. The BIAS value is added in dB to both the input and output
power levels, including harmonics and IM products. A positive BIAS value has the effect of shifting the AM-AM curve
up and to the right, effectively increasing the compression point while maintaining the gain.

IMPLTYP. Determines the model used to implement the nonlinearity:

• Auto: The model is selected based on the characterization data provided, the frequency dependency of the data, whether
or not the signal is narrowband, and whether or not the signal is fairly constant envelope.

• Small Signal Polynomial: A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to match the
characterization data at a specific operating point. The operating point is determined by SSOPPOINT. This model
requires at least one column of higher order data, such as IM3 or 2nd order harmonic data. This model offers broadband
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frequency-dependent support. It works best with input signals whose power is relatively constant around the operating
point.

• AM-AM/AM-PM: An AM-AM/AM-PM interpolation table is used, where the AM-AM and AM-PM represent the
conversion of the fundamental. This model works best for narrowband frequency-independent modeling.

NOTE: AM-AM/AM-PM requires that the signal be complex as the phase information is required. Selecting
AM-AM/AM-PM when using a real signal generates an error.

• Large Signal Polynomial (Prelim.): A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to best fit the
polynomial's output to the characterization data. The input power range over which the fitting is performed can be
controlled with the LSLOWER and LSUPPER parameters. The number of points used for the fitting can be set with
the LSDATAPTS parameter. This model offers broadband frequency-dependent support. However, because of the
iterative nature of fitting algorithm, the final polynomial model might not fit the characterization data very well.

SSOPPOINT. Optional override of the operating point used for the small signal polynomial model. The units are
determined by OPPTTYP. If left empty the operating point is set to the propagated signal power level at the input port.

OPPTTYP. Determines the units of SSOPPOINT, LSLOWER and LSUPPER.

MAXHARM. The maximum harmonic to generate for the polynomial models. The polynomial models are 5th order.

LSLOWER, LSUPPER.Optional lower and upper bounds of the input levels over which to fit the large signal polynomial
model's coefficients to the characterization data. If left empty the bounds will be determined automatically.

LSDATAPTS. Optional number of points at which to fit the large signal polynomial model's coefficients to the
characterization data. If left empty the number of points is determined automatically.

• S21: The data file is a text data file with three columns. The first column contains the input power or voltage levels.
The second and third columns define complex values that represent the S21 response for the input power level. The
following is an example data file:

InPwr(,dBm) Gain(Mag,dB) Phase(Phs,deg)
-10 0 10
0 0 10
10 -3 30
20 -5 45

In this example, the first column is the input power in dBm, the second column is the S21 gain in dB and the third
column is the phase distortion in degrees.

• AM-PM: The data file is a text data file with three columns. The first column contains the input power or voltage
levels. The second and third columns define complex values that represent output power or voltage and phase distortion
for the input power or voltage level. The following is an example data file:

InPwr(,dBm) AM(Mag,dBm) PM(Phs,deg)
-10 -10 10
0 0 10
10 7 30
20 15 45

In this example, the first column is the input power in dBm, the second column is the output power in dBm and the
third column is the phase distortion in degrees. This example has characteristics equivalent to the S21 example.
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NOTE: The type and units of the column headings in the first line are used to define the units and the complex value
component represented by the second and third columns. However, the tags are ignored (InPwr, Phase, AM and PM are
not valid tags).

MDLTF. Selects the characteristics to be modeled for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• Mag & Phase: Both amplitude and phase distortion are applied.

• Mag only: Only amplitude distortion is applied, the signal phase is unchanged.

• Phase only: Only phase distortion is applied, the magnitude is unchanged.

MDLINT. Selects the interpolation to use between the input power levels characteristics for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation results in smooth power (in dB) and phase distortion curves between input
power levels from the data file.

NOTE: The curve may contain wide amplitude variations between data points if the input power levels are unevenly
spaced.

• Linear: Linear interpolation results in linear power (in dB) and phase distortion curves between the input power levels
from the data file. The curves typically have discontinuous slopes at the specified input power levels.

The following diagram illustrates the differences between the different MDLINT options. The AM-AM/AM-PM curve
used was (with DFTYP="S21"):

InPwr(,dBm) (Mag,dB) (Phs,deg)
-10 5 10
-5 8 10
0 0 20
5 6 30
10 3 40

The data points are spaced at 1 dB intervals along the x-axis. The curve with triangle markers illustrates "Cubic Spline".
The curve with box markers illustrates "Linear".
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DB(AMtoAM_PS[VNA_LS.Spline,-1,-1,-1,0,1]) (dBm)
Interp

DB(AMtoAM_PS[VSA.Linear,-1,-1,-1,0,1]) (dBm)
Interp
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AMCLIP.Determines the amplitude distortion when the instantaneous input power level exceeds the maximum specified
input power level for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• 3dB+Max. Output Power: The output power level is clipped to 3dB above the output power level at the maximum
specified input power level IF the power curve has a positive slope at the maximum specified input power level. If
the slope is 0 or negative, the output power level is set to the output power level at the maximum specified input power
level, the same as the "Max. Output Power" option.

• Max. Output Power: The output power is clipped to the output power level at the maximum specified input power
level. A warning message displays when the output power level is first clipped.

• Linear Extrapolation: The output power level is linearly extrapolated using the slope of the power curve at the maximum
specified input power level.

The phase distortion is linearly extrapolated from the phase distortion at the maximum specified input power level.

The following diagram illustrates the different AMCLIP options. The AM-AM/AM-PM curve used was (with
DFTYP="AM-PM"):

InPwr(,dBm) AM(Mag,dBm) PM(Phs,deg)
-10 -5 10
-5 0 10
0 5 20
5 10 30
10 13 45

with cubic spline interpolation. The maximum input power level is 10 dBm with an output power level of 13 dBm.

The top curve (with diamond markers) illustrates "Linear Extrapolation". The curve is a straight line, continuing the
slope from the last point.

The middle curve (with triangle markers) illustrates "3dB + Max. Output Power". The curve smoothly continues from
last point until it reaches 16 dBm (13+3dBm).

The bottom curve (with X markers) illustrates "Max. Output Power". The power level is simply clipped to 13 dBm.
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FRQDEP. Determines how frequency-dependent data is handled:

• Frequency independent: A frequency-independent nonlinearity is modeled. The data set whose frequency is closest
to the center frequency is used.

• All available frequencies: Frequency dependency is modeled using all the data sets whose frequencies fall within the
sampling frequency band.

• Data set closest to center frequency: The data set whose frequency is closest to the center frequency is used. If the
data set is a frequency-dependent two-tone data set, the frequency dependency is modeled. This option is useful when
you have two-tone data sets at several frequencies. Restricting the model to only one data set prevents the other data
sets from inadvertently influencing the model.

• Auto: If the data set contains frequency dependent IM product information, then 'All available frequencies' will be
chosen for non-Time Domain simulations, or if more that one frequency data set falls within the sampling frequency
band. Otherwise, the behavior is similar to 'Data set closest to center frequency'.

AMPMFRQDEP. Determines the frequency dependent model used for AM-AM/AM-PM implementations. Note that
frequency dependency will only be used for the AM-AM/AM-PM implementation if FRQDEP is explicitly set to "All
available frequencies" and IMPLTYP is explicitly set to "AM-AM/AM-PM". IMPLTYP needs to be explicitly set to
"AM-AM/AM-PM", otherwise one of the polynomial models will be used when there is frequency dependent data.

For both frequency dependent models a single AM-AM/AM-PM model is implemented using the AM-AM/AM-PM
characteristics that are closest to the center frequency.

• Linear gain filter: This model implements a gain/phase compensation filter prior to the AM-AM/AM-PM model. This
model presumes that the nonlinearity is reasonably linear at the lowest power levels of the AM-AM/AM-PM
characteristics. The response of this filter is constructed by taking the gain at the lowest AM-AM/AM-PM data point
for each filter frequency and dividing that by the gain at the lowest data point for the AM-AM/AM-PM model.

• Linear gain + Op. Point filters: This model implements the same gain/phase compensation filter as the Linear gain
filter option, but then adds a second filter after the AM-AM/AM-PM model to adjust the frequency response after the
application of the nonlinearity. This filter is obtained by computing the theoretical CW response at each filter frequency
for a CW input of either SSOPPOINT if SSOPPOINT is specified, or the propagated signal power at the input port if
SSOPPOINT is empty. This response consists of the input with the linear gain/phase compensation applied and then
passed through the AM-AM/AM-PM model. The response of this operating point filter is then the adjustment needed
to bring that theoretical output to the desired output level from the AM-AM/AM-PM characteristics at the filter
frequency.

FRQINTRP. Determines how values for frequencies between the frequencies in the data set are interpolated.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

FLTRCMP. Determines how delay introduced by any frequency dependency filters is compensated for.

• Auto: This is currently the same as 'Compensate filter phase delay'.

• Compensate filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filters is removed from the signal when the block is not in a
feedback loop.

• Ignore filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filter is included in the signal.

FLTRIMPL. Determines the type of implementation used by the frequency dependency filters.
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• Use System Options setting: The option selected in the System Simulator Options dialog box under the RF Options
tab is used. The options are the same as the ones below.

• IIR modulated with phase, FIR otherwise: If the input signal is from a modulated signal source and the frequency
dependency has non-constant phase, an IIR filter implementation will be used, otherwise an FIR filter implementation
will be used.

• FIR: An FIR filter implementation will be used.

• IIR: An IIR filter implementation will be used.

IIR filters tend to provide a frequency response closer to the desired frequency response compared to FIR filters when
portions of a signal fall between the FIR filter bin frequencies. This occurs when the signal is not a CW signal, or the
CW signal frequency does not fall on an FIR bin frequency. However, the downside of the IIR filters is that a reasonable
approximation of the desired frequency response is not always possible.

The spectrum of the signal should be observed before and after the filter if the filter has frequency dependency, and if
the output spectrum does not appear correct, try setting FLTRIMPL to FIR to force an FIR filter implementation.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty. If so, the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol used to
generate the input signal.

MXUPSMP. The maximum upsample rate allowed for the anti-aliasing resampler. If the simulation runs extremely slow
try reducing this value at the potential expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing.

DIAGDSP. Enables the display of diagnostic information such as the coefficients and saturation settings used for the
polynomial models. The information displays in the Text Output window.

TXTOUT. Enables the display of S21 or AM-AM/AM-PM tables in the Text Output window when DIAGDSP is set to
"Full".

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

• Allow any value for numeric, interpolate: The parameters allow any numeric value, the data set used is interpolated.

IVARINTRP. Determines the interpolation method used when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP
is set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".
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• Linear: Linear interpolation is used.

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation is used.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may produce unexpected results, particularly when there are large variations in the
data between closely spaced points.

IVAREXTRP. Determines the extrapolation behavior when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP is
set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Pin: Values beyond the independent variable value range are pinned to the limits.

• Extrapolate: Values beyond the independent variable value range are extrapolated beyond the limits.

NOTE:Extrapolation should be used with care, particularly when IVARINTRP is set to "Cubic Spline", as the extrapolated
values may not be intuitive.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalComplex, Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalComplex, Real2

Implementation Details

See the Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based) block (AMP_F) for implementation details.
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Nonlinear Behavioral Model (Simulation-Based): NL_S

Symbol

Summary

NL_S models a Cadence® Microwave Office® software nonlinear circuit within the Cadence Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software program as a 2-port RF nonlinear amplifier. It uses the same
underlying mechanism as the Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based) block (AMP_F). Instead of using
a text data file, NL_S directly imports the nonlinear characterization data from the Microwave Office simulation.

The Microwave Office circuit schematic must conform to the following:

• Have two or more PORTs

• Have one of the PORTs configured as a one or two-tone source (two-tone recommended)

• The source PORT should either have a power level set to the anticipated power at the input of the NL_S block or have
swept power that encompasses the anticipated power.

• Have an NLNOISE control element if noise modeling is desired.

NOTE: If your Microwave Office circuit schematic does not conform to these requirements, you should create a new
schematic, add the appropriate PORT elements, and insert your original circuit as a subcircuit within the new schematic.
You can also use this technique to change or restrict the frequencies at which the circuit is to be evaluated for the VSS
simulations.

The characterization data obtained from the Microwave Office simulation consists of the voltage and current of the
fundamental(s) at the input point, and the voltage and current of the fundamental(s) and various output harmonics and/or
intermodulation products at the output point. These values are similar to those obtained using the Voltage Harmonic
Component (Vcomp) and the Current Harmonic Component (Icomp) Microwave Office measurements.

In addition, the S11 seen looking into the input point when the input point is a source PORT may also be used. By default
this is used for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, but is ignored for Time Domain simulations. The
S11USERFB, S11USERFI, and S11USETD parameters can be used to change this behavior.

Note that S12 and S22 are not available from the nonlinear simulation. This is because in order to obtain S12 and S22
in a nonlinear simulation, the circuit must be driven from the output port, which is not the case.

Two-tone simulations are suggested as they provide more nonlinear characteristics for NL_S to use. They also allow the
use of the Small Signal Polynomial implementation model, which can model asymmetric output fundamentals and
close-in IM3 and IM5 products.

The input port of NL_S is typically set to the source PORT and the output port is set to another PORT; however, this is
not a requirement. Any point within the Microwave Office circuit that may be referenced by the Vcomp or Icomp
measurements can also be used for the input and output points. See the INP and OUT parameter descriptions that follow
for details.
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If noise modeling is desired, the Microwave Office circuit must contain a nonlinear noise control element, NLNOISE.
The VSS program obtains the RMS noise voltage and conversion gain for the upper sideband and noise frequency index
0, similar to the values returned by the RMS Noise Voltage in V/sqrt(Hz) (NV) and Conversion Gain (ConvG) Microwave
Office measurements with those settings. The noise voltage and conversion gain are used to compute an equivalent input
referred noise current for use in the noise correlation matrices.

If you run many VSS simulations with the same Microwave Office circuit, you can avoid having to run the circuit
simulation each time the project is loaded by saving the nonlinear characteristics of the Microwave Office circuit to a
Text Data File. This feature can also be used to pass the characteristics off to others without having to send your Microwave
Office circuit schematic. The NL_F_DFILE secondary parameter is used to specify the name of a text data file object to
be created under the Project Browser Data Files node. Once created, the data file can be directly used by a Frequency
Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based) block AMP_F.

If the Microwave Office circuit contains DC voltage or current sources, you can configure NL_S to output the DC source
power by setting the DCPOUT parameter to "Yes". The DC source power output can be used with the Power Added
Efficiency, Time Domain measurement (PAE_TD).

This block supports parameterized Microwave Office subcircuits and swept variables in the Microwave Office circuit.
See Section 1.7 of the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details.

For more information on the handling of swept variables, refer to the Independent Variables section of AMP_F.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDID
AMicrowave Office subcircuit nameSNET
Harmonic BalanceN/ANonlinear simulatorESIMTYP
1ScalarId of the input PORT model in the Microwave Office circuitI*INPORT
2ScalarId of the output PORT model in the Microwave Office circuitI*OUTPORT

TextInput port/node (model.id@n)S*INP
TextOut port/node (model.id@n)S*OUT

NoN/AOutput source DC powerEDCPOUT
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
AutoN/AUse co-sim S11 for RF InspectorE*S11USERFI
AutoN/AUse co-sim S11 for RF Budget AnalysisE*S11USERFB
AutoN/AUse co-sim S11 for Time DomainE*S11USETD
0dBPower level biasR*BIAS
AutoN/AModel implementationE*IMPLTYP

ScalarOperating point for small signal polynomial modelR*SSOPPOINT
dBmN/AUnits for SSOPPOINT, LSLOWER and LSUPPERE*OPPTTYP

ScalarMaximum harmonic to generateI*MAXHARM
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarLower range for large signal polynomial model data fittingR*LSLOWER
ScalarUpper range for large signal polynomial model data fittingR*LSUPPER
ScalarMinimum number of data points for large signal polynomial

model data fitting
I*LSDATAPTS

Mag & PhaseN/AModeled componentsE*MDLTF
SplineN/AInterpolation methodE*MDLINT
3dB+Max. Output
Power

N/AAM clipping behaviorE*AMCLIP

All available
frequencies

N/AFrequency dependency behaviorE*FRQDEP

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
GHzFrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES
AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMP

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
Match DC from
nonlinear
simulation

N/ARFI DC suppression handlingE*DCSUPPTYP

dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP
100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
AutoN/ASignal type for frequency dependency modelE*SIGMODEL
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
NoneN/ADiagnostic information to output to text windowE*TXTOUT

TextOptional name of Text Data File for NL_FS*NL_F_DFILE
TextPower sweep nameS*PSWP
TextFreq sweep nameS*FSWP

Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of parameters for schematic swept variables*IVARTYP

LinearInterpolation type for schematic swept variables*IVARINTRP
PinExtrapolation behavior for schematic swept variables*IVAREXTRP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NET. The name of the Circuit Schematic. The name is normally enclosed in quotation marks.
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SIMTYP. The type of circuit simulator to be used. If this is set to "Harmonic Balance", you can also specify a simulator
not listed by appending a period followed by the simulator's tag to the name of the circuit schematic in NET. For example,
if the schematic is "Amplifier" and you wish to use the AC harmonic balance simulator, you would enter "Amplifier.AC"
for the parameter value.

NET = "Amplifier.AC"

INPORT, OUTPORT. The port indices (the value of the P parameter of the PORT block, indices start from 1) of the
PORT models in the Circuit Schematic to be used for the input and the output, respectively.

INP, OUT. Optional individual element nodes at which to measure the input and output power levels. These override
the corresponding INPORT and OUTPORT settings.

The names have the format element.id@n, where element is the name of the element, such as TLIN, id is the
value of the ID parameter of the element, and n is the node number, which starts with 1. The names are case-sensitive.

Elements within a subcircuit may also be specified by including the ID of the subcircuit containing the element followed
by '\': sid\element.id@n, where sid is the ID parameter of the subcircuit.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. An appropriate noise parameter must be specified in the data file in order
for noise to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

DCPOUT. Enables/disables the output of the DC source power. The DC source power is the total power generated by
all the DC voltage and current sources in the Microwave Office schematic. If set to "Yes", a secondary real-signaled
output port is added to the block.

The samples output are power in Watts, and can be used for the DC Power input of the Power Added Efficiency, Time
Domain measurement PAE_TD.

NOTE: The DC output port is a RF port, the voltage output is the DC source power in Watts. To view the DC source
power in an RF Budget Analysis simulation the Node Voltage measurement V_node should be used. For RF Inspector
simulations the RFI Voltage Spectrum measurement RFI_V_SPEC should be used. For Time Domain simulations, the
Waveform measurement WVFM should be used.

Because the DC output port is an RF port, if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled the port should be properly
terminated such as with a LOAD block.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 for more on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

S11USERFB, S11USERFI, S11USETD. Determines whether the S11 looking into the co-simulation's input point is
used for a particular simulation type:

• Use System Options Setting: The setting found under the RF Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog
boxes will be used.

• Use S11 from Co-simulation: The S11 from the input point of the co-simulation will be used. The S11 is derived from
the impedance seen looking into the input port and the characteristic impedance of the input port.

• Ignore S11, set to 0: The S11 will be set to 0. Choosing this option is similar to inserting an ideal lossless isolator
between the VSS blocks and the co-simulation input point. This is helpful when co-simulation requirements are such
that a sufficiently accurate filter implementation in Time Domain simulations cannot be designed to model the frequency
dependent impedance mismatch looking into the co-simulation input point.

Note that if the input point is not a port the impedance seen looking into the NL_S input port will automatically be set
to the impedance looking into the input point of the co-simulation, as a characteristic impedance has not been defined
and the only impedance value available is the impedance seen looking into the input point.

BIAS. Optional amount to shift the nonlinear characteristics. The BIAS value is added in dB to both the input and output
power levels, including harmonics and IM products. A positive BIAS value has the effect of shifting the AM-AM curve
up and to the right, effectively increasing the compression point while maintaining the gain.

IMPLTYP. Determines the model used to implement the nonlinearity:

• Auto: The model is selected based on the characterization data provided, the frequency dependency of the data, whether
or not the signal is narrowband, and whether or not the signal is fairly constant envelope.

• Small Signal Polynomial: A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to match the
characterization data at a specific operating point. The operating point is determined by SSOPPOINT. This model
requires at least one column of higher order data, such as IM3 or 2nd order harmonic data. This model offers broadband
frequency-dependent support. It works best with input signals whose power is relatively constant around the operating
point.

• AM-AM/AM-PM: An AM-AM/AM-PM interpolation table is used, where the AM-AM and AM-PM represent the
conversion of the fundamental. This model works best for narrowband frequency-independent modeling.

NOTE: AM-AM/AM-PM requires that the signal be complex as the phase information is required. Selecting
AM-AM/AM-PM when using a real signal generates an error.

• Large Signal Polynomial (Prelim.): A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to best fit the
polynomial's output to the characterization data. The input power range over which the fitting is performed can be
controlled with the LSLOWER and LSUPPER parameters. The number of points used for the fitting can be set with
the LSDATAPTS parameter. This model offers broadband frequency-dependent support. However, because of the
iterative nature of fitting algorithm, the final polynomial model might not fit the characterization data very well.

SSOPPOINT. Optional override of the operating point used for the small signal polynomial model. The units are
determined by OPPTTYP. If left empty the operating point is set to the propagated signal power level at the input port.
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OPPTTYP. Determines the units of SSOPPOINT, LSLOWER and LSUPPER.

MAXHARM. The maximum harmonic to generate for the polynomial models. The polynomial models are 5th order.

LSLOWER, LSUPPER.Optional lower and upper bounds of the input levels over which to fit the large signal polynomial
model's coefficients to the characterization data. If left empty the bounds will be determined automatically.

LSDATAPTS. Optional number of points at which to fit the large signal polynomial model's coefficients to the
characterization data. If left empty the number of points is determined automatically.

• S21: The data file is a text data file with three columns. The first column contains the input power or voltage levels.
The second and third columns define complex values that represent the S21 response for the input power level. The
following is an example data file:

InPwr(,dBm) Gain(Mag,dB) Phase(Phs,deg)
-10 0 10
0 0 10
10 -3 30
20 -5 45

In this example, the first column is the input power in dBm, the second column is the S21 gain in dB and the third
column is the phase distortion in degrees.

• AM-PM: The data file is a text data file with three columns. The first column contains the input power or voltage
levels. The second and third columns define complex values that represent output power or voltage and phase distortion
for the input power or voltage level. The following is an example data file:

InPwr(,dBm) AM(Mag,dBm) PM(Phs,deg)
-10 -10 10
0 0 10
10 7 30
20 15 45

In this example, the first column is the input power in dBm, the second column is the output power in dBm and the
third column is the phase distortion in degrees. This example has characteristics equivalent to the S21 example.

NOTE: The type and units of the column headings in the first line are used to define the units and the complex value
component represented by the second and third columns. However, the tags are ignored (InPwr, Phase, AM and PM are
not valid tags).

MDLTF. Selects the characteristics to be modeled for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• Mag & Phase: Both amplitude and phase distortion are applied.

• Mag only: Only amplitude distortion is applied, the signal phase is unchanged.

• Phase only: Only phase distortion is applied, the magnitude is unchanged.

MDLINT. Selects the interpolation to use between the input power levels characteristics for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation results in smooth power (in dB) and phase distortion curves between input
power levels from the data file.

NOTE: The curve may contain wide amplitude variations between data points if the input power levels are unevenly
spaced.
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• Linear: Linear interpolation results in linear power (in dB) and phase distortion curves between the input power levels
from the data file. The curves typically have discontinuous slopes at the specified input power levels.

The following diagram illustrates the differences between the different MDLINT options. The AM-AM/AM-PM curve
used was (with DFTYP="S21"):

InPwr(,dBm) (Mag,dB) (Phs,deg)
-10 5 10
-5 8 10
0 0 20
5 6 30
10 3 40

The data points are spaced at 1 dB intervals along the x-axis. The curve with triangle markers illustrates "Cubic Spline".
The curve with box markers illustrates "Linear".
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Interp

AMCLIP.Determines the amplitude distortion when the instantaneous input power level exceeds the maximum specified
input power level for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• 3dB+Max. Output Power: The output power level is clipped to 3dB above the output power level at the maximum
specified input power level IF the power curve has a positive slope at the maximum specified input power level. If
the slope is 0 or negative, the output power level is set to the output power level at the maximum specified input power
level, the same as the "Max. Output Power" option.

• Max. Output Power: The output power is clipped to the output power level at the maximum specified input power
level. A warning message displays when the output power level is first clipped.

• Linear Extrapolation: The output power level is linearly extrapolated using the slope of the power curve at the maximum
specified input power level.

The phase distortion is linearly extrapolated from the phase distortion at the maximum specified input power level.

The following diagram illustrates the different AMCLIP options. The AM-AM/AM-PM curve used was (with
DFTYP="AM-PM"):

InPwr(,dBm) AM(Mag,dBm) PM(Phs,deg)
-10 -5 10
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-5 0 10
0 5 20
5 10 30
10 13 45

with cubic spline interpolation. The maximum input power level is 10 dBm with an output power level of 13 dBm.

The top curve (with diamond markers) illustrates "Linear Extrapolation". The curve is a straight line, continuing the
slope from the last point.

The middle curve (with triangle markers) illustrates "3dB + Max. Output Power". The curve smoothly continues from
last point until it reaches 16 dBm (13+3dBm).

The bottom curve (with X markers) illustrates "Max. Output Power". The power level is simply clipped to 13 dBm.
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FRQDEP. Determines how frequency-dependent data is handled:

• Frequency independent: A frequency-independent nonlinearity is modeled. The data set whose frequency is closest
to the center frequency is used.

• All available frequencies: Frequency dependency is modeled using all the data sets whose frequencies fall within the
sampling frequency band.

• Data set closest to center frequency: The data set whose frequency is closest to the center frequency is used. If the
data set is a frequency-dependent two-tone data set, the frequency dependency is modeled. This option is useful when
you have two-tone data sets at several frequencies. Restricting the model to only one data set prevents the other data
sets from inadvertently influencing the model.

• Auto: If the data set contains frequency dependent IM product information, then 'All available frequencies' will be
chosen for non-Time Domain simulations, or if more that one frequency data set falls within the sampling frequency
band. Otherwise, the behavior is similar to 'Data set closest to center frequency'.

FRQINTRP. Determines how values for frequencies between the frequencies in the data set are interpolated.
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FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

FLTRCMP. Determines how delay introduced by any frequency dependency filters is compensated for.

• Auto: This is currently the same as 'Compensate filter phase delay'.

• Compensate filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filters is removed from the signal when the block is not in a
feedback loop.

• Ignore filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filter is included in the signal.

FLTRIMPL. Determines the type of implementation used by the frequency dependency filters.

• Use System Options setting: The option selected in the System Simulator Options dialog box under the RF Options
tab is used. The options are the same as the ones below.

• IIR modulated with phase, FIR otherwise: If the input signal is from a modulated signal source and the frequency
dependency has non-constant phase, an IIR filter implementation will be used, otherwise an FIR filter implementation
will be used.

• FIR: An FIR filter implementation will be used.

• IIR: An IIR filter implementation will be used.

IIR filters tend to provide a frequency response closer to the desired frequency response compared to FIR filters when
portions of a signal fall between the FIR filter bin frequencies. This occurs when the signal is not a CW signal, or the
CW signal frequency does not fall on an FIR bin frequency. However, the downside of the IIR filters is that a reasonable
approximation of the desired frequency response is not always possible.

The spectrum of the signal should be observed before and after the filter if the filter has frequency dependency, and if
the output spectrum does not appear correct, try setting FLTRIMPL to FIR to force an FIR filter implementation.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPPTYP. Determines how DC suppression in RF Inspector simulations is handled:

• Match DC from nonlinear simulation: The DC suppression is automatically computed, and is set so the DC output
matches the circuit simulation's DC when the input power levels and port loads match those of the circuit simulation.

• Use DCSUPP: The value of the DCSUPP parameter is used.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty. If so, the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol used to
generate the input signal.
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MXUPSMP. The maximum upsample rate allowed for the anti-aliasing resampler. If the simulation runs extremely slow
try reducing this value at the potential expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing.

DIAGDSP. Enables the display of diagnostic information such as the coefficients and saturation settings used for the
polynomial models. The information displays in the Text Output window.

TXTOUT. Enables the display of S21 or AM-AM/AM-PM tables in the Text Output window when DIAGDSP is set to
"Full".

NL_F_DFILE. The optional name of a Text Data File to create that contains the Microwave Office circuit's nonlinear
characteristics in a format supported by the (obsolete) Nonlinear Behavioral Model (File-Based) block (NL_F). The data
file is created as a data file object under the Data Files node of the Project Browser. If there is an existing data file with
the same name, the contents of the data file are replaced. Note that the data file will include the S11 information from
the co-simulation only if S11USERFB, S11USERFB, or S11USETD is appropriately set for the current simulation.

PSWP. The optional name of the power sweep to use. If left empty, the default power sweep for the Microwave Office
circuit is used.

FSWP. The optional name of the frequency sweep to use. If left empty, the default frequency sweep is used. If '.$FPRJ'
is added to the end of the circuit schematic name in the NET parameter the default frequency sweep is the project
frequencies and is FSWP is set to FPRJ. Otherwise, the default frequency sweep is the document frequency sweep and
FSWP is set to FDOC.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the swept variables of the Microwave
Office schematic.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set with the swept
variable closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the swept variables.

• Allow any value for numeric, interpolate: The parameters allow any numeric value, the data set used is interpolated.

IVARINTRP. Determines the interpolation method used when the swept variables of the Microwave Office schematic
are numeric and IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Linear: Linear interpolation is used.

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation is used.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may produce unexpected results, particularly when there are large variations in the
data between closely spaced points.

IVAREXTRP. Determines the extrapolation behavior when the swept variables of the Microwave Office schematic are
numeric and IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Pin: Values beyond the swept variable value range are pinned to the limits.

• Extrapolate: Values beyond the swept variable value range are extrapolated beyond the limits.

NOTE:Extrapolation should be used with care, particularly when IVARINTRP is set to "Cubic Spline", as the extrapolated
values may not be intuitive.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex, Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalComplex, Real2
DC Source Power in Watts (only present if DCPOUT is "Yes")Real3

Implementation Details

NL_S utilizes the same underlying implementation as AMP_F. See the AMP_F documentation for details on the underlying
implementation.

NL_S obtains the nonlinear characterization data from the Microwave Office simulation. If the Microwave Office
simulation is a one-tone simulation, the voltage and current of the fundamental at the input PORT or element node are
used for the input signal. The voltages and currents of the fundamental and 2nd through 5th order harmonics at the output
PORT or element node are used for the output signal characteristics.

If the Microwave Office simulation is a two-tone simulation, the voltages and currents of the two fundamentals at the
input PORT or element node are used for the input signal. The voltages and currents of the two fundamentals, the two
2nd order harmonics, and the (-1,2), (2,-1), (-1,3), (3,-1), (-2,3), and (3,-2) IM products at the output PORT or element
are used for the output signal characteristics. These voltages all represent the total voltage seen at the PORT or element
node.

How these voltages and currents are used depends on whether the input is a PORT element or an element node. If the
input is a PORT element, the input voltages are first converted to incident voltage before being used to generate the
appropriate model. If the input is an element node, the total voltages at the input are used for generating the implementation
model. For the AM-AM/AM-PM model, the transfer function is treated as a voltage transfer function and no conversion
to power is made.

Impedance Mismatch Modeling

The characteristic impedances and reflection coefficients seen at the input and output ports of the AMP_F block depend
on whether the input/output is a PORT element or an element node.

If the input/output is a PORT element, the characteristic impedance of the input/output port of the NL_S block is set to
the characteristic impedance of the PORT element. S11/S22 is set using the characteristic impedance of the PORT and
the impedance computed from the total voltage and the current at the PORT if the corresponding S11USERFB,
S11USERFI, or S11USETD is set to use the S11 values.

If the input/output is an element node, the characteristic impedance of the input/output port of the NL_S block is set to
the impedance computed from the total voltage and current at the element node. The current direction is reversed as
necessary to ensure the real component of the impedance is non-negative.

The impedances seen looking out the ports of the NL_S block are NOT applied to the Microwave Office circuit simulation.
The Microwave Office simulation uses the impedances specified in the PORT elements of the circuit schematic. Care
must be taken to apply the proper impedances if the Microwave Office circuit's transfer function is highly dependent
upon the source or load impedances.
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The following diagram illustrates how the Microwave Office circuit fits into the VSS simulation when the input and
output of the NL_S block are set to PORT elements. The Microwave Office circuit is treated as if it has ideal isolators
at its input and output. To the VSS simulation, the block's nodes appear as terminations with the impedances from the
corresponding Microwave Office circuit diagram's ports.

MWO Circuit

NL_S Block ZOutZInpZInp ZOut

ZInp is the port impedance of the input port in the Microwave Office circuit, ZOut is the port impedance of the output
port.

If there is an impedance mismatch present on the input node, the following correction is applied to convert the signal
from total voltage to incident voltage:

CorrInp = 1
∣ 1 + Γ In ∣

If there is an impedance mismatch present on the output node, the following correction is applied to convert from reflected
voltage to total voltage:

CorrOut = 1 + ΓL

S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances at
the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

See Chapter 2 for more on impedance mismatch modeling in VSS software.

Noise Modeling

When noise generation is enabled, NL_S obtains a noise factor from the Microwave Office nonlinear noise simulation.
This requires that the Microwave Office Circuit Schematic have an NLNOISE control element properly configured.

NL_S uses the frequency index 0 upper sideband RMS noise voltage and available gain for its computation. The RMS
noise voltage is the same value returned by the Microwave Office NV measurement and the available gain is the same
value returned by the Microwave Office ConvG measurement.

Frequency index 0 corresponds to the NLNOISE element NFstart parameter. This should be a fairly small value (say ≤
0.1% of the center frequency), as NL_S ignores the offset and applies the value at the frequency being swept.

At each frequency of the Microwave Office simulation NL_S computes an equivalent input referred noise current from
the RMS noise voltage and available gain.
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Nonlinear Amplifier, Envelope Co-simulation: NL_S_ENV

Symbol

Summary

NL_S_ENV models a Cadence® Microwave Office® software nonlinear circuit within Cadence Visual System Simulator™
(VSS) communications and radar systems design software using an envelope co-simulation.

The Microwave Office schematic must contain two or more PORTs.

NL_S_ENV does NOT support RF Budget Analysis or RF Inspector simulations. Attempting to run either simulation
with an NL_S_ENV block generates an error.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
AMicrowave Office subcircuit nameSNET
APLAC Envelope
(AP_ENC)

Time domain envelope simulator*SIMTYP_TD

{1}ScalarId(s) of the signal input PORT model(s) in the Microwave
Office circuit

IINPORT

ScalarId(s) of the DC/bias input PORT model(s) in the Microwave
Office circuit

IDCINPORT

{2}ScalarId(s) of the signal output PORT model(s) in the Microwave
Office circuit

IOUTPORT

NoN/AOutput source DC powerEDCPOUT
f1ScalarSpecification of output center frequencies, in the form

mf1+nf2
SFCOUTSPEC

ScalarSpecification of input center frequency multipliers, in the
form mf1,nf2

SFCINSPEC

GHzCutoff frequency for source DC power outputR*DCPOUTCUTOFF
AutoN/AShow Status dialog box when processing samplesE*STATUSDLG
5ScalarMaximum seconds per simulation passI*SECSPASS
15ScalarCo-simulator baseband filter orderI*FLTRORDR
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Allow any value for
numeric, pin to
nearest

Treatment of parameters for schematic swept variables*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NET. The name of the schematic, normally enclosed in quotation marks.

SIMTYP_TD. For more information on this parameter, contact the Cadence Support website for information regarding
the use of the Cadence APLAC® Transient simulator.

INPORT, OUTPORT. The port indices (the value of the P parameter of the PORT block; indices start from 1) of the
PORT models in the schematic to be used for the input and output signals, respectively. You can specify multiple input
and/or output ports using a array, as in '{1,2}'.

The input ports must be Source PORT blocks in the schematic, while the output ports must be Termination PORT blocks
in the schematic.

DCINPORT. Optional ports for DC bias inputs. Note that samples input to this port are treated as source voltages, and
are not considered loaded by the impedance seen looking into the upstream output port.

DCPOUT. Enables/disables the output of the DC source power as computed by the envelope co-simulation. If "Yes", a
secondary real-signaled output port is added to the block.

The samples output are power in Watts, and can be used for the DC Power input of the Power Added Efficiency, Time
Domain measurement PAE_TD.

FCOUTSPEC. Used to define the center frequencies for the signal output ports. The value must have the form 'mF1 +
nF2' where 'm' and 'n' are integers greater than 0 and 'F1' and 'F2' are the center frequencies of input ports 1 and 2 scaled
according to FCINSPEC. Each output port typically has its own entry, the entries are separated by ','. Some examples of
valid FCOUTSPEC values are:

FCOUTSPEC = 3f1
FCOUTSPEC = 2f1+f2
FCOUTSPEC = 3f1, 2f1+f2

FCINSPEC. Used to scale down the input port center frequencies prior to their use in FCOUTSPEC. The value must
have the form 'mF1' where 'm' is an integer greater than 0 and 'F1' represents the scaled input center frequency value for
input port 1. If there are multiple input ports, scalings for the other input ports should be separated by ','. If left empty,
or an entry not specified for a particular input port, no scaling is applied to that input port's center frequency.

This parameter is typically used to support frequency dividers or other circuits where the desired output center frequency
is not a integral multiple of the input center frequencies. For example, a two port 1/2 frequency divider circuit would
conceivably use the following values for FCOUTSPEC and FCINSPEC:

FCOUTSPEC = f1
FCINSPEC = 2f1
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The FCINSPEC in the above example indicates that 'f1' should be 1/2 the center frequency of input port 1. The
FCOUTSPEC indicates that the center frequency of the output port should be 'f1', and is therefore 1/2 the center frequency
of input port 1.

STATUSDLG. Determines whether to display the Status dialog box when the main simulation is running. If "Auto",
the Status dialog box displays if it is taking longer than approximately SECSPASS seconds to process each group of
samples. Displaying the Status dialog box provides feedback as to how many samples have been processed, and allows
you to cancel the simulation while a block of samples is being processed.

SECSPASS. An approximate maximum number of seconds to allow for processing a block of samples before doing
tasks such as updating graphs or allowing interaction with the Cadence AWR Design Environment® platform user
interface.

NOTE: Specifying a large value for SECSPASS and setting STATUSDLG to "No" may make the software unresponsive
during a simulation, as both graph updates and user interface actions such as menu selections occur infrequently.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal/Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal/Complex2

Implementation Details

Unlike the Nonlinear Behavioral Model, (Simulation-based) block (NL_S), NL_S_ENV does not create a behavioral
model from the circuit simulation results. NL_S_ENV instead passes samples it receives to, and reads output samples
from, the circuit simulator as the input samples are received.

For complex circuits, NL_S_ENV typically processes samples at a much slower rate than the behavioral model blocks,
however, its output generally more closely matches the true output. This is particularly true when the signal is compressed
or the circuit is highly nonlinear.

Recommendations for Use

Controlling Bias Voltage

The bias voltages of the circuit may be controlled from the VSS simulation. You should set up the schematic with PORT
elements at the bias voltage control points. Set the DCINPORT parameter to the port indices of the bias ports, using
braces to enter more than one port, such as '{3, 4}'. The ports appear as real-data typed secondary input ports.

The samples received at these ports are treated as voltage source values and are not loaded. For example, if the input to
the bias port is a constant value of 10.0, the circuit behaves as if it has a 10.0 V DC voltage source at the corresponding
port in the circuit.

Measuring Power Added Efficiency (PAE)

You can measure PAE using the Power Added Efficiency, Time Domain measurement (PAE_TD). You should configure
the NL_S_ENV block to output the DC source power by setting the DCPOUT parameter to "Yes". A real-data typed
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secondary output port is added to the NL_S_ENV block. The output of this port is the DC source power estimate in
Watts.

You can use either a Vector Signal Analyzer block (VSA) or a Vector Network Analyzer block (VNA) to measure the
input power and the output power of the NL_S_ENV block. Add a Test Point (TP) to the DC source power output of the
NL_S_ENV block.

Signal Delay, Gain and Phase Compensation

Because NL_S_ENV must perform internal filtering, it introduces a frequency-dependent signal delay. The circuit itself
most likely also introduces a signal delay. NL_S_ENV estimates the signal delay over a bandwidth the size of the data
rate, which is the sampling frequency divided by the oversampling rate. It then propagates this value to downstream
blocks and measurements to assist in their compensation of signal delay.

When demodulating a modulated signal using a receiver block, or when measuring Error Vector Magnitude (EVM), it
is generally best to use an Align Signal block (ALIGN) prior to the receiver or the VSA used to measure the signal. The
ALIGN block performs a correlation between the DUT signal and a reference signal to perform delay, gain, and phase
compensation.
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Oscillator with Optional Phase Noise Effects: OSC_S

Symbol

Summary

OSC_S imports the characteristics of a Cadence® Microwave Office® software oscillator design into Visual System
Simulator™ (VSS) software. The power level, oscillation frequency and phase noise can be obtained from the Microwave
Office simulation. The oscillation frequency is determined from the nonlinear simulation at the specified harmonic index
while all other harmonics are ignored. The Microwave Office circuit must contain an oscillator phase noise simulation
in order to model phase noise.

This block supports parameterized Microwave Office subcircuits and swept variables in the Microwave Office circuit.
See Section 1.7 of the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

V1TextElement IDNID
MN/AMicrowave Office subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarPort numberIPORT

FrequencyOscillator frequency (if empty, it will be calculated from the
nonlinear circuit)

RFRQ

1ScalarHarmonic index (fundamental oscillation frequency=1)IHARMIDX
Power
in dB

Oscillator power (if empty, it will be calculated from the
nonlinear circuit)

RPWR

0AnglePhase offsetsRPHS
FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ

_Z0ResistanceSource impedanceCZS
_TAMBTemperatureOutput noise temperatureRT
AutoN/AThermal noise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
No phase noiseN/APhase noise modelingEPNOISE
TraditionalN/APhase noise typeE*PNTYP
10000ScalarPhase noise filter orderI*PNNFLT

ScalarPhase noise random number generator seedsI*PNRSEED
AutoN/ARF Budget Analysis source frequency typeE*RFBSRC
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ *
_SMPSYM

ScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of parameters for schematic swept variables*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NET. The name of the Microwave Office circuit. The name must be enclosed in quotation marks.

PORT. The port number in the Microwave Office schematic that is used as the measurement port.

FRQ. The oscillation frequency. If this parameter is empty, the value is calculated from the nonlinear oscillator simulation.

HARMIDX. Harmonic oscillation frequency. Most standard free-running oscillators have the harmonic index=1
(fundamental). Multiplier-type oscillators will operate at a harmonic of the fundamental. The frequency, power and phase
noise are all calculated at this harmonic.

PWR. The oscillator power at the oscillation frequency. Leave empty to use the power from the Microwave Office
simulation.

PHS.The phase offset for the oscillation frequency. Leave empty to use the phase from the Microwave Office simulation.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency for the complex envelope signal. If this is left empty, the center frequency will be
automatically determined from either downstream blocks or the oscillation frequency.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency for the signal. If left empty this will be determined automatically, as follows. If there
is nothing else in the signal path downstream to help determine a sampling frequency, then the sampling frequency is
set to _SMPFRQ = _DRATE * _SMPSYM from the Options > Default System Options menu of the project. The sampling
frequency can also be back-propagated to the block when it is specified somewhere else in the chain. For example, this
happens when a signal with a specified sampling frequency goes through a mixer (or adder, combiner, etc.) for which
this block is the LO. Then the sampling frequency of the block is set to the value back-propagated through the two-input
block.

ZS. The source impedance of the generator.

T. The noise temperature of noise generated by the block if noise is enabled for the simulation type by NOISE. The noise
generated is white noise.

NOISE. Determines how thermal noise is to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.
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TNRSEED. Seeds for the random number generator used to generate thermal noise samples. Up to four values may be
entered. If this is left empty, the seed will be generated based on the block name and ID parameter.

PNOISE. Determines how phase noise is to be modeled.

PNTYP. Determines how the phase noise mask is obtained from the Microwave Office circuit.

• Traditional: Values are obtained similar to the Microwave Office PH_NOISE measurement with "Default" set for the
noise computation method.

• LSB Noise-to-Carrier: Values are obtained similar to the Microwave Office L_LSB measurement with "Default" set
for the noise computation method.

• USB Noise-to-Carrier: Values are obtained similar to the Microwave Office L_USB measurement with "Default" set
for the noise computation method.

NOTE: The ability to generate time domain phase noise matching the phase noise mask is limited by the sampling
frequency and the total phase noise to be generated. As the average phase noise generated by the FIR filter bins approaches
or exceeds the inverse of the sampling frequency, the phase noise samples wrap around ±π and the phase noise samples
effectively alias. Section 3.4.2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide details the equations involved.

PNNFLT. The filter order of the FIR filter used to shape the phase noise spectrum. If an odd value is specified, one will
be added to make the filter order even.

PNRSEED. Seeds for the random number generator used to generate phase noise samples. Up to four values may be
entered. If this is left empty, the seed will be generated based on the block name and ID parameter.

RFBSRC. Determines how the RF Budget Analysis frequencies for this source are determined. The frequencies are
computed by adding the frequency offsets specified in the RF Frequencies tab of the System Simulator Options dialog
box to a base frequency, which is determined by the selected RFBSRC option:

• Auto: If the signal is a real signal, and only one frequency offset was specified, the behavior will be the same as "Signal
Frequency", otherwise the behavior will be the same as "Center Frequency (v7.5)". This behavior lets you easily
configure an RF Budget Analysis simulation for mixers using real signals.

• Center Frequency (v7.5): The frequencies are computed by adding the frequency offsets to the center frequency. This
is the same behavior as VSS v7.5 software.

• Signal Frequency: The frequencies are computed by adding the frequency offsets to the average of the frequencies in
FRQ. This is useful if the center frequency cannot be the same as FRQ, or if a real signal is being generated.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol associated with the signal. Although not directly applicable to RF tones,
samples per symbol is used by various blocks to define a data bandwidth, which is the sampling frequency divided by
the samples per symbol.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the swept variables of the Microwave
Office schematic.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set with the swept
variable closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the swept variables.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Oscillator signalReal1

Implementation Details

OSC_S utilizes the same implementation as Tone(s) Source, TONE. Refer to TONE for details on the implementation.
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Phased Array: PHARRAY

Symbol

Summary

PHARRAY enables simulation of phased arrays with very large number of elements. It allows array configuration using
various standard, as well as custom architectures. A number of commonly used gain tapers are implemented in this block,
along with various signal distribution schemes and support for frequency-dependent operation. PHARRAY also allows
you to simulate array imperfections due to manufacturing flaws or element failure.

Phased Array Settings

You can configure the phased array on the Element Options dialog box Phased Array Settings tab.
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Array Setup

This section defines the main configuration parameters for PHARRAY.

Operation mode: Set to either TX or RX modes. In TX mode, the signal power exciting each element is calculated based
on the Operation mode setting. In RX mode, all elements are assumed to be exposed to the same signal power.

Signal distribution: Valid only when Operation mode is set to TX. In this case, the available options are:

• Lossless - all array elements are excited by the same power, equal to the power of the input signal.

• Power Divider - the input signal is divided equally among all array elements such that the sum of their powers equals
the power of the input signal.
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• Voltage Divider - the input signal is divided equally among all array elements such that the sum of their voltages equals
the input signal.

Distance units: The units used in defining the array geometry. The available options are centimeters, feet, inches, lambda,
meters, yards. If distance units are set to anything but lambda (signal wavelength), the Signal frequency should be defined;
in this case, the array response is frequency-dependent.

Signal frequency: The carrier frequency of the signal at the phased array. This option is ignored if Distance units is set to
lambda. NOTE: If the frequency is defined as a numerical value, it uses the project frequency units; if it is defined as a
variable, it is interpreted in Hz.

Steering Angle

This section defines the steering angles for the phased array. The Theta (angle off boresight) and Phi (azimuth) are used
to steer the array response. If left empty, they are set to 0 internally.

NOTE: If angles are defined as numerical values, they use the project angle units; if they are defined as variables, they
are interpreted in Rad.

Angle of Incidence

This section defines the angle of incidence for the signal transmitted/received by the phased array. The Theta and Phi
define the angle where the signal power is measured for TX operations, and the angle from where the signal is received
for RX operations.

Array Geometry

The PHARRAY block offers several options for defining the array architecture:

• Lattice - allows configuration of the phased array in a lattice pattern, which is configured using the number of elements
along the X and Y axes, NX and NY, element spacing along these axes, dx and dy, and Gamma, the angle between these
axes. Setting Gamma to 90° results in a rectangular lattice, while setting it to 60° creates a triangular lattice. Any
positive value for Gamma may be used to configure the lattice.

• Circular - enables configuration of circular phased arrays with one or more concentric circles. The number of elements
in each concentric circle and the radius of each circle can be defined as vectors by variables NC and R. Variable Phi_0
defines the angular offset of the first element in each circle from the X axis; if Phi_0 is 0, the first element of the circle
is placed on the X axis.

• User defined - allows definition of your own array architecture, using the number of array elements, N, and their X/Y
locations defined by vectors X loc. and Y loc.. These vectors should have at least N elements.

Gain Taper

This section allows you to define a gain taper for use in the phased array.

Gain taper coefficient handling defines whether the gain taper is normalized or not. If it is, the taper is normalized to unit
gain.

Standard allows the use of standard gain tapers implemented in PHARRAY:

• Dolph-Chebyshev - the taper is calculated using the Dolph-Chebyshev technique and is configured by defining the SLR
(side lobe ratio) in dB. If the array is planar, you can define the taper Alignment, that is, whether the taper is calculated
along the X axis, Y axis, or as a multiplication of tapers calculated along each axis.
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• Taylor - the taper is calculated using the Taylor technique and is configured using SLR and Alignment parameters similar
to Dolph-Chebyshev.

• Uniform - the taper uses equal-gain taps for all the array elements.

User defined - allows the use of custom gain tapers by defining Gains (dB) and Phases for each array element. The Gains
and Phases vectors should contain at least as many elements as the size of the phased array.

Array Imperfections

This section allows modeling of manufacturing flaws, gain/phase offsets due to nonlinearities and/or quantization errors,
as well as element failure.

Offsets can be used to define any difference from the nominal X/Y locations of the array elements. These offsets are
defined using the units specified in Distance units.

Gain offsets (dB) allows modeling of gain offsets from the ideal gain taper levels. This option may be used to model
element-specific gain variation.

Phase offsets allows modeling of phase offsets due to quantization errors and/or other imperfections in the phased array.

Element failure allows modeling of deterministic or random element failure:

• None - no failed elements are modeled, phased array operates normally.

• Specific - a specific set of elements is disabled during simulation. These elements are defined in Failed elements.

• Random - a percentage of the total number of elements is randomly selected and disabled. The percentage of elements
is defined in Failure rate as a %. The options in the Diagnostics to Display section may be used to display which elements
were disabled during the simulation.

Diagnostics to Display

This section allows display of diagnostic information that is created during simulation. If such information is available,
it is displayed in a separate window that opens during simulation.

• None - no information displays.

• Full - all available diagnostic information displays.

• Element X/Y Locations - X and Y locations of array elements display. The distance units are included in this information.
X and Y locations display as two separate vectors, which you can use for plotting the array element geometry in the
Cadence® AWR Design Environment® platform or any other tool.

• Gain Taper - the gain taper coefficients display as a vector, in dB.

• Failed Elements - the indexes of the failed elements display.

See Phased Arrays and MIMO Arrays in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on working with phased
arrays and MIMO arrays.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TXArray operation mode (TX or RX)E*MODE
LosslessSignal distribution type for TX arraysE*SIGDSTR

DegreeAngle of incidence in relation to Z-axisRTHETA
DegreeAngle of incidence on XY plane, in relation to X-axisRPHI
DegreeSteering angle in relation to Z-axisRTHETA_ST
DegreeSteering angle on XY plane, in relation to X-axisRPHI_ST
GHzDesign frequency for steering phase shift and lambda spacing

units (uses CTRFRQ if empty)
R*DSGNFRQ

LatticeArray geometryE*ARRAYGEOM
1Number of phased array columns (along X axis)I*NX
1Number of phased array rows (along X axis)I*NY
0.5Element distance along X axisR*DX
0.5Element distance along Y axisR*DY

RadAngle between X and Y axesR*GAMMA
1Number of elements in circular phased array (use vectors for

concentric circles)
I*NC

0.5Radius of circular phased array (use vectors for concentric
circles)

R*R

DegOffset angle of circular phased array (use vectors for
concentric circles)

R*PHI0

Number of elements in user-defined phased arrayI*N
X location of each antenna elementR*XLOC
Y location of each antenna elementR*YLOC

lambdaDistance units used for X and Y locationsE*DISTUNIT
OhmInput port characteristic impedance (if empty, set to 50 for

TX, 377 for RX)
C*ZINP

OhmOutput port characteristic impedance (if empty, set to 377
for TX, 50 for RX)

C*ZOUT

StandardUse standard or user-defined gain taperE*GAINTAPER
NormalizedGain taper coefficient handlingE*TAPERCOEFFS
UniformStandard gain taper typeE*TAPERTYPE
40dBSide lobe ratio (for the Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor gain

tapers)
R*SLR

XTaper alignmentE*TAPERALIGN
OnceTaper update frequencyE*TAPERUPDATE

dBGain coefficients for each elementR*GAINS
DegPhase coefficients for each elementR*PHASES

Offsets from nominal X locationsR*XOFFSET
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Offsets from nominal Y locationsR*YOFFSET
dBGain offsets from nominal valuesR*GOFFSET
DegPhase offsets from nominal valuesR*PHOFFSET

NoneElement failure typeE*EFFAIL
Vector of failed elements (indices, 0-based)I*ELFAILVEC
Percentage of failed elementsR*ELFAILPCT
Random number generator seed for random element failureI*ELFAILSEED

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Define TX or RX operation mode.

SIGDSTR. Signal distribution scheme used in TX mode.

THETA. Angle of incidence: angle off boresight.

PHI. Angle of incidence: azimuth.

THETA_ST. Angle of incidence: angle off boresight.

PHI_ST. Angle of incidence: azimuth.

DSGNFRQ. The frequency used to compute the steering phase shifts, also the frequency to use when SPUNIT is 'lambda'.
If left empty the center frequency is used. The design frequency must be greater than 0.

ARRAYGEOM. Array geometry used: "Lattice", "Circular", or "User defined".

NX. Number of elements along the X axis in the lattice phased array.

NY. Number of elements along the Y axis in the lattice phased array.

DX. Element spacing along X axis.

DY. Element spacing along Y axis.

GAMMA. Angle between X and Y axes in the lattice configuration. If left empty 90-degrees is used.

NC. Number of elements in each concentric circle of the circular phased array.

R. Radius of each concentric circle of the circular phased array.

PHI0. Offset angle of each concentric circle of the circular phased array.

N. Number of elements in the user-defined phased array.

XLOC. X locations of elements in the user-defined phased array.
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YLOC. Y locations of elements in the user-defined phased array.

DISTUNIT. Distance unit used in defining X and Y locations of array elements.

ZINP. Input port characteristic impedance. If left empty, ZINP is set to 50 ohm for TX operation and to 377 ohm (free-space
impedance) for RX operation.

ZOUT. Output port characteristic impedance. If left empty, ZOUT is set to 377 ohm (free-space impedance) for TX operation
and to 50 ohm for RX operation.

GAINTAPER. Define whether standard or user-defined gain tapers are used.

TAPERCOEFFS. Gain taper coefficient handling, defines whether gain taper is normalized or not.

TAPERTYPE. Gain taper type.

SLR. Side lobe ratio used in configuring Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor gain tapers.

TAPERALIGN. Taper alignment used for planar tapers. This setting has no effect for linear arrays. For lattice planar arrays,
the gain taper may be calculated along the X axis, along the Y axis, or along both axes and the product of the latter is
used.

TAPERUPDATE. Taper update frequency. If set to "Once", taper is calculated once and is used for the duration of the
simulation. If set to "Continuous", gain taper is calculated each time a new sweep is started.

GAINS. Gain coefficient for each element when a user-defined taper is used.

PHASES. Phase offsets for each element when a user-defined taper is used.

XOFFSET. Offsets from nominal X locations when array imperfections are modeled.

YOFFSET. Offsets from nominal Y locations when array imperfections are modeled.

GOFFSET. Gain offsets from nominal values.

PHOFFSET. Phase offsets from nominal values.

EFFAIL. Element failure type.

ELFAILVEC. Vector of failed elements when Specific element failure type is selected.

ELFAILPCT. Percentage of failed elements when Random element failure type is selected.

ELFAILSEED. The seed for the random number generator used to shuffle which elements actually fail when element failure
type is Random.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

DIAGDSP. Diagnostic information to display.
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output signalUnset2

Implementation Details

PHARRAY enables simulation of phased arrays with very large numbers of elements. The signal distribution to elements
of a TX phased array and signal combining from array elements of an RX phased array is performed internally, leading
to computationally efficient implementation.

PHARRAY allows you to use standard array geometries to facilitate the phased array configuration, especially when a
large number of elements are used. The supported configurations are standard lattice and circular geometries. For lattice
geometry, the phased array is configured by defining the number of elements along the X and Y axes, the element spacing
dx and dy, as well as the angle between the X and Y axes. An example of a triangular lattice array is shown in the
following figure:

The circular phased arrays are configured by defining the number of array elements in each concentric circle, as well as
the radius of each circle and their angular offset from the X axis. The following figure shows an example of a circular
array.
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The response of the phased array may be modified using standard gain tapers, such as Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor, as
well as user-defined tapers.

PHARRAY also provides the ability to simulate array imperfections due to manufacturing flaws or element failure.
Offsets from X and Y nominal elements may be defined. Also, gain and phase offsets from the ideal values may also be
defined. The element failure may be defined as a percentage of the total number of elements, which is randomly selected
during simulation, as well as a specific set of elements. You may find useful the secondary parameter TAPERUPDATE
when random failed elements are modeled - this parameter defines the update frequency of the taper and failed elements.
When TAPERUPDATE is set to "Once", the failed elements and gain taper are updated only once during the simulation.
This is useful when the same failed elements should be simulated for a variety of angles or other swept variables. However,
to average over various failure patterns, you can set the TAPERUPDATE to "Continuous", in which case different failed
elements are used during each variable sweep.

The phased array can display various diagnostic information that can be useful for further processing. This information
contains X/Y locations of phased array elements, which may be used to visually display the phased array geometry, the
calculated gain tapers, and the failed elements, which can be useful for identifying the specific failed elements when
they are selected randomly.
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Phased Array Antenna: PHARRAY_ANT

Symbol

1 2

Summary

PHARRAY_ANT enables simulation of phased arrays with very large number of elements. It allows array configuration
using various standard, as well as custom architectures. A number of commonly used gain tapers are implemented in
this block, along with various signal distribution schemes and support for frequency-dependent operation. PHARRAY_ANT
also allows you to simulate array imperfections due to manufacturing flaws or element failure.

This block is based upon the RF Antenna block ANTENNA, and offers most of the settings available in ANTENNA.
These settings apply to individual elements of the phased array.

The block can be configured to have multiple radiative ports by setting the THETA or PHI (or U or V if configured to
use U/V coordinates) parameters to explicit arrays, so the array must be specified directly for the parameter's value, rather
than via an equation or a variable. The individual elements of the array, however, may contain equations and variables.
The number of radiative ports is the larger of the number of elements in the array(s) assigned to THETA or PHI (or U
or V).

Multiple radiative ports simply represent different points in space where the signal is measured in the case of a transmit
antenna, or where the signal originates in the case of a receive antenna.

Phased Array Settings

You can configure the phased array on the Element Options dialog box Phased Array Settings tab.
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Steering Angle

This section defines the steering angles for the phased array. The Theta (angle off boresight) and Phi (azimuth) are used
to steer the array response. If left empty, they are set to 0 internally.

If either or both angles are entered as arrays, the number of elements in the array is used to set the number of radiative
ports on the block. Note that the arrays must be set explicitly, as in {Theta0, Theta1, Theta2} and not via a variable or
equation. If a variable is specified, the block only has one radiative port.

NOTE: If angles are defined as numerical values, they use the project angle units; if they are defined as variables, they
are interpreted as radians.
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General Setup

This section defines the main configuration parameters for PHARRAY_ANT.

Array mode: Selects the array mode of operation, either MIMO or Phased Array.

• Phased Array: The array is configured as a typical phased array, with a feed network composed of a splitter.

• MIMO: The array is configured as a MIMO array with a radiated signal that is the sum of the radiated signals of each
element.

• MIMO Separate: The array is configured as a MIMO array with the radiated signal composed of the multiplexing
of the radiated signals of each element. This keeps each array element separate from each other.

In the MIMO transmit configuration the input signal is composed of the samples for each individual element in
sequence. For example, the first sample is the first sample for the first element, the second sample is the first sample
for the second element, and so on. Each element maintains a separate simulation of its samples. For MIMO each output
signal sample in the MIMO transmit configuration is the sum of the samples output from each individual element at
sample's time step. For MIMO Separate the samples output from each individual element are multiplexed together.

In the MIMO receive configuration for MIMO each sample of the input signal, which is the radiated signal, is passed
to the input of all the individual elements. For MIMO Separate the input signal is demultiplexed, and the demultiplexed
samples are distributed to the inputs of the individual elements. The output samples from each individual element are
then output in sequence, multiplexed onto the output signal of the block.

NOTE: Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design v13 software only
supported one MIMO mode which was labeled MIMO. However this mode was the equivalent of MIMO Separate.

Transmit signal distribution: Valid only when the phased array is configured to transmit. In this case, the available options
are:

• Lossless - all array elements are excited by the same power, equal to the power of the input signal.

• Power Divider - the input signal is divided equally among all array elements such that the sum of their powers equals
the power of the input signal.

• Voltage Divider - the input signal is divided equally among all array elements such that the sum of their voltages equals
the input signal.

Diagnostics to display: Diagnostic information that is created during simulation may be displayed. If such information is
available, it is displayed in a separate window that opens during simulation.

• None - no information displays.

• Full - all available diagnostic information displays.

• Element X/Y Locations - X and Y locations of array elements display. The distance units are included in this information.
X and Y locations display as two separate vectors, which you can use for plotting the array element geometry in the
Cadence AWR Design Environment® platform or any other tool.

• Gain Taper - the gain taper coefficients display as a vector, in dB.

• Failed Elements - the indexes of the failed elements display.

Array Geometry

The PHARRAY_ANT block offers several options for defining the array architecture:
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Spacing units: The units used in defining the array geometry. The available options are centimeters, feet, inches, lambda,
meters, yards. If distance units are set to anything but lambda (signal wavelength), the Signal frequency should be defined;
in this case, the array response is frequency-dependent.

Signal frequency: The carrier frequency of the signal at the phased array. This option is ignored if Spacing units is set to
lambda. NOTE: If the frequency is defined as a numerical value, it uses the project frequency units; if it is defined as a
variable, it is interpreted in Hz.

• Lattice - allows configuration of the phased array in a lattice pattern, which is configured using the number of elements
along the X and Y axes, NX and NY, element spacing along these axes, dx and dy, and Gamma, the angle between these
axes. Setting Gamma to 90° results in a rectangular lattice, while setting it to 60° creates a triangular lattice. Any
positive value for Gamma may be used to configure the lattice.

• Circular - enables configuration of circular phased arrays with one or more concentric circles. The number of elements
in each concentric circle and the radius of each circle can be defined as vectors by variables NC and R. Variable Phi_0
defines the angular offset of the first element in each circle from the X axis; if Phi_0 is 0, the first element of the circle
is placed on the X axis.

• User defined - allows definition of your own array architecture, using the number of array elements, N, and their X/Y
locations defined by vectors X locations and Y locations. These vectors should have at least N elements.

Gain Taper

This section allows you to define a gain taper for use in the phased array.

Standard allows the use of standard gain tapers implemented in PHARRAY_ANT:

• Dolph-Chebyshev - the taper is calculated using the Dolph-Chebyshev technique and is configured by defining the SLR
(side lobe ratio) in dB. If the array is planar, you can define the taper Alignment, that is, whether the taper is calculated
along the X axis, Y axis, or as a multiplication of tapers calculated along each axis.

• Taylor - the taper is calculated using the Taylor technique and is configured using SLR and Alignment parameters similar
to Dolph-Chebyshev.

• Uniform - the taper uses equal-gain taps for all the array elements.

User defined - allows the use of custom gain tapers by defining Gains (dB) and Phases for each array element. The Gains
and Phases vectors should contain at least as many elements as the size of the phased array.

Gain taper coefficient handling defines whether the gain taper is normalized or not. If it is, the taper is normalized to unit
gain.

Taper update determines how often the gain tapers are updated. If set to "Once", taper is calculated once and is used for
the duration of the simulation. If set to "Continuous", gain taper is calculated each time a new sweep is started.

Array Imperfections

This section allows modeling of manufacturing flaws, gain/phase offsets due to nonlinearities and/or quantization errors,
as well as element failure.

Offsets can be used to define any difference from the nominal X/Y locations of the array elements. These offsets are
defined using the units specified in Distance units.

Gain offsets (dB) allows modeling of gain offsets from the ideal gain taper levels. This option may be used to model
element-specific gain variation.
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Phase offsets allows modeling of phase offsets due to quantization errors and/or other imperfections in the phased array.

Element Failure

This section allows modeling of deterministic or random element failure:

• None - no failed elements are modeled, phased array operates normally.

• Specific elements - a specific set of elements is disabled during simulation. These elements are defined in Failed elements.

• Random elements - a percentage of the total number of elements is randomly selected and disabled. The percentage of
elements is defined in Failure rate as a %. The options in the Diagnostics to Display section may be used to display
which elements were disabled during the simulation.

Normally if the simulation is swept, the same set of random failed elements is used for each sweep. A new set of
random failed elements may be generated each sweep by specifying a negative value for the Failure rate percentage.
The absolute value of this percentage is used for the failure rate, while a new set of random failed elements is generated
each sweep.

Antenna Element Settings

You can configure antenna element properties on the Element Options dialog box Antenna Element Settings tab.
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Path Angles or Path U/V Coordinates

This section is used to define the direction of the signal. For TX operations this is the direction represented by the output
port signal. For RX operations this is the direction from which the input port signal is received.

If the SCOORDTYP parameter is set to "Theta/Phi" the direction is defined using Theta and Phi path angles. If the
parameter is set to "U/V" the direction is defined using U / V path coordinates.

Path Loss

This section allows you to specify path loss when the antenna is configured as a receive antenna:

• Use default of no path loss - this is equivalent to specifying a path loss of 0 dB.
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• Path/Free-space loss - the path loss is specified explicitly in dB.

• Distance - a distance with the appropriate units is used to compute the path loss.

NOTE: When both Path/Free-space loss and Distance are left empty there is no path loss. In earlier versions the behavior
was to treat the path loss as if the distance were set to 1 meter.

Antenna Gain

This section is used to specify the antenna gain. All options except Radiation pattern support temperature-dependent
settings. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

• Antenna gain - the antenna gain is specified in either dB isotropic or dB dipole. A gain specified in dBi is 2.15 dB less
than the gain specified in dBd.

• Directivity/Efficiency - the antenna gain is determined from the directivity and efficiency. Both values are required if
this option is selected.

• Effective area - the antenna gain is determined from the effective area.

• Radiation pattern - the antenna gain is determined from a radiation pattern specified in a Text Data File. Note that the
name of the Text Data File is typically enclosed in quotation marks. The format for the radiation pattern data file is
described in the "Radiation Pattern Data File" section.

Polarization

This section defines the polarization of the antenna elements.

Polarization angle is the antenna polarization tilt angle. If this is left empty and the antenna is configured as a receive
antenna, the polarization tilt angle of the transmit antenna is used.

Polarization axial ratio is the ratio between the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse of the antenna. A value
of 0 dB indicates circular polarization. If left empty, linear polarization is used.

Polarization sense (receive) and Polarization sense (transmit) determine the polarization sense of the antenna when configured
as a receive antenna and a transmit antenna, respectively. The polarization sense is from the point of view of looking
away from the antenna. Left-hand polarization rotates counter-clockwise, and right-hand polarization rotates clockwise.

Temperature/Noise

This section defines the temperatures used when modeling noise.

Physical antenna temperature is the temperature of the antenna circuitry, and is used to compute noise due to resistive
losses.

Sky temperature is the temperature of the background the antenna is pointing towards, and is used only when the antenna
is configured as a receive antenna. It essentially defines the thermal noise in the path. In many scenarios if the sky
temperature is specified and the signal is not being generated by a transmitter, the signal source should be configured to
be noiseless.

Generate noise allows you to enable/disable the generation of noise by the antenna.

Reference temperature for temperature dependencies is used to specify the reference temperatures for temperature-dependent
settings. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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Circuit Settings

This section defines various circuit settings. These settings support temperature-dependent settings. See Section 2.6 in
the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Internal circuit loss is used to specify additional internal resistive loss. This loss contributes to the thermal noise generated
by the antenna.

Circuit port characteristic impedance is the characteristic impedance of the circuit portion of the antenna. The actual
impedance seen looking into the circuit port depends on the Circuit port mismatch setting, if any.

Free-space characteristic impedance is the reference characteristic impedance of the free-space used when applying the
antenna gain settings.

Circuit port mismatch is used to specify the impedance mismatch characteristics at the circuit port, which may be specified
as VSWR, return loss, or S11 parameters.

See Phased Arrays and MIMO Arrays in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on working with phased
arrays and MIMO arrays.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
Phased ArrayArray mode of operationEARRAYMODE
LosslessSignal distribution type for TX arraysE*SIGDSTR
Theta/PhiSpherical coordinate type for signal incidenceE*SCOORDTYP

AngleAngle of incidence in relation to Z-axisRTHETA
AngleAngle of incidence on XY plane, in relation to X-axisRPHI

U coordinate of signal incidenceRU
V coordinate of signal incidenceRV

AngleSteering angle in relation to Z-axisRTHETA_ST
AngleSteering angle on XY plane, in relation to X-axisRPHI_ST
FrequencyDesign frequency for steering phase shift and lambda spacing

units (uses CTRFRQ if empty)
R*DSGNFRQ

LatticeArray geometryE*ARRAYGEOM
1Number of phased array columns (along X axis)I*NX
1Number of phased array rows (along X axis)I*NY
0.5Element distance along X axisR*DX
0.5Element distance along Y axisR*DY

AngleAngle between X and Y axesR*GAMMA
1Number of elements in circular phased array (use vectors for

concentric circles)
I*NC
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0.5Radius of circular phased array (use vectors for concentric
circles)

R*R

AngleOffset angle of circular phased array (use vectors for
concentric circles)

R*PHI0

Number of elements in user-defined phased arrayI*N
X location of each antenna elementR*XLOC
Y location of each antenna elementR*YLOC

lambdaSpacing units used for X and Y locationsE*SPUNIT
StandardUse standard or user-defined gain taperE*GAINTAPER
NormalizedGain taper coefficient handlingE*TAPERCOEFFS
UniformStandard gain taper typeE*TAPERTYPE
40dBSide lobe ratio (for the Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor gain

tapers)
R*SLR

XTaper alignmentE*TAPERALIGN
OnceTaper update frequencyE*TAPERUPDATE

dBGain coefficients for each elementR*GAINS
AnglePhase coefficients for each elementR*PHASES

Offsets from nominal X locationsR*XOFFSET
Offsets from nominal Y locationsR*YOFFSET

dBGain offsets from nominal valuesR*GOFFSET
AnglePhase offsets from nominal valuesR*PHOFFSET

0Scan loss factor NR*SCANLOSSN
NoneElement failure typeE*EFFAIL

Vector of failed elements (indices, 0-based)I*ELFAILVEC
Percentage of failed elementsR*ELFAILPCT
Random number generator seed for random element failureI*ELFAILSEED

dBPath or free-space loss (used only when configured as a
receive antenna)

R*PATHLOSS

dBPATHLOSS temperature dependenceR*PATHLOSS_TDEP
Distance from transmitter (PATHLOSS must be empty, used
only when configured as a receive antenna)

R*DIST

kmDistance unitsE*DISTUNIT
0dBAntenna gainRANTGAIN

dBANTGAIN temperature dependenceR*ANTGAIN_TDEP
dBiAntenna gain typeE*GAINTYPE

dBDirectivity (EFFIC also required)R*DIREC
dBDIREC temperature dependenceR*DIREC_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Efficiency, percent (DIREC also required)R*EFFIC
EFFIC temperature dependenceR*EFFIC_TDEP
Effective area, meters^2R*EAREA
EAREA temperature dependenceR*EAREA_TDEP

AnglePolarization angleR*POLAR
dBPolarization axial ratioR*AXRATIO
From
transmitter

Polarization sense for receive modeE*PSENSE_RX

Left
hand

Polarization sense for transmit modeE*PSENSE_TX

Radiation pattern data file nameS*RADPAT
SplineInterpolation type for radiation patternsE*RPINTRP
0dBInternal resistive lossR*INTLOSS

dBINTLOSS temperature dependenceR*INTLOSS_TDEP
Circuit port mismatchC*CKTMM
CKTMM interpretationE*CKTMMTYP
Circuit port mismatch temperature dependenceC*CKTMM_TDEP

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85 degCTemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature for noise due to resistive lossR*T_PHY
16.85 degCTemperatureAntenna temperature at output of antennaR*T_ANT
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
377ResistanceFree space impedanceC*ZRAD

ResistanceZRAD temperature dependenceC*ZRAD_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceCircuit port characteristic impedanceC*ZCKT

ResistanceZCKT temperature dependenceC*ZCKT_TDEP
Number of frequencies for the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*NFREQ

Number of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoImplementation type for the impedance mismatch correction

filter
E*IMPL

AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
Maximum number of poles in the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*MAXNPOLE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

I*UPRATE

Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ARRAYMODE. The array's mode of operation:

• Phased Array: The array is configured as a typical phased array, with a feed network composed of a splitter.

• MIMO: The array is configured as a MIMO array with a radiated signal that is the sum of the radiated signals of each
element.

• MIMO Separate: The array is configured as a MIMO array with the radiated signal composed of the multiplexing
of the radiated signals of each element. This keeps each array element separate from each other.

In the MIMO transmit configuration the input signal is composed of the samples for each individual element in
sequence. For example, the first sample is the first sample for the first element, the second sample is the first sample
for the second element, and so on. Each element maintains a separate simulation of its samples. For MIMO each output
signal sample in the MIMO transmit configuration is the sum of the samples output from each individual element at
sample's time step. For MIMO Separate the samples output from each individual element are multiplexed together.

In the MIMO receive configuration for MIMO each sample of the input signal, which is the radiated signal, is passed
to the input of all the individual elements. For MIMO Separate the input signal is demultiplexed, and the demultiplexed
samples are distributed to the inputs of the individual elements. The output samples from each individual element are
then output in sequence, multiplexed onto the output signal of the block.

NOTE: VSS v13 software only supported one MIMO mode which was labeled MIMO. However this mode was the
equivalent of MIMO Separate.

SIGDSTR. Signal distribution scheme used in TX mode.

SCOORDTYP. Determines how the signal direction is specified:

• Theta/Phi: Theta and Phi angles are used to specify the signal direction. The THETA and PHI parameters are visible,
U and V are not.

• U/V: U/V coordinates are used to specify the signal direction. The U and V parameters are visible, THETA and PHI
are not.

THETA, PHI. The antenna orientation angles from vertical (THETA) and horizontal (PHI). These are only visible if
SCOORDTYP is set to Theta/Phi. If either parameter is an explicit array (as opposed to an array specified in a variable
or equation, though the elements of the array may be variables) the number of elements in the array is used to set the
number of radiative side ports. For example, setting THETA = { T0, T1, T2 } and PHI = P0 configures the block to have
three ports on the radiative side.
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NOTE: The THETA, PHI, U, and V parameters cannot be tuned directly. You can, however, assign a variable to the
parameter and tune the variable.

U, V. The U/V coordinates defining the signal direction. These are only visible if SCOORDTYP is set to U/V. If either
parameter is an explicit array (as opposed to an array specified in a variable or equation, though the elements of the array
may be variables) the number of elements in the array is used to set the number of radiative side ports. For example,
setting U = { U0, U1, U2 } and V = V0 configures the block to have three ports on the radiative side.

U/V coordinates are internally converted to theta/phi angles via the following relationships:

THETA = arcsin ( U2 + V 2)

PHI = arctan (UV )
THETA_ST.Angle of incidence: angle off boresight. Note that in order for THETA_ST to take effect the signal direction
must be specified via the THETA/PHI or U/V parameters.

PHI_ST. Angle of incidence: azimuth. Note that in order for PHI_ST to take effect the signal direction must be specified
via the THETA/PHI or U/V parameters.

NOTE: In order to tune THETA_ST or PHI_ST directly, a constant value must first be assigned to the parameter.

DSGNFRQ. The frequency used to compute the steering phase shifts, also the frequency to use when SPUNIT is 'lambda'.
If left empty the center frequency is used. The design frequency must be greater than 0.

ARRAYGEOM. Array geometry used: Lattice, Circular or User defined.

NX. Number of elements along the X axis in the lattice phased array.

NY. Number of elements along the Y axis in the lattice phased array.

DX. Element spacing along X axis.

DY. Element spacing along Y axis.

GAMMA. Angle between X and Y axes in the lattice configuration. If left empty 90-degrees is used.

NC. Number of elements in each concentric circle of the circular phased array.

R. Radius of each concentric circle of the circular phased array.

PHI0. Offset angle of each concentric circle of the circular phased array.

N. Number of elements in the user-defined phased array.

XLOC. X locations of elements in the user-defined phased array.

YLOC. Y locations of elements in the user-defined phased array.

SPUNIT. Distance unit used in defining X and Y locations of array elements.

GAINTAPER. Defines whether standard or user-defined gain tapers are used.
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TAPERCOEFFS. Gain taper coefficient handling, defines whether gain taper is normalized or not.

TAPERTYPE. Gain taper type.

SLR. Side lobe ratio for use in configuring Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor gain tapers.

TAPERALIGN. Taper alignment used for planar tapers. This setting has no effect for linear arrays. For lattice planar
arrays, the gain taper may be calculated along the X axis, along the Y axis, or along both axes and the product of the
latter is used.

TAPERUPDATE. Taper update frequency. If set to "Once", taper is calculated once and is used for the duration of the
simulation. If set to "Continuous", gain taper is calculated each time a new sweep is started.

GAINS. Gain coefficient for each element when a user-defined taper is used.

PHASES. Phase offsets for each element when a user-defined taper is used.

XOFFSET. Offsets from nominal X locations when array imperfections are modeled.

YOFFSET. Offsets from nominal Y locations when array imperfections are modeled.

GOFFSET. Gain offsets from nominal values.

PHOFFSET. Phase offsets from nominal values.

SCANLOSSN. Scan loss factor N. SCANLOSSN should be greater than or equal to 0. A common value is 1.3. The scan
loss (dB) is calculated as a function of THETA as follows:

SCANLOSS(dB ) = 10log10[cosN(THETA )]

EFFAIL. Element failure type.

ELFAILVEC. Vector of failed elements when element failure type is Specific.

ELFAILPCT. Percentage of failed elements when element failure type is Random.

Normally if the simulation is swept, the same set of random failed elements is used for each sweep. A new set of random
failed elements may be generated each sweep by specifying a negative value for the Failure rate percentage. The absolute
value of this percentage is used for the failure rate, while a new set of random failed elements is generated each sweep.
The seed for the random number generator is incremented by 1 for each sweep, with the first sweep using the original
seed.

ELFAILSEED. The seed for the random number generator used to shuffle which elements actually fail when element
failure type is Random.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

PATHLOSS. The optional path loss in dB between the transmit antenna and the receive antenna. If both PATHLOSS
and DIST are empty, a path loss of 0 dB is presumed. This is only used when the antenna is configured as a receive
antenna.
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NOTE: The behavior when both the PATHLOSS and DIST are empty is to have no path loss. In earlier versions the
behavior was to treat the path loss as if the distance were set to 1 meter.

PATHLOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PATHLOSS parameter over temperature. This is only used
when the antenna is configured as a receive antenna. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DIST, DISTUNIT. The optional distance, in units determined by DISTUNIT, between the transmit antenna and the
receive antenna. PATHLOSS must be empty. This is only used when the antenna is configured as a receive antenna.

ANTGAIN, GAINTYP. The antenna gain in either dBi or dBd as determined by GAINTYP.

ANTGAIN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ANTGAIN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DIREC. The antenna directivity. EFFIC must also be specified. ANTGAIN, EAREA and RADPAT must all be empty.

DIREC_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DIREC parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

EFFIC. The antenna efficiency. DIREC must also be specified. ANTGAIN, EAREA and RADPAT must all be empty.

EFFIC_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the EFFIC parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

EAREA. The antenna effective area. ANTGAIN and RADPAT must both be empty.

EAREA_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the EAREA parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

POLAR. The antenna polarization tilt angle. If this is left empty and the input signal is generated from a transmit antenna,
the polarization tilt angle of the transmit antenna is used.

AXRATIO. The ratio between the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse of the antenna. A value of 0 dB
indicates circular polarization. If left empty, linear polarization is used.

PSENSE. The polarization sense from the point of view of looking away from the antenna. Left-hand polarization rotates
counter-clockwise, and right-hand polarization rotates clockwise.

RADPAT. The optional name of a Text Data File object under the Project Browser Data Files node that contains the
radiation pattern. The format for the radiation pattern data file is described in the "Radiation Pattern Data File" section.

RPINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for the 2D radiation pattern.

• Spline: Thin plate spline interpolation is used. While this generally produces the desired results, there may be data sets
for which the interpolation fails.

• Linear: A simple linear interpolation is used. For best results the data set should be fairly rectangular, in that each
unique theta value should have several phi values.

INTLOSS. The internal resistive loss of the antenna.

INTLOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INTLOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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CKTMM. The circuit port mismatch setting as defined by CKTMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S11 = 0.

CKTMMTYP. Determines how CKTMM is interpreted:

• S11 (complex): INPMM is S11, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: INPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: INPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

CKTMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the CKTMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings have been entered. See
the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the antenna, used to compute noise due to resistive losses.

T_ANT. The optional noise temperature at the output of the antenna. The input signal should be noiseless if this is used.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RFOptionstab RFNoiseModeling setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.
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If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZRAD. The free space impedance.

ZRAD_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZRAD parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZCKT. The characteristic impedance of the antenna circuit port.

ZCKT_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZCKT parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
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designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the
radiation pattern data file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Port Details

PurposeTypeNode No.
Free Space Signal (EIRP)Real, Complex1
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PurposeTypeNode No.
Circuit Side SignalReal, Complex2

NODE NUMBER 1. The power of the signal is treated as EIRP.

This block supports bi-directional ports. It can be connected in one of two configurations. In the first configuration port
1 is connected to an output port. In this configuration port 1 is treated as an input port and port 2 as an output port, and
the antenna operates as a receive antenna. In the second configuration port 2 is connected to an output port. In this
configuration port 1 is treated as an output port and port 2 as an input port, and the antenna operates as a transmit antenna.

Implementation Details

PHARRAY_ANT enables simulation of phased arrays with very large numbers of elements. The signal distribution to
elements of a TX phased array and signal combining from array elements of an RX phased array is performed internally,
leading to computationally efficient implementation.

PHARRAY_ANT allows you to use standard array geometries to facilitate the phased array configuration, especially
when a large number of elements are used. The supported configurations are standard lattice and circular geometries.
For lattice geometry, the phased array is configured by defining the number of elements along the X and Y axes, the
element spacing dx and dy, as well as the angle between the X and Y axes. An example of a triangular lattice array is
shown in the following figure:

The circular phased arrays are configured by defining the number of array elements in each concentric circle, as well as
the radius of each circle and their angular offset from the X axis. The following figure shows an example of a circular
array.
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The response of the phased array may be modified using standard gain tapers, such as Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor, as
well as user-defined tapers.

PHARRAY_ANT also provides the ability to simulate array imperfections due to manufacturing flaws or element failure.
Offsets from X and Y nominal elements may be defined. Also, gain and phase offsets from the ideal values may also be
defined. The element failure may be defined as a percentage of the total number of elements, which is randomly selected
during simulation, as well as a specific set of elements. You may find useful the secondary parameter TAPERUPDATE
when random failed elements are modeled - this parameter defines the update frequency of the taper and failed elements.
When TAPERUPDATE is set to "Once", the failed elements and gain taper are updated only once during the simulation.
This is useful when the same failed elements should be simulated for a variety of angles or other swept variables. However,
to average over various failure patterns, you can set the TAPERUPDATE to "Continuous", in which case different failed
elements are used during each variable sweep.

The phased array can display various diagnostic information that can be useful for further processing. This information
contains X/Y locations of phased array elements, which may be used to visually display the phased array geometry, the
calculated gain tapers, and the failed elements, which can be useful for identifying the specific failed elements when
they are selected randomly.
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Phased Array Assembly, Data-file based: PHARRAY_F

Symbol

1 2

Summary

PHARRAY_F models a phased array assembly, supporting the configuration of the array element geometry, each
element's antenna characteristics, the RF link characteristics when operating in either the RX or TX modes, and the
common linear characteristics of the combiner/splitter used to join the elements together. The element RF links do not
currently support mixers or frequency multipliers.

The configuration is performed primarily through a Text Data File, with commonly swept settings either specified directly
via block parameters (such as steering angles), or specified in the data file but capable of being overridden via block
parameters (such as individual element gain and phase adjustments). The configuration supports independent variables
using the Text Data File VAR statement. Independent variables dynamically appear as parameters of the block, and may
be used to sweep through different assembly configurations.

The block may be configured to operate as a MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) antenna assembly. For multiple
input or output configurations the block supports buses.

This block may be operated in either RX or TX mode. In RX mode, port 1 (which represents the connection to the radiated
signal) is connected as an input port, and port 2 (which represents the circuit port of the assembly) is connected as an
output port. In TX mode, port 1 is connected as an output port and port 2 is connected as an input port.

Configuration

The phased array assembly is composed of a group of elements connected to a power splitter. Each element is a linear
antenna connected to an RF link. The opposite end of the RF link is connected to the power splitter.

The linear antenna is similar in functionality to the RF Antenna block ANTENNA.

The RF link is functionally similar to AMP_F, the Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based) block, and
in fact utilizes the same Text Data File format. Note that the RF link does not support mixers nor frequency multipliers.

The power splitter is an ideal power splitter, where all the split ports share the same characteristics. It is similar to the
Splitter block SPLITTER.

The elements may be coupled with their nearest neighbors.

The configuration of the phased array assembly may be divided into several sections:

• Array geometry

• Antenna characteristics

• RF link characteristics

• Assignment of antenna and RF link characteristics to individual elements
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• Power splitter characteristics

• Mutual coupling characteristics

The array geometry defines the number of elements, their placement, and any geometry related gain and phase tapers.
The settings available are similar to those found in the Phased Array Settings of the Phased Array Antenna block
PHARRAY_ANT.

The following simple configuration Text Data File example illustrates some of the concepts used in configuring the
phased array assembly:

PHARRAY =
"ARRAYGEOM=2;N=8;XLOC={0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3};YLOC={-1,-1,-1,1,1,1};GAINTAPER=1;GAINS={-2,0,0,-1,-3,0,0,-5};TAPERCOEFFS=1"

ANTENNA = "ID=A;ANTGAIN=-10;INTLOSS=3"
ANTENNA = "ID=B;RADPAT=Patch_Antenna_Elem;INTLOSS=4"

INCLUDE = "RF_LINK:Rx Link A"
INCLUDE = "RF_LINK:Tx Link A"
INCLUDE = "RF_LINK:Rx Link B"
INCLUDE = "RADPAT:Patch_Antenna_Elem"

SPLITTER = "LOSS=10"

ZRAD = 377

ELEMENTS(TEXT) ANTENNA(TEXT) RX_RF_LINK(TEXT) TX_RF_LINK(TEXT)
"" "Antenna A" "Rx Link A" "Tx Link A"
"2-3" "Antenna B" "Rx Link B" "Tx Link A"
"5,7" "Antenna A" "Rx Link A" "Tx Link A"

In this example, the items followed by '=': PHARRAY, ANTENNA, INCLUDE, SPLITTER, and ZRAD, are statements.
The section from the line that begins with 'ELEMENTS(TEXT)' up to and including the line that begins with '5,7' is a
table.

The statements are used to specify items such as the array geometry (PHARRAY), antenna characteristics (ANTENNA),
and RF link characteristics (INCLUDE = "RF_LINK:...").

The table is used to assign the antenna and RF link characteristics to the individual elements.

The general format of a statement is the statement name followed by '=' followed by the value for the statement.

Parameter Values

For the PHARRAY, ANTENNA, and SPLITTER statements the value text following the equals sign is a list of parameter
name/parameter value pairs, separated by ';'. When practical, the parameter name corresponds to parameters of either
the PHARRAY_ANT or the SPLITTER blocks.

For example, the PHARRAY statement above has the following value:

ARRAYGEOM=2;N=8;XLOC={0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3};YLOC={-1,-1,-1,1,1,1};GAINTAPER=1;GAINS={-2,0,0,-1,-3,0,0,-5};TAPERCOEFFS=1

In the PHARRAY_ANT block you see that ARRAYGEOM, XLOC, YLOC, GAINTAPER, GAINS, and TAPERCOEFS
are parameters of the block (N is not a parameter, it replaces the separate NX and NY parameters used by
PHARRAY_ANT). The value following the '=' after each parameter is simply the value to assign to that parameter. Note
that variables and equations are not supported; all values must be constants.
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Examining PHARRAY_ANT, ARRAYGEOM=2 is equivalent to choosing 'User Defined' for ARRAYGEOM. The N
entry defines the number of elements in the array, which is 8 in this example.

XLOC and YLOC together define the x and y coordinate locations of the elements. The first element, element 1, has
coordinates (0, -1), while the last element, element 8, has coordinates (3, 1).

GAINTAPER=1 is equivalent to choosing "User Defined" for GAINTAPER, and GAINS assigns the corresponding
gains to the elements.

TAPERCOEFS=1 sets TAPERCOEFS to "Not normalized".

INCLUDE Statement

The INCLUDE statement is used to include the contents of another Text Data File object from the Project Browser Data
Files node in the configuration. Three types of Text Data Files are currently supported: AMP_F data files, antenna
radiation pattern data files, and coupling data files.

For AMP_F data files, the value of the INCLUDE statement has the form "RF_LINK:dataFileName". 'RF_LINK:' marks
the data file as an AMP_F data file for use in defining an RF link. dataFileName is replaced with the name of the Text
Data File.

For antenna radiation patterns, the value of the INCLUDE statement has the form "RADPAT:dataFileName". 'RADPAT:'
marks the data file as an antenna radiation pattern for reference by one or more ANTENNA statements.

For coupling tables, the value of the INCLUDE state has the form "COUPLING:dataFileName". 'COUPLING:' marks
the data file as a coupling table.

The effect of the INCLUDE statement is two-fold, replacing the INCLUDE statement. First either a
RF_LINK=dataFileName or a RADPAT=dataFileName statement is added. Second, the contents of the referenced data
file are incorporated into the data file in place of the INCLUDE statement.

For example, suppose the data file "Rx Link A" from the previous example contains the following very simple AMP_F
data file:

PIn(,dBm) POut(,dBm)
-10 0
0 9

The following is then equivalent to the first example:

PHARRAY =
"ARRAYGEOM=2;N=8;XLOC={0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3};YLOC={-1,-1,-1,1,1,1};GAINTAPER=1;GAINS={-2,0,0,-1,-3,0,0,-5};TAPERCOEFFS=1"

ANTENNA = "ID=A;ANTGAIN=-10;INTLOSS=3"
ANTENNA = "ID=B;RADPAT=Patch_Antenna_Elem;INTLOSS=4"

RF_LINK = "Rx Link A"
PIn(,dBm) POut(,dBm)
-10 0
0 9

INCLUDE = "RF_LINK:Tx Link A"
INCLUDE = "RF_LINK:Rx Link B"
INCLUDE = "RADPAT:Patch_Antenna_Elem"
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SPLITTER = "LOSS=10"

ZRAD = 377

ELEMENTS(TEXT) ANTENNA(TEXT) RX_RF_LINK(TEXT) TX_RF_LINK(TEXT)
"" "A" "Rx Link A" "Tx Link A"
"2-3" "B" "Rx Link B" "Tx Link A"
"5,7" "A" "Rx Link A" "Tx Link A"

Note that you can enter an AMP_F data file directly into the PHARRAY_F configuration data file, however you do need
to add an RF_LINK statement above the nonlinear data table. The same holds for radiation patterns and coupling tables,
except that a RADPAT or a COUPLING statement is required instead of an RF_LINK statement.

The data file to be included may include independent variables (variables defined using the VAR statement), however
there are restrictions. All the data files of a given type, for example all the AMP_F data files, or all the radiation pattern
data files, must have the same set of independent variables, including the values of the variables. For example, if one
AMP_F data file has an independent variable VAR A = 10, then all AMP_F data files must also have an independent
variable VAR A = 10. This restriction is in place to avoid confusion that may arise from different data files having
different independent variables.

NOTE:You can generate AMP_F compatible Text Data Files from a system diagram using the Output File measurement
RFA_TDF.

Element Assignment Table

The element assignment table is used to indicate which antenna configuration and which RF link configuration are used
by each element. The table is composed of several columns:

• ELEMENTS

• ANTENNA

• RX_RF_LINK

• TX_RF_LINK

• RF_LINK

• RX_COUPLING

• TX_COUPLING

• COUPLING

• NAME

The ELEMENTS and ANTENNA columns are required. The RF_LINK column is a shortcut; it is similar to specifying
the same RF link configuration for both the RX_RF_LINK and TX_RF_LINK columns. The RF_LINK column should
not be used if either the RX_RF_LINK or TX_RF_LINK column is used.

The COUPLING column is also a shortcut, similar to RF_LINK. It is similar to specifying the same coupling table for
both the RX_COUPLING and TX_COUPLING columns. The COUPLING column should not be used if either the
RX_COUPLING or TX_COUPLING column is used.

All columns are followed by '(TEXT)', which indicates the type of data in the column. Text values must be enclosed in
double quotation marks.
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Each row of the table assigns an antenna configuration and either zero, one, or two RF link configurations to one or more
elements.

The ELEMENTS column is used to identify which elements are associated with each row. Setting the value for the
ELEMENTS of a row to only two double quotation marks ("") marks that row as the default setting that is to be used for
any elements that are not otherwise assigned.

Individual elements may be specified by simply enclosing the element number in double quotation marks: "1" assigns
the row settings to element 1.

A range of elements may be specified by separating the first and last element of the range by a '-': "2-4" assigns the row
settings to elements 2, 3, and 4.

Multiple elements and ranges may be combined by separating them with ',': "5,9-11,15" assigns the row settings to
elements 5, 9, 10, 11, and 15.

The first element is number 1.

The value for the ANTENNA column is the value of the ID parameter of the ANTENNA statement to be used, enclosed
in double quotation marks.

The RX_RF_LINK column is used to indicate the RF link to be used when the block is configured in RX mode, while
the TX_RF_LINK column is used to indicate the RF link to be used when the block is configured in TX mode. If the
RF link is identical for both RX and TX modes, a single RF_LINK column may be used in place of the two separate
RX_RF_LINK and TX_RF_LINK columns.

The value of the RX_RF_LINK, TX_RF_LINK, and RF_LINK columns is the name of the AMP_F data file, enclosed
in double quotation marks, if it has been referenced with a "RF_LINK:" INCLUDE statement. If the AMP_F table is
integrated into the PHARRAY_F block's data file, the value is the value of the RF_LINK statement immediately preceding
that AMP_F table, enclosed in double quotation marks. If no RF link is desired, set the value to two double quotation
marks ("").

The RX_COUPLING column is used to indicate the coupling table to be used when the block is configured in RX mode,
while the TX_COUPLING column is used to indicate the coupling table to be used when the block is configured in TX
mode. If the coupling table is identical for both RX and TX modes (it typically is not), a single COUPLING column may
be used in place of the two separate RX_COUPLING and TX_COUPLING columns.

The value of the RX_COUPLING, TX_COUPLING, and COUPLING columns is the name of the coupling data file,
enclosed in double quotation marks, if it has been referenced with a "COUPLING:"INCLUDE statement. If the coupling
table is integrated into the PHARRAY_F block's data file, the value is the value of the COUPLING statement immediately
preceding that coupling table, enclosed in double quotation marks. If no coupling is desired, set the value to two double
quotation marks ("").

PHARRAY Statement Details

The PHARRAY statement defines overall characteristics of the phased array assembly, in particular the geometry. The
PHARRAY statement is required.

The following table lists the parameters supported by the PHARRAY statement. The ARRAYGEOM parameter is
required; other parameters may be required depending upon the settings of certain parameters.

The parameters are similar to the parameters with the same name in the Phased Array Antenna block PHARRAY_ANT,
and are linked appropriately.
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DefaultDescriptionParameter
RequiredArray geometry: (0 = Lattice, 1 = Circular, 2 = User Defined)ARRAYGEOM
0Distance units used in defining element locations (0 = lambda, 1 = meters, 2 =

centimeters, 3 = yards, 4 = feet, 5 = inches)
SPUNIT

1Lattice geometry: Number of element columns along the X axis.NX
1Lattice geometry: Number of element columns along the Y axis.NY
0.5Lattice geometry: Spacing between element centers along the X axis.DX
0.5Lattice geometry: Spacing between element centers along the Y axis.DY
_PI/2Lattice geometry: Angle between the X and Y axes in radians.GAMMA
1Circular geometry: Number of elements in circular phased array (use vectors

for concentric circles).
NC

0.5Circular geometry: Radius of circular phased array (use vectors for concentric
circles).

R

Circular geometry: Offset angle of circular phased array in radians (use vectors
for concentric circles).

PHI0

User defined geometry: Number of elements.N
User defined geometry: X location of each antenna element.XLOC
User defined geometry: Y location of each antenna element.YLOC

0Gain taper type: (0 = Standard, 1 = User Defined)GAINTAPER
0Gain taper coefficient handling: (0 = Normalized, 1 = Not Normalized)TAPERCOEFS
0Standard gain taper type: (0 = Uniform, 1 = Dolph-Chebyshev, 2 = Taylor)TAPERTYPE
40.Side lobe ratio for the Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor gain tapersSLR
0Lattice geometry: Taper alignment: (0 = X, 1 = Y, 2 = X*Y)TAPERALIGN
0Taper update frequency: (0 = Once, 1 = Continuous)TAPERUPDATE

User Defined GAINTAPER: Gain coefficients for each element.GAINS
User Defined GAINTAPER: Phase coefficients for each element.PHASES
Offsets from nominal X locationsXOFFSET
Offsets from nominal Y locationsYOFFSET
Gain offsets from nominal valuesGOFFSET
Phase offsets from nominal valuesPHOFFSET
Scan loss factor NSCANLOSSN

0Element failure type: (0 = None, 1 = Specific, 2 = Random)ELFAIL
Specific element failure: Vector of failed elements (indices, 0-based).ELFAILVEC
Random element failure: Percentage of failed elements.ELFAILPCT

NOTE: Parameters that have corresponding parameters in the PHARRAY_F block itself, such as GAINS and PHASES,
are overridden by the parameters of the PHARRAY_F block if values are specified for the corresponding block parameter.
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ANTENNA Statement Details

The ANTENNA statement is used to define individual antenna configurations. At least one ANTENNA statement is
required, as all elements must be assigned an antenna configuration.

The following table lists the parameters supported by the PHARRAY statement. The ID parameter is required, and must
be unique among all the ANTENNA statements, because it is used to identify different antenna configurations in the
Element Assignment Table. Either ANTGAIN, DIREC/EFFIC, EAREA, or RADPAT is required. Other parameters may
be required depending on the settings of various parameters.

The parameters are similar to the parameters with the same name in the Phased Array Antenna block PHARRAY_ANT,
and are linked appropriately.

DefaultDescriptionParameter
Antenna gain, if specified DIREC, EFFIC, EAREA, and RADPAT should not
be specified.

ANTGAIN

0ANTGAIN type. (0 = dBi, 1 = dBd)GAINTYP
Directivity in dB, if specified EFFIC must also be specified, and ANTGAIN,
EAREA, and RADPAT should not be specified.

DIREC

Efficiency in percent, if specified DIREC must also be specified.EFFIC
Effective area in m^2, if specified ANTGAIN, DIREC, EFFIC, and RADPAT
should not be specified.

EAREA

Radiation pattern, if specified, ANTGAIN, DIREC, EFFIC, and EAREA should
not be specified. The radiation pattern value is the name of the radiation pattern

RADPAT

Text Data File if it has been referenced with a 'RADPAT:' INCLUDE statement,
or the value is the value of the RADPAT statement immediately preceding the
radiation pattern table if the table is part of the PHARRAY_F configuration data
file.
Interpolation type for radiation patterns. (0 = Spline, 1 = Linear, 2 = Auto)RPINTRP
Polarization angle in radians.POLAR
Polarization axial ratio in dB.AXRATIO

0Polarization sense for RX mode. (0 = From transmitter, 1 = Left hand, 2 = Right
hand)

PSENSE_RX

0Polarization sense for TX mode. (0 = Left hand, 1 = Right hand)PSENSE_TX
0Internal resistive loss in dB.INTLOSS
Value of ZRAD
statement if

Characteristic impedance of the circuit port.ZCKT

present, _Z0
otherwise.

Circuit side mismatch, interpretation is determined by CKTMMTYP.CKTMM
0The interpretation of CKTMM (0 = Complex Sxx parameter, 1 = Return Loss

in dB, 2 = VSWR)
CKTMMTYP

Optional vector of frequencies for frequency-dependent settings.FREQS
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SPLITTER Statement Details

The SPLITTER statement defines the settings of the splitter that connects all the elements together. The SPLITTER
statement is optional. Note that the splitter is not used when the array is configured for MIMO operation.

The following table lists the parameters supported by the SPLITTER statement:

DefaultDescriptionParameter
10*log10(#
Elements)

Splitter loss in dB between each element and the common port.LOSS

_Z0Characteristic impedance of the common port.ZINP
_Z0Characteristic impedance of each element port.ZOUTP
Equivalent of S11
= 0

Circuit mismatch of the common port, interpretation is determined by
CKTMMTYP.

CKTMM_INP

Equivalent of Snn
= 0

Circuit mismatch of each element port, interpretation is determined by
CKTMMTYP.

CKTMM_OUTP

0The interpretation of CKTMM_INP and CKTMM_OUTP: (0 = Complex Sxx
parameter, 1 = Return Loss in dB, 2 = VSWR)

CKTMMTYP

Optional vector of frequencies for frequency-dependent LOSS or CKTMM_INP,
CKTMM_OUTP. Frequencies are in Hz.

FREQS

Frequency-dependent loss or mismatch values may be specified by entering a vector of frequency values for FREQS
and corresponding vectors for LOSS, CKTMM_INP, and CKTMM_OUTP. If any of the LOSS, CKTMM_INP, or
CKTMM_OUTP vectors has fewer entries than FREQS, the last entry of that vector is repeated.

Additional Statements

The following additional statements are supported:

DefaultDescriptionParameter
RFLINK if the gain
or phase taper are

Determines where the phase shift and gain tapers are applied. There are two
options: "RFLINK" and "ANTENNA". If "RFLINK" is specified then the phase

SHIFTERLOC

not the sameshift and gain tapers are applied between the splitter and the RF link. For a
amongst all thetransmit configuration this means the gain taper can influence the input power
elements, otherwise
ANTENNA.

to the RF link. If "ANTENNA" is specified then the phase shift and gain tapers
are applied between the RF link and the antenna.

377The characteristic impedance of the radiating side of each element's antenna.
Note that all antenna configurations must have the same radiating side
characteristic impedance.

ZRAD

_Z0The default characteristic impedance of the circuit ports of each element's
antenna. Individual antenna configurations may override this by setting the
ZCKT parameter.

ZCKT

MIMO Operation

NOTE: Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design v13 software utilized
an ARRAYMODE statement in the data file to indicate MIMO mode. This has been replaced with the CKTSIGTYP and
RADSIGTYP parameters.
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The block may be configured as a normal phased array (the default) or as a MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output)
antenna assembly. The mode is set by the CKTSIGTYP parameter. MIMO operation primarily affects only the behavior
of Time Domain simulations.

In MIMO mode there is no signal splitter/combiner on the circuit side. Instead, each element has a separate signal on the
circuit side. The CKTSIGTYP parameter is used to choose between a bus signal and a single signal with the signal
samples multiplexed on the signal.

If you select the multiplexed option, in TX mode signal samples are demultiplexed from the input signal onto the individual
elements. In RX mode, signal samples are multiplexed from the individual elements onto the output signal.

Note that because there is no signal splitter in MIMO mode, the ability to model impedance mismatches at the circuit
ports of the RF links of the elements is limited, particularly with the multiplexed option.

The bus option is recommended over the multiplexed option, as it allows for better RF modeling. For more information
on using buses, see Buses in the AWR Design Environment User Guide for information on using buses. If you select the
bus option, the bus must have the same number of wires as there are array elements.

The radiated signal may be configured as either the sum of the radiated signal (the default) or as a separate radiated signal
for each element. The radiated signal mode is set by the RADSIGTYP parameter, and primarily affects only the behavior
of Time Domain simulations.

When configured as a summed signal, in TX mode the output is similar to measuring the transmitted signal at a single
point in space. In RX mode the input is similar to the antenna elements all receiving the same signal.

The RADSIGTYP parameter offers two options for separate signals. One option uses a bus signal, while the other option
uses samples multiplexed on a single signal.

If you select the multiplexed option, in TX mode the output signal represents the multiplexed output of the individual
antenna elements. The antenna element outputs are independent of each other, and the signal must be managed as such.
In RX mode the input should be a multiplexed signal representing the individual independent radiated signals to be
received by the antenna elements.

For the bus option, each wire of the bus is connected to a separate antenna element and the signal on that wire represents
the radiated signal from or to that antenna element. The bus must have the same number of wires as there are antenna
elements.

As with the circuit side, the bus option is recommended over the multiplexed option when modeling separate radiated
signals, as it supports more comprehensive RF modeling.

Coupling Tables

Mutual coupling between elements is specified using coupling tables. Coupling tables directly affect only the element
to which the table is assigned. If two adjacent elements have identical mutual coupling characteristics, a coupling table
should be assigned to both elements.

When operating in RX mode, the coupling describes the amount of the signal received by an adjacent element that also
appears at the input of the element's RF link. For TX mode, the coupling describes the amount of the signal at the output
of the RF link that appears at the input of the antenna of an adjacent element. The amount of coupling is specified similar
to a complex gain, both magnitude and phase are specified.
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For RX mode the coupling essentially describes how the coupled antenna elements contribute to what is seen at the input
to the RF link of an element. For TX mode the coupling describes how the output of the RF link of an element is also
transmitted by the coupled antenna elements.

The coupling table is specified in terms of frequency-dependent coupling coefficients to be applied to elements that are
within specified distances from the main element. The following is a very simple example coupling table:

C_1_MAX_DIST = 1.25
C_2_MAX_DIST = 1.75

Freq(,GHz) C_1(Mag,dB) C_1(Phs,Deg) C_2(Mag,dB) C_2(Phs,Deg)
1 -5 20 -10 -20

This table contains two coupling coefficients, C_1 and C_2. The two statements "C_1_MAX_DIST = 1.25" and
"C_2_MAX_DIST = 1.75" specify the element distances at which the two coupling coefficients are to be applied. The
C_1 coefficient is applied for all elements whose center position is within 1.25 distance units of the main element. The
C_2 coefficient is applied for all elements whose center position is between 1.25 and 1.75 distance units of the main
element. The distance units are the same as the SPUNIT parameter of the PHARRAY statement.

Additional coupling coefficients may be specified by adding a C_n_MAX_DIST line before the table and C_n columns
to the table, where 'n' is the next sequential whole number. The coefficient for each increasing 'n' represents the coupling
coefficient to be applied to elements that fall within the next larger radius of the main element.

The table describing the frequency-dependent coupling coefficients follows. The table must have a FREQ column and
at least columns for C_1.

The following illustrates the coupling coefficients in RX mode.

Element 5

Element 1 Element 2 Element 3

Element 4 Element 6

Element 8Element 7 Element 9

C_1

C_1

C_1 C_1

C_2 C_2

C_2 C_2

r = C_2_MAX_DISTr = C_1_MAX_DIST
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Element 5 is the element to which the coupling is being assigned. The inner dotted green circle represents the circle of
radius C_1_MAX_DIST, the outer dotted blue circle represents the circle of radius C_2_MAX_DIST. The elements
with centers within C_1_MAX_DIST of the center of element 5, namely elements 2, 4, 6, and 8, have the C_1 coefficient
applied. The elements with centers between C_1_MAX_DIST and _C_2_MAX_DIST of the center of element 5, elements
1, 3, 7, and 9, have the C_2 coefficient applied. Element 5 receives in total the signal it receives directly via its antenna,
plus the signals received by elements 2, 4, 6, and 8 each multiplied by C_1, plus the signals received by elements 1, 3,
7, and 9 each multiplied by C_2. The coupling occurs before the phase shifters and are therefore not directly steered.

For TX mode, the assignment of coupling coefficients is similar, except the signal flow direction is reversed. In this case
the signal being transmitted by element 5, to which element 5's phase shift has been applied, is coupled onto the other
elements for transmission via their antenna properties. Additionally, in TX mode the fundamental coupling process is
different from RX mode and the coupling coefficients represent different properties.

In TX mode, the coupling coefficients are the Smn parameters that are obtained from the ratio of the voltage at element
m's circuit port to the voltage applied to element n's circuit port when all other elements are terminated in matched loads.
This is the Smn parameter typically used when computing active (also known as embedded) element patterns. Using
element 5 from the previous diagram as an example, a voltage would be applied to element 5's port, while all the other
elements have their ports terminated in matching impedances. The C_1 coefficient would be the measured S25, S45,
S65, or S85, which are all presumed to be the same. The C_2 coefficient would be the measured S15, S35, S75, or S95,
which again are all presumed to be the same.

Note that for TX mode the S11 for the element should be the measured S11 when the element is active and all other
elements are terminated in matched loads. The S11 is specified via the CKTMM parameter of the ANTENNA statement.

One of the limitations of the TX mode mutual coupling model is that it does not directly account for changes to the
antenna radiation pattern of an element due to the presence of other antennas. To account for such effects, the radiation
patterns must be measured with the presence of the appropriate elements.

Independent Variables

The use of independent variables allows you to choose different configurations via dynamic parameters that appear on
the block's parameter list. They are particularly useful for performing swept simulations to analyze different configurations.

Independent variables are defined using the standard Text Data File VAR statement, which has the form of:

VAR name = value

where name is the name of the independent variable and value is the value assigned to the variable. The name of the
independent variable must consist only of the letters 'a' through 'z', 'A' through 'Z', the digits '0' through '9', and '_'. It
should start with a letter.

The value may be a numeric value or it may be a text value. If text is desired, the value should be enclosed in double
quotation marks.

The independent variables are essentially tags that identify different sections of the data file. Each different section should
have a VAR statement defining the value for each independent variable.

The independent variables appear as parameters at the bottom of the block's parameter list, with the name of the variable
the name of the parameter. If the IVARTYP parameter of the block is set to "Select from list" the value of the parameter
is a list of the different values found in the data file. If the IVARTYP parameter of the block is set to "Allow any value
for numeric, pin to nearest" the value of the parameter is a real value, and the independent variable value is determined
by looking for the value closest to the parameter's value. Note that text-independent variables do not support Allow any
value for numeric, pin to nearest.
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The PHARRAY, SPLITTER, ZCKT, ZRAD, ARRAYMODE, and SHIFTERLOC statements may be specified before
the first VAR statement in the data file. If this is done, the value for that statement is treated as the default value for the
statement in the remainder of the data file. Any independent variable block that does not have that statement specified
uses the statement that was defined before the first VAR statement.

Care must be used when independent variables in data files are included via the INCLUDE statement. In particular, all
the included data files of that include group must have the same set of independent variables including their values. For
example, if one included AMP_F data file contains a 'VAR Case=1' and a 'VAR Case=2', then all AMP_F data files must
contain a 'VAR Case=1' and a 'VAR Case=2'.

See Phased Arrays and MIMO Arrays in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on working with phased
arrays and MIMO arrays.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
Configuration data file nameSDATA

dBPath or free-space loss (used only when configured as a
receive antenna)

R*PATHLOSS

dBPATHLOSS temperature dependenceR*PATHLOSS_TDEP
Distance from transmitter (PATHLOSS must be empty, used
only when configured as a receive antenna)

R*DIST

kmDistance unitsE*DISTUNIT
Theta/PhiSpherical coordinate type for signal incidenceE*SCOORDTYP

AngleAngle of incidence in relation to Z-axisRTHETA
AngleAngle of incidence on XY plane, in relation to X-axisRPHI

U coordinate of signal incidenceRU
V coordinate of signal incidenceRV

AngleSteering angle in relation to Z-axisRTHETA_ST
AngleSteering angle on XY plane, in relation to X-axisRPHI_ST

Phased ArrayCircuit signal port modeECKTSIGTYP
Single Summed
Signal

Radiated signal port modeERADSIGTYP

Account for #
channels

N/AMeasurement behaviorEMEASBHV

dBGain coefficients for each elementR*GAINS
AnglePhase coefficients for each elementR*PHASES

Offsets from nominal X locationsR*XOFFSET
Offsets from nominal Y locationsR*YOFFSET

dBGain offsets from nominal valuesR*GOFFSET
AnglePhase offsets from nominal valuesR*PHOFFSET
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0Scan loss factor NR*SCANLOSSN
Vector of failed elements (indices, 0-based)I*ELFAILVEC
Percentage of failed elementsR*ELFAILPCT
Random number generator seed for random element failureI*ELFAILSEED

Linear - AutoInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature for noise due to resistive lossR*T_PHY
16.85 degCTemperatureAntenna temperature at output of antennaR*T_ANT
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
1Fraction of noise at input port that is correlated (used when

configured as a receive antenna in RFB)
R*NOISECORR

Number of frequencies for the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*NFREQ

Number of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoImplementation type for the impedance mismatch correction

filter
E*IMPL

AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
Maximum number of poles in the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*MAXNPOLE

Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

I*UPRATE

Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

R*FRQALIGN

AutoN/ARF nonlinear link implementationE*RF_IMPLTYP
ScalarRF nonlinear link maximum harmonic to generateI*RF_MAXHARM

All available
frequencies

N/ARF nonlinear link frequency dependency behaviorE*RF_FRQDEP

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DATA. The name of a Text Data File object under the Project Browser Data Files node containing the characterization
of the phased array assembly.

PATHLOSS. The optional path loss in dB between the transmit antenna and the receive antenna. If both PATHLOSS
and DIST are empty, a path loss of 0 dB is presumed. This is only used when the antenna is configured as a receive
antenna.
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NOTE: The behavior when both the PATHLOSS and DIST are empty is to have no path loss. In earlier versions the
behavior was to treat the path loss as if the distance were set to 1 meter.

PATHLOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PATHLOSS parameter over temperature. This is only used
when the antenna is configured as a receive antenna. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DIST, DISTUNIT. The optional distance, in units determined by DISTUNIT, between the transmit antenna and the
receive antenna. PATHLOSS must be empty. This is only used when the antenna is configured as a receive antenna.

SCOORDTYP. Determines how the signal direction is specified:

• Theta/Phi: Theta and Phi angles are used to specify the signal direction. The THETA and PHI parameters are visible,
U and V are not.

• U/V: U/V coordinates are used to specify the signal direction. The U and V parameters are visible, THETA and PHI
are not.

THETA, PHI. The antenna orientation angles from vertical (THETA) and horizontal (PHI). These are only visible if
SCOORDTYP is set to Theta/Phi. If either parameter is an explicit array (as opposed to an array specified in a variable
or equation, though the elements of the array may be variables) the number of elements in the array is used to set the
number of radiative side ports. For example, setting THETA = { T0, T1, T2 } and PHI = P0 configures the block to have
3 ports on the radiative side.

NOTE: The THETA, PHI, U, and V parameters cannot be tuned directly. You can, however, assign a variable to the
parameter and tune the variable.

U, V. The U/V coordinates defining the signal direction. These are only visible if SCOORDTYP is set to U/V. If either
parameter is an explicit array (as opposed to an array specified in a variable or equation, though the elements of the array
may be variables) the number of elements in the array is used to set the number of radiative side ports. For example,
setting U = { U0, U1, U2 } and V = V0 configures the block to have 3 ports on the radiative side.

U/V coordinates are internally converted to theta/phi angles via the following relationships:

THETA = arcsin ( U2 + V 2)

PHI = arctan (UV )
THETA_ST.Angle of incidence: angle off boresight. Note that in order for THETA_ST to take effect the signal direction
must be specified via the THETA/PHI or U/V parameters.

PHI_ST. Angle of incidence: azimuth. Note that in order for PHI_ST to take effect the signal direction must be specified
via the THETA/PHI or U/V parameters.

NOTE: In order to tune THETA_ST or PHI_ST directly, a constant value must first be assigned to the parameter.

CKTSIGTYP. Determines the signal type for the circuit side port. This only applies to Time Domain simulations.

• Phased Array: The circuit side signal is passed through a splitter/combiner feed network.

• MIMOMultiplexed: The circuit side signal is a multiplexed signal representing the individual circuit side signals of
each array element.
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• MIMO Bus: The circuit side signal is from a bus, with each wire of the bus corresponding to a signal of one array
element. The bus must have the same number of wires as there are array elements.

NOTE: The modeling of impedance mismatches on the circuit side is limited in MIMO mode. This is due to multiplexed
signals not being RF signals.

RADSIGTYP. Determines the signal type for the radiated side port. This only applies to Time Domain simulations.

• Single Summed Signal: In TX mode the radiated signal is the sum of the radiated signals from all the antenna elements.
In RX mode, each antenna element receives the same samples.

• Separate Signals, Multiplexed: In TX mode the radiated signal of each antenna element is multiplexed onto the
output signal of the block. In RX mode, the input signal is expected to be a multiplexed signal representing the individual
radiated signals to be received by each antenna element.

• Separate Signals, Bus: In TX mode the radiated signal of each antenna element is output on one wire of the bus
connected to the output signal of the block. In RX mode, the input signal is a bus with each wire representing the
radiated signal to be received by an antenna element. The bus in either case must have the same number of wires as
there are array elements.

MEASBHV. Determines whether or not the supported measurements listed in the "Recommendations for Use" section
of the PHARRAY_RXSIG block account for the number of channels.

• Account for # channels: The supported measurements adjust their results to reflect the number of channels.

• Ignore # channels: The supported measurements do not modify their results to account for the number of channels.

GAINS. Optional gain coefficient for each element when a user-defined taper is used, overrides the GAIN setting in the
PHARRAY statement.

PHASES. Optional phase offsets for each element when a user-defined taper is used, overrides the PHASES setting in
the PHARRAY statement.

XOFFSET. Optional offsets from nominal X locations when array imperfections are modeled, overrides the XOFFSET
setting in the PHARRAY statement.

YOFFSET. Optional offsets from nominal Y locations when array imperfections are modeled, overrides the YOFFSET
setting in the PHARRAY statement.

GOFFSET. Optional gain offsets from nominal values, overrides the GOFFSET setting in the PHARRAY statement.

PHOFFSET.Optional phase offsets from nominal values, overrides the PHOFFSET setting in the PHARRAY statement.

SCANLOSSN. Scan loss factor N, overrides the SCANLOSSN setting in the PHARRAY statement.

ELFAILVEC.Optional vector of failed elements when Specific element failure is specified for ELFAIL in the PHARRAY
statement, overrides the ELFAILVEC setting in the PHARRAY statement.

ELFAILPCT. Optional percentage of failed elements when Random element failure is specified for ELFAIL in the
PHARRAY statement, overrides the ELFAILPCT setting in the PHARRAY statement.

ELFAILSEED. The seed for the random number generator used to shuffle which elements actually fail when element
failure type is Random.
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If left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within a
subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the antenna, used to compute noise due to resistive losses.

T_ANT. The optional noise temperature at the output of the antenna. The input signal should be noiseless if this is used.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the System Simulator Options dialog box RF
Optionstab.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NOISECORR. The fraction of the noise at the input port to be treated as correlated noise. This parameter is only used
when the block is operating in receive mode in RF Budget Analysis simulations. When NOISECORR is set to 1 the noise
at the input port is fully correlated. In this case the noise seen by each antenna element can be considered as being from
the same source. The overall effect is that the noise from the input port, as it passes through each array element, is summed
in voltage by the combiner. This is similar to using a PHARRAY_RXSIG block with noise at the input and the
PHARRAY_RXSIG block configured to not generate noise.

When NOISECORR is set to 0 the noise at the input port is fully uncorrelated. The noise seen by each antenna element
can then be considered to be the independent background noise received by the antenna. The overall effect in this case
is the noise from the input port, as it passes through each array element, is summed in power by the combiner. This is
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similar to using a PHARRAY_RXSIG with no noise at the input and the PHARRAY_RXSIG block configured to generate
the background noise.

Noise generated within the array elements is always uncorrelated between the elements and so adds in power at the
combiner.

Note that for Time Domain simulations the noise is part of the input signal samples and cannot be separated out, therefore
the noise at the input port is always treated as fully correlated noise.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

RF_IMPLTYP. Determines the model used to implement the nonlinearity in the RF links:

• Auto: The model is selected based on the characterization data provided, the frequency-dependency of the data, whether
or not the signal is narrowband, and whether or not the signal is fairly constant envelope.

• Small Signal Polynomial: A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to match the
characterization data at a specific operating point. The operating point is determined by SSOPPOINT. This model
requires at least one column of higher order data, such as IM3 or 2nd order harmonic data. This model offers broadband
frequency-dependent support. It works best with input signals whose power is relatively constant around the operating
point.

• AM-AM/AM-PM: An AM-AM/AM-PM interpolation table is used, where the AM-AM and AM-PM represent the
conversion of the fundamental. This model works best for narrowband frequency-independent modeling.

NOTE: AM-AM/AM-PM requires that the signal be complex as the phase information is required. Selecting
AM-AM/AM-PM when using a real signal generates an error.

• Large Signal Polynomial (Prelim.): A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to best fit the
polynomial's output to the characterization data. The input power range over which the fitting is performed can be
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controlled with the LSLOWER and LSUPPER parameters. The number of points used for the fitting can be set with
the LSDATAPTS parameter. This model offers broadband frequency-dependent support. However, because of the
iterative nature of fitting algorithm, the final polynomial model might not fit the characterization data very well.

RF_MAXHARM. The maximum harmonic to generate for the polynomial models of the RF links. The polynomial
models are 5th order.

RF_FRQDEP. Determines how frequency-dependent data is handled in the RF links. Note that the AM-AM/AM-PM
model is always frequency-independent:

• Frequency independent: A frequency-independent nonlinearity is modeled. The data set whose frequency is closest
to the center frequency is used.

• All available frequencies: Frequency-dependency is modeled using all the data sets whose frequencies fall within the
sampling frequency band.

• Data set closest to center frequency: The data set whose frequency is closest to the center frequency is used. If the
data set is a frequency-dependent two-tone data set, the frequency dependency is modeled. This option is useful when
you have two-tone data sets at several frequencies. Restricting the model to only one data set prevents the other data
sets from inadvertently influencing the model.

• Auto: If the data set contains frequency-dependent IM product information, then 'All available frequencies' is selected
for non-Time Domain simulations, or if more that one frequency data set falls within the sampling frequency band.
Otherwise, the behavior is similar to 'Data set closest to center frequency'.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Port Details

PurposeTypeNode No.
Free Space Signal (EIRP)Real, Complex1
Circuit Side SignalReal, Complex2

NODE NUMBER 1. The power of the signal is treated as EIRP.

This block supports bi-directional ports. It can be connected in one of two configurations. In the first configuration port
1 is connected to an output port. In this configuration port 1 is treated as an input port and port 2 as an output port, and
the antenna operates as a receive antenna. In the second configuration port 2 is connected to an output port. In this
configuration port 1 is treated as an output port and port 2 as an input port, and the antenna operates as a transmit antenna.
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Phased Array Signal Splitter for Receivers: PHARRAY_RXSIG

Symbol

Phased
Array
Signal

1 2

3

Summary

PHARRAY_RXSIG is used to inform the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar
systems design software simulators that the blocks following it represent separate channels in a phased array receiver.
The RF Budget Analysis measurements use this information to adjust computations for noise, power gain, and IP2/IP3.
The supported measurements are listed in the Recommendations for Use section.

The following example illustrates one possible use case:

Phased
Array
Signal

1 2

3

4

PHARRAY_RXSIG
ID=S1
SIGTYP=PerChannel
NOUT=3
MEASBHV=Accountfor # channels
T_AMB=_TAMBDegK
NOISE=Auto

1 2

ANTENNA
ID=S2
ANTGAIN=0dB
RADPAT=""
THETA=0Deg
PHI=0Deg
NOISE=Auto

1 2

ANTENNA
ID=S3
ANTGAIN=0dB
RADPAT=""
THETA=0Deg
PHI=0Deg
NOISE=Auto

1 2

ANTENNA
ID=S4
ANTGAIN=0dB
RADPAT=""
THETA=0Deg
PHI=0Deg
NOISE=Auto

12

3

4

SPLITTER
ID=S8
LOSS=
SIGTYP=Power
NOUT=3
NOISE=Auto

1 2

SUBCKT
ID=S5
NET="RFLink"

1 2

SUBCKT
ID=S6
NET="RFLink"

1 2

SUBCKT
ID=S7
NET="RFLink"

PORT_SRC
P=1
ZS=377Ohm
Signal=Sinusoid
SpecType=Specifyfreq
SpecBW=Usedoc freqspan
Sweep=None
NOISE=Noiseless
Freq=1GHz
Pwr={0}dBm
Ang={0}Deg

PORT
P=2
Z=_Z0Ohm

RadiatedSignal PHARRAY_RXSIG ArrayElements FeedNetwork

In this example, the signal being received is generated by the TONE block on the left. This signal is fed into the
PHARRAY_RXSIG block, which directs it to the three channels. You can configure the PHARRAY_RXSIG block to
pass the signal as-is to all the channels, or to split the power of the signal among the channels using the SIGTYP parameter.

The PHARRAY_RXSIG block by default applies thermal noise at the ambient temperature to each of the channels. This
noise is uncorrelated between the channels, and can be thought of as the background thermal noise seen by each channel's
antenna. This noise is combined in power when the channels are combined with the RF combiner COMBINER.

Any noise present on the incoming signal is treated as part of the signal itself. This noise remains correlated among the
channels, and therefore combines in voltage when the channels are combined with the RF combiner.
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In many cases, when measuring noise figure you do not want to include the signal noise, only the background noise seen
by each channel. In this situation, you should turn off the noise in the signal, but leave the noise generated in the
PHARRAY_RXSIG block.

PHARRAY_RXSIG applies a tag to each channel, identifying the channel as part of a phased array receiver. The supported
measurements use this information to count the number of channels that contributed to the signal at a particular
measurement point, and use that count to adjust computations.

NOTE:The adjustment performed by the supported measurements may be disabled by setting the MEASBHV parameter
to "Ignore # channels". This is useful if you want to use the uncorrelated noise feature previously described, but would
like to see the results of the measurements without the number of channels adjustment.

PHARRAY_RXSIG blocks may be cascaded. For example, you can put together a sub-array within a two port subcircuit
and include a PHARRAY_RXSIG and a COMBINER. If a PORT_SRC and a PORT block are used for the ports, you
can take measurements off that subcircuit. You can also combine several of those sub-arrays into a full array in another
system diagram by placing the desired number of subcircuits and connecting their inputs with a PHARRAY_RXSIG
block, and their outputs with a COMBINER.

However, when cascading PHARRAY_RXSIG blocks you should:

• Set SIGTYP to "Per Channel" and ensure that the input signal to the PHARRAY_RXSIG block represents the
per-channel signal. If it is not set to "Per Channel" the signal is divided among the output ports of the block and not
among the total number of channels in the cascade. This becomes a problem if the inner PHARRAY_RXSIG blocks
do not all have the same number of channels.

• Set NOISE to "Noiseless" on all but the inner-most PHARRAY_RXSIG blocks, otherwise the noise generated by the
non-inner-most PHARRAY_RXSIG blocks is excess noise and is also correlated noise when processed by the inner-most
channels.

See Phased Arrays and MIMO Arrays in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on working with phased
arrays and MIMO arrays.

NOTE: PHARRAY_RXSIG is a bi-directional block. When connected in the reverse direction, with port 1 the output
port, the block behaves as a lossless splitter, similar to the RF Splitter block SPLITTER with the LOSS parameter set to
0 dB. This allows you to include the block in an array subcircuit that can be used in both directions.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
Per ChannelN/AInput signal presented to channelsESIGTYP
2ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT
Account for #
channels

N/AMeasurement behaviorEMEASBHV

_TAMBTemperatureBackground noise temperature seen by each channelRT_AMB
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Characteristic impedance of input portI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceRZINP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceRZOUTP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
4ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SIGTYP. Determines how the input signal, including noise, is to be sent to the channels:

• Per Channel: The input signal is the signal to be seen by each channel. The block has an S21 of 1.0.

• Total Power: The input signal is the signal seen by the entire phased array. The signal power is divided in power among
all the channels. The block has an S21 of 1/sqrt(NOUT).

The block's gain is actually slightly less than the ideal values (previously described) in order to avoid numerical
conditioning issues.

NOUT. The number of channels to receive the signal. Changing this value changes the number of output ports on the
block.

MEASBHV. Determines whether or not the supported measurements listed in the "Recommendations for Use" section
account for the number of channels.

• Account for # channels: The supported measurements adjust their results to reflect the number of channels.

• Ignore # channels: The supported measurements do not modify their results to account for the number of channels.

T_AMB.The temperature of the background noise seen by each channel. This noise is uncorrelated between channels.
This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is enabled, uncorrelated thermal noise with temperature T_AMB
is added at each output port of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.
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• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Signals for phased array channelsReal, Complex2-NOUT
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Implementation Details

PHARRAY_RXSIG is a circuit filter block with a frequency-independent S-parameter matrix of the form:

S = [ 0 G ... G
G 0 ... 0
... ... ... ...
G 0 ... 0

]
G is either 1 or 1/√n multiplied by 0.9999999999. The scaling is used to avoid a purely lossless reciprocal network,
which can cause problems when converting to the Y matrix form used for impedance mismatch modeling.

Recommendations for Use

PHARRAY_RXSIG works with the following RF Budget Analysis measurements:

C_GN - Cascaded Linear Gain

C_GP - Cascaded Operating Point Power Gain

C_GT - Cascaded Operating Point Transducer Gain

C_IP2 - Cascaded IP2

C_IP3 - Cascaded IP3

C_NF - Cascaded Noise Figure

C_TE - Cascaded Equivalent Input Noise Temperature

C_TN - Cascaded Equivalent Output Noise Temperature
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PhasedArray Signal Splitter for Receivers, BusBased: PHARRAY_RXSIG_BUS

Symbol

BUS1 2

Summary

PHARRAY_RXSIG_BUS is used to inform the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar
systems design software simulators that the blocks following it represent separate channels in a phased array receiver.
It is identical to the Phased Array Signal Splitter for Receiver block (PHARRAY_RXSIG) except that its output port
operates with buses. See Buses in the User Guide for information on using buses.

See Phased Array Signal Splitter for Receiver block (PHARRAY_RXSIG) for details on using this block.

See Phased Arrays and MIMO Arrays in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for more information on working with phased
arrays and MIMO arrays.

NOTE: PHARRAY_RXSIG_BUS is a bi-directional block. When connected in the reverse direction, with port 1 the
output port, the block behaves as a lossless splitter, similar to the RF Bus Splitter/Combiner block BUS_SPLITTER with
the LOSS parameter set to 0 dB. This allows you to include the block in an array subcircuit that can be used in both
directions.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDNID
Per ChannelN/AInput signal presented to channelsESIGTYP
Account for #
channels

N/AMeasurement behaviorEMEASBHV

_TAMBTemperatureBackground noise temperature seen by each channelRT_AMB
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Characteristic impedance of input portI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceRZINP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceRZOUTP

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
4ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SIGTYP. Determines how the input signal, including noise, is sent to the channels:

• Per Channel: The input signal is the signal seen by each channel. The block has an S21 of 1.0.

• Total Power: The input signal is the signal seen by the entire phased array. The signal power is divided in power among
all the channels. The block has an S21 of 1/sqrt(NOUT).

The block's gain is actually slightly less than the ideal values (previously described) in order to avoid numerical
conditioning issues.

MEASBHV. Determines whether or not the supported measurements listed in the "Recommendations for Use" section
account for the number of channels.

• Account for # channels: The supported measurements adjust their results to reflect the number of channels.

• Ignore # channels: The supported measurements do not modify their results to account for the number of channels.

T_AMB. The temperature of the background noise seen by each channel. This noise is uncorrelated between channels.
This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is enabled, uncorrelated thermal noise with temperature T_AMB
is added at each output port of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not for Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RFOptionstab RFNoiseModeling setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.
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This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.
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The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design. The
bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Bus-based signal for phased array channelsReal, Complex2
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Phased Array Element Phase Shifter: PHARRAY_SHFTR

Symbol

Summary

PHARRAY_SHFTR implements a phase shifter for an element of a phased array. The block takes steering theta and phi
angles, the element's coordinates and the desired frequency, and computes the appropriate phase shift to apply to the
signal. This block also supports applying a gain and phase offset to the signal, such as that used for applying a gain taper.

The steering phase shift is computed from:

(153)2π · SIGFRQ
c · sin (THETA _ST) · (cos (PHI_ST) · XLOC + sin (PHI_ST) · YLOC))

where c is the speed of light in m/s, XLOC and YLOC are in meters, and SIGFRQ is in Hz.

PHARRAY_SHFTR supports operating with a bus, with the XLOC, YLOC, GAIN, and/or PHASE parameter automatically
chosen by the individual block instances in the bus based upon their bus bit position. To use PHARRAY_SHFTR, you
should specify the XLOC and YLOC parameters as vectors containing the coordinates for each element. You can also
specify the GAIN and PHASE parameters as vectors. The vectors must contain at least as many elements as there are
bus instances. Lastly, the ELEIDX parameters must be left empty to allow the block instances to automatically determine
the element index. See Buses in the User Guide for information on using buses.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP and INPMM always apply
to port 1, while ZOUTP and OUTPMM always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
AngleSteering angle in relation to Z-axisRTHETA_ST
AngleSteering angle on XY plane, in relation to X-axisRPHI_ST
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

FrequencyDesign frequency for steering phase shift and lambda spacing
units (uses CTRFRQ if empty)

RDSGNFRQ

0X coordinate of the element locationRXLOC
0Y coordinate of the element locationRYLOC
lambdaSpacing units used for X and Y locationsESPUNIT
0dBGain offset to applyRGAIN
0AnglePhase offset to applyRPHASE

Element index (1 based) for vector based settingsIELEIDX
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarInput port mismatchC*INPMM

S11 (complex)ScalarINPMM interpretationE*INPMMTYP
ScalarINPMM temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatchC*OUTPMM

S22 (complex)ScalarOUTPMM interpretationE*OUTPMMTYP
ScalarOUTPMM temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

THETA_ST. The steering angle of the desired direction measured from the boresight or z-axis.

PHI_ST. The steering angle of the desired direction rotated about the z-axis. Positive angles rotate the x-axis towards
the y-axis about the z-axis.

DSGNFRQ. The frequency used to compute the steering phase shifts, also the frequency to use when SPUNIT is 'lambda'.
If left empty the center frequency is used. The design frequency must be greater than 0.

XLOC, YLOC. The x and y coordinates of the element. You can specify a vector, in which case ELEIDX determines
which element of the vector is used.

SPUNIT. Distance unit used in defining X and Y locations of array elements.

GAIN, PHASE. Optional gain and phase offsets to apply to the input signal. You can specify a vector, in which case
ELEIDX determines which element of the vector is used.

ELEIDX. If you specify a vector for XLOC, YLOC, GAIN, or PHASE, this determines which element of the vector is
used. If using the block in a bus, ELEIDX should be left empty, in which case the element index is automatically
determined from the individual block instances in the bus.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

INPMM. The input port mismatch setting as defined by INPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S11 = 0.

INPMMTYP. Determines how INPMM is interpreted:

• S11 (complex): INPMM is S11, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: INPMM is the return loss in dB. The return lost must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: INPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

INPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

OUTPMM. The output port mismatch setting as defined by OUTPMMTYP. Leaving this empty is equivalent to S22 =
0.

OUTPMMTYP. Determines how OUTPMM is interpreted:

• S22 (complex): OUTPMM is S22, expressed as a complex value. You can use the dbpolar(dbMag, ang) and polar(mag,
ang) built-in equation functions to convert dB magnitude or magnitude and phase in degrees to a complex value.

• Return Loss, dB: OUTPMM is the return loss in dB. The return loss must be greater than or equal to 0.

• VSWR: OUTPMM is the voltage standing wave ratio. VSWR must be greater than or equal to 1.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the OUTPMM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details
on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for GAIN, NF, INPMM,
OUTPMM, REV, ZINP, and ZOUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section
for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.
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NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.
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FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

PHARRAY_SHFTR supports frequency-dependent INPMM, OUTPMM, ZINP, and ZOUTP settings.

To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into desired parameters, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
REV = {38, 40, 34}
REVTYP = Reverse Isolation, dB
INPMM = 1.15
INPMMTYP = VSWR
OUTPMM = 1.15
OUTPMMTYP = VSWR
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalUnset2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP and INPMM always apply
to port 1, while ZOUTP and OUTPMM always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Power Meter (Power of Input as Voltage): PWR_MTR

Symbol

PWR

Summary

PWR_MTR measures the average power of a voltage signal and outputs it as a voltage. The output value can be adjusted
by offsets and scaling.

PWR_MTR is useful when using a signal's power as a control voltage, such as for gain control.

You can use PWR_MTR with Time Domain, RF Budget Analysis, and RF Inspector simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
dBmN/AOutput typeEOUTTYP
1ScalarNumber of samples to average power overI*NAVG
0ScalarAmount to add to input voltage before scaling by ISCALER*IPRESCL
1ScalarAmount to scale input voltage byR*ISCALE
0ScalarAmount to add to scaled input voltageR*IPOSTSCL
0ScalarAmount to add to output value before scaling by OSCALER*OPRESCL
1ScalarAmount to scale output value byR*OSCALE
0ScalarAmount to add to scaled output valueR*OPOSTSCL
_Z0ResistanceImpedance of input portR*ZINP
_Z0ResistanceImpedance of output portR*ZOUTP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OUTTYP. Determines the units of the output signal. The following options are available:

• dBm

• dBW

• mW

• Watts
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NAVG. The number of input samples to average for each output value. A running average is maintained. The average
is computed from the power of each input sample, which is computed from:

PIn =
∣ V In∣2

2 · ZINP

IPRESCL, ISCALE, IPOSTSCL. Offset and scaling factors to apply to the power value prior to conversion to the
selected output units:

Px = (PIn + IPRESCL) · ISCALE + IPOSTSCL

PIn is the average power computed from the input samples.

OPRESCL, OSCALE, OPOSTSCL.Offset and scaling factors to apply to the power value after output units have been
selected.

POut = (OUTTYP{Px} + OPRESCL) · OSCALE + OPOSTSCL

OUTTYP{Px} represents the conversion of the power value that was adjusted with IPRESCL, ISCALE and IPOSTSCL
to the units specified by OUTTYP.

POut is the value output.

ZINP. The impedance of the input port. The input samples are converted to power using this impedance.

ZOUTP. The impedance of the output port.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Power of Input SignalReal2
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Quadrature Hybrid (1-Input, 2-Output): QHYB_12

Symbol

0

+90

1 2

3

Summary

QHYB_12 implements an ideal 1-input/2-output quadrature hybrid coupler. The power of the input signal is divided
between the two outputs, and the outputs have a 90-degree phase difference.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 is an input port while ports 2 and 3 are output ports. In the reverse configuration port 1 is an output
port while ports 2 and 3 are input ports.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
dBCoupling/Amplitude balanceRK

CouplingN/AInterpretation of KEKTYP
dBK temperature dependenceR*K_TDEP

0AnglePhase balanceRPHSBAL
AnglePHSBAL temperature dependenceR*PHSBAL_TDEP

0dBInsertion LossRLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

0 deg/90 degN/AOutput phase type (port 2/port 3)EPHSTYP
1.0ScalarVSWRRVSWR

ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 2R*VSWR2
ScalarVSWR2 temperature dependenceR*VSWR2_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 3R*VSWR3
ScalarVSWR3 temperature dependenceR*VSWR3_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z2
ImpedanceZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 3 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z3
ImpedanceZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

K. This is either the coupling coefficient or the amplitude balance, depending on KTYP. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings. If K is left empty, a coupling
coefficient of 10*log10(0.5) is used and KTYP is ignored.

KTYP. Determines the interpretation of K:

• Coupling: The coupling coefficient in dB is the absolute value of K. The effective gains at the outputs are then:

G0,dB = 10 · log10(1 − 10−∣k∣/10) − ∣ LOSS ∣
G90,dB = − ∣ K ∣ − ∣ LOSS ∣

• Amplitude balance: K is the difference between the power, in dB, at each output. When K is greater than 0 the 0-degree
output receives more power, when K is less than 0 the 90-degree output receives more power. The effective gains at
the outputs are then:
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C = 1
1 + 10K/10

G0,dB = 10 · log10(1 − C) − ∣ LOSS ∣
G90,dB = 10 · log10(C) − ∣ LOSS ∣

K_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the K parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHSBAL.The amount the 90-degree output deviates from 90-degrees phase shift. The total phase shift is +/-90+PHSBAL.
See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

PHSBAL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PHSBAL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS. The insertion loss applied to both outputs. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHYSTYP. Determines whether the 90-degree output is +90-degrees or -90-degrees offset from the 0-degree output.

VSWR. The VSWR at port 1 when all the ports are matched to Z1, Z2 and Z3. This is also the VSWR at port 2 if VSWR2
is empty and port 3 if VSWR3 is empty. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR2, VSWR3. The optional VSWRs at port 2 and port 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the VSWR in
VSWR.

VSWR2_TDEP and VSWR3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR2 and VSWR3 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
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upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of port 1. This also the characteristic impedance of ports 2 and 3 if Z2 and Z3 are empty.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

Z2, Z3. The optional characteristic impedances of ports 2 and 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the impedance
in Z.

Z2_TDEP and Z3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z2 and Z3 parameters over temperature, respectively. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:
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f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:
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FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into K, PHSBAL, LOSS and/or VSWR (and VSWR2, VSWR3) as
desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
0 deg. Output SignalReal, Complex2
90 deg. Output SignalReal, Complex3
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 is an input port while ports 2 and 3 are output ports. In the reverse configuration port 1 is an output
port while ports 2 and 3 are input ports.

Implementation Details

QHYB_12 is a linear RF block with a frequency-independent S-parameter matrix of the form:

S = [ 0 S21 S31
S21 0 0
S31 0 0 ]

If PHSTYP is "0 deg/90 deg" then S21 and S31 are:

S21 = 10
G0,dB/20

S31 = 10
G90,dB/20

· exp( j · π / 2 + PHSBAL)

If PHSTYP is "0 deg/-90 deg" then S21 and S31 are:

S21 = 10
G90,dB/20

S31 = 10
G0,dB/20

· exp( j · − π / 2 + PHSBAL)
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Quadrature Hybrid (2-Input, 1-Output): QHYB_21

Symbol

0

+90

1

2

3

Summary

QHYB_21 implements an ideal 2-input/1-output quadrature coupler. The second input is phase shifted 90-degrees prior
to combining with the first input.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 and 2 are input ports while port 3 is an output port. In the reverse configuration ports 1 and 2 are
output ports while port 3 is an input port.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
dBCoupling/Amplitude balanceRK

CouplingN/AInterpretation of KEKTYP
dBK temperature dependenceR*K_TDEP

0AnglePhase balanceRPHSBAL
AnglePHSBAL temperature dependenceR*PHSBAL_TDEP

0dBInsertion LossRLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

0 deg/90 degN/AOutput phase type (port 2/port 3)EPHSTYP
1.0ScalarVSWRRVSWR

ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 2R*VSWR2
ScalarVSWR2 temperature dependenceR*VSWR2_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 3R*VSWR3
ScalarVSWR3 temperature dependenceR*VSWR3_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z2
ImpedanceZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 3 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z3
ImpedanceZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

K. This is either the coupling coefficient or the amplitude balance, depending on KTYP. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency dependent settings. If K is left empty, a coupling
coefficient of 10*log10(0.5) is used and KTYP is ignored.

KTYP. Determines the interpretation of K:

• Coupling: The coupling coefficient in dB is the absolute value of K. The effective gains applied to the two inputs are
then:

G0,dB = 10 · log10(1 − 10−∣k∣/10) − ∣ LOSS ∣
G90,dB = − ∣ K ∣ − ∣ LOSS ∣

• Amplitude balance: K is the difference between the power, in dB, contributed by each input. When K is greater than
0 the 0-degree input contributes more power, when K is less than 0 the 90-degree input contributes more power. The
effective gains applied to the two inputs are then:
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C = 1
1 + 10K/10

G0,dB = 10 · log10(1 − C) − ∣ LOSS ∣
G90,dB = 10 · log10(C) − ∣ LOSS ∣

K_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the K parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details on how to use
temperature-dependent parameters.

PHSBAL. The amount the 90-degree input deviates from 90-degrees phase shift. The total phase shift applied to the
90-degree input is 90-degrees + PHSBAL. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details
on entering frequency-dependent settings.

PHSBAL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PHSBAL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details
on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS. The insertion loss applied to both inputs. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details on how
to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHYSTYP. Determines whether the 90-degree output is +90-degrees or -90-degrees offset from the 0 degree output.

VSWR. The VSWR at port 1 when all the ports are matched to Z1, Z2 and Z3. This is also the VSWR at port 2 if VSWR2
is empty and port 3 if VSWR3 is empty. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details on
how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR2, VSWR3. The optional VSWRs at port 2 and port 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the VSWR in
VSWR.

VSWR2_TDEP and VSWR3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR2 and VSWR3 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
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upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of port 1. This also the characteristic impedance of ports 2 and 3 if Z2 and Z3 are empty.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 for details on how to use
temperature-dependent parameters.

Z2, Z3. The optional characteristic impedances of ports 2 and 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the impedance
in Z.

Z2_TDEP and Z3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z2 and Z3 parameters over temperature, respectively. See
Section 2.6 for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:
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f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:
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FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into K, PHSBAL, LOSS and/or VSWR (and VSWR2, VSWR3) as
desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
0 deg. Input SignalReal, Complex1
90 deg. Input SignalReal, Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex3
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 and 2 are input ports while port 3 is an output port. In the reverse configuration ports 1 and 2 are
output ports while port 3 is an input port.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

QHYB_21 is a linear RF block with a frequency-independent S-parameter matrix of the form:

S = [ 0 0 S31
0 0 S32
S31 S32 0 ]

If PHSTYP is "0 deg/90 deg" then S31 and S32 are:

S31 = 10
G0,dB/20

S32 = 10
G90,dB/20

· exp( j · π / 2 + PHSBAL)

If PHSTYP is "0 deg/-90 deg" then S31 and S32 are:

S31 = 10
G90,dB/20

S32 = 10
G0,dB/20

· exp( j · − π / 2 + PHSBAL)
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Quadrature Hybrid (2-Input, 2-Output) Properties: QHYB_22

Symbol

0

+90 +90

0

1

2

3

4

Summary

QHYB_22 implements an ideal 2-input/2-output quadrature coupler. It supports coupling, amplitude imbalance, phase
imbalance, insertion loss, and VSWR settings.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 and 2 are input ports while ports 3 and 4 are output ports. In the reverse configuration ports 1 and
2 are output ports while ports 3 and 4 are input ports.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
dBCoupling/Amplitude BalanceRK

CouplingN/AInterpretation of KEKTYP
dBK temperature dependenceR*K_TDEP

0AnglePhase BalanceRPHSBAL
AnglePHSBAL temperature dependenceR*PHSBAL_TDEP

0dBInsertion LossRLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

0 deg/ 90 degN/AInput phase type (port 1/ port 2)EPHSTYP
1ScalarVSWRRVSWR

ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ANoise ModelingENOISE
Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED

_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedanceCZ
ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for impedance mismatch correction

filter
I*NFREQ

ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of poles in impedance mismatch correction
filter

I*MAXNPOLE

ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

K. This is either the coupling coefficient or the amplitude balance, depending on KTYP. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings. If K is left empty, a coupling
coefficient of 10*log10(0.5) is used and KTYP is ignored.

KTYP. Determines the interpretation of K:

• Coupling: The coupling coefficient in dB is the absolute value of K. The effective gains applied to the two inputs are
then:

G0,dB = 10 · log10(1 − 10−∣k∣/10) − ∣ LOSS ∣
G90,dB = − ∣ K ∣ − ∣ LOSS ∣

• Amplitude balance: K is the difference between the power, in dB, contributed by each input. When K is greater than
0 the 0-degree input contributes more power, when K is less than 0 the 90-degree input contributes more power. The
effective gains applied to the two inputs are then:

C = 1
1 + 10K/10

G0,dB = 10 · log10(1 − C) − ∣ LOSS ∣
G90,dB = 10 · log10(C) − ∣ LOSS ∣
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K_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the K parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHSBAL. The amount the 90-degree input deviates from 90-degrees phase shift. The total phase shift applied to the
90-degree input is 90-degrees + PHSBAL. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details
on entering frequency-dependent settings.

PHSBAL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PHSBAL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS. The insertion loss applied to both inputs. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHYSTYP. Determines whether the 90-degree output is +90-degrees or -90-degrees offset from the 0-degree output.

VSWR. The VSWR of each port. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.
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• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of all the ports.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.
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• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into K, PHSBAL, LOSS and/or VSWR as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.
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If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
0 deg. Input SignalComplex1
90 deg. Input SignalComplex2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
0 deg. Output SignalComplex3
90 deg. Output SignalComplex4

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 and 2 are input ports while ports 3 and 4 are output ports. In the reverse configuration ports 1 and
2 are output ports while ports 3 and 4 are input ports.

PORT NUMBER 3. This is the 0-degree output signal relative to port 1.

PORT NUMBER 4. This is the 90-degree output signal relative to port 1.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

QHYB_22 is a linear RF block with a frequency-independent S-parameter matrix of the form:
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S = [Γ1 0 α0 α90
0 Γ2 α90 α0
α0 α90 Γ3 0
α90 α0 0 Γ4

]
If PHSTYP is "0 deg/90 deg" then α0 and α90are:

α0 = 10
G0,dB/20

α90 = 10
G90,dB/20

· exp( j · π / 2 + PHSBAL)

If PHSTYP is "0 deg/-90 deg" then α0 and α90 are:

α0 = 10
G90,dB/20

α90 = 10
G0,dB/20

· exp( j · − π / 2 + PHSBAL)

Γ is computed from VSWR:

Γ = VSWR − 1
VSWR + 1
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RF Attenuator: RFATTEN

Symbol

Summary

RFATTEN models an ideal RF circuit attenuator using the following 2-port S-parameter matrix:

S = [ 0.0 10−∣LOSS∣

10−∣LOSS∣ 0.0 ]
This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
3.0103dBLossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
0AnglePhase shiftR*PHS

AnglePhase shift temperature dependenceR*PHS_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port reflection coefficientC*S11
ScalarOutput port reflection coefficientC*S22
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceC*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. The attenuator loss. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHS. The attenuator phase shift.

PHS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PHS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11.The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the input port. Only one of VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP or S11 may be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the
input port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the output port. Only one of
VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT or S22 may be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the
VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.
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See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP. The characteristic impedance of the input port.
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ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the output port.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFATTEN supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings enter
a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter
vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, S11, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, and S22 as desired, with the elements of the
vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies
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You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Attenuated SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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RF Budget Path Cost: RFBPATH

Symbol

1 2

Summary

RFBPATH is a helper block for use when you have an RF Budget Analysis measurement that does not follow the block
path you would like. This is most likely to occur when you have an RF link with at least one branched path, and the
branched path you are interested in contains many more blocks than the other branch(es).

RF Budget Analysis measurements use a path cost algorithm to determine which path among branched paths to follow.
On an individual block level costs are assigned to each path between the ports of a block. For example, a 2-port block
has two paths, one from the input port to the output port, and another from the output port to the input port. For a 3-port
block such as a 1 to 2 splitter, there are six possible paths. The RF Budget Analysis measurements select the combination
of paths between connected blocks that has the lowest cost.

The cost assigned a particular path is determined by the direction of the path through the block when the block is not a
bi-directional block (the forward direction, from input to output port, has a lower cost than the reverse direction). The
RF switches and the Isolator block ISOLATOR add extra cost to 'isolation' direction. For the switches this is the path
between each switched port and the other switched ports. For the ISOLATOR block it is for the path from the output
port to the input port when the block is operating in the 'normal' direction.

When you are working with branched paths that join together at an RF switch or a combiner, and the branches have
significantly different numbers of blocks, a situation may occur where an RF Budget Analysis measurement follows one
of the branches that has fewer blocks, and then comes back through the RF switch in the reverse direction on the branch
leading to the end test point. In this situation, you would place the RFBPATH block on the branch with the desired end
test point, immediately before the input port of the switch that reversed direction. The very high default reverse direction
cost of the RFBPATH block then makes it more expensive to take the other branch, and the measurement uses the desired
path.

For RF simulation purposes, this block is treated as a Y matrix with very large conductance values. The net effect is to
appear fairly transparent for impedance purposes.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarForward direction path costIFWDCOST
100000ScalarReverse direction path costIREVCOST

Parameter Details

FWDCOST. The path cost to assign to the forward direction; this must be greater than 0. Most RF blocks have a forward
cost of 10.
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REVCOST. The path cost to assign to the reverse direction; this must be greater than 0. Most RF blocks have a reverse
cost of 10, while the ISOLATOR block has a reverse cost of 110.

Data Input/Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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RF Delay: RFDELAY

Symbol

Summary

RFDELAY inserts an RF delay into a signal. For RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, an RF delay consists
of a frequency-dependent phase shift, which is:

Δθ( f ) = − 2π · DELAY

For Time Domain simulations, the delay is modeled by inserting the appropriate number of samples and applying an
appropriate phase shift to reflect the signal delay.

NOTE: In Time Domain simulations RFDELAY_VAR tends to work better with CW signals than with modulated
signals. This is due to the difficulty of designing an IIR based filter that implements the desired phase shift profile. An
acceptable FIR filter that works well with many CW signals can usually be designed. However, these FIR filters tend to
introduce significant ripple between the filter's frequency points, which may significantly distort modulated signals and
CW signals that do not fall on the filter's frequency points.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0TimeTime delayRDELAY

TimeDELAY temperature dependenceR*DELAY_TDEP
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port reflection coefficientC*S11
ScalarOutput port reflection coefficientC*S22
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DELAY. The time delay added by the block.

DELAY_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DELAY parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS. The insertion loss of the block.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the input port. You can specify only
one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of
the input port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the output port. You can specify
only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the
VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT are entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations"
section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.
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If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFDELAY supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings enter
a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next, enter
vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, S11, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, and S22 as desired, with the elements of the
vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies
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you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Variable Digital RF Delay: RFDELAY_VAR

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

RFDELAY_VAR models a variable digitally controlled RF delay block. The block implements a discrete number of
delays selectable from either its CTLVAL parameter or an input digital control signal.

Each delay element is similar to the RF Delay block RFDELAY. You can separately configure the delay imparted by
each element.

For RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, an RF delay consists of a frequency-dependent phase shift, which
is:

Δθ( f ) = − 2π · DELAY

For Time Domain simulations, the delay is modeled by inserting the appropriate number of samples and applying a phase
shift as necessary.

NOTE: In Time Domain simulations RFDELAY_VAR tends to work better with CW signals than with modulated
signals. This is due to the difficulty of designing an IIR based filter that implements the desired phase shift profile. An
acceptable FIR filter that works well with many CW signals can usually be designed. However, these FIR filters tend to
introduce significant ripple between the filter's frequency points, which may significantly distort modulated signals and
CW signals that do not fall on the filter's frequency points.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.
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Topology
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Control
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1
0

1
0

1
0

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
{1} nsTimeDelay valuesRDLYVALS
{MSB, ..., LSB}N/AInterpretation of DLYVALSE*DLYVALSTYP

TimeDLYVALS temperature dependenceR*DLYVALS_TDEP
ScalarNumber of bits (optional)I*NBITS

0ScalarControl valueICTLVAL
0TimeDelay offset (delay for control value 0)R*DLYOFF

TimeDLYOFF temperature dependenceR*DLYOFF_TDEP
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port reflection coefficientC*S11
ScalarOutput port reflection coefficientC*S22
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP
ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP

_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP
ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DLYVALS. Vector of time delay values for each control bit. If NBITS is specified, then DLYVALS may contain fewer
elements than NBITS, in which case the last element is repeated as necessary.

DLYVALSTYP. Determines the ordering of the delay values in DLYVALS:

• {MSB, ..., LSB}: The first element of DLYVALS corresponds to the MSB of the control signal/value and the last element
corresponds to the LSB.

• {LSB, ..., MSB}: The first element of DLYVALS corresponds to the LSB of the control signal/value and the last element
corresponds to the MSB.

DLYVALS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DLYVALS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NBITS. The number of control bits for selecting the phase shift.

CTLVAL. The control value for selecting the delay for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. For Time
Domain simulations, this is the control value if there is no input control signal. This is also the initial control value.

DLYOFF. The delay inserted by the block when the control value is 0. The total delay added by the block consists of
this delay plus the delay selected by the control signal/value.

DLYOFF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DLYOFF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS. The insertion loss of the block.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the input port. You can specify only
one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of
the input port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the output port. You can specify
only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the
VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.
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• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFDELAY_VAR supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings,
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next,
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, S11, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, and S22 as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.
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For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalDigital3

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented using linear RF blocks which are circuit filter blocks, and is subject to the same modeling
restrictions. See the AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation details and usage considerations.
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RFDouble Pole Double ThrowSwitch (Static 2-Input 4-Output): RFDPDT_24ST

Symbol

1

2

3

4

5

6

Summary

RFDPDT_24ST models a two-input, four-output double-pole double-throw RF switch, supporting frequency-dependent
isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR/return loss settings. The switch is static in that it does not change state during a
simulation sweep. The state is determined by a parameter which may be swept.

If the STATE parameter is set to "1-3, 2-4" input 1 is connected to output 3 and input 2 is connected to output 4. If the
STATE parameter is set to "1-5, 2-6" input 1 is connected to output 5 and input 2 is connected to output 6.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the LOSS and ISOL settings are adjusted as necessary to
maintain the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|XTALK|/10≤1

10-|ISOL|/10+10-|XTALK|/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

NOTE: You should enable impedance mismatch modeling to model the effects of S13, S15, S24 and S26 on the reflection
of the output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
1-3, 2-4Switch statESTATE
0dBInsertion loss (loss between input and On output)RLOSS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolation (loss between input and Off output)RISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
On output port VSWRR*VSWR_ON
Off output port VSWRR*VSWR_OFF
Input port VSWRR*VSWR_INP

dBOn output port return loss (VSWR_ON must be empty)R*RLOSS_ON
dBOff output port return loss at (VSWR_off must be empty)R*RLOSS_OFF
dBInput port return loss (VSWR_INP must be empty)R*RLOSS_INP
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP

On output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*ONMM_TDEP
Off output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OFFMM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between output portsR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
GHzOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of port 1C*Z1

ohmZ1 temperature dependenceC*Z1_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of port 2C*Z2

ohmZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of port 3C*Z3

ohmZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of port 4C*Z4

ohmZ4 temperature dependenceC*Z4_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of port 5C*Z5

ohmZ5 temperature dependenceC*Z5_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of port 6C*Z6

ohmZ6 temperature dependenceC*Z6_TDEP
Number of frequencies for the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*NFREQ

Number of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoImplementation type for the impedance mismatch correction
filter

E*IMPL

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
Maximum number of poles in the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*MAXNPOLE

Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

I*UPRATE

Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

STATE. Determines to which outputs the inputs are connected.

LOSS. The insertion loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS. The insertion loss is the attenuation
between an input port and the corresponding on output port. The insertion loss may be increased in order to maintain
passivity, as described in the "Summary" section. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation in dB. The actual isolation is the absolute value of ISOL. The isolation is the attenuation between
an input port and the corresponding off output port. The isolation may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as
described in the "Summary" section. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_ON, RLOSS_ON. The VSWR or the return loss at the on output ports. In order to specify return loss VSWR_ON
must be left empty. If both are left empty the reflection coefficient of the on input is set to 0. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF. The VSWR or the return loss at the off output ports. In order to specify return loss
VSWR_OFF must be left empty. If both are left empty the reflection coefficient of the off input is set to 0. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP. The VSWR or the return loss at the input ports. In order to specify return loss VSWR_INP
must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

ONMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON is specified, and is per degK.
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OFFMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between ports 3 and 4 and between ports 5 and 6. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6. The characteristic impedances of the corresponding ports.
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Z1_TDEP, Z2_TDEP, Z3_TDEP, Z4_TDEP, Z5_TDEP, and Z6_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z1, Z2,
Z3, Z4, Z5, and Z6 parameters over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for
details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.
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Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL, VSWR_x or RLOSS_x as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:
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FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
ISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR_ON = 1.15
VSWR_OFF = 1.15
VSWR_INP = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input Signal 1Real, Complex1
Input Signal 2Real, Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output Signal 1AReal, Complex3
Output Signal 2AReal, Complex4
Output Signal 1BReal, Complex5
Output Signal 2BReal, Complex6

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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RFDouble Pole Double ThrowSwitch (Static 4-Input 2-Output): RFDPDT_42ST

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

6

Summary

RFDPDT_24ST models a four-input, two-output double-pole double-throw RF switch, supporting frequency-dependent
isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR/return loss settings. The switch is static in that it does not change state during a
simulation sweep. The state is determined by a parameter which may be swept.

If the STATE parameter is set to "1-5, 2-6" input 1 is connected to output 5 and input 2 is connected to output 6. If the
STATE parameter is set to "3-5, 4-6" input 3 is connected to output 5 and input 4 is connected to output 6.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the LOSS and ISOL settings are adjusted as necessary to
maintain the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|XTALK|/10≤1

10-|ISOL|/10+10-|XTALK|/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

NOTE:You should enable impedance mismatch modeling to model the effects of S15, S26, S35 and S46 on the reflection
of the output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
1-5, 2-6Switch stateESTATE

Node number of primary inputI*PRIMINP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0dBInsertion loss (loss between On input and output)RLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

30dBIsolation (loss between Off input and output)RISOL
dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP

On input node VSWRR*VSWR_ON
Off input node VSWRN*VSWR_OFF
Output node VSWRR*VSWR_OUT

dBOn input node return loss (VSWR_ON must be empty)R*RLOSS_ON
dBOff input node return loss (VSWR_OFF must be empty)R*RLOSS_OFF
dBOutput node return loss (VSWR_OUT must be empty)R*RLOSS_OUT

On output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*ONMM_TDEP
Off output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OFFMM_TDEP
Output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OUTPMM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between input nodesR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
GHzOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of node 1C*Z1

ohmZ1 temperature dependenceC*Z1_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of node 2C*Z2

ohmZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of node 3C*Z3

ohmZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of node 4C*Z4

ohmZ4 temperature dependenceC*Z4_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of node 5C*Z5

ohmZ5 temperature dependenceC*Z5_TDEP
_Z0ohmCharacteristic impedance of node 6C*Z6

ohmZ6 temperature dependenceC*Z6_TDEP
Number of frequencies for the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*NFREQ

Number of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoImplementation type for the impedance mismatch correction
filter

E*IMPL

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
Maximum number of poles in the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*MAXNPOLE

Upsample rate for bi-linear transform mapping (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction

I*UPRATE

Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction

R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

STATE. Determines which inputs are connected to the outputs.

LOSS. The insertion loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS. The insertion loss is the attenuation
between an on input node and the corresponding output node. The insertion loss may be increased in order to maintain
passivity, as described in the "Summary" section. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation in dB. The actual isolation is the absolute value of ISOL. The isolation is the attenuation between
an off input node and the corresponding output node. The isolation may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as
described in the "Summary" section. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_ON,RLOSS_ON.The VSWR or the return loss at the on input nodes. In order to specify return loss VSWR_ON
must be left empty. If both are left empty the reflection coefficient of the on input is set to 0. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF. The VSWR or the return loss at the off input nodes. In order to specify return loss
VSWR_OFF must be left empty. If both are left empty the reflection coefficient of the off input is set to 0. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT. The VSWR or the return loss at the output nodes. In order to specify return loss
VSWR_OUT must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the input node is set to 1. See the "Parameter
Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

ONMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON is specified, and is per degK.

OFFMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF is specified, and is per degK.
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OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between nodes 1 and 2 and between nodes 3 and 4. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent setting settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6. The characteristic impedances of the corresponding nodes.
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Z1_TDEP, Z2_TDEP, Z3_TDEP, Z4_TDEP, Z5_TDEP, and Z6_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z1, Z2,
Z3, Z4, Z5, and Z6 parameters over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for
details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.
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Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL, VSWR_x or RLOSS_x as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:
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FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
ISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR_ON = 1.15
VSWR_OFF = 1.15
VSWR_INP = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input Signal 1AReal, Complex1
Input Signal 2AReal, Complex2
Input Signal 1BReal, Complex3
Input Signal 2BReal, Complex4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output Signal 1Real, Complex5
Output Signal 2Real, Complex6

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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RF Controller: RF_CNTRLR

Symbol

InpA InpB

CtlA

Summary

RF_CNTRLR generates one or more RF simulation control signals from two input signals. Time Domain, RF Inspector
and RF Budget Analysis are supported.

The RF control signal is typically used to generate the control input for RF blocks such as VGA_F, VGA_L, VVA,
APHSHFT_VAR, RFSW_1nDYN, and RFSW_n1DYN.

The generated control signals are of the form:

Outx = BASE_ x + INP_A · WGT_IA_ x + INP_B · WGT_IB_ x

where 'x' identifies the output control port with the first output control port 'A'. The INP_A and INP_B values are obtained
from the input ports InpA and InpB as determined by the INPTYP_A and INPTYP_B parameters. Power, voltage and
phase conversions are supported.

Optional output lookup tables are also supported. In this case the Outx value computed above is used to look up the final
value to be output from the lookup table.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarNumber of controller output portsINOUT
1ScalarNumber of input samples to average over for time domain

simulations
I*NAVGINPTD

1ScalarDelay samples to add to control outputs for time domain
simulations

I*DLYSMPTD

1000ScalarMaximum iterations per RFB/RFI solutionI*MAXITER
1e-5ScalarConvergence tolerance for input AR*INPTOL_A
1e-5ScalarConvergence tolerance for input BR*INPTOL_B
Change in dBN/AConvergence tolerance typeE*TOLTYP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP
NoneN/ADiagnostic displayE*DIAGDSP
0ScalarInitial output for control port AC*INITCTL_A
Total Power, dBmN/AHandling of inputs for control port AE*INPTYP_A
0ScalarBase value for control port AC*BASE_A
1ScalarWGT_IA_A for control port AC*WGT_IA_A
1ScalarWGT_IB_A for control port AC*WGT_IB_A

ScalarOptional lookup table for control port AC*LOOKUP_A
Ctl < TestN/AComparison of CtlA against test values in LOOKUP_A for

control port A
E*LOOKUPTYP_A

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE: The parameters INITCTL_A, INPTYP_A, BASE_A, WGT_IA_A, WGT_IB_A, LOOKUP_A, and
LOOKUPTYP_A are repeated for each controller output port, with the '_A' replaced with '_B' for the second output port,
'_C' for the third output port, and so forth.

NOUT. The number of controller output ports.

NAVGINPTD. Used only for Time Domain simulations, this is the number of samples from each input port to average
when computing the input value.

DLYSMPTD. Used only for Time Domain simulations, this is the number of initial delay samples to output at each
output control port at the start of the simulation.

MAXITER. The maximum number of iterations for each control pass for RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis
simulations. If this number of iterations are exceeded, a warning message is displayed and the simulation is continued
with the last set of computed control values.

INPTOL_A, INPTOL_B. The tolerance used to determine convergence in RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis
simulations. The tolerance is checked separately for each input port.

TOLTYP. Determines how convergence is determined:

• Change in dB: Convergence for input X is satisfied if:

20log10( ∣ INP_ x ∣ ) − 20log10( ∣ PREVINP_ x ∣ ) ≤ INPTOL _ x ifPREVINP_ x ≠ 0

∣ INP_ x ∣ = 0 ifPREVINP_ x = 0

• Ratio of new to previous: Convergence for input X is satisfied if:

∣ INP_ x ∣
∣ PREVINP_ x ∣ ≤ INPTOL _ x ifPREVINP_ x ≠ 0

∣ INP_ x ∣ = 0 ifPREVINP_ x = 0
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• Change between new and previous: Convergence for input X is satisfied if:

∣ INP_ x − PREVINP_ x ∣ ≤ INPTOL _ x

• Magnitude threshold: Convergence for input X is satisfied if:

∣ INP_ x ∣ ≤ INPTOL _ x

where INP_x is the current value of either input A or input B, PREVINP_x is the previous iteration value of either input
A or input B, and INPTOL_x is either INPTOL_A or INPTOL_B.

For Time Domain simulations, the input values are computed from the average of the last NAVGINPTD samples received
at the input port.

Convergence is achieved when both input A and input B satisfy their convergence criteria.

ZOUTP. The characteristic impedance of the output ports. The input ports appear as open circuits to upstream ports.

DIAGDSP. If set to 'Yes', diagnostic information is displayed in the VSS Simulation Output window.

INITCTL_x. The value to output for the initial delay in Time Domain simulations for output port 'x'. DLYSMPTD
samples are output.

INPTYP_x. Determines how the input port values are treated when computing the output control values for output 'x'.

• Total Power, dBm: INP_x is the magnitude of the power detected at the input port, expressed in dBm.

• Total Power, dBW: INP_x is the magnitude of the power detected at the input port, expressed in dB.

• Total Power, Watts: INP_x is the magnitude of the power detected at the input port.

• Total Power, complex value: INP_x is the power detected at the input port, expressed in complex value form,

• Delivered Power, dBm: INP_x is the absolute value of the real component of the power at the input port, expressed
in dBm.

• Delivered Power, dBW: INP_x is the absolute value of the real component of the power at the input port, expressed
in dB.

• Delivered Power, Watts: INP_x is the absolute value of the real component of the power at the input port.

• Voltage magnitude, V: INP_x is the magnitude of the voltage at the input port.

• Voltage magnitude, dB: INP_x is the magnitude of the voltage at the input port, expressed in dB (20 log10(V)).

• Voltage, complex value: INP_x is the voltage at the input port, expressed in complex value form.

• Voltage phase, degrees: INP_x is the phase of the voltage at the input port, expressed in degrees.

• Voltage phase, radians: INP_x is the phase of the voltage at the input port, expressed in radians.

NOTE: For the power detected at the input port, because the input ports are open circuits, the power detected is the
power output from the upstream output port. When impedance mismatch modeling is enabled, the upstream output port
must be connected to a load in order to detect power. When impedance mismatch modeling is not enabled, the power
will be computed from the voltage seen at the input port and a load with the system characteristic impedance _Z0.
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BASE_x, WGT_IA_x, WGT_IB_x. The offset and weight values used to compute the basic control value for output
'x' from the following equation:

Outx = BASE_ x + INP_A · WGT_IA_ x + INP_B · WGT_IB_ x

LOOKUP_x. Optional lookup table for determining the final output value. If specified, this table in the form of an array
of pairs of values, with the first value representing a test value to compare the basic control value CTL_x against, and
the second value the value to be output the output port. Note that each pair of entries is automatically sorted in order of
increasing test value.

LOOKUPTYP_x. Determines how the basic control value CTL_x is compared against the test values in the lookup
table LOOKUP_x:

• Ctl < Test: The first lookup table entry where CTL_x is less than the test value is selected.

• Ctl <= Test: The first lookup table entry where CTL_x is less than or equal to the test value is selected.

If none of the lookup table entries satisfies the test condition, the last lookup table entry is selected.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Measured Input Inp_AReal, Complex1
Measured Input Inp_BReal, Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Control OutputReal, Complex3 -

NOUT+2
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End of RF Signal: RF_END

Symbol

RF RF

Summary

RF_END is a helper block used to indicate the end of the RF portion of a link. It is typically not needed except under
the following conditions:

• You need to provide a specific load impedance to the output of an RF block, but also need to monitor the voltage at
that output.

• You are performing a simulation that consumes a large amount of physical memory, such as reading in and utilizing
a large data set from a file.

• You are performing RF Budget Analysis measurements or you have impedance mismatch modeling enabled.

If you try to perform a simulation with the last two conditions above and run out of system memory, try placing an
RF_END block at the end of the RF link.

RF Budget Analysis measurements and impedance mismatch modeling typically consume a large amount of memory.
The RF_END block indicates to the system that the blocks following the RF_END block should not be included in RF
Budget Analysis or impedance mismatch modeling, thus freeing up the memory that would otherwise be used by those
blocks.

NOTE: Any RF blocks downstream of the RF_END block will automatically start a new RF link.

RF_END simply outputs the samples it receives. If there is an impedance mismatch at the input the output is the total
voltage at the input.

NOTE: In Time Domain and RF Budget Analysis simulations, the load impedance of the block only affects the simulation
when impedance mismatch effects have been enabled in the System Simulator Options dialog box.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
_Z0ResistanceLoad impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
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* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Z. The complex impedance seen looking into the input node of the block. Complex values are typically specified in
real/imaginary form such as "50+j*75".

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent setting impedances have been
entered.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent setting impedances, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS.
All frequency values must be non-negative. Then enter a vector for Z, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to
the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in Z than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in Z is repeated.

The frequency-dependent impedances are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in
FREQS. For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For
frequencies greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

As an example, to configure the following frequency-dependent impedances:

10 ohms @ 1 GHz, 12+j*5 ohms @ 2 GHz, 14-j*7 ohms $@ 3 GHz

You would enter the following parameter values:

Z = {10, 12+j*5, 14-j*7} ohms
FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputDigital, Real, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputDigital, Real, Complex2
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RF PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivate) Controller: RF_PID

Symbol

r y

u

PID

Summary

RF_PID generates an RF simulation PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) control signal from reference and feedback
RF input signal. Time Domain, RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis are supported.

The RF control signal is typically used to generate the control input for RF blocks such as VGA_F, VGA_L, VVA,
APHSHFT_VAR, RFSW_1nDYN, and RFSW_n1DYN.

The RF_PID block implements the following:
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Figure 1. RF_PID Algorithm
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where z-1 is a one sample delay, 'sat(x)' represents the saturation function defined by CLIMLWR and CLIMUPR, 'N' is
the parameter NDERFLT, and 'H' is the derivative filter time step. 'H' is either the time step propagated to the input ports
of the block, or optionally the DTRFA parameter in RFI and RFB simulations. 'FBIMPTYP Conversion' represents the
conversion performed on the value from the Feedback input port as defined by FBIMPTYP. 'Ref' and 'DUC' symbolically
represent the reference input and the device under control, respectively.
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For Time Domain simulations, the samples seen at the two input ports may be averaged using a running average by
specifying the number of samples to averaged over via NAVGINPTD. DLYSMPTD initial samples of value INITCTL
will also be output at the start of each Time Domain simulation sweep.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarReference value if port 1 not connectedRREF
Total Power, dBmN/AHandling of feedback input yE*FBINPTYP
0ScalarInitial control outputR*INITCTL

ScalarLower limit for controller outputR*CLIMLWR
ScalarUpper limit for controller outputR*CLIMUPR

0.5ScalarProportional gainRKP
1e9ScalarIntegral gain (Ki=Kp*Ti)RKI
0ScalarDerivative gain (Kd=Kp*Td)R*KD
0ScalarAnti-windup feedback gainR*KW
2ScalarN in derivative filter time Tf = (KD/KP)/NR*NDERFLT
1.0ScalarProportional action setpoint weight for referenceR*BETA
0ScalarDerivative action setpoint weight for referenceR*GAMMA

ScalarIntegration/derivative time step for RFB/RFI simulationsR*DTRFA
1ScalarNumber of input samples to average over for time domain

simulations
I*NAVGINPTD

1ScalarDelay samples to add to control outputs for time domain
simulations

I*DLYSMPTD

1000ScalarMaximum iterations per RFB/RFI solutionI*MAXITER
1e-5ScalarConvergence tolerance for feedback input yR*INPTOL
Change in dBN/AConvergence tolerance typeE*TOLTYP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP
NoneN/ADiagnostic displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

REF. The reference value for the PID control if port 1 is not connected.

FBINPTYP. Determines how the feedback input values (port 2) are to be processed before they are used in the PID
algorithm:

• Total Power, dBm: 'y' is the magnitude of the power detected at the input port, expressed in dBm.

• Total Power, dBW: 'y' is the magnitude of the power detected at the input port, expressed in dB.

• Total Power, Watts: 'y' is the magnitude of the power detected at the input port.
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• Delivered Power, dBm: 'y' is the absolute value of the real component of the power at the input port, expressed in
dBm.

• Delivered Power, dBW: 'y' is the absolute value of the real component of the power at the input port, expressed in dB.

• Delivered Power, Watts: 'y' is the absolute value of the real component of the power at the input port.

• Voltage magnitude, V: 'y' is the magnitude of the voltage at the input port.

• Voltage magnitude, dB: 'y' is the magnitude of the voltage at the input port, expressed in dB (20 log10(V)).

• Voltage phase, degrees: 'y' is the phase of the voltage at the input port, expressed in degrees.

• Voltage phase, radians: 'y' is the phase of the voltage at the input port, expressed in radians.

• Voltage real component, V: 'y' is the real component of the voltage at the input port.

• Voltage imaginary component, V: 'y' is the imaginary component of the voltage at the input port.

INITCTL. The value to output for the initial delay in Time Domain simulations. DLYSMPTD samples are output.

CLIMLWR. If not empty, the smallest control value output. This is the lower output saturation value for block 'sat(x)'
in the main figure.

CLIMUPR. If not empty, the largest control value output.

KP, KI, KD, KW, BETA, GAMMA. The proportional, integral, derivative, and anti-windup feedback gains. Refer to
Figure 1 above for how they are used.

NDERFLT. The N in the derivative filter time KD/(KP*N) in Figure 1 above.

DTRFA. If not empty, the time factor H in Figure 1 above for RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis simulations. If left
empty or for Time Domain simulations, H is set to the propagated time step at the input ports.

NAVGINPTD. Used only for Time Domain simulations, this is the number of samples from each input port to average
when computing the input value.

DLYSMPTD. Used only for Time Domain simulations, this is the number of initial delay samples to output at each
output control port at the start of the simulation.

MAXITER. The maximum number of iterations for each control pass for RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis
simulations. If this number of iterations are exceeded, a warning message is displayed and the simulation is continued
with the last set of computed control values.

INPTOL. The tolerance used to determine convergence in RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis simulations. The
tolerance check is performed against the value seen at the Feedback input port (port 2).

TOLTYP. Determines how convergence is determined:

• Change in dB: Convergence is satisfied if:

20log10( ∣ YINP ∣ ) − 20log10( ∣ PREV_YINP ∣ ) ≤ INPTOL ifPREV_YINP ≠ 0

∣ YINP ∣ = 0 ifPREV_YINP = 0

• Ratio of new to previous: Convergence is satisfied if:
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∣ YINP ∣
∣ PREV_YINP ∣ ≤ INPTOL ifPREV_YINP ≠ 0

∣ YINP ∣ = 0 ifPREV_YINP = 0

• Change between new and previous: Convergence is satisfied if:

∣ YINP − PREV_YINP ∣ ≤ INPTOL

• Magnitude threshold: Convergence is satisfied if:

∣ YINP ∣ ≤ INPTOL

where YINP is the current value seen at the feedback input port (port 2), prior to conversion by FBINPTYP, and
PREV_YINP is the YINP value from the previous iteration.

For Time Domain simulations, the input values are computed from the average of the last NAVGINPTD samples received
at the input port.

ZOUTP. The characteristic impedance of the output ports. The input ports appear as open circuits to upstream ports.

DIAGDSP. If set to 'Yes', diagnostic information is displayed in the VSS Simulation Output window.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Reference Input rReal1
Feedback Input yReal, Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Control output uReal3
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Start RF Signal: RF_START

Symbol

RF RF

Summary

RF_START provides an interface between non-RF signals and an RF link. It adds impedance mismatch support to a
non-RF block when the output of that block is to be passed to an RF block. It also provides support for RF Budget
Analysis measurements over the RF link.

Impedance mismatch effects are applied only if impedance mismatch effects are enabled in the System Simulator Options
dialog box.

NOTE: RF_START does not add any thermal noise to the signal. If noise is desired, the RF_START_NS block is similar
to RF_START but includes an internal noise source.

The output port of RF_START can be thought of as the signal port of a signal generator. Blocks prior to the RF_START
are part of the signal generator, while RF blocks following the RF_START are part of the DUT. RF_START is typically
used with the End of RF Signal block RF_END. The RF_END block can be thought of as the measurement port of a
network analyzer or other measurement device.

The impedance mismatch correction is implemented using a linear filter similar to that used by LIN_F. See Chapter 2
in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on circuit filters and impedance mismatch modeling in the Visual System
Simulator™ (VSS) program.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0+j*0ScalarS22 output port reflection coefficientCS22

ScalarS22 temperature dependenceC*S22_TDEP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

S22. The complex reflection coefficient of the output port. Complex values are typically specified in real/imaginary form
such as "0.5+j*0.5" or in polar form such as "polar(0.707, 45)". The polar function's first argument is the magnitude; the
second argument is phase in degrees.

Frequency dependent S22 settings may be entered by specifying a vector of S22 values for the S22 parameter and a
vector of corresponding frequencies for the FREQS parameter.

S22_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the S22 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for S22 have been entered.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

ZOUTP. The characteristic impedance of the output port. The input port's characteristic impedance is always _Z0. If
the load impedance is conjugate matched to ZOUTP then RF_START will deliver to the output port the power delivered
to its input port.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.
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UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

RF_START has the following S matrix, where the input characteristic impedance is the default system characteristic
impedance from the Simulator Options dialog box and the output characteristic impedance is ZOUTP:

S = [0 0
1 S22]

The following figure illustrates the use of RF_START with a transmitter followed by an RF filter.
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Transmitter RF_START RF Filter

Z0 ZOUTP ZLZ0

S11=0S22=0 L 0= LS22

Ideal Modeling Impedance Mismatch Modeling

In the figure, the left side of RF_START does not model impedance mismatch effects. This is equivalent to the transmitter
being matched to the input of RF_START, which both have impedances of Z0.

The right side of RF_START applies the impedance mismatch effects to the output of the transmitter. The net result is
the total voltage seen at the input of the RF filter consists of the ideal voltage output by the transmitter with reflections
due to ΓL at the input to the RF filter and S22 at the output of the transmitter/RF_START combination. Note that the
impedance seen looking into the output of RF_START will be different from ZOUTP if S22 is not zero.
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Start RF Signal (Noise Source): RF_START_NS

Symbol

RF RF

Summary

RF_START_NS provides an interface between non-RF signals and an RF link. It adds impedance mismatch support to
a non-RF block when the output of that block is to be passed to an RF block. It also provides support for RF Budget
Analysis measurements over the RF link.

Impedance mismatch effects are applied only if impedance mismatch effects are enabled in the System Simulator Options
dialog box.

RF_START_NS differs from RF_START in that it includes a thermal noise source. The noise temperature generated by
the noise source is determined by the T parameter.

The output port of RF_START_NS can be thought of as the signal port of a signal generator. Blocks prior to the
RF_START_NS are part of the signal generator, while RF blocks following the RF_START_NS are part of the DUT.
RF_START_NS is typically used with the End of RF Signal block RF_END. The RF_END block can be thought of as
the measurement port of a network analyzer or other measurement device.

RF_START_NS is not necessary when the signal is already an RF signal, such as the signal from a TONE block, or a
Vector Network Analyzer VNA block, provided the signal only passes through RF blocks.

The impedance mismatch correction is implemented using a linear filter similar to that used by LIN_F. See Chapter 2
in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on circuit filters and impedance mismatch modeling in the Visual System
Simulator™ (VSS) program.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0+j*0ScalarS22 output port reflection coefficientCS22

ScalarS22 temperature dependenceC*S22_TDEP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
_TAMBTemperatureOutput noise temperatureRT
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP
ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

S22. The complex reflection coefficient of the output port. Complex values are typically specified in real/imaginary form
such as "0.5+j*0.5" or in polar form such as "polar(0.707, 45)". The polar function's first argument is the magnitude; the
second argument is phase in degrees.

Frequency dependent S22 settings may be entered by specifying a vector of S22 values for the S22 parameter and a
vector of corresponding frequencies for the FREQS parameter.

S22_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the S22 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for S22 have been entered.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.
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T. The noise temperature of the thermal noise to be generated. The noise generated is similar to that which would be
generated by the Resistor Noise Source block RN with the same output port impedance. The output port impedance is
the characteristic impedance adjusted by the S22 parameter.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not time domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and time domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the System Simulator Options dialog box RF
Options tab.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZOUTP. The characteristic impedance of the output port. The input port's characteristic impedance is always _Z0. If
the load impedance is conjugate matched to ZOUTP then RF_START_NS will deliver to the output port the power
delivered to its input port.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:
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• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.
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DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

RF_START_NS has the following S matrix, where the input characteristic impedance is the default system characteristic
impedance from the Simulator Options dialog box and the output characteristic impedance is ZOUTP:

S = [0 0
1 S22]

The following figure illustrates the use of RF_START_NS with a transmitter followed by an RF filter.

Transmitter RF_START RF Filter

Z0 ZOUTP ZLZ0

S11=0S22=0 L 0= LS22

Ideal Modeling Impedance Mismatch Modeling

In the figure, the left side of RF_START_NS does not model impedance mismatch effects. This is equivalent to the
transmitter being matched to the input of RF_START_NS, which both have impedances of Z0.

The right side of RF_START_NS applies the impedance mismatch effects to the output of the transmitter. The net result
is the total voltage seen at the input of the RF filter consists of the ideal voltage output by the transmitter with reflections
due to ΓL at the input to the RF filter and S22 at the output of the transmitter/RF_START_NS combination. Note that
the impedance seen looking into the output of RF_START_NS will be different from ZOUTP if S22 is not zero.
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RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch (Dynamic 1-Input n-Output): RFSW_1nDYN

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Summary

RFSW_1nDYN implements a single pole n-throw RF switch. The number of outputs is determined by the NOUT
parameter. RFSW_1nDYN supports insertion loss, isolation, VSWR, crosstalk, P1dB and IP3.

The switch is dynamic in that it supports an input control signal for determining the switched output, allowing the switch
state to change during a Time Domain simulation sweep. RFSW_1nST is similar but controls the switched output through
a parameter and does not change switch state during a simulation sweep. RFSW_1nDYN behaves similar to RFSW_1nST
if the input control signal port is left unconnected.

The switch state is fixed for each RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulation sweep. If an input control signal is
connected and has a data type of Real, the switch uses the detected voltage level of the signal. For an RF signal this is
the peak signal voltage. For other real signals, the voltage level is determined from the propagated signal power level
using the default characteristic impedance value for the load impedance. For non-real control signals, the ON_OUT
parameter determines the control value. The RFACTL parameter can be used to force the ON_OUT parameter to always
be used for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations.

If P1dB and/or IP3 are specified, the input signal is first passed through a Nonlinear Behavioral Amplifier block, AMP_B,
to model the nonlinearity. The output of the amplifier block is then switched to the 'on' output port.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port while ports 2 through NOUT + 1 act as output ports. In the reverse configuration
port 1 acts as an output port while ports 2 through NOUT + 1 act as input ports. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the forward configuration. For example, VSWR_INP and ZINP always apply to port 1, whereas ZOUTP
always applies to ports 2 through NOUT + 1.

When operating in the reverse configuration, RFSW_1nDYN behaves similar to the RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch
(Dynamic n-input 1-output) block RFSW_n1DYN operating in its forward configuration.
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NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of isolation on any reflection of the output
signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Topology

Input
Signal

Output 1

Output 2

Output N

...
AMP_B

Linear
Switch

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
2ScalarOn output port (2, 3, ...)ION_OUT
Control SignalScalarControl for RF Budget Analysis and RF InspectorERFACTL
2ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT
2ScalarControl input offsetICTLOFST
0dBInsertion loss (loss between input and On output)RLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolation (loss between input and Off output)RISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarOn output port VSWRR*VSWR_ON
ScalarOff output port VSWRR*VSWR_OFF
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
dBOn output port return lossR*RLOSS_ON
dBOff output port return lossR*RLOSS_OFF
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP

Input port mismatch temperature dependenceR*INPMM_TDEP
On output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*ONMM_TDEP
Off output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OFFMM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between output portsR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred P1dBR*P1DB
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBP1DB temperature dependenceR*P1DB_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred IP3R*IP3

dBIP3 temperature dependenceR*IP3_TDEP
Power
in dB

Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure IP3R*MEASREF

dBMEASREF temperature dependenceR*MEASREF_TDEP
FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Optional data file nameS*DATAFILE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR) in data
file

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ON_OUT. The port number of the output port that is 'on' when the input control signal port is unconnected, or for RF
Inspector/RF Budget Analysis simulations when the input control signal is not a real signal or RFACTL is set to "ON_OUT
Parameter".

RFACTL. Determines what sets the switch state for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations:
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• Control Signal: If the control signal is a real signal, it is used to determine the switch state, otherwise the ON_OUT
parameter is used.

• ON_OUT Parameter: The ON_OUT parameter is the port number of the output port that is 'on'.

NOUT. The number of switched output ports.

CTLOFST. Value to add to the control value from the input control signal to obtain the port number of the desired 'on'
output. For example, if CTLOFST is 2, then a control value of 0 selects the first output port, which is port 2. This is not
used if the ON_OUT parameter determines the switch state.

LOSS. The insertion loss between the input port and the 'on' output port.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation between the input port and the 'off' output ports.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_ON, RLOSS_ON. The VSWR/return loss at the 'on' output port. Either VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON may be
specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'on' output port is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF. The VSWR/return loss at the 'off' output ports. Either VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF may
be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'off' output ports is set to
1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP.The VSWR/return loss at the input port. Either VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP may be specified
- the other parameter must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. These settings are
only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

ONMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON is specified, and is per degK.

OFFMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between the output ports.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

P1DB. The input referred P1dB. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.
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P1DB_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the P1DB parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP3. The input referred IP3. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.

IP3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP3 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

MEASREF. If not empty, the input power level of one fundamental of the two-tone signal at which IP3 was measured.
Measured input IP3 then most closely matches the value of IP3 when the input power level of one fundamental is
MEASREF.

MEASREF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MEASREF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

RFIFRQ. If not empty, a two-element vector defining the minimum and maximum frequency components to be generated
by the nonlinearity in RF Inspector simulations.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL,
VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, VSWR_ON, VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_ON and/or RLOSS_OFF have been entered. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.
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If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DATAFILE. The name of an optional text data file object under the Project Browser Data Files node. The data file is
used to specify the various RF parameters such as loss, isolation, and return loss and follows the Text Data File format.
Settings included in the data file override any parameter settings.

The data file must contain a frequency column. The columns supported include:

DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Frequency for the row.-, frequency unitsFRQ, FREQ, FREQS,

FRQS
Loss between the common port and the On port.dBLOSS*
Isolation between the common port and the Off ports.dBISOL*
Crosstalk between the On port and each Off ports.dBXTALK*
VSWR of the On port.-VSWR_ON
VSWR of the Off ports.-VSWR_OFF
VSWR of the common port.-VSWR_COM
Return loss of the On port.dBRLOSS_ON*
Return loss of the Off port.dBRLOSS_OFF*
Return loss of the common port.dBRLOSS_COM*
Transmission coefficient between the common and On port (complex
value), overrides LOSS.

-S_ON_COM,
S_ONCOM,
SONCOM

Transmission coefficient between the common and Off port (complex
value), overrides ISOL.

-S_OFF_COM,
S_OFFCOM,
SOFFCOM

Transmission coefficient between the On and each Off port (complex
value), overrides XTALK.

-S_OFF_ON,
S_OFFON, SOFFON,
S_ON_OFF,
S_ONOFF, SONOFF

Reflection coefficient of the On port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_ON and RLOSS_ON.

-S_ON_ON, S_ONON,
SONON

Reflection coefficient of the Off port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_OFF and RLOSS_OFF.

-S_OFF_OFF,
S_OFFOFF, SOFFOFF
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DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Reflection coefficient of the common port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_COM and RLOSS_COM.

-S_COM_COM,
S_COMCOM,
SCOMCOM

Input referred P1dB.-, dBW, dBmIP1dB
Input referred IP3.-, dBW, dBmIIP3

* The values of these columns are always dB regardless of whether or not the dB units is specified in the column heading.

In addition to the S_ON_COM style columns, S11, S12, S13 style columns may also be entered. However, in order to
use these columns a 'ONPORT' tag must be included before the column header, and has the form:

ONPORT = 1

The value of this tag must be either 1, 2, or 3 and indicates which port is the 'On' port. If it is 1 then port 1 is the 'On'
port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the common port. If it is 2 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'On'
port, and port 3 is the 'Off' port. If it is 3 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the 'On'
port.

For example, if ONPORT is set to 3, then the S11 column applies to the common port, the S22 column applies to the
'Off' port, and the S33 column applies to the 'On' port. The S13 or S31 column would determine the transmission coefficient
between the common and the 'On' port, while the S12 or S21 column would determine the isolation between the common
and the 'Off' port.

The characteristic impedances may also be specified as tags above the column table, these would have the form:

ZCOM = 50
ZSW = 50

where ZCOM represents the characteristics impedance of the common port and ZSW the characteristic impedance of
the switched ports.

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
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to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.
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Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFSW_1nDYN supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_ON, RLOSS_OFF, VSWR_ON and VSWR_OFF as desired, with
the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:
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• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at 'on' output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_ON = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalDigital, RealNOUT+2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
Output SignalReal, Complex...
Output SignalReal, ComplexNOUT+1

Node Details

The number of output ports is set by the NOUT parameter.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port while ports 2 through NOUT + 1 act as output ports. In the reverse configuration
port 1 acts as an output port while ports 2 through NOUT + 1 act as input ports. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the forward configuration. For example, VSWR_INP and ZINP always apply to port 1, whereas ZOUTP
always applies to ports 2 through NOUT + 1.
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RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch (Static 1-Input n-Output): RFSW_1nST

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

RFSW_1nST implements a single pole n-throw RF switch. The number of outputs is determined by the NOUT parameter.
RFSW_1nST supports insertion loss, isolation, VSWR, crosstalk, P1dB and IP3.

The switch is static in that its 'on' output is determined by the ON_OUT parameter and does not change during a simulation
sweep. RFSW_1nDYN is similar but supports an input control signal for determining the switched output, allowing the
switch state to change during a simulation sweep.

If P1dB and/or IP3 are specified, the input signal is first passed through a Nonlinear Behavioral Amplifier block, AMP_B,
to model the nonlinearity. The output of the amplifier block is then switched to the output port determined by the ON_OUT
parameter.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port while ports 2 through NOUT + 1 act as output ports. In the reverse configuration
port 1 acts as an output port while ports 2 through NOUT + 1 act as input ports. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the forward configuration. For example, VSWR_INP and ZINP always apply to port 1, whereas ZOUTP
always applies to ports 2 through NOUT + 1.

When operating in the reverse configuration, RFSW_1nST behaves similar to the RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch (Static
n-input 1-output) block RFSW_n1ST operating in its forward configuration.

NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of isolation on any reflection of the output
signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.
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Topology

Input
Signal

Output 1

Output 2

Output N

...
AMP_B

Linear
Switch

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
2ScalarOn output port (2, 3, ...)ION_OUT
2ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT
0dBInsertion loss (loss between input and On output)RLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolation (loss between input and Off output)RISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarOn output port VSWRR*VSWR_ON
ScalarOff output port VSWRR*VSWR_OFF
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
dBOn output port return lossR*RLOSS_ON
dBOff output port return lossR*RLOSS_OFF
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP

Input port mismatch temperature dependenceR*INPMM_TDEP
On output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*ONMM_TDEP
Off output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OFFMM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between output portsR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred P1dBR*P1DB

dBP1DB temperature dependenceR*P1DB_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred IP3R*IP3

dBIP3 temperature dependenceR*IP3_TDEP
Power
in dB

Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure IP3R*MEASREF

dBMEASREF temperature dependenceR*MEASREF_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Optional data file nameS*DATAFILE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR) in data
file

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ON_OUT. The port number of the output port that is 'on'.

NOUT. The number of switched output ports.

LOSS. The insertion loss between the input port and the 'on' output port.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation between the input port and the 'off' output ports.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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VSWR_ON, RLOSS_ON. The VSWR/return loss at the 'on' output port. Either VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON may be
specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'on' output port is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF. The VSWR/return loss at the 'off' output ports. Either VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF may
be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'off' output ports is set to
1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP.The VSWR/return loss at the input port. Either VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP may be specified
- the other parameter must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. These settings are
only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

ONMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON is specified, and is per degK.

OFFMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between the output ports.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

P1DB. The input referred P1dB. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.

P1DB_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the P1DB parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP3. The input referred IP3. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.

IP3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP3 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

MEASREF. If not empty, the input power level of one fundamental of the two-tone signal at which IP3 was measured.
Measured input IP3 then most closely matches the value of IP3 when the input power level of one fundamental is
MEASREF.

MEASREF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MEASREF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

RFIFRQ. If not empty, a two-element vector defining the minimum and maximum frequency components to be generated
by the nonlinearity in RF Inspector simulations.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL,
VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, VSWR_ON, VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_ON and/or RLOSS_OFF have been entered. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.
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• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DATAFILE. The name of an optional text data file object under the Project Browser Data Files node. The data file is
used to specify the various RF parameters such as loss, isolation, and return loss and follows the Text Data File format.
Settings included in the data file override any parameter settings.

The data file must contain a frequency column. The columns supported include:

DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Frequency for the row.-, frequency unitsFRQ, FREQ, FREQS,

FRQS
Loss between the common port and the On port.dBLOSS*
Isolation between the common port and the Off ports.dBISOL*
Crosstalk between the On port and each Off ports.dBXTALK*
VSWR of the On port.-VSWR_ON
VSWR of the Off ports.-VSWR_OFF
VSWR of the common port.-VSWR_COM
Return loss of the On port.dBRLOSS_ON*
Return loss of the Off port.dBRLOSS_OFF*
Return loss of the common port.dBRLOSS_COM*
Transmission coefficient between the common and On port (complex
value), overrides LOSS.

-S_ON_COM,
S_ONCOM,
SONCOM

Transmission coefficient between the common and Off port (complex
value), overrides ISOL.

-S_OFF_COM,
S_OFFCOM,
SOFFCOM

Transmission coefficient between the On and each Off port (complex
value), overrides XTALK.

-S_OFF_ON,
S_OFFON, SOFFON,
S_ON_OFF,
S_ONOFF, SONOFF
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DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Reflection coefficient of the On port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_ON and RLOSS_ON.

-S_ON_ON, S_ONON,
SONON

Reflection coefficient of the Off port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_OFF and RLOSS_OFF.

-S_OFF_OFF,
S_OFFOFF, SOFFOFF

Reflection coefficient of the common port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_COM and RLOSS_COM.

-S_COM_COM,
S_COMCOM,
SCOMCOM

Input referred P1dB.-, dBW, dBmIP1dB
Input referred IP3.-, dBW, dBmIIP3

* The values of these columns are always dB regardless of whether or not the dB units is specified in the column heading.

In addition to the S_ON_COM style columns, S11, S12, S13 style columns may also be entered. However, in order to
use these columns a 'ONPORT' tag must be included before the column header, and has the form:

ONPORT = 1

The value of this tag must be either 1, 2, or 3 and indicates which port is the 'On' port. If it is 1 then port 1 is the 'On'
port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the common port. If it is 2 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'On'
port, and port 3 is the 'Off' port. If it is 3 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the 'On'
port.

For example, if ONPORT is set to 3, then the S11 column applies to the common port, the S22 column applies to the
'Off' port, and the S33 column applies to the 'On' port. The S13 or S31 column would determine the transmission coefficient
between the common and the 'On' port, while the S12 or S21 column would determine the isolation between the common
and the 'Off' port.

The characteristic impedances may also be specified as tags above the column table, these would have the form:

ZCOM = 50
ZSW = 50

where ZCOM represents the characteristics impedance of the common port and ZSW the characteristic impedance of
the switched ports.

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290
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There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFSW_1nST supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_ON, RLOSS_OFF, VSWR_ON and VSWR_OFF as desired, with
the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.
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The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at 'on' output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_ON = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
Output SignalReal, Complex...
Output SignalReal, ComplexNOUT+1

Node Details

The number of output ports is set by the NOUT parameter.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port while ports 2 through NOUT + 1 act as output ports. In the reverse configuration
port 1 acts as an output port while ports 2 through NOUT + 1 act as input ports. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the forward configuration. For example, VSWR_INP and ZINP always apply to port 1, whereas ZOUTP
always applies to ports 2 through NOUT + 1.
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RF Baseball Switch: RFSW_BASEBALL

Symbol

1 2

3

4

Summary

RFSW_BASEBALL implements a linear 'baseball' switch, which is a two-state switch in which different pairs of ports
are connected in each state. In the first state ports 1 and 3 are connected, and ports 2 and 4 are connected. In the second
state ports 1 and 4 are connected, and ports 2 and 3 are connected. This block is similar in function to the RF Crossover
Switch (RFSW_CROSSOVER) with the difference being the layout of the ports.

This block supports the specification of the loss between the connected ports (LOSS), the isolation between the ports
that are not connected (ISOL), and the crosstalk between ports 1 and 2, and between ports 3 and 4 (XTALK). You can
also specify the return loss (RLOSS) or VSWR at the ports.

This block has the following S-parameter matrix:

S = [ Γ 10XTALK/20 10−∣A∣/20 10−∣B∣/20

10XTALK/20 Γ 10−∣B∣/20 10−∣A∣/20

10−∣A∣/20 10−∣B∣/20 Γ 10XTALK/20

10−∣B∣/20 10−∣A∣/20 10XTALK/20 Γ
]

where A and B depend upon the switch state. If ports 1 and 3 are connected and ports 2 and 4 are connected A is LOSS
and B is ISOL. If ports 1 and 4 are connected and ports 2 and 3 are connected then A is ISOL and B is LOSS.

Γ is computed from VSWR as:

Γ = VSWR − 1
VSWR + 1

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1
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This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports. It requires that any two connected ports have opposite types. For example, if
ports 1 and 3 are connected, if port 1 is an input port then port 3 is treated as an output port. At the same time port 2
could be either an input or an output port, with port 4 being treated as an output port if port 2 is an input port or as an
input port if port 2 is an output port.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
1-3, 2-4N/AModeEMODE
0dBInsertion loss (loss between connected inputs and outputs)RLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolation (loss between unconnected inputs and outputs)RISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarPort VSWR (RLOSS must be empty)R*VSWR
dBPort return loss (VSWR must be empty)R*RLOSS
ScalarPort mismatch temperature dependenceR*MM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between input ports and output portsR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise ModelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedancePort characteristic impedanceC*Z

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for impedance mismatch correction

filter
I*NFREQ

ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of poles in impedance mismatch correction
filter

I*MAXNPOLE
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines which ports are connected:

• 1-3, 2-4: Ports 1 and 3 are connected together, ports 2 and 4 are connected together.

• 1-4, 2-3: Ports 1 and 4 are connected together, ports 2 and 3 are connected together.

• 1-2, 3-4: Ports 1 and 2 are connected together, ports 3 and 4 are connected together.

• 1-2: Ports 1 and 2 are connected together, ports 3 and 4 are isolated.

• 3-4: Ports 3 and 4 are connected together, ports 1 and 2 are isolated.

LOSS. The insertion loss between connected ports. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation between unconnected opposite ports, for example between ports 1 and 4 and between ports 2 and
3 if MODE is '1-3, 2-4'. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR, RLOSS. The VSWR/return loss at each port. Either VSWR or RLOSS may be specified; the other parameter
must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the ports is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

MM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of VSWR/RLOSS; its interpretation depends on whether VSWR or RLOSS
is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between ports 1 and 2, and between ports 3 and 4. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR are entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.
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FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of all the ports.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.
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NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.
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FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL, XTALK, RLOSS and/or VSWR as desired, with the
elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input/Output

PurposeTypePort No.
SignalReal/Complex1, 2, 3, 4
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports. It requires that any two connected ports have opposite types. For example if
ports 1 and 3 are connected, if port 1 is an input port then port 3 is treated as an output port. At the same time port 2
could be either an input or an output port, with port 4 being treated as an output port if port 2 is an input port or as an
input port if port 2 is an output port.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.
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RF Crossover Switch: RFSW_CROSSOVER

Symbol

1

2

3

4

Summary

RFSW_CROSSOVER implements a linear crossover switch, which is a two-state switch. In the first state the ports are
connected straight through, with ports 1 and 3 connected and ports 2 and 4 connected. In the second state the ports are
connected crossed over, with ports 1 and 4 connected and ports 2 and 3 connected. This block is similar in function to
the RF Baseball Switch (RFSW_BASEBALL) with the difference being the layout of the ports.

This block supports the specification of the loss between the connected ports (LOSS), the isolation between the ports
that are not connected (ISOL), and the crosstalk between ports 1 and 2, and between ports 3 and 4 (XTALK). You can
also specify the return loss (RLOSS) or VSWR at the ports.

This block has the following S-parameter matrix:

S = [ Γ 10XTALK/20 10−∣A∣/20 10−∣B∣/20

10XTALK/20 Γ 10−∣B∣/20 10−∣A∣/20

10−∣A∣/20 10−∣B∣/20 Γ 10XTALK/20

10−∣B∣/20 10−∣A∣/20 10XTALK/20 Γ
]

where A and B depend upon the switch state. If ports 1 and 3 are connected and ports 2 and 4 are connected A is LOSS
and B is ISOL. If ports 1 and 4 are connected and ports 2 and 3 are connected then A is ISOL and B is LOSS.

Γ is computed from VSWR as:

Γ = VSWR − 1
VSWR + 1

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports. It requires that any two connected ports have opposite types. For example if
ports 1 and 3 are connected, if port 1 is an input port then port 3 is treated as an output port. At the same time port 2
could be either an input or an output port, with port 4 being treated as an output port if port 2 is an input port or as an
input port if port 2 is an output port.
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NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
1-3, 2-4N/AModeEMODE
0dBInsertion loss (loss between connected inputs and outputs)RLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolation (loss between unconnected inputs and outputs)RISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarPort VSWR (RLOSS must be empty)R*VSWR
dBPort return loss (VSWR must be empty)R*RLOSS
ScalarPort mismatch temperature dependenceR*MM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between input ports and output portsR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise ModelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedancePort characteristic impedanceC*Z

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for impedance mismatch correction

filter
I*NFREQ

ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of poles in impedance mismatch correction
filter

I*MAXNPOLE

ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines which ports are connected:
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• 1-3, 2-4: Ports 1 and 3 are connected together, ports 2 and 4 are connected together.

• 1-4, 2-3: Ports 1 and 4 are connected together, ports 2 and 3 are connected together.

• 1-2, 3-4: Ports 1 and 2 are connected together, ports 3 and 4 are connected together.

• 1-2: Ports 1 and 2 are connected together, ports 3 and 4 are isolated.

• 3-4: Ports 3 and 4 are connected together, ports 1 and 2 are isolated.

LOSS. The insertion loss between connected ports. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation between unconnected opposite ports, for example between ports 1 and 4 and between ports 2 and
3 if MODE is '1-3, 2-4'. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR, RLOSS. The VSWR/return loss at each port. Either VSWR or RLOSS may be specified; the other parameter
must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the ports is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance
mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

MM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of VSWR/RLOSS; its interpretation depends on whether VSWR or RLOSS
is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between ports 1 and 2, and between ports 3 and 4. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.
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T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature-dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of all the ports.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
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FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.
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• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL, XTALK, RLOSS, and/or VSWR as desired, with the
elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input/Output

PurposeTypePort No.
SignalReal/Complex1, 2, 3, 4

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports. It requires that any two connected ports have opposite types. For example if
ports 1 and 3 are connected, if port 1 is an input port then port 3 is treated as an output port. At the same time port 2
could be either an input or an output port, with port 4 being treated as an output port if port 2 is an input port or as an
input port if port 2 is an output port.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.
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RF Directional Switch: RFSW_DIR

Symbol
1

2 3

Summary

RFSW_DIR implements a linear RF directional switch. It switches port 3's direction type based on whether port 1 or 2
is the 'on' port. If port 1 is 'on', then port 3 is an output port; if port 2 is 'on,' then port 3 is an input port. It is typically
used to switch between transmit and receive modes in a T/R module, where port 1 is connected to the transmit side, port
2 is connected to the receive side, and port 3 is connected to the shared components. These shared components would
be RF linear blocks that support bi-directional ports.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTES: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of isolation on any reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch. Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only
flow from input ports to the output port), a signal at one input port does not appear at the opposite input port. For example,
the signal at port 1 does not appear at port 2 modified by the crosstalk. RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations
do account for reverse direction signal flow.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
1ScalarOn port (1 or 2)ION_POS
0dBInsertion loss (loss between On input and output)RLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolation (loss between Off input and output)RISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarPort 1 VSWRR*VSWR
ScalarPort 2 VSWR, leave empty to use VSWRR*VSWR2
ScalarPort 3 VSWR, leave empty to use VSWRR*VSWR3
dBPort 1 return loss (VSWR must be empty)R*RLOSS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBPort 2 return loss (VSWR2 must be empty), leave empty to
use RLOSS

R*RLOSS2

dBPort 3 return loss (VSWR3 must be empty), leave empty to
use RLOSS

R*RLOSS3

Mismatch temperature dependence for VSWR/RLOSSR*MM_TDEP
Mismatch temperature dependence for VSWR2/RLOSS2R*MM2_TDEP
Mismatch temperature dependence for VSWR3/RLOSS3R*MM3_TDEP

No TD XTALK if
2 On

N/AHandling of XTALK when 2 is On (use to avoid feedback
loops)

E*XTALKTYP

-100dBCrosstalk between ports 1 and 2R*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistancePort 1 characteristic impedanceR*Z

ResistanceZ1 temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
_Z0ResistancePort 2 characteristic impedance, leave empty to use ZR*Z2

ResistanceZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
_Z0ResistancePort 3 characteristic impedance, leave empty to use ZR*Z3

ResistanceZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ON_POS. The port number of the 'on' port, either 1 for port 1 or 2 for port 2.

LOSS. The insertion loss between the 'on' port and port 3.
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LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the VSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation between the 'off' port and port 3.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the VSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR, VSWR2, VSWR3, RLOSS, RLOSS2, RLOSS3.The VSWR/return loss at the individual ports. Only one of
VSWR or RLOSS for any specific port may be specified - the other parameter must be left empty. For example, to specify
a separate return loss for port 3, enter the desired return loss in RLOSS3 and leave VSWR3 empty. Otherwise, to use
the value in the VSWR/RLOSS setting for port 3, leave both RLOSS3 and VSWR3 empty.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

MM_TDEP, MM2_TDEP, MM3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR/VSWR2/VSWR3 or
RLOSS/RLOSS2/RLOSS3 parameters. Its interpretation depends on whether VSWR/VSWR2/VSWR3 or
RLOSS/RLOSS2/RLOSS3 is specified, and is per degK.

XTALKTYP. Determines how XTALK is handled in certain situations:

• Always: XTALK always applies.

• No TDXTALK if 2 On: In Time Domain simulations, if ON_POS is 2, input port 1 is completely isolated from output
port 2 and no samples are passed. For other simulations XTALK applies. Note that the crosstalk values are still applied
when computing impedances, it is only the passing of samples that is disabled.

The No TD XTALK if 2 On setting is useful in preventing a feedback loop that might otherwise occur if the ports were not
completely isolated.

XTALK. The crosstalk between ports 1 and 2.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWR,
and RLOSS have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.
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T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z, Z2, Z3. The characteristic impedances of the individual ports.

Z_TDEP, Z2_TDEP, Z3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z, Z2, and Z3 parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
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FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.
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• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFSW_DIR supports frequency-dependent loss, isolation, VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent
settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative.
Next, enter vectors into the appropriate LOSS, ISOL, RLOSS or VSWR parameters as desired, with the elements of the
vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at ''on' input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_ON = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Bi-directional Data

PurposeTypePort No.
Switched SignalReal, Complex3

Node Details

The directional type of port 3 depends on whether port 1 or port 2 is the 'on' port. If port 1 is 'on' then port 3 is an output
port, if port 2 is 'on' then port 3 is an input port.
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.
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RF Signal Frequency Controlled Switch: RFSW_FRQ

Symbol

FRQ
1

2

3

Summary

RFSW_FRQ implements a single pole n-throw RF switch whose switching state is based upon a frequency from an input
signal. Each switched port is assigned a frequency via the SW_FRQS parameter.

The frequency used to determine the switch state is determined by the SW_FRQ_SRC parameter. The 'on' switched port
is chosen from the switched port whose assigned frequency is closest to the control frequency.

The control frequency can be the primary signal frequency at the common input port, the center frequency at the common
input port, the primary signal frequency at an optional probe port, or the center frequency at an optional probe port. The
switching mode is determined by the SW_FRQ_SRC parameter. If one of the probe port based options is selected, a
probe port displays at the top of the block.

The switch state is static, it is determined at the start of each simulation sweep.

If SW_FRQ_SRC is set to one of the probe port options, the block can be connected in the reverse configuration, where
port 1 acts as an output port and the switched ports act as input ports. Note that the block's parameters are always relative
to the forward configuration. For example, VSWR_INP and ZINP always apply to the common port, port 1, whereas
ZOUTP always applies to the switched ports.

The probe port mode is useful when using the switch as the far end of a filter bank. A RFSW_FRQ can be placed at the
input to the filter bank, with the appropriate filters connected to its switched output ports. A RFSW_FRQ with SW_FRQS
parameter set to one of the probe options can then be reversed and connected so its switched ports are connected to the
outputs of the filters in the bank. The probe port can then be connected to the input signal of the first RFSW_FRQ. The
switch state of the reversed RFSW_FRQ then follows that of the first RFSW_FRQ, provided they have the same values
for the SW_FRQS parameter. Because the probe port acts as a probe, with essentially infinite impedance, it has no effect
on the input signal to the first RFSW_FRQ.

RFSW_FRQ supports insertion loss, isolation, VSWR, crosstalk, P1dB and IP3.

If P1dB and/or IP3 are specified, the input signal is first passed through a Nonlinear Behavioral Amplifier block, AMP_B
to model the nonlinearity. The output of the amplifier block is then switched to the output port determined by the ON_OUT
parameter.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.
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NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of isolation on any reflection of the output
signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Topology

Input
Signal

Output 1

Output 2

Output N

...
AMP_B

Linear
Switch

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
{1, 2} GHzFrequencyFrequencies for switched output portsRSW_FRQS
Input Signal
Frequency

N/ASource for the switching frequencyE*SW_FRQ_SRC

0dBInsertion loss (loss between input and On output)RLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

30dBIsolation (loss between input and Off output)RISOL
dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarOn output port VSWRR*VSWR_ON
ScalarOff output port VSWRR*VSWR_OFF
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
dBOn output port return lossR*RLOSS_ON
dBOff output port return lossR*RLOSS_OFF
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP

Input port mismatch temperature dependenceR*INPMM_TDEP
On output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*ONMM_TDEP
Off output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OFFMM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between output portsR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred P1dBR*P1DB

dBP1DB temperature dependenceR*P1DB_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Power
in dB

Input referred IP3R*IP3

dBIP3 temperature dependenceR*IP3_TDEP
Power
in dB

Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure IP3R*MEASREF

dBMEASREF temperature dependenceR*MEASREF_TDEP
FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Optional data file nameS*DATAFILE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR) in data
file

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SW_FRQS. An array containing the frequencies associated with each switched port. The number of elements in the
array determines the number of switched ports.

SW_FRQ_SRC. Determines the source of the frequency used to determine the 'on' switched port.

• Input Signal Frequency: The control frequency is the primary signal frequency at the common input port.

• Input Center Frequency: The control frequency is the center frequency at the common input port.
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• Probe Signal Frequency: The control frequency is the primary signal frequency at the probe input port.

• Probe Center Frequency: The control frequency is the center frequency at the probe input port.

NOTE:Choosing one of the probe options adds a probe input port to the top of the block. The block becomes bi-directional
and can be reversed, with the common port an output port and the switched ports input ports.

LOSS. The insertion loss between the input port and the 'on' output port.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation between the input port and the 'off' output ports.

ISOL_TDEP. ++Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_ON, RLOSS_ON. The VSWR/return loss at the 'on' output port. Either VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON may be
specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'on' output port is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF. The VSWR/return loss at the 'off' output ports. Either VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF may
be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'off' output ports is set to
1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP.The VSWR/return loss at the input port. Either VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP may be specified
- the other parameter must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. These settings are
only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

ONMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON is specified, and is per degK.

OFFMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between the output ports.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

P1DB. The input referred P1dB. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.

P1DB_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the P1DB parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP3. The input referred IP3. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.
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IP3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP3 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

MEASREF. If not empty, the input power level of one fundamental of the two-tone signal at which IP3 was measured.
Measured input IP3 then most closely matches the value of IP3 when the input power level of one fundamental is
MEASREF.

MEASREF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MEASREF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

RFIFRQ. If not empty, a two-element vector defining the minimum and maximum frequency components to be generated
by the nonlinearity in RF Inspector simulations.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL,
VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, VSWR_ON, VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_ON and/or RLOSS_OFF have been entered. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.
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If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DATAFILE. The name of an optional text data file object under the Project Browser Data Files node. The data file is
used to specify the various RF parameters such as loss, isolation, and return loss and follows the Text Data File format.
Settings included in the data file override any parameter settings.

The data file must contain a frequency column. The columns supported include:

DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Frequency for the row.-, frequency unitsFRQ, FREQ, FREQS,

FRQS
Loss between the common port and the On port.dBLOSS*
Isolation between the common port and the Off ports.dBISOL*
Crosstalk between the On port and each Off ports.dBXTALK*
VSWR of the On port.-VSWR_ON
VSWR of the Off ports.-VSWR_OFF
VSWR of the common port.-VSWR_COM
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DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Return loss of the On port.dBRLOSS_ON*
Return loss of the Off port.dBRLOSS_OFF*
Return loss of the common port.dBRLOSS_COM*
Transmission coefficient between the common and On port (complex
value), overrides LOSS.

-S_ON_COM,
S_ONCOM,
SONCOM

Transmission coefficient between the common and Off port (complex
value), overrides ISOL.

-S_OFF_COM,
S_OFFCOM,
SOFFCOM

Transmission coefficient between the On and each Off port (complex
value), overrides XTALK.

-S_OFF_ON,
S_OFFON, SOFFON,
S_ON_OFF,
S_ONOFF, SONOFF

Reflection coefficient of the On port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_ON and RLOSS_ON.

-S_ON_ON, S_ONON,
SONON

Reflection coefficient of the Off port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_OFF and RLOSS_OFF.

-S_OFF_OFF,
S_OFFOFF, SOFFOFF

Reflection coefficient of the common port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_COM and RLOSS_COM.

-S_COM_COM,
S_COMCOM,
SCOMCOM

Input referred P1dB.-, dBW, dBmIP1dB
Input referred IP3.-, dBW, dBmIIP3

* The values of these columns are always dB regardless of whether or not the dB units is specified in the column heading.

In addition to the S_ON_COM style columns, S11, S12, S13 style columns may also be entered. However, in order to
use these columns a 'ONPORT' tag must be included before the column header, and has the form:

ONPORT = 1

The value of this tag must be either 1, 2, or 3 and indicates which port is the 'On' port. If it is 1 then port 1 is the 'On'
port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the common port. If it is 2 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'On'
port, and port 3 is the 'Off' port. If it is 3 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the 'On'
port.

For example, if ONPORT is set to 3, then the S11 column applies to the common port, the S22 column applies to the
'Off' port, and the S33 column applies to the 'On' port. The S13 or S31 column would determine the transmission coefficient
between the common and the 'On' port, while the S12 or S21 column would determine the isolation between the common
and the 'Off' port.

The characteristic impedances may also be specified as tags above the column table, these would have the form:

ZCOM = 50
ZSW = 50

where ZCOM represents the characteristics impedance of the common port and ZSW the characteristic impedance of
the switched ports.
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Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.
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• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.
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• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFSW_FRQ supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_ON, RLOSS_OFF, VSWR_ON and VSWR_OFF as desired, with
the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at 'on' output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_ON = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
Output SignalReal, Complex...
Output SignalReal, Complex# elements

in
SW_FRQS+1

Node Details

The number of output ports is determined by the number of frequencies specified in the SW_FRQS parameter.

Choosing one of the probe options in the SW_FRQ_SRC parameter adds a second input port to the top of the block. This
input port is a probe, with infinite impedance. The probe options also allow the block to be operated bi-directionally.
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RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch (Dynamic n-input 1-output): RFSW_n1DYN

Symbol

1

2 3

4

Summary

RFSW_n1DYN implements a single pole n-throw RF switch. The number of inputs is determined by the NINP parameter.
RFSW_n1DYN supports insertion loss, isolation, VSWR, crosstalk, P1dB and IP3.

The switch is dynamic in that it supports an input control signal for determining the switched output, allowing the switch
state to change during a Time Domain simulation sweep. RFSW_n1ST is similar but controls the switched input through
a parameter and does not change switch state during a simulation sweep. RFSW_n1DYN behaves similarly to RFSW_n1ST
if the input control signal port is left unconnected.

The switch state is fixed for each RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulation sweep. If an input control signal is
connected and has a data type of real, the switch uses the detected voltage level of the signal. For an RF signal this is the
peak signal voltage. For other real signals, the voltage level is determined from the propagated signal power level using
the default characteristic impedance value for the load impedance. For non-real control signals, the ON_INP parameter
determines the control value. The RFACTL parameter can be used to force the ON_OUT parameter to always be used
for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations.

If P1dB and/or IP3 are specified, the signal from the 'on' input port is passed through a Nonlinear Behavioral Amplifier
block, AMP_B, to model the nonlinearity.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 through NINP act as input ports while ports NINP + 1 act as an output port. In the reverse
configuration ports 1 through NINP act as output ports while port NINP + 1 act as an input port. Note that the block's
parameters are always relative to the forward configuration. For example, ZINP always applies to port 1 through NINP,
whereas ZOUTP always applies to port NINP + 1.

When operating in the reverse configuration, RFSW_n1DYN behaves similar to the RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch
(Dynamic 1-input n-output) block RFSW_1nDYN operating in its forward configuration.
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NOTES: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of isolation on any reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.
Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to the output port), a signal
at one input port does not appear at the opposite input port. For example, the signal at port 1 does not appear at port 2
modified by the crosstalk. RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations do account for reverse direction signal
flow.

Topology

Output
Signal

Input 1

Input 2

Input N

...
AMP_B

Linear
Switch

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
1ScalarOn input port (2, 3, ...)ION_INP
Control SignalScalarControl for RF Budget Analysis and RF InspectorE*RFACTL

ScalarPort number of primary inputI*PRIMINP
FrequencyOptional output center frequencyRCTRFRQ

2ScalarNumber of input portsININP
1ScalarControl input offsetICTLOFST
0dBInsertion loss (loss between input and On output)RLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolation (loss between input and Off output)RISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarOn input port VSWRR*VSWR_ON
ScalarOff input port VSWRR*VSWR_OFF
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBOn input port return lossR*RLOSS_ON
dBOff input port return lossR*RLOSS_OFF
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT

On output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*ONMM_TDEP
Off output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OFFMM_TDEP
Output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OUTPMM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between input portsR*XTALK
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred P1dBR*P1DB

dBP1DB temperature dependenceR*P1DB_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred IP3R*IP3

dBIP3 temperature dependenceR*IP3_TDEP
Power
in dB

Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure IP3R*MEASREF

dBMEASREF temperature dependenceR*MEASREF_TDEP
FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Optional data file nameS*DATAFILE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR) in data
file

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

ON_INP. The port number of the input port that is 'on' when the input control signal port is unconnected, or for RF
Inspector/RF Budget Analysis simulations when the input control signal is not a real signal or RFACTL is set to "ON_INP
Parameter".

RFACTL. Determines what sets the switch state for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations:

• Control Signal: If the control signal is a real signal, it is used to determine the switch state, otherwise the ON_INP
parameter is used.

• ON_INP Parameter: The ON_INP parameter is the port number of the input port that is 'on'.

PRIMINP. Optional input port number of the primary input signal. The primary input signal's characteristics such as
center frequency and propagated signal power are transferred to the output signal. If left empty, the primary input signal
is chosen automatically, with priority given to modulated signals.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

NINP. The number of switched output ports.

CTLOFST. Value to add to the control value from the input control signal to obtain the port number of the desired 'on'
input. For example, if CTLOFST is 2, then a control value of 0 selects the second input port, which is port 2. This is not
used if the ON_INP parameter determines the switch state.

LOSS. The insertion loss between the input port and the 'on' output port.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation between the input port and the 'off' output ports.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_ON, RLOSS_ON.The VSWR/return loss at the 'on' input port. Either VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON may be
specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'on' input port is set to 1. These
settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF. The VSWR/return loss at the 'off' input ports. Either VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF may
be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'off' input ports is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT. The VSWR/return loss at the output port. Either VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT may be
specified - the other parameter must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These
settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

ONMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON is specified, and is per degK.
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OFFMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between the output ports.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

P1DB. The input referred P1dB. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.

P1DB_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the P1DB parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP3. The input referred IP3. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.

IP3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP3 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

MEASREF. If not empty, the input power level of one fundamental of the two-tone signal at which IP3 was measured.
Measured input IP3 then most closely matches the value of IP3 when the input power level of one fundamental is
MEASREF.

MEASREF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MEASREF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

RFIFRQ. If not empty, a two-element vector defining the minimum and maximum frequency components to be generated
by the nonlinearity in RF Inspector simulations.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL,
VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_ON, VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_ON and/or RLOSS_OFF have been entered. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.
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NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DATAFILE. The name of an optional text data file object under the Project Browser Data Files node. The data file is
used to specify the various RF parameters such as loss, isolation, and return loss and follows the Text Data File format.
Settings included in the data file override any parameter settings.

The data file must contain a frequency column. The columns supported include:

DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Frequency for the row.-, frequency unitsFRQ, FREQ, FREQS,

FRQS
Loss between the common port and the On port.dBLOSS*
Isolation between the common port and the Off ports.dBISOL*
Crosstalk between the On port and each Off ports.dBXTALK*
VSWR of the On port.-VSWR_ON
VSWR of the Off ports.-VSWR_OFF
VSWR of the common port.-VSWR_COM
Return loss of the On port.dBRLOSS_ON*
Return loss of the Off port.dBRLOSS_OFF*
Return loss of the common port.dBRLOSS_COM*
Transmission coefficient between the common and On port (complex
value), overrides LOSS.

-S_ON_COM,
S_ONCOM,
SONCOM
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DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Transmission coefficient between the common and Off port (complex
value), overrides ISOL.

-S_OFF_COM,
S_OFFCOM,
SOFFCOM

Transmission coefficient between the On and each Off port (complex
value), overrides XTALK.

-S_OFF_ON,
S_OFFON, SOFFON,
S_ON_OFF,
S_ONOFF, SONOFF

Reflection coefficient of the On port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_ON and RLOSS_ON.

-S_ON_ON, S_ONON,
SONON

Reflection coefficient of the Off port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_OFF and RLOSS_OFF.

-S_OFF_OFF,
S_OFFOFF, SOFFOFF

Reflection coefficient of the common port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_COM and RLOSS_COM.

-S_COM_COM,
S_COMCOM,
SCOMCOM

Input referred P1dB.-, dBW, dBmIP1dB
Input referred IP3.-, dBW, dBmIIP3

* The values of these columns are always dB regardless of whether or not the dB units is specified in the column heading.

In addition to the S_ON_COM style columns, S11, S12, S13 style columns may also be entered. However, in order to
use these columns a 'ONPORT' tag must be included before the column header, and has the form:

ONPORT = 1

The value of this tag must be either 1, 2, or 3 and indicates which port is the 'On' port. If it is 1 then port 1 is the 'On'
port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the common port. If it is 2 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'On'
port, and port 3 is the 'Off' port. If it is 3 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the 'On'
port.

For example, if ONPORT is set to 3, then the S11 column applies to the common port, the S22 column applies to the
'Off' port, and the S33 column applies to the 'On' port. The S13 or S31 column would determine the transmission coefficient
between the common and the 'On' port, while the S12 or S21 column would determine the isolation between the common
and the 'Off' port.

The characteristic impedances may also be specified as tags above the column table, these would have the form:

ZCOM = 50
ZSW = 50

where ZCOM represents the characteristics impedance of the common port and ZSW the characteristic impedance of
the switched ports.

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
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name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
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to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFSW_n1DYN supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next
enter vectors into RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_ON, RLOSS_OFF, VSWR_ON and VSWR_OFF as desired,
with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at ''on' input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_ON = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Input SignalReal, Complex...
Input SignalReal, ComplexNINP

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, ComplexNINP+1
Control SignalDigital, RealNINP+2

Node Details

The number of input ports is set by the NINP parameter.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 through NINP act as input ports while ports NINP + 1 act as an output port. In the reverse
configuration ports 1 through NINP act as output ports while port NINP + 1 act as an input port. Note that the block's
parameters are always relative to the forward configuration. For example, ZINP always applies to port 1 through NINP,
whereas ZOUTP always applies to port NINP + 1.
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.
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RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch (Static n-input 1-output): RFSW_n1ST

Symbol
1

2 3

Summary

RFSW_n1ST implements a single pole n-throw RF switch. The number of inputs is determined by the NINP parameter.
RFSW_n1ST supports insertion loss, isolation, VSWR, crosstalk, P1dB and IP3.

The switch is static; its 'on' input is determined by the ON_INP parameter and does not change during a simulation sweep.
RFSW_n1DYN is similar but supports an input control signal for determining the switched output, allowing the switch
state to change during a simulation sweep.

If P1dB and/or IP3 are specified, the signal from the port determined by the ON_INP parameter is passed through a
Nonlinear Behavioral Amplifier block, AMP_B, to model the nonlinearity.

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL|/10+10XTALK/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 through NINP act as input ports while ports NINP + 1 act as an output port. In the reverse
configuration ports 1 through NINP act as output ports while port NINP + 1 act as an input port. Note that the block's
parameters are always relative to the forward configuration. For example, ZINP always applies to port 1 through NINP,
whereas ZOUTP always applies to port NINP + 1.

When operating in the reverse configuration, RFSW_n1ST behaves similar to the RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch (Static
1-input n-output) block RFSW_1nST operating in its forward configuration.

NOTES: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of isolation on any reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.
Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to the output port), a signal
at one input port does not appear at the opposite input port. For example, the signal at port 1 does not appear at port 2
modified by the crosstalk. RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations do account for reverse direction signal
flow.
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Topology

Output
Signal

Input 1

Input 2

Input N

...
AMP_B

Linear
Switch

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
1ScalarOn input port (1, 2, ...)ION_INP

ScalarPort number of primary inputI*PRIMINP
FrequencyOptional output center frequencyRCTRFRQ

2ScalarNumber of input portsININP
0dBInsertion loss (loss between On input and output)RLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
30dBIsolation (loss between Off input and output)RISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarOn input port VSWRR*VSWR_ON
ScalarOff input port VSWRR*VSWR_OFF
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBOn input port return lossR*RLOSS_ON
dBOff input port return lossR*RLOSS_OFF
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT

On output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*ONMM_TDEP
Off output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OFFMM_TDEP
Output port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OUTPMM_TDEP

-100dBCrosstalk between input portsR*XTALK
dBXTALK temperature dependenceR*XTALK_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred P1dBR*P1DB

dBP1DB temperature dependenceR*P1DB_TDEP
Power
in dB

Input referred IP3R*IP3

dBIP3 temperature dependenceR*IP3_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Power
in dB

Power of one tone of two-tone signal used to measure IP3R*MEASREF

dBMEASREF temperature dependenceR*MEASREF_TDEP
FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Optional data file nameS*DATAFILE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR) in data
file

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ON_INP. The port number of the input port that is 'on'.

PRIMINP. Optional input port number of the primary input signal. The primary input signal's characteristics such as
center frequency and propagated signal power are transferred to the output signal. If left empty, the primary input signal
is chosen automatically, with priority given to modulated signals.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal.

NINP. The number of switched input ports.

LOSS. The insertion loss between the 'on' input port and the output port.
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LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL. The isolation between the 'off' input ports and the output port.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_ON, RLOSS_ON.The VSWR/return loss at the 'on' input port. Only one of VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON may
be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'on' input port is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF. The VSWR/return loss at the 'off' input ports. Either VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF may
be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the 'off' input ports is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT. The VSWR/return loss at the output port. Either VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT may be
specified - the other parameter must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These
settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

ONMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_ON or RLOSS_ON is specified, and is per degK.

OFFMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OFF or RLOSS_OFF is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT is specified, and is per degK.

XTALK. The crosstalk between the output ports.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the XTALK parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

P1DB. The input referred P1dB. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.

P1DB_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the P1DB parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

IP3. The input referred IP3. If both P1DB and IP3 are empty the switch is linear.

IP3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the IP3 parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

MEASREF. If not empty, the input power level of one fundamental of the two-tone signal at which IP3 was measured.
Measured input IP3 then most closely matches the value of IP3 when the input power level of one fundamental is
MEASREF.
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MEASREF_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the MEASREF parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

RFIFRQ. If not empty, a two-element vector defining the minimum and maximum frequency components to be generated
by the nonlinearity in RF Inspector simulations.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL,
VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_ON, VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_ON and/or RLOSS_OFF have been entered. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.
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ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DATAFILE. The name of an optional text data file object under the Project Browser Data Files node. The data file is
used to specify the various RF parameters such as loss, isolation, and return loss and follows the Text Data File format.
Settings included in the data file override any parameter settings.

The data file must contain a frequency column. The columns supported include:

DescriptionUnitsColumn Name
Frequency for the row.-, frequency unitsFRQ, FREQ, FREQS,

FRQS
Loss between the common port and the On port.dBLOSS*
Isolation between the common port and the Off ports.dBISOL*
Crosstalk between the On port and each Off ports.dBXTALK*
VSWR of the On port.-VSWR_ON
VSWR of the Off ports.-VSWR_OFF
VSWR of the common port.-VSWR_COM
Return loss of the On port.dBRLOSS_ON*
Return loss of the Off port.dBRLOSS_OFF*
Return loss of the common port.dBRLOSS_COM*
Transmission coefficient between the common and On port (complex
value), overrides LOSS.

-S_ON_COM,
S_ONCOM,
SONCOM

Transmission coefficient between the common and Off port (complex
value), overrides ISOL.

-S_OFF_COM,
S_OFFCOM,
SOFFCOM

Transmission coefficient between the On and each Off port (complex
value), overrides XTALK.

-S_OFF_ON,
S_OFFON, SOFFON,
S_ON_OFF,
S_ONOFF, SONOFF

Reflection coefficient of the On port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_ON and RLOSS_ON.

-S_ON_ON, S_ONON,
SONON

Reflection coefficient of the Off port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_OFF and RLOSS_OFF.

-S_OFF_OFF,
S_OFFOFF, SOFFOFF

Reflection coefficient of the common port (complex value), overrides
VSWR_COM and RLOSS_COM.

-S_COM_COM,
S_COMCOM,
SCOMCOM

Input referred P1dB.-, dBW, dBmIP1dB
Input referred IP3.-, dBW, dBmIIP3

* The values of these columns are always dB regardless of whether or not the dB units is specified in the column heading.

In addition to the S_ON_COM style columns, S11, S12, S13 style columns may also be entered. However, in order to
use these columns a 'ONPORT' tag must be included before the column header, and has the form:
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ONPORT = 1

The value of this tag must be either 1, 2, or 3 and indicates which port is the 'On' port. If it is 1 then port 1 is the 'On'
port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the common port. If it is 2 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'On'
port, and port 3 is the 'Off' port. If it is 3 then port 1 is the common port, port 2 is the 'Off' port, and port 3 is the 'On'
port.

For example, if ONPORT is set to 3, then the S11 column applies to the common port, the S22 column applies to the
'Off' port, and the S33 column applies to the 'On' port. The S13 or S31 column would determine the transmission coefficient
between the common and the 'On' port, while the S12 or S21 column would determine the isolation between the common
and the 'Off' port.

The characteristic impedances may also be specified as tags above the column table, these would have the form:

ZCOM = 50
ZSW = 50

where ZCOM represents the characteristics impedance of the common port and ZSW the characteristic impedance of
the switched ports.

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.
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The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:
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fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RFSW_n1ST supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings,
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next
enter vectors into RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_ON, RLOSS_OFF, VSWR_ON and VSWR_OFF as desired,
with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at ''on' input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_ON = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
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PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex...
Input SignalReal, ComplexNINP

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, ComplexNINP+1

Node Details

The number of input ports is set by the NINP parameter.

This block supports bi-directional ports and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 through NINP act as input ports while ports NINP + 1 act as an output port. In the reverse
configuration ports 1 through NINP act as output ports while port NINP + 1 act as an input port. Note that the block's
parameters are always relative to the forward configuration. For example, ZINP always applies to port 1 through NINP,
whereas ZOUTP always applies to port NINP + 1.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.
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Resistor Noise Source: RN

Symbol

Summary

RN models thermal noise in a noisy resistor. By default the noise is white, although frequency-dependent temperature
and resistance are supported.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

V1TextElement IDNID
16.85 CTemperatureTemperatureRT
_Z0ResistanceResistanceCR
1 GHzFrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
RF Budget + Time
Domain

N/ANoise modelingENOISE

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP

ScalarFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesI*FRQRES
ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ

_SMPSYMScalarSamplers per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

T. The temperature of the resistor. When R is equal to the default system impedance _Z0, the average power of the output
signal is:

NAvg = k · t · BW

where k is Boltzmann's constant, and BW is SMPFRQ/2 for real signals and SMPFRQ for complex signals.

Frequency dependent temperatures may be entered, see the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details.
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R. The resistance of the resistor. Frequency dependent resistance may be entered, see the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details.

NOISE. Determines how thermal noise is to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for T and R have been
entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent
settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES. Frequency resolution used to determine the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings are interpolated.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal. This is only used if the signal is complex.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this is determined by a downstream block if
there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this is the default
sampling frequency value specified in the System Simulator Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RN supports frequency-dependent T and R settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing
the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into T and R
as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.
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The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Temperature: 410 K @ 1 GHz, 395 K @ 2 GHz, 340 K @ 3 GHz

• Constant resistance of 50 ohms

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
T = {410, 395, 340} K
R = 50 ohms

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Noise waveformReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

A white Gaussian noise source similar to the White Gaussian Noise block WHITENS is used to generate the thermal
noise. The standard deviation of the noise is computed from:

σ = k ·T · R · BW

where k is Boltzmann's constant, and BW is the signal bandwidth, which is SMPFRQ/2 for real signals and SMPFRQ
for complex signals.

The average power of the noise is:

NAvg = k · T · R · BW/Z0
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Two Port S Parameter Block: S2P_BLK

Symbol

Summary

S2P_BLK models a 2-port network block specified by S parameters. The Linear Behavioral Model (File-Based) block
LIN_F is similar except it obtains the S parameter values from a Text Data File.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0+j*0ScalarS11 Input port reflection coefficientCS11

ScalarS11 temperature dependenceC*S11_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarS21 Forward transmission coefficientCS21

ScalarS21 temperature dependenceC*S21_TDEP
0+j*0ScalarS12 Reverse transmission coefficientCS12

ScalarS12 temperature dependenceC*S12_TDEP
0+j*0ScalarS22 Output port reflection coefficientCS22

ScalarS22 temperature dependenceC*S22_TDEP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
_Z0ImpedanceInput port characteristic impedanceCZINP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ImpedanceOutput port characteristic impedanceCZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

S11, S21, S12, S22. The complex coefficients of the S matrix. Complex values are typically specified in real/imaginary
form such as "0.5+j*0.5" or in polar form such as "polar(0.707, 45)". The polar function's first argument is the magnitude,
the second argument is phase in degrees.

You can enter frequency-dependent S-parameters, see the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details.

S11_TDEP, S21_TDEP, S12_TDEP, and S22_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the S11, S21, S12, and S22
parameters over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use
temperature dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for S11, S21, S12 and/or
S22 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
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upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

S2P_BLK supports frequency-dependent S parameter settings. To specify frequency dependent settings enter a vector
containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into
S11, S12, S21 and S22 as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• S11: 0.11+j*0.1 @ 1 GHz, 0.15+j*0.13 @ 2 GHz, 0.18+j*0.14 @ 3 GHz

• S21 of 100+j*24 at all frequencies
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You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
S11 = {0.11+j*0.1, 0.15+j*0.13, 0.18+j*0.14}
S21 = 100+j*24

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output WaveformComplex2-NOUT

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Two State S Parameter Block: SBLK_2STATE

Symbol

S0

S1

1 2

3

Summary

SBLK_2STATE implements a 2-port network block specified by S-parameters. The block supports two states, with each
state consisting of S12 and S21 parameters. The two states share common S11 and S22 parameters.

The active state may be selected either through the STATE parameter or through an input control signal. Utilizing an
input control signal allows the active state to change during a Time Domain simulation sweep.

The active state is fixed for each RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulation sweep. If an input control signal is
connected and has a data type of real, the switch uses the detected voltage level of the signal. For an RF signal this is the
peak signal voltage. For other real signals, the voltage level is determined from the propagated signal power level using
the default characteristic impedance value for the load impedance. For non-real control signals, the STATE parameter
determines the control value. The RFACTL parameter can be used to force the STATE parameter to always be used for
RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports for ports 1 and 2. The block may be connected in one of two configurations. In
the normal forward configuration port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port
1 is an output port while port 2 is an input port. Port 3 is always an input port. Note that the port specific parameters such
as ZINP or ZOUTP always apply to the ports when in the forward configuration. That is ZINP always applies to port 1,
while ZOUTP always applies to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarActive state (0 or 1)ISTATE
Control SignalScalarControl for RF Budget Analysis and RF InspectorE*RFACTL
0ScalarControl input offsetI*CTLOFST
0+j*0ScalarS11 Input port reflection coefficientCS11
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarS11 temperature dependenceC*S11_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarS21 Forward transmission coefficient, state 0CS21_S0

ScalarS21_S0 temperature dependenceC*S21_S0_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarS21 Forward transmission coefficient, state 1CS21_S1

ScalarS21_S1 temperature dependenceC*S21_S1_TDEP
0+j*0ScalarS12 Reverse transmission coefficient, state 0CS12_S0

ScalarS12_S0 temperature dependenceC*S12_S0_TDEP
0+j*0ScalarS12 Reverse transmission coefficient, state 1CS12_S1

ScalarS12_S1 temperature dependenceC*S12_S1_TDEP
0+j*0ScalarS22 Output port reflection coefficientCS22

ScalarS22 temperature dependenceC*S22_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
Real-ImaginaryN/AS21/S12 components for interpolationE*S21S12TYP
Pin to limitsN/AS21/S12 extrapolation beyond ends of FREQSE*S21S12EXT
Add phase rotationN/APhase rotation property propagationE*PHSPROP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

STATE. The active state (0 or 1) when the input control signal port is unconnected, or for RF Inspector/RF Budget
Analysis simulations when the input control signal is not a real signal or RFACTL is set to STATE Parameter.

RFACTL. Determines what sets the active state for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations:

• Control Signal: If the control signal is a real signal, it is used to determine the switch state, otherwise the STATE
parameter is used.

• STATE Parameter: The STATE parameter determines the active state.

CTLOFST.Value to add to the control value from the input control signal to obtain the active state number. For example,
if CTLOFST is 1, then a control value of 0 selects state 1. This is not used if the STATE parameter determines the active
state.

S11, S22. The reflection coefficients at the input and output ports. Both states share the reflection coefficients.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

S21_S0, S12_S0. The forward and reverse transmission coefficients for state 0.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

S21_S1, S12_S1. The forward and reverse transmission coefficients for state 1.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

S11_TDEP, S21_S0_TDEP, S21_S1_TDEP, S12_S0_TDEP, S12_S1_TDEP, and S22_TDEP. Specifies the rate of
change of the S11, S21_S0, S21_S1, S12_S0, S12_S1, and S22 parameters over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6
in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL,
VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, VSWR_ON, VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_ON and/or RLOSS_OFF have been entered. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

S21S12TYP.Determines how the S21 and S12 coefficients are to be interpolated versus frequency for frequency-dependent
modeling:

• Real-Imaginary: The real and imaginary components are interpolated.

• Mag-Phase: The magnitude and phase of the components are interpolated.

• dB-Phase: The magnitude expressed in dB (20 log10) and phase of the components are interpolated.

S21S12EXT. Determines interpolation behavior when the frequency is beyond the minimum or maximum frequencies
in FREQS:

• Pin to limits: Frequencies below the minimum frequency are treated as the minimum frequency. Frequencies above
the maximum frequency are treated as the maximum frequency.

• Extrapolate.: Frequencies beyond the minimum or maximum are extrapolated. Use caution with this option, as
extrapolation may result in an unexpected response.
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PHSPROP. Determines whether the phase rotation imparted by the S-parameters should be propagated out the output
port:

• Add phase rotation: An estimate of the phase rotation imparted by the S-parameters on the signal is propagated.
Downstream blocks will have this estimate available for performing tasks such as automatic phase rotation compensation.

• No change: The propagated phase rotation at the input port is passed directly to the output port. The signal itself still
undergoes any phase rotations imparted by the S-parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:
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f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:
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fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

SBLK_2STATE supports frequency-dependent S-parameters. To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector
containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into
S11, S22, S21_S0, S12_S0, S21_S1 and S12_S1 as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the
frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• S11: 0.1+j*0.05 @ 1 GHz, 0.12+j*0.1 dB @ 2 GHz, 0.13+j*0.11 dB @ 3 GHz

• S21_S0 of 10.0 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
S11 = {0.1+j*0.05, 0.12+j*0.1, 0.13+j*0.11}
S21_S0 = 10.0

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalDigital, Real3

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
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Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports for ports 1 and 2. The block may be connected in one of two configurations. In
the normal forward configuration port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port
1 is an output port while port 2 is an input port. Port 3 is always an input port. Note that the port specific parameters such
as ZINP or ZOUTP always apply to the ports when in the forward configuration. That is ZINP always applies to port 1,
while ZOUTP always applies to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Signal Coupling: SCOUPLING

Symbol
1 2

3 4

Summary

SCOUPLING models coupling between two signals, a main signal and an interfering signal. Ports 1 and 2 are the input
and output of the main signal, while ports 3 and 4 are the input and output of the interfering signal. The individual signal
paths are essentially lossless. The coupling from the interfering signal to the main signal and from the main signal to the
interfering signal are specified separately. It supports frequency-dependent coupling factors. This block is implemented
using the following 4-port S-parameter matrix:

[ 0 10−0.001/20 10C_I2MR/20 10C_I2M /20

10−0.001/20 0 10C_I2M /20 10C_I2MR/20

10C_M2IR/20 10C_M2I/20 0 10−0.001/20

10C_M2I/20 10C_M2IR/20 10−0.001/20 0
]

where C_I2M and C_I2MR are the coupling factors in dB from the interfering signal to the main signal and C_M2I and
C_M2IR are the couplings factor in dB from the main signal to the interfering signal.

In order to avoid ill conditioning, the transmission loss is 0.001 dB rather than 0 dB.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
-10dBCoupling from Interfering to Main (3 to 2, 4 to 1)RC_I2M

dBC_I2M temperature dependenceR*C_I2M_TDEP
-50dBReverse coupling from Interfering to Main (3 to 1, 4 to 2)RC_I2MR

dBC_IM2R temperature dependenceR*C_I2MR_TDEP
-300dBCoupling from Main to Interfering (1 to 4, 2 to 3)RC_M2I
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBC_M21 temperature dependenceR*C_M2I_TDEP
-300dBReverse coupling from Main to Interfering (1 to 3, 2 to 4)RC_M2IR

dBC_M21R temperature dependenceR*C_M2IR_TDEP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
_Z0ResistanceCharacteristic impedance of main ports (1, 2)CZM

ResistanceZM temperature dependenceC*ZM_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceCharacteristic impedance of interfering ports (3, 4)CZI

ResistanceZI temperature dependenceC*ZI_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

C_I2M, C_I2MR. The coupling factors from the interfering signal to the main signal. C_I2M is from port 3 to port 2
and port 4 to 1, while C_I2MR is from port 3 to port 1 and port 4 to port 2. The coupling factors should normally be
entered as negative values. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

C_M2I, C_M2IR. The coupling factors from the main signal to the interfering signal. C_M2I is from port 1 to port 4
and port 2 to 3, while C_M2IR is from port 1 to port 3 and port 2 to port 4. The coupling factors should normally be
entered as negative values. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

C_I2M_TDEP, C_I2MR_TDEP, C_M2I_TDEP and C_M2IR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the C_I2M,
C_I2MR, C_M2I, and C_M2IR parameters over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide
for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the antenna, used to compute noise due to resistive losses.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for C_I2M and C_M2I
are entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent
settings.
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FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

ZM. The characteristic impedance of the main ports, ports 1 and 2.

ZM_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZM parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZI. The characteristic impedance of the interfering ports, ports 3 and 4.

ZI_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZI parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.
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• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into C_I2M and C_M2I as desired, with the elements of the vectors
corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Coupling from interfering to main signal: -13.5 dB @ 1 GHz, -13.0 dB @ 2 GHz, -13.8 d @ 3 GHz

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
C_I2M = {-13.5, -13.0, -13.8}

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Main Signal InputReal, Complex1
Interfering Signal InputReal, Complex3

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Main Signal OutputReal, Complex2
Interfering Signal OutputReal, Complex4

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Signal Direction: SIGDIR

Symbol

AUTO
1 2

Summary

SIGDIR is a helper block for use when working with blocks that have bi-directional ports, such as the RF Attenuator
block RFATTEN or the Circulator block CIRCULATOR. Most of the linear RF blocks support bi-directional ports.

In most cases, Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software is able
to resolve at simulation time whether a bi-directional port is to be treated as an input port or an output port. However,
there may be situations, particularly with complex layouts, where the simulator is unable to determine the port direction.
In this situation, insert a SIGDIR block on the wire leading to the port whose direction could not be resolved, and set the
DIR parameter to the appropriate direction. The SIGDIR block should be connected to the port that should be treated as
the input port.

You can use SIGDIR with Time Domain, RF Budget Analysis, and RF Inspector simulations. The block itself is transparent
to the simulations, and does not affect the values computed at its ports. Note that for Time Domain simulations the
direction of sample flow is affected, so the results of the simulation may differ depending upon the signal direction.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
Port 1 Input, Port 2
Output

N/ASignal directionEDIR

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DIR. Determines the signal direction. The following options are available:

• Port 1 Input, Port 2 Output

• Port 1 Output, Port 2 Input

Data Input/Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input/Output SignalReal, Complex1
Output/Input SignalReal, Complex2
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Node Details

When DIR is set to "Port 1 Input, Port 2 Output" port 1 is treated as an input port and port 2 is treated as an output port.

When DIR is set to "Port 1 Output, Port 2 Input" port 1 is treated as an output port and port 2 is treated as an input port.
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n Port S Parameter Block: SnP_BLK

Symbol

1 2

Summary

SnP_BLK models an n-port network block specified by S parameters. By default the block is configured to only include
the reflection coefficients Sii and the coefficients between input and output ports as parameters. The INCTERMS
secondary parameter is used to modify this behavior.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarNumber of input portsININ
1ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT
In-Out, Out-In,
Diagonals

N/AThe matrix terms to includeE*INCTERMS

NoN/AInclude parameters for temperature-dependent settingsE*INCTDEP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 1C*Z_1

ImpedanceZ_1 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_1_TDEP
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2C*Z_2

ImpedanceZ_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_2_TDEP
0ScalarS parameter (1,1)C*S_1_1

ScalarS_1_1 temperature dependence, per degKC*S_1_1_TDEP
0ScalarS parameter (1,2)C*S_1_2

ScalarS_1_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*S_1_2_TDEP
0ScalarS parameter (2,1)CS_2_1

ScalarS_1_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*S_2_1_TDEP
0ScalarS parameter (2,2)CS_2_2

ScalarS_2_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*S_2_2_TDEP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NIN. The number of input ports.

NOUT. The number of output ports.

INCTERMS. Determines which S matrix coefficients are to be included as parameters.

• All Terms: Parameters are included for all S matrix coefficients. There will be NIN * NOUT additional parameters.

• In-Out, Out-In, Diagonals: Parameters for the reflection coefficients (Sii) and the coefficients between input and
output ports, both directions (Sin,out, Sout,in), are included. For example, if NIN = 2 and NOUT = 2, the S11, S13,
S31, S14, S41, S22, S23, S32, S24, S42, S33, and S44 parameters are included.

• In-Out, Diagonals: Parameters for the reflection coefficients (Sii) and the coefficients from input to output ports
(Sout,in) are included. For example, if NIN = 2 and NOUT = 2, the S11, S31, S41, S22, S32, S42, S33, and S44
parameters are included.

INCTDEP. Determines whether corresponding temperature dependence parameters are included for the included S
matrix coefficient parameters.

Z_1, Z_2. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.
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Z_1_TDEP, Z_2_TDEP. These parameters are available only if INCTDEP has been set to "Yes". Specifies the rate of
change of the characteristic impedance parameters such as Z_1 and Z_2 over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6
in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature dependent parameters.

S_1_1, S_1_2, S_2_1, S_2_2, etc. The complex coefficients of the S matrix. The coefficients included as parameters are
determined by the INCTERMS parameter. Complex values are typically specified in real/imaginary form such as
"0.5+j*0.5" or in polar form such as "polar(0.707, 45)". The polar function's first argument is the magnitude, the second
argument is phase in degrees.

You can enter frequency-dependent S-parameters, see the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details.

S_1_1_TDEP, S_1_2_TDEP, S_2_1_TDEP, S_2_2_TDEP, etc. These parameters are available only if INCTDEP has
been set to "Yes". Specifies the rate of change of the coefficient parameters such as S_1_1 and S_1_2 over temperature.
See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for S11, S21, S12 and/or
S22 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.
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• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

SnP_BLK supports frequency-dependent S parameter settings. To specify frequency dependent settings enter a vector
containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into
S_i_j parameters as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• S_1_1: 0.11+j*0.1 @ 1 GHz, 0.15+j*0.13 @ 2 GHz, 0.18+j*0.14 @ 3 GHz

• S_2_1 of 100+j*24 at all frequencies
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You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
S_1_1 = {0.11+j*0.1, 0.15+j*0.13, 0.18+j*0.14}
S_2_1 = 100+j*24

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1 to NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output WaveformComplexNIN+1 to

NIN+NOUT

Node Details

Port numbers are assigned sequentially first to the input ports and then to the output ports. Ports 1 through NIN are the
input ports, while ports NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT are the output ports.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 through NIN act as input ports, while ports NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT act as output ports. The
block may also be connected in the reverse configuration, with ports 1 through NIN acting as output ports and ports
NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT acting as input ports.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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RF Splitter: SPLITTER

Symbol
1 2

3

Summary

SPLITTER splits the incoming signal into n-connected output ports as:

VOut = {V in
n VoltageSplitting
V in
n PowerSplitting

where n indicates the number of connected output ports.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports, and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 is an input port while the remaining ports are output ports. In the reverse configuration port 1 is an
output port while the remaining ports are input ports. Note that the port specific parameters such as VSWR_INP or
RLOSS_OUT always apply to the ports when in the forward configuration. That is VSWR_INP always applies to port
1, while VSWR_OUT always applies to the remaining ports.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
dBLoss (leave empty to use SIGTYP)RLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

PowerN/ADivide voltage or powerESIGTYP
4ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT
30dBIsolation (loss between outputs)R*ISOL

dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceR*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceCharacteristic impedance of input portC*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceCharacteristic impedance of output portsC*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. If not empty, the loss applied to the signal for each output port. If empty, SIGTYP is used to determine the loss.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

SIGTYP. Determines whether the signal is voltage or power split when LOSS is empty:

• Voltage: The gain is set to 1/√n.

• Power: The gain is set to 1/n.

NOUT. Determines the number of output ports in the block.

ISOL. The isolation between output ports.
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ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on using temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP. The VSWR and return loss at the input port. You can specify only one of VSWR_INP or
RLOSS_INP - the other parameter must be left empty. If both are empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. These
settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT. The VSWR and return loss at the output port. You can specify only one of VSWR_OUT
or RLOSS_OUT - the other parameters must be left empty. If both are empty the VSWR of the output port is set to 1.
These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT is specified, and is per degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.
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• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

SPLITTER supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings,
enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next,
enter vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_OUT and VSWR_OUT as desired, with the elements of the vectors
corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.
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If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Input VSWR: 1.1 @ 1 GHz, 1.15 @ 2 GHz, 1.25 @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies at the output ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.15, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output WaveformComplex2-NOUT

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports, and can be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 is an input port while the remaining ports are output ports. In the reverse configuration port 1 is an
output port while the remaining ports are input ports. Note that the port specific parameters such as VSWR_INP or
RLOSS_OUT always apply to the ports when in the forward configuration. That is VSWR_INP always applies to port
1, while VSWR_OUT always applies to the remaining ports.

Implementation Details

SPLITTER is a circuit filter block with a frequency-independent S-parameter matrix of the form:

S = [ 0 G ... G
G 0 ... 0
... ... ... ...
G 0 ... 0

]
G is either 1/n or 1/√n multiplied by 0.9999999999. The scaling is used to avoid a purely lossless reciprocal network,
which can cause problems when converting to the Y matrix form used for impedance mismatch modeling.
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Tone(s) Source: TONE

Symbol

Summary

TONE generates one or more sinusoidal tones either in the complex envelope or as a real signal. Tone power is specified.

TONE supports phase noise, thermal noise, and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the VSS Modeling
Guide for details.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1 GHzFrequencyTone frequenciesRFRQ

FrequencyOptional FRQ temperature dependenceR*FRQ_TDEP
10 dBmPower

in dB
Tone powersRPWR

Optional PWR temperature dependenceR*PWR_TDEP
0AnglePhase offsetsRPHS

AngleOptional PHS temperature dependenceR*PHS_TDEP
FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ

_Z0ResistanceSource impedanceCZS
ResistanceOptional ZS temperature dependenceC*ZS_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent ZSR*ZSFREQS

16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
_TAMBTemperatureOutput noise temperatureRTN

TemperatureOptional TN temperature dependenceRTN_TDEP
AutoN/AThermal noise modelingENOISE

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedsI*TNRSEED
Scalar/StringFrequency characteristics for phase noise (freq-dBc/Hz pairs

or data file)
RPNMASK

No phase noiseN/APhase noise modelingEPNOISE
10000ScalarPhase noise filter orderI*PNNFLT
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarPhase noise random number generator seedsI*PNRSEED
AutoN/ARF Budget Analysis source frequency typeE*RFBSRC
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables in PNMASK
data files (VAR)

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FRQ. The tone frequencies. Enter a vector of frequencies for multiple tones, for example {1.5,2.5,3.5} GHz for three
tones at 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 GHz, or use the "stepped" command, as in stepped(1.5e9,3.5e9,1e9). Please note that when
using the stepped command or a variable, the frequency units revert to the basic frequency unit (Hz), even if the default
unit of the project (specified under Options > Project Options > Global Units) is something else.

FRQ_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the FRQ parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PWR. The power for each tone. If there are fewer values for the power than there are tone frequencies in FRQ, the last
power value is repeated. If set to a single value, all tones have that power. If the signal is complex, PWR is single-sided
power if the center frequency is non-zero and double-sided power if the center frequency is zero.

PWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

PHS. The phase offsets for each tone. If there are fewer values for the phases than there are tone frequencies in FRQ,
the last phase value is repeated.

PHS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PHS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency for the complex envelope signal. If this is left empty, the center frequency is set to the
average of all the tone frequencies.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency for the signal. If left empty this will be determined automatically, as follows. If there
is nothing else in the signal path downstream to help determine a sampling frequency, then the sampling frequency is
set to _SMPFRQ = _DRATE * _SMPSYM from the Options > Default System Options menu of the project. The sampling
frequency can also be back-propagated to the TONE block when it is specified somewhere else in the chain. For example,
this happens when a signal with specified sampling frequency goes through a mixer (or adder, combiner, etc.) for which
TONE is the LO. Then the sampling frequency of TONE is set to the value back-propagated through the two-input block.

ZS, ZSFREQS. ZS is the source impedance of the generator. Frequency-dependent source impedances may be specified
by entering a vector of source impedances in ZS and a vector of the corresponding frequencies in ZSFREQS. Impedances
between the frequency points are linearly interpolated using the magnitude and phase of the impedances at the frequency
points.

ZS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

TN. The noise temperature of noise generated by the block if noise is enabled for the simulation type by NOISE. The
noise generated is white noise.

TN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the TN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in theAWRVSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NOISE. Determines how thermal noise is to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

PNMASK. This may either be a vector of frequency offset-dBc/Hz pairs or the name of a data file object under the Data
File object of the Project Browser. This data file should be a Text Data File that contains frequency offset-dBc/Hz data.

If a vector is specified, it must contain an even number of values, with each pair of values representing a frequency offset
from the carrier in hertz and the phase noise level in dBc/Hz. The following example represents a phase noise mask
specifying a phase noise level of -30 dBc/Hz at 1000 Hz and -75 dBc/Hz at 10000 Hz:

PNMASK = {1000, -30, 10000, -75}

If a data file is used, it should contain two columns, with the first column representing frequency offsets and the second
column representing the phase noise level in dBc/Hz:

(,Hz) (,dBc)
1000 -30
10000 -75

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
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name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NOTE: The ability to generate time domain phase noise matching the phase noise mask is limited by the sampling
frequency and the total phase noise to be generated. As the average phase noise generated by the FIR filter bins approaches
or exceeds the inverse of the sampling frequency, the phase noise samples wrap around ±π and the phase noise samples
effectively alias. Section 3.4.2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide details the equations involved.

PNOISE. Determines how phase noise is to be modeled.

PNNFLT. The filter order of the FIR filter used to shape the phase noise spectrum. If an odd value is specified, one will
be added to make the filter order even.

PNRSEED. Seeds for the random number generator used to generate phase noise samples. Up to four values may be
entered. If this is left empty, the seed will be generated based on the block name and ID parameter.

RFBSRC. Determines how the RF Budget Analysis frequencies for this source are determined. The frequencies are
computed by adding the frequency offsets specified in the RF Frequencies tab of the System Simulator Options dialog
box to a base frequency, which is determined by the selected RFBSRC option:

• Auto: If the signal is a real signal, and only one frequency offset was specified, the behavior will be the same as "Signal
Frequency", otherwise the behavior will be the same as "Center Frequency (v7.5)". This behavior lets you easily
configure an RF Budget Analysis simulation for mixers using real signals.

• Center Frequency (v7.5): The frequencies are computed by adding the frequency offsets to the center frequency. This
is the same behavior as Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) v7.5 software.

• Signal Frequency: The frequencies are computed by adding the frequency offsets to the average of the frequencies in
FRQ. This is useful if the center frequency cannot be the same as FRQ, or if a real signal is being generated.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol associated with the signal. Although not directly applicable to RF tones,
samples per symbol is used by various blocks to define a data bandwidth, which is the sampling frequency divided by
the samples per symbol.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.
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• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

If the output signal is a complex signal, a complex envelope signal is generated of the form:

s~(t) = ∑ A[i] · exp( j(2π · (FRQ[i] − CTRFRQ) · t + PHS[i]))

where ~s(t) is the complex envelope signal at center frequency CTRFRQ and A[i] is the voltage amplitude corresponding
to PWR at FRQ.

If the output signal is a real signal, the generated signal has the form:

s(t) = ∑ A[i] · cos(2π · FRQ[i] · t + PHS[i])

Noise Modeling

If thermal noise samples are generated, noise samples are added to the generated signal. The samples have an rms value
of:

V n,out = k ·T · B · Re{ZS}

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the noise temperature parameter in Kelvin, and B is the bandwidth. For real and
complex envelope signals with center frequency of 0 B is 1/2 the sampling frequency. For complex envelope signals
with non-zero center frequency B is the sampling frequency. Vn,out represents the rms voltage of a noise source with
temperature T if the output is connected to a resistance of Re{ZS}.

If impedance mismatch modeling is enabled, Vn,out is adjusted to reflect the voltage that would be seen by the load:

V n,out, f = k ·T · B · Re{ZS} · | ZL, f
ZS + ZL, f |

If phase noise samples are generated, noise samples with a frequency spectrum matching the phase noise mask are added
to the phase of the signal. The phase noise samples are generated by passing white noise samples through an FIR filter
representing the phase noise mask. See the Phase Noise Source block PHASENS for details.

The PHS_NOISE measurement can be used to view the phase noise in dBc/Hz in Time Domain simulations. The
C_PHS_NOISE measurement can be used to view the phase noise in RF Budget Analysis measurements.

Impedance Mismatch Modeling

The output signal is corrected by:
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Corr f = 1 +
ZL, f − ZS
ZL, f + ZS

If impedance mismatch modeling is enabled, ZL,f is the load impedance seen by the block for frequency f. If it is not
enabled, then ZL,f is the default characteristic impedance _Z0, defined in the Options dialog box of the system diagram.
Impedance mismatch modeling is enabled via the Options dialog box of the system diagram.

RF Inspector/RF Budget Analysis

The block fully supports both RF Inspector and RF Budget Analysis simulations. See the Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details.
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TWT-Saleh Behavioral Model (File-Based): TWT_F

Symbol

TWT

Saleh

1 2

3

Summary

TWT_F generates an instantaneous output voltage response based on the introduced fitting procedure, purposed by A.
A. M. Saleh [1].

TWT_F does not directly support impedance mismatch modeling. The block's nodes appear as terminations with the
system characteristic impedance (_Z0). If an impedance mismatch is detected on the output node, a warning message
will appear. To properly model the mismatch, an RF_START or RF_START_NS block must be inserted immediately
following the block in order to convert the output voltage from reflected voltage to total voltage.

NOTE: TWT_F does not support RF Inspector simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDNID
AVector

Text(pull-down)
Subcircuit nameSNET

OnVector
Text(pull-down)

Model transfer function using specified complex componentsEMDLTF

Real&ImagVector
Text(pull-down)

Automatically calculate the required parameters
N1,V1,N2,V2. If this parameter is 'on', then the specified
parameters are ignored

EOPTN

1N/ACoefficient n1R*N1
2N/ACoefficient v1R*V1
2N/ACoefficient n2R*N2
3N/ACoefficient v2R*V2
S21Vector

Text(pull-down)
Data format type model transfer function using specified
complex components

R*DFTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MDLTF. Employs the Saleh model in quadrature and inphase mode, or in the magnitude and phase.
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OPTN. Automatic optimization or manual assignment of numerators and denominators order N1,N2,V1,V2. Operating
in manual mode, the TWT-Saleh Model employs the assign numerators and denominators order N1,N2,V1,V2.

N1. Numerator's order of quadrature or magnitude part.

V1. Denominator's order of quadrature or magnitude part.

N2. Numerator's order of inphase or phase part.

V2. Denominator's order of inphase or phase part.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

NET: The existent data file is necessary to carry out this simulation. This file contains a table which has three columns;
the first one represents the available input power and the last two represent the behavior of nonlinear blocks preserved
as the complex Large signal S21 or the AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics. The file must carry at minimum information
about three different power levels. You should use as many points as possible, over a broad dynamic range of available
input power levels.

A large power level steps can affect simulation results. It is recommended to decrease power level steps when the set of
power level steps is too high. For best simulation results set the power level steps in increments of 1 dbm.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2
Optimized CoefficientsReal3

Implementation Details

This model is using the introduced method by A.A.M. Saleh [1] to predict the instantaneous output voltage level. This
method makes use of a rational function as:

Z(r) = αrN
(1 + βr2)V

r, N , V are real (1)

to model the large signal behavior of analogue circuits.

Due to the Real property of this rational function, modeling quadrature & inphase "as well as "magnitude & phase" parts
of the nonlinear analog circuits' transfer function demands two applications of the above equation, which yields;

Z1(r) =
α1r

N1

(1 + β1r
2)
V1

Quadratue or Magnitude part " "
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Z2(r) =
α2r

N2

(1 + β2r
2)
V2

Inphase or Phase part

The introduced optimization procedure in [1] enables calculation parameters α and β for a given numerator, n, and
denominator, v, orders.

Operating in manual mode, this model is employing the assigned parameters in the Element Options dialog box to
optimize the coefficients α and β. However when this model is operating in auto mode, different combinations of numerator
and denominator order N1,N2,V1,V2 would be examined to find the lowest "absolute deviation" value.

Results can be illustrated using port 3 in combination with the "XY" measurement. The following figure illustrates the
TWT-Saleh model operating in the manual mode alongside results obtained for coefficients α1,β1,α2,β2.

1 N1,
2 V1,
1 N2
2 V2
1.544 1
0.029737 1
1.8495 2
0.037709 2
0.0041986 1, absolute deviation
0.0090012 2, absolute deviation
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ID= 1
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SMPRATE=
ID= 2
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PWR=
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N=
ID=
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6 dBm
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2
A3

TP
ID= 4

SRC MEAS

VSA

SPWR=
ID=

mW
M1

TWT

Saleh

1 2

3

TWT_FL

OPT=
MOD=
FLN=
ID=

Real&Imag
Manual
"LS21"
S2
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TWT-Saleh Behavioral Model (Simulation-Based): TWT_S

Symbol

TWT

Saleh

1 2

3

Summary

TWT_S generates an instantaneous output voltage response based on the fitting procedure, proposed by A. A. M. Saleh
[1].

TWT_S does not directly support impedance mismatch modeling. The block's nodes appear as terminations with the
system characteristic impedance (_Z0). If an impedance mismatch is detected on the output node, a warning message
will appear. To properly model the mismatch, an RF_START or RF_START_NS block must be inserted immediately
following the block in order to convert the output voltage from reflected voltage to total voltage.

NOTE: TWT_S does not support RF Inspector simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDNID
AVector

Text(pull-down)
File name or matrix variableSNET

OnVector
Text(pull-down)

Model transfer function using specified complex components.
Uses characteristics of real and imaginary, or magnitude and
phase.

EMDLTF

Real&ImagVector
Text(pull-down)

Automatically calculate the required parameters
N1,V1,N2,V2. If this parameter is 'on', then the specified
parameters are ignored

EOPTN

1N/ACoefficient n1R*N1
2N/ACoefficient v1R*V1
2N/ACoefficient n2R*N2
3N/ACoefficient v2R*V2

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MDLFT. Employs the Saleh model in quadrature and inphase mode, or in the magnitude and phase.

OPTN. Automatic optimization or manual assignment of numerators and denominators order N1,N2,V1,V2. Operating
in manual mode, the TWT-Saleh model employs the assigned numerators and denominators order N1,N2,V1,V2.
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N1. Numerator's order of quadrature or magnitude part.

V1. Denominator's order of quadrature or magnitude part.

N2. Numerator's order of inphase or phase part.

V2. Denominator's order of inphase or phase part.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2
Optimized CoefficientsReal3

Implementation Details

This model is using the introduced method by A.A.M. Saleh[1] to predict the instantaneous output voltage level. This
method makes use of a rational function as;

Z(r) = αrN
(1 + βr2)V

r, N , V are real (1)

to model the large signal behavior of analogue circuits.

Due to the Real property of this rational function, modeling quadrature & inphase as well as magnitude & phase parts
of the nonlinear analogue circuits transfer function demands two applications of the above equation which yields;

Z1(r) =
α1r

N1

(1 + β1r
2)
V1

Quadratue or Magnitude part " "

Z2(r) =
α2r

N2

(1 + β2r
2)
V2

Inphase or Phase part

The introduced optimization procedure in [1] enables calculation parameters α and β for a given numerators, n, and
denominator, v, orders.

Operating in manual mode, this model employs the assign parameters in the Element Option Window in order to optimize
the coefficients α and β. However, when this model is operating in auto mode, a different combinations of numerators
and denominators order N1,N2,V1,V2 would be examined to find the lowest absolute deviation value.

Results can be illustrated using port 3 in combination with the XY measurement. The following figure illustrates the
TWT-Saleh model operating in the manual mode alongside result obtained for coefficients α1,β1,α2,β2
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Hard Voltage Limiter (Real Signals): V_LIM

Symbol

Summary

V_LIM confines the magnitude of incident signal voltage sweep.

NOTE: This block does not support RF Budget and RF Inspector simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarHigh output voltage clipping levelRVH
0.1ScalarLow output voltage clipping levelRVL
1ScalarLinear voltage gainRVG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex, Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex, Real2
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Nonlinear Variable Gain Amplifier (File-Based): VGA_F

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

VGA_F implements a behavioral model of a nonlinear variable gain amplifier (VGA). The nonlinearity is modeled using
the same mechanism as the Behavioral Amplifier AMP_B. VGA_F can be configured using either power or voltage
based settings.

VGA_F supports hysteresis when operating in stepped mode. The Hysteresis section under Implementation Details
describes the hysteresis support.

NOTE: VGA_F does not currently support feedback control in RF Inspector simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
Data file containing nonlinear propertiesSDATA

Linear-in-dB,
Spline

N/AInterpolation modeEMODE

AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

ScalarInitial control input, also control input for freq. analysisRICTLVAL
Use last control
value from previous
sweep

N/AHandling of ICTLVAL when sweeping with hysteresisE*HYSTSWP

Linear interpolationN/AUpsampling of control valueE*CTLUPSMP
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
dBReverse isolation (frequency analysis only)R*RISOL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS
LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP
ScalarInput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*S11MAG
AngleInput reflection coefficient phase angleR*S11ANG
ScalarOutput reflection coefficient magnitudeR*S22MAG
AngleOutput reflection coefficient phase angleR*S22ANG
ScalarReverse transmittance coefficient (frequency analysis only)R*S12

AutoN/AHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
NoN/APhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
Polynomial,
complex envelope

N/AImplementation modelE*MODEL

as real, DC term
always
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DATA. The name of a data file object under the Data Files node of the Project Browser. This should be a Text Data File
that contains the behavioral parameters such as gain or IP3 at each control voltage value.

For frequency-independent settings, the data file must contain at least two columns, one for the control voltage, and
another for the gain. Additional columns for P1dB, IP3, IP2 and noise may also be entered. The interpretation of each
column is determined by the column header line, where each column has a header of the form:

name(,units)

where '(,units)' may be optional. For example, IIP3 in dBm would have a column header:

IIP3(,dBm)

The following table lists the different supported column headers:

DescriptionUnitsNames
Control voltage, unitless or in dBVpk.-, dB, dBVVc, Vg
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DescriptionUnitsNames
The lower control voltage for hysteresis effects, unitless or in dBVpk
(see the Hysteresis section in Implementation Details for more
information)

-, dB, dBVVcL

Loaded voltage gain, scalar or dB.-, dBVG, GAIN
Transducer power gain in dB.dBG, GAIN
Loaded voltage gain, scalar or dB.-, dB, dBVAvl
Unloaded voltage gain, scalar or dB.-, dB, dBVAvu
Forward transmission coefficient (complex value)-S21
Reverse transmission coefficient (complex value), only used for RF
Inspector simulations.

-S12

Input reflection coefficient (complex value)-S11
Output reflection coefficient (complex value)-S22
Input 1-dB compression point in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVIP1dB
Output 1-dB compression point in Watts, dBW or dBm or dBVpk.-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVOP1dB
Input IP3 in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVIIP3
Output IP3 in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVOIP3
Input IP2 (Intermod) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVIIP2
Output IP2 (Intermod) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVOIP2
Input IP2 (Harmonic) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVIIP2H
Output IP2 (Harmonic) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVOIP2H
Input level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain,
IP2, IP3 and P1dB, in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.

-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVIMEASREF

Output level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure
gain, IP2, IP3 and P1dB, in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.

-, dB, dBW, dBm, dBVOMEASREF

Noise factor (no units) or noise figure (dB units)-, dBNF
Input referred noise voltage in V/sqrt(Hz) or nV/sqrt(Hz)-, nVVn
Input referred noise current in A/sqrt(Hz) or pA/sqrt(Hz)-, pAIn

NOTE: S21, S12, S11 and S22 are complex values that can be specified as real/imaginary values or magnitude/phase
values. Specifying real/imaginary values uses the following format:

Vc S21(Re) S21(Im)
0 30 20
0.5 32 18

Specifying magnitude/phase values uses the following format:

Vc S21(Mag,dB) S21(Phs,deg)
0 10 170
0.5 12 180
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The real, imaginary and magnitude values can be specified as scalar values or with units of 'dB' or 'dBVpk' (dB is treated
as dBVpk). Phase values can be specified with units of 'deg' for degrees or 'rad' for radians.

Note that the RLOSS_INP, RLOSS_OUT, RISOL, S11MAG, S11ANG, S22MAG, S22ANG and S12 parameters will
override the corresponding S11, S22 or S12 settings in the data file if the parameters are not left empty.

NOTES: If IP2 is not specified, second order products are not generated.
The Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program defines
OIP3 using the output power of one fundamental when the input is two tones with identical power. The relationship is:

OIP3 = POut, Fund+ (POut, Fund - PIM3)/2

where POut,Fund is the output power of a single fundamental tone and PIM3 is the power of one of the adjacent IM3
products (2,-1 or -1,2).

To convert OIP3 defined using the total output power to the VSS definition, use the following relation:

OIP3VSS = OIP3PTot-4.515

The following example illustrates the format for specifying the behavioral parameters as power gain in dB, output P1dB
in dBm, output IP3 in dBm, and noise figure:

Vc G(,dB) OP1dB(,dBm) OIP3(,dBm) NF(,dB)
0 10 20 32 2
0.5 16 38 39 2.8
1.0 19 43 49 4.0

Frequency dependent settings are specified in a slightly different format. Groups of frequency-dependent settings are
specified, one for each control voltage value. The following illustrates the format:

Vc=0
Frq(,GHz) G(,dB) OP1dB(,dBm) OIP3(,dBm) NF(,dB)
1 10 20 32 2
2 12 22 34 2.2

Vc=0.5
Frq(,GHz) G(,dB) OP1dB(,dBm) OIP3(,dBm) NF(,dB)
1 16 38 39 2.8
2 18 39 37 2.9

Vc=1.0
Frq(,GHz) G(,dB) OP1dB(,dBm) OIP3(,dBm) NF(,dB)
1 19 43 49 4.0
2 18 44 47 4.2

Each group starts with a tag identifying the control voltage, such as 'Vc=0'. A lower control voltage value for hysteresis
support may also be specified, as in "VcL=-0.5". A column heading row follows the tag. In place of the control voltage
column is a frequency column, which begins with "Frq", "Freq", "Frqs" or "Freqs" and supports units of frequency such
as "Hz" or "GHz". The remaining columns represent the various amplifier settings and are similar to the
frequency-independent case.
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Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

MODE. Determines how control voltages between the specified values affect the behavioral parameters:

• Linear-in-dB, Spline: The gain in dB is proportional to the control voltage. Parameter values are interpolated in dB
using spline interpolation.

• Linear-in-dB, Linear: The gain in dB is proportional to the control voltage. Parameter values are interpolated in dB
using linear interpolation.

• Linear-in-mag, Spline: The voltage gain is proportional to the control voltage. Parameter values are interpolated using
spline interpolation.

• Linear-in-mag, Linear: The voltage gain is proportional to the control voltage. Parameter values are interpolated using
linear interpolation.

• Stepped, <: The parameter values of a specified control voltage are used if the input control voltage is less than the
specified control voltage and greater than or equal to the next smaller specified control voltage. This mode supports
hysteresis, see the Hysteresissection in Implementation Details

• Stepped, <=: The parameter values of a specified control voltage are used if the input control voltage is less than or
equal to the specified control voltage and greater than the next smaller specified control voltage. This mode supports
hysteresis, see the Hysteresis section in Implementation Details

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. An appropriate noise parameter must be specified in the data file in order
for noise to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.
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NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 for more on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ICTLVAL. The initial control voltage. Used as the control voltage when performing frequency analysis simulations,
also used to select the initial state when hysteresis is being modeled. If this is left empty, the initial control voltage will
be determined from the static signal power property at the control voltage input port, converted to voltage. If a static
signal power property is not available, 0 will be used.

HYSTSWP. Determines whether ICTLVAL affects the hysteresis state at the start of a new simulation sweep (only used
when hysteresis is being modeled):

• Use last control value from previous sweep: The hysteresis state is not changed from the previous simulation sweep.

• Use ICTLVAL: The hysteresis state is updated based on the current value of ICTLVAL.

CTLUPSMP. Determines how the control signal samples are upsampled when the amplifier is operating in upsampled
mode:

• Linear interpolation: The upsampled values are linearly interpolated from the control samples.

• Upsampler: The upsampled values are computed using an upsampling filter similar to that used for the signal samples.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11MAG, S11ANG. The VSWR, return loss or S11 input reflection coefficient at the input
port. Only one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, and S11MAG/S11ANG may be specified - the other parameters must be
left empty. If all four are left empty and no settings are specified in the data file, the VSWR of the input port is set to 1.
Note that setting any of these parameters will override the corresponding settings in the data file. These settings are only
used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the " Parameter Details and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22MAG, S22ANG. The VSWR, return loss or S22 input reflection coefficient at the
output port. Only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, and S22MAG/S22ANG may be specified - the other parameters
must be left empty. If all four are left empty and no settings are specified in the data file, the VSWR of the output port
is set to 1. Note that setting any of these parameters will override the corresponding settings in the data file. These settings
are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the " Parameter Details and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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RISOL, S12. The reverse isolation or the S12 reverse transmittance coefficient. In order to specify reverse isolation S12
must be empty. The actual loss is the absolute value of RISOL. Note that reverse isolation is not modeled in Time Domain
simulations.

See the Parameter Details and Recommendations section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S-parameters: The S-parameters are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.

• Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior: The S-parameters are treated in such a way that the behavior is similar to the Cadence
Microwave Office® software NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.

With this behavior, impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If transducer power gain was specified in the data file, the S11 and S22 parameters are handled the same as if
"Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior" is selected, otherwise they are handled as if "S Parameters" is selected.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the " Parameter Details and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty. If so, the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol used to
generate the input signal.

MXUPSMP. The maximum upsample rate allowed for the anti-aliasing resampler. If the simulation runs extremely slow
try reducing this value at the potential expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing.

MODEL. Determines the implementation model used for Time Domain simulations. The model should normally be set
to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always", as this setting most closely reflects the behavior of a typical
RF amplifier.

• Polynomial, stay in complex envelope: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the complex domain, resulting in all positive frequencies if the input signal contains only
positive frequencies. A complex output signal in general differs from the equivalent real signal passed through the
amplifier.
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• Polynomial, complex envelope as real: The nonlinearity is implemented as a polynomial. For complex signals the
polynomial is performed in the real domain. A complex output signal in general closely matches the equivalent real
signal passed through the amplifier. If the signal has a non-zero center frequency, the DC term is not generated.

• Polynomial, complex envelope as real, DC term always: Similar to "Polynomial, complex envelope as real" except
the DC term is always generated.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window. Diagnostic information
includes the amplifier coefficients and saturation information.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings using the RLOSS, VSWR, S11 or S22 parameters, enter a vector containing
the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into RLOSS_INP,
VSWR_INP, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, RISOL and S12 as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding
to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz

RISOL = {38, 40, 34}

VSWR_INP = 1.15

VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalReal2
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex3

Implementation Details

VGA_F implements a behavioral model of a variable gain amplifier using a 5th order polynomial model, similar to the
model used by the Behavioral Amplifier AMP_B for frequency-independent settings. When operating with
frequency-dependent settings the model is similar to the Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier AMP_F.

The polynomial is of the form:

y = a1 · x + a2 · x2 + a3 · x3 + a4 · x4 + a5 · x5

The behavioral model also incorporates saturation shaping of the input signal. See AMP_B for more details on the
nonlinearity implementation.

In order to interpolate between the control voltage data points specified in the data file, VGA_F first uses the specified
behavioral parameters such as gain and P1dB to generate the corresponding coefficients for each control voltage data
point. As the simulation proceeds, each time a pair of input signal and control voltage samples is read the nonlinear
coefficients are updated based on the new control voltage sample.

For the linear-in-dB modes, the interpolation is performed using the coefficient values from the control voltage data
points in dBVpk. The interpolated values are then converted back to scalar values and assigned to the nonlinear equations.

For the linear-in-magnitude modes, the interpolation is performed directly on the coefficient values from the control
voltage data points. The interpolated values are then assigned directly to the nonlinear equations.

Noise parameters are interpolated as Vn and In. If noise figure/factor is specified, it is first converted to the equivalent
noise current using the following relation:

In =
(F − 1) · 4 · k ·T0

ZINP

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T0 is 290 K.

Values for Vn and In are then interpolated and used to compute the post-gain noise power:

Nn =
∣ V n + In · ZS∣2

4 · Re{ZS}
·Gax

where Gav is the available gain and ZS is the impedance seen looking out from the input port. In this case the noise
voltage spectral density is shaped so the total noise output models the noise that would be seen by the load.

Feedback Loops

When using VGA_F within a feedback loop, it is important to be aware that VGA_F may introduce a significant signal
delay. This is due to the anti-aliasing re-samplers employed by the nonlinear model to avoid aliasing of the harmonics
of the signal. The resampling usually takes place when the signal frequency band is larger than 2 1/2 times the sampling
frequency. If you are working with real or baseband complex signals (center frequency of 0), you can disable the
resampling by setting the MXUPSMP parameter to 1. You should then make sure the sampling frequency is larger than
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10 times maximum frequency of interest if both P1dB and IP3 are specified, or larger than 6 times if only one or the
other is specified.

See AMP_B for more details on the resampling process. Note that VGA_F does not support a narrowband approximation
mode as AMP_B does.

Hysteresis

VGA_F supports hysteresis effects when one of the stepped modes is selected for the MODE parameter. In these modes
a second column of control voltages, which must be titled "VcL" for 'Vc Lower', may be entered. The values in this
column along with the Vc column define the range of control values under which a given row of parameters apply.

The effect can be treated as a state machine where the different states are the different rows of parameter settings. Once
a given state is entered the state is maintained until either the input control voltage drops below the VcL value for that
state or exceeds the Vc value of the state with the next larger Vc value.

If the control voltage dropped below the VcL value of the current state, the next state selected is the state whose VcL
value satisfies the input control voltage test.

If the control voltage exceeded the Vc value of the state with the next larger Vc value, the next state selected is the state
whose Vc value satisfies the input control voltage test.

The following is an example data file using the VcL column:

Vc VcL G(,dB) NF(,dB)

-65 -75 10 1.1

-25 -35 -20 -20

The data file could represent an LNA with a high gain and a low gain mode. Suppose the MODE were set to "Stepped,
<". If the initial state were the high gain mode of 10 dB gain, the amplifier would remain in that state until the control
voltage input were greater than or equal to -65, at which point the amplifier would enter the low gain state of -20 dB
gain. The amplifier would the remain in the low gain state until the control voltage input were less than -75, at which
point it would re-enter the high gain state.

If there were another state below the low gain state (i.e. its Vc were greater than -25) then the amplifier would remain
in the low gain state until the control voltage input either dropped below -75 or rose above -25.
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Voltage Noise Source: VN

Symbol

Summary

VN models a voltage noise source with a specified RMS voltage spectral density (VSD) level. By default the noise is
white, although frequency-dependent VSD and resistance are supported.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

V1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarRMS noise voltage in nV/sqrt(Hz)RV
_Z0ResistanceSource resistanceRR

FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Freq. analysis +
time domain

N/ANoise modelingENOISE

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP

ScalarFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesI*FRQRES
ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED

Sampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMSamplers per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

V. The RMS noise voltage spectral density in nV/sqrt(Hz). Frequency dependent values may be entered, see the "Parameter
Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details.

R.The resistance of the source generator. Frequency dependenent resistance may be entered, see the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal. This is only used if the signal is complex.

NOISE. Determines how thermal noise is to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.
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• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for T and R have been
entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent
settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

FRQRES. Frequency resolution used to determine the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings are interpolated.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

VN supports frequency-dependent V and R settings. To specify frequency-dependent settings enter a vector containing
the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into V and R
as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• V: 175 nV/sqrt(Hz) @ 1 GHz, 225 nV/sqrt(Hz) @ 2 GHz, 290 nV/sqrt(Hz) @ 3 GHz

• Constant resistance of 50 ohms

You would enter the following parameter values:
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FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
V = {175, 225, 390} nV/sqrt(Hz)
R = 50 ohms

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Noise waveformReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

A white Gaussian noise source similar to the White Gaussian Noise block WHITENS is used to generate the thermal
noise. The standard deviation of the noise is computed from:

σ = V · BW

where BW is the signal bandwidth, which is SMPFRQ/2 for real signals and SMPFRQ for complex signals.
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Voltage Variable RF Attenuator: VVA

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

VVA models a voltage variable RF attenuator. An attenuation versus control voltage profile is specified. The attenuation
of the block is then determined from the profile using either its CTLVAL parameter or an input control signal.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports for ports 1 and 2. The block may be connected in one of two configurations. In
the normal forward configuration port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port
1 is an output port while port 2 is an input port. Port 3 is always an input port. Note that the port specific parameters such
as VSWR_INP or RLOSS_OUT always apply to the ports when in the forward configuration. That is VSWR_INP always
applies to port 1, while VSWR_OUT always applies to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
{0,15}VoltageControl voltage range (vector of 2 or more elements)RVCVALS
0dBInsertion loss values corresponding to VCVALSRLOSSVALS
LinearN/AInterpolation type for controlled lossELOSSINTRP
0ScalarControl value for RFB/RFIICTLVAL
Control signalControl for RF Budget Analysis and RF InspectorERFACTL
0dBBase insertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarInput port reflection coefficientC*S11
ScalarOutput port reflection coefficientC*S22
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceR*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceR*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation typeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VCVALS. The vector of voltage values for the attenuation profile. The voltages should be sorted either in increasing or
decreasing values. If the control voltage exceeds either the minimum or maximum value in VCVALS the control voltage
is pinned to the corresponding limit.

LOSSVALS. The vector of attenuation values for the attenuation profile.

LOSSINTRP.Determines how attenuation values are interpolated. Interpolation is performed using Volts for the voltage
and dB for the attenuation.

CTLVAL. The control value for selecting the attenuation level for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations.
For Time Domain simulations, this is the control value if there is no control signal input. This is also the initial control
value.

RFACTL. Determines what sets the active state for RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations:
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• Control Signal: If the control signal is a real signal, it is used to determine the switch state, otherwise the CTLVAL
parameter is used.

• CTLVAL Parameter: The CTLVAL parameter determines the active state.

LOSS. The base attenuation level. The overall attenuation of the block consists of this loss combined with the controlled
attenuation determined from the control signal and attenuation profile.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the VSSModeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the input port. You can specify only
one of VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the VSWR of
the input port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR/return loss/reflection coefficient at the output port. You can specify
only one of VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 - the other parameters must be left empty. If all are left empty the
VSWR of the output port is set to 1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.
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• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.
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• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

VVA supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency- dependent settings enter a
vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next, enter
vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, S11, RLOSS_OUT, VSWR_OUT, and S22 as desired, with the elements of the
vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• VSWR at input port: 1.1 dB @ 1 GHz, 1.2 dB @ 2 GHz, 1.25 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR at output port of 1.15 at all frequencies

you enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
VSWR_INP = {1.1, 1.2, 1.25}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex3

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports for ports 1 and 2. The block may be connected in one of two configurations. In
the normal forward configuration port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port
1 is an output port while port 2 is an input port. Port 3 is always an input port. Note that the port specific parameters such
as VSWR_INP or RLOSS_OUT always apply to the ports when in the forward configuration. That is VSWR_INP always
applies to port 1, while VSWR_OUT always applies to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Two Port Y Parameter Block: Y2P_BLK

Symbol

Summary

Y2P_BLK models a 2-port network block specified by Y parameters. The Linear Behavioral Model (File-Based) block
LIN_F is similar except it obtains the Y parameter values from a Text Data File.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1+j*0ScalarY11 Admittance coefficientCY11

ScalarY11 temperature dependenceC*Y11_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarY21 Admittance coefficientCY21

ScalarY21 temperature dependenceC*Y21_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarY21 Admittance coefficientCY12

ScalarY12 temperature dependenceC*Y12_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarY22 Admittance coefficientCY22

ScalarY22 temperature dependenceC*Y22_TDEP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
_Z0ImpedanceInput port characteristic impedanceCZINP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ImpedanceOutput port characteristic impedanceCZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Y11, Y21, Y12, Y22. The complex coefficients of the Y matrix. Complex values are typically specified in real/imaginary
form such as "0.5+j*0.5" or in polar form such as "polar(0.707, 45)". The polar function's first argument is the magnitude,
the second argument is phase in degrees.

Frequency dependent S-parameters may be entered, see the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details.

Y11_TDEP, Y21_TDEP, Y12_TDEP, and Y22_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Y11, Y21, Y12, and Y22
parameters over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use
temperature dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for Y11, Y21, Y12 and/or
Y22 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
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upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Y2P_BLK supports frequency-dependent Y parameter settings. To specify frequency dependent settings enter a vector
containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into
Y11, Y12, Y21 and Y22 as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Y11: 0.11+j*0.1 @ 1 GHz, 0.15+j*0.13 @ 2 GHz, 0.18+j*0.14 @ 3 GHz

• Y21 of 0.01+j*0.024 at all frequencies
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You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
Y11 = {0.11+j*0.1, 0.15+j*0.13, 0.18+j*0.14}
Y21 = 0.01+j*0.024

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output WaveformComplex2-NOUT

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See the Chapter 2 in the VSS Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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n Port Y Parameter Block: YnP_BLK

Symbol

1 2

Summary

YnP_BLK models an n-port network block specified by Y parameters. By default the block is configured to only include
the Yii coefficients and the coefficients between input and output ports as parameters. The INCTERMS secondary
parameter is used to modify this behavior.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarNumber of input portsININ
1ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT
In-Out, Out-In,
Diagonals

N/AThe matrix terms to includeE*INCTERMS

NoN/AInclude parameters for temperature-dependent settingsE*INCTDEP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 1C*Z_1

ImpedanceZ_1 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_1_TDEP
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2C*Z_2

ImpedanceZ_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_2_TDEP
0ScalarY parameter (1,1)C*Y_1_1

ScalarY_1_1 temperature dependence, per degKC*Y_1_1_TDEP
0ScalarY parameter (1,2)C*Y_1_2

ScalarY_1_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Y_1_2_TDEP
0ScalarY parameter (2,1)CY_2_1

ScalarY_1_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Y_2_1_TDEP
0ScalarY parameter (2,2)CY_2_2

ScalarY_2_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Y_2_2_TDEP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NIN. The number of input ports.

NOUT. The number of output ports.

INCTERMS. Determines which Y matrix coefficients are to be included as parameters.

• All Terms: Parameters are included for all Y matrix coefficients. There will be NIN * NOUT additional parameters.

• In-Out, Out-In, Diagonals: Parameters for the diagonal coefficients (Yii) and the coefficients between input and
output ports, both directions (Yin,out, Yout,in), are included. For example, if NIN = 2 and NOUT = 2, the Y11, Y13,
Y31, Y14, Y41, Y22, Y23, Y32, Y24, Y42, Y33, and Y44 parameters are included.

• In-Out, Diagonals: Parameters for the diagonal coefficients (Yii) and the coefficients from input to output ports
(Yout,in) are included. For example, if NIN = 2 and NOUT = 2, the Y11, Y31, Y41, Y22, Y32, Y42, Y33, and Y44
parameters are included.

INCTDEP. Determines whether corresponding temperature dependence parameters are included for the included Y
matrix coefficient parameters.

Z_1, Z_2. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.
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Z_1_TDEP, Z_2_TDEP. These parameters are available only if INCTDEP has been set to "Yes". Specifies the rate of
change of the characteristic impedance parameters such as Z_1 and Z_2 over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6
in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature dependent parameters.

Y_1_1, Y_1_2, Y_2_1, Y_2_2, etc. The complex coefficients of the Y matrix. The coefficients included as parameters
are determined by the INCTERMS parameter. Complex values are typically specified in real/imaginary form such as
"0.5+j*0.5" or in polar form such as "polar(0.707, 45)". The polar function's first argument is the magnitude, the second
argument is phase in degrees.

You can enter frequency-dependent S-parameters, see the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details.

Y_1_1_TDEP, Y_1_2_TDEP, Y_2_1_TDEP, Y_2_2_TDEP, etc. These parameters are available only if INCTDEP
has been set to "Yes". Specifies the rate of change of the coefficient parameters such as Y_1_1 and Y_1_2 over temperature.
See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for S11, S21, S12 and/or
S22 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.
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• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

YnP_BLK supports frequency-dependent Y parameter settings. To specify frequency dependent settings enter a vector
containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into
Y_i_j parameters as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Y_1_1: 0.11+j*0.1 @ 1 GHz, 0.15+j*0.13 @ 2 GHz, 0.18+j*0.14 @ 3 GHz

• Y_2_1 of 100+j*24 at all frequencies
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You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
Y_1_1 = {0.11+j*0.1, 0.15+j*0.13, 0.18+j*0.14}
Y_2_1 = 100+j*24

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1 to NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output WaveformComplexNIN+1 to

NIN+NOUT

Node Details

Port numbers are assigned sequentially first to the input ports and then to the output ports. Ports 1 through NIN are the
input ports, while ports NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT are the output ports.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 through NIN act as input ports, while ports NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT act as output ports. The
block may also be connected in the reverse configuration, with ports 1 through NIN acting as output ports and ports
NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT acting as input ports.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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Two Port Z Parameter Block: Z2P_BLK

Symbol

Summary

Z2P_BLK models a 2-port network block specified by Z parameters. The Linear Behavioral Model (File-Based) block
LIN_F is similar except it obtains the Z parameter values from a Text Data File.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1+j*0ScalarZ11 Admittance coefficientCZ11

ScalarZ11 temperature dependenceC*Z11_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarZ21 Admittance coefficientCZ21

ScalarZ21 temperature dependenceC*Z21_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarZ21 Admittance coefficientCZ12

ScalarZ12 temperature dependenceC*Z12_TDEP
1+j*0ScalarZ22 Admittance coefficientCZ22

ScalarZ22 temperature dependenceC*Z22_TDEP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY

FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS
Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
_Z0ImpedanceInput port characteristic impedanceCZINP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ImpedanceOutput port characteristic impedanceCZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

Z11, Z21, Z12, Z22. The complex coefficients of the Z matrix. Complex values are typically specified in real/imaginary
form such as "0.5+j*0.5" or in polar form such as "polar(0.707, 45)". The polar function's first argument is the magnitude,
the second argument is phase in degrees.

Frequency dependent S-parameters may be entered, see the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details.

Z11_TDEP, Z21_TDEP, Z12_TDEP, and Z22_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z11, Z21, Z12, and Z22
parameters over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use
temperature dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for Z11, Z21, Z12 and/or
Z22 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
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upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP and ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP and ZOUTP parameters over temperature,
respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Z2P_BLK supports frequency-dependent Z parameter settings. To specify frequency dependent settings enter a vector
containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into
Z11, Z12, Z21 and Z22 as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Z11: 75-j*25 @ 1 GHz, 90-j*33 @ 2 GHz, 85-j*24 @ 3 GHz

• Z21 of 100+j*24 at all frequencies
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You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
Z11 = {75-j*25, 90-j*33, 85-j*24}
Z21 = 100+j*24

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output WaveformComplex2-NOUT

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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n Port Z Parameter Block: ZnP_BLK

Symbol

1 2

Summary

ZnP_BLK models an n-port network block specified by Z parameters. By default the block is configured to only include
the Zii coefficients and the coefficients between input and output ports as parameters. The INCTERMS secondary
parameter is used to modify this behavior.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration port 1 acts as an input port and port 2 acts as an output port. The block may also be connected in the reverse
configuration, with port 1 acting as an output port and port 2 acting as an input port. Note that the block's parameters are
always relative to the ports in the forward configuration. For example, the parameters ZINP, VSWR_INP, and RLOSS_INP
always apply to port 1, while ZOUTP, VSWR_OUT, and RLOSS_OUT always apply to port 2.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarNumber of input portsININ
1ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT
In-Out, Out-In,
Diagonals

N/AThe matrix terms to includeE*INCTERMS

NoN/AInclude parameters for temperature-dependent settingsE*INCTDEP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 1C*Z_1

ImpedanceZ_1 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_1_TDEP
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2C*Z_2

ImpedanceZ_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_2_TDEP
0ScalarZ parameter (1,1)C*Z_1_1

ScalarZ_1_1 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_1_1_TDEP
0ScalarZ parameter (1,2)C*Z_1_2

ScalarZ_1_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_1_2_TDEP
0ScalarZ parameter (2,1)CZ_2_1

ScalarZ_1_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_2_1_TDEP
0ScalarZ parameter (2,2)CZ_2_2

ScalarZ_2_2 temperature dependence, per degKC*Z_2_2_TDEP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NIN. The number of input ports.

NOUT. The number of output ports.

INCTERMS. Determines which Z matrix coefficients are to be included as parameters.

• All Terms: Parameters are included for all Z matrix coefficients. There will be NIN * NOUT additional parameters.

• In-Out, Out-In, Diagonals: Parameters for the diagonal coefficients (Zii) and the coefficients between input and
output ports, both directions (Zin,out, Zout,in), are included. For example, if NIN = 2 and NOUT = 2, the Z11, Z13,
Z31, Z14, Z41, Z22, Z23, Z32, Z24, Z42, Z33, and Z44 parameters are included.

• In-Out, Diagonals: Parameters for the diagonal coefficients (Zii) and the coefficients from input to output ports
(Zout,in) are included. For example, if NIN = 2 and NOUT = 2, the Z11, Z31, Z41, Z22, Z32, Z42, Z33, and Z44
parameters are included.

INCTDEP. Determines whether corresponding temperature dependence parameters are included for the included Z
matrix coefficient parameters.

Z_1, Z_2. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.
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Z_1_TDEP, Z_2_TDEP. These parameters are available only if INCTDEP has been set to "Yes". Specifies the rate of
change of the characteristic impedance parameters such as Z_1 and Z_2 over temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6
in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature dependent parameters.

Z_1_1, Z_1_2, Z_2_1, Z_2_2, etc. The complex coefficients of the Z matrix. The coefficients included as parameters
are determined by the INCTERMS parameter. Complex values are typically specified in real/imaginary form such as
"0.5+j*0.5" or in polar form such as "polar(0.707, 45)". The polar function's first argument is the magnitude, the second
argument is phase in degrees.

You can enter frequency-dependent S-parameters, see the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for
details.

Z_1_1_TDEP, Z_1_2_TDEP, Z_2_1_TDEP, Z_2_2_TDEP, etc. These parameters are available only if INCTDEP
has been set to "Yes". Specifies the rate of change of the coefficient parameters such as Z_1_1 and Z_1_2 over temperature.
See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature dependent parameters.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for S11, S21, S12 and/or
S22 have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.
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• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

ZnP_BLK supports frequency-dependent Z parameter settings. To specify frequency dependent settings enter a vector
containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into
Z_i_j parameters as desired, with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Z_1_1: 0.11+j*0.1 @ 1 GHz, 0.15+j*0.13 @ 2 GHz, 0.18+j*0.14 @ 3 GHz

• Z_2_1 of 100+j*24 at all frequencies
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You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
Z_1_1 = {0.11+j*0.1, 0.15+j*0.13, 0.18+j*0.14}
Z_2_1 = 100+j*24

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1 to NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output WaveformComplexNIN+1 to

NIN+NOUT

Node Details

Port numbers are assigned sequentially first to the input ports and then to the output ports. Ports 1 through NIN are the
input ports, while ports NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT are the output ports.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal forward
configuration ports 1 through NIN act as input ports, while ports NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT act as output ports. The
block may also be connected in the reverse configuration, with ports 1 through NIN acting as output ports and ports
NIN+1 through NIN+NOUT acting as input ports.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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(Obsolete) Circulator (1-Input, 2-Output): CIRC_12

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Circulator CIRCULATOR block. CIRC_12 models a 1-input, 2-output
RF circulator supporting frequency-dependent isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR settings. The block is implemented
using the following 3-port S-parameter matrix:

[ Γ1 10−∣ISOL∣/20 10−∣LOSS13∣/20

10−∣LOSS∣/20 Γ2 10−∣ISOL23∣/20

10−∣ISOL31∣/20 10−∣LOSS32∣/20 Γ3
]

where

Γn =
VSWRn − 1
VSWRn + 1

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL31|/10≤1

10-|LOSS32|/10+10-|ISOL|/10≤1

10-|LOSS13|/10+10-|ISOL23|/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTES: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S12 and S32 on any reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to the output port), a signal
at one input port does not appear at the opposite input port. For example, the signal at port 1 does not appear at port 3
modified by S31. RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations do account for reverse signal flow.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
dBInsertion loss, port 2 to 3R*LOSS_32
dBLOSS_32 temperature dependenceR*LOSS_32_TDEP
dBInsertion loss, port 3 to 1R*LOSS_13
dBLOSS_13 temperature dependenceR*LOSS_13_TDEP

30dBIsolationRISOL
dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
dBIsolation, port 3 to 2R*ISOL_23
dBISOL_23 temperature dependenceR*ISOL_23_TDEP
dBIsolation, port 1 to 3R*ISOL_31
dBISOL_31 temperature dependenceR*ISOL_31_TDEP

1.0ScalarVSWRRVSWR
ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 2R*VSWR2
ScalarVSWR2 temperature dependenceR*VSWR2_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 3R*VSWR3
ScalarVSWR3 temperature dependenceR*VSWR3_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z2
ImpedanceZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z3
ImpedanceZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. The insertion loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS_32, LOSS_13. The optional insertion losses from port 2 to port 3 and port 3 to port 1, respectively. Leave these
empty to use the insertion loss in LOSS.

NOTE:The insertion losses may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described in the "Summary" section.

LOSS_32_TDEP and LOSS_13_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS_32 and LOSS_13 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

ISOL. The isolation in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of ISOL. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL_23, ISOL_31. The optional isolations from port 3 to port 2 and port 1 to port 3, respectively. Leave these empty
to use the isolation in ISOL.

ISOL_23_TDEP and ISOL_31_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL_23 and ISOL_31 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

VSWR. The VSWR at port 1 when all the ports are matched to Z1, Z2 and Z3. This is also the VSWR at port 2 if VSWR2
is empty and port 3 if VSWR3 is empty. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR2, VSWR3. The optional VSWRs at port 2 and port 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the VSWR in
VSWR.
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VSWR2_TDEP and VSWR3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR2 and VSWR3 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of port 1. This also the characteristic impedance of ports 2 and 3 if Z2 and Z3 are empty.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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Z2, Z3. The optional characteristic impedances of ports 2 and 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the impedance
in Z.

Z2_TDEP and Z3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z2 and Z3 parameters over temperature, respectively. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL and VSWR (and LOSS_32, LOSS_13, etc.) as desired,
with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz
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• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
ISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input Signal AReal, Complex1
Input Signal BReal, Complex3

Input Port Details

Port 1 is normally treated as the primary input port.

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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(Obsolete) Circulator (2-Input, 1-Output): CIRC_21

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Circulator CIRCULATOR block. CIRC_21 models a 2-input, 1-output
RF circulator supporting frequency-dependent isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR settings. This block is implemented
using the following 3-port S-parameter matrix:

[ Γ1 10−∣ISOL∣/20 10−∣LOSS13∣/20

10−∣LOSS∣/20 Γ2 10−∣ISOL23∣/20

10−∣ISOL31∣/20 10−∣LOSS32∣/20 Γ3
]

where

[ Γ1 10−∣ISOL∣/20 10−∣LOSS13∣/20

10−∣LOSS∣/20 Γ2 10−∣ISOL23∣/20

10−∣ISOL31∣/20 10−∣LOSS32∣/20 Γ3
]

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the insertion loss settings are adjusted as necessary to maintain
the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|ISOL31|/10≤1

10-|LOSS32|/10+10-|ISOL|/10≤1

10-|LOSS13|/10+10-|ISOL23|/10≤1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S12 and S32 on any reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to the output port),
a signal at one input port does not appear at the opposite input port. For example, the signal at port 1 does not appear at
port 3 modified by S31. RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations do account for reverse direction signal flow.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP
dBInsertion loss, port 2 to 3R*LOSS_32
dBLOSS_32 temperature dependenceR*LOSS_32_TDEP
dBInsertion loss, port 3 to 1R*LOSS_13
dBLOSS_13 temperature dependenceR*LOSS_13_TDEP

30dBIsolationRISOL
dBISOL temperature dependenceR*ISOL_TDEP
dBIsolation, port 3 to 2 (leave empty to use ISOL)R*ISOL_23
dBISOL_23 temperature dependenceR*ISOL_23_TDEP
dBIsolation, port 2 to 1 (leave empty to use ISOL)R*ISOL_31
dBISOL_31 temperature dependenceR*ISOL_31_TDEP

1.0ScalarVSWRRVSWR
ScalarVSWR temperature dependenceR*VSWR_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 2R*VSWR2
ScalarVSWR2 temperature dependenceR*VSWR2_TDEP
ScalarVSWR at port 3R*VSWR3
ScalarVSWR3 temperature dependenceR*VSWR3_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85TemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedanceCZ

ImpedanceZ temperature dependenceC*Z_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z2
ImpedanceZ2 temperature dependenceC*Z2_TDEP
ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2 (leave empty to use Z)C*Z3
ImpedanceZ3 temperature dependenceC*Z3_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE

8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE
ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN

NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. The insertion loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency dependent settings.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

LOSS_32, LOSS_13. The optional insertion losses from port 2 to port 3 and port 3 to port 1, respectively. Leave these
empty to use the insertion loss in LOSS.

NOTE: The insertion losses may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described in the "Summary" section.

LOSS_32_TDEP and LOSS_13_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS_32 and LOSS_13 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

ISOL. The isolation in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of ISOL. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

ISOL_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ISOL_23, ISOL_31. The optional isolations from port 3 to port 2 and port 1 to port 3, respectively. Leave these empty
to use the isolation in ISOL.

ISOL_23_TDEP and ISOL_31_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ISOL_23 and ISOL_31 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

VSWR. The VSWR at port 1 when all the ports are matched to Z1, Z2 and Z3. This is also the VSWR at port 2 if VSWR2
is empty and port 3 if VSWR3 is empty. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR2, VSWR3. The optional VSWRs at port 2 and port 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the VSWR in
VSWR.
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VSWR2_TDEP and VSWR3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the VSWR2 and VSWR3 parameters over
temperature, respectively. See Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent
parameters.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z. The characteristic impedance of port 1. This is also the characteristic impedance of ports 2 and 3 if Z2 and Z3 are
empty.

Z_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS Modeling
Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.
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Z2, Z3. The optional characteristic impedances of ports 2 and 3, respectively. Leave these empty to use the impedance
in Z.

Z2_TDEP and Z3_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the Z2 and Z3 parameters over temperature, respectively. See
Section 2.6 in the VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.
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MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL and VSWR (and LOSS_32, LOSS_13, etc.) as desired,
with the elements of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz
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• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
ISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input Signal AReal, Complex1
Input Signal BReal, Complex3

Input Port Details

Port 1 is normally treated as the primary input port.

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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(Obsolete) Combiner (N-Inputs to 1-Output): COMB

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the RF Combiner Properties (COMBINER) block.

COMB combines one or more connected input signals into one output signal. The input signals may have different center
frequencies. The signals must have the same sampling frequencies. Insertion loss may be specified. This block does not
alter the phase of the input signals.

NOTE: In Time Domain simulations, thermal noise at each input is treated as an integral part of the signal and undergoes
the same transformation as the signal. If more than one input has thermal noise at the ambient temperature, the thermal
noise at the output will most likely be higher than at the ambient temperature. In a typical passive combiner under these
conditions the output noise temperature will typically be at the ambient temperature. This difference is due to the Time
Domain simulator adding noise directly to signal samples as the samples are generated. Once added to the signal the
noise cannot be separated from the signal. When signals are combined in the combiner, the noise powers are also combined.
To avoid this problem, only one input to the combiner should have thermal noise added. Note that if the noise at any of
the inputs is significantly higher than ambient temperature then this issue can be ignored, as the higher noise level
dominates the output.

Equivalent Circuit

For complex signals COMB is similar to the following diagram:

FRQSHFT

FRQSHFT

FRQSHFT

FRQSHFT

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4

1 2

RESAMPLER

1 2
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1 2
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PORTDIN
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For real signals, the RESAMPLER and FRQSHFT blocks are not used.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS

FrequencyOptional output center frequencyRCTRFRQ
ScalarPrimary input nodeIPRIMINP

Internal resamplingN/AAnti-aliasing supportE*AALIAS
ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of input sampling frequencyR*SIGBW

4ScalarNumber of input nodesININ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. Attenuation applied to the input signals. A vector may be specified, in which case the elements of the vector
correspond attenuation to apply to each input node, including unconnected nodes. For example, if only input nodes 1
and 4 are connected and node 1 is to have no attenuation while node 4 is to have an attenuation of 50 dB, LOSS would
be set to {0, 0, 0, 50}, where the second and third elements are arbitrary values. If there are fewer elements than input
nodes, the last element specified is repeated for the missing input nodes.

CTRFRQ. Only used for complex signals, the center frequency for the output signal. If this is left empty, the center
frequency of the primary input signal is used (See PRIMINP).

PRIMINP. If not empty, the node number of the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary
input signal is used to resolve ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default
or which input's signal delay is to be used. The primary input signal also determines the output signal's center frequency
if CTRFRQ is empty.

If left empty, the primary signal will be determined based on the characteristics of the input signals. Priority is given to
modulated signals, such as signals from transmitters. If CTRFRQ is specified, the input node whose center frequency is
closest to CTRFRQ is made the primary signal. If a modulated and a non-modulated signal are both fairly close to
CTRFRQ, the modulated signal is selected.

If CTRFRQ is not specified, signal selection depends on whether there is a modulated signal present. If there is one or
more modulated input signals, only the modulated input signals are considered. In either case, of the signals being
considered the input signal whose center frequency is the median of all the center frequencies being considered is selected
as the primary signal. If there are an even number of input signals being considered, the node with the smallest node
number of the two middle center frequencies is chosen.

Example A:

Node 1: fc=6 GHz, tones

Node 2: fc=8 GHz, modulated

Node 3: fc=7 GHz, tones
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Node 4: fc=5 GHz, modulated

Node 2 is selected as the primary input signal. Only nodes 2 and 4 are considered since the other nodes are not modulated
signals. Since there are only two tones, there is no true median and the node with the smaller node number, node 2, is
selected.

Example B:

Node 1: fc=5 GHz, modulated

Node 2: fc=7 GHz, modulated

Node 3: fc=8 GHz, modulated

Node 4: fc=8 GHz, modulated

Node 2 is selected as the primary input signal. Since there are four modulated tones, the median center frequency values
are 7 and 8 GHz. The node with the smaller node number is node 2, which is selected.

AALIAS. Only used for complex signals, determines the action taken to reduce aliasing:

• None (Fastest): No additional action is performed to reduce aliasing. The input signals are attenuated, frequency
shifted, then summed. This results in the fastest simulation speed, but depending on the input signal frequencies,
significant aliasing may occur.

• Internal resampling: The input signals are upsampled to a sampling frequency that at the output center frequency
contains all input signal frequency bands. The signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency after
the signals are summed.

• Upsampled (Most accurate): The output sampling frequency is set such that at the output center frequency, all the
input signal frequency bands are contained within the output center frequency band. This produces the most accurate
results, at the expense of increasing the output sampling frequency.

When the block is used as part of a feedback loop it is best if possible to set AALIAS to "None", as resampling within
a feedback loop is very slow due to the need to filter the signal convolutionally.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. This is used when anti-aliasing
resampling is performed to calculate the amount of resampling needed. Narrower signal bandwidths typically result in
smaller resampling rates, which typically improve simulation speed.

This may be left empty, in which case the signal bandwidth is determined from the input signals.

NIN. Determines the number of input nodes.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1-NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, ComplexNIN+1
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Implementation Details

The generation of the output signal is accomplished as follows:

Each input signal is attenuated by LOSS[i] dB.

1. For complex envelope signals, if anti-aliasing resampling is performed, each input signal is upsampled.

2. For complex envelope signals, if the center frequency of the input signal does not match the output center frequency,
then the complex envelope is frequency shifted so it is relative to the output center frequency. This is done by
multiplying the complex envelope values by exp(j 2π (fc,i - fc,out) t).

3. The converted input signals are summed.

4. For complex envelope signals, if AALIAS is set to "Internal resampling" the summed signal is downsampled back
to the original sampling frequency.

To optimize performance, the signal frequency band of each input signal is checked against the frequency band of the
output signal. If the entire signal frequency band (fc,i±fs/2·SIGBW/100) is outside the output signal's frequency band,
the input signal is assumed not to contribute to the output signal and its input is ignored. The input signal is also not
included when computing the resampling rate.

The following diagram illustrates the effects of aliasing when combining complex envelope signals. Three signals with
different center frequencies are to be combined, and are displayed as spectrums on the left. The diagram on the upper
right illustrates how the spectrums overlap in the ideal case. The bandwidth fs,req is the minimum complex envelope
sampling frequency required to represent the combined spectrum centered at the output center frequency fc,out.

fc,1

fs

fc,2

fs

fc,3

fs

fc,out

fs,req

fc,out

fs

Ideal

Anti-alias
resampling,
aliased

frequencies
attenuated

fc,out

fs No
resampling,

severe aliasing
occurs (shaded

areas)

The center and bottom diagrams on the right illustrate what happens when the output signal is represented as a complex
envelope signal with sampling frequency fs and center frequency fc,out. The center diagram illustrates what happens when
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the input signals are simply frequency shifted to fc,out. The frequencies outside the frequency band fc,out - fs,/2 to fc,out
+ fs/2 are aliased back into the band, as illustrated by the shaded areas.

The lower right diagram illustrates the effect of upsampling prior to frequency shifting and downsampling after combining.
The sampling frequency is expanded to at least fs,req prior to frequency shifting and combining, resulting in a spectrum
close to the ideal case. The signal is then lowpass filtered in the complex envelope to reduce the bandwidth back to fs.
The signal is then decimated to fs. Due to the non-ideal nature of the filter, some aliasing does occur, especially near the
band edges, though much reduced.

When resampling is enabled, the required upsampled bandwidth fs,req is computed by first determining the minimum
and maximum frequencies occupied by all the input signals:

fmin=min(fc,i-fs,sig,i/2)

fmax=max(fc,i+fs,sig,i/2)

where fs,sig,i is the input signal bandwidth, which is determined by SIGBW:

fs,sig=fs/2 · SIGBW/100

If SIGBW is left empty, it is determined from the individual input signals. For pure tone signals it is proportional to the
maximum distance between the tones and the center frequency. For other signals it is proportional to the inverse of the
samples per symbol. A margin of 1.5 is typically used to ensure that all of the signal is included.

The required upsampled bandwidth is then the bandwidth centered on the output center frequency required to contain
both fmin and fmax, or:

fs,req=max(|fmin-fc,out|,|fmax-fc,out|)

To optimize simulation speed, the upsampling is implemented by inserting 0s into the signal to enlarge the sampling
frequency and then lowpass filtering the modified signal to the original sampling frequency. Downsampling is performed
by again lowpass filtering the signal to the output sampling frequency then decimating the filtered output to the sampling
frequency. The upsample rate u is then:

u=ceil(fs,req/fs)

where ceil(x) is the whole number greater than or equal to x.

For more information on the resampling process, see the documentation for the Rational Resampler block RESAMPLER.

Impedance Mismatch Support

The combiner block does not directly support impedance mismatch modeling. The block's nodes appear as terminations
with the system characteristic impedance (_Z0). If an impedance mismatch is detected on the output node, a warning
message will appear. To properly model the mismatch, an RF_START block must be inserted immediately following
the combiner in order to convert the output voltage from reflected voltage to total voltage.

RF Inspector

COMB is modeled using an S matrix of the following form:
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[0 0 0 0 α
0 0 0 0 α
0 0 0 0 α
0 0 0 0 α
α α α α 0

]
α=10-|LOSS|/20

The above S matrix represents a 4 input combiner. The characteristic impedances are all the system characteristic
impedance _Z0.
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(Obsolete) Narrowband Behavioral Amplifier: NL_AMP

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Behavioral Amplifier (AMP_B) block. The concept behind the Visual
System Simulator™ NL_AMP block is similar to the Cadence® Microwave Office® software version of NL_AMP
except that this model generates only the fundamental tone and the related intermodulation products. Generated output
voltage has an 180 phase shift in respect to the input voltage.

Some aspects of this model may be different from expectations so you should review the following sections for additional
information.

Correct monitoring of power spectral density requires that the global parameter, _SMPSYM, be a power of two.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AM1#TextElement IDNID
40ScalarTransducer gainRGAIN
30ScalarOutput second harmonic intercept pointRIP2H
10ScalarOutput third-order intercept pointRIP3
40ScalarOutput 1 dB compression pointRP1DB

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2
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Implementation Details

IP3 and Compression

It is important to recognize that IP3 and the 1-dB compression point are not independent. If compression is caused by
the small-signal nonlinearities of the device below, the 1 dB compression point must be approximately 10 dB below IP3.
However, if compression is caused by clipping of the large-signal drain or collector waveforms, saturation can occur at
a lower level, and need not be related to IP3. This is why amplifiers that are highly linear, in terms of IP3, often do not
obey the "10 dB" rule. For this reason, the user can specify the 1-dB compression point and IP3 independently, and the
model automatically models distortion and saturation by an appropriate combination of clipping and small-signal effects.

The Nonlinear Model

Nonlinearities are modeled by a polynomial and a clipping function. This provides the correct saturation and
intermodulation characteristics, regardless of the relative values of IP3 and P1DB. The controlled current source f(v) is
modeled by a polynomial:

f(v)=a1v+a2v2+a3v3

This polynomial models intermodulation distortion through third order. The values of the coefficients are derived from
the specified intercept points.

To avoid these difficulties, the amplifier model calculates the 1 dB compression point according to both criteria and uses
the one that represents the lower of the two compression levels. If the amplifier's compression is caused by clipping, a
clipping function is used with the value set appropriately. However, if compression is caused by the nonlinearities in
f(v), these are allowed to provide compression. The clipping level is then set somewhat higher, to provide the correct
behavior in hard saturation.

The transition between these two conditions is approximately 10 dB below the third-order intercept point, IP3. Therefore,
if P1DB<IP3-10, the amplifier saturates on clipping, while, for higher values, the nonlinearities of f(v) dominate.

The clipping function is symmetrical, so it affects only third-order intermodulation. The second-order IM level saturates
gracefully, but does not exhibit the sudden increase in level that can be observed in the third-order.

CAUTIONARY NOTE. The accuracy of this model is confined to 1 dB comparison gain point.

Reference

This model was developed under research performed at Cadence Corporation. The full set of details of the implementation
are considered proprietary in nature.
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(Obsolete) Nonlinear Behavioral Amplifier (Complex Signal): NL_AMP_H

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Behavioral Amplifier (AMP_B) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AM1TextElement IDNID
10dBMid-band transducer gainRGAIN
0dBNoise figureRNF
30dBmIntercept point of second harmonic distortion with the

fundamental
RIP2H

dBmIntercept point of third harmonic distortion with the
fundamental

RIP3

20dBmOutput 1 -dB compression pointRP1DB
OffNoise on/offENOISE

dBmIntercept point of third harmonic distortion with the
fundamental

R*IP3H

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) Nonlinear Behavioral Model (File-Based): NL_F

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE. It has been merged with the Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based) block
AMP_F.

NL_F models 2-port RF nonlinear amplifiers using nonlinear characterization data from a Text Data File. Both input
power/voltage-dependent data tables and frequency-dependent data tables are supported.

The output file measurement RFA_TDF, Write VSS RF Link Characteristics to Text Data File, may be used to generate
a compatible Text Data File from a system diagram.

The Nonlinear Behavioral Model (Simulation-Based) block NL_S is similar to NL_F except it obtains the nonlinear
characterization data directly from a Cadence® Microwave Office® software nonlinear circuit.

NL_F utilizes one of several nonlinear models to implement the nonlinearity, with the specific model chosen based on
the characterization data provided. The models include:

• AM-AM/AM-PM Interpolation

• Small Signal Polynomial

• Large Signal Polynomial (Preliminary)

The AM-AM/AM-PM model is the simplest of the models and requires only input power/voltage levels and output
power/voltage of a fundamental, with optional phase information. Gain may be specified in place of output levels. The
disadvantage of the AM-AM/AM-PM model is its limited frequency-dependent support and its limitation to narrowband
modeling.

The Small Signal and Large Signal Polynomial models are based on the 5th order polynomial models. Because they
utilize polynomials, the models support both frequency-dependent and broadband modeling. The disadvantage is that
they require more characterization data in order to design a useful polynomial model.

The difference between the Small Signal and Large Signal Polynomial models is how the coefficients of the polynomial
model are determined. The Small Signal model utilizes higher order harmonic and/or intermodulation data to determine
the coefficients at a specific input power level. This tends to provide the best approximation when the input signal is
near constant envelope.

The Large Signal model attempts to fit the polynomial over a range of input power levels. It utilizes whatever data is
available: if only fundamental information is available, the polynomial is designed to best-fit the fundamental. If higher
order harmonic and/or intermodulation data is available, the polynomial is fit using that data. The downside of the Large
Signal model is the coefficient fitting is an iterative solution, which means the selected coefficients may produce unexpected
results.

The following table summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the different implementation models:
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DisadvantagesAdvantagesModel.
Slow; higher order characteristics requiredBroadband; frequency-dependent; best for CW

and other constant envelope signals
Small Signal
Polynomial

Slow; iterative design algorithm may yield poor
match

Broadband; frequency-dependent; supports
fundamental-only data

Large Signal
Polynomial

Narrowband only; might not represent close-in
IM products well (2,-1), (3,-2); limited

Fast; minimal data set requiredAM-AM/AM-PM

frequency-dependent support (see
AMPMFRQDEP parameter)

Independent Variables

The use of independent variables (via the VAR statement in data files or swept variables in co-simulations) allows the
specification of different data sets. When independent variables are specified, additional parameters corresponding to
the independent variables are added to the block's parameter list. For independent variables with numeric values, the
IVARTYP parameter controls how the values entered for the parameters are interpreted. The default setting is to choose
the data set whose corresponding independent variable is closed to the entered value. IVARTYP may also be set so the
parameter presents a drop-down list of allowed values, or it may be set to interpolate.

When set for interpolation, the IVARINTRP parameter determines the interpolation method used, while the IVAREXTRP
parameter determines how values beyond the available independent variables are handled.

NOTE: When interpolation is used, all the data sets must have similar formats. For example, they should all be either
frequency- or power-based, or they should all be either behavioral based (Gain, IP3, P1dB, etc.) or harmonic/IM product
based. The actual interpolation of the values in the data sets are performed in the 'space' of the format of the data given.
For example, if gains are specified, then gains are interpolated; if harmonics are specified, then harmonics are interpolated.

Where there is more than one independent variable, the independent variables are prioritized in the order in which they
are first encountered (the order in which the parameters representing the independent variable values are listed).

The interpolation of the data set is best described via an example.

Suppose there are two independent variables, A and B, with A being listed first in the parameter list. Suppose there are
data sets for:

• A=-10, B=100; A=-10, B=200; A=-10,B=300;

• A=0, B=100; A=0, B=200; A=0, B=300;

• A=10, B=200; A=10, B=300; A=10, B=400;

Note that there is no A=10, B=100; and no A=-10, B=400; nor A=0, B=400.

Now suppose A=-5, B=250 are entered for the values of the independent variables. The determination of the actual data
set used would proceed as follows (presuming linear interpolation is used):

• For A=-5, data sets for A=-10 and A=0 are needed.

• For A=-10, a data set for A=-10, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=-10, B=200 and A=-10, B=300.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=250 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=0, B=200 and A=0, B=300.

• Finally, the data set for A=-5, B=250 is interpolated from the interpolated data sets A=-10, B=250 and A=0, B=250.
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To illustrate extrapolation, suppose IVAREXTRP is set to "Pin", and A=5, B=350 are entered for the values of the
independent variables. The determination of the actual data set used would then proceed as follows:

• For A=5, data sets for A=0 and A=10 are needed.

• For A=0, a data set for A=0, B=350 is needed. As B=350 is beyond the maximum B value for A=0 (which is B=300),
the data set for A=0, B=350 is set to the data set for A=0, B=300.

• For A=10, a data set for A=10, B=350 is needed. This data set is interpolated from A=10, B=300 and A=10, B=400.

• Finally, the data set for A=5, B=350 is interpolated from the data sets that were obtained for A=0, B=350 and A=10,
B=350.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may occasionally yield surprising results, particularly when there are two or more
independent variables or when there are large variations between the values defining the interpolation.

Extrapolating values may also yield unexpected results. You should perform a sweep on intermediate values for the
independent variables to verify that the interpolation is generating reasonable values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Element IDID
AData file nameSDATA
NoN/AOutput source DC powerEDCPOUT
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
AutoN/APort at which to generate noiseE*NOISEPORT

ScalarThermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
Power
in dB

Output power saturationR*OPSAT

FundamentalN/AOPSAT interpretationE*OPSATTYP
AutoN/AHandling of S11 and S22 parametersE*SNNHNDLG
AutoN/AHandling of S12 parametersE*S12HNDLG
NoN/APhase shift output 180-degreesE*OUT180
1ScalarNumber of data points to smooth overI*NSMOOTH
0dBPower level biasR*BIAS
AutoN/AModel implementationE*IMPLTYP

ScalarOperating point for small signal polynomial modelR*SSOPPOINT
dBmN/AUnits for SSOPPOINT, LSLOWER and LSUPPERE*OPPTTYP

ScalarMaximum harmonic to generateI*MAXHARM
ScalarLower range for large signal polynomial model data fittingR*LSLOWER
ScalarUpper range for large signal polynomial model data fittingR*LSUPPER
ScalarMinimum number of data points for large signal polynomial

model data fitting
I*LSDATAPTS

Mag & PhaseN/AAM/PM modeled componentsE*MDLTF
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

SplineN/AAM/PM interpolation methodE*MDLINT
3dB+Max. Output
Power

N/AAM clipping behaviorE*AMCLIP

All available
frequencies

N/AFrequency dependency behaviorE*FRQDEP

Linear gain + Op.
Point filters

N/AAM-AM/AM-PM Frequency dependency behaviorE*AMPMFRQDEP

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
FrequencyFrequency resolution for frequency dependenciesR*FRQRES

AutoN/AFrequency dependency filter compensationE*FLTRCMP
Use System
Options setting

N/AFrequency dependency filter implementationE*FLTRIMPL

FrequencyRFI output frequency rangeR*RFIFRQ
dBAmount to suppress DC output in RFI simulationsR*DCSUPP

100ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of sampling frequencyR*SIGBW
1000ScalarMaximum upsampling rate for anti-aliasingI*MXUPSMP
Polynomial,
complex envelope

N/AImplementation modelE*MODEL

as real, DC term
always
AutoN/ASignal type for frequency dependency modelE*SIGMODEL
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
NoneN/ADiagnostic information to output to text windowE*TXTOUT
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

LinearInterpolation type for independent variables*IVARINTRP
PinExtrapolation behavior for independent variables*IVAREXTRP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DATA. The name of a data file object under the Project Browser Data Files node containing the nonlinear characterization
data. Data files follow the Text Data File format and normally consist of one or more heading lines followed by rows of
the characterization data. Each row consists of at least two columns, with one column defining the input voltage or power
level for that row.

The heading lines are used to specify various settings and are used to define the individual columns. The following is an
example of a portion of a data file that specifies input power, output fundamental power, and IM3 for a two-tone signal:

FREQ=1G
FREQB=1.1G
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PIn(,dBm) POut(Mag,dBm) POut(Phs,deg) IM_2_1(Mag,dBm) IM_1_2(Mag,dBm)
-50 -40 180 -150 -152
-40 -30 179 -120 -124

The first two lines specify the frequencies of the two tones. In this example the first tone is at 1 GHz and the second tone
is at 1.1 GHz. The frequency tags may be omitted if the data set represents a single tone.

The third line defines the columns of the characterization data. The first column is the input power, with units of dBm.
The second and third columns identify the output fundamental, with the second column specifying the power level in
dBm and the third column specifying the phase in degrees. The fourth and fifth columns specify the (2,-1) and (-1,2)
IM3 products, both in dBm.

Each column must have an entry of the following form:

Tag([type], units)

"Tag" defines the data being characterized, such as input power (PIn) or IM3 product (IM_2_1). The list of supported
tags is below.

"[type]" is used for complex values and indicates whether the column is the real, imaginary, magnitude or phase component
("Re", "Im", "Mag", "Phs") of the complex value. The two components of a complex value must be in adjacent columns.
"[type]" should be left empty for real values (see the PIn column in the example above).

NOTE: Complex values may be entered for all the tags. However, values for power are not treated as complex power
values. Rather, the magnitude represents the power level, while the phase represents the phase of the voltage.

"units" is used to identify the units of the column's values. The following are some of the more common units:

dBm, dBW, dBVpk, dB, V, deg, rad

Either an input power/voltage column or a frequency column is required. If an input power or voltage column is specified,
the table is input power/voltage-dependent. If a frequency column is specified the table is frequency-dependent. The
sample table above is an input power/voltage-dependent table.

The following example illustrates a frequency-dependent table specifying the behavioral parameters as power gain in
dB, output P1dB in dBm, output IP3 in dBm, noise figure and S11:

FRQ(,GHz) G(,dB) OP1dB(,dBm) OIP3(,dBm) NF(,dB) S11(Mag) S11(Phs,deg)
0 10 20 32 2 0.7 21
0.5 16 38 39 2.8 0.75 23
1.0 19 43 49 4.0 0.78 25

Note that you cannot include both input power/voltage-dependent tables and frequency-dependent tables in the same
data file.

The following column tags are supported:

DescriptionTag
Input power of one-tone signal; input power of each tone of two-tone signal.PIn
Input power of first (PInA) or second (PInB) tone of two-tone signal.PInA, PInB
Input voltage of one-tone signal; input voltage of each of two-tone signal.VIn
Input voltage of first (VInA) or second (VInB) tone of two-tone signal.VInA, VInB
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DescriptionTag
Output power of fundamental of one-tone signal; output power of each fundamental of two-tone
signal.

POut

Output power of first (POutA) or second (POutB) fundamental of two-tone signal.POutA, POutB
Output voltage of fundamental of one-tone signal; output voltage of each fundamental of two-tone
signal.

VOut

Output voltage of first (VOutA) or second (VOutB) fundamental of two-tone signal.VOutA, VOutB
Frequency for the row.FRQ, FREQ,

FREQS, FRQS
Loaded voltage gain or transducer power gain for one-tone signal, depending on whether input
voltage or power is specified. If dBV is specified for units, then loaded voltage gain. If power gain

GAIN, G

is specified, the gain is transducer power gain, and if voltage gain is specified it is loaded voltage
gain.
Transducer power gain for one-tone signal.PGAIN, GP
Loaded voltage gain for one-tone signal.VGAIN, GV, Avl
Unloaded voltage gain for one-tone signal.UVGAIN, Avu
S21 forward transmission coefficient for one-tone signal.S21
Second harmonic output level for one-tone signal.H2
Second harmonic output level of first (H2A) or second (H2B) tone for two-tone signal.H2A, H2B
Second order intermodulation product output level for (1,-1) product for two-tone signal. This may
be specified along with either H2A or H2B.

IM_1_1

Third harmonic output level for one-tone signal.H3
Third order intermodulation product output level for (-1,2) product (IM_1_2) or (2,-1) product
(IM_2_1) for two-tone signal.

IM_1_2, IM_2_1

Fourth harmonic output level for one-tone signal.H4
Fourth order intermodulation product output level for (-1,3) product (IM_1_3) or (3,-1) product
(IM_3_1) for two-tone signal.

IM_1_3, IM_3_1

Fifth harmonic output level for one-tone signal.H5
Fifth order intermodulation product output level for (-2,3) product (IM_2_3) or (3,-2) product
(IM_3_2) for two-tone signal.

IM_2_3, IM_3_2

Input referred noise current and noise voltage. Values are per sqrt(Hz): use pA for pA/sqrt(Hz) or
nV for nV/sqrt(Hz).

In, Vn

Noise factor or figure (use dB units for noise figure)NF
Minimum noise figure (NFMIN), optimum source reflection coefficient (GOPT, SOPT), optimum
source admittance (YOPT), and equivalent noise resistance (RN, RNN). If RNN is used, the column

NFMIN, GOPT,
SOPT, RN, RNN

values are normalized resistance. The equivalent noise resistance is obtained by multiplying the value
by the input port characteristic impedance (ZINP).
Input referred noise voltage in V/sqrt(Hz) or nV/sqrt(Hz)Vn
Input referred noise current in A/sqrt(Hz) or pA/sqrt(Hz)In
Input (S11) and output (S22) reflection coefficientsS11, S22
Reverse isolation coefficientsS12
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DescriptionTag
Input voltage standing wave ratioIVSWR
Output voltage standing wave ratioOVSWR
Y parameter coefficients. These are converted to the equivalent S-parameters.Y11, Y12, Y21,

Y22
Z parameter coefficients. These are converted to the equivalent S-parameters.Z11, Z12, Z21,

Z22
Input 1-dB compression point in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.IP1dB
Output 1-dB compression point in Watts, dBW or dBm or dBVpk.OP1dB
Input IP3 in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.IIP3
Output IP3 in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.OIP3
Input IP2 (Intermod) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.IIP2
Output IP2 (Intermod) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.OIP2
Input IP2 (Harmonic) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.IIP2H
Output IP2 (Harmonic) in Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.OIP2H
Input level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain, IP2, IP3 and P1dB, in Watts,
dBW, dBm or dBVpk.

IMEASREF

Output level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain, IP2, IP3 and P1dB, in
Watts, dBW, dBm or dBVpk.

OMEASREF

Characteristic impedance of the input port (ZINP), output port (ZOUTP), or both input and output
ports (Z).

ZINP, ZOUTP, Z

DC source output power, output through the DC source power output port if DCPOUT is set to
"Yes".

DCSPwr

NOTE: IP1dB, OP1dB, IIP3, OIP3, IIP2, OIP2, IIP2H, and OIP2H are only supported for single tone data. A gain
column should also be used rather than POut or VOut. Using these settings is similar to configuring AMP_B2 with
similar settings along with its MEASREF parameter set to the PIn or VIn value.

NOTE: Two-tone data requires additional nonlinear columns such as harmonics, IM products, or behavioral coefficients
such as OP1dB.

S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances at
the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

For input power/voltage-dependent tables, characteristics for different frequencies may be entered by including a new
FREQ tag (and FREQB tag for two-tones). The data for the new frequency/frequencies then follows. The columns must
be the same and the number of frequencies must remain the same (you cannot specify both one-tone and two-tone data).

Frequency-dependent tables support additional tags that may be specified before the header row of each data set:

DescriptionTag
Input level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain, IP2, IP3 and
P1dB, in dBm (IMEASREF) or Volts (IVMEASREF).

IMEASREF, IVMEASREF
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DescriptionTag
Similar to IMEASREF and IVMEASREF except algorithm used in VSS 10.0 is employed.IMEASREFV10,

IVMEASREFV10
Output level of one fundamental of two-tone signal used to measure gain, IP2, IP3 and
P1dB, in dBm (IMEASREF) or Volts (IVMEASREF).

OMEASREF, OVMEASREF

Similar to OMEASREF and OVMEASREF except the algorithm used in VSS 10.0 is
employed.

OMEASREFV10,
OVMEASREFV10

Default input port characteristic impedance in Ohms.ZINP
Default output port characteristic impedance in Ohms.ZOUTP

These settings are default settings and are used if a corresponding column is not specified.

NOTE: For more information on IMEASREF and OMEASREF, see the MEASREF parameter of the Behavioral Amplifier
AMP_B2 model.

S12 modeling is restricted to RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations. It also requires that the impedances at
the input port match. If the impedances are not matched, the total voltage and current at the input port may be incorrect
due to the requirement that nonlinear blocks synthesize S12 voltage in the RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector
simulations.

OPSAT. The approximate output power saturation level. The achievable output saturation power is limited by the
polynomial. Saturation is set at the smaller of either the requested output saturation level or the peak output power before
the power drops due to the higher order terms overpowering the linear term. If left empty, the output saturation level is
set to the peak output power before the power drops.

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.
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DCPOUT. Enables/disables the output of the DC source power from the DCPOut column of the data file. If set to "Yes",
a secondary real-signaled output port is added to the block.

The samples output are power in Watts, and can be used for the DC Power input of the Power Added Efficiency, Time
Domain measurement PAE_TD.

NOTE: The DC output port is a RF port, the voltage output is the DC source power in Watts. To view the DC source
power in an RF Budget Analysis simulation the Node Voltage measurement V_node should be used. For RF Inspector
simulations the RFI Voltage Spectrum measurement RFI_V_SPEC should be used. For Time Domain simulations, the
Waveform measurement WVFM should be used.

Because the DC output port is an RF port, if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled the port should be properly
terminated such as with a LOAD block.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. An appropriate noise parameter must be specified in the data file in order
for noise to be modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Options tab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

NOISEPORT. Determines whether the block's thermal noise is generated at the input port or at the output port in RF
Budget Analysis simulations. This primarily affects the behavior of the noise generated by the block when the block is
in compression. If the noise is generated at the input port it suffers the effects of compression. Selecting "Auto" currently
has the same effect as selecting "Output Port".

See Chapter 3 for more on noise modeling in VSS.

TNRSEED. The seed for the time domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block RND_D for details.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

OPSAT. The approximate output power saturation level. The achievable output saturation power is limited by the
polynomial. Saturation is set at the smaller of either the requested output saturation level or the peak output power before
the power drops due to the higher-order terms overpowering the linear term. If left empty, the output saturation level is
set to the peak output power before the power drops.

OPSATTYP. Determines how OPSAT is interpreted:

• Fundamental: OPSAT is the output power of the fundamental. The output power of the fundamental is approximated
as 0.87 dB less than the total output power.

• Total Power: OPSAT is the ideal total power at the output. The achieved output power depends on the sampling
frequency, with a large sampling frequency resulting in a total output power closer to OPSAT.
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SNNHNDLG. Determines how the amplifier's S11 and S22 are treated:

• S Parameters: The S-parameters are treated as standard S-parameters for a 2 port block.

• Use Microwave Office NL_AMP Behavior: The S-parameters are treated such that the behavior is similar to the
Microwave Office NL_AMP element. This is the behavior in versions 8.0.x and earlier.

With this behavior impedance mismatch corrections at the input use 1/|ΓIn| instead of 1/ΓIn. Impedance mismatch
corrections at the output apply an extra phase correction of arg(1 + S22) when ΓL is not 0.

• Auto: If transducer power gain is specified in the data file, the S11 and S22 parameters are handled the same as if you
select Use MWO NL_AMP Behavior, otherwise they are handled as if S Parameters is selected.

S12HNDLG.Determines the backward compatibility of the handling of S12 with VSS versions prior to version 12. This
should normally be set to "Reflect nonlinear output".

OUT180. Determines if the phase at the output of the amplifier should be shifted by 180-degrees.

NSMOOTH. The number of data points over which to average each data point. This is useful for smoothing out
measurement noise. The averaging is applied to all the output levels for both magnitude and phase. Magnitude is first
converted to dB before averaging.

BIAS. Optional amount to shift the nonlinear characteristics. The BIAS value is added in dB to both the input and output
power levels, including harmonics and IM products. A positive BIAS value has the effect of shifting the AM-AM curve
up and to the right, effectively increasing the compression point while maintaining the gain.

IMPLTYP. Determines the model used to implement the nonlinearity:

• Auto: The model is selected based on the characterization data provided, the frequency dependency of the data, whether
or not the signal is narrowband, and whether or not the signal is fairly constant envelope.

• Small Signal Polynomial: A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to match the
characterization data at a specific operating point. The operating point is determined by SSOPPOINT. This model
requires at least one column of higher order data, such as IM3 or 2nd order harmonic data. This model offers broadband
frequency-dependent support. It works best with input signals whose power is relatively constant around the operating
point.

• AM-AM/AM-PM: An AM-AM/AM-PM interpolation table is used, where the AM-AM and AM-PM represent the
conversion of the fundamental. This model works best for narrowband frequency-independent modeling.

NOTE: AM-AM/AM-PM requires that the signal be complex as the phase information is required. Selecting
AM-AM/AM-PM when using a real signal generates an error.

• Large Signal Polynomial (Prelim.): A 5th order polynomial model is used, with the coefficients selected to best fit the
polynomial's output to the characterization data. The input power range over which the fitting is performed can be
controlled with the LSLOWER and LSUPPER parameters. The number of points used for the fitting can be set with
the LSDATAPTS parameter. This model offers broadband frequency-dependent support. However, because of the
iterative nature of fitting algorithm, the final polynomial model might not fit the characterization data very well.

SSOPPOINT. Optional override of the operating point used for the small signal polynomial model. The units are
determined by OPPTTYP. If left empty the operating point is set to the propagated signal power level at the input port.

OPPTTYP. Determines the units of SSOPPOINT, LSLOWER and LSUPPER.

MAXHARM. The maximum harmonic to generate for the polynomial models. The polynomial models are 5th order.
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LSLOWER, LSUPPER.Optional lower and upper bounds of the input levels over which to fit the large signal polynomial
model's coefficients to the characterization data. If left empty the bounds will be determined automatically.

LSDATAPTS. Optional number of points at which to fit the large signal polynomial model's coefficients to the
characterization data. If left empty the number of points is determined automatically.

• S21: The data file is a text data file with three columns. The first column contains the input power or voltage levels.
The second and third columns define complex values that represent the S21 response for the input power level. The
following is an example data file:

InPwr(,dBm) Gain(Mag,dB) Phase(Phs,deg)
-10 0 10
0 0 10
10 -3 30
20 -5 45

In this example, the first column is the input power in dBm, the second column is the S21 gain in dB and the third
column is the phase distortion in degrees.

• AM-PM: The data file is a text data file with three columns. The first column contains the input power or voltage
levels. The second and third columns define complex values that represent output power or voltage and phase distortion
for the input power or voltage level. The following is an example data file:

InPwr(,dBm) AM(Mag,dBm) PM(Phs,deg)
-10 -10 10
0 0 10
10 7 30
20 15 45

In this example, the first column is the input power in dBm, the second column is the output power in dBm and the
third column is the phase distortion in degrees. This example has characteristics equivalent to the S21 example.

NOTE: The type and units of the column headings in the first line are used to define the units and the complex value
component represented by the second and third columns. However, the tags are ignored (InPwr, Phase, AM and PM are
not valid tags).

MDLTF. Selects the characteristics to be modeled for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• Mag & Phase: Both amplitude and phase distortion are applied.

• Mag only: Only amplitude distortion is applied, the signal phase is unchanged.

• Phase only: Only phase distortion is applied, the magnitude is unchanged.

MDLINT. Selects the interpolation to use between the input power levels characteristics for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation results in smooth power (in dB) and phase distortion curves between input
power levels from the data file.

NOTE: The curve may contain wide amplitude variations between data points if the input power levels are unevenly
spaced.

• Linear: Linear interpolation results in linear power (in dB) and phase distortion curves between the input power levels
from the data file. The curves typically have discontinuous slopes at the specified input power levels.

The following diagram illustrates the differences between the different MDLINT options. The AM-AM/AM-PM curve
used was (with DFTYP="S21"):
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InPwr(,dBm) (Mag,dB) (Phs,deg)
-10 5 10
-5 8 10
0 0 20
5 6 30
10 3 40

The data points are spaced at 1 dB intervals along the x-axis. The curve with triangle markers illustrates "Cubic Spline".
The curve with box markers illustrates "Linear".
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DB(AMtoAM_PS[VSA.Linear,-1,-1,-1,0,1]) (dBm)
Interp

AMCLIP.Determines the amplitude distortion when the instantaneous input power level exceeds the maximum specified
input power level for the AM-AM/AM-PM model:

• 3dB+Max. Output Power: The output power level is clipped to 3dB above the output power level at the maximum
specified input power level IF the power curve has a positive slope at the maximum specified input power level. If
the slope is 0 or negative, the output power level is set to the output power level at the maximum specified input power
level, the same as the "Max. Output Power" option.

• Max. Output Power: The output power is clipped to the output power level at the maximum specified input power
level. A warning message displays when the output power level is first clipped.

• Linear Extrapolation: The output power level is linearly extrapolated using the slope of the power curve at the maximum
specified input power level.

The phase distortion is linearly extrapolated from the phase distortion at the maximum specified input power level.

The following diagram illustrates the different AMCLIP options. The AM-AM/AM-PM curve used was (with
DFTYP="AM-PM"):

InPwr(,dBm) AM(Mag,dBm) PM(Phs,deg)
-10 -5 10
-5 0 10
0 5 20
5 10 30
10 13 45

with cubic spline interpolation. The maximum input power level is 10 dBm with an output power level of 13 dBm.
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The top curve (with diamond markers) illustrates "Linear Extrapolation". The curve is a straight line, continuing the
slope from the last point.

The middle curve (with triangle markers) illustrates "3dB + Max. Output Power". The curve smoothly continues from
last point until it reaches 16 dBm (13+3dBm).

The bottom curve (with X markers) illustrates "Max. Output Power". The power level is simply clipped to 13 dBm.
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FRQDEP. Determines how frequency-dependent data is handled:

• Frequency independent: A frequency-independent nonlinearity is modeled. The data set whose frequency is closest
to the center frequency is used.

• All available frequencies: Frequency dependency is modeled using all the data sets whose frequencies fall within the
sampling frequency band.

• Data set closest to center frequency: The data set whose frequency is closest to the center frequency is used. If the
data set is a frequency-dependent two-tone data set, the frequency dependency is modeled. This option is useful when
you have two-tone data sets at several frequencies. Restricting the model to only one data set prevents the other data
sets from inadvertently influencing the model.

• Auto: If the data set contains frequency dependent IM product information, then 'All available frequencies' will be
chosen for non-Time Domain simulations, or if more that one frequency data set falls within the sampling frequency
band. Otherwise, the behavior is similar to 'Data set closest to center frequency'.

AMPMFRQDEP. Determines the frequency dependent model used for AM-AM/AM-PM implementations. Note that
frequency dependency will only be used for the AM-AM/AM-PM implementation if FRQDEP is explicitly set to "All
available frequencies" and IMPLTYP is explicitly set to "AM-AM/AM-PM". IMPLTYP needs to be explicitly set to
"AM-AM/AM-PM", otherwise one of the polynomial models will be used when there is frequency dependent data.

For both frequency dependent models a single AM-AM/AM-PM model is implemented using the AM-AM/AM-PM
characteristics that are closest to the center frequency.

• Linear gain filter: This model implements a gain/phase compensation filter prior to the AM-AM/AM-PM model. This
model presumes that the nonlinearity is reasonably linear at the lowest power levels of the AM-AM/AM-PM
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characteristics. The response of this filter is constructed by taking the gain at the lowest AM-AM/AM-PM data point
for each filter frequency and dividing that by the gain at the lowest data point for the AM-AM/AM-PM model.

• Linear gain + Op. Point filters: This model implements the same gain/phase compensation filter as the Linear gain
filter option, but then adds a second filter after the AM-AM/AM-PM model to adjust the frequency response after the
application of the nonlinearity. This filter is obtained by computing the theoretical CW response at each filter frequency
for a CW input of either SSOPPOINT if SSOPPOINT is specified, or the propagated signal power at the input port if
SSOPPOINT is empty. This response consists of the input with the linear gain/phase compensation applied and then
passed through the AM-AM/AM-PM model. The response of this operating point filter is then the adjustment needed
to bring that theoretical output to the desired output level from the AM-AM/AM-PM characteristics at the filter
frequency.

FRQINTRP. Determines how values for frequencies between the frequencies in the data set are interpolated.

FRQRES.Determines the frequency resolution of the filters used to implement the frequency dependencies. The number
of taps in the filters is the sampling frequency divided by the frequency resolution. If left empty FRQRES is determined
automatically. For speed performance reasons FRQRES is limited to the sampling frequency/100000.

FLTRCMP. Determines how delay introduced by any frequency dependency filters is compensated for.

• Auto: This is currently the same as 'Compensate filter phase delay'.

• Compensate filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filters is removed from the signal when the block is not in a
feedback loop.

• Ignore filter phase delay: Delay introduced by the filter is included in the signal.

FLTRIMPL. Determines the type of implementation used by the frequency dependency filters.

• Use System Options setting: The option selected in the System Simulator Options dialog box under the RF Options
tab is used. The options are the same as the ones below.

• IIR modulated with phase, FIR otherwise: If the input signal is from a modulated signal source and the frequency
dependency has non-constant phase, an IIR filter implementation will be used, otherwise an FIR filter implementation
will be used.

• FIR: An FIR filter implementation will be used.

• IIR: An IIR filter implementation will be used.

IIR filters tend to provide a frequency response closer to the desired frequency response compared to FIR filters when
portions of a signal fall between the FIR filter bin frequencies. This occurs when the signal is not a CW signal, or the
CW signal frequency does not fall on an FIR bin frequency. However, the downside of the IIR filters is that a reasonable
approximation of the desired frequency response is not always possible.

The spectrum of the signal should be observed before and after the filter if the filter has frequency dependency, and if
the output spectrum does not appear correct, try setting FLTRIMPL to FIR to force an FIR filter implementation.

RFIFRQ. Optional frequency range for restricting RFI output signals. If this is a two element vector, the two elements
specify the lower and upper limits of the RFI frequencies to generate. If this is a single value, the value is the bandwidth
about the center frequency. The frequency range specified overrides any RFI frequency range limits specified in the
Simulation Options dialog boxes.

DCSUPP. Amount to suppress the DC output of the block in RF Inspector simulations. Positive values decrease the DC
output, and negative values increase the DC output. Setting DCSUPP to 400 or greater results in no DC output being
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generated. Leave this option empty to have DC suppression determined by the Amplifiers do not pass DC by default setting
on the System Simulator Options dialog box RFI/RFB Settings tab.

SIGBW. Percentage of the sampling frequency bandwidth occupied by the signal of interest. The anti-aliasing mechanism
uses the signal bandwidth to determine the amount of resampling needed, if any, to avoid aliasing.

This may be left empty. If so, the block attempts to determine the bandwidth based on the samples per symbol used to
generate the input signal.

MXUPSMP. The maximum upsample rate allowed for the anti-aliasing resampler. If the simulation runs extremely slow
try reducing this value at the potential expense of decreasing accuracy due to aliasing.

DIAGDSP. Enables the display of diagnostic information such as the coefficients and saturation settings used for the
polynomial models. The information displays in the Text Output window.

TXTOUT. Enables the display of S21 or AM-AM/AM-PM tables in the Text Output window when DIAGDSP is set to
"Full".

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

• Allow any value for numeric, interpolate: The parameters allow any numeric value, the data set used is interpolated.

IVARINTRP. Determines the interpolation method used when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP
is set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Linear: Linear interpolation is used.

• Cubic Spline: Cubic spline interpolation is used.

NOTE: Cubic spline interpolation may produce unexpected results, particularly when there are large variations in the
data between closely spaced points.

IVAREXTRP. Determines the extrapolation behavior when the independent variables are numeric and IVARTYP is
set to "Allow any value for numeric, interpolate".

• Pin: Values beyond the independent variable value range are pinned to the limits.

• Extrapolate: Values beyond the independent variable value range are extrapolated beyond the limits.

NOTE:Extrapolation should be used with care, particularly when IVARINTRP is set to "Cubic Spline", as the extrapolated
values may not be intuitive.

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalComplex, Real1
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Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalComplex, Real2
DC Source Power in Watts (only present if DCPOUT is "Yes")Real3

Implementation Details

Many of the simulation characteristics of the block are determined by the implementation model used.

The Polynomial Models

The Small Signal Polynomial and Large Signal Polynomial models utilize a 5th order polynomial implementation. The
polynomial model is similar to the one used by the Behavioral Amplifier model AMP_B2. This model supports saturation,
frequency-dependent behavior, broadband operation and impedance mismatch modeling. It is well supported in both RF
Inspector and RF Budget Analysis simulations, as the 5th order polynomial is directly supported by those simulations.

The difference between the Small Signal Polynomial and Large Signal Polynomial models is how the polynomial
coefficients are determined.

Small Signal Polynomial Model

The Small Signal Polynomial model utilizes an operating point to select the nonlinear characteristics for the polynomial
to model. Because a single operating point is selected, the polynomial's coefficients can be computed directly from the
nonlinear characteristics. The various output levels are interpolated in dB from the operating point level.

For example, suppose the data file contains:

FREQ=1G
FREQB=1.1G
PIn(,dBm) POut(,dBm) PhsOut(Phs,deg) IM_2_1(,dBm) IM_1_2(,dBm) H2A(,dBm)

H2B(,dBm)
-50 -40 180 -150 -152 -102 -103
-40 -30 179 -120 -124 -82 -83
-30 -21 170 -89 -96 -62 -63

If the operating point is -35 dBm, the following characteristics are used for configuring the polynomial:

POut = -25.5 dBm, 174.5-degrees phase shift
IM_2_1 = -104.5 dBm at 0.9 GHz
IM_1_2 = -110.0 dBm at 1.1 GHz
H2A = -72 dBm at 2 GHz
H2B = -73 dBm at 2.2 GHz

The five coefficients for the polynomial can be directly computed from the output characteristics for a specified one or
two-tone signal (in this example only the first three coefficients are computed since that is the only information available).
In order to accomplish this, the data file must contain at least one higher order output term, such as a column of IM3 or
2nd order harmonic data.

Because the coefficients are computed directly from the output characteristics, the output signal generated by the
polynomial model closely matches the intended output characteristics when the input signal has the same power and
frequencies as the signal used for the design.
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The operating point can be explicitly set using the SSOPPOINT secondary parameter. By default, the operating point is
the propagated signal power property at the input port of the block.

Large Signal Polynomial Model

The Large Signal Polynomial model utilizes a very different approach from the Small Signal Polynomial model. Rather
than using a single operating point for the design process, it attempts to best fit the polynomial to a range of input levels.
The lower and upper bounds of this range can be controlled using the LSLOWER and LSUPPER secondary parameters,
while the number of input levels can be set using the LSDATAPTS secondary parameter. The input levels between the
bounds are evenly spaced in decibels.

The Large Signal model uses an iterative algorithm to minimize the total error between the various interpolated output
characteristics from the data file and the outputs of the polynomial at the different input levels. However, because of the
nature of polynomials, the polynomial designed by this algorithm may generate output that only loosely matches the
original characteristics.

AM-AM/AM-PM Model

The AM-AM/AM-PM model is a fairly straight-forward model, resulting in very quick Time Domain simulations
compared to the polynomial models. It utilizes a lookup table of AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics from the data file
to generate interpolators for the log-magnitude and the phase transfer functions. Each sample input is converted to
log-magnitude and phase, which are then passed into the two interpolators to obtain the magnitude and phase for the
corresponding output sample.

Each row of the table consists of an input power or voltage level expressed in dB, the associated output power or voltage
level, also expressed in dB, and phase distortion expressed in radians. The table is sorted by input power/voltage level.
The phase distortion values are adjusted so there is never more than +/- 180-degrees change between adjacent input
power levels (rows).

NOTE: The AM-AM/AM-PM model requires the signal to be complex because it needs the phase information of the
signal to properly apply the phase shift.

If DFTYP is set to "S21" the AM-AM characteristic is obtained by applying the gain to the corresponding input power
or voltage level:

POut,dB = PInp,dB + 10 · log10( ∣ S21 ∣ )

The phase distortion remains the same.

The AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics are instantaneously applied to the input signal to produce the output signal.
For each input sample the instantaneous power or voltage is computed in dB. Power is used in the interpolation if the
data set was specified in power. Voltage is used if the data set was specified in voltage. This value is then used to
interpolate from the table the corresponding output power or voltage level in dB and the phase distortion.

The following illustrates the case of linear interpolation with the instantaneous input power in dB falling between PInp,dB[2]
and PInp,dB[3]:

PInstOut,dB = POut,dB[2] +
PInstInp,dB − PInp,dB[2]
POut,dB[3] − POut,dB[2]

ΔθInstOut = ΔθOut[2] +
PInstInp,dB − PInp,dB[2]
ΔθOut[3] − ΔθOut[2]
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If the instantaneous input power level falls below the smallest specified input power level PInp,dB[0], the signal is assumed
to be in the amplifier's linear region and constant gain and phase distortion are applied. The constant gain is POut,dB[0] -
PInp,dB[0] and the constant phase distortion is ΔθOut.

If the instantaneous input power level falls above the largest specified input power level PInp,dB[n], which is point n, the
distortion depends on the setting of AMCLIP. In all cases the phase distortion is simply linearly extrapolated using the
slope of the phase distortion curve at PInp,dB[n].

If AMCLIP is set to "Max. Output Power Level" the output power level is clipped to the output power level at n, POut,dB[n].

If AMCLIP is set to "3dB + Max. Output Power Level" the output power level depends on the slope of the AM-AM
power curve at n. If the slope is zero or negative, it is set directly to the output power level at n, just like "Max. Output
Power Level". If the slope is positive, the power curve follows a smooth transition from n to a point where the output
power level is 3 dB above POut,dB[n]. The transition is made using an equation of the form:

PInsOut,dB = A + B · (PInstInp,dB + C)2

A = POut,dB[n] + 3

B =
−(P′

Out,dB
2 [n])
12

C = −
P′Out,dB[n]

6 − PInp,dB[n]

P'Out,dB[n] is the slope of the power curve at n.

When PInstInp,dB + C is greater than 0 the output power level PInstOut,dB is set to A.

If AMCLIP is set to "Linear Extrapolation", linear extrapolation is used to calculate the output power level. The slope
of the power curve at n is used for the extrapolation. If MDLINT is "Linear" this is the slope between the last two data
points.

If amplitude distortion is enabled, the magnitude of the output sample is set to the voltage corresponding to the calculated
output power level. If amplitude distortion is not enabled, the magnitude of the output sample is set to the magnitude of
the input sample.

If phase distortion is enabled, the phase of the output sample is set to the phase of the input signal plus the calculated
phase distortion. If phase distortion is not enabled the phase of the output sample is set to the phase of the input sample.

Impedance Mismatch Modeling and the AM-AM/AM-PM Model

When impedance mismatch modeling is enabled in the AM-AM/AM-PM model, the block's ports appear as terminations.
If ZINP and/or ZOUTP were specified in the data file, the values corresponding to the input power level of the propagated
signal power property are used. If ZINP or ZOUTP is not specified, the default system characteristic impedance _Z0 is
used. If there is an impedance mismatch present on the input port, the following correction is applied to convert the signal
from total voltage to incident voltage:

CorrInp = 1
∣ 1 + Γ In ∣

If there is an impedance mismatch present on the output port, the following correction is applied to convert from reflected
voltage to total voltage:
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CorrOut = 1 + ΓL

The corrections are typically frequency-dependent. In Time Domain simulations these corrections are implemented
through the use of IIR or FIR filters. See Chapter 2 for more on impedance mismatch modeling in the Cadence Visual
System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program.

RF Budget Analysis, RF Inspector and the AM-AM/AM-PM Model

Both RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector model nonlinearities using 5th order polynomial coefficients, which works
well with the Small Signal and Large Signal Polynomial models. However, for the AM-AM/AM-PM model these
coefficients must be estimated by passing a two-tone signal through the AM-AM/AM-PM model. Each tone has its power
set to one half the total incident signal power at the input port. The output fundamentals, IM3 products and IM5 products
are then used to compute the a1, a3 and a5 polynomial coefficients. Because the AM-AM/AM-PM model only generates
narrowband products, there are no even ordered polynomial terms.

The P1dB value used for RF Budget Analysis is obtained directly from the AM-AM curve.

DC Source Power Output Modeling

The optional DC source power output port is enabled by setting DCPOUT to "Yes". The value output is power in Watts.
For the polynomial-based implementation models, a constant DC source power value is computed based on the estimated
operating point of the amplifier. The operating point estimate is based on the propagated signal power. The computed
power value is linearly interpolated from the DC source power values in the data sets.

For the AM-AM/AM-PM model, a running average is computed from individual DC source power values which are
based on the log magnitude of each input sample. These values are linearly interpolated from AM-AM/AM-PM entries.
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(Obsolete) Narrowband Behavioral Mixer: NL_MIXER

Symbol
IN OUT

LO

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Behavioral Mixer (MIXER_B) block. NL_MIXER implements a
nonlinear mixer, supporting characteristics found in RF or microwave mixers. The spread of the monitoring harmonics
and spurious components is a function of the input signal bandwidth.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
-10dBInput to output conversion gainRGCONV
-20dBm1-dB compression point at inputRP1DB_IN
-20dBmInput-referred IP2 (harmonic)RIP2H_IN
-20dBmInput-referred third-order IPRIP3_IN
0dBmPower level of the local oscillatorRPLO
-20dBLO to output isolation (neg. for loss)RLO2OUT
-20dBInput to output isolation (make negative for loss)RIN2OUT
UpVector

Text(pull-down)
Mixer up or down converter modeEMODE

100ScalarAnalysis bandwidth percentage (<=100)I*BW

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GCONV. The conversion loss (or gain) at the specified power level of the local oscillator, GCONV, increases slightly
if power level of the local oscillator is increased beyond the specified value. At low LO levels, the IF output is proportional
to the LO level.

IP3H_IN, IP2H_IN, IN2OUT, and LO2IF. These are independent of the LO level.

MODE. Up or down convertor operating mode of the mixer model, which in its turn conclude the determination of the
output carrier frequency.
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BW. This parameter allows the frequency response of the circuit to be compressed. This parameter has a range between
0 and 100. 100% bandwidth will generate all spurious products that fall within the signal bandwidth.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1
Input Local OscillatorComplex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2

Implementation Details

The mixer model is fundamentally a multiplier, with some additional characteristics that make it behave as an RF or
microwave mixer. Note that this element models mixer behavior in a very general manner, and may not precisely model
any particular mixer type.

The conversion efficiency saturates much like most types of mixers. At the specified LO level, the conversion efficiency
is approximately 1 dB below its maximum value. Saturation is accomplished by clipping the LO waveform. Output is
unfiltered, so both sum and difference frequencies are produced. Spurious mixing products are extrapolated from IP3H_IN,
IP2H_IN information.

Many of the comments regarding NL_AMP apply to NL_MIXER.
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(Obsolete) Nonlinear Frequency-Dependent Behavioral Model (File-Based):
NLFD_F

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based)(AMP_F)
block which now includes support for frequency-dependent behavior. NLFD_F generates a frequency-dependent output
voltage response.

This block should be used with caution. It may generate poor approximations when interpolating between specified
frequency points.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
AVector

Text(pull-down)
File name or matrix variable that represents power-dependent
transfer function data

SDATA

Nonlin 1-Box ModVector
Text(pull-down)

Model type select the type of model (the 3-box model is a
filter -nonlinearity -filter

EIMPTYP

S21Vector
Text(pull-down)

Data format typeE*DFTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DATA. File name or matrix variable that represents frequency- and power-dependent transfer function data.

IMPTYP. Select the type of model (the 3-box model is a filter-nonlinearity-filter).

DFTYPE. Input File Convention. This parameter indicates that the data format is saved as S21 or as AM-AM and
AM-PM characteristics.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. DATA: To run this simulation the data must be available in a file or matrix format. The matrix consists of m rows
and n columns, where m and n are respectively greater than 3 and 4. The first and second columns represent respectively
the available input power levels and frequency-dependent information. Remaining columns represent the behavior of
nonlinear blocks, preserved as the complex Large signal S21 or the AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics.The number
of these columns must be twice to the number of frequency in the second column. When the number of frequency
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sweep is not equal to the power sweep, the remaining matrix cell must be filled with zeros. The example below shows
a typical format of imported data.

m\n input
power level Frequency Data Data

1 -30.0 1e9 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0

2 -20.0 2e9 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0

3 -10.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0

4 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0

5 10.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0

The above matrix consists of 6 columns and 5 rows. Third and fourth columns represent the real and imaginary part
of behavior of nonlinear blocks, preserved as the complex Large signal S21 associated to the first cell of the second
column (1GHz) and fifth and sixth columns represent the real and imaginary part of behavior of nonlinear blocks,
preserved as the complex Large signal S21 associated to the second cell of the second column (2GHz).

2. A large power level steps can affect simulation results. It is recommended to decrease power level steps when the set
of power level steps is too high. For best simulation results set the power level steps in increments of 1 dbm.

3. Employing the Linear 1-Box Mod, Linear 2 -Box Mod and Linear 3-Box Mod requires at least information about
three different frequency levels.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2

Implementation Details

This model can operate in four different modes:

• Nonlin 1-Box Mod, where input signal is passed through an AM and PM distortion model. This Mod acts very similar
to the NL_S model.

• Linear 1-Box Mod, where input signal is passed through a linear frequency-dependent filter extracted in the linear
region. This Mod acts very similar to the LIN_S model.

• Nonlin 2-Box Mod, where input signal is initially passed through a linear frequency dependent filter extracted in the
linear region and is followed by an AM and PM distortion model. This Mod combines the LIN_S model with the
NL_S model.
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AM-AM & AM-PM modelLinear filter model

Linear region where the linear filter

AM-AM & AM-PM characteristic

f0

f1

f2
fm

Input power level

G
ain

is extracted.

(NL_S) (NL_F)

• Nonlin 3-Box Mod, where input signal is initially passed through a linear frequency dependent filter extracted in the
linear region followed by an AM and PM distortion model, and finally passed to another linear frequency-dependent
filter characterized in the nonlinear region.

AM-AM & AM-PM modelFirst Linear

Linear region where the first linear filter

AM-AM & AM-PM characteristic

f0
f1

f2
fm

Input power level

G
ain

is extracted.
Nonlinear region where the second linear filter
is extracted.

filter model
Second Linear
filter model

• Simulation can only be carried out when the carrier frequency assigned by the previous block belongs to the frequency
range preserved in the matrix variable. When that particular frequency does not match one of the given frequency, the
associated AM-AM and AM-PM characteristic will be interpolated.
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(Obsolete) Nonlinear Frequency-Dependent Behavioral Model
(Simulation-Based): NLFD_S

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Nonlinear Behavioral Model (Simulation-Based) (NL_S) block which
now includes support for frequency-dependent behavior.

NLFD_S generates a frequency-dependent output voltage response.

NOTE: This block should be used with caution. It may generate poor approximations when interpolating between
specified frequency points.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
AVector

Text(pull-down)
Cadence® Microwave Office® software subcircuit nameSNET

Nonlin 1-Box ModVector
Text(pull-down)

Model type selects the type of model (the 3-box model is a
filter -nonlinearity -filter

EIMPTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NET. Circuit schematic simulated by the Harmonic Balanced simulator.

IMPTYP. Selects the type of model (the 3-box model is a filter-nonlinearity-filter).

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

NET: The existence of a circuit schematic is necessary to run this simulation. This component acts in the boundary
conditions and the dynamic operating range of these RF circuit blocks such as input/output power level, breakdown
voltage of semiconductor components, and accuracy of the applied active and passive models. The Harmonic Balance
simulation must be completed prior to the system simulation. Harmonic balance simulation carries information about at
least three different power levels.

1. A large power level step can affect simulation results. You should decrease power level steps or use of linear
interpolation mode when the set of power level steps is too high. For best simulation results, set the power level steps
in increments of 1 dbm.
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2. Employing the Linear 1-Box Mod, Linear 2 -Box Mod, and Linear 3-Box Mod requires information about at least
three different frequency levels.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2

Implementation Details

This model can operate in four different modes:

• Nonlin 1-Box Mod, where an input signal is passed through an AM and PM distortion model. This Mod acts very
similar to the NL_S model.

• Linear 1-Box Mod, where an input signal is passed through a linear frequency-dependent filter extracted in the linear
region. This Mod acts very similar to the LIN_S model.

• Nonlin 2-Box Mod, where an input signal is initially passed through a linear frequency dependent filter extracted in
the linear region and is followed by an AM and PM distortion model. This Mod combines the LIN_S model with the
NL_S model.

• Nonlin 3-Box Mod, where an input signal is initially passed through a linear frequency dependent filter extracted in
the linear region followed by an AM and PM distortion model, and finally passed to another linear frequency-dependent
filter characterized in the nonlinear region.

AM-AM &First Linear

Linear region where the first linear filter

AM-AM & AM-PM characteristics

f0
f1

f2
fm

Input power level

G
ain

is extracted.
Nonlinear region where the second linear filter
is extracted.

filter model
Second Linear
filter modelAM-PM model

• Simulation can only be performed when the carrier frequency assigned by the previous block belongs to the frequency
range obtained by the harmonic balance simulator. When that particular frequency does not match one of the simulated
frequencies, the associated AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics are interpolated.
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AM-AM & AM-PM modelLinear filter model

Linear region where the linear filter

AM-AM & AM-PM characteristics

f0
f1

f2
fm

Input power level

G
ain

is extracted.

(LIN_S) (NL_F)
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(Obsolete) RF Single Pole Double Throw Switch (Static 1-Input 2-Output):
RFSPDT_12ST

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch (Static 1-Input n-Output) (RFSW_1nST)
block. RFSPDT_12ST models a one-input, two-output single-pole double-throw RF switch, supporting
frequency-dependent isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR/return loss settings. The switch is static in that it does not
change state during a simulation sweep. The state is determined by a parameter which may be swept.

The block is implemented using one of the following 3-port S parameter matrices depending on whether output port 2
or output port 3 is on:

Output port 2 On:

[ Γ1 10−∣LOSS∣/20 10−∣ISOL∣/20

10−∣LOSS∣/20 Γ2 10−∣XTALK∣/20

10−∣ISOL∣/20 10−∣XTALK∣/20 Γ3
]

Output port 3 On:

[ Γ1 10−∣ISOL∣/20 10−∣LOSS∣/20

10−∣ISOL∣/20 Γ2 10−∣XTALK∣/20

10−∣LOSS∣/20 10−∣XTALK∣/20 Γ3
]

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the LOSS and ISOL settings are adjusted as necessary to
maintain the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|XTALK|/10<=1

10-|ISOL|/10+10-|XTALK|/10<=1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: You should enable impedance mismatch modeling to model the effects of S12 and S13 on the reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarOn output portION_OUT
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS
30dBIsolationRISOL

ScalarOn output port VSWRR*VSWR_ON
ScalarOff output port VSWRR*VSWR_OFF
ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
dBOn output port return loss (VSWR_ON must be empty)R*RLOSS_ON
dBOff output port return loss (VSWR_OFF must be empty)R*RLOSS_OFF
dBInput port return loss (VSWR_OUT must be empty)R*RLOSS_INP

-100dBCrosstalkR*XTALK
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 1C*Z1
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2C*Z2
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 3C*Z3

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ON_OUT. The port number of the output port that is on, 2 for port 2 and 3 for port 3.

LOSS. The insertion loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS. The insertion loss is the attenuation
between the input port and the on output port. The insertion loss may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as
described in the "Summary" section. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.
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ISOL. The isolation in dB. The actual isolation is the absolute value of ISOL. The isolation is the attenuation between
the input port and the off output port. The isolation may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described in the
"Summary" section. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency
dependent settings.

VSWR_ON, RLOSS_ON. The VSWR or the return loss at the on output port. In order to specify return loss VSWR_ON
must be left empty. If both are left empty the reflection coefficient of the on input is set to 0. See the "Parameter Restrictions
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF. The VSWR or the return loss at the off output port. In order to specify return loss
VSWR_OFF must be left empty. If both are left empty the reflection coefficient of the off input is set to 0. See the
"Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP. The VSWR or the return loss at the input port. In order to specify return loss VSWR_INP
must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK.The crosstalk between ports 2 and 3. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details
on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z1, Z2, Z3. The characteristic impedances of the corresponding ports.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.
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• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL, VSWR_x or RLOSS_x as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:
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• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
ISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR_ON = 1.15
VSWR_OFF = 1.15
VSWR_INP = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output Signal AReal, Complex2
Output Signal BReal, Complex3

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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(Obsolete) RF Single Pole Double Throw Switch (Static 2-Input 1-Output):
RFSPDT_21ST

Symbol
1

2 3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the RF Single Pole n-Throw Switch (Static 1-Input n-Output) (RFSW_1nST)
block. RFSPDT_21ST models a two-input, one-output single-pole double-throw RF switch, supporting
frequency-dependent isolation, insertion loss, and VSWR/return loss settings. The switch is static in that it does not
change state during a simulation sweep. The state is determined by a parameter which may be swept.

The block is implemented using one of the following 3-port S-parameter matrices depending on whether input port 1 or
input port 2 is on:

Input port 1 On:

[ Γ1 10−∣XTALK∣/20 10−∣LOSS∣/20

10−∣XTALK∣/20 Γ2 10−∣ISOL∣/20

10−∣LOSS∣/20 10−∣ISOL∣/20 Γ3
]

Input port 2 On:

[ Γ1 10−∣XTALK∣/20 10−∣ISOL∣/20

10−∣XTALK∣/20 Γ2 10−∣LOSS∣/20

10−∣ISOL∣/20 10−∣LOSS∣/20 Γ3
]

In order to maintain passivity and prevent ill conditioning, the LOSS and ISOL settings are adjusted as necessary to
maintain the following:

10-|LOSS|/10+10-|XTALK|/10<=1

10-|ISOL|/10+10-|XTALK|/10<=1

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

Note. Impedance mismatch modeling should be enabled to model the effects of S12 and S13 on the reflection of the
output signal due to a load impedance mismatch.
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Note. Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to the output port), a
signal at one input port does not appear at the opposite input port. For example, the signal at port 1 does not appear at
port 2 modified by S21. RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations do account for reverse direction signal flow.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarOn input portION_INP

ScalarPort number of primary inputI*PRIMINP
0dBInsertion lossRLOSS
30dBIsolationRISOL

ScalarOn input port VSWRR*VSWR_ON
ScalarOff input port VSWRR*VSWR_OFF
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBOn input port return loss (VSWR_ON must be empty)R*RLOSS_ON
dBOff input port return loss (VSWR_OFF must be empty)R*RLOSS_OFF
dBOutput port return loss (VSWR_OUT must be empty)R*RLOSS_OUT

-100dBCrosstalk between input portsR*XTALK
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoN/AInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 1C*Z1
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 2C*Z2
_Z0ImpedanceCharacteristic impedance of port 3C*Z3

ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ON_INP. The port number of the input port that is on, 1 for port 1 and 2 for port 2.
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PRIMINP. Selects the input port that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
is to be used.

LOSS. The insertion loss in dB. The actual loss is the absolute value of LOSS. The insertion loss is the attenuation
between the on input and the output ports. The insertion loss may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described
in the "Summary" section. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering
frequency-dependent settings.

ISOL. The isolation in dB. The actual isolation is the absolute value of ISOL. The isolation is the attenuation between
the off input and the output ports. The isolation may be increased in order to maintain passivity, as described in the
"Summary" section. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency
dependent settings.

VSWR_ON, RLOSS_ON. The VSWR or the return loss at the on input port. In order to specify return loss VSWR_ON
must be left empty. If both are left empty the reflection coefficient of the on input is set to 0. See the "Parameter Restrictios
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OFF, RLOSS_OFF.The VSWR or the return loss at the off input port. In order to specify return loss VSWR_OFF
must be left empty. If both are left empty the reflection coefficient of the off input is set to 0. See the "Parameter Restrictios
and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT.The VSWR or the return loss at the output port. In order to specify return loss VSWR_OUT
must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the output port is set to 1. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

XTALK. The crosstalk between ports 1 and 2. Note that for Time Domain simulations, because the simulation is
unidirectional the signal at one input port does not appear at the other input port.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FREQS.Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, ISOL, VSWRINP
and VSWROUTP have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on
entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.
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NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

Z1, Z2, Z3. The characteristic impedances of the corresponding ports.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.
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• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into LOSS, ISOL, VSWR_x or RLOSS_x as desired, with the elements
of the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Insertion Loss: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 d @ 3 GHz

• Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 GHz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at all ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
LOSS = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
ISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR_ON = 1.15
VSWR_OFF = 1.15
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input Signal AReal, Complex1
Input Signal BReal, Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalReal, Complex3

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as a circuit filter block. See AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide for implementation
details and usage considerations.
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(Obsolete) Receive Antenna Properties: RX_ANTENNA

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the RF Antenna ANTENNA block. RX_ANTENNA models a receive
antenna. It supports antenna gain, path loss, internal loss, polarization loss, and mismatch loss.

The power of the input signal is interpreted as EIRP at the output of the transmit antenna, such as that generated by the
Transmit Antenna block TX_ANTENNA.

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal configuration
port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port 1 is an output port while port 2 is
an input port. Note that port 1 is always the radiating side while port 2 is always the circuit side. When connected in the
reverse configuration the antenna behaves as a TX_ANTENNA. The path parameters such as PATHLOSS and DIST
are ignored.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
dBPath or free-space lossR*PATHLOSS
dBPATHLOSS temperature dependenceR*PATHLOSS_TDEP

Distance from transmitter (PATHLOSS must be empty)R*DIST
kmDistance unitsE*DISTUNIT
0dBAntenna gainRANTGAIN

dBANTGAIN temperature dependenceR*ANTGAIN_TDEP
dBiAntenna gain typeE*GAINTYPE

dBDirectivity (EFFIC also required)R*DIREC
dBDIREC temperature dependenceR*DIREC_TDEP

Efficiency, percent (DIREC also required)R*EFFIC
EFFIC temperature dependenceR*EFFIC_TDEP
Effective area, meters^2R*EAREA
EAREA temperature dependenceR*EAREA_TDEP

AnglePolarization angleR*POLAR
dBPolarization axial ratioR*AXRATIO
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Left
hand

Polarization senseE*PSENSE

Radiation pattern data file nameS*RADPAT
0AngleDirection angle from z-axis (for radiation pattern)R*THETA
0AngleDirection angle from x-axis (for radiation pattern)R*PHI
SplineInterpolation type for radiation patternsE*RPINTRP
0dBInternal resistive lossR*INTLOSS

dBINTLOSS temperature dependenceR*INTLOSS_TDEP
Output port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT

dBOutput port return loss (VSWR_OUT must be empty)R*RLOSS_OUT
Output reflection coefficient (VSWR_OUT and RLOSS_OUT
must be empty)

C*S22

Output port mismatch temperature dependenceC*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85 degCTemperatureReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature for noise due to resistive lossR*T_PHY
16.85 degCTemperatureAntenna temperature at output of antennaR*T_ANT
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
377ResistanceFree space impedanceC*ZRAD

ResistanceZRAD temperature dependenceC*ZRAD_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceOutput port characteristic impedanceC*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
Number of frequencies for the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*NFREQ

Number of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoImplementation type for the impedance mismatch correction

filter
E*IMPL

AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
Maximum number of poles in the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*MAXNPOLE

Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

I*UPRATE

Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PATHLOSS. The optional path loss in dB between the transmit antenna and the receive antenna. If both PATHLOSS
and DIST are empty, a path loss of 0 dB is presumed. This is only used when the antenna is configured as a receive
antenna.

NOTE: The behavior when both the PATHLOSS and DIST are empty is to have no path loss. In earlier versions the
behavior was to treat the path loss as if the distance were set to 1 meter.

PATHLOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the PATHLOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in
the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DIST, DISTUNIT. The optional distance, in units determined by DISTUNIT, between the transmit antenna and the
receive antenna. PATHLOSS must be empty.

ANTGAIN, GAINTYP. The antenna gain in either dBi or dBd as determined by GAINTYP.

ANTGAIN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ANTGAIN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DIREC. The antenna directivity. EFFIC must also be specified. ANTGAIN, EAREA and RADPAT must all be empty.

DIREC_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DIREC parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

EFFIC. The antenna efficiency. DIREC must also be specified. ANTGAIN, EAREA and RADPAT must all be empty.

EFFIC_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the EFFIC parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

EAREA. The antenna effective area. ANTGAIN and RADPAT must both be empty.

EAREA_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the EAREA parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

POLAR. The antenna polarization tilt angle. If this is left empty and the input signal is generated from a transmit antenna,
the polarization tilt angle of the transmit antenna is used.

AXRATIO. The ratio between the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse of the antenna. A value of 0 dB
indicates circular polarization. If left empty, linear polarization is used.

Axial ratios are normally ≥ 0 dB. If an axial ratio less than 0 dB is specified the major and minor axes of the ellipse are
swapped, with 90 degrees added to the specified polarization angle to account for the swap.

RADPAT. The optional name of a Text Data File object under the Data Files node of the Project Browser containing the
radiation pattern. The format for the radiation pattern data file is described in the "Radiation Pattern Data File" section.
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THETA, PHI. The antenna orientation angles from vertical (THETA) and horizontal (PHI). These are only used when
RADPAT is specified.

RPINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for the 2D radiation pattern.

• Spline: Thin plate spline interpolation is used. While this generally produces the desired results, there may be data sets
for which the interpolation fails.

• Linear: A simple linear interpolation is used. For best results the data set should be fairly rectangular, in that each
unique theta value should have several phi values.

INTLOSS. The internal resistive loss of the antenna.

INTLOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INTLOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, S22. The VSWR, return loss, or S22 at the output of the antenna. If all three are left empty
S22 is set to 0.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT, or S22 is specified, and is per
degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings have been entered. See
the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the antenna, used to compute noise due to resistive losses.

T_ANT. The optional noise temperature at the output of the antenna. The input signal should be noiseless if this is used.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.
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TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZRAD. The free space impedance.

ZRAD_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZRAD parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP. The characteristic impedance of the antenna output port.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.
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• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the
radiation pattern data file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.
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• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into the different antenna parameters as desired, with the elements of
the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Antenna Gain: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 dB @ 3 GHz

• Output VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
ANTGAIN = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR_OUT = 1.15

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Incident SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Received SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal configuration
port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port 1 is an output port while port 2 is
an input port. Note that port 1 is always the radiating side while port 2 is always the circuit side. When connected in the
reverse configuration the antenna behaves as a TX_ANTENNA. The path parameters such as PATHLOSS and DIST
are ignored.

NODE NUMBER 1. The power of the signal is treated as EIRP at the output of the transmit antenna.

Implementation Details

This block generates its output based upon the following:
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ANTENNA
GAIN

PATH
LOSS

POLARIZATION
LOSS

INTERNAL
LOSS

MISMATCH
LOSS

EIRP
(Block Input)

Rx Signal
(Block Output)

Physical Antenna

RX_ANTENNA Block

The power of the input signal is EIRP (Effective Isotropically Radiated Power) at the output of the transmit antenna.

PATH LOSS normally consists of free space loss. If the PATHLOSS parameter is specified, the parameter value, which
is in dB, is applied to the signal. If instead DIST and DISTTYP are used, the loss applied is free space loss, computed
from:

LFSLdB = − 20log( c
4π · f · d )

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum in meters per second, f is the frequency at which the path loss is computed,
and d is the distance in meters from the DIST and DISTTYP parameters.

For RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, the free space loss is computed at each frequency simulated. For
Time Domain simulations, the free space loss is only computed at each frequency specified in the FREQS parameter (if
FREQS is empty the center frequency is used). The loss is then applied to the computed S21 and S12 for the antenna.
This is generally necessary in order to achieve a practical frequency-dependent filter implementation for the block.

POLARIZATION LOSS is the polarization loss factor expressed in dB. The polarization loss factor PLF is computed
from [1]:

PLF =
(1 + ARw

2) · (1 + ARr
2) + 4 · ARw · ARr + (1 − ARw

2) · (1 − ARr
2) · cos(2 · (τw − τr))

2 · (1 + ARw
2) · (1 + ARr

2)

ARr = 10|AXRATIO/20|

where ARw is the axial ratio of the wave, ARr is the axial ratio of the receive antenna, τw is the tilt angle of the wave,
and τr is the tilt angle of the receive antenna. ARr is the scalar equivalent of the value of the AXRATIO parameter. If
AXRATIO is empty then ARr is set to 0, indicating linear polarization. τr is the value of the POLAR parameter.

If the input signal is generated from a TX_ANTENNA block, ARw and τw are determined from the TX_ANTENNA's
POLAR and AXRATIO parameters. If the signal is not generated from a TX_ANTENNA block, ARw and τw are both
set to 0, which represents a linearly polarized wave with tilt angle of 0.

ANTENNA GAIN can be specified directly using the ANTGAIN parameter, computed from antenna directivity and
efficiency using the DIREC and EFFIC parameters, or computed from antenna effective area using the EAREA parameter.

Antenna gain is related to antenna directivity and efficiency by:

GAnt = DIREC x EFFIC
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Antenna gain is computed from antenna effective area using:

GAnt = 4π · Ae · ( fc )2

where Ae is the effective area in meters squared as specified by the EAREA parameter, c is the speed of light in a vacuum
in meters per second, and f is the frequency at which the antenna gain is computed.

INTERNAL LOSS represents internal resistive losses such as cable losses. It is specified by the INTLOSS parameter.
If T_PHY is specified and noise is modeled, the appropriate thermal noise is added to the output signal.

MISMATCH LOSS represents losses due to impedance mismatch between the output of the antenna and the following
blocks. Impedance mismatch modeling must be enabled for mismatch loss to be modeled. The VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT
or S22 parameters along with the ZOUTP parameter determine the impedance of the output port of the antenna.

NOTE: The power gain measured between the input and the output ports such as through the Cascaded Power Gain
measurement (C_GP) is related to the antenna gain GAnt by the following:

GP,Meas = POutput − EIRPInput = PATH _LOSS − POLARIZATION _LOSS + EFF_GAIN − INTERNAL_LOSS − MISMATCH _LOSS

EFF_GAIN = GAnt + 10 · log10( λ2

(4π · DIST)2)
Radiation Pattern Data Files

You can enter a radiation pattern using a Text Data File object and specifying that data file in the RADPAT parameter.
The THETA and PHI parameters define the antenna orientation used to compute the antenna gain and polarization from
the radiation pattern.

You can specify radiation patterns as either E-field values or as gain in dBi and optional polarization values. The data
file consists of a header row followed by rows of data corresponding to different values of theta and phi.

The header row specifies the individual columns. There must be one column labeled THETA and one column labeled
PHI. The remaining columns determine whether the radiation pattern is specified as E-fields or as gain values.

E-field Data Files

When specifying E-field values, there must be four more columns, two labeled E_THETA for the complex values of
the E-field in the theta direction, and two labeled E_PHI for the complex values of the E-field in the phi direction. You
must also include a PIN field before the header row. This field defines the input power level corresponding to the E-field
values.

The following are a few lines from an E-field radiation pattern data file:

FREQ=1e9 ! Frequency at which this set of e-fields was measured.
PIN=1.0084E-005 ! Input power level used when measuring the e-field values.

THETA_SYM_0=1 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about theta=0.
THETA_SYM_90=1 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about theta=90.
PHI_SYM_0=0 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about phi=0.
PHI_SYM_90=0 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about phi=90

THETA(,deg) PHI(,deg) E_Theta(Mag) E_Theta(Phs,Deg) E_Phi(Mag)
E_Phi(Phs,Deg)
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0 0 2.07E-001 -141.59 1.39E-001 -65.3
10 0 2.22E-003 -149.59 1.94E-003 -40.81

20 0 9.34E-004 121.94 8.83E-004 131.8

Gain Data Files

When specifying gain/polarization values, one column must specify the gain value. You can label this column DBI, G,
or GAIN. You can specify additional columns for polarization information. To specify polarization tilt angles include a
column labeled POLAR, TILT, TILTANGLE, or TILT_ANGLE. To specify the axial ratio include a column labeled
AR, AXIALRATIO, or AXIAL_RATIO. To specify polarization sense include a column labeled SENSE. Valid values
for the polarization sense areL,LCP, orLEFT for left hand polarization,R,RCP, orRIGHT for right hand polarization,
and LIN or LINEAR for linear polarization.

The following is an example of a gain/polarization radiation pattern data file:

FREQ=1e9
THETA(,deg) PHI(,deg) Gain(,dB) AR(,dB) Tilt(,deg) Sense(Text)
0 0 20.12 1.5956598053 15.12 LEFT
10 0 -18.42 1.4361625736 -33.43 LEFT
20 0 -25.63 11.6009280742 43.38 LEFT
30 0 -12.84 1.6103059581 0.09 LEFT
40 0 -13.97 1.3250298132 -4.82 LEFT
50 0 -15.28 2.3912003826 -66.02 LEFT
60 0 -17.31 2.4283632831 -24.99 RIGHT
70 0 -15.75 3.6443148688 80.67 LEFT
80 0 -9.98 3.8167938931 82.28 LEFT
90 0 -10.72 1000 -90 LINEAR

Note that the SENSE column heading is marked as a text column: Sense(Text). This is required for the polarization
sense column.

Optional Fields

You can add several optional fields before the header row:

DescriptionField
Frequency associated with the radiation pattern. If no frequency is specified, the center frequency
is used. You can enter radiation patterns for different frequencies by specifying a FREQ field

FREQ, FRQ

containing the frequency, followed by a header row and then the radiation pattern data for that
frequency.
If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to theta. For example, an entry at 30-degrees theta also appears at -30-degrees theta.

THETA_SYM_0

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 90-degrees
with respect to theta. For example, an entry at 80-degrees theta also appears at 110-degrees theta.

THETA_SYM_90

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to phi. For example, an entry at 20-degrees phi also appears at -20-degrees phi.

PHI_SYM_0

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to phi. For example, an entry at 10-degrees phi also appears at 170-degrees phi.

PHI_SYM_90

The example for the preceding E-field data file format illustrates the format of these fields.
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NOTE: When using the symmetric data flags, the data points are stored as entered. When interpolating the values for a
given theta and phi, the angle values are adjusted so they fall within the symmetry range. For SYM_0 alone, the angle
is converted to fall between 0 and 180-degrees (for example, 190 is mapped to 170, -80 is mapped to 80). For SYM_90
alone, the angle is converted to fall between -90 and 90-degrees (for example, 100 is mapped to 80, -100 is mapped to
-80). For both SYM_0 and SYM_90, the angle is converted to fall between 0 and 90-degrees (for example, 100 is mapped
to 80, -10 is mapped to 10). This converted angle is then used to obtain the interpolated value. The radiation pattern
therefore should contain data points within those angle limits (0 and 180, -90 and 90, or 0 and 90-degrees).

Independent Variables

Multiple sets of radiation pattern data may be entered and associated with different values of an independent variable.
For example, if the radiation pattern varied with temperature, you could specify a temperature-independent variable and
enter radiation pattern data for several distinct temperatures.

Independent variables are specified before the header row, and have the form VAR name = value. For example, to specify
an independent variable named 'TEMP' with a value of 290, you would add:

VAR TEMP = 290

before the header row of the data to associate with that value. You may also use text for the independent variable values.
For example, if you are testing two configurations, "A" and "A One", you could add:

VAR CONFIG = A

for one radiation pattern and

VAR CONFIG = "A One"

for the other radiation pattern.

If you specify an independent variable, every set of radiation pattern data should include that independent variable. You
can also specify multiple independent variables as shown in the following simple example:

VAR TEMP = 290
VAR CONFIG = A
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 10
0 10 8
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 30
VAR CONFIG = A
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 5
0 10 3
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 290
VAR CONFIG = "A One"
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
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0 0 15
0 10 18
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 30
VAR CONFIG = "A One"
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 15
0 10 13
! More data...

When you add an independent variable, a new parameter is added to the end of the block's parameter list. This parameter
has the same name as the independent variable. Note that an independent variable's name may only contain the characters
'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. It cannot have the same name as an existing parameter.

If the independent variable's values are all numeric, you can use the IVARTYP parameter to select whether to treat the
corresponding parameters as a list of values specified, or to allow a numeric value. If the IVARTYP parameter is set to
"Select from list", a drop-down list containing the values that appear in the data file is used.

If the IVARTYP parameter is set to "Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest" then the parameter's value will be a
numeric value, and the data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the parameter is used. Using the previous
example data file, you are able to enter, for example, 200 for the value of the TEMP parameter, and the data set for TEMP
= 290 would be used.

Recommendations for Use

The Gain to System Temperature Ratio measurement (G_T) works with the RX_ANTENNA block to compute the ratio
of antenna gain to system noise temperature.

References

[1] Seybold, John S, Introduction to RF Propagation, pg. 60.
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(Obsolete) Splitter: SPLIT

Symbol
1 2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the RF Splitter (SPLITTER) block. SPLIT splits the incoming signal into
n-connected output ports as:

VOut = {V in
n VoltageSplitting
V in
n PowerSplitting

where n indicates the number of connected output ports.

This block is a linear RF block fully supporting VSS RF modeling features such as RF Inspector, RF Budget Analysis,
and impedance mismatch modeling. See Chapter 2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on linear RF blocks and
impedance mismatch modeling in VSS.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from input ports to output ports), any
reflection of the output signal back through to the input port is not modeled in the time domain.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
dBLoss (leave empty to use SIGTYP)RLOSS
dBLOSS temperature dependenceR*LOSS_TDEP

VoltageN/ADivide voltage or powerESIGTYP
4ScalarNumber of output portsINOUT

ScalarInput port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
ScalarOutput port VSWRR*VSWR_OUT
dBInput port return lossR*RLOSS_INP
dBOutput port return lossR*RLOSS_OUT
ScalarInput port mismatch temperature dependenceR*INPMM_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarOutput port mismatch temperature dependenceR*OUTPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsV*FREQS

LinearN/AInterpolation type for frequency-dependent settingsE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature of deviceR*T_PHY
AutoN/ANoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceCharacteristic impedance of input portC*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
_Z0ResistanceCharacteristic impedance of output portsC*ZOUTP

ResistanceZOUTP temperature dependenceC*ZOUTP_TDEP
ScalarNumber of frequencies for IIR designI*NFREQ
ScalarNumber of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR

AutoN/AImplementation TypeE*IMPL
AutoN/ASignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL

ScalarMaximum number of s-domain poles (IIR only)I*MAXNPOLE
8ScalarUpsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only)I*UPRATE

ScalarFraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only)R*FRQALIGN
NoneN/ADiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. If not empty, the loss applied to the signal for each output port. If empty, SIGTYP is used to determine the loss.

LOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the LOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

SIGTYP. Determines whether the signal is voltage or power split:

• Voltage: The gain is set to 1/n.

• Power: The gain is set to 1/√n.

NOUT. Determines the number of output ports in the block.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP. The VSWR and return loss at the input port. Only one of VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP may
be specified - the other parameter must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the input port is set to 1. These
settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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VSWR_OUT, RLOSS_OUT. The VSWR and return loss at the output port. Only one of VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT
may be specified - the other parameters must be left empty. If both are left empty the VSWR of the output port is set to
1. These settings are only used if impedance mismatch modeling is enabled.

See the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP or RLOSS_INP is specified, and is per degK.

OUTPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_OUT or RLOSS_OUT is specified, and is per degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings for LOSS, VSWR_INP,
RLOSS_INP, VSWR_OUT and/or RLOSS_OUT have been entered. See the "Parameter Restrictions and
Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.

FRQINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP, ZOUTP. The characteristic impedances of the input and output ports.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZOUTP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZOUTP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.
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This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.

NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.
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The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design. The
bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.

FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

SPLIT supports frequency-dependent VSWR and return loss settings. To specify frequency dependent settings enter a
vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency values must be non-negative. Next enter
vectors into RLOSS_INP, VSWR_INP, RLOSS_OUT and VSWR_OUT as desired, with the elements of the vectors
corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Reverse Isolation: 38 dB @ 1 GHz, 40 dB @ 2 GHz, 34 dB @ 3 Gz

• VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies and at both input and output ports

You would enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
RISOL = {38, 40, 34}
VSWR_INP = 1.15
VSWR_OUT = 1.15
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Data Input

PurposeTypePort No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output WaveformComplex2-NOUT

Implementation Details

SPLIT is a circuit filter block with a frequency-independent S-parameter matrix of the form:

S = [ 0 G ... G
G 0 ... 0
... ... ... ...
G 0 ... 0

]
G is either 1/n or 1/√n multiplied by 0.9999999999. The scaling is used to avoid a purely lossless reciprocal network,
which can cause problems when converting to the Y matrix form used for impedance mismatch modeling.
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(Obsolete) Splits One Signal Into Four or Fewer Signals: SPLIT_N

Symbol

1

2

3

4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the RF Splitter (SPLITTER) block. SPLIT_N splits the incoming signal
into n-connected output ports as:

VOut = {V in
n VoltageSplitting
V in
n PowerSplitting

where n indicates the number of connected output ports.

SPLIT_N supports impedance mismatch modeling. SPLIT_N is implemented as a linear circuit filter similar to LIN_F
with an S-parameter matrix of the form:

S = [ 0 G ... G
G 0 ... 0
... ... ... ...
G 0 ... 0

]
G is either 1/n or 1/√n multiplied by 0.9999999999. The scaling is used to avoid a purely lossless reciprocal network,
which would cause problems when converting to the Y matrix form used for impedance mismatch modeling.

NOTE: Because the Time Domain simulation is unidirectional (samples only flow from the input node to the output
nodes), any reflection of the output signals back through S1n to the input node is not modeled in the time domain. See
Chapter 2 in theAWRVSSModeling Guide for details on circuit filters and impedance mismatch modeling in the Cadence®
Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software program.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
VoltageN/ADivide voltage or powerESIGTYP
Freq analysis onlyN/ANoise modelingENOISE

ScalarNumber of frequencies for impedance mismatch correction
filter

I*NFREQ

ScalarMaximum number of poles in impedance mismatch correction
filter

I*MAXNPOLE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SIGTYP. Determines whether the signal is voltage or power split:

• Voltage: The gain is set to 1/n.

• Power: The gain is set to 1/√n.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the device. This determines the amount of noise generated by the block when noise
modeling is enabled.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled. If noise is modeled, noise correlation matrices are computed from the Y
matrices of the block.

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the System Simulator Options dialog box RF Options tab RF Noise Modeling
setting.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See the Digital
Random Source Block (RND_D) for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This in general results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

NFREQ.Use to explicitly specify the number of evenly spaced frequencies to use for designing the filter that implements
the correction. See LIN_F for details.

MAXNPOLE. Use to explicitly limit the number of poles used in the S-domain approximation for the IIR filter
implementation. See LIN_F for details.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2-5
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(Obsolete) Frequency-Dependent TWT-Saleh Behavioral Model
(Simulation-Based): TWTFD_S

Symbol

TWT
Saleh

Summary

This block is obsolete. TWTFD_S generates frequency-dependent setting output voltage response based on the fitting
procedure proposed by A. A. M. Saleh [1].

NOTE: TWT_S does not support RF Inspector simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
AVector

Text
(pull-down)

Cadence® Microwave Office® software subcircuit nameSNET

Real and ImageVector
Text(pull-down)

Model transfer function using specified complex components.
Uses characteristic of real/imaginary or magnitude/phase.

EMDLTF

1N/ACoefficient n1R*N1
2N/ACoefficient v1R*V1
2N/ACoefficient n2R*N2
3N/ACoefficient v2R*V2

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MDLFT. Employs the Saleh model in quadrature and inphase mode, or in the magnitude and phase.

N1. Numerator's order of quadrature or magnitude part.

V1. Denominator's order of quadrature or magnitude part.

N2. Numerator's order of inphase or phase part.

V2. Denominator's order of inphase or phase part.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex2
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(Obsolete) Transmit Antenna Properties: TX_ANTENNA

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the RF Antenna ANTENNA block. TX_ANTENNA models a transmit
antenna. It supports antenna gain, internal loss, mismatch loss and radiation patterns. It also supports polarization settings
for use with the Receive Antenna block (ANTENNA).

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal configuration
port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port 1 is an output port while port 2 is
an input port. Note that port 1 is always the circuit side while port 2 is always the radiating side. When connected in the
reverse configuration the antenna behaves as an ANTENNA.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
0dBAntenna gainRANTGAIN

dBANTGAIN temperature dependenceR*ANTGAIN_TDEP
dBiAntenna gain typeE*GAINTYPE

dBDirectivity (EFFIC also required)R*DIREC
dBDIREC temperature dependenceR*DIREC_TDEP

Efficiency, percent (DIREC also required)R*EFFIC
EFFIC temperature dependenceR*EFFIC_TDEP
Effective area, meters^2R*EAREA
EAREA temperature dependenceR*EAREA_TDEP

0AnglePolarization angleR*POLAR
dBPolarization axial ratioR*AXRATIO
Left
hand

Polarization senseE*PSENSE

Radiation pattern data file nameS*RADPAT
0AngleDirection angle from z-axis (for radiation pattern)R*THETA
0AngleDirection angle from x-axis (for radiation pattern)R*PHI
SplineInterpolation type for radiation patternsE*RPINTRP
0dBInternal resistive lossR*INTLOSS

dBINTLOSS temperature dependenceR*INTLOSS_TDEP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Input port VSWRR*VSWR_INP
dBInput port return loss (VSWR_INP must be empty)R*RLOSS_INP

Input reflection coefficient (VSWR_INP and RLOSS_INP
must be empty)

C*S11

Input port mismatch temperature dependenceC*INPMM_TDEP
FrequencyOptional frequencies for frequency-dependent settingsR*FREQS

Linear - AutoInterpolation type for frequency dependenciesE*FRQINTRP
16.85DegCReference temperature for temperature-dependent settingsR*T_REF
_TAMBTemperaturePhysical temperature for noise due to resistive lossR*T_PHY
AutoNoise modelingENOISE

Thermal noise random number generator seedI*TNRSEED
_Z0ResistanceInput port characteristic impedanceC*ZINP

ResistanceZINP temperature dependenceC*ZINP_TDEP
377ResistanceFree space impedanceC*ZRAD

ResistanceZRAD temperature dependenceC*ZRAD_TDEP
Number of frequencies for the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*NFREQ

Number of frequencies for FIR designI*NFREQFIR
AutoImplementation type for the impedance mismatch correction

filter
E*IMPL

AutoSignal type for filter designE*SIGMODEL
Maximum number of poles in the impedance mismatch
correction filter

I*MAXNPOLE

Upsample rate for bilinear transform mapping (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

I*UPRATE

Fraction of fs/2 to align with circuit response (IIR only) in
the impedance mismatch correction filter

R*FRQALIGN

NoneDiagnostics to displayE*DIAGDSP
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables (VAR)*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ANTGAIN, GAINTYP. The antenna gain in either dBi or dBd as determined by GAINTYP.

ANTGAIN_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ANTGAIN parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

DIREC. The antenna directivity. EFFIC must also be specified. ANTGAIN, EAREA and RADPAT must all be empty.
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DIREC_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the DIREC parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

EFFIC. The antenna efficiency. DIREC must also be specified. ANTGAIN, EAREA and RADPAT must all be empty.

EFFIC_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the EFFIC parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

EAREA. The antenna effective area. ANTGAIN and RADPAT must both be empty.

EAREA_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the EAREA parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR
VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

POLAR. The antenna polarization tilt angle. Note that the polarization tilt angle, axial ratio, and sense do not directly
affect the output signal. They are used by the Receive Antenna block (ANTENNA) to compute the polarization loss
factor.

AXRATIO. The ratio between the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse of the antenna. A value of 0 dB
indicates circular polarization. If left empty, linear polarization is used.

Axial ratios are normally ≥ 0 dB. If an axial ratio less than 0 dB is specified the major and minor axes of the ellipse are
swapped, with 90 degrees added to the specified polarization angle to account for the swap.

PSENSE. The polarization sense from the point of view of looking away from the antenna. Left-hand polarization rotates
counter-clockwise, and right-hand polarization rotates clockwise.

RADPAT. The optional name of a Text Data File object under the Data File node of the Project Browser containing the
radiation pattern. The format for the radiation pattern data file is described in the "Radiation Pattern Data File" section.

THETA, PHI. The antenna orientation angles from vertical (THETA) and horizontal (PHI). These are only used when
RADPAT is specified.

RPINTRP. Determines the type of interpolation performed for the 2D radiation pattern.

• Spline: Thin plate spline interpolation is used. While this generally produces the desired results, there may be data sets
for which the interpolation fails.

• Linear: A simple linear interpolation is used. For best results the data set should be fairly rectangular, in that each
unique theta value should have several phi values.

INTLOSS. The internal resistive loss of the antenna.

INTLOSS_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the INTLOSS parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the
AWR VSS Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, S11. The VSWR, return loss, or S11 at the input of the antenna. If all three are left empty
S11 is set to 0.

INPMM_TDEP. Interpretation depends on whether VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP, or S11 is specified, and is per degK.

FREQS. Optional vector for specifying the frequencies at which frequency-dependent settings have been entered. See
the "Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations" section for details on entering frequency-dependent settings.
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FRQINTRP.Determines the type of interpolation performed for frequency-dependent settings. Either linear interpolation
or cubic spline interpolation may be chosen as the interpolation method. There are several options for what values are
interpolated over:

• dB/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude in dB and unwrapped phase.

• Mag/Phase: Interpolation is performed using magnitude and unwrapped phase.

• Real/Imag: Interpolation is performed separately on the real and imaginary components.

• Auto: The interpolation performed is determined by the RF Linear Block FRQINTRP Auto Handling setting under the RF
Options tab of the System Simulator Options dialog box. The default setting is to select the type of interpolation based
upon the setting being interpolated. For example, return loss, which is specified in dB, is interpolated with dB/Phase,
while S11, which is specified as complex values, is interpolated with Mag/Phase. VSWR is a scalar value and is
interpolated directly.

T_REF. The reference temperature for the temperature dependent settings.

T_PHY. The physical temperature of the antenna, used to compute noise due to resistive losses.

NOISE. Determines when noise is modeled:

• RF Budget only: Noise is modeled for RF Budget Analysis simulations, but not Time Domain simulations.

• RF Budget + Time Domain: Noise is modeled for both RF Budget Analysis and Time Domain simulations.

• Noiseless: The block is assumed to be noiseless in all simulations.

• Auto: The setting is determined from the RF Noise Modeling setting on the RF Optionstab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box.

TNRSEED. The seed for the Time Domain simulation's thermal noise pseudo-random number generator. See RND_D
for details.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). In general, this results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, although it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

ZINP. The characteristic impedance of the antenna input port.

ZINP_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZINP parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

ZRAD. The free space impedance.

ZRAD_TDEP. Specifies the rate of change of the ZRAD parameter over temperature. See Section 2.6 in the AWR VSS
Modeling Guide for details on how to use temperature-dependent parameters.

NFREQ. The number of frequencies at which the filter response is modeled when designing the IIR Only implementation.
This may also be used for FIR filters if NFREQFIR is empty.

This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process. Too high a value for NFREQ
(typically greater than several hundred) may result in the IIR filter design algorithm generating a very poor approximation.
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NFREQFIR. The number of frequencies used for designing the FIR filter implementations. This is the number of taps
used for the FIR filters. If this is left empty and NFREQ is specified, NFREQ is used for backward compatibility with
VSS 6.53.

The actual frequencies used for the filter design are:

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 +

(i − 1)
NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR even

f [i] = f c −
f s
2 + 2i − 1

2 · NFREQFIR · f s i = 1, 2, ..., NFREQFIR NFREQFIR odd

IMPL. Determines the filter implementation used:

• Auto: The implementation is automatically selected based on a number of factors. If the filter is part of a feedback
loop, the FIR Only implementation is selected. If the filter is not part of a feedback loop, an IIR Only design and an
FIR Only design are computed and error metrics calculated. If the overall error metric is within an acceptable tolerance
(0.5 by default) the design with the smallest error metric is selected. If both designs are not within that error tolerance,
an FIR + FIR Filter design is attempted and the design with the best error metric among the three designs is chosen.
The DIAGDSP parameter can be used to view the error metrics of the different designs.

• IIR Only: An upsampled IIR filter design is used. This implementation often results in a very good magnitude and phase
response over 90% or more of the sampling frequency band.

• FIR Only: A frequency-sampled FIR filter design is used. This design results in an exact match at the design frequencies,
but often poor results between the design frequencies.

• Windowed FIR Only: A windowed FIR filter design is used. This typically results in a very close magnitude response,
at the expense of having a linear phase response.

• FIR + IIR Filter: A combination of a windowed FIR filter plus an allpass IIR filter is used. The windowed FIR filter is
designed similar to the Windowed FIR Only option. The FIR filter is then followed by an allpass IIR filter that attempts
to match the desired group delay. The design of the IIR coefficients requires the use of iterative minimization algorithms,
and may therefore take a significant amount of time to complete the design. Because of the difficulty inherent in
designing an IIR filter to an arbitrary frequency response, the group delay should be verified to determine its
acceptability.

• Simple Scale: The filter is implemented as a simple complex scale value using the filter's response at the center frequency.

SIGMODEL.Determines whether the input signal is CW or modulated. This is used to assist in the filter design process.

MAXNPOLE. The maximum number of complex conjugate pole pairs to use for the s-domain approximation of the
analog filter's frequency response. This parameter is only used for the IIR Only implementation. The absolute maximum
value allowed is 100. This should normally be left empty due to the nature of the IIR filter design process.

Note that the time required to design the IIR filter (the configuration time) is proportional to the square of MAXNPOLE,
as MAXNPOLE determines the number of unknowns in sets of linear equations.

UPRATE. The amount to upsample the signal when using the IIR Only implementation. The upsampling is performed
prior to the IIR filter. After filtering, the signal is downsampled back to the original sampling frequency.

The upsampling is used to compensate for the nonlinear nature of the bilinear transform used in the IIR filter design.
The bilinear transform maps the entire s-domain frequency range -∞≤Ω≤∞ into the z-domain frequency range of -π≤ω≤π.
Without upsampling, the negative frequency image of the circuit's frequency response would appear in the filter's frequency
response. There would also be significant frequency compression towards the edges of the sampling frequency band.
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FRQALIGN. The fraction of the signal bandwidth at which the analog frequency exactly maps to the digital frequency.
If this is left empty, it is set to align the frequencies at the data signal bandwidth (the inverse of the samples per symbol
or oversampling rate). The following illustrates its interpretation:

fc-fs/2 fc+fs/2fc

FRQALIGN=0.5

In general, when UPRATE is 4 or larger the frequency mapping between -fs/2 and +fs/2 is fairly linear and FRQALIGN
can be set to 1.

DIAGDSP. Determines whether diagnostic information is displayed in the text output window.

• None: No diagnostics display.

• Error metrics: Error metrics comparing the frequency response of the designed filter implementation with the ideal
frequency response display. If IMPL is set to Auto the error metrics for all the designs that were considered display.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the
radiation pattern data file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.

• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

To specify frequency-dependent settings, enter a vector containing the frequencies to be specified in FREQS. All frequency
values must be non-negative. Next enter vectors into the different antenna parameters as desired, with the elements of
the vectors corresponding to the frequencies in FREQS.

If there are fewer elements in a setting than there are frequencies in FREQS, the last element in the setting is repeated.
This allows you to specify a frequency-independent setting by entering a single value.

The frequency-dependent settings are interpolated for frequencies between the smallest and largest frequencies in FREQS.
For frequencies less than the smallest frequency in FREQS the settings for the smallest frequency are used. For frequencies
greater than the largest frequency in FREQS, the settings for the largest frequency are used.

For example, to configure the following frequency-dependent settings:

• Antenna Gain: 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz, 3.0 dB @ 2 GHz, 3.8 dB @ 3 GHz

• Input VSWR of 1.15 at all frequencies

You enter the following parameter values:

FREQS = {1, 2, 3} GHz
ANTGAIN = {3.5, 3.0, 3.8}
VSWR_INP = 1.15
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Radiated SignalReal, Complex2

Node Details

This block supports bi-directional ports and may be connected in one of two configurations. In the normal configuration
port 1 is an input port while port 2 is an output port. In the reverse configuration port 1 is an output port while port 2 is
an input port. Note that port 1 is always the circuit side while port 2 is always the radiating side. When connected in the
reverse configuration the antenna behaves as an ANTENNA.

NODE NUMBER 2.The power of the output signal is EIRP.

Implementation Details

This block generates its output based upon the following:

ANTENNA
GAIN

INTERNAL
LOSS

MISMATCH
LOSS

EIRP
(Block Output)

Tx Signal
(Block Input)

TX_ANTENNA Block

The power of the output signal is EIRP (Effective Isotropically Radiated Power) at the output of the transmit antenna.

MISMATCH LOSS represents losses due to impedance mismatch between the output of the antenna and the following
blocks. Impedance mismatch modeling must be enabled for mismatch loss to be modeled. The VSWR_INP, RLOSS_INP,
or S11 parameters along with the ZINP parameter determine the impedance of the output port of the antenna.

INTERNAL LOSS represents internal resistive losses such as cable losses. It is specified by the INTLOSS parameter.
If T_PHY is specified and noise is being modeled, the appropriate thermal noise is added to the output signal.

ANTENNA GAIN can be specified directly using the ANTGAIN parameter, computed from antenna directivity and
efficiency using the DIREC and EFFIC parameters, computed from antenna effective area using the EAREA parameter,
or computed from a radiation pattern and antenna orientation using the RADPAT, THETA and PHI parameters.

Antenna gain is related to antenna directivity and efficiency by:

GAnt = DIREC x EFFIC

Antenna gain is computed from antenna effective area using:

GAnt = 4π · Ae · ( fc )2
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where Ae is the effective area in meters squared as specified by the EAREA parameter, c is the speed of light in a vacuum
in meters per second, and f is the frequency at which the antenna gain is computed.

Radiation Pattern Data Files

You can enter a radiation pattern using a Text Data File object and specifying that data file in the RADPAT parameter.
The THETA and PHI parameters define the antenna orientation used to compute the antenna gain and polarization from
the radiation pattern.

You can specify radiation patterns as either E-field values or as gain in dBi and optional polarization values. The data
file consists of a header row followed by rows of data corresponding to different values of theta and phi.

The header row specifies the individual columns. There must be one column labeled THETA and one column labeled
PHI. The remaining columns determine whether the radiation pattern is specified as E-fields or as gain values.

E-field Data Files

When specifying E-field values, there must be four more columns, two labeled E_THETA for the complex values of
the E-field in the theta direction, and two labeled E_PHI for the complex values of the E-field in the phi direction. You
must also include a PIN field before the header row. This field defines the input power level corresponding to the E-field
values.

The following are a few lines from an E-field radiation pattern data file:

FREQ=1e9 ! Frequency at which this set of e-fields was measured.
PIN=1.0084E-005 ! Input power level used when measuring the e-field values.

THETA_SYM_0=1 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about theta=0.
THETA_SYM_90=1 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about theta=90.
PHI_SYM_0=0 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about phi=0.
PHI_SYM_90=0 ! Optional, if not 0 data is symmetric about phi=90

THETA(,deg) PHI(,deg) E_Theta(Mag) E_Theta(Phs,Deg) E_Phi(Mag)
E_Phi(Phs,Deg)

0 0 2.07E-001 -141.59 1.39E-001 -65.3
10 0 2.22E-003 -149.59 1.94E-003 -40.81

20 0 9.34E-004 121.94 8.83E-004 131.8

Gain Data Files

When specifying gain/polarization values, one column must specify the gain value. You can label this column DBI, G,
or GAIN. You can specify additional columns for polarization information. To specify polarization tilt angles include a
column labeled POLAR, TILT, TILTANGLE, or TILT_ANGLE. To specify the axial ratio include a column labeled
AR, AXIALRATIO, or AXIAL_RATIO. To specify polarization sense include a column labeled SENSE. Valid values
for the polarization sense areL,LCP, orLEFT for left hand polarization,R,RCP, orRIGHT for right hand polarization,
and LIN or LINEAR for linear polarization.

The following is an example of a gain/polarization radiation pattern data file:

FREQ=1e9
THETA(,deg) PHI(,deg) Gain(,dB) AR(,dB) Tilt(,deg) Sense(Text)
0 0 20.12 1.5956598053 15.12 LEFT
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10 0 -18.42 1.4361625736 -33.43 LEFT
20 0 -25.63 11.6009280742 43.38 LEFT
30 0 -12.84 1.6103059581 0.09 LEFT
40 0 -13.97 1.3250298132 -4.82 LEFT
50 0 -15.28 2.3912003826 -66.02 LEFT
60 0 -17.31 2.4283632831 -24.99 RIGHT
70 0 -15.75 3.6443148688 80.67 LEFT
80 0 -9.98 3.8167938931 82.28 LEFT
90 0 -10.72 1000 -90 LINEAR

Note that the SENSE column heading is marked as a text column: Sense(Text). This is required for the polarization
sense column.

Optional Fields

You can add several optional fields before the header row:

DescriptionField
Frequency associated with the radiation pattern. If no frequency is specified, the center frequency
is used. You can enter radiation patterns for different frequencies by specifying a FREQ field

FREQ, FRQ

containing the frequency, followed by a header row and then the radiation pattern data for that
frequency.
If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to theta. For example, an entry at 30-degrees theta also appears at -30-degrees theta.

THETA_SYM_0

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 90-degrees
with respect to theta. For example, an entry at 80-degrees theta also appears at 110-degrees theta.

THETA_SYM_90

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to phi. For example, an entry at 20-degrees phi also appears at -20-degrees phi.

PHI_SYM_0

If set to any number other than 0, the radiation pattern data is treated as symmetric about 0-degrees
with respect to phi. For example, an entry at 10-degrees phi also appears at 170-degrees phi.

PHI_SYM_90

The example for the preceding E-field data file format illustrates the format of these fields.

NOTE: When using the symmetric data flags, the data points are stored as entered. When interpolating the values for a
given theta and phi, the angle values are adjusted so they fall within the symmetry range. For SYM_0 alone, the angle
is converted to fall between 0 and 180-degrees (for example, 190 is mapped to 170, -80 is mapped to 80). For SYM_90
alone, the angle is converted to fall between -90 and 90-degrees (for example, 100 is mapped to 80, -100 is mapped to
-80). For both SYM_0 and SYM_90, the angle is converted to fall between 0 and 90-degrees (for example, 100 is mapped
to 80, -10 is mapped to 10). This converted angle is then used to obtain the interpolated value. The radiation pattern
therefore should contain data points within those angle limits (0 and 180, -90 and 90, or 0 and 90-degrees).

Independent Variables

Multiple sets of radiation pattern data may be entered and associated with different values of an independent variable.
For example, if the radiation pattern varied with temperature, you could specify a temperature-independent variable and
enter radiation pattern data for several distinct temperatures.

Independent variables are specified before the header row, and have the form VAR name = value. For example, to specify
an independent variable named 'TEMP' with a value of 290, you would add:

VAR TEMP = 290
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before the header row of the data to associate with that value. You may also use text for the independent variable values.
For example, if you are testing two configurations, "A" and "A One", you could add:

VAR CONFIG = A

for one radiation pattern and

VAR CONFIG = "A One"

for the other radiation pattern.

If you specify an independent variable, every set of radiation pattern data should include that independent variable. You
can also specify multiple independent variables as shown in the following simple example:

VAR TEMP = 290
VAR CONFIG = A
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 10
0 10 8
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 30
VAR CONFIG = A
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 5
0 10 3
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 290
VAR CONFIG = "A One"
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 15
0 10 18
! More data...

VAR TEMP = 30
VAR CONFIG = "A One"
PIN = 1e-5
FREQ = 1e9
Theta(,deg) Phi(,deg) Gain(,dB)
0 0 15
0 10 13
! More data...

When you add an independent variable, a new parameter is added to the end of the block's parameter list. This parameter
has the same name as the independent variable. Note that an independent variable's name may only contain the characters
'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. It cannot have the same name as an existing parameter.
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If the independent variable's values are all numeric, you can use the IVARTYP parameter to select whether to treat the
corresponding parameters as a list of values specified, or to allow a numeric value. If the IVARTYP parameter is set to
"Select from list", a drop-down list containing the values that appear in the data file is used.

If the IVARTYP parameter is set to "Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest" then the parameter's value will be a
numeric value, and the data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the parameter is used. Using the previous
example data file, you are able to enter, for example, 200 for the value of the TEMP parameter, and the data set for TEMP
= 290 would be used.
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(Obsolete) Volterra Behavioral Model: VBLOCK

Symbol

Summary

This block is obsolete. VBLOCK implements a Volterra based nonlinear amplifier model. It uses a data file generated
by the Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software Volterra Model
Extract Wizard. This wizard generates the data file by performing a number of simulations on a 2-port nonlinear Cadence
Microwave Office® software schematic.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

VB1Element IDNID
"A"File name or matrix variable that represents power-dependent

transfer function data
SDATA

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalComplex2
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(Obsolete) Linear Variable Gain Amplifier: VGA_L

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE. VGA_L implements a behavioral model of a linear variable gain amplifier (VGA). The gain
of this (linear) amplifier is controlled by the second input or set as a parameter, if the control input is left unconnected.

VGA_L does not directly support impedance mismatch modeling. The block's nodes appear as terminations with the
system characteristic impedance (_Z0). If an impedance mismatch is detected on the output node, a warning message
will appear. To properly model the mismatch, an RF_START or RF_START_NS block must be inserted immediately
following the block in order to convert the output voltage from reflected voltage to total voltage.

Note.VGA_L does not support RF Inspector simulations.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

C1Element IDNID
0dBGain, also used for propagationRGAIN
Power GainN/APower or Voltage GainEGTYP

dBMaximum gainRMAXGAIN
Ctrl in dBN/ALinear Gain or in dBECTRLTYP
_SMPSYM*_BLKSZScalarBlock SizeI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. The gain of the variable gain amplifier, used when the second input is left unconnected. This gain is also used
for parameter propagation purposes, since the variable gain imposed from the control input (Input #2) is not static and
cannot be propagated. The interpretation of this gain, both for operational and for parameter propagation purposes,
depends on the settings of the two next parameters.

GTYP. Determines whether the gain (from the GAIN parameter or from the control input) is interpreted as Voltage Gain
or Power Gain.

MAXGAIN. If not empty the maximum gain generated by the amplifier. The interpretation of this gain is similar to that
of GAIN and is determined by GTYP.
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CTRLTYP. Determines how Input 2 is interpreted:

• Ctrl in dB: the gain is interpreted as a number in dB.

• Ctrl Linear: the gain is interpreted as a regular number (not in dB). If this number becomes negative, its absolute value
is the gain.

For details on the GTYP and CTRLTYP parameters, see the following "Implementation Details" section.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model is visited.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Control SignalReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modified SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

If the control input or, if it is unconnected, the GAIN parameter take the value A, then the input-output relationship on
a sample-per-sample basis can take any of the four following forms, depending on parameters GTYP and CTRLTYP,
assuming x is the input sample and y is the output sample:

• If GTYP = "Power Gain" and CTRLTYP = "Ctrl in dB", then:

y = 10A/20. x

which makes the instantaneous power relationship:

Py
dB = A + Px

dB

This is the default behavior of the VGA_L block.

• If GTYP = "Power Gain" and CTRLTYP = "Ctrl Linear", then:

y = ∣ A ∣ · x

which makes the instantaneous power relationship:

Py
dB = 10LogA + Px

dB

• If GTYP = "Voltage Gain" and CTRLTYP = "Ctrl in dB", then:

y = 10A/10 . x

which makes the instantaneous power relationship:

Py
dB = 2. A + Px

dB
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• If GTYP = "Voltage Gain" and CTRLTYP = "Ctrl Linear", then:

y = |A| . x

which makes the instantaneous power relationship:

Py
dB = 20LogA + Px

dB

Note that in all cases, if MAXGAIN is specified then the gain will be limited to a maximum of MAXGAIN. MAXGAIN
is interpreted similar to GAIN.
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Align Signal (Gain, Phase and Delay Compensate): ALIGN

Symbol
1

2

3

4

5 6

Summary

ALIGN analyzes two signals, a reference signal and a distorted version of the reference signal, for timing alignment and
gain and phase distortion. The signals are then delayed as necessary to time-align the signals on output. The distorted
signal is gain and phase compensated to minimize the effects of any gain and phase distortion.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDID
ScalarNumber of samples for evaluationIN

0ScalarNumber of samples after initial evaluation to repeat
gain/phase evaluation

IREEVAL

ScalarAdditional delay before correlationICORRDLY
Align to Sample
Boundaries

N/ADelay compensationEDLYCOMP

0ScalarNumber of samples to use in delay compensation
interpolation

IINTRPSPN

PowerN/AGain compensationEGAINCOMP
EnabledN/APhase compensationEPHSCOMP
0ScalarNumber of samples phase difference for post alignment phase

correction
INPOSTPHS

VectorOptional 1 based indices of samples to use for gain/phase
compensation

ISMPLPTS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The number of samples over which to compare the distorted and the reference signal. This value also determines the
maximum amount by which the distorted signal may be shifted, which is +/- N/2. The correlation for timing correction
is performed using 2 N samples.
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If left empty, the number of samples is set to the smallest multiple of the signal's oversampling ratio (samples per symbol)
that is greater than or equal to 256.

This may also be set to 0, in which case alignment is performed using static signal properties rather than sample correlation.
This is useful when one signal needs to be delayed in order to align it with another signal that has been delayed, but the
first signal is independent from the second signal. An example would be a descrambling bit sequence that is XOR'd with
a transmitted signal. The transmitted signal is not a distorted version of the descrambling bits so correlation cannot be
used to align the signal. Refer to the Implementation Details section for more information.

REEVAL. The number of samples after which the gain and/or phase is to be recomputed. This is only used if N is not
set to 0. Set to -1 to perform only a single evaluation, set to 0 to reevaluate the gain and/or phase every N samples. If
this is left empty, it is set to -1 if GAINCOMP is "Training Sequence", otherwise it is set to 0.

CORRDLY. Additional delay beyond the signal delay points at which to compare the signals. This is typically used to
allow additional time for the signals to stabilize. If left empty, N is used.

DLYCOMP. Enables (set to "Basic") or disables (set to "No") delay compensation. When delay compensation is disabled,
the input and the reference signal are delayed as necessary to have the same signal delay property values. Set to "Align
to Sample Boundaries" to enable compensation only when samples per symbol is > 1.

INTRPSPN. The number of samples to use in the interpolation for fractional sample delay compensation.

NOTE: Fractional sample delay compensation is only used if N is set to 0. It is not supported for correlation based
alignment.

GAINCOMP. Determines the type of gain compensation to perform:

• None: No gain compensation is performed.

• Power: The distorted signal is scaled so the average power levels of the distorted signal and the reference signal are
the same within the evaluation blocks.

• Voltage: The distorted signal is scaled so the average voltage levels of the distorted signal and the reference signal
are the same within the evaluation blocks.

• Training Sequence: Scaling values are computed for each individual sample in the evaluation block, for a total of N
scaling values. Each block of N samples of the distorted signal is then scaled by the corresponding value. Note that
N must be set to a value greater than 0 in order to use "Training Sequence".

PHSCOMP.Determines the type of phase compensation to perform. There are two types of phase compensation: rotation
and reversal. Rotation compensation detects phase shifts in the signal. Compensation is performed by subtracting the
detected phase shift.

Reversal compensation detects a phase reversal, which typically occurs when the signal represents the lower sideband
output of a mixer. When phase reversal is detected, the signal is conjugated to remove the reversal.

NPOSTPHS. Optional number of samples for the running average phase correction to be applied to the aligned signal.
A value of 0 disables the post-alignment phase correction. If left empty the number of samples in the running average
will be set to the number of samples used to compare the reference and distorted signals. The post-alignment phase
correction only applies to complex signals.

SMPLPTS. Optional vector of indices indicating which samples within the N samples are to be used for gain and phase
compensation. The indices are 1 based. This is only when GAINCOMP is set to either "Power" or "Voltage".
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SMPLPTS is useful when working with OFDM sub-carriers and only the pilots are to be used for the gain/phase
compensation. For example, if there are 52 subcarriers with the 5th, 19th, 33rd and 47th subcarriers pilots, the ALIGN
block can be configured to compensate for the average gain and phase distortion at those four subcarriers by setting N
to 52 and SMPLPTS to {5, 19, 33, 47}.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Reference SignalReal, Complex1
Distorted SignalReal, Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Delay Adjusted Reference SignalReal, Complex3
Compensated Distorted SignalReal, Complex4
Signal lag(>0) or lead(<0), in seconds, relative to the reference signalReal5
Gain and Phase AdjustmentComplex6

Output Node Details

Node No. 5. The number of seconds the distorted signal lagged (>0) or led (<0) the reference signal is output each time
a sample is generated at the compensated signal output node.

Node No. 6. The scaling applied to the distorted signal for gain and phase compensation is output each time a sample is
generated at the compensated signal output node.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Try increasing N to increase the number of samples in the
correlation.Try increasing CORRDLY to allow additional
time for the signal to settle.

Could not estimate delay correction from correlation, not
performing correction.This is a warning generated when
the timing correlation results in a peak that is outside the
range +/- N, or would result in the distorted signal achieving
a negative signal delay. When this occurs, the distorted
signal is not shifted relative to output signal delay.

Implementation Details

ALIGN performs three functions: timing alignment, gain compensation, and phase compensation.

Timing Alignment

When a signal is passed through a filter or any other block that introduces a delay, the static signal delay property
associated with the signal is increased by the estimated delay introduced by the block. Downstream blocks and
measurements use this static signal delay property to automatically compensate for introduced signal delays.

The static signal delay property is only an estimate of the signal delay that has been introduced. In many cases it is a
sufficient estimate. However, when working with analog filters such as the circuit-based filters such as BPFB, or Cadence®
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Microwave Office® software circuits using LIN_S, the estimate may be off by several samples due to the
frequency-dependent group delay introduced by the block, particularly in the transition regions. This occurs because the
static signal delay property is estimated based on static information and not on actual signal samples. If the characteristics
of the sampled signal differ significantly from the assumptions made when estimating the static signal delay property,
then the actual signal delay in the sampled signal is significantly different from the static signal delay property.

ALIGN is capable of analyzing the distorted signal and compensating, to a certain degree, for this signal delay estimation
error. This correction is enabled by setting the DLYCOMP parameter to "Enabled".

The delay compensation is performed by correlating the distorted and reference signal samples to estimate the required
delay correction. The block of samples used for the correlation depends on the N and CORRDLY parameters and the
static signal delay properties of the reference and distorted signals.

Reference Signal

Static signal delay CORRDLY

N N

Distorted Signal

Static signal delay

Correlation Blocks

Estimation error

N/2

CORRDLY

N N

N/2

The correlation is performed using 2 N samples from each signal, offset from the start of the signal by the static signal
delay property less N/2 samples, and an additional CORRDLY samples. CORRDLY is useful for allowing additional
settling time from the start of the signal.
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To reduce the chance of a poor correlation producing an incorrect error correction, if the correlation indicates a correction
greater than N/2 in either direction, the correction is not performed and a warning is generated. To allow for the distorted
signal's static signal delay being too large, the start of the correlation block is positioned N/2 samples before the signal
delay position. The following illustrates the situation when the maximum delay correction is required.

Reference Signal

N/2 N N/2

N/2 N N/2

Correlated samples
Distorted Signal,
true signal delay
under-estimated by
N/2

Static signal delay + NCORR

Static signal delay + NCORR

Delay correction required

The static signal delays of both output signals are set to the maximum delay required to accommodate the error correction
and the static signal delay of the reference signal. For the distorted signal, the maximum delay is the static signal delay
plus N / 2 samples. The static signal delays of both output signals is then the maximum of either the distorted signal's
static signal delay plus N, or the reference signal's static signal delay. Samples with value 0 are inserted prior to the first
sample to shift the signals to the output static signal delay.

When the DLYCOMP parameter is set to "None", the error correction is not performed. However, delay may still be
introduced to align the signal delays of the reference and distorted signals:
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Input reference signal
static signal delay

Input distorted signal static
signal delay

Output distorted signal static
signal delay

Output reference signal
static signal delay

Input Signals

Output Signals

N can also be set to 0, in which case the signals are delay compensated based solely on the static signal delay. No
correlation is performed. In this case, the signal with the smaller delay is delayed to align it with the other signal.

When N is set to 0, static signal delays that contain a fraction of a sample can be compensated to a certain extent using
interpolation. This mode can be enabled by setting INTRPSPN to a value greater than 0. INTRPSPN determines the
number of samples to use for the interpolation. The interpolation is performed similar to that performed by DLYCMP.

Gain and Phase Rotation Compensation

The distorted signal can be gain and phase compensated to match the reference signal. Gain compensation is determined
by the GAINCOMP parameter and phase compensation is determined by the PHSCOMP parameter.

The gain and phase compensation are applied to the distorted signal by multiplying each input sample by a constant
complex scale value of the form:

Scale = A·exp(j·θ)
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This is the value output on node 6. When GAINCOMP is set to "None" A equals 1. When PHSCOMP is set to "None"
θ equals 0.

The constants A and θ are computed from N samples offset by CORRDLY from the corrected signal delay point.

If GAINCOMP is set to "Power", A is computed from:

A =
∑i=0

N−1 | r[i + SigDlyR]|2

∑i=0
N−1 | d[i + SigDlyD]|2

where d is the distorted signal's samples, r is the reference signal's samples, SigDlyD is the distorted signal's corrected
signal delay offset, and SigDlyR is the reference signal's static signal delay.

If GAINCOMP is set to "Voltage", A is computed from:

A = | 1
N ⋅∑

i=0

N−1
r[i + SigDlyR]
d[i + SigDlyD] |

θ is computed from:

θ = ∠ ( 1
N ⋅∑

i=0

N−1
r[i + SigDlyR]
d[i + SigDlyD])

If GAINCOMP is set to "Training Sequence", N individual scale values are computed. This requires N be set to a value
> 0. The A values are computed from:

A[i] = | r[i + SigDlyR]
d[i + SigDlyD] | f or i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1

θ values are computed from:

θ[i] = ∠ ( r[i + SigDlyR]
d[i + SigDlyD]) f or i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1

If N is set to 0, the gain and phase compensation are determined from the static signal power and phase rotation properties.
In this case the gain compensation A is the square root of the reference signal's signal power property divided by the
distorted signal's signal power property. If either signal does not have a signal power property no gain compensation is
performed.

The phase compensation θ is the reference signal's phase rotation minus the distorted signal's phase rotation wrapped to
±π. If either signal does not have a phase rotation property its phase rotation property is treated as 0.

Phase Reversal Compensation

The distorted signal may have undergone a phase reversal, such as passing through the lower sideband of a mixer, or
being complex conjugated. If phase reversal compensation is enabled, the distorted signal will be examined for a phase
reversal.
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If correlation based delay compensation is enabled, the correlation is performed on both the original distorted signal and
the complex conjugate of the distorted signal. If the complex conjugate correlation is significantly stronger, the signal
is treated as phase reversed.

If correlation based gain compensation is enabled but delay compensation is disabled, then correction factors are computed
for both the original distorted signal and the complex conjugate of the distorted signal. If the absolute value of the phase
correction for the complex conjugated signal is significantly smaller than that of the absolute value of the phase correction
for the original signal, the signal is treated as phase reversed.

If phase reversal detection is not being performed, the distorted signal may still be phase reversed. This occurs if the
phase reversed static signal property of the distorted and reference signals differ. This property is normally set when a
block applies a complex conjugate operation to the signal, such as a mixer set to DIFF (lower sideband) operation, or
the Complex Conjugate primitive block CONJ.

Post-alignment Phase Adjustment

If the distorted signal has undergone a time varying phase distortion, it may be helpful to apply the post-alignment phase
adjustment. This adjustment is performed by comparing the phases of each reference and corrected signals signal after
the alignment. A running average of the phase difference is kept, and this average phase difference is subtracted from
the phase of the corrected signal. The number of samples used in the running average is determined by the NPOSTPHS
parameter. Setting NPOSTPHS to 0 disables the post-alignment phase adjustment. Setting NPOSTPHS empty uses the
number of samples used to perform the alignment, which is N or the value automatically computed for N.

Note that the post-alignment phase adjustment only applies to complex signals.

Recommendations for Use

ALIGN is typically used when performing EVM measurements on received symbols. Whether the ALIGN block is
placed before or after a receiver depends upon the individual situation.

The ALIGN block is often placed before the receiver, where it acts as a tuner of sorts. The Cadence Visual System
Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software receivers offer built-in gain and phase
compensation. However, this compensation is based on the propagated static signal power, phase rotation, and signal
delay properties of the signal entering the receiver, and these properties are approximations of the transforms the signal
went through on its way to the receiver. With an ALIGN block before the receiver these properties are updated based
on the correlation between the signals entering the ALIGN block.

One scenario where the ALIGN block is placed after the receiver is when working with OFDM signals. This is particularly
useful when the modulated signal has passed through filters. In this case, N should be set to the number of carriers per
OFDM symbol, and DLYCMP should be set to "Training Sequence".

Since an OFDM modulated signal is frequency based, the distortion incurred when the modulated signal passes through
a linear filter will be constant for the individual carriers, but will typically differ from carrier to carrier. By using the
training sequence mode, corrections are computed for and applied to each OFDM carrier.

ALIGN can also be used to align two signals with differing signal delays. ALIGN will insert samples as necessary so
the earlier signal is delayed to line up with the later signal. This is useful when post-processing the signal using blocks.
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Attenuator: ATTEN

Symbol

Summary

ATTEN implements an ideal attenuator with loss specified by LOSS in dB.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
3.0103dBLOSSRLOSS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LOSS. The attenuation level in dB. The absolute value of LOSS is used, so the attenuation for -3 dB is the same as for
+3 dB. The attenuation is a power attenuation.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex, Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex, Real2
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Burst Shaper: BURST

Symbol

Summary

BURST shapes a signal into bursts. You can specify the rise and fall profiles as well as the inter-burst attenuation (idle
segment).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
100ScalarDuration of burst in symbolsRBURSTDUR
1ScalarBurst rise time in symbolsRRISEDUR
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

N/ABurst rise profile typeERISETYP

MidpointN/ABurst rise profile alignmentERALIGN
1ScalarBurst fall time in symbolsRFALLDUR
Raised Cosine
Squared (Power)

Burst fall profile typeEFALLTYP

MidpointN/ABurst fall profile alignmentEFALIGN
1ScalarDuration of idle portion in symbolsRIDLEDUR

dBAttenuation of idle portionRIDLEATTN
0ScalarFirst burst delay in symbolsRDELAY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

BURSTDUR. The duration of the burst in symbols, excluding the rise and fall transitions.

RISESYM. The length of the transition from the idle level to the burst level. This may include fractions of a symbol.

RISETYP. The type of transition from the idle level to the burst level: (Atten is the attenuation of the signal, TRise is
the duration of the transition).

• Raised Cosine Squared (Power): The power is increased by the square of 1/2 of a raised cosine pulse. The voltage
profile is:
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vBurst[t] = (Atten2 + (1.0 − Atten2) · (1
2 · (1 − cos( πt

TRise
)))2) · vIn[t]

• Linear Power: The power is increased linearly. The voltage profile is:

vBurst = (Atten2 + (1.0 − Atten2) · t / TRise) · vIn[t]

• Raised Cosine Squared: The voltage is increased according to:

vBurst[t] = (Atten + (1.0 − Atten) · (1
2 · (1 − cos( πt

TRise
)))) · vIn[t]

where T is the duration of RISESYM symbols.

• Linear: The voltage is increased linearly according to:

vBurst[t] = (Atten + (1.0 − Atten) · t / TRise) · vIn[t]

RALIGN. Determines how the samples are aligned with the transition from the idle level to the burst level.

• Midpoint: Each sample is assigned the midpoint value of the time duration of the sample:

0 1 2 3 4 5
T=0 T=1

Ideal Curve Sample
Values

Start of RISEDUR,
RISEDUR=5

Start of BRSTDUR

• Start: Each sample is assigned the starting value of the time duration of the sample:

0 1 2 3 4 5
T=0 T=1

Ideal Curve Sample
Values

Start of RISEDUR,
RISEDUR=5

Start of BRSTDUR

FALLSYM. The length of the transition from the burst level to the idle level. This may include fractions of a symbol.
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FALLTYP. The type of transition from the burst level to the idle level. The settings are similar to RISETYP except in
the reverse direction.

FALIGN.Determines how the samples are aligned with the transition from the burst level to the idle period. The settings
are similar to RALIGN except in the reverse direction.

IDLESYM. The duration in symbols of the idle portion of the signal. This may include fractions of a symbol.

IDLEATTN. The amount the signal is attenuated during the idle level. If left empty, the signal is set to 0 during the idle
level.

DELAY. The initial delay in symbols before the start of the rise transition for the first burst.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex, Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Burst Shaped SignalComplex, Real2

Implementation Details

The following diagram illustrates how the different parameters affect the burst shaping:

DELAY RISEDUR BRSTDUR FALLDUR IDLEDUR RISEDUR

0dB

IDLEATTN
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Capture and Repeat: CAP_REP

Symbol

1 2

Summary

CAP_REP captures a specified number of samples and repeatedly outputs the captured samples. It supports skipping
initial samples and outputting a number of delay samples. CAP_REP differs from Block Repeater, REPEAT, in that
CAP_REP repeats the captured samples continuously until the end of the simulation sweep, whereas REPEAT reads a
block of samples, repeats the block the specified number of times, then reads a new block of samples. In CAP_REP the
time step of the output port is the same as the time step of the input port, whereas REPEAT must reduce the time step at
the output port.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarNumber of samples to capture for repeatingINSMP
0ScalarNumber of samples to skip before capturingINSKIP

ScalarNumber of delay samples to outputI*NDLY
0ScalarValue to output for the delayC*DLYVAL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NSMP. The number of samples to capture and then repeat. After this many samples are captured, samples received at
the input port are ignored until the start of the next sweep.

NSKIP. The number of samples to skip before starting capture. By default, skipping samples introduces a delay of NSKIP
samples at the output.

NDLY. The number of delay samples to output before the captured samples are output. If this is left empty, then NSKIP
delay samples are output.

DLYVAL. The value to output for the delay samples.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital, Real, Complex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalDigital, Real, Complex2
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Radar Constant False Alarm Rate Calculator: CFAR

Symbol

CFAR

Mx

Ix

1 2

3

4

Summary

Constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector implements an adaptive algorithm for detecting target signal reflections in
the presence of background noise, clutter and interference, and provides an estimate of the target distance.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
16ScalarWindow sizeIWINDOWSIZE
2ScalarGuard sizeIGUARDSIZE
3ScalarThresholdRTHRESHOLD

ScalarPulse repetition frequency (if empty, set from propagated
properties)

RPRF

ScalarCell size (if empty, set from propagated properties)I*CELLSIZE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

WINDOWSIZE. Number of range cells used for estimation of noise/interference levels.

GUARDSIZE. Number of guard range cells between the estimation windows and the cell of interest.

THRESHOLD. Threshold value used for detection decision. Threshold should be non-negative.

PRF. Pulse repetition frequency of the transmitted Radar signal. This parameter is used for range estimation. If left
empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from the propagated properties of the input signal. In the latter case, CFAR
should be preceded by an MTD block.

CELLSIZE. Size of radar range estimation cell. This parameter is typically equal to the number of samples in a PRI. If
left empty, the value of this parameter is extracted from the propagated properties of the input signal. In the latter case,
CFAR should be preceded by an MTD block.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Max Values For Each Range BinReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Targets Detected over Range CellReal2
Target Detected (1 or 0)Real3
Target Range EstimateReal4

Implementation Details

A false alarm is an erroneous decision about the presence of a radar target when there is no valid target. It is often due
to background noise or interfering signals, which cause the detection signal to exceed the pre-set threshold level. If the
detection threshold is set too high, there are very few false alarms, but the signal-to-noise ratio required inhibits detection
of valid targets. If the threshold is set too low, the large number of false alarms masks detection of valid targets.

The false-alarm rate depends on the level of all interference, such as noise, clutter or jamming. Detection of radar targets
in shorter distances is usually inhibited by the clutter, while targets at longer distances are affected mostly by the
background noise. Therefore, the false alarm rate depends on the range. To achieve a higher probability of detection, the
decision threshold should be adapted to the environment. Constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) detectors employ a “background
averaging” technique to dynamically adapt the decision threshold. The following figure shows a block diagram of the
CFAR algorithm.

Σ Σ

Σ

Detector

Estimation window Estimation window

CUT

Guard cells Guard cells

... ...

OutputThresholdK0

This block implements an adaptive cell-averaging CFAR [1]. Input to CFAR consists of the Max Values For Each Range
Bin received from an MTD block; it consists of the sample with maximum absolute value within each FFT block. CFAR
makes a decision about the presence of a radar target within a range cell of size CELLSIZE. It estimates this by using
the sample with the maximum norm within the cell and a threshold adjusted by the estimated level of interference (noise
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and/or clutter) across a number of adjacent radar range cells. The number of cells used for this purpose is defined by the
WINDOWSIZE parameter. The cell under test (CUT) is the one with the strongest signal within the PRI. The estimation
windows and the CUT are separated by GUARDSIZE guard cells. When noise is present, the radar cells around CUT
provide a good estimate of the noise in CUT, assuming that the noise and/or interference is spatially or temporarily
homogeneous. Under certain assumptions, this algorithm produces a constant false-alarm rate, independent of the noise
or clutter level. Parameter THRESHOLD defines the value of K0 in the figure above and defines the level of acceptable
false alarm rate; there are many techniques for calculating this value but a common formula [1]is shown below:

T = N(Pfa
−1/N − 1)

The noise/clutter estimate, scaled according to expected false alarm rate, is used to properly adjust the threshold level
and determine if there is a target in the CUT. CFAR performs the weighted window operation previously described and
makes a decision about target presence in the CUT. The signal in Node 2 is a vector of size CELLSIZE with target
detection decisions for each of its elements. The output in Node 3 contains the target detection decision for the CUT,
and the estimated target range (distance) is output in Node 4. The maximum unambiguous range can calculated from
radar theory:

Rmax = c
2 * PRF

where PRF is the pulse repetition frequency and c is the speed of light.

References

[1] Finn, H. M, and Johnson, R. S., Adaptive Detection Mode with Threshold Control as a Function of Spacially Sampled
Clutter-Level Estimates, RCA Rev., vol. 29, pp. 414-464, September 1968

[2] Hansen, V. C., and Sawyers, J. H., Detectability Loss due to 'Greatest of" Selection in a Cell-Averaging CFAR, IEEE
Transactlions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, AES-16,, pp. 115-118., January 1980
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Change Center Frequency: CHANGE_FC

Symbol

fc in

fc out

Summary

CHANGE_FC changes the center frequency of a complex signal to a specified center frequency. CHANGE_FC differs
from the Carrier Frequency Shifter block FRQSHFT in that the absolute frequencies of the signal do not change in
CHANGE_FC, while in FRQSHFT the signal is shifted along with the center frequency.

NOTE: CHANGE_FC should be placed before any noise is added to the signal. This is because the new frequency band
created by the change in center frequency will not contain any noise:

fc In

fc Out

No noise added
New frequency band

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
FrequencyOutput center frequencyRFCOUT
ScalarSignal bandwidth as percentage of input sampling frequencyR*SIGBW

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FCOUT. The center frequency at the output node. If left empty the center frequency for the output node will be determined
from the downstream blocks if possible. If no downstream blocks set the center frequency, the center frequency will not
be changed.

SIGBW. The signal bandwidth as a percentage of the sampling frequency. If left empty the signal bandwidth is set to
the data rate. The signal bandwidth is used to reduce the amount of upsampling required in order to shift the center
frequency without wrapping spectral content around the sampling frequency bands.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

CHANGE_FC applies the following to each input sample x[k]:

y[k] = x[k] · exp( j · 2π ·
( f c,in − f c,out)

f s
· k)

The signal may be upsampled prior to the multiplication and downsampled after the multiplication in order to prevent
the signal from 'rotating' back into the new sampling frequency band. The amount of upsampling and downsampling
required is determined by the signal bandwidth, the difference between the new and old center frequencies, and the
sampling frequency.

Recommendations for Use

Modulated signals are generated centered on the center frequency of the signal, which represents the carrier frequency.
Changing the center frequency but not the carrier frequency of a modulated signal is often necessary when modeling an
out-of-band modulated signal (OOB signal) interferer, in which case the center frequency of the desired signal is different
from the OOB signal's carrier frequency.

In many cases adding one or more OOB signals to a desired signal can be accomplished using the RF combiner block
COMB, which supports combining signals with different center frequencies. However, there are cases where the OOB
signal must also be used without the desired signal.

For example, the carrier to noise plus interference ratio C/(N+I) can be approximated to a certain degree by measuring
the total in-band power at the output of a DUT with the desired signal plus interference as input, then measuring the
same channel output power with only the interference as input. The output power with the desired signal then represents
C+N+I while the output power without the desired signal represents N+I.

The CINR_A measurement in the System > Noise category performs such a measurement. To simplify the test, CINR_A
simultaneously measures the output of two instances of the DUT, one with the desired signal plus the interferer, the other
with just the interferer.

If the interferer is an OOB signal, the center frequency of the interferer signal going into the DUT without the desired
signal needs to be changed to match the center frequency of the desired signal to produce the most comparable results.
This would normally be done using a CHANGE_FC block before the interferer is combined with the desired signal or
enters the DUT. The following system diagram illustrates one possible simplified layout:
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QAM_SRC
ID=A1
RATE=_DRATE
CTRFRQ=2 GHz

1

2

3

COMB
ID=S1

1

2

GSM_TSIG
ID=A2
BAND=PCS 1900
ARFCN=525
STN=Mobile Station

fcin

fcout

CHANGE_FC
ID=A3
FCOUT=2 GHz

fsin

fsout

CHANGE_FS
ID=A4
FSOUT=

1 2

3

SPLIT
ID=S2

LOAD
ID=S4
Z=_Z0 Ohm

LOAD
ID=S5
Z=_Z0 Ohm

1 2

SUBCKT
ID=S3
NET="DUT"

1 2

SUBCKT
ID=S6
NET="DUT"

Signal + Noise + Interference

Noise + Interference

DUT

OOB Signal CHANGE_FCCHANGE_FS

Desired Signal

Note the CHANGE_FS block, which is used to change the sampling frequency. Often the sampling frequency of the
OOB signal generator cannot be directly set to match the sampling frequency of the desired signal.
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Change Sampling Frequency: CHANGE_FS

Symbol

fs in

fs out

Summary

CHANGE_FS changes the sampling frequency of the input signal to a specified sampling frequency.

CHANGE_FS should normally only be used to change the sampling frequency of interferer signals, not the desired
signal. Arbitrarily changing the sampling frequency may affect various properties of the signal such as the oversampling
rate or settings for automatic demodulation.

When working with generated noise samples, CHANGE_FS should be added to a signal BEFORE the noise is added to
the signal because changing the sampling frequency of a signal with noise changes the spectral density of the noise,
leading to incorrect noise levels.

CHANGE_FS does not currently support feedback loops.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
FrequencyOutput sampling frequencyRFSOUT

20ScalarNumber of samples to use in interpolationIINTRPSPN
AutoN/AInterpolation typeE*INTRPTYP
YesN/AFiltering enabledE*FILTER

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FSOUT. The sampling frequency at the output node. If this is left empty, the sampling frequency for the output node is
determined from the downstream blocks if possible. If no downstream blocks set the sampling frequency, the sampling
frequency is not changed.

INTRPSPN. The approximate number of samples to use in performing the interpolation. If this value is even, the number
of samples is INTRPSPN+1. INTRPSN must be greater than or equal to 2.

INTRPTYP. Determines the type of interpolation performed:

• Auto: The interpolation type is determined based on the input signal. If it is an RF CW signal and the output sampling
frequency is an integer multiple of the input sampling frequency, then the interpolation is "Fixed Sinc", otherwise it
is "Dynamic Sinc".
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• Linear: Linear interpolation is used. INTRPSPN is ignored.

• Dynamic Sinc: A windowed sinc interpolation is used, with the number of samples used in the interpolation changing
depending upon where the sub-sample point is relative to the two bracketing points. This works best for modulated
signals and when the output sampling frequency is not an integer multiple of the input sampling frequency.

• Fixed Sinc: A windowed sinc interpolation is used. The number of samples used in the interpolation is fixed. This
works best for CW signals when the output sampling frequency is an integer multiple of the input sampling frequency.

FILTER. Enables or disables the anti-aliasing FIR filter.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

CHANGE_FS changes the sampling frequency of the signal by interpolating each output sample. When using a windowed
sinc interpolation, each output sample is interpolated from either INTRPSPN or INTRPSPN-1 input samples, depending
on the time location of the output sample relative to the time locations of the adjacent input samples.

To reduce aliasing, a lowpass FIR filter is applied to the signal before the interpolation if the sampling frequency is being
increased, and after the interpolation if the sampling frequency is being decreased.

Recommendations for Use

CHANGE_FS is useful for adding an out-of-band modulated signal (OOB signal) as an interferer to a desired signal.
Often, the OOB signal has a data rate defined in a particular specification (such as GSM or 802.11) while the desired
signal has a different, unrelated data rate. Because the sampling frequencies of the modulated signals are multiples of
the data rates, the OOB signal and the desired signal often cannot be directly combined because a common sampling
frequency does not exist. CHANGE_FS can be used in that case to change the sampling frequency of the OOB signal
to match that of the desired signal.
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Comparator: COMPARE

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

COMPARE outputs a binary 'one' from its output port if the value at the two inputs are equal. If the optional second
input is not connected, the input is compared to the THRSLD parameter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

TextElement IDID
0.5ScalarThreshold level to compare with input signalRTHRSLD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

THRSLD. Threshold level to compare with the input signal. This parameter is used only if node 2 is not connected.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real Input DataReal1
Real Reference DataReal2

Node No. 2. The connection of node 2 is optional. If not connected, the THRSLD parameter is used instead.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Binary OutputDigital3

Implementation Details

Since this block works in discrete domain, the conditions for detecting equality or any crossing are:
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1. If the samples from both inputs are identical (i.e. x1(n) - x2(n) = 0.0) where x1(n) is the nth sample taken from node
1 and x2(n) is either the nth sample taken from node 2 or the value specified by THRSLD, depending on whether or
not node 2 is connected.

2. If the difference, x1(n) - x2(n), has switched sign compared with the (n-1)th pair.

The connection of input node 2 is optional. The user can specify a constant value to compare the samples of the first
input port with via the THRSLD parameter.
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Correlator: CORRELATOR

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

CORRELATOR performs correlation of the input signal with a fixed sequence or a signal from the secondary input.
This model block supports Digital, Real and Complex data types.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VectorCorrelation sequenceSCORRSEQ
ScalarLength of correlation sequenceI*CORRSEQLEN

"Fixed"Correlation sequence typeE*CORRSEQTYP
Length of input correlation block when variable sequence is
used (if empty, set to BLKSZ)

I*CORRBLKLEN

_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ
"Squared Mag"Output typeE*OUTTYP
Remove delayOutput delay handlingE*CORROUTDLY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CORRSEQ. The correlation sequence which can be defined as an inline vector, a vector variable, or a file in the Project
Browser. This parameter is ignored when input node 2 is connected.

CORRSEQLEN. Length of correlation sequence.

• If input node 2 is connected, CORRSEQLEN should be defined and positive. It determines the length of the correlation
sequence. CORRSEQLEN samples are read from input node 2 and used as the correlation sequence. If CORRSEQTYP
is set to "Fixed", the correlation samples are read from this node only once. If CORRSEQTYP is set to "Variable",
the correlation samples are read from this node at the beginning of each pass.

• If input node 2 is not connected, you can leave CORRSEQLEN empty or set it to 0. In this case, it is internally set to
the length of the CORRSEQ vector. If CORRSEQLEN is defined, it should be either equal to the length of the
CORRSEQ vector, or a full divisor.
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CORRSEQTYP. If set to "Fixed", only the first CORRSEQLEN elements of either CORRSEQ or the signal at input
node 2 is used as the correlating sequence. These samples are not updated during the remainder of the simulation. If set
to "Variable", a new correlation sequence is calculated for each pass, by selecting the next CORRSEQLEN elements
from either the CORRSEQ vector or the signal at input node 2.

BLKSZ. Defines the number of input samples used during each pass.

OUTTYP. If set to "Squared Mag", the output of the correlation is the squared magnitude of the correlation between
the input signal and the correlation sequence. If set to "I&Q", the squared magnitude operation is not performed.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, Digital1
Correlation SequenceReal, Complex, Digital2

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 The input signal to be correlated with the correlation sequence.

Node No. 2 (Optional) Correlating signal. If this port is connected, it has precedence over the CORRSEQ parameter
(for example, the correlation sequence is calculated from the signal at input node 2 and entries for CORRSEQ are
discarded). If CORRTYP is "Fixed", the correlation sequence is calculated from the signal at this node only once at the
beginning of the simulation; if CORRTYP is "Variable", the correlation sequence is re-calculated for each BLKSZ
samples at node 1.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Correlator OutputReal, Complex, Digital3

Output Node Details

Node No. 3 Correlator output signal. One output sample is generated for every sample received at the input node 1. The
initial correlator delay is ignored (for example, the first CORRSEQLEN-1 samples at the output of the correlator are
discarded).

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set CORRSEQLEN accordinglyCORRSEQLEN should be a non-negative integer value
Set CORRSEQ accordinglyCORRSEQ must contain at least one element
Set CORRSEQ accordinglyCORRSEQ must contain one set of complex values
For digital data, CORRSEQ entries should be of the same
alphabet size as the digital input

CORRSEQ values should be non-negative integers less than
ALPHABETSIZE

Set CORRSEQLEN to a positive integer valueCORRSEQLEN parameter should be defined and positive
if secondary input is connected
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CorrectionError
Modify CORRSEQ and/or CORRSEQLEN so that this
condition is satisfied

Length of CORRSEQ should be equal to or a multiple of
CORRSEQLEN

Implementation Details

Correlation of the input signal with a correlation sequence is calculated based on the following equation:

y[k] = ∑
n=0

N−1
cN−1−n

* · x[k − n]

where x[k] and y[k] are the input and output signals, respectively, and c*n is the complex conjugate of the nth element
of the correlation sequence. The conjugate operator has an effect only on complex entries. N is the length of the correlation
sequence and is defined by CORRSEQLEN or calculated automatically from CORRSEQ.

A sliding correlator may be implemented by setting the CORRSEQTYP parameter to "Variable" and following one of
the following two methods:

• Correlation sequence is defined by CORRSEQ and the number of elements it contains is an even multiple of
CORRSEQLEN. In this case, the correlation sequence is initially defined as the first CORRSEQLEN elements of
CORRSEQ. After each pass, the correlation sequence uses the next set of CORRSEQLEN elements of CORRSEQ in
a circular pattern.

• Input node 2 is connected and the correlation sequence is defined by the signal received at this node. During each
pass, the correlator reads in CORRSEQLEN samples from this node and uses them as the correlation sequence. In this
case, the CORRSEQ parameter is ignored.

If the CORRSEQTYP parameter is "Fixed", the correlation sequence is calculated only once at the beginning of the
simulation from either the input node 2 or the CORRSEQ parameter, where the input node 2 has precedence.
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Counter Block: COUNTER

Symbol

n = n + 1
3

Summary

COUNTER is a counter with an optional trigger (input node 1). It operates in three modes:

• In Mode 1, the STOP parameter is not defined and the trigger (input node 1) is not connected. The block initially
outputs the START parameter value. The output value is then increased by STEP after each SMPSTEP samples.

• In Mode 2, the STOP parameter is defined and the trigger (input node 1) is not connected. The block initially outputs
the START parameter value. The output value is then increased by STEP after each SMPSTEP samples, until it reaches
the STOP value. The simulation then stops after these samples have been processed downstream. While waiting for
the simulation to stop, the value STOP is output.

• In Mode 3, the trigger (input node 1) is connected. The initial state of the block is then set to the START parameter
value. The trigger input is then before generating an output value. If the trigger input is outside the range specified by
the TRGLVL parameter, the current state of the block will be adjusted by -STEP if the trigger value is below TRGLVL
and by +STEP f it is above TRGLVL.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarStarting valueRSTART
1ScalarStepping valueRSTEP

ScalarStopping valueRSTOP
1ScalarSamples between stepsISMPSTEP
0ScalarTrigger input thresholdsR*TRGLVL

ScalarSampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
ScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM

_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per pass*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

START. The initial counter state. If input node 1 is connected, it is read before the first value is output.
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STEP. The amount added to the counter state when it is adjusted. If input node 1 is connected, the state is adjusted prior
to output if the trigger value is outside the range in TRGLVL. If input node 1 is not connected, the state is adjusted after
every SMPSTEP samples output.

STOP. The stop value of the counter, only used if input node 1 is not connected. When the counter state exceeds this
value, the simulation is instructed to stop after the samples that have been output have been processed by downstream
blocks. The value of STEP will be adjusted if necessary so the counter state advances from START to STOP. For example,
if STOP is less than START and STEP is positive, STEP will be made negative.

SMPSTEP. The number of samples to output at each step value, only used if input node 1 is not connected. After this
many samples at the current counter state have been output, STEP is added to the counter state and the new counter state
values are output.

TRGLVL. Defines the thresholds used on the trigger input signal, only used if input node 1 is connected. This may be
a single value or it may be a vector of two values. If this is a single value, STEP is added to the counter state if the trigger
input is not equal to this value. If this is a pair of values, the values form the lower and upper tolerance range. STEP is
added to the counter state if the trigger input is greater than the larger of the two values, subtracted from the counter state
if the trigger input is less than the smaller of the two values.

SMPFRQ.The sampling frequency for the output signals. If this is left empty, it will either be determined from downstream
blocks or will be set to the sampling frequency specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol associated with the output signal. If this is left empty, it will be set to
the oversampling ratio specified in the System Options dialog box.

BLKSZ. The number of samples to generates each time the block is visited. Only used if input node 1 is not connected.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Trigger InputReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Signal TriggeredReal2
Counter SignalReal3

Output Node Details

Node No. 2: This signal indicates when the counter state changes. A value of 1.0 is output whenever the signal at node
3 is different from the last value output, a value of 0.0 is output whenever the signal is the same. The first value output
is always a 1.0 when the trigger input (node 1) is not connected. If the trigger input is connected, the output will be a 1.0
if the first value from the trigger input causes a change to the counter state.
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Decision Block: DECIDE

Symbol
1

2

3

Summary

DECIDE compares the data available at the two inputs and decides whether the data at the first input meets the testing
criterion when compared to the data at the second input.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
EqualVector

(pull-down)
Testing criterionETSTTYP

1.0ScalarPass valueRPVAL
0.0ScalarFail valueRFVAL
0.0ScalarTolerance (+/-) for two values to be considered equal.RTOL
Pass input valueVector

(pull-down)
Pass value optionEPASSOPT

Parameter Details

TSTTYP. The data at node 1 is compared to the data at node 2 using the selected testing criterion. The available testing
criteria are:

- Equal

- Less Than

- Greater Than

- Less Than or Equal

- Greater Than or Equal

For example, if Less Than is the testing criterion, the "pass" value (PVAL) is output if the data at node 1 is less than the
data at node 2, otherwise the "fail" value (FVAL) is output.

PASSOPT. The value passed to the output.
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If "Pass input value" is selected, the block passes the value of node 1 to the output if the test is true. If the test is false,
the value at node 2 is passed to the output.

If "Pass PVAL/FVAL" is selected, the block passes the value specified by the PVAL parameter if the test is true. If the
test is false, the value specified by FVAL is passed to the output.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal2
Decision ResultReal3
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Decimator: DECIM

Symbol

Summary

DECIM decimates an incoming digital data sequence by throwing away certain elements of the sequence. This model
treats data simply as a stream of numbers, without any knowledge of what those numbers represent. Thus, the model
incorporates no specification of sample rates, interpolation methods, etc.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
8ScalarDecimation ratioIRATIO
0ScalarDecimation phaseIPHS
0ScalarDecimation delayIDLY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RATIO. Decimation ratio, or the ratio of input to output samples. In steady state operation, for every RATIO samples
received at the input, one sample is output.

PHS. Decimation phase, zero-based. Out of every RATIO number of samples received at the input, the sample at the
position indicated by PHS is used for the output. For example, if the RATIO is 4 and the PHS is 0, the first of the four
samples received at the input is used as the output sample.

DLY. Decimation delay. This corresponds to the initial delay of the output signal w.r.t. the input signal. Value of DLY
is measured as number of samples at the input sample rate. A negative value for DLY-PHY results in a signal advance.
When the output signal is delayed with respect to the input, it is initially padded with zeroes.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

RATIO must be greater than or equal to 1.

1. PHS must be between 0 and RATIO-1, inclusive.

2. If this block is used in a feedback loop, PHY-DLY must be less than RATIO.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decimated Output SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the RATIO parameter greater than or equal to one.Decimation ratio must be greater than or equal to one.
Set the PHS parameter to be between zero and RATIO-1,
inclusive.

Decimation phase out of bounds. It must be between 0 and
RATIO-1, inclusive.

If the block is used in a feedback loop, set PHS and DLY
such that PHS-DLY < RATIO.

Effective signal advance (PHS-DLY) should be less than
RATIO when used in a feedback loop

Use DECIM_FP for fixed-point signalsFixed-point data not supported

Implementation Details

In the steady state, this block outputs one sample for every RATIO data elements received at its input. The output is
produced each time an element with the correct phase is received at the input of the block.

The PHS parameter defines an advance of the output w.r.t. the input stream. This advance can be between 0 and RATIO-1.
The DLY parameter is defined in samples counted at the input rate and corresponds to the delay of the output w.r.t. the
input stream. The decimation process is performed as follows. If PHS-DLY is positive, the input stream is padded with
PHS-DLY zeroes at the beginning. If PHS-DLY is negative, the block discards the first PHS-DLY samples. After that,
the block outputs the first sample of every set of RATIO input samples.
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Delays Input Stream by Specified Time: DELAY

Symbol

Summary

DELAY delays the input sample stream by a specified amount of time. The user specifies the delay time as a parameter,
and the actual effected delay is the largest delay that is an integer number of sampling intervals and does not exceed the
user-specified delay time value.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

DelayTextElement IDNID
0 nsTimeSamples to delayRDLY
0ScalarInitial valueCIVAL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input delayed by DLY secondsReal, Complex, or Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
This error occurs when the block is used in a feedback loop.
The error typically occurs when one or more blocks adjust

Signal properties did not stabilize in the forward/backward
direction of the feedback loop.

the outgoing signal properties based on the incoming signal
properties, but the incoming signal properties are dependent
on the outgoing properties due to the feedback loop. Blocks
that affect the signal sampling frequency or center frequency
may generate this error.
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Implementation Details

The model outputs samples with value IVAL for DLY seconds, followed by each sample received. If DLY is not an
integer multiple of the sampling interval, then the delay forced upon the input signal is automatically rounded down to
the maximum integer number of sampling intervals such that the delay does not exceed DLY.
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Variable Delay: DELAY_VAR

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

DELAY_VAR introduces a variable sample delay. The number of samples delayed can be controlled with an input
control signal or the ICTLVAL parameter.

The delay for a given control value is computed according to:

NDelay = round(LWRDLY + (UPRDLY − LWRDLY) * (CTLVAL − LWRCTL)
(UPRCTL − LWRCTL) )

CTL = { CTLMin if CTLVAL < CTLMin
CTLVAL if CTLMin ≤ CTLVAL ≤ CTLMax
CTLMax if CTLVAL > CTLMax

CTLMin = min (LWRCTL, UPRCTL)
CTLMax = max (LWRCTL, UPRCTL)

where DELAY is the computed delay and CTLVAL is the control value. LWRDLY and UPRDLY are the parameters that
specify the delay values corresponding to the control value parameters LWRCTL and UPRCTL. The units of DELAY,
LWRDLY and UPRDLY are determined by the DLYTYP parameter. The delay is converted to samples and rounded to
the nearest sample.

NOTE: DELAY_VAR only imparts a sample delay on the signal. The phase of complex signals is not modified. Use
the Variable RF Delay block RFDELAY_VAR to model phase shifts in complex signals, such as when the signal is an
RF signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0Depends
on
DLYTYP

Lower delay valueRLWRDLY

1Depends
on
DLYTYP

Upper delay valueRUPRDLY

SamplesN/AUnits of delay for LWRDLY and UPRDLYEDLYTYP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0ScalarControl value corresponding to LWRDLYRLWRCTL
1ScalarControl value corresponding to UPRDLYRUPRCTL
0ScalarInitial valueCIVAL
0ScalarInitial control value, determines propagated delayRICTLVAL

Parameter Details

LWRDLY, UPRDLY, LWRCTL, UPRCTL. The lower and upper delay and corresponding control values. The units
of LWRDLY and UPRDLY are determined by DLYTYP.

DLYTYP. Determines the units of LWRDLY and UPRDLY.

IVAL. The sample value output during the initial delay. The initial delay is the smaller of LWRDLY or UPRDLY.

ICTLVAL. The initial control value, used to determine the propagated signal delay.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. LWRDLY and UPRDLY must both be non-negative.

2. LWRCTL and UPRCTL cannot be the same.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital, Real, Complex1
Control InputDigital, Real3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Delayed Output SignalDigital, Real, Complex2
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D Flip-Flop: DFLIPFLOP

Symbol

D Q
1

2

3

Summary

DFLIPFLOP implements a D type flip-flop. A D type flip-flop updates its output from the input signal each time a
specific clock edge is detected. The output is held until the next clock edge.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDID
RisingN/AEdge to trigger onEEDGE
0ScalarEdge triggering threshold (non-binary signals only)RTHRSHLD
1ScalarPropagation delay in samplesISDELAY
0ScalarInitial Q stateRINITQ
0ScalarInitial CLK stateRINITCLK

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

EDGE. Determines whether the flip-flop is triggered on the rising or falling edge of the clock signal.

THRSHLD. For rising edge triggering, the flip-flop is triggered when the clock signal transitions from less than or equal
to this value, to greater than this value. For falling edge triggering, the flip-flop is triggered when the clock signal
transitions from greater than or equal to this value, to less than this value. This is not used for binary signals.

SDELAY. The delay introduced by the flip-flop, in samples. The delay must be greater than or equal to 0.

INITQ. The value output until the first trigger edge is detected.

INITCLK. The initial state of the clock signal, used to determine when the first edge triggering occurs.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signal DDigital, Real1
Clock signalDigital, Real2
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signal QDigital, Real3

Implementation Details

If the propagation delay is one or more samples, the flip-flop delays the input signal by that many samples. When the
edge is detected, the stored value is the sample D[k-SDELAY], and is output immediately.
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DFT Calculator: DFT

Symbol

DFT

Summary

DFT calculates the Discrete Fourier Transform of the input signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
_BLKSZScalarDFT LengthIN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The number of points in the DFT calculation.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

DFT operates in blocks of NDFT samples. The output signal is calculated based on the following equation:

X [k] = 1
N∑

n=0

N−1

x[n]e− j2πnk/N

where N=NDFT, x[n] is the input signal, and X[k] is its DFT transform.
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Data Latch: DLATCH

Symbol

D Q
1

2

3

Summary

DLATCH implements a data latch. A data latch holds the input signal at the output when a clock input exceeds a threshold.
If the threshold is not exceeded, the input signal is passed through.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
Hold if above.N/AClock threshold typeETHRSHTYP
0ScalarClock threshold level (non-binary signals only)RTHRSHLD
1ScalarPropagation delay in samplesISDELAY
0ScalarInitial Q stateRINITQ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

THRSHTYP. Defines, together with THRHSLD, the threshold to be exceeded in order for the input signal to be held.
For binary signals, "Hold if above" and "Hold if above or equal" cause the input signal to be held if the clock input is
'1', while "Hold if below" and "Hold if below or equal" cause the input signal to be held if the clock is '0'. "Hold if equal"
is not valid for binary signals.

THRSHLD. The value to be exceeded for the input signal to be held. This is not used for binary signals.

SDELAY. The delay introduced by the latch, in samples. The delay must be greater than or equal to 0.

INITQ. The initial state of the Q output of the latch. If SDELAY is greater than 0, this is the value used for the delayed
input before T=0.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input signal DDigital, Real1
Clock signalDigital, Real2
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output signal QDigital, Real3

Implementation Details

If the propagation delay is one or more samples, the latch delays the input signal by that many samples. When the latch
is triggered, the held value is the sample D[k-SDELAY], and is output immediately.
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Delays Input Stream by N Samples: DLY_SMP

Symbol

Summary

DLY_SMP delays the input sample stream by a specified number of samples. This model is useful in feedback loops,
when an initial sample or group of samples must be emitted to prime a feedback loop. The user specifies the initial
number of samples to be emitted and their value.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarSamples to delayIDLY
0ScalarInitial valueCIVAL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input delayed by DLY samplesReal, Complex, or Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
This error occurs when the block is used in a feedback loop.
The error typically occurs when one or more blocks adjust

Signal properties did not stabilize in the forward/backward
direction of the feedback loop.

the outgoing signal properties based on the incoming signal
properties, but the incoming signal properties are dependent
on the outgoing properties due to the feedback loop. Blocks
that affect the signal sampling frequency or center frequency
may generate this error.
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Implementation Details

The model outputs DLY samples with value IVAL followed by each sample received.
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Delays Input Stream by N Symbols: DLY_SYM

Symbol

Summary

DLY_SYM delays the input sample stream by a specified number of symbols. This model is useful in feedback loops,
when an initial symbol or group of symbols must be emitted to prime a feedback loop.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarSymbols to delayIDLY
0ScalarInitial valueCIVAL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input delayed by DLY symbolsReal, Complex, or Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
This error occurs when the block is used in a feedback loop.
The error typically occurs when one or more blocks adjust

Signal properties did not stabilize in the forward/backward
direction of the feedback loop.

the outgoing signal properties based on the incoming signal
properties, but the incoming signal properties are dependent
on the outgoing properties due to the feedback loop. Blocks
that affect the signal sampling frequency or center frequency
may generate this error.
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Implementation Details

The number of samples generated for the delay is DLY times the samples per symbol of the input data, rounded to the
nearest integer greater than or equal to 0.
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Signal Delay Compensator (Align to Sample Boundary): DLYCMP

Symbol

DLYCMP

Summary

DLYCMP adjusts a signal with signal delay present so the signal delay falls on a sample boundary. It interpolates to
compensate for fractional sample signal delays.

DLYCMP is particularly useful when working with circuit filter blocks such as BPFB, which typically introduce signal
delays that do not fall on a sample boundary.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
20ScalarNumber of samples to use in interpolationIINTRPSPN

TimeStatic signal delay to propagateR*SIGDLY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

INTRPSPN. The number of samples to use in performing the interpolation. A value of 0 disables compensation. If the
value is positive, the actual span used may be increased by 1 sample to improve interpolation. Setting the value negative
uses "-INTRPSPN" as is, with no adjustment. Setting the value positive may result in the value internally being increased
by 1 sample to improve the interpolation.

SIGDLY. If not empty, this is the static signal delay to associate with the output signal. It allows you to override the
estimated signal delay of the signal. This should normally not be used.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal/Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal/Complex2
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Implementation Details

DLYCMP uses the propagated signal delay property of the signal to determine the amount of signal delay adjustment
necessary. If the propagated signal delay is a multiple of the time step (it falls on a sample boundary), DLYCMP passes
the signal through directly.

If the signal delay does not fall on a sample boundary, DLYCMP performs interpolation to shift the signal so the signal
delay falls on a sample boundary. DLYCMP utilizes a sinc interpolation with Kaiser windowing. The windowing truncates
the sinc function to INTRPSPN samples.

Recommendations for Use

DLYCMP is typically used after a series of circuit filters or frequency-dependent RF blocks to compensate for any
fraction of a sample delay introduced by those blocks. This would typically be before a demodulator or receiver. Note
that IQ_DMOD, OFDM_DMOD, and all the receivers based on IQ_DMOD such as RCVR, QAM_RX and MPSK_RX
have built-in fractionally sample delay compensation, so DLYCMP is not needed before those blocks.
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Digital Predistortion Block with Feedback: DPD

Symbol

DPD

1

2

3

Summary

DPD enables simulation of digital predistortion for linearizing nonlinear devices (such as a nonlinear amplifier). DPD
has two inputs: one for forward input signal and another as the reference feedback input from the output of a nonlinear
device. Memory polynomial (MP) model, dynamic deviation reduction second order (DDR2), generalized memory
polynomial (GMP) model, and lookup table (LUT) types are supported. For solvers, least squares, damped Newton
algorithm, and damped Newton algorithm with step reduction are available for MP, DDR2, and GMP models. The
Lookup table model generates the table internally.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Element IDNID
Memory
Polynomials

Digital predistorter typeEDPDTYPE

Least SquaresSolver typeESOLVERTYPE
TimeLoop delay in secondsR*LDLY

0TimeAdditional loop delay in secondsR*ALDLY
10ScalarNumber of blocks to skip before initiating DPDI*SKPTHD
0ScalarOutput gain adjustment in dBR*GAINADJ
PeakNormalization typeE*NORMTYP
OnTX normalization On/OffE*NORMTXON
OnRX normalization On/OffE*NORMRXON
OnNXT normalization On/OffE*NORMNXTON
OnDPD normalization On/OffE*NORMDPDON
7ScalarNonlinear orderIK
0ScalarMemory orderIM
0ScalarNonlinear orderI*Kb
0ScalarMemory orderI*Lb
0ScalarMemory orderI*Mb
0ScalarNonlinear orderI*Kc
0ScalarMemory orderI*Lc
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

0ScalarMemory orderI*Mc
4000ScalarSymbols per passIBLKSZ
256ScalarLUT sizeILUTSZ
100Scalarn-th block to switch the step size to mu with the DNA with

step size reduction
I*DNASTP

0.01ScalarSensitivity parameterR*MU
0.0001ScalarSensitivity parameter for step reductionR*MUSTP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DPDTYPE. DPD model type selection. See Implementation Details section for description of DPD types.

• Memory Polynomial

• Dynamic Deviation Reduction Second Order

• Generalized Memory Polynomial

• LUT (Lookup Table)

• Bypass

SOLVERTYPE. Solver type to use with the selected DPD type. When DPDTYPE is LUT, LUT solver is used regardless
of the SOLVERTYPE selection.

• Least Squares

• Damped Newton Algorithm

• Damped Newton Algorithm with step reduction

• LUT

LDLY. Absolute loop delay in seconds. By setting this parameter, the DPD block ignores the signal delay value obtained
from the propagated properties and assumes that the feedback input is delayed by LDLY seconds. If LDLY is used,
ALDLY value is not used.

ALDLY. Additional loop delay in seconds. ALDLY is added to the propagated properties signal delay seen at the
feedback input. When LDLY is non-empty, ALDLY is not used.

SKPTHD. Number of blocks to skip before initiating DPD.

GAINADJ. Output gain adjustment in dB.

NORMTYP. Normalization type. See NORMTXON, NORMRXON, NORMNXTON, and NORMDPDON parameters
for points in DPD process where the normalization are applied.

• Simple Average

• l2

• Peak
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• Peak / sqrt(2)

NORMTXON. Normalization for DPD solver input, On or Off. This is only done once at SKPTHD block.

NORMRXON. Normalization of feedback input, On or Off.

NORMNXTON. Normalization of DPD input, On or Off.

NORMDPDON. Normalization of DPD output, On or Off.

K. Nonlinear order for memory polynomial and generalized memory polynomial (aligned signal and envelope part)
models.

M. Memory order for memory polynomial and generalized memory polynomial (aligned signal and envelope part)
models.

Kb. Nonlinear order for signal and lagging envelope in generalized memory polynomial model.

Lb. Memory order for signal and lagging envelope in generalized memory polynomial model.

Mb. Lag order for generalized memory polynomial model.

Kc. Nonlinear order for signal and leading envelope in generalized memory polynomial model.

Lc. Memory order for signal and leading envelope in generalized memory polynomial model.

Mc. Lead order for generalized memory polynomial model.

BLKSZ. Block size for DPD processing

LUTSZ. LUT size.

DNASTP. DNASTP-th block to switch the step size from MU to MUSTP when using damped Newton algorithm with
step reduction solver.

MU. Sensitivity parameter for damped Newton algorithm. When damped Newton algorithm with step reduction is used,
MU is the initial step size used.

MUSTP. Sensitivity parameter for step reduction. When damped Newton algorithm with step reduction is used, step
size is changed from MU to MUSTP at the DNASTP-th block.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data InComplex1
Feedback InComplex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data OutComplex3
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Implementation Details

This block performs digital predistortion (DPD) according to the selected DPDTYPE. Supported DPDTYPE are memory
polynomial (MP), dynamic deviation reduction second order (DDR2), generalized memory polynomial (GMP), and
lookup table (LUT). MP models use an input (x) and output (y) relationship given by [1]:

y[n] = ∑
k=0

K

∑
l=0

M

ak,lx[n − l]|x[n − l]|k−1

where K and M are nonlinear order and memory order, respectively. DDR2 models use an input (x) and output (y)
relationship given by [2]:

y[n] = ∑
k=0

K−1
2

∑
l=1

M

a2k+1,1[l]|x[n]|2kx[n − l ]

+∑
k=1

K−1
2

∑
l=1

M

a2k+1,2[l]|x[n]|2(k−1 )x2[n]x*[n − l ]

+∑
k=1

K−1
2

∑
l=1

M

a2k+1,3[l]|x[n]|2(k−1 )x[n]|x[n − l]|2

+∑
k=1

K−1
2

∑
l=1

M

a2k+1,4[l]|x[n]|2(k−1 )x*[n]x2[n − l ]

GMP models use an input (x) and output (y) relationship given by [3]:

y[n] = ∑
k=0

K−1

∑
l=0

M−1

ak,lx[n − l]|x[n − l]|k

+∑
k=1

Kb

∑
l=0

Lb−1

∑
m=1

Mb

ak,lx[n − l]|x[n − l − m]|k

+∑
k=1

Kc

∑
l=0

Lc−1

∑
m=1

Mc

ak,lx[n − l]|x[n − l + m]|k

Note how the K, M, Kb, Lb, Mb, Kc, Lc, and Mc parameters are used in this equation. For the MP, DDR2, and GMP
models, three types of solvers are available in SOLVERTYPE. They are least squares, damped Newton algorithm (DNA),
and DNA with step reduction. When SOLVERTYPE is DNA, the MU parameter is used as the step size parameter.
Larger MU generally converges faster but it may exhibit larger steady state error. Smaller MU generally converges slower
but it reduces the steady state error. DNA with step reduction overcomes such trade-off by first adopting MU for DNASTP
blocks and then switching to MUSTP. By selecting MUSTP smaller than MU, convergence speed and steady state error
can be balanced. When LUT is selected for DPDTYPE, the SOLVERTYPE parameter is not used and instead an internal
table generation is performed. SKPTHD (a positive integer) is used to control the number of blocks, in units of BLKSZ,
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to wait until the model identification begins. GAINADJ (in dB) can be used to fine-tune the DPD output power level if
necessary. NORMTYP can be used to select the type of signal normalization used at various points of the DPD block.
Available options are simple average, l2 norm, peak, peak / sqrt(2). Depending on the type of signal and nonlinearity,
one of these options may work better. The same NORMTYP is used at all the normalization locations. LDLY (empty
by default) and ALDLY (0 by default) can be used to customize feedback signal delay seen by the DPD block. When
LDLY is empty, and by default, the DPD block uses signal delay in propagated properties to perform necessary time
alignment. DELAY-type blocks should not be used in the feedback path as those blocks remove the signal delay property.
ALDLY can be specified to add delay in addition to the propagated properties. When LDLY is used, signal delay in
propagated properties and ALDLY are overwritten to LDLY.

References

[1] J. Kim and K. Konstantinou, "Digital predistortion of wideband signals based on power amplifier model with memory,"
Electronics Letters, vol. 37, no. 23, pp. 1417-1418, 8 Nov. 2001.

[2] A. Zhu, J. C. Pedro and T. J. Brazil, "Dynamic Deviation Reduction-Based Volterra Behavioral Modeling of RF
Power Amplifiers," IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol. 54, no. 12, pp. 4323-4332, Dec. 2006.

[3] D. R. Morgan, Z. Ma, J. Kim, M. G. Zierdt and J. Pastalan, "A Generalized Memory Polynomial Model for Digital
Predistortion of RF Power Amplifiers," IEEE Trans. on Sig. Proc., vol. 54, no. 10, pp. 3852-3860, Oct. 2006.
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Carrier Frequency Shifter: FRQSHFT

Symbol

Summary

FRQSHFT shifts the carrier or center frequency of the input signal to a new position. The complex envelope signal is
not modified.

This block may be used in RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, in which case it is transparent to the
simulation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
FrequencyOutput carrier frequencyRCFRQ

**indicates secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex, Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex, Real2
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Gain Block: GAIN

Symbol

Summary

GAIN implements an ideal gain block with the gain specified by GAIN in dB.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
3.0103dBGAINRGAIN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

GAIN. The gain in dB. If a negative value is specified for the GAIN parameter, the block acts as an attenuator. The
gain/attenuation is a power gain/attenuation.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex/Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex/Real2
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Hold: HOLD

Symbol

Summary

HOLD either repeats an input sample a specified number of times, or outputs an input sample followed by a specified
value the specified number of times minus one.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDID
1ScalarNumber of times to repeat the input sample.INREP

ScalarOptional hold value.CHVAL
Adjust if sampledAdjust samples per symbolEADJTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NREP. Number of times to repeat the input sample. For example, if NREP is set to 10, the input sample is output ten
times.

HVAL. If empty, the input sample is simply output NREP times at the output. If a value is specified, the original input
sample is first output, followed by the value specified being output NREP - 1 times.

ADJTYP. Determines whether the number of samples per symbol associated with the signal is updated to maintain the
same symbol duration. If updated, the number of samples per symbol of the output signal is NREP times the samples
per symbol of the input signal.

• Adjust if sampled: The number of samples per symbol is only adjusted if the input signal is either real or complex and
has a samples per symbol other than 1.

• Adjust always: If the input signal is either real or complex, the number of samples per symbol is adjusted.

• Never adjust: No adjustment is made. This has the effect of introducing NREP-1 symbols into the signal.

NOTE: Setting this parameter to "Adjust always" allows this block to be used as a weighted impulse generator. In this
case, the HVAL parameter should be explicitly set to 0 or a complex value of 0+j0 (the block will emit zeroes between
each input value). In this mode of operation, the HOLD block can be used to drive a linear filter with a prescribed impulse
response. The combination of a HOLD block and a low-pass filter can be used as an interpolator, a very common function
in digital signal processing.
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Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. NREP. The number of times to repeat must be greater than or equal to 1.

2. HVAL. The hold value can be specified as a real or complex number. If specified as complex, the format is Re +
j*Im.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Held Output SignalReal, Complex or Digital2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the NREP parameter to be greater than or equal to one.Number of times to repeat (NREP) must be greater than or

equal to one.

Implementation Details

The HOLD block repeats an input sample a specified number of times if the HVAL parameter is empty. If a value is
specified for HVAL, the input sample is output, followed by the hold value repeated the specified number of times
(NREP) minus one.
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Triggered Hold: HOLD_T

Symbol

HOLD

1

2

3

Summary

HOLD_T holds the input signal's value at its output while a control signal exceeds a specified threshold.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDID
0Trigger threshold valueTHRSHLD
Hold if aboveTrigger threshold typeTHRSHTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

THRSHLD. The value at which the control signal triggers the hold. The triggering depends on THRSHTYP.

THRSHTYP. Determines how the control signal and THRSHLD trigger the hold.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital, Real, Complex1
TriggerReal2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalDigital, Real, Complex3
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Implementation Details

HOLD_T implements a state machine to determine what sample value to output for each sample input. There are two
states, Normal and Hold. The initial state is Normal. As the simulation runs, HOLD_T reads a data sample from node 1
and a control sample from node 2.

Normal State:

If the read control sample triggers the threshold as defined by THRSHLD and THRSHTYP, the state is transitioned to
Hold. The read data sample is stored as the hold value and is output through node 3.

If the threshold is not triggered, the read data sample is output through node 3.

Hold State:

If the read control sample does not trigger the threshold, the state is transitioned to Normal. The read data sample is
output through node 3.

If the read control sample does trigger the threshold, the stored hold value is output through node 3.
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Inverse DFT Calculator: IDFT

Symbol

DFT
-1

Summary

IDFT calculates the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform of the input signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarDFT LengthIN

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The number of points in the DFT calculation.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalComplex2

Implementation Details

IDFT operates in blocks of NDFT samples. If the NDFT parameter is left empty, IDFT searches for a propagated NDFT
property in the input signal, which may be set by a DFT block, and sets it accordingly. The output signal is calculated
based on the following equation:

x[n] = 1
N∑

k=0

N−1

X [k]e j2πnk/N

where N=NDFT, X[k] is the input signal, and x[n] is its inverse DFT transform.
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Integrates N Samples then Clears Buffer: INTG_DMP

Symbol

dt

Summary

INTG_DMP performs an integration and dump over a user-specified number of samples.

NOTE: If the input signal is sampled, the samples per symbol will be divided by the integration length N.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarIntegration length in samplesIN

Sum*Time StepIntegration typeEINTGTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The number of samples over which the integration is performed. If left empty, this will be set to the samples per
symbol of the input signal.

INTGYP. Determines the type of integration to perform:

• Sum*Time Step: The result of the integration is:

y[k] = 1
f s ∑

i=kN

(k+1)N−1

x[i]

• Sum Only: The result of the integration is:

y[k] = ∑
i=kN

(k+1)N−1
x[i]

• Normalized Sum: Similar to Sum Only except the sum is divided by N.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Integral of input over N samplesReal, Complex2
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LMS Equalizer: LMS_EQU

Symbol

LMS EQUALIZER

1

2

3 4

5

6

Summary

LMS_EQU implements an adaptive equalizer using the Least Mean Squares (LMS) adaptive algorithm, or its normalized
version known as NLMS. It can also implement a leaky version of the above adaptive algorithms, depending on the
chosen parameters. LMS_EQU can handle complex or real data in a symbol-spaced or fractionally-spaced fashion. The
(possibly complex) coefficients are also provided at output 6 as they continue to adapt.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

C1TextElement IDNID
16ScalarNumber of Linear Filter TapsIN
0.01ScalarMu, the LMS Adaptation ConstantRMU
NoTextNormalized LMS? (Yes/No)ENORM
1e-8ScalarConstant added to Denominator for Normalized LMSRANORM
0.0ScalarLeakage Factor for Leaky LMS (Zero for non-Leaky)RLEAK

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

N. The number of taps (real or complex) in the linear filter used for either adaptive equalization or adaptive system
identification.

MU. The adaptation constant μ of the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm. Variable adaptation constants μ can be
used when Input 4 is connected.

NORM. Determines whether Normalized LMS (NLMS) is implemented or not.

• Yes: The NLMS adaptive algorithm is used and the value of the following parameter ANORM is relevant.

• No: The regular (un-normalized) LMS is used and the value of the following parameter ANORM is irrelevant.

ANORM. The small additive constant α used in the denominator for NLMS. See the "Implementation Details" section
for the adaptation equations.
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LEAK. The leakage factor λ for leaky LMS or leaky NLMS algorithms. You should leave this at 0.0 when you desire
non-leaky versions of the algorithms.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, or Complex1
Desired SignalReal, or Complex2
Adapt SignalReal3
Variable MuReal4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, or Complex5
Tap vectorReal, or Complex6

The Output Signal (output 5) has the same properties (for example, center frequency, sampling frequency, samples per
symbol) as the Input Signal to be equalized (input 1). The Tap Vector provided out of output 6 has slightly modified
properties, and is best displayed via an EYE measurement found under the System category in Measurements (actually
two EYE implements, for the real and the imaginary part of the taps, if the taps are complex). The sampling frequency
of this output 6 is set to N times the input sampling frequency, so that all of the (possibly updated) taps are provided for
every sampling epoch of the block, where N is the equalizer length. At the same time, the symbol duration of that output
6 is set to N samples, so that every sampling interval is now considered to be a symbol, whose N samples are the values
of the N equalizer taps at every sampling instant. So, when using the EYE measurement to show the equalizer taps out
of output 6, you can set the Time Span of that measurement to either 1 symbol, or N samples, for the same result.

Implementation Details

The LMS_EQU block implements an N-tap adaptive FIR equalizer using the LMS algorithm. With the appropriate choice
of parameters, the block can also implement the Normalized LMS algorithm (NLMS) for adaptation, or the leaky versions
of both LMS and NLMS. To enable the Normalized version, select "Yes" for the NORM parameter. Also, the leaky
versions of the algorithms (leaky LMS or leaky NLMS) are implemented if a non-zero value is set for the LEAK parameter.

Inputs 1 (Input Signal) and 2 (Desired Signal) must always be connected. The third input (Adapt Signal) instructs the
LMS_EQU block to adapt its internal FIR filter taps, only if it is left unconnected or if it is connected and the signal has
a strictly positive value. Therefore, the way to stop adaptation and "freeze" the N equalizer FIR filter taps (for example,
after they have converged to their desired values) is to connect Input 3 (Adapt Signal) to a zero value. This input is also
useful in the case of a fractionally spaced equalizer, where adaptation is needed only at the symbol rate and not at the
sampling rate. The following paragraphs provide more detail.

At time n,the operation of the LMS_EQU block has two main stages, broadly defined as adaptation (which produces an
updated set of FIR coefficients or taps) and filtering (which produces the output of the block, based on the new input
and the updated filter taps). During adaptation, the block uses the desired signal it receives at its input, as well as the
previous output, to compute a scalar estimation error e(n), as the difference between the previous output of the adaptive
filter and its desired value. This error e(n) then guides the FIR filter adaptation.

Specifically, at the end of time epoch n-1 we denote the set of the N FIR filter taps as the N-element (complex in general)
vector wn-1, and we also denote the state of this FIR filter with another (also complex in general) vector un-1. Then, at
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the beginning of time epoch n we denote the desired signal input to the LMS_EQU block as d(n-1) 1 and the input signal
as u(n). When the LMS_EQU block sees the input signal d(n-1), it performs the adaptation for epoch n, by first computing
the estimation error e(n-1) 2 (provided, of course, Input 3 is left unused or is connected to a positive value):

(1)e(n − 1) = d(n − 1) − wn−1
H · un−1

With the above (complex in general) error, the adaptation of the N-tap FIR filter that implements the equalizer proceeds
as follows:

a) For plain LMS:

(2)wn = wn−1 + μ · un−1 · e*(n − 1)

b) For Normalized LMS:

(3)wn = wn−1 +
μ

α + ∣ ∣ un−1 ∣ ∣2
· un−1 · e*(n − 1)

c) For leaky LMS:

(4)wn = (1 − μλ) ·wn−1 + μ · un−1 · e*(n − 1)

d) For leaky NLMS:

(5)wn = (1 − μλ) ·wn−1 +
μ

α + ∣ ∣ un−1 ∣ ∣2
· un−1 · e*(n − 1)

where μ is the LMS adaptation constant (taken from the value of the MU parameter, or from Input 4 of the block), and
α is a small constant for the NLMS, specified by the ANORM parameter to help with the stability of NLMS, and λ is
the leakage factor for leaky LMS and leaky NLMS adaptations (taken from the LEAK parameter).

After the adaptation phase, the FIR filter produces the new output y(n), which can be presented as an inner vector product:

(6)y(n) = wn
H · un

In all of the previous, the state vector of the FIR filter is:

(7)un = [u(n)u(n − 1)...u(n − N + 1)]T

NOTE: The notation of Eq. (1) may appear strange. The desired signal and the error at epoch n are denoted d(n-1) and
e(n-1) respectively because the LMS_EQU block is designed this way to support decision-directed adaptation, which
requires a feedback loop to bring the quantized decision back to the input of the LMS_EQU block as the desired signal.
However, feedback loops in the VSS program necessarily include a delay of at least one sample. Therefore, what is
normally denoted d(n) (the desired signal at epoch n) is now correctly denoted d(n-1), since this is what it really is in
decision-directed adaptation. In feedforward adaptation (comparison against known symbols without feedback) the issue
is not critical, since you can choose the delay applied to the desired symbols arbitrarily. In feedback loops (decision-directed

1It may seem a curious notational choice to denote the desired signal sample at epoch n as d(n-1), while denoting the input sample at epoch n as u(n). This is
due to the necessity of at least one sample delay in feedback loops in Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) software, as is explained in a note at the end of this
section.
2The error computed at epoch n is denoted e(n-1) because it involves the current desired input d(n-1) and the previous output of the FIR filter. Again, see the
explanation in the note at the end of this section.
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adaptation) however, this is not the case, as the applied feedback delay is at least one sample. The estimation error is
naturally denoted e(n-1) at epoch n, since it involves the desired input d(n-1) at time n and the previous output
y(n-1)=ws-1

H·un-1.

With this arrangement of the LMS adaptive filter the adaptation is performed before the filtering operation, so that
samples align correctly in time, both in feedforward and in decision-directed adaptation mode. The notation and sequence
of operations of LMS_EQU (adaptation first, if needed, and then filtering to produce the output) described in Equations
(1) through (6) may at first glance seem different from what is listed in classical textbooks such as 1, but careful examination
and simple algebra shows that they are equivalent.

Fractionally spaced Equalization

A helpful hint for use of the LMS_EQU block to implement a fractionally spaced equalizer is to use the third input (Adapt
Signal). In the fractionally spaced case the equalizer must only adapt once per symbol period, and not for every oversampled
input. Therefore, you need to connect Input 3 to a control signal with L-1 zeros and 1 non-zero value, where L is the
oversampling factor, to ensure adaptation once per symbol. For instance, for oversampling of 4, you can connect an
SRC_R block to Input 3 of LMS_EQU with its VAL parameter set to {0,1,0,0}, for adaptation only at the, for example,
second sample of every 4-sample symbol. The other three times in every symbol the LMS_EQU block continues with
filtering (producing the outputs as shown in Eq. (6), but does not perform any adaptation of its FIR filter coefficients.
At the same time, output 6 provides all N channel taps at all sampling instants, so in the previous example you would
see the tap values remain unchanged for sampling epochs 1, 3, 4, and only change at 2, (changing only every 4th input
sample). The main output signal (output 5) of LMS_EQU can then obviously be decimated, sliced, etc. using other VSS
blocks.

References

[1] Simon Haykin, "Adaptive Filter Theory, Third Edition", Prentice Hall, 1996.
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Lookup Table: LOOKUP

Symbol

Summary

LOOKUP implements a lookup table that maps input values to output values. The input values are always Real, while
the output may be Real or Complex. You can define the output type by modifying the system node settings for the output
node. LOOKUP supports the rounding, linear interpolation, and cubic spline interpolation methods for handling input
values that do not fall exactly on the lookup table values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDID
ScalarLookup table (vector of in/out pairs or data file)RTABLE

Round NearestN/AInterpolation typeEINTRP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TABLE. The lookup table, which may either be the name of a text data file under the Data Files node of the Project
Browser, or a vector of value pairs.

If TABLE refers to a text data file, the data should consist of two or three columns, where the first column is the input
value to be mapped. If the output type is Real, the second column is the corresponding output value. If the output is
Complex, the second and third columns are used. Column identifiers should be defined for this block to function properly.
Column identifiers should be set to (Scalar) for the first column. When the output is Real the second column should also
be defined as (Scalar). When the output is Complex, the second and third column identifiers should be set to (Re) and
(Im), respectively. For more information on column identifiers see “ Column Headings ”.

If TABLE refers to a vector of value pairs, the first element of each pair is the input value to be mapped and the second
element is the corresponding output value. For Complex output, the second element of each pair should be a complex
number.

For Real output, the following are equivalent. Note that the first line in the data file is a comment.

Text data file:

!In Out

(Scalar) (Scalar)

1 10
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2 20

3 35

Vector of value pairs:

{1,10, 2,20, 3,35}

For Complex output, the following are equivalent.

Text data file:

!In Out

(Scalar) (Re) (Im)

1 10 15

2 20 25

3 35 36

Vector of value pairs:

{1,complex(10,15) , 2,complex(20,25), 3,complex(35,36)}

The lookup table values are always sorted by input value.

INTRP. Determines how input values between the specified input values are mapped to output values. Given an input
value x that falls between the two neighboring specified input values x[i] < x[i+1] in the sorted list of inputs, the following
options are available. In everything below, y[i] and y[i+1] are the output values of the lookup table, corresponding to
the input values x[i] and x[i+1].

• Round Nearest: If x<x[i]+(x[i+1]-x[i])·0.5, then the output value y[i] is chosen, otherwise the output value y[i+1] is
chosen. If the input value x is less than the smallest specified input element x[1], or greater than the largest specified
input element x[N], then the output values y[1] or y[N] corresponding to the smallest or largest input values are chosen
respectively.

• Round Up: The input value is rounded up to the next higher specified input value. Specifically, the output value y[i]
is chosen if x[i-1]<x<x[i]. If the input value x is less than the smallest specified input element x[1], then y[1] is output,
while for inputs x greater than the largest specified input element x[N], the last output y[N] is output.

• Round Down: The input value is rounded down to the next smaller specified input value. Specifically, if x[i]<x<x[i+1],
the output value y[i] is chosen. If the input value x is less than the smallest specified input element x[1], then y[1] is
output, while for inputs greater than the largest input element x[N] the last output y[N] is output.

• Linear: The output value is linearly interpolated from the specified input and output values. If the input value x is less
than the smallest specified input element x[1] or greater than the largest specified input element x[N], the slope at the
end points is extended. If the input x is within the range of the specified input values and x[i-1]<x<x[i], then the output
y is:

y = y[i − 1] + (x − x[i − 1]) ·
y[i] − y[i − 1]
x[i] − x[i − 1]
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• Cubic Spline: The output value is interpolated from the specified output values using a natural cubic spline. If the
input value x is less than the smallest specified input element x[1] or greater than the largest specified input element
x[N], the spline is computed such that the second derivatives at the end points are 0.

When the output is complex, the interpolation is performed over the real and imaginary components separately.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Values to look upReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Mapped output valuesReal, Complex2
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Minimum/Maximum (N-Input, 2-Output): MINMAX

Symbol

Min

Max

Min/Max

1

2

3

4

5 6

Summary

MINMAX outputs the minimum and maximum values of all connected input nodes. Two secondary output nodes output
the input node numbers that contain the minimum and maximum values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarNumber of inputsININ
0ScalarPrimary input nodeIPRIMINP
Compare Complex
Magnitudes

N/AComparison rule for complex inputsE*CMPLXCMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NIN. Determines the number of input nodes.

PRIMINP. Selects the input node that contains the primary signal of interest. The primary input signal is used to resolve
ambiguities such as which sampling frequency to use when all sources are set for default, or which input's signal delay
to use.

CMPLXCMP. Optional parameter used only when input data type is complex. It determines the rule used to find the
minimum and maximum values. Available options are:

• Compare Complex Magnitudes. Magnitudes of complex inputs are used for finding minimum and maximum output
values.

• Compare Real Parts. Only real parts of complex inputs are used for finding minimum and maximum output values.

• Compare Imaginary Parts. Only imaginary parts of complex inputs are used for finding minimum and maximum output
values.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputsReal, Complex, or Digital1 - NIN

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Minimum of all inputsReal, Complex, or DigitalNIN + 1
Maximum of all inputsReal, Complex, or DigitalNIN + 2
Input node number containing Min valueRealNIN + 3
Input node number containing Max valueRealNIN + 4

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set NIN to a value greater or equal to 2.NIN must be >= 2.
Set PRIMINP to a value greater or equal to 0 an less or equal
to NIN.

PRIMINP must be greater or equal to 0 and less than or
equal to the input node count (NIN).

Make sure all input nodes are of the same type.Data type mismatch, all input nodes must have the same
data type

Connect output nodes to modules with input nodes of the
same type as the inputs of MINMAX

Data type mismatch, Min and Max output nodes must have
the same data type as input

Connect at least one of the inputs or disable the MINMAX
module.

At least one of the input nodes should be connected.

For Digital inputs, alphabet size should be set to a value
greater or equal to 2.

Alphabet size must be >= 2.

For Digital inputs, all input nodes should have the same
alphabet size.

Alphabet size mismatch.

For Digital inputs, alphabet size should be set to an integer
value greater or equal to 2.

Alphabet size must be an integer >= 2.

Use MINMAX_FP for fixed-point inputs.Fixed-point data not supported.
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Radar Moving Target Detector: MTD

Symbol

MTD

Mx

Dplr

Vel

1 2

3

4

5

Summary

Radar Moving Target Detector (MTD) detects a reflected radar signal using Doppler frequency analysis.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
64ScalarFFT sizeINFFT
1000ScalarPulse repetition frequencyRPRF

ScalarNumber of samples in PRI (if empty, set from PRF)I*NPRI
FrequencyCarrier frequency at target, used for velocity estimation (if

empty, set from propagated properties)
R*TGTFC

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NFFT. Size of FFT used for target detection.

PRF. Pulse repetition frequency. Defines the frequency of the transmitted radar pulses.

NPRI.Number of samples in the Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI). If left empty, NPRI is calculated from PRF, as described
in the "Implementation Details" section.

TGTFC. Defines the carrier frequency at the target. This value is used for calculating the estimated target velocity from
the detected Doppler offset.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, Digital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
MTD FFT OutputReal, Complex2
Max Values for Each Range BinReal, Complex3
Doppler EstimateReal4
Target Relative Velocity EstimateReal5

Implementation Details

MTD uses Doppler frequency analysis to detect a radar signal in the frequency domain. MTD cannot detect the radar
signal in the time domain because small moving targets are usually hidden by heavily cluttered environments.

Pulse Rate Interval (PRI) is the inverse of the PRF:

PRI = 1 PRF

If not specifically defined, the number of samples in PRI is calculated using the following equation:

NPRI = PRI _TSTEP

where _TSTEP is the time step of the signal at the input of the MTD module.

The signal at the input of MTD is read in blocks of NPRI * NFFT samples. These samples are placed column-wise in
the input signal matrix of NPRI rows and NFFT columns, as shown in the following figure.

NFFT

N
PR

I

An FFT of size NFFT is calculated for each row of the matrix and the results are placed on the output Node 2, read
row-wise. For each processed block, the output signal at Node 2 consists of NPRI FFT blocks, each of length NFFT. For
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each row of this matrix (each FFT block), MTD finds the value with the maximum magnitude and places this value on
the output Node 3.

Row-wise FFT

Max of each row

The indexes of the maximum values are used for calculating an estimate of the Doppler offset and the relative velocity
of the target. The estimated Doppler offset and relative velocity are placed on output Node 4 and Node 5, respectively.
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Peak Detector: PEAK_DET

Symbol

1 2

3

Summary

PEAK_DET is used to detect peak levels of the input signal and the location of the peak within a block of data.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
_BLKSZScalarNumber of samples in the blockIBLKSZ

Parameter Details

BLKSZ. Size (in samples) of the signal block where the peak is searched.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalUnset1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Peak locationReal2
Peak valueReal3

Recommendations for Use

For each block of BLKSZ samples at its input, the PEAK_DET searches for the sample with the largest absolute value
and outputs the location and value of the peak. The location of the peak, output on node 2, is determined as the first
occurrence of such value and uses units of samples. The value of the peak is output on node 3.
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Phase Shifter: PHASE

Symbol

Summary

PHASE introduces a constant phase shift in a complex signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0AnglePhase shiftRSHFT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Phase Shifted DataComplex2
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Pulse Generator: PLSGEN

Symbol

1 2

Summary

PLSGEN is a pulse generator. For every sample at its input it generates a pulse of specified duration (in samples) and
start time (also in samples).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM
1ScalarPulse duration (in samples)IPLSLN
0ScalarDelay (number of zero samples to output before pulse starts)IDLY

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SMPSYM. Samples per symbol. This is the number of samples generated at the output for every input sample.

PLSLN. Pulse duration. This is the length of the output pulse in samples. For the remainder SMPSYM-PLSLN samples
of the pulse, zeroes are output.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SMPSYM>1.

2. 1≤PLSLN≤SMPSYM

3. 0≤DLY≤SMPSYM-PLSLN

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output PulseReal, Complex, Digital2
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the SMPSYM parameter greater or equal to oneSamples per symbol (SMPSYM) must be greater than or

equal to one
Set the PLSLN parameter to be 1≤PLSLN≤SMPSYMPulse length (PLSLN) must be between 1 and SMPSYM,

inclusive
Set the DLY parameter to be 1≤DLY≤SMPSYM - PLSLNDelay (DLY) must be between 0 and SMPSYM-PLSLN,

inclusive

Implementation Details

For every input sample, a pulse consisting of SMPSYM output samples is produced. This output pulse is constructed
from DLY zero samples, followed by the pulse of length PLSLN, also in samples. Zeroes are then output until a total of
SMPSYM samples have been output. The amplitude of the pulse is the same as the amplitude of the input sample.

This block can be used to shape input samples into pulses. For example, assume that the parameters of the block are:

SMPSYM = 8,

PLSLN = 3,

DLY= 2,

and the block is preceded by a complex source block (SRC_C) which cycles through the sample values {1+0.5*j, 2+j,
3+1.5*j}, as shown in the following project system diagram:

TP
ID=Out

TP
ID=Src

SRC_C
ID=A2
VAL={1+0.5*j,2+j,3+1.5*j}
COL=1
SMPFRQ=1 GHz
SMPSYM=1

IMPLSGEN
ID=A1
SMPSYM=8
PLSLN=3
DLY=2

This setup results in the following output, where we plot the input and output on the same time axis for clarity of the
operation of the block, although their sampling rates are obviously different, as indicated by the markers.
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Time (ns)

Output Complex

0

1

2

3

Re(WVFM(TP.Src,10,1,1))
IPLSGEN Complex

Im(WVFM(TP.Src,10,1,1))
IPLSGEN Complex

Re(WVFM(TP.Out,10,1,1))
IPLSGEN Complex

Im(WVFM(TP.Out,10,1,1))
IPLSGEN Complex
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Peak-to-Average Ratio: PTAR

Symbol

Ratio

Max Ratio

Maximum

Average

1

2

3

4

5

6

Summary

PTAR calculates the peak to average ratio of either voltage or power of a complex or real signal waveform.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
Power dBmSignal processing typeESIGTYP
1e100ScalarRatio value when average is near 0R*MXRATIO

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SIGTYP. Determines what is measured:

• Voltage: The peak and average values are calculated directly from the input samples.

• Power: The peak and average values are calculated from the instantaneous power of the input samples.

• Power, dBm: The peak and average values are calculated from the instantaneous power of the input samples. The
ratios are output in dB while the peak and averages are output in dBm.

NOTE: When SIGTYP is one of the power options, the instantaneous power computation depends on whether the input
signal is real or complex, and if complex whether the center frequency is 0 or non-zero. When the input signal is real,
the instantaneous power is computed from:

p[k] = v[k]2 / ZO
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where Z0 is the default system impedance specified in the System Options dialog box.

When the input signal is complex with a non-zero center frequency, the instantaneous power is computed from:

p[k] =
v[k] · v*[k]
Z0 · 2

and represents the RMS power.

When the input signal is complex with a zero center frequency, the signal is treated as separate I and Q channels, such
as what would be output from one of the IQ based transmitters (such as QAM_TX) when set with a center frequency of
0. The instantaneous power is computed from:

p[k] = Re{v[k]}2 / Z0 + Im{v[k]}2 / Z0

which is the sum of the instantaneous powers of the individual I and Q channels.

MXRATIO. The value output for the ratios when the average is very near zero, to avoid dividing by zero. If SIGTYP
is "Power, dBm" this value is first converted to dB.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal/Complex1
Reset SignalReal/Complex/Digital2

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 Sampled-data input signal, complex or real.

Node No. 2 (Optional) Reset signal. Resets the calculations at nodes 3 through 6 when the data received at this node is
non-zero.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input to Average RatioReal3
Peak to Average RatioReal4
PeakReal5
AverageReal6

Output Node Details

Node No. 3 The ratio of the absolute value of the current input value to the average of the absolute value.

Node No. 4 The ratio of the peak absolute value to the average of the absolute value.

Node No. 5 The maximum of the absolute value of the input signal.

Node No. 6 The cumulative average.
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Ramp Profile: RAMP_PRFL

Symbol

Summary

RAMP_PRFL generates ramp up and ramp down profiles based on a trigger signal exceeding specified thresholds. The
following diagram illustrates the block behavior:

Control Signal

Output Signal

Ramp up
threshold

Ramp down
threshold

Ramp up
profile

Ramp down
profile

time

The control signal is monitored to determine if it has exceeded the ramp up or ramp down threshold. Depending on the
current state, when either the ramp up or ramp down threshold is exceeded, the corresponding ramp profile is used to
transition the output signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
{0,1.0}Time,

Scalar
Ramp up profile (time,value pairs)VUPPRFL

0TimeRamp up start delayRUPDLY
0.6ScalarRamp up trigger threshold valueRUPTHRSH
>N/ARamp up trigger threshold typeEUPTHRSHTYP
{0,0.0}Time,

Scalar
Ramp down profile (time,value paris)VDNPRFL

0TimeRamp down start delayRDNDLY
0.4ScalarRamp down trigger threshold valueRDNTHRSH
<N/ARamp down trigger threshold typeEDNTHRSHTYP
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

AutoN/AInitial stateEISTATE
10000ScalarMaximum sample length for each rampI*MXRMPSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

UPPRFL. Vector of time-value pairs defining the profile when ramping up. The profile is triggered when the trigger
signal exceeds the threshold defined by UPTHRSH and UPTHRSTYP. The time-value pairs must be in order of increasing
time. For example, to specify a ramp profile that has a value of 1.5 at t=0.5 ns and 2.0 at t=1.0 ns, you would enter the
following vector:

{0.5e-9, 1.5, 1.0e-9, 2.0}

See "Implementation Details" for more information on profile use.

UPDLY. Time to delay the start of the ramp up profile after the trigger signal exceeds the ramp up threshold. If this
value is not divisible by the signal time step, the delay is rounded to the nearest sample.

UPTHRSH. Threshold value used to trigger the ramp up profile. When the trigger signal is complex, the magnitude of
the samples are compared against UPTHRSH. For either digital or complex trigger signals, UPTHRSH must be
non-negative.

UPTRHSTYP. Determines how the trigger signal is compared to UPTHRSH when determining if the threshold is
exceeded. The following options are available:

• >: Triggering occurs if the trigger value is greater than UPTHRSH.

• >=: Triggering occurs if the trigger value is greater than or equal to UPTHRSH.

• =: Triggering occurs if the trigger value equals UPTHRSH (the values must match exactly, round-off error is not
accommodated)

• <=: Triggering occurs if the trigger value is less than or equal to UPTHRSH.

• <: Triggering occurs if the trigger value is less than UPTHRSH.

DNPRFL, DNDLY, DNTHRSH, DNTHRSHTYP. These are similar to UPPRFL, UPDLY, UPTHRSH and
UPTHRSHTYP, respectively, except they apply to ramping down.

ISTATE. Determines the behavior of the block when the first trigger sample is processed. The following options are
available:

• Auto: The first trigger sample input determines the initial state. If the sample exceeds the ramp up threshold, the state
is set to Up, otherwise the state is set to Down.

• Up: The initial state is set to Up.

• Down: The initial state is set to Down.

See "Implementation Details" for more information on the state machine.

MXRMPSMP. Safety check limit for the number of samples in each ramp. The number of samples required is
(tMax+DLY)/tStep, where tMax is the last time value in the ramp profile, DLY is the ramp delay, and tStep is the time step
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of the signal. Because tStep is typically very small, accidentally entering a time value such as 1 ns as 1.0 instead of 1.0e-9
will result in a very large number of samples. MXRMPSMP detects these conditions and throws an error, preventing the
system from becoming unresponsive due to an exceptionally large number of samples in the profile.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Trigger SignalDigital/Real/Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Profile SignalReal2

Implementation Details

RAMP_PRFL is implemented using the following state machine:

Up

Ramp Up

Ramp Down

Down
Up Threshold
Exceeded

Down Threshold
Exceeded

Ramp Up
Profile

Completed

Ramp Down
Profile

Completed Down
Threshold
Exceeded

Up
Threshold
Exceeded

Output last ramp
down profile

value

Output last ramp
up profile value

Output ramp up
profile values

Output ramp
down profile

values

The state machine is cycled each time a sample is received at the trigger signal input. For the Up and Ramp Up states,
the trigger sample is compared against the ramp down threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, the state is transitioned to
Ramp Down. If the current state was Ramp Up, the ramp down profile to be output is adjusted to match the current ramp
up value. The behavior for the Down and Ramp Down states is similar except the ramp up threshold and ramp up profile
are used.

The initial state is determined by the ISTATE parameter. If ISTATE is "Auto" the first trigger sample is used to determine
the initial state - if the sample exceeds the ramp up threshold the initial state is set to Up, otherwise it is set to Down. If
ISTATE is set to "Up" then the initial state is Up, if ISTATE is "Down" then the initial state is Down. Note that for
ISTATE "Up" or "Down" the state is updated from the first trigger sample.

After the input sample has been processed the current state is used to determine the sample to output:

• Up: The output is the last value of the ramp up profile.
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• Ramp Up: The output is obtained from the ramp up profile table, which contains the value to output for each sample
position in the ramp. When the end of the table is reached, the state is transitioned to Up. The profile table is described
in more detail in the following sections.

• Down: The output is the last value of the ramp down profile.

• Ramp Down: The output is obtained from the ramp down profile table, which contains the value to output for each
sample position in the ramp. When the end of the table is reached, the state is transitioned to Down. The profile table
is described in more detail in the following sections.

Ramp Profiles

The ramp profiles UPPRFL and DNPRFL define the output values versus time after a threshold is exceeded. The profiles
are specified as a vector of time-value pairs, with time in seconds, and representing the time offset from the start of the
ramp. For example,

{0.5e-9, 0.6, 1.0e-9, 0.9, 2.0e-9, 1.0}

defines a profile such that at 0.5 ns from the start of the ramp the value 0.6 is output, at 1.0 ns from the start of the ramp
the value output is 0.9, and from 2.0 ns onward the value output is 1.0. The duration of the ramp is 2.0 ns.

Note that the time values must be greater than or equal to 0, must be unique, and must be in increasing order.

If a value for t=0 is not specified, the value for t=0 is set to the last value of the other ramp profile. For example, for the
ramp up profile, the value for t=0 would be set to the last value of the ramp down profile, which is the value output for
the Down state.

The ramp delay parameters UPDLY and DNDLY can be used to delay the onset of the start of the ramp profile. The
ramp is effectively shifted in time by the delay amounts.

During a simulation, the ramp profiles and delays are used to generate profile tables, which is simply a table of values
to be output for each sample following the start of the ramp. The table values are obtained by linearly interpolating the
values from the ramp profiles using the trigger signal's time step and the specified delay.

The following illustrates the ramp profiles for the vector:

{0.5e-9, 0.6, 1.0e-9, 0.9, 2.0e-9, 1.0}

The input signal's time step T is 0.2 ns. The other ramp's final state is 0.1. The top diagram illustrates the ramp profile
with no delay. The bottom diagram illustrates a delay of 0.3 ns.
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Delay=0.3 ns

End of ramp

Threshold
exceeded

1.0 ns

1.0 ns 2.0 ns

2.0 ns

End of ramp

T=0.2 ns

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

The profile tables are then:

Delay OutputNo Delay OutputTime Offset (ns)Sample #
0.10.100
0.10.30.21
0.20.50.42
0.40.660.63
0.60.780.84
0.720.91.05
0.840.921.26
0.910.941.47
0.930.961.68
0.950.981.89
0.971.02.010
0.991.02.211
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Delay OutputNo Delay OutputTime Offset (ns)Sample #
1.01.02.412
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Radar Cross Section: RCS

Symbol

RCS

1 2

3

Summary

RCS calculates the exact Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a perfect sphere with given diameter, and scales the input signal
to replicate the radiation off the target object.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
16ScalarObject diameterRDIAM
mN/ADistance unitsEDIAMUNIT

FrequencyCarrier frequencyR*CTRFRQ
ScalarRadar Cross Section (use internally calculated RCS if

RCSVAL<0 or is left empty)
R*RCSVAL

Swerling0N/ARCS fluctuation typeERCSFLUCT
1000ScalarPulse repetition frequencyR*PRF

ScalarNumber of pulses per scan (if empty or negative, single scan
operation)

I*NSCAN

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
AutoRandom number generator algorithmE*RNG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DIAM. Object diameter, defined in units specified by DIAMUNIT parameter.

DIAMUNIT. Units used for defining DIAM parameter. Available options are m, cm, yards, feet, inches.

CTRFRQ. Carrier frequency.

RCSVAL. User-defined radar cross-section value. If defined, RCSVAL overwrites the internally calculated RCS value.
This parameter is ignored if left empty or set to a negative value.

RCSFLUCT. RCS fluctuation type. Available options are:
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• Swerling 0 - No fluctuation.

• Swerling 1 - Exponential fluctuations, independent from scan-to-scan.

• Swerling 2 - Exponential fluctuations, independent from pulse-to-pulse.

• Swerling 3 - 4th degree chi-squared fluctuations, independent from scan-to-scan.

• Swerling 4 - 4th degree chi-squared fluctuation, independent from pulse-to-pulse.

PRF. Determines the frequency of the chirp pulses. Pulse repetition interval (PRI) is equal to the inverse of PRF.

NSCAN. Defines the number of pulses per scan and is used only when RCSFLUCT is set to Swerling 1 or Swerling 3.
If this parameter is left empty or set to a negative value, the simulation runs in a single scan mode (the same value of
fluctuation is used for the whole sweep).

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

RNG. Random number generator algorithm used for generating RCS fluctuations.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2
RCS ValueReal3

Implementation Details

Radar cross-section of an object is defined as the cross-sectional area of a perfectly reflecting sphere that would produce
the same strength reflection. RCS value is calculated using the Mie series solution, given by equations 4-19, 4-16, and
4-17 in section 4.2 of [1]. You also have the option of manually setting the RCS value, in which case the internally
calculated value is ignored. Afterwards, RCS value is used for scaling the input signal according to the following equation:

OutSig(k) = InpSig(k) * 4π * RCS
λ

Swerling fluctuations [2] are generated based on the selection of the RCSFLUCT parameter and applied to the RCS
value. The RCS value calculated in this block is output at the secondary output node.
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Remove Signal Delay Samples: REMOVE_DLY

Symbol

DELAY

Summary

REMOVE_DLY removes the samples representing the propagated static signal delay property of the signal or a user-defined
number of samples.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
ScalarNumber of samples to skipISMPSKIP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalAny1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalAny2

Implementation Details

If parameter SMPSKIP is defined, this block will discard the first SMPSKIP samples of the input signal. In this case,
the propagated signal delay at the output node is adjusted to take into account the discarded samples.

If parameter SMPSKIP is left empty, the number of discarded samples, N, is computed based on the propagated signal
delay at the input node as follows:

N = Round( SIGDLY
TSTEP )

where SIGDLY is the static signal delay property seen at the input node and TSTEP is the time step at the input node.
The signal delay at the output node is set to 0.
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NOTE: If parameter SMPSKIP is left empty and the input signal delay is not a multiple of the time step, REMOVE_DLY
should be preceded by the signal delay compensator block DLYCMP . DLYCMP will remove the fractional delay from
the signal.
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Block Repeater: REPEAT

Symbol

Summary

REPEAT repeats a block of data received at its input a specified number of times at its output before retrieving the next
block of data. Note that since multiple samples are output for each sample input, the output time step is smaller than the
input time step.

To capture a fixed set of samples and then repeatedly output that set of samples, use the Capture and Repeat block
CAP_REP.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDID
1ScalarNumber of times to repeat the blockINREP
8ScalarNumber of samples in the blockIBLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NREP. Number of times to repeat the input block. For example, if NREP is set to 10, the input block is output ten times
before another block of data is retrieved. If NREP is set to 1, the input block is simply copied to the output.

BLKSZ. Number of samples in the block that will be repeated.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Both NREP and BLKSZ must be greater than or equal to 1.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input dataReal, Complex or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Repeated Output DataReal, Complex or Digital2
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Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set the NREP parameter to be greater than or equal to one.NREP must be greater than or equal to one
Set the BLKSZ parameter to be greater than or equal to one.BLKSZ must be greater than or equal to one
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Rational Resampler: RESAMPLER

Symbol

1 2

Summary

RESAMPLER upsamples and/or downsamples a signal. The upsample and downsample amounts are integral values,
resulting in an overall resampling ratio that is a rational fraction. The resampling utilizes lowpass filters to reduce aliasing.

This block may be used in RF Budget Analysis and RF Inspector simulations, in which case it is transparent to the
simulation.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDID
1ScalarUpsample rateIUPSMP
1ScalarDownsample rateIDNSMP

ScalarLowpass FIR filter lengthI*FLTLN
100ScalarSignal bandwidth as a percentage of sampling frequencyR*BW

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

UPSMP. The amount the input signal is upsampled.

DNSMP. The amount the upsampled input signal is downsampled before output.

NOTE: UPSMP and DNSMP are integral values. In order to perform a fractional resampling, UPSMP and DNSMP
must be whole numbers. For example, to perform a 0.4 resampling rate the minimum values for UPSMP and DNSMP
would be 4 and 10, respectively, to obtain UPSMP/DNSMP = 0.4.

FLTLN. The number of coefficients in the lowpass FIR filter. If left empty, the filter length is determined automatically.
Note that due to the FIR filter, the resampler incurs a signal delay proportional to the filter length.

BW. The percentage of the smaller of the input or output signal sampling frequency used to specify the cutoff frequency
of the lowpass filter. This parameter provides control over the exact bandwidth of the anti-aliasing filter.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

The resampler operates in several steps:

If UPSMP is greater than 1, UPSMP-1 0's are first inserted after each sample, effectively multiplying the sampling
frequency of the input signal by UPSMP.

The signal is then passed through a lowpass filter to remove the effects of aliasing. The cutoff frequency of the filter is
determined by the smaller of the input and the output signal sampling frequencies (the output sampling frequency is the
input sampling frequency multiplied by the ratio UPSMP/DNSMP). The cutoff frequency is set to the smaller sampling
frequency adjusted by the BW parameter:

fcutoff = min(fs, In ,ffs, Out)· BW/100

Note that the filter cutoff frequency is relative to the center frequency of the signal.

A FIR filter is used, with the coefficients determined using Kaiser windowing. If FLTLN is empty, the number of
coefficients is determined by estimating the number of coefficients required for a Kaiser windowed lowpass filter with
an attenuation of 200 dB and a transition bandwidth of 0.01 times the filter length.

If DNSMP is greater than 1, the output of the filter is decimated by only outputting every DNSMP sample from the filter
output, starting with the first sample.
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Rate of Output Averaged Values per Input: RUN_AVG

Symbol

1

2

3

Summary

RUN_AVG performs a running average over a user-specified number of samples.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
_SMPSYM*100ScalarNumber of samples in averageIN
1ScalarRate of output averaged values per InputIORATE

\

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal/Complex1
Resets running average to 0 if non-zero inputReal/Complex2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Average of inputReal/Complex3
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Sampler: SAMPLER

Symbol

1

2 3

4

Summary

SAMPLER is a sampler with adjustable sampling time. The sampling time can be set via a model parameter and/or an
optional signal fed to the timing node. This block uses interpolation for non-integer timing offset values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
_SMPSYMScalarNumber of input samples for each output sampleISMPSYM
0.0ScalarNominal sampler delayRTIMOFF
1.0ScalarSampling window sizeR*WNDSZ
NoneInterpolation typeE*INTTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SMPSYM. Number of input samples per output sample interval. One interpolated sample is generated at the output for
every SMPSYM samples received at the input.

TIMEOFF. Nominal sampler delay. Its value is defined as a fraction of the output (symbol) time interval. If Relative
Timing Offset Signal port (node 2) is not connected and this parameter is set to 0.0, the sample is taken at beginning of
the current symbol interval, which is the "nominal" sampling time. This corresponds to keeping the first sample and
discarding the SMPSYM-1 samples that follow. If Relative Timing Offset Signal port (node 2) is connected, the value
of the signal at this port is used to modify the nominal sampler delay. Positive offsets correspond to delays, negative
ones to signal advances. In effect, the sampler works as a decimator that uses interpolation for non-integer timing offset
values.

WNDSZ. Sampling window size. This parameter determines the maximum sampling offset in either direction from the
nominal sampling time in fractions of the output time interval. For example, setting this parameter to 4.0 allows a timing
variation of 2.0*SMPSYM data values in either direction from the nominal sampling time. This window is used for
interpolating in case of non-integer timing offset values.
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INTTYP. Interpolation type. This parameter determines which interpolation algorithm to use. The choices are: None
(round to nearest sample), Linear, Polynomial (Neville's algorithm), Rational (Bulirsch and Stoer's algorithm), and Cubic
(cubic spline algorithm) [1].

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

SMPSYM must be an integer greater than or equal to 1.

1. WNDSZ must be greater than or equal to 0.

2. If this block is used in a feedback loop, TIMEOFF and WNDSZ should be selected such that the sampling window
does extend to the future of current symbol interval. See section Implementation Details for more details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Relative Timing Offset SignalReal2
Control Signal (currently not used)Real, Complex, Digital3

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 The input signal that is to be sampled.

Node No. 2 (Optional) Relative timing offset as a fraction of the output symbol interval. It this port is connected, the
relative timing offset is added to the nominal sampler delay. If the resulting timing offset is outside the limits defined
by the WNDSZ parameter, an error message is generated and the simulation is terminated. Positive offsets correspond
to delays, negative ones to signal advances. This port is read at the beginning of the simulation and once for every
SMPSYM data input samples from node 1.

Node No. 3 (Optional) Control signal. This port is not currently used.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Sampled Output SignalReal, Complex4

Output Node Details

Node No. 4 Sampled output signal. One sample is generated at the output for every SMPSYM samples received at the
input node 1.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real and Complex data supported. Change input data
to either Real or Complex

Digital data type not supported

Set SMPSYM accordinglySMPSYM must be greater than or equal to 1
Set WNDSZ accordinglyWNDSZ must be greater than or equal to 0
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CorrectionError
Set TIMEOFF and WNDSZ such that sampling window
does not contain "future" samples; see Implementation
Details section.

Timing offset should be less than SMPSYM when used in
a feedback loop

Adjust input signal at node 2 such that it is within bounds
set by TIMEOFF and WNDSZ

Relative timing offset signal out of bounds (at input node
2)

Adjust sampling rate at node 2 so that it equals that of node
1 divided by SMPSYM

Input node time step mismatch: Node 2's rate (=x Hz) must
be node 1's rate (=y Hz) divided by SMPSYM which equals
z Hz.

Implementation Details

Sampling time is initially defined by TIMEOFF and can be optionally adjusted by a signal on Relative Timing Offset
input node. Therefore, output timing offset is the sum of TIMEOFF and the signal received in node 2. Timing offset may
be positive (delay) or negative (advance).

Sampling time is not constrained to be an integer. If sampling instant does not match with one of the input samples, this
model will interpolate between samples using one of several different interpolation schemes. In such case, the interpolator
can use the samples that fall within the sampling window, as defined by WNDSZ parameter.

The following figure illustrates the relationship between input and output streams. The SAMPLER reads in SMPSYM
samples at its input node and generates one output sample. If there is no delay/advance between the input and output
signals, for every SMPSYM samples received SAMPLER will output the first one and discard the SMPSYM-1 samples
that follow. The figure also illustrates the notion of "past" and "future" samples, which is useful when this block is used
in a feedback loop; more details on this are given below.

“future”

Nominal
sampling time

(TIMEOFF= 0.0)

“past”

Current time interval
(SMPSYM= 8)

Next time interval

The following figure shows an example of operation with a delayed output. In this case, SMPSYM is set to 8, i.e.,
SAMPLER outputs one sample for every 8 received at node 1 input. TIMEOFF is set to 1.5 and WNDSZ is set to 1.0.
If node 2 is not connected or the input signal at this node is always 0.0, the the output sample will be extracted at the
nominal sampling time. In such case, the output signal is decimated by a factor or 8 and delayed by 1.5 output symbol
intervals. If node 2 is connected, its signal should be within bounds defined by WNDSZ, in this case -0.5 and +0.5, and
will cause a variation of the sampling time around its nominal value. Note that in the case of a delay, in the beginning
of the simulation the output signal is initially padded with zeros until enough input samples are received and the output
samples can be calculated.
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Sampler window
(WNDSZ= 1.0)

Nominal signal delay(TIMEOFF= 1.5)

Nominal
sampling time

Current time interval
(SMPSYM= 8)

When timing offset is negative, it will result in a signal advance at the output. Such case is illustrated in the following
figure. In this case, TIMEOFF is set to -2.0, and WNDSZ to 2.0. The nominal sampling time results in a signal advance
at the output by 2 symbol intervals. The signal at the relative timing offset node may vary the timing of the output within
bounds set by WNDSZ, which in this case will result in a timing offset between -3.0 and -1.0. In the case of a signal
advance, at the beginning of the simulation some of the output samples may be discarded and the appropriate advanced
output samples are generated immediately.

Sampler window(WNDSZ= 2.0)

Nominal signal advance(TIMEOFF= -2.0)

Nominal
sampling time

Current time interval
(SMPSYM= 8)

WNDSZ parameter may be left empty. In such case, the block will use its default value of 1.0 and place the sampling
window around the nominal sampling time such that it is aligned with output symbol boundaries. This is shown in the
following figure. This option is provided so that users can use this block in a feedback loop without worrying about
finding the appropriate values for WNDSZ and TIMEOFF parameters that do not violate the requirements about not
extending the sampling window into the "future" samples. The following paragraph provides more details about this
issue.

Nominal signal delay
(TIMEOFF= 0.75)

Nominal
sampling time

Current time interval
(SMPSYM = 8)

Sampler window
(WNDSZ not defined)

When SAMPLER is used in a feedback loop, TIMEOFF and WNDSZ parameters should be set such that the sampling
window does not include any "future" samples. The boundary between "past" and "future" samples is drawn along the
output symbol intervals, i.e., all SMPSYM input samples received during an output symbol interval are associated with
the same output sample. In this case, a signal advance up to (SMPSYM-1)/SMPSYM would still result in the output
sample being selected from the group of input samples in the current time interval, and not violate the requirements of
being in a feedback loop. Signal advances of 1.0 and larger violate the requirement and are not allowed when SAMPLER
is used in a feedback loop.

The following figure shows one example that satisfies this requirement. In this case, TIMEOFF and WNDSZ settings
result in a sampling window that includes all the input samples in the current time interval but does not extend to the
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next, therefore, this block may be in a feedback loop. A slightly larger WNDSZ or smaller TIMEOFF would extend the
sampling window into the "future" region and an error would be generated.

Sampler window
(WNDSZ= 2*7/8)

“future”

Nominal
sampling time

(TIMEOFF= 0.0)

“past”

Current time interval
(SMPSYM= 8)

Next time interval

References

[1] Press, W., Teukolsky, S., Vetterling, W., and Flannery, B, "Numerical Recipes in C: The Art of Scientific Computing,
2nd Edition," pp 105-116.
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Sample and Hold: SMPLHLD

Symbol

1

2 3

4

Summary

SMPLHLD is a sample and hold block.

Topology

This block is composed as a concatenation of a SAMPLER block and a HOLD block at its output, as shown in the
following figure.

1

2 3

4

SAMPLER HOLD

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1Text1Element IDNID
_SMPSYMScalarNumber of input samples for each output sampleISMPSYM
0.0ScalarNominal sampler delayRTIMOFF
1ScalarNumber of times to repeat the input sampleINREP

ScalarHold valueCHVAL
Adjust if sampledAdjust samples per symbolEADJTYP
1.0ScalarSampling window sizeR*WNDSZ
NoneInterpolation typeE*INTTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

SMPSYM. Number of input samples per output sample interval. One interpolated sample is generated at the output for
every SMPSYM samples received at the input.

TIMEOFF. Nominal sampler delay. Its value is defined as a fraction of the output (symbol) time interval. If Relative
Timing Offset Signal port (node 2) is not connected and this parameter is set to 0.0, the sample is taken at beginning of
the current symbol interval, which is the "nominal" sampling time. This corresponds to keeping the first sample and
discarding the SMPSYM-1 samples that follow. If Relative Timing Offset Signal port (node 2) is connected, the value
of the signal at this port is used to modify the nominal sampler delay. Positive offsets correspond to delays, negative
ones to signal advances. In effect, the sampler works as a decimator that uses interpolation for non-integer timing offset
values.

HVAL. Hold value. If empty, the value of the current data point is used as the hold value.

ADJTYP.Adjust samples per symbol. Determines whether the number of samples per symbol associated with the signal
is updated to maintain the same symbol duration. If updated, the number of samples per symbol of the output signal is
NREP times the samples per symbol of the input signal.

WNDSZ. Sampling window size. This parameter determines the maximum sampling offset in either direction from the
nominal sampling time in fractions of the output time interval. For example, setting this parameter to 4.0 allows a timing
variation of 2.0*SMPSYM data values in either direction from the nominal sampling time. This window is used for
interpolating in case of non-integer timing offset values.

INTTYP. Interpolation type. This parameter determines which interpolation algorithm to use. The choices are: None
(round to nearest sample), Linear, Polynomial (Neville's algorithm), Rational (Bulirsch and Stoer's algorithm), and Cubic
(cubic spline algorithm) [1].

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

1. SMPSYM must be an integer greater than or equal to 1.

2. WNDSZ must be greater than or equal to 0.

3. NREP. The number of times to repeat must be greater than or equal to 1.

4. If this block is used in a feedback loop, TIMEOFF and WNDSZ should be selected such that the sampling window
does extend to the future of current symbol interval. See section Implementation Details for more details.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Relative Timing Offset SignalReal2
Control Signal (currently not used)Real, Complex, Digital3

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 The input signal that is to be sampled.

Node No. 2 (Optional) Relative timing offset as a fraction of the output symbol interval. It this port is connected, the
relative timing offset is added to the nominal sampler delay. If the resulting timing offset is outside the limits defined
by the WNDSZ parameter, an error message is generated and the simulation is terminated. Positive offsets correspond
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to delays, negative ones to signal advances. This port is read at the beginning of the simulation and once for every
SMPSYM data input samples from node 1.

Node No. 3 (Optional) Control signal. This port is not currently used.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Sampled and Held Output SignalReal, Complex4

Output Node Details

Node No. 4 Sampled and held output signal. NREP samples are output for every SMPSYM samples input.

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Only Real and Complex data supported. Change input data
to either Real or Complex

Digital data type not supported

Set SMPSYM accordinglySMPSYM must be greater than or equal to 1
Set WNDSZ accordinglyWNDSZ must be greater than or equal to 0
Set TIMEOFF and WNDSZ such that sampling window
does not contain "future" samples; see Implementation
Details section.

Timing offset should be less than SMPSYM when used in
a feedback loop

Adjust input signal at node 2 such that it is within bounds
set by TIMEOFF and WNDSZ

Relative timing offset signal out of bounds (at input node
2)

Adjust sampling rate at node 2 so that it equals that of node
1 divided by SMPSYM

Input node time step mismatch: Node 2's rate (=x Hz) must
be node 1's rate (=y Hz) divided by SMPSYM which equals
z Hz.

Set the NREP parameter to be greater than or equal to 1.Number of times to repeat (NREP) must be greater than or
equal to 1.

Implementation Details

Please see the documentation for the SAMPLER and HOLD blocks for implementation details.

References

[1] Press, W., Teukolsky, S., Vetterling, W., and Flannery, B, "Numerical Recipes in C: The Art of Scientific Computing,
2nd Edition," pp 105-116.
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Single-Pole Double-Throw Switch (1-Input, 2-Output): SPDT_12

Symbol
1

2

3

4

Summary

SPDT_12 determines the direction of data flow from one of the input ports to the output port.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarSwitch threshold levelRSWLVL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal1
Input WaveformReal/Complex/Digital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformReal/Complex/Digital3
Output WaveformReal/Complex/Digital4

Implementation Details

The output voltage is processed using the following equation:

VOut3 = {V in2 V in1 ≥ SWLVL
0 V in1 < SWLVL

VOut4 = {V in2 V in1 < SWLVL
0 V in1 ≥ SWLVL
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Single-Pole Double-Throw Switch (2-Input, 1-Output): SPDT_21

Symbol
1

2

3 4

Summary

SPDT_21 dynamically selects the input signal from one of two input sources.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarSwitch threshold levelRSWLVL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformReal1
Input WaveformReal/Complex/Digital2
Input WaveformReal/Complex/Digital3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformReal/Complex/Digital4

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Use CHANGE_FC to change the center frequency of a
signal, or change the center frequency directly in blocks
that have a CTRFRQ parameter.

Center frequency of node 'm' could not be set to 'f' which
is currently required by node 'n'.
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Implementation Details

The output voltages are processed using the following equations:

VOut4 = {V in2 V in1 ≥ SWLVL
V in3 V in1 < SWLVL
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Square Wave Generator: SQRGEN

Symbol

Summary

SQRGEN generates a square wave, representing the baseband modulated pulse corresponding to the digital input. The
levels and square wave type are under user control.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarAmplitude of high valueRHI
0ScalarAmplitude of low valueRLO
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolRSMPSYM
NRZNon-return-to-zero or return-to-zero codingECODTYP
0TimeRise timeR*TR
0TimeFall timeR*TF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

HI. The maximum value of the waveform.

LO. The minimum value of the waveform.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol, or in one period of the waveform.

CODTYP. Specifies whether the pulse shape is NRZ (for No-Return-to-Zero) or RZ (Return-to-Zero). See the
Implementation Details below for more.

TR. Rise-Time, the time it takes for the waveform to reach its final value. Zero results in instantaneous transition.

TF. Fall-Time, the time it takes (when CODTYP is set to RZ) for the waveform to return to its low value (LO) starting
from the level value. Zero results in instantaneous transition from each symbol level to LO.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital InputDigital1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Square Wave OutputReal2

Implementation Details

The main use of this block is to modulate the digital output of a source (for example RND_D) into square pulses with
specified high/low values and rise/fall time. The shape of the square pulses depends on the alphabet size *M of the digital
source preceding SQRGEN, and the choice of parameters HI, LO and TR, TF of the block, as well as the setting of
parameter CODTYP (to NRZ or RZ). Specifically, with the parameters controlling rise/fall time (TR, TF) having the
obvious meaning, the square pulses have amplitude:

LO + k · HI − LO
M − 1

where k is the value of the digital input of the block, ranging from 0 to M-1. If CODTYP is set to NRZ, the above value
is held for the entire duration of each digital input k. With CODTYP set to RZ, the duty cycle is 50%, so the waveform
at the output of SQRGEN remains at the above level for half of the symbol duration and then returns to LO for the
remainder of the duration of each digital input.

For example, with LO = -10,HI = 10 and NRZ, the digital 8-ary (M=8) sequence {1,0,5,7}coming into SQRGEN would
produce square pulses of amplitudes {-0.7143,-1.0,0.4286,1.0}. With CODTYP set to RZ, the pulses produced by
SQRGEN will have the same amplitudes for the first half of the period, and return to LO = -10 for the second half of
each symbol period.

As a simpler example, a binary digital source (M=2) producing 0's and 1's will result in pulses with levels -1.0 and 1.0
respectively when coming out of SQRGEN.
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Threshold Block: THRSHLD

Symbol

Summary

THRSHLD outputs a user-defined value if the input value is above an upper threshold, another value if the input is below
a lower threshold, and depending on the PASSOPT setting, a third value that is either the input value or a user-specified
value if the input is between or equal to the two thresholds.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1.0ScalarUpper threshold levelRUPTHRSH
0.0ScalarLower threshold levelRLOTHRSH
1.0ScalarValue to output if upper threshold level is exceededRUPVAL
0.5ScalarValue to output if the input value is between the two threshold

levels
RMDVAL

0.0ScalarValue to output if lower threshold level is exceededRLOVAL
Pass input valueN/APass value option if input value is between the two threshold

levels
EPASSOPT

Parameter Details

PASSOPT. The value passed to the output if the input value is between the two threshold levels.

If "Pass input value" is selected, the block passes the input value to the output if the input value is between the two
threshold levels.

If "Pass MDVAL" is selected, the block passes the value specified by the MDVAL parameter if the input value is between
the two threshold levels.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input DataReal1
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output DataReal2

Error Conditions

CorrectionError
Set threshold parameters such that UPTHRSH is greater
than or equal to LOTHRSH.

Upper threshold (UPTHRSH) should be greater than or
equal to lower threshold (LOTHRSH).
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Unwrap: UNWRAP

Symbol

Summary

UNWRAP generates an output signal that represents the accumulated change between input samples, with a threshold
applied to the change between samples. The most common use is to unwrap an angle so it is no longer always bound to
be within -π≤θ≤π.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
_PIScalarMaximum delta between output valuesRTHRSHLD
0.0ScalarInitial state for outputRISTATE
0.0ScalarPrevious value to use for first inputRPREVVAL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

THRSHLD.Maximum change between output values. If the absolute value of the change between input samples exceeds
this amount, the change is adjusted by ±·N·THRSHLD, where N is an integer such that the absolute value of the adjusted
delta is within THRSHLD.

ISTATE. The initial state of the output. The first value output is based on this state plus the adjusted change between
the first value input and PREVVAL.

PREVVAL.The value to compare the first value input against to determine the first change.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal2
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Implementation Details

UNWRAP implements the following algorithm:

yi = yi−1 + Δi y0 = ISTATE
Δi = xi − xi−1 + 2 ·N · THRSHLD x0 = PREVVAL

where N is a whole number such that |Δi|<THRSHLD.
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(Obsolete) Minimum/Maximum (16-Input, 2-Output): MINMAX16

Symbol

Min/Max

Min

Max

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 20

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Minimum/Maximum (N-Input, 2-Output) (MINMAX) block. MINMAX16
outputs the minimum and maximum values of all connected input nodes. Two secondary output nodes output the input
node numbers that contain the minimum and maximum values.
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Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal1-16

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Minimum of All InputsReal17
Maximum of All InputsReal18
Input Node Number Containing Min ValueReal19
Input Node Number Containing Max ValueReal20
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(Obsolete) Minimum/Maximum (2-Input, 2-Output): MINMAX2

Symbol

Min

Max

Min/Max

1

2

3

4

5 6

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Minimum/Maximum (N-Input, 2-Output) (MINMAX) block. MINMAX2
outputs the minimum and maximum values of all connected input nodes. Two secondary output nodes output the input
node numbers that contain the minimum and maximum values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal1-2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Minimum of All InputsReal3
Maximum of All InputsReal4
Input Node Number Containing Min ValueReal5
Input Node Number Containing Max ValueReal6
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(Obsolete) Minimum/Maximum (4-Input, 2-Output): MINMAX4

Symbol

Min/Max

Min

Max

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 8

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Minimum/Maximum (N-Input, 2-Output) (MINMAX) block. MINMAX4
outputs the minimum and maximum values of all connected input nodes. Two secondary output nodes output the input
node numbers that contain the minimum and maximum values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal1-4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Minimum of All InputsReal5
Maximum of All InputsReal6
Input Node Number Containing Min ValueReal7
Input Node Number Containing Max ValueReal8
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(Obsolete) Minimum/Maximum (8-Input, 2-Output): MINMAX8

Symbol

Min/Max

Min

Max

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Minimum/Maximum (N-Input, 2-Output) (MINMAX) block. MINMAX8
outputs the minimum and maximum values of all connected input nodes. Two secondary output nodes output the input
node numbers that contain the minimum and maximum values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
InputReal1-8

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Minimum of All InputsReal9
Maximum of All InputsReal10
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PurposeTypeNode No.
Input Node Number Containing Min ValueReal11
Input Node Number Containing Max ValueReal12
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(Obsolete) Signal Scaling Block: SIGSCL

Symbol
1

2

3 4

5

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Align Signal (Gain, Phase and Delay Compensate) (ALIGN) block.
SIGSCL is a linear equalizer with an optional retrigger (Output port 4). It operates in three modes:

• In Mode 1, Parameter Complex Gain, VAL, is defined. The model outputs the input signal multiplied by the given
complex gain value. Operating in this mode requires only the connection of the Input data port (Input port 2) and the
Output data port (Output port 5).

• In Mode 2, Parameter Complex Gain, VAL, is not defined and the Switching port is not connected. Input port 1
(Reference) is read synchronously with Input port 2 (Input data) at the same rate (sample for sample). Initially, a
specified number (MINSAMP) of reference and input data samples are used to determine the scaling complex value.
Two methods can be used for determination of the scaling complex value (see *Implementation Details). This model
outputs the scaling complex value to Output port 4 and the input data stream (inclusive of the number of samples used
to determine the scaling factor) multiplied by the scaling complex value, to Output port 5.

• In Mode 3, Parameter Complex Gain, VAL, is not defined and the Switching port is connected. Input port 1 (Reference)
is read synchronously with Input port 2 (Input data) and Input port 3 (Switching) at the same rate (sample for sample).
When the value on Input port 3 is higher than or equal with SWLVL, a specified number (MINSAMP) of reference
and input data samples are used to (re)determine the scaling complex value. The scaling complex value and the input
data stream (inclusive of the number of samples used to determine the scaling complex value) multiplied by the scaling
complex value are then output to Output port 4 and Output port 5.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
SignalVector

Text(pull-down)
Determines the signal scaling factorSCLTYP

1000ScalarMinimum samples used to calculate the scaling factorRMINSAMP
5ScalarConvergence criterion [%]REPS
10ScalarMaximum number of MINSAMP estimates to observe for

convergence criterion
RNOBS

1ScalarSwitch threshold levelRSWLVL
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarScaling complex valueCVAL

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Reference WaveformComplex1
Input WaveformComplex2
Switching portComplex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Calculated scaling complex valueComplex4
Output WaveformComplex5

Implementation Details

SIGSCL provides two methods to calculate the scaling factor: Signal Scaling and Power Scaling.

Signal Scaling

This method employs the correlation between the reference signal and input data to find the scaling factor as:

< XRef, XData
* > = 1

MINSAMP ∑
MINSAMP

XRef[i] · XData
* [i]

< XData, XData
* > = 1

MINSAMP ∑
MINSAMP

XData[i] · XData
* [i]

Scaling complex value =
< XData, XData

* >
< XRef, XData

* >

Power Scaling

This method estimates:

• the magnitude component of the scaling factor by comparing data and reference power levels

• phase components of the scaling factor averaging the ratio of the data and reference phase component.

1. The magnitude component of the scaling factor can be calculated as:

∣ G ∣ = lim
N→∞

∑i=1
N ∣ XRef[i]∣2

∑i=1
N ∣ XData[i]∣2
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To confine the number of required samples for calculating the magnitude component of the scaling factor, SIGSCL
calculates the relative differences between the calculated magnitude components of the scaling factor of consecutive
data sets as:

ε[N] =
| ∑i=1

N·MINSAMP ∣ XRef[i]∣2

∑i=1
N·MINSAMP ∣ XData[i]∣2

−
∑i=1

(N−1)·MINSAMP ∣ XRef[i]∣2

∑i=1
(N−1)·MINSAMP ∣ XData[i]∣2 |

∑i=1
(N−1)·MINSAMP ∣ XRef[i]∣2

∑i=1
(N−1)·MINSAMP ∣ XData[i]∣2

· 100 N ∊ {1...OBS}

This procedure is stopped when

• the required convergence criterion is met: ε[N]≤EPS

• the maximum allowable number of samples to use is reached: N = NOBS.

In this case, SIGSCL displays a "Required Convergence criteria is not obtained" warning message.

2. A proper averaging procedure can only be performed when the eventual phase wrapping effect is compensated.
Implementation of the unwrapping procedure could be complicated, however, by the eventual random power fluctuation
in the signal envelope. This bottleneck can be overcome by sorting the ratio of the data and reference data's phase
components as a function of the envelope of the reference signal. The averaging procedure can then be formulated
as:

φ[i] = ∠ XRef[i]
XData[i]

∠ G = 1
N ⋅ MINSAMP ∑

N⋅MINSAMP
ϕ̂( | X Re f |

2)

where
ϕ̂( | X Re f |

2)
represents the sorted and unwrapped phase component of the ratio of data and reference signals.

CAUTIONARYNOTE:Cadence recommends initially determining the scaling complex value in the absence of jamming
signals such as noise, phase noise, BER measurement, etc.

Appropriate operation of this model demands synchronizing input data and reference signals (i.e., input data and reference
waveforms must processes the same delay time). Cadence recommends using the "Power Scaling" method when the
realization of the required synchronization is not possible.
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RFB Thermal Noise Simulation Control: RFBTNSCTL

Symbol

Xo Xn. . .

Summary

RFBTNSCTL is used to perform custom configuration of RF Budget Analysis thermal noise simulations. It is used to
specify additional frequencies via frequency offsets for thermal noise computations. These additional frequencies are
used by the Cascaded SNR measurement C_SNR, the RF Spurious Free Dynamic Range measurement SFDR_RFB,
and Cascaded Phase Noise measurement C_PHS_NOISE to measure noise beyond the carrier frequency.

The Section 3.8 section of the AWRVSSModeling Guide describes the use of RFBTNSCTL with the above measurements
in more detail.

When using RFBTNSCTL only one frequency offset can be specified in the RF Frequencies tab of the System Simulator
Options dialog box. Frequencies may still be swept, but to do so they must be configured using either the Sweep Variable
Control block SWPVAR or the Vector Network Analyzer block VNA.

To view the thermal noise levels at the noise offset frequencies, use the C_PHS_NOISE measurement with its Display
setting set to display noise power. The Node Noise PSD (N0) measurement N0_node displays the thermal noise level at
the simulation signal frequency, not at the noise offset frequencies.

Note that there are several parameters for specifying the offset frequencies, these parameters may be combined.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
4ScalarOversample phase noise offset frequencyIOVR_PNFRQS

FrequencyOffset frequenciesROFFSTFRQS

Parameter Details

OVR_PNFRQS. The oversample rate at which to generate offset frequencies between phase noise frequency offsets.
All the phase noise frequency offsets at which any RF blocks generate phase noise are combined before being oversampled.
The generated offset frequencies are oversampled on a log-frequency basis.

A value of 1 indicates no additional offset frequencies are generated. This is only applicable when there is at least one
RF block generating phase noise with at least two phase noise offset frequencies specified.

OFFSTFRQS. A vector of offset frequencies to be used.
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Swept Variable Control: SWPVAR

Symbol

Xo Xn. . .

Summary

SWPVAR is used to perform swept variable simulations. SWPVAR defines the variable to be swept, including the values
for the sweep. It is also capable of controlling the sweep. There are several other VSS blocks that perform swept
simulations: the Vector Network Analyzer, VNA, the Vector Signal Analyzer, VSA, and the error rate meters: BER,
BER_EXT, FER_EXT, SER, and SER_EXT.

There are two components to swept VSS simulations. First, one or more swept values must be defined, along with the
value for each sweep. Second, (applicable only to Time Domain simulations), the simulation must be told when to start
a new sweep.

SWPVAR defines the swept value as a variable through the VARNAME and VALUES parameters. VNA supports
sweeping power and/or frequency at its output node as the swept value(s), with the power sweep values defined by the
PSTART, PSTOP and PSTEP parameters and the frequency sweep values defined by the FSTART, FSTOP and FSTEP
parameters. VSA and the error meters can be configured to define the swept value as a variable similar to SWPVAR.

Units of the Swept Values

The swept values assigned with the VARNAME and VALUES parameters may be associated with a specific physical
quantity such as power, frequency or angle. This is done using the VALTYPE parameter. Graphs containing measurements
referring to these swept values recognize the values as such and plot the values in the appropriate project units.

When assigned to a specific physical quantity, by default the values in VALUES are treated as having been entered in
project units. Before being assigned to the variable identified by VARNAME, the values are converted to base units.
The UNITUSE parameter can be used to change this behavior to use the values as-is when the values are assigned to the
swept variable. See the UNITUSE parameter description in "Parameter Details" for an example illustrating its use. Note
that the graphs expect the actual values assigned to the swept variable to be in base units, not project units.

NOTE: The values assigned to the variable identified by VARNAME are always in base units. If the system diagram is
configured to not use base units for dependent parameters (via the System Diagram tab of the System Diagram Options
dialog box or the Schematics/Diagrams tab of the Project Options dialog box), you will need to convert the variable to
project units if it is assigned to an element parameter that expects project units.

Time Domain Sweeps

In Time Domain simulations, there is usually only one block that tells a simulation when to start a new sweep. This is
to maintain consistent results for each sweep. The error meters automatically start a new sweep when certain conditions
defined through the block's parameters have been reached. SWPVAR, VNA, and VSA can be configured to start a new
sweep after the block receives a specified number of samples. This is done through the SWPCNT or SWPDUR parameters.
If neither parameter is defined, then the block does not start new sweeps. SWPVAR must also have its input node
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connected to the signal path to receive samples. The best location for this is the end of the link, to give all the other blocks
in the link a chance to process the samples.

Multi-dimensional Sweeps

Multi-dimensional sweeps may be performed by placing several sweeping blocks on a single system diagram. Different
types of blocks can be combined, although only one of the sweep blocks should control the simulation sweeps. The order
in which the sweeps are performed is determined as follows: VNA blocks are swept first. All VNA blocks in a single
system diagram are treated as a single sweep, with the VNA block with the most swept points defining the swept value.
The SWPVAR, VSA, and error rate meters are then swept, with the blocks whose ID parameter is alphabetically lowest
being swept first.

For example, suppose a system diagram had the following sweep blocks:

SWPVAR, ID="A", VARNAME="X", VALUES={1,2}

SWPVAR, ID="Z", VARNAME="Y", VALUES={10,11}

VNA, ID="B", PSTART=0, PSTOP=1, PSTEP=1

VNA, ID="C", PSTART=10, PSTOP=12, PSTEP=1

The sweeps would proceed as follows:

YXVNA "B" PWRVNA "C" PWR
101010
101111
101Not swept12
102010
102111
102Not swept12
111010
111111
111Not swept12
112010
112111
112Not swept12

NOTE: When performing multi-dimensional sweeps, care must be utilized if the values of one swept variable depend
upon another variable that is being swept. If this is the case, the value of the depended upon variable used to compute
the values for the first swept variable is the value assigned to the variable prior to any variables being swept.

For example, say a variable is defined via the equation "BAND = 1" on the system diagram, and this variable is assigned
to a SWPVAR block with VALUES = {0, 1, 2}. Suppose another variable is defined via the equation "F_RF = 10e9 +
BAND * 0.1e9" on the system diagram. Now suppose a VNA block is used with FSTART = F_RF, FSTOP = F_RF +
2e9, and FSTEP = 1 GHz. The simulation sweeps would be:
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BANDVNA Output Freq. (GHz)
010.1
011.1
012.1
110.1
111.1
112.1
210.1
211.1
212.1

The swept values for the VNA's output frequency do not change as BAND is swept.

If you want to sweep the frequencies as BAND is swept, you can use a separate SWPVAR block and sweep an offset
frequency. For example, this additional SWPVAR block could sweep the variable defined by the equation "F_BASE =
10e9", with its VALUES parameter set to { 10e9, 11e9, 12e9}, the F_RF equation changed to "F_RF = F_BASE + BAND
* 0.1e9", and the VNA block with the FSTOP and FSTEP parameters left empty so it is not sweeping frequency. The
simulation sweeps would be:

BANDVNA Output Freq. (GHz)
010.1
011.1
012.1
110.2
111.2
112.2
210.3
211.3
212.3

Sweeps and Measurements

When adding measurements for a system diagram that contains sweep blocks, sweep drop-down lists appear at the lower
right side of the measurement properties dialog box. The drop-down list are used to determine what sweep or sweeps
are to be displayed by the measurement. The order of the drop-down lists reflect the order in which the sweeps are
performed.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

SWP1TextElement IDNID
TextName of variable to sweepSVARNAME
ScalarVector of values (in base units)VVALUES
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

ScalarWhat VALUE representsEVALTYPE
Project
Units

Units for VALUEEUNITUSE

TimeDuration of each sweepRSWPDUR
ScalarSamples per sweepISWPCNT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VARNAME. The name of the variable to be swept. This should be in double quotation marks, such as "A". There must
be a corresponding equation on the system diagram with a dummy numerical value assigned to it, such as "A=0". In
order to affect the simulation results, the variable must be used as a parameter in one or more blocks, either directly or
through other equations.

VALUES. The vector of real values for each sweep. The vector is enclosed in brackets, as in: {0,1,2}. The stepped()
built-in function can be used to create a set of equally spaced values.

VALTYPE. Optional association of VALUES with a specific physical property such as power, voltage, or angle.
UNITUSE determines the units used for the numbers in VALUES.

UNITUSE. If VALTYPE is set to anything other than "Scalar", this determines the units used for the numbers in VALUES.

• Project Units: The numbers in VALUES are in the project units, as specified on the Project Options dialog box Global
Units tab. The values are converted to base units before being assigned to the VARNAME variable.

• Base Units: The numbers in VALUES are in base units, such as watts or radians, and are assigned directly to the
VARNAME variable.

For example, if you have the following settings:

VARNAME = "ANGLE"

VALUES = { 0, 30, 60 }

VALTYPE = Angle

UNITUSE = Project Units

If the global unit for angle is set to "Deg", then the value assigned to the variable ANGLE for each sweep is equivalent
to 0, _PI/6, and _PI/3.

Or, if you change the following:

VALUES = { 0, _PI/2, _PI }

UNITUSE = Base Units

then the value assigned to the variable ANGLE for each sweep is equivalent to 0, _PI/2, and _PI.
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SWPDUR. Optional duration of each sweep in Time Domain simulations. The input node must be connected for the
block to control sweeping.

SWPCNT. Optional number of samples to receive for each sweep in Time Domain simulations. The input node must
be connected for the block to control sweeping. If both SWPDUR and SWPCNT are specified, SWPCNT is ignored.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Optional input signalDigital, Real, Complex1

Input Node Details

In Time Domain simulations, SWPVAR controls sweeping if this input is connected to the output of a block and either
SWPDUR or SWPCNT is specified. When this is the case, SWPVAR starts a new sweep after the specified number of
samples are received. For SWPDUR, the number of samples is SWPDUR/time step. In general, the input should be taken
as far downstream from sources as possible to allow other blocks to process samples before a new sweep starts.
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Linear FM Chirp Signal Generator: CHIRP_LFM

Symbol
CHIRP

GENERATOR

fc
-f

+f

R

1

2

Summary

CHIRP_LFM generates Linear FM Chirp (Pulsed-Doppler) signals used in Radar Systems. The output waveform is a
complex or complex envelope signal. It spans the signal frequency from a Start to a Stop value using a linear ramp. A
duty cycle parameter is also defined for the chirp. The center frequency of the generated signal may be defined manually
or it is calculated automatically as the center of the signal band.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
30 dBmPower

in dB
Peak power levelRSIGPWR

1000ScalarPulse repetition frequencyRPRF
25%ScalarPulse duty cycle (%)RDUTYCYCLE
100%ScalarPercentage of frequency increasing period (%)RRISEPCT
1ScalarNumber of PRIs per block (when multiple

PRF/DUTYCYCLE/RISEPCT are defined)
INIPB

0TimeInitial cycle delayR*DELAY
0.4 MHzFrequencyChirp start frequencyRFSTART
0.6 MHzFrequencyChirp stop frequencyRFSTOP

FrequencyCenter frequencyR*CTRFRQ
0.4 MHzFrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ
_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

SIGPWR. The peak power of the Pulsed-Doppler signal during the ON period of the chirp. The average power level at
the output of this block will be equal to the peak power level times the value of its duty cycle.
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PRF. Determines the frequency of the chirp pulses. Pulse repetition interval (PRI) is equal to the inverse of PRF. If PRF
is defined as an array, a signal with different PRF values is generated. The CHIRP_LFM block generates NIPB PRI
intervals with the same PRF before switching to the next value in the PRF array.

DUTYCYCLE:Duty cycle of the chirp pulse, defined in percent. Defines the portion of the PRI during which the signal
is active. This value should be positive and less than or equal to 100. If DUTCYCYCLE is defined as an array, a signal
with different duty cycles is generated. The CHIRP_LFM block generates NIPB PRI intervals with the same duty cycle
before switching to the next value in the DUTYCYCLE array. If both PRF and DUTYCYCLE are defined as arrays,
they should have the same number of elements.

RISEPCT: Portion of the active period of the PRI during which the signal frequency changes from FSTART to FSTOP.
During the rest of the active period the signal frequency changes from FSTOP to FSTART. If FSTART<FSTOP and
this parameter is set to 100%, the signal frequency increases during the whole active period; if it is set to 0% the signal
frequency is strictly decreasing. The value of this parameter should be non-negative and less than or equal to 100. If
RISEPCT is defined as an array, a signal with different values or RISEPCT is generated. The CHIRP_LFM block
generates NIPB PRI intervals with the same value of RISEPCT before switching to the next value in the RISEPCT array.
If PRF, DUTYCYCLE and/or RISEPCT are defined as arrays, they should have the same number of elements.

NIPB: When multiple values for PRF, DUTYCYCLE and/or RISEPCT are defined, this parameter defines the number
of PRIs that are generated with the same value of such parameters before the next value is used.

DELAY. Defines an initial delay applied to the first pulse generated by CHIRP_LFM.

FSTART. Start frequency of the chirp.

FSTOP. Stop frequency of the chirp. Note that FSTOP can be less than, equal to, or greater than FSTART.

CTRFRQ.Center frequency of the output signal. If left empty, it is set as the center value between FSTART and FSTOP.

SMPFRQ. Sampling frequency of the output signal. This value should be carefully calculated based on the bandwidth
of the signal, which is equal to |FSTOP - FSTART|.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Control Input (reserved)Real, Complex, Digital1

Input Node Details

Node No. 2 (Optional) Control input, reserved for future use.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Linear FM Chirp SignalComplex1

Implementation Details

This block generates a Linear FM Chirp signal, also known as a Pulsed-Doppler signal, commonly used in Radar systems.
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The following figure illustrates the frequency vs. time characteristic of a chirp LFM signal:

The pulse repetition interval, PRI, denotes the time difference between the starts of two consecutive pulses. The chirp
duration (Pulse On) is a function of duty cycle and PRI, and it is calculated as the product of the two; the duty cycle is
a percentage and can take any non-negative value up to and including 100%. During the active portion of the chirp, this
block outputs a signal with instantaneous frequency that changes linearly between the start and stop frequency parameters,
FSTART and FSTOP. These two parameters can have any valid frequency value, resulting in signals that can have either
increasing or decreasing frequencies at the start of the chirp. Parameter RISEPCT is defined as the ratio of Rise and Pulse
On in the previous figure. This parameter is a percentage and can have any non-negative value up to and including 100%.

The signal power during the active portion of the chirp is set by the SIGPWR parameter. A non-zero initial delay may
be defined for the chirp pulse; this delay may take on any non-negative value. A warning is generated if this delay is
greater than PRI. The center frequency of the chirp signal may be user-defined. If left empty, it is set to the average of
FSTART and FSTOP. Similarly, the sampling frequency may also be user-defined. If SMPFRQ is left empty, it is
calculated based on the global variable _SMPFRQ.

If PRF, DUTYCYCLE and/or RISEPCT are defined as vectors, the chirp signal uses multiple values of these parameters.
In this case, such vectors should contain the same number of elements. The generated signal consists of blocks that use
the same value of each of these three parameters, and each block contains NIPB PRIs. When a block is complete, the
next value in the parameter vector is used. The values in each vector are repeated after they are all used.

NOTE: A coupled correlator block is commonly used for pulse compression in Radar receivers. This block performs a
correlation between the signal reflected from a Radar target and the transmitted signal. This requires the coupled correlator
to buffer enough samples to accommodate a full PRI before it can process the chirp. To ensure a successful simulation
of such scenarios, the sampling frequency should be carefully selected. The minimum value for SMPFRQ would be the
bandwidth of the Radar signal, that is, |FSTART-FSTOP|. If spectral measurements are desired, the sampling frequency
can be set to a larger value. Furthermore, the number of samples in a PRI should be calculated and compared to the node
buffer size, specified on the System Simulator Options dialog box Advanced tab as Max. Node Data Accumulation. The
number of samples in a PRI is equal to SMPFRQ/PRF. If this value is larger than Max. Node Data Accumulation the latter
should be increased accordingly, or ways of reducing SMPFRQ should be explored.
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Colored Noise Source: COLORNS

Symbol

Summary

COLORNS generates noise with a non-constant amplitude spectrum, or colored noise. The shape of the amplitude
spectrum may be specified. The noise is generated by passing a white Gaussian noise signal through a FIR filter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
ScalarFrequency characteristics (freq-mag pairs or data files)RFC

0Power
in dB

Power levelRPWR

256ScalarFilter orderI*NFLT
Log Power-Log
Frequency

Frequency response interpolation typeE*INTTYP

NoneFrequency response normalization typeE*NRMTYP
ScalarRandom number generator seedsR*RSEED

AutoRandom number generator algorithmE*RNG
FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ

_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FC. The optional frequency characteristics. This may be the name of a Data File element enclosed in quotation marks,
a vector of real values, or left empty. If it is the name of a Data File element, the data file must contain two columns,
with the first column frequencies and the second column the magnitude corresponding to the frequencies. If it is a vector,
the vector must contain an even number of elements which represent pairs of frequency-magnitude values. The first
value of each pair is the frequency, the second is the magnitude. If FC is left empty the frequency characteristic is set to
decrease 3 dB per octave (pink noise).

PWR. The output power level. If NRMTYP is set to None, this is the power level of the Gaussian noise source prior to
filtering.

NFLT. The number of taps in the FIR filter.
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INTTYP. Determines how the FC values are interpolated to generate the FIR filter's frequency response.

• Log Power-Log Frequency: Intermediate frequency amplitudes are generated by first converting the magnitude values
to dBW and the frequency values to log10, linearly interpolating between these values, then converting back from
dBW.

• Log Voltage-Log Frequency: Intermediate frequency amplitudes are generated by first converting the magnitude
values to dBVpk and the frequency values to log10, linearly interpolating between these values, then converting back
from dBVpk.

NRMTYP. Determines the type of normalization performed on the FC values:

• None: The frequency characteristics are used as-is.

• Normalized Power: The impulse response of the internal FIR filter is normalized to produce unit power.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. Leave empty to automatically generate a seed value. See RND_D
for details.

RNG. The random number generator to use. See RND_D for details.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol in the generated signal. Although not directly applicable to
this waveform, symbols are defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working
with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each simulation visit.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
NoiseReal1

Implementation Details

This block is implemented as the equivalent of a white Gaussian noise source fed into an FIR filter whose frequency
response is determined by the frequency characteristics FC.

The frequency response of the FIR filter is generated using a piecewise linear log-log interpolation from the frequency
characteristics. The magnitude values from the frequency characteristics are first converted into dBW or dBVpk, depending
on the setting of INTTYP. Each frequency value for the FIR filter's frequency response is then interpolated from the
modified frequency characteristics using:

HdB[ f k] = HdB[ f A] +
log10( f k) − log10( f A)
log10( f B) − log10( f A)(HdB[ f B] − HdB[ f A])

where HdB[f] indicates the frequency response at frequency f expressed as dBW or dBVpk magnitude.

A linear phase response is automatically generated.
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Digital Pulse: DPULSE

Symbol

Summary

DPULSE generates a digital pulse consisting of an initial duration of one digital value followed by a repeating pulse
composed of a duration of a second value and a duration of a third value.

The following illustrates a pulse consisting of an initial value of '0' repeated 3 times (IVAL=0, NIVAL=3), and a repeating
pulse composed of value '1' repeated 3 times and value '0' repeated 4 times (VAL1=1, NVAL1=3, VAL2=0, NVAL2=4).

VAL1 VAL2IVAL

NVAL1 Symbols NVAL2 SymbolsNIVAL Symbols

IVAL IVAL VAL1 VAL1 VAL2 VAL2 VAL2 VAL1

NVAL1 Symbols

VAL1 VAL1 VAL2

t=0 Repeated Pulse

The symbol sequence is:

0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, ...

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

1ScalarValue of first symbols in pulse trainIVAL1
1ScalarNumber of VAL1 symbolsINVAL1
0ScalarValue of second symbols in pulse trainIVAL2
1ScalarNumber of VAL2 symbolsINVAL2
0ScalarValue of initial symbolsIIVAL
0ScalarNumber of initial symbolsINIVAL

ScalarAlphabet sizeIM
ScalarSymbol rateR*RATE

_BLKSZScalarSymbols per passIBLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

VAL1, VAL2. The digital symbol values for the repeating pulse.

NVAL1, NVAL2. The number of VAL1 and VAL2 symbols to generate for the repeating pulse.

IVAL. The digital symbol value for the initial portion of the signal.

NIVAL. The number of IVAL digital symbols to generate for the initial portion of the signal.

M. The alphabet size. If left empty, the alphabet size is set to one more than the largest of VAL1, VAL2 or IVAL.

RATE. If left empty, the data rate is determined from either a model that receives data generated by this model and can
specify a data rate, or is set to the data rate specified in the System Simulator Options dialog box if no such model is
found.

BLKSZ. The number of symbols generated each time the block runs.

Data Output

PurposeTypePort No.
Output SignalDigital1
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Random K Clutter Generator: KCLUTTER

Symbol
K CLUTTER

Summary

KCLUTTER generates a random signal with a K distribution used for modeling clutter in Radar systems.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
30PowerMean clutter powerRMCLPWR
1ScalarClutter spikenessR*SPIKE
0FrequencyCarrier frequencyRCTRFRQ

FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ
_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

ScalarNumber of points in modeling of K distributionI*NKPNTS
ScalarMax value in modeling of K distributionR*KMAXVAL
ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED

AutoRandom number generator algorithmE*RNG

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MCLPWR. Defines the average power of the generated clutter.

SPIKE. Spike intensity of clutter.

CTRFRQ. Carrier frequency.

SMPFRQ. Sampling frequency.

BLKSZ. Number of samples generated for each pass.

NKPNTS. Defines the number of points used for modeling the K distribution.

KMAXVAL. Defines the maximum value modeled in the K distribution.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.
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If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

RNG. Random number generator algorithm used for generating RCS fluctuations.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
K ClutterComplex1

Implementation Details

The K-distribution is often used to model sea clutter in received Radar signals. Radar returns usually contain reflections
from a large number of independent scatterers, leading to two-dimensional normal statistics. The squared magnitude of
the clutter signal (its intensity), is in this case exponentially distributed. The variation of the scatterers themselves causes
the mean of this distribution to also be a gamma distributed random variable, resulting in the K-distributed clutter [1].

References

[1] E. Jakeman and P.N. Pusey, “A Model for non-Rayleigh Sea Echo”, IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag., vol. AP-24, pp
806-814, 1976
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Complex Impulse Source: IMPLS_C

Symbol

Summary

IMPLS_C simulates a complex impulse train. The numerical value of the impulse as well as the repetition frequency
and phasing are under user control.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarAmplitudeCAMPL
1GhzFrequencyFrequencyRFRQ
0nsTimeInitial pulse delayRDLY

FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ

_SMPSYMFrequencySamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

AMPL. The complex amplitude of the impulse.

FRQ. The repetition frequency of the impulse. If left empty only one impulse will be generated.

DLY. The initial delay until the first impulse. After the initial delay, the impulses occur periodically at the frequency
FRQ.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency tag ωc to associate with the signal. If this is non-zero the signal is treated as the
complex-envelope of a modulated signal.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of data elements generated each time the model runs.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex1
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Real Impulse Source: IMPLS_R

Symbol

Summary

IMPLS_R simulates a real impulse train. The numerical value of the impulse as well as the repetition frequency and
phasing are under user control.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarAmplitudeRAMPL
1GHzFrequencyFrequencyRFRQ
0nsTimeInitial pulse delayRDLY

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMFrequencySamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

AMPL. The real amplitude of the impulse.

FRQ. The repetition frequency of the impulse. If left empty only one impulse will be generated.

DLY. The initial delay until the first impulse. After the initial delay, the impulses occur periodically at the frequency
FRQ.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of data elements generated each time the model runs.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformReal1
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Phase Noise Source: PHASENS

Symbol

Summary

PHASENS generates colored noise that may be added to the phase of a signal to simulate phase noise. The phase noise
is specified through a phase noise mask consisting of frequency and dBc/Hz values.

The Phase Noise Channel block, PHSNOISE_CH, can be used to add phase noise directly to a signal.

The PHS_NOISE measurement can be used to display the phase noise of a signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

n1TextElement IDNID
N/AFrequency characteristics for phase noiseSPNMASK

10000ScalarPhase noise filter orderI*PNNFLT
ScalarPhase noise random number generator seedsI*PNRSEED
FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ

_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ
Allow any value for
numeric

Treatment of numeric independent variables in PNMASK
data files (VAR)

*IVARTYP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PNMASK. This may either be a vector of frequency offset-dBc/Hz pairs or the name of a data file object under the Data
File object of the Project Browser. This data file should be a Text Data File that contains frequency offset-dBc/Hz data.

If a vector is specified, it must contain an even number of values, with each pair of values representing a frequency offset
from the carrier in hertz and the phase noise level in dBc/Hz. The following example represents a phase noise mask
specifying a phase noise level of -30 dBc/Hz at 1000 Hz and -75 dBc/Hz at 10000 Hz:

PNMASK = {1000, -30, 10000, -75}

If a data file is used, it should contain two columns, with the first column representing frequency offsets and the second
column representing the phase noise level in dBc/Hz:
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(,Hz) (,dBc)
1000 -30
10000 -75

Independent variables are also supported in the data file. Independent variables let you specify several different data sets,
each with different values for the independent variables. The independent variables are added to the end of the block's
parameter list, letting you select a specific data set. The parameters can be swept, so you can sweep the simulation using
different data sets.

Independent variables are specified before the header row of each data set. They have the form VAR name = value,
where 'name' is the independent variable's name, and 'value' is the value associated with the independent variable. The
name must only contain the characters 'A' through 'Z', 'a' through 'z', '0' through '9', and '_'. The name must also differ
from the other parameters of the block. The value may be numeric or text. If text, you can include spaces by enclosing
the text within quotation marks as follows.

VAR Config = A

VAR Config = "High Power"

VAR Temp = 290

There may be more than one independent variable. Each data set should have an entry for each independent variable.

The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are text always appear as a drop-down list containing
the available values. The parameters associated with independent variables whose values are all numeric can be configured
to either display a drop-down list containing the available values or can be configured to accept a numeric value. The
configuration is determined by the IVARTYP parameter. When IVARTYP is set to "Allow any value for numeric" the
data set whose independent variable's value is closest to the entered parameter value is selected.

NOTE: The ability to generate time domain phase noise matching the phase noise mask is limited by the sampling
frequency and the total phase noise to be generated. As the average phase noise generated by the FIR filter bins approaches
or exceeds the inverse of the sampling frequency, the phase noise samples wrap around ±π and the phase noise samples
effectively alias. Section 3.4.2 in the AWR VSS Modeling Guide details the equations involved.

PNFLT. The order of the filter used to generate the phase noise. The filter order will be rounded up to the next even
number if necessary.

PNRSEED. The seed for the random number generator used to generate the white noise. If this is left empty, the seed
will be generated based on the block name and ID parameter.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

IVARTYP. Determines the behavior of the dynamic parameters representing the independent variables within the data
file whose values are all numeric.

• Allow any value for numeric, pin to nearest: The parameters allow any numeric value, and the data set whose independent
variable is closest to the parameter value is used.
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• Select from list: The parameters display a list of available values for the independent variables.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Phase noiseReal1

Implementation Details

Phase noise is synthesized by passing white Gaussian noise through an FIR filter that mimics the shape of the phase
noise mask. The coefficients from the FIR filter are obtained from the phase noise mask. Values for frequencies between
specified data points are linearly interpolated using log-frequency and the dBc/Hz values. This results in a straight line
between two data points if the x-axis is log-frequency and the y-axis is dBc/Hz. The frequencies are relative to DC, with
the response at DC set to the average of the adjacent frequency points.

The frequency specification for the filter is converted to the time domain, then a Blackmann-Harris window is applied
to obtain the FIR filter coefficients. The windowing improves the general shape of the phase noise at the expense of
reducing the frequency resolution somewhat. In other words, frequencies further from DC tend to match the mask better
than frequencies close to DC.

The ability to generate time domain phase noise matching the phase noise mask is limited by the sampling frequency
and the total phase noise to be generated. As the average phase noise generated by the FIR filter bins approaches or
exceeds the inverse of the sampling frequency, the phase noise samples wrap around ±π and the phase noise samples
effectively alias. Section 3.4.2 details the equations involved.
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Periodic Pulse Waveform: PPULSE

Symbol

1

Summary

PPULSE generates a real waveform consisting of periodic pulses with a specified rate, levels, duty-cycle, and initial
delay. The pulses can be non-square, by specifying non-zero rise- and fall-times.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

SS1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarLow valueRLO
1ScalarHigh valueRHI
_DRATEFrequencyPulse RateRRATE
0TimeRise TimeRRT
0TimeFall TimeRFT
50ScalarDuty Cycle (in %)RDUTY
0TimeTime elapsed before first PeriodRDELAY

FrequencySampling frequencyI*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LO. The minimum value of the waveform.

HI. The maximum value of the waveform.

RATE. The pulse rate of the waveform (equals the inverse of the period duration). If left empty it is calculated as
SMPFRQ/SMPSYM.

RT. Rise-Time, the time it takes for the waveform to reach its high value (HI) starting from its low value (LO) in a
straight line. Zero results in instantaneous transition from LO to HI.

FT. Fall-Time, the time it takes for the waveform to reach its low value (LO) starting from its high value (HI) in a straight
line. Zero results in instantaneous transition from HI to LO.
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DUTY. The duty-cycle of the waveform, or percentage of the period that the waveform is closer to HI than to LO. Must
be between 0 and 100%. A duty-cycle of 50% produces a waveform that is up (or down) half of the time.

DELAY. The time that elapses in the LO level at the beginning of a simulation, before it starts following the periodic
pulse pattern. It is always taken to correspond to an integer number of samples. If the time specified by the user in this
field is not equal to an integer number of time-steps (TimeStep = 1/(RATE*SMPSYM)), then the delay is internally
truncated to correspond to an integer number of time-steps, and a warning is issued.

SMPFRQ. Sampling frequency. If left empty it calculated as RATE*SMPSYM.

SMPSYM. The number of samples in one pulse period. If left empty it is calculated as SMPFRQ/RATE. PPULSE
considers the period of the pulse (1/RATE) to be a symbol in the digital communication sense.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model is visited.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

Two of the following three parameters should be defined and not left empty: RATE, SMPFRQ, SMPSYM. If all three
are defined, they should be compliant with the following relationship:

SMPFRQ = RATE × SMPSYM

In the case when SMPFRQ and RATE are defined and SMPSYM is left empty, and error is generated if SMPFRQ is not
a multiple of RATE.

The sum of time at the HI state plus the rise-time (RT) and the fall-time (FT) cannot exceed the PERIOD. For example:

PERIOD × (DUTY / 100) + (RT) / 2 + (FT) / 2 ≤ PERIOD

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
The periodic pulse waveform.Real1

Implementation Details

The waveform and the use of the parameters is best explained by the following graph, followed by the applicable equations,
explaining the parameters.

DELAY
0

PERIOD

RT FT T2

LO

HI

time

In the figure above, the following equations apply:

DUTY = ((T2 + RT
2 + FT

2 ) / (PERIOD)) · 100
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T2 = PERIOD · (DUTY / 100) − RT
2 − FT

2
PERIOD = 1

RATE
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Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence Generator: PRBS

Symbol

Summary

PRBS generates a pseudo-random bit sequence using a maximal length linear feedback shift register (LFSR).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
32ScalarNumber of registersINREG
NormalOutput typeEOUTTYP
_DRATEScalarBit rateR*RATE
_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ
OffReset to initial state for each blockE*BLKRST
0Location of shift register output binI*BITOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

NREG. The number of registers in the shift register. This value must be between 4 and 32, inclusive. The output has a
period of 2NREF-1.

OUTT. Selects whether or not the output bits are inverted.

RATE. The bit rate at the output of the model. If left empty, the bit rate is determined from a downstream model that
supports specifying a bit rate (such as a transmitter block), or it is set to the data rate setting specified on the System
Simulator Options dialog box Simulator tab if a data rate is not determined from downstream.

BLKSZ. Specifies the number of samples generated each time the model is visited during the simulation.

BLKRST. Reset to initial state for each block. If set to "On" the shift register state is reset to its initial state at the
beginning of each block of BLKSZ samples.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Generated BitsDigital1
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Implementation Details

This model utilizes primitive polynomials modulo 2 found in [1]. The shift register is implemented as:

N N-1 . . . 2 1
Bit Out

- Modulo 2 Sum

Shift Right

X0X2XN

The bit output is the left-most bit of the shift register. The feedback taps correspond to the nonzero powers of X. In the
figure the polynomial is XN+X2+X0.

The shift register is initialized with the bit representation of the polynomial, excluding the XN term. For example, the
primitive polynomial for NREG=5 is X5+X2+X0, which can be represented by the bit sequence 1,0,0,1,0,1, where the
right-most bit is the first bit output. The shift register is then initialized with the bit sequence 0,0,1,0,1, and the initial
bits output from the register are 1,0,1,0,0 (the right-most register is output first).

References

[1] Press, Teukolsky, Flannery, Vettterling; Numerical Recipes in C, Second Edition; pp. 299
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Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence Waveform Generator: PRBS_WVFM

Symbol

Summary

PRBS_WVFM generates a pseudo-random bit sequence waveform using a maximal length linear feedback shift register
(LFSR). The waveform generated is a real signal. You can specify the output levels, transition times, and random and
periodic jitter. This block behaves similar to a Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence block (PRBS) connected to the input
of a Binary to Square Wave Converter block (B2SQWV). Note that B2SQWV provides several more options for controlling
the square wave generation. If you want these options you can use the PRBS and B2SQWV blocks instead.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
32ScalarNumber of registersINREG
NormalOutput typeEOUTTYP
_DRATEScalarBit rateR*RATE
0.0Scalar'Off' output levelR*OFF
1.0Scalar'On' output levelR*ON
0PercentPre-emphasis levelR*PREEMPH
0.0TimeRise timeR*TR
0.0TimeFall timeR*TF
LinearN/ARise/fall profile typeE*PRFLTYP
0.0TimeRandom jitterR*RJ
1 sigma, GaussianN/AInterpretation of RJ parameterE*RJTYP

ScalarSeed for random jitter RNGI*RJSD
FrequencyFrequencies for periodic jitterR*PJFRQ
TimeAmplitudes for periodic jitterR*PJAMP
AnglePhase offsets for periodic jitterR*PJPHS

_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateI*OVRSMP
_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ
OffReset to initial state for each blockE*BLKRST
0Location of shift register output binI*BITOUT

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

NREG. The number of registers in the shift register. This value must be between 4 and 32, inclusive. The output has a
period of 2NREF-1.

OUTT. Selects whether or not the output bits are inverted.

RATE. The bit rate at the output of the model. If left empty, the bit rate is determined from a downstream model that
supports specifying a bit rate (such as a transmitter block), or it is set to the data rate setting specified on the System
Simulator Options dialog box Simulator tab if a data rate is not determined from downstream.

OFF, ON. The output values corresponding to the binary 0 and binary 1 inputs, respectively, in the steady state.

PREEMPH. The pre-emphasis to be applied to the first bit after a transition from either 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. The pre-emphasis
level is specified as a percentage of ON - OFF to be added to the corresponding final output level. For example, if OFF
= 0, ON = 1, and PREEMPH = 25, on a transition from 0 to 1 the output level of the first 1 bit output is 1.25. If the next
bit input is then 1, the output then drops down to the normal output level of 1. Note that when transitioning from the
pre-emphasis output level to the 'normal' output level the transition time still applies. When going from an emphasized
'1' to the normal '1', the fall transition is used. When going from an emphasized '0' to the normal '0' the rise transition is
used.

TR, TF. The transition times for transitioning from binary 0 to binary 1 (TR), and from binary 1 to binary 0 (TF). The
following figures illustrate OFF, ON, PREEMPH, TR and TF:

1

0

1

-1

0

Pre-emphasis

Fall Time

Fall Time

Rise Time Rise Time

1 ns

OFF=-1, ON=1, TR=0.25 ns, TF=0.5 ns, PREEMPH=25%

Binary Input Signal

Waveform Output Signal

Pre-emphasis

PRFLTYP. The profile used for the rise and fall transitions.

RJ, RJTYP. RJ determines the amount of random jitter to apply, RJTYP determines how RJ is interpreted:

• 1 sigma, Gaussian: The random jitter is Gaussian distributed. RJ is the standard deviation, 68.27% of the jitter lies
within this range.

• 3 sigma, Gaussian: The random jitter is Gaussian distributed. RJ is 3 standard deviations, encompassing 99.7 % of
the jitter.
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RJSD. The seed for the random number generator used to generate the random jitter time offsets.

If this is left empty, a seed is generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is within
a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This generally results in different instances of the block
generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed. If this is set to -1, the seed varies from sweep to sweep in a
single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with
a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

PJFRQ, PJAMP, PJPHS. The frequencies, amplitudes and phase offsets of the periodic jitter. Multiple sinusoidal
components may be included by specifying a vector for each of the parameters. The periodic jitter added is computed
from the following, where tPJ is the amount of jitter added to the start time of the transition:

tPJ = ∑PJAMP[i] · cos(2π · PJFRQ[i] · tBit + PJPHS[i])

Note that PJAMP has units of time.

OVRSMP. The oversampling rate of the output signal.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model is visited during the simulation.

BLKRST. Reset to initial state for each block. If set to "On" the shift register state is reset to its initial state at the
beginning of each block of BLKSZ samples.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Generated BitsDigital1

Implementation Details

For more information on the pseudo-random binary sequence generation aspects of this block see the Pseudo-Random
Binary Sequence block (PRBS).

For more information on the waveform generation aspects of this block see the Binary to Square Wave Converter block
(B2SQWV).
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Ramp Function: RAMP

Symbol

Summary

Ramp produces a real ramp waveform at its output, with user-specified slope and delay.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

RS1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarInitial valueRLO
1ScalarSlope (per second)RSLOPE
0TimeTime elapsed before transitionRDELAY

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_SMPSYM*_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LO. The initial low value from which the waveform will ramp up.

SLOPE. The value of the slope of the waveform. This specifies the value that the output will reach one second after it
begins to ramp up. For example, to increase linearly by 3 Volts/nanosecond, insert 3e9.

DELAY. The duration of the initial period (with the waveform value at LO) after which the ramping begins.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency. If left empty, the sampling frequency is determined by the Data Rate (default:
_DRATE) times SMPSYM.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol.

BLKSZ. The blocksize, determines how many samples will be output at a time.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Ramp functionReal1
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Random Complex Source: RND_C

Symbol

Summary

RND_C generates a pseudo-random sequence of complex values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
-1.0ScalarLower bound (inclusive)RLB
1.0ScalarUpper bound (exclusive)RUB
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
AutoRandom number generator algorithmE*RNG

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LB. The lower bound for the generated values. Both the real and imaginary components are generated greater than or
equal to this value.

UB. The upper bound for the generated values. Both the real and imaginary components are generated less than this
value.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency tag ωc to associate with the signal. If this is non-zero the signal is treated as the
complex-envelope of a modulated signal.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.
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If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

RNG.Determines the generator algorithm to use.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Random ValuesComplex1
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Random Digital Source: RND_D

Symbol

Summary

RND_D generates a pseudo-random sequence of digital symbols.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarAlphabet sizeIM

ScalarSymbol rateRRATE
ScalarFrame sizeI*FRMSZ
ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED

AutoRandom number generator algorithmsE*RNG
_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

M. The model will generate a pseudo-random sequence of whole number values between 0 and M-1, inclusive.

RATE. The symbol rate at the output of the model. If left empty, the symbol rate will either be determined from a
downstream model that supports specifying a symbol rate such as a transmitter block, or will be set to the data rate setting
from the System Options dialog if a data rate could not be determined from downstream.

FRMSZ. Used to specify how many bits or symbols are to be grouped into a frame. Its interpretation is dependent on
models downstream.

RSEED. Seed values for the random number generator. For the 'Wichmann-Hill, Shuffling' random number generator
up to four seeds may be specified. For the other generators only the first seed is used.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with an offset added to it each new sweep. The seed sequence
is deterministic between simulation runs.
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If this is set to -2, the seed will vary each sweep, including between simulation runs. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with an offset based on the system clock added to it each new
sweep. This results in the seed varying each time a sweep is run, provided each sweep takes longer than 55 milliseconds,
which is the period of the system clock. Note that the system clock is also relative to the last time the computer was
started, and not to a specific time.

RNG.Determines the type of random number generator to be used. The different random number generators are described
in the Implementation Details section.

BLKSZ. Specifies the number of samples generated each time the model is visited during the simulation.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Random Digital ValuesDigital1

Implementation Details

The random number generator used by the model is determined by the RNG parameter. The following are the different
options available:

Auto:

Uses a default random number generator. In Cadence® Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar
systems design v5.1 software this is the same as Wichmann-Hill, Shuffled.

Wichmann-Hill, Shuffled:

Implements the Wichmann-Hill algorithm [1], with an optional shuffling. The Wichmann-Hill algorithm supports three
seeds. A non-zero fourth seed may be added to enable the optional shuffling and provide the seed for the shuffling.

S1 = (171 . S1)mod(30267)

S2 = (172 . S2)mod(30307)

S3 = (171 . S3)mod(30323)

I = rem(S1/30269 + S2/30307 + S3/30323, 1)

where S1, S2, and S3 are initialized with the first, second and third seed values, respectively and updated each time a
new random number is generated, and rem(x,1) returns the remainder of x divided by 1.

Minimal Standard LCG:

Implements the "Minimal" random number generator proposed by Park and Miller as described in Numerical Recipes
in C, Second Edition[2], which uses the following:

Ij+1 = aIjmod(m) a = 75 = 16807, m = 231 - 1

Shuffled Minimal Standard LCG:

Implements the shuffled Minimal Standard random generator ran1 found in Numerical Recipes in C, Second Edition.[2]
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Random Real Source: RND_R

Symbol

Summary

RND_R generates a pseudo-random sequence of real values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
-1.0ScalarLower bound (inclusive)RLB
1.0ScalarUpper bound (exclusive)RUB

ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
AutoRandom number generator algorithmE*RNG

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LB. The lower bound for the generated values. The generated values are greater than or equal to this value.

UB. The upper bound for the generated values. The generated values are less than this value.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

RNG. Determines the generator algorithm to use.
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SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Random ValuesReal1
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Sawtooth Waveform: SAW

Symbol

Sawtooth

1

Summary

SAW generates a real sawtooth waveform, i.e., a waveform consisting of periodic triangular pulses.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

SS1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarLow valueRLO
1ScalarHigh valueRHI
_DRATEFrequencyPulse Rate (inverse of period)RRATE
0TimeTime elapsed before first slopeRDELAY
50ScalarPercentage of Period RisingRRISEPCT

FrequencySampling frequencyI*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LO. The minimum value of the waveform.

HI. The maximum value of the waveform.

RATE. The pulse rate of the waveform. The inverse of that, i.e., 1.0/RATE equals the time duration of one period of the
sawtooth waveform.

DELAY.The time initially elapsing before the first rising slope of the waveform.

RISEPCT. The percentage of the period where the waveform is increasing. If 50% is specified, the waveform is rising
(or falling) for half of its period. Sharp rising edges correspond to 0%, and sharp falling edges to 100%.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.
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SMPSYM. The number of samples in one pulse period. SAW considers the period of the pulse to be a symbol in the
digital communication sense.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model is visited.

Parameter Restrictions and Recommendations

The DELAY must be non-negative.

SMPSYM must be at least 1.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
The periodic sawtooth waveform.Real1

Implementation Details

During the time of the initial DELAY, the waveform takes the value LO. Subsequently, and for each period (recall:
period = 1.0/RATE) the waveform rises linearly from LO to HI for a fraction of the period given by RISEPCT/10>, and
for the remainder of the period, the waveform falls linearly back to the value LO.
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Sinusoid Source: SINE

Symbol

Summary

SINE is a general purpose block that generates real or complex SINE waveforms. When working with RF signals, the
TONE block should be used instead of SINE.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDID
1 GHzFrequencyFrequenciesRFRQ
1ScalarAmplitudesRAMPL
0AnglePhase offsetsRPHS

FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ

_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FRQ. The sine wave frequencies. Multiple sine waves may be generated by entering a vector containing the frequencies.

AMPL. The amplitude for each sine wave. If there are fewer entries than there are frequencies specified in FRQ, the
value of the last entry in AMPL is repeated for the remaining sine waves. Refer to the Implementation Details for an
example.

PHS. The phase offset for each sine wave. If there are fewer entries than there are frequencies specified in FRQ, the
value of the last entry in PHS is repeated for the remaining sine waves. Refer to the Implementation Details for an
example.

CTRFRQ. If the generated signal is complex, this is the center frequency for the signal. The center frequency is not
used for real signals. If this is left empty, the center frequency is set to the average of all the sine wave frequencies.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency for the signal. If left empty this will be determined automatically, as follows. If there
is nothing else in the signal path downstream to help determine a sampling frequency, then the sampling frequency is
set to _SMPFRQ = _DRATE * _SMPSYM from the Options > Default System Options menu of the project. The sampling
frequency can also be back-propagated to the SINE block when it is specified somewhere else in the chain. For example,
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this happens when a signal with specified sampling frequency goes through a mixer (or adder, combiner, etc.) for which
SINE is the LO. Then the sampling frequency of SINE is set to the value back-propagated through the two-input block.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol associated with the signal. Although not directly applicable to a SINE
waveform, samples per symbol is used by various blocks to define a data bandwidth, which is the sampling frequency
divided by the samples per symbol.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the block is visited.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
SINE signalReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

When set for real data, SINE generates the following signal:

s(t) = ∑ AMPL[i] · cos (2π · FRQ[i] · t + PHS[i])

where AMPL[i], FRQ[i], and PHS[i] are the i'th terms of the respective parameters and t is the current simulation time.

When set for complex data, SINE generates the following signal:

s~(t) = ∑ AMPL[i] · exp( j(2π · (FRQ[i] − CTRFRQ) · t + PHS[i]))

where s~(t) represents the complex envelope signal at center frequency CTRFRQ.

Multiple sine waves are generated when FRQ is specified as a vector, as in:

FRQ = {1, 2, 3} GHz

In this example sine waves would be generated at 1 GHz, 2 GHz and 3 GHz. The AMPL and PHS parameters can then
be set to vectors to specify the individual settings for each frequency:

AMPL = {10, 11, 12}

PHS = {20, 30, 40} Deg

You can also specify fewer values for AMPL and PHS, in which case the last specified value is repeated:

AMPL = {10, 11}

would be equivalent to:

AMPL - {10, 11, 11}
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Complex Source: SRC_C

Symbol

Summary

SRC_C generates a repeating sequence of complex values. The sequence of values may be specified directly or through
values in a text data file item under the Data File item of the project tree. If a text data file item is used, the values may
either be the exact sequence of values to generate, or may be interpolated using a time column in the text data file.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1+jScalarValues to outputRVAL
1ScalarData file column to useICOL

ScalarData file column for time (optional)ITCOL
LinearN/AInterpolation type for time valuesE*INTRP
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ

FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VAL. The value(s) output by the model. This may be a single value, a vector, or the name of a text data file item under
the Data File item of the project tree. If a name of a file is used, the name must be enclosed in double quotes as "FileName".
The value(s) are output repeatedly.

COL. If VAL refers to a Data File item, this is the base column from the data file to be used. The left-most column is
column 1. The values in this column will be combined with the values in the following column if they can form complex
value pairs. This will depend on the heading of the data file. As an example, suppose VAL refers a data file with the
following contents:

() (Re) (Im) (Scalar) (Mag) (Phs,Deg)

1 10 100 1000 20 110

2 20 200 2000 30 120

3 30 300 3000 40 130
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If COL=1, then the data values will be taken from the first and second columns, with the first column being treated as
imaginary components since the second column has the real component (Re) heading.

If COL=4, then the data values will be taken only from the fourth column since it has the scalar heading. The imaginary
components will be set to 0.

If COL=5, then the data values will be taken from the fifth and sixth columns, with the fifth column being treated as the
magnitude and the sixth column the phase in degrees.

TCOL. If VAL refers to a Data File item, this is the optional column of time values to use when interpolating the values
to output.

INTRP. If VAL refers to a Data File item and TCOL is specified, this determines the type of interpolation to use to
determine values to output.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency tag, ωc,that is associated with the generated CE signal.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputComplex1
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Digital Source: SRC_D

Symbol

Summary

SRC_D generates a repeating sequence of digital values.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarValues to outputIVAL
1ScalarData file column to useICOL

ScalarAlphabet sizeIALPHSZ
ScalarSymbol rateRRATE
ScalarFrame sizeI*FRMSZ

_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VAL. The digital value(s) output by the model. This may be a single value, a vector, or the name of a text data file item
under the Data File item of the project tree. If a name of a file is used, the name must be enclosed in double quotes as
"FileName". The value(s) are output repeatedly. All values must be greater than or equal to 0. If a value is specified for
the ALPHSZ parameter, the values must also be less than the ALPHSZ value.

COL. If VAL refers to a Data File item, this is the column from the data file to be used. The left-most column is column
1.

ALPHSZ. If a value is specified for this parameter, all the values in the VAL parameter must be less than this. If this is
left empty, the alphabet size is calculated from the largest value in the VAL parameter plus 1.

RATE. If this is left empty, the data rate is determined from either a model that receives data generate by this model and
can specify a data rate, or is set to the data rate specified in the System Options dialog box if no such model is found.

FRMSZ. This parameter may be used by some models to determine the number of bits or symbols to treat in a single
frame.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputDigital1
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Frequency Response Source: SRC_FRQ

Symbol

Summary

SRC_FRQ generates a repeating time-domain waveform from a frequency response.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
VariesFrequency characteristicsCFR

1ScalarData file column to useICOL
DBAverage powerRPWR
FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ

_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolISMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passBLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FR.The frequency characteristics from which the time-domain waveform is generated. This can be either a vector of
complex values representing the frequency response or it can be the name of a text data file item under the Data File
item of the project tree. Refer to the Implementation Details section below for more information.

COL. If FR refers to a Data File item, this is the base column from the data file to be used. The left-most column is
column 1. Refer to the Implementation Details section below for more information.

PWR. The average power for the time-domain waveform. This value is used to scale the frequency characteristics prior
to conversion to the time-domain waveform. If left empty, no scaling is performed.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Time Domain WaveformReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

The model generates a time-domain waveform using the un-normalized inverse DFT of the frequency characteristics:

x[n] = ∑
k=0

N−1
FC[k]exp(( j2πkn) /N)

where N is the number of elements in the frequency characteristics.

If PWR is not empty, the frequency characteristics are normalized and scaled prior to the DFT using the following:

FC[k] = FCIn[k] · P · Z0
∑i=0

N−1 ∣ FCIn[i] ∣

where FCIn is the input frequency characteristics, P is PWR expressed in Watts and Z0 is the system impedance as
specified in the System Simulator Options dialog.

The FC parameter may be specified either directly as a complex vector or through a Text Data File item added to the
project's Data File item. If the parameter is a complex vector, the vector is used as-is for the frequency characteristics.

If the FC parameter is a data file item, the contents of the data file will determine the frequency response. The COL
parameter is used to select which columns to use for the frequency response. The values in this column will be combined
with the values in the following column if they can form complex value pairs. This will depend on the heading of the
data file. As an example, suppose FR refers a data file with the following contents:

() (Re) (Im) (Scalar) (Mag) (Phs,Deg)

1 10 100 1000 20 110

2 20 200 2000 30 120

3 30 300 3000 40 130

If COL=1, then the frequency response values will be taken from the first and second columns, with the first column
being treated as imaginary components since the second column has the real component (Re) heading.

If COL=4, then the frequency response values will be taken only from the fourth column since it has the scalar heading.
The imaginary components will be set to 0.

If COL=5, then the frequency response values will be taken from the fifth and sixth columns, with the fifth column being
treated as the magnitude and the sixth column the phase in degrees.
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Real Source: SRC_R

Symbol

Summary

SRC_R generates a repeating sequence of real values. The sequence of values may be specified directly or through values
in a text data file under the Data Files node of the Project Browser. If a text data file is used, the values may either be the
exact sequence of values to generate, or may be interpolated using a time column in the text data file.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarValues to outputRVAL
1ScalarData file column to useICOL

ScalarData file column for time (optional)ITCOL
LinearN/AInterpolation type for time valuesE*INTRP

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

VAL. The value(s) output by the model. This may be a single value, a vector, or the name of a text data file under the
Data Files node of the Project Browser. If a file name is used, the name must be enclosed in double quotes as "FileName".
The value(s) are output repeatedly.

COL. If VAL refers to a data file, this is the column from the data file to be used. The left-most column is column 1.

TCOL. If VAL refers to a data file, this is the optional column of time values to use when interpolating the values to
output.

INTRP. If VAL refers to a data file and TCOL is specified, this determines the type of interpolation to use to determine
values to output.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this is determined by a downstream block if
there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected, the default sampling
frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box is used.
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SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
OutputReal1
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Step Function: STEP

Symbol

Summary

STEP provides a step function with user-specified delay and rise-time.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

SS1TextElement IDNID
0ScalarInitial valueRLO
1ScalarFinal valueRHI
0TimeTime elapsed before transitionRDELAY
0TimeRise/fall timeR*RISE

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_SMPSYM*_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LO. The initial value before the step occurs.

HI. The final value after the step is completed.

DELAY. The duration of the initial period (with the waveform value at LO) after which the step begins.

RISE. The rise-time (or fall-time, if HI < LO) of the waveform. This determines the amount of time it takes from the
waveform to transition between LO and HI.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency. If left empty, the sampling frequency is determined by the Data Rate (default:
_DRATE) times SMPSYM.

SMPSYM. The number of samples per symbol.

BLKSZ. The blocksize, determines how many samples will be output at a time.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Step functionReal1
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White Gaussian Noise: WHITENS

Symbol

Summary

WHITENS generates White Gaussian Noise (WGN). This model generates independent Gaussian noise samples with
zero mean.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0Power

in dB
Power levelRPWR

Avg. Power over fsPower level typeEPWRTYP
FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED

AutoRandom number generator algorithmE*RNG
FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ

_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PWR. The output level of the noise. Its interpretation depends on the PWRTYP setting.

PWRTYP. Determines how PWR is interpreted:

• Avg. Power, Symbol: PWR is the average noise power in the symbol rate bandwidth.

PWR = N0. fs/SMPSYM for complex signal

PWR = N0/2. fs/SMPSYM for real signal

Use this setting to measure Es/N0 when the transmitter power is specified as average power.

• Avg. Power over fs: PWR is the average noise power in the sampling frequency bandwidth.

PWR = N0· fs for complex signal
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PWR = N0/2· fs for real signal

• Double-sided PSD(dBW/Hz): PWR is the double-sided power spectral density N0/2.

• Single-sided PSD(dBW/Hz): PWR is the single-sided power spectral density N0.

• Normalized N0/2: PWR is the double-sided PSD multiplied by the sampling frequency.

PWR = N0/2· fs

Use this setting to measure either Eb/N0 or Es/N0 when the transmitter power is specified as either normalized bit
energy or normalized symbol energy.

Note that when using the PSD option of the power spectrum measurement, the results for complex signals are always
single-sided PSD. For real signals the results are double-sided PSD if negative frequencies are displayed and are
single-sided PSD if they are not displayed.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal. This is only used if the signal is complex.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

If this is left empty, a seed will be generated based on a hash of the block name and the ID parameter (if the block is
within a subcircuit, the ID parameters of the parents are also used). This will in general result in different instances of
the block generating different sequences, though it is not guaranteed.

If this is set to -1, the seed will vary from sweep to sweep in a single simulation run. An initial seed value similar to that
generated from the block name and ID parameter is used, with a different offset added to it each new sweep. The seed
sequence is deterministic between simulation runs.

RNG. Determines the generator algorithm to use.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
White Gaussian NoiseReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

The model generates a pseudo-random sequence of values with a Gaussian distribution using a modified version of the
Box-Muller method found in [1]. A pair of values is generated at a time using the following:

y1 = −2ln(1 − x1) · sin(2πx2) · σ

y2 = −2 ln (1 − x1) ⋅ cos (2πx2) ⋅ σ
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where x1, x2 are the first and second uniform deviates from the random number generator and y1, y2 are the two independent
normal deviates with a standard deviation of σ.

If the output signal is complex, these values are assigned to the real and imaginary components, respectively. If the output
signal is real, these values are output sequentially.

The noise generated by the model has a probability density function of:

p(η) = 1
πN0

exp(−η2

N0 )
For real signals the average power is N0· fs/2 as the signal bandwidth is 1/2 the sampling frequency. For complex signals
the average power is N0· fs.

For more information on the generation of the uniform deviates, see the RND_D model.

References

[1] Press, Teukolsky, Flannery, Vettterling; Numerical Recipes in C, Second Edition; pg. 289
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(Obsolete) Maps Input Modulation to Multicarrier Output: FDMUX

Symbol

1 2

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the OFDM Modulator (OFDM_MOD) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
0.001GHzChannel spacingRDELTA_F
Stepped (-1,1,1)Channel indexesICH_IND
{0,0,0}DegCarrier phase offsetRPH

* indicates a secondary parameter
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(Obsolete) N Tone Sinusoid: NTONES

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Tone(s) Source (TONE) block. NTONES generates a multi-tone
sinusoidal complex envelope signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
2ScalarNumber of tonesIN
1 GHzFrequencyFrequency spacingRDFRQ
0 dBmPower

in dB
Total powerRPWR

10 GHzFrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
Centered about
CTRFRQ

Tone positioning typeETPTYP

FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ
_Z0ResistanceSource impedanceC*ZS
_TAMBTemperatureOutput noise temperature (frequency analysis only)R*T
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolI*SMPSYM
_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DFRQ. The frequency spacing between the tones. By default the sampling frequency of the output signal is set to a
multiple of the frequency spacing.

PWR. The power output of all the tones together.

CTRFRQ. The center frequency tag ωc to associate with the signal.

TPTYP. Determines how the tones are positioned:

• Start from CTRFRQ: The tone with the smallest frequency is at the frequency CTRFRQ.

• Centered about CTRFRQ: The tones frequencies are set so they are evenly centered about CTRFRQ.
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ZS. The source impedance seen by blocks connected to the output. In Time Domain simulations this only has effect if
impedance mismatch support has been enabled through the System Simulator Options dialog box.

T. The noise temperature seen by blocks connected to the output during frequency analysis simulations. Noise samples
are not generated during Time Domain simulations.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If this is left empty, the sampling frequency is determined
from either a model that receives data generated by this model and can specify a sampling frequency, or is set to the
following if no such model is found:

fs=DFRQ·SMPSYM

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. If SMPFRQ is empty, in order to avoid aliasing SMPSYM
should be set at least twice as large as the number of tones N. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols
are defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated
symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model is visited.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output portReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

The general description of n-tone signals is:

x[i] = A∑
m=1

N
exp( j(2π f mΔti))

where A , fm, Δt and N are respectively a complex number, frequency of the signal, time step and total number of tones.
The above equation can be further expressed as:

f 0 = f 1 +
NΔ f

2

n = {(N − 1)
2 N isodd
N
2 N iseven

ℵ[i] = {∑m=−n
n A exp ( j2π(mΔ f )(Δt)i) N is odd

∑m=−n
n−1 A exp ( j2π(mΔ f )(Δt)( i + 1

2 )) N is even
x[i] = exp ( j(2π f 0Δti))ℵ[i]

where f0 and Δf are respectively the center frequency and frequency spacing.

Further manipulation can reformulate the above equations as:
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ℵ[i] = A ⋅ sin (NΔtΔ f πi)
sin (ΔtΔ f πi)
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(Obsolete) Pulse: PULSE

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Periodic Pulse Waveform (PPULSE) block.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

PS1TextElement IDNID
Low valueRLO
High valueRHI
Time elapsed before transitionRDELAY
Pulse lengthRLENGTH
Rise timeR*RISE
Fall timeR*FALL
Sampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
Samples per symbolI*SMPSYM
Samples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
PulseReal1
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(Obsolete) Complex Sinusoid (Complex Envelope): SIN_C

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Sinusoid Source (SINE) block. SIN_C generates a complex envelope
complex exponential Aexp(j2πf·t).

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarAmplitudeRAMPL
0AnglePhase offsetRPHSOFF
0 GHzFrequencyOffset frequencyROFFFRQ
1 GHzFrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CTRFRQ. The center frequency associated with the complex envelope signal.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model is visited.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex Exponential WaveformComplex1
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Implementation Details

The complex envelope waveform generated is:

x[k] = AMP · (cos(θ[k]) + jsin(θ[k])) = AMPL · exp( jθ[k])
θ[k] = PHSOFF + 2π · OFFFRQ · k / SMPFRQ

where x[k] is the k'th sample generated, and PHSOFF has been converted to radians if necessary.

If SMPSYM is left empty, the samples per symbol is calculated from:

SMPSYM = SAMPFRQ/OFFFRQ
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(Obsolete) Real Sinusoid (Complex Envelope): SIN_R

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Sinusoid Source (SINE) block. SIN_R generates a sampled form of
the real sine wave Asin(2πf·t+θ). It supports both real and complex outputs. If the output is complex then the imaginary
component is 0 and the waveform is the complex envelope.

NOTE: If you receive an error message similar to

SIN_R.A1: Node 1: Both output and input
nodes have unset data types.

you may need to explicitly set the data type of the output node by double-clicking the triangle on the output node to
display the System Node Settings dialog and then selecting either Real or Complex or Complex Envelope as the Node data
type.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
1ScalarAmplitudeRAMPL
0AnglePhase offsetRPHSOFF
1 GHzFrequencyOffset frequencyROFFFRQ
0FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZ*_SMPSYMScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CTRFRQ. The center frequency associated with the complex envelope signal. If this is set to non-zero when the output
is a real signal it will be ignored and a warning message will be displayed.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. If left empty this will be determined by a downstream block
if there is one that specifies a sampling frequency or data rate. If no such downstream block is detected this will use the
default sampling frequency value specified in the System Options dialog box.
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SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol. Although not directly applicable to this signal, symbols are
defined to simplify aligning measurement displays such as WVFM, particularly when working with modulated symbols.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model is visited.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real Sinusoid WaveformReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

The waveform generated is:

x[k] = AMPL · sin(PHSOFF + 2π · OFFFRQ · k / SMPFRQ)

where x[k] is the k'th sample generated, and PHSOFF has been converted to radians if necessary.

If the output is complex the imaginary component is 0.

If SMPSYM is left empty, the samples per symbol is calculated from:

SMPSYM = SAMPFRQ/OFFFRQ
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(Obsolete) White Gaussian Noise: WGNS

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the White Gaussian Noise (WHITENS) block. WGNS generates White
Gaussian Noise (WGN). This model generates independent Gaussian noise samples with zero mean.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
0dBPower levelRPWR
N0 (dB)Power level typeEPWRTYP

FrequencyCenter frequencyRCTRFRQ
{0}ScalarRandom number generator seedsI*RSEED
AutoRandom number generator algorithmE*RNG

FrequencySampling frequencyR*SMPFRQ
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbolR*SMPSYM
_BLKSZScalarSamples per passI*BLKSZ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PWR. The output level of the noise. Its interpretation depends on the PWRTYP setting.

PWRTYP. Determines how PWR is interpreted:

• N0 (dB): PWR represents the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise. This setting is normally used when performing
signal-to-noise ratio-based measurements such as bit error rates.

• Average Power (dBW): PWR represents the average power of the noise. If the signal is a modulated signal (center
frequency is non-zero) this is the single-sided power, otherwise this is the double-sided power.

• Average SS Power (dBW): PWR represents the average single-sided power of the noise.

• Average DS Power (dBW): PWR represents the average double-sided power of the noise.

For modulated signals (center frequency is non-zero) the settings have the following relationship:

NO/2 = PAvg = Pss = 2 · PDS
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For complex signals with a center frequency of zero the settings have the following relationship:

NO/2 = PAvg = Pss/2 = PDS

For real signals the settings have the following relationship:

NO = PAvg = Pss/2 = PDS

CTRFRQ. The center frequency of the complex envelope signal. This is only used if the signal is complex.

RSEED. The seeds for the random number generator. See the RND_D model for details about the random number
generators.

RNG. Determines the generator algorithm to use.

SMPFRQ. The sampling frequency of the generated signal. This is the inverse of the time step of each sample generated.

SMPSYM. The number of samples representing a symbol.

BLKSZ. The number of samples generated each time the model runs.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
White Gaussian NoiseReal, Complex1

Implementation Details

The model generates a pseudo-random sequence of values with a Gaussian distribution using a modified version of the
Box-Muller method found in [1]. A pair of values is generated at a time using the following:

y1 = −2ln(1 − x1) · sin(2πx2) · σ

y2 = −2 ln (1 − x1) ⋅ cos (2πx2) ⋅ σ

where x1, x2 are the first and second uniform deviates from the random number generator and y1, y2 are the two independent
normal deviates with a standard deviation of s.

If the output signal is complex, these values are assigned to the real and imaginary components, respectively. If the output
signal is real, these values are output sequentially.

The noise generated by the model has a probability density function of:

p(η) = 1
πN0

exp(−η2

N0 )
For real signals the average power is N0. For complex signals the average power is 2N0 due to the separate real and
imaginary components.

For more information on the generation of the uniform deviates, see the RND_D model.
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[1] Press, Teukolsky, Flannery, Vettterling; Numerical Recipes in C, Second Edition; pg. 289
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Libraries
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802.11ac Receiver: 80211AC_RX

Symbol

802.11ac
RX

EVM (sc) (sym)

P

IQ

B

1 2

3

4

5 6 7

Summary

This block implements a receiver for the wireless local area network (WLAN) IEEE 802.11ac standard, IEEE
802.11ac-2013, defined in [1]. A separate add-on needed for this library can be found on the Cadence Downloads page.
This implementation utilizes the WLAN toolkit from National Instruments and co-simulates with either the LabVIEW
Development Environment (LVDE) or LabVIEW Run-Time Engine (RTE) 2012 32-bit. The latter is installed automatically
with the WLAN 802.11ac Library from the Cadence Downloads page.

Most of the configuration parameters for the WLAN 802.11ac receiver are extracted from the input signal. The operating
bandwidth may be either set manually or set automatically based on the bandwidth setting of the preceding WLAN
802.11ac transmitter. The receiver performs full demodulation and decoding of the input signals and several measurements.
The results are output in the corresponding ports and can be displayed in Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications
and radar systems design software graphs.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
LabVIEW
Run-Time

LabVIEW mode in which to run the VIE*LVMODE

AutoDisplay VI front panel in LabVIEW RTEE*FRONTPANEL
""Host name for remote connection to LabVIEW Development

Environment
E*HOSTNAME

-1ScalarTCP/IP port for remote conection to LabVIEW Development
Environment

I*TCPPORT

AutoChannel BandwidthEBandwidth

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

LVMODE. Determines which LabVIEW product to run. Typically the LabVIEW RTE is selected.

• LabVIEW Run-Time: The LabVIEW Run-Time Engine (RTE) is used. A run-time engine with a version matching the
VI version MUST be installed.

• LabVIEW Dev. Env.: The LabVIEW Development Environment (LVDE) is used. The LVDE must be running.

• LabVIEW Dev. Env., Auto Load: The LVDE is used. If the LVDE is not running, it is launched.

FRONTPANEL. Determines whether the VI's front panel is shown when using the LabVIEW RTE.

• Auto: The VI's front panel displays only if it is programmed to do so.

• Show Front Panel: The VI's front panel displays.

NOTE: If there are multiple LABVIEW blocks running the same VI, only one front panel window displays. The different
instances share that front panel.

HOSTNAME. The host name for the TCP/IP connection used to communicate with the LVDE. This is normally left
empty.

TCPPORT. The TCP/IP port used to communicate with the LVDE. This should match the Port setting of the VI Server
option of LabVIEW. Setting this to -1 uses the default port of 3363.

Bandwidth. Defines the operating channel bandwidth. This parameter may be set manually or set to Auto to internally
configure the parameter to the same value as in the 802.11ac transmitter block that precedes it.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Measured PowerReal2
Demodulated IQ ConstellationComplex3
Detected Bit StreamDigital4
Average EVMReal5
EVM per SubcarrierReal6
EVM per OFDM SymbolReal7

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11ac-2013, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
Specifications--Amendment 4: Enhancements for Very High Throughput for Operation in Bands below 6 GHz.
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802.11ac Transmitter: 80211AC_TX

Symbol

802.11ac
TX

B

1

2

Summary

80211AC_TX produces the TX modulated waveform conforming with the wireless local area network (WLAN) IEEE
802.11ac standard, IEEE 802.11ac-2013, defined in [1]. A separate add-on needed for this library can be found on the
Cadence Downloads page. This implementation utilizes the WLAN toolkit from National Instruments and co-simulates
with either the LabVIEW Development Environment (LVDE) or LabVIEW Run-Time Engine (RTE) 2012 32-bit. The
latter is installed automatically with the WLAN 802.11ac Library from the Cadence Downloads page.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

A1TextElement IDNID
LabVIEW
Run-Time

LabVIEW mode in which to run the VIE*LVMODE

AutoDisplay VI front panel in LabVIEW RTEE*FRONTPANEL
""Host name for remote connection to LabVIEW Development

Environment
E*HOSTNAME

-1ScalarTCP/IP port for remote conection to LabVIEW Development
Environment

I*TCPPORT

AutoChannel BandwidthEBandwidth

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

LVMODE. Determines which LabVIEW product to run. Typically the LabVIEW RTE is selected.

• LabVIEW Run-Time: The LabVIEW Run-Time Engine (RTE) is used. A run-time engine with a version matching the
VI version MUST be installed.

• LabVIEW Dev. Env.: The LabVIEW Development Environment (LVDE) is used. The LVDE must be running.

• LabVIEW Dev. Env., Auto Load: The LVDE is used. If the LVDE is not running, it is launched.

FRONTPANEL. Determines whether the VI's front panel is shown when using the LabVIEW RTE.

• Auto: The VI's front panel displays only if it is programmed to do so.
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• Show Front Panel: The VI's front panel displays.

NOTE: If there are multiple LABVIEW blocks running the same VI, only one front panel window displays. The different
instances share that front panel.

HOSTNAME. The host name for the TCP/IP connection used to communicate with the LVDE. This is normally left
empty.

TCPPORT. The TCP/IP port used to communicate with the LVDE. This should match the Port setting of the VI Server
option of LabVIEW. Setting this to -1 uses the default port of 3363.

TX_Mode. This parameter defines the operating MCS (modulation and coding scheme) according to the specifications.

TX_Power. Output power of the transmitter.

Bandwidth. Defines the operating channel bandwidth.

GuardInterval. Defines the guard interval. Options are 800ns and 400ns.

Payload. Defines the size of the payload in bytes.

SMPSYM. Determines the oversampling factor.

CTRFRQ. Defines the center frequency of the complex envelope output signal.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Transmitted Bit StreamDigital2

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11ac-2013, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
Specifications--Amendment 4: Enhancements for Very High Throughput for Operation in Bands below 6 GHz.
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802.11b Source for 1Mbps: 802.11b_01_SRC

Symbol

Summary

This block produces the TX modulated waveform for the 1 Mbps mode of the High Rate PMD sublayer in [1]. The PLCP
sublayer functions for the MAC interface, such as sync, framing, CRC, etc. are not implemented in this model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Element IDNID
"SRC80211b_01Mbps"Subcircuit nameSNET
0RavgPWRdBW
2437e6RCTRFRQ
0.5RRRCalpha

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Input SignalDigital2
Modulator Control SignalComplex3

Subcircuit

This source block implements the 1 Mbps DBPSK DSSS waveform using the 11-chip Barker code defined in [1]. The
PRBS source generates random digital data that is accessible via the output port.
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PRBS

D A

DAC

1

2

3

MULT2

SRC_R
VAL={ +1,-1,+1,+1,-1,+1,+1,+1,-1,-1,-1}

R D

R2D BPSK_TX

BPSK_MAP
ID=A1

PORTDOUT
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

PRBS Data

1 Mb/s 802.11b Signal

Barker Coding

BPSK TX

CTRFRQ<<2437e6
avgPWRdBW<<0

RRCalpha<<0.5

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11b-1999, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications: Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band
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802.11b Transmitter for 1Mbps: 802.11b_01_TX

Symbol

Summary

This block produces the TX modulated waveform for the 1 Mbps mode of the High Rate PMD sublayer in [1]. The PLCP
sublayer functions for the MAC interface, such as sync, framing, CRC, etc. are not implemented in this model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S2Element IDNID
"TX80211b_01Mbps"Subcircuit nameSNET
0RavgPWRdBW
2437e6RCTRFRQ
0.5RRRCalpha

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Modulator Control SignalComplex3

Subcircuit

This source block implements the 1 Mbps DBPSK DSSS waveform using the 11-chip Barker code defined in [1]. An
external random digital source is needed at the input port.
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D A

DAC

1

2

3

MULT2

SRC_R
VAL={ +1,-1,+1,+1,-1,+1,+1,+1,-1,-1,-1}

R D

R2D BPSK_TX

BPSK_MAP
ID=A6

PORTDIN
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

RRCalpha<<0.5

avgPWRdBW<<0
CTRFRQ<<2437e6

BPSK TX

Barker Coding

1 Mb/s 802.11b Modulator

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11b-1999, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications: Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band
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802.11b Source for 2Mbps: 802.11b_02_SRC

Symbol

Summary

This block produces the TX modulated waveform for the 2 Mbps mode of the High Rate PMD sublayer in [1]. The PLCP
sublayer functions for the MAC interface, such as sync, framing, CRC, etc. are not implemented in this model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"SRC80211b_
02Mbps"

Subcircuit nameSNET

0RavgPWRdBW
2437e6RCTRFRQ
0.5RRRCalpha

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Input SignalDigital2
Modulator Control SignalComplex3

Subcircuit

This source block implements the 2 Mbps DQPSK DSSS waveform using the 11-chip Barker code defined in [1]. The
PRBS source generates random digital data that is accessible via the output port. The constellation file is specified in the
SIGCNS parameter field of the QAM_TX and QAM_MAP blocks.
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D A

DAC

1

2

3

MULT2

SRC_R
VAL={ +1,-1,+1,+1,-1,+1,+1,+1,-1,-1,-1}

R D

R2D

QAM_TX
ID=A7
M=4
OUTLVL=avgPWRdBW
OLVLTYP=Avg. Power (dBW)
SYMRATE=0.011 GHz
CTRFRQ=CTRFRQ Hz
PLSTYP=Root Raised Cosine
ALPHA=RRCalpha
PLSLN=PRBS

QAM_MAP
ID=A6
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\802_11b_2Mbps.CON")
SCALE=

PORTDOUT
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

Barker Coding

QPSK TX

2 Mb/s 802.11b Signal

CTRFRQ<<2437e6
avgPWRdBW<<0

RRCalpha<<0.5

PRBS Data

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11b-1999, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications: Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band
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802.11b Transmitter for 2Mbps: 802.11b_02_TX

Symbol

Summary

This block produces the TX modulated waveform for the 2 Mbps mode of the High Rate PMD sublayer in [1]. The PLCP
sublayer functions for the MAC interface, such as sync, framing, CRC, etc. are not implemented in this model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S3Subcircuit IDNID
"TX80211b_02Mbps"Subcircuit nameSNET
0RavgPWRdBW
2437e6RCTRFRQ
0.5RRRCalpha

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Modulator Control SignalComplex3

Subcircuit

This source block implements the 2 Mbps DQPSK DSSS waveform using the 11-chip Barker code defined in [1]. An
external random digital source is needed at the input port. The constellation file is specified in the SIGCNS parameter
field of the QAM_TX and QAM_MAP blocks.
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D A

DAC

1

2

3

MULT2

QAM_TX
ID=A3
M=4
OUTLVL=avgPWRdBW
OLVLTYP=Avg. Power (dBW)
SYMRATE=0.011 GHz
CTRFRQ=CTRFRQ Hz
PLSTYP=Root Raised Cosine
ALPHA=RRCalpha
PLSLN=

R D

R2D

SRC_R
VAL={ +1,-1,+1,+1,-1,+1,+1,+1,-1,-1,-1}

QAM_MAP
ID=A6
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\802_11b_2Mbps.CON")
SCALE=

PORTDIN
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

RRCalpha<<0.5

avgPWRdBW<<0
CTRFRQ<<2437e6

2 Mb/s 802.11b Modulator

QPSK TX

Barker Coding

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11b-1999, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications: Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band
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802.11b Source for 11Mbps: 802.11b_11_SRC

Symbol

Summary

This block produces the TX modulated waveform for the 11 Mbps mode of the High Rate PMD sublayer in [1]. The
PLCP sublayer functions for the MAC interface, such as sync, framing, CRC, etc. are not implemented in this model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"SRC80211b_
11Mbps"

Subcircuit nameSNET

0RavgPWRdBW
2437e6RCTRFRQ
0.5RRRCalpha

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Input SignalDigital2
Modulator Control SignalComplex3

Subcircuit

This source block implements the 11 Mbps DQPSK CCK waveform defined in [1]. The PRBS source generates random
digital data that is accessible via the output port. The constellation file is specified in the SIGCNS parameter field of the
QAM_TX, QAM_MAP, and QAM_DET blocks.

22–14 AWR Design Environment
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PRBS
ID=A46
NREG=32
OUTTYP=Normal
RATE=11e6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

MUX8
ID=A1
FMT={1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}
PRIMINP=Auto

e xj1 2

EXPJ
ID=A2
AMP=1
PHSOFF=0

-x

NEG
ID=A3

-x

NEG
ID=A4

CPHASE
ID=A5

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A6
PRIMINP=Auto

QAM_MAP
ID=A7
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck1.CON")
SCALE=

CPHASE
ID=A8

1 2

3

4

5

DEMUX4
ID=A9
FMT={2,2,2,2}

QAM_DET
ID=A10

CPHASE
ID=A11

QAM_MAP
ID=A12
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck2.CON")
SCALE=

QAM_MAP
ID=A13
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck2.CON")
SCALE=

QAM_MAP
ID=A14
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck2.CON")
SCALE=

CPHASE
ID=A15

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A16
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A17
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A18
PRIMINP=Auto

QAM_TX
ID=A19
M=4
OUTLVL=avgPWRdBW
OLVLTYP=Avg. Power (dBW)
SYMRATE=0.011 GHz
CTRFRQ=CTRFRQ Hz
PLSTYP=Root Raised Cosine
ALPHA=RRCalpha
PLSLN=

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A20
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A21
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A22
PRIMINP=Auto

PORTDOUT
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

PRBS Data

11 Mb/s 802.11b Signal

QPSK TX

CCK Coding

CTRFRQ<<2437e6
avgPWRdBW<<0

RRCalpha<<0.5

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11b-1999, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications: Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band
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802.11b Transmitter for 11Mbps: 802.11b_11_TX

Symbol

Summary

This block produces the TX modulated waveform for the 11 Mbps mode of the High Rate PMD sublayer in [1]. The
PLCP sublayer functions for the MAC interface, such as sync, framing, CRC, etc. are not implemented in this model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S4Subcircuit IDNID
"TX80211b_11Mbps"Subcircuit nameSNET
0RavgPWRdBW
2437e6RCTRFRQ
0.5RRRCalpha

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Modulator Control SignalComplex3

Subcircuit

This source block implements the 11 Mbps DQPSK CCK waveform defined in [1]. An external random digital source
is needed at the input port. The constellation file is specified in the SIGCNS parameter field of the QAM_TX, QAM_MAP,
and QAM_DET blocks.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

MUX8
ID=A1
FMT={1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A4
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A8
PRIMINP=Auto

-x

NEG
ID=A11

-x

NEG
ID=A13

CPHASE
ID=A16

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A21
PRIMINP=Auto

QAM_MAP
ID=A23
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck1.CON")
SCALE=

CPHASE
ID=A28

1 2

3

4

5

DEMUX4
ID=A31
FMT={2,2,2,2}

QAM_DET
ID=A32

CPHASE
ID=A33

QAM_MAP
ID=A35
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck2.CON")
SCALE=

QAM_MAP
ID=A36
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck2.CON")
SCALE=

QAM_MAP
ID=A37
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck2.CON")
SCALE=

CPHASE
ID=A38

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A39
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A40
PRIMINP=Auto

QAM_TX
ID=A41
M=4
OUTLVL=avgPWRdBW
OLVLTYP=Avg. Power (dBW)
SYMRATE=0.011 GHz
CTRFRQ=CTRFRQ Hz
PLSTYP=Root Raised Cosine
ALPHA=RRCalpha
PLSLN=

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A44
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A45
PRIMINP=Auto

e
xj1 2

EXPJ
ID=A10
AMP=1
PHSOFF=0

PORTDIN
P=1 PORTDOUT

P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

RRCalpha<<0.5

avgPWRdBW<<0
CTRFRQ<<2437e6

11 Mb/s 802.11b Modulator

CCK Coding

QPSK TX

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11b-1999, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications: Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band
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802.11b Source for 5.5Mbps: 802.11b_55_SRC

Symbol

Summary

This block produces the TX modulated waveform for the 5.5 Mbps mode of the High Rate PMD sublayer in [1]. The
PLCP sublayer functions for the MAC interface, such as sync, framing, CRC, etc. are not implemented in this model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S4Subcircuit IDNID
"SRC80211b_55Mbps"Subcircuit nameSNET
0RavgPWRdBW
2437e6RCTRFRQ
0.5RRRCalpha

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Input SignalDigital2
Modulator Control SignalComplex3

Subcircuit

This source block implements the 5.5 Mbps DQPSK CCK waveform defined in [1]. The PRBS source generates random
digital data that is accessible via the output port. The constellation file is specified in the SIGCNS parameter field of the
QAM_TX, QAM_MAP, and QAM_DET blocks.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

MUX8
ID=A1
FMT=
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A4
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A8
PRIMINP=Auto

-x

NEG
ID=A11

-x

NEG
ID=A13

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A21
PRIMINP=Auto

QAM_DET
ID=A32

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A39
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A40
PRIMINP=Auto

PRBS
ID=A41
NREG=32
OUTTYP=Normal
RATE=5.5e6

CPHASE
ID=A43

QAM_MAP
ID=A44
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck1.CON")
SCALE=

QAM_TX
ID=A45
M=4
OUTLVL=avgPWRdBW
OLVLTYP=Avg. Power (dBW)
SYMRATE=0.011 GHz
CTRFRQ=CTRFRQ Hz
PLSTYP=Root Raised Cosine
ALPHA=RRCalpha
PLSLN=

(x+a)*b+c
a b c

1

2 3 4

5

SCALE
ID=A46
PRESCL=0
SCL=_PI
PSTSCL=_PI/2

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A50
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A51
PRIMINP=Auto

(x+a)*b+c

a b c

1

2 3 4

5

SCALE
ID=A31
PRESCL=0
SCL=_PI
PSTSCL=0

1 2

3

DEMUX2
ID=A35
FMT={2,2}

1 2

3

DEMUX2
ID=A36
FMT=

SRC_R
ID=A37
VAL=0
COL=1
SMPFRQ=

D A

DAC
ID=A16

D A

DAC
ID=A33

e
xj1 2

EXPJ
ID=A2
AMP=1
PHSOFF=0

QAM_MAP
ID=A3
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck1.CON")
SCALE=

PORTDOUT
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

Pulse Shape

CCK Coding

PRBS Data

QPSK TX

5.5 Mb/s 802.11b Signal
CTRFRQ<<2437e6
avgPWRdBW<<0

RRCalpha<<0.5

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11b- 1999, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications: Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 Ghz Band.
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802.11b Transmitter for 5.5Mbps: 802.11b_5.5_TX

Symbol

Summary

This block produces the TX modulated waveform for the 5.5 Mbps mode of the High Rate PMD sublayer in [1]. The
PLCP sublayer functions for the MAC interface, such as sync, framing, CRC, etc. are not implemented in this model.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S4Subcircuit IDNID
"TX80211b_55Mbps"Subcircuit nameSNET
0RavgPWRdBW
2437e6RCTRFRQ
0.5RRRCalpha

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalDigital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated SignalComplex1
Modulator Control SignalComplex3

Subcircuit

This source block implements the 5.5 Mbps DQPSK CCK waveform defined in [1]. An external random digital source
is needed at the input port. The constellation file is specified in the SIGCNS parameter field of the QAM_TX, QAM_MAP,
and QAM_DET blocks.
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1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A1
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A2
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

ADD2
ID=A3
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A4
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A5
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A6
PRIMINP=Auto

1

2

3

4

5

ADD4
ID=A7
PRIMINP=Auto

CPHASE
ID=A8

D A

DAC
ID=A9

D A

DAC
ID=A10

1 2

3

DEMUX2
ID=A11
FMT={2,2}

1 2

3

DEMUX2
ID=A12
FMT=

e
xj1 2

EXPJ
ID=A13
AMP=1
PHSOFF=0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

MUX8
ID=A14
FMT=
PRIMINP=Auto

-x

NEG
ID=A15

-x

NEG
ID=A16

QAM_DET
ID=A17

QAM_MAP
ID=A18
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck1.CON")
SCALE=

QAM_TX
ID=A19
M=4
OUTLVL=avgPWRdBW
OLVLTYP=Avg. Power (dBW)
SYMRATE=0.011 GHz
CTRFRQ=CTRFRQ Hz
PLSTYP=Root Raised Cosine
ALPHA=RRCalpha
PLSLN=

(x+a)*b+c

a b c

1

2 3 4

5

SCALE
ID=A20
PRESCL=0
SCL=_PI
PSTSCL=0

(x+a)*b+c
a b c

1

2 3 4

5

SCALE
ID=A21
PRESCL=0
SCL=_PI
PSTSCL=_PI/2

SRC_R
ID=A22
VAL=0
COL=1
SMPFRQ=

QAM_MAP
ID=A23
M=4
SIGCNS=vfile("$Data\..\Library\VSS\11b cck1.CON")
SCALE=

PORTDIN
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=3

RRCalpha<<0.5

avgPWRdBW<<0
CTRFRQ<<2437e6

5.5 Mb/s 802.11b Modulator

QPSK TX

CCK Coding

Pulse Shape

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.11b-1999, Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)
specifications: Higher-Speed Physical Layer Extension in the 2.4 GHz Band
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DVB-H (DVB-T) Receiver Modules: DVB_RX_MODULES

Summary

The following DVB transmitter modules provide the functionality for demodulation and decoding of standard terrestrial
(DVB-T) and handheld (DVB-H) digital video broadcast signals [1].

DVB_RX_DEMOD. Performs demodulation of the OFDM signal, removes any delay introduced by the RF blocks, and
performs frame disassembly by extracting the data, pilot and TPS signals.

DERANDOMIZER. Performs de-randomization of the input signal.

OUTER_DECODER. Inner decoder and outer decoder/deinterleaver.

INNER_DLVR_DETECT. Inner detector and deinterleaver.

BIT_DLVR. Bit-wise deinterleaver.

FRAME_DISASSEMBLER. OFDM frame disassembler.

References

[1] ETSI EN 300 744 V1.5.1 (2004-06), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Framing structure, channel coding and
modulation for digital terrestrial television.
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DVB-H (DVB-T) Receiver: DVB_RX

Symbol

D0

D1

DVB
RX

IQ

P TPS

1 2

3

4 5

Summary

DVB_RX is a receiver for terrestrial (DVB-T) and handheld (DVB-H) digital video broadcast transmissions. It performs
demodulation, soft detection, de-interleaving, soft decision decoding, and de-randomization of standard DVB-T/DVB-H
signals, as defined in [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"DVB_RX"Subcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorIM
QPSK
Non-hierarchical

Transmission modeETRANSMISSION_MODE

2KMode of operationEOPERATION_MODE
OnRandomizer enabledERANDOMIZE
Soft DecisionsType of decisions used in decodingEDEC_TYPE
35Traceback in Viterbi decoderITRACEBACK

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TRANSMISSION_MODE. Selects transmission mode as defined in the DVB specifications [1]. Available options are
QPSK Non-hierarchical, 16QAM Non-hierarchical, 64QAM Non-hierarchical, 16QAM Hierarchical and 64QAM
Hierarchical. This parameter should match the corresponding setting in DVB_TSIG.

OPERATION_MODE. Available options are 2K, 4K and 8K. This parameter should match the corresponding setting
in DVB_TSIG.

RANDOMIZE. Defines whether randomization is turned on (standard) or off (useful for debugging purposes). This
parameter should match the corresponding setting in DVB_TSIG.

AWR VSS System Block Catalog 22–23
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DEC_TYPE. Selects whether the decoder uses soft decisions of hard decisions.

TRACEBACK. Traceback used in the Viterbi decoder.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected data stream 1Digital2
Detected data stream 2 (for hierarchical modes)Digital3
Detected pilotsDigital4
Detected TPSDigital5

References

[1] ETSI EN 300 744 V1.5.1 (2004-06), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Framing structure, channel coding and
modulation for digital terrestrial television.
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DVB-H (DVB-T) Signal Source: DVB_TSIG

Symbol

DVB

TSIG

D1

P

D0

IQ

TPS

1

2

3

4 5

Summary

DVBT_SIG is a standard DVB signal source, which can be configured according to the terrestrial (DVB-T) or handheld
(DVB-H) digital video broadcast specifications defined in [1]

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"DVB_TSIG"Subcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
QPSK
Non-hierarchical

Transmission modeETRANSMISSION_MODE

2KMode of operationEOPERATION_MODE
OnRandomizer enabledERANDOMIZE
1/2Convolutional code rateECODE_RATE
1Modulation alpha for hierarchical transmission modesEMOD_ALPHA
8 MHzChannel bandwidthECHANNEL_BW
1/8Cyclic PrefixEG
0dBmOutput average power levelRTX_OUT_LEVEL
538GHzCarrier frequencyRTX_CARRIER_FREQ
4Samples per symbol at output of modulatorRSMPSYM

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

TRANSMISSION_MODE. Selects transmission mode as defined in the DVB specifications [1]. Available options are
QPSK Non-hierarchical, 16QAM Non-hierarchical, 64QAM Non-hierarchical, 16QAM Hierarchical and 64QAM
Hierarchical.

OPERATION_MODE. Operation mode. Available options are 2K, 4K and 8K.

RANDOMIZE. Defines whether randomization is turned on (standard) or off (useful for debugging purposes).

CODE_RATE. Code rate used by the convolutional encoder. Available options are 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 and 7/8.

MOD_ALPHA. Modulation alpha for hierarchical transmission modes. Available options are 1, 2 and 4.

CHANNEL_BW. Standard channel bandwidth used for transmission. Available channel bandwidths are 8 MHz, 7
MHz, 6 MHz and 5 MHz.

G. Cyclic prefix. Standard options are 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32.

TX_OUT_LEVEL. Output average power level.

TX_CARRIER_FREQ. Carrier frequency.

SMPSYM. Samples per symbol used during modulation.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Reference data 1Digital2
Reference data 2 (for hierarchical modes)Digital3
Reference pilotsDigital4
Reference TPSDigital5

References

[1] ETSI EN 300 744 V1.5.1 (2004-06), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Framing structure, channel coding and
modulation for digital terrestrial television.
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DVB-H (DVB-T) Transmitter Modules: DVB_TX_MODULES

Summary

The following DVB transmitter modules are used for performing the signal processing defined in the terrestrial (DVB-T)
and handheld (DVB-H) digital video broadcast specifications [1].

RANDOMIZER. Performs randomization procedure defined in [1], Section 4.3.1.

OUTER_ENCODER. Performs outer encoding and outer interleaving defined in [1], Section 4.3.2, as well as inner
encoding defined in [1], Section 4.3.3.

INNER_ILVR_MAPPER. Performs inner interleaving of a single data stream (non-hierarchical modes) or of two data
streams (hierarchical modes), as defined in [1], Section 4.3.4, as well as mapping defined in [1], Section 4.3.5.

BIT_ILVR. Performs bit-wise interleaving defined in [1], Section 4.3.4.1.

FRAME_ASSEMBLER. Constructs the OFDM frame according to [1], Section 4.4, and generates reference pilots
according to [1], Section 4.5, and TPS according to [1], Section 4.6.

References

[1] ETSI EN 300 744 V1.5.1 (2004-06), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Framing structure, channel coding and
modulation for digital terrestrial television.
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DVB_S General Receiver Model: DVBS_RX

Symbol

R D
1 2

3

Summary

DVBS_RX is a DVB-S receiver build based on [1]. Its functionality includes QPSK demodulation, Viterbi decoding
(either with hard or soft decisions), de-interleaving, Reed-Solomon decoding, and de-randomization.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextSubcircuit IDNID
"DVBS_RX"NoneSubcircuit nameSNET

Multiplicity FactorI*M
28ScalarTraceback in Viterbi decoderITRACEBACK
Soft DecisionsN/AType of decisions used in decodingEDEC_TYPE
OnN/ARandomizer enabledERANDOMIZER

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TRACEBACK. Traceback in Viterbi decoder. This is normally set to about 4-5 times the constraint length of the code.

DEC_TYPE. Type of decisions used in decoding. User can select to use either soft or hard decisions for the Viterbi
decoding.

RANDOMIZER. Randomizer enabled. User can disable the randomizer for debugging purposes. This setting should
match the corresponding one in the source or transmitter model.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
DVB-S signalComplex1

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 DVB-S signal.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Detected digital signalDigital2
Soft decisions generated after QPSK demodulationComplex3

Output Node Details

Node No. 2 Digital signal detected after QPSK demodulation, Viterbi decoding (either with hard or soft decisions),
de-interleaving, Reed-Solomon decoding, and de-randomization.

Node No. 3 Soft decision signal generated after QPSK demodulation.

References

[1] EN 300 421 V1.1.2 (1997-08). Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Framing structure, channel coding and modulation
for 11/12 GHz satellite services.
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DVB-S Source: DVBS_SRC

Symbol

Summary

DVBS_SRC is a signal source model based on DVB-S specifications. It generates internally a random binary digital
signal and passes it through a DVB-S transmitter (DVBS_TX). For more details please see [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextSubcircuit IDNID
"DVBS_SRC"NoneSubcircuit nameSNET

Multiplicity FactorI*M
20e6ScalarChannel data rate (at output of modulator)RCHANNEL_RATE
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbol at output of modulatorISMPSYM
5e9 HzScalarCarrier frequency (Hz)RFC
0 dBmScalarAverage output power (dBm)RPAVG_DBM
OnNoneRandomizer enabledERANDOMIZER
1/2NoneConvolutional code rateECODE_RATE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CHANNEL_RATE. Channel data rate, i.e., at the output of the transmitter.

SMPSYM. Samples per symbol at the output of the modulator.

FC. Carrier frequency in Hz.

PAVG_DBM. Average output power in dBm.

RANDOMIZER. Randomizer enabled. User can disable the randomizer for debugging purposes.

CODE_RATE. User can select between the standard rates defined for the convolutional encoder. Options are: 1/2, 2/3,
3/4, 5/6 and 7/8.
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
DVB-S signalComplex1
Digital input to DVB-S transmitterDigital2

Output Node Details

Node No. 1 DVB-S signal generated based on the selected parameter settings.

Node No. 2 Random digital signal that was internally generated as the input to the DVB-S transmitter.

References

[1] EN 300 421 V1.1.2 (1997-08). Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Framing structure, channel coding and modulation
for 11/12 GHz satellite services.
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DVB-S Transmitter: DVBS_TX

Symbol

Summary

DVBS_TX is a transmitter based on DVB-S specifications. Its input should be a binary digital signal. DVBS_TX
functionality includes randomization, Reed-Solomon encoding, interleaving, convolutional encoding and QPSK modulation.
For more details please see [1].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextSubcircuit IDNID
"DVBS_TX"NoneSubcircuit nameSNET

Multiplicity FactorI*M
20e6ScalarChannel data rate (at output of modulator)RCHANNEL_RATE
_SMPSYMScalarSamples per symbol at output of modulatorISMPSYM
5e9 HzScalarCarrier frequency (Hz)RFC
0 dBmScalarAverage output power (dBm)RPAVG_DBM
OnNoneRandomizer enabledERANDOMIZER
1/2NoneConvolutional code rateECODE_RATE

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

CHANNEL_RATE. Channel data rate, i.e., at the output of the transmitter.

SMPSYM. Samples per symbol at the output of the modulator.

FC. Carrier frequency in Hz.

PAVG_DBM. Average output power in dBm.

RANDOMIZER. Randomizer enabled. User can disable the randomizer for debugging purposes.

CODE_RATE. User can select between the standard rates defined for the convolutional encoder. Options are: 1/2, 2/3,
3/4, 5/6 and 7/8.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital (binary) inputDigital1

Input Node Details

Node No. 1 Digital input signal. This digital signal should be binary.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
DVB-S signalComplex2

Output Node Details

Node No. 2 DVB-S signal generated based on the input and parameter settings.

References

[1] EN 300 421 V1.1.2 (1997-08). Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Framing structure, channel coding and modulation
for 11/12 GHz satellite services.
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IS2000 Forward Link Modules: IS2000_FL_MODULES

Summary

The following IS2000 Forward Link Modules include channel sources and encoders defined in [1], Section 3.1.3.1:

FL_FCH_SCH_RC3_SRC. Generates a fundamental channel or supplemental channel for Forward Link Radio
Configuration 3. Specific parameters of these channels are described in [1], Section 3.1.3.1.

FL_FCH_SCH_RC3_ENC. Performs encoding of input data for a fundamental channel or supplemental channel,
Forward Link Radio Configuration 3. Specific parameters of these channels are described in [1], Section 3.1.3.1.

FL_PCH_RC3_SRC. Generates a pilot channel for Forward Link Radio Configuration 3. Specific parameters of this
channel are described in [1], Section 3.1.3.1.

FL_PN_SRC. Generates PN sequences for quadrature spreading for the Forward Link, as described in [1], Section
3.1.3.1.18.

FL_FCH_SCH_RC3_DEC. Performs decoding of a fundamental channel or supplemental channel, Forward Link Radio
Configuration 3. Specific parameters of these channels are described in [1], Section 3.1.3.1.

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, "Physical Layer for cdma2000® Spread Spectrum Systems," March, 2004
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IS2000 Forward Link Receiver: IS2000_FL_RX

Symbol

C

B

S
IS2000

FL RX

IQ

PN

1

2

3

4

5

Summary

IS2000_FL_RX is a typical receiver for an IS2000 forward link signal. It performs demodulation, de-spreading,
de-interleaving and soft-decision Viterbi decoding. It generates decoded symbols (for Symbol Error Rate calculations),
decoded bits (for Bit Error Rate calculation) and a CRC error (for Frame Error Rate calculations). Channel structure of
the input signal is defined in [1], Section 3.1.3.1.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"IS2000_FL_RX"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"FCH RC3 5ms
9.6kbps"

Channel ModeEChannelMode

1Walsh Code for Orthogonal SpreadingIWalshCode

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ChannelMode. Channel mode, as defined in [1], determines Radio Configuration and type of channel used as primary.
Available options are: FCH RC3 5ms 9.6kbps, FCH RC3 20ms 9.6kbps, SCH RC3 20ms 153.6kbps.

WalshCode. Determines which Walsh code is used for orthogonal spreading.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
PN sequence used at transmitterComplex2
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded CRC errorDigital3
Decoded data bitsDigital4
Demodulated symbolsDigital5

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, "Physical Layer for cdma2000® Spread Spectrum Systems," March, 2004
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IS2000 Forward Link Signal Source: IS2000_FL_TSIG

Symbol

B

S

IQIS2000

FL

TSIG

PN

1

2

3

4

Summary

IS2000_FL_TSIG is an IS2000 forward link signal source. It generates fundamental, supplemental, pilot and OCNS
channels, performing encoding, interleaving, orthogonal spreading, channelization and modulation defined in [1], Section
3.1.3.1.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"IS2000_FL_TSIG"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"FCH RC3 5ms
9.6kbps"

Channel ModeEChannelMode

{1,2,3}Walsh Codes for FCH, SCH, OCNSIWalshCodes
0dBmOutput Power LevelROutPwrLvl
0GHzCenter FrequencyRCtrFrq

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ChannelMode. Channel mode, as defined in [1], determines Radio Configuration and type of channel used as primary.
Available options are: FCH RC3 5ms 9.6kbps, FCH RC3 20ms 9.6kbps, SCH RC3 20ms 153.6kbps.

WalshCodes. Determines which Walsh codes are used for FCH, SCH and OCNS channels.

OutPwrLvl. Output power level.

CtrFrq. Center frequency.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
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PurposeTypeNode No.
PN sequence for quadrature de-spreadingComplex2
Transmitted uncoded bitsDigital3
Transmitted encoded symbolsDigital4

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, "Physical Layer for cdma2000® Spread Spectrum Systems," March, 2004
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IS2000 Reverse Link Modules: IS2000_RL_MODULES

Summary

The following IS2000 Reverse Link Modules include channel sources and encoders defined in [1], Section 2.1.3.1:

RL_FCH_RC3_SRC. Generates a fundamental channel for Reverse Link Radio Configuration 3. Specific parameters
of this channel are described in [1], Section 2.1.3.1.

RL_FCH_RC3_ENC. Performs encoding of input data for a fundamental channel, Reverse Link Radio Configuration
3. Specific parameters of this channel are described in [1], Section 2.1.3.1.

RL_PN_SRC. Generates PN sequences for quadrature spreading for the Reverse Link, as described in [1], Section
2.1.3.1.17.

RL_FCH_RC3_DEC. Performs decoding of a fundamental channel, Reverse Link Radio Configuration 3. Specific
parameters of this channel are described in [1], Section 2.1.3.1.

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, "Physical Layer for cdma2000® Spread Spectrum Systems," March, 2004
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IS2000 Reverse Link Receiver: IS2000_RL_RX

Symbol

C

B

S
IS2000

RL RX

IQ

PN

1
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4

5

Summary

IS2000_RL_RX is a typical reciever for an IS2000 reverse link signal. It performs demodulation, de-spreading,
de-interleaving and soft-decision Viterbi decoding. It generates decoded symbols (for Symbol Error Rate calculations),
decoded bits (for Bit Error Rate calculation) and a CRC error (for Frame Error Rate calculations). Channel structure of
the input signal is defined in [1], Section 2.1.3.1.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"IS2000_RL_RX"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"FCH RC3 5ms
9.6kbps"

Channel ModeEChannelMode

4Walsh Code for Orthogonal SpreadingIWalshCode

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ChannelMode. Channel mode, as defined in [1], determines Radio Configuration and type of channel used as primary.
Available options are: FCH RC3 5ms 9.6kbps, FCH RC3 20ms 9.6kbps.

WalshCode. Determines which Walsh code is used for orthogonal spreading.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
PN sequence used at transmitterComplex2
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded CRC errorDigital3
Decoded data bitsDigital4
Demodulated symbolsDigital5

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, "Physical Layer for cdma2000® Spread Spectrum Systems," March, 2004
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IS2000 Reverse Link Signal Source: IS2000_RL_TSIG

Symbol

B

S

IQIS2000

RL

TSIG

PN

1

2

3

4

Summary

IS2000_RL_TSIG is an IS2000 reverse link signal source. It generates a fundamental channel, performing encoding,
interleaving, orthogonal spreading, channelization and modulation defined in [1], Section 2.1.3.1.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"IS2000_RL_TSIG"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"FCH RC3 5ms
9.6kbps"

Channel ModeEChannelMode

4Walsh Code for FCHIWalshCode
0dBmOutput Power LevelROutPwrLvl
0GHzCenter FrequencyRCtrFrq

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

ChannelMode.Channel mode, as defined in [1]. It determines Radio Configuration and type of channel used as primary.
Available options are: FCH RC3 5ms 9.6kbps, and FCH RC3 20ms 9.6kbps.

WalshCode. Determines which Walsh code is used for the FCH channel.

OutPwrLvl. Output power level.

CtrFrq. Center frequency.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
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PurposeTypeNode No.
PN sequence for quadrature de-spreadingComplex2
Transmitted uncoded bitsDigital3
Transmitted encoded symbolsDigital4

References

[1] TIA-2000.2-D, "Physical Layer for cdma2000® Spread Spectrum Systems," March, 2004.
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LO Imbalance: LO_IMBAL

Symbol

1 2

Summary

LO_IMBAL is an XML subcircuit which models the effect of amplitude and phase imbalance, as well as DC offset, for
a Local Oscillator (LO) used in circuits to generate quadrature carriers. The amounts of these impairments are parameters
you can set. This block is used to distort the LO signal.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S2TextSubcircuit IDNID
"LO Imbalance"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
20e-3VoltageRDCoffset
0.6ScalarRAMPIMBAL
6ScalarRPHAIMBAL

Parameter Details

DCoffset. The amount of DC offset of the LO in Volts. For example, the default value of 20e-3 amounts to 20 mVolts
of DC offset.

AMPIMBAL. The amount of amplitude imbalance of the LO in dB. For example, the default value of 0.6 dB amounts
to 7.15% difference in the amplitude of the quadrature paths of the LO.

PHAIMBAL. The amount of phase imbalance of the LO in degrees. The default value is 6-degrees.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input (clean LO) signal1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output (LO with Imbalance)1

Subcircuit

The LO_IMBAL block is implemented via the following subcircuit.
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1 2

3

C2RI
ID=A1

1

2

3

RI2C
ID=A2

(x+a)* b+c

a b c

1

2 3 4

5

SCALE
ID=A3
PRESCL=0
SCL=(1+(10^(AMPIMBAL/20)-1)/2)
PSTSCL=DCoffset/2

(x+a)* b+c

a b c

1

2 3 4

5

SCALE
ID=A4
PRESCL=0
SCL=(1-(10^(AMPIMBAL/20)-1)/2)
PSTSCL=-DCoffset/2

1 2

3

C2RI
ID=A5

(x+a)* b+c

a b c

1

2 3 4

5

SCALE
ID=A6
PRESCL=0
SCL=exp(j*_PI*PHAIMBAL/2/180)
PSTSCL=0

(x+a)* b+c

a b c

1

2 3 4

5

SCALE
ID=A7
PRESCL=0
SCL=exp(-j*_PI*PHAIMBAL/2/180)
PSTSCL=0

PORTDIN
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

DCoffset<<20e-3
AMPIMBAL<<0.6
PHAIMBAL<<6

This subcircuit scales the amplitude and the phase of the quadrature LO paths by the necessary amount, and then shifts
them to simulate the effects of amplitude and phase imbalance and DC offset. The subcircuit is meant to receive a clean
LO at its input and produce a "dirty" LO with DC offset and imbalance at its output. The output "dirty" LO can subsequently
be used to feed a mixer or other elements that use an imbalanced quadrature LO in a simulation chain.

Implementation Details

In an ideal, clean LO, the two quadrature phases of the LO can be modeled as two sinusoidal waveforms in quadrature,
or:

(1)
LOI(t) = A · cos(ωt)
LOQ(t) = A · sin(ωt)

In an imbalanced quadrature LO with DC offset, the two LO phases no longer have equal amplitudes nor exactly 90-degrees
of phase difference, nor do they have zero as their DC value. Rather, the two LO phases then become:

(2)
LOI(t) = A · (1 + ε

2) · cos(ωt +
φ
2 ) + D

2
LOI(t) = A · (1 − ε

2) · sin(ωt −
φ
2 ) − D

2

where there is an amplitude imbalance of ε, phase imbalance of φ, and DC offset of D between the two quadrature LO
phases.

Recommendations for Use

The LO_IMBAL block is best used to model the LO imbalance in the following setting, where it introduces the impairments
to a clean LO:
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IN OUT

LO

MIXER_B
ID=A1
MODE=Up converter
FCOUT=
GCONV=-6.03 dB
P1DB=100 dBm
IP3=110 dBm
LO2OUT=-125 dB
IN2OUT=-125 dB
PLO=10 dBm
PLOUSE=Spur reference only
PIN=30 dBm
NF=6 dB
NOISE=Off

TONE
ID=A2
FRQ=10 GHz
PWR=10 dBm
PHS=0 Deg
CTRFRQ=
SMPFRQ=

QAM_SRC
ID=A3
MOD=16-QAM (Gray)
OUTLVL=0 dB
OLVLTYP=Avg. Power (dBW)
RATE=_DRATE
CTRFRQ=0 GHz
PLSTYP=Rectangular
ALPHA=0.35
PLSLN=

TP
ID=TP1

TP
ID=TP0

1 2

SUBCKT
ID=S1
NET="LO Imbalance"
DCoffset=0
AMPIMBAL=0.6
PHAIMBAL=6

Notice the clean LO produced by the TONE block, and the imbalance introduced to the LO signal before the mixer,
resulting in the following constellation (the comparison is before and after the mixer, so that the rotation can be observed):

-10 -5 0 5 10

Graph 1

-10

-5

0

5

10
IQ(TP.TP1,40,1,0)
System Diagram 1

IQ(TP.TP0,40,1,0)
System Diagram 1
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LTE Downlink Receiver: LTE_DL_RX

Symbol

LTE

DL

D0

D1

C

MSPx

RX
E0

E1

CSI

1
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 1112

Summary

LTE_DL_RX is a Receiver for demodulating and decoding Downlink LTE transmissions compliant with LTE specifications
[1] and [2]. It performs the reverse functionality of LTE_DL_TSIGE, including OFDM demodulation, frame disassembly,
resource element de-mapping, de-precoding, layer de-mapping, IQ demodulation, rate de-matching, turbo decoding and
CRC decoding. The receiver calculates a block error based on the decoded CRC.

LTE_DL_RX uses a dynamic subcircuit configuration. The subcircuits used in this module are defined by its parameters
and configured/updated when you click the Run System Simulators button.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
LTE_DL_RXMSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
Frame struct. 1/Normal CPFrame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType
"Single Antenna"Layer mapping and precoding modeEMPMode
"1"Number of layers (1-8)ENumLayers
"1"Number of codewords (1 or 2)ENumCodewords
"0"Codebook index (0-15)ECodebookIndx
0Cell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
"All multiplexed"Antenna signals provided to reference portsETestSigSelect
4Oversampling ratio (samples per symbol)ISmpSym
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

110Number of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_DL
5Number of iterations in turbo decoderITCNITER
"OFF"Channel equalizer state (OFF or ON)EEQUALIZER

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

MPMode. Layer mapping and precoding mode, as defined in [1], Section 6.3.3. Supported configurations are layer
mapping for transmission on a single antenna port, layer mapping for spatial multiplexing, and layer mapping for transmit
diversity. Layer mapping configurations support one, two, three, or four layers (L1, L2, L3 or L4, respectively), and one
or two codewords (C1 or C2, respectively). Precoding mode supports transmission on a single antenna port, precoding
for spatial multiplexing, and precoding for transmit diversity. Precoding configurations include support for no CDD or
large CDD, and one, two, three or four antenna ports (A1, A2, A3 or A4, respectively).

NumLayers. Number of layers used depending on the selected MPMode. You can select from 1 to 8 layers. This value
is truncated to the largest number of layers supported for the selected MPMode.

NumCodewords. Number of code words transmitted. Can be set to 1 or 2.

CodebookIndx.Codebook index used in precoding for spacial multiplexing. This parameter should be an integer between
0 and 15.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

TestSigSelect. Select which signals are passed to the reference port for testing and comparison with demodulated signals.
This parameter is useful when multiple antenna ports are used, otherwise it has no effect. You can select to output
reference signals from a particular antenna port, or multiplex signals from all active antenna ports.

SmpSym. Oversampling ratio defined in samples per symbol.

N_RB_DL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol in downlink transmissions. This parameter is defined in [3];
acceptable values are integers between 6 and 110.

TCNITER. Number of iterations used in the turbo decoder. This implementation uses a soft-decision iterative decoder
for the turbo code. The higher the number of iterations, the better the error performance. However, increasing the number
of iterations comes with added computational load and diminishing returns. The default value is 5, which is a good
trade-off between performance and computational load for most of the code rates used in LTE.

EQUALIZER. An equalizer with known channel-side information is included in the receiver. This option allows you
to turn it off or on.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 0Complex1
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 1Complex2
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PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 2Complex3
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 3Complex4
Channel estimatesComplex12

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
PDSCH decoded data (code word 0)Digital5
PDSCH decoded data (code word 1)Digital6
CRC error (code word 0)Digital7
CRC error (code word 1)Digital8
PDSCH decoded dataDigital9
Demodulated PDSCH symbolsComplex10
Demodulated subcarrierComplex11

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 9.1.0 (2010-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 9)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 9)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 9)."
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LTE Downlink EMV Receiver: LTE_DL_RXM
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Summary

LTE_DL_RXM is a Receiver for measuring EVM on Downlink LTE transmissions that are compliant to LTE specifications
[1] and [2]. It performs OFDM demodulation, frame disassembly, extraction from resource elements; as well as removing
precoding, layer mapping, modulation detection and descrambling. LTE_DL_RXM performs scrambling, modulation
mapping, layer mapping, precoding, mapping to resource elements, frame assembly and OFDM modulation. The Downlink
LTE transmitter combines PDSCH, PDCCH, Primary and Secondary SCH, and Reference Signal subcarriers. Operation
with multiple antenna ports is supported, as well as layer mapping and precoding for Spacial Multiplexing or Transmit
Diversity.

LTE_DL_RXM uses a dynamic subcircuit configuration. The subcircuits used in this module are defined by its parameters
and configured/updated when you click the Run System Simulators button.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
LTE_DL_RXMSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
Frame struct. 1/Normal CPFrame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType
"Single Antenna"Layer mapping and precoding modeEMPMode
"All multiplexed"Antenna signals provided to reference portsETestSigSelect
4Oversampling ratio (samples per symbol)ISmpSym
110Number of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_DL
"OFF"Channel equalizer state (OFF or ON)EEQUALIZER

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.
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MPMode. Layer mapping and precoding mode, as defined in [1], Section 6.3.3. Supported configurations are layer
mapping for transmission on a single antenna port, layer mapping for spatial multiplexing and layer mapping for transmit
diversity. Layer mapping configurations support one, two, three, or four layers (L1, L2, L3 or L4, respectively), and one
or two codewords (C1 or C2, respectively). Precoding mode supports transmission on a single antenna port, precoding
for spatial multiplexing, and precoding for transmit diversity. Precoding configurations include support for no CDD or
large CDD, and one, two, three or four antenna ports (A1, A2, A3 or A4, respectively).

TestSigSelect. Select which signals are passed to the reference port for testing and comparison with demodulated signals.
This parameter is useful when multiple antenna ports are used, otherwise it has no effect. You can select to output
reference signals from a particular antenna port, or multiplex signals from all active antenna ports.

SmpSym. Oversampling ratio defined in samples per symbol.

N_RB_DL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol in downlink transmissions. This parameter is defined in [3];
acceptable values are integers between 6 and 110.

EQUALIZER. An equalizer with known channel-side information is included in the receiver. This option allows you
to turn it off or on.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 0Complex1
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 1Complex2
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 2Complex3
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 3Complex4

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated PDSCH subcarriersComplex5
Demodulated PDCCH subcarriersComplex6
Demodulated subcarriers prior to frame disassemblyComplex7

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 9.1.0 (2010-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 9)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 9)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 9)."
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LTE Downlink Signal Source: LTE_DL_TSIG
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Summary

LTE_DL_TSIG is a Downlink LTE signal source built according to LTE specifications [1] and [2]. It configures an LTE
block, adds CRC, performs code block segmentation and data encoding, rate matching, scrambling, modulation mapping,
layer mapping, precoding, mapping to resource elements, frame assembly and OFDM modulation. The Downlink LTE
signal source generates PDSCH, PDCCH, Primary and Secondary SCH, and Reference Signal subcarriers, and combines
them according to the LTE specifications. Operation with multiple antenna ports is supported, as well as layer mapping
and precoding for Single Antenna, Spacial Multiplexing or Transmit Diversity modes.

LTE_DL_TSIG uses a dynamic subcircuit configuration. The subcircuits used in this module are defined by its parameters
and configured/updated when you click Run System Simulators.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"LTE_DL_TSIG"Subcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity factorI*M
"Frame struct. 1/Normal CP"Frame structure/cyclic prefix typeEFrameType
110Number of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_DL
0Average total power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
0Carrier frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
"MCS5-QPSK/16QAM"Modulation and coding typeEMCS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

"Single Antenna"Layer mapping and precoding modeEMPMode
"1"Number of layers (1-8)ENumLayers
"1"Number of codewords (1 or 2)ENumCodewords
"0"Codebook index (0-15)ECodebookIndx
0Cell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
-1Resource Block Pattern (0-based vector of

occupied indices, if empty all RB's are used)
IRB_PATTERN_INDX

"All multiplexed"Antenna signals provided to reference portsETestSigSelect
"0"Uplink-downlink configuration for TDD (0-6)EUL_DL_Config
"0"PTS format (0-8)EPTS_Config
4Oversampling ratio (samples per symbol)ISmpSym
"Table 7.1.7.1-1"Modulation and TBS (Table 7.1.7.1-1, Table

7.1.7.1A)
EMTBST

"Qm"Modulation order selection (Qm or Qm')EMO
7500Number of available PRBs usedINAPRB

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_RB_DL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol in downlink transmissions. This parameter is defined in [3];
acceptable values are integers between 6 and 110.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

MCS. Modulation and coding scheme used for downlink physical channels, as defined in [4], Section 7. This parameter
is used in conjunction with MTBST and MO parameters to determine the modulation, coding scheme and payload size.

MPMode. Layer mapping and precoding mode, as defined in [1], Section 6.3.3. Supported configurations are layer
mapping for transmission on a single antenna port, layer mapping for spatial multiplexing and layer mapping for transmit
diversity. Layer mapping configurations support one, two, three or four layers (L1, L2, L3 or L4, respectively), and one
or two codewords (C1 or C2, respectively). Precoding mode supports transmission on a single antenna port, precoding
for spatial multiplexing and precoding for transmit diversity. Precoding configurations include support for no CDD or
large CDD, and one, two, three or four antenna ports (A1, A2, A3 or A4, respectively).

NumLayers. Number of layers used depending on the selected MPMode. User can select from 1 to 8 layers. This value
is truncated to the largest number of layers supported for the selected MPMode.

NumCodewords. Number of code words transmitted. Can be set to 1 or 2.

CodebookIndx.Codebook index used in precoding for spacial multiplexing. This parameter should be an integer between
0 and 15.
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N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

RB_PATTERN_INDX. Resource block pattern. Defines the resource blocks used during transmission. If set to -1, all
resource blocks are used. Otherwise, it should be a 0-based vector of indexes, containing non-negative entries less than
N_RB_DL.

TestSigSelect. Select which signals are passed to the reference port for testing and comparison with demodulated signals.
This parameter is useful when multiple antenna ports are used, otherwise it has no effect. User can select to output
reference signals from a particular antenna port, or multiplex signals from all active antenna ports.

UL_DL_Config. Specifies the uplink-downlink configuration of a TDD frame. It determines which subframes are
configured as downlink, which are uplink, and which are special subframes. The seven uplink-downlink configurations
are defined in Table 4.2-2 of [1].

PTS_Config. Pilot time slot configuration in TDD mode. Available options are 0 through 8.

SmpSym. Oversampling ratio defined in samples per symbol.

MTBST.Modulation and TBS index table selection (Table 7.1.7.1-1 or Table 7.1.7.1A) as defined in [4], Section 7.1.7.1.
This selection determines the appropriate Modulation Order and TBS Index based on the MCS setting.

MO. Modulation order selected. User can select either Qm or Qm' as defined in Section 8.6.1 in [4].

NAPRB. Number of available PRBs used for payload.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 0Complex1
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 1Complex2
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 2Complex3
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 3Complex4
Reference output, modulated PDSCH symbolsComplex5
Reference output, modulated subcarriersComplex6
Data output (code word 0)Digital7
Data output (code word 1)Digital8
Control output, PDCCH dataDigital9

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 9.1.0 (2010-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 9)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 9)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 9)."
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[4] 3GPP TS 36.213 V 12.3.0 (2014-09), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical layer procedures (Release 12)."
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LTE Downlink Transmitter: LTE_DL_TX

Symbol

LTE

DL

MS

Px

TX

D0 D1 C

D0

C

D1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

Summary

LTE_DL_TX is a Downlink LTE transmitter built according to LTE specifications [1] and [2]. It offers the same
functionality as LTE_DL_TSIG with the only difference that data (code word 0 and 1) and control (PDCCH) data are
created externally and passed to this block at input nodes 1, 2 and 3.

LTE_DL_TSIG uses a dynamic subcircuit configuration. The subcircuits used in this module are defined by its parameters
and configured/updated when you click Run System Simulators.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"LTE_DL_TSIG"Subcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity factorI*M
"Frame struct. 1/Normal CP"Frame structure/cyclic prefix typeEFrameType
110Number of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_DL
0Average total power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
0Carrier frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
"MCS5-QPSK/16QAM"Modulation and coding typeEMCS
"Single Antenna"Layer mapping and precoding modeEMPMode
"1"Number of layers (1-8)ENumLayers
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

"1"Number of codewords (1 or 2)ENumCodewords
"0"Codebook index (0-15)ECodebookIndx
0Cell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
-1Resource Block Pattern (0-based vector of

occupied indices, if empty all RB's are used)
IRB_PATTERN_INDX

"All multiplexed"Antenna signals provided to reference portsETestSigSelect
"0"Uplink-downlink configuration for TDD (0-6)EUL_DL_Config
"0"PTS format (0-8)EPTS_Config
4Oversampling ratio (samples per symbol)ISmpSym
"Table 7.1.7.1-1"Modulation and TBS (Table 7.1.7.1-1, Table

7.1.7.1A)
EMTBST

"Qm"Modulation order selection (Qm or Qm')EMO
7500Number of available PRBs usedINAPRB

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_RB_DL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol in downlink transmissions. This parameter is defined in [3];
acceptable values are integers between 6 and 110.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

MCS. Modulation and coding scheme used for downlink physical channels, as defined in [4], Section 7. This parameter
is used in conjunction with MTBST and MO parameters to determine the modulation, coding scheme and payload size.

MPMode. Layer mapping and precoding mode, as defined in [1], Section 6.3.3. Supported configurations are layer
mapping for transmission on a single antenna port, layer mapping for spatial multiplexing and layer mapping for transmit
diversity. Layer mapping configurations support one, two, three or four layers (L1, L2, L3 or L4, respectively), and one
or two codewords (C1 or C2, respectively). Precoding mode supports transmission on a single antenna port, precoding
for spatial multiplexing and precoding for transmit diversity. Precoding configurations include support for no CDD or
large CDD, and one, two, three or four antenna ports (A1, A2, A3 or A4, respectively).

NumLayers. Number of layers used depending on the selected MPMode. You can select from 1 to 8 layers. This value
is truncated to the largest number of layers supported for the selected MPMode.

NumCodewords. Number of code words transmitted. Can be set to 1 or 2.

CodebookIndx.Codebook index used in precoding for spacial multiplexing. This parameter should be an integer between
0 and 15.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.
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RB_PATTERN_INDX. Resource block pattern. Defines the resource blocks used during transmission. If set to -1, all
resource blocks are used. Otherwise, it should be a 0-based vector of indexes, containing non-negative entries less than
N_RB_DL.

TestSigSelect. Select which signals are passed to the reference port for testing and comparison with demodulated signals.
This parameter is useful when multiple antenna ports are used, otherwise it has no effect. You can select to output
reference signals from a particular antenna port, or multiplex signals from all active antenna ports.

UL_DL_Config. Specifies the uplink-downlink configuration of a TDD frame. It determines which subframes are
configured as downlink, which are uplink, and which are special subframes. The seven uplink-downlink configurations
are defined in Table 4.2-2 of [1].

PTS_Config. Pilot time slot configuration in TDD mode. Available options are 0 through 8.

SmpSym. Oversampling ratio defined in samples per symbol.

MTBST.Modulation and TBS index table selection (Table 7.1.7.1-1 or Table 7.1.7.1A) as defined in [4], Section 7.1.7.1.
This selection determines the appropriate Modulation Order and TBS Index based on the MCS setting.

MO. Modulation order selected. You can select either Qm or Qm' as defined in Section 8.6.1 in [4].

NAPRB. Number of available PRBs used for payload.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Data input (code word 0)Digital1
Data input (code word 1)Digital2
PDCCH inputDigital3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 0Complex4
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 1Complex5
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 2Complex6
LTE modulated signal, Antenna Port 3Complex7
Reference output, modulated PDSCH symbolsComplex8
Reference output, modulated subcarriersComplex9
Data output (code word 0)Digital10
Data output (code word 1)Digital11
Control output, PDCCH dataDigital12

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 9.1.0 (2010-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 9)."
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[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 9)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 9)."

[4] 3GPP TS 36.213 V 12.3.0 (2014-09), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical layer procedures (Release 12)."
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LTE Receiver Modules: LTE_RX_MODULES

Summary

The following LTE receiver modules perform signal processing defined in [1], [2], [3] and [4]:

LTE_DL_RXM_ANT1. LTE Downlink Receiver for EVM Measurements. (1 antenna port)

LTE_DL_RXM_ANT2. LTE Downlink Receiver for EVM Measurements. (2 antenna ports)

LTE_DL_RXM_ANT4. LTE Downlink Receiver for EVM Measurements. (4 antenna ports)

LTE_DL_RX_ANT1. LTE Downlink Receiver for Error Rate Measurements. (1 antenna port)

LTE_DL_RX_ANT2. LTE Downlink Receiver for Error Rate Measurements. (2 antenna ports)

LTE_DL_RX_ANT4. LTE Downlink Receiver for Error Rate Measurements. (4 antenna ports)

LTE_UL_RX_ANT1. LTE Uplink Receiver for Encoded Signals. (1 antenna port)

CHANNEL_EQ_1x1. Channel Equalizer for a single antenna channel.

CHANNEL_EQ_2x2. Channel Equalizer for a 2x2 channel.

CHANNEL_EQ_4x4. Channel Equalizer for a 4x4 channel.

CHANNEL_EST_RESAMP. LTE Channel Estimate Resampler.

PDSCH_DEC. LTE PDSCH Detector.

PDCCH_DEC. LTE PDCCH Detector.

LAYER_DEMAP. LTE Layer Demapper.

LTE_DATA_DEC. LTE Data Decoder.

DSCRMBL. LTE Descrambler.

MOD_DET_SM. LTE Modulation Detector with Soft Metrics.

PREDECODE. LTE De-Precoder.

PREDECODE_SM. LTE De-Precoder for Spatial Multiplexing.

PREDECODE_SMLDCDD. LTE De-Precoder for Spatial Multiplexing in LD CDD Mode.

PREDECODE_TD. LTE De-Precoder for Transmit Diversity.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 9.1.0 (2010-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 9)."
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[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 9)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 9)."

[4] 3GPP TS 36.213 V 12.3.0 (2014-09), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical layer procedures (Release 12)."
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LTE Transmitter Modules: LTE_TX_MODULES

Summary

The following LTE transmitter modules perform signal processing defined in [1], [2], [3] and [4]:

LTE_DL_TSIG_ANT1. LTE Downlink Signal Source. (1 antenna port)

LTE_DL_TSIG_ANT2. LTE Downlink Signal Source. (2 antenna ports)

LTE_DL_TSIG_ANT4. LTE Downlink Signal Source. (4 antenna ports)

LTE_DL_TX_ANT1. LTE Downlink Transmitter. (1 antenna port)

LTE_DL_TX_ANT2. LTE Downlink Transmitter. (2 antenna ports)

LTE_DL_TX_ANT4. LTE Downlink Transmitter. (4 antenna ports)

LTE_UL_TSIG_ANT1. LTE Uplink Signal Source. (1 antenna port)

LTE_UL_TSIGE_ANT1. LTE Uplink Encoded Signal Source. (1 antenna port)

PDSCH. PDSCH Encoder.

PDCCH. PDCCH Encoder.

P_SCH. LTE Primary SCH Encoder.

S_SCH. LTE Secondary SCH Encoder.

REFSIG. Downlink Reference Signal Source.

REFSIG_UL. LTE Uplink Reference Signal Source.

LAYER_MAP. LTE Layer Mapper.

LTE_DATA_ENC. LTE Data Encoder.

SCRMBL. LTE Scrambler.

PRECODE. LTE Downlink Precoder.

PRECODE_SM. LTE Downlink Precoder for Spacial Multiplexing.

PRECODE_SM_LDCDD. LTE Downlink Precoder for Spacial Multiplexing, LD CDD Mode.

PRECODE_TD. LTE Downlink Precoder for Transmit Diversity.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 9.1.0 (2010-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 9)."
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[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 9.2.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 9)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 9.4.0 (2010-06), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 9)."

[4] 3GPP TS 36.213 V 12.3.0 (2014-09), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical layer procedures (Release 12)."
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LTE Uplink Receiver for Encoded Signals: LTE_UL_RX

Symbol

LTE

UL RX

MS CRC

PD
1 2

34

Summary

LTE_UL_RX is a Receiver for demodulating and decoding Uplink LTE transmissions compliant with LTE specifications
[1] and [2]. It performs the reverse functionality of LTE_UL_TSIGE, including OFDM demodulation, frame disassembly,
resource element de-mapping, de-precoding, layer de-mapping, IQ demodulation, rate de-matching, turbo decoding and
CRC decoding. The receiver calculates a block error based on the decoded CRC.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
LTE_UL_RXMSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
Frame struct.
1/Normal CP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

50Number of resource blocks (Uplink)IN_RB_UL
"QPSK"Modulation type (0: QPSK, 1: 16QAM, 2: 64QAM)EModeType
0Cell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
-1Resource block pattern (0-based vector of occupied indexes,

if -1 all RB's are used)
IRB_PATTERN_INDX

600Payload size (bits)IBlkLen
CRC24aCRCECRC
1Number of code blocksINCodeBlks
Ant1Number of antenna portsENAntPorts

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.
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N_RB_UL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol in downlink transmissions. This parameter is defined in [3];
acceptable values are integers between 6 and 110.

ModType. Modulation type used for the PUSCH channel. Available options are QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

RB_PATTERN_INDX.Determines the resource blocks assigned to the PUSCH channel. The resource blocks are defined
as a 0-based vector of occupied indexes. If this parameter is set to -1 then all available resource blocks are used. The
only restriction for this parameter is that its components should be less than N_RB_UL.

BlkLen. Payload size in bits. Recommended payload sizes can be found in [3], Annex A.

CRC. CRC used in PUSCH encoding. Available values are CRC24a, CRC24b, CRC16, and CRC8, as defined in [2],
Section 5.1.1.

NCodeBlks. Number of code blocks. Recommended values can be found in [3], Annex A.

NAntPorts. Number of antenna ports. Currently, only 1 antenna port is supported for Uplink transmissions.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE Modulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated subcarriersDigital2
CRC errorDigital3
Demodulated PUSCH subcarriersComplex4

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 8.6.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 8)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 8.6.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 8)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 8.5.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 8)."
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LTE Uplink EMV Receiver: LTE_UL_RXM

Symbol

LTE

UL RX

MS

1 2

3

Summary

LTE_UL_RXM is a Receiver for measuring EVM on Uplink LTE transmissions compliant with LTE specifications [1]
and [2]. It performs OFDM demodulation, removes the Reference Signal, and extracts a PUSCH channel that can be
used for measurements.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
LTE_UL_RXMSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
Frame struct.
1/Normal CP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

50Number of resource blocks (Uplink)IN_RB_UL
{12,13,13,12}Number of resource blocks in each PUSCH channelIN_RB_Channel
PUSCH0PUSCH selectedEPUSCH_Select

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_RB_UL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol in downlink transmissions. This parameter is defined in [3];
acceptable values are integers between 6 and 110.

N_RB_Channel. Number of resource blocks assigned to each PUSCH channel. This parameter should be a vector
containing four elements (the number of PUSCH channels), whose sum should be equal to or less than N_RB_UL.

PUSCH_Select. Selects which PUSCH channel is forwarded to the reference output Px.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE Modulated SignalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Demodulated subcarriersComplex2
Extracted PUSCH subcarriersComplex3

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 8.6.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 8)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 8.6.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 8)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 8.5.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 8)."
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LTE Uplink Signal Source: LTE_UL_TSIG

Symbol

LTE UL

MSPx

TSIG
1

2 3

Summary

LTE_UL_TSIG is an Uplink LTE signal source built according to LTE specifications [1] and [2]. It performs scrambling,
modulation mapping, layer mapping, precoding, mapping to resource elements, frame assembly, and OFDM modulation.
The Uplink LTE signal source generates up to four PUSCH independent channels and the Reference Signal, and combines
them according to the LTE specifications. PUSCH channels may be enabled and configured independently.

LTE_UL_TSIG uses a dynamic subcircuit configuration. The subcircuits used in this module are defined by its parameters
and configured/updated when you click the Run System Simulators button.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
LTE_UL_TSIGSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
Frame struct.
1/Normal CP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

50Number of resource blocks (Uplink)IN_RB_UL
0Average Total Power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
0Carrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
0Cell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
{1,0,0,0}State of PUSCH channels (0: Off, 1: On)IPUSCH_State
{12,13,13,12}Number of resource blocks in each PUSCH channelIN_RB_Channel
{0,0,0,0}Modulation type for each PUSCH channel (0: QPSK, 1:

16QAM, 2: 64QAM)
IModeType_Channel

PUSCH0PUSCH selectedEPUSCH_Select
Ant1Number of antenna portsENAntPorts

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_RB_UL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol in downlink transmissions. This parameter is defined in [3];
acceptable values are integers between 6 and 110.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

PUSCH_State. State of each of the available PUSCH channels. This implementation contains 4 PUSCH channels that
can be enabled and configured independently. If needed, more channels may be easily added to the LTE_UL_TSIG.

N_RB_Channel. Number of resource blocks assigned to each PUSCH channel. This parameter should be a vector
containing four elements (the number of PUSCH channels), whose sum should be equal to or less than N_RB_UL.

ModType_Channel.Modulation type used for each of the PUSCH channels. This parameter should be a vector containing
four elements (the number of PUSCH channels). Each element may be set to 0 for QPSK modulation, 1 for 16QAM and
2 for 64QAM.

PUSCH_Select. Selects which PUSCH channel is forwarded to the reference output Px.

NAntPorts. Number of antenna ports. Currently, only 1 antenna port is supported for Uplink transmissions.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE Modulated SignalComplex1
Reference output, PUSCH encoded dataComplex2
Reference output, Modulated SubcarriersComplex3

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 8.6.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 8)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 8.6.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 8)."

[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 8.5.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 8)."
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LTE Uplink Signal Source: LTE_UL_TSIGE

Symbol

LTE UL

MSPD

TSIG
1

2 3

Summary

LTE_UL_TSIGE is an Uplink LTE encoded signal source built according to LTE specifications [1] and [2] and geared
towards receiver sensitivity measurements and bit/block error rate measurements defined in [3], Annex A. LTE_UL_TSIGE
enhances the functionality of LTE_UL_TSIG by performing CRC encoding, turbo encoding and rate matching. Similar
to LTE_UL_TSIG, it also performs scrambling, modulation mapping, layer mapping, precoding, mapping to resource
elements, frame assembly and OFDM modulation. The Uplink LTE encoded signal source generates one PUSCH channel
and the Reference Signal, and combines them according to the LTE specifications. You can configure the PUSCH channel
to use any of the available resource blocks.

LTE_UL_TSIGE uses a dynamic subcircuit configuration. The subcircuits used in this module are defined by its parameters
and configured/updated when you click the Run System Simulators button.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
LTE_UL_TSIGESubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
Frame struct.
1/Normal CP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

50Number of resource blocks (Uplink)IN_RB_UL
0Average Total Power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
0Carrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
QPSKModulation type (0: QPSK, 1: 16QAM, 2: 64QAM)EModeType
0Cell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
-1Resource block pattern (0-based vector of occupied indexes,

if -1 all RB's are used)
IRB_PATTERN_INDX

600Payload size (bits)IBlkLen
CRC24aCRCECRC
1Number of code blocksINCodeBlks
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Ant1Number of antenna portsENAntPorts

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_RB_UL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol in downlink transmissions. This parameter is defined in [3];
acceptable values are integers between 6 and 110.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

ModType. Modulation type used for PUSCH channel. Available options are QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

RB_PATTERN_INDX.Determines the resource blocks assigned to the PUSCH channel. The resource blocks are defined
as a 0-based vector of occupied indexes. If this parameter is set to -1 then all available resource blocks are used. The
only restriction for this parameter is that its components should be less than N_RB_UL.

BlkLen. Payload size in bits. Recommended payload sizes can be found in [3], Annex A.

CRC. CRC used in PUSCH encoding. Available values are CRC24a, CRC24b, CRC16, and CRC8, as defined in [2],
Section 5.1.1.

NCodeBlks. Number of code blocks. Recommended values can be found in [3], Annex A.

NAntPorts. Number of antenna ports. Currently, only 1 antenna port is supported for Uplink transmissions.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
LTE Modulated SignalComplex1
Reference output, PUSCH transmitted dataDigital2
Reference output, Modulated PUSCH SubcarriersComplex3

References

[1] 3GPP TS 36.211 V 8.6.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 8)."

[2] 3GPP TS 36.212 V 8.6.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and Channel Coding (Release 8)."
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[3] 3GPP TS 36.104 V 8.5.0 (2009-03), "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception
(Release 8)."
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Image Rejection Behavioral Mixer: MIXER_IRM

Symbol
IN OUT

LO

Summary

MIXER_IRM implements a behavioral model of an image rejection mixer that can be used in receivers to suppress the
image frequencies. It uses quadrature hybrids and nonlinear double-balanced mixers to perform phase cancellation at
the image frequency.

Parameters

DefaultUnit TypeDescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextSubcircuit IDNID
"MIXER_IRM"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity factor*M
LO-RFN/AOperation modeEMODE
0dBAmplitude imbalance of the 90° hybrid couplerRAMPIMBAL
0AnglePhase imbalance of the 90° hybrid couplerRPHIMBAL
-10 dBdBConversion gain (negative for loss)RGCONV
10 dBmPower in dB1-dB compression pointRP1dB
30 dBmPower in dB3rd-order intercept pointRIP3
-25dBLO to output isolation (negative for loss)RLO2OUT
-20dBInput to output isolation (negative for loss)RIN2OUT
-25dBLO to input isolation, RF Inspector only (negative for loss)RLO2IN
-25dBOutput to input (reverse) isolation, RF Inspector only

(negative for loss)
ROUT2IN

6dBNoise figure (SSB)RNF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

MODE. Determines whether LO-RF or RF-LO is passed to the output port. The other combination is suppressed via the
internal phase cancellation.
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AMPIMBAL. Amplitude imbalance between the outputs of the 90° hybrid coupler.

PHSBAL. The phase imbalance between the outputs of the 90° hybrid coupler. It defines the 90° output deviates from
the ideal 90° phase shift. The total phase shift observed at the 90° output is +/-90° +PHSBAL.

GCONV. The conversion gain of the mixer.

P1DB. The 1 dB compression point. This may either be IP1dB or OP1dB depending on the setting of P1DBTYP. If this
is left empty, IP1DB is set to approximately IIP3 - 9.636 dB if IP3 is specified, or PLO - 5 if PLO is specified.

IP3. The third-order intermodulation intercept. This may be OIP3 or IIP3 depending on the setting of IP3TYP. If this is
left empty, IIP3 is set to approximately IP1DB + 9.636 dB if P1DB is specified.

LO2OUT. The feedthrough gain of the LO signal. The LO signal with this gain applied appears on the output signal. If
left empty no direct LO feedthrough occurs.

IN2OUT. The feedthrough gain of the input signal. The input signal with this gain applied appears on the output signal.
If left empty, no direct input signal feedthrough occurs.

LO2IN. The feedthrough of the LO to the input. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident upon
the LO port with this gain applied appears on the input signal. If left empty, no LO to input feedthrough occurs.

OUT2IN. The feedthrough of the output to the input. This is only used in RF Inspector simulations. The signal incident
upon the output port with this gain applied appears on the input signal. If left empty, no output to input feedthrough
occurs.

NF. The single sideband noise figure, or the ratio of the input-signal-to-noise ratio to the output-signal-to-noise ratio.
Noise is modeled as thermal noise at the output. Double sideband noise figure is typically 3 dB less than the single
sideband noise figure. NF must be greater than or equal to 10*log10(2) dB.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1
Local Oscillator SignalComplex3

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

The following block diagram illustrates the implementation of the image rejection mixer. This design achieves suppression
of the signal at the image frequency through phase cancellation. Since no filters are used, the spacing between desired
and image frequencies is not limited and can be quite small. 90° hybrid couplers are used to split the input signal into
two components with a resultant 90° phase shift between them and to combine two signals and maintain high isolation
between the ports. Both RF-LO and LO-RF combinations are generated and separated at the output of the second 90°
hybrid coupler. A variable switch is used to select the correct frequency combination and pass it to the output of the
device while discarding the other one. This switch is controlled by the MODE parameter.
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Moving Target Indicator: MTI

Symbol

MTI

1 2

Summary

Moving target indicator (MTI) implements a comb filter with nulls at integer multiples of the Pulse Repetition Frequency
to separate moving targets from stationary clutter.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextSubcircuit IDNID
MTITextSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
1Pulse repetition frequencyRPRF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRF. The Pulse Repetition Frequency, used to define the delay in the comb filter.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex, or Digital2

Implementation Details

The purpose of a moving target indicator (MTI) is to separate a moving target from stationary clutter. MTI is implemented
as a second-order delay line canceler with the delay equal to the Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI), where the latter is
defined as the inverse of PRF.

The transfer function of the MTI is:

H(z) = 1 − 2z−1 + z−2
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The following figure show the implementation of MTI:
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NR 5G Downlink Receiver (with decoder): NR_DL_RX

Symbol

C

P

S

Downlink
DD

B

5G NR

RX

CRCD

D

(Decoder)

C

RX0 PDSCH

DMRS

PDCCH

PSS

SSS

PBCH

8 9 10

Summary

NR_DL_RX is an NR downlink receiver for demodulating and decoding downlink NR transmissions compliant with
[1], [2], and [3]. It performs the reverse functionality of NR_DL_TSIGE, including OFDM demodulation, frame
disassembly, resource element demapping, descrambling, rate de-matching, LDPC decoder, and CRC decoding.
NR_DL_RX output can be used for bit error, block error, and throughput measurements.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_DL_RX"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

15 kHzSubcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESCS
0ScalarCell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
Case A – 15 kHz,
<= 3GHz

SSB subcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESSB_SCS

_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

SCS. Subcarrier spacing for non-SSB channels (for example, PDSCH/PDCCH). Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz,
for FR1 or 60kHz, 120kHz, or 240kHz for FR2.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

SSB_SCS. Subcarrier spacing for SSB. The selection is based on the available options in Section 4.1[3].

• Case A – 15 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case A – 15 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, <= 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, <= 2.4GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, > 2.4GHz

• Case D – 120 kHz

• Case E – 240 kHz

OVRSMP.Oversampling rate for the OFDM demodulator.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
RX0ComplexRX0

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
PDSCHDigitalPDSCH
DMRSDigitalDMRS
PDCCHDigitalPDCCH
PSSDigitalPSS
SSSDigitalSSS
PBCHDigitalPBCH
PDSCH dataComplex8
PDCCH dataComplex9
CRC errorDigital10
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References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Downlink Receiver: NR_DL_RXM

Symbol

DD

C

S

D

B

P

5G NR

RX
Downlink

RX0 PDSCH

DMRS

PDCCH

PSS

SSS

PBCH

Summary

NR_DL_RXM is an NR downlink receiver for measuring EVM on downlink NR transmissions that is compliant with
[1], [2], and [3]. It performs the reverse functionality of NR_DL_TSIG, including OFDM demodulation, frame disassembly,
and resource element demapping.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_DL_RXM"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

15 kHzSubcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESCS
Case A – 15 kHz,
<= 3GHz

SSB subcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESSB_SCS

_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

SCS. Subcarrier spacing for non-SSB channels (for example, PDSCH/PDCCH). Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz,
for FR1 or 60kHz, 120kHz, or 240kHz for FR2.
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SSB_SCS. Subcarrier spacing for SSB. The selection is based on the available options in Section 4.1[3].

• Case A – 15 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case A – 15 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, <= 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, <= 2.4GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, > 2.4GHz

• Case D – 120 kHz

• Case E – 240 kHz

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM demodulator.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
RX0ComplexRX0

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
PDSCHComplexPDSCH
DMRSComplexDMRS
PDCCHComplexPDCCH
PSSComplexPSS
SSSComplexSSS
PBCHComplexPBCH

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Downlink Test Model Receiver: NR_DL_RXM_TM

Symbol

Downlink
TM RXM

5G NR
RX PDSCH0

PDSCH1

PDSCH2

Summary

NR_DL_RXM_TM is an NR downlink receiver for test models specified in Section 4.9.2 [1]. This block outputs PDSCH0,
PDSCH1, and/or PDSCH2 depending on the test mode used and the number of users specified within.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_DL_RXM_TM"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in Section 4 of [2].

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM demodulator.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
RXComplexRX
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Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
PDSCH0ComplexPDSCH0
PDSCH1ComplexPDSCH1
PDSCH2ComplexPDSCH2

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.141 v15.2.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Base Station (BS) conformance testing Part 1: Conducted conformance testing (Release 15).

[2] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Downlink Signal Source: NR_DL_TSIG

Symbol

SSB

PDSCH

5G NR

TSIG

A0

PDCCH

D C

Downlink

TX0

2 3

PDSCH

PDCCH

SSB

Summary

NR_DL_TSIG is an NR downlink transmitter for measuring EVM on downlink NR transmissions that is compliant with
[1], [2], [3], and [4]. This block is designed to work with NR_DL_RXM.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_DL_TSIG"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

50ScalarNumber of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_DL
0ScalarAverage Total Power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
2400ScalarCarrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
AutoFR ModeEFR
MCS5-QPSK/16QAMModulation and Coding SchemeEMCS
15 kHzSubcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESCS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

Single AntennaLayer Mapping ModeEMapperMode
Single AntennaLayer Mapping ModeEPrecodingMode
"0"Codebook Index (for Spacial Multiplexing only)ECodebookIndx
One OFDM symbolPDCCH ModeEPDCCH_Mode
0ScalarCell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
Case A – 15 kHz,
<= 3GHz

SSB subcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESSB_SCS

SSB OnSSB On/OffESSB_ONOFF
Table 5.1.3.1-1MCS and TBS table from TS 38.214EMTBST
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_RB_DL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

FR. FR mode. It defines the frequency range of the operating channel. If set to Auto, it is calculated based on
CarrierFreq_MHz. User may overwrite it by specifying FR1 (410 MHz - 7.125 GHz) or FR2 (24.25 GHz - 52.6 GHz)
operation. This parameter is used to check compatibility with SCS and SSB_SCS selections.

MCS. Modulation and coding scheme as defined in [1].

SCS. Subcarrier spacing for non-SSB channels (for example, PDSCH/PDCCH). Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz,
for FR1 or 60kHz, 120kHz, or 240kHz for FR2.

MapperMode. Layer mapping mode, as defined in [1]. Supported configurations are layer mapping for transmission on
a single antenna port, layer mapping for spatial multiplexing and layer mapping for transmit diversity. Layer mapping
configurations support one, two, three or four layers (L1, L2, L3 or L4, respectively), and one or two codewords (C1 or
C2, respectively).

PrecodingMode. Precoding mode, as defined in [1]. Supported configurations are precoding for transmission on a single
antenna port, precoding for spatial multiplexing and precoding for transmit diversity. Precoding configurations include
support for no CDD or large CDD, and one, two, three or four antenna ports (A1, A2, A3 or A4, respectively).

CodebookIndx. Codebook index used in precoding for spacial multiplexing. It should be an integer between 0 and 15.

PDCCH_Mode. Number of OFDM symbols used for PDCCH. One or two symbols.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

SSB_SCS. Subcarrier spacing for SSB. The selection is based on the available options in Section 4.1[3].
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• Case A – 15 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case A – 15 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, <= 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, <= 2.4GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, > 2.4GHz

• Case D – 120 kHz

• Case E – 240 kHz

SSB_ONOFF. Turn SSB (PSS, SSS, and PBCH block) On or Off. When SSB is On, "SSB" displays on the SSB Output
Signal node and the corresponding resource elements in non-SSB channel are punctured. When SSB is Off, a zero signal
displays on the SSB Output Signal node.

MTBST. MCS table selection [4] Section 5.1.3.1. MCS tables Table 5.1.3.1-1 and Table 5.1.3.1-2 are supported.

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM modulator.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
TX0ComplexTX0
PDSCH dataDigital2
PDCCH dataComplex3
PDSCHComplexPDSCH
PDCCHComplexPDCCH
SSBComplexSSB

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”

[4] 3GPP TS 38.214 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for data (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Downlink Signal Source (with encoder): NR_DL_TSIGE

Symbol

5G NR

TSIG

A0

D

Downlink

(Encoded)

PDCCH

PDSCH

C
SSB

TX0

2 3

PDSCH

PDCCH

SSB

Summary

NR_DL_TSIGE is an NR downlink transmitter for encoding and modulation compliant with [1], [2], [3], and [4]. This
block performs CRC encoding, LDPC channel coding, resource element mapping, frame assembly, and OFDM modulation.
This block is designed to work with NR_DL_RX.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_DL_TSIGE"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

50ScalarNumber of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_DL
0ScalarAverage Total Power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
2400ScalarCarrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
AutoFR ModeEFR
MCS5-QPSK/16QAMModulation and Coding SchemeEMCS
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DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

15 kHzSubcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESCS
Single AntennaLayer Mapping ModeEMapperMode
Single AntennaLayer Mapping ModeEPrecodingMode
"0"Codebook Index (for Spacial Multiplexing only)ECodebookIndx
One OFDM symbolPDCCH ModeEPDCCH_Mode
0ScalarCell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
Case A – 15 kHz,
<= 3GHz

SSB subcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESSB_SCS

SSB OnSSB On/OffESSB_ONOFF
Table 5.1.3.1-1MCS and TBS table from TS 38.214EMTBST
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_RB_DL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

FR. FR mode. It defines the frequency range of the operating channel. If set to Auto, it is calculated based on
CarrierFreq_MHz. User may overwrite it by specifying FR1 (410 MHz - 7.125 GHz) or FR2 (24.25 GHz - 52.6 GHz)
operation. This parameter is used to check compatibility with SCS and SSB_SCS selections.

MCS. Modulation and coding scheme as defined in [1].

SCS. Subcarrier spacing for non-SSB channels (for example, PDSCH/PDCCH). Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz,
for FR1 or 60kHz, 120kHz, or 240kHz for FR2.

MapperMode. Layer mapping mode, as defined in [1]. Supported configurations are layer mapping for transmission on
a single antenna port, layer mapping for spatial multiplexing, and layer mapping for transmit diversity. Layer mapping
configurations support one, two, three or four layers (L1, L2, L3 or L4, respectively), and one or two codewords (C1 or
C2, respectively).

PrecodingMode. Precoding mode, as defined in [1]. Supported configurations are precoding for transmission on a single
antenna port, precoding for spatial multiplexing, and precoding for transmit diversity. Precoding configurations include
support for no CDD or large CDD, and one, two, three or four antenna ports (A1, A2, A3 or A4, respectively).

CodebookIndx. Codebook index used in precoding for spacial multiplexing. It should be an integer between 0 and 15.

PDCCH_Mode. Number of OFDM symbols used for PDCCH. One or two symbols.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.
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SSB_SCS. Subcarrier spacing for SSB. The selection is based on the available options in Section 4.1[3].

• Case A – 15 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case A – 15 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, <= 3GHz

• Case B – 30 kHz, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, <= 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Paired Spectrum, > 3GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, <= 2.4GHz

• Case C – 30 kHz Unpaired Spectrum, > 2.4GHz

• Case D – 120 kHz

• Case E – 240 kHz

SSB_ONOFF. Turn SSB (PSS, SSS, and PBCH block) On or Off. When SSB is On, "SSB" displays on the SSB Output
Signal node and the corresponding resource elements in non-SSB channel are punctured. When SSB is Off, a zero signal
displays on the SSB Output Signal node.

MTBST. MCS table selection [4] Section 5.1.3.1. MCS tables Table 5.1.3.1-1 and Table 5.1.3.1-2 are supported.

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM modulator.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
TX0ComplexTX0
PDSCH dataDigital2
PDCCH dataDigital3
PDSCHComplexPDSCH
PDCCHComplexPDCCH
SSBComplexSSB

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”

[4] 3GPP TS 38.214 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for data (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Downlink Test Model Signal Source: NR_DL_TSIG_TM

Symbol

Downlink
TM TSIG

5G NR

TX

TX_MOD

PDSCH0

PDSCH1

PDSCH2

Summary

NR_DL_TSIG_TM is an NR downlink transmitter for test models specified in Section 4.9.2 [1]. This block assembles
PDSCH0, PDSCH1, and/or PDSCH2 according to test mode used.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_DL_TSIG_TM"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

AutoFR ModeEFR
15 kHzSubcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESCS
50ScalarNumber of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_DL
0ScalarOutput level (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
2400ScalarCarrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
FR1-TM1.1ModeETM_Mode
0ScalarCell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [2], Section 4.

FR. FR mode. It defines the frequency range of the operating channel. If set to Auto, it is calculated based on
CarrierFreq_MHz. User may overwrite it by specifying FR1 (410 MHz - 7.125 GHz) or FR2 (24.25 GHz - 52.6 GHz)
operation. This parameter is used to check compatibility with SCS and SSB_SCS selections.

SCS.Subcarrier spacing for non-SSB channels (for example, PDSCH/PDCCH). Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz,
for FR1 or 60kHz, 120kHz, or 240kHz for FR2.

N_RB_DL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

TM_Mode. Test mode selection. Configures the transmitter to one of the test models as specified in Section 4.9.2 [1].

• FR1-TM1.1

• FR1-TM1.2

• FR1-TM2

• FR1-TM2a

• FR1-TM3.1

• FR1-TM3.1a

• FR1-TM3.2

• FR1-TM3.3

• FR2-TM1.1

• FR2-TM2

• FR2-TM3.1

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM modulator.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
TXComplexTX
TX_MODComplexTX_MOD
PDSCH0ComplexPDSCH0
PDSCH1ComplexPDSCH1
PDSCH2ComplexPDSCH2
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References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.141 v15.4.0 (2019-12), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Base Station (BS) conformance testing Part 1: Conducted conformance testing (Release 15)."

[2] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Receiver Modules: NR_5G_RX_MODULES

Summary

The following NR 5G Receiver modules perform signal processing defined in [1], [2], [3], and [4]:

NR_PDSCH_DEC. PDSCH Decoder.

NR_PUSCH_DEC. PUSCH Decoder.

NR_DATA_DEC. NR Data Decoder.

NR_DSCRMBL. NR Descrambler (digital out).

NR_DSCRMBL_RE. NR Descrambler (real out).

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”

[4] 3GPP TS 38.104 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Base Station (BS) radio transmission and reception (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Transmitter Modules: NR_5G_TX_MODULES

Summary

The following NR 5G Transmitter modules perform signal processing defined in [1], [2], [3], and [4]:

NR_PDSCH_ENC. PDSCH Encoder.

NR_PDCCH_ENC. PDCCH Encoder.

NR_PUSCH_ENC. PUSCH Encoder.

NR_DATA_ENC. NR Data Encoder.

NR_SCRMBL. NR Scrambler.

NR_LAYER_MAP. NR Layer Mapper.

NR_PRECODE. NR Precoder.

NR_PRECODE_SM. NR Precoder for Spatial Multiplexing.

NR_PRECODE._TD NR Precoder for Transmit Diversity.

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”

[4] 3GPP TS 38.104 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Base Station (BS) radio transmission and reception (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Uplink Receiver (with decoder): NR_UL_RX

Symbol

C
M

NR

5G

DD

CRC

RX

D

UL

1 2

3

4

5 6

Summary

NR_UL_RX is an NR uplink receiver for demodulating and decoding uplink NR transmissions compliant with [1], [2],
and [3]. It performs the reverse functionality of NR_UL_TSIGE, including OFDM demodulation, frame disassembly,
resource element demapping, descrambling, rate de-matching, LDPC decoder, and CRC decoding. NR_UL_RX output
can be used for bit error, block error, and throughput measurements.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_UL_RX"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

0ScalarCell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM modulator.
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Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Digital2
Complex3
Complex4
Digital5
Complex6

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Uplink Receiver: NR_UL_RXM

Symbol

UL

NR D

DD

C

5G

RXM

1 2

3

4

Summary

NR_UL_RXM is an NR uplink receiver for measuring EVM on uplink NR transmissions that is compliant with [1], [2],
and [3]. It performs the reverse functionality of NR_UL_TSIG, including OFDM demodulation, frame disassembly, and
resource element demapping.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_UL_RXM"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM modulator.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex2
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PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex3
Complex4

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15)."

[2] 3GPP TS 38.104 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Base Station (BS) radio transmission and reception (Release 15)."

[3] 3GPP TS 38.214 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for data (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Uplink Signal Source: NR_UL_TSIG

Symbol

NR UL

TSIG

D MD MC

1

2 3 4

Summary

NR_UL_TSIG is an NR uplink transmitter for measuring EVM on uplink NR transmission that is compliant with [1],
[2], and [3]. This block is designed to work with NR_UL_RXM.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_UL_TSIG"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

50ScalarNumber of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_UL
0ScalarAverage Total Power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
2400ScalarCarrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
AutoFR ModeEFR
MCS5-QPSK/16QAMModulation and Coding SchemeEMCS
15 kHzSubcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESCS
OnTransform PrecodingETransformPrecodingMode
0PUCCH FormatEPUCCH_Fmt
0ScalarCell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
Table 5.1.3.1-1MCS and TBS table from TS 38.214EMTBST
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1].
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N_RB_UL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

FR. FR mode. It defines the frequency range of the operating channel. If set to Auto, it is calculated based on
CarrierFreq_MHz. User may overwrite it by specifying FR1 (410 MHz - 7.125 GHz) or FR2 (24.25 GHz - 52.6 GHz)
operation. This parameter is used to check compatibility with SCS and SSB_SCS selections.

MCS. Modulation and coding scheme as defined in [1].

SCS. Subcarrier spacing of transmitted signal. Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz, for FR1 or 60kHz, 120kHz, or
240kHz for FR2.

TransformPrecodingMode. Transform Precoding On/Off. Turn Transform Precoding Mode On for DFT-S-OFDM
transmission mode. DFT spreading is performed within NR_UL_FRMASM block. If Transform Precoding Mode is Off,
transform precoding is not applied.

PUCCH_Format. PUCCH Format Type. Choose from 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 to select the desired PUCCH resource occupancy
according to Section 6.3.2 [1].

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

MTBST. MCS table selection [3] Section 5.1.3.1. MCS tables Table 5.1.3.1-1 and Table 5.1.3.1-2 are supported.

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM modulator.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex1
Digital2
Complex3
Complex4

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15)."

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.214 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for data (Release 15).”
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NR 5G Uplink Receiver (with encoder): NR_UL_TSIGE

Symbol

MCD MD

TSIGE

NR UL 1

2 3 4

Summary

NR_UL_TSIGE is an NR uplink transmitter for encoding and modulation compliant with [1], [2], [3], and [4]. This block
performs CRC encoding, LDPC channel coding, resource element mapping, frame assembly, and OFDM modulation.
This block is designed to work with NR_UL_RX.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1Subcircuit IDNID
"NR_UL_TSIGE"Subcircuit nameSNET
1ScalarMultiplicity FactorI*M
Frame structure
type 1/NCP

Frame structure/Cyclic prefix typeEFrameType

50ScalarNumber of resource blocks (Downlink)IN_RB_UL
0ScalarAverage Total Power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
2400ScalarCarrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
AutoFR ModeEFR
MCS5-QPSK/16QAMModulation and Coding SchemeEMCS
15 kHzSubcarrier Spacing ConfigurationESCS
OnTransform precoding ModeETransformPrecodingMode
0PUCCH FormatEPUCCH_Fmt
0ScalarCell ID (non-negative integer)IN_ID_CELL
Table 5.1.3.1-1MCS and TBS table from TS 38.214EMTBST
_SMPSYMScalarOversampling rateIOVRSMP

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

FrameType. Type of frame structure and cyclic prefix, as defined in [1], Section 4.

N_RB_DL. Number of resource blocks per OFDM symbol.

OutLvl_dBm. Power level of transmitted signal in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency of transmitted signal in MHz.

FR. FR mode. It defines the frequency range of the operating channel. If set to Auto, it is calculated based on
CarrierFreq_MHz. User may overwrite it by specifying FR1 (410 MHz - 7.125 GHz) or FR2 (24.25 GHz - 52.6 GHz)
operation. This parameter is used to check compatibility with SCS and SSB_SCS selections.

MCS. Modulation and coding scheme as defined in [1].

SCS. Subcarrier spacing of transmitted signal. Choose from 15kHz, 30kHz, or 60kHz, for FR1 or 60kHz, 120kHz, or
240kHz for FR2.

TransformPrecodingMode. Transform Precoding On/Off. Turn Transform Precoding Mode On for DFT-S-OFDM
transmission mode. DFT spreading is performed within NR_UL_FRMASM block. If Transform Precoding Mode is Off,
transform precoding is not applied.

PUCCH_Fmt. PUCCH Format Type. Choose from 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 to select the desired PUCCH resource occupancy
according to Section 6.3.2 [1].

N_ID_CELL. Cell ID. Non-negative integer defined by the network.

MTBST. MCS table selection [4] Section 5.1.3.1. MCS tables Table 5.1.3.1-1 and Table 5.1.3.1-2 are supported.

OVRSMP. Oversampling rate for the OFDM modulator.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Complex1
Digital2
Complex3
Complex4

References

[1] 3GPP TS 38.211 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical channels and modulation (Release 15).”

[2] 3GPP TS 38.212 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Multiplexing and channel coding (Release 15).”

[3] 3GPP TS 38.213 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for control (Release 15).”
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[4] 3GPP TS 38.214 v15.6.0 (2019-06), “3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; NR; Physical layer procedure for data (Release 15).”
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Antenna and Propagation Models: RADAR_ANTPROP

Summary

The Radar/Antenna and Propagation folder contains the following models:

ANTENNA. RF Antenna. See ANTENNA.

TARGET_MODEL. RF Antenna. See TARGET_MODEL.

MULTPATH. Multipath Channel. See MULTPATH.

MULTIPATH_FADING. Multipath Fading Channel. (1-input, n-output) See MULTIPATH_FADING.

DPLRSHFT. Doppler Shift Channel. See DPLRSHFT.

RUMMLER. Rummler LOS Channel. See RUMMLER.

CLUTTER. Clutter Channel.

CLUTTER_RF. RF Clutter.

JAMMER. Tone Jammer.

WHITENS. White Gaussian Noise. See WHITENS.

WEIBULL. Weibull random number generator.
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RF Models: RADAR_RF

Summary

The Radar/RF folder contains the following models:

RF_TX. Typical RF Transmitter Link.

RF_RX. Typical RF Receiver Link.

RADAR_TIMING. Radar Timing Control.

RFSW_1nDYN. RF Single-Pole n-Throw Switch. (Dynamic 1-input, n-output) See RFSW_1nDYN.

RFSW_n1DYN. RF Single-Pole n-Throw Switch. (Dynamic n-input, 1-output) See RFSW_n1DYN.

DCOUPLER_3. Directional Coupler, 3-port Internal Termination. See DCOUPLER_3.

DCOUPLER_4. Directional Coupler, 4-port Internal Termination. See DCOUPLER_4.
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Signal Processing Models: RADAR_SIGPROC

Summary

The Radar/Signal Processing folder contains the following models:

ADC. Analog to Digital Converter. See ADC.

ADI_ADC. Analog Devices Analog to Digital Converter. See ADI_ADC.

LOGAMP. Logarithmic Amplifier. See LOGAMP.

PEAK_DET. Peak Detector. See PEAK_DET.

CORRELATOR. Correlator. See CORRELATOR.

CCORRELATOR. Coupled Correlator.
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Radar Target and Propagation: TARGET

Symbol

TGT

Summary

TARGET models a Radar target, its propagation environment and various interference sources, such as jammers and RF
clutter. The Radar target itself is modeled by the block TARGET_MODEL. This document provides more details about
the Radar target in the Implementation Details section.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextSubcircuit IDNID
TARGETTextSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
1000ScalarPulse repetition frequencyRPRF
25ScalarPulse duty cycle (%)RDUTY
40ScalarTarget distance (km)RTGTDST
270ScalarTarget velocity (km/h)RTGTVEL
Swerling0N/ARCS fluctuation typeERCSFLTYPE
-1ScalarNumber of PRI pulses per scan (if <0, single scan operation)RNPPS
5e-5TimeMultipath delayRMPDLY
1ScalarJammer distance (km)RJAMDIST
1ScalarClutter distance (km)RCLTDIST
4e5FrequencySampling frequencyRSMPFRQ
1e9FrequencyCarrier frequencyRCTRFRQ

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRF. Determines the frequency of the chirp pulses. Pulse repetition interval (PRI) is equal to the inverse of PRF.

DUTY. Pulse duty cycle of the chirp signal in %. Should be greater than 0, up to 100%.

TGTDST. Target distance in km.

TGTVEL. Target velocity in km/h.
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RCSFLTYPE. RCS fluctuation type. Available options are:

• Swerling 0 - No fluctuation.

• Swerling 1 - Exponential fluctuations, independent from scan-to-scan.

• Swerling 2 - Exponential fluctuations, independent from pulse-to-pulse.

• Swerling 3 - 4th degree chi-squared fluctuations, independent from scan-to-scan.

• Swerling 4 - 4th degree chi-squared fluctuation, independent from pulse-to-pulse.

NPPS. Number of PRI pulses per scan. Single scan operation may be defined by setting NPPS is set to a negative value.

MPDLY. Delay of the multipath. Reflections off the ground or sea may be modeled via multipaths.

JAMDIST. Distance of jammer source in km.

CLTDIST. Distance of clutter source in km.

SMPFRQ. Sampling frequency.

CTRFRQ. Carrier frequency of the Radar signal.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output SignalReal, Complex2

Implementation Details

TARGET is currently designed as a subcircuit in order to offer visibility into its implementation and to allow users to
easily modify it, if needed. It models a Radar target, its propagation environment and various interference sources, such
as jammers and RF clutter. The signal is radiated from a transmit antenna, which may be configured with custom radiation
patterns, then reflected from the object of interest. A direct line-of-sight (LOS) and a reflection off the ground or sea are
modeled. Additionally, this model also accounts for potential jammers, rain attenuation and RF clutter. The receiver
antenna can see the signal reflection components and interference sources, which can all come from different angles.
Users may define a specific radiation pattern for the receive antenna and different angles-of-arrival (AOA) for each of
these components; the antenna model will modify each signal according to their AOA and antenna radiation pattern.

A transmit/receive timing control mechanism is also implemented to model cases when a single physical antenna is used
for both transmit and receive functions in the Radar system.

The following figure shows the current implementation of the TARGET model:
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1 2
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ID=S6
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TARGET
MODEL
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3

4
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ID=S9
NET="TARGET_MODEL"

CLUTTER
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FREQ=CTRFRQHz
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P=2
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Clutter

Target Model
withRCS

TX Antennawith
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TX/RX Timing control

Jammer
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TX Switch RX Switch

TARGET_MODEL models the Radar target itself and includes options for modeling signal fluctuations based on the
commonly used Swerling models [1]. The target distance and relative velocity are taken into account and their respective
effects, propagation delay and Doppler offset, are applied to the Radar signal. The object equivalent diameter is used for
calculating its radar cross-section.

The following figure shows the current implementation of the TARGET_MODEL:

RCS

1 2

3

RCS
ID=A6
DIAM=DIAM
DIAMUNIT=DIAMUNIT
CTRFRQ=CTRFRQHz
RCSVAL=RCSVAL
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PANG=0Deg
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1 2
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References

[1] P Swerling, “Probability of Detection for Fluctuating Targets”, IRE Trans. Information Theory, Vol. IT-6, April
1960. pp. 269-308.
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Radar Target Model: TARGET_MODEL

Symbol

TARGET
MODEL

1 2

3

4

Summary

TARGET_MODEL is a model of the radar target.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextSubcircuit IDNID
TARGET_MODELTextSubcircuit nameSNET
1Multiplicity FactorI*M
1000ScalarPulse repetition frequencyRPRF
1ScalarTarget distanceRDIST
kmN/ADistance units {km, nautical miles, statute miles, m, ft, yds}EDISTUNIT
500ScalarTarget velocity (km/h)RVELOCITY
16ScalarObject diameterRDIAM
mN/ADiameter units {m, cm, yds, ft, in}EDIAMUNIT
1e9FrequencyCarrier frequencyRCTRFRQ
-1ScalarRadar cross section (if <0, calculate value internally)RRCSVAL
0dbRain attenuationRRAIN_ATTEN
Swerling0N/ARCS fluctuation typeERCSFLTYPE
-1ScalarNumber of PRI pulses per scan (if <0, single scan operation)RNPPS

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

PRF. Determines the frequency of the chirp pulses. Pulse repetition interval (PRI) is equal to the inverse of PRF.

DIST. Target distance, defined in units specified by DISTUNIT.
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DISTUNIT. Units used for defining DIST parameter. Available options are km, nautical miles, statute miles, m, ft, yds.

VELOCITY. Target velocity (km/h).

DIAM. Object diameter, defined in units specified by DIAMUNIT.

DIAMUNIT. Units used for defining DIAM parameter. Available options are m, cm, yards, feet, inches.

CTRFRQ. Carrier frequency of the Radar signal.

RCSVAL. User-defined radar cross-section value. If defined, RCSVAL overwrites the internally calculated RCS value.
This parameter is ignored if left empty or set to a negative value; in this case the RCS value is calculated internally using
the target diameter.

RAIN_ATTEN. Rain attenuation.

RCSFLTYPE. RCS fluctuation type. Available options are:

• Swerling 0 - No fluctuation.

• Swerling 1 - Exponential fluctuations, independent from scan-to-scan.

• Swerling 2 - Exponential fluctuations, independent from pulse-to-pulse.

• Swerling 3 - 4th degree chi-squared fluctuations, independent from scan-to-scan.

• Swerling 4 - 4th degree chi-squared fluctuation, independent from pulse-to-pulse.

NPPS. Number of PRI pulses per scan. Single scan operation may be defined by setting NPPS is set to a negative value.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input SignalReal, Complex, or Digital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Real, Complex, or Digital2
Real, Complex, or Digital3
Real4

Implementation Details

TARGET_MODEL is currently designed as a subcircuit to offer visibility into its implementation and to allow users to
modify it, if needed. It takes into account the target distance and velocity and applies a signal delay and Doppler offset
accordingly. The target diameter is used for calculating the radar cross-section. This model also accounts for rain
attenuation and RF clutter.

The following figure shows the current implementation of the TARGET_MODEL:
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RCS

1 2

3

RCS
ID=A6
DIAM=DIAM
DIAMUNIT=DIAMUNIT
CTRFRQ=CTRFRQHz
RCSVAL=RCSVAL
RCSFLUCT=RCSFLTYPE

MULTPATH
ID=A4
PDLY=0ns
PTHGAIN={1}
NRMTYP=None
PANG=0Deg
VEL=VELOCITY*nPaths

RFDELAY
ID=S1
DELAY=delay*nPathss
LOSS=RAIN_ATTENdB
NOISE=Auto

1 2

ANTENNA
ID=S15
DIST=DIST
DISTUNIT=DISTUNIT
ANTGAIN=0dB
GAINTYP=dBi
EAREA=
NOISE=Auto

1

2

3

ANTENNA
ID=S18
ANTGAIN=
GAINTYP=dBi
EAREA=
RADPAT="iso"
THETA={0,0}Deg
PHI=0Deg
NOISE=Auto

PORTDIN
P=1
DESC=

PORTDOUT
P=2
DESC=

PORTDOUT
P=4
DESC=

PORTDOUT
P=3
DESC=

Target ModelwithRCS
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WCDMA Downlink DPCH RX: WCDMA_DL_DPCH_RX

Symbol

WCDMA
RX

IQ D

C(DL)

1 2

3

Summary

WCDMA_DL_DPCH_RX is a typical reciever for a WCDMA downlink signal. It performs demodulation, de-spreading,
de-channelization, several stages of de-interleaving and soft-decision Viterbi decoding for the DPCH data channel. It
generates decoded bits (for Bit Error Rate calculation) and a CRC error (for Frame Error Rate calculations). Signal
structure, encoding, spreading and modulation of the input signal is defined in [1] and [2].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WCDMA_DL_DPCH_RX"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
11DPCH slot formatEDPCH_SlotFormat
15DPCH channelization codeIDPCH_Code

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DPCH_SlotFormat. DPCH slot format, as defined in [1].

DPCH_Code. DPCH channelization code. Should be set according to [2].

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded dataDigital2
Decoded CRC errorDigital3
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References

[1] ETSI TS 125 104 V6.9.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Base Station (BS)
radio transmission and reception (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.104 version 6.9.0 Release 6.

[2] ETSI TS 125 213 V6.3.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Spreading and
modulation (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.213 version 6.3.0 Release 6.
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WCDMA Downlink Test Model Channels: WCDMA_DL_TM_MODULES

Summary

WCDMA Downlink Test Model Channels contain different combinations of standard physical channels defined in [1],
Sections 6.1.1.1 to 6.1.1.4A. They carryDPCH data channels, HS_SCCH and HS_PDSCH high speed control and data
channels as required by the Test Model and Channel Configuration settings.

DL_TM1. Downlink Test Model 1 signal source, defined in [1], Section 6.1.1.1.

DL_TM2. Downlink Test Model 2 signal source, defined in [1], Section 6.1.1.2.

DL_TM3. Downlink Test Model 3 signal source, defined in [1], Section 6.1.1.3.

DL_TM4. Downlink Test Model 4 signal source, defined in [1], Section 6.1.1.4.

DL_TM5. Downlink Test Model 5 signal source, defined in [1], Section 6.1.1.4A.

DL_DPCH_16. Set of 16 DPCH channels configured for Test Model 1 Channel Configuration 1 or Test Model 2 Channel
Configuration 1.

DL_DPCH_32. Set of 32 DPCH channels configured for Test Model 1 Channel Configuration 2 or Test Model 2 Channel
Configuration 2.

DL_DPCH_64. Set of 64 DPCH channels configured for Test Model 1 Channel Configuration 3.

DL_DPCH_30. Set of 30 DPCH channels configured for Test Model 5 Channel Configuration 1.

DL_DPCH_14. Set of 14 DPCH channels configured for Test Model 5 Channel Configuration 2.

DL_DPCH_6. Set of 6 DPCH channels configured for Test Model 5 Channel Configuration 3.

DL_DPCH_3. Set of 3 DPCH channels configured for Test Model 2.

DL_HS_SCCH_2. Set of 2 HS_SCCH channels configured for Test Model 5.

DL_HS_PDSCH_8. Set of 8 HS_PDSCH channels configured for Test Model 5 Channel Configuration 1.

DL_HS_PDSCH_4. Set of 4 HS_PDSCH channels configured for Test Model 5 Channel Configuration 2.

DL_HS_PDSCH_2. Set of 2 HS_PDSCH channels configured for Test Model 5 Channel Configuration 3.

References

[1] ETSI TS 125 211 V6.9.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Physical channels
and mapping of transport channels onto physical channels (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.211 version 6.5.0 Release 6.

[2] ETSI TS 125 213 V6.9.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Physical channels
and mapping of transport channels onto physical channels (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.211 version 6.5.0 Release 6.
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WCDMA Downlink Test Model 1-6 Signal Source: WCDMA_DL_TM_TSIG

Symbol

WCDMA

TM TSIG

(DL)

Summary

WCDMA_DL_TM_TSIG generates WCDMA downlink test model signal sources defined in [1], Section 6.1.1.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WCDMA_DL_TSIG"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
1Test modelETestModel
1Channel configuration for selected test modelEChannelConfig
0dBmOutput power levelROutPowerLevel
1852*1e6HzCarrier frequencyRCarrierFreq

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TestModel. Selects the test model. Test models are defined in [1], Section 6.1.1.

ChannelConfig. Selects the channel configuration used with the selected test model, if applicable. There may be one,
two or three different channel configuration for each test model, as defined in [1], Section 6.1.1.

OutPowerLevel.Defines the average output power level including contributions from all the active channels. The relative
power levels between active channels is determined by the test model and channel configuration settings.

CarrierFreq. Carrier frequency used for transmission. Standard frequency bands are defined in [2], Section 5.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Downlink WCDMA test model signalComplex1

References

[1] ETSI TS 125 141 V6.11.0 (2005-09), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Base Station (BS)
conformance testing (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.141 version 6.11.0 Release 6.
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[2] ETSI TS 125 104 V6.9.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Base Station (BS)
radio transmission and reception (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.104 version 6.9.0 Release 6.
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WCDMA Physical Channels Downlink Modules: WCDMA_DL_MODULES

Summary

WCDMA Downlink Modules include physical channels defined in [1] and [2] and are described below:

DL_SCH. Downlink Synchronization Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.3.5.

DL_P_CPICH. Downlink Primary Common Pilot Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.3.1.1.

DL_P_CCPCH. Downlink Primary Common Control Physical Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.3.3.

DL_S_CCPCH. Downlink Secondary Common Control Physical Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.3.4.

DL_PICH. Downlink Paging Indicator Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.3.10.

DL_AICH. Downlink Acquisition Indicator Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.3.7.

DL_DPCH. Downlink Dedicated Physical Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.2.

DL_OCNS

DL_HS_SCCH. Downlink High Speed Shared Control Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.3.12.

DL_HS_PDSCH. Downlink High Speed Physical Downlink Shared Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.3.13.

DL_HS_SCCH_2. Set of two independent DL_HS_SSCH channels.

DL_HS_PDSCH_2. Set of two independent DL_HS_PDSCH channels.

DL_DPCH_Enc. Downlink Dedicated Physical Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.2. It contains multiplexed DPCCH
and DPDCH physical channels. DPDCH contains both, DCCH and DTCH logical channels, where the data transmitted
over DTCH is made available for BER calculations and receiver performance evaluation.

DL_DPDCH_Enc. Downlink Dedicated Physical Data Channel defined in [1], Section 5.3.2.

DL_DTCH_Enc. Downlink Dedicated Traffic Channel included in DL_DPDCH_Enc.

DL_DCCH_Enc. Downlink Dedicated Control Channel included in DL_DPDCH_Enc.

DL_DPCH_Dec. Decoder for the Downlink Dedicated Physical Channel.

DL_DPDCH_Dec. Decoder for the Downlink Dedicated Physical Data Channel.

DL_DTCH_Dec. Decoder for the Downlink Dedicated Traffic Channel.

References

[1] ETSI TS 125 211 V6.9.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Physical channels
and mapping of transport channels onto physical channels (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.211 version 6.5.0 Release 6.

[2] ETSI TS 125 213 V6.9.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Physical channels
and mapping of transport channels onto physical channels (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.211 version 6.5.0 Release 6.
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WCDMA Downlink Signal Source: WCDMA_DL_TSIG

Symbol

WCDMA

TSIG

(DL)

IQ

D

1

2

Summary

WCDMA_DL_TSIG is a WCDMA downlink signal source. It can generate the following channels: SCH, P-CPICH,
Primary CCPCH, PICH, Secondary CCPCH, AICH, HS-SCCH, HS-DPSCH. It also generates an OCNS source as a set
of 16 DPCH channels. An encoded DPCH channel is intended for BER calculations. Channel encoding, spreading and
modulation is performed according to procedures defined in [1] and [2].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WCDMA_DL_TSIG"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
0dBmOutput average power levelRTXOutLevel
1852.5*1e6HzCarrier frequencyRTXCarrierFreq
{-5.3177,-5.3177,-3.3177,-8.3177,-300,-300,-10.3177,-300,-300,-300}dBChannel relative power levels (SCH, P-CCPCH, P-CPICH,

PICH, S-CCPCH, AICH, DPCH,
OCNS,HS-SCCH,HS-PDSCH)

RCh_levels

11DPCH slot formatEDPCH_SlotFormat
15DPCH channelization codeIDPCH_Code
2Spreading factorEDPCH_SF

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

TXOutLevel. Defines the average output power level including contributions from all the active channels.

TXCarrierFreq. Carrier frequency used for transmission. Standard frequency bands are defined in [1], Section 5.

Ch_levels. Defines the relative power levels of the active channels. Available channels are: SCH, P-CCPCH, P-CPICH,
PICH, S-CCPCH, AICH, DPCH, OCNS,HS-SCCH,HS-PDSCH. Relative power levels are normalized internally to yield
unit power.

DPCH_SlotFormat. DPCH slot format.

DPCH_Code. DPCH channelization code.
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DPCH_SF. Spreading factor.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Downlink WCDMA modulated signalComplex1
Data transmitted by DPCH channelDigital2

References

[1] ETSI TS 125 104 V6.9.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Base Station (BS)
radio transmission and reception (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.104 version 6.9.0 Release 6.

[2] ETSI TS 125 213 V6.3.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Spreading and
modulation (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.213 version 6.3.0 Release 6.
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WCDMA Physical Channels Uplink Modules: WCDMA_UL_MODULES

Summary

WCDMA Uplink Modules include physical channels defined in [1] and described below:

UL_DPDCH_Enc. Uplink Dedicated Physical DataChannel defined in [1], Section 5.2.1.1, and carries DCCH and
DTCH. The data transmitted over DTCH is made available for BER calculations and receiver performance evaluation.

UL_DPCCH_Enc. Uplink Dedicated Physical Control Channel defined in [1], Section 5.2.1.1.

UL_DTCH_Enc. Uplink Dedicated Traffic Channel carried by UL_DPDCH_Enc.

UL_DCCH_Enc. Uplink Dedicated Control Channel carried by UL_DPDCH_Enc.

UL_DPDCH_Dec. Decoder for the Uplink Dedicated Physical Data Channel.

UL_DTCH_Dec. Decoder for the Uplink Dedicated Traffic Channel.

References

[1] ETSI TS 125 211 V6.9.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Physical channels
and mapping of transport channels onto physical channels (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.211 version 6.5.0 Release 6.
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WCDMA Uplink DPDCH RX: WCDMA_UL_DPDCH_RX

Symbol

WCDMA
RX

IQ D

C(UL)

1 2

3

Summary

WCDMA_UL_DPDCH_RX is a typical reciever for a WCDMA uplink signal. It performs demodulation, de-spreading,
de-channelization, several stages of de-interleaving and soft-decision Viterbi decoding for the DPDCH data channel. It
generates decoded bits (for Bit Error Rate calculation) and a CRC error (for Frame Error Rate calculations). Signal
structure, encoding, spreading and modulation of the input signal is defined in [1] and [2].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WCDMA_UL_DPDCH_RX"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
16Channelization code IDICodeD

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

DPCH_SlotFormat. DPCH slot format, as defined in [1].

DPCH_Code. DPCH channelization code. Should be set according to [2].

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded dataDigital2
Decoded CRC errorDigital3

References

[1] ETSI TS 125 101 V6.8.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); User Equipment (UE)
radio transmission and reception (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.101 version 6.8.0 Release 6.
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[2] ETSI TS 125 213 V6.3.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Spreading and
modulation (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.213 version 6.3.0 Release 6.
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WCDMA Uplink Signal Source: WCDMA_UL_TSIG

Symbol

WCDMA

TSIG

(UL)

IQ

D

1

2

Summary

WCDMA_UL_TSIG is a WCDMA uplink signal source, consisting of DPCCH and DPDCH channels. Channel encoding,
spreading and modulation is performed according to procedures defined in [1] and [2].

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WCDMA_UL_TSIG"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
0dBmOutput signal levelROutSigLevel
1920*1e6HzCenter frequencyRCenterFrq
16Channelization code ID (data)ICodeD
-1.87dBDPDCH levelRLevelDPDCH
0Channelization code ID (control)ICodeC
-4.56dBDPCCH levelRLevelDPCCH

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

OutSigLevel. Defines the power level of the output signal.

CenterFrq. Center frequency of output transmission. Standard frequency bands are defined in [1], Section 5.2.

CodeD. Channelization code used for the data channel, DPDCH.

LevelDPDCH. Relative power level of DPDCH.

CodeC. Channelization code used for the control channel, DPCCH.

LevelDPCCH. Relative power level of DPCCH.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Uplink WCDMA modulated signalComplex1
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PurposeTypeNode No.
Data transmitted by DTCH of DPDCH channelDigital2

References

[1] ETSI TS 125 101 V6.8.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); User Equipment (UE)
radio transmission and reception (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.101 version 6.8.0 Release 6.

[2] ETSI TS 125 213 V6.3.0 (2005-06), "Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS); Spreading and
modulation (FDD)," 3GPP TS 25.213 version 6.3.0 Release 6.
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WiMAX Receiver Modules: WIMAX_RX_MODULES

Equivalent Circuit

Decoded Data

Randomization sequence
Decoded Pilots

PORTDOUT
P=4

PORTDIN
P=2

PORTDIN
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=3

WiMAX
DeRndmzr

R

1

2

3

SUBCKT
ID=S5
NET="WiMAX_DERNDMZR"

WiMAX

Decoder

SUBCKT
ID=S4
NET="WiMAX_DECODER"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID

WiMAX

DeIlvr

SUBCKT
ID=S2
NET="WiMAX_DLVR"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID

D

P

WiMAX

DeMod
OFDMA

1 2

3

SUBCKT
ID=S6
NET="WiMAX_DMOD"

1 2

3 4

SYM2B_SFT
ID=A3
BITSYM=
BITORD=Auto

QAM_SFTM
ID=A2

TP
ID=IQ_RX

Summary

The following WiMAX receiver modules provide the functionality for demodulation and soft decision decoding of a
standard fixed WiMAX transmission defined in [1], Section 8.3:

WiMAX_DMOD. Performs demodulation of the OFDM signal, removes any delay introduced by the RF blocks, and
extracts data and pilot subcarriers using the WiMAX_FDSM frame dis-assembler. Received data subcarriers are converted
to bit soft decisions using QAM_SFTM and SYM2B_SFT blocks.

WiMAX_FDSM. Performs frame dis-assembling by extracting data and pilot subcarriers.

WiMAX_DLVR. Performs de-interleaving of soft decisions.

WiMAX_DECODER. Performs soft-decision Viterbi decoding, followed by Reed-Solomon decoding.

WiMAX_DERNDMZR. Performs de-randomization of decoded data using the same randomization sequence as the
one used at the transmitter.

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."
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WiMAX Transmitter Modules: WIMAX_TX_MODULES

Equivalent Circuit

Pilot Subcarriers

Null Subcarriers

Data Subcarriers

Data Subcarriers

Pilot Subcarriers

Randomization Sequence

PORTDOUT
P=4

PORTDOUT
P=3

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=1

WiMAX
Rndmzr

R

1 2

3

SUBCKT
ID=S1
NET="WiMAX_RNDMZR"
UD_link=UD_link
BSID=BSID
UD_IUC=UD_IUC
FRMNUM=FRMNUM

WiMAX

Pilot

SUBCKT
ID=S2
NET="WiMAX_PILOT"
UD_link=UD_link D

P

N

WiMAX

Mod
OFDM

1

2

3

4

SUBCKT
ID=MODULATOR1
NET="WiMAX_MOD"
UD_link=UD_link
FBW=FBW
MBW=MBW
UBW_MHz=UBW_MHz
G=G
OutLvl_dBm=OutLvl_dBm
CarrierFreq_MHz=CarrierFreq_MHz

WiMAX

Mapper

SUBCKT
ID=MAPPER1
NET="WiMAX_MAPPER"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID

WiMAX

Intrlvr

SUBCKT
ID=ILVR1
NET="WiMAX_ILVR"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID

WiMAX

FEC(FB)

SUBCKT
ID=FEC1
NET="WiMAX_FEC_FB"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID

TP
ID=IQ_TX

SRC_C
ID=A1
VAL=0
COL=1
CTRFRQ=
SMPFRQ=

RND_D
ID=A2
M=2
RATE=

Summary

The following WiMAX transmitter modules perform signal processing defined in [1], Section 8.3:

WiMAX_RNDMZR. Performs randomization procedure defined in [1], Section 8.3.3.1. Initialization of randomization
sequence is performed using the Frame Number, BSID and UD_IUC (equal to UIUC for uplink and DIUC for downlink).

WiMAX_FEC_FB. Performs encoding of input data using forward error correction (FEC) defined in [1], Section 8.3.3.2.
It includes Reed-Solomon encoding, convolutional encoding, and standard-specific zero-padding and termination.

WiMAX_ILVR. Performs interleaving as defined in [1], Section 8.3.3.3.

WiMAX_MAPPER. Performs data modulation as defined in defined in [1], Section 8.3.3.4.1. Signal constellations are
selected based on the Rate_ID parameter as defined in [1], Section 8.3.3.4.3.

WiMAX_MOD. Performs OFDM modulation defined in [1], Section 8.3.2. Pilot subcarriers and null subcarriers are
added to appropriate positions.

WiMAX_PILOT. Generates pilot subcarriers as defined in defined in [1], Section 8.3.3.4.2.

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."
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Mobile WiMAX Receiver: WiMAX_MBL_RX

Symbol

D

IQ

WiMAX

RX
Mobile

R

1

2

3

4

Summary

WiMAX_MBL_RX is a receiver for mobile WiMAX transmissions. It performs demodulation, soft detection,
de-interleaving, decoding using soft decisions, and de-randomization of standard WiMAX signals, as defined in [1] and
[2], Section 8.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WiMAX_MBL_RX"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"QPSK r=1/2"Operating ModeERATE_ID
"6"Data payload (in bytes)EDataPayload

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RATE_ID. Operating mode, as defined in [1]. It defines encoding, interleaving, mapping and modulation scheme.
Available options are: QPSK r=1/2, QPSK r=3/4, 16QAM r=1/2, 16QAM r=3/4, 64QAM r=1/2, 64QAM r=2/3, 64QAM
r=3/4.

DataPayload. Length of data payload in bytes. Available lengths are 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 27, 30, 36.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Randomization sequenceDigital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded dataDigital3
Demodulated pilot subcarriersComplex4
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References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."

[2] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2005, "Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks,; Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems, Amendment for Physical and Medium Access Control Layers for Combined Fixed
and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands."
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Mobile WiMAX Modulated Signal Source: WiMAX_MBL_TSIG

Symbol

WiMAX

TSIG

Mobile

D

P

R

M
1

2

3

4

Summary

WiMAX_MBL_TSIG is a Mobile WiMAX signal source. It generates random data and performs randomization, encoding,
interleaving, mapping and OFDM modulation as defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WiMAX_MBL_TSIG"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"QPSK r=1/2"Operating ModeERATE_ID
"Uplink PUSC"Signal typeEUD_mode
"2048"FFT SizeENFFT
"6"Data payload (in bytes)EDataPayload
"Off"PreambleEPreamble
6Number of of OFDMA symbols in each UD_mode

transmission
INumOnSyms

0Number of OFDMA symbols in reverse transmissionINumOffSyms
0IDCELL parameterIIDCELL
10Nominal bandwidth (MHz)RNomBW_MHz
3500Carrier frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
30Average output power (dBm)RAvgOutPwr_dBm
0PermBase parameterIPermBase
"1/8"Cyclic PrefixEG

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

RATE_ID. Operating mode, as defined in [1]. It defines encoding, interleaving, mapping and modulation scheme.
Available options are: QPSK r=1/2, QPSK r=3/4, 16QAM r=1/2, 16QAM r=3/4, 64QAM r=1/2, 64QAM r=2/3, 64QAM
r=3/4.

UD_mode. Flag that determines type of signal generated. Available options are Uplink PUSC, Downlink FUSC, or
Downlink PUSC.

NFFT. FFT size. Available options are 2048, 1024, 512, 128.

DataPayload. Length of data payload in bytes. Available lengths are 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 27, 30, 36.

Preamble. Determines whether or not a preamble is generated at the beginning of each downlink transmission.

NumOnSyms.Number of OFDMA symbols generated during each transmission. This consists of an uplink transmission
if UD_mode parameter is set to "Uplink PUSC," or a downlink transmission if UD_mode parameter is set to either
"Downlink FUSC" or "Downlink PUSC."

NumOffSyms. Number of OFDMA symbols generated during each reverse transmission.

IDCELL. Determines the cell ID as defined in [2], Section 8.4.

NomBW_MHz. Nominal bandwidth in MHz.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency in MHz.

AvgOutPwr_dBm. Average output power in dBm.

PermBase. PermBase parameter as defined in [2], Section 8.4.

G. Cyclic prefix. Available options are: 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Randomization sequenceDigital2
Transmitted dataDigital3
Pilot subcarriersComplex4

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."

[2] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2005, "Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks,; Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems, Amendment for Physical and Medium Access Control Layers for Combined Fixed
and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands."
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Mobile WiMAX Transmitter: WiMAX_MBL_TX

Symbol

WiMAX

TX

Mobile

P R

1 2

3 4

Summary

WiMAX_MBL_TX is a mobile WiMAX transmitter. It performs randomization, encoding, interleaving, mapping and
OFDM modulation of the input data as defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WiMAX_MBL_TX"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"QPSK r=1/2"Operating ModeERATE_ID
"Uplink PUSC"Signal typeEUD_mode
"2048"FFT SizeENFFT
"6"Data payload (in bytes)EDataPayload
"Off"PreambleEPreamble
6Number of of OFDMA symbols in each UD_mode

transmission
INumOnSyms

0Number of OFDMA symbols in reverse transmissionINumOffSyms
0IDCELL parameterIIDCELL
10Nominal bandwidth (MHz)RNomBW_MHz
3500Carrier frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz
30Average output power (dBm)RAvgOutPwr_dBm
0PermBase parameterIPermBase
"1/8"Cyclic PrefixEG

* indicates a secondary parameter
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Parameter Details

RATE_ID. Operating mode, as defined in [1]. It defines encoding, interleaving, mapping and modulation scheme.
Available options are: QPSK r=1/2, QPSK r=3/4, 16QAM r=1/2, 16QAM r=3/4, 64QAM r=1/2, 64QAM r=2/3, 64QAM
r=3/4.

UD_mode. Flag that determines type of signal generated. Available options are Uplink PUSC, Downlink FUSC, or
Downlink PUSC.

NFFT. FFT size. Available options are 2048, 1024, 512, 128.

DataPayload. Length of data payload in bytes. Available lengths are 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 27, 30, 36.

Preamble. Determines whether or not a preamble is generated at the beginning of each downlink transmission.

NumOnSyms.Number of OFDMA symbols generated during each transmission. This consists of an uplink transmission
if UD_mode parameter is set to "Uplink PUSC," or a downlink transmission if UD_mode parameter is set to either
"Downlink FUSC" or "Downlink PUSC."

NumOffSyms. Number of OFDMA symbols generated during each reverse transmission.

IDCELL. Determines the cell ID as defined in [2], Section 8.4.

NomBW_MHz. Nominal bandwidth in MHz.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency in MHz.

AvgOutPwr_dBm. Average output power in dBm.

PermBase. PermBase parameter as defined in [2], Section 8.4.

G. Cyclic prefix. Available options are: 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input digital dataDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex2
Pilot subcarriersComplex3
Randomization sequenceDigital4

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."
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[2] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2005, "Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks,; Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems, Amendment for Physical and Medium Access Control Layers for Combined Fixed
and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands."
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Mobile WiMAX Receiver Modules: WIMAX_MBL_RX_MODULES

Equivalent Circuit

Decoded Data

Randomization sequence
Decoded Pilots

PORTDOUT
P=4

PORTDIN
P=2

PORTDIN
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=3

D

P

WiMAX

DeMod
OFDMA
Mobile

1 2

3

SUBCKT
ID=S6
NET="WiMAX_MBL_DMOD"

WiMAX

DeRndmzr
Mobile

R

1

2

3

SUBCKT
ID=S5
NET="WiMAX_MBL_DERNDMZR"

WiMAX

Decoder
Mobile

SUBCKT
ID=S4
NET="WiMAX_MBL_DECODER"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID
DataPayload=DataPayload

DeIlvr

WiMAX
Mobile

SUBCKT
ID=S2
NET="WiMAX_MBL_DLVR"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID
DataPayload=DataPayload
n=1

WiMAX

DeRep
Mobile

SUBCKT
ID=S1
NET="WiMAX_MBL_DREPEAT"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID
NREP=1
BLKSZ=10

1 2

3 4

SYM2B_SFT
ID=A3
BITSYM=
BITORD=Auto

QAM_SFTM
ID=A2

TP
ID=IQ_RX

Summary

The following Mobile WiMAX receiver modules provide the functionality for demodulation and soft decision decoding
of a standard mobile WiMAX transmission defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4:

WiMAX_MBL_DMOD. Performs demodulation of the OFDM signal, removes any delay introduced by the RF blocks,
and extracts data and pilot subcarriers using the WiMAX_MBL_FDSM frame dis-assembler. Received data subcarriers
are converted to bit soft decisions using QAM_SFTM and SYM2B_SFT blocks.

WiMAX_MBL_FDSM. Performs frame dis-assembling by extracting data and pilot subcarriers.

WiMAX_MBL_DREPEAT. If repetition is performed at the transmitter, soft decisions corresponding to the same repeat
group are combined.

WiMAX_MBL_DLVR. Performs de-interleaving of soft decisions.

WiMAX_MBL_DECODER. Performs soft-decision Viterbi decoding.

WiMAX_MBL_DERNDMZR. Performs de-randomization of decoded data using the same randomization sequence
as the one used at the transmitter.

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."

[2] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2005, "Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks,; Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems, Amendment for Physical and Medium Access Control Layers for Combined Fixed
and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands."
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Mobile WiMAX Transmitter Modules: WIMAX_MBL_TX_MODULES

Equivalent Circuit

Data Subcarriers

Pilot Subcarriers

Randomization Sequence

PORTDOUT
P=4

PORTDOUT
P=3

PORTDOUT
P=2

PORTDOUT
P=1

WiMAX
Mobile

R
Rndmzr

1 2

3

SUBCKT
ID=S2
NET="WiMAX_MBL_RNDMZR"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID
UD_mode=0
DataPayload=DataPayload
FCH=Off
FRMLEN=4
NFFT=NFFT

WiMAX

Pilot
Mobile

SUBCKT
ID=PILOT1
NET="WiMAX_MBL_PILOT"
ID_Cell=5
Segment=0
FRMLEN=4
NFFT=NFFT D

P

WiMAX

Mod
OFDMA

Mobile
1

2

3

SUBCKT
ID=S1
NET="WiMAX_MBL_MOD"
UD_mode=UD_mode
NFFT=NFFT
Preamble=Preamble
NumOnSyms=NumOnSyms
NumOffSyms=NumOffSyms
IDCELL=IDCELL
PermBase=PermBase
G=G
NomBW_MHz=NomBW_MHz
CarrierFreq_MHz=CarrierFreq_MHz
AvgOutPwr_dBm=AvgOutPwr_dBm

WiMAX

Mapper
Mobile

SUBCKT
ID=MAPPER1
NET="WiMAX_MBL_MAPPER"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID

WiMAX

Repeat
Mobile

SUBCKT
ID=REPEAT1
NET="WiMAX_MBL_REPEAT"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID
NREP=1
BLKSZ=10

Intrlvr

WiMAX
Mobile

SUBCKT
ID=ILVR1
NET="WiMAX_MBL_ILVR"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID
DataPayload=DataPayload
n=1

WiMAX

FEC
Mobile

SUBCKT
ID=FEC1
NET="WiMAX_MBL_FEC"
Rate_ID=Rate_ID
DataPayload=DataPayload

TP
ID=IQ_TX

RND_D
ID=A2
M=2
RATE=

Summary

The following Mobile WiMAX transmitter modules perform signal processing defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4:

WiMAX_MBL_RNDMZR. Performs randomization procedure defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.9.1.

WiMAX_MBL_FEC. Performs encoding of input data using forward error correction (FEC) defined in [1] and [2],
Section 8.4.9.2. It includes convolutional encoding with the appropriate rates and puncturing.

WiMAX_MBL_ILVR. Performs interleaving as defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.9.4.3.

WiMAX_MBL_REPEAT. Performs appropriate bit repeating as defined in [2], Section 8.9.4.5.

WiMAX_MBL_MAPPER. Performs data modulation as defined in [1], Section 8.4.9.4.2. Signal constellations are
selected based on the Rate_ID parameter as defined in [1], Section 8.4.9.2, Table 318.

WiMAX_MBL_MOD. Performs OFDMA modulation as defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.2. Data subcarriers and
pilot subcarriers are combined using a WiMAX_MBL_FASM frame assembler. Null subcarriers are added at the
appropriate positions.

WiMAX_MBL_FASM. Performs frame assembling as defined in [1] and [2], Section 8.4.4. A preamble may be added
to all downlink transmission.

WiMAX_MBL_PILOT.Generates pilot subcarriers as defined in defined in [1] and [2], Sections 8.4.9.4.1 and 8.4.9.4.3.

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."
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[2] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2005, "Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks,; Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems, Amendment for Physical and Medium Access Control Layers for Combined Fixed
and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands."
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WiMAX Receiver, Full-Band: WiMAX_RX_FB

Symbol

D

IQ

WiMAX

RX

R

1

2

3

4

Summary

WiMAX_RX_FB is a receiver for full-band WiMAX transmissions. It performs demodulation, soft detection,
de-interleaving, decoding using soft decisions, and de-randomization of standard WiMAX signals, as defined in [1],
Section 8.3.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WiMAX_RX_FB"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"BPSK r=1/2"Operating ModeERATE_ID

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RATE_ID. Operating mode, as defined in [1]. It defines encoding, interleaving, mapping and modulation scheme.
Available options are: BPSK r=1/2, QPSK r=2/3, QPSK r=5/6, 16QAM r=2/3, 16QAM r=5/6, 64QAM r=3/4, 64QAM
r=5/6.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Randomization sequenceDigital2

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Decoded dataDigital3
Demodulated pilot subcarriersComplex4
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[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
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WiMAX Signal Source, Full-Band: WiMAX_TSIG_FB

Symbol

WiMAX

TSIG

D

P

R

M
1

2

3

4

Summary

WiMAX_TSIG_FB is a full-band WiMAX signal source. It generates random data and performs randomization, encoding,
interleaving, mapping and OFDM modulation as defined in [1], Section 8.3.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WiMAX_TSIG_FB"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"BPSK r=1/2"Operating ModeERATE_ID
"Uplink"Uplink/Downlink FlagEUD_link
"1"BaseStation IDEBSID
"7"Uplink/Downlink Interval Usage CodeEUD_IUC
"1"Frame numberEFRMNUM
"1.25 MHz"Fundamental bandwidthEFBW
2Bandwidth multiplierIMBW
1.5User-defined Fundamental BWRUBW_MHz
"1/8"Cyclic PrefixEG
0Average Total Power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
0Carrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RATE_ID. Operating mode, as defined in [1]. It defines encoding, interleaving, mapping and modulation scheme.
Available options are: BPSK r=1/2, QPSK r=2/3, QPSK r=5/6, 16QAM r=2/3, 16QAM r=5/6, 64QAM r=3/4, 64QAM
r=5/6.

UD_link. Flag that determines whether Uplink or Downlink signal is generated.
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BSID. BaseStation ID. An integer between 0 and 15.

UD_IUC. Uplink/Downlink Interval Usage Code. Should be an integer between 0 and 15.

FRMNUM. Frame number. Should be an integer between 0 and 15.

FBW. Fundamental bandwidth. Can be one of the standard values or user-defined. Standard values are: 1.25 MHz, 1.5
MHz, 1.75 MHz, 2 MHz, 2.75 MHz. If user-defined is selected, fundamental bandwidth is set by UBW_MHz parameter.

MBW. Bandwidth multiplier. The output signal bandwidth is calculated based on the fundamental bandwidth FBW,
bandwidth multiplier MBW, and sampling factor n (determined by RATE_ID) as follows:

BW(MHz) = n. FBW(MHz) . MBW

UBW_MHz. User-defined fundamental bandwidth in MHz.

G. Cyclic prefix. Available options are: 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32.

OutLvl_dBm. Average total power in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency in MHz.

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex1
Randomization sequenceDigital2
Transmitted dataDigital3
Pilot subcarriersReal4

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."
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WiMAX Transmitter, Full-Band: WiMAX_TX_FB

Symbol

WiMAX

TX

P R

1 2

3 4

Summary

WiMAX_TX_FB is a full-band WiMAX transmitter. It performs randomization, encoding, interleaving, mapping and
OFDM modulation of the input data as defined in [1], Section 8.3.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

S1TextElement IDNID
"WiMAX_TX_FB"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
"BPSK r=1/2"Operating ModeERATE_ID
"Uplink"Uplink/Downlink FlagEUD_link
"1"BaseStation IDEBSID
"7"Uplink/Downlink Interval Usage CodeEUD_IUC
"1"Frame numberEFRMNUM
"1.25 MHz"Fundamental bandwidthEFBW
2Bandwidth multiplierIMBW
1.5User-defined Fundamental BWRUBW_MHz
"1/8"Cyclic PrefixEG
0Average Total Power (dBm)ROutLvl_dBm
0Carrier Frequency (MHz)RCarrierFreq_MHz

* indicates a secondary parameter

Parameter Details

RATE_ID. Operating mode, as defined in [1]. It defines encoding, interleaving, mapping and modulation scheme.
Available options are: BPSK r=1/2, QPSK r=2/3, QPSK r=5/6, 16QAM r=2/3, 16QAM r=5/6, 64QAM r=3/4, 64QAM
r=5/6.

UD_link.Flag that determines whether Uplink or Downlink signal is generated.
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BSID. BaseStation ID. An integer between 0 and 15.

UD_IUC. Uplink/Downlink Interval Usage Code. Should be an integer between 0 and 15.

FRMNUM. Frame number. Should be an integer between 0 and 15.

FBW. Fundamental bandwidth. Can be one of the standard values or user-defined. Standard values are: 1.25 MHz, 1.5
MHz, 1.75 MHz, 2 MHz, 2.75 MHz. If user-defined is selected, fundamental bandwidth is set by UBW_MHz parameter.

MBW. Bandwidth multiplier. The output signal bandwidth is calculated based on the fundamental bandwidth FBW,
bandwidth multiplier MBW, and sampling factor n (determined by RATE_ID) as follows:

BW(MHz) = n. FBW(MHz) . MBW

UBW_MHz. User-defined fundamental bandwidth in MHz.

G. Cyclic prefix. Available options are: 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32.

OutLvl_dBm. Average total power in dBm.

CarrierFreq_MHz. Carrier frequency in MHz.

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input digital dataDigital1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Modulated signalComplex2
Pilot subcarriersReal3
Randomization sequenceDigital4

References

[1] IEEE Std 802.16 - 2004, "IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed
Broadband Wireless Access Systems."
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(Obsolete) Center Frequency Selector (shifts Fc): FRQ_SEL

Symbol

Summary

This block is OBSOLETE and is replaced by the Change Center Frequency (CHANGE_FC) block. FRQ_SEL is an
XML subcircuit, which shifts the carrier or center frequency of the input signal to a new position. The sampling frequency
does not change, so if the input and output signals share a spectral region, the frequency content of the input in that region
is maintained.

Parameters

DefaultUnit
Type

DescriptionData
Type

Name

STextElement IDNID
"FreqSelector"TextSubcircuit nameSNET
10e9FrequencyRCtrFrq
0ScalarRLossDB

* indicates a secondary parameter

Data Input

PurposeTypeNode No.
Input WaveformComplex, Real1

Data Output

PurposeTypeNode No.
Output WaveformComplex, Real2

Subcircuit

The FRQ_SEL block is implemented via the following subcircuit. Without changing the sampling frequency of its input
(and hence leaving the total bandwidth unchanged) this block selects the center frequency at its output according to the
parameter CtrFrq. Any portion of the input frequency band that falls within the frequency band covered by the output

[CtrFrq −
f s
2 , CtrFrq +

f s
2 ]

remains unchanged, and the rest of the output spectrum is very low. In the case there is no overlap between the input and
output frequency bands, the output is almost zero everywhere.
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1

2

3

4

5

COMB_N
ID=S1
LOSS=LossDB dB
CTRFRQ=CtrFrq Hz
PRIMINP=Auto

PORTDIN
P=1

PORTDOUT
P=2

CtrFrq << 10e9
LossDB << 0

The difference between this block and FRQSHFT, found under RF Blocks, is that FRQSHFT moves the center frequency
simply by keeping the signal unchanged and modifying its center frequency tag, while the present block FRQ_SEL alters
the input signal by retaining only the portion of its spectrum that falls within the output frequency band.

Recommendation for Use

FRQ_SEL can be very useful in de-multiplexing RF modulated signals that have been combined earlier in the simulation
(e.g., via the combiner block COMB_N) such that each modulated signal can drive a separate receiver, thereby simulating
co-existence or interference scenarios.
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(Obsolete) Sources Models: RADAR_SOURCES

Summary

The CHIRP and CHIRP_EXTR blocks in the Radar/Sources folder are OBSOLETE and are replaced by (CHIRP_LFM).
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Symbols
2ND_ACT, 16–2
2ND_PASS, 16–4
3RD_PASS, 16–6
5G_CHANNEL, 3–2
802.11b_01_SRC, 22–6
802.11b_01_TX, 22–8
802.11b_02_SRC, 22–10
802.11b_02_TX, 22–12
802.11b_11_SRC, 22–14
802.11b_11_TX, 22–16
802.11b_55_SRC, 22–18
802.11b_55_TX, 22–20
80211AC_RX, 22–2
80211AC_TX, 22–4

A
ABS, 11–2
ABS_FP, 9–2
ACOS, 11–3
ACOSH, 11–4
ADC, 6–2
ADC2, 6–5
ADD, 11–5
ADD16, 11–66
ADD2, 11–60
ADD4, 11–62
ADD8, 11–64
ADD_FP, 9–6
ADDC_FP, 9–3
ADI_ADC, 2–2
ALIGN, 19–2
AM_DMOD, 14–2
AM_DMOD_ED, 14–3
AM_MOD, 14–5
AMP_B, 18–2
AMP_B2, 18–21
AMP_BV, 18–42
AMP_EQN, 18–52
AMP_F, 18–58
AMP_TDNN, 15–2
Analog Devices System Blocks

Analog-Digital
Analog Devices Analog to Digital Converter, 2–2

AND, 11–7
AND16, 11–72
AND2, 11–68
AND4, 11–69

AND8, 11–70
ANTENNA, 18–77
APHSHFT_VAR, 18–94
APSK_DET, 14–7
APSK_MAP, 14–10
APSK_RX, 14–17
APSK_SFTM, 14–22
APSK_SRC, 14–25
APSK_TX, 14–31
ARG, 11–8
ASIN, 11–9
ASINH, 11–10
ATAN, 11–11
ATANH, 11–12
ATTEN, 19–10
attenuator

variable digital step, 18–167
voltage variable, 18–634

AWGN, 3–11

B
B2SQWV, 6–8
B2SYM, 6–12
B2SYM_SFT, 6–13
BARKER, 4–2
BCH_DEC, 4–4
BCH_DVB_DEC, 4–6
BCH_DVB_ENC, 4–9
BCH_ENC, 4–12
BER, 12–2
BER_EXT, 12–7
BER_FL, 12–11
BFILE_SNK, 13–2
BFILE_SRC, 13–4
BIRTH_DEATH, 3–17
BLK_DLVR, 4–14
BLK_ILVR, 4–16
BPFB, 8–2
BPFC, 8–9
BPFD, 8–16
BPFE, 8–23
BPFIR_ER, 8–31
BPFIR_KN, 8–142
BPFIR_KT, 8–143
BPIIR_BE, 8–144
BPIIR_BN, 8–145
BPIIR_CN, 8–147
BPSK_DET, 14–37
BPSK_MAP, 14–38
BPSK_RX, 14–39
BPSK_SRC, 14–43
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BPSK_TX, 14–46
BSFB, 8–34
BSFC, 8–41
BSFD, 8–48
BSFE, 8–55
BSFIR_ER, 8–63
BSFIR_KN, 8–149
BSFIR_KT, 8–150
BSIIR_BE, 8–151
BSIIR_BN, 8–152
BSIIR_CN, 8–154
BURST, 19–11
Bus blocks

Bus to Multiplexed Signal, 13–6
Bus to Serial Converter, 13–8
Multiplexed Signal to Bus, 13–23
Serial to Bus Converter, 13–27
Single Signal to Bus, 13–29

Bus Blocks
RF Bus Splitter/Combiner, 18–101

BUS2MUX, 13–6
BUS2SER, 13–8
BUS_SPLITTER, 18–101

C
C2MP, 6–15
C2RI, 6–16
CAP_REP, 19–14
CE2R, 6–17
CFAR, 19–16
CHANGE_FC, 19–19
CHANGE_FS, 19–22
Channels System Blocks

5G Channel Model (N-Input, M-Output), 3–2
Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel, 3–11
Birth-Death Channel, 3–17
Flat Rayleigh Fading Channel, 3–19
Moving Paths Channel, 3–22
Multipath Channel, 3–34
Multipath Fading Channel (1-Input; N-Output), 3–24
Phase Noise

Phase Noise Channel, 3–36
Rummler LOS Channel, 3–39
Spatial Channel Model (N-Input, M-Output), 3–41
WINNER II Channel Model (N-Input, M-Output), 3–50

CHIRP_LFM, 21–2
CHPMP, 16–21
CIRC_12, 18–662
CIRC_21, 18–669
CIRCULATOR, 18–107
CMAG, 6–19

CNV_DLVR, 4–18
CNV_ENC, 4–85
CNV_ILVR, 4–20
COAX, 18–115
Coding-Mapping System Blocks

Channel Decoding
DVB-S2 BCH Decoder, 4–6

Channel Encoding
BCH Decoder, 4–4
BCH Encoder, 4–12
Code De-puncturer, 4–34
Code Puncturer, 4–57
Convolutional Encoder, 4–22
CRC Decoder, 4–29
CRC Encoder, 4–31
Decoder for Parallel Concatenated Standard Turbo Codes,
4–73
Differential Decoder, 4–36
Differential Encoder, 4–37
DVB-S2 BCH Encoder, 4–9
LDPC Decoder for CCSDS, 4–40
LDPC Decoder for DVB-S2, 4–44
LDPC Decoder for NR, 4–49
LDPC Encoder for CCSDS, 4–42
LDPC Encoder for DVB-S2, 4–47
LDPC Encoder for NR, 4–51
Parallel Concatenated Turbo Encoder (Standard), 4–77
Reed-Solomon Decoder, 4–60
Reed-Solomon Encoder, 4–62
Repetition Encoder, 4–59
SISO Processor for Recursive Convolutional Codes,
4–65
Viterbi Decoder, 4–80

Interleaving
Block De-Interleaver, 4–14
Block Deinterleaver with User-Defined Interleaving
Pattern, 4–69
Block Interleaver, 4–16
Block Interleaver with User-Defined Interleaving Pattern,
4–71
Convolutional Deinterleaver, 4–18
Convolutional Interleaver, 4–20

Source Encoding
Barker Code Generator, 4–2
Direct Sequence Spreading Code Generator, 4–38
Linear Feedback Shift Register Source, 4–53
Zadoff-Chu Sequence Generator, 4–83

COLORNS, 21–5
COMB, 18–676
COMBINER, 18–120
Communication Standards System Blocks
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5GNR
NR Code Block Combiner, 5–107
NR Code Block Segmentation, 5–109
NR Configuration, 5–111
NR Downlink Frame Assembler, 5–113
NR Downlink Frame Deassembler, 5–119
NR Mapper, 5–123
NR Rate DeMatch, 5–125
NR Rate Match, 5–127
NR Uplink Frame Assembler, 5–129
NR Uplink Frame Deassembler, 5–133

802.11a
802.11a Test Signal Generator, 5–64
802.11a Transmitter, 5–70
802.11a Vector Signal Analyzer, 5–74
Frame; 802.11a Convolutional Encoder, 5–43
Frame; 802.11a Data Field Bit Generator, 5–45
Frame; 802.11a Data Interleaver, 5–50
Frame; 802.11a Data Scrambler, 5–60
Frame; 802.11a Frame Subcarrier Assembler, 5–47
Frame; 802.11a OFDM Modulator, 5–55
Frame; 802.11a Pilot Sequence, 5–59
Frame; 802.11a Subcarrier Modulation Mapper, 5–52
Frame; 802.11a Training Subcarriers, 5–62

CDMA-3G
Channels; Birth-Death Channel (WCDMA Standards),
5–137
Channels; Moving Paths Channel (WCDMA Standards),
5–139
HSDPA Scrambling Code Generator, 5–42
IS2000 DeInterleaver, 5–79
IS2000 Interleaver, 5–81
OVSF Code Generator, 5–136
WCDMA Scrambling Code Generator, 5–141

GSM-EDGE
GSM-EDGE Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence, 5–20
GSM-EDGE Vector Signal Analyzer, 5–36
RF-Bursts; GSM Access Burst (AB), 5–14
RF-Bursts; GSM Dummy Burst (DB), 5–16
RF-Bursts; GSM Frequency Correction Burst (FB), 5–17
RF-Bursts; GSM Normal Burst (NB), 5–18
RF-Bursts; GSM Synchronization Burst (SB), 5–22
RF; EDGE Detector, 5–2
RF; EDGE Mapper, 5–4
RF; EDGE Pulse Shaping Filter, 5–6
RF; EDGE Transmitter, 5–9
RF; GSM Transmitter, 5–31
RF; GSM-EDGE Test Signal, 5–23

LTE
Code Block Combiner, 5–83
Code Block Segmentation, 5–85

LTE Configuration, 5–87
LTE Frame Assembler, 5–91
LTE Frame Disassembler, 5–94
LTE Map, 5–89
LTE Rate De-matching, 5–98
LTE Rate De-matching 2, 5–100
LTE Rate Matching, 5–102
LTE Rate Matching 2, 5–104

WiMAX Mobile
WiMAX Mobile Frame Assembler, 5–142
WiMAX Mobile Frame Dis-Assembler, 5–144

COMPARE, 19–24
CONJ, 11–13
CONV_ENC, 4–22
Converter System Blocks

Binary
Binary to Square Wave Converter, 6–8

Converters System Blocks
Analog-Digital

Analog to Digital Converter, 6–2
Analog to Digital Converter with Digital and Quantized
Outputs, 6–5
Digital to Analog Converter, 6–22

Angle
Degrees to Radians, 6–26
Radians to Degrees, 6–37

Binary
Binary to Digital Symbol Converter, 6–12
Digital Symbol to Binary Converter, 6–41
Soft Metrics Conversion from Bits to Symbols, 6–13
Soft Metrics Conversion from Symbols to Bits, 6–42

Complex Envelope
Complex Envelope to Real Converter, 6–17
Real to Complex Envelope Converter, 6–33

Data Type
Complex to Real/Imaginary, 6–16
Digital to Real Converter, 6–21
Real to Complex Converter, 6–32
Real to Digital Converter, 6–35
Real/Imaginary to Complex, 6–38

dB
dB to Magnitude, 6–24
Magnitude to dB, 6–28

Mag-Phase
Complex Magnitude, 6–19
Complex Phase, 6–20
Complex to Magnitude/Phase, 6–15
Magnitude/Phase to Complex, 6–27

Serial-Parallel
Parallel-to-Serial Converter (N-Input; 1-Output), 6–30
Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input; N-Output), 6–39
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CORRELATOR, 19–26
COS, 11–14
COSH, 11–15
COUNTER, 19–29
CPHASE, 6–20
CPHS_MOD, 14–50
CRC_DEC, 4–29, 4–29
CRC_ENC, 4–31

D
D2R, 6–21
DAC, 6–22
DB2M, 6–24
DCOUPLER_3, 18–127
DCOUPLER_4, 18–134
DECIDE, 19–31
DECIM, 19–33
DECIM_FP, 9–15
DEG2RAD, 6–26
Delay

RF, 18–454
variable, 19–37
variable digital RF, 18–460

DELAY, 19–35
DELAY_FP, 9–17
DELAY_VAR, 19–37
DEMUX, 11–16
DEMUX16, 11–80
DEMUX2, 11–74
DEMUX4, 11–76
DEMUX8, 11–78
DEPUNC, 4–34
DERIV, 11–18
DFLIPFLOP, 19–39
DFT, 19–41
DHYB_22, 18–141
DIFF, 11–19
DIFF_DEC, 4–36
DIFF_ENC, 4–37
DIFF_FP, 9–9
DIG_AM_RX, 14–55
DIG_AM_TX, 14–57
digital phase shifter, 18–154, 18–161
digital step attenuator; variable, 18–167
DIPLEXER, 18–147
DIV, 11–21
DIV_FP, 9–12
DIVIDER, 16–8
DIVN, 16–22
DIVN_L, 16–23
DLATCH, 19–42

DLY_SMP, 9–15, 9–20, 19–44
DLY_SYM, 19–46
DLYCMP, 19–48
DPD, 19–50
DPHSHFT, 18–154
DPHSHFT_VAR, 18–161
DPLRSHFT, 3–59
DPULSE, 21–7
DSATTEN_VAR, 18–167
DSCRM_RX, 14–59
DSSC, 4–38
DVB_RX, 22–23
DVB_RX_MODULES, 22–22
DVB_TSIG, 22–25
DVB_TX_MODULES, 22–27
DVBS_RX, 22–28
DVBS_SRC, 22–30
DVBS_TX, 22–32

E
EDGE_DET, 5–2
EDGE_MAP, 5–4
EDGE_PSHP, 5–6
EDGE_TX, 5–9
EXP, 11–23
EXPJ, 11–24
External Applications System Blocks

MATLAB
Run MATLAB Commands, 7–17

National Instruments System Blocks
Run LabVIEW VI, 7–2
Run LabVIEW VI (Pre-Configured), 7–14
TDMS File Independent Variable Source, 7–22
TDMS File Sink, 7–25
TDMS File Source, 7–28

F
FBMC_DMOD, 14–62
FBMC_MOD, 14–65
FDMUX, 21–51
FER_EXT, 12–13
FILE_SNK, 13–10
FILE_SNK4, 13–17
Filters System Blocks

Bandpass
Bandpass Bessel Filter, 8–16
Bandpass Butterworth Filter, 8–2
Bandpass Chebyshev (Type I) Filter, 8–9
Bandpass Elliptic Filter, 8–23

Bandstop
Bandstop Bessel Filter, 8–48
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Bandstop Butterworth Filter, 8–34
Bandstop Chebyshev (Type I) Filter, 8–41
Bandstop Elliptic Filter, 8–55

Digital Baseband
Bandpass; FIR Bandpass Filter (Equal Ripple), 8–31
Bandstop; FIR Bandstop Filter (Equal Ripple), 8–63
Highpass; FIR Highpass Filter (Equal Ripple), 8–103
Lowpass; FIR Lowpass Filter (Equal Ripple), 8–137

FIR Filter (Frequency Response Specified), 8–66
FIR Filter (Impulse Response Specified), 8–71
Gaussian FIR Filter, 8–70
Highpass

Highpass Bessel Filter, 8–89
Highpass Butterworth Filter, 8–75
Highpass Chebyshev (Type I) Filter, 8–82
Highpass Elliptic Filter, 8–96

IIR Filter (Poles and Zeroes Specified), 8–108
IIR Filter (Polynomial Coefficients Specified), 8–106
Lowpass

Lowpass Bessel Filter, 8–123
Lowpass Butterworth Filter, 8–109
Lowpass Chebyshev (Type I) Filter, 8–116
Lowpass Elliptic Filter, 8–130

Pulse Shaping Filter, 8–139
FIR_FRQ, 8–66
FIR_GAUSS, 8–70
FIR_IMP, 8–71
Fixed Point System Blocks

Converters
Fixed-Point Real to Real, 9–19
Real to Fixed-Point Real, 9–39

Math Tools
Fixed-Point Absolute Value, 9–2
Fixed-Point Adder (N-Inputs; 1-Output), 9–6
Fixed-Point Adder with Carry (N-Inputs; 1-Output),
9–3
Fixed-Point Difference, 9–9
Fixed-Point Divide, 9–12
Fixed-Point Modulus and Remainder, 9–24
Fixed-Point Multiplier (N-Inputs; 1-Output), 9–28
Fixed-Point Reciprocal (1/x), 9–33
Fixed-Point Scale and Offset, 9–42
Fixed-Point Signum, 9–46
Fixed-Point Square, 9–51
Fixed-Point Square Root, 9–49
Re-format Fixed-Point Signal, 9–36

Signal Processing
Fixed-Point Decimator, 9–15
Fixed-Point Delay by N Samples, 9–17
Fixed-Point Hold, 9–20

Fixed-Point Minimum/Maximum (N-Input; 2-Output),
9–22
Fixed-Point Remove Signal Delay Samples, 9–31

FLATRAYLEIGH, 3–19
FM_DSCRM, 14–69
FM_MOD, 14–71
FMULT_B, 18–173
FMULT_B2, 18–183
FPR2R, 9–19
FRQ_SEL, 22–145
FRQSHFT, 19–55
FSK_DET, 14–73
FSK_MAP, 14–74
FSK_SRC, 14–76
FSK_TX, 14–80

G
GAIN, 19–56
GFDM_DMOD, 14–84
GFDM_MOD, 14–87
GMSK_RX, 14–91
GMSK_SRC, 14–93
GMSK_TX, 14–96
GSM_AB, 5–14
GSM_DB, 5–16
GSM_FB, 5–17
GSM_NB, 5–18
GSM_PRBS, 5–20
GSM_SB, 5–22
GSM_TSIG, 5–23
GSM_TX, 5–31
GSM_VSA, 5–36

H
HOLD, 19–57
HOLD_FP, 9–20
HOLD_T, 19–59
HPFB, 8–75
HPFC, 8–82
HPFD, 8–89
HPFE, 8–96
HPFIR_ER, 8–103
HPFIR_KN, 8–156
HPFIR_KT, 8–157
HPFIR_MF, 8–158
HPIIR_BE, 8–159
HPIIR_BN, 8–160
HPIIR_CN, 8–162
HSDPA_SCRM, 5–42
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I
I80211A_CONV, 5–43
I80211A_DATA, 5–45
I80211A_FASM, 5–47
I80211A_ILVR, 5–50
I80211A_MAP, 5–52
I80211A_MOD, 5–55
I80211A_PILOT, 5–59
I80211A_SCRM, 5–60
I80211A_TRNG, 5–62
I80211A_TSIG, 5–64
I80211A_TX, 5–70
I80211A_VSA, 5–74
IDFT, 19–61
IIRFLT_AB, 8–106
IIRFLT_PZ, 8–108
IMBAL_IQ, 18–194
IMPLS_C, 21–11
IMPLS_R, 21–13
Interconnects System Blocks

Named Connector, 10–2
INTG_DMP, 19–62
INTGRL, 11–25
INTRCONN, 10–3
IQ_DMOD, 14–99
IQ_MOD, 14–103
IS2000_DLVR, 5–79
IS2000_FL_MODULES, 22–34
IS2000_FL_RX, 22–35
IS2000_FL_TSIG, 22–37
IS2000_ILVR, 5–81
IS2000_RL_MODULES, 22–39
IS2000_RL_RX, 22–40
IS2000_RL_TSIG, 22–42
ISOLATOR, 18–197

K
KCLUTTER, 21–9

L
LABVIEW, 7–2
LABVIEW_EXEC, 7–14
LDPC_CCSDS_DEC, 4–40
LDPC_CCSDS_ENC, 4–42
LDPC_DVB_DEC, 4–44
LDPC_DVB_ENC, 4–47
LDPC_NR_DEC, 4–49
LDPC_NR_ENC, 4–51
LFSR_SRC, 4–53
Libraries

WCDMA Library
Propagation Channels; Birth-Death Channel (WCDMA
Standards), 5–137
Propagation Channels; Moving Paths Channel (WCDMA
Standards), 5–139

WCDMA Library System Blocks
WCDMA Uplink DPDCH RX, 22–123

Libraries System Blocks
5G NR

NR 5G Downlink Receiver, 22–81
NR 5G Downlink Receiver (with decoder), 22–78
NR 5G Downlink Signal Source, 22–85
NR 5G Downlink Signal Source (with encoder), 22–88
NR 5G Downlink Test Model Receiver, 22–83
NR 5G Downlink Test Model Signal Source, 22–91
NR 5G Uplink Receiver, 22–98
NR 5G Uplink Receiver (with decoder), 22–96
NR 5G Uplink Receiver (with encoder), 22–102
NR 5G Uplink Signal Source, 22–100

_Obsolete
Sources Models, 22–147

DVB-H (DVB-T) Library
DVB-H (DVB-T) Receiver, 22–23
DVB-H (DVB-T) Receiver Modules, 22–22
DVB-H (DVB-T) Signal Source, 22–25
DVB-H (DVB-T) Transmitter Modules, 22–27

DVBS Library
DVB-S Source, 22–30
DVB-S Transmitter, 22–32
DVB_S General Receiver Model, 22–28

IS2000 Library
Forward Link Blocks, 22–34
IS2000 Forward Link Receiver, 22–35
IS2000 Forward Link Signal Source, 22–37
IS2000 Reverse Link Receiver, 22–40
IS2000 Reverse Link Signal Source, 22–42
Reverse Link Blocks, 22–39

LTE
LTE Downlink EVM Receiver, 22–50
LTE Downlink Receiver, 22–47
LTE Downlink Signal Source, 22–52
LTE Downlink Transmitter, 22–56
LTE Receiver Modules, 22–60
LTE Transmitter Modules, 22–62
LTE Uplink EVM Receiver, 22–66
LTE Uplink Receiver for Encoded Signals, 22–64
LTE Uplink Signal Source, 22–68, 22–70

NR 5G Library
NR 5G Receiver Modules, 22–94
NR 5G Transmitter Modules, 22–95

Radar
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Antenna and Propagation Models, 22–105
Moving Target Indicator, 22–76
Radar Propagation and Target Model, 22–108
Radar Target Model, 22–111
RF Models, 22–106
Signal Processing Models, 22–107

RF Blocks Library
Imbalance; LO Imbalance, 22–44
Mixers; Image Rejection Behavioral Mixer, 22–73

WCDMA Library
Physical Channels: Downlink; WCDMA Downlink
Modules, 22–119
Physical Channels: Uplink; WCDMA Uplink Modules,
22–122
WCDMA Downlink DPCH RX, 22–114
WCDMA Downlink Signal Source, 22–120
WCDMA Downlink Test Model 1-6 Signal Source,
22–117
WCDMA Downlink Test Model Channels, 22–116
WCDMA Uplink Signal Source, 22–125

WiMAX Fixed 802.16d Library
Receiver Modules; WiMAX Receiver Modules, 22–127
Transmitter Modules; WiMAX Transmitter Modules,
22–128
WiMAX Receiver; Full-Band, 22–139
WiMAX Signal Source; Full-Band, 22–141
WiMAX Transmitter; Full-Band, 22–143

WiMAX Mobile 802.16e Library
Mobile WiMAX Modulated Signal Source, 22–131
Mobile WiMAX Receiver, 22–129
Mobile WiMAX Transmitter, 22–133
Receiver Modules; Mobile WiMAX Receiver Modules,
22–136
Transmitter Modules; Mobile WiMAX Transmitter
Modules, 22–137

WLAN 802.11ac Library, 22–2, 22–4
WLAN 802.11b Library

1 Mbps; 802.11b Source for 1Mbps, 22–6
1 Mbps; 802.11b Transmitter for 1Mbps, 22–8
11 Mbps; 802.11b Source for 11Mbps, 22–14
11 Mbps; 802.11b Transmitter for 11Mbps, 22–16
2 Mbps; 802.11b Source for 2Mbps, 22–10
2 Mbps; 802.11b Transmitter for 2Mbps, 22–12
5.5 Mbps; 802.11b Source for 5.5Mbps, 22–18
5.5 Mbps; 802.11b Transmitter for 5.5Mbps, 22–20

LIN_F, 18–211
LIN_F2, 18–217
LIN_MDIF, 18–227
LIN_S, 18–233
LINAMP, 18–203
LMS_EQU, 19–64

LN, 11–27
LO_IMBAL, 22–44
LOAD, 18–239
LOG, 11–28
LOGAMP, 18–241
LOOKUP, 19–68
LPFB, 8–109
LPFC, 8–116
LPFD, 8–123
LPFE, 8–130
LPFIR_ER, 8–137
LPFIR_KN, 8–164
LPFIR_KT, 8–165
LPFIR_MF, 8–166
LPIIR_BE, 8–167
LPIIR_BN, 8–168
LPIIR_CN, 8–170
LTE_CDBLKCMB, 5–83
LTE_CDBLKSGMT, 5–85
LTE_CONFIG, 5–87
LTE_DL_RX, 22–47
LTE_DL_RXM, 22–50
LTE_DL_TSIG, 22–52
LTE_DL_TX, 22–56
LTE_FRMASM, 5–91
LTE_FRMDSM, 5–94
LTE_MAP, 5–89
LTE_RTDMATCH, 5–98
LTE_RTDMATCH2, 5–100
LTE_RTMATCH, 5–102
LTE_RTMATCH2, 5–104
LTE_RX_MODULES, 22–60
LTE_TX_MODULES, 22–62
LTE_UL_RX, 22–64
LTE_UL_RXM, 22–66
LTE_UL_TSIG, 22–68
LTE_UL_TSIGE, 22–70
LTUNER, 18–243
LVGA, 18–248

M
M2DB, 6–28
M_PROBE, 12–17
Math Tools System Blocks

Absolute Value, 11–2
Adder (N-Inputs; 1-Output), 11–5
Arc Cosine, 11–3
Arc Sine, 11–9
Arc Tangent, 11–11
Calculates Phase Angle, 11–8
Complex Conjugate, 11–13
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Complex Exponential, 11–24
Complex Magnitude Squared, 11–43
Cosine, 11–14
Derivative of the Input, 11–18
Difference, 11–19
Divider, 11–21
Exponential, 11–23
Hyperbolic Cosine, 11–15
Hyperbolic Sine, 11–54
Hyperbolic Tangent, 11–58
Integrates Input Using Trapezoidal or Summation Method,
11–25
Inverse Hyperbolic Cosine, 11–4
Inverse Hyperbolic Sine, 11–10
Inverse Hyperbolic Tangent, 11–12
Logarithm, 11–28
Logic

AND (N-Input; 1-Output), 11–7
NOT, 11–42
OR (N-Input; 1-Output), 11–44
XOR (N-Input; 1-Output), 11–59

Matrix
Row Shuffler, 11–47

Matrix Inverse, 11–29
Matrix Multiplication, 11–31
Modulus and Remainder, 11–33
Multiplexing

De-Multiplexer (1-Input; N-Output), 11–16
Multiplexer (N-Input; 1-Output), 11–38

Multiplier (N-Input; 1-Output), 11–35
Natural Logarithm, 11–27
Negates Real or Complex Data, 11–40
No Operation, 11–41
Raise to the Power, 11–45
Reciprocal, 11–46
Round to Specified Number of Decimal Places, 11–49
Scale and Offset, 11–50
Signum Function, 11–52
Sine, 11–53
Square, 11–55
Square Root, 11–56
Tangent, 11–57

MATINV, 11–29
MATLAB, 7–17
MATLAB4, 7–31
MATLAB_SRC, 7–35
MATLAB_SRC4, 7–38
MATMULT, 11–31
MDIF

MDIF File Based Linear Behavioral Model, 18–227
MDIF File Based Nonlinear Behavioral Model, 18–326

Meters System Blocks
BER

BER (Bit Error Rate) Meter; External Reference Source,
12–7
BER (Bit Error Rate) Meter; Internal Reference Source,
12–2
BER from Data File, 12–11
FER (Frame Error Rate) Meter; External Reference
Source, 12–13
SER (Symbol Error Rate) Meter; External Reference
Source, 12–22
SER (Symbol Error Rate) Meter; Internal Reference
Source, 12–18

Measurement Probe (RF Inspector/RF Budget Analysis
Only), 12–17
Network Analyzers

Vector Network Analyzer, 12–29
Vector Signal Analyzer (Complex Envelope), 12–34

Test Point, 12–26
MIMO

PHARRAY_F, 18–387
MINMAX, 19–71
MINMAX16, 19–116
MINMAX2, 19–118
MINMAX4, 19–119
MINMAX8, 19–120
MINMAX_FP, 9–22
Miscellaneous System Blocks

Bus
Bus to Multiplexed Signal, 13–6
Bus to Serial Converter, 13–8
Multiplexed Signal to Bus, 13–23
Serial to Bus Converter, 13–27
Single Signal to Bus, 13–29

Files
File Capture, 13–10
File Capture (4 inputs), 13–17
Huge Binary File Capture, 13–2
Huge Binary File Source, 13–4

Tools
Propagated Property Modifier, 13–25

MIXER_B, 18–257
MIXER_B2, 18–277
MIXER_F, 18–299
MIXER_IRM, 22–73
MIXER_S, 18–315
MOD, 11–33
MOD_FP, 9–24
Modulation System Blocks

Analog
AM Demodulator Envelope Detector, 14–3
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Conventional Analog Amplitude Demodulator, 14–2
Conventional Analog Amplitude Modulator, 14–5
Digital AM Transmitter, 14–57
Envelope Detector Receiver for Digital AM, 14–55
FM Discriminator, 14–69
Frequency Modulator, 14–71
Phase Modulator, 14–169
PM Demodulator, 14–167
Pulse-Width Demodulator, 14–186
Pulse-Width Modulator, 14–188

APSK
APSK Detector, 14–7
APSK Mapper, 14–10
APSK Modulated Signal, 14–25
APSK Receiver, 14–17
APSK Soft Metrics Calculator, 14–22
APSK Transmitter, 14–31

BPSK
BPSK Detector, 14–37
BPSK Mapper, 14–38
BPSK Modulated Signal, 14–43
BPSK Receiver, 14–39
BPSK Transmitter, 14–46

FSK
FSK Detector, 14–73
FSK Mapper, 14–74
FSK Modulated Signal, 14–76
FSK Transmitter, 14–80

General Receivers
Discriminator Receiver, 14–59
General I/Q Modulation Receiver, 14–228

GMSK
GMSK Modulated Signal, 14–93
GMSK Receiver, 14–91
GMSK Transmitter, 14–96

Modulators & Demodulators
Continuous Phase Modulator, 14–50
I/Q Correlating Demodulator, 14–99
I/Q Modulator, 14–103

MPSK
MPSK Detector, 14–108
MPSK Mapper, 14–110
MPSK Modulated Signal, 14–116
MPSK Receiver, 14–112
MPSK Transmitter, 14–120

MSK
MSK Modulated Signal, 14–127
MSK Receiver, 14–125
MSK Transmitter, 14–129

OFDM
FBMC Demodulation Block, 14–62

FBMC Modulation Block, 14–65
GFDM Demodulation Block, 14–84
GFDM Modulation Block, 14–87
OFDM Demodulator, 14–131
OFDM Modulator, 14–134
Subcarrier Demapper, 14–230
Subcarrier Mapper, 14–232

OQPSK
Offset QPSK Modulated Signal, 14–144
Offset QPSK Receiver, 14–140
Offset QPSK Transmitter, 14–147

PAM
PAM Detector, 14–151
PAM Mapper, 14–153
PAM Modulated Signal, 14–159
PAM Receiver, 14–155
PAM Transmitter, 14–163

Pi/4 QPSK
Pi/4 QPSK Detector, 14–171
Pi/4 QPSK Mapper, 14–173
Pi/4 QPSK Modulated Signal, 14–179
Pi/4 QPSK Receiver, 14–175
Pi/4 QPSK Transmitter, 14–182

QAM
QAM Detector, 14–190
QAM Mapper, 14–192
QAM Modulated Signal, 14–203
QAM Receiver, 14–197
QAM Soft Metrics Calculator, 14–201
QAM Transmitter, 14–210

QPSK
QPSK Detector, 14–214
QPSK Mapper, 14–215
QPSK Modulated Signal, 14–221
QPSK Receiver, 14–217
QPSK Transmitter, 14–224

MOVING_PATHS, 3–22
MP2C, 6–27
MPSK_DET, 14–108
MPSK_MAP, 14–110
MPSK_RX, 14–112
MPSK_SRC, 14–116
MPSK_TX, 14–120
MSK_RX, 14–125
MSK_SRC, 14–127
MSK_TX, 14–129
MTD, 19–73
MTI, 22–76
MULT, 11–35
MULT16, 11–89
MULT2, 11–82
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MULT4, 11–85
MULT8, 11–87
MULT_FP, 9–28
MULTIPATH_FADING, 3–24
MULTPATH, 3–34
MUX, 11–38
MUX16, 11–92
MUX2, 11–95
MUX2BUS, 13–23
MUX4, 11–97
MUX8, 11–99

N
NCONN, 10–2
NEG, 11–40
NL_AMP, 18–682
NL_AMP2, 18–324
NL_AMP_H, 18–684
NL_F, 18–685
NL_MDIF, 18–326
NL_MIXER, 18–704
NL_S, 18–339
NL_S_ENV, 18–351
NLFD_F, 18–706
NLFD_S, 18–709
Noise sources

Start RF Signal (Noise Source), 18–497
NOP, 11–41
NORM, 11–43
NOT, 11–42
NR_5G_RX_MODULES, 22–94
NR_5G_TX_MODULES, 22–95
NR_CDBLKCMB, 5–107
NR_CDBLKSGMT, 5–109
NR_CONFIG, 5–111
NR_DL_FRMASM, 5–113
NR_DL_FRMDASM, 5–119
NR_DL_RX, 22–78
NR_DL_RXM, 22–81
NR_DL_RXM_TM, 22–83
NR_DL_TSIG, 22–85
NR_DL_TSIG_TM, 22–91
NR_DL_TSIGE, 22–88
NR_MAP, 5–123
NR_RTDMATCH, 5–125
NR_RTMATCH, 5–127
NR_UL_FRMASM, 5–129
NR_UL_FRMDASM, 5–133
NR_UL_RX, 22–96
NR_UL_RXM, 22–98
NR_UL_TSIG, 22–100

NR_UL_TSIGE, 22–102
NTONES, 21–52

O
Obsolete System Blocks

Amplifiers
(Obsolete) Linear Variable Gain Amplifier, 18–759
(Obsolete) Volterra Behavioral Model, 18–758
Simulation Based; (Obsolete) Frequency-Dependent
TWT-Saleh Behavioral Model (Simulation-Based),
18–745

Antennas
(Obsolete) Receive Antenna Properties, 18–724
(Obsolete) Transmit Antenna Properties, 18–747

Channels
(Obsolete) Doppler, 3–59
(Obsolete) Rayleigh Multipath Channel, 3–60

Coding-Mapping
(Obsolete) Convolutional Encoder, 4–85

Converters
(Obsolete) Parallel-to-Serial Converter (2-Input;
1-Output), 6–47
(Obsolete) Parallel-to-Serial Converter (4-Input;
1-Output), 6–48
(Obsolete) Parallel-to-Serial Converter (8-Input;
1-Output), 6–49
(Obsolete) Parallel-to-Serial Converters (16-Input;
1-Output), 6–45
(Obsolete) Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input;
2-Output), 6–53
(Obsolete) Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input;
4-Output), 6–54
(Obsolete) Serial-to-Parallel Converter (1-Input;
8-Output), 6–55
(Obsolete) Serial-to-Parallel Converters (1-Input;
16-Output), 6–51

Filters; Digital Baseband
Bandpass; (Obsolete) FIR Bandpass Filter Kaiser
Windowing (N Specified), 8–142
Bandpass; (Obsolete) FIR Bandpass Filter Kaiser
Windowing (Transition Band Specified), 8–143
Bandpass; (Obsolete) IIR Bandpass Butterworth Filter
(Edges Specified), 8–144
Bandpass; (Obsolete) IIR Bandpass Butterworth Filter
(Order Specified), 8–145
Bandpass; (Obsolete) IIR Bandpass Chebyshev I Filter
(Order Specified), 8–147
Bandstop; (Obsolete) FIR Bandstop Filter Kaiser
Windowing (N Specified), 8–149
Bandstop; (Obsolete) FIR Bandstop Filter Kaiser
Windowing (Transition Band Specified), 8–150
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Bandstop; (Obsolete) IIR Bandstop Butterworth Filter
(Edges Specified), 8–151
Bandstop; (Obsolete) IIR Bandstop Butterworth Filter
(Order Specified), 8–152
Bandstop; (Obsolete) IIR Bandstop Chebyshev I Filter
(Order Specified), 8–154
Highpass; (Obsolete) FIR Highpass Filter (Maximally
Flat), 8–158
Highpass; (Obsolete) FIR Highpass Filter Kaiser
Windowing (Transition Band Specified), 8–157
Highpass; (Obsolete) FIR Highpass Kaiser Windowing
Filter (N Specified), 8–156
Highpass; (Obsolete) IIR Highpass Butterworth Filter
(Edges Specified), 8–159
Highpass; (Obsolete) IIR Highpass Butterworth Filter
(Order Specified), 8–160
Highpass; (Obsolete) IIR Highpass Chebyshev I Filter
(Order Specified), 8–162
Lowpass: (Obsolete) FIR Lowpass Filter (Maximally
Flat), 8–166
Lowpass: (Obsolete) FIR Lowpass Filter Kaiser
Windowing (N Specified), 8–164
Lowpass: (Obsolete) FIR Lowpass Filter Kaiser
Windowing (Transition Band Specified), 8–165
Lowpass: (Obsolete) IIIR Lowpass Chebyshev I Filter
(Order Specified), 8–170
Lowpass: (Obsolete) IIR Lowpass Butterworth Filter
(Edges Specified), 8–167
Lowpass: (Obsolete) IIR Lowpass Butterworth Filter
(Order Specified), 8–168

Libraries/RF Blocks
Frequency Selection; (Obsolete) Center Frequency
Selector (shifts Fc), 22–145

Math Tools
(Obsolete) 16-Input AND, 11–72
(Obsolete) 16-Input OR, 11–101
(Obsolete) 16-Input XOR, 11–107
(Obsolete) 2-Input AND, 11–68
(Obsolete) 2-Input OR, 11–103
(Obsolete) 4-Input AND, 11–69
(Obsolete) 4-Input OR, 11–104
(Obsolete) 4-Input XOR, 11–110
(Obsolete) 8-Input AND, 11–70
(Obsolete) 8-Input OR, 11–105
(Obsolete) 8-Input XOR, 11–109, 11–111
(Obsolete) Adder (16-Input; 1-Output), 11–66
(Obsolete) Adder (2-Input; 1-Output), 11–60
(Obsolete) Adder (4-Input; 1-Output), 11–62
(Obsolete) Adder (8-Input; 1-Output), 11–64
(Obsolete) De-Multiplexer (1-Input; 16-Output), 11–80
(Obsolete) De-Multiplexer (1-Input; 2-Output), 11–74

(Obsolete) De-Multiplexer (1-Input; 4-Output), 11–76
(Obsolete) De-Multiplexer (1-Input; 8-Output), 11–78
(Obsolete) Multiplexer (16-Input; 1-Output), 11–92
(Obsolete) Multiplexer (2-Input; 1-Output), 11–95
(Obsolete) Multiplexer (4-Input; 1-Output), 11–97
(Obsolete) Multiplexer (8-Input; 1-Output), 11–99
(Obsolete) Multiplier (16-Input; 1-Output), 11–89
(Obsolete) Multiplier (2-Input; 1-Output), 11–82
(Obsolete) Multiplier (4-Input; 1-Output), 11–85
(Obsolete) Multiplier (8-Input; 1-Output), 11–87

MATLAB
(Obsolete) Run MATLAB Commands, 7–35
(Obsolete) Run MATLAB Commands (4 Inputs and
Outputs), 7–31
(Obsolete) Run MATLAB Commands (4 Outputs), 7–38

Meters
(Obsolete) Generic Simulation Sweeper, 12–37
Network Analyzers; Vector Network Analyzer (Large
Signal; Power Sweep), 12–39
Network Analyzers; Vector Network Analyzer (Small
Signal), 12–43

Miscellaneous
Files; (Obsolete) SIGFILE, 13–30

Passive
(Obsolete) Circulator (1-Input; 2-Output), 18–662
(Obsolete) Circulator (2-Input; 1-Output), 18–669

PLL
Detectors; (Obsolete) Charge Pump Phase/Frequency
Detector, 16–21
Detectors; (Obsolete) Phase/Frequency Detector, 16–24
Dividers; (Obsolete) Frequency Divide by N, 16–22
Dividers; (Obsolete)Frequency divider, linear
approximation, 16–23
Phase Noise; (Obsolete) Phase Noise Waveform, 16–25
VCOs (Obsolete) Voltage Controlled Oscillator, 16–26
VCOs; (Obsolete) Linear VCO model, 16–27

RF Blocks
Amplifiers; (Obsolete) Nonlinear Behavioral Model
(File-Based), 18–685
Amplifiers; (Obsolete) Nonlinear Frequency-Dependent
Behavioral Model (File-Based), 18–706
Amplifiers; Simulation-Based; (Obsolete) Nonlinear
Frequency-Dependent Behavioral Model
(Simulation-Based), 18–709
Behavioral; (Obsolete) Narrowband Behavioral
Amplifier, 18–682
Behavioral; (Obsolete) Narrowband Behavioral Mixer,
18–704
Behavioral; (Obsolete) Nonlinear Behavioral Amplifier
(Complex Signal), 18–684
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Combiners/Splitters; (Obsolete) Combiner (N-Inputs to
1-Output), 18–676
Combiners/Splitters; (Obsolete) Splits One Signal Into
Four or Fewer Signals, 18–742
Combiners/Splitters; (Obsolete) Splitter, 18–736
Switches; (Obsolete) RF Single Pole Double Throw
Switch (Static 1-Input 2-Output), 18–712
Switches; (Obsolete) RF Single Pole Double Throw
Switch (Static 2-Input 1-Output), 18–718

Signal Processing
(Obsolete) Signal Scaling Block, 19–122
Decision; (Obsolete) Minimum/Maximum (16-Input;
2-Output), 19–116
Decision; (Obsolete) Minimum/Maximum (2-Input;
2-Output), 19–118
Decision; (Obsolete) Minimum/Maximum (4-Input;
2-Output), 19–119
Decision; (Obsolete) Minimum/Maximum (8-Input;
2-Output), 19–120

Sources
Multicarrier; (Obsolete) Maps Input Modulation to
Multicarrier Output, 21–51
Noise; (Obsolete) White Gaussian Noise, 21–60
RF Sources; (Obsolete) N Tone Sinusoid, 21–52
Transient; (Obsolete) Pulse, 21–55
Waveforms; (Obsolete) Complex Sinusoid (Complex
Envelope), 21–56
Waveforms; (Obsolete) Real Sinusoid (Complex
Envelope), 21–58

OFDM_DMOD, 14–131
OFDM_MOD, 14–134
OQPSK_RX, 14–140
OQPSK_SRC, 14–144
OQPSK_TX, 14–147
OR, 11–44
OR16, 11–101
OR2, 11–103
OR4, 11–104
OR8, 11–105
OSC_S, 18–355
OVSF_CODE, 5–136

P
P2S, 6–30
P2S_16, 6–45
P2S_2, 6–47
P2S_4, 6–48
P2S_8, 6–49
PAM_DET, 14–151
PAM_MAP, 14–153
PAM_RX, 14–155

PAM_SRC, 14–159
PAM_TX, 14–163
PDXOR, 16–11
PEAK_DET, 19–76
PFD, 16–24
PFDCP, 16–14
PHARRAY, 18–359
PHARRAY_ANT, 18–368
PHARRAY_F, 18–387
PHARRAY_RXSIG, 18–406
PHARRAY_RXSIG_BUS, 18–412
PHARRAY_SHFTR, 18–416
PHASE, 19–77
phase shifter

digital, 18–154
variable analog, 18–94
variable digital, 18–161

PHASENS, 21–15
PHSNOISE_CH, 3–36
PLL System Blocks

Detectors
Phase Detector of Type XOR, 16–11
Phase-Frequency Detector and Charge-Pump, 16–14

Dividers
Phase Divider (PLL), 16–8

Filters
2nd Order Active Loop Filter, 16–2
2nd Order Passive Loop Filter, 16–4
3rd Order Passive Loop Filter, 16–6

VCOs
Behavioral Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO), 16–18

PLSGEN, 19–78
PLSSHP, 8–139
PM_DMOD, 14–167
PM_MOD, 14–169
PN, 16–25
PORT, 17–2
PORT_SRC, 17–4
PORTDIN, 17–7
PORTDIN_NAME, 17–8
PORTDOUT, 17–9
PORTDOUT_NAME, 17–10
Ports System Blocks

Dynamic Source Port, 17–4
Named Port for Data Input, 17–8
Named Port for Data Output, 17–10
Port for Data Input, 17–7
Port for Data Output, 17–9
Termination Port, 17–2

POW, 11–45
PPROPMOD, 13–25
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PPULSE, 21–18
PQPSK_DET, 14–171
PQPSK_MAP, 14–173
PQPSK_RX, 14–175
PQPSK_SRC, 14–179
PQPSK_TX, 14–182
PRBS, 21–21
PRBS_WVFM, 21–23
PTAR, 19–81
PULSE, 21–55
PUNC, 4–57
PW_DMOD, 14–186
PW_MOD, 14–188
PWR_MTR, 18–423

Q
QAM_DET, 14–190
QAM_MAP, 14–192
QAM_RX, 14–197
QAM_SFTM, 14–201
QAM_SRC, 14–203
QAM_TX, 14–210
QHYB_12, 18–425
QHYB_21, 18–432
QHYB_22, 18–439
QPSK_DET, 14–214
QPSK_MAP, 14–215
QPSK_RX, 14–217
QPSK_SRC, 14–221
QPSK_TX, 14–224

R
R2C, 6–32
R2CE, 6–33
R2D, 6–35
R2FPR, 9–39
RAD2DEG, 6–37
RADAR_ANTPROP, 22–105
RADAR_RF, 22–106
RADAR_SIGPROC, 22–107
RADAR_SOURCES, 22–147
RAMP, 21–26
RAMP_PRFL, 19–83
RAYLEIGH, 3–60
RCS, 19–89
RCVR, 14–228
RECIP, 11–46
RECIP_FP, 9–33
REFMT, 9–36
REMOVE_DLY, 19–92
REMOVE_DLY_FP, 9–31

REP_ENC, 4–59
REPEAT, 19–94
RESAMPLER, 19–96
RF Blocks System Blocks

Amplifiers
Amplifier Model (Time-Delay Neural Network-based),
15–2
Behavioral Amplifier, 18–2
Behavioral Amplifier (Voltage-Based), 18–42
Behavioral Amplifier, 2nd Generation, 18–21
Equation-Based Nonlinear Amplifier, 18–52
Frequency Dependent Behavioral Amplifier (File-Based),
18–58
Linear Amplifier, 18–203
Linear Variable Gain Amplifier, 18–248
Logarithmic Amplifier, 18–241
MDIF File Based Nonlinear Behavioral Model, 18–326
Nonlinear Amplifier (Circuit Model), 18–324
Nonlinear Variable Gain Amplifier (File-Based), 18–621
Simulation Based; Nonlinear Amplifier, Envelope
Co-simulation, 18–351
Simulation Based; Nonlinear Behavioral Model
(Simulation-Based), 18–339
Simulation Based; TWT-Saleh Behavioral Model
(Simulation-Based), 18–617
TWT-Saleh Behavioral Model (File-Based), 18–613

Antennas
Phased Array, 18–359
Phased Array Antenna, 18–368
RF Antenna Properties, 18–77

Combiners-Splitters
180-Degree Hybrid (2-Input; 2-Output) Properties, 18–141
Quadrature Hybrid (1-Input; 2-Output), 18–425
Quadrature Hybrid (2-Input; 1-Output), 18–432
Quadrature Hybrid (2-Input; 2-Output) Properties, 18–439
RF Bus Splitter/Combiner, 18–101
RF Splitter, 18–601

Combiners/Splitters
RF Combiner Properties, 18–120

Controllers
RF Controller, 18–481
RF PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivate) Controller,
18–487

Couplers
Directional Coupler; 3-port Internal Termination, 18–127
Directional Coupler; 4-port External Termination, 18–134
Signal Coupling, 18–588

Freq. Multipliers
Behavioral Frequency Multiplier, 18–173
Behavioral Frequency Multiplier, 2nd Generation, 18–183

Impairments
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IQ Imbalance Properties, 18–194
Impedance Mismatch

End of RF Signal, 18–485
Grounded Resistor, 18–239
Start RF Signal, 18–492
Start RF Signal (Noise Source), 18–497

Interconnects
Interconnect, 10–3

Linear Filters
Linear Behavioral Model (Filed Based), 18–211
Linear Behavioral Model, 2nd Generation (Filed Based),
18–217
MDIF File Based Linear Behavioral Model, 18–227
Simulation Based; Linear Behavioral Model; Variable
Port Count (Simulation-Based), 18–233

Mixers
Behavioral Mixer, 18–257
Behavioral Mixer, 2nd Generation, 18–277
File-based Behavioral Mixer, 18–299
Simulation Based; Simulation-based Behavioral Mixer,
18–315

Network Blocks
n Port S Parameter Block, 18–595, 18–645
n Port Z Parameter Block, 18–656
Two Port S Parameter Block, 18–576
Two Port Y Parameter Block, 18–640
Two Port Z Parameter Block, 18–651
Two State S Parameter Block, 18–581

Other
Hard Voltage Limiter (Real Signals), 18–620
Power Meter (Power of Input as Voltage), 18–423
RF Budget Path Cost, 18–452
Signal Direction, 18–593

Passive
Attenuators; RF Attenuator, 18–446
Attenuators; Variable Digital Step Attenuator, 18–167
Attenuators; Voltage Variable RF Attenuator, 18–634
Circulator, 18–107
Diplexer, 18–147
Isolator, 18–197
Lossless Tuner, 18–243
Phase; Digital RF Phase Shifter, 18–154
Phase; Variable Digital RF Phase Shifter, 18–161
Phase; Variable RF Analog Phase Shifter, 18–94
RF Delay, 18–454
Variable Digital RF Delay, 18–460

Phased Array
Phased Array Assembly, Data-file based, 18–387
Phased Array Element Phase Shifter, 18–416
Phased Array Signal Splitter for Receivers, 18–406,
18–412

Sources
Resistor Noise Source, 18–573
Simulation Based; Oscillator with Optional Phase Noise
Effects, 18–355
Tone(s) Source, 18–607
Voltage Noise Source, 18–631

Switches
RF Baseball Switch Properties, 18–522
RF Crossover Switch Properties, 18–529
RF Double Pole Double Throw Switch (Static 2-Input
4-Output), 18–467
RF Double Pole Double Throw Switch (Static 4-Input
2-Output) , 18–474
RF Signal Frequency Controlled Switch, 18–542
RFSW_1nDYN, 18–502
RFSW_1nST, 18–512
RFSW_DIR, 18–535
RFSW_n1DYN, 18–552
RFSW_n1ST, 18–563

Transmission Lines
Coaxial; Physical Spec: Grounded Shield, 18–115

RF_CNTRLR, 18–481
RF_END, 18–485
RF_PID, 18–487
RF_START, 18–492
RF_START_NS, 18–497
RFATTEN, 18–446
RFBPATH, 18–452
RFBTNSCTL, 20–2
RFDELAY, 18–454
RFDELAY_VAR, 18–460
RFDPDT_24ST, 18–467
RFDPDT_42ST, 18–474
RFSPDT_12ST, 18–712
RFSPDT_21ST, 18–718
RFSW_1nDYN, 18–502
RFSW_1nST, 18–512
RFSW_BASEBALL, 18–522
RFSW_CROSSOVER, 18–529
RFSW_DIR, 18–535
RFSW_FRQ, 18–542
RFSW_n1DYN, 18–552
RFSW_n1ST, 18–563
RI2C, 6–38
RN, 18–573
RND_C, 21–27
RND_D, 21–29
RND_R, 21–32
ROUND, 11–49
ROWSHUF, 11–47
RS_DEC, 4–60
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RS_ENC, 4–62
RUMMLER, 3–39
RUN_AVG, 19–98
RX_ANTENNA, 18–724

S
S2P, 6–39
S2P_16, 6–51
S2P_2, 6–53
S2P_4, 6–54
S2P_8, 6–55
S2P_BLK, 18–576
SAMPLER, 19–99
Saturation

VSS Behavioral Amplifier AMP_B, 18–15, 18–36
SAW, 21–34
SBLK_2STATE, 18–581
SC_DMAP, 14–230
SC_MAP, 14–232
SCALE, 11–50
SCALE_FP, 9–42
SCOUPLING, 18–588
SER, 12–18
SER2BUS, 13–27
SER_EXT, 12–22
SIG2BUS, 13–29
SIGDIR, 18–593
SIGFILE, 13–30
SIGN, 11–52
SIGN_FP, 9–46
Signal Processing System Blocks

Align Signal (Gain; Phase and Delay Compensate), 19–2
Attenuator, 19–10
Block Repeater, 19–94
Burst Shaper, 19–11
Capture and Repeat, 19–14
Carrier Frequency Shifter, 19–55
Change Center Frequency, 19–19
Change Sampling Frequency, 19–22
Comparator, 19–24
Correlator, 19–26
Counter Block, 19–29
Decimator, 19–33
Decision

Decision Block, 19–31
Minimum/Maximum (N-Input; 2-Output), 19–71
Threshold Block, 19–112

Delays Input Stream by N Samples, 9–15, 9–20, 19–44
Delays Input Stream by N Symbols, 19–46
Delays Input Stream by Specified Time, 19–35
DFT Calculator, 19–41

Gain Block, 19–56
Generators

Pulse Generator, 19–78
Square Wave Generator, 19–110

Hold, 19–57
Integrates N Samples then Clears Buffer, 19–62
Inverse DFT Calculator, 19–61
LMS Equalizer, 19–64
Logic

D Flip-Flop, 19–39
Data Latch, 19–42

Lookup Table, 19–68
Peak Detector, 19–76
Peak-to-Average Ratio, 19–81
Phase Shifter, 19–77
Pre-distortion

Digital Predistortion Block with Feedback, 19–50
Radar

Radar Constant False Alarm Rate Calculator, 19–16
Radar Cross Section, 19–89
Radar Moving Target Detector, 19–73

Ramp Profile, 19–83
Rate of Output Averaged Values per Input, 19–98
Rational Resampler, 19–96
Remove Signal Delay Samples, 19–92
Sample and Hold, 19–104
Sampler, 19–99
Signal Delay Compensator (Align to Sample Boundary),
19–48
Switches

Single-Pole Double Throw Switch (1-Input; 2-Output),
19–107
Single-Pole Double Throw Switch (2-Input; 1-Output),
19–108

Triggered Hold, 19–59
Unwrap, 19–114
Variable Delay, 19–37

SIGSCL, 19–122
Simulation Control

RFB Thermal Noise Simulation Control, 20–2
Simulation Control System Blocks

Swept Variable Control, 20–3
SIN, 11–53
SIN_C, 21–56
SIN_R, 21–58
SINE, 21–36
SINH, 11–54
SISO_RCONV, 4–65
SMPLHLD, 19–104
SnP_BLK, 18–595
Sources
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Random
Random K Clutter Generator, 21–9

Waveforms
Digital Pulse, 21–7
Linear FM Chirp Signal Generator, 21–2

Sources System Blocks
Complex Source, 21–38
Digital Source, 21–40
Frequency Response Source, 21–42
Noise

Colored Noise Source, 21–5
Phase Noise Source, 21–15
White Gaussian Noise, 21–48

Pulse
Complex Impulse Source, 21–11
Real Impulse Source, 21–13

Random
Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence Generator, 21–21
Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence Waveform Generator,
21–23
Random Complex Source, 21–27
Random Digital Source, 21–29
Random Real Source, 21–32

Real Source, 21–44
Transient

Ramp Function, 21–26
Step Function, 21–46

Waveforms
Periodic Pulse Waveform, 21–18
Sawtooth Waveform, 21–34
Sinusoid Source, 21–36

SPATIALCHANNELMODEL, 3–41
SPDT_12, 19–107
SPDT_21, 19–108
SPLIT, 18–736
SPLIT_N, 18–742
SPLITTER, 18–601
SQR, 11–55
SQR_FP, 9–51
SQRGEN, 19–110
SQRT, 11–56
SQRT_FP, 9–49
SRC_C, 21–38
SRC_D, 21–40
SRC_FRQ, 21–42
SRC_R, 21–44
STEP, 21–46
step attenuator; variable digital, 18–167
SWEEP, 12–37
switches; RF, 18–502, 18–512, 18–535, 18–542, 18–552, 18–563
SWPVAR, 20–3

SYM2B, 6–41
SYM2B_SFT, 6–42

T
TAN, 11–57
TANH, 11–58
TARGET, 22–108
TARGET_MODEL, 22–111
TBL_DLVR, 4–69
TBL_ILVR, 4–71
TDMS_IVARSRC, 7–22
TDMS_SNK, 7–25
TDMS_SRC, 7–28
THRSHLD, 19–112
TONE, 18–607
TP, 12–26
TURBO_DEC_STD, 4–73
TURBO_ENC_STD, 4–77
TWT_F, 18–613
TWT_S, 18–617
TWTFD_S, 18–745
TX_ANTENNA, 18–747

U
UNWRAP, 19–114

V
V_LIM, 18–620
Variable delay; digital RF, 18–460
VBLOCK, 18–758
VCO, 16–26
VCO_B, 16–18
VCO_L, 16–27
VGA_F, 18–621
VGA_L, 18–759
VIT_DEC, 4–80
VN, 18–631
VNA, 12–29
VNA_LS, 12–39
VNA_SS, 12–43
VSA, 12–34
VVA, 18–634

W
WCDMA_BDCHAN, 5–137
WCDMA_DL_DPCH_RX, 22–114
WCDMA_DL_MODULES, 22–119
WCDMA_DL_TM_MODULES, 22–116
WCDMA_DL_TM_TSIG, 22–117
WCDMA_DL_TSIG, 22–120
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WCDMA_MVCHAN, 5–139
WCDMA_SCRM, 5–141
WCDMA_UL_DPDCH_RX, 22–123
WCDMA_UL_MODULES, 22–122
WCDMA_UL_TSIG, 22–125
WGNS, 21–60
WHITENS, 21–48
WIMAX_MBL_FASM, 5–142
WIMAX_MBL_FDSM, 5–144
WIMAX_MBL_RX, 22–129
WIMAX_MBL_RX_MODULES, 22–136
WIMAX_MBL_TSIG, 22–131
WIMAX_MBL_TX, 22–133
WIMAX_MBL_TX_MODULES, 22–137
WIMAX_RX_FB, 22–139
WIMAX_RX_MODULES, 22–127
WIMAX_TSIG_FB, 22–141
WIMAX_TX_FB, 22–143
WIMAX_TX_MODULES, 22–128
WINNER_II, 3–50

X
XOR, 11–59
XOR16, 11–107
XOR2, 11–109
XOR4, 11–110
XOR8, 11–111

Y
Y2P_BLK, 18–640
YnP_BLK, 18–645

Z
Z2P_BLK, 18–651
ZADOFF_CHU, 4–83
ZnP_BLK, 18–656
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